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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—SENATE

IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBU..ITY ACT
OF 1996

The PRESG OFFICER

(Mr. STE-

VENS). Under the previous order, the
clerk will report calendar No. 361, S.
1664.

The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows:
A bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to increase control over
immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel
and detention facilities, improving the system used by employers to verily citizenship
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Immigrants come here and work hard scribed who I think you could surely
penalties fo alien smtggling ad document and they work cheap, which pleases
say are very mainstream Americans.
freud, ad reforming asylum, exclusion, and
or work-authorized alien status, increasing

They are from both sides of the issue.
deportation law and procedures; to reduce some and distresses others.
Immigrants bring cultural diversity,
The Commission labored and found
the use of welfare by aliens; ad for other

which pleases some and distresses othThe Senate proceeded to consider the ers.
And that is the nature of the immibill.
policy debate. Powerful, powerThe PRESIDfl'G OFFICER. The act- gration
ful forces tear at the country.
ing majority leader.
There are some members of our sociMr. LOTT. Mr. President. I ask unan- ety
who believe immigration is an unimous consent that no amendment rel- alloyed
good. They consider it maybe
ative to the minimum wage be in order something
good luck; you simply
to the immigration bill during today's cannot havelike
too
much.
session of the Senate.
Other segments of the population beThe PRESmflG OFFICER. Without lieve
that immigration should be se
objection, it is so ordered.
verely
restricted, if not eliminated alMr. LOTT. I yield the floor, Mr. together.
They see America changing
President.
in ways that they particularly—to
Mr. StMPSON addressed the Chair.
not wish to see.
The PRESmflG OFFICER. The Sen- them—do
I
deeply
believe that immigration is
ator from Wyoming.
it is good for America, but I firmMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I want good,
believe that this is not an eternally
to thank the chairman of the Judiciary ly
inevitable result. It depends upon those
Committee, Senator HATCH. for his suus in the Congress and in the other
perb work in this area. I have not al- of
of Government to make it
ways agreed with my good friend from branches
work. Immigration policy must be depurposes.

Utah with regard to immigration issues, legal and illegal. And I say, too.
to his fine staff after some early mis-

understandings, they have certainly
been excellent to work with. I appreciate that. To Senator Strom TgzyaMOND who was chairman when I started

that—and I quote—"a properly regulated system of legal immigration is in

the national interest of the United

States." The Commission also noted,
however, that there are negative im-

pacts. It proposed a reduction—a reduction—in the total level of immigration.

That is who is suggesting the reduction.
The Jordan Commission strongly rec-

ommended that the family immigration visas go to those who are of the
highest priority in order to promote a
strong and intact "nuclear family." A
"nuclear family"—would that we could
have a better description than "nuclear
faznhly"—but it is the one we think of

as the tight-knit family; the spouse

and minor children. Surely we want to
be certain that we unite those people,
but that we also have measures adopted to ensure that family reunification
does not - create financial burdens on
signed and administered to promote the taxpayers of this country.
the national interest or it may not I thoroughly support those findings
have that effect.
and recommendations. I have tried to
So Congress created the U.S. Com- follow them very carefully and very
mission on Immigration Reform in the honestly in the legislation that I have
1990 act. The Commission was chaired sponsored.
Regarding the issue of control of illeby that remarkable woman, Barbara

this rather unique work, always help- Jordan, a powerfully articulate and ga in2rngration, the Commission refuj, always supportive, always there; to
woman of such great good ported—and I quote:
my old friend companion and colleague splendid
common
sense
and civility and intel- The credibility of immigration policy can
from Massachusetts, Senator KENNEDY,
ligence.
who served as chairman of the commitThat Commission is composed of a
tee when I came here in 1979, who then truly impressive group of immigration
served as the ranking member, then as experts. Lawrence Fuchs, who was the
chairman, then as ranng member, executive director of the Select Comand it certainly is much more fun hav- mission on Immigration when I started
ing him as ranking member than .as in this field, along with Senator KENchairman! I have thoroughly enjoyed NDY, Senator Mathias, Senator
the experience and have the greatest DeConcini on that select commission.

regard personally for him. We have The other names are people who are
worked together on these issues dog- deeply respected in the United States:
gedly and persistently for 17 years.
Teitelbaum, Richard Estrada,
It is a case of, in some ways, new Michael
Robert Charles Hill, Nelson Merced,
players on an old field of battle. During Harold Ezell, Warren Leiden, and Bruce
my 17½ years in the Senate, I have lit- Morrison, a former Congressman.
erally spent weeks on the floor of this
historic Chamber debating imnñgra- That Commission had labored for
tion reform legislation. Whether it was

legislation to provide legalization for
long-term illegals or to prohibit the
knowing employment of tindocumented

more than 4 years, holding a very large
number of hearings and consultations
around the United States of America,
and issuing two reports—two reports—.
one on controlling illegal immigration

workers, legislation I sponsored and and one on reforming legal immigrawhich this body debated in the mid- tion.
eighties, or whether it was legislation
I have heard some people in the deSenator KENNEDY and I sponsored to bate and in the country say, "Where
increase immigration by nearly 40 per- did all of these disturbing ideas come
cent in 1990, it has always been a ter- from? Where did this issue come from,
ribly difficult issue for all the Members this thscussion about the preference
of this body. We know that no matter system and this one about chain migrahow we vote on immigration issues, we tion?" and about a verification system,
are going to assuredly upset and create as if it were all some scheme that was
anguish among segments of our con- presented by some of the fringe elestituencies.
ments of American society. Each and
But immigration policy is a criti- every one of the proposals in each and

be measured by a simp'e yardstick; people
who should get in, do get in—people who
should not get in. are kept out—and people
who are judged deportable are required to
leave.

That seems pretty sensible, pretty
darn clear, actually. Pretty Jordanlike, I think.
Mr. President, I am pleased to report

that the committee bill will measure
up very well by that standard, by that
yardstick, 5. 1664 will provide additional enforcement personnel and detention facilities. It will authorize a
series of pilot projects on systems to
verify eligibility to be employed and to

receive public assistance. It will also
make improvements in both birth certificates and drivers licenses in order
to reduce fraud.

The bill will provide additional incentives, additional investigative authority, and heavier penalties for document fraud ad alien smuggling. It will

streamline exclusion and deportation
procedures. It will establish special
procedures to expedite the removal of
criminal aliens. There are additional
enforcement-related provisions. It is a
good illegal immigration control bill. I
urge my colleagues to support it.

The committee has also reported a

legal immigration reform bill which, I

regret to say, does not carry out the
recommendations of the Comcally important national issue, and every one of the bills presented has major
mission on Immigration Reform
Congress must deal with it. It is not for come from or out of the Select Com- chaired by Barbara
Jordan and does
the States to deal with.

mission on Immigration and Refugee
Immigration accounts for 40 percent. Policy or the Jordan Commission.
or more, of our population growth,
They are not disturbing, they are not
which pleases some and distresses oth- sinister, they are real. They come from
ers.
a group of people that I have just de-

very little to address the problems and
weaknesses in our present legal immigration policy. There might have been
some great expectations of that at one
time.
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I am reminded of a story of my good they will not become "a public family
members
of
citizens
of the Unitfriend Senator HOWELL HEFLIIq, who is charge." That has been on our books
ed States of Anierica. They will go first
certainly wont to tell a story or two since 1882—1882.
citizens. Then they will go to the
from time to time, especially the "No- 'This bill, these bills, tighten that to
family members of permanent
tie" Hawkins -variety stones and oth- singular requirement in an excellent closest
aliens and then to other imers that I am sure we have all heard way. We do say now that the affidavit resident
migrants.
Any that remain will fall
from time to time and that we never of support has teeth and, indeed it down logically
to the lowest priority of
tire of. At least I do not. So one has to does. That is a very excellent step. family immigrants.
can expect
give credit when you have heard and What we find in at least half a dozen or many amendments andWe
several days of
retell a good story, but you only do more States of our Union —and yet we debate and much disagreement,
but dethat once. The second time you just do just cannot say that is for six States spite the emotion, fear, guilt, and
racnot say anything. And the third time alone to deal with; or that we do not ism that is involved in the irnmigraneed to do a national bill; no, that tion issue, we have always—historiyou claim it for yourself.
So the story is that this attractive would be a true flight from reality. In.
at least-had a good, clean, honelderly couple, both of whose spouses half a dozen or more States, current cally,
est, civil debate on immigration in this
had passed away, were on a long airline high levels of inmigration are per- body.
flight together, very long. They were ceived as causing, rightly or wrongly, week. I trust it will be no different this
sitting there enjoying visiting with some very serious sociai and govern- Republicans will disagree. among
each other. They were in their late sev- mental problems.
Do they take more out than they put themselves, I can assure you. Demoenties. They talked about their chilin?
Do they leave more in than they crats will disagree among themselves, I
dren and grandchildren and their intertake
out? Well, it depends on what side assure you. I will have serious disests and things that excited and
spurred them both on. to a full life. And you are on. Do they pull their share? agreements with my friend TED K-

and my friend, Senator SPcER
they had dinner, and they visited some Do they really take the jobs Aniericans NEDY,
ABP
of
Michigan, who is a fine addo
not
want,
or
with
miflions
lesser
more. And after a higuy convivial
to this body and adds greatly to
evening and long flight, they landed. employed in the United States, and dition
debate of this issue. This is not and
The lady reached over and patted the having done a welfare reform bill, will the
never should be and never has been a
gentleman on the knee and said, "You there not be many people looking for partisan
Anyone taking it to
blow, it has been wonderful. You re- work—all questions that wifl never go that level issue.
is making a serious mistake.
mind me of my third husband." And he away, ever.
We are informed that in the Califor- You win find that in the rollcall votes.
said, "How many have you had?" She
nia
public school system subjects are There is no partisanship involved in
replied sweetly, "Two." You can think
taught
in 100 different foreign lan- immigration reform.
about that one when you get home. But
guges. California must construct a I want to commend the new members
that is called great expectations.
the Judiciary Committee ad the
That is what was there with regard new school building every day to keep of
with immigrant student enrollment. subcommittee of both parties, Senators
to legal immigration reform, at least up
It is not only illegal immigration, KYL, FEINSTErN, ABRALt, DEWnE,
in accordance with what Barbara Jor- which
is about 300,000 entries a year, FEINGOLD, and THOMPSON. They bring a
dan and her commission had reported
but also our historica]iy high level of special vigor, intelligence, energy, and
to us.
to the game. I like that.
Yet what we have here is something legal immigration, about 1 million a passion
Just a couple of things, and then we
that will not solve our problems with year in the current years, that have will
go forward and proceed with our
regard to legal immigration. These are given credence and impetus to the work.
I want everyone to be aware of
view that immigration is
the most vexing and the most trou- widespread
the usual fa.re that wifl be presented as
bling results. These deficiencies are the out of control—perhaps even more the
menu is spread before the Senate in
beyond our control.
ones that give rise to proposItion 187, tragically,
this
debate. First, the Statue of LibI
do
sincerely
believe
that
if
Congress
lathes and gentlemen. These are the fails to act to address these very real erty—that
will always be a rather thoromissions that will see proposition and reasonable concerns of the Anier- ough, impressive,
rich debate, but we
187's come to life in every single State ican people, there is a
very strong pos- are not talking about the Statue of
in the Union u.nless we "do something"
we have all been warned Liberty, because the word of Emma
at the Federal level. We are doing very sibility—and
this by the select commission, Lazarus, do not say on the base, "Send
little in the area of legal immigration about
and by the Jordan Commission—we us everybody you have, legaiiy or ifleand badly need changes there
That is not what it says. We
Thenyou want to observe the various will lose our traditionally generous im- gaily."
policy. The American people hear that. I hope the Anierican people
proposals passed either incrementally migration
a halt to all immigration. can hear that one and remember that
or on immigration reform measures will demand
will not stand still for the Con- we are seeing in this country groups of
which allow States to deny or impose They
approach, as some people who are in enclaves where they
charges for elementary and secondary gress-knows-best
have us take this route on this never learn or speak any other lanpublic education for illegal alien stu- would
guage. They are in New York, they are
dents. These will also be part of a very buring.issue.
these and other reasons, I will, at In San Francisco, they are in Los Anvexatious debate. Do we continue to anFor
appropriate time, offer an amend- geles. We read about those things
give support to the illegal community
to provide a modest, temporary daily. That will not be improved by
and deny it to the Anierican citizen ment
reduction in legal imnñgration. It mat- doing nothing.
community? That will be a good test. If ters not one whit to me what the vote
Then we wili hear—this is always a
you want to be sure that we provide is
on
that,
but
we
will
vote
on
that
rich
tapestry i.n itself—that we are all
various things to mothers who are here issue. It will attempt to reduce immi- children
and grandchildren of nnmiiflegaily, then where is the money com- gration to a level approximately 10 per- grants. We
all hear that. I can tell
ing from that offsets that? Who is ray- cent below current level and hold it at my story adwill
everybody
in this Chaming for that? If you want to relieve in that level for 5 years—a breathing ber can tell theirs. We are
not talking
a compassionate way a sponsor from space, if you win. For the first time in about that. We are not talking
about
having to pay for the person they bring more than 50 years, there will be no ina country and settling the
over here and we Sometimes say we crease in legai immigration over a 5- populating
We are talking about people in
cannot do that—heavens no, for the fel- year period. At the end of the 5 yea.rs, West.
the United States who are brooding
low cannot afford that.
and the priority system about i11egas in their midst and show
But, you see, lathes and gentlemen, the numbers
return to exactly what they are it in every poll, and then show it at the
you have to remember that you cannot will
the present law—no change, back polls.
bring an immigrant legally to the under
to business as usual.
We had a man running for the PresiUnited States unless the sponsor
During this 5-year breathing space,
of the tThited States who, peragrees, and also the immigrant, that the visas will go first to the closest of dency
has if he were in the race, would pick
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17 to 20 percent of the vote based on many engaged into a cottage industry
they
do
not,
is
that
the
first
step?
Is
a lashing out about immigration or a of making phony documents. We, have
the slippery slope toward a namove toward xenophobia, just as has employer sanctions but we did not that
happened in Germany, with a person want to put the burden on the em- tional ? I think people choose to
only what they will with regard to
receiving 17 to 20 percent of the vote, ployer. So we said, whatever document hear
that.
up

or in France, with another man with you are shown, the employer, cannot

such views garnering 17 percent to 20
percent of the vote. Those things are
out there. There is no question about
them being out there.
My gr.ndfather came here from Holland. His parents. died at the age of 6.
He was orphaned. He was a ragamuffin

in the streets of Chicago with a tin

cup, as far as I can find. Every one of
us can tell that kind of story. Then he

went to work as a clerk for the iail-

road, and he went west. Horace Greeley

was right, "Go West, young man." He

did. He not only ended up worng on
the railroad, he ended up running and
owning a coal mine in a Little town
named Kooi, WY—named after him. He

was, in every sense, an American success. He died a very happy man after
giving birth to my mother, and assuring the wonderful heritage I have. We
can all tell those stories, and we can go

Finally, we will hear about placing
be responsible for the validity of it. So the burden on the employers. Why the
they just took them. I always love to argument, "Are we doing this to the
explain my own here because it costs employers of America? How can we do
100 bucks. We picked it up on the this and make them the watchdogs of
streets of Los Angeles. AL Kooi America and make them do the work of
SipsoN, Turlock, CA, a, very disti- a failed Federal Government?" Fasguished person of less than hirsute ap- cinating. Without employers, we would
pearance reflected here on the card. have no ability to adniinister the InterAnd here is my phony Social Security nai Revenue resources, because the emcard. I do not know what other poor ployer gathers up the withholding tax.
soul shares the same number with me— I have not seen any editorials on that
maybe none. But that is why nothing as to the burden on employers.
worked. That is why, in this bill, someAnd now it is curious to me that I
thing will work.
also Saw an editorial the other day
I think we will keep those provi- that said that what will happen if the
sions—I hope so—because we are not bili is passed is that the American emta1ng about national tattoos. We are ployers will find out they will have to
not talking about Nazi Germany. We ask somebody whether they are au-

are not ta1ng about an error-filled thorized to work. I tell you, that edinational data base. We are not talking torial writer has to have drilling rock
about a mess of an adniinistration in instead of brain, because that one is on
some other agency of the Government. the books already. Since the 1986 bill,

on to the Irish relatives, the German We are ta1ng about "doing somerelatives. All of us can tell these sto- thing" about illegal immigration. And
ries—the stories of persecution, the the oddest thing to me is that the peostories of horror, the stories of p0- ple who seem. to really want to do
grorns. Those are real. Those are sto- something to illegal, undocumented
ries of inspiration of which we can people—other than thumb screws or
take—I think we shaU call "judicial the rack—as I often hear them speak,
notice."
have failed to realize that the one
One other thing we should take judi- thing you can 'do that does work and is
clad notice of, we are the most gener- humane is a more secure counterfeit-

ous country on Earth. I have heard the resistant card, or verification, or somephrase, "why, why would we turn in- thing like a telephone verification,
ward? What are we doing?" What is where you slide it through some kind
American about that? Mr. President, of electronic device, some type of comwe take more refugees in than all the puter link, or similar process. All of
rest of the world combined. We take in that can be studied under this bill th
more immigrants than all of the rest of the form of pilot programs.
the world cornbined—combine& All im-

migrants, refugees, the whole spectri.m.
Then we will see on the menu, passionate words about some national m

which has never escaped the
menu, as far as I have ever known i
my 17 years here. Some have played
card,

that card with a better look at a poker
hand than any I can remember. I remember particuiarly a Congressman

from California who was certainly vigorous in his pursuit of his feelings and
the depth of his internalization of that.
We have never talked about a nationaL

ID card in the entire time I have been
working on this issue. I have put it in
every single bill, that there would not

to do.
We all know why employer Sanctions

did not work in the 1986 bill. Employer

sanctions did not work because

so

ployer the fact that you had an 1—9.
which is a one-page form authorizing
you to work in the United States of
America. It has been on the books now
for 9 years. Did anybody miss that? I
think not.

So you are going to find that that is
exactly what employers already have
been doing. We are trying to Say—and
I hope we can get this in; we will see—

that if we go to a pilot program and
the Attorney General finds that it is
accurate and it works, and it is reliable, you will then not need to do the

1—9. Skip it right there. Throw it out.
But employers are the core of anything
can do with regard to immigration.
I will try to make an amendment we
are trying to lessen the burden
that those pilot programs not simply We
employers.
be authorized, but that six or seven of The occupant of the chair cited to me
them be required to be looked at, and a case of an employer in Alaska several
then "of course" a vote before they years ago who asked the person in
would ever go into effect., We cannot front of him for additional documents
get there without this. You caiinot do and therefore was charged with dissomething with illegal immigration crimination. We have corrected that
and moan and whine and shriek about completely. Not only that, we do not
it day and night and not do something let them ask for 29 different docuappropriate with some kind of counter- ments. We have it down to six. And we
feit-resistant, tamper-resistant card, Say there has to be an intent to dis•and also doing something with impost- criniinate before you get nailed for it
ers who use the card and those who are simply by asking someone for an addigaming the system. That. I hope, will tional document. And remember—I
become a very clear fact of this debate. hope you can hear this in the clatter of
And then I hope we do not hear too
much about the "slippery slope," be- the debate—that whatever we do th the

o

be a national ID card, under no cir- cause I have not seen any editorials
cu.mstances. Yet, I still hear it bandied about the fact that when you go to
about.
drop your bags at the airport,
In fact, one group of worthies has body asks you for.a picture ID. It someis not
even spread a curious little packet even an agent of anybody, I would
about which describes the Smith-Simp- guess, except the airline. But I have
son bar code tattoo, which is certainly not seen any editorials that that is the
a grisly looking thing. But that chap first step, the first slide, down the slipmust, I think, keep his day job, for he pery slope toward a national m. So it
has wasted a lot of energy to try to put
that kind of tilt on what we are trying

you have had to present to the em-

way of the identifier, or more secure
system, or whatever it is, will be used

only twice in the course of human

life—when you get a job, or when you
go on some kind of public assistance,
period. Whatever we have will not be
carried on the person, will not be used
for law enforcement, will not be any
part of any other nefarious Big Brother
That gets lost in the process
is with the American public—at least scheme.
with so much that gets lost iu
in airline travel. I do not know what it along
the process. What we are trying to do
is on the bus lines,• but I have a hunch is relieve the burden on employers. We
that not many people here ride the bus think we can do that.
lines. Maybe they do, but I wonder if Then we do something with birth cer-

they ask that there.' If they 'do or if tificates. I hope we can retain that. I
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think we have a good amendment you doing? What are you up to? Forget
The PRESmflG OFFICER. Without

which will offset the cost of that so we it. It does not affect us."
it is so ordered.
do not make that an unfunded man- But it does fall upon those of us from objection,
Mr.
SIMPSON.
Mr. President, I ask
date, because the birth certificate is the smaller States and districts, from unanimous consent
that John Ratigan
the breeder document of the first order. areas such as Senator McCarran of Ne- be granted floor privileges
during the
You get the birth certificate and, with vada, and Representative Walters cf pendency of 5. 1664.
that, you go on to get the -driver's li- the 16th District of Pennsylvania, or The PRESIDThG OFFICER. Without
cense. Sociai Security card. You can Senator SIMPSON, and Mazzoli of Ken- objection,
it is so ordered.
check the obituary columns and find tucky. The KENNEDY5 of this body can- Mr. KENNEDY.
Mr.
I
out the death and go get the birth cer- not handie this issue; the FEINSTErns of would be glad to yield for President,
a
moment
to
tificate. These things must be cor- this body cannot handle this issue; the the Senator from North Dakota.
rected.
Wilsons—when he was here—cannot
Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
Legal immigration reform is cer- haxdie this issue because their conThe PRESIDflJG OFFICER. The Sentai.1y not the most popular cause that stituents will not allow them to do it. ator
from North Dakota.
I have been involved in in my 17½ Yet this is one issue, one burning issue,
/ENDMENT NO. 3667
years, yet I have often been involved in that will not go away.
(Purpose:
To
express the sense of the Senate
such causes. What we are trying to do
So be assured that your angular, that a baiaiced
badget constitutional
there is simply stop the phenomenon of western representative will not be chaamendment shoald protect the Social Sechain migration. Chain migration is grined in any sense with whatever this curty system by excluding the receipts
rather simple as you define it. There is eventually looks like. But we are sureand outlays of the Social Secwity trust
a preference system. Remember that if ly going to have a good debate. We are funds from the badget)
you are a U.S. citizen, you cax bring in going to throw it rnall in there, get it
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, first of
your spouse and minor children, and mashed around. And ill come up with all, I understand the Senator from
they are not any part of a quota sys- a vote of 92 to 8 on the losing side, that Massachusetts wishes to give, an open-S
tem. Yet they are computed in the en- is fine with me. But we are going to ing statement. I appreciate his indultire scope of how many come to the have a vote, and we are going to have gence. My son is having a birthday
United States. And then you can bring a debate. We are going to talk about party in about 20 minutes. I promised I
in adult, umnarrjed children. And also things that the American public is was going to be there, and I intend to
adult, married children. And then we talking about. And that is, "What are keep that promise.
have minor children and spouses of per- you going to do about illegal immigraI wish to offer a sense-of-the-Sete
rnanent resident aliens. Then we have tion so that our socia1 systems are not resolution and want to do that. But bebrothers and sisters of U.S. citizens.
overwhelmed?" And answer their ques- fore I do that, if the Senator from MasWhat we are saying is let us take in tion, "You told us the first duty of a sachusetts would indulge me for about
the spouses and minor children first, sovereign nation was to control its bor- 3 minutes, let me say that the Senator
and not let somebody bring in on a sin- ders, and you did not do it. Why? You from Wyoming has done extraordinary
gle-person petition 30, 40, 50, 60, or 70 told us that you would do things in the work in the Congress Over these years.
relatives—ail from one U.S. citizen. national interest, and you did not do The Senator from Wyoming mentioned
That is called "chain migration."
it. Why?" And also watch what they do SThSoN and Mazzoli. He is talking
I comiend the Jordan Commission for themselves. People from States about himself, ALA.r SmpsoN, and Roreport to those of you who wish to read that do not have any real tough imzni- mano Mazoli, with whom I worked in
about that phenomenon, and see gration problems at all are thinking the House of Repiesentatives. They
whether you would "pin in" in doing about proposition 187 type laws. And have left their mark on imnigration
something about that.
and will again with this legislation.
that is disturbing.
As I say, it is not a partisan issue.
So I hope that we pay careful atten- Much of what the Senator from WyoNone of these tough ones will be par- tion, have a good, rich debate, and not ming .has done with respect to illegal
tisan issues. I am sure the Deiocrats think of swans but maybe of turkeys, immigration is going to be very, very
will caucus, and the Republicans will or of eagles, because there is a little of important, and I commend him for his
caucus, and we wiU pound each other each of them in all of this. There are work.
around, and at the end of it we will re- some soaring like-eagle parts in this.
We will have, of course,
alj.ze that it is the Nation's business, And there are some things that do not amendments. But we will work difficult
through
and that it is always very difficult.
any kind of other bird activity. those. And I hope at the end of the day
But one thing I want to make very match
But this is one that will not go away. we will pass soie legislation that
clear. -I note that since I will be eting It seems to me it is best that we ad- moves in this direction that will be
the Chamber -at the end of this year, dress it while we are all here and in a good for this country-.
some will speak of this as "SIMPSoN's knowledgeable, civil way, and I look
Now that I have said nice things
swan song." This bird has never looked forward to the debate. I look forward about the Senator from Wyoming, he
like a swan—neither me nor the legis- particularly to working with newer will jrobably now be upset with me for
lation. It is about a corollary of legis- members of the committee, the sub- offering a sense-of-the-Senate amendlative activity that my friend from committee, and with my. friend, TED ment. But let me tell him that I will
Massachusetts has learned well KEWNEDY.
'certainly agree to a time limit that is
through the years. Any time you look I think it was either Henry James or very short. I expect tomorrow we will
obsessed about a piece of legislation, William James who said, "To do a have a vote on this.
you are history. I cax tell you that. thing be at it." And we are at it. It is The' only reason I am constrained to
Yet we have come further in these two an election year. But anyone who offer this on behalf of myself, Senator
bills tha.n we have in 10 years. There wants to use this one for pure partisan DASCRLE, Senator REID, Senator H0Lare people on my side in this one who, political advantage is making a most LINGS, Senator FoRD, Senator CONRAD,
if I had said those things 10 years ago, serious mistake, it is much bigger than and Senator FEING0LD is because this
-

.

-

or 5, they would have rm me out of that.
town on a rail.
So we have some good things there.

I thank the Chair.

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.

But I ca assure you of this: Win, lose,
The PRESIDfl.G OFFICER. The Senor draw, up or down, I did not come ator from Massachusetts.
here simply to have my ia.rne attached
PRIVILEGE OF T FLOOR
to immigration legislation. That is Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
about the biggest political loser in the unanimous consent that legislative felhistory of man. It never helped me get lows Tom Perez, Bill Fleming, and Liz
a single vote in three races for the U.S. Schultz be granted floor privileges durSenate. In fact, people said, "What are ing the debate on the immigration bill.

will be the oniy opportunity to do so
prior to the majority leader bringing
up a constitutional amendment to bal-

ance the budget.

The majority leader has announced
that he intends to take up his motion
to reconsider the vote by which the
balanced budget amendment was defeated. Some have said he will do it
this week; if not this week, perhaps
next week. Under the rules, there will
.
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be no debate on the balanced budget
The PRESnq OFFICER (Mr. ficial and as needed in America
amendment this time around.
today
Without objection, it is so or- as it was in 1965 or at any other time
So in order to.have the Senate go on Km).
in
dered.

record on this issue prior to that, it

was required that I offer a Sense-of-the
Senate amendment. My amendment is
very simple. I will send it to the desk.
It simply indicates:
It is the sense of the Senate that because
Section 13301 of the Budget Enforcement Act

prohibits the use of the Social Security trust
fund surplus to offset the budget deficit, any
proposal for a constitutioJ amendment to
balance the budget should contain a provision creating a firewall between the receipts

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, as we

begin to consider reforms in our Nation's immigration laws, our thoughts
also are with our Immigration Com-

missioner, Doris Meissner, and her
children, Chris and Andy, as they cope
with the loss of a husband and father.
Chuck Meissner was serving ably as the
Assistant Secretary of Commerce and
he was on Secretary Brown's plane
when it crashed in Croatia just 10 days

and outlays of the Social Security trust ago. I ow that the thoughts and
fimds and the rest of the federal budget, and
prayers of all of us in the Senate go out
that the constitutional amendment should
explicitly forbid using the Social Security to the Meissner family during this very
difficult time.
trust funds to balance the federal budget.
At the outset of this debate on im.miBecause of the circumstances there
would have been no intervening oppor- gration reform, I commend the chairtu.ity to discuss this. I will offer this mazi of the Immigration Subcominjt-

amendment, ask that it be sent to the tee, Senator SIMPSON, for his able leaddesk, and that it be immediately con- ership on this landmark legislation, as
weli as for his able leadership over
sidered by the Senate.
Before the clerk reads it, let me say many years on the many difficult isthat I do not intend to hold up the im- sues involved in immigration.
Senator SIMPSON has always apmigration bili, and I intend to agree to
any reasonable short time agreement. proached these issues thoughtfully and
Understand that this does not relate to fairly and with an open mind. He is
the underlying bill, but also under- steadfast in his colmujtment to what
stand that this win be the only oppor- he believes is best for America. And I
tuxiity prior to a vote that Senator know that all Senators of both parties
DOLE has already announced to the join in expressing admiration and apSenate and the country that he intends preciation for his efforts.
As we consider immigration reform
•to require of us. It will be the only opportunity prior to that time for us to today, we must be mindful of the important role of im.migration in our his-

register on this question.

Mr. President, I ask for the imrne- tory and our traditions. Iirimigrants
diate consideratjo.n of my amendment. bring to this countrya strong love of
The

PRESfl)mG OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from North Dakota (Mr. DoaMr. HOILING5, Mr. FoRD, Mr. CONRAD, and
Mr. FGoI proposes an amendment numbered 3667.

GAJ), for himself and Mr. DASCK, Mr. REID,

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESmG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:

freedom, respect for democracy, commitment to family and community,
fresh energy and ideas, and a strong desire to become a contributing part of
this Nation.
As President Keiinedy wrote in 1958
in his book, "A Nation of Immigrants:
There is no part of our nation that has not
been touched by our immigrant background.
Everywhere immigrants have enriched and
strengthened the fabric of American life

Those ideals are .widely shared and
bipartisan_. As President Reagan said in
his final speech before leaving the
At the appropriate place, add the
following Wbjte House:
new section:
SEC. . SENSE OF THE SENATE ON A BALANCED
BUDGET CONsrITu'not &Ji4E.4.

It is the sense of the Senate that because
Section 13301 of the Budget Enforcement Act

prohibits the use of the Social Security trust
fund surplus to offset the budget deficit, any
proposal for a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget should contain a provision creating a firewall between the rece
and outlays of the Social Security trust
funds and the rest of the federal budget, and

that the constitutional amendment should
explicitly forbid using the Social Security

trust funds to balance the federal budget.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESflq OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

We lead the world because, unique among
nations, we draw our people—our strength—
from every country and every corner of the

our history.
In 1965, it was clearly time for change
in our immigration laws. We eliminated the vestiges of the racist ad discriminatory national origins quota sys-

tem that had denied immigration opportunities to so many for so long
based on where they came from.

In the years since then, we have
acted several times to strengthen and
reform the imniigration laws to deal
with changing times, changing problems, and changing circwflstances

Congress also Passed important remigration Reform and Control Act of
1986 set us on the course of removing
the job magnet for illegal immigration.
That landmark law, sponsored by Senator Sfl!pSoN, made it illegal for the
first time for employers to hire iliegal
im.migrants. The reforms that we will
consider today build upon that historic
change in our immigration laws. And it
legalized the status of over 2.7 million
undocumented immigrants who had set
down roots in America.
The Immigration Act of 1990—which
Senator SIMPSON and I sponsored together—.was the most sweeping reform
of our immigration laws in 66 years. It
overhauled our laws regarding legal
immigration, the bases for excluding
and deporting aliens, and natura1i
tion.
forms in 1986 and 1990. In 1986, the Irn-

TBZ CURRENT PROBLEM OF XILEGL
rMNIGRXIT0N

Today, the paramount problem we
face is to deal with the continuin_g crisis of illegal immigration. As Barbara
Jordan reminded us, "We are a country
of laws. For our immigration policy to
make sense, it is necessary to make
distinctions between those who obey
the law, and those who violate it." And
that's what we must do today.
The Immigration Service estimates
that the permanent illegal immigrant
population in the United States is now
about 4 million, and that the number
increases by 300,000 each year. That
number is a net figure. The INS estimates that over 2 million illegal imni-

grants cross our borders each year.
About half of them enter legally as
Thanks to each wave of new arrivals to tourists or students, but then stay on
this land of opportunity, we're a nation for- illegally, long after their visas have exworld.

ever young, forever bursting with energy and pired.

new ideas, and always on the cutting edge.
About 1.7 million of the 2 million
always leading the world to the next fron- illegals remain- only briefly in
tier. This quality is vital to our future as a country to work or visit friends this
and
nation. If we ever closed the door to new relatives.
But 300,000 stay on as part of
Americans, our leadership in the world
the remnant illegal alien population.
would soon be lost.
The illegal irnxriigraixts are easily ex-

Across the years, both Republicans
They tolerate low pay and poor
and Democrats have been true to these ploited.
working conditions to avoid being reideals.
the fl,S. Their presence deThree decades ago, I stood on this ported to
the pay and working conditions
floor to manage one of my first bilis, presses
many other Americans in the work
which became the Immigration Act of of
force.
compete head-to-he in
1965. I believed strongly then, as I do the job They
market with Americans just ennow, that one of the greatest sources of tering the
force and with working
our success as a country is that we are Aznerjca.nwork
families
struggling to make
a nation of immigraxxts. And I remain ends meet.
as convinced today as I was then that
Part of the answer to this problem is
immigration under our laws is as bene- the
increased support in this bill for
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border patrols in order to prevent the kinds of suggestions that have been in- conditions were. To think that an indi-

entry of illegal aliens.
cluded in the current legislation should vidual who might be able to get out of
But jobs are far and away the biggest give many of us pause.
that oppressive atmosphere with some
magnet attracting illegal aliens to the I commend, in particular, Senator false
documents, with a very legitiUnited States, and we cannot turn off DEWn.E, who made a strong case that a mate fear of persecution, and come to
that magnet at the border. We must do 30-day asylum application deadline, the airports of this country and be
more to deny jobs to those who are in originally proposed in the legislation, turned away sumn,arily and sent right
the cotmtry unlawfully. The most real- would exclude those who face the back on the uext plane, is something
istic way to turn off the magnet is con- gravest persecution. They are the ones that I think deserves reevaluation durtained in the provisions that Senator who take many months to organize ing the course of this debate.
SThPsoN and I sponsored which require their affairs, contact an attorney, and
PUBLIC ASSISTA1'CE
the President to develop new and bet- gain the confidence to approach the
In addition, the immigration reforms
ter ways of identifying those who are INS with their painful and tragic sto- in this bill will reduce access to public
eligible to work in the United States.
ries. I believe the 1-year deadline assistance by illegal immigrants. flleAfter 3 years of pilot tests, the Presi- adopted by the committee is a reason- gal immigrants should have access to
dent is required to present a plan to able way to accommodate such human- assistance only in limited situations,
Congress for a new approach that will itarian cases.
where the public health or similar
deny jobs to iflegal immigrants, will be
The bottom line is that the cases overriding public interest clearly re-

easy for employers to use, will not where there appears to be the greatest quires it. For example, they should
cause increased employment discrimi-

validity of the persecution claims—the
nation, and will protect the privacy of ones involving individuals whose lives
American citizens.
would be endangered by a forced return
Our provisions state clearly that this to their particular coimtries—are often
system will not involve a national ID the most reluctant to come forward.
card. And our provision provides added They are individuals who have been, in
insurance, by requiring that ary plan the most instances, severely perthe. President develops must be ap- secuted. They have been brutalized by
proved by Congress before it can go their own governments. They have an
into effect.
inherent reluctance to come forward
REFUGEE5 /D A5YLUM
and to review their own stories before
A further goal for iEznigration re- authority figures. Many of them are.so
form is to provide sale haven for refu- traumatized by the kinds of persecugees fleeing persecution. We should not tiou and torture that they have underplace arbitrary caps on the number of gone, they are psychologically unpre-

have emergency medical care, ixnmnni-

zation, treatment for infectious dis-

eases. These benefit all, because they
relate to the public health and are in
the public interest. Where the public
interest is not served, we should not
provide the public assistance to illegal
immigrants.
A main issue, however, is how to deal
with public assistance for illegal immigrant children in public schools. In an
extraordinarily tmwise and inhumane

action, Republicans in the House, at
the urging of Speaker GINGRICH, voted

to give States the option to expel such

pared to be able to do it It takes a children from their schools. We all
ed States for resettlement. The Imini- great deal of time for them to develop know why illegal immigrants come
gration Subcommittee chose instead to any kind of confidence in any kind of here. As I have said, the magnet is
let this uumber to .continue to be set legal or judicial system, after what jobs. It is ludicrous to argue that anyrefugees we decide to bring to the Unit-

aiinually, imder the terms of the Refu- they have been through, and to muster one would uproot their family, pay exorbitant sums to a smuggler to cross
That conclusion has been reached by the border and risk their lives in the
other governments. I was pleased to
join with Senator GRASSLEY in address- a number of those who have been effort, all so their children can attend ing this issue in the subcommittee.
studying this particular problem. The public schools in the United States.
We should also oppose arbitrary lim- initial proposal of requiring that there
A study by the Committee on fllegal
its on how long those fleeing persecu- be action taken withjt 30 days of the Aliens during the Ford administration
tion can wait before applying for asy- person's arrival in the United States concluded that "the availability of
lum after they euter the United States. failed to imderstand what the real work ad the lack of sanctions for hirThe Immigration and Naturalization problem is—and fails to understand the ing iflegal aliens is the single most imService has already made dramatic remarkable progress that INS has portant incentive for migration." That
progress in addressing the abuses that made in this particular area.
has been the conclusion of the Ford adI remain concerned that the so-called ministration, the Jordan Commission,
have plagued our asylum system in recent years. In the past year alone, the expedited exclusion procedures in the the Hesburgh Select Commissiou on
number of asylum applications has legislation wiU cause us to turn away Iinmigratiou and Refugee Policy—all
dropped by 57 percent.
- true refugees. Under this procedure, have found that the magnet is jobs.
Mr. President, this chart indicates when a refugee arrives at a U.S. airport That is what we ought to focus on.
what progress has been made in the with false documents and requests asy- That is where we ought to give our atvery recent years. Going back to 1994: lum, that person can be turLed away tention.
asylum claims, 12O,O{)O the completed immediately if the INS officer believes
As I indicated, this finding was concases, 60.000.
the person does not have a credible firmed by the Hesbnrgh Commission in
This year, in 1995. INS received 53,000 claim. There is uo hearing, no access to 1981, and again more recently by the
new asylum claims and completed coimsel, not even a requirement for an Jordan Commission, which found that
126,000 cases. This is as a result of a va- interpreter.
"employment opportunity is comriety of different, very constructive acIf it were not for the courageous ef- monly viewed as the principal magiiet
tions that have been taken by the INS. forts of Raoul Wallenberg in providing which draws illegal aliens to the UnitThe blue line represents those com- false documents to Jews fleeing Nazi ed States." pleted cases. The red lines represent Germany during World War fl, many We are making steady progress in
the new clathis. So, clearly we see the thousands of persecuted refugees would finding new and better ways cf denying
asylum claims decline by 57 percent as have had no means of escape. This pro- jobs to illegal imiigrants. It is a seriproductivity doubles in 1995. Clearly we vision runs the risk of turning away all ous mistake, and hypocritical, for Reare ma]ing important progress in this those whom the Raoul Wallenbergs of publicans in Congress to oppose or
area. It has been as a result of a great the future seek to assist.
weaken this bill's requirement on emdeal of time consuming, exacting, hard
All we have to do is review the recent ployers, who are at the heart of the
work that has been initiated by the history in El Salvador and Nicaragua, problem, and then punish innocent
flS. Enormous progress has been and be reminded of some of the egre- children, who are not the problem, by
made.
gious 1iuds of circumztances have been expelling them from school. So, I urge
We will hear this issue debated. It revealed here in the last week or 10 the Senate to reject the Speaker's atseems to me we are on the right track days by members of the religious com- tempt to make Uncle Sam the bully in
already with the INS reforms, and the munit, to understand what the real the schoolyard.
gee Act of 1980, and in cooperation with the courage to come forward.
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That 1ind of policy is not only cold will have a vote on legal immigration

and cruel, it is also shortsighted and matters later in the debate. I plan to
counterproductive. It may cost money oppose such a move. We must not allow
for those children to attend school. our rightful concerns about illegal imBut, if they do not, society will end up migration to create an unwarranted
paying for it in other ways. Police will backlash against legal immigrants who
have major new crime problemz on enter under our laws, play by the rules,
their hands from children out of school raise their families, pay their taxes,
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grants who come here under our laws

and play by the rules can get this as-

sistance only after they go through the
complicated deeming process. That
gives illegal aliens a benefit that legal
irn..igrants cannot receive. It is unfair,
and I intend to offer an amendment to
correct this injustice.
I am also concerned with the denial
of Medicaid to legal immigrants unless
they overcome the deeming hurdle. As

and on the streets and into gangs. and contribute to our communities.
Teachers will have to start checking Combining these issues in a single bill
the papers of all pupils, whether they creates precisely that unacceptable
are citizens or not. Before starting possibility. Addressing these matters a practical matter, deeming means
school each year, children across separately does not mean deferring
virtually no legal immigrant will
America would be required to bring • legal immigration reforms indefinitely. that
documents to school to prove they are Reforms are required in legal immigra- get Medicaid assistance. Experience
shown that deeming is very effecAmerican citizens or legal immigrants. tion. It is my hope that we can address has
tive in denying access to public assistAll across America, teachers will them soon, but separately.
ance programs. I am particularly conhave to learn to distinguish between
5AFEr NET FOR LEGAL IMMiGRAZTS
that this will hurt children and
the new green card and the old invalid
In fact, this bill does contain certain cerned
ones. They must know what refugee provisions relating to legal im.migra- expectant mothers.
I also believe legal immigrants who
documents, passports and valid Social tion, and I voted against the entire bill
Security cards look like.
in the committee because of these pro- have served in our Armed Forces
School administrators and police visions. They go too far in denying a should also have, a Medicaid safety net

have already spoken strongly against
this proposal. They are the ones who
must deal with the crime and other social problems that will inevitably de-

safety net to legal immigrants. These for their families in hA.rd times.
Legal immigrants can join the Armed
legal immigrants enter under our laws,
play by the rules, pay taxes, contribute Forces. We have over 20,000 legal immito our communities and also serve in grants in the Armed Forces today.

VThat we are basically doing is requiring our schoolteachers, in many
different school districts, to turn into
police officers and truant officers.
Teachers are there to teach children.
They have enough challenges to face
every day without adding this burden
to them. Now, to put the burden on
every one of these schoolteachers to
become truant officers, and effectively
policemen, is unacceptable public pol-

safety net when they fall on hard have been able to get into college,

velop.

icy.

the armed services. They deserve a That young person, who might not

times.

comes. back from Bosnia and wants to

immigrants do not• have a greater dependency in terms of these supportive
programs than Americans, with theexception of the SSI Program for the elderly. But in these other areas, I can
give as many studies that demonstrate

gets a Pell grant for 1 year—for 1 year.
And then that young person graduates.
He might have been a L9- or 20-year-old

The record is very complete, Mr. go to college and then makes an appliPresident, that those who are the legal cation and goes to that college and
kid that for 1 year took the Pellgrant.
And as a result of that single action,
for the. rest of his life, he is subject to

that legal immigrants make greater deportation—immedja.te deportation.
contributions—in terms of paying This could . occur even after he had

The Gaze ha.s been made by the law taxes, by participating in the commu- served honorably in the Armed Forces.
enforcement officials, who say you are nity, by.. payroll taxes, by sales taxes,
There may be a lot of heat about
either going to pay one way or the by all of the other factors—than they doing
something about illegal immiother. You are going to pay for the stu- absorb from the system. If we need to, gration, Mr. President, but that is one
dents who are going to the schools or we will have an opportunity to exam- of the most extraordinary positions for
you are going to pay for it in terms of ine the various studies when we come this country to take. We have a Voluncrime and a host of other social prob- to the particular amendments. But I do teer Army, certainly now, but when we
lems if they do not go to school.
believe the legal iin.migrants deserve a
not have a Volunteer Army, we had
You can imagine, too, Mr. President, safety net when they fall on hard did
the draft. Legal immigrants are subject
a mother who comes over to this coun- times, and I support the-provisions in to
the draft. Some had gone to Viettry with a child who is a toddler. She this bill to make sponsors more ac- nazn.
number of them were actually
brings the child here, then has a baby countable for the immigrants that they killed.ANow
we are saying if, at any
here In the United States who is an sponsor.
time n the future, they have any parAmerican citizen. That American citiSenator SmfPsoN is right not to ban
need, in order to get a benefit,
zen child goes to the school and his legai immigrants from any program. ticular
are going to have the deeming
older brother or sister, who is an ifle- Instead, the bill's deeming provisions they
for the purposes of that pargal immigrant, does not. That child is count the immigrant sponsor's income process
out on the street. That is a wonderful as part of the immigrant's own income ticular program.
situation, which we are going to abso- in determining whether the immigrant That is going to be true with regard
lutely face in this kind of proposal.
meets the eligThility guidelines for to the Stafford loans as well. These are
The parents would not leave America public assistance. For the first time, programs that are repaid. These are
just because their children cannot go however, the deeming provision would not considered to be welfare programs.
to school. The parents have no choice. be broadened by the bill to apply to They are education programs. We will
come back to that issue later in the
They came here because they could not every means-tested program.
These are matters that
find work at home and they will not go
Under the current law, deeming ap- discussion.
away as long as they can get away with plies only to SSI, AFDC, and food need. attention and focus and amendworking here illegally and I urge the stamps. But under this bill deeming ments.

Senate to reject any such cruel and would apply to scores of other proFAMILY MIGkATION
mindless attempt to punish the chil- grams including school lunches, -home- Our immigration laws must continue
dren for the sins of the parents.
less shelters, community clinics, and to honor the reunification of families. I
CON5IDERING ILLEGAL AND LEGAL IMIGaATrON even one of the most important means agree it is necessary and appropriate to
5EPARATELY
of protecting the public health. the
the number of legal immigrants
In general, this bill does not address Medicaid Program. Under this bill, ille- reduce
coming
to the United States each year.
the issues of legal immigration. The gal immigrants get emergency Medic- Obviously,
the door is only partly open
Senate Judiciary Committee voted 12 aid. immunization, treatment of corn- now and can
be closed a little
to 6 to consider those issues separately muiiicable diseases, disaster assist- more withoutfairly
violating
the Nation's
and the House of Representatives voted ance, and certain other types of aid— basic ideals of our immigrant heritage
238-to-183 to do the same. I expect we no questions asked. But legal irnrnj- and history.
-.
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But in achieving such reductions, we not your mother. We want you to help
must keep certain fundamental prin- us rebuild our inner cities and cure dis- ing. Yet under the immigration laws,
ciples in mind. We must continue to re- eases, but we do not want your grand- we admit hundreds of thousands of forworkers for so-called temporary
unite families. We must remain com- children. We want your family values, eignwhich
are defined in the irrixnigramitted especially to the reunification but not your families." I urge the Sen- jobs
tion laws as jobs that can last up to 6
of immediate faznily members. Spouses ate to reject this hypocrisy and treat years.

and minor children and parents should immigrant families fairly.
As working families in America try
be together.
DIVERSITY IMMIGRATION
to put food on the table, employers are
I also believe our citizens should
Mr. President, reforms in legal immi- bringing in hundreds of thousands of
have the ability to bring their adult gration
also must retain the diversity foreign workers into good, middle-class
brothers and sisters to America. We

established in the Irnrriigra- jobs. Yet in most cases they are not
should act to reduce the troubling program
tion Act of 1990. This small but imporrequired to offer the jobs to Amerbackiogs that have kept husbands, tant program provides visas to coun- even
icans
first. We understand that they
wives and children separated for many tries that have low irmuigration to the are bringing in the foreign workers
years.
United States and are shortchanged by from overseas without even the reThe Judiciary Committee adopted an

our immigration laws. A number of
to offer those jobs to Ameriamendment, which Senator ABRABAM countries made good use of this pro- quirement
cans first.

-

and I proposed, to reduce overall legal gram in the past 6 years. These counimnñgration, to establish new prior- tries otherwise would have little or no
ities for fá.mily-based immigration. Our immigration to the United States, such
proposal would make visas available to as Poland, South Africa, and Ireland.
more distant family members only if The Judiciary Committee agreed to rethe more immediate family categories tain the program, but reduced the
do not need them. For example, broth- number of visas available each year
ers and sisters would not get visas as from 55,000 to 27,000.
long as there are backlogs of spouses
PROTECTING AMERICAN WOREERS
-.
and children.
Increasingly, Mr. President, in recent
In this way, we address the concern years we have come to realize, that our
raised by many about chain migration, immigration laws do not adequately
the ability of a citizen to bring in a protect working famiiies in America.
brother, who in turn brings in his wife Reforms are urgently needed here. I inand children. Once his wife is a citizen, tend to offer them at the appropriate
she can then bring in her parents and time. In spite of .the net creation of
other family members, and there is an more than 8 million new jobs in the
endless chain of immigration. We economy over the past 3 years, and in
ought to address that issue.
spite of continued low unemployment
We believe the amendment that was and inflation, and in spite of steady
accepted by the Judiciary Committee economic growth—job dislocations and
recognizes the important recommenda- stagnant family income are leaving
tions by the Jordan Commission that millions of American working families
said give focus and attention to the im- a.wous and u.nsettled about their fumediate families. We have done that. ture.
We have defined that in a way that we
Since 1973; real family income has
think also includes clearing up of the fallen 60 percent for all Americans.
backlog before there can be any consid- More than 9 million workers permaeration of reunification by the brothers nently lost their jobs from 1.991 to 1993.
and sisters..
Even as new jobs are created, other
The
Kennedy-Abraham proposal jobs have been steadily disappearing at
solves the problem of family categories the rate of about 3 million a year since
that create these chains. These are cat- 1992.

egories that Senator SIMPSON proposed

for total elimination. Our proposal

As American workers become increasingly concerned about job security and putting their children through
college, it is perfectly legal under the
immigration laws for employers to lay
off qualified American workers and re-

place them with foreign workers and
offer them a lower wage.

A new study released last Friday by
the Labor Department's inspector general proves that the current means of
protecting American workers under the
immigration law simply do not work.
Charles. Masten, the inspector general,
reported to Labor Secretary Reich:
The programs do not protect U.S. workers'
)obs or wages from foreign labor. Moreover,

we found [that the] Department of Labor's
role under the current program design
amounts to little more than a paper shuffle
for the program and a rubber stamping of applications. We believe program changes must

be made to ensure that U.S. workers' )obs
are protected and that their wage levels are
not eroded by foreign labor.

The report of the nspector general is
astounding. He found that 98.7 percent
of workers whom employers are supposedly bringing into the United States
are in fact already here. So when employers go through the charade of trying to recruit Americans first, the foreign worker is already here 98 percent

the time. And 74 percent of those
In the defense sector alone, more of
foreign workers were already on the

than 2 million jobs have been lost since employers' payroll at the time the emsays that. these categories remain, but the end of the cold war. About 70 per- ployer
supposedly required to rethey get visas only if the closer family cent of laid-off workers fiDd another cruit forwas
American
workers first. Do we
categories do not need them. And our job, but only a third end up in equaily understand that? So
74 percent of the
proposal reduces the level of legal im- paying or better jobs. What we are wit- foreign workers were
already on the
niigration below current law.
nessing is a wholesale slide toward the employers' payroll at the
time the emAfter the committee's adoption of bottom for the American worker. Ac- ployer was supposedly required
the Kermedy-Abrahain amendment, the cording to Fortune Magazine, the per- cruit for American workers first. to reImmigration and Naturalization Serv- centage of workers who said their job
Among workers that employers sponice released higher projections oV the security was good or very good de- sor
as immigrants, 10 percent never
number of family immigrants expected clined from 75 percent in the early worked
for the sponsoring employer.
to enter this country over the next few 1980's, to 51 percent in the early 1990's. Once they
their green card, they
years. Even under these new projec- In a 1994 survey of more than 350,000 immediatelygot
went
to work for someone
tions, our amendment reduces the total American workers, the International else. Of those who
did actually work
immigration below current law. How- Survey Research Corp. found that 44 for
the sponsoring employer, fully oneever, we will modify our proposal to percent of American workers fear they third
left the job within 1 year. In efprovide added insurance that it does may be fired or laid off. In 1990, the fig- fectively
60 percent of the cases, emfall below the current law.
tire was only 20 percent.
ployers do not even bother to fill the

Mr. President, some in this debate
For the first time ever there are
will praise the contributions of immi- more unemployed white-collar workers
grants with one breath and then pro- than blue-collar workers in America.
pose to slash family immigration in Yet most of the foreign workers who
the next breath.
come in today under our immigration
They say, "We want your si1ls and laws are for white-collar jobs. With
ingenuity, but leave your brothers and corporate downsizing and outsourcing,
sisters behind. We want your commit- a quarter of the American work force is
ment to freedom and democracy, but dependent on temporary 3obs for a liv-

job again once the immigrant leaves.
In most cases in which the employer

does refill the job, an American is hired
75 percent of the time.

These figures prove that the jobs are

offered as a sham to get a particular
immigrant a green card once they go
through this hocus-pocus. That is a
sham. They already have the worker in
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years allowed, they want to be here theless, we have heard the power of
permanently, so they ask their em- many of the business Interests who
ployer, "Look, I've been 6 yea.rs in my said,. "Do not tamper with that par-

place. As I will point out later, only 5
Americans out of 28,000 that have applied for these jobs, if they were basically offered them, have ever gotten
the job. So they are filled with foreign
workers. There is a reasonable chance
that they have fired American workers

job. Will you go for one of the perinanent ones for me?" The employer says,
"OK. I know you have worked for us. I
wifl make that application." Once they
previously.
get it, they get the green card and go
Then once those workers are working out the door.
and have gone through this process,
That is effectively what is happening.

ticular provision. Do not tamper with
it because it will effectively stop our
economy."

Mr. President, we ought to look and
see that today under the more recent
studies that have been done all indi-

cate that with the exception of that
they leave. They leave the employ- It is a sham protection, something very small group of the best and

ment, and then the employer goes out
and gets somebody else. It is basically
a sham. It places American workers at
an enormous disadvantage. The inspector general says that over the period of
his audit, the employment service referred 28,000 U.S. workers for interviews for 10,000 jobs that employers
wanted to give to immigrants, and only
five U.S. workers got the jobs. That is
outrageous. These figures apply to, the
category of "permaxient immigrant
workers."
But the inspector general also found
rampant abuse of American workers in
the temporary worker program. There
are two programs, Mr. President. There
is the permanent program, where we
have the authorization of up to 140,000
of w-hat will be called .the best and the
brightest. I am going to come back to

which is absolutely wrong and has to brightest—that

amounts to about
20,000, which includes their familie&—
Now, Mr. President, I want to just we really do not need the sham recruit-

be redressed.

take a moment of the time of the Sen- ment requirement that is in current
ate to really get into where we are on law. We certainly ought to establish a
these issues of the permanent work way to make sure that we wiU ask and
force and the temporary work force. find out. if there are Americans ready,
This chart shows the permanent work willing, and able to do this job before
force, the provision that said we need we bring in the foreign workers.
to open up the work force to let these
Now, Mr. President, looking at the
best-and the brightest come on into the other provision, where we talk about
United States of America. I remember the . temporary w-orkers-—the aileged
that debate very clearly here. I believe temporary worker provision; 65,000 can
itwas the Senator. from Penn.sylvania, come in each year under the immigraSenator SPECTER, who offered it at tion law. This chart gives an idea, in

that time as part of the Immigration the black, which are the temporary
Act of 1990.
workers, of the salaries they make.
'The Department of Labor did surveys Look at the salaries they are making.

of which industry employees could help If you take the two columns together,
energize the American economy at that which is about 85 or 90 percent of all of
time. Those would be individuals who, the workers .that come on in here as

that. A more modest figure was ap- when placed in a particular industry, the temporaries, they are making less
proved here in 1990, but came out of the could multiply jobs because they were than $50,000.
the best minds, and. ha4 special train- Where are all the geniuses? Where
conference at the 140,000.

Some of those entering—for example, ing and ability, and could add that spe- are the Albert Einsteins that keep
coming in here? Where are all of these

the Nobel laureate types—really are cial kind of. insight, expertise, knowlthe best and the brightest. They can edge, and creativity to expand employcome into the United States without .ment. It was perceived at that time,
any requirement by the employer to re- according to the National Science
cruit J.S. workers first. That is defined Foundation, that we were going to
currently into law I support that pro- have critical shortages of scientists
gram.
All

other permanent employment-

based irnmig-rants have go through the
labor certification process—a procedure of reaching out to American
workers.

Tlmt whole process is a sham. That
whole process is a sham. That is what
the IG report has pointed out—that 97
percent of the workers are already in

people, when close to 90 percent of
them are making less than $50,000? It is

only the small numbers. that come in
up at this level that are the ablest and
most gifted, the ones that really produring that period of time. That is why vide the impetus in terms of the AmerCongress adopted the 140,000 number.
ican economy. They ought to be able to
Now, looking at who has been in- come on in to this country and provide
cluded under the "Best and the Bright- their skills.
est" under this chart. As this chart reMr. President, when we get down to
veals, very few are actually the best it, we find that the great numbers are
and brightest—the Nobel Laureate- basically white-collar kinds of jobs—
type or some unique type of academi- 5O,OOO—that is a good salary. Ad they
cian or expert. These are let in without are effectively displacing the Amerilabor screening.
cans from these solid, good, middleThe rest are let in here through the class jobs.

their jobs and that they have been sham process of requiring employers to
working there a.]ready for some period

Mr. President, let us look now at who
U.S. workers first.
is corning in under the temporary
of time. Out of 28,000 applications, only recruit
We took the time to go and see who worker. program. These are individuals
5 Americans got the job. Ad once the

these are. It is very interesting who where all the employer has to say is
they are: 12.9 percent are cooks; 10 per- that the individual coming over has
cent are engineers on this chart; pro- completed college or had 2 yea.rs of ex7.3 percent; also includes ac- perience, and the employers provide
mit, their green card. They can go for fessors,
countants
arid auditors, auto repair, what are called "attestations" that
some other job. It is a revolving door. tailors, jewelers.
The area of "com- they will pay them a reasonable wage.
It is a sham in terms of protecting puter-related" is 17.8
percent; 31 per- These are the temporaries. Half of
American workers.
are all less than 1 percent of those them are physical therapists. Mr.
The second program is for what is cent
in here.
President, 50 percent of them are physcailed the temporary workers. Up to coming
Mr. President, we have seen, as most ical therapists. It was true that we had
foreign workers get their permanent
status, they can then leave because.
they effectively have their work per-

65,000 come in each year, though the
number varies from year to year. For
those individuals to enter—all we need
is an employer to say that this individual has either the equivalent of a col-

recently the National Science Foundation has pointed out, the figures of 6 or
8 years ago, having shortages in various skills, they now find did not come
about. Today, we have 60,000 qualified
lege education or 2 years of work expe- unemployed American engineers. Yet
rience. They do not have to go out or about 6,000 foreign engineers came in
even go through the process to try to as immigrants. We have 60,000 Ameriget American workers. Once they .are cans who are qualified for that posiin there, they can be in there for 6 tion. They are never given the opporyears. That is a temporary job. What tumty to really try for that position.
happens is they come in on a tem- What is wrong with American workporary worker visa, they stay for the 6 ers? What is wrong with those? None-

.

a shortage of physical therapists at one
time. But our labor market is recovering now.

Mr. President, 23 percent are computer-related. The rest fail into a wide
variety of different categories.
Mr. President, when we have 50 percent in this program who are physical
therapists when so many community

colleges and other fine schools and

State universities are producing them
today, individuals who want and deserve to be able to have a crack at the
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and we are bringing that kind of
percentage in here, it does not make
sense. It does not make sense, Mr.
President. We are effectively denying
good, decent jobs to American_s that

want to work, can work, have the
skills to be able to work, so that others—foreignex.. come in.
What happens, Mr. President, is that
those who come in under this program
that I just mentioned here, the H—i

Program, are exploited. Why? Because
they caxinot leave the job that they are

on. If they leave, they are illegal. So
once they sign up, they are stuck with
that employer for the whole 6 years,
with no guarantee that they will have

ican workers and the fact that it really, when we look behind the curtain of
these prograns, you find out there are
good jobs that Amerjcaxs are qualified
for and that they deserve.
There are two, and only two, legitimate bases for employment-based immigration.
First, it can bring the world's best
and brightest into our country to create jobs and improve our competitive
position. We should welcome legitimate scientists, legitimate business
leaders, legitimate artists and performers without hesitation. They enhance
our economy, create jobs for U.S.
workers, enrich our culturaj life, and
strengthen our society.

to receive any level of wages. Once you
Second, employment-based irninigratheir wage_absolute'y lower their tion
can meet skills shortages that
wage—and get away with it. You can arise in a growing economy, particudeny them any benefits at all.
an economy like ours that relies
What we will hear from the other larly
heavily
on scientific and technological
side is that there can be an investiga- innovation
for its growth and success.
tion of their conditions on being ex- In certain circuinstaces
an employploited. The only thing you have to do er's demand for skills
cannot be met
is get a complaint from someone. Well,
who in the world is ever going to com- with sufficient speed or in adequate
plain when they know once they èom- quantity by U.S. workers. In these cirforeign workers can fill
plain they can be thrown out of the cuxnstances,
the
skills
gap,
while the domestic labor
country? Under the Republican pro- market and the,
education and job
posal, the Department of Labor
system adjust to the rising deinterfere even if they have reason to training
for workers with new or different
believe there is exploitation on this, rnand
skills.
unless they receive a complaint. AnyClearly, there are - legitimate purthing else has• been prohibited under poses
for emp1oymentbd immigrathe Republican proposal.
Mr. President, this is a matter, I be- tion. But we must also recognize that
lieve, of importance and consequence allowing employers to bring in foreign
to working families. These are impor- workers has an adverse effect on U.S.
tant jobs where Amerjcajs are avail- workers. Rern.aining globally competi-

bring that person in, you can lower

caot
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of time, we must assure that the U.S.
worker has a fafr opportunity to obtain
that training and get that job.
Fourth, and more generally, we must
give U.S. workers a better chance at
getting high-wage, high-skill jobs,
without shutting off the safety valve of
access to foreign labor markets that
some employers may need to meet demands that U.S. workers camiot supply
in sufficient quantity or with sufficient
speed.

THE PERMAIJENT IMflGRAT WORKE

PROGRJ

There are two ways for employers to

obtain foreign workers for jobs in the
United States. The workers can be admitted permanently and become lawful
permanent residents through the per-"
manent immigrant worker program.
Or, they can be admitted temporarily
through one of several temporary or
nonhinlnigrant, worker programs.

Under current law, 140,000 foreign
ed States each year through the Permanent Immigrant Worker program.
These workers can run the gamut in
skills from the most advanced Nobel
workers can be admitted into the Unit-

Prize scientist to unskijjed housekeepers and busboys.
One of the most significant changes

we made in our system of legal izninigration in 1990—the last time we at-

tempted. to reforiz 'employment-bd
iIflIfligratiofl.—w to increase by near-

ly threefold the numerjcaj ceilthg on

employment-based imxnigrants. The
number rose from 54,000 to 140,000 each
year, and the changes also f.vored
higher skilled immigrants. We did so
tive
should
never
mean
driving
down because of dire warnings of serious
able. In each of these categories, ex- the wages of U.S. workers
cept at the very top level of iimnigra- ing their growing sense of and increas- high-skill labor shortages that we were
insecurity in all concexed would harm our ecotion, there are more than enough the workplace.
Americans who are avaflable for those
growth, global competitiveness
Instead, in reforming the employ- nomic
jobs, and who want those jobs. Those ment-based
and our potential to create high-skill,
immigration
progra, we high-wage jobs for U.S. workers.
are good jobs. Still, we find that they must assure that U.S. workers
have a
are unable to compete. I think that is fair opportujty to get and
But these labor shortages never dekeep good veloped. In fact, actual use .of
wrong.
and raise their family ixicomes. p1oyment-bad immigrant the emNo piece of legislation ought to go jobs
program
Four
changes in the current system are for skilled workers has
through here that has that kind of denever come
to give U.S. workers this assur- close to reaching the
pressing effect on wages, because, as I needed
new ceiling level,
of fairness and opportunity.
mentioned before, once someone enters ance
and it has declined in the last 2 years.
First,
we
must
protect
U.S.'
workers
under the H-lB program, they can who aiready have good jobs
The closest we came to the
was
from being in 1993 when nearly 27,000 ceiling
drive the wages right doWn. They can laid off and replaced with foreign
visas were
workreplace American workers. Once em- ers. With all the talk of job insecurity, used for Chinese students under the
ployers get the foreign worker in, they corporate and defense downsizmg,
now-expired Chinese Student Proteccan drive the wages down, which they stagnant family income, working and tion Act. An_other 10,000 visas were used
famifor UnskiLled workers.
more often do than not. We have had lies have a right to know that
the imUse of the employment-based imxnitestimony in our Subcommittee that migration laws are not being abused
to grant program for skilled workers and
supports that. We had the testimony of take away their jobs.
a small businessman down in southern
workers over the last 5 years
Second, we must give U.S. workers Uflkj1led
has been well below the ceiling. In 1993,
Texas that supplied workers for a num- who
have
the
skills
and
are
willing,
ber of companies in Texas who came up
we admitted a total of 110,130. In 1994,
and qualified for these jobs a we
and asked him to replace his American available,
admitted 92,604, a 16-percent reducfair
opportunity
to
be
workers with foreign workers in order those jobs. Maintaining recruited for tion from the previous year. In 1995, we
a strong and'
to drive his costs down. It is absolutely
73,239, a 21 percent reduction
economy requires that U.S. admitted
wrong. We will have a chance on this growing
from the previous year. In sum, the
workers
obtain
the
training
they
need
legislation to work it through.
merit global competition, and that numbers are well below the cap, and
I see others. that want to speak on to
have also been declining in each
they
a fair oppoftuzjjty to use they
the measure. Let me move toward a their have
of the past several years.
skills
in
high-wage,
high-skill
final item. Mr. President, with regard 3obs. We cannot expect working
At a time when we are seeking modfami- erate reductions in legal immigration
to the employment prograni, as I mento improve their economic status if and reducing the visas available
tioned before, both the IG from the liespost
for re"Road Closed" signs on the unifying families, we should
Labor Department and the testimony we
also be reroad to higher standards of living.

is really quite complete. This is an
ducing the employment-bas imzniThird, when a )ob can be filled by a gration_especia].ly
area that ought to be addressed be- U.S.
when the positions
worker with a reasonable aniount are not being used and
cause of its impact in terms of Amerthe trend-line
is
of training within a reasona.ble period down. It is not fair that
the whole
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weight of the reductions in the number
of legal immigrants should be borne by
families and diversity immigrants.
Reducing the ceiling on employmentbased immigration is not the same as
cutting employment-based imxnigra-

tion. In fact, the reform I intend to

propose—adjusting the cap on employment-based immigration from 140,000
to 100,000—would allow actual employ-

ment-based immigration to grow by

one-third in future years—from 75,000
in 1995 to 100,000. Under current law•
and the pending bill, the program
would nearly double in size.
It is clear that we went too far in 1990
when we increased the ceiling on employment-based immigration to 140,000.
The three-fold increase was not needed
and has not been approached by actual
use. We should pare it back to the more
reasonable number of 100,000, as recommended by the Jordan Commission
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the best and brightest. They are skilled immigrant for adminiztrative, paperworkers, workers with advanced de- work, and legal costs.
To bring in these skilled immigrants,
grees or baccalaureate degrees. Under
current law, up to 10,000 of them can be an employer must demonstrate that it
was unsuccessful in fiuiding a qnaiified
unskilled workers.
There is no reason for employers in U.S. worker to do the job, and that the
this country to bring in unskifled im- job will pay at least the locally premigrat workers There is an abun- vailing wage. Any employer who uses
dance, even an overabundance, of un- this employment-based immigration
skilled U.S. workers looking for work. system will tefl you that it takes a
The Judiciary Committee supported long time and an excessive amount of
my amendment alñiost ninimously to documentation.
The basic problem with this labor
delete the unskilled category from the
permanent immigrant worker program. certification system is not that it is

Plainly, unskilled immigrants do not expensive and time consuming, but
fit into either of the two categories of that it does not assure that able, availworkers who should be welcomed into able, wining, and qualified. U.S. work-.
our country—the best and brightest ers get the jobs. In fact, there is very

and workers needed to fill skills short- little genuine recruitment.
Consider the case of Tony Rosaci and
ages.
Apart from unskiiied workers, the the members of his local union. Tony is
immigrants subject to labor certifi- the secretary-treasurer of Iron Workers
cation are professionals with advanced Local Union No. 455 in New York City.
and the Clinton administration. That degrees, professionaI with bacca- The members of this local Tlnion helped
line still allows-reasonable growth in laureate degrees, and skilled workers. build New York. They were the backthis category, and it aIo protects our They may be needed to satisfy skill bone of the effort to rehabilitate the
national interest in economic growth, shortages. But employers may aIo put Statue of Liberty. But when well-qualiglobal competitiveness, and domestic these workers in competition with fied members of the local union rejob creation.
thousands of U.S. workers for jobs that sponded to more than 65 help wanted
But immigration is about a great could be filled from the domestic work ads placed in New York newspapers by
employers seeking permanent immideal more than numbers. It is fun- force.
Employers use these permanent un- grant workers, they were rejected each
daxnentaUy about people. When we consider employment-based immigration, migrant workers to flU many posi- time in favor of foreign workers. There
we must have a clear understanding of tions—cooks, computer programmers, were 65 referrals of qualified U.S. workand 65 rejections.
the kind of people we are a4nitting to engineers of a.U tyes, teachers, reta1 ers,
The story of Tony Iosaci's Tlnion
our country and what skins and abili- and wholesale managers, accountants members
is not the exception. The
ties they are bringing in with them.
and auditors, biologists, auto repair
Under current law, we divide perma- mechanics, university professors, and Labor Department thpector general
found that in a.U of the cases where emnent immigrant workers into two cat- tailors.
One useful measure of the skifl level ployers complete the labor certifiegories: immigrants who are subject to
labor certification and immigrants who of these workers is their sa]aries. Em- cation process, their recruitment efdo not result in a U.S. worker
can be admitted without labor certifi- ployers teU the Labor Department how forts
the job in 99.98 percent of the
cation.
much they plan to pay the skiUed un- getting
Labor certification is supposed to migrants they are seeking. Eighty per- ca.ses—99.98 percent. That meais a U.S.
serve as a requirement that employers cent of the jobs for foreign workers worker gets hired oniy 1 in 5,000 times.
system isn't working. It is badly
first recruit U.S. workers for a job, be- subject to labor certifiation pay The
fore seeking immigrant workers. Some $50,000 ayear or less. Fewer than 3 per- broken.
U.S. workers do not have a. fair opworkers are so exceptional that we cent of these jobs pay S80,000 or more. portunity
to get these jobs because, in
A small number of employers use this the overwhe]ming
should admit them regardless of the
majority of cases,
state of the domestic labor market. employment-ba$ed immigration pro- there is already a foreign
temporary
But employers should be permitted to gram to seek out the best and bright- worker in the job who is trying
to adobtain other foreign workers only if no est, but it is clearly the exception, not
-

to permanent status. The image
U.S.. workers with similar skills are the rule. A large number of working just
that
we au have of foreign workers
wifling, available, and qualified for the families in Massachu.etts and across waiting
in their home countries until
jobs into which the immigrant workers the United States would be gratified to

have an opportunity to earn $50,000 a
Those who are not subject to labor year working in computer programcertification fit into the best and rning. It is vitally important that we
brightest category. In 1995, the cat- make certaiii that employers use this
egory included 1,200 aliens of extraor- immigration program only to fill jobs
dinary ability, including recipients of for which qualified U.S. workers are
major honors, great commercial suc- not available.
cess, or leadership positions in their We must have a labor certification
field; more than 1,600 outstanding pro- process which actually results in emfessors and researchers; almost 4,000 ployers successfully recruith1g U.S.
multinational executives and man- workers for these skilled jobs. At
agers; and almost 3,000 special inuni- present, the Department of Labor cergrants, who are primarily outstanthng tifies an employer's application for an
will be placed.

clerics.

they are admitted to the United States
under the employment-based immigration system is a fallacy.
In 1994, 42 percent of labor certified
workers who gained permanent
sion came directly from the temporary
worker program. Some unknown additional number are either working ifie-

gaily for thefr employer, or simply

leave the country for a short period of
time to expethte their application for

permanent admission to the United
States.
The Labor Department estimates

immigrant worker based on a complex, that as many as 90 percent or more of

The best and brightest are the job labor-intensive,
and
expensive
creators, men and women whose con- preadmission screening system. The
tributions to our country wifl undoubt- current system does not and cannot asedly be dramatic and substantial. We sure that the conditions required for
should welcome them without hesi- certification are actuafly achieved
tation. Current law permits it, and when the immigrant worker is em-

the foreign workers admitted permanently to the United States have
worked for the same employer who is
helping the worker adjust to permanent status. Simply put, U.S. workers
cannot get these-jobs, because foreign
should remain unchanged.
ployed. The Cornniizsion on Irnmigra- temporary workers or illegally emThe workers subject to labor certifi- tion Reform estimated that labor cer- ployed foreign workers are already in
cation, on the other hand, are rarely tification costs employers $10,000 per these jobs.
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such workers in. the United States
Over my objections and those of
system to make it look as though they keep
for up to 6 years. Thus, there can be al- many
other Democratic Members, the
are engaging in genuine recruitment. most
400,000
H—lB
workers
in
the
Unit- Judiciary Committee stripped out
In reality, they intend all along to ed States at one time.
keep the foreign workers who are alThe program was origin&lly con- many sensible reforms to the employ-

ready working for them. Employers ceived as a means to meet employers'
frequently create position descriptions temporary needs for unique, highly
for which only the incumbent worker skilled professionals. But many emcan qualify. As a result, referrals of ployers use the program to bring into

well-qualified U.S. workers in response
to advertisements for these jobs-—the
humiliating experience shared by the
members of Tony Rosaci's local union
and thousands of other U.S. workers-.—

waste everyone's time and add insult
to injury for U.S. workers.
This system is a sham. It must be
changed to give U.S. workers the fair
opportunity they deserve to get these
high-wage, high-skill jobs, and assure
the public that the employment-based
mmigration system serves its Stated

purpose.

U.S. workers deserve a fair and genu-

me opportumty to get and keep highwage, high-skill jobs before they are

filled by the foreign temporary workers
who will later become permanent immigrant workers. The best opportunity
for U.S. workers to get these good jobs
is at the front end of employment_
based iIflIfligratjon-_befor foreign
temporary workers fill the vacancy.
To achieve this goal, we must reform
the temporary worker program—the
principal path through which foreign

the United States relatively large numbers of foreign temporary workers with
little or no formal training beyond a 4year college degree. The typical foreign

temporary worker is not a one-of-akind professor or a Ph.D. engineer as

ment-based progranls. The Judiciary

Comn'ijttee then made changes for foreign temporary professional workers.
The changes were touted by their sponsors as providing layoff protection to
American workers, and as giving the
Department of Labor latitude in investigating compaes that rely on temporary foreign workers.
The current bill does neither of these
things. In fact, anyone who looks care-

some news stories suggest and the busifully at the current bill will conclude
ness lobby would have us believe.
For fiscal year 1994, employers' appli- that it does just the opposite.

5. 1655 embraces the agenda of corcations for health care therapists._-prjmanly physical therapists and occupa- porate America at the expense of
tional therapists—accounted for one- American workers. The changes in the
half—49.9 percent—of afl H-lB jobs. H—lB Program would have the overall
Computer-related
occupations ac- effect of further weakening protections
counted for almost one-quarter—23.9 for U.S. workers from unfair competipercent—of these jobs. As with the per- tion with foreign workers, even though
manent program, wage data from H-lB the protections in the existing programxi
applications indicate that a]most two- are already demonstrably inadequate.

Current 1&w does not require U.S. employers to recrujt in the domestic labor
market first, nor does it prohibit employers from hiring foreign workers to
tion for employers to try to recruit rep1&ce laid off U.S. workers in the
quaiified U.S. workers for these jobs. same job.
The only thing the employer must do is
To the contrary, 5. 1665 provides no
thirds—65 percent—of H—lB jobs pay
$40,000 or less, and almost 3 out of 4—
75 percent—jobs pay $50,000 or less.
Under current law, there is no obligá-

submit a one-page form. Employers
must give the title of the job, the salskilled workers are admitted to the ary they intend to pay, and attest to
United States. We must add a require— four facts: First, they will pay the
ment that employers recruit U.S. higher of the actuai wage paid to siiniworkers, before the jobs can be filled larly employed workers or the prevailing wage; second, they are not the subwith foreign temporary workers.
But we must also change the pernia- ject of a strike or lockout; third, they
nent program. Instead of requiring the have posted the requisite notice for
Department of Labor to conduct mean- their U.S. workers; and fourth, the
ingless labor certification for every working conditions of similarly ememployer, the Department's Employ- ployed U.S., workers will not be adment Service should instead target its versely affected.
This form is the only requirement.
enforcement to the employers most
likely to present a problem. In this No other documentation is requfred of
way, employers who play by the ruies the employer. Current law gives the
or who are not in a problem industry Labor Department 7 days to review

protection from employers who fire
U.S. workers and hire foreign workers.'
In fact, 5. 1665 is an endorsement of

laying off U.S. workers in favor of foreign workers. We must strengthen current law to stop this from happening—
not weaken current law and invite it to
happen more.

The failure to protect U.S. workers
from layoffs is not the only area in
which this bill faflz to protect U.S.
workers. IfS. 1665 becomes law existing
worker protections would not apply to

the large majority of employers who

use the H-lB program;.
Employers would be subject to lower
wage payment requirements for foreign
workers; and,
The Labor Department's enforcement
ability to protect U.S. workers and foreign workers would be sharply curtailed.

would not be subjected to labor certification. Employers who seek to adjust a
worker's status from temporary to per-

these one-page forms, and prohibits the
Department from rejecting the forms
unless they are incomplete or have ob-

they engaged in a bona fide but unsuccessful recrujtiient effort before filling
the-job with a foreign temporary worker, would not bTequjred to go through
labor certification.
These reforms, combined with effective enforcement by the Labor Department, should help give U.S. workers a
fairer chance at these jobs, and free
employers from participation in a
sham labor certification process.

the H—lB Program is an open door for
65,000 skilled foreign workers to enter
In sum, the bill goes in exactly the
the United States each year.
wrong direction by thaking an already
This is one reason why Americans troublesome H-lB program even worse.

manent, and who demonstrate that vious inaccuracies. In simple terms,

UNDESTMDING THE TEMP0RAIn' WORKER
-

PROGRAM

In order to fully understand the permanent Immigrant program, it is necessary to understand the principal nonimmigrant
program, called the H—lB Prograim This
program permits U.S. employers to
bring into the United States skilled
workers with college or higher degrees.
The program is capped at 65,000 new
visas each year, but employers can

are so cynical about our immigration
laws. This system is intended to help
U.S. employers remain competitive in
the face of technological change and
competitive global markets. Instead,
the system Permits -employers to bring

in foreign temporary workers regardless of whether qualified U.S. workers
are available, or even if U.S. workers

are currently holding the jobs into

which the foreign temporary workers

Instead, we need genuine reform of
the H—lB program to protect U.S.
workers and give them a fair oppor-

tunity to get and keep high-wage, highskill jobs.
First, as with the program for permanent immigrants, we should make it illegal to lay off qualified American
workers and replace them with temporary foreign workers.

Recent case histories have gained

are going to be placed. We must reform wide public attention because they are
the H-lB Program.
shocking to all of us. Syntel, Inc., is a
5.1665 "REFORMs" TAKE U5 fl THE WRONG
Michigan company with more than 80
DIRECTION
percent foreign temporary workers,
Unfortunately, the reforms currently primarily computer
analysts from
contained in the legal immigration bill India. In its business
are inadequate if our goal is to assure Syntel contracts to provideoperations,
U.S. workers a fair opportunity to get personnel and services to othercomputer
compaand keep high-wage, high-skill jobs.
nies. In New Jersey, Syntel contracted
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with American International Group, a on their application form attesting
If H-lB workers qualify under the
large inurance compa!iy, to provide that they have taken and are taking permanent worker program as indIvdcomputer services. Linda Kilcrease steps to recruit and retain U.S. workworked for AIG.
ers—which employers assure us they
One day, without notice, AIG fired are already doing.
The employer would attest that it
Linda along with 200 of her co-workers

uals with "extraordinary ability" or an
"outstanding professor or researcher,"
the employer could also hire them and

and refused to train, his foreign replace- first crack at these good jobs.
The employer would a]so confirm
ments.
Julie Cairns-Rubin worked for that its recruitment offered the locaily
Sealand Services, a major shipping and prevailing wage or• the wage it actually
trucking company, writing and main- pays smi1a.r workers, whichever is
tathing computer software systems for higher. Employers hiring foreign workthe company's finances. She worked ers are already required, under current

eign workers.

bring them intà the United States as
and replaced them with foreign tem- bad recruited in the domestic labor H-lB workers, without having to enporary workers from Syntel. Adding in- market using industry-wide standard gage in domestic recruitment. This is a
sult to injury, Linda and her coworkers recruitment procedures. Government reasonable accommodation of the conwere forced to train their replacements would not mandate this standard.
cerns expressed by the business comIf high-techuology industries recruit .muity, without jeopardizing U.S.
during their fi13a1 weeks on the job.
quickly
to
win
business,
then
that's
David Hoff was a database adminisworkers.
trator in Arizona with Allied Signal, a the industry-wide standard that should In every other case, however, we are
defense contractor. David was asked to. be recognized under the immigration short-changing U.S. workers and our
train two foreign workers to do his job. laws. This step will not delay firm8 own national interests if we don't exWhen he realized the company was which need workers quickly. But it will pect employers to recruit in the U.S.
about to replace him, he left the job make sure that American workers get for jobs for which they are seeldug for-

during the day and took night classes law, to pa these workers the higher of
Her the actual or locally prevailing wage,

for advanced computer sidUs.

this reform imposes no new wage obtraining, hard work, and dedication so
The reform would merely eswere supposed to give her greater job ligation.
that the employer recruited
security. Instead, Seajand flied Julie tabli$h
and replaced her with a foreign worker. U.S. workers by offering the same

The third and final change I propose
to the H-LB Program is to reduce the

term of the visa from 6 years to 3
years. This is supposed to be a tem-

porary visa, but most Americans would
call it a permanent job. In fact, Americans from 25 to 34 years of age change
jobs every 3½ yearsThose age 35 to 44
change every 6 years.
Importing needed skills should usually be a short-term response to urgent
needs, while adjusting to quickly
changing circumstances.
Reducing the terms from 6 years to 3

wages and other compensation that it
Now Julie is unemployed.
be obligated to pay to its foreign Julie Cairns-Rubin, David Huff, an& would
Linda Kilcrease should be rewarded for workers. That's only fair to U.S. work-• years will also reduce the ni.imum

their s]fls and working hard for their ers.
This reform does not establish any
employers.. They are supposed to live new
prevti1ing wage system. Under
the American dream. But the H-lB pro- current
law, employers must ascertain
gram under current law thins the and promise
to pay at least the locally
American dream into the American prevailing wage.
Employers can go to
nightmare, and 5. 1665 makes this their State employment
security agen-

nightmare even worse.
the prevailing wage. Or,
John Martin owns a high-technology cy to get
current law, employers can rely
firm in Houston. He has been under under
an "independent authoritative
pressure from clients to lay off hi U.S. on
source"
or another "legitimate source"
workers and bring in cheaper foreign for prevailing
wage data. They are not
workers at lower wages in order to cut required
to come to the government to
costs. He refused, and has lost con- get this information
current law,
tracts to cheaper, H-lB firms as a re- and nothing I intendunder
to
propose
would
suit. John is an employer trying to change that.
play by the rules. But he can't-compete
The employer would also attest that
with firms bringing in cheaper foreign its domestic recruitment was unsuclabor.
In other words, the employer
Our law permits and encourages this cessful.
need
only
state that it could not find a
behavior. Public outrage at such wide- qualified U.S.
worker for the job. Emly publicized layoffs are tarnishing our ployers already
us they face the
entire immigration system and adding problem of beingtell
to find availto the growing sense of insecurity felt able U.S. workers.unable
It is. this failure in
by U.S. workers. There is no legitimate the domestic labor market that the H—
justification for laying off U.S. workers lB Program is supposed to address.
and replacing them with foreign workThere are certain circuxn2tances in

ers, and our immigration laws should
prohibit it.
A second needed reform is to require
employers to recruit for U.S. workers
first, before being allowed to apply for
a temporary foreign worker. Current
law does not contain this simple, com-

number of foreign temporary workers

in the country at any one time from

about 400,000 to about 200,000. The 3-

year period will also assure that these

temporary workers e, indeed, tem-

porary.
This change is important not only for

US. workers who already have the

skills for good jobs, but also for those

who would like to acquire the neces8ary- skills. The labor market will
correct imbalances in the dm.nd and

supply of needed s]dfl if it receives the
proper signals. Allowing foreign tem-

porary workers to stay in the United
States for 6 years sends the wrong signal. The only valid, long-term response
to skiil3 shortages is training U.S.

workers. A 3-year stay will promote
sldfls training and job opportunities
for qualified U.S. workers, and help
overcome the wage stagnation affecting so many working fsni1ies.

GWWG TEE LABOR DEPARTMBNT THE
ENFORCEMENT AUI'EORITT IT

NS

I have discussed a long list of reIormz
that are needed in the permanent

which we would all agree that an em- worker program and the H-lB Temployer should not be required to seek a porary Worker Program. These reIormz
U.S; worker. Existthg law exempts can help assure that employment-based
from labor certification—and thereby immigration is fair to U.S. workers. It
from any recruitment requirement— is vital that we enact these reIormz.
foreign workers of extraordinary abil- But they will be nothing more than
ity, outstanding professors and re- empty words in the United States Code
mon sense principle—and it should.
searchers, certain multinational executhe Labor Department does not have
Most employers who use the H-lB tives and managers, and renowned cler- ifthe
enforcement authority to assure
program say they are continuously re- ics. These are truly the best and the widespread
compliance.
cruiting in the domestic labor market, brightest. They are Nobel-level sciWe must end the current miswn.tch
and would prefer hiring U.S. workers. entists, the tenure-track professors, of enforcement authority. The DepartSo this change should not impose any and top researchers. They should be ad- ment of Labor has the power to rehardship or additional burden on these mitted to the United States because spond to complaints, initiate investigaemployers.
they are unique and because there is no
and conduct audits under the
This reform is simple and straight- dispute that they will improve our so- tions,
temporary worker program, although
forward. Employers applying for a for- ciety and increase our competitiveness. 5. 1665 would unwisely curb these poweign worker under the H—lB program If we can get them, we should admit ers. However, under the permanent prowould have to check one additional box them.
gram, the authority of the Department
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once the m]igrant arrives on our
shores. After the worker is here, there
is little the Depa.rtxnent can do to ensure that emp'oyers pay the prevailing
wage and meet other terms and conditions of employment.
We must give the Department essentially the same post-admission enforcement powers for permanent foreign
ends

to make certain charges In how they issue slon
leaves 'many uncertainties about how
driver's licenses and identificatj
documents. The amendment would thereby allow the program would work and therefore prestates to implement those provisions while cludes a firm estimate. The potential costs
adhering to their current renewal schedules. could, however, be 51g'nifjcant
If you wish furter details on this estiThe axnendnent contai no intergovernmental mandates as defined In Public Law mate, we will be pleased to provide them.
Sincerely.
104-4 and would impose no direct costs on
JAMEs L: BLUM
state, local, or tribal goveren
fact,
(For June E: O'Neill, Director).
delaying the effective date of theInproviEnclosure
workers that it already has for tem- by
sions in section 118, the
would
porary workers Often, the temporary substantially reduce the amendment
CONGRE5ION Btmr OFXCE Cos'r
costs
of
the
xrianworkers become permanent workers. dates in the bill. If the amendment were
ESTIMATE
The Department of Labor ought to adopted, CBO estimates that the total costs 1. Bill nuanber 5.269.
have the same Power to assure compli- of all ntegoveen mandates in S. 1664 2. Bill title: Immigration Control and Flance after the workers convert to per- would no longer exceed the $50 xriillion nanciaj Responsibility Act of 1996.
threshold established by Public Law 104—4.
3. Bill status: As reported by the Senate
manent resident status as before.
In our April 12, 1996, cost estimate for S. Committee on the Judiciary on April
Such enforcement powers are impor- 1664
10, 1996.
we identjfjed at the time as S.
4. Bill purpose: 5. 269
make many
tant as a Safeguard for workers' rights. 269), (which
CBO estimated that section 118, as re- charges and additions to would
Federal laws relatThey also ensure that the recruitment ported, would cost states between 380 million ing to mZfligTation Provisions
a pomechanjs functions properly. To• en- and 2OO million in fiscal year 1998 and less tentlaijy significant budgetary having
impact are
sure that these requirements are met, than 2 million a year in subsequent years. highlighted below.
Title I would:
the Labor Department must have the These costs would result primarily from an
influx of individuals seeking early renewals
Direct the Attorney General to increase
ability to seek out and identify emtheir driver's licenses or identification the number of Immigration and Naturalizaployers that, violate the law, assure of
that U.S. and foreign workers are pro- cards. By allowxg states to implement the tion (INS) border patrol agents by .700 in fisrequirements over an extended period of cal year 1996 ad by 1,000 in each of the fiscal
tected or made whole,, and impose pen- new
time, the aznendmnent would likely eliminate years 1997 through 2OOO in addition,
the nuinalties that will deter future violations this influx and signifcantly reduce costs. ir ber of' full-time support
positions for border
and promote compliance.
the amendment were adopted, CBO estimates patrol agents would be increased
by 300 in
Finally, we should also require pay- the direct costs to states from the driver's 11- each of the fIscal years 1996
2000;
ment of additiona1 fees to cover 'the cense and identification document provisions Authorize appropriations through
of such sums as
Labor Department's costs of ad.mI- would total between sIO minion and S20 fill- may be necessary to increase the number of
lion
and
would
be'
incurred
S
investigator
positions
by
over six years.
isterthg the certfficatjon requirements
600 in fiscal
costs would be for implementing new year 1996 and by 300 in each of the fiscal
and enforcement activities. Taxpayers These
data collection procedures and identjflcaon
years 1997 and 1998, and provide for the necshould not have to foot the bill for the card form&ts.
essary support positions;
cost of providing employers with forIf you wish further details on this estiDirect the Attorney General and the Seceign workers.
mate, we will be pleased to provide them.
retary of the Treasury to increase the numSincerely,
ber of land border Inspectors in fiscal years
Immigration has served
well
for over two centuries. America
1996 and 1997 to assure full staffing during
Jv E. O'N,
Its current
the peak border-crossing hours;
troubles can be cured. If we fail to act
Director.
Authorize the Department of Labor (DOL)
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President,
responsibly the calls for Buchana.njsj
.

I ask
increase the number of investigato by
unanimous consent that' a document 'to
necessary support staff—in fiscal
from the Congressioi Budget Office 350—plus
years 1996 and 1997;
setting forth the estimated budgetary Direct the Attorney General to increase
effects of the pending legislation be the detention facilities of the flS to at least
printed at this point j the RECORD, 9,000 beds by the end of fiscal year 1997;
our current immigration laws, and and I further note that the reference in Authorize a one-time appropriation of $12
for improvements in barriers along
enact the many other reforms needed this letter to 5. 269, as reported by the million
U.S.-Mexjco border
to strengthen this vital aspect of our Senate Committee on the Judiciary on theAuthorize
the Attorney General to bire for
history and our future.
April 10, 1996, means that these estiyears 1996 and 1997 such addjtjoai AsMr. President, I yield the floor at mates apply to the leg-1sla.tjon pending fiscal
sistat U.S. Attorneys as may be necesaj-y
and Fortress America will only grow
louder and more irresponsible. To protect our imijgrant heritage, we must
stop illegal imniigration. We must end
the abuses of American workers under

this particular time.

Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Chair.

before the Senate as 5. 1664.
for the prosecution of actions brought under
There being no objection; the mate- certain provisions of the Imrriigration
and

The PRESIDjG OFFICEIt. The Sen- rial was ordered to be priiited in the
atoi from Wyoming.
RECORD, as follows:
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have
U.S. CONGRESS,
a Uan1,mouS_consent request.
COGRESSION BUDGET OTICE,

I ask unanimous consent that a letWahington DC, April12. 196.
tér from 'the Congressjona Budget Of- Hon. ORRIr G. HATCH,
Committee on the Judiciarp. U.S.
fice addressed to me as chairman of the Chairman,
Senate, I'ashington, DC.
Subcomxzittee on Immigration, dated DE.
Ma.
Cmj,t The
April 15, 1996, be printed in the RECoj. Budget Office has prepared the Congressional
enclosed fedThere being no objection, the mate-. eral, intergoveren and private
sector
-

rial was ordered to be pr.ited in the
RECwtn, as follows:.:
U.S. CONGRESS,

CONGRSION BUDGET OiTICE,
Washington, DC. April 15,1996.,

Hon..Ai.. K. SIMPSoN,

Chazinan, Subco,ranW.ee on 1nvizigrajo,, Com-

mittee on the Judiciarp, U.S. 8enate Washington, DC.

DE Ma. Vu,: As requested by your
staff, CBO has reviewed a possible amendment to S. 1664, the Immigration Control and
Financial Responsibility Act of 1996, .whjch

was reported by the Senate Comnuttee on
the Judiciary on April 10. 1996. The amendment Would alter the effective date of provisions in section 118 that would require states

Nationality Act;
- Authorize

approprao of such sums

as
may be necessary to expand the fl5 finger-

print-based identificaon system

nationvj;

(IDENT)

Authorize a one-time appropriation of $10
million for the flS to cover the costs to
deport a1ies under certain provisions of the

Immigration and Nationality Act;
Authorize such sums as xrlay be necessary
to the Attorney General to conduct
pilot
related to increasing the efficiency.
cost estimates for 5. 269, the Immigration programs
of
deportation
and
exclusion
proceedings;
Control and Financial Responsibility Act of
Establish several pilot projects and various
1996. Because enactment of the bill would afstudies
related
to
immigration
issues, infect direct spending and receipts, pay-ascluding improving the verification system
you-go procedures would apply.
for
a1ies
seeking
employment
or public asThe bill would impose both intergovernmental and private sector mandates, as de- sistace;
Provide
for
an
ncrease
in
py
for irnrnigrafined in Public Law 104—4. The cost of the tion judges;
mandates would exceed both the $50 mflljon
Establish
new
and
Increased
penalties and
threshold for intergover eta1 'rn&ndates
criminal forfeiture provisions for a number
and the $100 million threshold for private of
crinies
related
to
immigration;
and
sector mandates Specified in that law.
the Attorney General to reemploy
CBO's.estate does not include the poten- upPermit
to
100
federal
retirees
for
tial cost of establisijg a program to reimnas long as two
to help reduce a backlog of asyluxn apburse state and local govez-n_men for the years
plications.
full cost of providing emergency medical
Title fl would:
care to iliegal aliens. As noted in
SenCurtail
the eligbiity of
'closed esth, the drafting of thisthe
provi- including those permanentlynon-legal aliens,
residing under
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color of law (PRUCOL), in the narrow in5. Estimated cost to the Federal Governstances where they are now eligible for fed- ment: Assuming appropriation of the entire
eral benefits;
amomts authorized, enacting 5. 269 would
Extend the period during which a sponsor's increase discretionary spending over fiscal
income is presumed or deemed to be avail- years 1996 through 2002 by a total of about
able to the alien and require deeming in all Z3.2 billion. Several provisions of 5. 269,
federal meaxis-tested programs, not just the inauIy those in Title U affecting benefit
programs, would result in chaxiges to mandaones that currently practice it;
spending and federal revenues. CBO esDeny the earned income tax credit to mdi- tory
tIiuates
that the changes in mandatory
vidualz not authorized to be employed n the spending would reduce outlays by about 7
United States; and
billion over the 1996-2002 period, ad that
Change federal coverage of emergency revenues would Increase by about $80 million
medical services for illegal aliens.
over the same period. These figures do not

S3291

include the potenta.1 costs of establishing a
program to reimburse state and local govern-

ments for the full cost of providing emergency medical care to illegal aliens; these

costs could amount to as much as 1.5 billion
to 33 billion a year.
The estimated budgetary effects of the leg-

islation are swnrnarized In Table 1. Table 2
shows projected outlays for the affected direct spending programs mder current law,
the changes that would stem from the bill,
and the projected outlays for each program if
the bill were enacted. The projections reflect
CBO's March 1996 baseline.

TABLE 1.—.ES1IMATEI) BUDGETARY EFFECTS OF S. 269
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6. Basis of esthnate: For purposes of this the bill's programs would affect outlays in For such provisions, the amounts shown in
1996.)
Table 3 reflect only the cost above fmdig
The
provisions
in
this
bill
that
affect
disauthorized in current law.
SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPBOPRXATIONS
cretionary spending would increase costs to
In the, most recent continuing resolution
The following estimates assume that all the federal government by the amounts

est2znate. CBO assumes that S. 269 will be enacted by August 1. 1996.

specific amounts authorized by the bill shown in Table 3, assuming appropriation of enacted for fiscal year 1996. appropriations
would be appropriated for each fiscal year. the necessary funds. In many cases. the bill for the Department of Justice total about $14
For programs in the bill for which authoriza- authorizes funding for programs already au- billion, of which about SL7 billion is for the
tions are not specified, or for programs thorized in the Violent Crime Control and nqs.
whose specific authorizations do not provide Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (the 1994 crime
sufficient funding. CBO estimated the cost bill) or already funded by fiscal year 1996 apbased on information from the agencies in- propriatIons action. Por example, the addivolved. Estimated outlays. beginning in 1997, tional border patrol agents and support perare based on historical rates for theze or sonnel in title I already were authorized in
similar activities. (We assumed that none of the 1994 crIme bill through fiscal year 1998.
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TABLE 3.—SPENDING SUBJECT TO APPROPRIATIONS
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sus about 4 percent of citizens. The Social future entrants) The SO.1
Security Adminjsron states that about ings over the 1997—2002 billion in total savperiod would stem
700.000 legal aliens collect SSI (although

AC11ON

621

some unknown fraction of those "aliens" are
really naturalized citizens, whose change In

status is not reflected in program records).
About three-quarters of áiien SSI recipients
are immigrants legally admitted for permanent residence, who must serve out a waiting
penod during which their sponsor's income
is "deemed" to them before they can go on
the program. That waiting period was
lengthened to s years in 1994 but is slated to
return to years in October 1996. The other
one-quarter of alien recipients of SSI are refugees, asyelees, and PRUCOLs,
5. 269 would prevent the deeming period
from retuzning to 3 years in October 1996. Instead, the deeming period would remain at 5
years (for aliens who entered the country before enactment) and would be lengthened to
10 years or more for aliens who enter after
the date of enactment. Specifically, for a future entrant, deeming in all federal means-

overwhelmingly from the lengthening of the
deeming period. Savings from ending the eligibility o! PRUCOLs are estimated to be just
a few m11lio dollars a year.
Child Nufrjon. 5. 269 would require that
the child nutrition program begin
to deem
sponsors' income to alien schoolchjln
when weighing their eligibility for free or reduced-pnce lunches. Child nutrition does not
employ deeming now. It does. however, take
parents' income into account when deter-

mining eligibility. CBO therefore assumed
that savings in child nutrition would stem
mainly from the minority of cases in which
a relative other than a parent (say, a grandparent or an aunt) sponsored the child's
entry into the United States. CBO assumed
that it would take at least two years to craft

reguJatio and implement deeming in
of effects on direct spending and receipts. The most signifjschool systems nationwide therefore precant effects would stem from new restriccluding savings until 1999. Savings of about
tions O payment of federal benefits to
$7.0 million a year would result once the
aliens, in Title fl of the bill. That title would tested progra.m would last until the alien deeming provision took full effect.
curtail the eligbiljty of non-legal aliens, in- had worked for 40 quarters in Social Secu5. 269 explicitly preserves
cluding those permanently residing under rity-covered employment—a condition that the child nutrition program foreligibility for
illegal alien
color of law (PRtJCOL), in the narrow in- elderly imrnjgi-ants, in particular, would be schoolcbjjn CBO assumed, however,
stances where they are now eligible for fed- unlikely ever to meet. By requiring that all the stepped-up screening that would bethat
reeral benefits. It would require that all fed- income of the sponsor and spouse be deemed quired to enforce deeming for legally
eral means-tested programs weigh sponsors' "notwithtadjg any other Provision of ted children would lead some illegaladnjtalien
income (a practice known as deeming) for a law," 5. 269 would also nullify the exemption cbildren to stop participatjug
in the prominjnrnzn of 5 years after entry when gaug- in current law that waives deeming when the gram, because their parents would
fear deing an immigrant's eligbility for benefits, Social Security Administration (SSA) deter- tection.
and would require an even longer deeming mines that the alien applicant became disMedicaid. 5. 269 would erect several barafter he or she entered the United riers to Medicaid eligibility for recent imzniperiod—lastjg 10 years or more after arriv- abled
al—for future entrants. It would make spon- States.
grants and future entrants into this country.
Data from SSA records show very clearly In most cases, AF]DC or SSI eligibflity
sors' affidavits of support legally enforceable. These provisions would save money in that many agedaljens apply for SSI as soon ries Medicaid eligibility along with it. Bycazretheir deeming period is over,, though such stricting aliens' access to those
federal benefit programs. Partly offsetting aaspattern
two cash
is much less apparent among prograz, 5. 269 would thereby generate
those savings, the bill proposes one major
change that could add to federal costs—a younger aliens seeking benefits on the basis Medicaid savings. Medicaid now has no
provision that is apparently intended to re- of disability. CBO estünat.es that lengthen- deeming requirement at all; that is. program
quire the federal governnent to pay the.fufl ing the deeming period from 3 years to s administrators do not consider a sponsor's
cost of emergency Medicaid services for ille- years (or longer), and striking the exemption income when they gauge the alien's eligifrom deeming for aliens who became disabled bility for benefits. Therefore, it
gal aliens. However, ambigujtes in
is possible
thefl after anival, would save about O.1 billion
drafting of that provision prevent CBO from
in for a sponsored alien to qualify for Medicaid
estimating its effect. Although the provi- 1996, and O.3 billion to SO.4 billion a year in even before he or she has satisfied the SSI
sions affecting benefit progrns dominate 1997 through 2002. Nearly two-tjrds of the. waiting period. 5. 269 would charge that by
the direct spending mplicatjons of 5. 269, savings would come from the aged, and the requiring that every means-tested program
from the disabled.
the income of a sponsor for at least 5
other provisions scattered throughout Titles rest
5. 269 wonJd also e1thiinate eligibility for weigh
years alter entry. Under current
I and fl would have sinafl effects on colleclaw.
SSI
benefits
of
aliens
permanently
residing PRUCOLs are specifically eligible for Medictions of fines and penalties and on the re- under color of law (PRUCOLS). That
label aid; 5. 269 woul.d make them ineligible.
ceipts of federal retirement funds.
Fines. The imposition of new and enhanced covers such disparate groups as parolees,
To esthnate the savings in Medicaid. CBO
who are granted a stay of deportation, first estimated the number of
civil and crniaj fines in 5. 269 could cause aliens
who
and
others
with
various
legal statuses. would be barred from the SSI and aliens
goverflen receipts to increase, but CBO
AFDC proPRUCOLs
currently
make
up
about
5
percent grams by other provisions of 5.269, CBO then
estimates that any such increase would be
less than $500,000 anuai1y. Civil fines would of aliens on the SSI rolls. CBO assumes that added another group—dubbed "noncash benesome
would
successfully
seek
to
have
their fician
be deposited into the general fund of the
in Medicaid parlance because they
Treasury. Cthninaj fines would be deposited clasffjcatjon charged to another category participate in neither of the two cash pro(such
as
refugee
or
asylee)
that
would
in the Crane Victims Fund and would be
pro- grams. The noncash particints who would
spent in the following year. Thus, direct tect their SSI benefits. The remainder, be affected by 5. 269 essentially fail into two
though,
wonJd
be
barred
from
the
program,.
groups. One is the group of elderly (and, less
spending from the fund would match the Ingenerating savings of about O.5 billion over importantly, disabled) aliens wfth financial
crease in revenues with a one-year lag.
Forfeiture. New forfeiture provisions in 5. 7 years.
who, under current law. seek MedicFood Stamps. The estimated savings in the sponsors
269 could lead to more assets seized and foraid even before they satisfy the
wait
feited to the United States, but CBO esti- Food Stamp program—.2 billion over 7 for SSI; the second. is poor cbildren3-year
and pregmates that any such increase would be less years—are considerably smaller than those nant women who could. under c1rrent law,
than $500,000 annually in value. Proceeds in SSI but likewise stem from the deeming qualify for Medicaid even if they do not get
from the sale of any such assets would be de- provisions of 5. 269. The Food Stamp pro- AFDC. CBO multiplied the estimated number
posited as revenues into the Assets Forfeit- gram imposes a 3-year deeming period. of aliens affected times an average Medicaid
ure Fund of the Department of Justice and Therefore, lengthening the deeming period cost appropriate for their group. That averspent out of that fund in the same year. (to 5 years for aliens already here and longer age cost is significantly higher for an aged or
Thus, direct spending from the Assets For- for future entrants) would save money in disabled person than for a younger mother or
feiture Fund would ixiatch any increase in food stamps. 5. 269 contains a narrow exemp- child. In selecting an average cost. CBO took
tion from deeming for aliens judged to be at into accou.t the fact that relatively
revenues.
few
Supp2nen Secunty Income. The SSI pro- inunedjate risk of hornelessness or hunger. aged
or disabled aliens receive expensive
grain Pays benefits to low-income people Because the Food Stamp program already long-term care in Medicaid-covered
instituwith few assets who are aged 65 or older or demes benefits to most PRUCOLs, no savings tios, but that on the other hand, few are elidisabled. According to tabujation by the are estimated from that source.
gible for Medicare. The resulting estimate of
Famüy Support. The provisions that would Medicaid
Congressioaj Research Service (CES), the
savings was then trinuned by 25
SSI program for the aged is the major bene- generate savings in SSI and food stamps percent to reflect the fact that,—jf the aliens
would
also
lead
to
small
savings
in
the AFDC in question were barred from
fit program with the sharpest contrast in
Medicparticipation between noncitizens and citi- program. The AFDC program already deems aid—the federal govern_mentregiilaawould likely
income
from
sponsors
to
aliens
zeus. CRS reported that nearly one quer
for 3 years end up paying more in reimbursements
for
of aliens over the age of 65 receive SSI, ver- alter the alien's arrival. 5. 269 would length- emergency care and for uncompeflated care.
en that period to at least 5 years (longer for The resulting savings in Medicaid
would
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Taxation estimates that the provision would
billion a year n 2000 through 2002. totaling reduce the deficit by approximately W.2 bil$.7 billion over the 1996—2002 perio&
lion a year.
One of the few benefits for which illegal
Other programs. Entitlement or direct
aliens now qualify is emergency Medicaid, send1ng programs other than those already
under section 1903(v) of the Social Security listed are estimated to Incur negligible costs
Act. Section 212 of S. 269 is apparently In- or savings over the 1997-2002 period as a contended to make the federal government re- sequence of 5. 269. The foster care program
sponsible for the entire cost of emergency does not appear on any list of exemptthns In
medical care for illegal aliens, instead of 5. 269; but since the program does not emsplitting the cost with states as under the ploy deeming now, and sInce it is unclear
current matching requirements of Medicai& how deeming could be made to work In that
However, the drafting of the provision leaves program (for example, whether it would
several legal and practical 1sues dangling. apply to foster care children or parents),
5. 269 would not repeal the current provision CBO estimates no savings. CBO estimates
In section 1903(v). It; would apparently estab- that the bill would not lead to any sigDlflllsh a separate program to ay for emer- cant savings In the student loan program.
gency medical care. Although it stpu1ates The Title
social services program, and
that funding must be set In advance In ap- entitlement program for the states, is funded
propriatthn acts, it also provides that states at a ilxed dollar amount set by the Congress;
• and localities would therefore .bave.a open- the eligibility or Ineligibility of aliens for
ended right to reimbursement, notwithstand- • services would not bave any direct effect on
ing the cei1tng Implied In an appropriation those dollar amounts.
act.
5. 269 would bave a small effect on the net
5. 269 orders the Secretary of Health and
of Federal retirement progtauis. Sec• Hmxian Services (HES), In cozizultatthn with outlays
tion 196 of the bill would permit certain cthe Attorney General, to develop rules for yuan
and military retirees to Collect their
reimbursement. Emergency patients often full pensions
In addition to their salary if
show up with no insurance and. little other they are reemployed
the Depaxtrnent of
Identification; therefore, If HES drafted Justice to belp tackleby
a backlog of asylum
• stingent rules for verification, it is possible applications. CBO estimates
that about 100
that very few providers could collect the re- annuitants would be affected,
that net
imbursement. On the other hand. If RUB re- outlays woul& Increase by $1 and
million to S
• qulred only .niIntmi jdenjtion, pro'd
climb frcni O.1 billion In 1997 to about $0.6

mllLton.a year In 1997 through 1999.

ers would bave an Incentive to .cias as

CBO judges that 5. 269 would not lead to
many patients as possible In this category any
In Soctal Security, unemploybecause that would m irnf,.e- their federal mentsavings
Insurance, or other federal benefits
reimbursement. S. 269 does not state whether
reimbursement would be. subject to the usual
limits on allowable charges In Medicaid, or
whether providers could bill the federal gov-

•

that arebaaed on earning. S.' 269 would deny

benets If the alien was not legally author-

Izedto workin the United States. Since 1972,

the law has ordered the Socth1 SeemInent for their full cost. Nor is it clear however.
Adm1nlstation to Issue Soca1 Secuwhether the program would use the same curity
numbers (SSNs) only to citizens and to
• def1xiiton of emergency care as In Medicaid rityaliens lega1y authorized to work here. A
law.

exception is "nonwork" SSNs, grantAlthough the budgetary effects of Section narrow.
for purposes such as enabling aliens to me
212 cannot be estimated, some idea of its po- ed
taxes. SInce all work performed by
tential costs can be gained by looking at income
aliens who received SSNs after 1972 is preanalogous proposals for the Medicaid pro- sumed,
to be legaj. and since verifying the
gram. CBO estimates that modifying Medic- work .author1tion
people who received
aid to reimburse states and localities for the SSN5 before 1972 isof
Insuperable task, CBO
full cost of emergency care for illegal aliens estimates no savingsan
In these earnings-relatwould cost appromately $1.5 billion to $3 ed benefits.
billion per year. That estimate a8sumes that
7. Pay-as-you-go. cousiderations: Section
Medicaid would connue to. use its current
• defln1tioi. of emergency care and its current 252 of the Balanced Budget and Emergency
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bave been affected. Therefore. S. 269—which

would apply deeming to aliens who entered

n the last 5 years as well as to future entrants—would resit In larger savings in
many benet prograixis Also, projected discretionary spending under 5. 269 would be

less than under ER. 2202.
In 1995, CBO prepared many estimates of

welfare reform proposals that would have.
curtailed the eligibility of legal aliens for
public assistance. Examples Include the
budget reconciliatthn bill (H.R 2491) and the
welfare reform bill (H.R. 4), both of which
were vetoed.
11. Estimate prepared by Mark Grabowicz,

Wayne Boytngton. Sheila Dacey, Dorothy
Bozenbaum. Robin Rudowitz, Kathy Ruffing,
and Stepban.te WeIner.

i2. Estimate approved by: Paul N. Van de
Water. Assistant Director for Budget Analy-
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CONGRSIONAL BUDGETOFFICE EsTThfATE OF
COSTS OF PRIVATE SECTOR

1. BIll number: 5.269.

2. BIll title: Imznlgratthn Conol and Financial Respousibllity Act of 1996.

3. BIll status: As reported, by the Senate

Committee on•the Judiciary on April 10, 1S96.
4. BIll purpose: 5. 269 would make changes

and additthns to federal laws relating to Immigration.

5. PrIvate sector mandates contained In

the bill: Several provisions of the bill would
Impose new requirements on the private sector. In general, the private sector xnazidates
In 5.269 lie In three areas: (1) provisions that
affect the transportation Industry, (2) provis1os that affect aliens within the borders of
the United States, and (3) provIsions that at• fect Individuals who sponsor. aliens and execute affidavits of support. The estimated Impacts of these mandates do not Include any
costs Imposed on Individuals not within the
borders of the United States.
6. Estimated direct cost to the private see-

tor CBO estimates that:the direct costs of
private sector mandates identified in 5. 269
would be less than $100 uWilon annually
through 1999, but would rise to over $100 million In 2000 and $300 miflLon In OO1. In 2002

and thereafter, the direct costs would exceed
3600 milton annually. The ]arge majority of
those costs would be Imposed on sponsors of

aliens who execute affidavits, of support.
such costs are now borne by the federal govdeficit
Conol
Act
of
1985
sets
up
pay-asschedule. of charges. It also assumes that you-go procedures for legislation affecting eminent and state and local governments for
states would seek to c1a.sify more aliens and direct spending or receipts through 1998. Be- the provision of benefits under public aistmore services In this category, In order to cause severaL sections of this bill would af- ance programs. Assuming enactment of S.
collect the greatest reimbursement.
this summer, CBO expects that the maDSimilarly, section 201 of the bill is meant fect receipts and direct sDending, pay-as- 2&)
procedures would apply. These effects dates in the bill would be effective beginn1ng
to qualify certain mothers who are illegal you-go
In fiscal year 1997.
aliens- for pre- and post-partum care under are sunnnazized In the following table.
Basi? of esthnate
18 fiz yea. i mifliao o daUaisj
the Medicaid program. 'In general, poor

women who are citizens or legal Immigrants
can now get such care through Medicaid. but
illegal aliens cannot. Although the bill
would authorize $120 million a year for such
care, the new benefit would in fact be open-

ended because of the entitlement nature of
the Medicaid program. CBO does not bave
enough lnhorniatthn to estimate the provision's cost, which would depend critically on
the type of documentation demanded by the

Secretary of BS to prove that the mothers

met the requirement of 3 years of continuous
residence.
Earned Income Tax Credit. 5. 269 would deny

e1igibility for the Earned Income Tax Credit
(Efl'C) to workers who are not authorized to

be employed in the United States. In practice, that provision would work by requiring
valid Social Security numbers to be filed for
the primary and secondary taxpayers on returns that claim the E1TC. A similar provision was contained in President Clinton's
1996 bidget proposal and in last fall's rec-

onciliation bill. The Joint Committee on

Title I, subtitle A—Law enforcement
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Sectthn 151 would impose new mandates on
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of ebbIiiing a pro-

the transportation Industry—In particular,

those carriers arriving In the U.S. from overseas. Agents that ansport stowaways tO the

U.S.. even unknowingly, would be responsible for detaining them and for the costs associated with their removal. This mandate is
8. Estimated impact on State, local, and not expected to Impose large costs on the
tribal governments: See the enclosed inter- transportation industry. Over the last two
governmental mandates statement.
years a total of only .about 2000 stowaways
9. EstImated Impact on the private sector: bave been detained.
See the enclosed private sector mandates
Sectthn 154 would require aliens who seek
statement.
to become permanent residents to show doc10. Previous CBO estimate: On March 4. umented proof that they bave been Immu1996, CBO provided an estimate of H.R. 2202. nized against a list of diseases classified as
an Immigration reform bill reported by the "vaccine-preventable" by the Advisory ComHouse Committee on the Judiciary. (The bill inittee on Immunization Practices. That rewas subsequently pazsed by the House, with quirement would Impose costs on aliens who
amendments.) That bill bad many provisions were not tmniuized previously or were unIn common with 5. 269. However, the deem- able to document that they bad been Immuing restrlctthns proposed in H.R. 2202 applied nized. Some of the costs might be a1d for by
exclusively to future enants; aliens who state and local governments through public
entered before the enactment date would not clinics. The total cost of the mandate to
fo the fUll

gram

caze t

as SIS btUmri

)3T.
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aliens residing in the United States
would be

expected to be less than $40 million a year.
Section 155 would impose two new require-

ments on aliens in the U.S. who

seek to adJust their status to permanent resident
for
the PurpOse of working as nonphysjcj
health care workers. First, those aliens
would be required to present a certificate
from the Commission

Section 181 of Title I would add categories
of aliens who would not be permitted to adjust from non-i
igra.nt tG immigrant status. Any alien not in a lawful immigrant status would not be allQwed to become an employment,-bed immigrant. Also, aliens who
were employed while an unauthorized allen,
or who bad otherwise violated the terms of a
nonimmjgrt visa, would not be allowed to
become an immigrant. Although these provisions would have significant impacts on cer-

on Gradua.tes of Foreign Nursing Schools (or an equivalent body)
that verifies that the alien's education,
training, license, and experience meet standards comparable to those required for domes- tain members of the private sector, there
ticaiiy trained health care workers employed would be no direct costs as defined by P.L.
in the same occupation Second, those aliens 104-4.
7. Prevos CBO estimate: On March 13,
would be required to attain a certain score
on a standardized test of oral and written 1996, CBO prepared a private sector mandate
English language proficiency.
statement on E.R. O2, the Immigration in
The aggregate dwect costs of complying the National Interest Act of 1995, which was
with the new requirements imposed on ordered reported by the House Committee on
nonphysan health care workers would de- the Judiciary on October 24, 1995.
pend on severaj factors: the number of aliens
8. Estixxiate prepared by: Daniel Mont and
that attempt to adjust their status to per- Matt Eyles.
9. Estimate approved by: Joseph R. Antos,
manent resident for the purpose of becoming
a nonphysic.health care worke the costs Assistant Director for Health and Human
of obtaining proof of certification
of tak- Resources.
ing an English language test; and and
the cost of CONGRESS1ON BUDGE'r OFFXCE ESTIMATED
conforming to the higher standard for those
COST )F XNTERCO yE JMEN AL MANDATES
not initially qualified who would attempt to
1. Bill Number 5.269.
do so. At this point CBO does not have quan2. Bill, title: Immigration Control and Fititative inforznajon on these factors but we nancial esponsibility Act of 1996.
do not believe that the

aggregate direct
3. Bill Status: As reported by the Senate
costs of these mandates would be substan- Coinmft
on the Judiciary on April 10, 1996.
tiaL Nevertheless for certain individuals the
4. Bill purpose: 5. 269 would
cost of meeting these requirements would be changes and additions to federalmake many
laws relatrge..
ing to iznInigraton. The bill would also reTitle 11—F nancial responsibjlzty
quire changes to the administration of state
Title Il would impose new requirements on and local transportation, public health, and
cit1zens and permanent residents who exe- public assistance programs. Demonstration
for verifying Immigration. status
cute affidavits of Support for
immi- projects
for determining benefit eligibility would
grants. At present, imnigran legal
who are ex- and
pected to become public charges must obtaji be conducted in a number of states, pursuant
a financial Sponsor who signs an aiüdavt of to agreements between those states and the
support. A portion of the sponsor's income is Attorney General. Section 118 would require
then "deemed" to the immigrant
use in state and local governments to adhere to
the means-test for several federalforwe11ae
certain standards in the production of birth
programs. Affidavits of Support, however, are certificates, driver's licenses, and identificanot legally binding documents. 5. 269 would tion documents. Sections 201 and 203 would
make affldavit of support legally bindthg, limit the eligibility of many aliens for public
expand the res onsjbijfljp of financial spon- assistance and other benefits. In addition,
sors, and place an enforceable duty on spon- Title U would authorize state and local govsors to reimburse the federal government or ernments to implement measures to ministates for benefits provided in certain cir-. mize or recoup costs associated with providcumtace.
ing certain benefits to legal and non-legal
Supportg aliens to prevent them from be- aliens.

coining public charges would impose considerable costs on sponsors, who are included in
the private sector under the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995. CBO estimates that
sponsors of I migrant.s would face over $20
million in additional costs in 1997. Costs
would grow quickly, however. Over the penod from 1998 to 2001, azsu.zn1g that affidavits of support would be enforced, the costs
to sponsors of immigrants would exceed $100

5. Inter overnmen mandates contained
State and local governments that issue

in bill:

birth certificates would be required to use
saIety paper that s tamper- and counterfeit..
resistant, comply with new regulations established by the Department of Health and
Human Services (RES), and prominently
note on a copy of a birth. certmcate if the
person is known to be deceased.
State agencies issuing driver's licenses or
million annually and would total about 500
million during the first five years that the identlhcation documents would be required
either to print Social Security numbers on
mandate would be effective.
these items or collect and verify the number
Other pTOviions
issuance. They would also be required
Several other provisions in 5. 269 would before
to comply with new regulations to be estabimpose new mandates on citizens and aliens lished
but would result in little or no monetary- (DC)T). by the Department of Transpoi-ttion
cost. For example, Title U contains a new
employment security agencies would
mandate that would require sponsors to no- beState
required to verify employment eligibility
tify the federal and state goverflmen of any
complete attestations to that effect
change of a4dress. CBO estimates that the and
prior to referring an individual to prospecdirect.cost of these provisions
niaL

would be mini-

Section 116 of Title I would chane the acceptable employ
documents and authorize the Attorney General to
require thdivduajs to provide their Social
Security number on employment forms at-

tive employers.

State and local agencies administering

public assistance and regulatory programs
would be requfred to:
Deny eligibility in most state and local
means-tested benefit programs to non-legal
aliens, including those "perm&nently resid-
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Weigh sponsors' income (a practice known
as deeming) for 5 years or longer after entry

when gauging a legal alien's eligibility for
benefits in some large federal means-tested
entitlement prograin;
Bequest reimbursement from sponsors via
certified mall and in compliance with Social
Security Adnijjstion regulations if notified that a sponsored alien has received benefits from a means-teed program;
Notify, either individually or publicly, all
ineligible aliens who are receiving benefits
or assistance that their eligibility is to be
terminated; and
Deny non-legal aliens and PRUCOLS the
right to receive grants, enter into contracts
or loan agreements, or receive or renew professional or commercial licenses.
State and local governments would be pro-

hibited from imposing any resictions on

the exchange of information between governmental entities or officials and the bnmigration and Naturaijztion Service (ThIS) regarding the immigration status of individna1

6. Estjnted direct cost of mandates on
State, local, and tribal governments
(a) Is the UO Million Thresjzold Exceeded?

Yes.
(b) Total Direct Costs of Mandatp: CBO
mates that these mandates would imposeestidi-

rect cost on state, local, and tribal govern-

ments totaling between $80 million and $200
million in fiscal year 1998. In the four subsequent years, mandate costs would total less
than S2 million annually. State, local, and
tribal governments could face additional
costs associated with the deeming requirements in each of the 5 years following enactment of the bill; however, CBO cannot quantity such costs at this time.
5. 269 also includes a number of provisions

that, while not mandates, would result in
significant net savings to state, local, and
tribal goverflmen. CBO estimates these
savings could total several billion dollars

over the next five years.
(c) Estimate of Necessary Budget Authorjti:
Not applicable.
7. Basjs of esthnate: Of the mandates listed
above, the requirements governing birth certificates and driver's licenses would impose
the most significant direct costs. The bill
would require issuers of bfrth certificates to
use a certain quality safety paper when providing copies to individnaj. if those copies
are to be acceptable for use at any federal' office or state agency that issues driver IIcenses or identification documents. While
maDy state issuers are adequate quality safety paper, many local clerk and registrar offices do not. The bill also requires states either to collect Social Security numbers from

driver's license appIican or to print the

number on the driver's license card. While a
significant number of states currently use
Social Security numbers as the driver's IIcense number, the most populous states neither print the number on the card nor collect
If for reference purposes.

For the purposes of preparing this esti-

mate, CBO contacted state and local governments, public interest groups representing
these governments, and a number of officials
from professional associations. Because of
the variation in the way state and local governinents issue birth certificates, we contacted clerks and registra in eleven states
in an effort to assess the impact of the birth

certificate provons. To estimate the cost

of the driver's license requirements, we contacted over twenty state government transportation officials. Most state and local govtestjng that the individual is not an unauermnents charge fees for issuing driver's lithor2zed alien. CBO estimates that the direct ing under color of law" (PRUCOL). censes and copies of birth certificates. Those
costs of complying with that requirement (PRUCOL5 are aliens whose status is usuauy governments my choose to use revenues
transitional or involves an indefinite stay of from these fees to pay for the
would also be minimai.
deportation);
expenses asso.ciated with the mandates. Under Public Law
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however, these revenues are considered
a means of financing and as such cannot be
counted against the mandate costs of 8.269.
Mandates with significancost
Rirtl& Certificates. Based on nformatlon
from state registrars of vital statlstic3, CBO
104—4,
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or localities lack the authority to modify Means-tested Stsxe and local programs

their programs to accommodate the new reIt is likely that some aliens displac,d from
qu.irements and stifi provide required serv- federal assistance programs would turn to

ices. In some programs—such as Aid to Pam- assistance programs funded by state and
hUes with Dependent Children (AFDC) and local governments, thereby increasing the
Food Stamps—some states may lack such costs of these programs. While several proviauthority and any new requirements would sions In the bill could mitigate these costs—

estimates that 60 percent of the approconstitute a mandate. Given the scope
niately 18 million certified copies of birth thus
complexity of the affected prograixis,
certificates issued each year In the United and
CBO bas not been able to estimate
States are printed on plain bond paper or low however,
the likelihood or magnitude of such
quality safety paper. CBO assumed that either
at this time. These costs could be sigstate and local Issuing agencies needing to costs
depending on how strictly the
upgrade the quality of the paper would nificant,
requirements are enforced by the
spend, on average, about O.1O per certificate. deeming
government. Any additional costs,
In addition, CBO expects the bifi would in- federal
however, would be offset at least partially by

duce Some individuals holding copies of birth reduced caseloads in some programs.
certificates that do not conform to the re- Mandates with no significant cosis
quired standards to request new birth certifiMany of the mandates in 5.269 would not
cates when they would not have otherwise
(tone so. CBO et1mated that issuing agencies result in measurable budgetary Impacts on
across the country would exDerlence a 20 per- state, local, or tribal governments. In some
cent Increase In requests for copies of birth cases—ellgibllity restrictions based on non-

stengtheuing affidavits of support by sponsors, allowing the recovery of costs from
sponsors, and authorizing agencies to deem
in state and local means-tested programs.—
CBO expects that such tools would be uBed
only in limited cfrcumstances In the near future. At some point, state and, particularly,
local governments become the providers of
last resort, and as such, we anticipate that
they would face added financial pressures on
their public as1staiace programs that would

at lea2t partially offset the savings they realize from the federal programs. Because

these state and local programs are voluntary
activities of those governments, Increases In
certificates for at least five years. On this legal status and death notations on birth the costs of these programs are not mandate
ba2is, CBO estimates that the birth certifi- certificates—the bill's requirements simply coSt3.
cate provisions In the bifi would Impose di-. restate current law or practice for many of Medicaid
rect. printing and personnel costs on state the jurisdictions with large populations and
Emergency Medical Sert,wes. Section 212 of
and local governments totaling at least 32 would thus result in little costs or savings. 5. 269 is apparently Intended to offer state
In
others—sponsor
reimbursement
requests
and local governments fuil reimbursement
million per year In each of the five years following the effective date of the provision. In and preemption of laws resthctng the flow for the costs of providing emergency medical
of
Information
to
and
from
the
INS—the
proaddition, some state and local governments visions would result in minor administrative_ services to non-legal aliens and PRUCOLs on
the condition that they follow verification
would have to.replace or modify equipment
in order to respond to the new requirements. costs for some state and local governments, procedures to be established by the Sec•
but
even
In
aggregate,
CBO
estimates
these
retary of Health and Human Services, after
CBO estiixiates these one-time costs would amounts would be thsigiiflcaiit.
coEsultation with the Attorney General and
not exced $5 million.
The
provision
reqnfrtng
agencies
to
notify
Drivers Licenses. Less than half of the certain aliens that their eligibility for bene- state and local officials. sting law restates Include Social Secu±ity numbers on fits has been terminated would Impose direct quires that state and local governments proall driver's licenses or perform some type of costs on state and-local governments. CBO vide these services and, under current
verification with the Social Security Admin- et1mates such costs would be offset by sav- matching requirements, pay apDroxlmately
istraton. In fact, the states with the highest ings from caseload reduction resulting from half of the costs. Athbiguities in the drafting
populations tend to be the states that do not the notiflcations. Another provision—state of the provision prevent CBO from estlmathave these requirements, and some state Job service verification of employment eligi- ing its effect.
Willie no reliable totals are available of
laws prohibit the collection of Social Secu- bility—uiay result in significant admiiii.strarity numbers for identification and driver's tive costs; however, those costs are funded the amounts currently spent to provide the
services, areas with large alien populations
license purposes. CBO estimates that of the through federal appropriations. -.
claim that this requirement results in a sub185 million driver's licenses and Identifica8. Appropriation or other Federal financial
tion cards In circulation, less than 40 percent assistance provided 4n bifi to cover mandate stanai drain on their budgets. For example,
California, with almost half the country's 11would be In compliance with the require- costs: None.
alien population, estimates it spends
ments of S. 269. Any driver's license or Iden9. Other Impacts on State, local, and tribal legal
tification card that does not comply with governments:. 5. 269 contaIns many addi- over $350 million each year on these federally
those requirements would be Invaiid for any tional provisions that, while not n1adates mandated services. Although CBO cannot esevidentiary purpose.
or changes to existing mandates, could have timate the effects of Section 212 on state and
Given the common use of these documents significant Impacts on the budgets of state local governments, some idea of its potential
as legal identifiers, CBO assumed that at and local governments. On balance, CBO ex- effects can be gained by looking at analogous
least a1! of those Individuals who currently pects that the provisions discussed in this proposals for the Medicaid program. CBO eshave driver's licenses or identification cards section would result in an overall net say- tlmates that modifying Medicaid to reimburse states and localities for the full cost of
that do not meet the requirements of 5. 269 ings to state and local governments.
emergency care for ifiegal aliens would Inwould seek early renewals. CBO assnzned Means-tested Federai programs
that states would face additional printing -. 5.269 would result in significant savings to crease federal Medicaid payments to states
costs of between O.75 and $1.20 per docu- state and local governments by reducing the by $1.5 bifflon to $3 billion per year.
Pre- and Post—Partwn Care. The bifi would
znent. Increased administrative costs result- number
of legal aliens receiving means-test- allow certain mothers who are non-legal
ing from the Influx of renewals, and, for ed benefits
through
federal
programs,
Includaliens
to qualify for pie- and
some states, one time system conversion ing Medicaid, AFDC, and Supplemental Se- care under
the Medicaid program. CBO does
costs. We estimate that direct costs, assum- curity Income (SSI). These federal progranis not have enough
Infornmtion to estimate the

Ing a limited number of additional renewal are adznInitered. by state or local governrequests, would total S80 million In the flrst ments and have matching requirements for
year. If more people sought early renewals. participation. Thus, reductions in caseloads
total costs could easily approach 3200 mlfflon would reduce state and local, as well as fedIn the fIrst year.
outlays in these programs. CBO estiThe driver's license provisions In the bill eral,
mates that the savings to state and local
would be effective unznedlately upon enact- governments would exceed 32 billIon over the
ment. Because of the significant processing next five years. These are significant and
and administrative changes that states real savings, but in general, the state' and
would face under these requirements, CBO local impacts of these federal programs are
has assumed that states would establish pro- not defined as mandates under Public Law
cedures for compliance in the year following 104-4
enactment. Consequently, the additional ex5. 269 would reduce ca3eloads in meanspenditures resulting from reissuing licenses tested federal programz primarily by placing
and identification cards would occur in 1998. stricter eligibility requirements on both reProvzsion of Public Assistance to Aliens. It is cent and future legal entrants. The bill
possible that the adnin1strative costs associ- would lengthen the time sponsored aliens
ated with applying deeming requirements to must wait before they can go on AFDC or
some federal means-tested entitlement pro- 551. and. moat notably, apply such a waiting
grains would be considered mandate costs as period to the Medicaid program. 5. 269 would
defined in Public Law 104-4. In entitlement also deny many means-tested benefits to
programs larger than 3500 mIllion per year, PRUCOLs. Illegal aliens are currently inelian Increase in the stringency of federal con- gible for most federal assistance programs
thtios Is considered a mandate only if states and would remain so under the proposed law.

potential budget impacts to state and local

governments of this provision. Such impacts
would depend critically on the type of docu-

mentation demanded by the Secretary of
KHS to prove that the mothers met the requirement of 3 years of continuous residence
in the United States.
10. Previous CBO esthnate: On March 13,
1996, CBO prepared an intergoverl3mental

mandates statement on H.B.. O2, an immigration reform bifi reported by the Rouse
Committee on the Judiciary. (The bill was

subsequently passed by the Rouse, with

amendments.) Tbat bill had many provisions

in common with 5. 269. ER. 2202 did not,
however, include any of the requirements relating to driver's licenses, identification doc-

uments, or birth certificates that appear in
5. 269. In addition, the deeming restrictions
in H.R. O2 applied exclusively to future entrants; 2,liens who entered before the enactment date would not have been affected.
Therefore, S. 269—which would apply deem-

ing to aliens who entered In the last five
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produce larger net savings in many benefit dicted, "The march of freedom and de- opinion, should be
treated separately.
mocracy will leave Marxism and Len11. Estirnae prepared by: Leo Lex and inisxn on the ash heap of history." They are distinct. I intend later on to

programs.

more about this import issue.
Many of us remember how controver- say
President;in considering the illesial that statement was at the time. galMr.
immigration
bill, I voted for tough
Some in this country considered it un- penalties for those
sis.
who violate our imnecessarily
provocative,
and
thought migration laws, and I voted to expedite
Mr. SIMPSON Mr. President, I yield that it would inflame
our enemies for the deportation of those violators. I am
to the Senator from Ohio.
Mr. DEWflqE. Mr. President, let me really no good purpose Mr. President, also proud to say that I sponsored, an
first state that I want to congratuja it may have been provocative, but it amendment to block the imposition of
my colleague from Wyoming, as well as was absolutely, beyond a shadow of a Unreasonable time limits on persons
my colleague from Massachusetts, for doubt, prophetic. It was true. In that seeking asylwij from repressive and
not just the work they have done on speech, Ronald Reagan was trying to often life-threateng foreig-n regimes.
this bill, but, frankly, for the work unify the West. He wanted to unify the Our amendment sought to restore the
they have done over the years on this forces of freedom for what he knew, as status quo.
did not, would be the cliina.ctic
Today, iznnhigration authorities canvery tough, very contentious, very di!- others
of the struggle agaixist com- not enter farm property
ficuit, but very important issue of im- days
without a
munism.
search wan-ant The bill before the
migration.
In
the
last
resort,
what
President
committee would have changed that
I have heard my colleague from Wyomixig say on several occasions, as we Reagan appealed to in that speech was and would have allowed them to enter
have debated this biLl in committee, really our sense of identity, who we property_to enter a farm—without
that this is not really a bill or an issue were, who we are. This is what he Said: that search warrant. I sponsored an
us ask ourselves: What kind of a People amendment to make sure they did not
that anyone gets a lot out of polItI- Let
we think we are? And let us answer Free get that evasive new power.
caiiy, and certainly not someone from do
worthy of freedom and deterzjned
Further, Mr. President, I cosponsored
the State of Wyoming. I certainly con- People,
not
only
rernai.n so, but to help others an amendment with Senators
cur in that and understa,d that. I want gain their to
AA&Jj
freedom, as well.
and FEflGOLD that would have removed
to congratulate him for really doing
Ronald
Reagan
exjressed,
from
the
bill
a
provision
better
the tough work of the U.S. Senate— than any political leader.
that estabof my life- lishes a natIona employment verificawork that began in the 1980's with the time, a sense of what
America really tIon system and a national standards
previous bill and continues on today. It
city on a hill, the land, the for birth certificates
and driver's 11is work that is many times not re- iS—"the
country of the future." Wben Ronald censes. I believe that these
provisIons
warded politically, certainly not appre- Reagan
was
a
boy
growiug
unduly intrusive. And, quite frankciated many times, and is many times nois, he could still find Civil up in Dli- are
I believe they are unworkable. I furvery controversial i congratulate him ans to talk to. In our time, War veter- ly,
over a cen- ther believe they would cost taxpayers
for that.
tury after the death of Abraham Lin- millions and mi]jios and minions of
This has been a contentious bill. We coln,
Ronald Reagan reminded us that dollars. Again, Mr. President, I intend
have had contentious debate in
comwas still the last best hope of to say a great deal more about this
rnittee. The Senator from Wyoming America
We must never, never forget later on
azd I have agreed on some issues and Earth.
Mr. President.
Let me turn to the legal inrnigration
disagreed on other issues. I imagine this,
To turn our backs on this legacy— bill. On the legal immigration bill,
that agreement and disagreement is this
legacy of hope, optimism, openness with Senators A and KENNEDY,
probably going to continue on the floor to the
future—would be more than a I cosponsored an amendment to allow
today, tomorrow, and maybe for the mistake
in policy. It would, I believe, legal iznxnigrants to bring their farest of the week. Let me state that I do Mr. President,
be a diminution of lies to join them here in the United
appreciate very much his tremendous who we are as atruly
people. That is what I States. The bill, as orig-inajly written,
work, as well as the work of Senator believe this im.migration
to change the law allowing
debate is all tried
KNy and, frankly, the work of all about. It is the same question
citizens to bring their familiesU.S.
Ronald
to
of the members of the subcommittee, Reagan asked to
the British Par- America. The biLl would have persome of whom have been involved in liament: "What kind
of people do we mitted, as written, U.S. citizens to
this task now for well over a decade.
bring in only their spouses, minor chilwe are?"
Mr. President, we are here on the think
Mr. President, America's imrnigra- dren, and in rare cases their parents.
floor today to discuss a fundamentaj tion
defines who we are. It de- Under that provision as the bill was
issue, a fundamental issue affecting the finespolicy
who
gets
this country and written before the amendment_I bring
future, of our country. Unlike most who does not getinto
in. In the process, It this up because I am sure this issue is
bills that come before Congress, this says a lot about our
national values. going to come back again—a US. citiimmigratIon bill really gets to the Mr. President, we have
been working zen under that provision of the bill as
question of our national Identity. Un- on this bill in the Senate
wrftten would have been permitted to
like most bills, this bill really speaks Cormnjttee for a number of Judiciary briug
some children in but not others.
weeks.
I
beto who we are as a people, who we are lieve we made some
progress in revis- I believethat is bad national policy. It
as a nation. Quite fraxkly, also unlike ing
bill to reflect what I believe are underrnjes the family structure. And,
most bilz we deal.with, the impact of the the
basic
values. First, the frankly, in the history of civilization
this bill is going to be felt in 2 years, áornxnjtteeAxnerj
split
the
portIons of the bill there has never been a stronger support
5 years, 10 years, 20 years, and 30 years,
dealing
with
illegal
Immigration. An structure than the family.
because when you make a determinaI also supported amendmen that
was offered by Senator would
tion of who comes into this country amendment
continue to allow universities
AABAM,
myself,
Senator
KENNZDY,
azd who does not come into this coun- Senator FEncou, and
and businesses to briug in the best and
others,
to
split
try, the consequences are profound, the bill. The committee did,
the brightest to enrich our country. I
in f.ct, intend
they are everlasting, and we have seen split the bill,. It divided
the bill into later. to return to that issue as well
that, frankly, throughout the long his- those sections dealing with
the treattory of our country.
Mr. President, in all of
Mr. President in the darkest days of ment of persons who are in the United tions in the Judiciary our déliberaCommittee, I
States
illegally
from
those
provisions
the cold war, back when Brezmev was that cover legal iznnijgration.
have stressed one key fact about Amerstill ruling what was then know]1 as this split because I believe I support Ica—the fact that throughout
our nathat the tional history, throughout our history,
the Soviet Umon, Ronald Reagan gave
problem
of
illegal
immigration
is
suba historic address to the British Par- stantially different from
the effect of irnniigration on this counthe issues try has been positive. Irnxnigration
lia.rnent. It was in that famous speech raised by our legal immigration
b.as
policy. helped form the .basis for our prosperIn June 1982 that President Reagan preAnd, therefore, these two
Karen McVey.

12. Estimate approved by: Paul N. Van de
Water, Assistant Director for Budget Analy-

-

.

issues, in y ity and our national strength. It has
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made our country and the world a better place.
I tried to approach these difficult issues keeping in mind that a fair, controUed but open immigration policy is

the relatively small number of citizens

who are actually criminals. In .fact,

when we deal with the crimia1 record
system, we kiow that literaUy life and
death decisions are being made based
in our national interest. I believe we on the accuracy of that crftnii record
have made the first significaut steps in system, and we have spent hundreds of
this bill in the committee, in the millions of dollars to bring it up to
amendment process, toward that goal. date, to make it more accurate, and
Mr. President, even though we mai- yet we still kiiow that it is high.ly error
aged to improve the bill in a nunber of prone. We still know the accuracy level
ways, I stiU have some problems with is very, very low.
-.

the present bill. In the name of pro-

Mr.

President, I shudder to think

S3297

(i) certification by the agency issuing the
bfrth certhlcate, and.
(ii) use of safety paper, the seal of the issu-

thg agency, and other features designed to
limit tampering, counterfeiting, and use by
impostors

Mr. President, I a going to talk

about this later, but I think it is important to pause for a moment and
look at what this section does because

it does in fact teU each State in the

country, each local jurisdiction what it
has to do in regard to issuing birth certificates. It in essence says for the 270
million people in this country the birth
certificate you have is valid: you just
cannot use it for anything. It is valid,
it is OK, but if you want to take a trip

tecting our borders, this bill would im- what the inaccuracy rate will be in a
pose senous burdens on law-abiding database big enough to include every
American citizens, and it would move single citizen and noncitizen residing
America away from its extremely valu- in this country. I shudder to think of
able centuries-old tradition of openness what the accuracy or the inaccuracy
to new people and new ideas.
level will be when we are dealing with and you want to get a passport, you
Let me now go through the bill aiid a database where life and death deci- have to go back to wherever you were
lay out some of the particular concerns sions are not actually being made but, born and have them issue a new birth
I have about the bill as it is currently rather, where employment decisions certificate that complies with these
national standards.
before us today.
are being made. The database will be
First, let me start with the very con- unreliable. It would be. time consun- Think about it. Think about what
impact this is going to have on the
tentious issue of verification—the ver-. ing, and it wouldbe expensive.
ification of employment. To begin
In fact, the only way to make a local communities, the cost it is going
with, the bill would create a massive database more reliable is frankly to to have. Think about the inconvengoing to bring up for every
time-consuniing and error-prone bu- make it more intrusive, and that clear- ience this iswho
uses a birth certificate
reaucracy. As originally written, the ly is what will happen. Once the pilot American
bill called for a process under which• projects are rnnnir' and we determine to do practically anything—getting a
every employer would have to contact how inaccurate that information is, driver's license, for example. And look
the language agam. Not just no Fedthe Immigration and Naturalization once the complaints start coming in at
agency may accept for any official
Service and Social Security Admirtis- from prospective employees and from eral
a copy of a birth certificate
tration to verify the citizenship of employers who are dialing the 1-800 purpose
it fits this requirement but then
every prospective employee. My col- number, or putting the information in unless
lailguage goes on further and says
league from Ohio, Congresszran STEvE and we find out how inaccurate that is, the
State. agency.
CA3OT, called this 1-800.-BIG-BROTH- there wiu be pressure to change it. And noSo
we have the Federal GovernER. I think he is right. We did succeed the pressure will be to make it, frank- menthere
to 50 States, no State
In tang that provision out of the bill, ly, more intrusive—more information, agencysaying
shall be allowed to accept a
or at least taking part of it out of the more accurate. I believe that it would birth certificate
unless it fits the
bill. But the long-term plan remains clearly lay the groundwork for a na- standards as prescribed
by a bureauthe same. In fact, the bill now contains tional system within 3 years.
in Washington, DC. Tenth amenda provision calling for numerous enti- Let me turn, if I can, Mr. President, crat
Unbelievable, absolutely unbetlement programs to do the very same to my second concern about this bill. ment?
lievable.
There are clear constitutional
thing.
That concerns the national standards law problems in regard to this. Senator
I have ha.d some experience in deal- for birth certificates and drivers' Uwho is on the committee,
ing with this kind of extremely large censes. Yes, you have heard me cor- TEOMPSON,
these issues in the committee
computerized database. My experience rectly. In this Congress where we have raised
and it is clear that this section has

is from my time as Lieutenant Gov- talked about returning power to the
ernor in Ohio when we were dealiug States, returning authority to the
with the criminal record system States, this bill cails for national, feddatabase. I contend that what I have erally imposed and federally enforced
learied from trying to improve, cor- standards for birth certificates and
rect, and refine the crininal database drivers' licenses. Here is what the bill
is very applicable and very relevant to say's as written, as it is on the floor
this whole discussion about our at- today.
tempt to create a database for employees and employers.

When I was Lieutenant Governor, I
was responsible for iniproving Ohio's

Section 118. Improvements th Identifica-

tion-Related Documents.

(a) Birth certificates.

1. Limitation on Acceptance. (A) No Fedcriminal database so that the police eral
agency, including but not limited to the
could have ready access to a suspect's Social Security Administration ad the Defull criminal record history. When I partment of State—
started on this project, I was shocked Listen to this:

some very major constitutional law
problems.

Here is in essence what this means.

The

Federal Government will

teU

every citizen that his or her birth certificate is no longer good enough for
any of the major purposes for which it
is used—not good enough for traveling,

not good enough for getting married,
not good enough for going to school,
not good enough for getting a driver's
license. How about constituent problems? We are all going to have to hire
more caseworkers back in our home
States when this goes into effect just
to answer the phone and listen to people complain about this. How many
people every year turn 16 and get their
driver's license? How many people

to discover that in the State of Ohio— and no State agency that issues driver's lithese figures are true in most States—. censes or identification documents. may aconly about 5 percent of the files, 5 per- cept for any official purpose a copy of a birth
cent of the computer information you certificate, as defined i subparagraph (5), every year want to travel overseas,
got in a printout when you talked unless it is issued by a State or local govern-

to get a passport? Try telling
about a suspect, it put a suspect's ment registrar and it conforms to standards want
them
that birth certificate you got
described
in
subparagraph
(B).
name in and only about 5 percent of
stuck in the drawer back home you
Continuing the quote:
the information was accurate in regard
(B) The standards described in this sub- used 5 years ago for something else,
to important facts—5 percent.
paragraph are those set forth in regulations "Yes, it is still OK. you cannot use it,
promulgated by the Secretary of Health and you have to go get a new one." AbsoHuman Services. after consultation with the lutely unbelievable.
of Public Health Statistics and
(Mr. CRAIG assumed the chair.)
tant. that we take a great deal of care Association
Information Systern3. and shall Include but
Mr. DEWINE. This bill would require
in maintaining, and that is limited to not be limited to.
every loa1 county to redo its entire

In crimma.1 records, we are dealing
with a database that we all know is important, that the people know is impor-
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birth certificate system in a new feder- passed by this Congress was legislation
not exist. I will talk about this in a
ally mandated format. The Federal to try to limit unfunded mandates.
If moment. But, if we had been on the
Government will be telling Greene
County, OH, everything to do with the this provision is not an unfunded man- floor a few years ago, no one could say
I do not know what is. It is going
certificate right down to what kind of date,
was not a problem with the procto cost the States .a lot of money to there
paper to use. And the bill goes even comply.
essing of asylums, with the number of
And
it
is
going
to
cost
tax- applications for asylum, because there
further.. Not only does it deal with
both through what it has cost was.
birth certificates, it also deals with payers,
frankly, changes have been
the States, but also through what it is madeBut,
driver's licenses, and here is what the going
in the system, changes which
to
cost
them
in
getting
new birth have corrected the problem.
bill says. Let me quote,
There is
new drivers' licenses.
not a massive influx of asylum seekexs
Each State's driver's license and identi- certificates,
According
to
the
Congressional
Budgfication document shall be in a form Consistinto America and there is aJready a
ent with requiremen set forth in regula- et Office, these mandates would impose reasonable judicial process
to detertions prornulg'ated by the Secretary of direct costs on States, direct costs on mine which applicants
are worthy of
States and local commumties of beTranspOrtation
tween $80 million to $200 million. Those admission. Only about 20 percent of
It continues,
asylum seekers get in, one of five gets
of us who used to work at State and in
Neither the Social Security Adinjnstra- local
anyway, through this
government
know
that
$80
to $200 lar process, The system, normal, regution nor the passport office or any other Fedmillion
is
an
awful
lot
of
money. It is broken, and trying to fixfrankly, is not
eral agency or any State or local governit could and
rnent agency may accept for any evidentiary real money.
in my opinion, do serious harm
Finally, leaving decisions regarding would,
Purpose a State driver's license or identffic..
tion document in a form other than the form what features these documents should to people who are trying to escape optorture; and even death in
described in Paragraph (3).
contain to Federal bureaucra_d pression,
their
native
lands.
that
is
what
this
bill
does,
not
to
That means every State will have to
ConIf
you
talk,
as I have, to people in the
issue federally mandated driver's 1i gress but to Federal bureaucrats_.I becenses. It is my opinion this whole sec- lieve is unwise and potentially dan- asylum• community, people who deal
tion of the bill, section 118, should be gerous. Under the current language of with these ssues and who deal with
deleted.
this bill, as we consider it today, the these people every day, they will tell
Now, I understand what my friend Departmet of Health and Human you that some• of the most heartfrom Wyoming is trying to accomplish Services and the Department of Trais- wrenching 'cases involve people who are
here. And it is a laudable goal. I under- portation èould develop standards even so emotionally scarred by torture that
stand what other proponents are trying more intrujve and even more costly it takes them more than a year to
forward and seek. asylum, Under
to accomplish, Most States would have than those spelled out in the original come
no problem I think with an attempt to legislation because, really, the way the original bill, aliens seeking asylum
improve their driver's license. In fact, the bill is written today, they have would have been required to file for
asyluni within 30 days of arriving
in my home State of Ohio we have more freedom, more flexibility—the such
in the United States. Along with Sendo.
come up in the last several
years with bureaucrats
I do not believe the setting of stand- ators K.ENwny, FEINGOLD, ABRARAJ
a process that was put in place when I
was Lieutenant Governor, with a braud ards like these should be left to the and others, I worked to defeat this pronew driver's license system, so when Federal bureaucracy with nothing vision during our work in the commitWe were able to do that and to
your license comes up for its normal more thá a requirement that they tee.
change it and to extend it to 1 year.
renewal you have what we believe at consult with outside groups. The bill This
1-year provision still causes probleast is a tamperproof driver's license, does not provide for any congressional
Let me talk about that.
I understand, and I think most States review of the standards, nor does it un- lems.
First, since the Immigration and
pose any limit on what HHS and DOT
want to move in that direction, most can
mandate. The provision is ill-con- Naturajjtion Service imposed new
States are in fact moving in that threc-..
tion, but to mandate this from Wash- ceived and contrary to any reasonable asylum application regiflations in late
ington with the tremendous costs, and concern for our liberties. I will urge it 1994, the flagrant athises of the asylum
process have been substantially re-.
not just the costs but the unbelievable be deleted.
Let me turn now to another area of duced aJready.
disruption and inconvenience i think is
Just a serious mistake. There is some concern That has to do with the issue
Second, it turns out that it is the
o asylum. The bill, as written, says people most deserving of
great irony that this Congress, which something
asylum stato people who want to apply tus, those under threat of retaliation,
has very legitimately and correctly
been so concerned about turning power for asylun in America, and says it, those suffering physical or mental ths-.
back to the States, should in this case really, for the first time in our history. ability, especially when abused resultb saying not only are we not turning i want to emphasize this. For the first ing from torture, who would most be
power back to the States, we are tak- time in our history, this is what we hurt by the imposition of any filing
be saying to people who apply for deadline.
ing power; we are taking a basic mm-will
asyl:
You must now apply for asyThe committee did make the change.
isterial function of government, issuing a birth certificate, a basic function lum within a set period of time.
It made the change to strike the 30-day
That may sound reasonable. First of provision by a vote of 16 to 1. But I beof State government and county government, local government and say- all, it is contrary- to what we have done lieve we do need to go further and we
ing, "We are going to tell you how to previously in the long history of this need to restore the bill and the law to
do it, and if you don't do it our way, country. And, I think, on closer exam- the status quo. The committee passed
you cai't use that document even for ination, as we go through this, it will -an amendment by the distinguished
State purposes." To me that is just become clear why this seemingly info- Senator from Colorado [Mr. BitowN],
provision will inevitably lead to Senator BROWN's language
wrong. it is taking us in the wrong di- cent
some very, very great hardships for in the bill, and I believe, asisI currently
rection.
said, it is
Mr. President,. this Congress has re- some of the most abused people in the far better than the original 30-day
world.
It
says
that
an
asylum
seeker limit. But I do remain
vived this great tradition, American must apply
the
within 1 year of arriving in arguments that were soconvinced
tradition of State and local and mdisimple and
this
country
or
else
get
a special excepvidual freedom as enshrjiied in the 10th
against the 30-day time
tion from some bureaucrat for "good compelling
amendment,
limit are equally compelling against
To impose this huge new. burden on cause." You get an exception for good the provision as it stands now. Let me
cause. What constitutes good cause for talk about that.
individuals and on local communities an
exception is, again, up to the Fedwill surely violate that principle. In
First, because the asylum system
fact, if we can think back that far, 15, eral bureaucracy to define.
works,
and works pretty well—I do not
I think this is a terrible solution. It think there
16 months ago, one of the first bills
is any thspute about that—
is a solution for a problem that does we simply do
not need a time limit for
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asylum seekers. As I Stated, we ac- time limit—any time lnit-wjU
place
deadlines.
I
know
proponents
of
knowledged several years ago the asya time
people at risk.• /
lum system was in fact broken and these
Let us talk now about some real peo- limit will argue that the bill does contain an escape clause, and it does on
there were serious problems. Under the ple.
old system, people could get a work au
One man, whose name is Gabriel, had paper, the good-cause provision. But I
thorization simply by applying for asy- a father who was chairma. of a social think it is significant to point out that
lum. That is what they did, and that democratic party in Nigeria. His father under this good-cause provision the
is on the applicant to show
was the hole.
arrested mary times. His half- burden
This opportunity became a magaet, was
good cause. And the question of what
brother
was
executed
for
opposing
the constitutes good cause is really
even for those who had absolutely no military regime. Gabriel participated
anrealistic claim for asylum: But the DS in a student demonstration He
other problem with the bill.
was
arIn the report language, it says good
changed this. When the ThIS changed rested and imprisoned back home

its rules in late 1994, it stopped autoInatically awarding work permits for
those filing for asylum, and it got rid
of a great deal of the problem. The flçS
then began to require an adjudication
of the asylum claim before it awarded
work authorizations. It also, at the

for 8

months. He was tortured by guards who
carved the initials of the ruling general
into his stomach and then sprayed pepper on the wounds. They whipped him,

and they forced him to drthk his own
urine.

cause 'could include"—note that, Mr.
President, not "must" or "should" but
"could"
that
changed after the applicant entered the
United States"—I am quoting now—
"or physical or mental disability, or
threats of retribution against the applicant's relatives or other extenuating
circumstances,"
The report, as written, would allow

Gabriel fled to the United States and,
same time, began resolving asylum understandably,
he was terrified that if
claflns within 180 days.
he
applied
forasylum,
he would be sent
The results are significant. Accord- back to Nigeria where he
ing to the. ThIS, in 1994, before the new dered. He only applied forcould be mur- the issuance of Federal regulations
asylum after that might exclude the very type of aprules were put in place, 123,000 people he was arrested by the ThIS,
5 years plicants that the com1nitt specificlaimed asylum. In 1995, after the new after coming to Amerjca
rules were established, only 53,000 peocally intended to include. I believe that
Let
me
give
another
example—and
ple even applied for asylum. Instantly the list goes on. Another
we should reject the tinie limit outman
was
a
you went from 123,000 who applied one member of his country's governnent
right. We are not really tancing about
in mere legalisms here. I think what
year, the next year down to 53,000; that exile, elected in a democratic election
is at
stake is a fundamental
is a 57 percent decline in just
.

1 year.
reassertion of a
that was later anufled. When
Also, the ThIS reports it is now com- tary took over his country, the mili- truly basic, bedrock value of America:
many
of
pleting 84 percent of the new cases
members of the government were the opportunity to apply for asylum,
within 60 days of filing and 98 percent, the
tortured
imprisoned. This particu- the opportunity to use this country as
virtually all new cases, within 180 days la.r man and
fled his country and came to a refuge.
I think it is important to note, as I
of filing. Maybe that is why the adinin- the United States where he
istration, the flcS, opposed any time United Nations' help in sought the did a moment ago, that there is not a
restoring
delimit on filing. The new system works. mocracy at home. He sought residence problem. The ThIS has already taken
It is not broken. It does not need to be in other countries, and he
care of this problem. What this bill
was con- does is create a problem—not
fixed.
for us,
cerned that application for asylum in but what it will
The new system works, and the new this
do is create a problem
country
would
be
used
for
propadeadlines would—and here I quote the ganda purposes by the military
for people who are among the most
at his abused, who have suffered
ThIS Commissioner Here is what she home country.
the most and
says. The new proposaj would "divert
who seek freedom in this country.
Fifteen
months
after
arriving
in
the
resources from adjudicating the merits United States, he did seek
1 am reminded in this
of anasylum. Al- other story that Presidentcontext
of asylum applications to adjudication though he was highly educated,
Reagan used
alof the timeliness of filing." So what though he was proficient in the
to tell. He said, "Some years ago, two
English friends of mine were talking
the ThIS is saying is that we fixed this language,
a
it took this man over 2 Cuban refugee who had escapedwith
problem, it is working, do not give us months to file
from
that application. He was
another mandate. Do not shift us over finally granted asylum in the
Castro. In the midst of the
United rible experiences one friendtale of horhere, so we have to have separate adju- States, but to this day, he
turned to
dications about the timeliness and that his name, that his homehas asked the other and said, 'We don't know
then go over and adjudicate the merits. and the fact that he sought country lucky we are.' One Cuban stopped how
and
asylum be said, 'How lucky you are?
Let us proceed the way we are doing held in the strictest
How lucky
confidence,
He
is
today It is working.
you are? I have someplace to escape
fearful.
Point No. 2, why we really should not still
to.'"
A
third
example.
Another
man
was
a
have this time limit. This, to me, is the political dissident against the
At this point, as he told the stbry,
most compelling, because the facts are in Zafre. He published an articleregime
President
Reagan looked out at Arnerthe most worthy cases for asylum the slaughter of students who hadabout ica and drew his conclusion,
and this is
would be excluded if we impose a dead- .onstrated against the regime, and dem- what he said: "Let's keepjt that way."
that
line.
Mr. President, let us keep it that
was one of the political offenses that way.
Among those excluded would be cases ultimately
Let us keep the light on over the
landed
this
ma in jail. In door of
of victims of politically motivated torAmerica for
people who
prison,
the
guards
beat
him,
the guards very desperately needsome
ture and rape, the very people who raped him. When he came to the
that light, who
United
need more time to apply, the very peo- States, he was simply unable
need that hope.
to talk Let me turn to another issue, and
ple who deadlines would hurt the most. about
his
story.
His
Christian
beliefs that is amendments that we may see
These are the people who have suffered did not permit him to
the words on the floor concerning family.
a great trauma. that prevents them necessary to describe theuse
I.want
terrible tor- to turn now to some other
from coming forward. These are the tures he had undergone. It
provisions in
was
only
people who fear that coming forward after mary meetings with legal
the original bill that we managed to
rep- alter and change in committee
for asylum would threaten their faniithat
resentatives
that
he
was
finally
able to may come up on the floor asbut
lies and friends in their home coun- tell his story. He finally applied
amendfor
ments,
tries. These are the two types of peoover a year after entering the
One of the most importa.nt• of these
ple, Mr. President, for whom time is asylum
United States.
important.
issues had to do with the meaning of
Those
are
just
three
examples,
Mr.
Time can cure the personal trauma
The original bill fandamentaily
There really is Practically fan-iily.
and culture shock that prevents them President.
changed
the definition of a nuclear
end to these examples, practically family. The
from seeking asylum. Time can allow no
orig1ral bill said to U.S.
no
end
to
worthy
cases
that
would
be
conthtons to change back home. A foreclosed should we decide
citizens that they could continue to
to apply bring their children to America but
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oniy—this is to U.S. citizens now, said of illegal immigration is decidedly dis- born citizens. Again, the point I made

to U.S. citizens—they could continue
to bring their children to America but
oniy if the children are under 21, and
they could only bring their parents to
America if the parents are over 65 and
the majority of their children live in

tinct from the issue of legal immigra- a moment ago.

that child was married, that child

On the other hand, legal immigrants stems from people who first came here
are people who follow the law. They are legally. Well, that is true.

'Let us turn, Mr. President, to anI think that the biggest mistake of other dangerous stereotype frequently
the original bill was to combine the is- asserted. That is, that one-half of our
sues of legal and illegal immigration. illegal immigration problem stems
fliegal immigrants are lawbreakers. from people who first came here leThat is the fact. Frankly, Mr. presi- gally. Let me repeat it. Let me repeat
America.
The original bill even went so far as dent, no society can exist that allows thi. The statement Is made that onehalf of our illegal immigration problem
to say that if a child was a minor but disrespect for the law.
could not come to this country either.
You could. not bring that minor child
to the country if he or she decided to
get married
Mr. President, in a time when everyone agrees that the fundamental prob-

lem in America is a family breakdown—I do not think anyone on the
floor disagrees with that—I think it is
senseless to change the law to help
break up families.

In the committee I kind of related

this to my own life and my own experience and pretended- for a moment with
my family situation, if I was a new citizen in this country, if I had come from
another country and was a naturalized
citizen. Frankly, Mr. President, in my

situation I have trouble saying that

my 4-year-old daughter Anna—or Anna

who is going to in 2 days become 4

years old—is a central part of my nuclear family, but my 28-year-old son
Patrick is not; he is now part of my extended family; my 27—year-old daugh-

ter, Jill, she is not part of my nuclear
fazniiy anymore, she is part of my extended family. That is what the bill
had originai1 said.
Finally, the bill a]so originally said—

I cannot understand this either—that
MIKE DEWXNE, as

an only child I could.

bring my parents into the country if
they are over 65, but my wife Frances

DeWine could not bring her parents
into the country because she is one of
six. She, as one of six, she could not
bring her parents into the country—
only if a majority of her siblings actu-

tion.

an ambitious and gutsy group. They

That is a true statement. But it is

are people who have defined themselves oniy true as far as it goes. In fact, Mr.

by the fact they have been willing to President. it is a very misleading statecome here, play by the rules, build a ment. What the people who say this are
future, and take chances. To lump talking about is not legal immigrants
them in, Mr. President, legal irnzni- who stay here and somehow become ilgrants, with people who violate the law legal; they are talking instead about
is wrong. We simply should not do it. students and tour]sts who had the right
Historically Congress has treated legal to visit America legally. They never
immigration and illegal immigration were legal imnñgrants in the classic
separately. Father Hesburgh in his 1981 sense. They had the legal right to be
report indicated that Congress should here, but they were not legal immicontrol

illegal immigration,

while

grants. These are students, tourists

leaving the door open to legal immi- who come here legally, and then who
stay and do not leave when they are
gration.
Congress has in fact done this over supposed to leave. That is a huge probthe years and kept the issue separate. lem in this country. But it is not a
In 1986 Congress dealt with illegal irn- problem of legal immigrants.
migration. In 1990Congress dealt with: These people who are creating this
legal immigration. In fact,- Mr. Presi- problem were never legal immigrants.
dent, the very immigration bill that is By definition, Mr. President, legal unbefore us today started its legislative migrants are people who are allowed to
career as a piece of legislation separate stay. Legal immigrants by definition
from the bill covering legal immigra- are here legally. They are not the probtion.. It was only late in the sub- lem.
Mr. President, this is also an imporcommittee markup that the bills be- tant
source of confusion on the quescame joined.
tion
of whether immigration is rising
These issues, Mr. President, have
Some people claim, for exambeen treated separately for many rapidly.
that legal immigration is skyyears. They have been treated sepa- ple,
They base their contention
rately for one simple reason—they rocketing.
on
INS
numbers
include as legal
present different issues. They are dif- immigrants illegalthat
immigrants who are
ferent. To treat them together is to in- made legal by the 1986
vite repetition of numerous totally form and Control Act. Immigration Refalse stereotypes. The combining of the • Mr.- President, if you take the total
bills leads, I think, to the merging of number of legal immigrants and subthe thought process into a great deaLof tract those that were illegal before the
confusion.
act, you find that legal immigraLet me give an example. Say, for ex- 1986has
been holding at fairly conample, that aliens are more likely than tion
stant levels. That is what the facts are.

ally lived in the Uthted States and
were citizens in the United States.
Again it does not make any sense. I native-born Americans to be on welfare

Let me just give an example, Mr.

think we. are going to end up revisiting and food stamps or Medicaid. But the President. In the 1990's, we have had
this issue. I think it is going to come fact is, Mr. President, this generaliza- about 2.8 immigrants for every 1,000
tion is not true. about legal mimi- Americans. Is that a lot? Well, we
back up.
-Mr. President, at a time when Con- grants. The statement I just made is could judge for ourselves. The first two
gress has acted to rein in public assist- wrong in regard to legal immigrants. If decades of the century, to make a coxn
ance programs, I do not believe we you separate out the legai immigrants, parison, the rates were 10.4 per 1,000

should deprive people the most basic you find when you are talking about and 5.7 per 1,000.
support structure there is, their imme- legal immigrants that they are no
Mr. President, I do not think knowdiate family. It just does not mä,ke more likely than native-borii Ameri- ing what we know now, that it would
sense. Mr. President, we took these cans to be applicants of social welfare have been wise to say in 1910 that there
family limitation provisions out of the services. I. fact, legal immigrants who were too many immigrants corning
bill in committee. I hope that we will become naturalized citizens are less into America. It was precisely that
be able to sustain this on the floor and likely—let me repeat—less likely to go generation of immigrants at the turn
we will not change this.
on public assistance than native-born of the century that coincided with
Let me turn finally to one more Americans. That is what the facts are. America's transition from the periphissue,that has to do with the linkage
Now, a recent study, Mr. President, ery of world events to the status of a
of this bill. I believe it was a mistake points to the same fact. It found that - global superpower.
in the original bill to combine the is- foreign-borxi individuals were 10 to 20 Mr. President, let me stop. I have alsues of legal and illegal immigration. percent more likely than native-born most concluded, but let me stop at this
For my colleagues watching on TV or Americans to need social services. That point to yield to my friend, Senator
on the floor who are. not on the com- is an alarming statistic, if you just SIMPSON from Wyoming.
mittee, we separated this in commit- stop there. But if you go further, and if
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I aptee. What you have before you are two you exclude refugees from the total, preciated very much my friend, the
separate, distinct bills. I think it • the foreign-born individuals are consid • Senator from Ohio, yielding. I cershould stay that way because the issue erably less likely to do so than native- tainly would yield additional time. But
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we have a time constraint with the
ranking member and would like to, at

the direction of the majority leader,

present some amendments for disposi-

tion tomorrow. So, with that explanation, let me proceed.
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AMENDMENT NO. 3672 TO AMENDMENT NO. 3667

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I send

a amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDThG OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON]

proposes

an amendment numbered 3672 to

Amendment No. 3667.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
Sthke all after the word "Sec." and insert

the following:
(1) social security is supported by taxes deducted from workers' earnings and xnatchflig
•

deductions from thefr employers that are deposited Into independent trust funds;
(2) over 42,000,000 Americans,. including
over 3.000,000 children and 5,000,000 disabled

workers and their families, receive social security benefits;
(3) social secunty s the ortly pension program for 60 percent of older Americans;
(4) almost 60 percent of older beneficiaries
depend on social security for at least half of
their income and 25 percent depend on social

security for at least 90 percent of their income;
(5) 138,000,000 American workers pay taxes

into the social security system;

(6) social security is currently a self-financed program that is not contributing to

the Federal budget deficit; in fact, the social
Security trust funds now bave over
$400,000,000,000 in reserves and that surplus
will ncrease..during fiscal year 1995 alone by
an additional $70,000,000,000;

(7) these current reserves will be necessary

to pay monthly benefits for current and future beneficiaries when the annual surpluses
turn to deficits after 2018;

(8) recognizing that social security s currenUy a self-financed program, Congress In

1990 established a "firewall" to prevent a

raid on the social security trust funds;

(9) raiding the social security trust funds
would further undermine confidence in the

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask system among younger workers;

(10)• the American people overwhelmingly
unanimous consent that amendments
numbered 3669, 3670, and 3671 be tempo- reject arbitrary cuts in social security bene-

rarily laid aside in the order in which

fits; and
(11) social security beneficiaries through-

made the pending business at the re—
quest of the majority leader after notification of the Democratic leader.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SIMPSON. I further ask that it
be in order for me to ask for the yeas

their benefits will not be subject to cuts and
their social security payroll taxes will not be
Increased as a result of legislation to Implement a balanced budget amendment to the
United States Constitution.

they were offered •and that they be out the nation deserve to be reassured that

-

(b) SENsE OF THE SENArE.—It is the sense

of the Senate that any legislation required

implement a balanced budget amendment
and nays on the three amendments, to
to the United States Constitution shall spewith one showing of seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SIMPSON. I now ask for the yeas
and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. %67

cifically prevent social security benefits
from being reduced or social security taxes
from being thcreased to meet the balanced
budget requuement.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I was

reading that it be made the pending

business at the request of the majority
leader after notification of the Democratic leader. I am sure that will all be
done in good faith. But I understand

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I now that notification of the Democratic
ask unanimous consent that the Dor- leader includes that if a Member of our
gan amendment recur as the pending party would like to speak and address
amendment.
those amendments, I assuirie that
The PRESIDtNG OFFICER. Without would be respected. I make that asobjection, it is so ordered.
sumption.
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Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I cer- afraid of competition, and convinced capacity to make the world a better
tainly make that assumption. I under- that her best days are past. That is not place. What a legacy, what an awesome
staxid it to be notification and agree- the attitude that made America the responsibility, a responsibility for our
ment by the Democratic leader.
greatest country the. world has ever generation and for every generation.
Mr. KENNEDY. I thank the Chair. As seen. An America that thinks itself as

I, along with some of my other col-

measure, I know there are other Mem- ica that I see. It is not the America
bers that want to address the Senate that we American_s believe in. It is not
on other matters. I see the Senator the America that a dirt poor Jxisbman
from South Carolina, who wanted to named Dermis DeWine saw—saw in his
speak, as well, on the issue of Senator dream as he left County Gaiway 150
DORGAN's amendment.
years ago to escape the potato famine
Mr. SIMPSON. If I may, I believe in Ireland. We do not know a lot about
Senator DEWtNE had not concluded his my great-great-grandfather. All we
remarks when I requested the floor. I know for sure is that he came over to
appreciate very much his willingness America from Galway. It is pretty
to do that so we couid get those clear, though, that Dennis DeWine
amendments liefore the body. How came here with guts and with ambimuch more time does Senator DEWDE tion, but probably with very little else.

that our immigration reform bill remains true to this legacy and true to

far as the discussion then on that weak and threatened is not the Amer- leagues, wili be working to make sure

need?

Mr. DEWINE. I probably have 6, 7, or
8 minutes.
Mr. SIMPSON. I appreciate that.
Then we will yield to Senator HOLLINGS
for a discussion on the Dorgan amend-

the values that made America a beacon
for all humanity.
Mr. President, I will conclude these
remarks at this point, and again thank

my colleague from Wyoming for his
courtesy and for his work not only on
this bill, but on this issue now for well
over a decade.
Mr. SIMPSON.

-

Mr.

President, I

thank the Senator from Ohio. He has
been very involved, very articuiate,
He took a chance on America, and and I appreciate the participation very
America took a chance on him because much.
Mr. HOLLINGS addressed the Chair.
America back then thought big
thoughts about itself and what great The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senriches lay in the ambition—in the am- ator from South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
bition of people who are willing to take

ment and temporarily go off of this risks. That is the kind of America we me thank the distinguished chairman
measure. I thank the Senator from need to be, not a closed America that of our committee, the Senator from
Ohio very much for his courtesies in views itself as a finished product but Wyoming.
I say a word about immigration in
enab]ing us to go forward with an agen- an America that is open to new people,
da for tomorrow.
that we opened up a school this mornnew ideas, and open to the future.
Mr. DEWDqE. Mr. President, let me
Mr. President, I began this speech by ing for some 525 additional Immigra-

conclude my general comments about
this bill today. I think America's
greatness has been created, generation
after generation, by driven self-selected individuals who. came here as
legal imzthgrants. We can think of

names such. as Albert Einstein, from
Ohio, someone like George Olah who
came here from Budapest in i957 and
taught at Case-Western Reserve, and
won the Nobel Prize for chemistzy in
1994. The original bills as introduced
actually said to people like Einstein
and Olaii, "Get lost, you can come to
the U.S., but only if you jump through
a whole bunch of bureaucratic hoops

from the State Department and the
Labor Department."
A lot of these provisions were, in
fact, changed in committee. Mr. President, I think we really do not need to
be making it any harder for these tal-

ented, energetic people to come and
help us build our great countzy. In
fact, Mr. President, we became the
richest, most powerfui nation in the
history of the world by uoing exactly

talking about how Ronald Reagan ex- tion and Naturalization agents—the
pressed better than any other political plan and plot as we work in the approfigure of our era the truest sense of priations side of this particuiar probwhat America stands for.' I think it lem. And I serve on the what we call
would be appropriate for me to con- the State, Justice, Commerce Subclude these remarks about America's committee of Appropriations. For the
immigration policy and about Ameri- past 25 years we have been trying to
ca's identity with another great story, keep up with the problem as we have
one that President Reagan recounted seen it. We work with. the leadership of
more than once in his Presidency. In the Senator from Wyoming, the Senfact, he found it so moving that he ator from Massachusetts, Senator Keven included it in hisfarewell address NEDY. And this morning, as I say, we
9 days before he left the White House. opened up that school for some 525
Here is the way Ronald Reagan told agents at the old Navy yard facility in
Charleston that we closed a couple of
the story.
I have been reflecting on what the past 8 years ago.
A word shouid be said about our disyears have meant, and mean, and the unage
that comes to mind, like a refrain, is a nau- tinguished Commissioner of immigratical one—a small story about a big ship and tion
and
Naturaiization,
Doris

a refugee and a saflor It was back Ic the Meissner. She couid not be with us, of
early 1980's at the height of the boat people, course, because of the loss of her husand a sailor was hard at work on the Carrier
Midway which was then patrolling the South

China Sea. The sailor, like most American
servicemen, was young, smart, and fiercely
observant. The ew spied on the horizon a
leaky little boat, and crammed Inside were
refugees from Indochina hoping—hoping to
the opposite—by encouraging them to get to America. The Midway sent a small
launch out to bring them to the ship and to
come.
And as the refugees made their way
No, Mr. President, America's immi- safety.
through the choppy seas, one of them spied
gration problem is not the high-quality the
sailor on deck. Ee stood up and called
researchers and professors wading the out to
him. Ee yelled, "Heflo, American sailRio Grande in the dead of night or or. Hello,
freedom man"—a small moment
scrambling over a fence to avoid the with a big meanrng, a moment a sailor could
Border Patrol.
not get out of his mind. Neither could I. beWe shouid and can crack down on il- cause that is what it is to be an American.

legal immigration. That is a law en-

forcement issue. We shouid not allow
that effort to serve as a Trojan horse

for other measures—masures that

wouid hurt America's future by rejecting the very finest and most noble trathtions of America's past.
To reverse course on immigration, as
some might recommend, is to say that
America from now on will define itself
as a country that is fearfui of change,

band in that fatal crash going into
Dubrovnik last .week. Chuck. Meissner,

the Assistant Secretary of Commerce
in charge. of International Trade, was
on that plane, that tragic loss. I talked
to• Commissioner Meissner and said

that I know we have the scheduied

opening of the school, but we ought to
call that off. She said, "No, it is really
an emergency situation. Wbile I cannot
be there, I will be represented by Ms..
Sale, Chris Sale, the Deputy Commis-

sioner, and the other authorities, and
we are ready to go, and we want to

make sure that we have at least these
Mr. President, as we debate this bill, agents trained and ready to go to work
I think we will need to remind our- by August." Chris Sale was there, and
selves that that still is what it means we opened the school in the most adeto be an American. It always was, and quate fashion.
let us pray that it always will be. Even
The American public and the U.S.

at the very beginning of our history, Senate shouid understand that this
back when we were a very small coun- problem is much like trying to drink
try, we were always a country with a water out of a fire hydrant. Go down to
very big meaning, a country whose fu- San Ysidro, CA, down there by San
ture was uniirnited, a country that be- Diego where 46 million automobiles
lieved in people and believed in their and 9 million pedestrians were stuck
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and inspected by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service last year. We
are totally understaffed for the problems of the illegal immigrants coming
into the Nation and making their de—
mands upon State and Federal spending.

So it is not a casual com1flencjaon
that I give to the leadership of the Senator from Wyoming because I worked
with him on the Simpson-Mazzolj bill
years bask. He has been in the trenches
working for years trying to bring the
National Government ahead and on to
the problem, so that it would not increase into this emergency, more or
less, at this particular time.
Having said that, Mr. President, let

me say a word about an underlying

tude to tap some $33 billion in transportation trust funds. The measure has mobilized a formidable lobbying coalition, unit-

ing organized labor and big and small business, State and local governments, and such
an esoteric wade a.sociatjon as the PrecastPreStressed Concrete kstitute. Their goal is
not only to pass It but also a vetoproof 289

S3305

Now, let's go to unified. Wall Street
and Alan Greenspan love unified budgets so long as the Government is not
coming in to the bond market with its
sharp elbows borrowing. Then they can
make more money on stock sales. Bond
sales, their interest rates stay down so

votes. Supporters argue rightly that the borrow from yourself.
money would go where it was intended—
Well, that is pretty good for the irrebuilding roads and upgrading the airports.
Ent the supposedly untapped funds are actu- sponsible business leadership but for
ally an accounting figment. Using them the public servant down here in Wash-

would increase the deficit or force greater
cuts in other programs. Budget Committee
Chairman John Kasich and Appropriations
Chairman Bob Livingston are vehemently
opposed. Attempts by Newt Gingrich to reconcile them and Shuster. have come to
naught. Meanwhile, Federal Chairman Alan
Greens.n broke with his custom of staying

amendment of Senator DORGAN from neutral to advise against passage.
North Dakota, myself, and others relNow, is that not a remarkable reative to spending Social Security trust. port?
funds. I can go into detail which I will again: One line in there, and I quote it

to make the record here, but let me But the supposedly untapped funds
are acbring it right up to the spending habits tually an accounting figment.
of the Nationaj Government with re- This is exactly what
Senator Heinz
spect to trust fund amounts. When we and I were fighting against
when we
passed in 1983 the increase in Social Seenacted section 13301 of the Budget
cunty taxes, we could not have pos- had
Enforcement Act on November 5, 1990,
sibly voted that tax increase save and signed
into law by President George
excepting to maintain the integrity of Bush, voted
by a vote of 98 to 2 in this
the Social Security trust fund. In fact, Senate. We did
want Social Secuthe intent was not only to maintain its rity trust fundsnot
to
an "acintegrity but to mantajn a surplus. We counting figment." become
That is what they
talked openly, and you refer back to do when they- continue
to use funds.
the record, of the Greenspan coxnmj- When we try to debate.
in the
sion report, that if these increases in Chamber, it does not matter;itwe
have
taxes were carried out,

ington that has to do his job, he is
going to meet hinejf coining around

the corner and today we have met ourselves coming around the corner.

But the supposedly untapped funds are actually an accounting figment.

That is the charade and fraud that

has been going on. I more or less dedicated myself to paying the bill. Earlier
today when we were opening up this
school, I said when we handled this

Justice Department budget back in

1987, 1988, it was only about $4.2 billion.
Now, this year, it is S16.7 billion. It has
gone up, up and away, and we do not
pay for it. .•
I cited an editorial in my own hometown newspaper about April 15, here we
were, the day to pay taxes, and up, up
and away was the national debt to 35
trillion. And they said: You know the
.

-

reason for this was entitlement funds.
They said that it was the military retirement, the Social Security, the Med-

icare.
the money- .there, but it has to be used
Wait a minute, Mr. President. Let us
by .the Government somewhere so we go to these so-called entitlement funds.
will just borrow the moneys there and As I mentioned a moment ago, Social
everything else of that kind and tell Security is over one-half trillion dolthe youth of America do not. worry— lars in the black. Medicare,
well, do worry, it is going broke—when agrees, is in the black. Theyeverybody
are talkis not going broke and when we got ing about going broke in 7 years,
but
trust moneys on the deficit. We• have it
the moneys there and run around
been obscuring the size of the deficit by going broke because in their about many adjustments can be znade and
mind it should be made and will be made. We
the use of those trust funds. It was 363 has become an accounting figment.
billion last year, if I remember cor- Now, let me mention a book by will keep Medicare solvent. We do not
rectly. Last year the CBO report was a Jmes Fowler. It is called "Breaking have to cut it to get a tax cut to buy
the vote for November. I have opposed
S481 billion surplus. So if you add the The News."
that.
$63 billion I guess it would be in the
This
is
the
problem
in
Government
terms of a $544 billion surplus, over today. Years back, none other than Similarly, with the military and civil
one-half trillion surplus fuzids in the Thomas Jefferson as between
retirement fund, it is in the
free service
black. It is not these entitlements, it Is
Social Security trust. But, ah, now we Government and a free press, he awould
have today's, or last week I should say choose the latter, and why? Because he paying for the immigration border patrol, the Lmlnigration inspectors, all
but it is dated April 15, Time magazine, said and reasoned that
could have the other things; the Ju2tice Departand I wish to quote because here is a free Government but you
would
re— ment, FBI, for the defense, for all
what really happens to the so-called main free long unless you hadnot
a free things for 15 years. We have not these
been
trust funds. It is on page 27 of April 15, press to keep us politiciaij honest.
for general government. Oh,
1996, Time magazine, entitled "Odyssey
Wha.t has happened is that the free paying
of a Mad Genius." I refer to the article press no longer keeps the politicians this cry over entitlements started in
on page 27, "Beltway Robbery." This honest. They in turi have joined into the Appropriations Committee when
has to do with highway trust funds, not the dishonesty. Here it is. I read again. my friend Dick Darnian came in there,
talking about "entitlements, entitleSocial Security, but the similarity is One sentence:
so stark in its reality that it must be But the supposedly untapped funds are ac- ments, entitlements" And you have
that same Concord Coalition, "entitlebrought to the attention of my fellow tually an accounting figment.
ments, entitlements, entitlements,"
Senators here this afternoon. I quote:
Thirty-three
billion
in
the
highway
In a Washington out to cut Federal spend- trust funds. The article quotes it. It is and my friend Pete Peterson up there
in New York, "entitlements, entitleing, 12-teriri Cong essnian Bud Shuster is an not an accounting figment. And
in- ments, entitlements."
unrepenaflt pork barrel spender. Now it ap- stead of keeping the trust
for highpears the Chairman of the House TransporLet us talk about general
tation and Infrastructe Committee has ways, who comes out against spending ment. I was a member of the governGrace
highway
moneys
for
highways?
converts. More than half his colleagues inThe Commjssion against waste, fraud, and
cluding a heavy majority of those reform. chairman of the Budget Committee, abuse.
And we have constituted the
minded GOP freshmen, are backing a bill the chairman of the Appropriations
that would lift constrnts on highway and Committee, and of all people, the head biggest waste, the biggest fraud, the
biggest abuse in the last 15 years by
airport projects. If the trust and budgeting of the Federal Reserve because
act is passed by the House next week, it part and parcel of the conspiracy he is spending $250 billion more each and
would give Shuster's committee great lati.
for a every year, on an average, without
so-called unified budget.
paying for it. That is why the debt has

'we would have
a surplus that would easily take care of
the baby boom generation into the
year 2050.
But otherwise has occurred. What we
have been doing, in a shameless fashion, is spending the Social Security
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to $5 trillion. That is why the interest cost has gone to over $350 billion. We will get a CBO estimate here
on Wednesday. Today is Monday. But
let me tell you what the estimate was
gone

came here with a AAA credit rating for spending more and getting less. No
my State. I increased taxes to get it. I wonder the bod.y politic is disillusioned
knew as a young Goveriior I could not with their Government in Washington.
go to those industry leaders in New Somehow, both Republican and DemoYork nd ask them to come down and crat, keep on spending more and more
earlier in. the year. I will ask unani- invest in Podunk. I had to have a sol- while we get less and less. And they all
mous consent later that this be printed vent operation; So we did balance the
in the RECORD. The estimated 1996 in- budget and we put in a little device, give us this Same Pollster pap of, "I am
terest cost on the national debt, gross which later, in the Federal Govern- against taxes and for the family. I am
against crime and for jobs." You know,
interest paid is $350 billion.
was called Gramln-Rudrnau-Hol- get the hot button items and try to
Interest has gone up since then, so it ment,
lings. It was cuts across the board.

fool the people. And that is why the

is going to be over $1 billion a day.

I went to the distingished Senator distinguished Senator from North DaWhen President Reagan took over, the from
Texas. I said, "This device that kota has offered this amendment,
gross interest cost was exactly 574.8 you have
that cuts Social Security, it which states:
billion. Get into a little arithmetic. will not get
to first base." I said, It is the sense of the Senate that because
Subtract 75, in round figures, $75 bil- "Speaker O'Neill
and Congressma section 13301 of the Budget Enforcement Act
lion from $350 billion and you get 3275
billion. Mr. President, 275 billion extra Claude Pepper will run us off the Cap- prohibits the use of the Sociai Security tiist
surplus to offset the budget deficit, any
dollars spending for nothing, for noth- itol steps. We have not got a chance. fund
Forget it. Let us talk sense." I helped proposal for a consttutionaj amendment to
ing.
the budget should contain a provI remember President Reagan. I will write Grainm-Rudman-Holljngs sen- baiance
sion creating a firewall between the receipts
show the talks, if you want me to put sibly, and we enacted automatic cuts and outlays of the Soclai Security trust
it in the RECORD. He was going to bal- across the board.
funds and the rest of the federal budget, and
ance the budget in 1 year. Then he Then, when, as they say, the rubber that the constitutional. amendment should
came to town and said, "Oops, 3 years." hit the road in 1990, we abolished the expliciUy forbid nzng. Sociai Security trust
Then we had the Gramm—Rudman-Hol- cuts across the board. On October 19, at funds to balance the federal budget.
lings Act, 5 years. Now they have pro- 12:41 a.m., I raised the point of order,
Mr. President, if acted on that idea,
Posed 7 years. IS they get past the No- and my distinguished colleague from we would have passed the baaanced
vember election, the next crowd will Texas voted to abolish the cuts across budget amendment to the Constitution
say 10 years. As long as they can con- the board of Gramm-Rudman-Holjings. by at least 5 votes In March of last
Do you know what they did? They year—March of last year.
tinue the charade, as long as the press
fails to keep us honest and fails to en- went for spending caps. Well, this place
Again, about 6 weeks ago, I tried to

gage the public in the truth, it contin has a ceiling, but the spending caps bring it up, and they raised a techues the cbarade, caning it truth in have not. Spending has gone up, up and nicai,jty that it was not relevant. Five
budgeting.
away and that is why poor President Senators wrote .a letter to Majority
Mr. President, the actual cost of do- Bush lost his reelection. There is no Leader DoJ.. We went on record in
mestic discretionary spending at this kidding around.
favor of the balanced budget amendminute is $267 billion. But the increase
I mean, we were up to S400 billion ment to the Constitution as long as it
in spending for interest on the debt has deficits at that particular time. The did not repea' section 13301. But they
been $275 since President Reagan took exact figure, according to the schedule. want that unified budget. Keep spendoffice. Point: We have doubled domes- here of the real deficit was $403.6 bil- ing the billions and billions and biltic discretionary spending without get- lion. So they said we wifl try this little lions from the Social Security trust
ting a double Government. We could Governor from Arkansas. He has bal- fund and then come around at the end
have two Presidents, two Senates, two anced the budget for 10 years. Give him of the day when my children and the
Houses of Representatives, two Depart- a try.
ments of Justice, Agriculture, ComI voted for a balanced budget under distinguished Presiding Officer's cliiimerce,

Interior.

Domestic

discre- Lyndon Johnson. Under Lyndon Ba.ines

dren and grandcbuldren come for their

retirement, and they are
tionary—we could have two for the Johnson., the interest costs on the na- particular
going to say the untapped funds are ac-

money we are spending. But we are not tionai debt in his last year, when we
getting it.
voted that balanced budget, was 516.6
Talk about increased spending? "I billion. Now it is over 3350 billion, over
am against increased spending." They 31 billion a day. That is the biggest
are all running around in this Congress waste consciously caused by us.
saying, "I am aganst increased spendI have been a party to it. Yes, I tried
ing." Well they have increased spend- to enact a freeze. Then I tried Gramming 31 billion today, on account of this Rudman-Ho]lings. Then, even in the
fraud, this charade. Or, like taxes, for Budget Committee I had a value-added

April 15 they have sent their rranions
all around the land, talking about tax
day, "Let us have a special bill over in
the House."
is all theater. And we

will have that, "You have to have a
two-thirds vote in order to increase
taxes." Increase taxes? You cannot

tuaiiy an accounting figment.
Who in the year 2002 is going to raise
a trillion dollars in taxes to make good

on the IOU's in the Social Security

draw? Nobody, nobody, and they do not

have any idea of doing it. But "I'm
against taxes," they say. Oh, it is a
wonderful luxury to run around and

the American people, and who altax. It was bipartisan I had the disn- fool
lows it? The American free press. Read
guished Senator from Missouri join me. "Breaking the News" by James
The distinguished Senator from Min- Faflows, an authoritative writer. He
nesota joined. We had eight votes for a has been up here. He has watched the
value-added tax of 5 percent allocated operation. I can tell you, time and time
to ridding us of the deficit and debt so
it has been a very, very difficult
we w6uld. not have this increased again,
fight.
spending on automatic pilot.
Let me give credit to the late SenBut, somehow, somewhere along the ator from Pennsylvania, John Heiiiz.
line, we have gotten into a contract of John Heinz and I worked on taking the

avoid death. You cannot avoid taxes.
And you cannot avoid interest costs on
the national debt. Interest is like
taxes. You have aiready increased nothing but procedural nonsense. We
taxes today of 51 billion and you will have gotten into term limits, when the
increase taxes tomorrow, and on Satur- Constitution already says I have to run
day, and on Sunday and on Christmas for every 6 years. Incidentally, I have
Day, every day this year—not on in- been elected to the U.S. Senate six
creased program spending, but on in- times.
terest on the debt. The crowd that says
We have procedural taik about unthey are against increasiiig taxes is in- funded mandates, line-item vetoes,
creasing taxes and not wanting to do a anything except enacting a balanced
thing about this central problem.
budget. We are not providing; the size
I tried and I am going to continue. of the Federal work force is smaller
They are not going to get rid of me. I now than it was 10 years ago. We are

Social Security trust fund off budget.

it was bipartisan. It was called the

Heinz-Hollings amendment—we wanted

him to lead it at the time because the
Republicans were in control—and we
caJied it the Heinz-Hollings-Moyim,
amendment.
Our distingii.ished Senator MOYNIBAN

had been the ranking member on the
Finance Committee and, admittedly, is

still the authority on Social Security
in this body.
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But on October 18, 1990, Senator John
Heinz said:
Mr. President, in all the great Jamba]aya
of frauds surrounding the budget, surely the
most reprehensible is the systematic and
total ransacking of the Social Security trust
fund in order to mask the true size of the.
deficit.

Another quote on October 18, 1990 by
Senator John Heinz:
Since 1983, when we may have saved the
Social Seciiity goose, we have systematically proceeded to melt down and pawn the
golden egg. It does not take a financial wizard to tell us that spending these reserves on
today's bills does not bode well for toniorrow's retirees.

spending cuts and taxes. I voted for it
in order to try and get on top of these
interest costs, this waste.
He came to town and cut 357 billion
out of Medicare and had proposed an-

other 3124 billion. But there was no 3250
billion for a taic cut. So he was acting
responsibly until the Post and you
folks just pulled him off base, and then
he came for a tax cut, too, which nobody can afford.
That is one grand fraud on the American people. We do not, have any taxes
to cut. We have been cutting the spending. Eliminate the domestic discretionary spending. Eliminate welfare,
eliminate foreign aid and the entire do-
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that you did not get, and all those

kinds of things, when they could not
give it to save their souls.
They do not have taxes to cut. In

fact, their solution is Reaganomics and
growth—please do not come back here
with that growth. Senator Mathias on
the Republican side and I were 2 of 11

votes against Reaganomics and that

mantra of growth, growth, growth. The
only thing that has grown is the deficit
and spending, spending on automatic
pilot of $1 billion a day—si' billion a
day. And nobody wants to talk about
it. They want to talk about tax cuts.
It's like saying, "I want to buy your
I make these quotes to the body this
vote."
afternoon for the, simple reason that it mestic discretionary spending
not
Campaign financing. The biggest
is bipartisan, and I am appealing to the cut it, and you still have a and
deficit. fraudulent campaign financing
occurs
Senators on the other side of the aisle, That is the serious problem.
the Republican colleagues, because I
The ox is in the ditch, and we have to on the floor of the U.S. Congress, because we mislead the American people
know the chairuja,x of our Budget Corn- sober up in this Government
ours that their Governent is being paid
rnittee, the distinguished Senator from and quit talking pollster of
New Mexico, does not believe in bust- gaines which the press joins in: politics
who is for. We act like all we need to do is cut
ing the budget. He got caught off, base up and who is down and who is silly back a little on welfare and on foreign
aid eliminate the Commerce Departlast November when he held up the enough.
good housekeeping award and sad,
I recommended a value-added tax in ment.
Yes. Since I have the time—I talked
"Here's a balanced budget certified by the Finance Committee. I want to pay
the Director of the CBO."
for new immigration inspectors. I want the week before last with former SecThen 2 days later, "CBO said, as' you to pay for 5,000 new border patrol. I retary Ron Brown. He and I were trying to work votes, in all
were, "we have a deficit of $105 bil- want to pay for the extra FBI,
over
the on the Republican side. We candor,
lion." It was not balanced at all. Let us crime bill. I want to pay for the comwere having
a
difficult
not go through that charade again. We. mitment in Bosnia. But this crowd
time. We did not' know
whether or not the administration was
can pass a balanced budget amendment comes up here and gets away with
the going 'to veto the bill, should it pass. I
to the Constitution.
worst I have ever'seen.
/
it now that the distinguished
Senator DOLE is put under tremenI hope .that we can salve the con- take
dous pressures with the goofy right science, if there is one left amongst us, President would not hesitate in vetoing
that he has to respond to in order to where we adopt the amendment of the it because the Commerce Department
get the nomination. But now that he distinguished Seüator from North Da- is not a grab bag.
I have been through over a dozen Sechas it, he should revert to the old kota,
the sense of the Senate that we retaries
of Commerce, and I am laying
DOLE, as he was as chairman of the Fi- not use Social Security trust funds'
to it on the line. Ron Brown was
nace Committee when he joined in the balance the Federal budget.
the one
Secretary of Commerce that did the
sentiment of George Bush who called
That
was
not
the
intent
when
we work. Maurice Staxis up to Mosbacher,
Reaganomics voodoo, and former Re- adopted those taxes, but you can 'see
all they did was collect money.
publican majority leader, Senator from the way they are treating
highBut here was a fellow out hustling
Baker, who said it was a riverboat way trust funds—I would like to do
it
gamble.
for the highway trust funds.. I would business rather than funds for the cam
I know Senator DOLE. I have tremen- like to do it for airport and airway paign, actually doing an outstanding
job. Wben I heard o the recent tragdous respect for him, and I know he is trust funds. Out there in Colorado,
we edy, I had just with the distinguished
solid on paying bills. But he has a need some new airports, but we have
Senator from Maine, Senator
crowd that runs rampant saying, "We not been spending the
money on air- We were in Beijing at the time CoN.
don't want to pay the bill."
of the
ports,
we
have
been
spending
them in- plane crash. They did
Remember what happened to Fritz stead on masking the size
ask about
of the defi- the President because not
Mondale? He was honest enough to cit,
he has never
sacrificing future
come out and say we are going to have present consption investment for been to the largest and perhaps one of
to have an increase in taxes in order to
like to spend these moneys the most important countries in the
pay the bills, but he did not add "in forI would
their intended purpose. I would like entire world. In fact, the Secretary of
State, he has been 34 times to the Midorder to pay the bills." He said, "Yes, to pay the bill so that we will
not sadit looks like we are going to have to in- dle
but only one visit to Beijing. They
the next generation with our ex- east
crease taxes." He had ahead of time cesses. Wbere all they can do in Wash- did not ask about the Secretary of
State.
said, "By the way, I'm a Democrat in ington and is to pay for
a little bit of' They asked about Ron Brown. He
the image of Hubert Humphrey." When defense, a little bit of domestic
discre-' made a wonderful, favorable impreshe said he was a Democrat in the image tionary, cannot promote
technology, sion, I really believe, Mr.
of my friend Senator Humphrey from. cannot promote any competitiveness,
President,
Minnesota, everybody took it to mean cannot have any research and health that we can really bring about more
we really were going to start some care, and everything else that Govern- human rights through capitalism and
spending.
market forces than we can through
is supposed to do.
sanctions.
I understand the call that has been ment
I
believe
in
Government.
put out to call the Democrats tax-and- think Governjent is the I do not
I have learned thern hard
as we
problem. I did back in the old days atway,
spend, tax-and-spend.
the beginthink
this
charade
is
a
problem.
I
Let me enter something in the
they know it is a problem. But ning of the war and the artillery. There
RECORD now for Piesident Clinton. In think
a saying then that no matter how
they
go
along with this silly contract was
all of these 15 years, the only time the azid its procedural
well
the gun was aimed, if the recoil
deficit has been decreased is under teed every day to putnonsense, guaran- was going to kill the gun crew,
a show here. not fire the gun. The recoil you did
President Clinton. He came to town "Here is April 15. Here on
is
tax
day. Let's tions has killed the gin crew. Itofissancand cut spending S500 billion. He came
killremind
them
about
a
tax
cut
to town and with a $500 billion deficit could have gotten." So they that they ing off our business.
automa.tireduction plan—equally split between cally call it a President Clinton
Just recently, France picked up a $1.2
tax cut billion Airbus contract
.

rather than the
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Umted States of America. WeU, we aB
I would dresay, I I were Nick the
U
bdt
believe that the Government should Greek and had to bet, that I would bet Piident zd ev (oi4Ia$
take a stand. But the way we have that 10 to 20 years from now you ae
Ins)
taken it is in a general loud-mouth going to find more hungry fed in Cbina
fashion without any result.. We should than you are going to find in demo- B
1.1432
have targeted sanctions, clearly under- cratic India. I think that is a mistake 1990
1.2S2.7
stood in the first instance. Let our in Russia, and that is why. the PresiLm.8
businesspeople go and prosper and dent is going to be there the day after
bring about more capitalism over corn- tomorrow.

muzusm. That is how we really de—
Why? Because they gave political
feated it in Eastern Europe and the So- rights before they gave economic
viet Urn on. with capitalism itself.

Wbat we are doing is taking the larg-

est, most important nation in the Pacific—I can see that front cover of another magazine, "Friend or Enemy?"
We are making them an enemy. There
is not any Questionabout it. They like

America. They like our technology.
They have 100,000 Chinese students.
They know we stand for freedom and
everything else.

rights.
We in the U.S. Senate ought to stop
looking and listening to those pollsters
who have never served a day in government. They are wonderful. I have the
best. I trust their polls and predictions,
and they have been on target, but they
still really do not lmow government.
They never have thought about doing
things in the long term. They are only

thinking barn, barn towards the next

• I was on an aircraft carrier in the election. I could fault us all. We are afl
looking to November. Nothing will

Gulf of Tonkin in 1966, the Kitty Hawk.
We could not control 20 million North
Vietnamese. I do not lmow how an aircraft carrier running around the

marbles and we are left behind.
If I put myself in control—if I had to

control 1.2 biUion, the one concern I
guess I would have to have would be
Taiwan. They are movmg toward de—
mocracy. They have, after 48 years. a

free election for a President for the

first time. But having had it, the more
they talk about democracy and independence, coining to CorneU and asking for diplomatic recognition. But we
need to be honest. Mr. President. about
what that means in China. Any strong
movement toward democracy right is a
sensitive subject because if the Taiwan
get democracy, then some crowd down
in Guangzhou, will want democracy
and evel7thiug else. Give me one man
one vote today in Beijing and I have
chaos.
But

-

the politician here in the Na-

tional Gover3xnent does not stop look-

ing, listening, or thinking about it. I

do not believe that the rulers in
Beijing have any idea. of continuing socailed Communistic government.

Some call it Market-Leiinism rather
than Marxist-Len.thizxn. I do not know
what it is, but I do lmow, hav]ng been
there in 1976 and 1986 and now in 1996,

that they have brought about 180 inillion into the middle class.

GID
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debt

in bil-

(bit-

s)

1989

1142
1172

—338k

122.7

—391.9

2868.0
3206.6
3.5983

240.9
264.7

1991

—4Q3 4.002A

292.3

1992

1.380.9

1132

193

1.4082
1*60.6
1314.4

942
1133

1395.0

105.8

1994
1995

£sL 1996 —

89.1

—266.7

—349.3
—292.3
—277.3
—277.8

4351.4
4.6433
&921.O

5198.8

S3
292.5
296.3
332.4
350.0

'8udget tab: Senator Hcflings.
Noter HlofK3I T3b1e. Budget of the U Goment FY 1996 Begin-

ang in 19S2 CEOs 1995 Fmi ard 8iidget Outho.

Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I aaso

ask ninM,ous consent to have printed

in the RECoRD Public Law 13301, status

of the Social Security trust funds.
There being no objection, the mate-

rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
Subtitle C—Social Secunty
SEC. 1330L OFF-BUDGET STAJVS. OF OASDI

ThV F

happen in this body this year. Why? On
(a) EXCLUSION OP SOCIAL SECURITY FROM
account of November. Each day we are ALL BDG'rs—Notw1thstadjng any other

trying to find out who is on top in the
Straits of Taiwan is going to control 7 o'clock news.
1.2 billion Chinese. We need to sober Irrespective of who is on top, I ask
up.
miairnous consent to have printed in
Government—the art of the possible. the RECORD these tables, since Presinot responding to these pollster pap dent Truman, 1945 to 1996, of the U.S.
things. "Are you against Red Cbina?" budget outlays in billions, the trust
or "Are you against commlmism?" and funds, the real deficit, the gross Fedall those things. You have to live in eral deficit, and the gross interest.
the real, world. You have to get the
There being no objection, the matebest results you can. I am absolutely rial was ordered to be printed in the
persuaded you are going to do it RECORD, as follows:
through capitalism and not through
U
Gm
ranning around confronting n every
budget
R FedeI •It
GtO
turn and letting that other crowd pick Piident and year (outt3y$
i bilup the marbles.
ns)
ft)
If you could do it unilaterally, fine

business. Btt you cannot. So the
French go in and the Germans go in or
the Japanese. and they pick up our

.
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70.6
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0.9
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118.5
118.2

1967 —________
1968

1969 ...______

13

1343
1573
178.1
183.6

7.1
3.1

—11.9

TWE

272.3

the House of Representatives to consider ay

() biB or joint resolution, as reported, or ay
amendment thereto or conference report
(I)

')

—0.3

+2.9

10.7

3283
13A

358.7
355.8

14$

—15.1
—27.3
—27.7
—30.4
—17.6

380.9

19.3
21.0

483.9

29.3

-28.3

16

.

2102

-

230.7
245.7
269.4

153
113

1976 .__._.._

332.3
371.8

—58.0
—87.1

541.9
629.0

32.7

13.4

23.7

—77.4

—702

706.4
776.6

41.9

11.0

122

—52.9

823

59.9

5.8

—79k

909.1

74.8

678.2
745.8
808.4
851.8
946.4

6.7
14.5
26.6
7.6
40.6
81.8

753
1O.0

1975

12.3

4.3
4.3

4.8

4082

35.9
16.3

Caner:
1977

4092

1978 —

458.7
503.5

1979

1980 ——

.

Reagan

1981 ._....

1983 .._...._._..

99C.3
1.0D3.9
1.06&1

—85.7

994.8

—1423

1172

-193.0

1137.3
l.371.7
1.5647

—252.9
—303.0

1.817.6

178.9

2120.6

—2253
—2552

2.346.I
2$O1.3

—234.4

thereon, if, upon enactment—

(1)(A) such legislation under consideration
wouid provide for a net increase In OASDI
benefits of at least 0.02 percent of the present

1973
1974 ...

1988

SEC. 13302. PROTECTION OF OASDI TRUST FUNDS

(a) 1 GENERAL.—It shall not be in order in

34(L*

.

1972 .

!987

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET.—Section 301(a) of

IN lEE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA.

1971 ...________

1985
1986

(3) the Balanced Budget ad &nergency

Deficit Control Act of 1985.
(b) EXCLUSION OP SOcIAL SEcunY FROM

quired by this title.".

(I)

195.6

194

(1) the budget of the United States Government as submitted by the President,
(2) the congressional budget, or

() ternal Revenue Code of 1986 in the surplu.s or
deficit totals required by this subsection or
in any other surplu.s or deficit totals re-

1970

1982

of—

the. Congressional Budget. Act of 1974 is
amended by adding at the end the following:
"The concurrent resolution sha.ll not include
the outlays and revenue totals of the old age,
survivors, ad disability insurance program
established under title II of the Social Secu(') rity Act or the related provisions of the lxi-

JObflSOfl:

Fo*

ability Insnrance Trust Fund shall not be
counted as new budget authority, outlays,
receipts, or deficit or surplus for purposes

.

1954 —_________

Nn

provision of law, the receipts and thsbiu'sements of the Federal Old-Age and Snrvvors
Insurance Trust Fund and the Fedeml Dis-

value of future taxable payroll for the 75year period utilized in the most recent a-

nual report of the Board of Trustees provided
pursuant to section 201(c)(2) of the Social Se-

curity Act, ad (B) such legislation under
consideration does not provide at least a net
increase, for such 75-year period, in OASDI

taxes of the anount by which the net in-

crease in such benefits exceeds 0.02 percent
of the present value of future taxable payroll

for such 75-year period.

(2)(A) such legislation under consideration
wouid provide for a net increase in OASDI
benefits (for the 5-year estunating period for
such legislation under consideration), (B)
such net increase, * *
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I also

ask unanimous consent that the Hollings.-Helziz amendment Social Security trust funds budget deficit vote of
October 18, 1990, be printed in the

24.1

RECORD.
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There being no objection, the mate-

rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

SENATE Vornc RECoRD—No. 283
YEAS(98)

-

Democrats (55 or 100 percent): Adams,

Akaka, Baucus, Bentsen, Biden, Bingam_an,

Boren, Bradley, Breaux, Bryan, Bumpers,
Burthck, Byrd, Conrad, Cranston Daschje,

DeConcjni, D.ixon, Dodd, Exon, Ford, Fowler,
Glenn, Gore, Grahazri, Harkin, Heflin,
Hollings, Inouye, Johnston, Kennedy,

Kerrey, Kerry, Kohl, Lautenberg, Leahy,
Levin, Lieberman, Metzenbaum, Mikuiski,

Mitchell, Moynihan, Nunn, Pell, Pryor, Reid,
Robb, Rockefeller, Sanford, Sarbanes, Sasser, Shelby, Simon, and Wirth.
Republicans (43 or 96 percent) Bond,
Boschwftz, Burns, Chafee, Coats, Cochran,
Cohen, D'Ainato, Danforth, Dole, Domenicj,
Durenberger, Garn, Gorton, Grarnm, GrassRiegle,

ley. Hatch, Hatfield, Heinz, Helms, Ruinphrey,

Jeffords, Kassebaum, Kasten, Lott, Lugar,
Mack, Mccain, McClure, McConnell, Murkowski, Nickles, Packwood, Pressler, Both,
Rudman, Simpson, Specter, Stevens, Symms,

Thurmond, Warner, and Wilson.
NAYs (2)

Republicans (2 or 4 percent): Armstrong

and Wallop.

Mr. HOLLINGS. I will have other

things to be printed in the RECORD to-

morrow when we debate this. This is
not a casual thing. This is not a poLitical thing. I will vote for Senator
DoLE's Senate Resolution No. 1, if he
will not repeal, just do not repeal the
present law.
At least we have it into law. But the
rnetha disregards the law. The media
quotes a unified budget, but sometimes
the media does show some sense—instead of unified, saying the money is

all in the Federal Government, they

say, and I finally close in the sentence
here on April 15, 1996, Time magazine,

"But the supposedly untapped funds

are actually an accounting figment."
Tell that to the media. From now on,
that is what they call it, an accounting

figment. We ought to have truth in'
budgeting. I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri is recognized.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent

to speak as in

morning business for 15 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND Fl-

NANCIAL RESPONSIBflITY ACT
OF 1996

The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ap-

preciate the cooperation of my col-

leagues as we proceed with the iminigration and reform legislation, both illegal and legal immigration reform. We

have much to do, but we have presented to our colleagues three amendments for disposition tomorrow, and
we will begin to process the amendments from this side of the aisle and
the other side of the aisle. I think that

will be most appropriate. There is

much to do, obviously, in the spirit of
cooperation on a very tough bill, which
is tough for every single one of us, and
some much more than others.
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exact word he uses. The abuse is very
much undeserved.

I express my warmth, affection, and
respect for my friend from Wyoming as
we continue this important debate, and

respect for his staff, also, which has
worked so hard on these issues. I want
him to know that I, as chairman of the
Judiciary Committee, particularly ap-

preciate his help and his work in the
markup of this very important bill. I
just want him to know how much we
respect him and others who are working on this bill, as well.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I do
thank my friend and colleague from
Utah. It is a great pleasure always to
work with Senator ORRIN HATCH. We

have done that, now, for 17½ years to-

gether. There is not a person I enjoy
more—his spirit, energy, and back-

ground as a pugilist, which has certainly helped him. Would that I had

studied pugilism as he had in my

youth, because he gives as good as he
gets. He is a wondexfuj friend, and I
thank him.
As we proceed to these next 2 days,

this issue is such a marvelous issue,

fllled simply with emotion, fear, guilt,
arid racism, and it is a political loser.
It has never pushed me up a peg in political life, but somebody has to do this

particujar work, and the Senator has

given me the ability and the leeway to
go forward with it as your subcomnñttee chairman. I am deeply appreciative

ofit.

Mr. President, I suggest the absence

of a quorum.
The

PRESU)ING

-

OFFICER.

The

clerk will call the roll. The bill clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. KYL. Mr. President, I ask unani-

mous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDflqG OFFICER. Without
ThilGRATION CONTROL AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KYL. Mr. President, let me begin
OF 1996
by applauding the leadership of SenMr. HATCH. Mr. President, since we
SIMPSON and HATCH and the rest
have just turned to. the illegal in2mi- ators
of the Judiciary Comxriittee in passing
gration reform bill, I ask the indul- out of the committee this very imporgence of the two rnaa.gers for a few tant immigration bill to stem the tide
iizinutes. I want to pay tribute to my of illegal immigration in our country,
friend and colleague, the senior Sen- both among those who come here illeator from Wyoming. For some -17 gally and those who come here legally
years—really, 17 years plus—Senator but who do not leave our country when
SIMPSON has taken on the difficuit and their visas expfre. It has been said beoften thankless task in dealing with fore that, according to the flS, these
the immigration issue, an issue which visa overstayers represent about 50 perstirs the emotions, and one which peo- cent of the illegal population.
ple become very passionate about. He
The bill we are debating this week
has always taken on this task with also includes provisions to crack down
spirit, diligence and intelligence. His on criminal aliens and alien smugglers
views were always thoughtful.
arid to ensure that neither illegal nor
From time to time, I have disagreed legal immigrants come -to the United
with my friend from Wyoming onsome States to take jobs from taxpayers or
immigration issues, but the record to depend upon our Nation's welfare
should be crystai clear that my friend benefits.
from Wyoming is a man of great good
There will be an effort on the floor to
will, a good will he brrngs to this issue. pass a sense-of-the-Senate resolution
He often takes unfair criticism. Ixideed, declaring that any attempt to reform
to borrow one of many pithy phrases I laws related to legal immigration
will soon miss from my friend, my should be. considered separately from
friend has had several metric tons of illegal immigration reform. I oppose
garbage dumped on him over this this effort and will speak against it
issue—aithough garbage is not the when it is offered.
•
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I plan to offer an azendxnent with criminal aliens. The State also spends

Senator SThPSoN that will provide a 355 million annually in Arizona taxtemporary 10-percent reduction in payer money to provide free education
overall legal immigration. This is a to persons who are in. this country ilievery modest.reduction, but it will at gaily. Clearly, illegal znznigration
least provide a sharp contrast to the poses great costs on our citizens. imincrease in immigration that will reMr. President, I suggest the absence
sult under the bill as it was amended in of a quorum.
the committee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER
It is important to make clear that GRASSLEY). The clerk will call the (Mr.
roll.
immigration will not be reduced under
The bill clerk proceeded to call the
the committee bill. Immigration will roll.
ncrea.se at a slightly lesser rate than
Mr. KYL. Mr. President, I ask unaniunder current law, but it will increase. mous consent that the order for the
'

Having said that, Mr. President, I quorum call be rescinded.

move to the bill we are debating today
The PRESING OFFICER. Without
and one of great importance to the Na- objection, it is so ordered.
tion, and specifically to my home State
Mr. KYL. Mr. President, I will conof Arizona. Immigration and Natu- tinue on with my comments.
raiization Service figures show that ilArizona is not the only State dia
legal immigrants are entering Arizona matically affected by illegal immigraat a faster, rate than they are entering tion. The INS estimates that there are
any other State. Over the past year, 4 million illegal' immigrants in the
Arizona has surpassed even Texas in il- United States and that this number
legal immigrant apprehensions. Cali- growing by 300,000 to 400,000 each year.
forEla is the only State with higher apWbile the tlnited States has always
prehension levels, and although appre- been, and should continue to be, a land
hensions have decreased somewhat in of opportunity for tJ.S. citizens and for
what had been the hot spot for illegal those who come here illegally, we simentry in Nogales, AZ, apprehensions for ply cannot afford as a nation to conMarch 1995 to March 1996 have in- tinue to incur the unrestrained costs of
creased over 300 percent in the Nation's illegal immigration—in jobs, in welnewest hot spot for illegal entry, Doug- fare, in education, in health care, in
las. AZ.
crime on our streets. and on our penal
Mr. President, I was in Douglas, AZ, system. To illustrate the effect, conjust about a week ago, in fact, a week sider that over one-quarter of all Fedago yesterday, and visited with com- eral prisoners are foreign-born, up from
munity leaders and with Immigration 4 percent as recently as 1980. Again,
and Naturalization Service employees. over 25 percent of all Federal prisoners
The situation in Douglas is extraor- are foreign-born. It was only 4 percent
dinary, to say the least, with thou- just 15 years ago.
sands of illegal entrants into the counAs we all know, yesterday was taX
try every month. As a matter of fact, day. It is not fair, given our.S5 trillion'
in the first 2 months of this year al- debt and annual- $200 million in deficit
ready, more people had been appre- spending, to ask law-abiding taxpayers
'hended than in all of last year. What to pay for those who choose to violate
has happened 'is that as the INS has put our laws to come to this country illemore agents in Texas and in the San gaily, or even to pay for legal inimiDiego area of CalfforEja, the illegal un- gral2ts who, once here. quickly come to
migration naturally shifted to Arizona, depend on our Nation for welfare and
first the port of Nogales, where last other public benefits.
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from law-abiding tazpayers, the bill directs the Attorney General to conduct
regional and local pilot employer ver-

ification projects to ensure that- employees are eligible to work in the
United States. Employers are already
required to till out the 1—9 form to verify the eligibility of employees. However, the 1-9 ystem is open to fraud
and abuse—participants in the new sy-stem will be, for the most part, exempt
from the 1—9 requirement. An improved

verification system will protect em-

ployers from unintentionally hiring illegal aliens and also protect potential
job applicants from discrimination,
The bill specifically prohibits the establishment of, any nationai ED card.
Employee verification can only be used
after an employee is offered a job, and

would require a subsequent vote in
Congress before a 'n&tional system

could be established. I was pleasedthat
the committee passed my amendments
to limit liability and cost to employers
who participate in any system.
Importantly, this bill will assist our
Government. in its primary- responsibility; protecting U.S. borders and enforcing U.S. laws.. After all, we are a nation
of laws. We cannot turn a blind eye to
those who break our immigration laws.
We simply cannot afford to al3ynlore.
We must gain greater control over our
Nation's borders, prevent illegal entry
and smuggling, and detain and swiftly
deport criminal aliens. 5. 1664 will help
achieve these objectives. Increasing

the number of Border Patrol agents,

and improving technology and equipment ,at the border has been one of my
Driorities, so I was particularly pleased

that

the comxnittee adopted my
amendments to .train 1,000 new Border

Patrol agants through the year 2000

and to require, as recomiended by

Sandia Labs in .1993, the construction
of a triple-tier deterrence fence along
the San Diego border;, and to increase
the number of INS detention spaces to
9.000 by the year 1S97. This increase in
5. 1664 will go a long way toward 'detention
will raise by 66 percent
eliminating those incentives. Under detention space
space available to the INS to
the bin. illegal immigrants are banned detain criminaj aliens
awaiting deporfrom almost all public benefits programs outright and legal immigrants tation and other aliens who ,are at risk
will have to work 40 quarters'before be- of not showing up for deportation or
proceedings, The bill also recoming eligible for most benefits. I was other
quires the Attorney General to report
pleased that the committee passed a to
Congress on how many excludable or
number of amendments I offered to deportable
aliens within the last 3
deal with this general issue: these i.n- years have been
released onto our Nadude requiring the Education Departstreets because of a lack of dement to report ,to Congress on the ef- tion's
tention facilities.
fectiveness of a new system designed to
In addition. the bill allows the Attor'ensure that ineligible aliens do not re 'ney
General to acquire U.S. Governceive higher education benefits, and re ment surplus
equipment to improve dequiring the Federal Government to re- tection, interdiction,
reduction of
imburse States for the costs of provid- illegal immigration, azid
including drug
ing emergency medical services and
'

year that was the hottest spot in Anzona. Now, with more agents having
been put in Nogales 'the people are
moving from there, east, to Douglas
and crossing the, border in that very
small comxnnrnty. As a result, it is
very. very important that there be ad-.
ditional support provided for the Immi-

gration 'and Naturalization Service in
the Douglas area, including the addition of more agents.

-

I note that at the moment; there are
some 60 temporary agents, but under
labor union contracts they can only be
assigned away from their permanent
'station for. I think, a period of 30 days.
In any event, 60 people translates into
15 people on the ground at any given
time'. There needs to be an additional ambulance services also passed. The
allocation of agents to the Douglas latter was offered on behalf of Senator
area. According to the Immigration MCCAIN. I also plan to offer an amendand Naturalization Service, illegal im- inent during this debate to ensure that,
migrants comprise about 10 percent of as the House did. illegal aliens do not
the work force in. Arizona.
receive assisted -government housing
In 'addition, accorthng to Governor benefits,
Fife Symington, Arizona incurs costs
So that aliens do not come to this
of 330 million every year to incarcerate country illegally and take jobs away

trafflckiig, and allows volunteers to
assist in processing at ports of entry
and in criminal alien removal. These
provisions will go a long way toward
effective control and operation of our
Nation's borders.
In addition to more effectively controlling our border,, further modification of our laws is needed to create dis-

incentives for individuals to enter the
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United States illegally. I plan to offer entry it will be more difficult for indi-

two additional amendments to deal viduals to simply fill out an asylum apwith this .ssue. The first wouid amend plication, be released into, the streets,
section 245(i) of the Immigration and and possibly never show up for asylum
Nationality Act, so that illegal aliens proceedings.
who become elig-ible for an immigrant
The bill we are debating this week in-

visa can no longer attain the visa by cludes provisions that Senator SIMPSoN
paying a fee that lifts the requirement and his staff have worked hard to deto depart the United States. Section velop and protect. Many of them are a
245(i) encourages people who are await- response to the Jordan Commission
ing an immigraDt visa to jump ille- recommendations. it includes biparti-

gally ahead of others, simply by paying
a fee. Senator HUTCmSON and I also
plan to offer an amendment that, with
a number of exceptions, wouid exclude

for 10 years those who have entered
without inspection from obtaining a
visa.

5. 1664 also makes clear that you
cannot skirt the law by entering the
country legally and then overstaying a
visa. Another amendment I offered

that the subcommittee adopted requres individuals who have overstayed

their visas to return home to obtain

another visa, period. And, the last successfiil
amendment
regarding
overstayers, offered by Senator ABB.AEAM and cosponsored by me, requires
visa overstayers to return home for 3
years before applying for another visa.
While this last amendment goes far, I
plan to offer an amendment with Sen-

ator HUTcms0N that wouid, wit} a

number of exceptions, exclude for 10
years those individuals who have overstayed their visas for more than a year.
For those individuals who come to
this country and commit crimes—and
there are 450,000 crimir1 in jails and

at la.rge in this country—there are provisions in the bill to keep them off our

streets and deport more quickly. I am

pleased that a bill I introduced last
year, to encourage the President to re-

negotiate prison transfer treaties so

that aliens convicted of crimes can no

longer choose whether or not they
serve out their sentences here or in
their home country, was added to the

bill. Aiso passed was my amendment to

advise the President to renegotiate
these treaties so that if a transferred
prisoner returns to the United States
prior to the completion of a sentence,
the U.S. sentence is not discharged.
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Mr. DORGAN. The Senator from Wy-

oming yielded to the Senator from Ne-

vad for a question. Does the Senator
from Wyoming control time on the
floor of the Senate at this point?
Mr. SIMPSON. I have the floor, Mr.
President.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota should be advised that Senator SIMPSON may yield
the Senator from Nevada with consan provisions on which Senators from to
sent.
both sides of the aisle have diligently
Is there any objection?
worked.
Mr. DORGAN. I object.
As we beg-in to consider this imporMr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
ta.nt bill, we have to remember that,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objecunless we protect our borders and in- tion
heard.
sist that our immigration laws are Theis Senator
from North Dakota.
taken seriously, we undermine the law,
Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
and that undermines the United States
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, what is
as a land of opportunity for all—both
foreign and native born. My grand- the status of the situation on the floor
parents immigrated to the United at the present time? Objection is susStates from HollancL I think they tained and not—
The PRESIDThG OFFICER. At the
would be concerned about how our impresent time, I will -advise the Senator
migration system works today.
The American dream must be kept from Wyoming that, absent una.riimous
alive for citizens and for those who consent to do otherwise, the Senate,
came here legally. A government not in under the previous order, will resume
control of its own borders is not serv- consideration of 5. 1664.
Mr. SIMPSON. Yes. But after the obing the public well.
I urge my colleagues to pass a bill jection, then there is no yielding of any
that will address these important prob. measure to the Senator from North Dalems. Again, I very sincerely thank the kot. He does not then take the floor.
chairman of the Immigration SubThe PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
committee of the Judiciary Committee correct.
for his long years of work in this area Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, par•and for his willingness to work with ev- liamentary inquiry.
erybody on the committee to craft the
Mr. SIMPSON. This Senator, I am
best bill possible so that he can begin advised and wanted to be absolutely
to deal with these serious problems.
certain, does control the floor, and I
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I can yield to the Senator from Nevada,
thank my colleague from Arizona. I and at the end of that time I intend to
only want to say that it has been a yield to the Senator from Wisconsin,
great joy to work with him on the Senator - FEDGOL.D, and to Senator
Committee on Immigration. He is a re- GRASSLEY, because we are doing an immarkable contributing member, briugs migration bill. We are not doing Social
a vigor and intelligence and skill to the Security. We are not doing balanced
committee, to the subcommittee, and
this morning.
to the full committee. There could not budgets
Mr.
DORGAN.
be a finer new Member of the body par- liamentary inquiry.Mr. President, participating in the measure, and it will Mr. SIMPSON. Those are subjects
be a great personal satisfaction for me that the Senator from North Dakota

that he wifl continue on with this would like to address.
issue. I certainly hope, also, that it The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senmight be in the capacity as chairman

ator is correct.
of the Subcommittee on Immigration.
I know that Senator KENNEDY will
The committee also passed a number of
amendments I cosponsored, offered by work with whoever my successor wiii IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND FINANCIAL RESPONSIBUJTY ACT
Senator ABRAB, that strengthen the be, and I think we will find certainly a
detainment and deportation of crimi- great deal of pleasure in working with 0F1996
Senator Km. I thank him very much The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
nal aliens in other ways.
There are a number of other provi- for all that he.'has done:
the previous order, the Senate will re-

sions in this bill that are important,

including provisions to streamline the
system by which asylum seekers apply
to stay in the United States. While refugees are still offered important protections, abuse of the system will be
largely curtalied by a new system allowing specially trained asylum offi-

I yield to Senator BRY of Nevada
consideration of 5. 1664, which
since the business of the floor is the sume
clerk will report.
immigration bill and since I hold the the
Mr. DORGAN. Parliamentary thfloor.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, regular
order.

Mr. SflPSON. I hold the floor. I believe that is the case.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, parcers at ports of entry to determine if liamentary
inquiry.
refuge seekers have a credible fear of Mr. SIMPSON. You recognized me. I
persecution. If they do, then they go intended to yield to Senator BRYAN.
through the process of establishing a
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, parwell-founded fear of persecution in liamentary inquiry.
order to stay in the United States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
By allowing these especially trained Km). The Senator will state the parofficers to make decisions at ports of lia.rnentary inquiry.

quiry.
The bill clerk read as follows:

A bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to increase control over
immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel
and detention facilities, improving the system used by employers to verify citizenship
or work-authorized alien status, increasing
penalties for alien smuggling a,nd document
fraud, and reforming asylum, exclusion, and
deportation law and procedures; to reduce

the use of welfare by aliens; and for other

purposes.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senleadership. W]mt we are trythe bill.
ator from North Dakota is correct to resenting
ing to do is go forward with an inuniPend1ngthis
extent:
The
pending
business
is
S.
gratioñ bill. There will be m&ny extraDorgan amendment No. 3667, to express the
sense of the Senate that a ba1aced budget 1664. The chairman of the Immigration neous amendments on this bill, I feel
constitutional amendment should protect Subcommittee, Senator SIMPSON, has quite certain. All I am trying to do is

the Social Security system by excluding the the right to be recognized under that to get to the hour of 2:15, after which
receipts and outlays of the Social Security pending business. The Chair has recog- time the Senator from North Dakota
trust funds from the budget.
nized the Senator.
do anything that he desires to do
Simpson amendment No. 3669, to prohibit
Mr. DORGAN. Parliamentary in- may
with regard to the issue.
foreign students on F—i visas from obtaining quiry.
-

At
time I yield the floor for purMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, may I posesthis
cation.
of
an
opening statement by. SenSimpson amendment No. 3670, to establish just ask my friend from North Dakota? ator Bay.i of Nevada.
a pilot program to collect information relat- I think the Chair could easily have deMr. DORGAN. I object, Mr. Presiing to noi inugrant foreign students.
termined that in recognizing the SenSimpson ainendjent No. 3671, to create ator from North Dakota, it was for the dent.
Mr. BRYAN. I thank the Chafr
new ground of exclusion and of deportation point of parliamentary inquiry. That
for falsely claiming U.S. citizenship.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I obSimpson amendment No. 3672 (to amend- was all that the Senator from North ject.
ment No. 3667), in the nature of a substitute. Dakota was seekitig. If he was recogS]MPSON. There is not anything
Several Senators addressed the nized, which he was, then certainly it toMr.
object to.
was on the point of.a parliamentary inChafr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Did the
Mr. DORGA1l. Parliamentary in- quiry. I think that is perhaps the con- Senator
from Wyoming propound as—
fusion.
quiry.
Mr.
SIMPSON.
No; I did not propose
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenMr. DORGAN. Mr. President, para unanimous-consent request. I simply
ator from North Dakota will state his liamentary inquiry: The right of—
the floor to the Senator from
inquiry, and then it is the Chair's in- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yielded
tention to recognize the Senator Cbair, the President, will state agan Neva.
Several Senators addressed the
from—
to the Senator from North. Dakota that
Mr. DORGA1l. Mr. President, the par- no one has the right to the floor when Chair.
Mr. DORGAN. Parliamentary inliamentary inquiry is this. When I of- the President is aslthig the clerk to
That is not the way the.. Senate
fered an objection to the nnnimous- read the bill, which is the regular quiry.
consent request, the unanimous-con- order. At that point in time, the Sen- operates
Mr. KENNEDY. The rules of the Sensent request was then not agreed to. At ator from Wyoming has the right to be
that moment I said, "Mr. President," recognized, and the Cbair has recog- ate require one can only yield for purposes of a question. That has been the
and the Chair recognized the Senator nizedhirn.
from North Dakota.
So the Senator from Wyoming is rec- rule for 200 years.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenI do not quite understand that the ogtiized.
right of recogutjon on the floor of the
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, par- ator from Massachusetts is correct.
Senate has changed because I read the liamentary inquiry. Did the Senator • Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
rule book about the right of recogtii- from Wyoming seek the floor when I The PRESIDING OFFICER. The distion. After I was recognized, the Sen- made the objection to the nmnimous_ tinguished majority leader.
ator from Wyoming then asked a series consent request?
free public elementary or secondary edu-

of questions of the Chair, from whom
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No.
he got a sympathetic answer, which Mr. DORGAN.
Mr. President, after
does not comport with the rules of Sen- the una.nhxnous-consent request was
ate.
made and I objected, for what purpose
I woud like to understand the cir- did the Presiding Officer recognize
the
cumstances which existed when the Senator from North Dakota? The tranChafr recognized me after I äbjected.
script will show that the President recThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ogtiized the Senator from North Daator knows that the stating of a par- kota
at that point.
liamentary inquiry does not gain the
The
OFFICES. The Prefloor. The Senator from Wyoming has siding -PRESIDING
Officer recognized
Senator
the floor. The floor was p1aed under from North Dakota for thethepurpose
of
the regular order, which the Senator inquiring what the nature of the parfrom North Dakota had called for. 1imentary inquiry was and recognjzed
Under the previous order, the Senate the Senator from Wyoming and
the
resumed consideration of 5. 1664, which manager of the bill, which is the pendis the pending business. The Chair ing business. It automatically became
asked the clerk to report. The Senator the pending business.
from Wyoming has the floor.
Mr. DORGAN. Further parliamentary
Mr. DORGA1l. Parliamentazy ininquiry.
a mistake has been
quiry. This Senator begs to differ with made here.I think
think I could easily underthe President. The circumstances of stand what Ithe
mistake is if we had the
the Senate were this: The Senator from transcript read back.
Wyoming propounded a unanimousThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senconsent request. The Chair asked if ator
Wyoming is recognized.
there was an objection. The Senator Mr.from
SIMPSON.
Mr. President, I hope
from North Dakota objected. At that that all of us understand
what the situpoint, the Senator from North Dakota ation is—I do anyway—and that is that
addressed the President, "Mr. Presi- the Senator from North Dakota. feels
dent." The President of the Senate recstrongly about an issue which he
ognized the Senator from North Da- very
proposed
that had to do with
kota. At that point I was recognized a baia.ncedyesterday
budget amendment and Soand had the floor of the Senate.
Security and offsets and that type
I do not understand the ruling or tbe cial
of thing, a rather, consistent theme by
interpretation of the Chair that leads the Senator from North Dakota that he
to a different result. I would very much talked about. There is aiso a proposal—
like to try to understand that.
I am not leadership. I am not
.

-rep-
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DASCBLE arrives is consent that consid- will go on to the terrorism conference

eration of the immigration bill be limited to relevant amendments only. Either we will finish this bill or we will
move to something else. It is my hope
we can complete action on the irn.migration bill by tomorrow evening and
then go to the Kassebaum-Kennedy
health care bill.
In the interim, we need to take care
of the conference report on terrorism.
The original bill passed the Senate last
May. We are prepared, if we cannot do

business on the immigration bill, to
move to the conference report on ter-

report, after a statement by the distinguished Senator from Wyoming, Senator SmipsoN. Maybe while we are resolving that bill, we could see if we can
resolve this one.
I said we passed this bill last May. It

was June 7 that the terrorism bill

passed by a vote of. 91 to 8. We have
pretty much the same bill. I hope we
would not spend a great deal of time on
the conference report. Then we can go
back to the irnniigration bill if we can
work out an agreement. If not—
Mr. DASCHLE. If I can respond to
the distinguished majority leader, I
hope we could use whatever time we

rorism. We would like to finish that so
that the House might complete action
on it by Thursday.
available to us to see if we can
I now ask unanimous consent that have
find some mutually agreeable schedule
during the consideration of the pending here. Our desire is to come to final
immigration bill, the bill be limited to sage on an illegal immigration bill. pasrelevant amendments only.
want to see that happen as badly
The PRESJDflG OFFICER. Is there asWe
anybody else here in the Senate. We

objection?
also recognize, however, that cirMr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, reservthe past have precluded
ing the right to object, I wonder how culrlstancesin
many times Senator DOLE has been in us from offering amendments relating
to minimum wage. We will not have, if

the opposite position, when Senator we bring up the constitution&j amendMrrcu.. and my distinguished prede- ment
to balance the budget under the
cessor, Senator BYRD, made similar rereconsideration
rules here in the Senquests on the Senate floor.
an opportunity to offer amendWe all know the circumstances on ate,
So we really have no vehicle
the Senate floor. We all know, that ments.
which to offer alteriaatives.
there are many occasions when Sen- with
I understand and certainly reators have no other opportunity to But the
majority leader's position,
raise an issue except in the form of spect
amendments to pending legislation. and I want to work with him to see if
cannot accommodate his desire and
Our Republican colleagues have done it we
ours
to complete work on the illegal
time and time again, both in this Con-

gress as well as in previous Congresses. immigration bill, as well as to have opto vote on issues that we
Given that, I propose a modification portunities
to be very important.
to the unanimous-consent request that hold
I object under the circumstances now
I think is reasonable. We would be pre- presented.

pared to offer just two nonrelevant

amendments, the minimum wage
amendment as well as the Dorgan
amendment relating to the balanced
budget proposal, and would even be
prepared to allow the Republicans a
similar number of nonrelevant amendments, with time constraints and no
second-degree amendments, in an ef-

The PRESJDflG OFFICER. Objec-

tion is heard.

Mr. DOLE. As I understand it, the

Senator had a modification to mine?

Mr. DASCHLE. Yes, I proposed a

modification.
Mr. DOLE. I object.
The PRESIDtNG OFFICER. Objection is heard.
fort to accommodate the schedule.
Several Senators addressed the
That is not, it seems to me, too much Chair.
to ask. We could accommodate that The PRESJDflG OFFICER. The
mawithin the next hour or two. We could jority leader has the floor.
even agree to a limited number of
amendments on the bill itself that are
relevant. I make that modification and

ask the distinguished majority leader
whether he would be inclined to support it. If so, I think we could find a
way in which to schedule this legislation and reach final passage.
Mr. DOLE. Maybe regulatory reform.
We have over a majority. We have 58
votes; we need 60. My colleagues on the

other side will not let us bring that to
a vote. Tht costs the average family
about $6,000 per year because of exces-

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT REQUESTS. 1664
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, what I am

going

to

propound

when

sive regulations. We think it is a reasonable nonpartisan bipartisan approach to regulatory reform. Maybe
that is an amendnent we could look
at.
What I will tell the Democratic lead-

er, I am happy to consider that, but I

Senator assume if he objects to this request, we
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IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND 1'I-

NANCLAL RESPONSmITy ACT
OF 1996
Mr. SIMPSON.

-

Mr. President, I just

reflect that Senator KY and I are
ready to go forward with this measure.

83351

participation by Republicans and partisan support. Probably, a dozen
Democrats. It was devoid of partisan- need our full attention. We were quite
ship in the consideration of various prepared—I know the leader on our side
amendments. Last evening, the Sen- had instructed us to make every effort
ator from Wyoming offered three un- to move the program forward. That
portant amendments, which we were was the sense of the Democratic memabout to accept—one to make it a de- bers of the Judiciary Committee. So,
portable offense to fa]sely claim to be Mr. President, I am distressed by that.
a citizen while applying for jobs or welas a matter of information on the
fare benefits. That is important. That Also,
bill, they did strike provican make a difference in terms of pro- terrorism
sions
that
in the previous law
tecting the American taxpayer and the that permitswere
the
Internet
to publish inAmerican worker. There is an amend- formation about how to make
bombs,
ment to keep track of the foreign stu- and then a measure that was worked
dents, to make sure they stay in school out by Senator
also'
and not work illegally. We do not have Senator BmEN, 'that ensuredand
that we
the information of what is happening were going to deal with that particular
to many of the students, whether or item. It was a matter that I brought to
not they circumvent the current laws the floor. Someone had sent it to me
and melt on into the population and over the Internet itself, and it provided
use what is a legitimate cause to come in detail about how to make bombs.
here, to subvert the efforts to try and Senator FEINSTEIN and Senator Bm
deal with illegal immigration. The
leadership to deal.with that
third proposal is where you have stu- provided
on the Internet. And now, as I underdents that come here, to go to a private stand,
for some reason that I cannot
university and end up, at the public possibly
understand, in this terrorism
taxpayers' expense, allegedly going to conference
report that particular propublic education at the burden of the vision has been
e1iniinated.

taxpayers. These are significant and
It is an issue that is very topical and -important
amendments. We debated I heard the leader say that this is
must be addressed—the issue of illegal and discussed
last evening. We pretty mtch the same measure that
immigration, the issue of legal immi- are prepared to those
came through the Senate. I have just
act
on
them.
gration. Both bills are here. One is at
listened with great interest. I wish'our
So
there
are
probably
eight
or
tune
the desk and one is being processed.

I want to assure all that immigration
reform is not a partisan issue. It never
has been and it never will be. It cannot

extremely important and controversial ranking member of our Judiciary Comwas on the floor
items that I was prepared to work out mittee,. Senator

.a time agreement on and urge col- to respond to that. I know we will have

to do so. And there were the a debate on some of those measures.
be. I just hope that before we go on leagues
other
two
which as Senator But that, along with other provisions
with these maneuvers, we recognize DoR and Iitems,
will speak to briefly, dealing with the explosives and tagging
that I do not think anyone, especially
in an election year, would want to be
known as the person that took this bill
down and left it down. It is an issue
that, as I say, is not going to resolve itself. It is a Federal issue, not a State
issue. We either resolve it, or we will

have proposition 187's in every State of
the Union. From me, I have buried my
dead many times before with regard to
both legal and illegal immigration, and
life will go on if you bury It one more
time.
Thank you.
Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.

about the minimum wage.

I would have been glad to urge the
minority leader to agree to an hour or
half hour, if that was going to be the
cost of getting a vote on the issue of

the minimum wage. We have been unable to get consideration of that measure now for over a year. And we have
seen 56 Members of the Senate—bipartisan—who have indicated they want to
address that issue. We are still denied
an opportunity to consider a bill on its
own merits with a relatively short period of time, since this is an issue that
is understood by the Members.

The PRESING OFFICER. The Sen- Every day that goes on where we
ator from Massachusetts.
deny the opportunity for an increase in
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I join the iim wage makes it clearer
with the Senator from Wyoming in be- and clearer that there are those in this
lieving that it is premature to draw body, the U.S. Senate, that refuse to
this bill down. This issue is of enor- recognize that the work is important of
mous importance in terms of dealing the men and women in this country
with the borders of this country and that work 40 hours a week, 52 weeks a
the flow of illegal immigration. It is year and are entitled to a livable wage.
enormously important in terms of en- That issue is not going to go away. We
hancing the various criminal statutes are, going to keep revisiting that, as
thaX would deal with struggling, and it the minority leader pointed out, pver
is enormously important to make sure the objections and opposition and
we are going .to protect American jobs stress to those opposed to that, until
by refusing illegals the opportunities we are at least able to deal with it in
for employment. And as the Jordan a way in which that particular issue is
Commission and the Hesburgh Commis- dealt with with a sense of dignity be-

sion pointed out, jobs are the issues
which attract the illegals. This particular measure deals with those particular proposals.
We had 6 days of markup on this in
committee. As the Senator from Wyorning pointed out, there was significant

explosives and also the reduction of the
provisions, which• were accepted in the
Senate in terms of wiretapping, which
the FBI indicated would be such a powerful force in terms of dealing with the

terrorist organizations and potential
terrorist bombs, have all been dropped

in that conference report. For what

reason I do not know. But I heard the
leader say that this measure was pretty much what was passed in the Senate. Certainly, if those measures have
been addressed and deleted or compromised, I think that we ought to—as

I am sure we will—hear Senator BmEN
and others address it.
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESmtNG OFFICER. The majority leader is recognized.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, the Sen-

ator from Massachusetts is correct.
Senator HATCH is prepared, and he will

start on the conference report. We are
not going to debate the izt.migration
bill. It is being held hostage now because of the demands on the other side.
If we do not want to do anything about
illegal immigration, I guess the Demo-

crats can make that happen. Most
Americans, by 80 percent, think we

should deal with this issue. But now we
cause of the importance that has to are going to be held hostage by Social
many of our fellow citizens.
Security amendments and minimum
So I am disappointed that we are not wage amendments. They have five or
able to move ahead. We are prepared to six others. Then they have the gall to
move along. I think many of those stand up and say, "We want to move
amendments that have been published ahead on illegal immigration." We
here could be disposed of with broad bi- know what is happening.
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If we can work out a time agreement evant amendment to any bill because
on relevant amendments, we will purdoing so would somehow indicate that

illegal immigration or the immido not want a bill to pass or they
gration bill. It passed the committee, they
are going to hold the bill hostage, we
as I understaiid, by a vote of 13 to 4. might be prepared to talk about that:
But if we are going to have extraneous But everyone knows that is not what
amendments and nonrelevant amend- this is all about. There are some here
ments to help protect some of those who do not want to deal with the issues
who voted wrong on the balanced budg- that we are attempting to address in
et amendment, we could be having this these amendments.
every day—and every day and every
So I do not think there ought to be
day. I just hope the six on the other any misunderstaiidijig or obfuscation
side who voted for a balanced budget of the question. The Question is, Do we
amendment 2 years ago would now, support passage of an illegal immigrawhen we have the vote sometime this tion bill? The answer is not only yes,
month or probably next month, vote but emphatically yes. Do we support
for the balanced budget amendment— timefrarnes within which every amendsue

we are just a couple of votes short—=and ment could be considered? The answer
send it to the States for ratification. If is yes.
three-fourths of the States ratify it, it
So I hope we can reach an agreement.

becomes part of the Constitution.
But we are now prepared to proceed
on the antiterrorism conference report.
Obviously, not every provision the Senate passed survived the conference. But

I hope now we can move on to the

counterterrorism bill and address that
in a timely manner. I am prepared to
sit down this afternoon, tonight, or tomorrow to find a way to resolve the
as I think, as the Senator from Utah procedural issues regarding how we
outlined to us in our policy luncheon, take up the immigration bill itself.
nearly every important feature in the
I yield the floor.
Senate bill survived the conference,
Mr. HATCH addressed the Chair.
and. we believe that it is a good bill The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

that should be passed as Quickly as DEWI:NE). The Senator from Utah.

possible so the House might act
If we can Work out some agreement
on imniigration, we will go back to immigration. If not, we may go to something else. It does not have to proceed

here one day at a time. I know some
would like to frustrate any efforts on
this side of the aisle. But we do have

the majority, and we will try to do our
best to move legislation that the

American people have an interest in.

fllegal immigration—wherever you go
illegal immigration is a big, big issue.
If we are going to be frustrated by efforts on the other side to hold the bill

hostage, that is up to them. They can
make it happen. Then they can explain
that to the voters in November.
Several Senators addressed the

Chair. •
The PRESmING OFFICER. The minority leader is recognized.
Mr. DASCfflE. Mr. President, I

thought we had completed the discussion on immigration. But since it ap-

pears that is not the case, let me re-

spond again.

We did not pull the bill. We could be
on that bill right now. We could be tak•ing up amendments right now. We have

already agreed to short timeframes

within which to debate the minimum
wage amendment and the Social Security amendment. We can resolve them.
by 5 o'clock this afternoon and come to
completion on the bill itself sometime
tonight. We are prepared to do that.
So do not let anybody be misled. We

are not holding this bifl hostage We
did not pull it down. We did not ask
that there be no opportunity to yote.

Welcome to the U.S. Senate. Welcome
to the U.S. Senate.
If our Republican colleagues are prepared right now, this afternoon, to say

that throughout the rest of the 104th
Congress they will never offer an irrel-
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ilLEGAL IMMIGRATION
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I hope
the Senator from Wyonung, if he has a
moment, would have an opportunity to
hear what I have to say.. The business
of the Senate as I mderstand from the

majority leader's announcement is to
come back to the bill on illegal immigration which is to be managed by the
Senator from Wyoming, Senator SIMPSON.

Let me just in a couple of minutes of
morning business say that I will likely

vote for the illegal immigration bill.
There are a couple of issues in it that

I think will be the subject of some controversy. But I think the piece of legis-

lation that has

been

constructed is

worthy, and it is a reasonably good

piece of legislation. It addresses a sub-

ject that needs addressing, and that

should be addressed. I have no problem
with this bill at all.
I believe we find ourselves in the following circumstances. Consent was
given when the piece of legislation was
introduced. Following the introduction
of the Dorgan amendment, consent was

given to the Simpson amendments. I

think they were offered, and those

amendments are pending. There is an
underlying amendment that I offered
that has been second-degreed by Senator KEMPTHORiE from Idaho. That is
apparently where we find ourselves.

I wanted to explain again briefly

what compelled me to offer an amendment on this piece of legislation. And.
if we can reach an understanding with

the majority leader, I have no intention to keep the amendment on this
legislation. But here are the carcumstances.
The majority leader has the right to

bring a reconsideration vote on the

constitutional amendment to balance
the budget at any time without debate
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and without amendment. He under- balance the budget that protects the Senate to proceed to deal with the
stands that. We understand that. He Social Security trust funds, or some issue of the minimum wage.
has indicated to me now that he does other device that allows us to register
I yield the floor.
not intend to do that in the coming on that issue before we are forced to
days. It will probably be in a couple of vote on recnsideration..
weeks. But he had previously anI want to mzke just another point on
CONCLUSION OF MÔRNThG
nounced that he would, at some point the Social Security issue because I
BUSINESS
in April, perhaps mid-April, the end of think it is so important. We are not
The PRESThG OFFICER. Morning
April, force a reconsideration vote on talking about just politics, as some business is closed.
the constitutional amendment to bal- would suggest. Some say there is no
ance the budget.
The result was because we were going
to have xo opportunity to debate or to
offer an amendment, and because some
of us feel very strongly we will vote for

a constitutional amendment provided
it takes the Social Security trust funds

and sets them outside of the other Gov-

ernment revenues and protects those
trust funds. If it does that, we would
vote for an amendment. We had done
that before. There are a number of us
on this side who have done that before.

We offered it as an amendment. We

money in the Social Security trust

fund. That is going to be a big surprise
IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
to some kid who tries to ask his father FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
what he has ii his savings account, and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
his father says you have Government the
previous order, the Senate will now
savings bonds, but there is really no resume
of 5. 1664, which
money there. That is what is in the So- the clerkconsideration
will report.
cial Security trust fund, savings bonds,
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Government securities. Of course there
A
bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
is money there.
Nationailty Act to increase control over
The problem is continuing to. do as and
to the United States by increaswe have done for recent years, and that immigration
ing border patrol ad investigative personnel
is, instead of save the surplus that we and detention facilities, improving the sys-'
every year now accumulate in the So- tem used by employers to verify citizenship

voted for it. But we will have no oppor- cial Security system, S71 billion this or work-authorized alien status, increasing

tunity to do a sinlilar thing at this year, if we instead use it as an offset
time, and my point was we would like against other Government revenues we
the Senate to express itself on that guarantee there will be no •money

penalties for alien smuggling and document
fraud, and reforming asylum, exclusion, and
deportation law and procedures; to reduce

available in the Social Security trust the use of welfare by aliens; and for other
The only way I could conceive of funds when the baby boomers retire. It purposes.
The Senate resumed consideration of
doing that was to offer a sense-of-the- is about a S700 billion issue in 10 years,
Senate resolution. The sense-of-the- and we ought to address it. It is not un- the bill.
Senate resolution was to say that when important. It is not politics. It might PenthngDorgan amendment No. 3667, to express the

issue.

a constitutional amendment to balance be a nuisance for some for us to require sense of the Senate that a balanced budget
the budget is brought back to the floor that it be addressed at some point or constitutional amendment should protect

of the Senate, it ought to include a another, but those of us who want it
provision that removes the Social Security trust funds from the other operating revenues of the Federal Government. We, incidentally, did that previously in an amendment that I believe

addressed are not going to go away.

the Social Security system by excluding the

receipts and outlays of the Social Secirity

I guess I would say at this point that trust funds from the budget.
the two issues that have been raised— Simpson amendment No. 3669, to prohibit
the one I have raised by the sense-of- foreign students on F—i visas from obtaining

the-Senate resolution I think can be free public elementary or secondary edugot 40 votes. If it does, I would vote for resolved if the majority leader, who cation.
Simpson amendment No. 3670, t establish
it and I think there are probably a half was, from our last conversation yester- a pilot
prograxn to collect information relate
dozen or dozen other Members who day, going to be visiting with the Par- ing to noninmigrant
foreign students.

would sinhilaily vote for it and we
would have 70 or 75 votes for a constitutional amendment to balance the
budget.
Because of circumstances and because of the parliamentary situation. I
offered that as a sense-of-the-Senate

liamentarian to see if we could find a
way to provide a method for a vote on
the approach I have suggested and we
have previously offered on the constitutional amendment to balance the
budget. If that happens, I do not intend
tO be continuing to press the sense-ofresolution. It was then second-degreed. the-Senate resolution that I had preThe Senator from Wyoming became viously offered.
fairly upset about that, and I under- I wanted to speak in morning busistand why. He is managing a bill deal- ness only to describe what the ciring with immigration. He said, "What cumstances are on this piece of legisla-

Simpson amendment No. 3671, to create
new ground of exclusion and of deportation
for falsely claiming U.S. citizenship.
Simpson amendment No. 3672 (to amendment No. 3667), in the nature of a substitute.

ate. We do not have a germaneness the floor has a great deal to commend
rule. 'They have offered them because it.
they felt the circumstances required
Even if we do not resolve this issue
them to offer them.
on the Social Security trust funds, I

ion I share, because I feel that the So-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming. Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, just a

prefatory remark, with regard to my
friend from North Dakota.

1 enjoy working with the Senator

from North Dakota. .We are near neighdoes this have to do with immigra- tion. I am not here to .ke life more bors in that part of the world. I can untion?"
difficult for the Senator from Wyo- derstand the depth of his very honest
Plenty of people have offered amend- ming. I have great respect for him. I conviction about Social Security and
ments that are not germane in the Sen- think the legislation he has brought to the balanced budget. It is not an opin-

The Senator from Massachusetts in-

dicated that he intends to offer an
amendment on the minimum wage, in-

creasing the minimum wage on this
piece of legislation: My expectation
would be, if there were an agreement
reached by which the Senate would be
able to agree to a vote on the minimum

wage at some point, that amendment

cial Security System is going to go

broke, whether you have it on budget,
off budget, hanging from space or comwould not intend to ask for more thaxi ing out of the Earth. It is going to go
10, 15, 20 minutes debate. I am not in- broke in the year 2029. It is going to
terested in holding up the bill. Under start its huge swan song in 2012, and
any conditions, I am not interested in the reason we know that is because the
trustees of the• system are telling us
holding up this bill.
I would agree to the shortest possible that. So I understand completely.
debate time, if we are not able to re- He is sincere in what he is doing. He
solve the issue in another way. But my is a believer in that cause and he is
hope would be in the next hour or so we persistent, dogged, and I kaow that
might be able to resolve that issue in very well. So, in that situation we will
another way. We would still, then, be just see how it all plays out.

would go away as well. I do not intend
to press my amendment if I can reach
an agreement with the m&jority leader asking, it seemz to me, based on the
to give us an opportunity to offer, ei- discussions of Senator KENNEDY, for
ther a constitutional amendment to some kind of commitment to allow the
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Mrs. FEThSTEIN. Mr. President. I
thar.k the Cba.ir. Mr. President. I join

with those in thanking the distin-

guished chairman of the Immigration
Subcommittee of the Judiciary Committee, the Senator from Wyoming, for
what is extraordinarily thankless on a

subject that perhaps has more con-

troversy than almost any other I have
seen since I have been i the U.S. Senate.
I will give my views on the bill that
is now before us, the Immigration and
Nation.a.lity Act of 1996. I come, obvi-

ously, along with my colleague, Sen-

ator BOXER, from the State most heavily impacted by illegal immigration in
the Nation. The presentation of the Irn-

migration and Naturalization Service
to the. Judiciary Committee showed
that Caiifcrnia is on a tier all by itself.
The estimates on numbers vary, but
they go anywhere fron 1.6 million to 2
million. 3 million, and even 4 million

people in our State illegally, depending

upon whom one chooses to believe.
Most authorities agree that the iight
number is in the vicinity of 2 rniflion
people in California. illegally right now.
One concern is overriding—that ille-

gal immigration is a serious problem.
Additionally, it is the responsibility of
the Federal Goverl]ment, not the
States, to prevent it. Californians went
to the ballot nd overwhelmingly ap-

proved the most stringent of propositions, proposition 187.

One part of proposition 187 provided

that if-a youngster is in this country
illegally, he or she could not go to a
public school. A teacher would have to
act as an INS agent and ferret out that
youngster and remove hinr or her from
school. Even 'more strongly, the people

said that if the parents are here illegally, that youngster wouid still be de-

nied. the right to a basic elementary

school education.
The people of California overwhelm-

ingly approved it. I believe one of the
reasons they did was out of frustration,
because the Federal Government has
not responded to what is an increasthg
and growing problem.

The bill before us today tackles illegal immigration at the border, mainly
by adding strength to our Border Patrol and border facilities. In the past 3
years, the administration and the Congress. both Houses and both parties,
have come together, recognizing the
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need and beginning to improve border. detention capacity for the incarcerThe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
infrastructure, such as lights and infra- ation of criminal aliens. I can tell you, COVERDELL). The Senator has .a right

red-seeing devices, and manpower. And Mr. President. out of 120,000 inmates in to—
the Border Patrol has, for 3 years in a the California Department óf CorrecMr. SThPSON. It is a crude exercise,
row, had additions of about 700 agents tions, between 15,O()O and 20,000 of them a truly crude exercise.
a year.
are illegal immigrants, serving felony.
CLOTURE MOTION
This legislation would add an addi- time in California. The cost to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER The
tional 700 Border Patrol agents in the State is literally hundreds of millions clerk will report.
current fiscal year, and 1,000 more for of dollars a year.
Mr. SIMPSON. What is the status of
the next 4 years, bringing -the total
The bill would áreate a demonstra- the present situation?
number of agents to 4,700 by the year tion project in ABaheim, CA, to use
The PRESIDING OFFICER. A cloture
1999. That is more than double the en- INS persoDnel to identify illegal immi- motion
has been sent to the desk.
tire force that was in place when I grants in prison, so that thy can be The clerk
will report.
came to the U.S. Senate 3 years ago. It more rapidly deported.
Mr. SIMPSON. What is the correct
would establish a 2-year pilot program
Historically, the way Congress has procedure? Is that motion appropriate
for interior repatriation. The reason handled illegal immigration is through in the midst of a singular address, at
for that is, people. come across, they what are called employer sanctions. I the time of an opening statemenLwith
are picked up, they are held for an think the intent—although I was not regard to a piece of legislation?
hour, they are sent back right across here, and the Senator from Wyoming The PRESIDING OFFICER. Aflow
the border to Tijuana. Three hours ows far better than I—was that the -the Chair to consult with the Parlater, they try- again, the same thing reason most illegals—and I say Liamentarian.
happens, and they try again and agaxn. "most"—come here illegally is because
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I sugThe pilot project would try to deter- of the lure of jobs. That is the magnet. gest the absence of a quorum.
nune whether people who are repatri- Therefore, if you remove this magnet
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senated into the interior of the country and prevent people from worng ille- ator does not have the floor.
are less inclined or less able to cross gaily, you wi.ll deter illegal immigraThe clerk will report.
that border again illegally than those tion.
Mrs. FEflSTETh. I believe I had the
In order to work, though, employer. • floor, Mr. President.
not repatriated to the interior of the
country.
sanctions need an accurate method of Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, the
The billwould add 300 full-time INS verifying whether an applicant for a Senator from California has the floor.
investigators for the next 3 fiscal years job is legally entitled to work. Up to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
to enforce laws against alien smug- this point, relying primarily on em- clerk will report.
gling, something that, today in Amer- ployer sanctions, the basis on which all The legislative clerk read. as follows:
ica, is a $3 billion industry,
illegal .ixiunigration is handled in the
CLoTun MOTION
As a matter of fact, last week, the United States, has been a colossal fail- We, the undersigned Senators, in accordJustice Department made 23 arrests in ure. The reason for the failure is that ance with the provisions of ruie Cfl of the
Calif ormia, which showed that orga- employers have no reliable way to de- Standing Rules of the Senate, do hereby
nized gangs from New York to Califor- termine if a prospective employee is le- move to bring to a close debate on the forgan amendment No. 3667 regarding Social Sema were all participating in the alien gally entitled to work.
smuggling of illegals from China to the
Let me explain why. Presently, if, an cunty:
Byron L. Dorgan, Max Baucus, Damel P.
United States in boats, transferring employer is interviewing someone for a
Moynlhan, Barbara A. MiIilskj, Tom
them to fishing boats, landing them, job, he or she might say, "Can you
Daschle, J.J. Exon, Joe Biden, Paui
providing drop houses, and movjng show me that you are legally entitled
Simon, Joe Lieberman, John F. Kerry,
them back to New York.
to work?" They can present to the emPaul Sarbanes, Fritz Bollings, D.K.
-

-

The bill would add alien smuggling ployer 29 different documents, under
and document fraud offenses to the list present law. Under present law, no-proof predicate acts under cur Nation's spective employer can say, "May I see

Inouye, Wendell Ford. Claiborne Pell,

Federal prosecutors have told me is ex- of law. So they must take one, two.
tremely important.
three or four of the 29.djfferent methThe bill would increase the maxi- ods of identification offered.
mum penalty for involuntary servitude
If somebody came in to me and I said,
to discourage cases like the one we saw "Do you have an identification to show
recently, where scores of illegal work- that you are a resident of California?"
ers from Thailand were smuggled into They would say, "Oh, yes," and hold up
our country, then put in an apartment this card. I would see that it is a Calibuilding with a fence around it and fornia identification card, and its adforced to work in subhuman conditions dress is Interlock, CA, and it has a

Mrs. FEfl'STE. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President, before I was. inter-

John Glenxi, Russell D. Feingold.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senracketeering laws, something many your green card?" That is a violation ator from California has the floor.

rupted the point I was trying to make
is that no matter how well intended an
employer is, it is extraordinarily dif-

ficult to tell the difference between

real documents and counterfeit documents, and that is what enables illegal
immigrants to obtain welfare. They are

ineligible for cash welfare programs
against their wifl in southern. Califor-- State seal on it. It is encased in plas- under Federal law now. However, if
ma.
tic, and it looks very legal to me. they have false documents, they can
This bill would strengthen staffing Wrong. This very card is a forgery. Or obtain
the very things that they are
and infrastructure at the border, and it they might hand me a Social Security prohibited from obtaining—whether it
would provide for facilities for incar- card, and I would look at it and see all is Social Security, whether it is SSI, or
cerating illegal aliens. It would require the traditional signs. The paper looks whether it is AFDC.
all land border crossings to be fully right, the color looks right. There is a
An entire industry of counterfeit docstaffed to facilitate legal crossing.
number on it and a sigature, just like
has grown up in California. The
I can tell you that in San Diego, CA, on my own Social Security card. Could uments
most frequently counterfeited docuat the border crossing gates, there are I trust it? No. This is a forgery.
ment is a birth certificate. You can pay
hours of waiting. There are 24 crossing
The fact of the matter is that on the anything from $25 for a Social Security
gates at this one station. Only one-half streets of Los Angeles, CA, you can buy card to $1.000 or more for a passport, as
of them are mamed. Consequently, both of these cards for under 350, and well as personal identification docupeople engaged in legal, normal com- you can get them in 20 minutes, and ments.
merce sit at that gate and wait, some- they can have your photograph printed
These documents are so authentictimes for many hours, backed up in on them. You can- purchase documents looking
that employers cannot tell the
traffic,
there anywhere from—
difference. In fact, it is estimated that

This bill would increase space at FedMr. SLMPSON. Mr. President, I ob- tens of thoisands of illegal immigrants
era1 detentioa facilities to at least 9,000 ject to this procedure. This is totally today ree:ve we1far benefits in Calibeds. Tha. is a 66-percent increase in out of order.
forma by using cou.nterfeit documents.
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This bill makes a major effort to re- of view of my State, the problem of il-

this problem. It reduces the num- legal immigration is severe. Forty-five
ber of acceptable employment verifica- percent of the Nation's iuegal iinrnition documents from the current to grants now reside in Cailfornia. That is
6 so that employers are better able to between 1.6 million and 2.3 million, as
determine which documents are valid. I mentioned earlier. Fifteen percent of
Employers will only have to review 6, illegal aliens are in our State prisons.
not 29.
Forty-five percent, or 150,000,
all
Also, the bill doubles the maTftnum pending asylum applications of
come
penalties against employers who know- from people in California, and 35 peringly hire illegal aiiens, increasing cent, or 40,000, of the 113,000 refugees
them from 32,000 to $4,000 for a first of- entering the U.S. claimed residency in
fense with graduated penalties for sub- California. in 1993.
duce

sequent offenses. Therefore, the bill

Our county governments are being

adds substanUal teeth to the employer- forced to absorb more and more of the
sanction laws. It establishes a pilot costs of medical care, social services,
program to test the verification system and incarceration for illegal immiunder so that employers can readily gra1ts, and those costs are going up—
and accurately determine an appli- not dowi. In the 1996-1997 fiscal year,
cant's eligibility to work.
Caiifornia will spend $454 million in inThe system could also be used to de- carceration costs for criminal aliens.
termine an applicant's eligibility for So it is fair to say that the State
public benefits, therefore, avoiding most affected by this bill is the State
welfare fraud. It also attacks the seri- of California. This U.S. Senator strongous problem of document fraud by set- ly supports this legis1ation. The need is
ting Federal standards for making key very clear.
identification documents, birth certifiMr. President, at a later time, I
cates, and drivers' licenses tamperproof would like to complete this statement,
and counterfeit res.staxit. The result is and also at the appropiiate time to
that the most counterfeited document, present a series of amendments that
a birth certificate,
would
be deal with certain unresolved issues.
counterfeitproof, as would drivers' liI have some major concerns about
censes.

the triple fence th the bill, about the

The bill before us would increase the fact that cases brought under the bill
crin1ii.1 penalties for document fraud, be tried in Federal court rather than in

including raising the mimum fine for State court, and that the deportation
fraidulént use of the Government's documents be written in Spanish as
seal to $500,000, and increasing the fine weU as in English. I hope I can offer
for lying on immigration documents to these amendments at a later time.
$250,000 and 5 years in prison. The bill
I thank the Chair.
also denies the earned-income tax credI yield the floor.
it to persons here illegally.
You might say, is this a strong,

tough bill? I would have to say, yes. It

is a strong, tough bill. Former Con-

gresswoma Barbara Jordan and the
immigration commission which she

chaired said this eloquently. "We are a
Nation of laws." We are also a Nation
that has the most liberal immigration
quotas in the world today. No country
absorbs more foreign-born people than
does the United States of America in
the course of a year.
So there is more opportunity for an
individual to come to the United

States than virtually any other place

on Earth. Therefore, because we are a
Nation of laws and because we have a

liberal immigration system, it is not
unjust, unfair, or unwise to require
that we follow our laws and make sure
that we enforce the prohibition against
iuegal entry.into our country.

The largest source of illegal inmi-

gration, next to visa overstays, comes
from people who slip across our borders. That is what this bill addresses.
The bill also addresses visa overstays.
As many as 700,000 people L year overstay their visas. This bill would require

that immigrants who overstay their

visas either be deported or be denied
future visas. So there is some visa enforcement in this legislation.
The need for the legislation has been
and will be explained at length over the
course of this debate. From the point
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to implement a balanced budget amendment

to the United States Constitution sa1l spe-

cificafly prevent social security benefits

The Senate continued, with the con- from being reduced or social security taxes
sideration of the bill.
from being increased to meet the balanced
AMENDMErr NO. 3672

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I now

budget requirement.

Mr. SflvIPSON. Mr. President, I yield

submit a request. It has been cleared the floor to Senator DORGAN.
through the leadership on both sides of The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Who
yields time? The Senator from North
the aisle, as I have been advised.

I ask nniinous consent that the

Dakota.

Senate now resume consideration of Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I yield
aniendment No. 3672. the Simpson-. myself such time as I may consume. A
Kempthorne amendment. as modified. couple of colleagues w]sh to come to
and that there be 30 minutes for de- speak on this amendment as well.
First of all, the circumstances are we
bate. 20 minutes under the control of
Senator DolGA1, 10 minutes under the wifl vote on a Kempthorne aniendment.
control of Senator DOMENICI: to be fol-

I have no objection to that amend-

lowed by a vote on or in relation to the ment. I intend to vote for it.
amendment without further action or It contains conclusions that I supdebate. And immediately following port, talks about the desire to balance
that vote, regardless of the outcome, the budget, to do so without Social Sethe Senate proceed to vote on or in re- curity benefits being reduced or Social
lation to the Dorgan aniendment. No. Security taxes being increased. I have
no objection to that. I intend to vote
366?.
it.
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Without forBut
that is not the issue. The issue is
objection, it is so ordered.
the second vote on the amendment
AMENDME?T NO. 3612. AZ MODWmD
a sense-of-the-Senate
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. I send that I offered,
That aniendment is very
the modification of the amendment to resolution.
simple. It is an amendment that says
the desk.
when a constitutional aniendment
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The that
to
balance
the budget is brought to the
aniendment is so modified.
Amendment No. 3672. as modified, is floor of the Senate it ought to include
a firewall between the Social Security
as follows:

funds and the other revenues of
At the end of the amendment add the fol- trust
the Federal Goveriiment.

lowing:

The reason I feel that way is because
1) social security is supported by taxes deducted from workers' earnings and matching we are now accumulating a yearly surdeductions from their emp'oyers that are de- plus in the Social Security trust funds.
posited into independent trust funds:
It is not an accident. It is a deliberate
(2) over 42,000.000 Americans. including part of public policy to create a surplus
over 3.000,000 children and 5.000.000 disabled

workers and their families, receive social security benefits:
(3) social security is the on]y pension prograin for 60 percent of older Americans;
(4) aimost 60 percent of older beneficiaries
depend on social security for at least half of
their income ad 25 percent depend on social

in the Social Security trust funds now
in order to save for the future.
The reason I know that is the case is
because in 1983 I helped write the Social Security reform bill. I was a member of the House Ways and Means Com-

mittee at the thne. We decided in the

security for at least 90 percent of their in- Social Security reform bill to create
come;
(5) 138.000.000 American workers pay taxes

savings each year. Tbi year $71 billion
more is coming into the Federal Gov(6) social security is currently a self-fl- ernment in receipts from Social Secunaced program that is not contributing to rity taxes over what we wiB spend this
Into the social security system;

the Federal budget deficit; in fact, the social year—a $71 billion surplus this year
security trust funds now have over alone, not accidental but a surplus de3400.000.000.000 in reserves and that surplus signed to be saved for the future.
will increase during fisca' year 1995 alone by
It is not saved for the future if it is
an additional $70.000.000.000;

used as an offset against other revenue
the Federal Goveriment. If it is simto pay rnonthiy benefits for current ad fu- of
ply becoming part of the revenue
(7) these current reserves wifl be necessary

ture beneficiaries when the annual surpluses
stream that is used to balance the
turn to deficits after 2018;
(8) recognizing that social security is cur- budget and the operating budget defirently a self-financed program. Congress in cit, it means this 371 billion will not be

1990 established a "firewafl" to prevent a there when it is needed.
raid on the social security trust funds;
I have heard all of the debate about.
(9) raid.ing the social security trust funds well, this is just an effort by some of
would further undermine confldence in the those who would not vote for the other
system among younger workers:
(10) the American people overwhelmingly

reject arbitrary cuts in social security benefits: and
(11) social security beneficiaries throughout the nation deserve to be reassured that
their benefits will not be subject to cuts and
their social security payroll taxes will not be
increased as a resultof legislation to implement a balanced budget amendment to the
United States Constitution.

constitutional amendment to balance

the budget. just an effort to justify
their vote. No. There were two con-

stftutional aniendments to balance the
budget offered in the U.S. Senate last
year. One of them balanced the budget
and did so by the year 2002. using the
Social Security trust funds as part of
the operating revenue in the Federal
(b) SENsE OF THE SATE.—It is the sense Government. I do not happen to think
of the Senate that any legislation required that is the way we ought to do it.
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The Senator from Illinois, Senator
crease payroll taxes in the 1980's, as did

SfloN, is on the floor. He has been one most Members of Congress. in order
to
of the authors of that particular
have that money go into the operating
amendment. I happen to know that he budget of the United States and
be
changed his mind on this issue. He saved for the futurein the Socialnot
Secuoriginally felt we should not include rity trust funds as we promised the
the Social Security trust fund money
people it would be.
as part of the operating revenue of the American
Last year the Budget Committee
Federal budget.
to the floor of the U.S. Senate
I still believe fervently we should not abrought
budget.
They said, "Here is our baldo that. One of the sober, sane things anced budget."
And on page 3 it says,
that was done in the 1980's in public
in 2002, S108 billion. How
policy was to create a surplus each "Deficits—"
can that be the case? Because techyear in the Social Security accounts to nically they say, "We haven't yet balsave for the future when it is needed, anced the budget, technically in law,
when the baby boomers retire. To sim- but what we have done is promised we
ply decide to throw that all in as oper- will use this money to show a zero balating revenues and provide for it in a ance because these Social Security
constitutiona.l amendment to the Con- trust funds, to the tune of $108 billion,

stitution, and use it to help balance
the operating budget of the Federal
Government, is in my judgment not
honest budgeting.
We are either going to save this or

not. If we are not going to save it we
ought not collect it from the workers.
If the workers have it taken from their
paychecks and are told, "This money

will be used to balance the Federal
budget."
It is not an honest way to do busi-

ness. It ought not be done. We can, in

my judgment, remedy this problem

very quickly. Voting for my sense-ofthe-Senate resolution, and including in
the constitutional amendment to balance the budget that is brought to the
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ask unanimous consent that I be permitted to speak for 3 minutes and not
have it charged to either side.
The PRESflG OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I agree
with 90 percent of what my friend from
North Dakota has to say. Where I do
differ is—and let me add in the Budget

Committee I supported Senator FIuTz
HoLujGS in saying that we should exclude Social Security as we balance the
budget. I cosponsored that legislation.
What is true, however, is that the balanced budget amendment that -We proposed, as it was, protects Social Secu-

rity more than the present law does.

Bob Myers, chief actuary for Social Security for 21 years, strongly supported
the balanced budget amendment saying
it was essential to the protection of Social Security.
I recognize that we are close to getting something worked out. I hope we
can. I do tktnk it is unrealistic, the
amendm,ent offered by my friend from

coming from your paycheck goes into a floor of the Senate, the provision I North Dakota, that by the year 2002,
Social Security trust fund," and if it have described, which is fair to the we can do this, excluding Social Secugoes into the Social Security trust American workers, keeps our promise rity. I think if we go on a glidepath for
fund and then is used as other revenue with the American workers, is fair to a few years later, that can be worked
to balance the Federal operating budg- senior citizens. in this country, and out.
To those who question that, that proet, it is not going to be there when the does what we said in 1983 we were going
baby boomers retire:
to do for, the future of the Social Secu- vides a great deal more protection than
you have in the present law. The
That is the import of this amend- rity system.
ment. If those who propose a constituI am a little weary of hearing people present law gives theoretical protectional amendment to balance the budg- stand on the floor, of the Senate saying tion, but it is not there. The Constituet would bring to the floor a constitu- the Social Security system is going tion gives muscle to that.
Now, I add that I want to make sure
tionai amendment with section 7 broke. The system has been around 60
changed as we proposed it previously year& In the year 2029, which is 30- th&t, in the years we have deficits, we
and voted on it that says it is identical some years from now, we have financ- fill those deficits, that we do not exin every respect to the constitutional ing problems with it, yes, but we are clude both the receipts and the deficits,
amendment offered by Senator SnoN, going to respond to those long before because the time will come—I may not
Senator DoLE, and others with the ex- 2029. For someone to say a system that be around to need it but the Senator
ernption that the Social Security trust has been around here for some 60 years from North Dakota will—when we need

funds- shall not be used as operating is going to go broke because in the
revenue in the Federal budget to, bal- year 2029—33 years from now—we have
ance the budget, they would get 70 or 80 financing trouble is, in my judgment,
votes, 75 votes perhaps for a constitu- u.nfathomable.
tional amendment to balance the budg- This is a wonderful contribution to
this country of ours, the Social Secuet.
Because they did not do that, they rity system. We can and have made it

fell one vote short. They intend to
bring a constitutio amendment to

balance the, budget to the floor of the
Senate again, and have announced they
intend to do it under a reconsideration
vote. They have a right to do that. We
simply want an opportunity to provide
a sense-of-the-Senate resolution to say
to all of those in the Senate, when you
bring this, do it the right way this

to protect those deficits and make
clear that is a liability of the Federal
Government.'

I am hopeful something can get

worked out yet. There are various versions floating around right- now It
would be a great day for the American
work,, and will make it work in the fu- public if we could get it worked out.
ture. But I will guarantee you that it, Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, parwill not work in the future the way we liamentary inquiry. How much time do
expect it to, to help the people who are the Democrats have and how much

going to retire in the future in this time do I have?
country, the baby boomers especially;

The PRESmfl'G OFFICER. There is

if we do not take steps to protect the remaining 12 minutes 15 seconds under
Social Security trust funds and use the control of Senator DORGAN and 9

them for the purpose that they were in- minutes 50 seconds under the control of
tended back in the 1983 Social Security the Senator from New Mexico.
•Mr. DOMENICL Mr. President, I am
time. If you do it the right way, you Reform Act.
President, I reserve the balance not sure I need all my time. Let me
will, in my judgment, pass a constitu- ofMr.
my time
yield myself 5 minutes at this point.
tional amendment to balance the budgThe PRES1Dfl'G OFFICER. Who
Mr. President, I guess I start this by
et out of this Senate and send it to the yields
time?
paraphrasing Ronald Reagan: Here we
States for ratification.
SIMON Mr. President, what is go again. Every time we get into a balThat is what this sense-of-the-Senate theMr.
parliamentary
situation?
anced budget debate, someone tries to
vote is about. It is not about protectThe
?RESfl'G
OFFICER.
The time claini that Congress is raiding the Soing anybody. It is not about settiiag- up is under the control of Senator DOMEN-

a scarecrow. It is about very serious, ici and Senator Do&. Senator DORimportant public policy issues. Anyone
has approximately 12 minutes left
who says this is not an important or GAN
of his time. Senator DOMENICI, who I do
erious issue apparently masunder- not
see at this point, has 10 minutes
st.aids what the policy issues are here. under
his time.
I did not vote to reform the Social SeMr. SIMON. Mr. President, since I
cimty system—I did not vote to in- have not spoken to Senator DoMicI, I

cial Security trust fund. Every single

time it happens, somebody gets up and
claims we are not doing it right.
I simply want to note that there is a

bit of irony in this debate in the Dorgan amendment. In 1995, we saw a
plethora of budget proposals from both

sides of the aisle. We saw a number
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from that side of the aisle. Indeed, at there by 2002, which I
is
last count, the President himself has everybody's agenda, I believethink
it is inproposed 10 different budgets since January 1995. Each and every one of those
budgets, including the President's 1997
budget, includes Social Security in the
deficit calculations.

which for more than 20 years has been

I am not suggesting that is in any used in almost every exaniination of
way violating the law, because it is the impact of the Federal budget on
not. It is not violating the law to the people of this country.

produce a balanced budget and call it a
Maybe I .m missing something.
balanced budget under the unified con- Maybe somebody knows another
way
cept which has been used since Lyndon to do it by 2002 and reduce the expendiJohnson's time, when at the direction tures of our Government by another
of Arthur Burns, one of the best econo- $190 to 3200 billion. I do not believe, in
mists. we have ever had serve us, the my efforts, which I think have been at
United States decided to put every- least, if not successful, at least we have
thing on budget, because everything on shown various ways—and it has been a
that budget had an impact on the econ- rather formidable exercise—I do not
omy of the United States. So does the think we have ever come up with azytrust fund. have an impact on the econ- thing that could do that.
omy. The unified budget was a concept
While I understand the debate is a
of putting everything on there that has useful debate, we ought to be very conany economic impact on the people of cerned about it. I think it is truly,

the United States and the American "Here we go again," and I hope the
economy.
Senate decides we ought to get on
Somehow, it seems to me, we have U.S.
with
the subject, get a balanced budgsome kind of a gap here. Unless I am et, and
get a constitutional amendreading wrong, Senator DASCBLE, Senment and not do the sense of the Senate at this point.
Mr. DORGAN. I yield 7 minutes to
the Senator from South Carolina, Sen-

ator DOJtGAN, two of the sponsors of
this so-called Social Security amendment, promoted a balanced budget here
in the U.S. Congress. If I am wrong, the ator HOLLINGS.
Senator can tell me I am wrong. SomeMr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
how, it seems to me that something thank
the distinguished Senator from
must have escaped, escaped the mind, North Dakota.
because thaX plan could only claim to
I do not take any pleasure
reach balance in 2002 including the So- inObviously,
correcting the record made by my
cial Security trust fund.
distinguished chairman of the Budget
As a matter of fact, I have not seen Committee.
I served as chairman of the
any budget produced that has been of- Budget Committee
had the best of
fered as an instrument upon which we cooperation from and
the distinguished
would vote here in the Senate that pro- Senator from New Mexico.
I hope we
duces the kind of balanced budget that can cooperate again in getting
balis now being encouraged by this sense anced budget amendment to theaConof-the-Senate resolution. The Repub- stitution that protects social security.
lican budget, the first one that bal- Last year on March 1, 1995, five Senanced the budget, the first one to pass ators signed a letter to the majority
Congress to balance the budget in two leader stating that we were ready, willgenerations, also included the Social ing and able to vote "aye" on a balSecurity trust funds in this deficit cai- anced budget amendment to the Conculation.
so long as we did not repeal
That does not mean that in doing stitution
statutory law of the United States
that you are detracting from the sol- the
prohibits the use of Social Secuvency of the Social Security fund. As a that trust
funds in computing either
matter of fact, in each and every one of rity
or surpluses of the Federal
the budgets I have been discussing, to deficits
my recollection, the nine the President Government.
Now my distinguished ffiend from
has offered, two of which have been New
says that both sides use it,
balanced, the others that I have re- and heMexico
of course, with President
ferred to in a very, very formidable Lyndonstarts,
Johnson.
way, those budgets do not touch Social
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conSecurity. They do not touch the bene- sent
to have printed in the RECORD a
fits. They do not touch the taxes that
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Mr. HOLLINGS. If you look at this
table, you can refer to 1969 when we
had the last budget balanced. I happened to have been here and to have
voted for it That is a unique experi-

ence.

If you look down to, the 1997 budget
that we will be working on, you can see
the intent to use $127 billion—$127 billion in trust funds. Up, up and away.

I hold in .my hand this light blue

book entitled "Budget Process Law An-

notated." You will not find the word

"unified" in it. You, will, however, find

section 13301 of the statutory laws of
the United States.

I ask unanimous consent to have

that section printed in the RECORD at
this point.
budget
table
of
the
deficits
and
surThere being no objection, the mateare attributable to Social Security. pluses for the past 40 years.
nal was ordered to be printed in the
You get a balanced budget without in
There being no objection, the mate- RECORD, as follows:
any way doing harm to the Social Se- rial
was ordered to be printed in the
SUBTITLE C—SOcIAL SEcuarry
cunty trust fund and the taxes that are REcORD,
as follows:

imposed on the .American people in

SEC.

Frankly, it seems to me, for those

who would like, to make sure we get a
balanced budget and not use the Social
Security trust fund in the calculations,

I wonder how they get to balance. I
have not seen any proposals that have

accomplished that. From this Senator's standpoint, if we are going to get

13301. Off-BUDGET STATUS OF OASDI
TRUST FUNDS

order to get that done.

budget
President and year

(Outlays

1tt

Gcos
Real

Federal
deb!

in Dii—

Truman

1950

inter.

(biIlians

ins)
1945
1946
1947
1948

Cms

92.7

5.4

551

.._....

3.9

.34.5
29.8
38.8
42.6

3.4

—10.9
+13.9
+5.1
—0.6

3.0
2.4
—0.1

—&3

260.1
271.0
257.1
252.0
252.6
256.9

)()
()

(a) EXCLU5ION OF SOCIAL SEcURITY FROM

ALL BUGr5.—Notwithstanding any other
provision of law, the receipts and disbursements of the Federal Old-Age Survivors Insurance Trist Fuxid and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust Fund shall not be count-

ed as new budget authority, outlays, re-

ceipts. or deficit or surplus for purposes—
(1) the budget of the United States Government as submitted by the President,

_____
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(2) the congressona1 budget. o1

Bradley. Breaux, Bryan, Bumpers, Burdick.

(3) the Balanced Budget and ergency Byrd. Conrad. Cranston, Daschle, DeConcin.i,
Dixon, Dodd. Exon, Ford, Fowler, Glenn,
(b) EXCLUSION OF SOCIAL SEC1JRTY PROM Goie, Graham, Harkin, Helfin, Hollings,
CONGRESSIONAL BtJDGET.—Section 301(a) of Inouye, Johnston, Kenl3édy, Kerrey, Kerry,
the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 is Kohi, Lautenberg, Leahy, Levin, Lieberxnan,
Deficit Conol Act of 1985.
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trust funds. But in March of last year

they were trying to get a balanced

budget amendment to the Constitution
that used an additional $636 billion in
Social Security trust funds.
Under that approach. we would come
Metzenbawn, Mikulsk, Mitchell, Moyuban,
Nunn. Pd, Pryoi, Reid. R.iegle, Robb, around to the year 2002 and say.
Rockefeller, Sanford. Sarbanes, Sasser, Shel- "Whoopee, we have finally done our

amended by adding at the end the folloWthg
"The concurrent resolution shaM not include
the outlays and revenue totals of the old a.ge,
survivors, and disability insurance piogram by. Simon, Wirth.
duty under the Constitution and we
established under title II of the Social SecuRepublicans (43 or 96%)—Bond. Boschwltz, have balanced the budget." But we
nty Act oi the related provisions of the
Burns, Chafee, Coats, Cochran. Cohen.
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 in the surplus or D'Amato, Danlorth. Dole, Dome.ici, Duren- would have at the same time caused at
deficit totals required by this subsection or bergei, Garn, Gorton, Gramm, Grassley, least a trillion-dollar deficit in Social
in ay other surplus oi deficit tOt2J5 c Eztch, Hatfield, Heinz. Helms, Humpbrey, Security. Who is going to vote to inqwred by this title.".
Jeffords, Kassebaum, ICasten, L.ott, Luga.r, crease Social Security taxes, or any
Mr. HOLLThTGS. Mr. President, sec- Mack, McCain, McClure, McConnell, Mur- other tax, to bring in a trillion dollars?

tion 13301 says you cannot use Social• kowski, Nickles, Packwood, Presslei, Roth.

That is our point here. That is why
Security. In our failure to follow that Rudmaii, Simpson, Spectei, Stevens, Symms, we have, offered this sense of the Senlaw, we should not wonder why the po Thurmond, Warner, Wilson.
ate. What happens is the media goes
ple do not have any faith or trust in
NAYS (2)
right along. I want to quote from an
their Government.
Repub1icas (2 o1 4 %)—Armstrong, Wal- April 15 article in Tinie magazine
Let us go back to Social Security. In lop.
which talks about the surpluses in the
1983, we increased the Social Security
Mr. HOLLmGS. Mr. President. when highway trust fund:
payroll taxes in order to save the pro- the both sides continued to use the Sur- Supporters argue, rightly, that the money
gram. We said these moneys would be pluses—I teamed up with Senator M0Y- would go where it was intended—building
used only for Social Security. We were NIHAN. I said. "Look, you are ising roads and operating airports. But the supgoing to balance the budget for general these -moneys for defense, education, posedly untapped funds are actually an acgovernment and build up Social Secu- housing, foreign aid, for everything but counting figment.

rity surpluses to ensure that money Social Security. Let us just stop the
would

be

there

when

they

baby increase in taxes on Social Security."

boomers retire. However, working in
the Budget Committee with the distinguished Senator from New Mexico, you
could see what was happening. Budget
deficits went up. up and away. We had

less than a trillion-dollar debt when

That is what we wifl have to say

about Social Security in 2002 because
So exactly 5 years ago, on April 24, the money will not be there. Let us cut
1991, the thstinguished Senator from out this charade, stop the fraud, and be
New Mexico• moved to table the Moy- honest with each other. Let us get
zihan-Kasten-Hollings
amendment truth in budgeting.
that would have reduced Social Secu- I reserve the remainder of our time.
rity revenues in the budget resolution
Mr. DORGA. Mr. President. I yield 2

Reagan came to town. It is now $5 tril- by about $190 billion.
lion. So in the Budget Committee, on
I ask nTii,imous consent that that
July 10. 1990, I offered an amendment vote be printed in the RECoRD.
to. protect the surpluses in the Social
There being no objection, the mateSecurity trust fu.nd. It was my amend- rial was ordered to be printed in the

minutes to Senator FORD.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I thank my

friend from North Dakota. I think everyone should havefl listened to my

friend from South Carolina. He has
been there from year one. He knows
vote of 20-1.
the history of it. He understands it.
Dome.ici
motion
to
table
the
MoymanI ask n,i1,imous consent to have the Kasten-Hollings amendment which reduces and he says it straight.
vote printed in the RECORD.
Social Security revenues in the budget resoI listened to my good friend from
There being no objection, the mate- lution by $24.6 bilLion in FY 1992, $27.6 billion New Mexico. chairman of the Budget
rial was ordered to be printed in the in 1993, S38i billion n 1994. $44.0 billion in Cornm.tttee, one of the smartest fiianREcoRD, as follows:
1995, and 361.7 billion in 1996: and returns So- cial wizards in the Senate. I believe.
cial Security to pay-as-you-go fiiancmg.
HoxuGs MOTION To REPoRT ThE SOCIAL
ment that passed the committed by a

SEct,arry PRESERVATION ACT

RECORD, as follows:

YEAS (60)

The Conm3fttee agreed to the Hoflings mo-

honestly and sincerely, that he knows
how to operate to be sure that Social

Democrats (26 or 47%)—Baucus, Bentsen.
tion to report the Social Security Preserva- Bingama, Bradley, Breaux. Bumpers. Thzr- Security funds are not used. He says he
tion Act by a vote of 20 yeas to 1 nay:
dick, Byrd., Conrad. Daschle,. DeConcini, only wants to use them for calculation.
Yeas: Mr. Sasser, Mr. Hoijings. Mr. John- Dixon. Ford. Glenn, Gru. Heflm. John- He does not touch the fund. the taxes:

ston. Mr. Riegle, Mr. on, Mr. Lautenberg, ston, Kohl, Lautenberg,. Levin, Mikulski, he does not touch anything. If you do
Mr. Simon. Mr. Sanford. Mr. Wirth, Mr. Robb, Rockefeller, Sasser. Shelby, Simon.
not touch them. why use them? If you
Fowler, Mr. Conrad. Mr. Dodd, Mr. Robb, Mr.
Republicans (34 or 79%)—Bond. Brown, do not touch theni, why use them?
Domenici, Mr. Boscwitz. Mr. Symms, Mr. Burns. Chafee. Coats. Cochraii, Cohen,
We have a contract with the people of
Grassley, Mr. Kasten, Mr. Nickles, Mr. Bond.
Nays: Mr. Gramm.

DAznato, Danlorth, Dole. Domen.ici. Duren- this country. Social Security is doing
bergei, Garn, Gorton, Granm; Grassley. HatThere are 8.4 million new jobs,
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President. after field. Jeffords, Ia.ssebaurn, Lott, - Luga.r. better.
all of them paying into Social Secuour success in the Budget Committee, I McCain, McConnell. Murkowski, Packwood,

Things are beginning to look a litworked with Senator Heinz to offer the Pxessler. Roth. Rudmai, Simpson. Smith, rity.
tle better. But if we take Sociai Secu-

same amendment on the Senate floor Specter. Stevens. Thurmond, Warner.
on October 18, 1990. The vote was 98-2,

NAYS (38)

rity funds to balance the budget, then

nedy, Kerrey, Kerry. Leahy. Lieberman.

fore that. it excluded Social Security

are deceiving the American public.
Democrats (29 or 53%)—Adains, Akaka. weI voted
for a balanced budget every
New Mexico voted both in July, and in Biden. Boren, Bryan, Cranston. Dodd. on. time except the last time because. beFowler.
Gore.
Barkn.
Hollings.
Inouye.
KenOctober to not use Social Security

and the diztingu.ished Senator from
.

trust funds.

Mitchell, Moyxilban. Nuiin, funds. This last time, it included Social
I ask niiimous consent that that Meenbaum,
Pell. Rei& R.iegle, Sanfoid, Sarbanes, Security funds. You had at least seven
vote be printed in the RECORD.

Wellstone, Wirth.
votes—we would be in the sevenThere being no objection. the mate- Republicans (9 oi 21%)—Craig. Hatch. more
ties
on
the balanced budget amendrial was ordered to be printed in the Helms. Kasten, Mack, Nickles. Seymour. ment had
you said we exclude Social
RECORD, as follows:
Symrns. Wallop.
Security moneys.
Hollings-Heinz, eZ al., amendinet wch
NOT VOTDG (1)
So when you say you are not using
excludes the Social Security ust Funds Democrats (1)—Proi.
them, you will not spend them. you are
from the budget deficit calculation, begmning in FY 1991.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, on not going to touch taxes, there ought
November 13, 1995, the Senator from to be a way. and there should be a way.

Democrats (55 or 100%)—Adams, Akaka., —New Mexico again joined with us on a that we can pass a balanced budget
Baucus, Bentsen, Biden, Bingaman, Bores, vote of 97—0 not to use Social Security here without using those funds.
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I hope my colleagues will listen to. news conference on the status of budget ne- you want to say 4 years after that you
Senator DORGAN and Senator HOLUNGS

and that we approve this sense-of-theSenate resolution.
I suspect my time has expired. I yield
the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who.
seeks recognition?

gotiations. It is unclear to us why your pub-

will balance without the 'o

the
lic comments concerning the budget con- funds, fine. You put that on a line and
tinue to grow more pessimistic even as the show it.
gap between our two plans continues to narrow.

I say to my friend, Senator HOLLThIGs,

We believe a workable solution to bal- that we are engaged now in trying to
arcing the budget is indeed at hand. Since write some language for a balanced
our House counterparts appear less willing,

budget constitutionally which would

Mr. DOMENICL How much time does or less able, to dicuSs alternatives, we ask put it in baia.nce in the unified way by
the Senator from New Mexico have?
that you take the initiative and join us to
certain time, and under the ideas
The PRESIDThG OFFICER. The Sen- build support for a "common ground" bal- a
that
the Senator from South Carolina
ance
budget.
This
budget
would
be
based
on
ator has 4 minutes.
by 4 years later to try to put that
Mr. DOMENICL Mr. President. I told the Sill billion in reductions to which all has,
Senator DORGAN I would ue our time parties in the budget negotiations have al- in the constitutional amendment. We
agreed. (Please see the attached cbart are working with the Senator and othup and he could close. Senator SIMPSON ready
outlining those areas of agreement.)
We hope to have it done very soon,
has arrived. He is never without some- Democrats and Republicans have made a ers.
at which point when it clears with the

thing to say on this subject. I yield great deal of progress over the past few
from South Carolina and othhalf of my reminig time to the Sen- weeks in narrowing the ap between our two Senator
ator from Wyoming.
plans. The biggest remaining gap, of coue, ers, we will be glad to give it to the
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Senator.
It will not take 2 miuutes. It does not
take too many minutes to explain that
there is no Social Security trust fund.
To come to this floor time after time
and listen to the stories about the Social
Security
trust fund is
phantasmorgia and alchemy. There is

it the difference between our two tax cut leadership to see what they want to do
proposais. The current Republican plan calls with it.
I thank the Senator for his comfor $115 billion more in tax cuts than does
the plan offered by the President ad Con- ments. Even though they were not all
gressional Democrats. Your plan pays for directed to agreeing with me, we are
these additional tax breaks by cutting $132 working on the same wavelength.
billion—above ad beyond what Democrats
I yield the floor and yield any time
have agreed to—from programs that are es- which I may have.
sential to worldng families.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, how
no Social Security trust fund. The Spefically, your plan cuts Medicare by $44 much
ren.iris?
trustees know it, we know it, everyone billion more than the Democratic plan. It The time
PRESIDING OFFICER. Three
cuts Medicaid by $26 billion more. It cuts doin this Chamber ows it.
What you have is a law that says if mestic invesnents in areas such as edu- minutes twenty-one seconds.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, let me
ad the environment by S52 billion
there are any reserves in the Social Se- cation
more. And it raises taxes on working fami- use the remaming time.
curity system, they will be invested in lies by $10 billion.
I guess now we have heard the three
securities of the United States, based The Democratic plan, by contrast, allows stages
of denial. Let me rephrase the
on the full faith and cretht of the Unit- us to balance the budget in seven years using three stages
denial.
ed States. Therefore, they are. They CBO numbers, provide a reasonable tax cut One, thereofare
no Social Security
of
$130
billion
for
working
fa.rnilies,
and
still
consist of the bills, savings bonds, and
trust funds;

they are issued all over the United
States. Some here own them, and

protect Medicare, Medicaid, education, and
the environment.

Two, if there are Social Security

We should act decisively to ba1ace the trust funds, we are not using them to
banks own them. The interest on those budget
immediately. If balancing the budget baia.nce the budget;
is paid from the General Treasury, not is the goal,
we can reach it now by banldng
Or, three, if there are Social Security
some great kitty or some Social Secu- the "common ground" savings on which we trust
funds and we are using them to
rity piggy bank. This is the greatest all agree.
the budget, we will stop by the
We ask you to return with us to the White balance
deception of all time.
2006.
The sooner we wake up and realize House to resume budget negotiations with year
three positions have been given
tha.t the trustees of the Social Security the Administration before the current con- usAll
in response to our position on this
tinuing resolution expires next Friday, Janusystem, consisting of three Members of ary
26. If you will agree to return to the floor—the three stages of denial.
the President's Cabinet, consisting of table,
redice your tax cut, and adopt the
I watched the debate on the floor of
Dona Shalala, Robert Rubin, and Rob- "common ground" reductions to which we the
House of Representatives the other
ert Reisch, Comzmssioner Shirley have all agreed, we can reach an agreement night.
A fellow had a chart, and he
Cha.ter, one Republican and one Demo- immediately. We can balance the budget in talked about
the income tax burden by
crat, are telling u. this system will be seven years—and provide America's families various groups
taxpayers. He said,
broke in the year 2029 and will begin to with tax relief—without eviscerating the you look at theoffolks
at the bottom
programs
on
which
their
economic
security
go broke in the yea.r 2012—there is no dependz.
level
here.
They
are
not
paying higher
way to avoid it unless you cut the benSincerely,
income taxes. We have not increased
efit or raise thefl payroll tax. Guess
J. JAMES EXON,
their income tax burden. He strutted
which one we will do at the urging of
TOM DASCBLE,
around
and talked about how wonderthe senior citizens? We will raise the
BrON L.
fu that was. He did not say with his
payrol tax one more time.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I note chart.what had happened to those folks
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, we
the proposed balanced budget is in in the last decade with respect to payhave a letter dated January 19 signed that
unified budget manner using the roll taxes. No, their income tax has not
by Senator EXON, Senator DASCmE, the
Security ust funds in calculat- increased. Their payroll tax skyand Senator DoRG with reference to Social
ing the balance.
because this Congress ina proposed balanced budget that they I just want to close by saying that we rocketed
the payroll tax, determined to
wanted the Republicans to join them in can go on with these arguments as long creased
want to save the payroll taxes in the
with some common ground.
as
we
want.
The
truth
of
the
matter
is
fund and build that trust fund for
I ask unaiimous consent that it be seniors should know that, if you can trust
the future.
printed in the REcOm.
unified balanced budget by the
That is why people are paying higher
There being no objection, the mate- get a2OO2
which helps the American payroll taxes. In fact, this year, 371 bilrial was ordered to be printed in the year
economy grow, prosper. and which lion more is collected in receipts in the
RECORD, as follows:
U.S. SENATE.

Oicz o r DEMOCRATIC LEADER.

Washington. DC, Januaij 19.1996.

Hon. ROBERT DOLE,

Senate.
Washzngton, DC.
U.S.

brings interest rates down, it is the Social Security system than will be
best thing you can do for the Social Security trust fund. That is exactly what
it needs.
There is no chaxice of success unless
the American economy is growing and

paid out. The question is. What is that
for? If there is no trust fund, what is

that for? Did the Congress increase
payroll taxes so they could take the
most regressive form of taxation and

DWt MR. LEADER: We are disturbed by prospering. For that to happen you say to people, By the way, we will use
several remarks you made yesterday at your have to balance the unified budget. If that to finance the Government? Is

S4054
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that what they did? That would not
Other reasons will be provided.
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One prpminent. Governor was rehave gotten one vote in the House nor But the bottom line is that the oppoported as suggesting that areas many
the Senate, even by accident.
nents
of
exempting
Social
Security
in
You all know it is wrong. There is constitutional amendment want to be claim are untouchable should be subject to cuts.
not one person in here in a silent mo- aable
to tap into Social Security reveSpecifically including Social Secument who would not adxnjt that it is nues for
the rest of Government.
rity in that list, this Governor worried
wrong to increase these payroll taxes
To
a
certain
extent,
we
already
have
that
and promise workers that you are that.
Otherwise, the states are going to bear
going to take their money, put it in a
The so-called unified budget includes disproportionate stare. We're the ones whoa
trust fund ai:id save it and say, "By the the
Social
Security
surpluses
with
the
are
going to have to raise taxes.
way. It is either not here, or it is here
deficit to reduce our apparAnd in a moment of revealing honand we are misusing it, or, by the way, on-budget
budget deficit.
esty, another Governor argued that Soif we are misusing it, we will stop in entI do
not single out one party; both cial Security must be asked to shoul2006." What on Earth kind of debate is
Democrats and Republicans have used der the burden of reducing the deficit.
that?
Reports quote him as saying that to
Let us decide what is wrong, and that technique.
To date, it has been a bookkeeping take Social Security off the table, and
when we see what is wrong, let us fix
maneuver.
it.
then impose a burden on other spendBut in a few years, when the Social ing systems is not going to be acceptThis sense-of-the-Senate resolution
says there is a very serious problem. Security Program begins to draw on able.
This problem is not a nickel and dime the surpluses that have built up over There can be no more revealing
problem. it might be an inconvenience the past several years, the free ride statement of intent by many of those
to some. But this problem is 3600 bil- will stop, and many of the favorite who oppose constitutionally separating
lion to $700 billion in the next 7 years. spending programs of the advocates of Social Security than this statement.
Given the growing support of StateThis is big money. This has to do with the constitutional amendment will be
the future of Social Security. This has at risk.
based approaches to problems—a develto do with very important financial Programs which have been so suc- opment I applaud—as well as the resurcessful in escaping the budget scalpel, gent influence of States on Federal pol-.
considerations in this Government.
My point is, let us balance the Fed- including our bloated defense budget icy, how can anyone confidently preeral budget. Yes; let us even put a re- and the billions in wasteful spending dict that Social Security will remain
quirement to do so in the Constitution. done through the Taz Code, may fi- untouched while we cut programs in
But let us not enshrine in the Constitu- nally be asked to justify themselves a which States have a significant intertion a provision that we ought to take little more carefully.
est.
money from workers in this country,
Mr. President, it is precisely that Mr. President, Social Security is fispromise them we will save it in a trust moment that those who oppose exclud- caUy and politically a special program.
fund, and then misuse it by saying it ing Social Security from the constituApart from the fiscal problems of not
becomes part of the operating revenue tional amendment are anticipating.
excluding Social Security, the special
of this country.
I fear that many would prefer to put political nature of the• program makes
I have heard all of the debate about Social Security on the block rather it worthy of protection.
what is wrong with what Senator HOL- than ask these other areas to bear
Social Security is singular as a
i.mcs, I, Senator Foiw, and others have their fafr share of reducing the deficit. lic contract between the people of the
said. I have not heard one piece of perMr. President, some may argue that United States and their elected governsuasive evidence that the payroll taxes current law provides adequate protec- ment.
are not being systematically misused tioñ for Social Security, or that if the
The elected government promised
when we promised that it would be balanced budget amendment is ratified, that if workers and their employers
saved in trust, and in fact they are Social Security can be protected as paid into the Social Security fund,
used as an offset to other operating part of implementing legislation.
they would be able to draw upon that
revenues to try to show a lower budget
fund when they retired.
We
should
reca.U,
though,
that
many
balance.
But the singular nature of Social Seof those who make that argument also
That is why I say to those who say maintain
curity, and the special regard in which
that
mere
statutory
manthat they produce a balanced budget, dates are insufficient to move Congress it is held by the public, does not flow
show us a document that shows even
from some transitory nostalgia.
do what it needs to do.
when they say it is in balance, it is $108 to• They
Social Security has provided real
argue
that
only
constitutional
billion in deficit. But they say we wifl authority is sufficient to engender the help for millions of seniors.
fix that because we will take the $108 will necessary to reduce the deficit.
According to the Kerrey-Danforth Bibillion out of Social Security and
partisan Entitlement Commission, the
Using
the
reasoning
of
the
supporters
pledge to you it is in balance.
poverty rate for senior households is
Mr. FEThZGOLD. Mr. President, I am àf the balanced budget amendment, the about 13 percent, but without Social
willpower
needed
to
resist
the
temptapleased to cosponsor the amendment of
it could increase to as much
tion to raid the Social Security cookie Security,
the Senator from North Dakota.
as 50 percent.
The failure to formally segregate the jar can only come from a constituFor almost a.1f of the senior houseSocial Security trust funds is not the tional mandate.
holds below the poverty line, Social SeThose
who
oppose
giving
this
extra,
only reason I oppose the balanced
curity provides at least 90 percent of
budget amendment to the Constitu- constitutional protection for Social Se- total income.
tion, but it is certainly one of the rea- curity often suggest that there is no For those seniors, and for millions of
practical need for the protection be- others, the Social Security contract is
sons.
Even if there were no other reasons, cause Social Security will compete very real and vitally necessary.
the assault on Social Security is rea- very well with other programs.
Anything other than partitioning SoLet me respond to that argument cial
son enough to oppose the proposed conSecurity off from the rest of the
with two comments.
stitutional amendment.
risks a breach of that public
First, Social Security should not budget
- And make no mistake, Mr. President.
contract.
• The unwillingness to formally ex- have to compete with anything.
Mr. President, some may try to charempt it from the proposed constitu- As many have noted, it is a separate acterize
the proposed exemption for
tioa.1 language is nothing less than an program with a dedicated funding Social Security in a possible balanced
assault on Social Security.
source, intended to be self-funding.
budget amendment to the Constitution
The opponents of this exemption
Second, any assessment of the politi- as pandering to senior citizens.
want those funds, pure and simple.
cal potency of any particular program
With that assertion is the implicaMr. President, it is unlikely that we must be reappraised when we enter the
that somehow there is something
will hear a plain statement to that ef- brave new world of the balanced budget tion
wrong
with older Americans who want
fect here on the floor.
amendment.
their Social Security benefits.
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But, Mr. President, I do agree with

SENATE

Mr. President, those who advocate a

those. propoets of the balanced budgbudget amedxnet to our
et amedmet who argue that o oe balanced
Constitutiofrequetly argue that it is

S4O5

Mr. DOLE. I move to reconsider the

vote.

I move to lay that mowill touch the beflefits of today's retir- seeded if we are to protect our children tioMro LEAHY.
the table.
ees.

and grandcjdre.
The motion to lay o the table
How ironic if in the same of helping
balanced budget amedxnet passes those children ad grandchuldre we agreed to.
AMEmMENT NO. 3667, As MODIFIZD
Today's retirees are ot at risk if the

without exempting Social Security.
deny them the protection of Social SeHowever, there are three geerat1ons curity.
that are very much at risk.
We risk taking away the same rights
The first is my own generation—the and protections that so many of us
baby boomers,
hope to enjoy.
If Congress has the ability to monkey
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. Presidet, I yield
around with Social Security benefits, back the remainder of my time.
under cover of a constitutjoaj man- The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
date, I can guarantee you there will has expired.
not be anything left. when the baby
The question is on agreeing. to
boomer geeratio reaches retirement amedmet No. 3672, as modified.
age.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
There are a lot of Americans in that for the yeas and nays o the amendgeneration, and they also have a right meet.
to the benefits that they paid for and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
were told they were going to get by sufficient second?
participating i this system.
There is a sufficient second.
Mr. President, a second geeratio is
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 'The
very concerued about the future of Sociai Security.
question is on agreeing to amedxnent
They are young adults in their late of the Senator from Wyoming, as modi•

was

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The busi-

ness is ow amedxnet No. 3667.
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas ad nays.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I make a

motion to table and ask for the yeas
and says.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is o agreeing to the motion
to lay o the table the Dorgan amend-

meet No. 3667, as modified. The yeas
and nays have been ordered. The clerk
will cà.ii the roll.

Mr. LOTr. I acnounce that the Sexiator from New Hampshire [Mr. SMrr]
is necessarily absent.
The

PRESIDING

OFFICER

(Mr.

twties and early thirties—the so- fied. Oxi this question, the yeas and BRowN). Are there any other Senators

called Geñeratio X.
nays have bees ordered, and the clerk in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced—yeas 57,
They are skeptical of there being ay wiil call the roll.
nays 42, as follows:
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Social Security system on which to
Mr. LOTI'. I announce that.he Sen(Roilcall Vote No. 82 Leg.]
rely when they retire.
-

They see today's retirees, and the ator from New Hampshire [Mr. SMITH]

Abria
huge group of baby boomers ahead of is necessarily absent.
them, and they are cocerued that the I further announce that, if present Ashcroft
system into which they are ziow paying and voting, the Senator from New BenEett
Bond
Hampshire. tMr. SMITE) would vote Brown
wili ot be around when they seed it.
Burns
Mr. President, there is a third gee- "yea."
Canpbell
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sexi- Cba.fee
eration—the geeratio of my children.
They do not understand all of this de- ator from Alabama [Mr. HEFLIN] is eec- coats
essarily absent.
bate.
ocbraz
The result was announced—yeas 92, Cohen
But some are aware of the big Fedsays 6, as follows:

eral deficit we have.

And some are coming to realize that
as they graduate from high school and
go into the work force, they will be the brahazn
ultimate victims of our fiscal irresposibiity if we do ot protect Social Se- Ashcroft
Baucns
curity.
Bennett
For those three generations, the fu- Biden
ture health of the Social Security sys- Bingamai
Bond
tem is a real coceru.
Boxer
Oe of the most important results of Breaz

the Kerrey-Daoh Entitlement Com-

rnissio was to highlight this issue, and
as

I have mentioned o other

occa-

sions, I foroe am willing to consider
some of the proposals put forward by

that commjssjo to help ensure the

long-term health of Social Security.

Mr. President, if we are ever to address the long-term solvency of Social
Security in a honest way, especially
in the context of a constitutiona.1 balanced budget requirement. keeping Social Security separate is vital.
Just as a Social Security system that

is enmeshed i the rest of the Federal
budget poses a ternptatio when the
system isi surplus, so too will it become an enormous drain o resources if
it starts to compete for general reve-

nue.

coverdell

Brown

Bryan
Bumpez5

Byrd

campbell
Cbafee

Coas
Cochr-4n

cohen
Conrad

coverdeu

craig

D'Amato
Daschle
DeWthe
Dodd
Dole
Domenici
Dorga3
Exon

(Boflcafl Vote No. 81 Leg.]
fEAS—92
Farcloth
Lieberan
Fengold
Feinstein
Ford

Frt

Glenn
Gorton

Graxi

Granim
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Rarkin
Hatch
Helms
Hoillngs

UtCLSon

Ino(e
Iouye

Jeffords
Johnston

Ca.ebam
Kempthore
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Kyl

L.aitenberg
Leahy
Levin

DeWte
Dole

Domemcj

L.ott
Lugar
Mack
McCaz,
McConnell

Fatr1oth

Fst

MoynTha.u

Murkowski
Murray
Nickles
Pressler

Pryor
Reid
Rocketeller
Roth
Santoruin
Sarbanes
5helby

Akaka
Baucns
Biden

Bthgaman
Boxer

Braiey
Breaux
Bryan

Bwne
Byrd
Conrad

Da.schle
Dodd

Dorgan

5mon

5lxnpson
5nowe

5pecter
5tevens
Thomas

Thrmond
Warner
Weilstone
Wyden

McConnell

Moseley-Brau
Murkowskl
Nickles

Grass1e

Preler

Gregg

Hatch
Hatfleld
Helms

Robb

Rockefeller
Roth

Hutc1son

Santormi

Inore

Jeffords
Ka.ssebanm

Keznithorie
Kohl

5nowe

specter
stevens

yl

Lott
Lugar
Mack

5helby
5imon
5impson

-

McCa

Thomas
Thonpson

Thrmond
Warner

Exon
Fefngold

L.aitenberg
t.eahy

Ford
Glenn

M1kLkj

Feinstet

Gria
Rarkin
Heflth

Hollngs

Ino'e

Jomston
Kcnedy
Kerrey
Kerry

Levt

L1ebera
Mojhan
Murray
Nunn
Pell

Pryor
Reid

Sarbaces
Wel1stoe
Wyden

NOT VOTING—i
smith

The motion to lay on the table the

a.medmet (No. 3667), as modified, was
agreed to.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I
move to zeconsider the vote.

Mr. SIMPSON. I move to lay that
motion o the table.

The motion to lay o the table

Robb
Thompson

Providing a constitutional partition
NOT VOTING—2
will serve both to protect Sociai Secu- ef1n
smith
rity, and to highlight the need for longSc. the amedmet (No.
term reform.
modified, was agreed to.

-

NAYS—42

Mose1ey-Brau

NAYS—S
Nuns
Pell

D'AZO

YEAS—57
Gorton
Grainm
Grams

agreed to.

was

UNANTh#IOUSCONSENT AGREEMENT
3672).

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have
as a unanimous-.coset request, Mr.
Presidexit.
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Simpson amendment No. 3669, to prohibit
foreign students o F-I visas from obtaining
free public elementary or secondary edu-

cation.
Simpson amendment No. 3670, to establish
a pilot program to collect information relating to nonimmigrant foreign students.

Simpson amendment No. 3671, to create
new ground of exclusion and of deportation
for falsely claiming U.S. citizenship.
Simpson amendment No. 3722 (to a.rnendment No. 3669), in the nature of a substitute..
Simpson amendment No. 3723 (to amendment No. 3670), in the nature of a substitute.
Simpson amendment No. 3724 (to amendment No. 3671), in the nature of a substitute.

Simpson motion to recommit the bill to
the Committee on the Judiciaiy with jnstructionsto report back forthwith.
Simpson anlendment No. 3725 (to instruc-

tions of motion to recoinxnit) to prohibit
foreign students on F—i visas from obtaithig

free public elementary or secondary edu-

cation.
Coverdell (for Dole/Coverdell) amendment
No. 3737 (to Amendment No. 3725). to estab-

lish grounds for deportation for offenses of
domestic violence, stalking, cnmes against
children, and crimes of sexual violence without regard to the length of sentence imposed.
AMENDMENT NO. 3739 TO AMENDMENT NO. 3725

(Purpose: To provide for temporary numerical limits on family-sponsored immigrant
visas, a temporary priorfty-based system
of allocating family-sponsored immigrantvisas, and a temporary per-country limit—
to apply for the 5 fiscal years after enactment of 5. 1664)

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. I send

a second-degree amendment to the

desk to amendment numbered 3725 and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The PRESIDflqG
Clerk will report.

OFFICER.

The

The legislative'tlerk read as follows:
The Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SmPsoN]

proposes a amendment numbered 3739 to
amendment No. 3725.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unarii.mous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRES1DG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
At the end of the amendment add the following
SEC. . TEMPORARY WORLDWIDE LEVEL OF PAM.

ILY-SPONSORED ThIGRATION,- ALLOCATION OP FAMILY-SPONSORED

Th1IUGRArT VISAS. AND PCR3N.

TRY LnT

IMMIGRATION CONTROL AI'D Fl-

NNCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
OF 1996

The PRES1DG OFFICER. The

clerk will report the pending business.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (5. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to increase control over

immigration to the United States, and so
forth and for other purposes.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.
Pending:
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mind and to explain that I would like crease in legal immigration, if one is to
to send a compromise amendment to believe the figures that ]NS has )ust
out.
the desk. This compromise amendment put
We will also distribute to each Memis between the Kennedy proposal and ber
the new figures of the Immigration
the Simpson proposal.
Naturalization Service. Under curThe debate has been changed. I ap- and
law, flS projected 1,100,000 family
preciate what the distinguished Sen- rent
last year and what they
ator from Massachuset said, that this immigration
say
will
be
in
fiscal
year 1996, is 9:34,000,
debate is not about legal imrriigration. similar to the figures
the KenBut the fact of the matter is that we nedy proposal which isunder
now in the bill.
have received in committee inóorrect
I voted for the Kennedy proposal in
numbers on legal immigration, and committee.
I did so with the assurance
those numbers are so dramatically di!- that the numbers
were not going to be
ferent from the fact of what is actually increased. The first
time I knew that
happening, we learned from the press, was not the case was when
I saw a New
that it does, by its own weight, changes York Times article saying that in fact
the debate.
these numbers swelled legal iminigraWhen we hear in committee—and I tion totals. And then of course yesterserve on the Judiciary Committee and day we saw that the numbers were off
on the Immigration Subcommittee— as given to us by S by 41 percent.
that legal immigration numbers have Current law has increased the numbeen going down and will continue to bers, due to the naturalization of 2.5
go down—and that has been the testi- million people whom are legalized
mony—and then yesterday I read press

under IRCA. The spouse and minor
that says, "Immigration Numbers to children of citizens is going to increase
Surge," and from one of the most dis— for the next 4 years, increasing an antinguished journalists, Marcus Stern of ticipated average of between 300,000
the San Diego Union Tribune: "Border and 370,000 or more per year for the
Surprise, Outcry Greets ]NS Projection next 4 years. I would suspect that even
of Soaring Legal Immigration," and these numbers are going to be higher.
when the Department's own numbers
Under current law the spouse and
indicate that immigration in fiscal minor children of citizens are u.niimyear 1995 was 1.1 ni1lion and in fiscal ited. The family total of 480,000 is a
year 1996 wiil be very close to that 1 pierceablé cap, which means the addimillion mark, what we thought we tiona.l increases in this category due to
were dealing with in the vicinity of IRCA legalization, pierces the cap and

500,000 or 600,000 is clearly not the re- increases family iirimigration numbers
over the 964,000 in fiscal year 1996.
ality.
Now, reports are one thing, numbers
So that number, even the pro)ected
are another. Numbers affect classroom numbers, are going to be low. Also

size, they affect housing markets in under current law, another source of
States that have major impact from increase in family numbers is the spilllegal immigration. Ciifornia is on a over from unused visas in the• employtier of its own in this regard.

ment ba.se category. In fiscal year 1995,

So I am very hopeful that this body 140,000 visas were available and oiy
will not make it impossible for the 85,000 were used. This means 55,000
Senators from California to put for- spilled over to the family category.
ward a compromise proposal. I am havWhat my compromise amendment
ing copies of that proposal at this time does, what the Feinstein amendment
placed on the desk of every Member of would do, is stop the pierceable cap,

place a h&rd cap on the 480,000 that are
Essentially, what the proposal would theoretically allowable today. That is
do is control increases in total family the current law, but without the annumbers and control chain migration. ticipated increases, because the hard
We would allow reasonable limits in cap would stop that. It would also stop
family immigration totals for the next the spilover from the unused employ-•
5 years by placing a hard cap at the ment visas, the loophole in the current
current la.w total of 480,000, without system that no one talks about.
Fairness, I believe, dictates that we
completely closing out adult-childrenof-citizen categories and providing for do not close out the preference catthe clearance of backlogs without cre- egories. Let me tell you why. I think
Senator ARE and others, Senator
atixig chain migration.
Every Member will shortly have a FEINGOLD, understands this. Under our
this House.

Mrs. FEThSTEIN. Mr. President, I
hope by the tenor of this debate this
morning that further amendments are
not being closed out. I would be very
upset and very concerned if they are,
coming from a State that bandies 40

the immigration load,
system, if you close out the
whether it be illegal or legal, in the chart which will show the difference present
United States and 40 to 50 percent of between the Feinstein proposal with family preferences, there is no other.
percent of

the refugees and 40 to 50 percent of the the hard cap of 480,000 and the Simpson
asylees in the United States of Amer- amendment with a hard cap of 480,000
no backlog reduction.
ica. It would seem to me that the and
Also distributed to you will be a
voices of the two Senators from Caliwhich will show current law. We
fornia and amendments that they chart
might prothice in this area are worthy now know that although cfrrent law is
of consideration by this body. If I judge 480,000, it is going to be close to 1 milthe tenor of the debate, it will be to lion. The Kennedy proposal of 450,000,
close out other amendments, and I very which is in the bill, with increases in
much hope and wish that that will not the immediate family with an anticipated additional increase of 150,000—
be the case.
In any event, I am going to take this the Kennedy proposal numbers will be
time now to explain what I have in close to 1 million. It will be a major in-

way for these members of families to
come to this country—no other way—

not in the diversity quotas, no other
way. So if you close them out, you

foreclose their chances of ever coming
to this country. And they are on a long

waiting list now. So I think the fair
way to do it is to place a h&rd cap on
the numbers and then allocate numbers
within each of the preference categories.
So I do that. I do not close out the
preference categories. I would have
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parents and adult children guaranteed

to receive visas every year. remaining
consistent with the goal of family reunification.
I would allocate visa numbers on a
sliding scale basis for parents and adult
children of citizens, allowing for increases in visas when the numbers fall
within the unlimited immediate family
category. However, they must always
remain within that 480,000 hard cap.

Third, the Kennedy-Abraham amend-

I have only been inment increase chain migration by volvedPresident,
with this issue duriiig my brief
guaranteeing 50,000 visas for siblings of tenure in the Senate. I am very defcitizens in the next 5 years, which in- erential to the Senator from Wyoming,
creases to 75,000 per year for the subse- who has worked on this issue for 17
quent 5 years. INS Commissioner Doris years. I applaud his efforts. My efforts.
Meissner has confirmed that the chath
have 1een with a slightly di!migration comes from the siblings cat- which
philosophical approach. are not
egory. Under Kennedy-Abraham, the ferent
meant to in any way suggest that what
bill would allocate 50,000 to 75,000 for he has done has not been based
upon
siblings, more numbers in certain years sound thinking on his part.
than current law which allows 65,000
However, I say from the outset, he

.1 would allow the backlog clearance
of spouses, minor children of perrna- per year.
nent residents by allowing 75 percent,
I believe that the Feinstein amendwith any visas left over within the ment
is a reasoned balance between
family total to be allocated to this Simpson
and the Abráh.anl-Kennedy
category's backlog clearance.
It places a hard cap on the
I would also control chain migration, provision.
current level of 480,000 family total per
where one person ends up bringing in 45 year. It closes the loophole where the
or 40 other people, often not blood relemployment-based visas spiLls
atives. Coimnissioner Doris Meissner unused
to the family immigration numhas told me that what permits chain over
bers.
migration is the siblings of the citizen
it guarantees that close famcategory. I would place a moratorium ilyThird,
members
of citizens get visas each
for the next 5 years on this category. year with flexible
limits, allowing in-

However, if there are any visas left

over within the hard cap of 480,000 our
family amendment allows 25 percent of

the leftover, to be used for backlog

clearance 'Of siblings, those who have
been waiting for many years.
The problem with the Simpson

amendment is that in its operation it
would provide no visas for adult children of citizens. It would provide no

guarantee of visas for children of citizens. AU the numbers left over from
Simpson's hard cap family numbers go
to spouses and minor children of permanent residents, where the 1.1 million
backlog remains. This means no one
else who has been waiting to reunite
with their children will be able to do so
in the next 5 years.
The Simpson amendment provides no

backlog reduction plan. The anendment is a simple, straight spillover,
giving preference to permaDent resi-

dents over U.S. citizens' families.
The problem with the Abraham-Ken-

nedy provision, which is currently in
•the bill, is that there is no cap on the
numbers. With an anticipated 2.5 million IRCA legalized aliens expected to
naturalize in the next 5 years, the un-

limited family numbers, would result in
a family immigration total of 1 million
a year.
Recognize, 500,000 of these people are
going to go to California a year. We do
not have enough rooxu in our schools.
We have elementary schools with 2,500,
3,000 students in them, in critical area.s
where•these legal immigrants go. There
is no available housing.. There is a
shortage of jobs. So why would we do
this, if the numbers are swollen 4J percent over what we were told when we
considered this bill in committee?
The Kennedy-Abraham amendment
also has a spillover provision from un-

used employment-based immigration
visas. The current limit is 140,000. The

actual use in 1995 was oniy 85,000,

which means in addition to the increas-

ing numbers in fazriily inimigratjon,
there would be an additional 55,000
visas totaling up to 1 million in family
imiriig'ration in 1996.
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Mr.

indicated there were a lot of funny
things that came up 'during linmigration, a lot of intriguing twists and
turns; I agree with him completely.

The one thing that I learned more than
anything else during our experience in

the conuttee was the very real-need
to keep illegal and legal immigration

ssues separate rather than joining

them together.
I a1zo learned it was imperative that
in discussing whether it was the iiiegal
creases in allocation of visas with de— immigration issues or the legal iminiissues, they be done in a total
creases in the immediate family cat- gration
egories, whjch INS anticipates wiil and comprehensive way. Indeed,., our
coimittee deliberations on this lasted
flatten out in about 5 years.
The Feinstein amendment is about almost a full month, Mr. President.
That is why I think it is important
fafr allocation of scarce visa numbers
to protect reunification of close family that we continue the pattern which
members of citizens, while controlling was set in that committee of dealing
the daunting increases in family immi- with illegal immigration issues in one
gration due to the increase in natu- context, the bill before us. and reserving the legal immigration issues, issues
raiization rates for the next 5 years.
Every member. Mr. President, has of how many visas are going to be prothree pages. The first page would have vided, how those visas will be allocurrent law. Feinstein and Kennedy cated, and so on. the legal immigration
the second page, Feinstein and Simp- bill, which is also at the desk. It is
son in the numbers in each of the cat- wrong to mix these two.
As a very threshold matter in -this
egories. I ca oniy plead with the
chairman of the Immigration Sub- whole debate about immigration, Sencommittee to please give me an oppor- ators should understand the very real
tunity to send this amendment to the differences between the two. Illegal imdesk so that the Senators, at least of migration reform legislation, the legisthe largest State in the Union affected lation before the Senate right now,
the most by immigration, would have aims to crack dowi on people who
break the rules, people who violate the
an opportunity to vote on it.
laws. people who seek to come to this
I t1mnk the Chair. I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- country without having proper docuator from Michigan
mentation to take advantage of the
Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I benefits of America, people who overbegin by clarifying a point here. I be- stay their visas once they have come
lieve we are on the Simpson amend- here, in order to take advantage of this

ment here to the illegal immigration country. That is what this bill is all
bill. References made by the Senator about. It does an extraordinarily good
from California to the Abraham-Ken- job of dealing with the problems surnedy amendments being in this bill are rounding illegal immigration. It is a
not accurate. There is no provision re- testament, in no small measure, of the

lated to the Abraha.m-Kennedy amend- Senator from Wyoming's long-time efment in this bill because this is the 11- forts that such a fine bill has been
legal immigration bill we are dealing crafted.
with.
But there is a very big difference beThe legal immigration bili, which we tween dealing with folks who break the

also passed in the Judiciary Commit- rules and break the laws and seek to
tee, is at the desk and ca be brought come to this country for exploitative
to the floor of the Senate. I believe and reasons, and dealing with people who
hope it will be brought to the floor of want to come to this country in a posithe Senate for discussions of the mat- tive and constructive way to make a
ters that pertain to legal immigration, contribution, to play by the rules, and,
including debate over how the alloca- frankly, Mr. President, to make a
tion of visas ought to be made.
great addition to our Americana
I am going to speak right now about great.
family. It is wrong to mix these.
the amendment that is pending, the efIt would be equally wrong to mix
fort by the Senator from Wyoming, the Food and Drug Administration reform
Simpson amendment, to inject legal with a crackdowi on sentencing for
immigration issues into this illegal im- drug dealers. Yes. they both involve
migration bill.
drugs, but one deals on the one hand
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with people breaking the law and using have quite a bit to say on this and in- ing amendment be set aside so that I
driags the wrong way, and the other tend to be here quite a long time to say might send a substitute amendment to
deals with a reasonable approach to it. Even if there was a decision to the desk on behalf of Senator BOXER
bringing life-saving medicines and somehow merge these together, Mr. and myself.
The PRESIDfl'JG OFFICER. Is there
pharmaceuticals into the marketplace. President, I think the worst conceivThose should not be joined together able way to do it is to do it piecemeal objection?
S4124

Mr. ABRAHAM. I object.
and neither should these. Anybody who as we are now talking about doing in
The PRESIDfl'JG OFFICER. Objecwatched the process, whether in our this amendment.
Judiciary Committee here or over on If we were to consider these together, tion is heard.

the House side, I think would under- the notion of taking just one compostand that these issues have to be kept nent—and a very significant one at
that—out of the legal immigration bill
separate.
Let me say in a little bit more detail, and to try to tack it on to the illegal
let us consider what happened. In the Immigration bill before us, would be
Judiciary Committee, on the commit- the worst conceivable way to address
tee side, we had a vote. Itwas a long- the issues that pertain to legal immidebated vote over whether or not legal gration in this country and. the orderly
and illegal immigration should be kept process by which people who want to
together. The conclusion was very. come and play by the rules are allowed
clear: a majority of Republicans and a into our system.
It is wrong, I think, as a threshold
majority of Democrats in the Judiciary
matter,
to mix the two. It is even
Committee voted to divide the issues wronger to
take a piecemeal approach
and to keep the legal immigration de- to it as would
be suggested by this
bate and issues separate from the ille- amendment.
gal immigration issues. That, I believe,
Mr. President, I say it would be
is what we should also do on the floor
of the Senate.

It was not just at the full committee
that that was the approach taken, Mr.
President. It was also how the Immigration Subcommittee itself addressed
these issues. It did not start with one
bill on legal and illegal immigration. It
recognized the very delicate and very
complicated nature of each of these

The Senator from fllinois is recog-

nized.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I, with all

due respect, differ with my colleague
from Wyoming on this. Were I to vote
on the Feinstein amendment regarding
this, I would vote against that, also. I
think our colleague from Michigan is
correct that we have to keep legal and
illegal separate.
Now, it is true, as Senator SIMPSON
has said, that the majority of people.

who are here illegally came in legally.

But we have to add that this amendment will do nothing on that. These
are people who came in on visitors'
wrong for this body to pursue this type visas, or student visas. This amendof amendment offered by the Senator• ment does not address that.
A second thing has to be added that
from Wyoming.
I also make another note. The Sen- somehow has escaped so far this mornator from Wyoming in his comments, ing, and that is, the majority of the
as a threshold matter, suggested be- people who come in as immigrants to

cause visa overstayers constitute a our society are great assets to our socilarge part of the illegal immigrant pop- ety fllinois is one of the States that
ulation in this country and because has major numbers in immigration.

at one time came to this country But a smaller percentage of those who
separate areas of the law. First it they
legally, we should somehow bring in come into our country legally are on
passed a bill on illegal immigration,
the entire legal immigration proposal,
and then it passed a bill on legal immi- misses the point.
gration. Only then did it seek to comWith this legislation, once these
bine the two, which the Judiciary Com- folks have overstayed their visas, they
mittee felt was a mistake, and sepa- are no longer legal immigrants. They
rated the two later on.
are illegal immigrants. We have dealt
On the House side, Mr. President, we with thae effectively in the bill.
had the same thing take place. On the
So, Mr. President, my initial comfloor of the House of Representatives, a ments today are simply these. As a
bill that included legal and illegal im- threshold, it is wrong to mix the two.

migration reforms was tested. Over- As a threshold, it is even wronger to
wheirningly, the House of Representa- mix them on a piecemeal basis. If we
tives voted to strike those provisions are going to consider legal immigrasuch as the one or similar to the ones tion, the appropriate way to do so is to
contained in the Simpson amendment bring the fufl bill that was passed by
which is before the Senate, provisions the Judiciary Committee, which sits at
which dealt with legal immigration the desk, to the floor of the Senate. I
and dramatic changes to the process by
which people who want to play by the
rules come to this country and do so legally.

In the Senate Judiciary Committee,
we have kept legal and illegal immigration separate. In the House of Representatives, they have kept them separate. The bill, which is sitting in the
House sidewaiting to go to conference
with us, does not have these legal immigration components that will be discussed today.
For those reasons, Mr. President, as

a threshold matter, I think that the
amendment that is being offered should

not be accepted. I believe that it improperly puts together two very different areas of the law that should be

various Government programs, such as
welfare, than native-born Americans,

with the exception of SSL That is an
exception. And there are some problems we ought to deal with. There are
problems we ought to deal with in ille-

gal immigration. But not on this particular bill.
Let me also address the question of

the numbers. There is some conflict,
apparently, in .the numbers that are
going around. I think, in part; it is because the Immigration Service—and I
have found them to be very solid in
what they have to say—are projecting

what is going to happen. And there is a
bubble because we have this amnesty
have no qualms about having a debate period. And so there is going to be a pe-

over that bill. I have a lot of different nod in which the numbers go up, and
changes that I might like to consider, then they will go back down. I do not
including some in light of the flS sta- think It is a thing to fear.
tistics that are being discussed. But And then, finally, Mr. President, yesthat is the way to do it, not by tacking terday on this floor, I heard that we
on this type of provision to a bill that are going to be facing real problems in
should focus, in a very directed way, on Social Security. We all know that to be
illegal immigration and the problems
case. The numbers who are working
we confront in that respect in this the
are declining relative to the numbers
coutry today.
in good part, because of
Mr. President, I know others are of retirees,
in the profession of the occuseeking recognition. I have quite a bit people
of the chair, Mr. President, who
more to say, but I will yield the floor pant
have
added to our longevity. One of the
and seek recogitiox further.
things
that happens in the fourth prefMr. SIMON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDfl'JG OFFICER. The Sen- erence, where you bring in brothers
and sisters, is that you bring in people
ator from fllinois is recognized.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I yield to who will work and pay Social Security.
my
colleague from Califoriiia tempo- It is a great asset to our country, not
kept and dealt with and considered separately, and .1 think we should not rarily. She wishes to introduce an a liability.
So I have great respect for our colamendment that will be held at the
move in that direction.

league from Wyoming. I think he is one
I make a couple of other opening desk.
Mrs. FEfl'JSTEfl'J. Mr. President, I of the best Members of this body, by
statements. I know there are other colleagues who want to speak, and 1 will ask unanimous consent that the pend- any gauge. But I think he is wrong on
this amendment. I think we should separate these two insofar as possible, the
illegal and the legal rnmigration.
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Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, there
has been substantial debate recently
regarding the connection between legal

and illegal immigration. Those who
favor increased legal immigration have

argued there is no link between legal
and illegal immigration. In their view.
these matters are completely unrelated
and should be treated separately, as

you just heard.
I disagree. It is simply impossible. I
believe, to control illegal immigration
without first reforming our legal immigration system. One-half of all illegal

immigrants enter the country legally
and overstay their visa. No amcunt of
effort at the border will stop this. The
cni' way, I believe, to effectively prevent illegal immigration is to reform
our legal immigration system. Thus, I
believe there is a clear link between
legal and illegal immigration. I support Senator SiMPSON's proposals to reform the legal immigration system.

but I am concerned that even his efforts to reduce legal immigration do

not go far enough.
With all the misinformation and mis-

understanding surrounding this issue,
it .does not seem possible for this body
to pass legislation which will, in my
view, bring the number of legal immigrants into line with cur national interests. The central Question, as I see
it, is not whether we should continue
legal immigration; we should. The
problem is not that lejal immigrants
or legal immigration are bad per se—
they are not. We are a Nation of immi-

grants, and immigrants have made

great con.tributjors to our country, as
you have heard on the floor. Immigration is an integral part of.our heritage.
and I believe it should continue.' The

real issues that Congress must face,

however, are what level of legal immigration is most consistent with our resources and our needs. Yes, and what

criteria should be used to determine

thcse who will be admitted. I am con-

vinced that our current immigration

law is fundamentally flawed and I want
to share with you some charts to illustrate this point.
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the immigrants are legal immigrants.
This is three times our level of illegal
immigration. There is no other country
in the world that has a regular immi.gration system which admits so many
people. Current law fails to consider if
such a massive influx of foreign citizens is needed in this country. It also
fails to recognize the burden placed on
taxpayers for the immigrants' added

admitted based on the original single know that the needed deeper cuts and
immigrant's admission. This can be 50, broader reforms cannot be adopted be60, or more people. I believe this is fore the next Congress. This is a Presiwrong, and it must be stopped.

dential election year and the time

their spouse and minor children—but
not, Mr. President; an extended chain
of distant relatives.
Some opponents of reforming legal

tion has been focused until recently on

Immigrants should be allowed to available, in our crowded legislative
bring in their nuclear family—that is, schedule is quite limited. Most atten-

immigration who are fighting desExcessive numbers of legal imrni- perately to continue the status q'io
grants put a crippling strain on the will say that only a radical or even reAmerican education system. Non-Eng-' actionary people favor major changes
lish speaking immigrants cdst tax- in the immigration area. However,
payers 50 percent sore in educational bringing our legal immigration system
cost per. child. Schools in high immi- back under control and making it' more.
gration communities' are twice: as in accord with our national interest is
crowded as those in low immigration far from adequate, I submit.
Let me remind my coLleagues that
areas, as this next chart indicates.
Immigrants also put a strain on our the bipartisan U.S. Immigration Re-.'
criminal justice system. Foreign-born form Commission, under the leadership

costs for public services.

felons make up 25 percent of our Federal prison inrnates—25 percent, much
higher than their real numbers.
Immigrants are 47 percent more likely to receive welfare than native-born
citizens. In 1990, the American taxpayers spent $16 billion more in welfare

payments to immigrants than -the immigrants paid back in taxes. At a time
when we have severe budget shortfalls
at all levels of government, our Federal immigration law continues to

allow aliens to consume the limited
public assistance that our citizens

the problems associated with illegal

immigration, and many Members have'
not yet been able to study legal immi-

'gration in the dÔth that' is needed to
make truly informed and wise decisions. The House has already voted to
defer action on legal immigration re-

forms. -Moreover, the separate legal im-

migration bill recently reported by the

Senate Judiciary Committee is con-

troversial and fails to provide a proper
framework for real reform. The com-

mittee's bill disregards most of the

widely acclaimed recommendations of
the bipartisan U.S. Commission on Imof the late former Congresswoman Bar-• migration Reform made under the able
bara Jordan, recommended fundamen- leadership of the late former Congresstal, reforms in the current legal imxni- woman Barbara Jord&n.
Let me take a moment to comment
gration system, and the overwhelming
majority of the American people want on the history of'the committee's legal
changes in our legal immigration sys- immigration bill, 5. 1665, because it is
tem. I certainly would not consider relevant to t'his discussion. Originally,
mainstream America radical or reac- Senator SIMPSON, chairman of the [m
migration Subcommittee, took, many'
tionary.
The next chart shows that the results of the' key recommendations of the Jorof a recently released national Roper dan' Commission, which spent 5. years
Poll on immigration are dramatic:
studying every aspect of U.S. immigraMore than 83 percent of Americans tion poiiäy, and turned them into S.
favor lower immigration levels: 70 per- 1394, the Immigration Reform Act of
cent favor keeping immigration levels 1996. The bill, as Senator SIMPSON
below 300,000 per year; 54 percent want drafted it, set out many very sensible
-

• need. Moreover, high levels of immigration cost Americans their jobs at a
time when we have millions of u.nem- immigration cut below 100,000 per year; ployed and underemployed citizens, 20 percent favor having no immigration
and millions more who will be needing at all:
Only 2 percent—only 2 percent, Mr.
jobs as they are weaned off of welfare.
• It is thOse competing, for lower skilled President—favor keeping immigration
jobs who are particularly hurt in this at thecurrent levels.
I believe we should and I believe we
country. Most new legal immigrants
are unskilled or low skilled, and they must listen to the American people on
clearly take jobs native citizens other- this vital issue. If we care what most
people think, and we should, and if we
wise would get.
Second, criteria to select who should care about what is best for our counbe admitted does not incorporate, I be- try, I believe we will reduce legal imlieve, our country's best interests. As migration substantially by ending
the next chart shows, who are the legal chain migration and giving much
immigrants? Employment based is only greater weight to immigrants' job
15 percent: Immediate relatives, 31 per- skills and our own employment needs.
Mr. President, I support the Simpson
cent; other relatives, 27 percent; 4 percent is relatives of people who were amendment, which I am cosponsoring,
given amnesty under other legislation. to begin reducing legal immigration.
ONLY INITIAL STEP
The others are refugees and asylees, 15
I emphasize "begin" because the
percent; The diversity lottery, 5 peramendment is but a first step toward
cent.
But look at it again: Immediate rel- the fundamental reform and major reatives, 31 percent: ot1er relatives, 27 ductions in legal immigration that we
percent. Relatives predominate the im- need. I would like us to do much more
migration.
now. Congress should pass compréhenThe 1965 Immigration Act provisions sive legal immigration reform legislaallow immigrants to bring in not or.ly tion this year instead of adopting only
their immediate family, Mr. President, a modest temporary reduction. Even as
such as their spouse and minor chil- an interim step, I would prefer tougher
dren, but also their extended family legislation, like 5. 160, a bill that I promembers, such as their married broth- posed earlier. That bill would give us a
ers and sisters who then can bring in 5-year timeout for immigrants to astheir own extended family. The broth- similate while cutting yearly legal imer's wife can sponsor her own brothers migration down to around 325,000,
and sisters, and so forth. This ha re- which was roughly our historicai aversulted in the so-called chain migration age until the 1965 Imrnigraton Act got
we have been talking about, whereby us off track.

reforms—reforms proposed by the Commission and which the American people
overwhelmingly support. It would have

instituted a phased reduction in legal
immigration, ended extended family
chain migration and placed greater em-

phasis on selecting immigrants based
on their job skills and education while
taking our labor market needs more
into account.
Unfortunately, the legal immigration

bill that has been reported to us is
radically different than the original
Simpson legislation and the Jordan
Commission's recommend&tions. The
American people want fundamental immigratioxT reform, and yet the commit-

tee's bill gives us the same old failed

policies of the past 30 years, albeit in a
different package. Mr. President, sup-

porters of that bill ought to be thank-j
ful that truth in advertising laws do
not apply because what they are selling
to the American people as immigration

reform is anything but. That bill not
only fails to make such much needed
recommended systemic reforms, it actually increases legal immigration levels.

Given these circumstances. it is clear

that major cuts and ,comprehensive

legal immigration reform will have to
wait until the next Congress Neverthe-

less, I believe that it is important to

begin the debate and to begin making
at least some reductions in the numbers of legal immigrants. This amendment's modest temporary reductions in
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immigratioz appear to be about picks up the tab for so many legal im- under the mistaken impression that alall that might be done this year. migration costs to have to let the immost all of the recent immigrants
legal

Therefore, I am supporting this amendment.

migrant bring more than his or her immediate nuclear family here? Where do
REFORM IN 105TH CONGRESS
our obligations to new immigrants
I want to make it clear, however, end? Apparently they never do in the
that in the next Congress I will fight rnind of immigrationists who advocate

came here illegally. When you explain

grants are admitted based on employ- past 15 years, rising from 1.1 million in
ment skills.
1981 to 3.6 million in 1996." Family
CHAIN MIGRATION
chain migration is real, and it's a real
The 1965 act's provisions allow immi- problem.
• grants to bring in not only their immeCONFUsION BrWEEN LEGAL AD ILLEGAL
diate family members—such as their
rMMIGRANT5
spouse and minor children—but after
Mr. President. even the very modest
they become citizens they also may reductions
made in the pending amendsponsor their extended family mem- ment are viewed as unnecessary by
• bers—such as their married brothers those who favor retaining high levels of

immigration are not appropriate to the
illegal reform bill we are now debating.
I strongly disagree. Legal and illegal..

to them that in fact that about th.reefourths or the immigrants in the last
decade are legal immigrants they are
At first, they can't believe
very hard to ensure the enactment of continuing an automatic admission shocked.
Congress has passed laws letting
the fundamental reforms needed to re- preference for this ever-expanding that
of new people come here lestore common sense to our immigra- mass of extended relatives. Each time millions
Then, I have found that the
tion system and to best serve our na- we admit a new immigrant to this gally.
and disbelief of most individuals
tiona.i interests. I intend to push for country under our present system, we shock
talked to quickly turns to outrage
legislation incorporating many of the are creatthg an entitlement for a whole Iand
anger, and they start demanding
changes recommended by the Jordan zw set of extended relatives. For
that Congress change its policy and
Commission and other immigration ex- most, this means being added to the slash
legal admissions.
perts.
admission backlogs.
Thus, Mr. President, what I have
I believe that while we must allow
CHA MIGRATION INCREAsEs BACLOG5
found convinces me that most of our
immigration by immediate nuclear
In
that regard I want to observe that constituents are really just as upset
family members of citizens and legal proponents
bringing in backlogged :about legal immigrants as they are
permanent residents, we must signifi- relatives at of
an even faster rate claim about illegal ones. However, they frecantly reduce legal athnission levels by that family chain
is largely quently have only been voicing their
eliminating many preference cat- a myth. I find thismigration
an
astcundjng
con- concerns in terms of illegal aliens beegories, especially those for extended tenton. The very fact th2.t in recent
cause they did not realize that the peorelatives, as proposed by the Commiswe have developed a massive, ple they are upset about actually were
sioi. Most of our legal inmigrants are years
increasing backiog of extended here iegaily.
admitted through the family pref- ever
relatives
proves the point thaf chain LEGAL AND ILLEGAL ThfM1GRArION ARE LflK.D
erence system put in place by the mis- imig-ration
a reality. As the cothm.ttHigh Immigration advocates also
conceived 1965 Immigration Act. Ad- tee's report ion
its legal iin.migration .have
that there is no link bemission is not on the basis of their job bill, S. 1665, notes:
in all tweenargued
legal and illegal immigration
skills or our labor market needs. Only family-preference visa"Backlogs
categories
about 6 percent of our legal immi- bined hzve more than tripled incomthe and that amendments relating to legal

and sisters—who then subsequently can
bring in theirown extended family. For
example, the brother's wife can sponsor
her own brothers and sisters, and sà on.
This has resulted in the so-called

legal immigration. They. have been
saying that legal and illegal immigration provisions should not be considered together because there is confusion between legal and illegal. They
"chain migration" effect whereby es- say that Congress might let concerns
sentially endless and ever-expanding over illegal immigration taint its view
chains or webs of more distant rel- on how legal immigration should be

atives are admitted based on the original single immigrait's admission. This
can be 50. 60 or more people. This is
wrong, and it must be stopped. It. creates ever-growing backlogs because the

more people we admit, the more become eligible to apply. Immigrants
should be allowed to bring in their nu-

clear family (e.g., spouse and minor
children), bt not an extended chain of
more distance relatives. In addition, we

must give greater priority to irnxni-

grants' employment skills and our

handled, and that—this could lead unjustly to reductions in legal numbers.

immigration are closely linked and
interrelated.

.

LEGAL PROVIsIONs NOW INCLUDES

First, with respect to the linkage of

legal and illegal immigration,. Mr.

President, let me also remind my colleagues that the so-called illegal. immi-

gration bill that we are debating already contains important provisions
relating. to legal immigration like

those imposing financia' responsibility
on sponsors Of legal immigrants. Thus,
it clearly is appropriate to consider the
pending amendment to reduce legal immigration.
.

LEGAL FOsTERS 'ILLEGAL

Our current legal admissions system

Well, after talking about immigra- makes literaily millions of people elition with many citizens in Alabama gible to apply, and therefore causes
and elsewhere, .1 must admit that I them to have an expectation of evenhave found that there is in fact consid- tual lawful admission. But, the law
erable public confusion about legals necessarily limits annual admizsion
and illegals. Furthermore, I agree that numbers for most categories and masthis is affecting how Congress is deal- sive backlogs have developed. By aling with these issues, but the effect is lowing far more people to qualify to
not what immigrationists think. Iron- apply for admission than can possibly
ically, the confusion is greatly benefit- be admitted within a reasonable time.
ing the spéçial interest immigration under the law's yearly limits, the
advocates and their congressional al- present law guarantees backlogs. It can
lies and undercutting the efforts •of take .20 years or longer for an immithose of us who beiieve that major cuts grant's admission turn to come up.
in legal immigrant numbers and other This then. encourages thousands of
reforms must be made. Concerns and aliens to come here illegally. Some
•

labor needs when we reform admission
criteria.
Proponents of high immigration levels argue that we must retain extended
family admission preferences in order
to protect fa.rriily values. Well, let us confusion over illegal itrrnigration acremember. Mr. President, that when an tually are keeping Congress from makimmigrant comes to this country, leav- ing the large cuts n legal admission
ing behind parents, brothers, sisters, that otherwise clearly would be made
uncles, aunts, and cousins, it is the im- this years Let me expiain why.
migrant who is breaking up the ex- What I have found in repeated discustended family. Why does it become our sions with citizens from all types of
responsibility to have a mechanism in backgrounds Is that they are overplace to undo what the immigrant him- whelmingly concerned about the high
self has done? Why is it th'e responsibil- numbers of new immigrants moving to
ity of the American taxpayer who our country. However, most people are

come illegally because they know that
under current law they either have no
reasonable chance for admission or
they will have to wait many years for
admission given the backlogs.
U.EGALs CA LEGALIzE wrrwou'r PENALTY

It is important to note that our cur-

rent law does not disqualify those who
come illegally from later begin granted
legal admission. Therefore, illegals

often feel they have nothing tO lose
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and everything to gain by jumping these immigrants committing crimes,
to weigh both the positive and
ahead of the line. In short, our legal or costing taxpayers and State and sibility
negative aspects of immigration and to

immigration process has the perverse
effect of encouraging illegal irnmigration. Even though we granted amnesty
to legalize over 3 million illegal aliens
in 1986, today well over 4 million—and
quite possibly over 5 million—illegal
aliens now reside in the United States
Hundreds of thousands of the new illegal immigrants later will be getting a
legal visa when their number eventu-

ally comes up through the extended
family preference system. Many of
these il!egals—ho I remind you have
broken the law, and who everyone in
Congress seems to be so concerned
about—thus will become legal immigrants. Magically, it would seem the

bad guys become the good guys and all
problems go away. Mr. President, how
can this. be? How can anyone honestly.
say the legal and illegal issues are not
very intertwined and linked together?
ILLEGAL INcREASEs LEGAL

In another paradoxical result of our
current flawed system, illegal imnilgration also tends to increase legal im-

local governments millions for public factor in our national needs and citieducation and welfare and other public zens' interests when setting legal adassistance. Well, as I will point out missions levels and procedures. Yes, we
later in detail, it is time to recognize should consider the positive contributhat legal immigrants often cause tions made by immigrants, and the fact
these same types of adverse impacts. that legal immigrants pay taxes to
Congress must stop overlooking or dis- help defray some of our immigrant-reregarding, this patently obvious fact. ,lated costs. However, we also need to
Let there be no mistake we will not consider the impacts on American famsolve most of our national immigration ,ilies when one or both parents loses job
problem by just dealing with illegal opportunities to legal immigrants, or
immigration. Legal immigration is in
many ways an even greater part of the when a parent's wages re depressed by
cheap immigrant labor. We need to
problem.
consider the impacts on American
FLORI1A EXAMPLE
of having hundreds of
Often, the adverse impacts of legal schoolchildren
of dollars diverted from other
immigration actually will be much millions
greater than illegal because so many educational needs to pay for special
more people are involved. For example, English-language instruction or scholconsider the situation In the State of arships for children from recent immiFlorida. As my colleagues know all too grant families. We need to consider the
well, especially those who are con impacts on America's senior citizens
cerned with unfunded Federal man- and our needy native-born people 'who
dates, the Governors of high immigra- are unable to obtain nearly the level of
tion States like Florida have been public assistance they require because
coming to Congress for the last several billions are going to pay for benefits
years demanding billions of dollars in for millions of legal immigrants. We
reimbursements for their States' immi- ,need to consider the impact of legal
gration-related costs. Governor Lawton immigration-related unfunded manChiles, a former distinguished Member dates on State and local governments

migration. How? Well, look at the situation under the 1986 amendments. The
3 million illegals who received amnesty
were allowed to become legal, thereby
increasing the number of legal irnmi- of this body, presented testimony in
grants. And, after becoming legal resi- 1994 to the Senate Appropriations Comdents and itizens, what have these mittee asking for such reimbursement.
former iliegals done? After being trans- Governor Chiles' detailed cost analysis
formed into good guys by legalization, showed that in 1993 Florida's State and
they have played by the rules, as local governments had net—not gross—
flawed as the rules are, and petitioned immigration costs of $2.5 billion. About
to bring in huge numbers of additional two-thirds of this cost—$1.6 billion—
legai immigrants who are the relatives came from legal immigration. That's
of these legalized, illegal aliens. This right, listen up everyone, legal immigreatly increases the backlogs. The grants were responsible for two-thirds
-

Jordan Commission found that about

80 percent of the backlogged immediate
family relatives are eligible because of

their relationship with a former illegal
alien. And, as the backlogs grow, Congress is asked to raise admission levels
by special backlog reduction programs,
which will then increase the iiumber.of
legal aliens.

Thus, we have an integral process

here where the legal system works so
as .to guarantee backlogs which in turn
lead to special additional admission

programs and to more illegals who,
after a while, may be legalized and

then become eligible to bring in more
relatives legally. Many of the new legal
applicants in each• cycle are then
thrown into the. backlogs so the process can repeat itself. Many of the applicant's relatives also will come here illegally to live, work and go to school
while waiting to legalize.

LEGAL HAs 5IMILAR 1MPACT5

Legal immigration is also linked to
illegal immigration because it has
many of the same impacts Both legal
and illegal immigration involve large
numbers of additional people, with

legal• in fact accounting for nearly
three times more new U.S. residents
every year than illegal immigration.

and taxpayers, especially in high immi-.

gration areas like Florida and Califor-

nia. And, we need to remember that
many immigrants who do pay taxes are

paying relatively little because they
are making very low wages, and thus
do not necessarily pay taxes at a level
that will cover nearly all of their costs.
LEGAL IMMIGRATION SHOULD CONTINU2 —

central question 'that Congress
must decide is not whether we should
'of Florida's immigration costs. Flor- continue legal immigration. Of course
ida's public education costs alone from we should. The problem is not that
legal immigrants came to about 3517 legal immigrants or legal immigration
million that year. So, my colleagues, are bad per se. They are not. We are a
we must face the facts that many con- Nation of irnrrxigrants, and immigrants
cerns being raised apply with equal. or have made great contributions to our
greater force to legal immigration and country. Immigration is an integral
that legal' and illegal immigration are part of our heritage, and it should coninterrelated.
tinue. However, while immigrants
NEITHER IMMIGRANT BASHING NOR
bring us many benefits, but they also
GLoRIFIcATIoN
certain added costs and other adWhile I do not condone unjustified bring
impacts. Furthermore, we do not
immigrant' bashing, neither do I sub- verse
unlimited capacity to accept new
scribe to much f the one-sided emo- have
tional immigrant glorification and my- immigrants.
WHAT LVEL AN!) WHAT c!rraIA
thology that so often permeates the
The ultimate question that Congress
legal immigration debate. Supporters
of high immigration levels often ap- must face here •is what level of legal
The

-

pear to be saying that legal immi- immigration is most consistent with

grants are much smarter than citizens our resources and needs, and what cri-.
and that a]most all are harder work- teria should be used to .pick those who'
ing, more law abiding and have strong- are admitted. After studying this Queser family values than native-born tion, I am convinced that our current
Americans. They imply that we do not legal immigration law is fundamensupport family values if we do not sup- tally flawed.. The heart of the problem
port allowing every immigrant who is twofold: First, the present law has
comes here to later bring his or her eu- for years allowed the admission of extire extended family of perhaps 50 or cessive numbers of legal immigrants;.
more relatives. Irnrnigrationists also and second, the selection criteria are
tend to see only positive benefits from discriminatory and skewed so as todilegal immigration and to, disregard or regard what's in our country's overall
best interests.
downplay any negatives.
'

BOTh POSITIVE AND NEGATIvE IMPACTS MUST
BE WEIGHED

DRAMATIc LEGAL cREAsEs

Many of my colleagues have expressed
The current immigration system,
grave concerns about illegal irnmi- Well, Mr. President, this Senator be- based
on the 1965 Immigration Act, has.
grants taking jobs from Americans, or lieves that Congress has the respon- allowed
legal immigration levels to
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immigration has so as to best promote and
protect our skilled workers. We still
grown dramatically in recent decades national interests.
had plenty of
after the 1965 Immigration Act. We
cheap land and resources. Quite sigiijfjNOT LIKE TRADrr7oAL tMIGRATIoN LEVELs
have been averaging 970,000 legal immicantly, we had no extensive taxpayer..
Historically except for a brief 15- funded
grants—that's nearly I million people
governmeflt safety net of p'.iblic
year
period
around
19D0,
legally every year—during th last decour legal im- benefit programs for unsuccessfifl irnmigration
levels
have
ade! When you add in the 300,000 plus 11been much lower migrants to fall back on. Not surprislegal immigrants who move here every than what we have expe?enced after. ingly. 30 to 40 percent of our irnrnjyear, this means we are taking well the 1965 act and its subsequent amend- grants returned to their homelands.
ments. Many of my colleagues may be Furthermore, our
over a million immigrants a year.
popuWe nor have over 23 milEon foreign- surprised by this fact because immigra- lation's cultural and domstic
ethnic heritages
born individuals residing in the United tion mythology may have led them to were more similar to those
new imStates, both legally and illegally. This beiive that high levels of immigration migrants. More Americans ofthen
had
like
we
have
experienced
translates to I in II U.S. residents
in recent large families because the high domesbeing foreign-born, the largest percent- years are typicaj or traditional tic birthrate was similar
that or new
age since the Depression. Immigrants throughout American history. Well, immigrant families. And.tothe
melting
quite
the
opposite
is
true.
cause 50 percent cf our Nation's popupot concept was geierally accepted and
During the 50-year period from 1915 fostered assimilation In addition,
lation growth today and will be responsible for 60 percent of the U.S. popu- through 1964, for example, legal irnrni- there were periodic lulls in immigrant
lation increase that is expected in the gratio levels averaged only about admission levels so as to allow for asnext 55 years if our immigration laws 220,000 annually. From 1820 when our similation.
formal immigration records were
.re not reformed
NOW
Before commenting further on our begun until 1965, it averaged only
Today, circumstances are quite difhigh levels of immigration let me about 300,000, including the unusually ferent. Land and resource availability
briefly explain why the 1965 act is dis- high years around 1900. From 1946 to are much more limited and 'expensive.
crimthatory. Most immigration under 1955, it averaged about 195,000 annually; The United States now is a mature nathe act occurs through the family pref- then from 1956 to 1965, it was averaging tion with a host of serious domestic
erence system. In the early years after roughly 288,000 yearly. With the pas- difficulties, economic problems, chronthe act was passed, a few countries sage o the 1965 Act, the numbers began ic unemployment crime, millions of
were then the primary Immigrant send- to skyrocket:, from 1966 to 1975, the needy, and so forth. Our population
has
ing countries. After a few years, immi- yearly average becazñe 381,000: then grown many times over. In fact, the
grants from those nations were able. to from 1976 to 1985 it hit 542,000; and for United States now doesn't need more
petition for admission of more and the last decade from 1986 through 1995, people—we have no frontier to settle,
more relatives These relatives from legal immigration on average hit about and we have plezity of workers. And,
those countries came and in turn spon- 970,000 yearly.
our economy has been undergoing ftnThe post-1965 act constant high legal damental structural changes. We have
sored other relatives from those countries, further expanding the immigrant immigrant influx is radically different been restructuring toward a high-techflow from these sending countries. As a than or histcrlcal pattern. Another nology economy that needs higher
practical nmtter, few immigrants can important aspect of our legal immigra- skilled, more educated workers to comnow be admItted other than on the tion problem is that there have been no pete n the new globai marketplace inbasis of a family relationship so new immigration timeouts or break periods stead of unskilled or low-skilled imimiimmigrants tend to come from the for the last 30 years to give immigrants grant labor. We now have a vostly taxsame dountries where their earlier time to assimilate and be American- payer-fimde safety net of goverment
ized.
family members came from.
assistance that immigrants can rely on
This means that there is a de facto
Even with the ending of legalizatio such as welfare, AFDC, SSI, health
discrimination both against ad.niitting under the 1986 amnesty law, the legal care, and other benefit programs. Not
immigrants from other countrres and numbers are still very high. And, this surprisingly, now only 10 to 20 percent
against immigrants from even the fa- huge wave of imznigrants has helped return to their home country. And,
vored nations unless they happen to be fuel the apnlication backlogs which multi-culturaji is favored
the
a relative of other recent U.S. immi- now run around 3.6 million. Some "melting pot concept by maryover
ixrlrnjg-rats. Would-be non-relative• immi- apologists for high immigration num- grant groups, making assimilation
grants can be much better educated bers say that' since legai immigration often much more difficult and slower.
and higher skilled, but unless they has averaged somewha. lower for the Instead of following our traditionaj
qualify under the much more limited last couple of years, we are on a signifi- course of enhancing. our strengthB by
employment categories, they need not cant new downward trend. Well, we are melding a common American culture
of
apply because under the 1965 act's not. Recent INS projections cail for a out.
immigrants'
diversity,
nepotistic system the admission quotas large increase in legal immigration in rnulticulturalists now push. to retain
go to relatives.
fiscal year 1996. thanks largely to the newcomers' different cultures.
Well, Mr. President, I strongly be- current law's provisions allowing
Mr.. President, yes, times and cii'lieve that it's long past time fo Con- migration by extended relatives of imre- cuftistances have changed. How nmny
gress to recognize the 1965 act's flaws cent ,iminjgrants and the effects of Senators would be willing to vote
and to readjust the statutory process family chain migration.
today to start voluntarily admitting.
•so that we have far lower legai admisthree-oua-ters of a million, or more,
TIMES f.AvE CaM4GED
sion levels and fairer admission cr1Mr. President, 'not only are sich ex- new people.—most of whom are poor,
teria that are more closely keyed to tremely high immigration levels not unskilled or lcw-skilled and don't
our national needs and interests. Some traditional, but it is important to real- speak English_every year? I dare say
of my colleagues and I will probably •ize that today times and circ,m1stances
that most of those who did so would
disagree at least on the numbers of im- have changed dramaticaily so that it is face serious reelection problems when
migrants to be allowed, but I would far less appropriate to have either such outraged voters learned of their achope that most will at least agree that high immigration or the limited
Perhaps, this is why the Judiciskills tions.
an issue of such overriding and strate-. most current immigrants
ary Comjnjttee's legal immigratiofl bill
now
bring
us.
gic importance to the future of our
uses admission assumptions that are
country merits their careful and de- In the good oldTHEN
much lower than recezit ThIS projecdays
of
yesteryear,
tailed consideration Our Nation should
had a much smaller U.S. population tions. Perhaps, some people hope to esnot be changed so fundamentally with- we
voters' wrath by claiming that
many more peopl were xleeded for cape
they did 'not know what's happening
out Congress debating the issue and and
settling
the
frontier
and
working in and what's obviously going to happen if
nmking a conscious, informed decision. our factories. In
earlier times, our we. don't make big cuts and
on how iimnigration should be ailowed economy also needed
other remostly low- forms. Whatever their
reasoning, what
skyrocket.

•
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we are experiencing is legislative busi- 50 percent more in education costs per
ness as usual, catering to the high im- child.
migration and cheap labor lobbies Welfare—Legal immigrants, who
when it comes to legal immigration.
make up the largest part of our forTIME TO PACE LEGAL IMMIGRATION REALITIEs
eign-born population, also are costing
Well, my colleagues, we are paying a billions for various forms of public ashigh price now for years of excessive sistance:
Federal spending and for using smoke
According to the GAO, about 30 perand mirrors accounting to understate cent of all U.S. immigrants are living
our budgetary problems. We are facing in poverty. The GAO has found that
an analogous problem here for having legal immigrants received most of the
allowed both legal and illegal immigra- S1.2 billion in AFDC benefits that went
tion levels to be excessive for years, to immigrants.
and for failing to acknowledge difficulImmigrants now take 45 percent of
ties caused by high lega] immigration. all the SSI funds spent on the elderly
We simply must begin facing up to according to the GAO. In 1983, only 3.3
the real numbers and the problems as- percent of legal resident aliens resociated with admitting far' too many ceived SSI, but in 1993 this figure
new people through legal immigration. jumped to 11.5 percent; i28,000 in 1983

About three-fourths of our immigration comes from legal immigrants.
That's three times our level of illegal
immigration. Why are we trying to
close the backdoor of illegal immigration and lamenting about all the impacts illegals are causing, but at the
same time disregarding the fact that
the front door is open wider than ever?
Congress must stop giving little or no
thought to the obvious interconnection
between legal and illegal immigration

vs. 738,000 by 1994. This is a 580 percent

increase in just 12 years.
The House Ways and Means Committee indicates that in 1996, around
990,000 resident aliens—who are noncitizens—are receiving SSI and Medicaad benefits, costing S5.1 billion for SSI

and another $9.3 billion for Medicaid,
for a total of $14.4 billion. The committee projects that this cost for legal immigrants will jump to over $67 billion a
year by 2004.

and their similar adverse impacts. In
As our colleague from California,
the last Presidential campaign, there Senator FsIN, has' pointed out,
wa6 a popular saying "It's the economy only about 40 percent of our immistupid!" Well, with respect to the heart grants are covered by health insurance,
of our immigration problems it can be and therefore immigrants have to rely
said "It's the numbers stupid!"—we get heavily on taxpayer funded public
three times more numbers from legal health services.
immigration than illegal.

LEGAL IMMIGRATION's cosTs

Our. current legal admissions policy
fails to take into account whether such
a massive influx of newcomers is needed, or the burdens, placed on taxpayers

Recent analysis by Prof. George

Borjas of Harvard University of new

Census Bureau data also has confirmed
immigrants are using more public benefits. Borjas points out that immigrant

households were less likely than nafor the imxnigrants' added costs for tive-born Americans to receive welfare
public education, health care, welfare, in 1970. However, ñs analysis shows
criminal justice, infrastructure and that today immigrant households are
various other services and forms of almost 50 percent more likely to republic assistance. Let me highlight cei've cash and non-cash public assistance—they are about 50 percent more
some of these costs:
Education—For example, excessive likely to receive AFDC: 75 percent
numbers of legal immigrants are put- more likely to receive SSI; 64 percent
ting a crippling strain on America's more likely to receive Medicaid; 42 pereducation system. About one-third of cent more likely to receive food
our immigrants are public school aged. stamps; and 27 percent more likely to
Immigrant children and the children of receive public housing assistance.
Borjas also notes that 22 percent of
recent immigrants are greatly increasing school enrollments and adding sig- the Californias households are imminificantly to school costs in many grants, but they get 40 percent of the
areas.

public benefits; that 9 percent of Texas'

those in low immigration cities.
In 1995, the Miami public school system was getting new foreign students
at a rate of 120 per day, and as I noted
earlier, Florida's costs in 1993 for legal
immigrant education came to over half
a billion dollars.

and that 16 percent of New York's

Schools in many Itigh immigration households are immigrants, but they
communities are twice as crowded as get 22 percent of the public assistance;

Hundreds of thousands of children
from immigrant families speak little
or no English. This causeE a tremendous increase in education costs and di-

verts limited dollars that are needed

elsewhere in our school systems. English as a Second Language programs
are very expensive: Non-English speaking immigrant children cost taxpayers

households are immigrants, but they
get
percent of the public assistance
benefits.
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The results are striking. The welfare gap"

between irmnigrants and natives is much
larger when noncash transfers are included
(see table]. Taking all types of welfare to
gether, immigrant participation is 20.7 per
cent. For native born household.s. its only

4J per cent—a gap of 6.6 percentage points

(proportionately. 47 per cent).
And

-

the SIP? data also indicate that im-

migrants spend a relatively large fraction of
their time participating in some means-test--

ed program. In other words, the welfare

gap" does not occur because mc.ny immigrant households receive assistance for a
short time, btt because a significant propor-

tion—more than the native-bor—recejve assistance for the long haul.
Finally, the SIP? data show that the Ltyes
of welfare benefits received by particular imriigrant groups influeice the type of welfare
benefits received by later immigrants from
the same group. Implication: there appear to
be networks operating within ethnic communities which transmit information about he
availability of particular types of welfare to
new arrivals.

The results are even more striking in detail. Immigrants are more likely to participate in practically every one of the major
means-tested prograznz. In the early 1990s.
the typical iniinigrant family househola had

a 4.4 per cent probability of receiving AFDC,
v. 2.9 per cent of native-born families. fFurther details in Table 1].
AVERAGE MONTHLY PROBABILITY OF RECEIVING BENEFITS

IN EARLY 1990S

ye

of Beneft

Casfi Pttm:
Ai to Frnihes with Depender, Children
(AFOC) ————____..._...._.

Spleietaj S1y tTCOe CSS

d

General aance

Noii3sh psgtim
Fxd samp

Sl1ppfementai Food Pmm for Women.
lI13ItS. and Childr (WIC)

[From the National Review, Mar. 11, 1996]
T WELF.AEE MAGNET
(By George Borjas)

The evidence bas become overwhelmjn:
üunigrant participation in welfare programs

is on the nse. In 1970, immigrant households

were slightly less likely than native households to receive cash benefits like AFDC
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children)

or SSI (Suppiementary Security Income). By
99O, immigrant households were more likely
to receive such cash benefits (9. per cent v.
7.4 per cent). Pro-immigration lobbyists are
increasingly falling back on the excuse that

rg aaac

zsin asta (public hous1n or
low-ifl ubsidis)

SChI brakt3 arid unthes (ft cc
r!duCd pnc)

Summary

mrnigr

Native

Hojse1jds

IuseruoIs

.

4.4
6.5
0.8

2.9
3.7

15.4

2

9.4

3.0
Z1

20
23

5.6

4.4

!23

2

63

Receive czsh betefit. Medicaid. fx
Ztamz. W1C. nery azsiaiIce. or
Sowte George I Bojas and Ly1ette. Hilton. lmrnigr2tl aiid the Wfare Stab Inmigriu Pvticipation in Means-Tested Entitleirent Pgtzms
Quartetty um2l of Economiz. tofthcomig. May 1996.

And that overall "welfare gap" becomes
even wider if immigrat families are compared to non-Hispanjc white native-bore

households. 1xnnigra.nts are almost twice as
likely to receive some type of assistance—

this immigrant-native "welfare gap" is at— 20.7 percent v. 10.5 percent.
tributable so1el-y to refugees and/or elderly
The SIP? data also allow us to calculate
immigrants; or that the gap is not numeri- the dollar value of the benefits disbursed to
cally large. (Proportionately, it's "only" 23 immigrant households, as compared to the
per cent).
native-born. in the early 1990s, 8 percent of
Bzt theCensus does not provide any infor- households were fo:eigj-born. These immimation about the use of noncash transfers. grant households accounted for 13.8 percent
These are programs like Food Stamps, Med- o the cost of the prog'raxns. They cost alicaid, housing subsidies, and ;he myriad of most 75 percent more than their representaother subsidies that make up the modern tion iii the population.
welfare state. And noncash transfers comThe disproportionate disbursement of benprise over three quarters of the cost of all efits to iinmigrat households is particularly
means-tested entitlement programs. Ii 1991. acute in California, a state which as both a
the value of these noncash transfers totaled lot of immigrants and very generous welfare
about $140 billion.

programs. Immigrants make up oniy 21 per-

Recently available data help provide a cent of the households in California. Bt
more comp!ete picture. The Survey of In- these households consume 39.5 percent of all
come and Program Participation (SIP?) the benefitdolla-s distrbuted in the state. It
samples randomly selected households about is not too much of an exaggeration to say
their involvement in virtually all means- that the welfare problem in California is on
tested prograis. From -this the proportion the verge of becoming an imxiigrant probof irnmigrat househo'ds that receive bene- em.
fits from any particilar program can be calThe pattern holds for other states. In
culated.
Texas, where 89 percent of households are
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ir1nigran but which has less generous wel- fare benefits" and that the "World JoGral,
fare, irnrnigxants receive 22 percent of bene- the largest Chinese-lagtiage newspaper in
fits distributed. k New York State, 1 per- the United States, runs a Dear Abby'-style
cent or the households are i7uigraDts. They colunn o irrur.igration matters, with welreceive fl.2 percent of benefits.
fare dominating the thscussion.'
The S1PP data track households ce: a 32And the rgument that the imrnigrat-namonth period This allows us to determine if tve "welfare gap" is caused by refugees aud/
imnigrat welfare participation is tarn- cr elderly imzigrant? We can check its va-

poray—oeras the result of dislocation and .lidity b' removing from the calcu1atios all
adustrnenv—or og-tenT1 ad possibly per- irnrnigrat hotseholds that either originate
nae1t.
in cotntics from which refugees come or
The evidence is disturbing. During the that cofltain ay elderly persons.
early i990s, rearly a third (31.3 percent) of
Result: 17.3 per cent of this narrowly deinmigran households participated In wel- fined imnigrant population receives benefare programs at some point in the tacking flts, v. 13 per cent of native households that
peric1. OrJy just over a fifth (7 Percent) of do not contain any elderly persons. Welfare
-

native-boi households did so. An1 10.3 percent of immigrant hcusehoids received benefits through the entire period, v. 7.3 percent
of atiYe-bor households.
Because the Bureau of the Census began to
collect the SIPP data n 1984. we can use it
to assess if there have been any noticeable

gap: 4.3 percentage points (proportioflately
33 per cent). The argument that the irnmigrat welfare problems is caused by refugees
and the elderly is factually incorrect.
Conservatives typically stress the ccsts of

out there bas been a very rapid rise.
Dur1g the md-198Os, the probability that
an immigrant household received some type
orassistance was 17.7 percent v. 14.6 percent
for natives, a gap of 3.1 percentage points, By
• the early 1990s. recipient inniigi-ant households ad risen to 20.7 percent. v. 14.1 percent

biotics to sick children or from giving food

maintaig the welfare state. But we must
not delude oursel7es into thinking that
cliages in n'.migrant welfare use. It turns nothing is gained from the provision o anti-.
to poor families.

At the saie time, however, these welfare

programs introduce a cost which current cal-

culations of the fiscal costs ad benefits of
L'nxngraton do ot acknowledge and which

well dwarf the curreflt fiscal expendifor flatives. The ümigrat-native "welfare might
tures. That- cost cau be expressed as follows:
gap." therefore, more than doubled ii less To what exteflt does a generous -welfare state
thafl 2. decade.

work incentives of- current irnrrn
Thus mmigrants are not only more likely reduce the
and charge the nature of the imrnito have some exposure to the welfare system: grants,
flow by influencing potential irnrni;
they are also more likely to be "permanent" grant
graiit' decsioEs to come—and to stay?
recipients. And the trend is getting worse.
tJniess eligibility requirements are iade

mach zore sthnget, mach of the welfare
use that we see now in tie immIgrant popu-

lation may renmin with us for some time.

This raises troubling questions about the in'.pact of this long-term dependency o the imfligrants—and on their ILS.-born children.

There is huge variation in welfare paticipation among mmigant groups. For example. about 4.3 percent of households originating in Germany, 26.8 percent of households

or±ginatig i Mexico. and 40.6 per cent of
households origna.ting in the former Soviet

tJion are covered by Medicaid. Similarly,

aboas 17.2 per cent of households originating
in Itaiy, 36 per cent from Mexico aid over 50
per cent in the Dorninicn Republic received
some sort of welfare benefit.
A more careful look at these national 0r1-

gin differenja.2s reveals an mt esting pat-

tern: aona1-orgn groups tend to "niajor
in articiar types of benefit. For example,
Mezicn .irmrigrats are 50 per cent more
iikely ;o receive energy assistance than
Cuban mrnIgrats. But Cubans are more

likely to receive housiig beeffts than Mexicans.

The SIPP data reveal a very strong positve correlation between the probability that
new arrivals belonging to a particular immigrant group receive a particular type of benefit, and the probabi1ty that earlier arrivals

-

front the sane group received that type or
assistaice. This correlation remains strong
ever after we control for the households deogrphic background, state of residence.

ad other factors. And he frect is ot

saJi. A 10 percentage point !tcrease i the
fraction cf the existing immgrnt stock who
receive 'oeefits from a particular prgrarn
implies about a 0 per cent increase n the
probaoility that a newly arrived immirat
wii receve those berefits.
This cor.firrns anecdotal evdece. Wrtin
n the New Derocrt—the mothpiece of the
Democratic Leadership Cottcii—Norin

2of reports that "a popr Chinese-lanCree bcs;cres te Uritd States !n-

ae oo sid.i Taiwan. Hong Ko, arid
c1des a 36-page nide to SSI ad other wel-
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But the problem is. nobody will raise
You cannot do both. You cannot
the numbers, no oe will come to this lower numbers and keep the current
floor and say. "I think legal inrnijgra- naturalization system, so you have to
tion should be 1.000,002." I do not know raise the numbers or else go to a true
of anybody who is going to come here priority. There is nothing about peraid do that. Unless you do that, then I
human beings, and all the rest of
have to make a choice, which is not sons.
that. That is one we ca all tell. It is
quite as dramatic as Sophie's choice. about if you really care ii you really,
That would be a poor illustration. But really care about what we are all sayI have to decide whether I want to ng here, then raise the numbers. If you
bring my spouse and minor ciiJldren or want to do that, we should have that
my brother or raise the numbers. That debate—raise the numbers. If you do
is where we are. So you either deal
with the priorities or you lilt the num- not raise the numbers, you are going to
bers. There is not much place to go.

continue to see a 40-year-old brother of

When Senator DEWE talks about a U5. citizen taking away the number
this gutsy guy, this gutsy, hard-work- of a spouse, a little spouse or a minor..

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I do ing guy—and that I will remember for
thank my friend from Colorado. This a long tune because I know that story
Senate will miss him. and certainly I now—that gutsy, hard-working guy
will miss him. He is a very special cannot come here, ladies and gentlefriend and one for whom I have come to men, because 78 percent of the visas
have the highest respect and admira- have been used by fmi1y connection.
This g'tsy, hard-working guy, the peotion and affection;
I want to thank Senator SEELBY. ple we all think about when we talk
Such a fine ally. I admire him so, a about immigration, these people who
very steaiy, thoughtf1, extremely au- come ad enrich our Nation, as memothenti ma whei he deals with the is- rialized on the Statue of Liberty by
Emma Lazarus, are not going to get
sues of the day.
I just say to my friend from Colorado here, ladies and gentlemen, because 78
that I hink my colleague from Michi- percent of the visas are used by family
gan was a bi shocked when the Sen. cozinection, period. That is where we
ator said we were talking about joining are. You take more or give more. I

these issues. My amendment is not have the view, which is conEistent,
about joining the issues. I want to ex- that we ought to give the precIous
press that. This is a singular amend- nu.iberz to the closest farxiily member.
is the purpose of my amendxxent.
ment based upon the majority rec- That
Senator KENNEDY talks about the
ommerdations from the Jordan com-

child, a tiny child—we can all do that.
That is why we do not get much done
and probably will not get much done
here. At 1cast we will have a vote. That
is what this is about.

What about my spouse aud minor

children that I love? Why not both of
them? Why cannot my spouse, minor
children and my brother come? It is be-

cause they will not raise the figures.
Raise the figires ad thee they can all
come. Make your choice. I can tell you.
in grappling with this issue and all the

issues of einotio, fear, guilt. aid racism—I keep using it again and again

ad again—afld Emma. Lazarus, I know
all about Emma Lazarus. I read up on
that remarkable woman years ago. Of
course, the Statue of Liberty does not
say, "Send us everybody you have, le-

gally or illegally." That is not what it
says.
adult
child
who
will
have
to
wait,
and
mission. We )ave seen fit to see that it
most extraordinary- pare of it all.
• is an issue that will be discussed, voted it is a poignant story—or the only sis- is The
that the people who want to do evo' the Cambodian wo will not be
on. whichever way it goes, and then er
to come for 5 years. I ask my col- erything with illegal immigrants and
move on. I think- once we finish this abie
if you really prefer to admit do somethj.g to "punish them" and do
amendment, things will move in a leagues
brothers and sisters or ã4ult ciiidren something to limit them and do someswifter fashion.
and wives and minot thing here, here aid there, are the very
But just let me say this to k!nd of while husbands
are staading in line, who want people who will also not allow us to do
sUrnrnarze some thiLgs that ha.ve oc- children
to join their family here, who can be anything with a proper verification
curred during the debate. Please under- described
"little kids." "little moth- system that will enable us to get the
staid that I think what my friend. ers. little as
fathers.'
That is what tiis job done. We will hive a debate on that
Senator FEGOLD, was talking about—
kind of a poilcy is that?
one and see where that goes. That is an
parents—there is no change in my is.I What
you what kind of a policy it is, axnendxnent of mine on verification.
axendment in the defiflition of "inxne- it istell
oui present poilcy. The present
You caniiot do anything in the illegal
thate family," none. Parents, minor policy
of
the
United
States
is
that
immigration
unless you do somechildren, spouses, no change. That, I there is a backlog on spouses and thing with thebill
gimnick documents of
thiflk. 'is unfortunate; and perhaps it minor children of perrnaent resident the United States.
When we try to do
may have been misconstrued. But there aliens, which is 1.1 million. There is
one, here comes wizards like the
is no change in the definition of "im- bak1og of brothers and- sisters in that that
Cato Institute talking aboit tattoos
mediate family" in what I am doing.
fifth
prefereflce,
of
1.7
million
people.
and
people who have found an enclave
I say, too, that in the debate I have No one i going to wait that long, I can there,
down and gve us no anheard the phrase that these people assure you. No one is going to wait swers,tonotreign
single answer about what
come here to work. I agree with that that long. They will come here. Who you do witha illegal
immigration. if you
totally. There was another reference to would not?
do
ot
do
something
the docuthe fact that they are a tremendous There are two choices: Raise the ments, verification or with
the
gimnick
Soburden on the United State& I have numbers, or give true priorities. Tiere cial Security and the gimmick drivers
never shared that view. I have never is no other choice. None. Americans licenses and all the rest. What a bunch.
shared the view that these people who will not put up with the first one, What a bunch.
come here are a tremendous burden.
which is to raise the rumbers. You can
I am still waiting for the editorial
But there are some touching stories see what they say. They do not want from
one of their wizards over there to
here I just have to comment on. You new numbers. The Roper Polls, the pour out
ror me what happened to the
knew that I would not completely Gallup Polls down thro'.igh the years, slippery slope
here. When I go to the
allow t1at to slip away.
ever since I have been in this issue. ask airport atd get asked by the baggage
We can all tell the most touching the people of America, do they want to
for a picture 1D. I did not really
stories that we can possibly conjecture. limit illegal inmigration. The responze clerk
about that being the slippery
My friend from Ohio tells those stories. is "Yes," 70 to 75 percent. And the sec- think
but I giess it must be the slick_
My friend from Massachusetts tells ond question, do you want to limit slope,
est
slope
can ever imagine if this
those stories. I can tell those stories, legal immigration, ad the answer is other stuffwe
is
the
slippery slope. This is
for I have a brother who is just abdut "Yes," 70 percent cosistent1y bizarre. Get asked
a baggage clerk
the most wonderful man you can ever throughout my entire time in the U.S. for a picture ID willbynot
do something
imagine. I would like to have him here. Senate.
to keep illegal, undocumented people
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out of the United States and keep them

family second category are not playing
country are very complicated, sigfrom working in the United States so by the rules. They are here. Where do this
nificant,
and weighty issues. Mr. Presithe American citizens can have the job you think they would be? They have dent, I say
to you that anybody who
and do the work. It is a curious oper- beefl approved. They are on the list, has been watching
the discussions
ation, but things I needed to say. That and they have not been finally ad- today, who has been following
this deis why this amndment is here. We will )udged, and they are here, and 65 per- bate, I hope they recognize already
just see where it goes. Let her rip.
cent are not pla3ring by the rules.
Somebody can come and look at what Adult sons and daughters, 25 percent what we recognized on the Judiciary

Committee, that these are not simple

the debate was and say, "How did it
ever reach that point? Hundreds of
thousands of people playing by the
rules will have to wait?' tnder the

are not playing by the rules. Third amendments. These are not amendpreference, 8 percent. Family, S per- -ments that should be considered in the
cent—all not playing by the rules. I flash of the day here. These are, in
enter into the RECORD that esti- fact, deserving of being independently
current system which would be perpet- will
of the waiting list and family considered in a much broader context
uated by the present committee lan- mate
sponsored preferences as of February that- looks at the whole range of mat,guage, 1.1 million spouses and children

1996.

of permanent residents, must wait for
I ask unanimous consent that that be
up to 5 years. While the closest fami- printed.
lies members are waiting for years,
There being no objection, the matenow we admit under our current sys- rial
was ordered to be printed'in the
-

tem 65,000 siblings of citizens and their RECORD, as follows:
families every single year.

Fiially, Barbara Jordan did know

about the figures that have been presented in this debate. The INS statis-

ESTIMATED IV—WAIT!NG LIST iN THE FAMILY-SPONSORED

PREFERENCES AS OF FEBRUARY 1996

tics, their division of statistics sent

one of their experts to the commission
to help with their deliberations, to help
the commission, and they certainly did

know about these figures. The mag-

nitude is alarming, but they knew.
So the important link between legal
and illegal immigration, many of those
we are often told are waiting patiently
in the backlog and some in fact are not

waiting patiently in the backlog. In
fact, they are not waiting at all. Why
shouid they? They have entered this
country legally or illegally. Legally
they are residing here. When their
place on the backlog is reached they

iZ

stimazed
Category

...._.

Family tsZ ......
Famay

this debate would recognize that the

80.000

69.680

+10.860

1.180.000
550.000

1.138.544
894.054

+1.456
.55.936

1.690.000
285.000
1.700.000

1.632.608

20.814

.57.392
+2(586

1.592.824

.407.576

3.755.000

3.554.986

.200.018

$eci.

SpousfchiIdTl
Auft sgi/daughters

Prf. Iota! ..................__.
Family mud

._._......

Family torm
Family total

...

Est,nated percent of waiting list appiicant who
are currenay zn the United States

Family first

25

Family second:
Spouses'chjldren
Adult sons/daughters

To take the illegal immigration
bill—an outstanding piece of legislation, in most respects already—and
suddenly inject into it considerations
of legal immigration on the basis of
one amendment at the very end of this
process is notthe way the fcfl Senate
should take this up today. In my judgment. Mr. President, anybody watching

re

a

-

ters that pertain to legal immigration
at the same time.

65
apparently feel a sense of entitlement
25
there because their visa has been ap- Family third
8
proved. They say, "Gosh, I have been Family fourth .
5
approved to cozne to the United' States
Mr. SIMPSON. Perhaps the debate is
of America, but I cannot come for 10 or drawing to a close. It has been a good
15 years because some brother is taking debate. I very much have enjoyed it. I
up the slot. Some 30-, 40-year-old enjoy my colleagues. I have worked
brother down the road has taken my with them and am learning to know
slot and I want to be with my spouse them. It will be a great influence on
and minor children or some closer rel- the debate in years to come. That is
ative, an unmarried son, a daughter, a very important. The purpose of this
married son or daughter." But no, be- amendment is simply to try to stacause we have this huge line of pref- bilize what is presently totally out of
erences and .we meet them all and we control, unless you raise the numbers.
-are reqnired to meet .them all with a
Jthank the Chair.

Senate deserves to have a full aiid com-

plete consideration of legal immigration, rather than to attach one highly
controversial and very complicated ele-

ment of it on the illegal immigration
bill.
That said, Mr. President,

-

let me

move on to address some of the substantive components of the Simpson
amendment, which is at the desk right
now. I think it is importa.nt for our col-

leagues to understand exactly what

would happen if this amendment were

to pass. First of all, Mr. President, I

think the priorities in this amendment
are out of line. Under this amendment,'

the practical effect of prionties that

have been set is that virtually no visas
will be available for people who fall
into categories such as the, adult cliii-

dren or the married children of U.S.
citizens.

Given the backlog -of spouses and

children of permanent residents, given

the anticipated numbers by the fl'S,

the norma.1 categories of an unlimited

immigration of the spouses and children of legal citizens, it is clear that,
for the 5-year period the legislation
total of 226,000 people. We are required
Mr. ABRAHAM addressed the Chair.
contemplates, there will not be any
to do that.
The PRESIDIIqQ- OFFICER. The Sen- visas available, in my judgment, for•
They certainly feel they have a tech- ator from Michigan is recognized.
who is the child, married child,
nical ability to come here. How mary
Mr. ABRAL4LM. Mr. President, I anyone
adult child, of a U.S. citizen.
are in that group? Let me tell you how thank the Senator from Wyoming. I orVlhat
that means, Mr. President, and
mary are in that group—i million peo- was not as surprised as he was at the
our colleagues have to underple in that group. Let me tell you who remarks of the Senator from Colorado what
stand is that if the Simpson amendare these people waiting to come i about this effort to bring legai inmi- ment
were to pass, we would establish
who are currently in the United States gration into the illegal immigration
who are not playing by the rules. Here bill. As I said in my earlier comments, the. following priority. The children of
would have a greater priorare people who are, I hope my col- and as I think the remarks of the Sen- noncitizens
ity
in
terms
gaining access to this
leagues will hear, who are not playing ator from Colorado also reflect, this is country thanof
children of U.S. citiby the rules. We have in the family a ver.y substantial joining together of zens. Let me the
repeat that. The children
first preference, the estimated percent two very, very, in my judgment, difwould be given a higher
of people, waiting list applicants, who ferent issues that ought to be dealt of noncitizns
than the children of citizens.
are currently in the United States, with independently of each other, as we priority
In fact, virtually no adult children or
should not be in the United States, but were able to do so - in the Judiciary married
children of citizens would,
are in the United States because they Committee, and as the House did in under this
amendment, have a chance
have been approved, but they have not their consideration of immigration al- to come here
during this 5-year period.
been approved for entry. But they are ready this year.
Let
me
reflect
further on the point I
here. Mr. President, 25 percent are in
The fact of the matter i that these
making, because it tunis out, as
the family first category: Sixty-five issues that pertain to the number of am
SIMPSON indicated, and as we
percent of spouses and children in the legal immigrants who can come into Senator
have discussed here already today, that
-

-

-
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a substantial portion f those people today—the sons and daughters
of U.S. tion bill, Those issues should be considwh are in this category of permanent citizens, who we seek to keep the
residents, were themselves amnestIed open to. Are these really peopledoor ered separate and very comprehenwe
here in 1986 by the legislation that this
in the bill that is before the Sento keep out, Mr. President? Are sively
ate that Is already at the desk on legal
Congress passed and which was signed wajt
these
really
people
we
want
to put at a immigration To bring them in now, esinto law. Prior to that, they entered lower priority? Are these really
people pecially to bring them in
the country illegally, They were ill&gal who, as some described,
piecemeal, is
are taking a mistake.
aliens. And so if we place, as a priority, from our system? It is exactly
those
the children of these perma1ent resi- peeple who Senator: DEWna referenced
The practical effect, of the Simpson
dents on the basis that the Simpson when he talked about the
amendrnet, were it to be enacted here

amendment does, above the adult children and married children of U.S. citizens, we would not only be placing priority on the children of permanent
residents, noncitize over the Children
of citizens, we would be placIng as a
higher priority the children of illegal

aliens over the children of U.S. citi-

zens.

Now, several Meznbers have tried to
thfferentjate between adult children of
U.S. citizens and minor children, between married children of U.S. citizens
and minor children, between married
Cr adult children of U.S. citizens and

niior children of noncitizens; but I
have a hard time believing that any

Member of the U.S. Senate or Congress
wants to exc!ude virtually every adult

gutsy guys
who have come here. Who are those
people who have come here over the
years to make a contribution? 'That is
exactly these people.

today, would be to place a higher priority on access to coming to this country

on the children ot nonctizens versus
the children of citizens, it would place
a higher priority on the children of il-

The notion of chain migration has legal aliens versus the children
of citidramatically exaggerated here
today.. As the General Accounting Of- zens. If we are to address, and effectively address, issues of legal immigrafice study indicates, the average time tIon,
at least we should address
between a person's arrival and their ef- them then
in a way that puts the priority
fort to sponspr somebody is 12 years. the way
it ought to be,. Citizens of this
The chart, which attempts to depict country and
their chilctren should have
huge inhluxes of people coming as a re- a higher priority
than noncitizens and
sult of one person's immigration_ certainly than those
who are illegal
fact, that covers half a century. That, aliens,
I believe, is exaggerated at that point
Mr. President, I yield the floor, I will
as well.
The fact is that, under the law that continue my thscussion of this amendafter others have spoken,
we are consderftg, the illegal immi- ment
Mr. FEtcGOj addressed the Chair;
gration bill, countless provisioi have
The PRESIDflcG OFFICER. The Senbeen placed in that legislation to pre- ator
from Wiscoin,
vent thS—sponsorshjp agreements that
Mr.
FEGOLD Mr. President, let
can be enforced, so that before people me again strongly associate
myself
been

-

or married child of U.S. citizens and.
instead, pr000se such a substantial priority on the children of ncncitjzens, indeed, so many of. whom were at one come over here, there has to be
a spon- with the comnjents of the
point illegal aliens.
from
agreement by the person spon- Michigan, Although it Senatoi
It just seems to me that these are sorship
is suggested
sor-ing,
and
that
agreement
can
now
be
that somehow this amendment does
not the priorities we, as a body, ought enforced under this legislation.
not violate the distinction between the
to follow. In addition to that, as was That is not going to encourage
alluded to also by Senator SIMPSON, gration; it is going to advertise irnnij- illegal and the legal 1mrnigraton issue,
cour- I do not know how else you can say it.
there are a huge number of children
and siblings of U.S. citizens who are on age. It is a dramatically exaggerated It is indisputable that this znendrnent
To the e'ctent it exists, the is not àniy about people
this backlog list, people who have been contention.
whc may at
illegal immigration bill will discourage one time be illegal immigrants,
waiting for, in some cases, as many as it.
But
To
the
extent
that
anybody
10 years to come here. The SL'npson ing to exploit the system, this is try- they are legal immigrants It is not
bill
disabout people engaged n any kind of acamendment Would virtually wipe out courages it.
anybody on .that list from having, ac- This bill contair. sponsorship provi- tivity that is illegal,
I made this point in my earlier recess over these 5 years that the amend- sios, deeming provisions,
provisIons mark-s. Senator ABRAM
ment would seek to apply.
limit access to the Government offer an amendment that and I did
These people have been waitiig al- which
services
by illegal aliens and by non- in committee for thosewa approved
ready a long time, They have paid the
situations
citizens
that are going to discourage where someone has
dollars that are involved in securing any advantage
come
here
taken
of
the
system, and then overstays their visa. legally
applications and - a variety of other which will leave instead
We inthe
kind
of creased the pena1tie for that, That
things that are part of this process.
Is
Now they will be toad that, baskally, country that so many people sought appropriately in an illegal im.mgration
over
its
history,
the
kind
of
nation bill, But this amendment
for at least 5 years, the door is going to
people came here to play by the to do with that issue at all, has nothing
be shut. I think that is a huge mistake. where
has to do
flUes
and
make
a
contribution,
and, in- with whii family membersItand
These are the people that all of our of- deed, they have,
which
relationships and in what order people
fices hear from all the time. These are
..4.n
earlier
speaker
talked
about
unshould be able to come to
the people whose fathers and mothers migration places a huge straIn
on the in a strictly legal context, this country
contact us and ask us. "What can be process, The type of immigration
we
So I am troubled by the attempt here
done? How can we get our children are talking about, the ability of U.S.
here?"
to,
on the one hand, suggest that. of
Well, many times we have had to say citIzens to bring their children to this course, we should separate these two
"no.:' Now we are going to, with a vote country, which this amendment would issues and then come right here at the
reduce, is not a strain on beginning of this
today, say "no" for an additio 5 full dramacically
bill and offer an
this
system.
To
the extent any strain amendment that clearly
years. Mr. President. i think that is a might exist, we have
goes over the
already
addressed
line,
that
ciearly
terrible delay to continue.
goes into legal immiit
in
this
illegal
immigration
bill by gration, aid to somehow
But let me talk, also, Mr. President.
it is
about some of the other comments th.t cutting off access to the kinds of serv- just one little amendment,suggest
it is not one
ices
that
may
have
been
exploited,
have been made with respect to exactly
amennent it is a big deal that
So, although I have several other little
who is affected by this legislation. We
is going to affect thousa and thouthings
that
I
will
bring
back
to
the
have heard a lot today about the con- floor so
of families, of people who are
other speakers get their sands
cept kflown as chain rnigraion. It is aiacting completely legally, and they are
chance,
let
me
just
conclude
by
restat- going to be forced into a bill that is all
w.ys said in a very kind of threatening ing two fundamental points,
wy ar.d a
the public anger and concern
way—
First, the Simpson amendment is an about
chain nhigraion. That is Sernething we.
having to de with i1lga1 immigration,
attempt,
no
matter
how
it
is
characteraparent1y. do ot like. But let us just lzed, to bring very weighty,
i think that pa!nts the issue,
very corntaik a little bit about these folks whe plicated legal immigration issues
That is wky i think an o'erwhelrning
ad rnajor1y
were on the charts we saw earijer inject them into the illegal
o' people in this body, if they
irnmigra- are given a simple opportun
to vote,
-
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whether they wanted to consider ille- has made. I think we are engaging in a Simpson amendment—it was talked
gal and legal immigration separately good debate here. This has gone on for about in our commj,ttee—that there are
would vote to separate the issue.
a few hours. It is probably going to go 1.2 million spouses and children of perMr. President, what I am going to on for a few more hours. But I think manent
resident aliens who are waiting
suggest, since the amendment came up these are very, very important issues.
to
come
in. That is the people the
in this order, is that this is going to be
I believe that the Simpson amend- Simpson amendment purports to help.
the key vote on whether or not you .ment is in fact antifamily, anti-family Let me repeat it—1.2 million spouses
really think the issues of legal and ille- reunification, and goes against the best and children of permanent resident
gal immigration should be separated. I traditions of this country.
who are waiting to come in. End
talked to a number of Senators about Let me explain why I say this be- aliens
of
quote.
Here is what the Jordan Comthis issue. They think it is very clear, cause this can get very, very confusing,
says about this group of peoThere is no question in their minds and you have to really spend some mission
The Jordan commission said that
that the illegal and legal issues should time. It has taken me some time to get ple.
least, at least 850,000 of these people,
be separate. Make no mistake. This is into it. I certainly do not today pre- at
least 850,000 of them are already
the amendment that will decide wheth- tend to be any kind of expert. But let at
here. They are already in the country.
er that is really their position,
me explain what I understa.nd the facts
Who are they? Again, they are the
Those who vote for the Simpson to be.
children, they are the spouses of people
amendment cannot possibly argue that
The Simpson amendment would have
this Congress in the Simpson-Mazthey have kept the faith of keeping the the effect of pushing aside adult clil- who
bill in 1986 granted amnesty to:
legal and illegal issues separate. It is dren of U.S. citizens. It would have the zoli
I think it is very important that
impossible. It is too big of an issue. lxi effect of pushing aside the minor chil- weSo
keep this in mind.
fact, I. would even argue that it is dren of U.S. citizens who happen to be
Now, no one can come to this floor
worse than just straightforwardly say-. married. It 'would say to a U.S. citi- and
say these people are going to be
ing, "We are going to merge legal and zen—let me again emphasize "a U.S. kicked out. That is not happening. It is
illegal immigration." It is just piece- citizen"—you cannot bring in your not going to happen. In fact, the husmeal. It takes one very significant as- adult child. We are not going to con- bands, the mothers, people who are
pect of legal immigration, family un- sider that person part of your nuclear granted amnesty, once they were
imigration, and somehow decides it in family anymore. That is going to be granted amnesty, were on the road to
the context of an illegal immigration your extended family, those of us who citizenship if they wanted it.
bill while leaving other important is- have childzen over a wide range of many of them for any number of Now,
reasues having to do with legal irnxriigra- ages. Try to tell that to your older sons that Icanot fathom have decided
tion to this side, presumably to be children, my son Patrick, or Jill, or not to become citizens, but no one is
dealt with when we bring up the legal John, that they are no longer part of talking about kicking them out. INS is
immigration bilL
our family: you cannot come in.
deporting them, nor is INS deportThis is the worst of all worlds beIt says to a U5.. citizen, if your not
ing their children, nor is INS deporting
cause it does not allow people to look minor chiid..has made the decision to their spouses. And there is no one who

at the legal immigration issue in its get married, well, you cannot even
context: It just separates one thing, bring your minor child in. It says that
puts it in he illegal bill, and in my to the U.S. citizen. It pushes these chilview it is a disingenuous attempt to dren aside in favor of—let us be very

can come to this floor and say anybody

is talking about doing that. So I think
it is very, very important to emphasize

who these people are. And again I

have the cake and eat it, too—that you careful how we state this-—the spouses would cite the Jordan Commission. Mr.
respect the split, but, nonetheless, we and minor children of illegai aliens, President, the 850,000 of this group of
are going to resolve the very basic people who were illegal, aliens, who people the Simpson amendment
issue at this time.
came here illegally and who were ultito help—it purports to help
Whatever the merits of the issue, I mately granted amnesty in the Simp— purports
family members—get help only on
think the Senators from Michigan, son-Mazzoli bill.
paper because they are here already.
Ohio. and others have done a wonderful
That is the choice. That is what it is The fact is that when a legalized perjob of explaining the problems with the doing. But when you get into it fur- son becomes a U.S. citizen after 5
extreme limitations that this amend- ther, what you also find out is that the
the spouses and children are lement brings forward. Whatever your vast majority of these people, which years,
immediately. They can do that.
view on the merits, ,I hope Senators this amendment purports to help, with galized
All that person has to do is become a
will realize that this is the vote about children, with spouses, people who were citizen. And even if that person does
whether you want to keep the issues of illegal aliens, who came in here then not elect to become a citizen, no one is
illegal and legal inm-ijgratjon separate. because of the amnesty provision of going to kick those kids out and no one
There may be other related amend- Simpson-Mazzoli, were legalized, we is going to kick the parents out So I
ments later. There may be a sense of say that is OK—their children.
while what' is said about the
the Senate. But if you go aiiead and
The facts are the vast majority of think,
Simpson
amendment makes sense and
pass this amendment, you have already their children and their spouses are al- is technically
w have, to look
broken the line between the two issues, ready here. They are already in the behind that andcorrect,
look at who these peoand you cannot put it back together.
country. They are not leaving one way
really are and what the real facts
Mr. President, I hope all Members re- or the other, no matter what this bill ple
are,

alize the importance .of this, not just does. That is the reality. NQ one can Let me turn, if I could, to another
from the point of view of the merits, come to this floor and say this is going
but it is related. It is related to
which are terribly important, but also to impact it one way or the other. So issue
Simpson-Mazzoli
passed in 1986,
from the integrity of this whOle proc- we are pushing aside family members and it is related to that
the overall rhetoric
ess, which the vast majority of the of U.S. citizens purportedly for the rea- about the extent, number of legal imHouse and the vast majority of this sonto help other people, the vast ma- migrants who are coming into this
body believe it would receive by sepa- jority of whom are aiready here anyThe statement is made that
rating and keeping separate the issues way. That is antifarnily. It is wrong. It country.
we are at an all-time high. That is simof legal and illegal immigration,

is wrong. It is wrong. We should not do ply not true. It is not even clOse to
Mr. President,. I suggest that it is it.
being true. It is not accurate.
very, very important that we reject
How did this all come about? Let us
We are at the rate of approximately,
this amendment,
look at the facts. Let me cite the Jor- talking about legal immigrants, of 2
I yield the floor.
dan commission because my colleague per thousand of our population. We
Mr. DEWINE. Mr President, I would from Wyoming very correctly cites the have been at roughly this rate for 30
like at this point to try to respond to Jordan commission for many things. years. We have been at higher, we have

my friend and colleague from Wyoming Let me cite the Jordan commission. It been at lower during our history. Just
and to some of the comments that he is stated, stated by proponents of the. to take one example, though, if you go
.
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back to the turn of the century we are illegally here came here legally.
Simpson amendment does—a whole
were at about 10 per thousand. We are Yes, that is true. But these are not the the
other issue, an issue that this Senate
at roughly 2 per thousand now.
people we are talking about when we
What about my colleagues who may talk about legal immigrants. These should debate, should talk about. But
on a different day. It confuses the two
say, well, we just heard the argument

people were never immigrants, immiputs them together, and I think
made that we have new statistics out grants meaning someone who is here issues,
that is a mistake.
from ]S that show the numbers are on the-path to becoming a citizen.
For those of my colleagues who are
up. Yes. VThat it shows is that we got
Rather, these are people who came concerned, and I think virtually everywhat we expected. When we decided to here—yes, legally—but who came here body in this Senate is, about passing
grant amnesty in 1986, we knew there with absolutely no expectation that an illegal immigration bill and getting
was going to be a spike, and we knew they would ever become a U.S. citizen. it signed and having it become law, the
there was not only going to be a spike These are people who came here to
way to do this is to defeat the
but there was going to be additional work on visas. These are people -who best
amendment. -.
spiking as a result of that because of came here as students. Frankly, they Simpson
Do
us down the path of getthe children that could be legalized, overstayed; they overstayed their wel- ting innotthetake
swamp,
getting in the muck
could become U.S. citizens of those come, they overstayed the law, and of all the other issues
we are going to
people who are. granted amnesty.
they are a problem. This bill begins to
into if, in fact, the Simpson amendThat was expected. So I think you address the problem, the bill as cur- be
have to put this, again in its historical rently written. The Simpson amend- ment passes. Legal and illegal, they
I believe, have to be kept sepaperspective, and we have to understand ment does not do anything about this simply,
rate.
that this should be a shock to no one. problem.
I am going to have a few more comIt was totally expected. It is an in- In all due respect to my friend from ments
later on. I do see several of my
crease that we have seen as a di.rect re- Wyoming, I think the only thAng this colleagues
are on the floor waiting
sult of the amnesty that was granted in rhetoric does is confuseS the issue be- to speak. I who
will,
at this time, yield the
1986 and it is basically just as the am- cause people then make the jump arid floor.
nesty. was a one-time shot, the results say you have to combine the .two isThe PRESG OFFICER.. The Senof' that amnesty are also a one-time oc- sues. They are. separate and distinct. ator
from A.rizona
currence.
Legal immigrants is a term of art. PeoMr. KYL. Mr. President, I rise in
Let me talk, if I could, about another ple who are here—that is not the prob- favor
the Simpson amendment. First
argument that my friend from Wyo- lem. There are some people, a lot of of all,of let
understand something
ming nade. He had a very interesting them, who overstay the law. They very clearly.usThe
about sepchart. I walked over to take a look at came here legally but they were never arating the bills, discussion
legal and illegal
it. It was something that I heard him legal iimnigrants. I think it is impor- bills, boils down tothe
one simple political
talk very eloquently about a great deal tant to keep those two things in mind. tact. Those who do not want any
and that is the chain, migration probThe statement is also made that changes in the laws relating to legal
lem.
aliens use social services more than na- immigration in this couxltry, who do
Just a couple comments. As my tive-born Americans. Again, every sta not want to change the numbers, who
friend from Michigan said a moment tistic, every study
I have seen, as want to continue to see the üumber of
ago, tt .chart may 1) accurate, t well as anecdotal evidence
that I think
immigrants in this country conmay be accurate for a family. I can most of us have seen in our home legal
tinue to rise, as the charts that were
come up with a hypothetical. It might States, would indicate that you have to shown
indicate—those people
be accurate—might be. But if it was ac- look beyond that statement. That who doearlier
not
want
to see any constraints
curate, assuming it was accurate, as- statement may be technically true, but on legal immigration
also do not want
surning that is a real case, it takes if you break out legal immigraits, peo- to see the issues of legal
and illegal imabout a half a century for that all to ple who came here legally, people who migration combined into
one bill betake place. So I think we need to put have become citizens, people who got cause they understand that
there is a
that in perspective.
in line the way they were supposed to
strong political desire to deal
My colleague from Wyoming agreed get in 1±te, people who are now natu- very
.the problem of illegal inigrawith me; we should favor the gutsy ralized citizens or who are legal resi- with
people, gutsy people who picked up and dent aliens, in line to become citi- tion. This body will not refrain from
came here. What is to say those people zens—if you look at that group, and dealing with the problem of illegal imTherefore, if we are talking
on that chart are not gutsy? What is to that is the group that the Simpson migration,
say they are not people who contrib- amendment is going to affect, what about the same subjects in the same
is going to be a bill and
uted to society? What is to say they you find is statistically they are on bill—there
there could be a change in the law relare not people who work with their welfare less than native-born Ameri- ative
to legal immigration_so they do
family, maybe work in a business to cans; less. Agaiii, I think it shows the not want
see that. They would rathniake things happen? That chart is al- problem when we try to mix the argu- er see thetolegislation
illegal
most the history of this country, al- ments and when we try to combine immigration pass andregarding
then do nothing
most a reflection of our own, not just legal and illegal.
with respect to legal immigration.
.

the history of this couxitry but a reflecThis vote is a vote not juston the
tion of many of our own families, if we merits of the Simpson amendment. It
go back a generation or two or three.
is also a vote on whether or not this
I wish to return to another issue be- Senate is going to take an illegal imcase this issue keeps coming up. I just migration bill that I do not think i
want to return to it because it shows I perfect—in fact, I have a couple of

think how many times the mixing in

our bills and in our mind of the issue of
legal irrixnigration and illegal irnmigra-

tion leads not only to what I think
would be bad legislation but I think

bad thinking and confusing thinking
and confusing rhetoric. Let me give
one example. It has been stated time
and time again one-half of the people
who come here-let me get the precise

The Jordaii Commission made some
very substantial recommendatio

about both legal and illegal irnmigration. Specifically, it determined that
our law should be changed to put some
caps on the numbers of people legally
amendments. One amendment I am irn.migratingto the United States. The
going to offer; another amendment basis for the recommendation was wha.t
from Senator ABRAHAM I am going to has occurred in the last 10 years, both
support. We are going to fight about with respect to illegal imniigration and
those and vote on them. But it takes the increases in legal immigration. Ten
an illegal immigration bill that I .thjnk years ago or so when the law was
is a very good bill, a bill that addresses changed, the assumption was that we
the legitimate concerns that honest would stop illegal immigration. How
Americans have that their laws be en- naive, I guess, everyone was. We
forced, that we play by the rules and thought by making it illegal to hire

language. I wrote it down. One-half of that people who come here illegally aze those who were here illegally, we would
the people who are illegally here came dealt with—it it takes that concern
the magnet and people would
here legally. One-half of the people who and superimposes on it—this is what remove
stop coming here illegally. We would

-
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not employ them. Therefore we would percent of the respondents supported citizens are the first priority. Minor
not have as many illegal entrants. And,

the current levels of immigration; only
therefore, we couid afford to raise the 4 percent of blacks and Hispa.ics s'ipnumber of legal entrafltS.
ported the current level. There is overSo the Senate and the House in their wheirning view in our coimtry that imwisdom, before the occupant of the migration numbers should be somechair and I caine t the Congress, de- what reduced.
cided that what th3y wouid do, since
if I look at the actial survey nuxnwe were going to have so many fewer bers, as was pointed out before, most of
illegal immigrants, was to simply raise our citizens wouid reduce those numby almost a quarter f a m±llion the bers far below what any of us are talknumber of people who could come here ing about doing here today.
legally.
We ought to be responding to what
Of ccurse not only have we had more our constitients are asking, but as
legal entrants every year, but illegal happens so much here inside the beltimmigration has also risen. It is the way, with various lobby groips putting
combination of both of these numbers pressures on Members, we are not even
increasing that has resulted in the sub- going to come close to what the majorstantial majorities o people surveyed. ity of the people in this country are
regardless of which survey you look at. asking. We are net geing to reduce the,

who say we need to do something about number of legal immigrants in the
the problem, both problems. We need to country to 100,000 per year, as a majorget a handle on contro1lig our bor- ity of Arnericas wouid like to see. We
ders. We need to make it harder for il- are not going to call a time out on any
legal immigrants to be employed and legal immigration. We are not goin to

receive welfar-beneflts. And we also
need to reduce somewhat the number
of people coming .ito the coimtry legally.

You can argue about where the numbers should be. My owix view is that at

children of permanent residents are the

second priority. It is true that minor

children of permanent residents have a
priority above aduit children of either

citizens or perxnarient residents.
I ask my colleagues who made the argument, would they change that priority? Wouid you put a higher priority on

the adult children of citizens than on
the minor children of permanent residents? Because, remember, perrnanerLt

resideflts are legai, too. They have a
right to live in this country as long as
they live, and if we are talking about
keeping nuclear families together,- we
have to be very straightforward about
this, and I do not think there is anyone
here who wouid not agree that the current priority, which is for spouses and
minor children, should be the top priority.

So let us.not hear disc'ission about
how we are putting the chiJdie of perrnzent residents abeve the chllth'en of
reduce it to 200,000 or 300,000 or 400,000. citizens. We are putting the minor chilThe most that we are going to do is dren f permanent residents above the
to get it about at the level that it was aduit children of those who become
10 years ago, somewhere in the neigh- citizens.
borhood of 480,000. So aU of the great
Mr. DEW'E. Will the Senator yield
speeches about how we ar shutting off for a moment?

least it ought to be taien about to the imzxligration and we are keeping people
level that it was 10 years ago. It is still from coming to this coimtry obscures
about a quarter of a million people a the fact that we would be allowing
year. The Jordan Commission actually about one-half million legal irrimirecommended fewer ha that. The grants into the country every year. Of
Simpson amendment actually rec- course, this bill applies only to 5 years,
omznends more thz.n the Jordan com- and then we go back to the levels that
mission did, but it reccrnrneds it as a exist today. The Sinipson amendment
true Cap. It says this is a r nr; is just a temporary 5-year breathing
480,000 will be it. Period. That is, each space to establish a true prority sysyear, how rnay people can come in le- tem for family immigration.
gally.

Mr. KYL. Yes, just for a moment.
Mr. DEWThTE. Does the Sexator agree

with the Jordan. Commission when
they said that of those individuals that

you just refernced, there are at least
850,000 of them who are not waiting to
come in but who are already, in fact,
here?

Mr. .KYL. As has been noted earlier.

that statistic couid well be accurate,
and about 65 percent of those people

As Senator SnPsoN pointed out. one
are here are here illegally, if SenThe bill, as it came out of the Judici- of two things has to happen here. El- who
ator
SThIPSON's
statistics are correct.
ary Committee and as it is here on the ther we have to change the priorities which would suggest
to me that we

floor, however, does not real1y limit
the numbers. It provides a cap b't it is
called a pierceable cap, meal2ing you
can actually have more numbers than
that. And, because of a phenomenon
which I will discuss in a moment, the
net resuit is that there really is no' cap
at all. So let us speak very plain English here. Nobody is trying to cut off

so that instead of spouses and minor should not be graxting a priority to
children, the two groups that we want people who, though they are here, got
to grant the top priority to—;hat is ex- here illegally. I will be happy to yield

• isting law;I think that is what ail of us for aflother question.
wouid agree to—we are either going to
Mr. DWflE. If you will yield for an
have to change that priority so that additioa1 comment or additional quesbrothers and sisters or others couid tion.

come in ahead of them o, if we are
going to do what the proponents of

Mr. KYL. Sure.

Mr. DEWfl'E. If the figures of the

legai immigration. Nobody is trying to more immigrants want, we are going to Jordan Comiiission are true, that
cut it in hajf. Nobody is trying to cut have to increase the total numbers, be- 850,000 spouses and children are here,
it even by 25 percent. But what we are cause the current priority system will wouid you agree that no one is serisaying s that there shouid be some result in far more people coming in ously talking about kicking them out
limit on it, as cppose to the bill, than the current numbers allow. That of the coimtry? So, in other words,
which will enable it to escalate sub- is why this pierceable cap—it is only a when we talk about it is important to
sta.ntiai]y.
cap in name, because the fact is the
these families, that xr.ay be
Those who favor basically open, legal proponents of more immigration ujider- reunify
true
on
paper but in reality they are
immigration, will say, "Oh, no, the bill stand that if you leave the priority sys- already retrnified. They were never
actually has a cap in it" That is true. tem as it is, inevitably there will be ar apart because they are here together.
But, as I will point out in a minite, the more legal immigraits than there are • Mr KYL. My colleague makes a
cap does not mean anything. It can be today.
point. I think he proves too much b
pierced and it will be pierced because
The goal with the Simpson amend- his argument though. Nobody is going
of the large number of people who are rnet is reunification of the nuclear to. kick them o'it. That is the whole
awaiting their turn to 'become legal family t6 ensure that the spouses can point. So all the bleeding heart stories
citizefls, just precisely as Senator ALAN come n, that they have a top priority about how these people are not going
SThIPSON pointed out d'ring his re- and that the minor children have a top to be reunified is, frankly. beside the
marks about an cur ago.
priority.
point. They are here. Many of them are
Let me return to a point that I made
One of my colleag-ues xr.ade this arguillegally, but they are here. What
jist a second ago and actuzily cite ment, "Well, Senator SIMPsON s actu- here
they
have to wait for is simply
some numbers. A recent ABC poll ally giving & greater pricrity to the their will
opportlnity
i line to save their
showed that 73 percent of the people in children cf permanent resdezts than status recognized as
So in point
the country want reduced irnIgration. to the children of citizens. That is not of fact, they are notlegal.
being hurt one
A recent Roper poll showed that only 2 true. Mr. President. Minor children of iota.
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Mr. DEWINE. Will the Senator yield?
Senator SIMPSON and I and cial estimates are there will be from
Mr. KYL. Let me finish making this priority.
others
simply
believe that the first pri- 329,000 to 473,000 immediate relatives
point. Because what we are talking

should be the priority of the Jorabout with the backlog requires two ority
dan Commission and of the existing
points of clarification.
One, that backlog will be cleared up; law that minor children and spouses
those pecple will get their legal status are the frst to receive their legal staIn some cases, it will be legal staeventually and, in the meantime, as tus.
tus for the first time reunifying the

my colleague points out, they are here
already, they are already unified, they
are not suffering apart from each
other.

Second, it is important to note that
the Simpson amendment grandfathers
all of those people who came, I believe
it is before• May 1988—the exact date
Senator SIMPSON can clarify—so that
we are really not ta'king about in any
real numbers creating a hardship for
those adult children who would want to
be reunified under the third priority.
Mr. President, I really would like to

of about 384,000 for inmedjate relatives.
So the number of 480,000 is plenty to
accommodate these immediate relatives. There would be about 100,000 adfamily because the rest of the family is ditiona.1 sloth for family-based catnot in the country. In other cases, they .egorjes other than the immediate relare already here, and it is. simply legal- atives, the people who my colleagues
izing the status quo.
from Ohio and Michigan have pniThe next priority and the priority
addressed, 100,000 a year.
after that would then come into play. mariiy
It does not provide additional slots
In each case, there are some people
for the legalization backlog reduction.

who are already here illegally who It is assumed those individuals will be
would become legal, and there are oth- absorbed in the immediate relatives
ers who were abroad and would be al- category of U.S. citizens, many of
lowed to come to the country, reunify whom, as my colléague
noted,
now
with the family, and eventually be- eligible for naturalization As Iare
noted,
come legal: It is all a matter of prior- at the end of 5 years this limitation of

ities, Mr. President.
get on.
As Senator SnpsoN noted, one of two
Mr. DEWThE. Will the• Senator yield
things is true: Either we change the
for just one more?
Mr. KYL. I will yield one more time. priorities—and, again, I do not really

Mr. DEWINE. Then I will sit down
and get my own time. I appreciate my
friend's generosity with his time.
I wonder if he could just respond to
this. Is it not true that the individuals
he just. described who are already unified, who are together, are the people
that Senator SflSON says his amendment is intended to benefit and who, I
argue, because of that amendment, are

over the next 7 years, with an average

480,000 ends anyway. So under the offi-

cial INS statistics, there is plenty of
room for all of the people who have

been talked about here to become legal
think anybody is really suggesting in
the United States of America.
that—or we have to recognize that The facts, however, are somewhat

there are so many people who are eligi- different than the omcial. story., Here is
ble thAt the numbers are going to n- where we find out the rest of the story,
crease dramatically. I think there is an as Paul Harvey would say. It appears
interesting story.
that there are some inforzn.1 INS estiBy the way, may I just go back and mates that differ from the formal estipoint out when I talked about mates. In fact, according to the San
pierceable, I meant to describe what we Diego Union-Tribune article that
has
mean by that. The Simpson amendmentioned here, there will be a
people who really do not need to be ment provides for 480,000 admissions been
significant increase, a 41-percent in-

uffied anyway; they are a]ready uni- per year. The question is whether or
fied. They, with his amendment, would not that number is pierceable or not.
be pushing out adult children, yes— The Simpson amendment is a true
adult children—of U.S. citizens who number. What you see is what you get.
could not come in and minor children What the Jordan Commission recof U.S. citizens who happen to be mar- onirnended was a far lower number,
ned?
400,000, but theirs was pierceable, as is
I want to clarify for the membership the current bill. "Pierceable" means
who we are really ta'king about. These that, because admission of nuclear
are people—850,000 of them—who are al- family members of citizens is unlimready. here. My colleague says no one is ited, the admission limit ca be
talking about kicking them out. They pierced. That is the top category, the
are already in the country. So to me it citizen category. It is actually two catis a little misleading, or maybe it does egories, because the citizen's both
not tell the whole story, to use the minor children and spouses and then
term we are "reurnfying" these peo- also other relatives of citizens.
ple—and that is the purported sense of
Because the number of relatives of
the Simpson amendment_when, in citizens is unlimited, when we say
fact, they are already physically urn- there is a cap of 480,000 or 400,000 or
fled. They may not be on paper unified whatever it may be, that is not really
but they are here and living together. true. It is that number plus however
That is who he intends to benefit.
many add±tional relatives of citizens
I appreciate the Senator's generosity. are allowed to come in.
Mr. KYL. It is a point well made, but
The Simpson number is a true
I believe the point relates to all the ber: 480,000, period. Over time, thatnumwill
.

categories. As Senator SIMPSON related accommodate all of the categories that
before, in all four categories of prior- they want to come in. Some will simities, there are people here illegally ply have to wait longer than others. We
who are simply waiting for their turn say the ones that should have to wait
to become officially recognized as longer are the more distant relatives,
legal. The largest number is in the first not the spouses and the minor children.
category, and then it goes dowxi in Wh.t are the official estimates of
number to the point in the bottom cat- how many numbers we are talking

egory it is the fewest.

So in each of these categories there
are people who are here illegally who
will have to wait a while before their
status can be made legal and who, as
my colleague from Ohio rightly points

crease in legal immigration that the
INS now says will enter the United
States over the next 2 years. They have

undercalculated or miscalculated too

low for the next 2 years, and the fact of

the matter. is, we are going to

see

about a 41-percent increase in the next
2 years.

The article provides details about
unreleased data from the ThIS showing
that imxriigration will rise 41 percent
this year and next year over 1995 levels.

This is the result of an approximate

300,000 administrative backlog of relatives of individuals who have not realized applying. for alien statuz. Therefore, the fact. is, under the bill as currently written; we are not going to see

a slight decrease. As the proponents

Eke to say, we are going to see a huge
increase.
As Senator SflvIpsON noted, you car-

not have it both ways: Either you

change the priority, which nobody

wants to do, or recognize there have to

be a whole lot more numbers. The

truth is, as the fl'S-reported numbers
in the San Diego paper show, that will
be substantially increased over 1995: 41
percent in both years.
As I said, the Simpson amendment is
important because it provides a true
temporary limit. In l990—in 1990—the

about? According to the official INS es- level of immigration was increased
timates, immediate relatives will substantially, by 37 percent. There
was
range from 329,000 to 473,000. Mr. Presi-

dent, let me read those numbers again
for the benefit of my colleagues. Remember, the Simpson amendment calls
out, are not going to be kicked out.
480,000 family members—additiol
It s important for us. however, for
employment
and diversity numbers—
therefore, to focus on this question of but 480,000 family
members. ENS' offi-

an increase because it was thought
that the new employer sanctions would

reduce illegal immigration, as I mentioned before. That has not occurred.
We know that there are approximately
4 million illegal immigrants in the
country and about 300,000 to 400,000 new
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Mr. President, we can talk about the principal reason I oppoe it. No. 1.
try each year. So that number haE to numbers, and I will get back to where it is dealing with legal immigration
be added to the numbers that we are we are in terx1s of numbers, but for the and not illegal. If we are interested in
talking about for legal immigrants.
purpose of understanding in family
we have a variety of different adMr. President, the United States has terms—in family tethis—what this legal,
ditional
issues. This is the heart of the
always been—and, as long as I have amendment is really all about: If you legal irnrnigraton,
of famanything to say about it, is going to are an American cftizen today, you can idles. It is the hearttheofnumbers
the whole proillegal immigrants entering the coim-

be—a land of opportuLity both for U.S. bring your wife in, you an bring minor
Always has been. It is the heart.
citizens ad certainjy for all of those children in, you can bring parents in gram.
it. That is what he is changing.
w].o came here legaily. But as much as without any liniltation at all. That is ofWe
say that the reason we have this

we are a nation of immigrants, we are the same with the Simpson proposal
also a nation of laws. We cannot afford, and the underlying amendment. That
as a nation, to continue to incur the will not change under this particular
unrestrained costs of both legal and il- proposal.
legal immigration in jobs, welfare, eduUnder the current law, if you are an
catioii and health care. Senator Smip-.. American citizen, you can bring your
so is trying to get a handle on this by adult children and your brothers and
limiting immigration very slightly sisters in. There are numbers for those.
over a very limited period of time, 5 Today the demand on that does not
years, as the American people have de- overrun the numbers which are availmznded.
able. We are ta1kng about 23,000 adult
Unless we reform our legal and ille- children that come iii and some 65,000
gal immigration laws. I believe we will brothers and sisters. All of those get in
undermine the United States as a land now currently. Under the Simpson
of opportunty for all, both foreignand amendment, there would not be the
mtive born. Everybody has a stoy to guarantee that those would get in. I
tell how they got here.
it is highly unlikely they would
My grandparents emigrated here think
be admitted.
from Holland. My grandmother hazdly
Today, if you are an American citispoke English. I am very proud of my zen, you can bring in the adult children
Dutch ancestry and the traditions that and the brothers and sisters of Amerwe have maintained, but I think that ican citiz€ns. Beyond that, we also.
my grandparents, who assimilated into have for the permanent resident aliens,
our society - and became Americans, slots for minor children and spouses.
would be rather shocked and somewhat There are numbers for them, but they
disappointed at the way that the sys- get in now. They are able to rejoin. We
tem has grown over recent years My are talking about the minor children
guess is that they would be supporting and the wives of the permanent resiattempts of people like Senator Sp- dent aliens that are coming i here
SON to try to bring the right kind of today. They are all at risk. There are
ba1anc and to try to provide oppor- some 85,000 of those. They get i today.
tuity for all of those who are here al- Now, what does the Simpson proposal
ready and who we will invite legally to basically do? It provides for a limitacome here in the future.
tion on the. overall numbers. Then
That is why I support the Simpson there is whzt is called the spiliover.
amendment. I think it is a very reason- There are 7,000 slots for that spillover.
abie amendment. It is even more lib- Mr. President, 7,000 slots for the
eral, if you want to cse that term, than spouses and minor children of permathe Jordan Commission recommenda- nent resident aliens. It was 85,000 last
tion. I know that we all regret that the year. Those wives and those children
chairman of the Jordan Commission, were able to get in here. Under the

Barbara. Jordat, herself is not here,
canflot be here, because of her untimely death, to defend the ratioa1e
for the Jordan Commission report,

slight blip in the flow line of the increase is because of a set of cir-

cumstances that were put in motion by
Senator SIMPSON, myself, aid others
who voted for that 1986 act aid the amnesty. It has taken 12 years or so for

those individuals to get naturalized
that were under the amnesty and now

are joining members of the family.
After a couple of years, it begins to go
down.

As a matter of fact, for exa.rnpe, the
total immigration for 1995 in-the family preference was 236,000: in the year
2001, it- will be 226,000. These are the
latest figures. We have the blip now on
personal family members. We are committed, even with that. when we get to
legal immigration, to lower those numbers in.a way that is going to be fair in
terms of the different groups that are

coming in here. We are not reducing
the numbers on the real professionals
that are coming in here. Senator SmpSON reduces it to 100.000. The fact is

they are ilot using 1OO.)OO. Do we wider-

stand that? We are not using the 100,000

that is incorporated in the Simpson

amendmeiit. There i no cutback there.

No citback there, my fries. Mr.
President, 32 -percent in famiUes—no
cutbacks in the permanent numbers.

Where are some of those pe1aent?
We are talking about cooks, auto mechanics. They will he able to come n
here. But the renifications of brothers
and sisters—no, they are not.

Mr. President, I do think that whzt
we ought to do is say, Look. Dn this
issue, we had tried. Senator ABP.AM
and myself bad offered a amendment
Simpson proposal, there will oiy be in the Judiciary Commntee to reduce
7,000 available.
the overall numbers by 10 percent on
Then the Simpson proposal says if that. We have ioflfld out in recent
the wives and small chfldren all get in times that the ntmbers have bubbled
here, we will spin what else is left over up. Doris Meissner testified in Septemto take care of the adult cildren and ber of last year that the numbers were
brothers and sisters. That is just pie- increasing. Barbara Jordan had highly
in-the-sky if you look at what the professioa1 staffers, and they had acnumbers are and wh&t the demands cess to the sane informatjo. They did

-which, as I said, is even more coservative in this regard than the Simpson
amendment. But I thixkk we ignore that
report at our peril, and we ignore the
sensible arguments that Senator SmpSON has made here. at our peril. As I are.
said, that is why I..support and hope
Effectively, what the Simpson
that others will support the Simpson amendment does, by his own descrip—
amendment.
tion: We wiu say, OK, we will permit

not identify this kind of a bubble. Senator ABRABAM indicated—and I join
with him—when we get to 1ega immi-

gration, we will see a fair reduction
Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
citizens to bring their spouses and
The PRESIDThG OFFICER. The Sen- minor children and parents in here but across the board in terrrs of these
visas, 32—percent reduction for brothers
ator from Massachusetts.

virtuaily no one else. at least iii the and sisters and the wives atid small

Mz. KENNEDY. Mr. President, a first yea:, because the other groups
number of my colleagues have made now, the adult children, which are
some cdxnments with regard to the un- 23,000 that are coming in here, and the
derlying legislation, with regard to the brothers and sisters, which are 65,000
amendment that i before the Seiate, that are coming in here, and the chiland aiso in reference to the Jordan dren and wives of the permanent resiCommission. I will mzke a brief, brief dent aliens that are coming in here.
comment about those comments and SnPsON will say all of those together
also come back to the underlying rea- will get 7,000 visas.
son why I am opposed to the Simpson
Effectively we are closing the door on
amendment.
those members of the family. That is

children of permanent residents. Now,
that is not fair.

Finally, Mr. President, I think the
argument that has been made by my
colleagues and friends about not addressing this issue at this time but .ddress±ng it at the time we were going
to deal with the legal immigration is
the preferable way of proceethg.

I listened to the presentation of my
friend and coUeague from Alabama,
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Senatcr SHy, and I watched those No backlog reduction, ignoiing
charts go. up and come' down. The fact the basic facts.
one of• are entitled to Medicaid benefits under
about the presentation was that we had
c1rcufltancewhich are
Mr. President, I think the family emergency
the mixture of legal and illegal. He
most circurtances Further,

points out that 25 percent are in jail.
The problem is about 85 or 90 percent of
those are iliegals that are in jail. When
he says on the chart looking at this

foreign boria, "They are in jail, they
are using the system." those are
illegals. Most are involved in drug selling in the United States. They
to
be in jail. They ought to beought
in jail.
They are violating our laws. They are
the ones who are in jail.

The fact of the matter is, as others
have pointed out during the couzse of
this debate, when you are talking
about illegal, you are talking aboutpeople who, are breaking the rules,
talking about 1.mskilled individuals
who are displacing American workers,

you are talking about a heavier mcidence in drawing down

issue is the most .important We can aliens may receive
illegal
AFDC payments
work out our numbers in ways that it
and
food
stamps
for
is going to be fair and balanced along This is simply another their children.
burden on the
the way. We are seeing the tightening working,
taxpaying people of this counof the screw, a 32-percent reduction
try. In defiance of all comnlon seIze, it
with the Simpson proposal, if this seems
that only in America can somemeasure is adopted, for immediate
who is here illegally be entitled to
members of the family. Nothing i theone
full benefits that the Federal Govterms of the employment. They were ernment
has to provide.
down to 83,000 last year. Senator SmxPWe
are
stripping the money cut of
SON allows for 100,000. Those numbers
the
paychecks
of the working people,
can' continue to grow. I think that is to support 4-miilion-plus
illegal immiabsolutely wrong.
Even if we were dealing on the merits grants. Is it any wonder that they are
pcu.ring into the country at an enorof it, I do not know why
should mous rate of somethj.g like
30,000 a
tighten the belt on familiesweQuicker
than on those that are coming in and month?
What does this say about the breakdisplacing American workers, and, in down
in the welfare system—that 'it
many instances, they are, as I men- can provide
tioned, auto mechanics and cooks and We simply benefi for illegal aliens?
not be doing it. That
other jobs. I think families are more was not theshould
of the welfare sysmportaLt than those, if you have to tem. We aredesign
bankrupting it and corchoose between them.
Mr. President, we have had a good rupting it by continng to sponsor and
illegal aliens i this country:
discussion. Many have spoken about support
Madam President, we have people

whatever kind
of public assistance programs are out
there. That is the fact. That is why we
want to address it.
When you are talking about legais,'
yoi are talking about indivjdja.js who,
by every study, contribute more than this. I hope the Simpson measure will coming into the t5nied States illegally
be accepted,
they ever take out in terms of the tax notMr.
for higher_paying jcs, free schools,
systems, who do not overutjliz ay Chair. FA]CLO addressed the food stamps, and Governmentspon..
more than any native American the
health care. By f1oodin the
The PRESrDG OFFICER (Ms. sored
public prograrn for health and assistUnited
States,' the illegal iimnigrant
The Senator from North Caroance—with the one exception of the SNOwE).
population is taxing fewer and fewer
is recogiized
SSI where they have greater use, pri- lina
resources. We simply caniaot a!Mr. FACLO'm Madam President, public
manly because of the parents who have while
ford
the
continuing rise in illegal inwe
are
debating
the Simpson migration.
come here for children after a period of
amendment
on
legal
immigration,
let
time are older and therefore need those
Madam President, this bill is not perstress the need to address the probservices. We have addressed that with me
fect, but at the very least it will at-.
lem
of
illegal
immigration
as
part
of
our deeming provisions. We will have Senate bill 1664.
tempt to control the flow of illegal irnI support 5. 1664. migrants
an opportunity' to go through
into this country y
the Madam President, stopping
illegal un- providing.coming
progress that has been made i saving migration is one of the
add.ltional
enforcement and
most difficult personnel and by strearrtuning.
the taxpayer fund.
the defacing the United States.
We are asking, why are we getting problems
portation procedures. so that they can
into all of those issues suddeiy? We A recent study concluded that, since be rernoved.
will take some time, when we address 1970, illegal immigrants have cost the
Further, this bill will stop the practhe legal imnigration issue, to go over American people over £19 billion in tice of people entering the
country leboth
direct
and
indirect
public
assist
what has happened in terms of the ance.
gaily—and then going onto our welfare
deeming provisions for senior citizens.
None of us doubt that illegal immi- rolls. Anyone who goes on welfare
That makes a great deal of sense.
within 5 years after arriving here can
gration
is soaring in the country. Some be
Finally, I heard a great deal about
deported. This is not as much
as we
the Jordan Commission The fact of the estimate that the number of illegal ought to be doing,
bit it is a start.
in the United States is over 4
matter, on the Jordan Commission aliens
Madam
President,
urnbers it is recognl.zed it would be million people. Moreover, the number this bill to stem the we need to pass
400,000 that would come here with farni- of illegal immigrants coming into the migrants.. We cannotflow of illegal imlet this become
is growing by over some another
lies. They had another 150,000 in back- United States
issue that the Democrats
a year.
log which woujd be added on to that. 300,000
During the recent recess. I visited the Senate stop. It is too important to
They did not even include refugees,
stop. For that reason, I hope the Senmany
counties in North Carolina. It ate
which they cited woujd be 50,000. You
can act on this legislation.
was
very
interesting
that
each
county I
add all of those up and you are talking
I
thank
the Chair and yield tie rewent
into,
the
county
comxnissioers n'.ainder of my time.
about 400.000 for family, 100,000. in eiiand
the
health
officials
all
said,
"We
Ployrnent, 150,000 in backlog, and 50.000 have a particular problem
Mr. SIMPSON. Madam
in this coun- think we may be nearly President, I
in refugees. That comes to between
try
that
does
not
apply
to other coun- erly proceed to a rollcallready to prop700,000 to 750,000. AU of these figures ties. We are being inundated
vote on this
with illeare virtually in the ballpark.
immigrants," Well, it becaie al- issue. Ad then I think that will reThe point my friend from Arizona gal
move greater delay, as we move into
left out is that one of the central provj- most a joke because each county was of the other items that are in
the amendthe
assunlption
that
they
sons of the Jordan Com.rnjssjo was to
were the ments that we are presently
aware of.
do something about the backlogs of only one that had the problem. The
I
hope
that
people
with
amendments
spouses and children. It is out there truth of it is, the problem is not only will submit those, giving us
an oppornow. With this amendment, you are statewide, but it is nationwide. We tunitv on both sides of the aisle
need
to
top
it.
to see
going to make it even worse. You are
fliegal immigrants are not Supposed what arnenthnen there may be yet
going to say to any spouse or child of
forthcoming, because at some pom in
any AmerIcafl citizen, "You are not to be able to get public benefits; yet, time—.rnaybe today—we
can close the
coming in here for 5 years, ad you will over time. this has been changed. The list of arnendmets so that
at least we
Court ruled that children of would have some
be lucky if you get in after that be- Supreme
perspective. I have
illegal imn'jjgrats are entitled to a
cause of the way this is structured. public
given up oe or two of my amendeducation. fllegal

i

imrnigran ments-.-one that Senator FEnGOLD and
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I debated in committee. I have with- tion. That is why the first bill
before
That
said
and
acknowledged_I
drawn that. I hope that that mar- us is a bill on illegal immigration.
might
by everybody who 'nas spoken here
velouz, generous act. will stimulate
I a]so suggest, that those who say add,
others to do such a magnanijous thing they want to see the' ntrnber of people today—let us think about the ramificaas to take one of their "babies;' one of wo are permitted to come to the cou- tions of the Simpson amendment betheir very wonderful things, and lay it ty legally reduced, those who sy that fore us. What that a.nendnent will co
to rest. perhaps.
wou'd have different opnons if they is basically preclude others who are
In any event, I thiflk that we ar understood the ramifications that not, already here from coming in huge
nearl7 ready to proceed to a fthal vote might affect them or their commu- numbers ad in what I consider t.o be
on that. I thInk anything else I would •nities. I have not seen polls go to that appropte priorities, as I sad in my
say would be epetitve, other than to kind of extent. But I suspect f people last statemeit. In other words, people
say that the choices are clear. To co all understood that the chiidre of U.S. who are noncitizens will be
the things we want to do: which .piay citizens would have a lower priority bring their children to this country
upon your hearzstrjxjgs, you have to than the children of noncitizens, they and people who are citizens will not be
raise the nurzibers. If you do not raise would surely not favor that form of able to bring their children if their
children are either married or adults,
the numbers, then you have to make ]egal ixnrnjgration changes.
I also would like to comment just as That will be the ramification, because
priorities. If yo are making priorities.
it was my silly idea that you ought to a postscript to the comments of th the use of these 480,000 visas that are
have the priorfties as minor ckildren Senator from North Carolina. He is part of this ame1dnient wiLl. be exand spouses, and not adult brothers ad deadly accurate in his comments about hausted by the first categories of the
sisters. That is where my numbers the impact this bill has on the welfare relatives; that is, spouses 'and ninor
would tome frorrL. No niystery, That s access that noncitizens will have. In- children of U.S. citizens and permanent
where they would come from. They deed one of the foremost objectives of resident noncitizens,
In short, we will be placing priorities,
would go to spouses and minor children this bill on illegal immigration has
and come from adult brothers and sis— been the objective of trying tc address in ny judgment, in the wrong bay. We
ters, who, in my imind, are removed the issuance of public assistance to will be vng the chlidren of citizens a
from the immediate family category. noncitizens, One of the reasons we lower priority than the children of norThat comes with wife. children, moth- think this is a major problem with re- citizens. We will be giving the chIldrefl
er, father. All of us surely will remem- gard to Immigration has been that peo- of citizens a lower priority than the
ber that that is from whence we all ple have—some people at least—tried children of people who came here as ilSprang.
to come here illegally to gain access to legal immigrants. We wfll. be giving
We can proceed, hopefully. I yield the benefits. This bill attempts to address children of U.S. citizens a lower priorfloor.
it. I think it forcefully will.
ity simply because of making a paper
The point I would like to touch on transaction in the status of folks who
Mr. ABRARAII. Madam President, I
have a couple of mare issues that I now very specifically is the broad ques- are already in the country, That, in my
want to inject at this point relative to tion of numbers because the comments judgrient, is 'not the way we should be
of the Senator from Arizona a few mo- dealing with legal immigration issues.
this amendment.
I know there is at east one, or ments ago in the cliaiog between him I also po±nt out that the impact
of
maybe two, of our colleagjes who have and the Senator from Ohio—I do not this is really quite profound. We are
come -by this norning and indicated know how.many Members were watch- talking about, I think, tring away
they wanted to speak. So I urge them, ing—I thought that was perhaps as from in many ways, really, the histo'ic
if they are in their office, or if their telling as any other discussion we have basis on which this country was built.
staff is watching, at this point to had here today on the question o ex- Legal inmigrants, the children of U.S.
please proceed here if they are still in- actly what reaily is going to happen if ciizens, have been great contributors
to this country. They have come here
terested. I do not have ay intent to this amendment passes.
As has been pointed out, the inin'j- and made co1tz-jbutions. Lit2rally hunprolong the debate much further. But I
want to make sure that some people gration and Naturalization Service has dreds of this Nation's Medal of Honor
who we had promised to find a time for noted that there will be a spike, an in- winners were legai immigrants, Huncrease, in the number of people who be- dreds of people who make cotriuwill come here for that opportunity.
I would like to comment again on a come able to becone legal immigrants tions in the sciences, high-tech induscouple of points I have been making i the next couple of years 'under the tries, and so on, aid built our great
family preference categories cities are the children of legal imiriitoday but also on some other issues so-called
of
spouses
children of TJ.S. citizens.
that have been raised by ptevious That is an and
This amendment will basically
u1im1ted category. That is grants.
shut the door on them—those childrefl
speakers. One is the issue of polls and going to go
up.
But
what
the
Setator
polling data.
of legal immigrants who are not miI th.nk certainly it is a responsbiJ.ity from Ohio, I think, has said and which nors.
think is important, is that all Sen- Much has been made of this distincof elected officials to be observant of Iators
considering this amendment tion between minors and
public opinion and constituent views.
so-called
But I think it is also ilnportaDt to un- should understand that increase does adult or married chiidren, that somenot
mean
new
people
coming
into
the
how they are no longer part of the nuderstatd that polling and the use of
polls is oftentimes quite contradictory United States. What it reflects over- clear family. Maybe that is trie for
is a group of people who,
and quite confusing. We all know that whelmingly
fainflies in this world, but t is
of the 198 act which gave am- some
the pfls have Said for years that because
certainly not the case in my mind. It is
nesty
to
those
in
the
country
illegally
Americans overwhelmingly want a bal- ad a subsequent action by the Con- not the case for the Senator from Ohio,
anced budget. Bt then, as we have gress in 1990 which gave quasi-legal as he pointed out. I do not think it
learned, if they aze told it means some- statis to the spouses of minor children should be the policy of the U.S. Govermnent to distinguish in that fasiion.
thing specific that affects them, they of those who gained amnesty,
these I think th.t wouid be a huge step in
aU of a sudden have a little different people are largely overwhejmthg:y
alwrong threction.
Opiziion.
in the United States. Con- the
So, Madam President, I stress tmt
L', tt veii, I say that some of the ready
the thcrease that has been the prorites in the Simpson amendpolling related to immigration can be sequently,
to is not an threase in people ment
in terms of who h&z access to irn
both, on the one hand, tellitg and, on •alluded
coining o the coiitry; it' is a shifting migration
are wrong. Even if you think
the other hand, ccntradictory. Yes, it of
people
aIreay
the
country
from
is true. overwhelmingly people want to
there should be changes in legal iminione category to atother, fron a qiasi- gration, these are ot the priorities
dea' with the immigration problems. legal
status category to a legal status that we ho'.id establish.
The pl1ing I have seer. suggests, caz.egory.
It does nQ: 'rnea a lot ziore
Let me ow move c'n tc the point
though, that the first priority they people coming
have is to cieai with iliegai izmigra- Unfted States. as in'_iigra2ts to the that I made a little eather i a little

aie t

dfferzt ray.
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these issues, the sorting out of what bring legal immigration from the desk

ought to be the priorities, the sorting
out of what ought to be the method by
which people gain legal access to the
country ought not be dealt with in this
type of vacuum, ought not to be dealt
with as an amendment to the illegal
imznigratio bill.

to the floor and have at that issue as
I know the Senator from Wy,onijng
would like to speak, and there is one
well.

other Senator on the way here, so I am
gothg to yield the floor at this time.
I thank the Chair.
This Senate should focus—and I
Mr. SIMPSON addzesed.the Chair.
would be perfectly happy to have the
The PRESmflG OFFICER. The SenComments made by an earlier speak- ator from Wyoming.
er—I would be happy to have the legal
Mr. SIMPSON. I believe Senator
immigration at the. desk be brought up GRAMM is coming to indicate his Supfor full consideration and passed. But port against the amendment so we cerlet us deal with these issues in their to- tainjy w-ill withhold. I just want to say
tality, not a small part of' them. I to my friend from Michigan, I think
think that approach is the wrong way what happens in issues like this is you
to go.
establish a degree of trust. You
That is why we, from the begthnixig have your own views, but we do notmay
lay

of this discussion in the Judiciary snares on each other. That is a very

Committee, Urged that these issues be important part of legisiatmg—to estabdivided. It is how the House did it. It is lish trust, and then you get in there
how the Judiciary here did it, both in and belt it around and then you move
the full coxmnittee ad in the sub- on. That is what I do and have always
committee, and that is how the full 1one in 30 years of this work. I have
Senate ought to do it as well.
in some that are much, much
Finally, we should not lose sight of been
more
intense than this particular one.
the fact that countless organizations
However, I do have• to comment on
and groups who represent the most di- the one thing that keeps coming back
rectly affected in all cf this strongly like a theme.
believe in maintaining the separation.
Oh. then I wanted to say that there
It is interesting to note the many or- one group the Senator left off of thatis
gan.izations that share this opinion: list, the American immigration lawThe American Electronics Association.

You would not want to leave
American Council on International yers.
them off the list. They have messed up
Personnel, the American Business Soft- more legislation in this area than any
ware Alliance, the Electronic Indus- living group, and they will continue to
tries Association, the National Assoit forever. This is their bread and
ciatior. of Manufacturers, the U.S. do
butter. The bread and butter of the
Chamber of Commerce, the Informa- American
immigration lawyers is contion Technology Association of Amer- fusion. And
when you try to do someica.
thing, you use families, chilthen, mothThey believe we should not try to
merge these issues of legal immigration into the bill before us, the bill on
illegal immigration. Their opinion is
the same whether the amendment is

ers, sons and daughters, and violins.
That is the way they work, but they
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ment reps. Give them the credit. Wnen

you see t work, give them the credit.
I compliment them on that issue be-

cause here we are—and this is the curious part. They say out there, down the
street, wherever they are, in support of
the argument, that the House voted to
divide the legal and illegal issues. That
is very true. The House voted to split
their bill, axid I assume the same arguments were made about the importance

of legal immigration and the need to
deal with that separately,
VThat actually occzrred in the House
is quite instructive, Legal immigration
in the House is dad—dead, That is
exactly what the message was in the
House—dead, It will never get the careful aid separate consideration that
this body Wishes to give to the issue—
period. That is exactly what many of
those who complain about combining
the issues want—death. They want to
kill legal immigration in all of its reforms, iii every form of reform as suggested by the Commission on Immigration Reform, They. want to kill legal

immigration reform in any form, in any incubajon, in any rebirth, in any
form in the Senate just as it has happened in the House. They do not want
•a reduction of numbers. They do not
want reform of the Priorities. They
want death, aaid that has worked very well in the Fouse,
In the Senate, I appreciate the remarks of those in opposition because
they are telling me they want a separate and careful cotsideration, I think
that is great. I am going to wait for
that. I am waiting for the separation, I
will wait after this bill is finished to
hear the separate and careful consideration of legal immigration It is very
pleasing to me to know that we will
have that debate, I take it. I am overjoyed. Perhaps we can work out a time
agreement, Perhaps we can work up
the amendments, I would certainly
drop away from some of the things. But
to know that these things should be

never give us many other options, nor
do the opponents ever give us many options.
one pertaining to business immigration
priorities would you. I say to
or an anlendment, as the current one theWhat
opponents,
to take away if you
Is, that pertains to family immigra- do not raise the like
numbers? If you do not
tion.
the numbers, what priorities of
They believe we should contjne the raise
the preference system would you re- separated and to know with a heartendistinction we have made here all the duce?
cannot have t both ways. It ing of my bosom that we will have that
other times we have considered immi- cannotYou
be.
That
is really one of the big separate and careful consideration of
gration questions, ad separate these issues.
legal immigration that will be a very
legal immigration issues that are very
appropria response at some future
Then
the
argurnexit
is
we
need
to
sepweighty and very complicated from is- arate legal and illegal immigration be- time.
I think that all of us then will be
sues of illegal immigration, which are .cause legal immigration reform is
looking forward to that because we
so
equally complicated and weighty. And important that it deserves our full and kncw that in the House it was simply
that I strongly urge, Madam President, separate consideration on the -Senate the death knell, and to hear
it is not
be the approach we take today.
That is the theme of all of those here is quite heartening.
I am perfectly willing to have Sen- floor.
I thank the Chair.
who are opposed to this amendment.
ator Sfl1PSCN'5 proposals and the proj\Ifr, ABRAJj addressed the Chair,
It is curious, very curious. that
posals to be offered later by Senator many. in the House at least. who supThe PRESIDG OFFIC. The SenFEINSTEIN, from California, on legal port no benefits at all for permanent ator from Michigan.
immigration debated fully here the resident aliens, none, are talking about
Mr. ABRAHAM I would like to reiterate the sincerity of my cornmnen
way that we did in committee along that as if it were separate and apart.
with the rest of the issues that are all do not see how that can be. You I with respect to having the legal immiare
around legal immigration.
bill considered separately. I
talking about permanent resident gration
was uflder the impression._auring the
That is the way we should proceed. I aliens. That
means
you
talking April recess, in fact, I was approached,
do not fear that debate, and I suspect a about illegal immigrationare
bill such as was the case in the Judici- immigration. You cannot and legal I know, by the majority leader and
separate asked if that was an acceptable aary Con'mittee can be passed, but the them.
I know that the people who are
sequence ought to be illegal immigraIt is a purpose of the original meas- proach.
here today arguing that these issues be
tion is the top priority. We have a good ure—and
I
compliment
those
who
cre- maintained separately,
bill. Let us pass it and Conference it ated this remarkable—not the Senator
approved and
Signed off and said they were fully sapwith the House bill that is already out from
Michigan,
Some
of
the
think
there on this topic. and then let us tanks, whoever, some of the Govern- portive of having that bill come to the
floor.
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It wa my uxiderstazdjng that the the port s. each of us n oz own fain- fifth preference is a pre'erence where
Senator from Wyornirg had opposed fly has a folklore that basically tells a you are trying to bring sorneboy i
that. aid so I am a Ettle bit uncerta story, and the story s partly true but. who is not, by the convetiona1 deright ow exactly what did happen a it is not totally true.
tion, that close kin—this is a goup
couple of weeks ago. But I would just
Fok1ore holds -that America became that has used this provision of law that
reiterate, from my point of view, our
great coul2try because of us: that
amendment tries to reduce.
sincerty. and I guess my understand- Anerica s a great and powerful coun- this
Let us look at a subsaniple of. this
ing was that a proposal to bring the try because these brllAiant people from group—Indian
Americans, No, 1. of all

legal bill to the fioor had been rejected Lebanon and from Korea and from Ge:- identifiable ethnic groups iii America,
by the chairman of the Immigration many ad from everywhere in the Indian Anericans h&ve the highest per
Subcommittee.
worid cane to live here and their in- capita income. Some people might find
Ma3'be I got the wrong story, but it is nate gemus made Arnerca the richest, that shocking, The average Indian
my understanding that offer ws ai- freest ad happiest country in the American in this country makes more
ready extended ad rejected. That is world.
- - money than does the average Episopawhy, instead, we are here today trying And because we believe that, we be- han—which; if you break dowfl by reilto merge these issues, notwithstanding lieve that Arnerca became great be- gious groups,
highest inccxne
the fact that the House sought to split cause we were unique and this miracle groip in America. the
The average Indian
thxr,, otwithstandig the fact that oily worked for us, but it is not going American makes substantjaflv more
the Senate Judiciary Cornxittee to work for other people; that is, if peo- rnoey than the
nerican who
sought te split them. But I will reserve ple come here and they look different traces his or her average
lineage
back
Great
further cornmets for the moment. I than we do or they souiid different than Britain. Madam President, 50toperceit
-see other speakers here,
we do or if their customs are different of all motels in America are owned by
Mr. SIMPSON. Madam President. I than ours or if their native ciothing, is Indian
Americans, In fact, 80 percent of
appreciate that.
different than ours, somehow they are them have the same faiily nane. If
The PRESIDflqG OFFICER. The Sen- different where we were unique and you go to a hotel and you see a Indiafl
ator from Wyoming
made America great by our corning.
Mr. SIMPSON. I guess I remain they are "different" and t will not Americafl wcrking there, and the
are you are going te. and you
somewhat skeptica3—ot of the Sen- work on them. That Is a myth, and this chances
want
to
guess
at his name or her name.
ator. Of course there is no House con- amendment is based fundamentally on say. "Mr. or Mrs.
Patel," and you are
ference, but we will hold the debate. I a belief in that myth.
going to be right 80 percent of the
think that is good. It will be good for
Arnrica is not a great ar.d powerful time, Now, this is not the sa.ne family,
America. I yield to the Senator from comtry because the most brilliant and but it is a very common name.
Tex.s—I yield the floor.
taiented people in the world came to
The point being, why in the world are
Mr. GRAMM addressed the chair.
live here. America is a great ad powtrying to keep out of America an
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The Sen- erfui corntry because' it was here that. we
ethnic group that has the highest per
ator from Texas.
ordinary people like you and me have
Mr GRAMM. Madam President. I had more oppor:urity and rre free- capita income and the highest average
rise in oppositioi to the pending dom than an other people who have education level in tile country? It
amendment. There !s something in ever lived on the face o' the Earth. strick me as I was walking over here

this debate, I was talking tc my
American folklore that induces us to Aid, with that opporunfty and with for
legislative assistant, arned
believe that America has bcorne a zhat freedom, ordinary people like us yo1ngest
Rohit
Kurnar,
American. 'nonor
great and powerful country because have been able to do extraordinary graduate frominthan
Duke
TJnivesity. that
bril]iant and talented people came to things.
hs farmily story i a perfect exap1e of
live here. There is something in the While t is ,sornehow not so rea$sur why
ought to crush this amendfolklore of each of .our families that ing about ourselves tc' say it, it is very ment.we
Let
me just tell hs family story
leads us t believe that we are unique. re.ssuring about ou country to know
His father and mother came to this
We all have these stoies in the history it. Most of us would be peasants th al- country
in 1972. They did not come on
of our families, of how our grand- most any other country in the world, ay kind
of frniy preference. The
fathers caine here as poor immigrants We are extraordinary oniy becaise our were original irr1_aigr.nts, They both
who did not speak the language.

I ]oe to tell the story of my wife's

country is extraordinary,
became methcal doctors.
Now, with the best of intentions, this
They then. started the process of
amendment says that we have imrni- bring'ng their family to America. They
grants coming to America and by get- brought theiz brother. He became a
ting here and getting a foothold ad doctor. i fact, he is ai oncologist in

family. My wife's graidf'ather came o
America as ai indentre.d laborer.
where he signed a contract to come to
Arnerca with a sugar plantation where getting a job and building a life, that
Caii'ornia, He broight his
he ag-reed to work a number of years tc they are reaching out as each of us northern
wife, whobecaxe a ter1or designer.
py cff that contract. And, when he would do if we came from somewhere They
brought their nephew, who is a
had worked off that cofltract. he else, and they are :rying to bring their computer engineer. Ad they brc,ught
looked in a picture book ad picked ma ad their daddy and their sisters their father,
out the pictire of a ycung girl and ar brothers ad their coisns and My poiflt s. arid 1 am a conservative
said, "Tht' the one 'I want." And he their aunts to America. So what?
many c' you know, but if we add up
tore that picture ot of the hook and Let.ie just take that one point and as
the
coibined Fedra1 income tax that
seIt 'or her to ccme to America to be develop it for a moment, if 1 rna. Of was paid
10 days ago b' the people vo
his wife.

His son became the first Asian Artier-

icazi ever to -be an officer of a sugar
compaiy i the history Gi Hawaii. And
his granddaughter—my wife—became
Chairrnaii of the Commodity Futures

Trading Ccmrrssioi which, among
other coxnodties ad cornrnothty futui-es, regulates the market for cane
sugar the ted States cf Airierica.
I could have told much the same
story about Spence Abraham, and
about his grandfather eomthg to this
contry. and about my own gracifather, who came from Gerniany, Bt

all immigrant groups in America, to came to Anierica as a res.lt of this
the best of y ability to ascertain, the first K'mar who caie in 1972. this litidentifiable group that uses things Eke tie rarnily probably paid. at a n'.inithe rifth preference in the immigration mum, S500.000 in taxes. Or problem in
laws, the people whc are the most fo- America is we do not. have noug'n
cued on their- extended famiiy. ;?e. Kurnars, wkrng hard and succeeding.

people, as iran: to America, whc. We fleed mo:e.
have reached out the mozt to try ;o
Why do we want tc stop this process?
bring ther families to America, ar We ant to stop t because sorneho
people who are from the Indian sub- we beieve that people are chang'in
coitinet.
America instead of America chaiging
Probably more than any other rnm- ecp1e. We ccid a;'e
this deba:
graflts. at least

erie looks at the use' n the early 1900s. In fact, m,' guess is

'of things like the fifth prefereflce—and if we went back sQmewhere. we would

I am ot ax pert i this area, but a find we did ve the debate, because iz
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• The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes, they
have beexi ordered.
VOTE OWAMENDMENT No. 3816

The

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

questioxi is o agreeing to amendment

No. 3816. The yeas and nays have been
ordered. The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. LO'l'T. I armounce that the Senator from Maine [Mr. C0EEN) is necMr. SIMPSON. Let me say, Mr. Presi- essarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
dent, to my friend from North Caro- AsRCROFT);
Are there any other Senlina, it is perfectly appropriate with ators i the Chamber
who desire to
me that every succeeding vote will be vote?
10 minutes in duration. But I have a bit
The result was announced—yeas 32,
of a problem with regard to the amexid- nays
67, as follows:
mexit, the first amendment of Senator
(Roilcall Vote No.96 Leg.]

FEBST. One of our Members who

YEAS-32

would like to speak on that issue has
been a great supporter of the amendment as it left the Judiciary Committee, and.so I would ask that that sim-

Fori
Gleii

&kaka
Biden

Bradley
Breaux
Byrd

ply ot be part of the vote, and it is
not. We were going to possibly accept

on that at least from oe Member o
So we will have four amendments to

vote o so that our colleagues will
know the lay of the land. The first

Robb

ezry

Rockefeiler
S&banes

Dodd

Kohl

52mozi

Lautenberg
Leahy

Weflstone

Feingold
Abraham
Ashcroft
Baucus

amedthent is a Kenned amendment
to determine work eligThiiity of prospective employees. The. second is a

Mrkovski
Nickles

Bond
Boxer
Brows

Gregg

Batch

Press1
?zyor

Eaxfléld

Reid

Rollings

Roth
Santorum
Shelby

G1ey
.

52flIOn

Rtchizozi
Inbofe
Jeffords

.

Smith
Siiowe

Kempthorne

5pecter
5tevens
Thomas

DeWne

E.yl

Thompson

Dole
Domenici

Levin

Thurmond

Lott

Wyden

Farc1oth
FeiEstein

ming to. withhold the nrrnous-coxi-

McConnell

-

Graxxis

Criig

viously entered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair would ask the Senator from Wyo-

McCan

Gorton

Bennett

Coverdell

amendment No. 3776 last in the sequence under the same ternis as pre-

NAYS—67
Prlst
Gra

Simoxi amendment to adjust the definitioxi of "public charge." The third is to Biya
aflocate a number of investigators with Bnpers
Bzs
regard to complaints.
Now, that one we may get takeii care CapbeU
of with a colloquy.
Coa2s
Aild then the fourth one, and I would Cochran

ask nrnirnous consent that a vote
occur with respect to the Feinstei

MuzTa
Peil

Kerrey

Dascble

florga

our side.

MoseIey-BXun

Kennedj

CoDrad

that, but there will be further debate

Mikulski

Giam
Eak
1uye

Bngama

Jobnston
Kusebacm

Liebexai

Waxer

Lugar
Mack

NOT VOTfl4G—-1

sexit request until we act on the unani-

Cohen

mous-conset request of the Senator
So the amendment (No. 3816) was refrom M&ssachusetts.
jected.
the
Senator
from
North
CaroDoes
AxNDMr NO. 2809
-

lina object?
Mr. HELMS. I will object unless it is

The

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

Oxi

No. 3809, there will now be
made clear in the nnimous-consei1t amendment
for debate equally divided.
request that the fist vote be 15 uiin- 2 minutes
Mr. SIMPSON. May we have order,
utes and the succeeding three be 10 please?

.uiinutes each.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SexiMr. SIMPSON. Mr. Presidexit, I would ate will be in order.
certaniy add that.
Mr. S]MPSON. Mr. Presidexit, so that
Mr. BELMS. Very wefl. In that case, our colleagues will know the procedure
I have o objection, Mr. President.
and the schedule, we have three amendThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Without meats with a 10-minute time agreeobjectioxi, it is so ordered.
ment. One of those may be resolved
Mr. SUPSON. Mr President; we within a few minutes. So the maximum
.

•

move fast. Let me just say that if will be three, unless the leader has
someone on the other side of the aisle
were late for the first 15-minute vote,
it might be a problem. It is not to me.
But let the record show that there- is
also 2 minutes equally divided on each
of these ameiidments, so that our col-

something further. The minimum will
be two.

Mr. President, now we are o the
1
minute o each side. I yield to my
Suxioii amendment No. 3809 with

friexid, Senator SmoN.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senleagues will be aware of that.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without ator from Illinois.
Mr. SThON. This is an amendment,
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, have my colleagues, that conforms the Sexithe yeas and nays beexi ordered o 3816? ate bill to the House bill for the basis
-
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legal immigrant, has SiO,OöO or S15,000 you wish to allow newcomers to come
and the sponsor has $30,000, you are here spending more than 20 percent of

still eligible under the Stafford loan their time on public assistance during

prograi for a Stalford loan and to the first 5 years after entry, that seems
repay it.
quite strange to me When people

The way I read this, it talks about hurting in the United States. Thatare
is
"for purposes of Subparagraph, the where we are.

term 'public charge' includes any alien
who receives benefits under any program described in Paragraph D for an
aggregate period of more thaii 12
months."
Then it describes the program. In
line 18 it Says, '* * * any other program of assistance funded in whole or
in part by the Federal Government."
Stafford loans are. That individuai
may lrnve a higher rate of repayment,
be able to get a smaller loan but still
-

would get some kind of public help and
assistance, because education lcans are
not considered to be welfare. The idea

is individuais will pay that back. So
they can conform with the provisions

I thank the Chair.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, can
we just review where we are? We have
all received a lot of questions about the
order. It was my understanding that we
had the labor enforcement amendment
and the intentional discrimination
amendment. I think we are very close

to workjg out language of the labor

enforcement provisions. I hope that we
will be able to do that.
We have the intentional discrimination amendment, which I hope we can
in a very brief exchange dispose of, in
terms of the time factor. So we might
be able to do that.

The Simon amenthiient on public

of the assets of both of them and Still, charge, do we feel we are finished with
as the Senator points out, receive that that debate? That is another item. I do
and under this be subject to the depor- not ow what the other• Simon
tation, the way I read it. I think the amendment is; whether that is going to
Senator from illinois has a balanced be brought up. Or is that in line?
Mr. SIMON. Whatever. We can bring
prograx here, and I hope that it will be
accepted.
it up tonight. It should be debated very
briefly.
Mr. SIMON addressed the Chair.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, if we
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from flhinois.
could perhaps deal with the intent
•

Mr. SIMON. Mr. PreSident, I do not standard language, which we had diswant to postpone this much longer. Let cussed earlier, I maybe have another 5

us just say Cbristopher Reeve was a minutes or so on that. And then Sen-

sponsor, and he went through this devastatmg accident. Let us say the people he sponsored live n Oklahoma in a
rural community and they take advantage. of transportation for the elderly

ator FEINSTEIN.
Mr. KENNEDY. Then we can do Sen-

ator FEnsrti's amendment and see if

it is possible—I do not know what the
length of it is—maybe it is possible to
and the disabled. Under this :propoi, add that on as well. Maybe it will not
without my amendment, they can be be.

Mrs. FEflSTE. Very short.
deported.
Mr. KENNEDY. That will be what we
I do not think that is what the American people want. I do not think that is will try, so Members will have an idea
what the U.S. Senate wants. I really do of what we are going to do, if that is

not believe even my good friend, Ai.i
SmIPSON, wants that, upon greater reflection. I hope we will conform the
language to the way it is in the House
and say on the six programS—AFDC,
SSI, food stamps, Medicaid, housing,
and State cash assistance—if they take

agreeable. I will just talk very briefly.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, can we
sa.y then,- at least for the purposes of

those of us here debating, that

we

close, lilformaily close, the debate with

.regard to the Simon amendment, and
maybe in a few minutes close debate
a.dvantage of these programs for a year, with regard to the intent standard and
then they can be deported. That is even maybe perhaps be in a position to have
or five votes which should satisfy
harsher, frankly, than I would like, be- four
concerned?
cause I think there will be Some cir- aflMr.
KENNEDY. That would be fine.
cumstances that are unusuai.
Mr. SIMPSON. Would that not be a
To )ust say sweepingly for any kind

of Federal program you can be de- joy?
Mr. KENNEDY. Would that not be,
ported, like the Stafford Loan Pro- and
then we look forward to tomorrow.

gram, I think is a real mistake. I hope
Mr. President, I will just take a brief
the Senate will accept my amendment. time
with regard to the amendment on
Mr. SThjPSON. Mr. President, I am discrimination and, hopefully, we will
going to leave it at that. I am using be able to get it worked out.
precious time, but I will just say tha.t Let me just ask then, before we do
all these things do not take place, afl that, on the labor provisions, on line 6,
these horrible things, little old ladies, if we strike "or otherwise" and put in
veterans, people. Nothing here takes there "based on receipt of credible maplace if there is a sponsor who stepped terial information," does that respond
up to the plate and said, "I'm going to to the principal concerns? I thought
take care of this person, I vow that, I that might have been worked out with
promise that."
your staff.
So anything means tested we are
Mr. SIMPSON. I am not aware of
simply saying the assets of the sponsor that, Mr. President. but I will certainly
become the assets of the imniigrant. If inquire.
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in the past, I think, year as being a available for the elderly and the dis- Here, let me just remind everyone
public charge. This is despite the fact abled. Under this axnendment, if some- again, legai immigrants take advan-
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that research shows more than 20 per- cne takes advantage of those programs
cent of immigrant households are on for .1 year, that is a basis for deportawelfare—households, not individuals. tion. That is crazy. You know, if you
So the committee bifi restored the pub- have a child in Head Start you Ca.n b.e
lic charge deportation. The bill already deported. Maybe a spouse abuses someincludes provisions to respond to con- one and they go to legal aid. 1.1 they get
cers..of some on the other side of. the legal aid they can be kicked out of the
aisle. We have not destroyed the safety country,.for getting legal aid.
net. A generous safety net is provided I just think we have to be reasonable.
the Rouse la.nguage takes care
for iimnigrauts who must use more I think
the big progran. I. know my friend
than 12 month$ of public. assistance of
within the first 5 years of entry before from Wyoming agrees on this, the big
becoming deportable as a public program of abuse overwhelmingly is
SSL In aIdition tb SSL it has AFDC,
charge.
This new provision for public charge food stamps, Medicaid, housing, and
cash assistance.
deportation is entirely prospective. it State
I think this amendment makes sense.
is not applicable to anyone who
President, I ask for the yeas and
ready emigrated to the United States. Mr.
nays.

1 th 'uture will
Oni th wh
e
be affected.
And the Simon amendment prmts sucien sec? t second
future i.mmigrauts to receive
The yeas and nays were ordered.
amocnt of assistance from Federal,
Mr. EDY.. May I inquire of the

State ad local goverDments, as long Senator, ask a question?
as the newcomer avoids six major wel-. Mr. SIMON. I will be pleased to yield.
fare programs. Newcomers would be
Mr. NNEDY. Mr. President, we
able to access almost all noncash wel- bad some debate and discussion about
fare programs for the entire time they educatiàn earlier in our amendments.
are in the United States, without ever Is the Senator saying if you have a

being deportable as a public charge. legal inimigrant and that legal. nmThat Is contrary to the stated national grant is going to take advantage of a
policy that no one may immigrate if he Pell or a Stafford loan, and that person
or she is likely to use any needs-based goes to the sponsor and they find out

tage of these programs, with the exception of SSI, less, as a percentage of the
people, than native-born America.ns. So
I would hope we would use some common sense here and accept this amendment.
Mr. 'SIMPSON. Mr. President, I feel
like somehow I have spoken on this, I

think, probably 10 times today, and I
am using up my precious time. Let us,
ff we can all understand this—maybe I
do not understand. which would not be
the f2rst time, but I think I do.

We are not talking about ,thë poor

and the wretched and the ragged here,
and people being taken advantage of.
We are talking about people who are
here under the auspices of . sponsor, a

spons6r who signed up and sai& J
promise that this person will not become a public charge. That is who we
are talking about.

If a person is as ragged as I have

heard in the last 15 mInutes, cannot do
tki, cannot do that, stumbling
arouud—those people are taken care of
under the present law. We are talking
about a person who is .here uiider the
good faith and auspices of a sponsoring
person. We are not talking about any-

thing that Is not means tested. Anything that is not means tested somebody is going to get. We are talking

they are still eligible for that about, when you line up for whatever it

that
I know xny friend from flhinois SO loan, so they are playing by the rules— is—Stafford or Pell, whateve; it is,
well, alter 25 years, nearly, of friend- they waited thefr turn, 76 percent of that is means tested aid you line up
ship. And know in each occasion that those are members of American fami- and say, "Here I am. I need this prohe speaks it is rn the finest of mtent lies, so they have been deemed and gram." And they are going to ask you,
and conipassio ad caring. This is one they go in—and then they take that "You are an immigrant and you have a
of those. But a deal is a deal. If you Stafford loan, for example, for a year, sponsor. What assets does your sponsor
come here as a sponsored irnmigra.nt that that subjects that person tc depor- have?" And thea they are going to say,
"Those assets are deemed to be your
and somebody says we are not going to tation?
Mr. SIMON. The Senator from Massa- assets for the purpose of receiviiig this
let this person become a public charge,
that is it. You make a person do what .. chusetts is absolutely correct. These means-tested grant." And all -we are
I know the Senator from Illinois would people are preparing themselves to be saying is the sponsor is gorng to be relike to do: if you have the bucks, you productive citizens and all of a sudden, sponsible before the taxpayer is esponkeep your promise. And the promise s because they are preparing themselves, sible. There is o mystery to this. This
they not become a public charge. And, they can be deported. If they are under is not some strange thiflg where we are
if the sponsor cannot meet the debts a J'IpA program they can be deported. pulling the rug out from under people.
They say why do we do th.is with
Mr. NNEDY. Tbi5 is even after we
and goes broke, cannot cut it anymore,
then we pick up the s1ac as taxpayers. have had a good deal of discussion. I legal and not illegal? Biegal immiBut why on Earth would we take up thk for the benefit of most Members grants receive the benefits that I have
WIC, emergency medical asthe slack on any dnd of issue when here—they felt: OK, they should be discussed:
imrnuzization. A.nd why? Bethey said: This person, I prozruse by • deemed, in terms of the sponsors. And. sistancè,
fidavit of support. win not become a even if they play this by the rules, they cause they are here and we want to
public cbax*e? I would resist the waited their turn to get in here, they take care of them so they do not beare rejoining their faxriilies, they get come sick and so on. We know that.
ameidrneut.
Then the argument is why do legai
accepted into the universities and colMr. SIMON addressed the Chair,
get the same benefits that
The PRESING OFFICER. (Mr. lege in the Seatos State. they ruxi persons
through the process of checking their the illegal get? The reason is simple
LNEo). The Ser3ator from flhinois.
President. the Sen- sponsors to deem their income to beyond behef. It is because a sponsor.
Mr.- S]MON.
ator from Wyo'.iug is correct. It was theirs and they are stifi qualified for a who hai enough assets and resources to
Stafford loan, they take that loan to take care of them, promised to do so.
ot "OK," he was scribbling there.
We do not do anything about the itnprove themselves and they take that And souid. Aid there s no reason on
deeming requirements here. . What we for 1 year. then it is your understand- C-od's Earth, why the texpayer should
are simply saying—axdI wculd add the ing that wider the Simpsoxi proposal bave to pick it up, unless the sponsCr
an2iniztration supports this ainend that that individual is subject to de- cannot cut the mustard anymore, has
thed, is baikrupt. Ad we lmve in the
ment—what we are simply saying is portation?
that. there are gothg to be programs Mr. SIMON. That is correct And it bill: t'nder those conditions the taxthat people may be takir.g advantage just makes no sense whatsoever. The payers will pick up the slack.

public assistance.

.

of. that are available, with no kowl- spocsors may very well have had a Mr. KENNEDY. M± President. could
edge it could be a basis of deportatior. medically devastating problem . that I ask the Senator from Wyomirzg You
Let me give an exampie. In rcral 1- just wiped them Out. So the person wo cai be eligible for Stafford loans up to
nois—y gt.ess s in rurai Minnesota, is here 'egally is eligible for these pro- S60,OeO if yohave three kids iu school.
rural Massachusetts and Wyoming grams and we ought to be assisting Now, you mean to tell e that if that
too—there are transportation programs

the..

person, say that izdividuz.i who is the
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loophole in our Nation's traditional

policy that newcomers must be selfsupporting. Under the bill, of course,

an immigrant is deportable as a public
charge if he or she uses more than 12
months of public assistance within 5
years after entry.

AU of the means-tested programs.

means-tested welfare programs—551,
public housing, Pell grants—count toward this 12-month total for deportation. An exception is provided only for
those programs that are also available
to illegal aliens —emergency medical
services, disaster relief, school lunch;
WIC, and immunization.

AMDT NO. O9

Under the House bill, only certain

programs make the immigrant subject
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I should to public charge deportation, and those
like to call up 3809. It has already been programs are SSI, AFDC, Medicaid,
offered but it was set aside.
food stamps, State cash assistance, and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The public housing.
amendment is now pending.
The Senator's amendment would
Mr. SIMON. What this does is to limit the public charge programs to the
change the basis for deportation from same welfare, programs as the House
the Senate language to the House lan- bill but all others would not be inguage. The Senate language, frankly, is cluded—and that would be Pell grants,
so wide open in terms of deporting peo- Head Start, legal services, noncash—in
ple For example, someone who is a determining whether an alien should
legal immigrant, who. receives higher become a public charge.
education assistance, or, Mr. President,
I remain quite unconvinced why any
someone in the State of Minnesota who newcomer should be able to freely acwould not be aware of it and got job cess the majority of Federal noncash
training assistance under this amend- welfare programs within the fIrst 5
ment, unless it is changed, that person years after entry, given that all aliens
could be deported for getting job train- must promise not to become a public
ing assistance—someone who is here le- charge at any time alter entry. It
gally, going to become .a citizen. I just seems most inappropriate to exclude
do not think that makes sense. If they most noncash welfare from counting
have a child who gets Head Start, that against the newcomer.
can be a basis.
I oppose it. Our Nation's laws since
So what we ought to do is do as the the earliest days have required new imHouse did. Frankly, that is still pretty migrants to support themselves. The
sweeping. AFDC; SSI—and the SSI pro- first time was in 1645. Massachusetts
gram is the one that is abused. I think refused .to admit prospective iminiall of us who have been working in this grants who had no means of support
area know this is the area of great other than public assistance. That was
abuse. Overall, those who come into in 1645 in the State of our Democratic
our country who are not yet citizens leader of this legislation.
use our welfare .programs less than naIn 1882, we prohibited the dmlssion
tive-born Americans percentagewise. of any person unable to take care of
But limited to AFDC, SSL food stamps, himself or herself. We know those
Medicaid, housing, and State cash as- things. I keep repeating them. Likely
sistance. This is the language on the to become a public charge, section 212
House side.
of the immigration law always saying
I think it makes just an awful lot that those who become dependent on
more sense. If someone, for example, public assistance may be deported. So
gets low-income energy assistance in not only would the immigrant not only
the State of Mthpesota, that would be promise to be self-sufficient before rea basis for deportation the way the bill ceipt of an immigrant visa, but he or
reads right now. I do not think you she should remain self-sufficient for
-

want that. I do not think most Mem- any appropriate period alter arrival.

bers of the Senate want that.
So that is what my amendment does.
I think it makes the legislation a little
more sensible, and I hope that my colleague, who is, I see, scribbling very
vigorously over there, is scribbling the
word "OK" and that he would consider
accepting this amendment..

We set that period.
Where all this came about is in a 1948

decision by an admthistjve judge

within the Justice Department. Various athninitrative judges made it virtually impossible to deport newcomers
who became a public charge. Under the

current interpretation of the law, the

Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Chair.
Government has to show, one, the alien
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen.. received the benefits; two, the agency
ator from Wyoming.
requested reimbursement from the

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I was alien; and, three, the alien failed or re-

not scribbling the word'OK" on this fused to repay the agency.
document, this tattered amendment The decision has rendered this sechere.
tion of the law virtually unenforced
I oppose the amendment. I feel this and unenforceable, and, as Senator Doamendment will create a very large uci said, we have deported 13 people
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The

PRESiDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendments en bloc.
The amendments en bloc (Nos. 3855,
3857, 3858, 3859, 3860, 3861, and 3862) were

agreed to.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, just to

review the matter at this time, the

clock is rnnnig on the 30 hours. There
are many amendments filed and few
people to come to present them. That
is usual procedure. We do not want to

inconvenience people.
There are several amemi_ments. Senator KENNEDY, I believe, does the desk

reflect that there are two amendments
of Senator KnNi)y that are pending?
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator Is correct.

Mr. SIMPSON. Two total?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
correct.
Mr. SIMPSON. Then there are two of
Senator SIMoN, one' of Senator SLBY.

Are those at the desk or have they
been presented?

The PRESiDING OFFICER. There
are several Simon amendments at the
desk.

Mr. SIMPSON. We can proceed with
the Simon amendments, discuss those,
debate those, and see if we can process
those this evening.
I would like to get a-time agreement
if at all possible. We are trying to give

our colleagues some indication as to
the requirements of their preparation

here.
I suggest the absence oIa quorum.
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to

call the roll.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
ma.flimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESiDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
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Is that the regular order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is the
pending business.
Mr. SIMPSON. Let me just briefly
and in 1 minute tell you what we have
done. In this amendment, we provide
that the new counterfeit and tamper-
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illegal ixnmigration. The improved doc- ment provides that the regulations
will
uments win also make possible an ef-

fective system for verifying mmigration status for purposes of welfare and
other government benefits—resulting

not go into effect until 2 years after
the report. This will give Congress
plenty of time to consider the report
and take action, if necessary, to pre—

in ma)or saving to the taxpayers. Addi- vent implementajn of the
regulabenefits to law-abiding Anieri- tions.
resistant driver's license in the bill, tionai
cans
would
come
from
reduced
use of The amendment also provides for a
whatever they are, whatever State,
will be phased in over 6 years, and the fraudulent I.D. in the commission of number of other changes suggested by
kinds of financial crimes, vot- lIES in a written
new standards will apply only to new, various
comment sent in
fraud, even terrorism.
Maich, during the Judiia.ry Commitrenewed or replacement licenses-_not ingMy
amendment
is
a
response
something issued 10 or 20 years before. Congressionaj Budget Office's to the tee markup process:
After this charge, the bill will no of the cost of the bill's currentestjn,ate First, the implementing regs will not
requirebnger be an unfunded mandate. CBO ment
that improvements in driver's U- necessarily be issued by KRS, but by
has an estixate after total State and
an agency designated by the Presi-

censes and LD. documents be implelocaa cost of driver's license and birth mented
October 1, 1997.
certificate improvements, finding it to
If
the
is adopted, the adbe flO to $20 million spread over 6 ditionajamendment
years. New. minimum standards on and I.D. cost of replacing all licenses
by 1998, including
birth certificates go into effect only those thatdocuments
would otherwise be valid for
after the Congress has had 2 years to an adthtionaj
number of years would be
review them, and. cannot require all
e1imiyd. Instead of costing $80 to
States to use a single form.
I talked to the
of the bill 3200 million initiafly, plus 32 million
and will now urge the adoption of the per year thereafter, CBO estimates
that the total cost of all the birth ceren bloc amendment by voice vote.
tificate and driver's license improveMr. President, the amendment would ments
phase in the bill's requirements for im- curred would be 310 to $20 million, inover 6years.
proved thjver's licenses and State-isCBO has written a letter confirming
sued LD. documents over 6 years, be- that
fact.
gxnnjng October 1, 2000—the year sugMr.• President, with respect to birth
gested by the National Governors' As- certificates
the bill now requires that,
sociation.
as of October 1. 1997, no Federal agenUnder my amendment, the improved cy—and
no State agency that issues
format woujd be required only for new driver's licenses
or renewed licenses or State-issued LD. may accept for or LD. documents—.
ay official purpose a
documents, with the exception of 11- copy of a birth certificate
unless (a) it
.

censes or documents issued in

one

issued by a State or local governState where the validity period for li- is
censes is twice as long—12 years—as ment, rather than a hospital or other
that in the State with the next longest nongovermnent entity, and (b) it conPeriod. This one State would have 6 forms to Federal standards after conwith State vital records offiyears to implement the improvements. sultatjon
The standards wifl affect only
Furthermore, the bill's provision cials.
the - form of copies, not the original
that only the improved licenses and records
kept in the State agencies.
documents could be accepted for evi- The new
standards will provide for
dentiary purposes by government agen- improvements
that would make the
des in this country would—under the copies more resistant
to counterfeitamendment I am now Proposing—not ing, tampering, and frauduient
be effective until 6 years after the ef- ing. One important example: the copyuse of
fective date of this section, October 1,
paper," which is difficult to
2000. By this time 49 of the 50 States 'safety
will have the new licenses and LD. doc- satisfactorily photocopy or alter.
There is no requirement in the bill
uments without any requirement for that
au
issue birth certificate
early replacement. In one State. some copies inStates
the same form. But in reindividuals wanting their license to be sponse to concern_s
that some have
-

exaccepted by goveri,men for evipressed, the amendment I am now prodentiary purposes would have to renew posing
explicitly requires that the imearlier than would be required without plementing regs not
mandate that all
enactment of the bill, but would still
use a single form for birth cerhave more tizne—6 years—than every States
tificate copies, and requires that the
other State except one, which wouid regs
accommodate differences between
also have 6 years.
the States in how birth records are
Thus, the amendment wouid mean kept. and
how certified copies are prothat 6 years after the general effective
from such birth records.
date for this subsection of the bill—Oc- duced
bill provides that the regulations
tober 1, 2000—the improved licenses areThe
to be developed after consultation
would have completely replaced the old with State vital records officials.
ones and would be required for evi- Therefcre, the differences between the
dentiary purposes in all government of- States in how birth records are kept
fices.
and how copies are produced wifl be
Mr. President, I want to remind my fully
known and accommodated by the
colleagues that fraud-resist LD.
developing the regulations.
documents will not only make possible agency
Mr. President, my amendment also
.

dent—and the agency developing the
regs must consult not only with State

vital records olflces, but with other
Federal agencies designated by the
President.

Second, in the description of the
standards to be establied in the regs,
the reference to "use by ixnposters"
will be deleted and replaced by the
phrase "photocopying, or othew1se duplicating, for fraudulent Puoses."

This change makes clear that there is
no longer any requirement in the bill
for a fingerprint or other "biomethc

Information."
Third, funding is authorized for the
required KES report on ways to reduce
fraudulent use of the birth certificates.

Fourth, the defjntion of "birth certfficate' is modified to cover not only
persons born in the United States, but
aiso persons born abroad who are U.S.

citizens at bfrth—becau of citizen-

ship of their parents—and whose birth
is regiztered in the United States.

Fifth and fiafly, the effective date

for the provisions re]a.ting to. the new
grant program for matching birth and
death records and the requirement that
the fact of death—if known—be noted
on birth certificate copies of deceased
persons will be 2 years after enactment
rather than October 1, 1997..

These modifications represent most

of the chaiiges suggested by HHS.

Mr. President, back to the subject of
driver's licenses: There is a technical

correction that needs to be made to the
grandfathei-jng provision in the driver's
license section of the bill. This
grandfathej-jng provjs.jon is one that
my colleague, Senator TED KENNEDY,

and I agreed to at the Judiciary Cornmittee markup.
The_ agreement 'was that States
would be exempted from the bill's requirement that State driver's licenses
and LD. documents contain a Social
Security number, if—at the time of the
bill's enactment—the State requires
that applicaxits submit a Social Security number with their application and
that a State agency verify the number

with the Social Security Adniiiistxa-

tion—but does not require that the
number actually appear on the license
or document.

This agreement is not reflected in S.
1664 in its present form. The amendan effective system for verifying citi- requires a report to Congress on the ment I am proposing will correct that.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. these
zenship or work-authoed immigra- proposed
regulations within 12 montns amendments are acceptable
on our
tion status—and thus greatly reduced of enactment.
In addition, the amend- side. We support them.
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CRThWAL ALXEN TRACKING cr

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, yester-

day, the. Senate approved a amendment that Senator RUrcmsoN and I offered to bolster one of the strongest

tools local and State law enforcement
agencies have to identify and deport

crimixial aliens in our county. The
Crimin.1 Alien Tracking Center—ajzo
known as the Law Enforcement Support Center[LESC)—js the only online

S4405

enforcement agencies in their efforts units has 6,556 on it. 1140 percent of the
to Identify crinith-1 illegal mmi current occupants are illegal, that
grants. I am pleased that the Senate means 900 housing units should be
approved our amendment, No. 3788, made available to those citizens or
that wiU increase the authoruation fOr legal immigrants waiting their turn.
the Tracking Center—a resource every
The problem in Arizona is dramatic;
State should have in the fight against1 nationwide it is even more dramatic. In
criTnth1 aliens. I thank, in particular, his report entitled "The Net National
the i'n.ngers of the bill, Senator S- Costs of Immigration," Dr. Donald
SON and Senator KENNEDY, for includ- Euddie of Rice UEiversity estimates
ing these provsons in the rnnger's that. the cost of public housing pro-

national data base available to local amendment.
law enforcement agencies to identify 'Mr. KYL. Mr. President, I rise to
crimin.1 illegal aliens. I am proud that comment on a provision that is inthis facility is located in South Bur cluded in the 1'nan.gers' amendment to
•].thgton, VT.
5. 1664, the imugration reform bill. I
Our amendment will increase the au- am pleased to introduce this amendthorization for the LESC in recogni- ment, which will require verification of
tion of the need to bring additional citizenship and/or immigration statue
States online as weU as expand the for those applying for housing assistscope of the work being done at the ance.
The applicant will have 30 days
tracking center. President Clinton re- to provide
proper documentation, or
cently signed the Terronsm Prevention assistance will
be provided; appliAct 3nto law. The bill identified how cants who have not
failed to provide docuimortat the Tracking Center has be- mentation in that time wifl be taken
come and proposed that the Center be- off the waiting list. For those who alcome the repository for an alien track-.

vided to illegal immigrants in 1994 was
roughly $500 million.
Even President Clinton acknowl-

edged that there is a problem. When

proposing guide1ies for public housing
this year, he said most public housing
residents have jobs and try to be good

parents, and, that It is unfair to let
lawbreakers ruin neighborhoods, espe-

cially since there are waiting lists to
get into public housing. "Public hous-

ing has never been a right," he said,

but rather "it has always been a privilege. The only people who deserve to
live in public housing are those who
ready
receive
housing
assistance,
a
ver,live responsibly there and those who
ing system.
immigrationstatus may be honor the rule of law."
Even before these additional respon- ification of
at the annual recertification.
The public housing authorities, of
sibilities, the LESC staff in Vermont required
recertification for housing as- course, are the entities that will have
had demonstrated that the Center is. a Annual
sistance is already required to deter-, to implemeit any new policy we enact.
valble asset and essena1 to our na- mine
income levels, ad I would urge I contacted the housing authorities of
tional immigration policy. The Center
provides local, State, and Federal law housing authorities to make good use Tempe, Ynma, Tucson, and Maricopa
enforcement agencies with 24-hour ac- of this option. If a housing authority County. Not one of the housing aucess to data on criminal aliens. By requests verification, a household will thorities disagreed with my proposal.
identifying these aliezis, LSC allows have a 3-month period to obtain proper They all said that once an applicant or
law enforcement agencies to expedite documentation or assistance will be resident checks on an a!fldavit that he/
deportation proceedings against them. terminated. Once the 3-month appeal is she Is a legal citizen, they are not al.
The Center was authorized. in the 1994 exhausted, a hearthg may- be granted in lowed to pursue the issue. The housing
crime bill. The first year of operations the fourth month. It Is important to authorities currently only,ask for verhas been impressive as the 24-hour note that political refugees and asylum ification of ixxmiigration statue if the
team identified over 10,000 crftninai seekers are exempt from my proposal. applicant checks that he/she Is an imaliens. After starting up with a link to The amendment I offer today passed migrant.
law enforcement agencies in one coun- the Eouse imigration reforn bill
This amendment wiji curb the
ty in Arizona, the LESC expanded its nnnnous]y as part of the nm.gers' amount of housing assistance—paid for
coverage to the entire State. In 1996, amendment.
by taxpayers—going to illegal immithe LESC Is expected to be online with In 1980, Congress passed the. Houzlng grants. It will return housing opportuand
Community
Development
Act, thties to the people who are here leCaliforma, Florida, fllinois, Iowa, Massachusetts,. New jersey, Texas, and which included a section prohibitthg ii-. gally. I thank my coUeagues for suplegal aliens from receiving Federal porting this amendment.
Washington.
The Tracking Center has become the housing assistance. In 1995, 15 years
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr President, I
hub at flS for seamless coorthnatjon aster the bill passed, HUD issued regu suggest the absence of a quorum.
between Federal, State, and local au- lations to implement the 1980.changes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
thorities. I would suggest to Comrnis- Its regulations, however, win do little clerk wiji ca11 the rou.
sioner Meissner, that the facility be- to prohibit illegal aliens from continu- The assistant legislative clerk procome the national repository for all ing to receive taxpayer-supported hous ceeded to call the roU.
INS fingerprint records relating to ing.
Mr. SUvIPSON. Mr. President, I ask
crimini aiiens. Information from the Tinder current regulations, illegal unanimous consent that further profingerprints would be most accessible if ailens can be placed on a wathng list ceedings under the quorum call be disthe Center stored this information in and .then granted housing assistance pensed with.
an AFIS/IDENT data base with a link without having to provide docunenta- The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
to FBI data bases.
tion proving that they 'are eligible to GRaMs). Without objection, it is so orA& a former State's attorney, I also receive the assistance. If a household is dered.
know that even the best tracking sys- not eligible to continue receiving asMr. SThpSON. Mr. President, what is
tem does not work w3iess there is an sistance currently it may appeal the the status of things at the moment? I
adequate system to ensure that crimi- decision in 3-month ixLcrements for up know that is unfair.
nal files are promptly sent to inves- to 3 years. That is 3 years of taxpayer The PRESIDING OFFICER. We have
tigators. That is why it would also assistance for someone who may not be several amendments pending in the
make sense to have the LESC serve as eligible to receive the funds.
second degree. Which amendment
In my home State of Arizona, offi- would the Senator want to consider?
the repository for INS A-files related
to aggiavated felons and aliens listed cials of the Maricopa Housing Author- AMDMENIS N05. 3865, 3857, 3858. 3859, , 3861,
in the NCIC deported felon file. Locat- ity (which is primaziiy Phoenix) told
ing these files at the Tracking Center me that, by their estimates, fully 40
Mr. SIMPSON. The amendments have
wiji unprove their accessibility to flS percent of the people receiving housing been consolidated en bloc; 3855, 3857,
agents and U.S. attorney offices assistance in Maricopa County are ille- 3858, 3859, 3860, 3861, 3862 afl relating to
throughout the United States.
gal. In Maricopa County, there are 1,334
birth certificate issue ad driver's
Mr. President, Congress must con- Section 8 units and 917 public housing the
license
portion—has my amendment on
tinue the empowerment of local law units available. The waiting list for -birth certificates
and driver's licenses.
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have sponsors that promised to provide
Support—when many citizens are having difficulty affording the high costs
of college. We have already provided
exemptions for those students who are
in School—they will have no deeming
applied to their financial aid. Are we
going to educate those who come from
around the world_promising never to
use public assistance as a condition of
coming here—before we provide enough
funds to educate all the people who are

here right now and who are having
trouble with college expenses right
now? It seems most puzzling.

I thank the Chair.

votu ON

The

NOS. 3820 AND 3823, EN
BLOC

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

question is on agreeing to amendments
Nos. 3820 and 3823, en bloc. The yeas
and nays are ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk Called the roll.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. THOMPSON] is
necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER
(Mr.
SM'roatJM). Are there any Other Senators in the Cha.mbpz. who desire to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen forMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. 1 ask
the yeas and nays on the amendator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, we are rrent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
quite prepared to go to a vote on thiS.
We addressed the Senate and had a sufficient second?
short debate and discussion earlier There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays are ordered, and
today. Effectively, what this is doing
you have deeniing for all of the Medic- the clerk will call the roll.
aid programs. What we are doing
The assistant lgisla,tjve clerk called
carving out three narrow areas: chil- the roll.
dren, expectant mothers, and veterans.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the SenThere is 32 billion for all of the Medic- ator from Tennessee [Mr. THOMPSON] is
aid prograzn5. This is $125 million
necessarily absent.
terms of cost.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
For the same reasons we have out- any other Senators in the Are there
Chamber defined here, we think that the expectant Siring to vote?
mothers ought to get the treatment beThe result was
cause they are gng to have a child nays 52, as follows: announced_y 47,
that will probably be an American citi-.

zen. We think veterans-_you have
24,®0 veterans that will be under a

means-tested program. The reality is
those veterans, particularly with regard to prescription drugs, ought to be
attended to, Obviously, the emergency
ldnds of assistance under Medicaid

[Roilcall Vote No.95 Leg.]

YEAS-47.
Akck&
Biden
Boxer

Bradley

Bryan

they should be eligible for.
Byrd
A very narrow ca,rveout. It costs $125 Ch
million over the next 5 years as comvote?
to .32 billion. That is effectively Dodd
The result was announced_yeas 46, pared
what the carveout is.
nays 53, as follows:
Mr. SIMPSON..Mr. President, if Sen- Pelogold
[ROIICSI1 Vote No.94 Leg.]
ator KENimy bad an opportunity to Peinstein
YEAS-46.
address that issue, obviously, I should Ford
Akak& ... Glenn
have
the same oppoi'tunjty. I think all
Mose1ey-3
Grahi
MOynJha
would
concur. So I want to have ap- Abr
Borer
Hazn
Mana.y
proximately 1½ minutes, whatever Ashcroft
Bradley
Hatfield
Pell
• thatwas. '
&ea
Houings
Pzyer

Bjg
Byrd

chee
Ccnmd
Daach_le

Dodd
Doxgan

Bran
Petegold
Ford

Bennett
Biden
Bond
Brown

Bryan
Burna
Campbell
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Coverdefl

Craig
DtWlee
Dole

Glenn
Graham

Rarkb

Hatfield
ReSin
Roflteg5

manic

Jeffords
Johnston
Kenne4y
Kerrey

Xezy

Lautenberg

Ueba
Moseiey.Br
Moralhan
Murray
Peli

Prier
Reid
....Robb

Rockefefler
Sarbsjaes
Simon
Specter
Welletone
Widen

NAYS—

•

Inonye
Jeflarda
Jobnston

Bennett
First, let me say the veterans are• Blngaznan
well taken care of in- this country.. Bond

Reid
Robb

That one just will not even float. We Brown
spend $40 billion for veteran_s. They campij
have their own health care system. Coats
This is another hook. I yield to Sencohen
ator S'ORVM.

Sen
Simon

RoCkeefler

Kerrey
Kerxy

Snowe

ohl

Specter
WeUtone
Widen

Laatenberg

Le&hj
Mack

Mr. SANTORtJM. Thank you, I say to

NAYS-.53
Abraham
Aahcroft
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Domenici

Lott

Paircioth
Prim

McCain
McConnell

Gorta

Grizn

Grains
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
ReSin
Helms
Hotchison
Inhofe
Eassebaino
Keinpthorne

Nickles
None
Preesler
Roth

Santoz
Shelby

Simpeon
.

Xii

Levin
I.4eberinan

Stevens

Thomas.
Thniinond
Wamer

NOT VOTINc—1
Thon2peon

So the amendments (Nos. 3820 and

3823), en bloc, were rejected.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. I move

to reconsider the vote.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. I move
to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
AMENDMEN'I' NO. 3

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
A.BRABAM). The question is now on
agreeing to amendment 3822.

•

Prim

Gosto
Grassin
Grams
Grassley
Gregg

Batch
Hutchison
Inhale

McCajn
McConnell

Murkowsj
Nickles
Nuns

Prettier
Roth
Santcruin
Shelby

Simn
Smith

Stevens

Craig
Keinpthorne
the Senator.
Thomas
D'Mrato
Xii
Thurniond
I just remind Senators that 87 Mem- DeWIfle
Lott
Waxoer
bers of this Chamber voted for a wel- Dole
Lugar
Mack
fare reform bill that passed the U.S.
Senate that. said all legal-sponsored
NOT
immigrants receive no deeming. We
Thompeon.
elimivrnte deeming. Under the welfare
So
the
amendment
(No. 3822) was rebill we passed there i no deeming. If jected. you are a legal immigrant in this counMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I move
try sponsored, you are not eligible for
to
reconsider the vote.
welfare benefits until you become a
Mr. SIMON. I move to lay that mocitizen. And 87 Members of the Senate
tion on the table,
voted for that.
The motion to lay on the table was
This is a much weaker version. What
this keeps in place is a deeming provi- agreed to.
sion that says that you are not eligible
Mr. CHAFES. I wonder, Mr. Presifor benefits unless your sponsor cannot dent, if I might have a brief intervenpay for it.. We had no provision like tion here;
that. There was no failback. You just
Mr. SIMPSON. That will be on the
Senator's hour.
were not eligible, period.
Under the Simpson bill we are conCKAIGE OP vo
sidering, at least there is a faliback Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, on vote
that says if your sponsor can no longer 94, the Kennedy amendments
Nos. 3820
help you, then we will.
and 3823 en bloc, I voted "nay," and I
So this is a weaker provision under would
ask unanimous •consent that I
the existing Simpson language than might be
as "yea." That will
what 87 Members of the Senate voted not affect recorded
the
outcome
of the vote.
for previously, So understand that you The PRESIDING OFFICER.
Without
are falling back already, and those who objection, it is so ordered.
were support this amendment would be
Mr. CHAFES. I thank the Chair.
falling back even further from the
(The foregoing tally has been
changes 87 Members voted for.
changed to reflect the above order.)
.

Morkowr•

Cavezdefl

P&lrcloth

.
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documents and we are going back to Under current law, only legal immi- the future of many young people. Peothe root causes for those breeder docu- grants are eligible to receive Federal ple who came here legally, whose cbijments, and then we are going to test financial aid to attend college. Row- dren are going to American colleges
various kinds of programs in terms of ever, provisions in the bill that stands and universities taking advantage of
what can be most effective in verifying before us today would require that for our programs in terms of loans and
that it is Americans' who are getting Federaa programs where eligibility is other program, we ought to be encourjobs and not the illegals.
based on financial need, the income aging that higher education rather
We are going to have votes on those and resources of the sponsor of a legal than discouraging it. The Kennedy
particular measures. But I am going to immigrant would be deemed to be the amendments, it seems to me, move in
stand with the Senator from Wyoming income of the immigrant. Simply put, the right direction.
on those measures because they are a the resources of an .immigrantstudeñt
Finally, to protect pregnant women
-

key element if we are serious about would be a.ficiaI1y inflated, there- and children, I think that is kind of
dealing with illegal immigration. Then fore, most legal immigrants would not basic. So I strongly .support the Kenthere are provisions dealing with the quaijfy for SPell grants or student nedy amendments.

border and Border Patrol and enhanced loans.
Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Chafr.
procedures. All of those, we believe,
I have always. sought to expand eduThe PRESIDiG• OFFICER. The Sencan be effective in terms of dealing cational opportunities for the students ator from Wyoming is recognized.
with the job magnet that draws people of this country. To my mind, any perMr.. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have
here.
son with the desire and talent should about 30 seconds. Let me jnst say we
Our problem is not with the children, be afforded the opportnnity for at least have already exempted school lunch
Our problem is not with the expectant 2 and possible 4 years of education be- and WIC in the yn.iiers' amendment

mothers, :the expectant mothers who- -yond high school. 'The students that which we passed yesterday. ,
are going th have children born here have legally. immigrated to this couñThis amendment. combines several
and will be Americans. In the current try should not. be excluded from the distinct, exemptions to the "deeming"
bill, we have said that the mother has' vast opportunities that a .'higher. edu- equirements in the .blll. Everyone
• to be here for 3 years, so we are not en- cation can provide them.
should understand what. "deeming"
couraging expectant mothers to come Hail of the college students in this does. Deeming requires sponsors to
over here and take advantage of the country rely on Federal grants or loans keep their proniises.
program.
Since 1882, or law has.stated that no
to help: pay for college; Student aid
This paticu]ar amendment .that I more than' pays for itself over thue., A one may imrngrate to this country if
have off&ed says. we will make the college •gradua.te earns almost.. twice. they.are "likely at any time to become

.

-

.

..

-

Senate bill consistent with what has what a high .chool graduate ea a public charge." Many individuals—

been passed in the Rouse. of.Represent- and. pays taxes accordngly.:Denying. a about hail of those admitted in 1994—
atives on those key eleme1lts that pri- -postsecondary- education to 'econorni- were only permitted 'to enter after
manly affect 'children, expectant .cauy disadvantaged legal immigrants someone else proniised to support that
mothers, and are listed and are sthic-. is profoundly unfair and' economicaily newcomer. The sponsor• guarantees

tured in order to .piotect community shortsighted. Legal immigrants pay that the sponsored immigrant will not
health and public health issues.
taxes and can serve in thefl military' require anypublic assistance.
That is basically what we are at-, Legal immigrants aJo contributesig- Senator KENNEDrs- amendment protemptlDg to do with this. This •amendto' the national economy. •'vides.a number of exceptions to. this
ment is effectively the identical. For these reasons I' encourage- my col- "deemin" rule for:
amendment in the House of Represent- leagues to join me in support of the
First,' emergency .Methcaid; second,
atives. We wantto make sure that we Kennedy amendment,- therefore, eliii- foster care;.. third, Eeadztart; and
are going to say to legal 1m1igTantS— naUng .the deeming requirements as fourth, Pell-grants and other federally
these are people, 76 percent of whom they apply to Federaa student aid p funded assistance for higher education.
are relatives ofAmerican faznilies All ga.n2
On the general. issue. of exemptions
have played by the rules. All of them
The PRES]DiG OFFICER. .The Sen- from deeming, :1 would stress that
have waited their turn to get in and be ator from Wyoming is recognized.
"
deeming only prevents a sponsored inrejoined with their families, all, who
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. :Presjdent, I -ask thvidual from accessing- welfare if the.
have been qualified and may have fail- nnanimous consent that a vote occur sponsor 'h sufficient resources to disen on some hard and difficult times, on or in relation to the 'Kennedy' qualify' the applicant.. 'When a. sponsor
and what we are going to say is iDthi5 amendments 3820 and 3823 en bloc at is not able to provide assistance, then
very, limited
which' the Congress the ho of 450 this evening, to be fol- -the Government will provide it.
has made-a decision and determination, lowed immediately by a vote on or in .. I am..not certain that there should be
we' are making these poliéy determina- relation to the Kennedy 'amendment' any -exemptions from deeming. Why
.tions not to benefit the child but to
,
should we permit inthviduals to access
benefit Americans.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without our generous'sociai services, when they
Do we understand that? These pro- objection, it is so 'ordered.
have sponsors' who have promised to
-

.

.

.

posals have been accepted in the Rouse

Mr. SIMQN. Reserving the right to provide for them and presuxriably have
of Representatives, and I am Urging . object, will the Senator make it 4:53, so the wherewithal to provide the needed
that they be accepted here because I can. get 3 minutes in here?
assistance?
they protect Americans. They shou]d
Mr. SIMPSON. We have'people apparFurthermore, I have concerns about
not follow the. same deeming require- ently going to the White Rouse. I will exempting Readsta.rt and Pell grants
ments as in other aspects of the bill, yield my time to the Senator. Take the from the deeming reqrnrements. These
That is effectively what this proposal 2. I was going to conclude. You may programs are not open to every Amerdoes and what it would achieve. I think take that, and I win come at my friend ican Even though we spend more than
it is warranted. I think it is justified. with vigor at some later forum.
$3 billion on Headstart, the program
We have debated it in our Judiciary
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- only serves about 30 percent of poor
Committee, and I hope it will be ac- ator from Bhinois is recognized.'
chiidren ages 3-4. I am not certain that
cepted.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I will try we should continue to permit newMr. PELL. Mr. President, I rise today to be more brief that the 3 minutes. I corners access without regard to the into speak on behaJf of the Kennedy think so much of this makes sense. comes of the sponsors that promised to
amendment to 5. 1664. I support the People who are here legally should get support them.
Kennedy amendment because it would the same services as thcse who are here
The Government has Iiniited money
protect the multitudes of students who illegally.
'
for Pell grants as well. At a time that
are eligible for Federal student aid What I partlculzrly want to point out college tuition costs are rising, it does
under title lv of the Higher Education is the higher education provision really not make sense to provide scarce reAct
would devastate many campuses and sources to sponsored individuals—who
.

'

.

-
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U.S. sponsors of i nigrants in the sponsored alien should
be required for prenatal care. This
order to increase the likelihood that in nearly all welfare
is the same
aliens will be self-sufficient in accordwhich was Passed in the
for as long as the sponsor is legally amendment
ance with the Nation's longstandi and
Rouse
of
Representatives
immigratjo
liable for support, or for 5 years, a pe- bill.
policy, and to reduce ay additiona in-. riod
in
which
an
alien
can
be
deported
centive for illegal imxnigration pro- as a public charge, whichever is
Effectiveiy, Mr. President, this
longer. amendment tracks what was accepted.
vided by the availability of welfare and
Remember,
we
are
talking
about in the House of Representaves
other taxpayer-funded benefits.
S. 1664 provides that if an alien with- mean$-tesd progra. We are talking did the House of Representatives Why
in 5 years of entry does became a pub- about all programs. Yet, amendments cept it? Because they understand acas
distinctions, and those tbi.ngs
lic charge, which the bill defines as make
have been addressed as we debated. But we understand, that when you put in
someone receiving an aggregate of 12 it
deeming that cuts down on the
is simply not Unreasonable of the effect
mon of welfare, he or she is deport- taxpayers
utilization of the program, That is why
of
ths
country
to
expect
reable. It is- even more important in this
we have supported and I
the
era that there be such a law since the cently arrived immigrants to depend deeming in the 551. Thatsupport
the parwelfaze state has changed both the pat- on their sponsors for at least the first ticular program where thereishas
been
tern of immigration and immigration_. 5 years regardless of the specific terms the greatest utilization.
You have the
in the affidavit of support
the

proa—al

•

both the pattern of ilnxnjgratjon and
immigration_t existed earlier in
our history because, before the great
network of social systems, if an iinmjgrant cannot succeed in the United

signed by AFDC and food stamp
progra. But
pri.nciaI reason for deeming is to
It was only, I say to my colleagues, the
the utilization of that program,
on the basis of the assurance of the im- reduce
it is effective.
migrant and the sponsor that the im- and
The House of Representatjv has
migrant would not at any time become said,
look, there are
their sponsors.

States he or she often returned "to the
certaj public
a public charge that the immigrant
old. country." This happejs
less often was even allowed to come to our coun- health program, for example, that we
today because of the
ought to permit the
safety net. try, to come into the United
to be able
Many back through welfare
States of to use. Why? Becauseillega.ls
the
chain
of
histhey use those
toty n y family returned "to the old• America. it should be made clear to particuj program, ifthis
will mean
country" because they could not make mmigrants that the taxpayers of this that it is healthier for Arnerjca
country
expect
them
to
be
able
it here. That is not happernng today
to They do it not because they want to
because of the support systen within make it in this country on their own.
benefit the illegal children but because
I
have
heard
that
continually
thread- they want to protect
the United States.
American chilThe Changes proposed by the bill ed through the debate—that they come dren.
here,
they
want
to
aake
iton
their
clarify when the use of welfare
What do I mean by that? I a talkwill
lead a person to deportabiijty. These own. We are a great country for that; ing about immunization
progra.m. I
the
most
generous
on
the
Earth. They
changes are likely to lead to less use of
talking about eniergency
health
that, and they do it with-the help of am
Programs_-emency
welfare by recent immigrants, or more do
Medicaid,
where
their
sponsors.
deportation of imxigrai who do be- Again, remember, if the
a child goes into the school, then ends
sponsor is up having a heavy cough,
come a burden upon the taxpayer. One deceased, or bankrupt,
perhaps is deor unable to nied any kind of attention
of the ways ünmigrarits are permitted
Provide
any
of
the
assistance
or sup- school health clinic because in the
to show that they axe not likely to beport, then, of course, the taxpayers gal, although he should he is ifiecome a public charge is providjg an step
get it, and
in in a very generous way to do eventuafly goes down
"affldavjt of support" by a sponsor,
as an emergency
who is often the U.S. relative petition- that.
student,
sth.ys
in
the
Mr. President, that concludes my re- goes down to the local classroom and
ing for their entry under an imjgrant
county hospital
marks
with regard to the amendments, and i admitted for TB,
c1assjflcaton for family
and in the
unless
Senator
Krqiy
or
others
wish
You heard that debate when we spoke
meantime, while that child has not had
address the issue anew.
briefly of numbers and legal inmaigra- toMr.
any
kind
of
attention,
has
KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
exposed all
tion. We talked of that. That is what
PRESIDIjQ OFFICER. The sea- the other American children to the
those classifications, or preferences, brThe
Senator from Massachusetts is rec- Possibility of tubercujo
for family reunification are.
That is true with regard to immujognized..
Under current law, sponsors agree to
zation
That is baicaJ1y the
Mr.
NNEDy.
Tbak
you very type ofprograxn.
provide support only for 3 years. That much, Mr. President.
issue we are trying to look at.
is current law. Furthermore, the agreeMr. President, I hope that at some It also includes the school lunch pro1ent is not legally enforceable, be- •tnie
sayng that if the children are
the not-too-jt future we gran,
cause it has been ripped to shreds by mightin
going to be educated, we do not want
be
able
to
address
the
two
various court decisions down through
ask the teachers to try and separate
amendments, 3820 and 3823, which I to
the years.
out the illegal children in school luiich
have
offered..
These
amendments are
The bill's sponsor provisions are
That would be very comquite different in one respect, but they progra.m.
based on the view that the sponsor's
plicated, It would turn our
are
also
sirnjjar
schoolin
another
respect
in
Promise to provide support, if the spon- terms of reflecting what I
teachers into really agents of INS, It
sored immigrant is in flnaxcjal need, be the higher priorities consider to would have the teá.chers
going around
of the Amershould be legally enforceable and
people, particularly as focused on and reviewing documents for each and
should be in effect until the sponsor's ican
children, expectant mothers, and also every child to try and identify and
alien (a) has worked for a reasonable all
then take those children out, separate
vetera.
period in this country paying taxes and
them out.
Let
me
describe
making a positive economic contribu- President, our first very briefly, Mr.
it seems to me that
that derstad the broader we ought to untion or (b) becomes a citizen, which- we win offer. That is amendment
policy issue. The
what we cafl the real problem
ever occurs first.
in dealing with illegal un"deeming
party"
amendments.
These
That is the provision, The bill promigration, as the Hesbuxgh comlnjsamendments ensure that legal
vides that the maium period
sion found out 15 years ago and as the
for the grants are eligible for the samelinmisponsor's liability is 40 "Social Secu- grams on the same terms as illegal proJordan
has restated, the
im- jobs arecoxrm,ssion
rity quarters"-_ab 10 years—the pe- migrants. My amendment
the magnet that briiigs forsays
that
riod it takes any other citizen to qual- legal immigrants cannot be
eigners into our country illegally. Jobs
ify for benefits under Social Security the sponsor deeming public subject to is the magnet.
charge proretirement and certain Medicare pro- visions in this bill for.programs
The real problem is,
wkich going to deal with that? how are we
grains.
i1ieals
Senator 5npget automatically and for SON has,
The bill also provides that deeming other programs
to his, credit, worked out an
such
as
Head
Start
and
of the sponsor's income and assets to
kind of process by which we are
public health, with a minor exception orderly.
going to reduce the number of breeder

reunj0

-
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The Senate continued with the consideration of the bili.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me
go forward with the debate on the Kennedyproposals, so that we might press
forward toward the dual votes within
the shortest possibleperiod of time. I
will simply go to the root of the matter.
-

Mr. President, with regard to the

Kennedy amendment, the American
people believe strongly in the principle
that immigrants to this country shoi1d
be self-sufficient. We continue to emphasize this principle, as I said several

times today.. It has been part of tLS.
immigration law since the beginxuug,

and the begin.ing in this instance is
1882.
•

There is a continuing controversy on
whether immigrants as a whole or illegal aliens as a whole pay more in taxes
than they receive in welfare, noncash

plus cash support. Or whether that is

the case with public education and

other Government services, there are
experts, if you will, on both sides who
say that they are a tremendous drain,
and others say they are no drain at all.
I have been, frankly, disenchanted by
both sides i some respects, especially
on the side that says bring everybody
in you possibly can because it enriches
our couiitry regardless of the fact that
some may not have any skills, some
may not have any jobs. and without
jobs there is poverty, and with poverty

the enviroinent suffers in so many
ways. But that
debate.

another aspect of the

I believe that, at least with respect
to immigrant households—this is an

ixnportat distinction; that means a
household consistizxg of immigrant par-

ents, plus their U.S. citizen children

who are in this couiitry because of the
immigration of their parents—there is
a considerable body of evidence that
there is a net cost to taxi ayers in that

situa.tion. George J. Borjas testified
convincingly on this issue at a recent
Judiciary Committee hearing.
Mr. President, a even more relevant

question, however, may be whether any

particuiar imznigrat is a burden rath-

e than immigrants as a whole. I re-

spectfufly remind my colleagues that
an immigrant may be admitted to the

United States only if the imrnigrait
provides adequate assurance to the
consular office, the constLiar officer,
and the immigration inspector that he
or she is "not liie1y at any time to become a public charge."
Simila.r prQvisionz have been part of

our aw since the 19th century, ad

part of tie jaw f some of the Thirteefl
Colonies even before independence. I

effect, imrnig'ant maize a prorie to
the American people thzt they will ic
becaxe a fiancia1 burde!1. period.

Mr. President, I believe there i a

compelling Federal interest in ezacting new rules on alien welfare eligi-

bility 3nd on the a.ucial 1iabiliy of
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is much different. In this amexidment we have relieved the burdens of
some national standard card; we have
relieved the burdens of the unfunded

S4399.

desk

mandate, and that debate will take

place. I urge all who wish to engage in
that to be prepared for that scenario. I
yield to my friend and colleague.

Mr. NNEDY. Could I ask for the

yeas and nays on amendments 3820 and
3823.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-

ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, what I
would like to do since, hopefully, those
will be the two measures, is maybe )ust

take 2 minutes now and explain them
just briefly so that at the end we will
vote on the D'Amato resolution and
then hopefully vote on these two

amendments.
Do I need consent to be able to proceed for 3 minutes? Do I need consent
for that now?
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, just a
moment.
Mr. KENNEDY. I withdraw my request.

S4400
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NANCIAL RESPCNST3!Lrry ACT
OF Z996

The Senate contiziued with the consderation of the bill.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. Presidet, Sen-

ator HATFIELD would like to speak for,
I believe, 7 minutes n his owu hour

with regard to any matter that

he

rnght address. Then we will try to do
this procedure. We have two Senator
KENNEDY amendments. I do not think
there will- be azy extensive—there will
be debate, 30 iinutes, 40 minutes, with

regard to those amendnents. Then
those two aznendrnerts will be considered and taker up back to back.
Then we will )ay dowfl ad proceed to
the aiendmet., whe is already in

the nii, with regard to birth eertif-

cates aiicl driver's licerses. I cannot describe when that ight come to a vote,

bt that wil2 be the matter cf buzines.

So I urge all who wish to be involved

In that debate to please res-ew the
ccrnplete chaige
That is

a very different procedure from what
was passed out of the Judiciary Committee with regard to driver's licenses,
birth certificates, the breeder document that causes the most concern.
So that is the agenda. Then, of
course, the time is runiung, under the
constraints after cloture. We will simply proceed. There are xnay amendments and no time for many persons to

do anything but speak very brefly.
Some are listed with no particular

topic or subject. Some 20 are by one
Senator. I hope that the breath of reality will enter the scene with regard

to some of those.
Mr. HATFThLD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Oregon is recognized.
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chaiiged from current law. It would ex- fication to correct a drafting error in
Thomon
empt Medicaid, job training, legal serv- amendment 3871. That amendment was
So the amendment (No. 3760) wac ices, a wide range of other multibil- offered and accepted by the Senate this
NOT VOTING—i

lion-dollar noncash welfare, programs
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I move from welfare provisions in the bill. I
to reconsider the vote.
oppose the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, i
move to lay that motion on the table. question is on agreeing to amendment
The motion to lay on the table was No. 3803. The yeas and nays have been
agreed to.

morning. I ask unanimous consent to
modify.it as indicated in the copy I am
sending to the desk. I have reviewed
that with my colleague.
:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
The amendment (No. 3871), as modiMr. LOTI'. I announce that the Sen- fied,
is as foilows:
ator from Tennessee tMr. THOMPSON] is
Section 204(a) is amended to read as folMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I be- necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there lows:
lieve under the previous order we. now
(a) . DEEMING RQVIREMENT OR FEDERAL
go to the next amendment with a 1 any other .Sea.ors in the .Chamber de- AND
FEDERALLY FUNDED 'PROGRAMS.—Subject
siring to vote?
minute explanation on each side.
to subsection (d), for purposes of detezniiiñng
The result was aiinounced—yeas 36, the eligibility of an alien. for benefits, and
that correct? —
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is iays 63, as foilows:
the amount of benefits, nDder ay Federai
fBO1IC8.11 Vote-No. 92 Leg.]
program of assistance, or any-prograxjof ascorrect.
sistace funded
whole or in part by the
Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
Federal Government. far. wb.ich eligibility
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- aka
Ford
Mikn]sld
for benefits is based on need, the incoie and
Oe
Moseey-Ban'
ator from Florida.
Boxer
Graham
Moyn1haz
resources described in subsection (b) shall,
ADM2q'r NO. 3803
Hefli
Murray
notw1thstadIng-any other provision of law,
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, the Thie
Hänth
Pell
except as provided 1n section 204(f), be
• second amendment relates to the issue Byrd
Ioe
Pryor
deemed to be the income and resources of
agreed to.
Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming is recognized.

ordered. The Clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk cafled the roil.

.

.

of deeming, that is, counting -the n-

Cbafee

Kennedy.

come of the sponsor to that of the Conrad
alien. Under the current law there areachJe
D

Kerrey

iue
Leahy

SSI, food stamps, and aid to families !'

Liebexuia
NAYS—63

with dependent children. What is sig-

nificantis that under the Current law, MrIn

each instance of deeming is specifically MhCTOft
listed. Under the legislation that is be- Beiett
fore us, •there is a vague standd Biden
which says, "Any program which is in Bond

whole or in part funded -with Federal a1ey
funds shail be deemed."
There are literally hundreds, maybe BrVan
0

.

Campbell

speaks to the. prin-

Coas
CCCbfl

ciple, let us continue the policy of spé-

•

cificafly 1istng all of those programs Cohen
Covefl

•

that we intend to be. deemed. We have
suggested 16 programs to be deemed. It
is open for amendment if others wish

Ca1g
Dote

to offer additional programs to be

deemed.. But

let us not leave this mat- on

ter open-ended and as obscure as it is
in the legislation that is before us.

Specter

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the Senate

We]]stoDe

Wde

FeThgod

Lugar

Gorton
Grarmn
Grams
Grassley

McCax

.

proceed to the immediate consider-

.ation of a resolution I now-send to the

Gregg

Nunn

desk on behalf of Senator D'AMATO rel-

ative to the extradition of the murderer of Leon KLinghoffer.
Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Ch&ir.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

McConnell

Murkowskl

icke8

ator from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I do

Pressler

fla.teid

Robb

Helms

Both--

not want to and will not object, and

hopefully we will move right to that. I
wanted to ask, just for the sake of the
Senate, if we could take a moment on
what the schedule is.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I further ask nna1imous consent that there
be 10 minutes for debate to be equally

Santorm

Hutchson
Inhofe

5helby

Jeffords
Johnston
K&ebaUrfl
Kempthorie
Kohl

SImpon
Smith
Snowe

5tevens
-

Thomas
T1UXZUOM

Th.
.

Wezer

NOT VOTThG—1

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, the

ORDER OF PROCEDtRE

Lctt

.

thousands, of those types of programs.

• This . amendment

" Faircoth
.

such alien.

5ion

Kerr'

• three categories in which this is done: Dorga

Rockefeller
Sarbanes

• divided n the usual form.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SIMPSON. I further ask that the

occur on adoption of the resoluThe amendment (4o. 3803) was re- vote
tion immediately: foilowing the use or
jected.

question here is, who should pay for as-

sistance to a new immigrant? Should
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr.. President, I move
the sponsor who brought the person
reconsider the vote.
the United States and made the prom- toMr.
I move to lay.. that
ise, the affidavit of support, or should motionKENNEDY.
on the table.
the taxpayer?The bill before the SenThe. motion to lay .on the table was
ate requires
all means tested—I agreed to.
am talking only abOut- means-tested
Mr.: SIMPSON. -Mr. Prejdent, I ask
welfare programs—include the income nnirnous. consezit that n accordance
-

.

yielding back -of time and that

amendments or motions be in order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objectioi, it is so ordered.
Mr. SIMPSON. And before that procedure,. let me just review matters. At
• the conclusion of ths proceeding, Sen•

ator KEDY wiU go to the amendof the sponsor, the person who prom- -with the provisions of ruie •fl the -ments which were discussed this mornised their relative would. never use pub' -following Seria.tors be considered as ing, the deeming-panty amendment,
lic. asjstce, when determining havingyielded time under their control which are two en bloc, and the Kenwhether a new arrival is eligible for as- as foflows: Senator THUBM0ND and Sen- nedy Medicaid amendment. There wiU
sistance.
. ator CoN yield 60 minutes each to be two rollcall votes obviously. There
.

-

.

That is as simple as it can be. The Senator SIsoN; Senator NIcKL and will be the vote on the Klinghoffer
only exceptions are for soup kitchens, Senator COCAN yield 60 minutes each matter apparently, and then we wiU go
school lunch. and WIC. That is it. This to. SeDator DOLE; Senator AKAKA and to further debate, if any, on the two
truth in application, that is it. The Sena.tor PLL yield 60. minutes each to Keniiedy amendments. But those will
U.S. Government -expects sponsors to Senator KENNEDY; Senator FORD and .be coming shortly, I wouid believe. I
keep their promises to care. !or their Senator BOCKEFELLERyield 60 minutes think that debate is pretty well conimmigrant ielatives.
cluded.
each to Senator DASCBLE.
The Graham amendment wo1d gut
The PRESID1G OFFICER. The SenThen we will go to the deb.te on the
the provlzions of this bill, would limit ators have that right.
driver's license issue. This is not about
sponsored-alien deeming to only SSI,
NO. 3q71, AS MOI1)
verification. This is about, driver's liAFDC, food stamps, and public housing
Mr S]MPSON. Mr. President, I ask censes. The language of the committee
programs, that being almost un- unanimous consent to make a modi- amendment and the amendment at the
.
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This amendment, I would add, is sup- Frankly, 'having people just show
up
ported by State and local governrnen and
The,
Senator
from
Wyoming..
all of a sudden given legal status
I think there.is consensus that while
by arrivjng I think is Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, it was
you may want to deport people who are automatically
referred to as the Cuban Democcreating
incredible
pressures there. never
taking advantage of welfare generally, And if
racyAct.
There is no such PrOvision. It
are going to do it there, then was passed
someone who has become totally dis- I wouldwe
to allow the adjustment of
suggest
we
go
to
another
place.
abled is in a very different kind of situhundr
of
thousan of Cubans fleei
urge
'that
this
'amendment
ation.
be rejected, come back with an amendment ing Castro's comi inism. They- were
This exempts them from deeming, that covers people who
welcomed with op arms. We have
come . from all done that. They- were':
not deportation.
Cominist
given parole.
góvernrnens,
not
just
this
Again, our colleague from Wyoming one. If we are truly coxnmjt
needed a means to adjust.
to that, Theyis not here, so I would ask unanimous then
You can come here' legally
all over this globe who
vioconsent that it also be set aside while underpeople
late your tourist visa, stay forand
that kind of system ought tolive
a year,
be and you get a green
we proceed to vote on the other amendgiven the same status.
card. You can
ments.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time come here on a boat illegally and after
'The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
1 year get a green card. We dà not do
objection? Without objection, it is so of the, Senator has expired.
Under the previous order, the vote that with anyone else in the world,, and
ordered. The amendment is set aside.
occurs 'on amendment No. 3760, offered we. are trying to discourage irregular
The SHnator from Massachusetts. .',
by the Senator from Florida [Mr. Ga- patterns Of immigration by Cubans. We
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, are we RAM).
The vote occurs on the condi- expect them 'to apply at our interest
under a time limitation now prior, to
tional repeal of the Cuban Adjustment section in Havana.:
2:45 or can we use our own time?
Act, on a democraticajy elected govWe do not need it. It is a reinnant of
The ,PRESIDING OFFICER. There eminent
in Cuba being in power. The. the past. We have provided for the Cuare 2½ minutes remaining under
the yeas and nays
bans. Please hear this. We have prohave been ordered.
previous time agreement controlled by
Mr. GRABAM. Mr. President, under vided in this measure for the Cubans
the majority.
the unanimous consent, was there not coining under the United
Mr. DODD addressed the Chair
States-Cuba
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- an opportunjty for a minute 'to present Immigration Agreement that was en-'
tered 'into between 'President Clinton
ator from Connecticut
the amendment prior to the vote?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It was and the Cuban Government.
We should
imry o. P760
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I wonder if the unders of the Chafr that repeal it. It discrimInates in favor of
to' the detriment of all other
1 in ght speak in opposition to the Gra.. that time was subsumed within the ad- Cubans
ditional 30 minutes allocated for de- nationaJ,,jt
:
ham amendment for 1 minute while we bate.
a unanimous-consent re- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
are waiting.
'' ,' quest Without
and agreement—.-the previous order, the question is on
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. GRAHA. I would ask unanj- agreeing to the amendment,
objection? The Senator is recognised to mous
3760,
consent for 1 minute on the offered by Senator GMd' ofNo.
speak for 1 minute.
Florida.
amendment
prior
to
the
vote.'
The
yeas
and
nays
have'been
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I thank my 'Mr. SIMPSON.
Ordered.
Mr. President, I think
colleagues,
The clerk will call the roll..
it
would
be
appropriate
to each take 1
I Just did not realize the language of
The legislative clerk called the roll.
this amendment was corning up I say iflinute,'and I would like to do that.
Mr. LOTr. I announce that ,the SenThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ator
to my colleagues here—and i suspect 'objection?
from Tennessee
Without
objection, the time necessariiy absent. .. [Mr. THOMPSON] s
this may carry fairly' overwhelming}y_ 'will be
equally divided, 1 minute each,
I hope people undersd this applies
The... PRESIDING 'OFFICER (Mr.
the majority and minority.
to iileg'al aliens, not legal aliens. So between
FRIST).
Are there any other Senators in'
GRARA. Mr. President, I urge
you illegally arrive anywhere in the my Mr.
the Chamber who desire to vote?
colleagues
to
listen
to
this
because
United States from, Cuba. You are there have
The result was
given a status we do not give anywhere misstatementsbeen some myths and nays 37, 'as follows: announced, yeas 62,
with regard to the
else in the world. You arrive from the Cuban Democracy.Act
[Rolicali Vote No. 91 Leg.)
The Cuban DePeople's Republic of China. You do not mocracy
Act, which has been the law of
get this status. You arrive from North
this land since November 2, •1966, ex- Abrahan
Glenn
Korea. You do not get this status.' You plicitly
Mack
Cotton
states that it only applies to Bancas
?dcCain
arrive from Vietnam, still ,a Com aliens who
Bennett
Graham
have
been'inspected
McConnell
and ad- Biden'
munist country. You do not get this mitted or paroled
Gram,rn
MAkuJkj
into the 'United Bond
status.
Gregg
Mu,rkowskt
States.
Bradley
You
do
not
get
the
B&tch
So here we are taking one fact situabenefit of
Nicklea
ReSin
the
Cuban
Adjustment
Neon
Act unless you Bryan
tion, no matter how meritorious people, are 'here
Helm.,'
Pressle.
under one of those legal status Bnrs
may argue, and applying a totally difHollinga
Pryor
conditions, have been here for a year, Cohen
Hutchiso0
ferent standard, here for one group of request
Reid
the
Conrad
I.nhofe
Attorney
General
to
RObb
people and not .to others. If you come cise her
ezer- Coverdell
Kempthorne
Rockefeller
discretionary
authority,
to this country from the People's Re- she
and Crg
Kerrey
Santornm
elects to do so.
D'Ainato
Keny
public of China, you have lived under That
Sarbanes
DeWIne
is
what
the
current
'Kohl
law is. That Dole
an oppressive government we are is the law which I
Smith
Kyl
Snowe
believe
should
conmaking a case here that if you come tinue in effect until there
Dorneolci
Lantenberg
Specter
is a certifi- Dorgan
out of Cuba, even as an illegal, that
Leah,y
Stevens
cation that a democratic government Faircloth
14ebern,a
you get automatic status here. Why do 'is
Thomas
now in control of Cuba. The law was Ford
Lott
Warner
we not apply that to• billions of other passed
Luger
for both humanitarian and prag- Frist
people who live under oppressive re- matic reasons,
ginies?
to
provide
a
means
of
NAYS—V
I would say as well, in 30 additional expeditious adjustment of status of the Akaka
Exon
Moseley-Brano
AShcrcft
thousancs of persons who are corning
Feingold
seconds, if I may, Mr. President.
Moynlhaz
Bthgaman
Fethstete
Murray
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there from a Communist regime, not halfway' Boxer
Grams
Pell
objection? Without objection, it is so around the world but 90 miles off of our Brown
Grassley
Roth
shore. The simple reason that was rel- Buznpett
ordered.
Barica
Shelby
Byrd
evant
in
1966
is
applicable
Hatfield
in 1996, and Campbell
Simon
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I would
Inotzye
'

'
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'

'

'

'

,

'

'

'

.

.

•

'

,

'

.

.

'

'

'

therefore the law should be retained
say to my colleagues, the people of 'until
democracy returns to Cuba.
Florida, too, I might point out, have
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
their economic pressures as well,
of the Senator has expired. The time

Chafee

Coatt
Cochmi
Daochle
Dodd

Jeffords
Johnston
'Kennedy
• Levln

Simpso0
Thurmond
Welistene

Wyde
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IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND FI- ment so that I may offer a second
NANCIAL RESPONSIBILITy ACT amendment.
OF 1996
The PRES]DING OFFICER. Is there
The Senate continued wfth the con- objection?
sideration of the bill.
Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the present

amendment be set aside so that 1 may
offer an amendment.
The PRES]DflG OFFICER.. Is there
objection?
Without objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDNT NO. 38 TO A EDNT NO. 3743

(Purpose: To adjust the definition of public
chaxge)

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk.
The PRES]DflG OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 3810 TO AMENDMENT NO. 3743

(Purpose: To exempt from deeming requirements irnmlgraiits who are disabled after
entering the -Unli.ed States)

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk. The

PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

The. Senator from fllinois [Mr. SIMON) pro-

poses an aniendrnent numbered 3810 to
amendment No. 3743.

-

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President,

I ask

unanimous consent that readitig of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The Senator from fllinois [Mr. SIMON) proThe PRES]DING OFFICER. Without
poses an amendment numbered 3809 to objection, it isso ordered.
amendment No. 3743.
The amendment is as follows:
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask In section 204, at page 201, after line 4, Inunanimous consent that reading of the sert the foiowing subragraph (4):
anendment be dispensed with.
(4) ALs DISABLED APTER EN'T1Y.—The re-

The PRESflG OFFICER. Without quirements of subsection (a) shall not apply

objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:.

with respect to ay a1ien who as been lawfully admitted to the Uiilted States for perIn Section 202(a), at page 190, strike line 16 manent residence ad who since the date of
and 8j
follows through line 25 and i- such lawful admission, as become blind or
disabled, as those terms are defined in the
sert the foiowing
"(v) Any State general cash assistance pro- Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. 1382j(f).

gram:

"(vi) Finacal assistance as defined in section 214(b) of the Housing and Community
Development Act of 1980.".
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President;

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I see my

colleague from California, who has
greater concern in these areas than
any other, for obvious reasons, because

my
the huge impact on California..
amendment conforms the Senate ofThe
PRES]DING OFFICER. If the
amendment to a sirnflar provision in Cbair could
interrupt the Senator for a

the House amendment in terms of moment, the allocated time under the
being eligible for deportation if you are

here illegally and you use Federal programs of assistance.
Under the Senate bill, an immigrant
receiving public assistance for 12
months 'within his first year in the
-

previous
inoonsent agreement
has expired on the Democrat side of the

aisle. Time conid be yielded from the

Republican side of the aisle for the
Senator from ILlinois to contimie.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I confess

United States may be. deported as a some lack of understandiig of prepublic charge. That would include, for
example, higher education assistance.
The Presiding Officer, the Senator
from Indiana, is on the Labor and
Human Resources Committee. If a

cisely where we are in terms of the par-

ment, that wouid make you subject to
deportation. If one of your children got
into Head Start, that would do it.
My amendment would make thi&biii
precisely like the House bili and ]iit
the assistance to the basis for deportation to .AFDC, SSI, and, frankly SSI is
the program that is being abused. As to
the other welfare programs, legal immigrants to our country use these pro-

utilized.
Mr. LOTT addressed the Chair.
The PRES]DING OFFICER. The Sen-

1imentary situation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ate is operating under a unanimousconsent

agreement which provided
legal resident came in and got job time equally
between the two sides to
training; under this amendment, unless expire at 2:45.
The time allocated to
we conform it to the House amend- theDernocrat side
of the aisle has been

grams less than native-born Aeri-

ator fromMisissippi.
Mr. LOTr. I will be happy pn behalf
of our side to yield 2 minutes to the

Senator from fliinois if that will be

helpful.
Mr. STh10N I thank the Senator
from Mississippi.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

cans. But my amendment woth limit ator -from rLliiaois is recognized for 2
the AFDC, SSI, food stamps, Medicaid, minutes.
housing, and State cash assistance. Mr. SiMON. My second amendment
I think it makes sense.I cannot smp1y
says—and I will just read it:

imagine any reason for opposition. But The requfremets of subsection (a)—
I see my friend from Wyoming is not on
That is deportation.—
the floor right now. I am not sure what
Shall not apply with respect to any then
his disposition may be on this amend- who
has been lawfully admitted to the Unitment. But I wouid be happy to answer ed States
for permanent residence and who
any questions that my colleagues have. since the date
such lawful admission has
Mr. President, if no one else seeks become blind orofdisabled,
as those teruls are
the floor, I ask to set aside my amend- defthed in the Social Security Act.
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of Labor in H-1B nonimmigrant cases,
indicating this simply provides similar
investigative authority to the Department of Labor as in labor certification
cases, but in this amendment, the DOL

can initiate its own investigations. It

is given authority under section 556 of
title V which it does not have in H—lB

cases. There is an array of penalties
and remedies that is greater than that
in 212. I certainly think it would not be
appropriate, and I would speak against
it.
Quickly, with regard to the amendment dealing with the "intent standard," I oppose that amendment. I have
heard many more horror stones from
emp1oyers who, when trying in absolute good faith to avoid hiring illegal
aJiens, have for one reason or another
required more docwnents than the law

f.ir to fine the employers who are trying in good faith to follow the law.
Under this amendment, law-abiding
employers would continue to be threatened with penalties. The amendment
says an employer may not ask for different docunients, even when the employer has constructive owledge that
the app1jcat's documents are likely to
be false; must reverify an employee if
their time-limited work authorization

expires, and must accept documents
provided; and will be fined for employer sanctions or unfair discrimination unless he or she asks for any spe-

cific docunients from the alien. This is
this is unacceptable.
We will review and discuss it further.
I will have further comments. But I beunder the previous order, that we
requires or the wrong docunients or fail lieve,
wifl
now
proceed to regular order with
to honor documents that appear to be the direction
of the Chair.
genuine.
Here is a common scenario. We often
hear scenarios of the aggrieved. Here is
RECESS
one.
The
PRESfl)ING
Under
A worker initially submits an ThIS the previous order,OFFICER.
the Senate now
docunlent showing time-Umjted. work stands in recess until 2:15
p.m. today.
authorization. At a later verification,
Thereupon, at 12:44p.m., the Senate
however, the same employee. produces recessed
until 2:14 p.m.; whereupon, the
documents with no time limitation— Senate reassembled
when called to
for example, a Social Security card—to order by the Presiding
Officer (Mr.
show work authorization and a driver's COATS).
license to show identity, both of which
5the employer knows are widely availab!e in counterfeit form. What is the IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND FlNANCLL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
employer supposed to do?
0F1996
Under current law, if the employer
asks for an INS work authorization, he
The Senate continued with the conor she can be fined, for a first offense, sideration of the bill.
up to 2,OOO per individual. Yet, if the
The PRESfl)ING OFFICER. The Senemployer continues to employ the mdi- ator from Texas is recognuzed.
vidual, he or she will be taking the Mrs. HUTCHJSON Mr. President, on
chance of. uxilawfuily hiring .an illegal behalf of the leader, I ask
unanimous
alien. Remember that compliance with consent that the previously scheduled
the law requires an employer to act in vote, now occur at 2:45 today under the
good faith. Would there be good f.ith earlier conditions, and time between
under such suspicious circumstances?
and then be equally divided.
Furthermore, in hiring the individ- now
The
PRESIDENG OFFICER. Without
ual, the employer would be facing the
ft is so ordered.
possibility of investing considerable objection,
Mrs. Hu'rCBISON. Thank. you, Mr.
time and resources, including training, President.
in an individual whom the INS might
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
soon force the employer to fire. There
The PRESmING OFFICER. The
is also the loss of the work opportun_jty. clerk will call the roll.
for the legal U.S. worker, people we The legislative clerk proceeded
to
speak of here.
caB the roll..
In another example, a college re- Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unancruiter cannot ask a job applicant, "Do imous consent that the order
for the
you have work authorization for the quorum call be rescinded.
next year?" Tha.t is discrimination beThe PRESmING OFFICER. Without
cause it would discriminate against objection,
it is so ordered.
asylees or refugees with time-limited
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, it had

the same as current law, and I think

•

work authorization. A recruiter may
only ask, "Are you permitted to work
fail-time?"
Employers cannot even ask an employee what his or her immigration
status is. An employer may only ask,
"Are you any of the following? But

don't tell me which."
I oppose any kind of employment thscrirnination, always have throughout
the whole course of years. Employers
who intentionally discriminate in hir-

ing or discharging are breaking the

been

our intention to start voting at 2:15,
but at least one of our colleagues.—
maybe more—is involved in heavy,

heavy traffic and trying to reach the
Capitol in time for the votes. We have
agreed to set aside those votes. What
we are trying to do now, to accornodate our colleagues who cannot reach

the Capitol now, is take up a couple of
more amendments and have those
votes along with the other votes that
we have already agreed to.

I think Senator ABRARA.M
law. Scuzrilous. But I do not believe it has an amendment, and on our side
we will ask

.7
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him to come to the floor and present

that amendment. Maybe Senator SON
on the other side will have an amendment.
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different from others. Many employers sanctions provisions. It also provides
feel they are caught between a rock protections for the applicants. I thixk
by section 274A(b)(1).
"(B) REVERCATION.—UPOn expiration of and a hard place. If they are too vigi- it is a preferable way of deajing with
an employee's employment authorization, a lant about ensuring they do not hire Il- this particular issue. We had discussion
person or other entity shall reverify employ- legal aliens, they get charged with dis- on this in the committee atd we did
ment eligibility by requesting a document crftnir'ation. If they are not vigilant not accept these provisions, but it does
evidencing eiployment authorization in enough, they get socked with employer seem to me that they meet the chaiorder to satisfy section 274A(b)(l). however, sanctions.
lenge of protecting us against discrirnithe person or entity may not request a speThis amendment eliminates that di- nation and, also, against the employer
cific document from among the documents lemma by amending boththe employer being
sub)ect to employer sanctions.
permitted by such section..
"(C) ABU.lTr TO PRESENT PERMUTED DOCU- sanctions and the document abuse proThose are the principal items. As I
visions.
For
the
first
time,
there
is
now
MENT.—Notbing in this paragraph shall be
said, we bave had a good opportunity.
explicit language guaraxiteeing that if The members of the Judiciary Commitconstrued to pohiblt an lndividuai fO
senting any docunent or combination of doc- the employers follow a few simple tee are familiar with these measures.
nxnents permitted by section 274A(b)(I).".
rules, they cannot be held liable under
(b) LIMiTATIONs ON CoMPLAn'rs.—Section either the employer sanctions provi- We have been on the legislation for a
few days. These measures are complex.
other entity xuay not request a specific dOcu-.
ulent froixi among the documents perixiitted

•

274B(d) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(d)) is amended by add-

ing at the end the following new paragraph:

"(4) 11T&TION5 ON ABUJTY OF OFFICE OF
SPECIAL COUNSEL TO E CO PASTs
DOC
UMENT ABU5E CASES.—

sions or the document abuse provi- they are difficuit, but they are enorsions.

important because they reach
Here are the simple rules: As long as mously
issues of discrimination. In the last
an applicant produces a document from. the
the accepted list of documents—that instance, they reach the whole ques-

"(A) 1 GENER.&L.—Subject to subsection
will be the reduced list, the six that
(a)(6) (A) and (B), ffa employer—
"(i) accepts, without specifying, docu- will be as a result of this bill —azid the

tion about the assurance that we are
going to give adequate notice for

ments that meet the requfrements of estab- document appears authentic, the em- Axrierjcans when there are job openings
flsbing work authorization,
cannot ask for additional docu- so they can be protected, their inter"(il) maintains a copy of sch docunents ployer
ments to prove employment eligibility, ests can be protected, and we can enin an offlclai record, and
'
If the employer follows these simple
"(th) such documents appear to be genuine,
the Office of Special Counsel shall not bring rnies, my amendment contains explicit
an action alleging a violation of this section. language ensuring that the employer is

sure that when there are openings for
American workers and they are quaflfled, that they are going to be able to
gain the employment and there is not
off
the
hook
for
employer
saxictions
on
The Special Counsel shall not authorize the
filing of a complaint under this section if the discrin'in.tIon, If the applicant pro- going to be a circuitous way to effecService has informed the. person or entity vides one of the six documents, and it tively uderinine the interests of workthat the documents tendered by an individ- is authentic or looks to be authentic ers.
What we have found is that. in so
ual are not acceptable for purposes of satls- and that person is hired, then effeclying the reqn±rements of section 274A(b).
tiely this provision will be a good- mans instances, when there is a hiring
"(B) ACCEPTMCE OF DoCUfENT.—Except
of a foreia worker the salaries go
provided in subsection (a)(6) (A) and (B), a faith response to any charge that there down and other benefits go down for
was
any
intentional
kind
of
discriminaperson or entity may not be charged with a
that worker, so the American worker,
violation of subsection (a)(6)(A) as long as tion against that individual.
first
of all, does not get the job. And,
The
document
abise
provision
now
the employee has produced, and the person
or entity has accepted, a document or d- states if the employer follows these then, if the foreign worker gets paid
ments from the accepted list of documents, rules, the Justice Department "th1l less, which means that an American
and the document reasonably appears to be not bring an action alleging a viol&tion company on the one hand is competing
genuine on its face.".
of this section." These are entirely new with this company and the second com(c)
GOOD
FAITH
DEPEN5E.—Section provisions. Everybody agrees there is a pany has an advantage because they.
274A(a)(3) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(aX3)) is amended to serious problem againzt foreign-look- are paying their foreign workers less,
read as follows:
and therefore they have a competitive
ing and foreign-sounding.
"(3) DEFENsE—A person or
tablishes that it has complied in good faith citizens and legal immigrants. Every- advantage, the American workers at
with the requirements of subsection (b) with body agrees aJ.so, and studies bave con- the second company lcse their jobs,
respect to the hiring, recruiting, or referral firmed, that employer sanctions. bave tOo.
So we want to try, to the extent we
for employment of an alien in the United been used to discrimina.te.
States has established an affirmative defense .. The most widely utilized procedure j can, to make sure the current law is
that the person or entity has not violated when employers see or understand that being enforced. When we come back to
paragx-aph (1)(A) with respect to such hiring,
Puerto Rican is applying and they the issues of legal immigration, we will
recruftixg, or referral. This section shall a
an opportunity to address some of
apply, and the person or entity shall not be ask for the green card. They ask for have
liable under paragraph (1)(A), if in complying the green card, the Puerto Rican does those items,- which I think are very,
with the requirements of subsection (b). the not bave a green card because he or she very high priority.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
person or entity requires the alien to is a U.S. citizen, and, therefore, they

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sexioduce a document or docunents accept- discriminate against those individuals.
able for purposes of satisfying the requireWhat this would say is, if the individ- ator from Wyomi.ng.
ments of section 274A(b), and the document uai provided any of the six, then that
Mr. SLMPSON Mr. President, I bave

or documents reasonably appear to be genu- effectively ensures that the employer ust 5 minutes re inng. We will, of
inc on their face and to relate to the individ- will not be subject to the charge of dis- course, return to these issues. I apprenal, w1ess the person or entity. at the time crirnintion. It basically resolves, I date the cooperation of my friend from
of bfre, possesses knowledge that the indjvid think, in a very important way, the Massachusetts.

ual is an unauthorized alien (as defined in
The first amendment at the desk—I
subsection (h)(3)) with respect to such em- employer and the applicant's interest.
It makes no sense to enact a provi- do not recall the number, but the one
ployment The term "knowledge" as used in

sion that everyone knows can lead to on enforcement of labor conditions—is
possible problems of discrinthation. similar to the one my colleague offered
is an unauthorized alien, or deliberate or The problems are document fraud and at a subcommittee markup.
reckless thegard of facts or circumstances the pressure created by the employers
It concerned me then because of the
which would lead a person or entity. through by the employer sanction provisions. : broad grant of power that it makes to
the exercise of reasonable care. to know We aiready addressed the document the Secretary of Labor to bnxig emabout a certain condition.".
fraud problem elsewhere i the bilL We ployers before a tribunal, demand varMr. KEqE1)Y. Mr. President, this are reducing the number of applicable ions kinds of information and assess
proposal goes to the heart of the di- documents from 29 to 6, and we are substantial penalties, and I remain
lemma that employers feel they are making it harder for criminals to man- very concerned about the same probfacing in the hiring of employees, ufacture the phony document.
lems in this amendment.
mary of whom speak with a different
This amendment e1imir''-tes the presHe has argued that it provides investongue, maybe bave a skin color that is sure on employers created by employer tigative authority to the D6partment
the preceding sentence, means actual knowledge by a person or entity that an individual

.
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this process along. .1 had hoped tion project conducted under this section
that we would be able to go back and substantially meets the criteria in section be assigned the task of ensuring that
forth.,. we would have one from one side. 111(c)(1), Other.tha.n the criteria In subpara- employers seeking immigrant help do
move

one from the other, ad be able to

intersperse xriy own amendments in
with others. But.. as often happens
around here, our colleagues are cómrnitted to important hearings over the
course of the morning, so I will just fi-.
.

nalize the last two amendmen that I

graphs (D) and (G) of that section, and meets
the criteria in such subparagraphs (D) and

ality Act. Section Z74B of such Act shall

Mr. President, I ask the current the Attorney General may require other, or
employers In the geographical area covamendment be temporarily set aside. I all,
ered by such project to Darticipate in it during the remaining period of its operation.

.Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, may I
(C) The Attorney General may not require
just enter this unanirnousconsent re- any employer to participate in such a project
quest, to correct the withdrawal mo- except as provided in subparagraph (B).
-

ments ago?

.MENDMENTS JO5. 3853 ID 3854. EN BLOC

Mr. SIMPSON. Let me ask unani-

mous consent the pending amendment
be set aside temporarily, and ask unanimous consent amendments 3853 and
3854 be coDsidered en bloc.

AMENDMENT JO. 3854

(Purpose: To modif7 bill section 112 (relating
to pilot projects on systems to verify eligi-

bility for exnploymentIn the TJ.S. and to
verif7 immigration status for purposes of
eligibility for public assistance or certain
other .goverment.benents) to define "re-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk wifl report.
The legis1tive clerk read as follows:

gional project" to mean a project conducted in an area which includes more

and 3854.

"(i) D TflOJ OF REGIoJAL PROJECT.-._For

than a single 'ocality but which is smaller
than an entire State)

The Senator from Wyoming tMr. Srso]
Sec. 112(a) is amended on page 31, after line
proposes en bloc amendments numbered 3853 18, by adding the following new subsection:
purposes of. this section, the term "regionaj
project" means a project conducted In a.geoAMENDM'r NO. 3853
graphical area which includes more than a
Auaend section 112(a)(1)(A) to read as fbi- single locality but which is smaller
than
a
lows:
entire State.".
(A)(i) Subject to clauses (ii) and (iv), the
AMENDMENT JO. 39
President. acting through the Attorney General. shall begin conducting several local or (Purpose: To allocate a number of nvestigators to investigate complaints relating to
regional projects, and a project n the legislabor certifications)
lative branch of the Federal Government, to
The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. The Sendemonstrate the feasibility of alternative
systems for verifying eligibility for employ- ator from Massachusetts
ment n the United States, and immigration
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I ask
status in the Tinited States for purposes of the pending amendment be temporarily
eligibility for benefits under public assist- set aside and it be in order to
consider
ance progranis (as defined in section 201(f)(3) my amendment.
and government benefits described in section

The amendments are as follows:

201(f)(4)).

(U) Each project under this section shall be

consistent with the objectives of section
111(b) and this section and shall be conducted
in accordac with an agreement entered

into with the State, locality, employer,

This amendment simply takes the

(G) to a snficient degree, the requirements same enforcement authority that is
for participants in such project shall apply available to the Labor Department in
during the remaithng period of its operation the temporary worker program and
n lieu of the procedures required under sec- makes it available to the perrn&nent
tion 274A(b) of the Immigration and Nation-

have. And then we will have an oppor- main fully applicable to the participants re
in.
tunity to address those in the the project.
postlunch period. That will conclude (B) If the Attorney General xna5es the de-.
termination referred to In subparagraph (A),
the debate on that.

will send—

so according to our laws.

worker program. It does not create

anything new, Enforcement activities
covered under xriy amendment include
the investigatjos of cases where there
is a reasonable cause to believe the employer has made a misrepresentation, of
a material fact on a labor certification
application. These enforcement activities are vital to reduce the nunber of
immigrant ad nonirnmigrant victims
of illegal immigration practices.

There is no better example of the

need for better DOL enforcement than
in the recruitment. area. Fort example,
employers currently are required to recruit U.S. workers first,' bringing in
'permanent Immigrants. but the recrujtnent process result is the hire of
a U.S. worker only 0.2 of the time. A
recently released report of the Department of Labor's inspector general
shows recrujtnien' in the permanent
employment program is a sham.
Another example, the IG reports that
during one 6-month period, 28,000 U.S.

app1jc were referred

on 10,000 job
orders and only 5 were bired.
I have othef amendments to address
these problems. At the min.inium, what

we should do is increase our capacity
to enforce our current law.

That is it 'basically. It is a pretty

straightforward issue. We discussed
this issue in general terms during the
course of the amendment debate.
Mr. President, I ask it be in order to
temporarily set aside the existing
amendment.
The PRESIDG OFFrCER. Without
• The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Without objection, it is so 'ordered.
ÂME DMENT JO. 16
objection, it is so ordered.
(Purpose: To enable employers to determine
The clerk will report.
eligibility of prospective employees
The 1egisltive clerk read as follows: work
without fear of being sued)
The Senator from Massachusetts tMr. KMr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I send
NEDY] proposes an amendment numbered
an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consjdeon
Mr. KENNEDY Mr. President, I ask
The PRESIDflcG OFFICER. The
unanimous consent that reading of the clerk will report.
amendment be dispensed with.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. Without The Senator from Massachusetts
tMr. Kobjection, it is so ordered.
y) proposes an arnenthnent numbered
The amendment is as follows:
3816.
On page 8. line 17, before the period insert
The amendment is as follows:
the following: "except that not

other entity, or the legislative branch of the
Federal Goveriment. as the case may be.
(iii) In,deterinining which State(s). localities, exnployers, or other entities shall be
desgmted for such projects, the Attorney
General shall take into account the eètj-•
mated nwiber of excludable aliens and de
Portable aliens in each State or locality.
(iv) At a minjmui, at least one project of
the kind described in ragraph (2)(E), at
least one project of the kind described in 150 of the number of mvestigatoxs more than
authorized
Paragraph (2)(F), and at least one project of
the kind described in paragraph (2)(G), shall in this subparagraph shall be designated for
the
purpose
of
carrying
out
the
responsibil
be conducted.
Section 112(1) is amended to read as fol- ities of the Secretary of Labor to conduct Ivestigatjons. pursuant to a complaint or othlows:
erwise, where there is reasonable cause to
(f) 5ys REQUIaEMrs._
believe
that a employer has made a mis(1) IN G
.—Demotion projects representation
of a material fact on a labor
conducted under this section shall substantially meet the criteria in section 111(c)(1), certification application under section
212(a)(5)
of
the
Inmgration and Nationality
except that. with respect to the criteria in
subparagrap (D) and (G) of section Act or has failed to comply with the terms
111(c)(1), such projects are required only to and conditions of such an appljcatio".
be likely to substantially meet the criteria,
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, under
as determined by the Attorney General.
my amendment, up to 150 of the 350 De(2) SUPERSEDING EFFECT.—(A) If the Attorney General determjnes that any demonsra- partment of Labor wage and hour investigators authorized in the bill will

On page 37 of the matter proposed to be Inserted, beginning on line 12, strike
all
through line 19, and insert the following:
(a) IN GENERL.—Paragraph (6) of section
274B(a) (8 U.S.C. l324b(a)(6)) is amended to
read as follows:
"(6) RATMNT OF CERT DOCUMENTy

PRACTICES AS EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE5.....

"(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of para-

graph (1). a person's or other entity's re-

quest. i1 order to satisfy the requirements of
section 274A(b), for additional or different
documents than are required under such section or refusal to honor documents tendered
that on their face reasonably appear to be
genuine shall be' treated as an unfair imznigration-related employment practice relating to the hiring of individu. A person or
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I wish to ge Senator KENNEDY an this estimate, we wtfl be pleased to provide are

appropriate time to respond before the
hour 0112:30 when by previous order w
will recess, but what we have tried to
do is remind our colleagues once again
th&t fraud resiztant ID documents will
not only make it possible for an effective system of verifying citizenship or
work authorization but also greatly reduce illegal immigration.
The amendment is in response to the
CBO estimate of the current requirement that these documents be imple-
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not serious in trying to deal with
them.
illegais unless we get right back to the
Sincerely,
breeder document, which Senator SpJt E. O'NEu.I.,
SON has done, and also in terms of a
Direcor.
Mr. SIMPSON. So wIth respect to verificatiox program, which we wm
birth certificates, the bill aiready re- have an opportunity to debate, and

quires, the bill we are debating, that as also in terms of the Border Patrol.
of October 1, 1997 no Federal agency—. Those are the essential aspects.
is where the target is. Jobs are
and o State agency that issues driv- theThat
mag2let. This helps provde assurer's licenses or ID documents—may acthat illegals are not going to get
cept for any official purpose a copy of ances
a birth certificate unless it is issued by the jobs and legals, legal Americans
mented prior to October 1, 1997. The ad- a State or local government rather will be protected. This is an extremeiy
dition&1 costs of replacing all licenses than a hospital or nongoverrmenJ important provision. It is a difficult
and ID docwnents by 1998, including entity, and it conforms to Federal one and we will have a chance to adsome of the related matters later
• those that wouid otherwise be valid for standards after consuitation with the dress
in
the
afternoon.
an additional nuxnber of years, wouid State vital records officials. The standJust very briefly, Mr. President, on
be elirniiiated. So instead of costing 380 ardz woujd affect only the form of cop- some
of the matters that were talked
to $200 million initially, plus $2 million ies, not the original records kept in the
about earlier, I know my good friend
a year thereafter, CBO estimates that State agencies.
NewMexico talked about the SSI
the total cost of afl the birth certifi- The standards wouid provide for im- from
cate and driver's license improvements provements that would make the cop- issues and also about how legals have
into this process and have been
wouid:be 310 million to $20 million in- ies more resistant to counterfeiting moved
down on the program.
curred over 6 years, and the CBO has and tampering and duplicating for drawing
This Lssue of deeming has worked efwritten a letter to me confirming that frauduient purposes. An example is the• fectively
the SSI, and Senator
fact. I ask n"-nimous consent it be in- use of safety paper, which is difficuit to STh!PSONwith
has addressed that issue as
satifactori1y copy or alter.
serted in the REco at this time.
There being no objection, the letter There is no requirement in this bill presented in the SSI because it will go
was ordered to be printed in the that all States issue birth certificate on for some 10 yéars—10 years. The
deeming is ar effective prograiu, and it
• Rcoiw, as follows:
copies in the same form, but in re- will
go on for a period of 10 years.
spouse
to
concerns
that
some
have
exU.S. CONGRESS.
So the principaj concerns that the
pressed the amendment I now propose Senator
CONGRZSsxONA. BL'DGET OFFICE,
from New Mexico has as ha.s
explicitly to require that the impleWashzngton, DC, April15, 1996.
Ron. ALAZ K. SIMPSoN,
menting regs not mandate that afl been pointed out here will be addressed
Chainnan. Subco,rar4ttee on Irivnzra lion, Coinirdflee on the Jv4iciarij, ILS. Senate, Washzngton. DC.

DL Ma. CHAmM.&N: As requested by your

staff, CBO has reviewed a possible amendment to S. 1664, the Iznmgration Control and
Financial Responsibuity Act of 1996, wbich

was reported by the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary on April 10, 1996. The amend-

- ment wotid alter the effective date of provision2 in section 118 that would require states
•

the Simpson program. Maiy of us
States use the single form for birth in
are
looking at other measures where
certificate copies and require the regs we think
deenung should not be apto accommodate differences among the plicable the
that is to try and ensure
States in how birth records are kept that legaland
immigra.ts are going to be
and how copies are produced.
These are the things that this pro- treated identicaily to illegal imn-

for what are basically programs
vides. There is more. We will discuss it gralats
that
will
have an impact on the public
in further depth after we return from
recess for our caucuses. But these are health.
good friend from Wyoming says
modifications suggested. by the Gov- weMy
ought to deem those, too. The prinernors and some of my colleagues, and •cipal
fact is when you deem those pro-

to m.ke certn changes i how they issue
thtcers licenses and identification ciocuments. The amendmaDt would thereby allow the real issue is a very simple one. grams, deening is effective and that
states to mplernent those provisions while Birth certificates are the breeder docu- gets people out of the programs. We do
adhering to their current renewal schedules. ment. You get the birth certificate— not want children with coniunjcabje
The amendmnt cozitais no integovern- you can get it by reading the obituarout of the program. We want
mentai mand.tes as defined in Pulic Law ies. Read the obituaries ad write for diseases
104-4 &nd would 1rnpse no direct costs o the birth certificate—no proper certifi- them o be immunized. We want them
to have the emergezicy care so thzt
state !Ocai, or tribal governentz. In fact Cations.
they will n3t infect other children.
by delE.ythg the effect±ve date of the proviI
yield
tc
my
coiieague
for
ay
time
sos in section 118. the amezdment woud
There is a• higher interest, I would say.
he
would
wLsh
on
this
or
any
other
suostaniaBy reduce the .cost of the man- matter.
i those iimted areas. The House of
dates in the ifl. L the amendment were
has recogxiized it as we
The PRESiDING OFFICER. The Sen- Representatives
adopted. CR0 estimates that the total costs
do.
of all xztergoverxiinentaj mandates in S. 1664 ator from Massahuzetts.
And thea in the second proposal that
would no longe exceed th2 S50 million
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President. just a have
put forward we recognize the imthrethcd estabished by Public Law 104-4.
brief corr1Ineit on this measnre. I thiflk Ip3rtance
of protecting expectant mothr Arij 12, 1996. cost esthnate for S. that Senator SnxPsoN has made severa!
664 whh we idexfled a the time as 5. valuable c]anges in the bill on the ers, children and the veterans. Out of
269), CB0 esthnated that section 118, as re- driver's licenses and birth certfficats. the $2 billion, it is 3125 miUlon. Again
ported, would cost states betweez $80 million
I think for those wno have served
and 2O milhio In fiscal year 1998 and less I strongly support his proposal in this under the colors of the United States,
area
to
alleviate
the
concerns
that
the
than
million a yezr Ixi sbsequet years.
they ought to have at least some adiThese ccts would result primarily from au provisions a.nounted to ai ufuided tioa1 consideration as well as cliiiiflzz of 1div1duaAs eeng early renewals mandate. He has addressed those is- drn. But. we will have an opportunity

of their drvers iiceses or detffictjon
cô.s. By aIiowg states to mpieent the

in addition. SeDator STh!?scN has to address those later o in the afterzt.eded .perod of made important changes in the provi- nooL.
I see my coi1eag-e rising. I ask u&trne, the a ..ndrnet woald keiy eiinjtate sion on the birth cetificates. Tie
new reqfrernetts over

t x ad sigiiicatiy reduce costs, if amendment nstrucrs the EES, wheii imous consent to be able to proceed for
the redxent were thpted, CBO estimzes
•issui the g-ide2.nes for birth certifi- aothr 15rz±ruites.
the airect costs to states fror the driver's Ii-

Mr. SIMPSON. I think that would be
ceiise ad identiflcatj3n imezt povsins cates, to not reuir birth certificates all right.
wod tot.i bet eex $10 rniflio ad 320 mu- to be one ingie form for every State.
The PRESIDU'G OFFICER. Is there

ioL ad would be ircurred over siz yeazs. an the other measures he has out- ojectkn? Wtout objectici. t is so
These ccsts wouid be for irxipineti2g ew lined.
ordered.
data cc!lecton proedn_re ad idtcatcii
This is a fcut issne for many, bt
Mr. KNEDY. Mr. President, there

cd fomas. If you

V.Sh farther det3.fl or:

it iz a absolutely esentiai ore. We were two 3thi- i:em. We have tried to
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or other- to provide the grants described in subparathe
new
minimum
standards
for
birth
(A) and (B).
(3) Gitrs To STATEs.—(A)(j) The Sec- graphs
(4) REPORT.—(A) not later oe year after certificate copies—the. agency des-

system of birth-death matching,
wise.

retary of Health and Hum_as Services, in con-

date of the enacnert of this Act, the
sultation with other agencies designated by the
the President, sball establish a fund, adznin- Secretary of Health and Human Services
sball submit a report to the Congress on
istered through the Nationaj Center for ways
to reduce the fraudulent obtaining
Health Statistics, to px-ide
to the the. fraudulent use of birth certificates, and
inStates to encoirage them to develop the ca- cluding any such use to obtain
a social, secupability to match birth and death records. rity account number or a State
within each State and among the States, and document related to identifjca,tionor Federal
or iinmito note the fact of death on the bfrth certifi- gration.
cates of deceased persons. In developing the
Not later than one year after the date
capability described in the preceding sen- ofW)
enactment of this Act, the agency destence, States sball focus first on persons who igated
by the President in Paragraph (1)(B)
were born after 1950.
submit a report setting forth, and ex(ii) Such grants shall be provided in pro- shall
plaining, the regulations described in such
portion to population and in
needed to provide a substantial incentive for paragraph.
(C) There are authorized to be appropriated
the States to develop such capability.
to the Department. of Health and Human
Services such amounts as may be necessary
AMENDMEND No. 3858
for the preparation of the report described in
(Purpose: To amend sec. 118 by providing subparagraph (4)
that the birth certificate regu1atio will
(5) CE rrp'ci'E oF BmT.—A used In this
go into effect two years after a report to section. the term "birth certificate"
means a
Congress)
certificate of birth registered in' the United

an aot

In sec. 118(e), on page 41, strike 1i.es 1 and
2. and insert the fol]owjng—

State5.

"(6) EPFECTIVE DATES.—

AMNDrr No. 3862
"(A) Except as otherwise provided in subAmend section 118(a)(1) is amended to read
paragraph (B) and in paragraph (4), this sub- as follows:
section shail take effect two years a!ter the
(a) But'ra CERTIiICATE._:
enactment of this Act.
(1) LnTAT1ON ON ACCEP'rANCE._(A) No
"(B) Paragraph (1)(A) sball take effect two Federal agency, Including' but not limited to
years alter the submission of the report de- the Social Security Admin1stion
and the
scribed In paragraph (4)(B)."
Department of State, aEd no State agency
that issues driver's licenses or identification
AMENDMENT No. 3859
documents, may accept for any ofcjal purSection 118(b)(1) is amended to read as fol- pose a copy of a birth certificate, as defined
lows:
In Paragraph (5), unless it is 2ssued by a
State or local authorized custodian of record
(b) STATE-ISSTJED Daxvs LICENsES.—
(1)

Socwi. SECURITY AcCotjr

NUMBER.—

and it conform to standards. described in

Each State-issued driver's license and identi- subparagraph (B).
fication document sbafl contain a social se(B) The standards described in this subcurity account number, expt that this paragraph are those set forth in regulations
paragraph shall not apply if the document or promulgated by the Federal agency des-

license s issued by a State that reqtrnes, igflated by the President after Consultation
pursuant to a statute, regulation, or admin- with such other Federal agencies as the
istrative policy which was, respectively, en- President saU designate. and with State

acted, promulgated, or implemented, prior to
the date of enacnent of this Act, that—
(A) every applicant for such license or document submit the nuuiber, and
(B) an agency of such State verify with the
Sbciai Security Adzn lstration that
the
number is valid and is not a number assigned
for use by persons without authority to work
in the United States, but not that the nuxnber appear on the card.

vital statistics offices, and sbajl—
(i) include but not be limited to—
(I) certficajon by the agency issuing the
birth certificate, and
(U) use of safety paper, the seal of the issuing agency, and other features designed to
limit tampering,
counterfeiting, and
photocopying, or otherwise duplicating, for
fraudulent Purposes:
(ii) not require a singie design to which the

official bfrth certijcate copies issued by

igr.ated by the President and not necessarily the Department of Health and

Human Services.
The second amendment,

or the

amendments, eliminate the re!erence
to the phrase "use by imposters." And
the purpose here is to remove any implication that fingerprints, or other so-

called biometric information will be requi.red. That came up in the debate in
comm_jttee, I have no desire to go to
that intrusive level, and it is not there.
It directs the agency developing the
new staridads for birth certificate copies not to require a single design; That
was part of the debate. Surelywe cannot require a single design, and we do
not.
'•
All of the States would not have
to
conform to this, and it d.frects the
agency to take into account differences

between the States and how, birth
records are kept and copies are pro-

• duced. Ad it directs the agency developing tile birth certificate stá.ndards to
first coasult with other Federaj agencies as well as with the States.
It requires the agency developing the
minimum standards to submit a report
to Congress on their proposed standards within 1 year of enactment, and
then it also modifies the definition of
"birth certificate" to clarify that it includes the certificate of a person born
abroad who is a citizen at birth if the
birth is registered in a State.
It also provides new rninjnij standards for birth certificate copies—copies—which will be in effect beginning 2
years after the report to 'Congress by
the agency developing' the standards,
Ad it makes a technical amendment
to part of the driver's license provision
so that it will more accurately reflect
the agreement between Senator KEN
NEDY and I during the Judiciary Comflittee markup.
That is the essence of the material,
but let me add this. The a1endment
would phase in the bill's requiremen
for the improved driver's licenses and
State issued B) documents over 6 years
beginning October 1, 2000, the year suggested by the Nationa.j Govemo' Association.
Under my amendment, the improved
format would be required only for new
or renewed licenses or State issued rD

each State must conform; and
(iii) accommodate the differences between
the States in the manner and form in which
definition of birth certificate)
records are stored and in how birth cerIn sec. 118(a), on page .40, line 24, after birth
tficate copies ae produced from
such
"brt1" Insert:
records.
"of—
(2) LIMITATION ON ISStIANCE._(A) If one or
"(A) a person born in the United States, or more of the conditio described In subpara- documents with the exception
of li'(B) a person born abroad who is a citizen graph (B) is present, no State or local govcenses or documen issued in one
or nationaj of the United States at birth, ernment agency may issue an ofcjaj
copy of State where the validity period for liwhose birth Is".•
a birth certificate pertainjEg to an individ- censes is twice as long—12
years—as
ual unless the copy prominently notes that
that in States with the next longest peAMENDMr No. 3861
such individual is deceased.
AMEDMEr No. 3860

(Purpose: To aniend sec. 118 by revising the

Amend sec. 118(a)(4) to read as follows:

(B) The Secretary of Health and Human
Services sball establish a fund, administered
through the National Center for Health Statistics, to provide grants to the States for a
project In each of 5 States to demonste
the feasibility of a system by which each
such State's -office of vital statistics wod

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, these riod. This one State would have 6 years
to implement the improvements This
series of amendments deal with a cer- is

an accommodation that Senator
tain issue. They are intended to imKy is aware of. His State has
lates to the improvemen in the birth some very- interesting and sweeping
with regard to licenses.
certificate and driver's license. These lelat1on
Furthermore, the bill's provision
were contained in a single amendment that
oniy the improved licenses and
be provided, within 24 hours, sufficient Infor- to this section of the bill, and they
documents could be accepted for evimation to establish the fact of death of every have been united en bloc.
dentiary
by Government
individual dying in such State.
These amendments in their en bloc agencies inpurposes
this cou.ntrif would under
(C) There are authorized to be appropriated form provide for a 6-year
phase
in
of
to the Department of Health and Human
the amendment I am now proposing
Services such amounts as may be necessary the driver's license improvements it not be effective until 6 years after the
provides that the agency will develop
prove section 1.18 of the bill which re-

effective date of the legislation.
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3854 and ask that they be considered en

bloc.

The PRESmING OFFICER. If there

is no objection, the pending amend-

ments ae set aside, and without objec-

•tion it is so ordered.
The clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SmPsoN)
proposes amenthrients numbered 3853 and 3854
en bloc.

Mr.. SThPSON. Mr. President, I believe that those relate to verification. I
•

am not prepared to bring those up at

this time, and I ask unanimous consent
that that request be withdrawn. The.PRESm1NG OFFICER. Without

objection,- it is so ordered.

AMENDMENTS NOS. 3855 AND 3857 ToUGH 38,
EN BLOC

Mr. SThPSON. I call up amendments
3855 and 3857 through 3862, en bloc.

• The PRESmING OFFICER. Without
objection, the pending amendments are
set aside, and the clerk wili report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Wyoming (Mr. SIMPSON)
IMMIGRATION .CONTROL AND F1 proposes
anlendment&numbered 3855 and 3857
N.ANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT through $862, en bloc.

•

OF 1996
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
The Secate continued with the con- nnriirnous consent that reading of the
sideration of the bill.
amendments be dispensed with.
Mr. SIMPSON Mr. President, I ask
The PRESmING OFFICER. Without
una.imous consent th2.t a vote occur objection, it is so ordered.
•

-

on or in relation to the Graham amend• ment No. 3760 at 215 today, and ixnme-

The text of the amendments follow:

No. s
• diately following that vote there be 2 (Purpose: ToAMENDMENT
amend
sec.
118
minutes of debate equally divided. 1 over 6 years the requirementsbyforphasing-in
inproved

the usual-form to be followed by a vote
• on or inrelatiozi to the Graham amend-

ment No. 3803 with the clarification
that there: - be 2 minutes of debate
equally

•

driver's licenses ad State-issued LD. doc-

•uments)

Iii sec. 118(b), on page 42 delete lines 18

through 19 and insert the following:

"(5)EFFECTIVE DATES.—
divided on - each of those
"(A) Except as otherwise provided in subamendments, and that the debate begin
Paragrapis (B) or (C), this subsection shall
at 215
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without take effect on October 1, WOO.
"(B)(1) With respect to driver's licenses or
objection, it is so ordered.
documents issued by States
Mr. SThSON. Mr. President, I send identiucation
that issue such licenses or documents for a
an amendment to the desk.
of va1idty -of six years or less, Paza• -Mr. . President, I will submit. the period
graphs (1) and (3) shall apply beginning on
amendment in a moment. - As we pre- -October 1, 2000, but only to licenses or docupareto do that,let me say that I will meats issued to an individual for the ftrst

proceed to. an amendment. Senator time 2nd. to replacement or renewal licenses

has certaiiy accelerated the

isstied accorthDg to State law.

-process. I am very appreciative. He and

"(ii) With respect to driver's licenses or

gard to deeming and. public assistance
and welfare is one of .those. Anything
to do with verification is. one of those.
Soow I do not-think this one will be
exceedingly controversial because it

Paragraphs (1) and (3) shil apply—
"(I), during the period of October 1, 2000
through September 30, 2006, only to licenses
or documents issued to an mdividu2.1 for the

documents issied 1 States
I intend. to. deal with the hot button identjflcatjon
issue. such -licenses or documents for a
items, axid certainly the one with re-.. that
period of validity of more than six years,

will deal with the issue of the büth

-

first time-and to replacexent or reuewai Iicenses issued according to State law, ad
beginning on October 1, 2006, to all
driver's licenses or identthcation documents

certificate, and the birth certificate is
the most abused document. It is the issued by such States.
breeder document of. most falsification.

"

Paagraph (4) shall take effect on Oc-

I have tried to accommodate the. inter- tober 1,2006."
ests of Senator DEWINE.

I may not have met that test. But I
certainly have tried; I have tried to

.

—
Am-r

NO. 3857

Amend section 118(a)(3) to read s follows:
(B) The conditions descr2hed in this sub-

the recorninendatons of Senator
LEAEY, and certainly we have met the paragiaph inc3ude—.
(1) the presence on the origiaI birth certest of the issue of cost. Because we
have it now so provided that I think we tificate of a notation thzt the idividuai is
meet

have met those conditions.

AMENDMENTS N05. 53 AND 3854 EN BLOC

deceased, or
(ii) actual knowledge by the issuing agency

that the ftividual is eceased obtained

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I cafl through iforniation provided by the Social
up amendments at this time 3853 and Security A&mnisration, by an iiterstate

-
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resolve that issue on the side of American taxpayers, who work hard to earn
their money and then give it to the
Government and find that, in turn,
there is such dramatic abuses of ou_r

trust with handling onr budget activities. And who does it with greater skill
and dogged determination than this
man? He is citing what has happened to
the things that we.believe in and that
welfare assistance to those in need; we
try to support. I. know they have
perhaps by aliens who seem aimost to been
seriously isrupted and disbe brought here in contemplation of torted.so
They
not have been made
taking advantage of all of this. It more clear. Icould
thank the Senator. With
seems that simply making the support a few words, and
with a graph. or two,
affidavit legally enforceable is a legis- he placed it in better perspective
than
lative wish.
I possibly could. The present situation
Once again, in testimony in front of is
simply Unsustainable, and it is

the Btidget Committee, where we were
concerned about the skyrocketing
costs, there was an analogy drawxz between a sponsor's affidavit of enforcement and child support enforcement. I
,only raise that because child support
enforcement is almost one of these
things that. bear the wrong name be-

going
to become ever more so.
Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the Senator.
I will add one further comment. I am
firmly convinced—and I think the Senator from Wyoming is—that if the
American people understood this prob-

lem they would be on his side on this
bill. I do not believe with the
cause you cannot enforce it. You do constraints—and having to lookbudget
at the.
not have enough bnreaucracy or com- many programs affecting American
puters to enforce. it. I think when we citizens and uninigrants who become
are finished, we may find ourselves in citizens who are working axid moving
the same place again because the enahead—that we have this kind
• forceability of these affidavits is going Aflerica
of situation involved with reference to
to be such a. monster job that I am not in the broadest sense onr welfare
prosure it is: going to work. But at least grams. Tha.t does not mean in every
we are on record saying it is to be en- single sense I. agree. with the Senator's
forced, and we have set• the rules, in approach in this bill. Maybe lunches
this bill to make this a better oppor- for school kids may be an exception. it
tunity on beaif of our ta±payers.
is a bit burdensome. But essentiafly we
A panelist asked, How can we expect
to ow what we are giving these
to make enforcement of affidavits have
people,
decide what we can afford.
work? Then they said the 20 years of I thinkand
is to be the prevailing
experience in the child support pro- test. And,that
frankly, we cannot afford a
gram would indicate it may not work. lot. We just
cannot. We cannot take
Does the I.migration Service, or ay care of American
citizens in this counother entity charged with implement,- try.
ing this bill, have the resouxces to efI thank the Senator for his comfectively administer the deeming re- ments..
quirement and enforce the affidavit? I
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Senator
am not snre. Perhaps the sponsors can from New
Mexico.
address that in due course.
I have toyed with the issue of doing
Do we think .that there are other something with regard;to.legal irnmisteps that should be taken, perhaps gration,
and that was a rather less efalong the lines of imxxñgrant restric- fective exercise.
Somebody else óax
tions that are in the welfare bili—a 5with that one in the years to come•
year ban on receipts, all noncitjzens in- deal
because this is aU a part of that.
eligible for SSI and food stamps?
AMEND(ENTS TO BE CON5IDER EN BLOC—NOS.
Could these steps be an interim solu3855 AND 3857 OUGH 3862 4t1D 3853 AND 3854
tion until we have an effective screenMr. SThPSON. I have two unajing mechanism for public charges, en- mous-consent
requests.
forcement of support orders and deem- I ask nnainjfl consent that amend-.
ing requLrements?
Mr. President, I did -not come to .the ments 3855 and 3857' through 3862 be
considered en bloc, and I also ask una.nfloor to criticize the bill because, in imous
consent that amendments 3853
fact, it makes a dramatic change in the
3854 be considered en bloc.
direction of seeing to it that the public and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
charge is minimized when indeed it objection;
it is so 'ordered.
should be minimal, not played upon,
:

-

.

.

'

abused in some instances, and even
planned abuse to see: to it that aliens
come and when they get old enough,
they, go on the public welfare rolls,
even though that was never con-•
templated by onr laws—either imirngration or welfare
Mr. President, I thank Senator SIMP-

SON for yielding the floor so I could use
part of my 1ime.
I yield the floor.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I hope
every one of ou,r colleagues have heard
the remarks of the senior. Senator from
New Mexico. They were powerful, sta.rtling, and here is the man whom we en-
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to veterans. This is a hook. This is one
We tend to think we have a policy SSI—that is the supplemental security
of those hooks we use to do a debate; that \ve will not provide welfare to income participants—between 1993 and

mention the word "veterans" or "kids"
or "seniors." That is how we got here
to a debt of 35 trillion, which is now
$54 trillion. If we do all the evil, ugly
things -that will be done or could be
done in our discussion, the. debt will be

legal aliens who come to America because we think they. all want to go to
work, want to take care of themselves,
and we have sort of let the programs
develop without any supervision. So let

1996 is due to immigrants. Now, that is
an astounding, number because if you

look at the percentage that the immigrants bear to that population, the elderly imrrngrants represent 6 percent

me give you a couple of examples.
of the elderly SSI population and,
S6.4 trillion at the end of 1 years.
There are 2.5 million immigrants on today, 3 percent of the population of
So my colleagues know that the Fed- Medicaid—2.5 million. There are '1.2 older Americans are legal immigrants,
eral Government spends more on Med- million on food stamps—1.2 million. but
30 percent of the SSI beneficiaries
icaid than any other welfare program.
AFDC, 600.000.

Use of this progra.rn .by recent immigrants is very significant. For Medicaid
alone, CBO estimates that the United
Sttes will pay $2 billion over the next
7 years to provide assistance .to sponsored aliens. So I hope we might dispose of that amendthent.

It seems.to me.that. if.we have a policy that you bring in aliens and somebody is responsible for them, then how
did we let this happen? Then,, to top it
off, let me give you the case with reference to the SSI progra.rn and immiSSI is itself a welfare program.
The Senator from New Mezico is here grants.
It is paid for by the general taxpayers
and in a time bind. I yield to Senator of America. not to be confused with a
D0MENICI.
-

The PRES]DING OFFICEIL The Sen-

ator from New Mezico, Senator DorN-

id, is recognized.

..

-

.

Mr. DOMENICI. Miht r ask, are we

on time luriits?

Mr. SIMPSON. The Senator's own

time.
The PRES]DING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator has 1 hour under rule fl.
Mr. DOMENICL I yield. myself 7 minutes and hope I do not interrupt what
all of you have been talking about.
Mr. President, let me just suggest
that if the American people understood
what we have let happen to immigra-

tion in the United States with ref-

erence to the welfare program, I be-

lieve. 'In spite of their genuine interest

In immigration and in letting the mix
continue in America, I believe they

would come very close .to saying. "Stop
it all." I am going to tell you why.
First, Senator DOMENICI from New

Mexico is not against letting people
from all over the world come to our

country under an orderly immigration
process. How could I be agazt that? I
would not be here if we did not have

such a policy.at the turn of the cen.

-

-

ple chart shows: 2.9 percent of the general population are immigrants and 29

percent of the SSI-aged beneficiaries
are immigrants—b times the ratio

that their population bears to the

group that would be entitled to SSL
Social Security program for disafflty One might say that is such a gigantic
that is pid for with Social Security mismatch 'that it seems like it is altrust f"lnds and people had to work a mast Intentionally occurring. Somecertain number of quarters to earn it.
bod is planning it so that Americans
I want-to say since our ea1iest days. pay for immigrants who come. here
ôolonial days, excluding likely public with a commitment that somebody else
charges has been a feature of our imznj- will take care of them, but when they
gration laws.
get old, the -'Government takes care of
Also, once immigrants are here and them.
they become a public cha.rge, that imI believe that there are data—and
migrant could then be deported. Let they are growing—that maybe sponsors
me repeat. From our earliest days, brmgi
eir relatives to the United
likely public charges excluded from the States do so intending to put them on
welfare system was part of the Amer- 551. This chart shows that the mixiute
icaji tradition and law, .and once here, the deeming period is over, immigrants
if they became a public charge, they apply for SSL . fact, let us look at
would be deported.
this one. Within 5 years of entry into
Data shows that irnigrats, in fact, the United States, over hail of those on
become public chaxges. and the prob- SSI have applied. almost seems thai
lem is growing. In testimony before the they come here, and those who bring
Budget Committee. George Boxias. of them here plan to put them on the pubHarvard University, presented some lic welfare rolls under SSI at the very
startling data showing the immigrants' earliest opportunity.
use of welfare benefits, and showing - For those of us who promote family
that it is now higher than that of the unification, which is one reason they
.general population. Let me repeat. get their elderly parents into America,
This professor showed. that ixnznigrants we are beginning to be very suspicious
are using our welfare system benefits of whether the promoting of this famin higher percentages than th2.t of the ily unification by many is to bring par-

tury. Both of my parents—.not grand- general population...:
parents—came from the country of Let me -take one program on and lay
Italy.
..
it- . before the Senate and the public
In fact, my mother, unknowingly, re- today—the supplemental security prouained an illegal ailen well into the gram, SSI. That is the fastest growing
Second World War because the lawyers program in the Federal budget. It is
had told my father that she was a citi- the fastest growing.. program in the
zen, and she was not because the Law Federal budget. 'This rapid growth, Mr.
had changed. So I understand
President, is due largely to elderly
that. I even witnessed her getting ar- sponsored immigrants corning onto the
rested by the immigration people after rolls. That means elderly immigrants
she had been here 38 years with:a fam- are being brought to America under a
ily and was a stalwart of the commu- law that says Americans who bring
nity, because technically a lawyer had them will be responsible for them, and
told my father she was a citizen, and they sign agreements saying that is
•.

legal iminigrats.
has gone awry when a
large portion of this population isimmigrants; That is what this very simSomething

.

'

ents here so the Government of the

United States can take care of them as
imxnigrants In the United States. That
is somet]thag that none of us really believe should happen.

There are over 1 million aliens on
food stamps; hail a rnilhion 'are on
AFDC; 2½.xnjfflon are on Medicaid; and

untold hundreds are on smali meanstested benefit programs. C1ealy, there
is a large number of aliens receiving
public benefits and, therefore, they are

now public charges.

I want to suggest that it is amazing.
The
testimony before our committee
she was not.
the case.
said that even though the INS, ImzniI understand how immigrants add to
Now, is it not interesting that if that
and Naturalization Service, is
..he energizing of this great Nation. 1 is what we intend, that something is gration
charged
with deporting public charges,
understand how they provide through going wrong? The American taxpayers, through the
last 10 years oniy 13 people
their gumption and hard work, how who are asking us to take care of were actually
deported. Of the millions
they provide very positive things for Americans in many areas where we do that came in—and
of thouAmerica. I am. not here talking about not' have money, are paying through sands are obviouslyhundreds
public
charges
in
changing that or denying that. But I the nose for immigrants who came here dereliction of our Federal law—there
want to 'just start by ticking off a cou- under the pretense that they would be was a response of only 13 deportations.
ple of numbers and then telling the taken care of, but now we are taking So my question is, How does this
Senate what has happened that I think care of them.
and will we let it happen and
this bill fixes. And welfare reform, as According to the Congression&I Budg- happen,
continue
to grow? My opinion is that
contemplated, completes the )ob.
et Office, 25 percent of the growth in this bill goes a long way in trying to
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The committee report shows that the
Mr. STh4PSON addressed the Chair.
If
they
cannot
provide
it themselves,
number of illegal aliens apprehended
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senam right with Senator KENNEDY, then
each year since 1990 has been over 1 ator from Wyoming [Mr. SflSON] is Ithis
Government could do so. But why
rnil]ion. This figure alone justifies the recognized.
the sponsor off the hook? I think
steps that need to be taken to reduce Mr. STh4PSON. Mr. President, let
that is a mistake.
illegal immigration.
through the years of my work in this Senator
amendment
The provisions in title I of this bill area, no one has been more available to would exemptKENNEDy's
Medicaid from .a.ny welwill strengthen ]aw enforcement efforts visit with, to commiserate with, to
restrictions for a substantial numagainst iliegal ixrimigration. The bill talk with than my old friend from A'a- fare
of cases. We again should be very
provides for additional law enforce- bama, Senator HOwELi. REFLUq. He has ber
what deeming does. It does not
ment personnel and detention facili- been a wonderful friend and, more ap.- clear
medical treatment to any child or
ties. authorizes pilot projects to verify propriate, he has listened attentively deny
to any pregnant woman. The stories
eligibility for employment and con- to these issues of legal and Illegal un- that
our heart are not affected.
tains prov]sions to reduce document migration and always, indeed, has been You touch
can get that kind of care. You can
fraud.
supportive when he could and at least I
Title I contains higher penalties for always understood when he could not.. get that kind of emergency care. It
document fraud as well as alien smug- No one could have assisted me more does not deny medical treatment to
gling, and it also Streamlines exclusion through the years 'than the senior Sen- any child or any pregxzant woman with
of the poignant stories we can tell.
and deportation procedures and estab- ator from Alabama. I appreciate that au
But
it does require that the sponsor
lishes procedures to expedite the re- very much in mary ways.
who promised to provide the assistance
moval of crimthal aliens.
Mr. President, how much time do I will fulfill their pledge if—if—they are
The provisions in title U relating to have reYnining on my ow time before
financial responsibility of aliens, is seeking time' to be yielded from gener- capable of doing so.
I say that my colleague should know
very important. I believe that aliens ous colleagues?
that
if a sponsor does not have enough
should be able to support themselves The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- money
to provide medical assistance,
and, in fact, the U.S. law requires that ator has 31 minutes.
then Medicaid and all other we]jare
an immigrant may be admitted to the Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me programs
are available, all of them. If
United States upon an adequate show- speak then on the Kennedy. amend- a sponsor dies,
then Medicaid and all of
ing that he or she is not likely to be- menus. I have spoken on the Cuban Ad- the public assistance
programs are
come a public charge. This has been a justment Act, and I have spoken on the available to the newcomer.
We are not
longstandIng policy of our Nation, and Graham amendment. Let. me speak going to throw sick children
the
the legislation before this body would briefly on the Kennedy amendment, streets or deny ays or deny into
care or
strengthen that policy.
the Kennedy amendment en bloc, the any o that type of activity. We
are
Title U contains certain provisjons two that have been joined and the next
to reduce aliens being a burden on our one, a sthg,ilar one, and I address them only asking sponsors to keep their
and pay the bill, if they have
Nation's we]iare system. It contains a together because they are very silar. pronnses
the means.
provision that an alien is subject to deLet me say that, indeed, I oppose the
I chair the Veterans Affairs' Commitportation if she or he becomes a public Kennedy amendment and I go back to tee.
do know how tough it is to discha.rge within 5 years from entry into this singular theme that we must not cussI the
word "veterans." But I am
the U.S.
deviate from: Before a prospective im- wholly uncertain why the veteran exTitle U prohibits the receipt of any migrant is approved to come to the emption is included at all, because afl
Federal, State or local government as- United States, that person must dem- veterans
and their families are eligible
sistance by an iliegal alien, except in onstrate that he or she is not likely at for medical
care through our veterans
rare circumstances, such as emergency any time to become a public charge.
hospitals—a.1l
of them. Needy vetermedical care, pregnancy service or as- I know that is repetitive. It was the ails—needy veterans,
veterans, insistance under the National School law in 1882. The individuals meet this competent veterans, poor
whatever, they
Lunch or Child Nutrition Act.
public charge requarement by a spon- are provided free medical
care, free
Further, one of the ways an alien can sor's written agreement, an affidavit of
prove he or she will not become a pub- support. It is to provide support if the medica' cae through the more than
lic charge is to have a sponsor in the alien ever needs Support. If the alien 700 veterans facilities throughout this
U.S. file an affidavit of support which. needs nothing, the sponsor pays noth- country, under a completely separate
under current jaw, requires the sponsor ing. If suddenly the alien says, "I can't prograxn, which is not Medicaid. It is a
prog?am. The veterans of this
to support an alien for 3 years. ThI make it, I'm going to have to go on huge
country
$40 billion per year,
legislation increases a sponsor's ]iabil- we]iare, Fm going to have to receive which is receive
not Medicaid, not that health
ity to 10 years, which is the same time assistance," the sponsor steps in, not care. They,
have the DOD, the Departit takes any citizen to qualify for So- the TJSA. We are trying to avoid the ment of Defense,
with CHAMPUS and
cial Security retirement benefits and step in these various amendments to
dependents'
health'
care of those in the
Medicare. This liability against the say the sponsor is not in this game and military. That is another
$4 billion we
sponsor is reduced if the alien becomes the USA is. We say that if the sponsor
not even count. We wonder what is
a citizen before the end of the 10-year is deceased or banupt or ill, or what- do
happening.
maximum period.
ever it may be, that that person will be
It is because we are generous. We
These are some of the highlights of taken care of.
should
be generous. No one—no one—
ths important legislation. A number of The committee bill requires all wel- disputes
that. But if my colleague
amendments have been offered to this fare prograns to include the sponsor's wants'
to provide an exemption for
bill, some of which I will support and income when determining whether a these veterans
hospitals, I would cerothers that I will oppose. But I wiii sponsored individual is eligible for astry to work something out. I
keep my eye on the overall objective of sistance. In other words, the U.S. Gov- tainly
that. But let us not, however, exthe bill, which is to support a national ermient will require the sponsors in share
empt Sponsors- of a large number of
policy to reduce illegal imxmgration this bill to keep their promises.
beneficiaries from any reand to make it unattractive for illegal
CBO has scored this as a sigi1icant Medicaid
sponsibility for. those they have
aliens to come to the United States.
private-sectormaridate. I think that is
In these days of declining govern- a most appropriate defiiition because pledged to support under the guise of
treatment for veterans.
mental resources, we must provide for it should be a private sector mandate. fair
There are 26 minion of us who are
our own citizens first and foremost. Sponsors should not expect free medi- veterans.
We spend $40 billion. The
This legislation, uiider the worthy cal care from U.S. taxpayers for their health care
portion of that is hcge,
stewardship of Senator SIMpSoN and immigrant relative when they can pro- over haif. There
are 26 million of us.
augmented by Senator KENNEDY, is a vide it themselves. That is what we are We go down in numbers
2 percent per
step in the right direction.
ta1ng about.
year. You could not be more generous
.
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the time immediately preceding the benefits under any Federal program of to the taxpayers of that community or.
vote on these two amendments, but I assistaxice or any program of assist- that State in which the legal alien
would like to respond to some of the ance funded in whole or in part by the
comments made by the Senator from Federal Government.
Wyoming.
That is the proposition which is curFirst, on the Cuban Adjustment Act rently before us. I might say, happily,
issue, the precise issue is the one that that that represents a restriction, bethe Senator from Wyoming has stated,

and that is, is the Cuban Adjustment
Act an anachron.ism? Is it a dinosaur
which served a purpose at a time past

tion to those groups that I Jisted, the
Association of Public Hospitals supports this amendment, the Grahax±i
amendment. the truth th advertising,
cause the original version of 5. 1664 ap- in deeming, amendment. It is also the
plied that same vag'1e laiiguage, .not case this has received support of the.
just to federally funded programs but major Catholic organizations which, of
to programs by goverzlments at the course, operate substantial health care State and the- loca1 level. Now at least facilities in many communities in this

but is no longer relevant to the future?
The fact is, Mr President, what is an we are only dealing with, federally
anachron.ism, what is a dinosaur is the funded programs, in whole or in part.
Fidel Castro regime in Cuba, a regime
But the fundamental principle of our
which has held its people in tyranny amendment is let us be speàfflc. Let us
for 3½ decades. Until that régime is re- tell the American people, let us tell the
placed with a democratic goverilment, legal aliens and. their families who are
the Cuban Adjustment Act continues affected, let us tell those persons who
to play the same positive role as it did are attempting to provide these servwhen it was adopted in 1966.
ices in a reasonable way what it is we
I am also concerned about the state- intend to be covering. Let us list spement that there is no longer a need for cifically what those programs are in
the Cuban Adjustment Act. Between the future as we have in the past. The
1990 and 1994, prior to the current current US. irn1nigration law lists speCuban migration agreement of 1995, cffically those programs. for which the
there were an average of 20,000 persons sponsor's income is deemed to- be the
a year who were in the country legally, income of the sponsored legal alien. I
had resided here for a year, and asked think that was a wise policy in the
for the discretionary act of the Attor- past, and it is a policy which we should

ney General to have their status adjusted. Assumedly, there continue to
be thousands of people who arrived

prior to the migration agieement of
1995 who are awaiting eligibility to ask
for that discretionary act. So, yes,
there is a need.

Second, the proposal which is in 5.

1664 would only apply to those persons
who arrived under the migration agreement of 1995 in the status of parolees.

According to the statistics of the Immigration and Naturalization. Service,
since that agreement was in effect, ap-

promately half of the Cubans- who
have arrived in the United States thd
not arrive as parolees. They came as ei-

ther refugees or as visa immigrants.

Under the reading of 5. 1664, those per-

sons who came under the migration
agreement of 1995, would not be eligible

to adjust their status because they did
not come in the specific category of a
parolee.
So the anachronism. is in Havana, not

in the laws of the United States. The
need continues to exist today as it did

lives. It is for that reason that; In addi-

country.
So,

-

it is not correct to say the only

two people who are at the table are the
sponsor and the Federal Government.
The reality is there is a whole array of
American interests at the table. Unfortunately, under the amendment as currently written, they do not know .what
is being negotiated at the table. They
do not know what the agenda is at the
table. They do not know what their responsibilities are going to be, beyond

the vague standard that they have to

deem the income of the sponsor for anyprogram of assistance funded in whole

or in part.by the Federal Government.
•So I do not think that is good government. That is not good policy. It is
continue into the future. That is the not a respectful relationship with our
fundamental issue.
intergovernmental partners, and 'it is
That is why . the major State-based directly contrary to the spirit of the
organizations, from the Cofference of uxfunded mandate bill which.this SenState Legislators, the National League ate passed as one of the first acts of the
of -Cities, the National Association of 104th Congress.
.Counties—afl of those organizations
So for that reason. Mr. President, I
are supporting this amendment be- urge my colleagues to vote yes on each
cause they say we want to know pre- of the, two amendments that we will
cisely what it is we are going to be re- have before us this afternoon: First,
sponsible for administering, since it is the Cuban Adjustment Act amendment
going to be our responsibility to do so. and, second, the truth in advertising in
That is why those organizations are deeming for legal aliens amendment.
concerned about the massive, unfunded
Thank you, Mr. Presdent.
mandate that is about to fall upon Mr. SJMPSON. Mr. President, I bethem, both for the administrative costs lieve my friend the Senator from Alaof árnvixig at these judgments and the bama. would like to speak on his own
cost when serv,.ces that are no longer hour. I certainly yield for that.
going to have a Federal partner will beThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sencome the obligation of local govern- ator from A.labama is recogrnzed.
ment.
Mr. IFLfl. Mr. President, I rise
The Senator from Wyoming left the today in support of 5. 1664, the .Ixnmiinference that there were two places gration Control and Financial Responthrough which these services for legal sibility Act, which was reported out of
aliens could be paid. One was by the the Judiciary Committee, after a rathFederal Government; second, by the er long and arduous process, by a vote
sponsor. I suggest that there is a third, of 13 to. 4.
fourth, fifth, sixth, and so forth addiI especially commend my long-time
-

30 years ago. I urge adoption of the
amendment which has been. cospon- tional party who will be picking up friend and colleague, Senator Ai
sored by Senator DOLE, Senator MACK,
Senator ABRAHAM, SENATOR BR.Dry,

these costs. Those ate the thousands of STh!PSON, who is chairman of the Judimunicipalities, the 3,000 counties, and ciary Subcommittee on Immigration
Senator HELMS, Senator LIEBERMAN—a the 50 States of the United States that who has guided this legislative effort
broad, - bipartisan consensus that the will be. responsible.
which is aimed at reducing illegal imdate for the change of the Cuban AdLet me remind my colleagues that, migration in this country. He has the
)ustment Act is the date when democ- by Federal law, we require a hospital patience of Job, and I will miss his
emergency room to render service to good company when we end our Senate
racy is restored to Cuba.
Second, or. the amendment relative anyone who arrives and requests that careers, which began together 18 years
to truth in advertising and deeming, service, regardless of their ability to ago. Also, I commend Senator KEDY
the Senator from Wyoming says the pay. So, what currently the law is, is who has worked diligently o this bill,
issue is the fact that we are not cover- that if it is a legal alien who is medi- as he does on so mary legislative proing, under the amendment which I have cally indigent, that cost will be a posals.
offered, a variety of programs for shared cost, with the Federal GovernI do not believe that there is much
which he thinks deeming should apply. ment paying a portion and the States question that we need to reduce the
I do not see that as being the issue.
paying a portion. With what we are high level of illegal immigration in
The issue is, are we going to pass a about to do, we are going to make that this comtry, which has been a enorvague law which states that the in- cost an unreimbursed cost to that hos- mous drain on the country's welfare
come of the sponsor shall be deemed to pital. Typically, it will be a public hos- system, its public education system, as
be the income of the legal alien for any pital. So it will end up being a charge well as other Government resources.

-
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at delivery and throughout the lives of
Mr. President, will the clerk report.
Vfl.
and
VU!
of
the
Public
Health Serv]ce
the children.
PRESIDING OFFICER. If there Act.
Fafly, many legal inunigrants isThe
no objection, the pending amend- (B) Benefits under means-tested programs
serve in our Armed Forces. We men- ment
under the Elementary and Secondary Edube—
tioned that briefly at other times in Mr.will
cation Act of 1965.
KEN1JEDY.
it
is
my
rntention
the debates. Most veterans benefits are that we temporarily set aside the GRA- (I) Benefits under .the Head Start Act.
means tested. If the sponsor deeming EM amendments, that the two amend- (J) Prenatal and postpartum services under
Security Act.provisions in the bill are applied to ments incorporated in the earlier pres- title XLX of the Social
—
veterans benefits, some veterans will entation that said we are in this bill
NO. 823
find themselves ineligible for VA bene- going to treat those linited emergency (Purpose: To A3ENDMENT
provide exception to the defini-

fits because the sponsor makes too programs the way that the House of
much money or they are too poor to Representatives did and saying we are

purchase health insurance.
My amendment allows those veterans not going to. have a dual standard for
the ilegals and legals—we are going to
to receive the health care they need treat
the legaLs the same as the
under Medicaid.
This bill will make many immigrant ilegals—,to achieve that there had to
veterans ineligible for health care a- be two amendments offered to amend
sistance under their VA benefits. Cur- two different parts of the bill, but it is
rently veterans who are unable to de- a rather straightforward provision.
fray the costs of medical care can qual- Rather than reqth_re a vote on each p±oify for means-tested benefits. There are vision, I had talked to the floor manseveral mandatory VA prograixs which ager and we had hoped that we would
are mean_s tested. These programs pro- vote on those two en bloc.
vide vets with free inpatient hospital And then the second amendment that
care and nursing home care. In addi- I have sent to the desk deals with carvtion. these programs help veterans pay jg out the areas of Medicaid, for
for inhome care and out patient care. If mothers, children, and the veterans. I
these VA programs are deemed, Medic- believe that amendment has been sent

tion of public cbarge for legai immigrants
when public health is at stake, for school
lunches, for child nutrition programs, and
for other purposes)
On page 190, after line 25, insert the follow-

ing:

"CE) CCEPTION o DErnrrIoN OF PUBLIC

CEABGE.—Notithtanding a.y program described in subparagraph (D), for purposes of

subragraph (A), the term 'public charge'

sa1l not include any alien who receives any
benefits, services, or assistance under a program described in section 204(d).".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
•is no objection, those amendments are
set aside.

AMENDrr NO. 3a TO AMENDMENT NO. 43.

(Purpose: To exempt children, veterans, ad
pregnant mothers from the sponsor deemIng requfrexnents under the medicaid pro-

aid coverage may be the only safety to the desk. I wouid ask that my first grain)
net an immigrant veteran can receive. amendment be temporarily set aside so
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Are we going to deny the 25,000 immi-. that we would have that amendment
clerk will report the third Kennedy
grants who are in the Armed Forces before the Senate.
today—there are 25,000 of them who are

#.MENDMENTS N05. 2D AND 823

in the Armed Forces today—who are The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
sacrificing? And no one, 1 do not be- is .no objection, the Graham amendlieve, was asking them when they ment will be set aside and the two en
joined whether they were being deemed bloc amendments by Senator KENNEDY
or not being deemed. They were will be considered.
brought into the Armed Forces and The . clerk wiil report those amendserved in the military. There are 25,000 ments.
of them who have served. All we are
The bill clerk read as follows:
talking about are those particular ones The Senator from Massachusetts [Mr. Kwho are going to have to have some NEDY] proposes en bloc amendments numspecial needs as I mentioned primarily bered 3820 ad 3823 to amendment No. 3743.
in the area of prescription drugs. They
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, .1 ask
have been serving this country and unanimous
consent that reading of the
serving it well, many 2 or 3 or 4 years amendment be dispensed with.
and even more.

OFFICER. Without
So, Mr. President, this amendment The PRESIDING
it is so ordered.
effectively says that we will not have objection,
The amendments are as follows:
deeming when we are talking about
NDME!T NO. O
chiidren, mothers and veterans—chjjTo provide exceptions to the spondren, mothers and veterans. We have (Purpose:
sor deeming requirements for legal immicarved that out of the Medicaid provigrants for programs for which illegal aliens
sion. You will no have deeming, one, are
eligible, ad for other purposes)

for the public health purposes. I would

Beginiing on page 200, line 12, st-ike all
like to do it because I think the most that
follows through page 201; lthe 4, and inpowerful argiunent is that the children sert the
followiDr
are not the problem. Again, it is the (2) CEaTAXN pwu p1wGw5—The reproblem ofthe magnet of jobs in this quirements of subsection (a) shall not apply

amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:

The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KNEDY] proposes an amendment Dumbered 3822
to amendment No. 3743.

Mr. KEEDY. Mr. President, .1 ask
nnanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 201 after line 4, insert the follow-

1n

(3) CEaT 5V1CES D A55ISTANCZ.—The

requirements of subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) any service or assistance described i

section 201(a)(1)(AXvji);

-

prenatal and pospartum services provided under a State plan under title
of
(B)

the Social Security Act;

(C) services provided under a State plan
under such title of such Act to thdividuajs

who e less than 18 years of age; or
(D) services provided under a State. plan
under such title of such Act to an alien who
is a veteraxi, as defined in section 101 of title

.38, Tjxuted States Code.

AMENDMT NO. 3160

Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
country and we should not be harsh on to any of the followinr
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen(A) Medical assistance provided for emer- ator from Florida [Mr. GRABAM] is recthese children in particuiar.
I know there are those who say, well, gency medical services under title XIX of the ogized.

the taxpayer has to do it. I am saying Social Security. Act..
Mr. GRAB.AM. I ask animous conThe provision of short-term, non-cash,
that it is a-$2 billion tab We are carv- in(B)
sent
it be in order for the yeas and
kind
emergency
relief.
ing S125 minion out of that and saying,
nays to be ordered on amendment No.
(C)
Benefits
under
the
National
School
both because the chiidren are not the Lunch Act.
3760.

problem and for those who are looking.
for bottom lines, it is cheaper to have
healthier children. These are children
that are going to be American citizens.
It is worthwhile that they are going to
have an early start and we are going to
be sexisitive to those who have served

(D) Assistance under the Child Nutrition

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
CE) Public health assistance for imrnurxizaMr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask
tions with respect to irnuiunizable d.iseaes for the yeas and nays on amendment
and for testthg and treatment of cornmu- No. 3760..
nicable diseases.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
(F) The provision of services directly relatto assisting the victims of domestic vio- sufficient second?
under the colors of the country, the ea
There is a sufficient second.
of child abuse.
veterans who fall on particularly hard leice
The yeas and nays were ordered.
(G) Benefits under programs of student astimes to be able to benefit from the sistance under tti2s IV, V, IX. and X of the
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I had
program.
Higher Education Act of 1965 £nd titles m, not intended to speak further, prior to
Act of 1996.
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or the 5, are exempt from this provi- amendment. If the Graham amendment where it is discovered the little girl has
sion. They wotüd contnue to come is accepted, then Iwould ask to vitiate tuberculosis. That child has now ex-
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posed all of her classmates—American
citizen classmates—to TB, all because
the school nurse was not authorized to
treat the child until her Medicaid eligibility was determined.
Or consider a mother who keeps her
Let me explain what this amendment child out of the school-based care prowould do. I am deeply concerned that gram because she knows her child will
for the first time in the history of the not qualify for the program. This child
program we will begin to sponsor deem- develops an ear infection, and the
ing for Medicaid for legal immigrants. teacher notices a change in his hearing
I recognize that this is a high-cost pro- ability. Norrnafly, the teacher would
• gram of 32 billion for helping legal im- send the. little boy to the school nurse
• migrants over the• next 7 years.. But but cannot in this case because he is
public health is at stake—not just the not eligible for Medicaid. The unimmigrants' health. The restriction on treated infection causes the child to go
Medicaid places our communities, at deaf for the rest of his liIe.
In addition, the school-based heaith
risk. It will be a serious problem for care
program also provides for the
Americans and irnigrants who live in
high immigrant areas. If the. sponsor's early detection of childhood diseases Or
such as hearing difficulties,
income is deemed, and the sponsor is problems
scoliosis—and
even lice checks..
held liable for the cost to Medicaid,
Prenatal and postpartum services
legal immigrants will be turned away must
aiso be exempt from the Medicaid

under that agreement between the the yeas and nays on it.
Mr. President, it would be my intenPresident and the Cuban Government.
tion to offer an amendment on the
They are not part of this.
Mr. KENNEDY. I thank the chair- Medicaid deeming to title II of the bill.
I will send that to the desk in just a
man.
Mr. President, I support the Sen- moment.
-

ator's opposition, or I support the provisions in the legis1ation that would repeal it, and oppose the amendment of
the Seiator from Florida..
Mr. President, to move this process
forward we have invited other Members
of the Senate to come forward and address the Graiia.rn. amendments, and we
certaiu.ly welcome whatever participation they would waut to make.
I would lIke to—and I will—introduce

other amendments that are related in
one form or another. to the Graham
amendments because I think we will
f3nd that there will be. a disposition in

favor of it. I hope that the Graham

-

amendments will be accepted. And, if
they are accepted, at least one of mine from the program, or avoided altothen wiil not. 1 would ask that we not gether. These legal immigrants are not
vote on that because effectively it going to go away. They get sick like
would be incorporated in the Graham everyone else, and. many will need help.
But restricting Medicaid meazs condi7
amendments.
There• are other provisions that are tions will be untreated and diseases
related to the genera1 idea of programs will spread.
If the Federal Govermnent drops the
that would be available to needy people
that I would want to have addressed by bail on the Medi?aid, our communities
and States and local governments will
the Senate.
So, Mr. President, I will offer—and. I have no choice but to pick up Methcare
have talked to the floor manager on and pick up the cost.
this issue, and on the amendment that In addition to veterans, my amendI had addressed the Senate earlier on, ment exempts children and prenatal
and that was to eiiminiate the deeming and postpartum services from the Medon those legal for those particular pro- icaid deeming requirements for legal
grams that have been included in the immigrants. The bottom line is we are
House of Representatives as to be no ta11ng- about children, legal iznmideeming eligibility for. I ask that the grant children who will likely become
current amendments be temporarily future citizens. The early years of a
person's life are the most vulnerable
set aside.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without years for heaith.. If the children develop
complications early in life, complicaobjection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. These amendments tions which could have been prevented
have the way to address that rather with access to health care, society will
fundamental principle --which I ad- pay the costs of a lifetime of treatment
dressed earlier which requires that when this child becomes a citizen.
Children are not abusing Medicaid.
there be two amendments.

I would ask they be incorporated en When immigrant children get sick,
bloc. This has been cleared with the they infect American citizen children.
floor manager. Then when the vote The bill we are discussing today effeccomes, if it does come on those amend- tively meazs children in school will
ments, that the one vote would incor- not be able to get school-based care
under the early and periodic screening,
porate both those amendments.
Effectively, Mr. President, these two detection and treatment program. This
amendments amend different parts of program provides basic school-based
the bill but they are essentially, as I health care. Under this bill, every time
described earlier, and that is to make a legal immigrant goes to the school

the programs consistent here in the

Senate bill with what happened in the
House bill where over there they said
that there would be no deeming for the
essential kinds of programs that primarily benefit children. The reason for
that is because it is in the public interest for our' own children that wou.d be
adversely impacted, if the legal children did not have immunizations and
other kinds of emergency kinds of serv-

deeini requirements. Legal immi-.
grant mothers who deliver in the Unit-

ed States are giving birth to children

who are American citizens. These children deserve the same healthy start in
life as any other American citizen.
In addition, providizig prenatal care
has been proven to prevent poor birth
low
Problem; births,
outcomes.
birthweight babies and other problems

associated with the ]ack of prenatal
care can increase the cost of a delivery
up to 70 times the norna1 costs.

In California, the common cost of

caring for a premature baby in a
neonatal unit is $75,000 to $100,000.

-Many things can go wrong dunng
pregacy, and in the delivery room

many more things will go wrong if the

mother has not ha adequate prenatal

care. Without it, -we allow more Amer-

ican citizen children to come into the
world with complications that could

have been prevented.
This is not an expensive amendment.
According to CBO, the cost of care for

children and prenatal services is less
than the costfor elderly persons.

What we are talking about, Mr.

President, is $125 million, the cost of
this amendment—$125 million to deal
with the cost to exempt children under
services to mothers, expecting
mothers, and veteratis, from Medicaid
18,

deemmg—S125 million out of $2 billion.

So it is a very reduced program. It is,
again, for the children, again, for the
mothers, and, again, for veterans who
nurse, that nurse will have to deter- have served or who may stlU be legal
mine if the child is eligible for Medic- immigrants and have served in the
aid. The bill turns school nurses into 'Armed Forces and need some meanswelfare officers. The end result is that tested program.
The most outstanding one is premiflions of children will not receive
needed treatment and early detection scription drugs. That is really the
number one program, where they be
of diseases.
Consider the following example. A costed out, and these veterans would
legal lxnmigra.ut child goes to her have difficulty in program terms for
school nurse complaining of a bad that kind of attention.
Furthermore, the cost of providing a
cough. The nurse caimot treat the girl
until it is determined that she is eligi- healthy childhood to both unborn

ices, treatments, and screening programs. I addressed that earlier. I wiil ble for Medicaid. Meanwhile, the American citizens and legal immigrant
speak to the Senate subsequently. But child's illness grows worse. The parents chi.ldren is far less than the cost to soI ask that that follow the Graham take her to a local emergency room ciety in treating health complications
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in the bill that came from the Judicicause if that sponsor does not do so, you to work. They would claim a
ary Committee by a vote of 13 to 4—re- there is on1y one who will do
green
so, and card and become permanent residents
qui.res that all means-tested welfare that is the taxpayers of the United
here.
programs consider the Sponsor's in- States. There is no other person out
Since 1980 we have thoroughly tried
come when determining whether or not there to do it.
a Sponsored individual is eligible for So that is where we are. Our Govern- to discourage illegal entry of Cubans.
There is no longer ay need

assistance. That is as simple as it can
be. The U.S. Government expects the
sponsors to keep their promises in all
cases. That is what it is.
We should be clear about what deeming does. Deeming is. perhaps, a bit
confusing. it is a simple word that

something is deemed to be. In this
case, the sponsor's income is deemed to
be that of the immigrant for the pur-

poses of computing these things. Deeming—this is very important. The bill
wiLl not deny welfare to an individual
just because he or she is a new arrival.
That is not what this bill does. i have
heard a little bit of that in the debate.

for the
ment spends more on these noncash Cuban Adjustment Act. The provision
prograz than all of the cash assist- in the bill which repeals the Cuban Adance progran put together. To exempt justment Act exempts those who
them would relieve the sponsors of and will come under the current came
agreemost of their promise of support. i see ment between the Castro government
no reason to exempt any sponsor from and the Clinton adrni.nistration,
and
their promise of support, unless they one which. Senator Doi. so ably deare deceased, bankrupt, or cannot do scribed having been done without any
it. If that is the case, then a very gen- kind of participation by the
Congress.
erous Government will do it, that is, Those 20,000 Cubans per year, who
were
the taxpayers.
by lottery and otherwise to
i must stress that immigrant use of chosen
here under that agreement; will
these noncash welfare programs is come
be
able
to have their status adjusted
truly signifjcait. For Medicaid alone, •under the
bill provsior1.
CBO estimates that the United States There is nocominjttee
change there at all. Howwill pay $2 billion over the next 7 years
to provide assistance to sponsored ever, other than that one exception,

i would not favor anything like that,
or ay approach like that.
people who were coming only on
Instead, the bill requires that the aliens,
one sigu1ar basis—that they would
Sponsor's income be counted when de- not become a public charge. This
ternthing whether the newcomer is eli- amendment would perpetuate the curgible for public assistance, If the spon- rent levels of high welfare dependency
sor is dead, if the sponsor is bankrupt among newcomers, and i urge my color otherwise financiafly unable to

proto oppose it.
vide support, then this bill provides leagues
have sever been part of the ritual
that the Federal Government will pro- toideny
to permanent resident
vide the needed assistance. That is aliens. i benefits
think
there
is some considerwhat this bill before you today

says.
there to be given in these cases.
My colleagues need to kaow what the ation
i. do not say that illegal immigrants
amendment does, it is sweeping. This amendment would limit should not have emergency assistance,
They should. And the debate will take
deeming to only supplemental security place
where we will say, "Well,
income, SSi; aid to families with de- why istoday
it we do these things for illegal
pendent children, AFDC; food stamps; immigrants
and we do not do it for
and the public housing programs. That
legal immigrants?" The issue is very
is it. That is all. This is almost un- basic.
The illegal immigrant does not
changed from current law, it is the cursomeone sponsoring them to the
rent law we are trying to change in have
this bill—and we do, and we did in Ju- United States who has agreed to pay
their bills, and see to it that they do
diciary Committee. i hope we will con- not
a public charge, period.
tinue it here because it afready re- Thatbecame
is the way that works.
quj.res deenhil1g for SSi and food stamps
So it is a very difficult issue because
and AFDC.
it
has to do with compassion, caring,
Senator GRAnp.ws amendment would and all of the things that certainly all
Graham

exempt Medicaid, would exempt job
training, would exempt legal services,
would exempt a tremendously wide
range of other noncash welfare programs from the sponsor-ajjen deeming
provisions in this bill.

No other group—i hope my colleagues can understandnor nationality in the world, even among some of

our most brutal adversaries, is able to
get a green card merely by conung to
the United States légafly, or illegally,
and remainjg here for 1 year. That is
what this is. Millions of persons who
have a legal right to immigrate to join
family here are waiting in the backlog
sometimes for 15 or 20 years. And it
would seem to me it would make o

sense to allow a Cuban to come here on
a raft, stay offshore and tell somebody
from the ThIS who checks the box and
says, "We saw you come," and 1 year

later walk up and get a green card.
That is exactly what is happening
under Current law. You come here, or

toflyinonatout, togotosee

your cousin, or sister, in Orlando, and

then simply stay for 1 year and go
down and get a green card, having violated our laws to do so, and then are re-

warded with a precious green card
takes a number away from someof us are steeped in. But in this situa- which
else who has been waiting for .10
tion it is very simple. The sponsor has body
or 15 years. The Cuban Adjustment Act

to do it, and to say that their
be repealed.
income is deemed to be that of the im- should
it has been
agreed

repealed on this floor
nigrant. And that is the purpose of three separate times,
ladies and genwhat the bill is, and this amendment

This amendment effectively undereffectively in every sense undermines this enti.re section of the bill-- would
this aspect of the bill.
the entire section—because here is mine
i did want to express my thoughts
what would happen. Under the Grahan onSo
the debate indeed.
aniendent, newcomers would have acThen, finally, the Cuban Adjustment
cess to these various progranis, and it Act,
as i said last night, is a relic of
would not be regarded as part of the the freedom
flights of the 1960's and the
sponsor's obligation. Newcomers, i
flotillas of the late 1970's. At
think most of us wauld agree, who are freedom
those
of crisis Cubans were
brought here on a promise of their broughttimes
to
the
United States by the
sponsors that they will not become a tens and hundreds
of thousands. Most
public charge, should not expect access were given this parole
status which is a
to our. Nation's generous welfare pro- very
indefinite status and requires an
grams—cash or noncash—tjne the adjustment
in order to receive permasponsor, the inthviduaj-who promised nent immigrant
status in the United
to care for the new arrival, is unable to States. Since we welcomed
those Cuprovide assistance. If the sponsor is un- bans and intended that they remain
able to do- that for the various reasons here, the Cuban. Adjustment Act—a
that i just noted, then there is no obligenerous act—provided that after
gation. The Governmeit does pick up very
year in the United States all Cubans
the tab. But if that sponsor is still able 1
could claim a green card. That is the
to do so, that sponsor will do so be- most
precious document that enabled
.

there is no need for the Cuban Adjustment Act and it should be repealed.

tleniax. The Cuban Adjustment Act
was repealed in 1282. it was repealed in
i86. And it was repealed again i believe in 1990. That date may be impre-

cise. Each time it had gone to the
House and then repeal bad been re-

moved.

So that is the Cuban Adjustment Act.

it is certainly one of the most arcane
and surely one of the most remarkable
vestiges of a time long past; a remnant.

Mr. NNEDY.. Will the Senator

yield for a question?
Mr. SThfpSON, Yes. i certainiy will.

Mr. KENNEDY, If the immigrants

come from Cuba under the existing exchange agreement, are they denied the
other nds of benefits that are available to others that come here as itnnngrants, or are they treated the same?
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, all of
those who come under the new proposal
with the 20,000 per year for the 4 years,
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President, an article which appeared in responsibility to our constituents, our

the April 29 Wchington Post, citing citizen constituents, our noncitizen
• the regress that has occurred in Cuba jegal alien constituents, and the intiin recent months, the heightened level tutions, public and private, that render
of assault against humai rights advo- services. All of those deserve to know
cates, including journalists, the inabil- what it is we intend to require to be

ity of huxnai rights organizations to deemed.
I say, Mr. President, this is in our
meet, the rollback of some of the gains
that were made in terms of market ec- tradition. Currently we stipulate by
onomics, all of this at a tame when statute in great detail which progranis
Fidel Castro is saying that Cuba is require deeming. We stipulate, for incommitted to a Socialist-Commuiist stance, that the Supplemental Security
state, win be for another 35 years and Income program be deemed. We stipulate that food stamps be deemed. We
for 35 times 35 years.
That is the mindset of the regime stipulate that aid to families with dewith which we are dealing today, which pendent children be deemed. Those are

would like to inquire if there is no objection from the leaders on this before
gomg along. So if we could inquire of
the leadership if they are satisfied with
that time, or make another suggestion,
I would like to conform to that.
So would the Senator withhold that?
Mr. GRAHAM. I would like to add
one other item. Senator SPECTER had
asked to speak on the amendment, the
truth in advertising and deeming
amendment. I would like to protect his
right to do so prior to the vote on that
amendment.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, we
will inquire of the majority and mirority leaders, when we do our stacking,
as to what procedure they want to follow in terms of the time. We will make
it clear the Senator's request, and we
win let him know prior to the time of
asking consent.

is the sazne mirdset that led this Con- three programs which are j the law
gress in its wisdom 30 years ago to pro- today specifically requiring deeming.
vide this expeditious - procedure. The In that tradition, if we are going to add
amendment before us recognizes that additional programs, we should be just
the Cuban Adjustment Act is intended as specific in the future as we have
to deal with the special circuntance, been in the past.
a circuxntance that we hope win not So the challenge to us. is to be faith- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senbe long in its future. Therefore, our ful to our majority leader's statement ator from Wyoming.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, we will
amendment, the Cuban Adjustment earlier in this Congress in which he
Act, will be repealed, but it will be re- said this Congress is going to engage in accommodate the Senator from Flor-pealed when there is a. democratic gov- legislative truth in advertising, we are ida, but I agree with my colleague from
ernment in Cuba, not. today when there going to say what we mean, mean what Massachusetts that certainiy that will
is a government in Cuba which has we say, and be clear in our instructions be up to the majority leader and the
launched a new level of repression to those ho will be affected by.our ac- nzinority leader as to that procedure.
We will go forward. on that basis.
tions.
against its people.
Last night, I rather hurriedly comThe second amendment, Mr. Presi- So, Mr. President, those are the two
dent, Senator KENNY has appro- amendments that will be voted on. later mented on Senator Gan's amendpriately gone to the essence of that. today which I have offered. First the ment. Let me be a little bit more preThat is an amendment which states Cuban Adjustment Act, then the truth- cise at this tame. 1 am speaking now of
that, if we are going to require that in-advertising and deeming amend- the Grahani amendment to limit deem-

in to SSI. food stamps,. APDC, and
there be a deeming of the income of the ment.
I conclude, Mr. President, by asking housing assistance.
sponsor to the income of a legal alien
in imJthtg judgments as. to whether
that Senator I do oppose the Grabam amendment.
that legal alien and bis or her family •LMAz of Connecticut be added as This amendment would reopen a subcan be eligible for literally an
a cosponsor of the Cubau Adjustment stantial loophole in our national—and
policy.
traditional—immigration
ited number of programs at the local, Act amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without Again, let me emphasize that before
State, and Federal level, that we ought
any prospective immigrant is approved
to be clear what we are talking about. objectiou, it is so ordered.
The way in which the legislation beMr. GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Presi- to come to the United States, that
newcomer must demonsate that he or
fore us, 5. 1664, describesthe matter is dent.
she Is "not likely to become. a public
to say that for any program which is .Mr. SIMPSON addressed.the Chair.
needs based, that will be the recuire- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- charge." That means that the newcomer win never never, never use welment, that the income of. the sponsor ator from Wyoming..
be attributed or deemed to be. the in- • Mr. SIMPSON I think we are nearly fare—any welfare atali. That is what
come of the legal alien for purposes of ready to perhaps .close the. debate and the law says, and that has been part of
their eligibifity. 1 cited last night just stack the votes on these two issues. I our immigration law since 1882.
a short list of what could have been see no one further coining to speak on Well, desDite this stated policy, more
thousands of examples of programs, the issue. I will advise ny colleagues— that 20 percent of all immigrant households receive public assistance. There
from programs intended to immunize yes.

miin consent

-

is a disconnect here between our Naschool safe places, and latchkey avoid- my understanding there win be 5 mir- tion's stated policy, which is that no
utes on each side immediately prior to newcomer shafl use welfare, period, and
ance institutions in communities.
shall not become a public charge, and
Is it the real intention of the U.S. the vote.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, that the reality in the United States, where
Senate to say that none of those proone-fifth of our uewcomers use welfare.
grams are going to be available to the would be perfectly appropriate to me.
My colleagues could easily wonder,
children of legal aliens? I think not. Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask
Therefore, the thrust of this amend- minin,1us consent that, prior to the and are wondering.,. "How can this hapmeñt is to say, let us be specific. Let us vote on each of those amendments, pen?" That is the question of the day.
list which programs we intend this there be 5 -minutes allocated to each Many individuals show that they will
not become a public charge by having a
deeming of income of the sponsor to side for closing arguments.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, re- sponsor who is wiliing to provide supapply to.
I have listed some 16 programs which serving the right to object, and I do not port if the alien should need assistance
I believe are appropr]ate to require object to it, I think that I generally of any kind. Under current law, howthat deeming. As I said last evening, if want to see if we can vote after the dis- ever, this sponsor's promise is only
it is the desire of the sponsors to mod- position. I think that is a more orderly counted when the alien apDlies for SSI.
ify that list by addition, deletion, or way. The leader has asked that we food stamps, and APDC. No other welamendment, I will be happy to consider stack these. I would like to just see if, fare programs in the United States
changes. But the fundamental pi'in- we could see what understanding there look toward the sponsor's promise of
ciple, that we ought to be clear and is between Senator DoLE and Senator support. I hope that can be heard in thefl
debate.
specific as tc what it is we intend to be DASCELE.
the programs that will be subject to We ought to have at least the minute The bill now before the Senate—this
this deeming, I believe, is basic to our or two that we always do have. But I is in the bill that is. before you, this is

children in school, to providing after

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, it is
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other than expensive private health in- standard than those who are illegal. Lu the Senator from Florida offered last
surace, for legal immigrants to take a4thtion, there are certain services night on behalf of himself and others.
First, I listened to the distinguished
care of illness from the start, such as which are vital to the continued health
coughs, sore throats, skin lesions. and well-being of this country. My rnnager of the bill, Senator SIMPSON. I
Without this exception, immigrants amendment ensures that legal immi- think he correctly stated we would like
will be pushed into emergency rooms grants will still have access to these to stack those votes and have the votes
occur after the policy luncheons; beto get treatment. This clogs our Na- programs.
I want to point out that our whole in- cause apparently there is a problem
tion's emergency rooms and is more ex• pensive. Under this bin, immigrants tention in dealing with iflegals is to with planes getting in and out of New
would have to wait ntilthefr illnesses focus on the principal magnet, what York.
Cloture was ified last night on the
were severe enough to. warrant a trip to. the problem is, and that is the jobs
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the emergency room. This is badhealth
care policy.
—
This amendment would also exempt
from the broad deeming requirements
Federal student aid programs to legal

.irnnigrants to help them to pay for
college. Student aid is •not welfare.

Student &id is not welfare. Half of the
coUege students in this country rely on
Federal grants or loans to help pay for
their coUege, .and many affluent citizens could not finance a college education without Federai siztance.
Legal resident aliens are no different.

• Most of.the.m would be unable to afford

magnet. That is why we have focused bill. We would like to have that cloture
on that with the .various verification vote later today. if not, then very early
provisions, which I support, which have in the morñng, 8 a.m.- tomorrow morn• been included in the Simpson program; ing. So we ca either do it late tonight
by dealing with other proposals to en- or early tomorrow morni.zig. We could
sure greater ixxteg'rity of. the birth cer- wait until midnight to have it 1 minute.
tificates, -an issue which I will support after midnight. I prefer not to do that.
wIth-Senator SDeS0N; the increase of It is our hope we ca complete action
the border'guardz andBorderPatrol— on this bill and move on to other legisagain to haJt the- iflegais from coming la.tion. We have uade progress I think
in here. That is where the focus ought we can probably make a little more.
to be. We should not say in our assault,
..in'trying.to deal with that issue,. that
we are going to be barsh on .the children. That does not make.ay sense.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. TheSenfrom the Government. A. coUege grä.d- ator wished to be yielded 8 minutes.
uate eaz twice what a high school Mr. KENNEDY I yield myself 2 more
graduate eaz and close to three times minutes.
Mr. President, a fkai point 1 will
what a 1iigh school dropout earns—and
make is; I kxzow a quick answer. and
pays taxes accordingly.
easy answer to this is, "If the deemers

coUege without some financial help

-

I want to point out, the eligibility

• has no impact on reducing the eligi- -do not provide it, the taxpayers win."
bility of other Americans. That is be- That is a simple answer. With regard to
cause the PeU and Stafford loans are a this program, it is wrong. The reason it

type of guarantee, so we are not saying is wrong Is because in the SSI, the
the other programs, in order to
that, by reducing the eligibility to AFDC,
get - eligibility, there has to be pretake adva.tage of those programs, we paredness
for financial information In
are denying other. Americans that. order for eligibility..
has been out
That is not the case. That is not the there, and it exists atThat
the present time.
case. That is not so. We have some The deeming. programs
in those areas
460,000 children who are in college at have had an important effect.
the present time who are .tidng advanWe are going to have to set up a
tage of these programs. Many of them -whole
process of deeming,.as the
have extraordinary kinds of .record. Senatornew,
from
Florida has pointed out,
This would be unwise. The repayment because there is
no experience in these
programs under the Stafford loans have States for dealing
with Head Start or
been demonstrated to be as good as, if community health centers
or an emernot better than, any of the returxi that gency kind of health assistance
or the
come from other students as well.
The Nation as a whole reaps the ben- school lunch, programs or teachers
efits of a better educated work force. dealing with .the Heat Start.

•That is going .to be a massive new
The Bureau ..of Labor Statistics esti- ).nd
a prograi that is going to have
mates, that about 20 percent of income to beofdeveloped
schools, local
growth dnring the last 20 years can be communities andininthe
the
It is
attributed to students going further in not out there. The cost ofcounties.
is going
school. That has been true. Lu the to be considerable and is that
to be
House of Representatives they under- paid for by the taxpayers. going
So
this
is a
stood this. So this also exempts. Head very targeted program.
Start from sponsor deeming require
For those reasons, I am in strong
nients.
of the Graham amendment. I
Everyone kiows investments in chil- support
it will be adopted. If not, we will
dren pay off. Nowhere is it.more true hope
an opportunity to address this
than in Head Start. Head Start is the have
amendment
at an appropriate time
premier social program, a long-term after the disposition
of the Graham
experiment that works. Study after
-

study has documented the effectiveness amendment.
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
of Head Start.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The maLegai inrnigrants should riot be sub- jority leader is recognized.
ject to more restrictions than illegal Mr. DOLE. Is this the second Graham
irruiigrants. We are punishing the amendment or the first Graham
wrong group. These people played by amendment?
the rules, came here legally. Over 76
Mr. KENNEDY. We are debating
percent of them are relatives, members both.
of families that are here. In instances
Mr. SIMPSON. Either one.
of citizens or permanent resident
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I would

aliens, they should not have a harsher like to speak to the amefldment that

S4380
Mr. GRAHA2. Mr. President,

if I

could comment briefly on. the remarks
that have just been made by the major-

ity leader and then the remarks that
were made earlier by our colleague
from Massachusetts. I think they both

have gone to the essence of the two

amendments that we wiii be voting on
later today.

The first amendment relates to the
Cuban Adjustment Act. As Senator
DoLE has eloquently stated, the conditions in Cuba have not changed in the

past 35 years. Therefore, the reason
why. the Congress in 1966, 30 years ago,

adopted the Cuban Adjustment Act
continue in place.
Those reasons are fundamentally a
recognition of the authoritarian regime at our water's edge. The fact

that, because of that regime, hundreds
of thousands of people have fled tyranny, it was in the interest of the United States to have an expethtious procedure by which those persons who are
here legally in the United States, have
resided for 1 year, and have asked for a
discretionary act of grace by the Attorney General, be given the opportunity
to adjust their status to that of a permauent resident. That was a valid public policy when it was adopted in November 1966. It is a valid public policy
in April 1996.

I cited yesterday and included in yes-

terday's. CONGRESSIONAL RCOBD, Mr.
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SIMPSON. Mr President, I ask of that we will close the debate, and under
the EIementary-Secony Eduunanimous consent that the order for then we will stack the votes on the two
cation Act, and Head Start.
the quorum call be rescinded.
Graham amendments. Then I will go
This amendment does not exempt
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without forward with my arnendnent on phasany new itexn& Except for prenatal
objection, it is so ordered.
ing in, the issue of the birth certifiôate care, every single program in my
AMENDMENT No. 3871 TO AMENDMENT NO. 3743
and driver's license, which 1 think is in amendment is exempted in the House
(Purpose: To make a technical correction to form now where it does not have budgsec. 204 of the bill to provide that deeming et difficulty with what we have done. immigration biU. The House saw the
is required only for Federal programs and Of course, the birth certificate is the importance of these programs. There is
no reason why the Senate should not
federally funded programs)
central breeder document of most all
the same. Legal immigrants should
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I send fraud within the system. That amend- do
be deemed for programs for which
an amendment to the desk to correct a ment will come up then• after that. not
illegals qualify automatically. Let me
drafting error in section 204(A) relating Then we will go back to an amendment just
underline that. Legal immigrants
to an issue within our consideration, so of Senator KENNEDY. I believe Senator
not be deemed for that which ilit will, as intended, apply only to Fed- ABj had a criminal alien meas- should
legal immigrants qualify automatiMr.

eral and federally funded programs.

ure. Then I will go to a verification caily.
amendment.
The reason the illegal, primarily
Once those issues, thcluthng deeming children, qualify is because we have
and welfare, verification and birth cer- made the judgment that it is in the
tificate discussion, are disposed of— public health interest of the United
those are central issues to the debate— States, of its children, that there be
tion and with the version that was used I think that other amendments will ixnmunjzation
programs so there will
during the Judiciary Committee mark- fall into appropriate aligmnént with not be an increase
in the commuup.
the planets.
nicable
diseases
and
other examples
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
like that. We have made that judgobjection?
I have cleared this with my ranking
member, and it is a technical amendment returning the language to what it
was before the final change and to be
consistent with the intent of the sec-

Mr. SIMPSON. I ask unaninions consent that it be in order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk will report the amendment.
The legislative clerk read as foUows:

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ment, and it is a wise one, and I comator from Massachusetts.
mend the House for doing so because it
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I yield is extremely important.
myself 8 minutes.
We have effectively eliini.na.ted the
Mr. President, at the time the Gra- deemiig program for expectant mothham amendment is disposed of—I will ers for prenatal care. Why? Because the
offer the amendment and I will speak child will be an American citizen when

The Senator from Wyoming fMr. Sm?soNJ to it at the present time because the that child IS born and we want that
proposes an amendment numbered 3871 to subject matter is very closely related child, who' will be an American citizen,
amendment No. 3743.

to what the Graham. amendment is au to be as healthy and as weU as that
Mr. SflIPSON. Mr. President, I ask. about. If his amendment is successful, child possibly can be. So we work with
unanimous consent that reading of the it will not be necessary. But I want to certain States on that. There are a few
illustrate why I think the. Graham States that provide that kind of proamendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without amendment should be supported by gram—we are willing to support those
objection, it is so ordered.
outlining a particular area of need that
the mother has actually
would be included in the Graham States—after
The amendment is as follows:
been in the Umted States for 3 years.
Section 204(a) is amended to read as fol- amendment but to give, perhaps, great- So, this is not the magnet for that
lows:
er focus to the public policy questions
(a) DEEMING REQVflD FOR FEDERAL which would be included in my amend- mother. The mother has to demonstrate residency, to be here for a 3AND FERALLY FDED PRoGaMs.—Snbject ment.
year period. It makes sense to make
to subsection (d), for purposes of deterrniing
My amendment would remove the sure that child gets an early start. We
the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and
the amoint of benefits, under any Federal sponsor-deeming requirement for legal have that in this legislation. But the
program of assistance, or any program of as- irnmigraus under the biU for those other programs I have referenced here
sistace funded In whole or In part by the programs for which illegal immigrants are closely related in merit to those
Federal. Government, for which eligibility are automatically eligible. These pro- programs.
for benefits is based on need, the Income and grams include emergency Medicaid,
Legai immigrants should not be
resources descrthed in subsection (b) shall, school lunches, disaster relief, child deemed for programs which
the iUegals
notwithstanding any other ,rovision of law, nutrition, immunizations, and comma- qua].ify. For
example, legal immigrant
be deemed to be the inconie and resource5 of mcable disease treatment. Under my
children are subject to sponsor deemsuch alien.
- amendment, illegals and legals would
Mr. SIMPSON. I urge adoption of the be eligible for these programs on the ing before they can receive immiinjzation. fliega3s are automatically eligible
amendment.
same basis, without a deeming require- for immunization. Both legal and illeThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there ment.
gal children need immunization to go
objection? The Chair hears none, and
In addition, my amendment exempts to school. But if parents cannot afford
the amendment is agreed to.
a few additioxiai programs from the immunization, the legal immigrant
So the amendment (No. 3871) was deeming reqmrements. These programs child cannot go to school, the iuegal
agreed to.
were all exempted from deeming in the immigrant can. This is just one of the
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Chair.
managers' amendment in the House
of the inequities in this bill.
Mr. President, I make the eternai la- immigration bill. Let me underline examples
Community and migrant health servment—if our coUeagues could come for- that. Wh&t this amendment basically ices,
under the Public Health Services
ward with the same vigor in which does is put our legislation in conform- Act, go
to community clinics and other
they produced their amendments at the ity with what has actually passed the small community
programs. These
last call, as they draped some 100 or so• House of Representatives on these unare intended to ensure the
up front at the desk. And, of course, we portant programs, and for the reasons I grants
communities, so legal
are limited procedurally. We are lim- will outline briefly. The lang-nage of health of entire
should continue to be inited by hours, each of us having an the amendment is identicai to the lan- immigrants
in the prog-raxn to keep the
hour. Yielding can takeplacê or afloôa- guage Passed by the House. For these cluded
health of the whole community from
tion of that hour.
programs, it is especiaiiy unconscion- being jeopardized.
We are ready to proceed. I believe able or impractical to deem the spon- Cominunity
migTant health clinthat we need not have too much fur- sors' income. These adthtioxiai pro- ics are the firstand
of defense against
ther debate. I know Senator DoLE grams include community and migrant communicable line
diseases. These prowould }ike to speak on the Cuban Ad- health services, student aid for higher grams get people into the primary
justment Act. I think at the conclusion education, a means-tested program health care sstem. There is no way,
-

-

-
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IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND Fl- non. That certainly
was a message
NANCIAL RESPONSIBiLITY ACT clearly
conveyed that that will have to
OF 1996
•The PRESIDU'G OFFICER. t1nder

come at another time.

What we

S4377
are tfring to do is eventu-

ally even get rid of the I—9 form. But

somebody in the debate says that
So I will not be trying to link any- when
employers
are going to be burdened, rethizg.
I have no sinister plan to prothe previous order, the Senate will rethey are already burdened in
ceed to reconstruct or deconstruct. But member,
suine corsicieration of S. 1664, the
sense that they do the withholding
the theme of this debate must be very the
migration Control and Financial
us on our Tax Code. That is a. pretty
clear to all of our colleagues, and it is for
sponsibility Act, which the clerk
load. They do that. God bless them.
report
very simply said: If we are going to big
On the employment situation, all they
The legislative clerk read as follows: have legal immigrants come to our do
is have a one-page form
A bill (S. 1664) to amend tile IIT]1fl1gratio country, then those who bring them, 9, and they have had that called an I—
sInce 1986. We
ad Natonalit7 Act to 1ncreae control Ove who sponsor thea will have to agree
1iningraon to the United States by thcr that they will never become a public are gong to reduce the number of doeuments that they have to
ing border patrol and investigative personnel charge for 5 years, and then when
they We are going to reduce it go through.
and detention facilities, improving the sys- aturaUze, of course,. that will end.
from 29 to 6.
tern used by employers to verify citizenship That has come through very clear.
We are hopefW.ly going to do something
and work.authorijze alien status, increasthg
But every single amendment that with the proper identifiers which evenpenalties for alien Smuggling ad
document
you
will hear which says that the as- tuaily will get rid, of the forni 1—9. But
fraud, and reforzng asylum, exclusion,
tS
of
the sponsor should not be the whole Purpose of this is to aid emdeportation law ad Procedures; to reduce
the use of welfare by aliens; ad for other deemed to be the assets of the iiunij- ployers in what they are trying to do
regard to employment of others in
purposes.
grant, then remember that leaves only with
one person, or miUions to pick up the the work.for
The Senate resumed consideration
of

the bill.

slack, and those are called taxpayers.

So every time in this debate when
Dole (for Sinson) amendment No. 3743, of there is an amendment to say, "Oh,
a erfecting nature.
my, we can't put that on the immithat that asset should be listed
Gxaliam amendment No. 3760 (to amendment No. 3743), to condition the repeal of the as the immigrant's asset," every time
Pending:

Cuban Adjusent Act on a democratically, that will happen, it mean_s that the ob-

elected govern1flent In Cuba being in power, ligation of the sponsor becomes
less
Graham-Specter amendment No. 3803 (to
amendment No. 3743), .to clarify and enulner- and the obligation of the taxpayer beate specific public sistace program with comes greater. You cannot have it both

Of course. any- kind of eventual procedure or verification system that we
use will apply to all of us. It will not be
just asked of people who pull for them.
That would be truly thscriinjnation It
will be asked of those of us who are
bald Anglos, too, Only twice in the lifetime ca one be asked to.present or to
assist in this verification, and that is
at the time of seeking a Sob and at the
time of seeking public Support—that is,
public assistance or welfare, That is

ways. The sponsor is either obligated,
and should be, by a tough affidavit of
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- support—.and there is. a tough one in where we are,
A quick review of the isSuesofillegaj
ator from Wyoming [Mr. SThPSON], IS there—or if they come off the hook, the
taxpayers go back on the hook. That is irnnigration reform: As I say, this is a
recognized,
plenty tough package. Everyone should
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, now the essence of observing this debate.
The second part is very attentive to be able to appropriately thump their
may we review the activity. Am I cor- the
issues of verification, because it chest when they get back to the old
rect that we have two eznendxrients at
the desk of Senator BOB GRAL1i of does not matter how much you want to home district and say, "Boy, did we do
something with regard to illegal im- a number o illegals in this country,"
Florida, to which there has been a de-doxnjgtioand
let me tell you, this The an_swer is, yes, but you will not
gree of debase and time has IU on• bill does big
things to illegal immigra- have done a thing if we do not have
that, and that we are near readiness to
vote—not at this time? I will wait until tion because apparent!y that is what is strong, appropriate verification pr.ocesought—but you cannot get any of it thires. Nothing will be accomplished
my ranking member, Senator KEN- done
unless you have good verification simply a glut of the same old stuff
NDY, is here to be sure we concur.
procedures, counteriejt-resjst docu- showing cne more time fake ID's like
What is the status of matters?
this, fake Social Security like this.
ments, things of that nature, which
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
not intrusive, which are not leathngare
xnent No. 3803 is pending, GfferedAmendus You can pick them up an'where in the
by the down the. slippery
slope, which are not United States. Within 300 yards of this
Senator from Florida (Mr. GRAEAM3,
Mr. SIMPSON. And then, Mr. Presi- the first steps to an Orwellian society, building you can pick up any doèument
dent, is there another aniendment àJSo which are not equated with tattoos, you want, if you wajit to pay for it.
Which are ot equated with Adolf Hit- You get a beautiful passport from a litpending?
The PRESIDING OFFICER, The ler. That is not wmt we are about. But tle shop not far from here for about 750
Chair is infornied No. 3760 has been set you caxmot get there, you cannot do bucks. That will fake out most of the
what people want to do some with fclks, That is where we are.
aside,
You cannot get this done uIes we
Mr. SIMPSON. That being the first vigor intensified, you canc do that
amendment sent to the desk yesterday unless you have some kind of more do sanethjug with these types of gimcounterfeit-resjant documentation, mick documents which then drath
eveiing.
the caii-in system, or something.
away the Treast.ry, which thea create
The PRESIDING OFFICEI, That orYou
must have. I think, pilot the aigujsh with the citizefls, which
axieidinent was set aside.
review to see which ones give se to the proposition
i%fr. SIMPSON. I thank the Chair. Let projects
of the
xight be to
the best that we would even- world, If we do not deai with187's
nie just say now, we are enbarkjng on
it respontuajjy
approve,
and
we
would
'sibly,
we
will
have
187's
have to
the issue of illegal imgratjon I hope have a vote on that 'at
in every State
some future in the Union.
my cofleagues will pay very clear at- year
as to which one we would aDprove.
So those are same of the thiflgs that
tentioz to this debate. This i the criti1 just waited to ev1ew with my colcal one. This is wher. we beg-it to get That is very iporant.
You can_not help the employer by leagues.
sornthing doie.
the law to them. The employer To Proceed, I will await the appearI must admit, and I than my col- leag
rig'ht now has to !ook through 29 dif- ace
of my good colleague, the axikig
leagues for their pacieiice in my b- ferzt
documts
streerous behavior to propose to go work authorjzato,of identffjcaton or Member froii Massachtsetts I suggest
Then, if the em- the absence of a quorum, Mr. Presforward with one or two iteins that had pioyer asks for a doctment
that is no deit,
to do with legal immigration thkjn on there, that
employer is charged, or
that I might get the attention of my can be ha.rged,
The PRESmnG OFFICER, The
colleagues to do scneing with regard We have doze with dIscrirrntion clerk v11I call the roll.
something
about
that.
to cha.i migration ad other pheorne- We rnst contjxiue
The iegslatjvo clerk prcceeded to
to do that.
call tie roll.
respect to which the deeming
apply.

POv1S1ons

.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who further, I will go to wrap up, if I may.
seeks recognition?
I tha.nk the Senator from Florida for
Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Cir.
his courtesy.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming is recognized.
Mr. SThIPSON. Mr. President, I know
there is an obligation for many of us at
6:45. I am going to be very brief, and I

will cover this issue in more complete
detail tomorrow so that we might meet
those obligations.

This is a very fascinating amendment. It is, I gather, a list of oiy the
issues or the programs that would be
deemed to be income. I hope people can

hear what we are trying to do here.

There are two choices: Either the spon-

sor pays for a legal immigrant or the
taxpayers do. That is about the sunplest kind of discussion I can come to.
This issue of deeming is very simple.
Deeming is this, and I hope we can try
to keep toward this in the debate: The
purpose of deeming •is to make the
sponsor of the immgrant responsible

for the needs of the immigrant rel-

ative, that in3nñgrant relative that the
sponsor brought to this country.
Everything we have done here with

regard to this inigration issue, including the new afldavit support requirements, says if you bring your rel-

ative to the United States, you are

going to be sure that they do not become a public charge. That has been

the law since 1884 in the United States
of America.

The question is very simple. Either
you deem the income of the sponsor,
and every other thing that this person

is going to get, or the taxpayer will

pave to pick up the slack. That is
where it is. Any other assistance will
be required to be picked up by the citi-

zens of the United States.
If you are going to be specific, as in
this amendment—and remember that

we are told that this is for clarity—

these arethe issues, these are the programs that are deemed to be judged as
support. We iave not even talked about
Methcad, PELL grants, State general
assistance, legal services, low-income
heating, as if they were not there.
This is one that needs the clear light

of morning, the brilliant sun coming
over the eastern hills so we can pierce

this veil, because this is a concept that
will assure that someone who sponsors
a legal immigrant will be off the hook
and that an agency will provide services and not be able to go back against
the sponsor.
Ladies and gentlemen, the whole purpose of this exercise is to say, "If you
bring in a legal immigrant, you give an

affidavit of support, you pledge that
your assets are considered to be the assets of that person. And that will be so
for 5 years or until naturalization. And

if you do not choose to do that, then
know that the sponsor is off the hook
and the taxpayers are on the hook." I
do not think that is what the public
charge provision of the law ever would
have provided.

With that, Mr. President, uniess the
Senator from Florida has something
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grants, foster care, title IV—A child programs should be included will be unsources descr2bed in subsection (b) shall,

care, title 1V—D child support, and Med- derstood and, hopefully, will be the
reicaid qualified Methcare beneficiaries.
sult of a consensus judgment. However,
The administrative costs alone of I firmly agree with the majority leader
deeming these programs, of determin- that we should at least have a little
thg who is and who is not eligible,
truth-in-advertising:"
would ezceed $700 million, according to "legislative
I
adthtion
to the strong support of
the National Conference of State Leg- the National Conference
of State Legislators study. As a result, the Na- islators, the National Association
tional Conference of State Legislators, Counties, and the National League of
the National Association of Counties. Cities, this amendment is also of
supand the National League of Cities have ported by
the Natio Association of
endorsed the amendn1ent which is be- Public Hospitals,
the American Assofore the Senate this evening, to sub- ciation of Cornmuity
Colleges, Cathostitute a clear and concrete list of pro- lic
Charities,
United
States Catholic
graIns to be deemed. As they write, Conference, and the Council
of Jewish
"This amendment assures that Conamong others.
gress and not the courts will decide Federation
Mr. President, this is the first of
which programs are deemed:'
what I anticipate will be

a series of
Let me repeat. This amendment
that relate to the issue of
assures that Congress, and not the amendments
courts, will decide which programs are the eligibility of legal aliens to receive
a variety of benefits and the cirdeemed.
under which the Federal
If the Senate chooses to impo new cumstances
Governnient should restrict its, as well
administrative requiremen on State as
other governnlents's ability to

notwithstanding any other provision of law, be
deemed to be the income and resources of
such alien for purposes of the following progranz:
(1) Supplementary security income under
title XVI of the Social Security Act;
(2) Aid to Families with Dependent Children under title TV of the Social Security
Act;

(3) Food stamps under the Food Stamp Act
(4) Section 8 iow-income housing assistance under the United States Housing Act of
1937;
of 1977;

(5) Low-rent public housing under
the
United States Housing Act of 1937;
(6) Section 236 interest reduction Payments
under the National Housing Act;
(7) Home-owner assistance payments nuder
the National Housrng Act;
(8) Low income rent supplements under the

Housing and Urban DevelopnentAct of 1965:
(9) Rural housing loans under the Housing

Act of 1949;

(10) Rural rental housjn_g loans under the

Housing Act of 1949;

(11) Rural rental assistance under the
and local governnlents, we should do
prothose need-based services for legal Housing Act of 1949;
so, as the majority leader said, and "be vide
(12) Rural housing repair loans and grants
willing to make the tough choices immigrants.
under the Housing Act of 1949;
This
is
not
a
matter
which
should
needed to pay for it"
(13) Farm labor housing loans and grants
For these reasons, we take a different pass quietly and without considered under the Housing act of 1949;
(14)
Rural housing preservation grants
approach by elixuinatig the vague lan- judgment, particularly in a bill which
the Housing Act of i949;
guage which is in 5. 1664 and replacmg advertises itself as dealing with illegal under
(15) Rural self-help technical asistaflce
that vague language with a list of 16 aliens. We are here talking, Mr. Presi- grants
under the Housing Act of 1949;
about the financial rights of acspecific programs that would be re- dent,
(16) Site loans under the Rousing Act of
quired to be implemented under the cess to public programs of people who 1949; and
are in the country legally, who have (b) DEEMED LNco AND RESOURJ_The
new deeming provisions.
These programs are: Aid to Families played by the rules that we have estab- income and resources described in this subwith. Dependent Children, Supple- lished, who are paying taxes, who are section include the income and resources
mental Security Income, food stamps, subject to virtually all the require- of—
(1) any person who, as a sponsor of an
section 8 low-income housing assist- ments that apply to citizens, except alien's
entry into the United States, or in
the
right
to
vote
and
the
right
to
serve
ance, low rent public housing, section
order to enable an alien lawfully to remath
on
juries.
Yet,
we
are
about
to
say
in
236 interest reduction payments, homea in the United States, executed an affidavit of
owner assisted payments under the Na- retroactive way, including to those support or similar agreement with respect to
tional Housing Act, HUD low-income persons already in the country today such alien, and
rent supplements, rural housizig loans, under the standards that were applica- (2) the sponsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH OF DEEMtNG PEP.I0R.—The rerural rental housing loans, rural rental ble when they 'entered, that they are
of subsection (a) shall apply for
assistance, rural housing repair loans going to have their rights severely re- quirement
the perod for which the sponsor has agreed.
and grants, farm labor housftg loans stricted and without clarity as to what in
such affidavit or agreement, to provide
and grants, rural housing preservation those restricted rights will be.
support for such alien, or far a period of 5
I
thinkthat
is
bad
policy.
I think it
grants, rural self-help technical assistbeginning on the day such alien was
violates the principles of the unfunded years
ance grants, and site loans.
first lawfully in the United States after the
Those would be the 16 programs that rnndate legislation, the first legisla- execution of such affidavit or ag-reement,
tion to be passed by this Congress. I whichever period is longer.
would be subjected to deeming.
(d) EXCEPTION FOR fl'DIGENC—
Mr. President, I do not submit that think it undercuts the essential thrust (1)
IN GENER.—If a determination dethese 16 program came from a moun- of the legislation that is intended to be
in paragraph (2) is made, the amount
tain and were inscribed on tablets. dealing with the impact of illegal im- scribed
of income and resources of the sponsor or the
These are 16 prograx which we and re- migrants.
sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed to
AMENDMENT O. 38 TO AMEDMT NO. 3743
sponsible organizations have identified
the sponsored alien shall not exceed the
-

as what they think would be appro-

priate to apply the deeming standard.
If someone wishes to subtract or add to
or modify this list, that would be the
subject o a reasonable debate. But we
would be in a position to be telling
States and local communities and their
citizens exactly what we mean. We
would be deciding to which programs
we would apply this requirement that
the income of the sponsor be added to
the income of the alien in determining
eligibility. We would not be leaving
that judgment up to bureaucrats

(Purpose: To clarify and enumerate specific amount actually provided for a period—
public asistace programs with respect to
(A) beginning on the date of such deterwhich the deeming provisions apply)
mination and ending 12 months after such
date,
or
Mr. GRAHAM. So. Mr. President, I
(B) if the address of the sponsor is uncall up amendment No. 3803.
to the sponsored alien, beginning on
The 9PRESIDflJG OFFICER. The known
the
date
of such determination and ending
clerk will report the amendment.
on the date that is 12 months after the adThe legislative clerk read as follows: dress of the sponsor becomes known to the
The Seirntor from Flor2da [Mi. Gii.&), sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall
for himself and Mr. SPECTER. proposes an inform such alien of the address within 7
amendment numbered .3803 to amendment days).
No. 3743.
(2) DETEM1ATION DESCRmED.—A deterMr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask mination described in this paragraph is a determination by an agency that a sponsored
unanimous consent that the reading of alien
would, in the absence of the assistance
the amendment be dispensed with.
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

through regulation or to the courts
through laborious litigation.
food or shelter, taking into account the
I will be happy to work with the objection, it is s ordered.
alien's own income, plus any cash, food,
The amendment is as follows:
housing, or other assistance provided by
sponsors of this bill to work out an
On page 198. beginning on line 11, strike all other individuals, including the sponsor.
agreemnt with the State and local through
page 201, line 4. and insert the folMr. GRAM. Thank you, Mr. Presiunits impacted by deeming so what lowing for
benefits,
the income and re- dent.
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its level of finnciaj resposibi1ity or sponsibility for providing services
legal as well as iUegal aliens, and will alike, we owe to them the obligation of
be, by its default, imposing that re- clarity of what it is we intend, in terms
sponsibility on the communities and of those programs that will be affected
States in which the aliens live.
by the sweeping language, "any proCompounding that is the uncertainty gram of assistance provided or funded
of just which of these programs that in whole or in part, for which eligiare intended to provide some assistfor benefits is based on need",
ance to the alien wifl be affected by bility
shall require deeming.
this shift of responsibility. As cur- For ezample, Virginia uses Corninurently written, 5. 1664 would require
that the income of the sponsor, that is
the person who is sponsoring the legal
alien to come into the United States,
would require that the sponsor's income be deemed to be the income of
the alien for "any program of assist-

mty Development Block Grant money
to fund community centers and exten-

sion services th.t provide lunch programs, after-school tutoring, English
classes, and recreational sports programs to residents of the community.
WiU Virginia have to deem particiance provided or funded in whole or in parts in everything from children's
part by the Federal Government, by
leagues to mobile meals to Engany State or local government entity soccer
classes? Do we intend that? If we
for which eligibility for benefits is lish
do, let us say so.
Program providers, State and local
Mr. GRARA.M. Mr. President, I ap- based on need." That is the standard by
there will be this transfer of re- governments and others, including the
preciate the cordiality of our colleague which
sponsibility,
assumedly,
from
the
Fedpublic, need to know the answers to
from Wyoming. I would move on to the
second amendment, which is really one
of what I anticipate wiU be a cluster of
amendments. Again, it goes to an issue

raised in the previous amendment,

which is that while we are dealing with
the bill S. 1664 that has as its title: "To
Increase Control Over Imznigration in
the United States by Increasing Border
Patrol and Investigative Personnel," et

cetera, a bill designed to restrain illegal ixnniigration, in fact there are provisions which apply substantially or
totaUy to persons who are in the country legally.

erai Government to the sponsor of the
legal alien. But in reality, if that sponsor is not able to meet his obligations,
it is going to be a transfer to the local
community, private philanthropy, or
government services, when the legal
alien becomes old, unemployed, injured, or otherwise in need of ser-ices
that he or she is unable to pay for.
The amendment which I am offering,

these questions and more. They deserve

nothing less. Moreover, Members of
Congress should know the impact of
the legislation before, we are asked to
decide as to whether it is appropriate
public policy, policy to be enacted into
laws of the United States of America.
The majority leader said on the Senate
floor during the debate of the unfunded

legislation on January 4 of
which has been filed as No. 3803, and in mandates
1995:

which I am joined by Senator SpEcT,

President, the time has come for a litsays if we are going to do this, if we are tleMr.
legislative truth in athrertising. Before
going to require this deeming; that at Members
of Congress vote for a piece of legleast we ought to know precisely what islation they
need to know how It would un-

Many of those provisions also go to a it is we are talking about because no
second major concern for the structure one can say, reading the language that
of this legislation, and that is the de- I]ust quoted from the legislation, what
gree to which it represents a signifi- programs, Federal, State or local,
cant unfunded mandate, a transfer of would be impacted by these very broad
financial obligations from the Federal and sweeping words.
Goverijxrient to State and local commuWhat are some of the programs? I
nities..
would like to ask the sponsors and supMr. President, for many years, as you porters of the bill whether or not the
weU know, I have been seriously con- following programs are intended to be

pact the States and localities they represent.
TI Members of Congres want to pass a new

law, they should be wil.Uig to make the
tough choices needed to pay for it.

The underlying bill, 5. 1664, fails to
meet these tests as established by the

majority, leader. Members of Congress
have no idea what programs will be impacted by this legislation. Are 60 prograins impacted? Are 88 programs? Are
cered with the fact that while the impacted by 5. 1664.
417 programs? Are 3,81.2 programs? We
Federai Government has the total reMinnesota has a program called have no idea and we wiU not, until regsponsibility for detenining what our "MinnesotaCare," would that be afare implemented or the courts
immigration policy will be and has the fected? Rhode Island's "Rite Care," ulations
-decided what the meaning is of
total responsibility for eri.forcing that would that be affected? Hawaii has a have
the phrase, programs by which "eligiimmigration policy, where the policy is program called "Healthy Start," would bility for benefits is based on need."
either misguided or where the policy is that be affected? My own State of Flor- Why should we turn over such a decibreached, it is the local communities

ida has a program called "Healthy sion to reguiators and the courts? We

and the States in which the aliens re- Kids," would that be affected? Texas's
side that most of the impact is felt. "Crippled Children's" program, ChapThat impact is particularly felt in the ter I programs in the public schools,
area of the delivery of critical public Maryland's "Minds Across Maryland,"
services, from health care to education Florida's "Children's Emergency Serv-.
to financial assistance in time of need. ices," Texas's "Indigent Health Care,"
It has been my feeling that fundamen- local government public defenders, imtally the Federai Goverijxrient ought to muniza.tion programs in public health
be responsible for afl dimensions of the clinics, services in our Nation's public
im.migration issue. It sets the rules. It hospitals, State and local public health
eri.forces the rules. It should be respon- services, programs to take children out
sible when the rules are not adequately of abusive environments, gang preveneri.forced and there are impacts espe- tion programs, children's lunches and
ciafly financIal impacts on individual nutrition programs, special education
cornmun.Ities.

should decide. We should partake in a
little "legislative truth-in-advertisin"
ourselves.
Moreover, Members of Congress have

not made the tough choices needed to
pay for it. In fact, the National Conference of State Legislators has prepared a study to determine the imposed

impact these deeming requirements
will have, that is the requirement that
the sponsor be ftha.nciafly responsible
for the sponsored alien who is applying

for a needs-based program. The Na-

tional Conference of State Legislators
has prepared a study on just 10 of those
programs which they believe will probably be impacted. The programs that
the NCSL studied were school lunch,
balanced policy, goes in the opposite virtue in ambiguity. At least the peo- school
breakfast, child and adult care
direction and is now going to have the ple at the State and àommunity level, food programs,
rehabilitaFederal Government withdrawing from citizens and those charged with the re- tion, title 20 vocational
social service block
programs—which of these are intended
Thus, I am concerned with this legis- to be covered?
lation, which instead of moving in the
Whatever you think about the underdirection I think represents fafr and lying policy, there can certainly be no
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agency in Washington, DC, my leg-

islation now allows States to go di-

rectly to the USIA to request a waiver.
It also is relieving some of the burden
that participating Federal agencies
have incurred in processing waiver applications.
The Conrad State 20 Program is still

very new, and not every State ha yet
elected to use it. But the program is

beginning to work exactly as I had

hoped. At least 21 States have reported
using it to obtain waivers. More States
are expected to participate in the coming months. Unfortunately, the Conrad
State 20 Program is scheduled to sunset on June 1, 1996, u.nles Congress approves an extension. The amendment I
am offering would extend the program
for 6 more years. This is not a perinanent extension. The amendment would
smset the program on June 1, 2002.
My amendment also puts new restrictions and conditions on FMG5 who use
the Federal program. As a condition of
using the Conrad State 20 Program to
acquire a waiver FMG5 must contract
to work for their ori.gical employer for
at least 3 years. Otherwise, their waiver will be revoked and they will be sub-

ject to deportation. My amendment

would apply the same 3-year contractual obligation for those who obtain a
waiver through the Federai program.
We
all
know
that
State

empowerment has been a major issue of
the 104th Congress. The Conrad State
20 Program is one way of giving States

more control over their health care
needs. States, that are using the program want to keep it operating for a

-

few more years. They understand that
this program does not take away jobs
from American doctors, but instead is
one more valuable tool to help serve
the health care needs of rural and inner

city citizens. The Senate passed my
original legislation with strong bipartI-

san support. I am hopeful the Senate

will agree that creating the Conrad

State 20 Program was very worthwhile,"
and will agree to accept this modest, 6year extension.
Mr. HATCH. 'I urge adoption of the
amendment.
The PRESIDLNG OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment is agreed to.

So the amendment (No. 3866) was

agreed to.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the•
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. KENNEDY. I move to lay that

motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
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State. These can be either new agents
By providing each State with its owx that is not a certainty.- The program
or ezting agents shifted from other INS office, the Justice Department will this amendment extends is very iinporsave taxpayer dollars by reducing not tant to my State and several others
States.
In America today, immigration is not only travel time but also jail time per with large rural populations. But time
simply a California issue or a New alien, since a permanent INS presence is running out and this extension must
York issue or a Texas or Florida issue. would substantially speedup déporta- be signed into law into the next few
I can tell you that it is a real issue— tion proceedings.
months. So I am offering the amend-

and a real challenge—in my own State.
There is also a growing need to assist ment today to 5. 1664.
But today there are three States—in- legal immigrants and to speed up docuThis amendment would extend what
cluding Iowa—that have no permanent ment processing. The Omaha. INS office has become known by some as the
INS presence to combat illegal irnxni- reported that based on its first quarter Conrad State 20 Program. In 1994, I
gration or to assist legal immigrants. totais for this year the examinations added a provision to the visa extension
In fact, in Iowa every other Federal process for legal immigrants applying bill that allows state health departlaw enforcement agency is represented for citizenship or adjusting their status ments or their equivalents to particiexcept the I.nmiigration and Natu- went up 45 percent from last year. Even pate in the process of obtaining J—1
ralization Service.
though, once again, the manpower for visa wavers. This process allows a forThis is a coznxnonsense amendment. the Omaha INS office is down by one- eign medical graduate [FMC.) who has
Ten agents is a modest level compared third...
secured employment in the United
to agents in other States. According to
I have recommended that permanent States to waive the J-1 visa program's
INS current staffing levels, Missouri INS office in Des Moines be located in 2-year residency requirement.
has 92 agents, Minnesota has 281 agents free office space that would be provided
As a condition of the J—1 visa, FMGs
and the State of Washington has 440. by the Des Moines International Air- must return to their home countries
And Iowa, West Virginia, and South port. Placing the office in the. Des for at least 2 years after their visas ex-

Dakota have zero. This just does not Moines International Airport would pire before being eligible to return.
benefit Iowa in three.. ways. First, it However, if the home countries do not
Clearly every State needs a mitii- would
cut costs and save• taxpayers object, FMGs can follow a waiver proc-

make any sense.

mum INS presence to meet basic needs. money. Second, it would generate ecoMy amendment would ensure that need nomic benefits for Iowa because the
is met. It would affect 10 States and airport could then process interonly require 61 agents which is less national arrivals and advance Iowa's
0.3 percent of: the current 19,780 goal of becoming increasixigly more
th
INS agents nationwide.
competitive in the global market.
Let me speak briefly about the situa- Third,
the office would be able to proction in my own State. Currently, Iowa ess legal
immigrants living in Iowa.
shares an INS office located in Omaha,
urge my collegues to join in support
NE. In its February report, the Oxnaià ofImy
amendment. It is common sense,
INS office reported that they appre-

is modest, and it sends a clear meshend a total of 704 illegal aliens last it
to our St3tes that we are commityear for the two State area. This num- sage
tee to enforcing our imiigration laws
ber is up by 52 percent from 1994.
The irony here is that in 1995, the and giving them the tools they, need to
INS office in Omaha was operating at a
33 percent reduction in manpower from
1994 staff levels. Yet the number of illegal aliens apprehended increased by 52
percent that year.

ess that allows them to remain and

work here in a designated health professional shortage area or medically
underserved area. Before my legislation became law, that process exclusively involved finding an "interested
Federái agency" to recommend to the
United States Information Agency
[USIA] that waiving the 2-year require-

ment was in the public interest. The
law now allows each State health department or its equivalent to thake
this recommendation to the USIA for

up to 20 waivers per year.
This law was necessary for several
do it.
Mr. DASCIUE. Mr. President, I fully reasons. Despite an abundce of physupport Senator HABImV5 amendment • sicians in some areas of the country,

to require the INS to have full-time other areas, especially rural and in.er
staff in every State. Currently, South city areas, have had an exceedingly

This same report states that there Dakota is one of only 3 States that do
are about 550 criminal aliens being de- not have a permanent INS presence.
tained or serving sentences in Iowa and Although South Dakota does not have
Nebraska city-county jails. Many of the problems with immigration faced

hard time.recruiting American doctors.

Many health facilities have had no

other choice but turn to FMGs to fill

their primary care needs. Unfortuthese aliens were arrested for con- by States like Califorxiia, there has nately, obtaining J—1 visa waiver for
trolled substance violations and drug been a dramatic growth in immigra- qualified FMGs through the Federal
tion, both legal and illegal, into the' program is a long and bureaucratic
trafficking crimes.
A little law enforcement relief is oii State and particularly: into Sioux process that not only requires the parits way to Iowa. The Justice Depart- Falls. As immigration increases, it has ticipation of the interested Federal
ment announced that it will establish become necessary to step up enforce- agency but also requires approval from
an INS office in Cedar Rapids with four ment of the immigration laws nation- both the USIA and the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.
Finding a Federal agency to cooperwe had before. But we need additional dents who need help from the INS need ate is difficult enough, coiisidering

law enforcement agents. That is a good wide, including in South Dakota.

step. And it is four more agents then

In addition, citizens and legal resi-

INS enforcement to assist Iowa's law to have an office in South Dakota to
enforcement in the central and western serve them. Now, they must journey to
either Minnesota or Colorado. That is a
parts of our State.
In fact, the Oma]ia district office huge burden on the residents of South

that the Department of Health and

Human Services does not participate.
States who are not members of the Appalachian Regional Commission, which

is eligible to approve its own waivers,
have had to enlist aiiy agency that is
willing to take on these additional duties. These agencies, such as the Department of Agriculture or the DepartMr. -President, in the immigration re- immigration and to facilitate the needs ment of Housing and Urban Developform legislation before the Senate this of legal residents and citizens.
ment, often have little or no expertise
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, my in health care issues. Once an agency
week, the Attorney General will be

assesed in their initial report to the Dakota.
Senator HARKIN is to be commended
Justice Department that at least 8 S
enforcement agents are needed simply for addressing these problems and ento handle the issue of illegal immigra- suriñg that South Dakota will have
help from the flTS to prevent illegal
tion in Iowa.

mandated to increase the number of amendment is the same amendment does agree to participate, the word
Border Patrol agents by 1,000 every that was added last week by unani- spreads quickly and soon that agency

year for the next 4 years. Yet for Iowa, mous consent to 5. 1028, the health in- can be flooded with thousands of waiv-.
the Justice Department cai only spare surance reform bill. Although I am er applications from across the counhopeful the House of Representatives try.
4 law enforcement agents and no
Because States can clearly determine
agents to perform exarnintions or in- will agree to retain the amendment
during its conference with the Senate, their own health needs far better than
spections functions.
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So t seems to make sense to me that
ator KDY and Senator SIMPSON, because
an
amendment
to
require
the Genera;.
want our agricultural inhave agreed that it is important for the dustry towe
Accounting
Office
[GAO]
to
be the most competitive in report on the effectiveness ofreview and
GAO to look at four issues:
I and my cosponsors, along with Sen-

the H—2A
First, that able and willing American the world, that if and when there is,a Nonixnxnjgrant Worker Program
after
workers are efficiently matched up labor shortage of People who are will- Passage of imithgration reform
legisla-

ing and able to dO temporary, seasonal tion.
I have heard criticism of the H—2A work, there should be an effective way I have heard from many agrjcult
the farmer to get help to harvest and labor groups about the importance
Program from both the growers and for
the crop.
with employers seeking labor.

from farmworker advocates. According
to the test&mony by John EL Hancock,

a former Department of Labor

H-2A Noniminigrant - Worker ProI don't want to have to scramble of
gram. In my home State of Vermont,

while the food rots in

the field to fix for example, apple growers depend on
employee, before the House Coxnrr.jttee on the H-2A Progarn. Let's straighten it this program for some of their labor
out now. Hopefully, we'll never have to
Agriculture December 14, 1995,
needs during the peak harvest season.
Only about 10-15 percent of the job open- use it,—but if we do, let's have some- Many of these fanners
have concerns
ings available with H—2A employers have thing that is usable.
been referred by the Employment Service in
Third, if and when a fanner uzes the with the current operation and responrecent years, and the nuniber of such work- - H-2A Program, the program should not siveness of the H—2A program. Both
ers who stay on the job to complete
farmers and laborers

are concerned
directly or indirectly be misused to that passage of legislation
to reform
displace U.S. agriculturaj workers, or
the Nation's immigration laws may
Similarly, a briefing book sent to me to make U.S. workers worse off.
from the Farmworker's Juztice Fund
There are a lot of stories about mis- further hamper the effectiveness of the
contract periodhas been minimal.

the total

H-2A Nonjmnijgrant Worker Progra.xr.
Cited the Coirunission on Agricultural uze of the H-2A Program —
these I believe this amend.ment
Workers' finding that "the supply of appa11ig. I do not think that find
goes a long
H-2A way inaddressing their
workers is not yet coordinated well Program should be used as athe
concerrI.
conduit
enough with the demd for workers." for cheap foreign labor, as a substitute I am proud to cosponsor this amendSo, it seems that we aJ.1 can agree for already ava1able American work- ment .becauze I believe it will result in
the .collection of public, nonpartis
that we seriously need to evaluate how ers.
we match up workers with employers
It seems to me that everyone admits information on the effectiveness of this
who are experiencing labor shortages.
program. It directs the GAO
that there are some abusive employers.. essential
to review the existing H-2A
Second, if and when there is a short- There are employers who have
Non-.
manjpu- inmiigrant Worker Program
age of American workers willing to do la.ted the piece rates
to ensure
to
pay
people
the necessary temporary, agricultal lower wages. There are
that the program provides a workable
employers who, safety valve in the
labor, there will be a stra.ightforwar once they get into the H-2A
event of fiture
program to address this shortage with never again look for AmericanProgram, shortages of domestic workers. And it
labor.
I
temporary foreign workers.
that this prograni needs Careful requires the GAO to issue a timely reI have been assured that across the think
to the public on its findings. I am
scrutjy
to ensure that workers are port
country there are hundreds of thou- treated fairly—that
hopeful that the GAO study will prothey
get a fair
sands of migrant farmworkers, ready,
for a fair day's work, that they vide a foundation for improving the
'wiUig and able to work. If there is no wage
places to live and reasonable ben-- program for the sake of agriculturaj
such shortage, then clearly there is no have
and workers.
efits,
and that we don't bring in foreign employers
I also believe that this amendment
need for growers to use the H—2A Pro- workers
to
the
detriment
of American crafts a careful balance
gram.
between the
However, growers in Oregon and workers here.
needs of agricultural growers and the
Many
of
the
problems
I
hear
about
protection of domestic and .foreigz
across the country are afraid that if with the H-2A Prograi
from farm- farm workers.
this legislation is effective in cracking worker advocates seem
The
calls on
down on false documents and cracking lack of enforcement into stem from a the GAO to reviewamendment
the H-2A Program
down on people who come across the Perhaps this is somethingthe program. to determje if it provides an adequate
that we also supply of qualified .13.5.
border, then they will see their work need to look at—what
workers, timemechani
can ly' approval for the applications
force decline, sharply.
for
make
sure
that
this
program is en- temporary foreign workers, -protection
Now as far as I can tell, no one can
say for certain how many i11al immi- forceable.
the displacement or diminishFourth, finally, I believe that t is against
grants there are in this country and important
ing of,the terxns and conditions of the
that
we
do
not
undermine
how many are part of the migrant
of U.S. agriculturaj workintent of this bill to ensure that we employment
ers.
labor work force. But I know from vis- the
stop'
the
flood
of
illegal
iting with folks in• Oregon,. that there coming across the border. immigrants
I am hopeful that this GAO report
We would will help the H-2A admissions
is nothing• that makes a farmer lose ask GAO to look at the
process
more sleep at night than worrying this program might extent to which meet the needs of agricultura' employan increase ers while protecting the jobs, wages,
'about his or her fruit, or berries, or in illegal immigrants cauze
in this country.
and working conditions
vegetables, rotting in the field because
I
know
that
a
number
of concern workers, and the rights andof domestic
there is o one there to pick it.
dignity of
have
been
expressed
about overstays those admitted to work on a tempora,rv
I know that many say that a fanner
among
temporary
workers.
Obvous1y,
could get as much labor as he wanted if our primary concern with
and seasonal basis.
this entire
the wage was high enough. .1 want to
I urge my colleagues to support the
legislation
is
that
we get some control Wyden amend.ment.
make clear that I strongly support over the illegal inmiigrants
coming
making sure that seasonal, agricuj- thto this country, and it
INs A1.mNDME'T
is important
turaj workers get a good, living wage. that we don't close
Mr. HARXIN. Mr. President, much of
the
.
door in one the debate on this floor
I strongly support ensm-ing that they
focused on
only to open a backdoor else- how
have good houzing, and workers com- place,
to strengthen our is
immigration
where.
pensation, and safe working conditions.
I know that the tensions over the laws. But whatever we pass will not
But I do think we have to be realistic
much if we do not make sure
guest
worker issue run deep. I hope •mean
that if we want to keep a competitive that wfth
that our States have the tools and supthis
GAO
we can start
agricultr industry, these temporary, to take an objective,report
they need to enforce those laws in
balanced look at port
seasonal jobs are never going to make what this guest worker
the first place.
program will
a person a millionaire; these jobs are
My amendment, which is cosponsored
always going to involve tough, physical mean both for farm workers and for by Senator Biw and Senator
DASCELE
employers,
and
how
it
can operate so it that would require the Attorney
labor, and they most likely aren't is fair to both.
Gengoing to be filled by out-of-work engito provide at least 10 fufl-tirne acMr. LEAEIy. Mr. President, I com- eral
neers.
mend Senator RON WYDEN for offering tive duty agents of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service

in each
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labor; second, it is adxninistratively unwieldy for growers, potentially leaving them at the date of harneed

vest without sufficient labor; and

third, there are cases where the labor
protections under the program have

been poorly enforced and some growers

have driven out domestic laborers in
favor of foreign labor through n.nfar
employment practices.

It seems to me that this program ca
use a good, hard look on a number of
fronts, and this is why I am proposing
a GAO report so that an outside agency

can take a balanced look at the effectiveness of this program.

I am concerned about this issue because agrcuJture is one of Oregon's
largest industries. It generates more

than 35 billion in direct economic output and another $3 to 5 billion in related industries.
According to the Oregon Department
of Agricuiture, roughly 53,000 jobs in
Oregon are tied to the agricultural in-

dustry. Let me clarify: these are not
seasonal or temporary jobs, these are
good, permanent, American jobs. If we
add on seasonal workers, we are talking about 76,000 to 98,000 jobs in Oregon.

When we are talking about this mary

jobs in my State of Oregon, I don't
want to be flip or careless about any

changes to any statute that might adversely affect these jobs or this industry. At the same time, I certaniy don't
want to see the creation of a new Bracero Program.
In my mind I set some simple goals
for looking at the H—2A Program:

First, we have to make sure that the

U.S. agricuiture industry is internationally competitive, and second, we

have
AMENDMr NO. 3866 10 A.MENDMT NO. 3743

(Purpose: To make manager's anendznents
to the bill)

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I send the
amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Utah fMr. HAi], for

to make sure that American

farmworkers are not displaced by foreign workers and that they have access
to good jobs, where they can ea.r a fair
day's wage for a fair day's work.

With these goals in mind, I think
to meetlabor shortages, if and when
they occur.
It is an understatement to say that
the issue of the H—2A Program for
that we can design a reasonable system

in temporary guest workers is
Mr. SPSON, proposes an anendment num- bringing
polarized. Labor unions and advocates
bered 3866 to amendznent nuibered 3743.

farmworkers feel that the H—2A
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I ask for
Program is barely a notch above the
unanimous conzent that reading of the old, abusive Bracero Program. Growers
amendment be dispensed with.
feel that far from giving them access to
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without cheap labor, the H—2A Program is exobjection, it is so ordered.
traordinarily costly and almost totally
(The text of the amendment is print- unusable and that the Department
of
ed in today's REcoRD under "Amend- Labor is openly hostile to their interments Submitted.")
ests.
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I would
Given the passions surrounding this

like o thank Senator SThPS0N and issue, I think that it's important that
Senator KENNEDY for working with me we begin any process of redesigning
and my cosponsors to craft a bipartisan this program by bringing in an indeamendment to commission a GAO pendent, outside agency to take a look
study on the effectiveness of the H—2A at H—2A to try to sift out what is actuGuest Worker Program.
afly happening, and what can be done
It seems to me that the H—2A Pro- to make this program an effective safe-

gram works for no one. From what I ty valve, if indeed, after inmigration
have heard from growers and from reform leg-islation passes, there ends up
farmworker advocates on this program: being a shortage of American workers
First, it does not effectively match up who are able and willing to take tem-

American workers with employers who

porary, agricultural jobs.
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The comments I made in the earlier

part of my statement about our par1iaientary situation have nothing to

do with his willingness to get a strong
bill through and his desire to engage in
full debate and discussion on these issues and I believe any other issue that
Members of the Senate would want to

address as well.
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that their health care needs are going These providers will have to do this for documents to Jews fleeing 'Nazi Gerto be satisfactorily addressed.
every needs-based program from school many during World War II, many thou-

Mr. President. there are mary mis- lunches to Methcaid. That makes no
conceptions about immigrants' use of sense.
public, assistance. Here are just a few
Let me giveyou an example or two.
facts.
On school lunches, teachers and school
The Urban Institute says that legal officials 'have their hands full as they
immigrants contribute $25 to $30 bil- work for the education of children but
lion more in taxes each year than they under this bill, when school starts next
receive in services. That is almost September, every school in America
$2,500 per immigrant, and this figure is must document—listen to this—every
confirmed by almost every other study. school in America must docuinent
The majority of legai immigrants— whether their pupils are American citiover 93 percent—do not use welfare as

it is conventionally defined; that is,

AFDC, SSI, and food stamps. The poor

immigrants are less likely to use welfare than poor native Americans. Oiiy
16 percent of immigrants use 'welfare
compared to 25 percent of native born
Americazis. Working age legal imii-

grants use welfare at about the saie

rate as citizens—about 5 percent. The

only immigrant.populations where welfare use is higher than by citizens is by

elderly immigrants and refugees' on
SSI. We all understand why indigent
refugees need help, so the only real
issue is elderly immjgrants on SSI. We
ought to address those issues.
We have seen. deeming go into effect

and that has a positive impact. That
ought to be the focus, that ought be

the area where we are looking at various alternatives that are going to be
responsive to protecting the interests
of the taxpayers and are humanitarian,
to make sure that people who are parents are going to be treated decently in
our society.

Iistead of addressing the specific
problem of elderly immigrants, this
bill broadly restricts the eligibility of
afl legal immigrants for any govern-

mental help.

When it comes to public assistance,.
the consequences of this biU are three-

fold. First, it provides an inadequate

safety net for legal immigrants. We ask

legal immigrants to work and pay

sands of fleeing refugees would have
had no means of escape.

Mr. President, we spent time on this

issue. We reviewed those organizations,

church-based, human rights-based organizations. Most of them pointed out

the trauina that is affecting inthviduals who have been persecuted, the ths-

trust they have for governments even
coming to the United States, their estimate that it takes anywhere from 19 to
zens or immigrants. Teachers must fig- 22 months generally to get those mdiure out whether the immigrant has a vid'.ials who have been persecuted, who
sponsor. The income of the sponsor have been tortured, who have been submust be determined before legal mmii- ject to the greatest kinds of abuses to
grant children van get school lunches, be wifling to try and follow a process of
but illegal immigrant children do not moving toward asylum here in this
have sponsors so they get the school country.
The idea that this is going to be able
lunches on the same basis as American
to. be decided at an airport makes no
citizen children.
Under medical care, suppose an im- sense, particularly with the, extraormigrant child has a chronic medical dinary progress that has been made on
condition. The parents are legal' and the issue of asylum over the period of
working but have been unable to get the last 18 months—just an extraorinsurance. Their sponsor's income is dinary reduction in the totai number of
just high enough that it 'disqualifies cases and the percentage of cases bethe child for Med.ica.id under the biU so cause of the new initiatives that have
provided by the Justice Departthe child goes without care until her been
and Doris Meissner.
condition becomes an emergency. She ment
Finally, there are provisions in here
runs up an expensive methcal bill under that
can work toward discrimination
the emergency Medicaid for a condi- against
Americans whose skin is of di!tion that. could have been treated at a ferent color
who speak with di!low cost earlier, and this result does ferent accentsand
and
languages. We have
not make any sense.
Child care. Like many American seen too often in the past in the great
families, some immigrant families immigration debates where we have enthscrimination. We had the nastruggle to make ends meet. They rely shrined
tional
origins
quota system that dis-,
on child care in order to stay on their criiriinated against
persons being born
jobs. These children receiving child in various regions of
country, the
care are American citizens. But by Asian-Pacific trianglethe
provisions that
deeming child care prograirs as this said only 125 individuals
from the
bill does, it removes American citizen Asian-Pacific region would come
to the
children from child care programs and United States prior to the 1965 act.
We
jeopardizes the employment of their eliminated some of those provisions.
immigrant parents. That is true with But we have always seen that if it is
regard to Head Start as weU.
to discriminate and use these
Fiafly, the United States must con- possible
to discriminate against American
tinue to provide the safe haven for ref- laws
citizens as well as others, that has been

taxes just like American citizens. Im- ugees fleeing persecution, 'yet so-cafled
migrants must also serve in the mili- expedited exclusion procedures in the
tary if they are called.. We have more legislation will cause us to turn away
than 20,000 of them in the Armed many true refugees. Under this proceForces today, a number of them in dure, persons arriving 'in the United
Bosnia. In fact, we expect legal immi- States with false documents but who
grants to put their lives on the line for request political asylum would be
the safety of our country, but the safe- turned away at our airports with little
ty net we provide for them and their. consideration of their claims, no access
families in return is all but gone under to counsel, and no right to an interthis bill. We expect immigrants to preter. It is often impossible for them
make the ultimate sacrifice on the bat- to obtain vaiid passports or trave' doctlefield but under this bill America will uznents before, they flee their homenot be there for them if they need med- 'lands. Many times, ,even trying to get a
ical care, school lunches for their chil- passport from their governments, the
dren, or even their veterans' pensions. very governments that are persecuting
Second, this bill passes the buck to them, could bring them further harm.
the State and the local governments.
They have no choice but to obtain false
Mr. President, I have gone through documents to escape.
that in some detail.
This reality has long been recognized

the case.

I am hopeful we can work some of
those provisions out during the final
hours of consideration.
In conclusion, I commend' my colleague, Senator 'SIMPsoN, for his continuing leadership on this issue. He has
approached this difficult issue with extraordinary diligence and patience. As
I have mentioned, during the markup,

even though we have areas of strong
difference, he has been wiUing to consider the views of each member of the
committee, the differing viewpoints
that have been advanced in coumittee.

He has given ample time for the ommittee to work its will. We had good

debate and discussions during the

markup, and in the great tradition of

the Senate legislative process. We have
Third, this bill will be an adxnjnjstra- under international law. In fact, the areas, as I mentioned, of difference but
tive and bureaucratic nightmare for TJ.N. Refugee Convention, to which the every Member of this body knows, as I

Federal, State, local and private serv- United States is a party, says govern- certainly do, as the ranking minority
ice providers. They will be burdened ments should not• penalize refugees member, that he has addressed this
with detemining which immigrants fleeing persecution who present fraudu- with a seriousness and a knowledge and
have sponsors, what the sponsor's in- lent docuients or have no documents. a belief that the positions that he has
come is, what the immigrant's income If it were not for the courageous efforts proposed represent his best judgment
is, and who is entitled to benefits. of Raoui Wallenberg providing false at the tune.
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Job applicants can produce any of the way. They waited in line until a visa in
the
poor
in
this
country.
And
to
289 different documents to prove their the United States was avajable.
expect
that they are going to set up a whole
identification and eligibility to work by and large, they are here as theAnd,
in the United States. Most of these sult of reuxiifying families—families..re- system to find out who is deemed and
who is not deemed, and then
documents are easily Counterfeited,
Legal immigrants should not have to that they are going to be ableto expect
such as Social Security, or school jump
through a series of hoops which lect the funds from those familiesto colrecords. Even though this bill would re- do not apply to illegal immigrants.
on it
is absolutely beyond thinking.
duce the number of documents from 29 This bill discrirnin_ates against
those
Not
only
are
the
local
to 6—6 that are the most secure—there who play by the rules. Under the
com1flu.jties
and the local hospitals going to do it,
is no assurance that this will be suffi- rent law, legal immigrants have currethe colxnties are going to have to
cient.
stricted access to the need-based pro- but
do it and the States are going to have
So the choice is clear. We will either grams—the AFDC, Soáial
Security; to do it. That is going to cost hundreds
keep the current system with its flaws SSI, and food stamps.
and Limit deterrence to illegal imm- Their sponsor's income is deemed of millions of dollars. It will not be
graticn, or require the President to under these programs. Deeming means participated in by the Federal government. We are not sharing in that refind a new and better way of control- that the welfare offices consider
Ling illegal immigration and a]so avoid the sponsor's and the immigrant'sboth sponsibility. We are not matching that
inor 50 or 60 percent as we do .for weldiscrimntion,
in determining whether the im- 40
Second, we must retain a safety net come
fare
problez, Oh, no. That is going to.
meets the income guidelines be the
for legal immigrant families. This bill migrant
States and the local commufor
the
particular
assistance
for
which
is supposed to be about illega1 imzni- the immigrant may apply. For
nities. They are the ones that are going
exam- to have to set up that
gration. Title I provides many needed ple,
process to be
if an immigrant sponsor earns able
reforms, employment verification,
to judge about deeming not the
$30,000
per
year
and
the
immigrant
pilot projects, increased money for borFederal Government. The local com310,000 per year, the immigrant is munities
der patrols, all of which aim to control earns
and the schools are going to
deemed
to
make
$40,000
per
year which have to do it. The hospitals
the flow of iUegal immigrants into the
the immigrant above the in- to have to do it. The countiesare going
country. But the welfare provisions in pushes
and the
come
guidelines
to qualify for particu- States are going to have
title fl do just the opposite. They pro- lar assistance programs.
to do it. They
vide illegal Immigrants with benefits
will
have
to
find
out
if
there
is a sponFor legal immigrants, the deeming
that legal. immigrants cannot get.
sor. They will have to get copies of the
provisions
in
this
biU
affect
not
only
Let me repeat that. Under this legis- the AFDC, SSI, and food
tax returns. They will have to deterstamps, but mine
lation, title II provides illegal immi- every
the sponsors' income, and this is
other
need-based
program—evgrants with benefits that legal imini- erything froth lead paint screening
an immense burden.
for
For example, the National Congrants cannot get, and they erode the
children to migrant health ference
safety net for legal immigrant fami- immigrant
of State Legislatures, which
centers,
veteraz'
pensions,
and
nutrilies.
strongly opposes the welfare provition
prograr
for
the
elderly.
The ef- sions, estimates that the
In the current law, as well as under
will
this bill, illegal ilnnijgrants are ineli- fect of these provisions is to bar legal have to hire at least 24,000States
staff
gible for public assistance except where immigrants from receiving virtuafly just to implement four of new
vast
it is in the national interest to provide any means-tested Government assist- number of prograjz that the
this bill
the assistance to everyone such as pre- ance. This bar lasts at least 5 years. would cover—24,000. Those four
proventable comxncable diseases. This The practica' effect of these deeming grams are school lunch, child and adult
rules
is
almost
the
same
as
ban.ning
the
bill says that illegal immigrants are benefit.
care, social service block grants under
ineligible for all public assistance proSSI, and vocational rehabilitation
We
have
seen
what
happens
in deemgrams except emergency Medicaid,
Simply hiring the additional
school lunches, disaster reLief, immuni- ing. The deeming effectively causes needed to run these progran willstaff
recrashing
reductions
in
all
of
these
prozation, corn1nujcable disease treat- grams for those that.might
sult in unfunded mandates to the
have
otherment, and child nutrition. This is the wise been eligible.
States of $722 million. This is not the
way that it should be.
only cost for the poor
ImagFor
future•
immigrants,
deeming
ap- ine the cost of Statesprograms,
We want to make sure that, if the plies for the last 40 quarters
hiring staff to
of work. run all of the means-tested
children are going to be here, they are
going to at least get ii numzatjon so For immigrants who are already here,
We were asked earlier programs.
during the
that they can effectively protect other deeming applies until they have been whole debate about where the
Congreschildren that might be exposed when here for 5 years. This means that every 5ional Budget Office was. They
said,
program must now set up a bureauc- "We do not have the
these children have social contact with racy
figures on it."
to carry out immigration checks
each other. That makes a good deal of on every
citizen and noncitizen to see You have them now. You have the figsense. That is in the public health in- who is entitled
assistance. They ures now. Just in these four programs
terest. I think we ought tobe doing it have to find out iftothere
you are gothg to find it is going to be
is a sponsor.
with children, and I support the fact we
and hundreth of milListen to this. I know that Senator costlyhun
will be doing it with these children in GRji
lions of dollars.
will
speak
eloquently
about
any event. But you have to get down to this. But this means. effectively
This bill also upsets the basic
the hard line of dollars and cents of it, every city and town—whether in that of our social service system aftervalues
years
Texas, of com1nuity assistance.
which- is so often the final criteria in Florida, or in Massachusetts-_is
Outreach
here, what makes sense from a dollars
to have to find out who the spon- clinics, day care centers; schools, and
and cents point of view. But this bill going
sor
is.
If someone comes into a loca1 other institutions will now become the
makes it much harder for legal imzni- hospital
and needs emergency assist- menacing presence because they will be
grants to participate in these same
seen as a branch of the flS to deterance,
and
say that this person is mine
programs. The same ones that illegal legal, theythey
who is here illegally. This is
are
going
to
have
to
find
immigrants qualify for automaticauy out who that sponsor is and be
going to have a chilling effect on those
able
to
no questions asked, and this result is get the resouzces from that
immigrants again that
sponsor. They are going to be are legally here.
preposterous.
members of famiYou
and
I
know
what
is
going
Legal immigrants play by the rules pen. Those hospitals are goingto hap- lies. They are not going
to want to go
to
be
and come in under the law. They work, left holthng the bag. They
out and risk getting involved in terms
are going to of the INS and put their
raise their families, pay taxes, and
principal sponthe major inner city hospitals. They
serve in the Armed Forces. They are be
sors at any kind of disadvantage.
here legally. Legal immigrants do not are going to be the Public Health Serv- We are talking primarily about the
clinics. They are going-..to be the public—in this instance
seek to cross the border, or overstay ice
health
their visas. They come here the right health delivery syste that deliver kinds of issues that have apublic
the health services to the neediest and terest with all of us in common inmaking sure
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other issues, certainiy we should be gaily as tourists and students and stay
about those measures.
on and work illegally after their vjs

they filled up that tree so it was
not making anything retroactive, moving the procedures of the Senate. jamming. the various procedural parts of
Senate rules, so that we were going to
be denied an opportunity to address

Mr. President, I want to go into, for
just a, moment this afternoon, he principal areas that are. germane and that
I think we will have to address. I know
Senator GRAHAM identified some of

those measures.

So, Mr. President, it is important these measures, and I think they are
that even though we will come back at very important, and we are going to
5 o'clock to address the questions of il- have an opportunity to vote on them.
legal immigration, let us understand We have not yet had the opportunity.

what this filibuster is about. It is a filibuster against the increase in the minimum wage. That is what the issue is.
That is what is wrong. That is what the

We were not able to get these measures
that were even germane and where we

wanted to get a serious vote on these
measures previously because of the
Republican leadership insisted on in way that the floor action proceeded.
order to deprive working families that Now under the measure, whea we get
are out there working. Instead of re- eventually toward cloture, we will adspecting their work and giving them a dress them.
livable wage so they can move out of
Let me just mention a few of these
poverty, we are running through these measures here this afternoon.
gymnastics here in the U.S. Senate,
Mr. President, the first of these
and we are going to continue in the measures will be on looking at the
next couple of days dealing with legis- overall legislation, what we are doing
lation that should have been long since about the illegal immigration. First, if
addressed, finalized, and on its way to we are to make headway in •the concOnference.
trolling of illegal immigration, we need
So that is the point we have to keep to find new and better ways to help emrepeating. There are those who do not ployers determine who is authorized to
Like us to keep repeating it. They wish work in the United States and who is
we would not keep repeating it. Those not. We must shut off the job magnet
are the facts, and that is what the by denying jobs to illegal immigrants.
American people ought to understand,
As the late Barbara Jordan reminded
because those families that are ha.rd us, we are a country of laws, and for
•

expire. It is too easy for illegal imrrijgrants 'who impersonate local or even
American citizens by usilig counterfeit
documents,

Far too often employers, seek to
avoid this confusion by turning away
job applicants who look or sound foreign. This employment discrimination
especia'ly hurts American workers of
Hispanic and Asian origin. But it
harms many other Americans in the
job market as well. Some in the Senate
will seek to eliminate the provisions
that Senator SIMPSON and I have
placed i the bill to authorize the pilot
programs to find new and better ways
of verifying job status. Our ability to
deal with 'illegal immigration should
not be derailed by misinformed and
misguided notions that this bill would
result in Big Brother abuses, or a national B) card. Nothing could be further from the truth.
.

The pilot programs rnare the core re-

forms in this bill. Without them this

bill will accomplish very little in. controlling illegal immigration.
We have to deal with the job magnet.

That is the ,]ey. Every study—the

Hesbu.rgh studies of over 10 years ago,
the Barbara Jordan .studies—every
comprehensive review of the problems

pressed out there today and hirdly able immigration policy to make sense, it is' with illegal immigrants; you have to
to make ends meet, we are their best

necessary to make distinctions behope, we are their last hope. We are. tween those who obey -the law and
still being denied the opportunity to those who violate it. fllegal immigrahelp them.
tion takes away the jobs and lowers
I look forward to the debate on a the wages of working American fami-

number of these issues, about whether
this dislocates workers. We will have, a
good opportunity to review what happened. We spent a few moments of the
Senate's time going back, historically,
where we provided an increase in the
minimum wage and what happened in
terms of the work force.
One of the best illustrations is in my
own State. of Massachusetts, which saw

,an increase in the mitirnum wage in
January opposed by our Republican

Governor up in Massachusetts. tlnemployment is still going down, and the

deal with the job magnet. You deal

with the job magnet and you are going

to have a dramatic impact on illegal
immigrants coming to this country.

And, if you do not, then you can put up
lies on the lowest rung of the economic the fence all the way across the southladder.
ern border and fences around this counMake no mistake about it: That is try. You are still not going to be able
happening today in many of our com- to adequately deal with this issue.
munities, our major cities, in a number
I support the increase in the Nation's
of different geographical areas around border patrols contained in the bill. I

the country today. The illegai immi- support stepped-up efforts to combat
grants that come in, unskilled and un- smugglers and modern-day slave tradtrained, are exploited on the one hand ers who risL the lives of desperate illeand are used by unethca1 employers in gal immigrants, and who place them in
so many different instances. This has sweatshop conditions. I support inthe effect of driving wages down for creased penalties against those who use
real workiiig Americans and also dis- counterfeit documents to enable illegal
placing the jobs for real Americans immigrants to pose as legal workers

debate will show that a number of who want to work and provide for their and take away American jobs by fraud.
other States out, there are affected by families.
But without the pilot programs our
it. We will have an opportunity to talk
These are the working families in ability to stem the tide of illega' immiabout the impact on Jobs. We will talk
•

about what effect, if. any, it has on inflation. Hopefully, we will have a
chance to work out.some process for
those Americans, because I find that

America that survive from paycheck to gration would be hamstrung.
The Immigration and Naturalization

paycheck and can least afford to lose

their jobs' to illegal aliens. Senator Service has limited authority to con-

SIMPSON and I agree on this issue. We duct pilot programs under current law.

urge our colleagues to support provievery day that goes by that we deny sions in the bill to require pilot prothis institution the opportunity to ex- grams to improve verificatioil of empress itself up or down, people wonder ployment. eligibility. These are conwhat we are all about.
tained in sections 111. 112 and 113, and
Why are we not addressing the real require the President tb conduct sevconcerns of working families, which is eral pilot programs over the next 3
income security, job security, pension years. After that, the President must
secu.rity, education for their kids, and submit a. plan to Congress for improvtake an opportunity to do something ing the current system based on the reabout the incentives that exist in the sults of the pilot programs. This plan
Internal Revenue Code that drive good cannot go into effect until Congress apAmerican jobs out? That is what they proves it by a separate vote in the fuwant. They want us to, do something ture.
about our borders as well. But to take
The current confusing system of emit up when we could have used several ployment verification is not working.
days and made progress on all those It is too easy for people to come in le.

Under the few pilots that can be conducted there will be no assurances that
they would have significant impact -on

business. There would be no privacy
protection. In fact, there would, be no
staiidards at all other than those the

Immigration Service would impose on
itself.
This debate seems to have forgotten
that since 1986 employers are required

to check the documents of everyone
they hire to make sure they are eligible to work in the United States. That
means everyone—whether they are
citizens or not. Those who thin] we do
not need change should look at the in-

effectiveness of the current syStem..
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But what did we find out last week?
Then
Senator
DOLE
ha.s
to
get
doworking
We found that we went through this in- ture, which sonic Democrats will
families, even though Senator
sup- DOLE and Congressm
credible kind of a trapeze act. As. a re--- port; some will
GINGRICH supoppose.
Then,
fia]iy,
suit of going through these parli.amen- there may be the chance,
ported the last increase that we had on
after the do- the minimum wage.
tary procedues. we have delayed the tuze vote, to offer amendments
on the
I can understand why they do not
illegal immigration bill.
immigration bill. However, only ger- want to face the music
Last week we were dealing with the mane
on this, but at
amendments
will be allowed some time in a democracy
spectacle of a rarely used motion to reand some
after the clotuze vote when the amend- time in this body, and
commit, but only to recommjt to the ment
at
some
place
is
adopted
sometime tomorrow here, this 'measu.e cries out for action,
eomittee of jurisdiction for an in- perhaps.
We are con1rnjtd to try to get that
sta.nt, a nanosecond, an instant, and Senator Doz will then have
to go action. That is why we, under the leadthen to report back to the. floor. In through this .whole
process all over ership of Senator DAscBL, my friend
other words, It was a sham motion to again on the underlying
bill. We will and colleague, Senator KEREY,
recoxnmjt,
Senator
This was to avoid some Member of then have a Dole motion to recoxn.rnit, WELLSTONE, and others, have stated
again
a
sham
because
it
is
only a mo- that we will be forced into a situation
the Senate rising and saying, "Let's tion to recoxnhijt for a
aaosecond ad where, at each and every legislative
have 30 minutes on the increase in the
opminimum wage, divide the time up be- then report. back to the floor. We will portunity, we are going to offer this
have
the
Dole
or
Simpson
first-degree measure. We do not do it, in a sense, to
tween those who are for it and those amendment
to the motion to the Dole try and obstruct the current legislative
who are opposed to tt, and let the Sen- motion
to reconirnit. Then we will have
ate go." This is the procedure that was
- As we mentioned, we are at
the Simpson or Dole second-degree process.
used effectively by the leadersh.ip.
day 5 and counting on a measure, folOn top of the motion to ,recoxnnjt, amendment to the Simpson or Dole lowing Senate procedures.
we do
there had to be two separate amend- first-degree amendment. This is truly not have afl that amount But
of time to
ments to fill what they call the an extraordinary Parliamentary proce- deal with the country's
business, Mr.
"amendment tree" on one side of the dure. Its only Purpose is to avoid a vote President.
We have important
bill. Then back on the bill itself, Sen- on the minimum wage. The result is to
delay the passage of the illegal irnmj- have the budget comingmeasures. We
ator DOLE had to maintain two amend- gratjon
up. We still
bill.
ments, a first-degree amendment and a
have important measures in the budget
This
is
a
matter
of
great importance about-determmj? where we are going
second-degree amendment. Therefore,
we were in the absurd Position last to many of those who have spoken elo- on education, We have important
measweek where Senator SIIPSON had to quently and passionately about trying ures on health care, and to try and
get
offer a Simpson second-degree amend- to deal with the problems of illegal i.m- conferees, to go to conference,
to
get
a
migration.
ment to the Simpson first-degree
decent health care bill, which Passed
I have supported -the essential as- 100
amendment to the Simpson motion to pects
to
0.
That
is
important.
Senator
of the bill, the enhancements of KASSEBAIM and myself
recommit to the underlying illegal im- our Border
ought
to be
Patrol
and
putting
in place over there this afternoon trying
migration bill.
to
the
tamper-free
cards
that
Look at what they had to go through
have been work out a good, clean
from a Parliamentary point of view. So the subject of so much abuse. I worked can go to the President'smeasure that
desk and be
Senator SIMPSON on that issue. I
you are not going to get a chance, with
enacted, like the one we passed here by
These are the uses and abuses, I would know we wifl have a chance to revisit 100 to O—Republca and Democrats.
that because there will
say, of Senate rules to deny
is a will try to strike those be those who We should get that passed and get it
clear majority position on what
provisions later down to the President so he can sign it,
an issue
that has been understood, debated, ths- on.
But all of Senator DOLE's parllamen and do something for 25 million Americussed, and which over 80 percent of tary
this afternoon.
machinations o this bill, as I cans
the American people support.
Instead, we are over here on an
stated,
are
for
the
We also ended up with a Dole secondexpress purpose of amendment to an amendment
the
degree on illegal 'immigration, a Dole denying Democrats their right to offer motion to recom t to proceed,to
denyan amendnient to increase the mini- ing the opportunity to
second-degree to the first degree, a mum
do that. That is
wage.
Dole first-degree amendment to the ilSo, Mr. President, we will be shut out not the way to do the Nation's busilegal immjgratjo bill. Then after each
ness. We ought to be about health care,
of these amendxnents had been adopted, on this particular vote prior to th.is about increasing the
mmimum. wage.
afternoon.
At
5
o'clock.
we had to go through a half dozen unwe will be shut
from the opportunity of any de- We ought to be out here trying to give
necessary votes to adopt amendments out
consideration to what we are going to
bate. We are being denied an oppor- do
to fill each of these slots.
about pension reform, trying get
tuity
to
say,
"All
right,
we will not stability and protection
Senator DOLE had to then undo each offer that measure
for pension
-of the amendxents that
on this particular
for working families so they are
had been
but at least give us a time funds
adopted. So we were then in the posi- legislation
not going to be plundered by the cortion of Senator S1iPSON moving to in these next-couple of weeks where we porate raiders. We had a vote,
94—5, I
table the Simpson second-degree can get a clear vote up or dowij on a think, to provide that
protection, That
clean bill on the increase in the miniamendment. This is effectively the per- mum
-legislation had not even gotten into
wage."
son who offered the amendment trying
We are denied that opportunity, the doors over there In conference, and
to table or effectively remove his secThere cannot be an agreement on that, it was dropped so quickly, exposing
ond-degree amendment to the Simpson althoug1
pension funds for working fami80 percent of the Afrierjcan those
first-degree amendment to the Simplies.
people
are
for
that.
We
are left in this
son motion to recornjt the underlying situation
We ought to deal with those measwhere, when these other ures
bill. After that was tabled, Senator
and provide adthtionaa
measures
come
up
in
the
US.
SIMPSON was in the Position of offering
Senate, ties for education, which is opportuxiwe
have
to,
as
we
have
for
the better bone to everything this the backthe Simpson motion to table the Simpis
son first degree to the Simpson motion part of the previous year, tried to offer about, and demonstrate ourcountry
to recommit the underlying illegal im- this measure on those measures so at We ought to be about those priorities,
least we have the chance of giving the and trying to close down measures
migration, bill.
Then - when that charade had been Senate an opportunity to vote up or tax loopholes that give some of the
preferences to
down and get some accountability get
completed, we had to readopt all of the some
jobs overseas, and bring good
accountability in here about who moving
underlying first- and second-degree
back to the United States. Those
going tà stand for those working jobs
amendments and then Senator DOLE is
are the things people are talking
families
and
who
is
against
them.
had to go back and fill the tree again
Instead, we had pause even in
can understand why you would not about.
by adding five new amendments,
the immigration bill toa go
on to the
want to be for that position against
question of term limits, Then, once
•

-

•

•
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from Florida, the Senator from flu- imuxn wage. Dwight Eisenhower voted you get an increase in the minimum

nois, myself with regard to the fact, in
many instances, under this legislation
we are treating illegal immigrants better than legal immigrants. There will
be some other amendments with regard
to how we are going to treat expectant
mothers of American citizens and how
we are going to treat veterans, because
you can be a permanent resident alien

for an increase in the minimum wage. wage. We haven't got time. We haven't
President Clinton will vote for it, but got time all this afternoon."
we are denied an opportunity to even
Of course we have time this aftervote on it. We are denied, even when we noon. -We have time tonight to do it.

have demonstrated on other occasions We have time tomorrow to do it. It
that a ma)ority of the Members, Re- wouid not take very long because we
.publica.ns and Democrats alike, want understand the issue. It is difficult to

which have been included in the legislation.
So those we can debate. On those 'we
shouid enter into a time agreement. I
am certainly glad to enter into a time

it.
tell those 100.000 children that wouid
The American people are Overwhelm- move out of poverty with an increase
ingly for it. They cannot understand in the rnin.irrium. wage or the 300,000
why the Congress of the United States families that wouid move out of povcannot allocate 30 hours of its time. erty, "We haven't the time to schéduie
Here we are at 3:15 on a Monday after- this, we haven't the 'time. We have to
noon. We couid take 30 minutes on a spend 7 or 8 days on the issues of illegal
side and debate this and vote at 5 immigration in order to deny you the
o'clock on the minimum wage issue. It opportunity. We have to go to that exis not complicated.. Everyone under- tent to ensure you don't get a vote.
stands what this provides. It is 45 cents Why? Because a majority of the Mem-

foreclosed. -

mean a lossof a number of jobs out Maybe we have some Members who are

and serve in the Armed Forces. We

have 20,000 of them, but under this bill,
they w111 be shortchanged because of

the hammer-like punitive provisions
-

agreement so we can dispose of this an hour for this year and 45 cents an bers of the U.S. Senate feel that you
measure. This legislation couid have hour for the next year. More impor- shouid get an increase."
been disposed of in 2 days. We are in tant, it is 8 or 9 months of groceries for
So we take advantage of the Senate
the fifth day now. We are going to con- a working family that depends upon it. rules, their 'use. I do think it is taking
clude this phase of the debate on it at It is the utilities for 8 months for a advantage of them. You e advancing
.5 o'clock, in the late afternoon on the family that is working .at a "'W' interests of the companies and indusfifth day. There is probably every prob- wage level. It is the premiums on a tries and corporations that refuse to
ability it will .go for 2 more days. That health care program for a family. That pay the minimum wage; That is who
w,jU be 7 days on a bill that shouid have is what it is. That is what 45 cents an you are advancing and helping. People
lasted no longer than 2 days with rel- hour is. And it is the tuition for a son )ust do not understand it. They see the
evant, geruane amendments consid- or daughter who wants to go to a fire 30-percent increase in the salaries of
ered and those that I consider to be State niversity for 1 year. That
CEO'sin this country last year. They
germane, perhaps not the Par- what an increase in the minimum wage see the Senate salary increasing by
liamentarian, but measures like Sen- IS.
over the period of the last 6
Why are we not prepared to cafl the $30,000
ator KYL's amendment shouid have
years—$30,000—and yet we have not had
been debated and discussed. It is worth- roll on that issue? Why are we not pre- an increase in the minimum wage.
whi.le. We talked about those measures pared to do it? We are not prepared to
None of our people n here wouid
in the Judiciary Committee during do it because we hear those on the, deny
themselies that kind of increase.
that period of time. That .is virtually other side say, "WeU, it's going to

not accepting the fuil increase We
we are voting this afternoon on a there." The interesting fact is, of those, heard
a great deal about that precloture motion to end debate on the individuals who are on the bottom
viously.
Maybe they are not. I apoloimmigration issue. Right? Wrong. of the economic ladder, 90 percent of gize to them
I am mistaken. But we
Wrong. There is no filibuster on that. them are for it. Why? Because they see have not seenifmuch
evidence of it, of
What there is a filibuster on is bringing a 20-percent increase in their wages anyone not, willing to
take those five
up the minimum wage. That is what and possibly a 5-percent reduction in increases that Congress
bad. But
the filibuster is on. That is what the the total number of hours they might we are not just going to has
.to bardissue is. It s not about closing debate have to work. It is a good deal for working Americans thatsay
work is that
on illegal inmgration, even though them. But our Republican friends will important. So we are denying
it.
the measure that wiU be called up at not let us have the opportn.nity to. We are dexying that to working
that particuiar time and the proposal make a judgment and a decision on ple. We are denying it to children.peoWe
will be let us cut off the debate on the
That is why, Mr. President, many of are denying it to women. It is a womillegal immigration. No one is filibusus are frustrated. 'We know we are en's issue. It is a children's issue. It is
tering that:
What they are filibustering, by using caught in the gymnastics of the )3 a family issue. Yet look at what we
the iilegal immigration bill, is consid- liamentary workings of the U.S. Sen- have had to go through here in the U.S.
eration of increasing the minimum ate. We kiaow we are caught in that Senate.
Let me ust take a moment of t!me
wage for working families in this coun- We have' a difficuity trying to explain
try. That is what the issue is. It is not to people back home, in my State or in to tell you about what we had .to go
So

illegal immigration. It is the issue other States, even though

State

through here in the U.S. Senate in

about whether the Senate of the United has raised the minimum wage now and order to avoid—avoid—-any kind of con-

States is going to be given an oppor- has seen a reduction in unemploy- 'sideration. Effectively, the unique situation where, miless you had your
tunity to vote on increasing the mini- ment—a reduction in unemployment.
It is difficuit to say to the 7 million amendment cleared, so to speak, by the
mum wage 90 cents—45 cents a year
over a period of the next 2 years—to recipients of the minimum wage who majority and effectively the ma)ority
give working families a livable wage so are women, that we are not going to leader, you never had a chance to get
give the opportunity to debate that or recognized around here, even during
that they can move out of poverty:
Respect work. We hear. a great de3. to make a )udgment on that. Of the 7 the previous debate. That was an exabout how important it is we are going million who are women, 5 million of traordinary situation where the U.S.
to honor work. We are attempting to them are aduit women, 2 million of Senate, allegedly—and it is—the most
honor work by saying men and women them are the heads of households try- important, deliberative body for public
in our country who work 40 hours a ing to make it on the minimum wage. policy issues and questions, there is no
week 52 weeks out of the year ought to

We cannot say to the 100,000 children mistake about it, effectively

it has

be able to have a livable wage. That who wouid be lifted out of poverty with been handcuffed, been handcuffed from
as not been a partisan issue. We have an increase in the minimum wage, "We considering measures that these Memhad Republican Presidents who voted cannot scheduie it in the U.S. Senate. bers felt were important to have debate
for it. George Bush voted for an in- We have )ust. been in a quorum call for and discussion on and to be disposed of.
-

in the minimum 'wage. Richard 45 minutes, but we haven't got time to as we have for 200 years on the floor of
Nixon voted for .an increase in the nun- scheduie that question about whether the U.S. Senate.
crease
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Mr. KENNEDy. Mr. President, we

have found ourselves on Mond&y in the

early afternoon anticipating a vote on
cloture at approm&tely 5 o'clock..
Generally, the motion for, cloture is a
way to terminate debate on a measure
that is put before the body which is apparently being filibustered. That
means a group generally does not want
the measure to pass and, therefore, is
using the rules of the Senate to frustrate, in this Case, 60 Members of the
Senate_more than a majority—so that
they cannot work their will.
Under the time-honored process, in

terms, of the cloture motio, we have
to have a 60-vote margin that says
after a period of time, which is 30
hours, and after due notification, that
the roll will be called and Senators will
be make a judgment about whether
there should be a termination of the
debate. Then there is a' reasonable period of time for amendments which
have to be germane, and then there is
the final outcome of an up-or-down

•

vote on the matter before the Senate.
That was used in the early history of

our country rarely but it has become
more frequent in recent times. Certaixily, there have been some, depending on how inthviduals look at the matter that is before the Senate, justifl-'
able reasons for that procedure to be
followed.

Tod&y, we are in rather an extraordinary situation because there is no
real desire to hold up the measure that

is before the U.S. Senate. We are going
to have a cloture vote at 5 o'clock, and
then have a certain number of hours to
debate. There has to be a germanene
issue for each of the amendments, and
then there wiil be a certain amount of
time to debate those measures. And depending on the outcome of the rollcajl,

they will either be attached to the

measure or not attached to the measure, and they will have to follow some
adthtional rules of the Senate. They

will have to be germane.
The amendment of the Senator from
Arizona, for example, that is related to
the whole issue of. immigration, which
I find has some merit, is not going to
be able to be considered on the floor of

the U.S. Senate because it does not

meet the strict requiremen of
maneness.

ger-

But now we are back, Mr. President,

in a situation where we have to ask
ourselves, why are we here? Why are
we here? I think there are some very
important measures that ought to be
debated and voted on. We will hear
more about those from the Senator
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section 245(i) of the act may, under our drain on federally funded programs by
proposal, upon payment of the full pen- requiring illegal aliens desiring to
alty fee, apply for legal status until Oc- apply for permanent status to return
-.
to their home country.
•tober 1, 1996.
Alter October 1, 1.996, those aliens,
Just to summarize it, again, if you
and only those aliens in the so-called were here illegally, you would need to

"family fairness" category, would be
eligible to change their status under
section 245(i). The people protected
Mr. KYL. Mr. President, while we are under that section are those under sec-

go back home and get a visa to apply
for permanent legal status. You would

not be able to pay a five-times-the-

usual-amount lee and thereby buy your

waiting for some other Members to tion 301 of the Immigration Act of 1990. way into the country, as they say.
come to the floor and discuss their pro- They are exempt from this change.
Again, the House has adopted this.
Those in the family fairness category Hopefully, on the conference commitposed arnend.rnents, let me talk about
an amendment which I had planned to would be able to stay in the United tee we will agree with the House prooffer but which I understand may not States and would not be faced with this posal and we can make that change in
be considered germane—it is relevant penalty fee. it includes those children our immigration law.
but not germane, and therefore, pre- and spouses of aliens granted asylum
sumably, I would not be able to offer on May 5, 1988. In order to be eligible,
it—but which is included in the House- the spouse or the child must have been
passed bill and therefore will be a sub- present in the United States on that
)ect of the conference committee, and, date. Those are the people who, in
therefore, I hope our Senate colleagies some way, were grandfathered in, and,
will be able to study. and, hopefully, as a result, they would not be required
tp go back and obtain a visa in order to
concur in it.
This is an amendment to restrict sec- obtain legal status here.
But, except for those two categories,.
tion 245(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act. By way of explanation,. people would no longer be able to buy
prior to 1994, if an illegal alien residing their way -into the United States. The
in the United States became eligible amendrnen takes effect at the end of
for an inxnigrant visa through a family the fiscal year, in order to give INS and
relationship or other means, then the the State Department an opport2nity
alien could adjust to lawful, permanent to adjust their resources. After Sepresident status without any financial tember 30, 1997, this whole section
245(i) would expire.
or other penalty.
Just a word. The Immigration and
In order to obtain the visa, the alien
was required to depart from the United Naturalization Service and the DepartStates, obtain a visa at the foreign ment of State oppose the amendment,
consulate, and then, of course, return primarily on fiscal grounds because of
and acqui.re the legal status here. Sec- their costs inherent in processing the
tion 245(1) of the Immigration and Na- visa applications. We are in the process
tionality Act was added by section 505 of working out the possibility where a
of the fiscal year 1995 State appropria- fee would be paid which would cover
tions measure. Under this new section, their expenses and alleviate that paran illegal alien who becomes eligible ticula.r concern.
They also pose the argument that,
for an immigrant visa may adjust to regardless
where an illegal alien aplawful permanent status without departing the United States, but only if plies for legal status, either in the
the individual pays a penalty of five United States or a consulate in their
times the normal application fee. The home country, the waiting period to
the visa is the same. The point
penalty fee is approinately $750. achieve
Some have referred to this as, "buying I make, however, is that the illegal
your way in." Those who are wealthy alien is aiready in the United States ilenough simply pay this fee, this five legally and that is not something we
who
times the normal penalty fee, and should reward, at least for thosehaving
thereby are able to convert an illegal are able to pay for it, by simply
pay a special fine.
status to legal status and never have to them
I also think what the agencies fail to
return home to obtain a visa to arrive appreciate
is that once an illegal alien
here legally.
for legal status in the United
Under the proposed amendment, applies
which I will not be able to offer but, as States, he may be considered to be perthe United States
I said, which is included in the House- manently residing in
passed version of the bill and which I under color of law, the so-called
hope our Senate conferees will look PRUCOL status. The PRUCOL standis frequently used as a transitional
kindly upon, under this amendment, ard
the aliens present in the United States status for aliens who are becoming perthe United States.
illegally will no longer be able to stay manent residents of considered
under
here and buy their way into permaient TI an alien is
resident status. They would have to re- PRUCOL. then that alien is eligible for
turn to their home country, obtain a numerous Federal assistance programs,
including AFDC, 551, Medicaid, unemlegal visa, and retirn just as they did ployment
insurance, housing assistprior to 1995.

The amendment would take effect on ance and other unrestricted programs.
October 1, 1996. There are a couple of So, in this manner, aliens who enter
exceptions that are worth noting, be- the United States illegally would be recause we do not want to penalize any- warded if they are allowed to reside in
one who is already here and who would the United States while they are waitfor a decision on their application.
be acting under appropriate' color of ingThe
amendment I have offered but
law.
First, all aliens currently eligible for will not reask for a vote on eliminates
lawful permanent resident status under this reward and the accompanying
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Ffl'AN-

CONTROL

CIAL RESPONStEILITY ACT OF
1996

The PRESfl)ING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
resume consideration of S. 1664, and
under a previous order, at the hour of 5

p.m., the clerk ll report a motion to

invoke cloture.

-

The

clerk will state the bill by title.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to inciease contrci over
immigration to the United States by increamg border patrol and investigative personnel
and detention facilities, improving. the system used by eiployers to verify citizenthp

or work-authod alien statuS, increasing
penalties for aje smuggling and docuneit
fraud, and refornjn asylum, excIusio, ad

deportation law and procedures; to reduce
tne use of welfare by aliens; and for other
purposes.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.
Pending:
Dole (for Simpson) amendment No. 3743, of

a perfecting nature.

Dole (for Simpson) amendment No. 3744 (to
anendrnent No. 3743), of a perfecting natire.

Dole motion to recommit the blU to the
Committee on the Judiciary with .nstructions to report back forthwith
Lott amendment No. 3745 (to the instructons of the motion to recommit), to require
the report to Congress on detention space to

state the arnout of detention space avaable in each of the preceding 10 years.

Dole modified Anendment No. 3746 (to
amendment No.45). to author'ze the use of

volteers to assist In the ad istratjon of

atura1ization progra, port of entry adjuthcations. and criminaj alien removal.

Mr. KENI'EDY. Mr. President, I was

wondering if we could ask my friend
from Arizona if we couid divide the
time between now and then between

the two parties. I do not know how

many other speakers we are going to
have, but there may be some at the

end. Just as a way, of proceeding.

maybe we can do that. If there is a reservation about t. I will continue to inquire of the Senator about some evenness in time. We might not approach
that as an issue, but, more often than
not, just before we get to the debate, a
number of Senators wotild like to

speak. I wouid like to see if we can
reach some kind of way of allocating

the time fairly and perhaps permitting

Senators on both sides to make increasingly brief comxnets as we get
closer to the time.
Mr. KYL. I dc not have ay objection

to that. I know the Senator from. Nevada wants to speak on unrelated mat-

ters now. Perhaps as we get further
into that, the precise nature in which
we can proceed may be more apparent
to us later than it is now. I have no ob-

jection.
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Mr. DASCffiE. Mr. President, I ap-

precate the comments of the distin-

guished m2.jority leader.
The leader is absolutely right. This is

afl necessary because we are not in a
position to agree tonight apparet1y on
when that time certain may be for the
minimum wage. I am optimistic, given
our conversations in the last few hours,
that we might be able to find a way in
which to schedule the vote on the mini-

mum wage n the not too distant future.

I am very hopeful that that can be
done, that we can prec]ude in the fu-

ture this kind of unziecessary filling of
the tree and the parliamentary proce-

dures involved with it. It is unZortu-

iiate, but under the circurnstaiices
there may not be au alternative.
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Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan- under rule XXII, the Chair directs the
ixnous consent that reading of the clerk to read the motion.
amendment be dispensed with.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The PRESEDLNG OFFICER. Without
CLOTURE MOTION
objection, it is so ordered.
We. the undersigned Senators, in accordThe amendment is as follows:
with the provisious of rule XXII of the
[Amendment No. 3744 is located in to- ance
Standing Rules of the Senate, do hereby
day's RECORD under "Amendments move to bring
to a close debate on the Dole
Submitted".]
(for Simpson) axnendment.No. 3743 to the
bill, 5. 1664, the iimigration bill.

MOTION TO COMMIT

Bob

Mr. DOLE. I move to recommit the
bill, and Isend a motion to the desk.

Dole,

Alan

Simpson,

Dirk

The- PRESING OFFICER. The

Kernpthore, Strom Thurmond, Dan
Coats. James Inhofe, Jesse Helms,
Richard Shelby, Trent Lott, Conrad

Motion to recommit 5. 1664 to the Judici-

Buzijs, Connie Mack, Hank Brown, Kay
Bailey Hutchison. Paul Coverdell, Fred
Thompson, and Rick Santorurn.

clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

ary Committee with instructions to report

CLOTURZ MOTION

back forthwith.

Mr. DOLE. I now send a second nxoAMENDMZT NO. 3745 TO INsTRUCTIONs OF
tion to the desk.
MOTION TO RECOMMIT
The PRESmNG OFFICER. The cloMr. LOTT. Mr. President, I. send an ture motion
having been presented
amendment to the desk.
under
rule
XXII,
the Chair directs the
The PRESmflG OFFICER. The clerk to read the motion.
IMMIGRATION CONTROL A1'JD FI- clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The legislative clerk read as follows:
NANCIAL RESPONSIBUJrrY ACT
CI.OTTJRE MOTION
-

OF 1996

The Senator from Mississippi [Mr. Lo'rr]

We, the undersigned Senators, in accord-

proposes an amendment numbered 3745 to inThe Senate continued with the con- structioEs
ance with the provisions of rule fl of the
of mot!on to recommit.
sideration of the bill.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask man-

Mr. DOLE. I think now we can com-

StandiDg Rules of the Senate, do hereby

plete action on the other and turn it imous consent that reading of the

move to bring to a close debate on the Dole

The PRESrDflG OFFICER. Without

Bob Dale, Alan Simpson, Jesse Helms,
Fred Thompson, Rcard Shelby, Judd

amendment be dispensed with.

over to the chairman of the Appropriations Committee and anybody else who
wishes to speak.
I will start where we left off.
For the information of all Senators,
pending before the Senate is 1664, as reported by the Judiciary Committee.
I now ask unanimous consent that all

Add at the end of the Instructions the followixig "that the following amendment be
reported back forthwith".
Add the following new subsection to sec-

gration bill be relevant.

Cc) STAxE O AMo13?'T OF DE'1tIrIoN
SPACE D PRIOt YES.—5uch report shall

-

remaining amendments to the imniMr. DASCELE. I object.

ob3ection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:

Gregg, Jo Kyl, Dirk Kempthorne,

tion 182 of the bill:

state the anount of detention space
The PRESflG OFFICER. Objec- also
ava1able in each of the 10 years prior to the

tion is heard.

enactment of this Act.

AMENDMENT NO. 343

Mr. DOLE. I ask for the yeas axid
DOLE. Therefore, I send an nays.
amendmnt to the desk and ask for its The PRESIIG OFFICER. Is there
mimedjate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sufficient second?
Tnere is a sufficient second.
clerk will report.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Mr.

AEDMENT NO. 3746 TO AMENDMENT 'o. 35

The Senator from Kansas [Mr. DOLE), for

Mr. SPsoN, proposes an axenthnent numbered 3743.

-

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan-

(for Simpson) amendment No 3743 to the bill,
5. 1664, the immigration bill.

Mr. DOLE. Now I send a second-de-

Trent Lott, Orrin Hatch. Larry Craig,

Rick Santorum, Jobn McCajn, Kay
Bailey Htchison, Slade Gorton, aid

Do Nickles.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, for the infàrrnation of all- Senators, I just sent
two cloture, motions to the desk which
would limit debate on the new Simpson
amendment which encompasses all the
Senate has adopted on the irnxrngration
bill to date.
The first cloture vote will occur on
Monday, April 29, and I will consult
with the Democratic leader before set—
ting the cloture vote. I have, been
thinking about 5 o'clock, or something
near that, so that aU Members can be
prepared for the cloture vote on Mon-

gree amendment to the desk and ask day.
for its imnediate consideration.

The PRESJG OFFICER.

imous consent that reading of the

The second cloture vote will occur on
The Thesday. And, agan, I will speak with
the distinguished Democratic leader.

clerk will report.
amendment be dispensed with.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The PRESrDflG OFFICER. Without
I also indicate that I regret that I
objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from Kansas (Mr. Do) pro- had to file cloture motions to fill up
poses a amendment numbered 3746 to the amendment tree. But we would like
The amendment is as follows:
[Amendment No. 3743 is located in to- amendment No. 3745.
to finish the immigration bill.
days RECORD under "Amendments SubWe still have ongoing discussions of
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unanmitted."]
imous consent that reading of the when we can agree, if we can agree, on
Mr. DOLE. I ask for the yeas and amendment be dispensed with.
a procedure to handle a minimum
nays.
The PRESflG OFFICER. Without wage. If we can work that out, a lot of
The PR.SmING OFFICER. Is there a objection, it i so ordered.
this would end, and we could finally
sufficient second?
end the immigration bill very quickly.
The amendment is as follows:
There is a sufficient secoEd.
So I do not really have much alterAt the end of the amenrnent add the folThe yeas and nays were ordered.
lowing
native unless I zubmit to the request of
AMENDMENT NO. 3744 r0 .DMET NO. 3743
SEc. 178 of the bill is amended by adding the Senator from Massachusetts.
-

Mr. DOLE. I send a second-degree the following new subsection:
It seems to me that we can work out
amendment to the desk and as1 for its (c) EppEcrt DA.—Ths section shall some agreeable time for all Senators
take effect 30 days after the effective date of and some agreeable prOcedure. We will
immediate consideration
The PRESmING OFFICER. Th this Act.
try to do that between now and Monclerk will report.
CLCTt!P.E MOTION
day. Maybe we can vitiate many of
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I now send these things.
The Senator from Kansas [Mr. DOLE), for a cloture motion to the desk.
Mr. DASCffi.E addressed the Chair.
Mr. SIMPSON, proposes an ainenthnet numThe PRESG OFFICER. The clo- The PRESrDfl.G OFFICER. The mibered 3744 to ienthnent No. 343.
ture motion having been presented nority leader.

-
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political life I said, "Ma'arn, 'cause what we do here. The numbers in my
this is America."
amendment are higher than they have

U we ever get to the point where we

been for most of the last 50 years. We
do ot have a few citizens who talk will Continue to have the most gener- Baucus
&own
funny, if we ever get to the point where ous immigration policy i the world. Bryan
we do not have a new infusion of en- We taLe more immigrants than ail the Burns
ergy and a new spark to the American rest of the world combied. We take Byrd
cohen
dream, then the American dream is more refugees than ail the rest of the Exo
going to start to fade and it is going countries in the world combined. That
the start to die. It is not going to fade is ocr heritage. We have never turned AbrDJiaxn
and it is ot going to die on my watch back.
Maka
in the U.S. Senate.
An interesting country, started by Ashcrot
I yield the floor.
land gentries, highly educated people, Bennett
Mr. DEWThE. Will the Senator yield sophstcates who came here for one Biden
Bxngaan
for a moment?
reason—to have religious freedom. The Bond
Mr. GRAMM. I am glad to.
Bcxer
country on Earth founded in a be- Brad)ey
Mr. DW!NE. I just want to com- only
lief
in
God.
That
is
corny
nowadays,
pliment my colleague from Texas for but that is what we have in America. Ereaux
Bumpers
one of the most eloQuent statements I
Canpbell
have heard since I have been in the And it will aiways be so. People who Cbafee

here were not exactly ragaU.S. Senate, a little over a year. His came
muffins. They read Locke and

story of his family, but frankly most Montesquieu ad Shakespeare and the
particularly his story of Wendy classics. Interesting country. 1To other
Gramm's family, his love!y wife, is country will ever have a jump-start
America's story. I have heard him, be- li1e that in the history of the world,
cause he and I have been out campaign- period. So it is unique, it.is extraoring before together, I have heard .im dinary.

tell that story I think eight or nine
times. Each time I hear it, I am still

AENDMT NO. 331

April 25, 1996
YEAS—20
FarcIoth
Grassley
Hoithigs
Jeffordz

Johnto

Rsseb.um

y1

Lott
Reid

Roth
5helb:;
Sunpson

Thomas

NAYS—80
Ford

Mccain

GIe

MikuIsk

Gorton

Mo5e1ey-Brun

Frist

Grm
Granm

McCoci1
Moyr.Th

Markowskl

Grams
Gregg

Mnna

a1n

JicIIes

iatch

Pell

!iatfield

Pressler

leflin

P!yor

atciso

Robb

Coirad

Inoiye

Coverdell
Craig

Kempthorne

5arbanes

Coats

Cocha
DAmato

Dse
DeWjne
Dodd
Dole

omenici
Dorgn

Mr. SflPSON. Let me have a call for 'etngo
touched by it because it is truly Amerithe rég.1ar order. I aiert my. friend, Feinstein
ca's story.

thhofe

enedy
errey

Xer
oh1
Ltebe.g
Leaby
Levin
Leberrr.an

Lgar

Rokefefler

Storum
5i!no
smith

Snowe

Specter
SLeves
Thompson
Thu.-mond

War.er
WeUstone

Wyie

Mack

I will also compliment him on his Senator KEDY, that I call for the. The amendmeiit (No. 3739) was rechain migration. regular order with respect to the jected.
When you look at the chart of chath Coverdell amendment of last night. Mr. SIISON. Mr.' Presideflt, I move
migration, that is America's stcry, too. That was 3137. It was laid down. There to reccnsider the vote by which the
Those are people who are trying to was debate. It was held back, the amedmexit was rejected.
coninents about

bring their families here. You see it,— Coverdell amendment.
Mr. GRAMM. I move to lay that moand, agan, it s anecdotal—but you see
Mr. President, I cail for the regular tion on the table.
it when you go into restaurants m Ohio order.
The motion to lay on the table w2..s
or you go into dry cleaning stores or
The PREStDThG OFFICER (Mr. agreed to.
you go into any kind of establishments KEMPThOR.NE). The amendment is now
in Ohio, Washington, or Texas.
before the Senate.
You see people in there who, you just
(The text of amendment No. 3737 was
assume they are a.li family. You do ot priflted in the Rco of April 24, 1996.)
know whether they are brothers or Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I know
ccusths or who. They are ail working. of no other speakers on that amend-

They are working. Thzt i what is the ment. I believe the rnaagers are preAmerican dream. That is what. has pared to accept that amendment.
made this country great. I just want to
The PRESING OFFICER. The
oomplirnent him on reaily, afterkind question
is on agreeing to the amendoZ a long, difficuit debate, coming over
to the floor and rea.liy cutting through ment.
some of our rhetoric and just getting to.The amendment (No. 3737) was agreed
right down to it. I compliment him, for
Mr. SThSON. I move to reconsider
that.
Mr. GRAMM. I thank the Senator the vote.
Mr. KENNEDY. I move to lay that
very much.
motion on the table.
Mr. SThIPSON addressed the Chair.
The PREStDThG OFFICER. The SenThe motion to lay on the table was
ator from Wyoming.
agreed to.
Mr. SThIPSON. I think we have had a
vOTE O ADM No. 3139
good debate. I listened attentively to
The
PRESflG
OFFICER. The
the remarks of my friend from Texas. I

occurs on agreeing to amendheard him speak of a worian who is re- question
No. 3739.
markable, Wendy Grarnm. I can only ment
SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
tell him that people have told me many forMr.
the yeas and nays.
times in the past years that anyone
The PRESmfl.G OFFICER. Is there a
who knows Senator Pm GRAMM and
Senator AL SmPsoN ad knows Wendy sufficient second. There appears to be.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Gramm and Ann Simpson, knows that
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. The
the two of us severely overmarried—se-

verely. Th fact, a lot of people do ot question now occurs on agreeing to
vote for us; they vote for them. But aniendment NO. 3739. The yeas and nays
that is just an experience that I share. have been ordered. The clerk will call

As we close the debate, I hope we can the roll.
The bifl clerk called the roll.
tinue to have the most open door of The result was announced—yeas 20,
ay country in the world; regardiess of nays 80, as roilows:

keep this in perspective. We will con-
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the years between 1901 and 1910. we
had, on average, 10.4 immigrants come
to America each year for every 1.000
Americans. From 1911 to 1920, we had
5.7 immigrants per year per 1,000 Amer-

icans; from 1921 to 1930 we had 3.5.
Today, even though the number of im-

migrants in 1995 was just 2.8 per 1.000
Americans, some would have us believe
we are just being flooded, we are being life, they build the future of our counoverrun by these people who become try.
doctors and engineers and pay all these
A final point that I want to address is
taxes, and I could mention win Nobel this whole question about the changing
Prizes.
nature of immigration. There is someI could read the list of foreign-born thing in each of us that leads us to be-

Americans who have• won the Nobel lieve that we are the unique Amen-

Prize, except the list is too long.

I

could read down the list of people who
have become histonc names in the scientific history of our country, names
that we now think about arid the world
thinks about as American names, including Ronald Coase, who won the
Nobel Prize in 1991 in economics, and
Franco Modigliani, whowon the Nobel
Prize for economics in 1985. As.a grad-

S4149

grant and go on welfare. We have room
But. I do not believe we have a probin America for people who come with lem today in America with people
who
their sleeves rolled up, ready to go to have come to this country and sucwork. But we do not have room.for peo- ceeded and who want to bring their
ple who come with their hand out.
or their cousin or their mother
Let us remember that when people brother
When you look at the people who
come to America legally and go to here.
doing that, you find that they are
work, and with theIr energy and with are
ones who are enriching our counthe sweat of their brow they build their the
try.

cans. that somehow we made the country what it is, that somehow it was be-

cause American immigration in the
early days was basicaily drawii first
from northern Europe and then from

A final point, and I will yield the

floor. It has struck me as I have come
to know ethnic Americans that many
ethnic groups fight an unending and
losing battle to try to preserve their
identity in America. It is a losing battle because what happens is that young
peopie who grow up in this country become Americans. There is no way that
can ever be changed. Any differences
that concern us very quickly vansh in
this country with great opportunity,
where people are judged on their mdividuaj merit.
What we are talking about today is
trying to stop illegal im.rnigration,
which is what we should do, but we
should not back. away from our commitment to letting people come to
America to build their dream and ours.

southern Europe that it made us somehow unique.
I think it was the system that made
America, and we might have had this
debate in the year of 1900 when the imuate student, I had no idea that they migration patterns of the country had
shifted to southern Europe and eastern
were foreign born
The point is, the list goes on and on, Europe. I am sure at the turn of the
full of people who have come here, who century there were those in corporate
have caught fire, who have unleashed boardrooms who were wondering what We should not close the door on people
creative genius that has made America was going to happen in America with who want to bring their relatives to
the greatest country in the world, and the changing makeup of the country America as long as their relatives
they may have btought their mothers. when they, as people from British come to work, as long as they continue
Great. May it never end. Could Amer- stock who had come to the country on to achieve the amazing success that
the Mayflower or in some historic voy- immigrants have achieved in America.
ica be America without immigrants?
I know there are people who say, age, had to share their America with There. are a lot of things we ought to
"Well, they're taking our jobs." 1 want Americans who had come from Ger- worry about before we go to bed every
to make just one point about that. Go many or from Italy or with American_s night. We ought to worry about the
out in Washijgton today, go to a shoe who had come from all over the world deficit. We ought to worry about the
store where they are repairing shoes, who were of the Jewish faith. I do not tax burden. We ought to worry about
go to a laundry, go into a restaurant, doubt somebody in 1900, and maybe a the regulatory burden. We ought to
even worry about the weather. But as
in the kitchen of a restaurant, go any lot of people, worried about it.
But look what happened. Did those of long as we preserve a systemwhich lets
place in America where people are getting their hands dirty, and do you us who came from other places prove ordinary people achieve extraordinary
know what they are going to discover? less worthy of being Americans than things, we do not have to worry that
the colonists? Did we find ourselves our country is somehow going to be diThey talk funiy.
People who work for a living in less worthy successors of the original minished when an immigrant has gotten here, succeeded, and put down
America often talk with distinct for- revolution? I do not think so.
I believe we have room for people roots and then wants to bring a sister
eigt accents. Do you know why? Because we have a welfare system that who want to come and work because or mother to America. If that is all you
rewar our own citizens for not work- America could not be America without have to worry about, you do not have a
ing. A lady in Washington, DC, with immigrants. The story that is un:quely problem in the world. Let me assure
one child on welfare, if she qualifies for AmerIcan is the story of people coming you, I do not worry about it. I do not
the four big programs, earns what to America to build their dream and to want to tear down the Statue of LIb$21,000 of income would be required to build the American dream. I have abso- erty. There is room in America for peobuy. I do not think It is fair to say be- lutely no fear that by people coming to ple who want to work.
I remember, as a closing thought, 3
cause people come to America and they America legally and to work—no one
are willing to work, when some Ameri- should come to America to go on wel- years ago I was chairma of the Nacans are not, that they are taking jobs fare—that America's future is going to tional Republican Senatorial Commitaway. I think that is our problem; that be diminished by that process. I believe tee, and we had a big event where we
is not their problem. I know how to fix their new vision, their new energy will invited our supporters from all over
that. I'he way tG fix it is to reform wel- transform our country, as it has always the country. I do not know whether it
transformed it, and we will all be rich- just happened to be the letter I sent
fare and, at least on my side of the er
for it.
out that time or what, but for some reaisle, there is unanimity we ought to
The bill before us tries to stop illegal rnarkable reason, about 80 percent
do that.
of
We have an obligation to the people who came to this particular
Let me also say that there is a provi- immigration.
control
the
borders
of
our
country.
event were first-generation Americans.
sion in the bill—and I am a strong supI am proud of the fact that in my As
a result, they all talked funny.
porter, of the underlying bill—that year
as chairman of Commerce. State.
So
we were about a day into the
changes law, a change that is needed, Justice
Appropriations Subcommittee. meeting and this sweet little lady from
and I congratulate our distinguished we began
the process to double the size Florida stood up in the midst of this
colleague, Senator SIMPSON. for his of the Border
and. we enhanced meeting and with all sincerity said to
leadership in this. He and I worked on the strength ofPatrol
that
action
this bill.
this together on the welfare bill. It is We deny people who come in
to America me, "Senator GRAMM. why do all the
part of this bill, and it is vitally impor- illegally welfare 'benefits, and we deny people here. talk funny?' Boy, there
was a collective gulp that you Could
tant.
those benefits to people who come here have heard 100 mile3
We change the law to say that you legally.
So I
We do not want people coming thought for a minute. and away.
in one of the
cannot come to America as an immi- to America to go on welfare.
better answers that I have given in my
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deportation. Under the language Bupez
that is now in the bill, without this Th2rnS
amcdment any kind of Federal assist- Byrd
ance may be a basis for deportation if Campbell
Coats
you receive it for 1 year.
Cochjn.
CoErad
For example, a student who would Coverdell
get a student loan, where the sponsor Craig
either had to have gone bankrupt or D'Amato

did not have the income, together with DeWbe
the income of the family that came in, Dole
that would be a basis for deportation. Domem
Eo
If in rural Kentucky or Illinois some- Parc1oth
Fejn_stej
one got rural transportation for elderly Ford
and the disabled, that would be a basis

for deportation. Th&t just does not

Gorto

Grm
Gzans

Grassley
Gregg

Eatc1

Hefl1
Helms

Htcj.so
Inhofe

Johnston

assebaun
Kempthorne

.y1
Lott

Luga
Mack

SENATE

McConefl
Murkowsjj

Mr. SIMPSON. I move

Nickles

motion on the table.

Por

agreed to.

S4417
to lay that

The motion to lay on the table was

Reid
Roth

AME'mMq'r NO.3776

Santor

The

s1po
Smith

5owe

5pecter
5tevenz
Thomas

Thompson

Thurmod

PRESIDtNG OFFIC.

The
pending question is amendment No.
3776 offered by the Senator FEINSTEIN.
The yeas and nays have been ordered,
and there will be 2 minutes of debate
equally divided.
The Senator from Cailforma is recog-

5helby

nized.

Mrs. FEINSTEfl Mr President, the
make sense. We keep the AFDC, SS1,
present law states that deportation nofood stamps, Medicaid, housing, ad
tices will be sent out in
and
State cash assistance. If you get any of
The amendment (No. 3809) was re- English. The bill coming Spanish
out of comthose for 1 year, you can be deported, jected.
mittee deletes this. So deportation nobut not any general Federal program.
Mr. KENNEDY Mr. President, I tices would be sent out in
English, esMr. SIMPSON addressed the Chair.
move to reconsider the vote.
sentially. There is no requirement in
The PRESU)ING OFFICER. The SenMr. SIMPSON. .1 move to lay that the law.
ator from Wyoming.
motion on the table.
we would do in this amendment
The motion to lay on the table was is What
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, one of
strike what is recomnlended and go
agreed
to.
the improvements made by the bill is
back to present law, so that deporta-.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President,- there tion notices are required
in the definition of "public charge" and
be sent out
"affidavits of support." The bill.defjnes will not be a necessity for two more in Spanish and English. to
The reason is
"public charge" with reference to tax- rollcajl votes: Only one will be re- because the great majority
.of illegal
payer-funded assistance for which eli- quired.
immigrants penetrating across the
gibility is based on need.
AMDNT NO 3r29
Southwest border speak Spanish, and
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, it is the overwhelmjng bulk of
Mr. President, I believe that this defdo not
inition is quite consistent with the my understanding that under the re- Speak English. Therefore,them
when they
general policy requiring self-suffi- vised langu&ge the Department
of receive a deportation
they
ciency of immigrants. Programs should Labor cannot initiate a compliance re- should be able to read it. notice,
So we would
not be limited to cash programs. The view, random or otherwise, on its own retain the 1angiage of present
law.
noncash programs are also a serious initiative.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, to reIf
the
Department
of
Labor
burden on the taxpayers. If the immireceives quire that all deportation notices be in
grant uses such taXpayerfundd assist- credible, material information, giving Spanish, as well as in English, when
ance, he or she is a public charge. How it reasonable cause to believe that an many deportees do not speak
else should the term ."public charge" employer has made a misrepresenta- but rather one of other scoresSpanish
of lanbe defined than someone• who has re- tion of a material fact on a labor cer- guages, and many Spanish
speakers do
ceived needs-based taXpayerfund as- tification application under section understand English, I think makes lit—
sistance? That person has not been 212(a)(5) of the flA, or had failed to tie sense.,
self-sufficient, as the American people comply with the terms and conditions
think you have to remember that it
bad a right to expect.
of such an application, then the De- isIUi
the INS's interest to guarantee
The PRESU)ING OFFICER. The Sen- partment of Labor may investigate that the subject of a deportation
order
that comp1ait, but only that com- understan what it is. Therefore,
ator's time has expired.
The question is on agreeing to the pIait.
today, all
tNS does is provide
The credible, material information translations,the
amendment No. 3809. The yeas and nays
or traxlzlators, whenever
have been ordered. The clerk will call may come from any source outside the necessary in any laiaguage, not just
the roll.
Department of Labor.
Spanish, but into whatever language is
Mr. KENNEDY. That is correct.
The legslative clerk proceeded to
appropriate. That is the essence.
Mr. SIMPSON. I urge the amendment most
can the roll.
So that we remove the word "shall." It
be
adopted.
Mr. LOTT. I announced that the SenMr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I hope is difficult to have someone delivered a
ator from Maine [Mr. COHEN] is necdeportation notice in English or Span•we could have a voice vote on this ish
essarily absent.
when they are Chinese. There is no
The PRESU)ING OFFICEL Are there amendment. We have ad)usted the requirement for it. They will be taken
amendment
to
respond
to
some
of the care of by the ENS through all types of
any other Senators in the Chamber de- concerns.
siring to vote?•
deportation
procedures,
including
Mr. SiMPSON. On behalf of our ma- translators.
The result was announced_yeas 36,
jority leader, I announce this will be The PRESU)tNG OFFICER.
nays 63, as follows:
The
the last vote this evening.
[Eollcail Vote No.97 Leg.)
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, all question is on agreeing to amendment
3776 offered by Senator
YEA&-36
this amendment does is provide equal No.
The
yeas and nays have been ordered.
Aka
Hatfield
treatment for the temporary workers The clerk
Bngarnan
HoU1g5
will call the roll.
Mcse1ey-Brau
and
the
permanent
workers
in
Bradley
terms of
Thouye
Moynihaii
The
assistant
legislative clerk called
the
eflforcement
procedures.
Breaux
.Jeflords
There has the roll.
Murray
ChaZee
Kennedy
been
a
recent
IG
report
outlining
Nuiin
the
Mr. LOrr. I announce that the SenKerrey
Pefl
difficulties and complexity. We have
Dodd
Kerty
Robb
ator
from Maine [Mr. COHEN] is necmodified
the
amendment,
Dorgan
and
I
would
Koh'
Rockefeller
essarily absent.
'ethgo1d
hope
that
it
would
be
adopted.
Lautenberg
Sarbanes
G1en
The result was announced_yeas 42,
Leah
The PRESUMNG OFFICER. Without
51non
Graham
Levin
nays 57, as follows:
Weflstoe
objection;
the
Senator's
Harkn
amendment
is
Llebermau
Wyden
agreed to.
[Rolicall Vote No.98 Leg.)
NOT VOTfl—i
.Cohe

-

-

Abraham
Ashcroft
Baacus

NAYS.—63
Bennett
Biden
Bond

Boxer
Brown
Bryan

So the amendment (No. 3829) was
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I

agreed to.

move to reconsider the vote.

-

Abraham

Akaka
B1ngazna
Boxer

YEAS-42
BreaQx

Bunipez
Byrd
CoDr34

D'Amato
Daschle
DeWl.e
Dodd
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Domanici
Feingold
Felnetein
Ford
Graham
Harkin
Hatch
Homngs
Hutchison
Inonye

Ashcroft
Bancus
Bennett
Biden
Bond

Bradley
Brown

Bryan
Burns
Campbell
Chafee

Coats
Cochran
Coverdeli
Craig
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Johnston

Murray
Fell

Kennedy
Kerrey

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Massachusetts.

Robb

Kerx

Rockefeller
Sarbanes
Simon

Kohl

Lantenberg
Liebennan
Mikuiski

Mr. KENNEDY. I thank Senator
SnPSoN and our other colleagues for
their attention and for their cooperation during the day. We had several
interruptions which were unavoidable.
We had an opportunity to debate several matters.
It does look like a sizable group remain. As of yesterday. there were 156

Snowe

Thomon

Moeeley-Brann
Moyniban

Wellstone
Wyden

NAYS—57
Prist

Mack
McCaln
McConnell
Murkowaki
Nickies
Roan

Glenn
Gorton
Graram
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatdleld
Heflin
Helms
Inhofe
Jefforda

amendments, so we have disposed probably of 6 or 8 and we are down to 28. So

Premier
Pryor

we are moving at least in the right direction. From my own knowledge from
some of our colleagues, they have indicated a number of these are place hold-

Reid

Roth
Santorazn
Shelby

era:

Slnion

Kusebaum

We will have some very important
measures
to take up for debate tomorDole
Leaby
Stevena
row,
and
we
will look forward to that
Dorgan
Levin
Thomas
and to a continuing effort to reach asBron
Lott
Thurmond
FairclOth
Luger
commodation - on the areas where we
Warner
can and to let the Senate speak to the
NOT VOTING—i
areas we cannot.
Cohen
Mr. President, I thank my colleague
• So the amendment (No. 3776) was re- and friend from Wyoming and all of our
Smith
Specter

Kempthorne

Ky

-

jected.

We will look forward to addressMr. DOLE. Mr. President, I suggest staffs.
ing these issues on tomorrow.
I thank the Chair.
The

the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDiNG OFFICER.
clerk will call the roil.

-

-

-

I suggest the absence of a quorwri.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The legislative clerk proceeded to
clerk will call the roll.
call the roil.
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I ask
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
•

-

-

unanimous consent that the order for unanimous consent that the order for

the quorum call be rescinded.
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is 80 ordered.
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I
-

thank all of my colleagues, especially
Senator KENNEDY, my fellow floor man-

ager on that side of the aisle, for the
extraordinary support and assistance

today in moving the issue along..
Now I am going to propound a unani-

mona consent-request. I have shared

this with my fellow nager so that

we might move tomorrow to what I

think will be a conclusion hopefully of
this legislation, or at least a portion of
it. a large portion of it.
I ask nnriimous consent that the fol-

lowing amendments be the only re-

maining amendments in order prior to
the vote on the Simpson amendment,
as -amended, provided that all provisions of rule
remain in order not-

withstanding this agreement. And I
hereby state the amendments: Abra-

ham. Abraham, DeWine, Bradley,- Graham, Graham, Graham, Graham—four

Graham amendments—Leahy, Bryan,

Har]n,, three Simpson amendments,

Chaiee, Hutchison, DeWine again, Graham, Gramm of Texas, Senator Simon

two, Senator Wellstone -two, Senator
Kennedy two, Reid. Robb, Feinstein

No. 3777, Simpson No. 3853, and Simp-

son No. 3854.

-

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair. -

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. I would
ask approval of that agreement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
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Reid amendment No. 3865 (to amendment
No. 3743), to authorize asylum or refugee sta-

tus, or the withholding of deportation, for
individuals who have been threatened with
an act of female genital mutilation.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. •SPSON Mr. President, I
thank my colleagues. I thank the ranking member, Senator KENNEDY. I think

we are in a position, now, to perhaps
conclude this measure, at least on the

so-called Simpscn amendment, today.

We had some 156 amendments proposed a day ago. We are down to about
30 today. Some are known in the trade
as place, holders—pot holders or what-

ever might be appropriate, some of

them. Nevertheless we .' will proceed
today. The debate will take its most
important turn, and that is the issue of
verification; that is the issue of .the
birth certificate. and the driver's 11cense, changes that were made yester-

day and adopted unanimously by voice
vote in this Chamber. We will deal with
that issue.
But one thing has to be. clearly said

-

because I am absolutely startled at

some of the misinformation that one
hears in the well from the proponents

and opponents of various aspects of un-

migration reform. It was said yeterday, by a colleague nnm.rned because I

have the greatest respect for this perIMMIGRATION CONTROL AND FI- son that tomorrow to be prepared to
NANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT -be sure that we do not put any burden
OF 1996

The PRES]DNG OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate will now
resume consideration of S: 1664, which
the clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:

on employers by making employers ask
an employee for documents.

That has been on the books since

1986. I couid not believe my ears. Some-

one else was listening to it with great

attention. I hope we at least are be-

yond that point. Today the American

A bill (S. 1664) to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to increase control over employer -has to ask their employee,
immigration to the United States by increas- the person see&ing a job, new hire, for
Ing- border patrol and investigative personnel documentation. There are 29 docuand detention. facilities. Improving the sys- ments to establish either worker autem used by, employers to verify citizenship thorization or identification. And then,

or work-authoed alien status, increasing aiso, an 1-9 form which has been re-

penalties for alien smuggling and document
fraud, and reforming asylum, exclusion, and

quired since that date, too. In •other
words, yes, you do have to furnish a
deportation law and procedures; to reduce document
to an employer, a one-page
the use of welfare by aliens; and for other
form indicating that you are a citizen
purposes.
the United States of America or auThe Senate resumed. consideration of. of
thorized to work. That has been on the
the bill.
books, now, for nearly 10 years. 1.1 we
Pending:

Dole (for Simpson) amendment No. 3743, of cannot get any further in the debate
than that, •then someone is seriously
a perfecting nature.
Simpson amendment No. 3853 (to amend- distorting a national issue. Not only
Inent No. 3743), relating to pilot projects on that, but someone is feeding them
systems to verify eligibility for employment enough to see that it remains disIn the United States and to verify immigxa- torted.
tion status for purposes of eligibility for pub.
So when we are going to hear the ar-

lic assistance or certain other government gument the employer should not be the
benefits.
-

Simpson amendment No. 3854 (to amend-

ment No. 3743), to define "regional project"

watchdog of the world, what this bill

does is take the heat off of the em-

to mean a project conducted in an area ployer. Instead of digging around
which includes more than a single locality through 29 documents they are going

but which is smaller than an entire State.
to have to look at 6. If the pilot proSimon amendment No. 3810 (to amendment gram works, and we find it is doing
No. 3743), to exempt from deeming reQuire- well, and is authentIc and accurate,
ments immigrants who are disabled after enthen the 1—9 form is not going to be retering the United States.
Feinstein/Boxer amendment No. 3T77 (to quired. That is part of this.
amendment No. 3743, to provide funds for the

Then yesterday .you took the real

construction and expansion of physical bar- burden ofT of the employer, and I think
riers and Improvements to roads in the bor- it was a very apt move. We said, now,
der area near San Diego. California.

that if the employers are in good faith
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in asking for documents and so on, and anything else but improving that proc..

have no intention to discriminate, that
they are not going to be heavily fined,
or receive other penalties. That was a
great advantage to the employer.
So I hope the staffs, if there are any
watching this procedure, do not simply
load the caniion for their principal, as
we are called by our staff—and other
things we are called by our staff—prin-

Mr. FEflqGOLD. Thank you, Mr.
ess in the system is really a distortion President.
of what is in the bill and a distortion of
what is intended by the proposal before
the Senate. So I will welcome the opportunity to join with my colleague on
this issue.

It has been mentioned, as we are

awaiting our friend and colleague from
Vermont, who is going to present
cipals, that they load the cannon not amendment, that what we have now an
is
to come over here and tell us what is rea.lly the first important and sigxiifigoing to happen to employers having to cant effort to try to deal with these

ask for identity, having to prove the breeder documents, moving through
person in front of them is a citizen or the birth certificate, hopefully on tamauthorized to work, unless you want to per-proof paper. Hopefully that, will
get rid of employer sanctions and get begin a long process of helping and asrid of the 1-9. Those things have been sisting develop a system that will move
on the books for aimost 10 years.

us as much as we possibly can toward a

With that, I hope that is a starting counterfeit,-free system. not oniy in
point we take judicial notice thereof.

terms of the cards but also in terms of

•

The PRESmING OFFICER. The Sen- the information that is going to be put
on those cards.
We hear mary of our colleagues talk

ator from Massachuset
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, my
friend and colleague has stated absolutely accurately what the current
state of the law is. For those who have
questions about it, all they have to do

about: Let us just get the cards out

there. But unless you are going to be
serious about looking at the backup,
you are not reaiiy going to be serious
is look at the Immigration and Nation- about
developing a system. That is
ality Act, section 274. that spells out what this legislation does. It goes back
the requirements of employment in the to the roots, to try to develop the auUnited States. I will not take the time thorftative and definitive birth certifito go through that at this particular cate and to ensure the paper and other
moment, but for those 'who doubt or possible opportunities for counterfeitquestion any of the points the Senator ing will be effectively e1ixninted, o
has made, it is spelled out very clearly reduced dramatically. .Then the develin section 274(a).
opment of these tamperproof cards;
That is why' we have the 1—9 list, then the other provisions which are inwhich is the list. A, B, and C. This is cluded in here, and that is the pilot
the part of the problem which 'we hope programs to try.to find out how we can
win be remedied with the Simpson pro- move toward greater truth in verificaposal, and that is there will be 3ust the tion that the person who is presenting

six cards. You have list A. you can it is really the person it has been 'is-

show one of these items, because under sued, to. and other matters. But that is
the law you have to have identity and really the heart of this program.
employment eligibility. You can have 'Frankly, if we cut away at any of
one of the 10 items on A. Or you can those, then I think we seriously underhave an item listed on B and an item mine, an important oppOrtiniity to
listed on C. in ordermo conform with make meaningful progress on the
the current law. As has been pointed whole issue of limiting the illegal im-

out both in the hearings as well as in
the Consideration and the presentation
of this legislation, and the consideration of the Judiciary Committee, the
result is that there is so much mischief
that is created with -the reproduction

migration flow. As we all know, the
magnet is jobs. As long as that magnet
is out there, there is going to be a very
substantial flow, in spite of what I
.

think are the beefed-up efforts of the
border patrol and other steps which

and colmtereit of these particular have been taken.

,

cards that they have become almost Mr. President, I suggest the absence
mean_ingless as a standard by which an of a quorum..
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
employer is able to make a judgment
as to the legitimacy of the applicant in DEWnqE). The clerk will call the roll..
The assistant legislative clerk proorder to.. ensure that Americans are
going to get the jobs. Also it makes ceeded to call the roll.
complex the problems of discthüna-

May 1, 1996

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I ask

tion, which we talked about yesterday. unanhinouz consent that the order for
It is to address this issue that other the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
provisions in the Simpson proposal—
the six cards. have been developed as objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LEAEY. Mr. President, I underhave other procedures which have been stand
the distinguished Senator from
outlined. But if there is any question Wisconsin
has asked for time' in mornin the minds of any of our colleagues, ing business.
I will yield for that purthere is the requirement at the present pose.
time, specified in law, to show various
Mr. FEflcGOLD. Mr. President, I ask
documents as a condition of employ- u.xianimous
consent to speak as in
ment. That exists, as the Senator said, morning business
for 5 mjnutes.
today. And any representation that we
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
are somehow, or this bill, somehow is objection, it is so ordered. The Senator
altering that or changing that or doing is recognized.

S4468
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brought about, are not appropriate. We
are not bringing this amendment to in

any way condone, or encourage, or
stimulate wrongful hirings of people

who are not in this country under proper documentation.
The question is, how do we best address that problem, and how do we do

it in the least intrusive fashion? Already this bill contains a variety of
AMENDMENT NO. 3752 TO AMENDMENT NO.

provisions which will have, I think, a

3743

Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I send marked impact on addressing the prob-

an amendment to the desk and ask for lem. In the bill we already increase
its immediate consideration.
substantially the number of Border PaThe PRESIDThG OFFICER. The trol employees, people patrolling the
clerk will report.
borders, to prevent iflegal aliens from
The assistant clerk read as follows:
entering the country.
Mr. President, in the bill we already
The Senator from
Michigan [Mr.
ABaAHAr), for himself, Mr. FEINGOLD, Mr. addressed a very serious problem alDEWINE, Mr. INHOFE, Mr. MACK, Mr. L0Tr, luded to by the Senator from New JerMr. LIEBERMAN, and Mr. NICKLES, proposes sey, people who overstay their visas,
an amendment numbered 3752 to amendment and constitute some 50 percent of the
No. 3743.
illegal alien population by for the first
Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask time imposing sharp, stiff penalties on
unamznous consent that reading of the those who violate the visa rules. In adamendment be dispensed with.
dition, as we dealt with on numerous
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without occasions yesterday, Mr. President, we
objection,, it is so ordered. have attempted to address the issue of
The amendment is as follows:.
access to public assistance for- noncitiStrike sctions 111—115 and 118.
zens, and particularly for illegal aliens,
'

Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask as a way of discouraging some who

unanimous consent that Senator NIcj- may have come to this country, or who
LES be added as a cosponsor for the might consider doing so for purposes of

amendment.
The PRESIDThG OFFICER.. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, the
amendment I proposed is cosponsored,

accessing our social service programs.

In addition, under the bill, we have
dramatically, I think, moved tO try to
expedite the deportation of criminal
aliens, a" very substantial part of our
in addition to myself, by Senators current alien community, and by defiFEINoLn, DEWXNE, Lorr, MACK, nition, in the case of those who have

committed serious offenses, individuals
Mr. President,' our amendment does who are deportable, and thus no longer
basically two things. First, it ' would appropriate to be in the country.
strike sections 111 through 115 of the
I believe these steps, combined with
bill, which would currently begin to other provisions in the legislation,
implement a national identification move us a long way down the road to• system.
ward addressing the concerns we have
Second, the amendment would strike about the wrongful hiring of illegal
a related provision, section 118 of the aliens. I think we need to understand
bill, which would require State driver's the provisions that pertain to verificalicenses and birth certificates to con- tion, which, at least in this Senator's
form to new Federal regulations and judgment, are a very obvious example
standards.
of a highly intrusive approach that wili
Mr. President, I intend to devote at not have much of an effect on the probleast my opening statement here today lerns that we confront.
to the first Senate provisions that we
Frankly, Mr. President, what we,
seek to strike with this amendment, confront in this country 'is less, in my
those- which pertain to the national judgrnen, of a case of an innocent emidentification system. Senator DEW, ployer who has been somehow deceived,
while in addition to commenting on or baffled by a clever alien. We have
those sections, will be speaking in largely confronted a situation in which
more specific terms about the drivei's some form of complicity takes. place
license andbirth certificate provisions between employers who are looking for
I recognize that we are not under a ways to hire less expensive labor, and
time agreement and that it will be the illegal aliens who have no choice in
option of the Presiding Officer in terms terms of the options available to them.
of floor debate. But we hope Senator So what we ind is intent on the part of
DEWDE will have an opportunity fol- the employer, and, obviously, a willinglowing my remarks to be recognized ness on the part of the illegal alien to
soon so that he may comment on that be an employee.
portionS of the bill which he has parThis identification system is not
ticularly been focused on.
going to do very much to address that
That said, Mr. President, let me just problem because no matter what type
begin by making it clear that those of of identification document is used,
us proposing- this amendment consider whether it is a birth certificate, a drivthe hiring of illegal aliens to be a er's license, an fl) card, a Social Secuwrong thing: We think wrongful rity card, or anything else, at least in
hirings, no matter how they might be my judgment, it is not going to matter
LIEBERMAN, I.NHOFE, and NICKLES.

-

•

-
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if the employer's objective is to hire a

First, it is extremely unfair and cost.-

-

However,

S4469.
it is not just the employers

lower priced employee who happens. to ly to honest employers. Any kind of who will suffer through a system of
be an illegal alien because, whatever system that involves verifying new em- verification as set forth in the legisla-

the system is, it will be circumvented ployees prior to hiring them in the tion; it is also the workers, the emintentionally to accomplish the objec- fashion that is suggested here will be ployees, U.S. citizens who will now be
tive of trimming down. on overhead.
costly. The employer must phone a 1—
to a verification system that,
As a consequence, to a large extent, 800 number in Washington, or some- subjected
in
my
judgment,
cannot be perfected
the system, no matter how effectively place else to determine whether an in- accurately enough
to avoid massive
it is perfected, is not going to reaily dividual's name is in the- database, or problems, dislocations
and anhappy rehave much impact on the large part of •the person who is the employer must sults for countless American
citizens.
the problem we confront with regard to develop some type of, or require some
As
I
have
said,
there
is
no
way such
the hiring of illegal aliens. In my judg- type of, computer interface system, a system can really be effective
unless
ment, that makes the cost of this pro- whatever it might be. These are addi- there is, first, a national datà.base.
gram greatly disproportionate to any tional business costs that will fall Such a national database, no matter
potential benefit 'it might have in hard—especially hard—on small busi- how accurately constructed, is bound
terms of reducing the population of ilat a time when I think this Con- to be riddled with errors. Indeed, some
legal aliens who are improperly em- nesses
gress
at
least in its rhetoric has been of the very small projects the INS has
ployed.
launched have been discovered
I also say in my opening today that talking about trying to make the bur- aiready
we have taken, I think, with the densome costs on small business less to have error rates, in terxns of names
in the database, as high as 28 percent.
amendment, with the provisions of the cumbersome.
In addition, there will be a very dis- Now, I hope that we could do better
bill that were sustained yesterday in
than 28 percent, but let us just consider
the vote with respect to providing em- proportionately costly burden on those if
the database had an error margin Of
ployers with a shield against discrimi- types of small businesses that have a
percent and let us also consider that
nation cases, a further tool that 'will high turnover of employees. And there 1that
wa$ a national program. That
a number of them in virtually
allow employers who are innocent to are
would
be 600,000 hirings per year that
every
one
of
our,
States,
whether
it
is
take the steps necessary to avoid hirbe basicailyderajied due to error
ing unintentionally, people who are the small fast •food restaurant, or would
in the database. -"
meant-- to be hired under the current whether it is the sea.sonal type of small rates
business. The list is endless of those The project, of cou.rse,:is not a nalaws.
That is the backdrop, Mr: President. kinds of businesses which have huge tional program to begin with, but 1
We have bfg Government, an expansive amounts of turnover in terms of their percent of any sizable regional project
Government, an intrusive Government employee ranks. For each of those is going to mean that U.S. citizens who
entitled to 'be hired will not' be
solution being brought. to bear in a cir- under a verification system we are add- are
hired
and be placed in limbo because of
ing
additional
costs
and
additional
burcwnstance where I do not think it is
.experiinental program.
going to do much good. For that rea- dens that must be borne regardless of this
Again; though, Mr. President, this is
son, I think the verification system is the circwstances.
But really, Mr. President, this is an not going to be a problem in the case of
headed in the wrong direction.
hired by employers who
This approach is flawed, and it is, in unfunded mandate on these small busi- illegal alienschoose
to do so because
my judgment, overextensive in the way nesses, on businesses in general, on em- knowingly
will not be subjected to this verit is structured in the bill right now ployers in general, whoever they might they
process.
without any definition as to the dimen- be. And, in my judgment, it sets a very ification
sions that such pilot programs are en- bad precedent because it would be for If we were to have this margin of
were to even• have a small
visioned in the bill might encompass, the, first time the case that we would error, if we
of American citizens denied
it has the potential to be a very, very require people to affirniatively seek handful
employment under these provisions, we
large program. What is the region? And permission to hire an employee.
To me, Mr. President, that is a gigan- would set in motion what I think
how advanced are all regions in an enbe an 'extraordinarily costly
tire quarter of the country? The bifl tic step in the direction of big govern-' would
does - not specify how large the pilot ment that we should not take. I do not process for those employers and emso affected.
think we want to subject employers, no ployees
programs might be.
Is it right to impose a system that
So for those reasons we believe that matter how, or how many employees
the verification part of this legislation they . have, to this new-found respon- would in fact mean that U.S. citizens
or legal permanent residents who are
is unnecessary and should be struck.
sibility to affirmatively seek permi- entiUed
to work would be potentially
Let me talk more specifically about sion to hire employees.
why the costs are going to be greater Again, though, the people who win put on hold for weeks to months while
than the benefits under the program.
pay these costs and suffer these bur- the system's database is corrected? I
First, Mr. President, even though dens are going to be the honest em- think that is wrong. I think it is the
wrong direction to go. Anybody who
this is a potential pilot program, it ployers.
seems to me, it is impossible to effecThose who are dishonest, those who has dealt with computer databases
tively run a pilot program of this type would hire illegal aliens knowingly knows the potential for error in these
unless a national database is collected. will not engage in any of these ex- types of systems. In my judgment, to
That national database check is going penses, will not undertake any of these 'invite that kind of high cost on the emto be a very extensive step in the direc- steps because, obviously, their intent is ployees and employers of this country
tion of a national identification sys- to circumvent the law, whatever it would be a huge mistake.
tem.
might be. They are doing it today. So those are the first two issues to
Furthermore, Mr. President, it seems They will do it whatever the system is consider, the first two. The victims are
the honest, play-by-the-rules employto me, given the enormous downstroke that we come up with.
ers and employees or potential employcost of developing that kind of system,
So
what
we
are
talking
about
in
that there will be an enormous amount short is a very costly, very cum- ees who want to play by the rules.
of pressure on us to continue building bersome, very burdensome new respon- They are going to be the victims. They
the system into a national system in sibility on employers in this country are going to pay a high cost.
So, too, Mr. President, will the taxthe very near future. Indeed, that is that will disproportionately fall on the
the direction that the sponsors of the shoulders of those employers who are payers pay a high cost for this, in eflegislation in both the House and Sen- playing by the rules instead of those fect, unfunded niandate, because just
ate had originally envisioned. But the who are breaking them. As I say, Mr. building the database capable of hanbottom line in terms of the costs of the President, it will, for the first time, re- dling any kind of sizable regional
program really falls on three cat- quire employers to affirmatively seek project will cost hundreds of millions
egories of U.S. citizens that we need to permission to hire employees, seek of dollars. The question is, is it going
to produce the results that are being
focuon today.
that permission from Washington.
-

'

-

—

suggested? I would say no.

-
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As I have indicated already, those
those who break the law. The bill that am going to have a chart, but let me
who want to circumvent a system will
'

the committee reported out is a good read from the bill. My colleagues who
circuinvent this system, and they will bill as well. There are, however, several are
the Chamber, my colleagues who
do so intentionally. Meanwhile, the provisions in this bill—and this amend- are in
in their offices watching on TV,
I
taxpayers will be footing a very sub- ment deals with these provisions—we
stantial bill for a system that can be believe, frankly, are misguided and ask them to listen to the words beI think, frankly, they are going
easily avoided by those employers and that are targeted and will have the cause
illegal alien employees who wish to do undue burden not on the lawbreakers to be very surprised.
No Federal agency, including but not Jimso.
but we believe will have an undue bur- ited to the Social Security Administration
I intend to speak further on this den,
unfair burden on the other law- and the Department of State and no State
amendment this morning, but let me abiding
citizens in this country. Let agency that issues driver's licenses or identjjust summarize my initial comments. I me discuss these at this point.
fication documents may accept for any offibelieve we should strike these verificaMy colleague from Michigan has clal purpose a copy of. a birth certificate as
tion procedures. I believe that 'the cost talked about the employer verification defined in paragraph 5 unless it is issued by
of imposing these programs even on a system. What is now in the bill is a a State or local authorized custodian of
trial, basis is going to be excessive. I' pilot project. .1 am going to discuss this records and it conforzns to standards prefeel as if it leads us in the direction' of at greater length later on in this de scribed in paragraph B.
Paragraph B, then, basically is the
big Government,. big Government ex-' bate, but let me state. at this point
pansion 'and the imposition of costly experience in this area comes from & Federal prescribed standards. The buFederal regulations and burdens,, espe- different but related field, and that is reaucracy will issue those'regulations
cially.on. small- businesses that they do. the area of criminal record systemS. ' Agaiji, we are saying no Federal agency
not need at this time. started my career as a county prosecu- could issue this,, and "No State agency
believe .that the tough standards we tor, and I became involved in the prob- that issues driver's licenses or identihave placed in the bill to deal with ille- lem with the criminal record system. fication documents may accept for any
gal aliens, conbined. with some of' the.. In fact,. I discussed this at length 'With official purpose." Those are the key
words.
other - relief that has 'been granted- to the current occupant of the chair.
employers to try' to ferret out those I have seen, as other Members have; .Let me turn to what I consider to be
who should .not be employed, are the how difficult it is .to bring our crjynil,2.1 the first problem connected with this
sorts - of safeguards that - will have the record system up to date, to make sure language It is a States rights issue. We
least intrusive' effect on those who play that it is accurate. We have spent hun- hear a lot of discussion on this floor
by the rules. The costs of' this verifica-. dreds of millions of dollars in this about States rights. This seems to be
tion system, in- my' judgment, far out— country to try to bring our. criminal the tine and the year when we are tryweigh any potential 'benefits. For those record system up to snuff so that when ing to return power to the. local jurisreasons, I'urge my colleagues to sup- a police officer or parole' officer or the dictions, return power to the people. It
port our effort to strike these provi- judge setting, bond makes 'a life and is ironic that the language of this bill
sions.
death decision-,--that is what it is m&ny as it is currently written goes in just
At this point, as I said Mr. Presi- times—about whether to turn, someone the opposite direction. Although we ofdent, I - realize we are, not on a time out 'or not turn, them out, they have tentimes talk about the '10th amendagreement to: yield time, but I know good; .reliable information. We have ment, I cannot think of a more clear
the Senator from Ohio would like to improved our system' and we are get- violation of the 10th amendment than
'speak- to another part of this. so'l yield ting it better, but we still have a long, 'the language that we have in front of
us today. This' is the language that perthe floor.
long way. to go.
'Mr. DEWINE addressed the Chair.
If, when the stakes are so high in the tains directly to the States.
.

'I

-

-

-

-

The' -- PRESIDING OFFICER
GREG<). The Senator from Ohio.

'.no State agency that issues driver's IIcriminal system, and that is a finite
or identification documents, may ac-system—we are dealing with a rel-., censes
for any offcia1 purpose a copy of a birth
'Mr. DeWINE,I thank the Chair. I rise atively small' number of people—if we cept
certificate. . unless
'(Mr.

today tosupport -this amendment.
The Senator from Michigan has discussed very: eloquently -the problems
-that we see with the employer verifica- tion section of the bill. 'I am going to
talk-in' a moment about a related problem, a problem that we see in -the part
of the. bill that will require for. the. first
time,' in essence, .a national birth certificate, a national driver's license.
Before we- -discuss these parts of the
bill; however, let me start by congratulating my colleague from Wyoming. He

said something about "hour 'ago on

-

-

this 'floor that is absolutely correct We
are- going to pass an illegal inunigration bill, 'and after - we. have had our
way with the amendments, one way or
the other, we are going to pass a.bill. It

is going to be a good bill, and it is
going to be a real tribute to his work
'over the years, and his work on this

particular bill.
Make no mistake about' it: This bill
has very, very strong provisions, strong
provisions that are targeted directly at
-

the 'problem of illegal immigration.

The bill that the Senator reported from
the subcommittee, because of his great

work and the other members 'of the

subcommittee, is a strong bill targeted

at illegal immigration, targeted at

is issued by a State
have, such a difficult tine getting it or local government itregistrar
and it conright in that. system, can you imagine forms to standards.. . promulgated by the
how difficult it is going to be for us to Federal 'agency designated by the Presi-

-

create an entirely new database, a dent...
much, much larger database? How . Listen to the language, "No State
many millions are- we going to have to agency that issues driver's licenses or
spend to do that. and what are the identification documents, may accept
chances we are- going to get it right, 'for any official purpose. * * " We are
and get it right in .a short period of telling a State in one of the basic func-

time? So 'I.support the comments of my tions .of government, one of their oldest
colleague from Michigan in regard to functions, the issuance of birth certifithis national database, in regard to cates, and' other functions we rely on
this national verification system.
States to do, issuing driver's licenses;
Let me now turn to another part of we are turning to them and saying you
this bill, a part that is addressed also cannot accept documents except as preby' this 'same 'amendment we are now scribed by the Federal Government. We
debating. This section has to do with are telling .that agency, we are telling
,the creation, for the first time, - of 'a that State. what they can and cannot
federally prescribed birth - certificate accept. This, I think, is going in the
and the creation for the first time of a wrong direction.
federally prescribed driver's license.
I am not a constitutional scholar but
Under the bill as currently written, I think it has clear problems with the
on the floor now, all birth certificates 10th amendment if anything has any
and all driver's licenses would have to prob1ms with the. 10th amendment.
meet Federal -standards. For the first You tell the State what they can ac'time in our' history, Washington, this cept and what they cannot accept for
'Congress, would tell States how they thefr own purposes. ''
produce documents to identify their
Let me move, if I could, to another
own citizens: Let me read, if I could, proNem that I see with this provision.
directly from the law, or the bill as it The second problem, I will call it sort
has been introduced arid as it is in of a nonmonetary problem, the nonfront of us today. Then in a moment I nlonetary cost. This bill as currently
-
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written, going to the national driver's ple are going to have to do. it is one
the complaints we are going
license, going to a national birth cer- more step back to get a new birth cér- toImagine
get in regard to that.
tificate, is going to cause a tremendous tificate for them. How many People get
Getting married, turning 16 and getamount of anguish and tremendous married each year? I do not know, but ting
a driver's license, wanting to go
amount of inconvenience for the Amer- each one of these people will be af- on Social
Securitythese are just.
ican people. It is the American people fected.
three examples of how this is going to
who are abiding by the law who are
Let me give a second example. What
in the real world.
really going to be punished by this. happens when you turn 16 years of age? work
I
think
it. is important to remember
This is, in essence, what the bill says. You ask any teenager. They will ten that this is
an attempt to deal with a
It says to the approximately 260-some you that in most States at least they problem
not created by the people who
miflion Americans, each presumably get the opportunity to try to get a we are, in'
essence, punishing by this
who has a birth certificate somewhere, driver's license. How many of us have
language,
not
created by the teenager
that your birth certificate is still valid, had that experience, gone down with or his or her parents
who turned 16, not
it is stifl valid, you just cannot use it their child or, if we remember that created by the senior
who
for anything, or almost anything. If long ago, •ourselves, trying to get a turned 65 and wants Social citizen
Security.
you want to use that birth certificate, driver's license? How many people had
How many times are we going to
you have to get a new one. You have to to stand in line? I do not think it is have
call us saying, "I certainly
get a new one that conforms to what unique to my experience, or the experi- hope people
didn't vote for that bill, Senthe bureaucracy has said the new birth ence of my friends. You go and stand in ator."you
"I certainly hope, Congressman,
certificate must conform to.
you
didn't
vote for that bill."
line
and
it
takes
a
while.
Imagine
your
Your old birth certificate is no good.
or my constituent, our Let me turn to another cost, because
You can keep it at home, you can keep constituent
family members going down with our this is a costly thing,. and we will talk
it stored n your closet or wherever child
the age of 16, standing in line just for a moment about the costs inyou have it, that is OK,-it is still 'valid, at the at
DM11.
get to the head of the curred in the whole reissuing of birth
but if you want to use it to get a pass- line. You haveWe
a
birth
cel'tfficate. And certificates. You can just imagine how
port or you want to use it for any pur- the clerk looks at you
says, many million new birth certificates are
pose, you cannot do that. You have to "Sorry." You say, "What's.and
wrong?
I going to have to be issued. Somebody
go back and get a new birth certificate. have this birth certificate."
has to pay for that.
What am I talking about in the real
is true the CBO has said this does
They
say,
"No,
we
are
sorry.
This
is
world where we all live and oir con- not one of the new federally prescribed notIt come
under the new law we passed,
stituents live? Let me give three exam- birth certificates. This was ,issued
because under that law, you have to be

ples, real World examples of inconvenago. This doesn't conform. It
ience and problems that this is going years
work. The Federal law says we
to cause. Every year, millions of Amer- doesn't
accept that birth certificate."
icans get married and many of them cannot
You then leave and either go back to
change their names. To have a name the
place your child was born or write
change legally accepted by •Social Se- to the
your child was born and
curity—this is the law todaytoday, to you getplace
that birth certificate.
have a name change legally

16

up to $50 miflion of unfunded mandates
per year before it is aabeled an un-

funded mandate. But that does not
mean it is not an uiffunded mandate,

nor does it mean it is not a cost to
local or State government. Nor does it
mean it is not going to be a cost to

accepted
We live in a very mobile society. I al- citizens. Let me go through a little bit
by Social Security or by the IRS, today ways
things to my own experi- on the cost.
you must show a marriage certffica ence. relate
If you look at the language in the
In
the
case of our children, that
plus birth certificate. That is the law
bill,
the idea behind the language is
means
we
would
have
to
go
back
to
today.
OH; we would have to go very good, and that is to get birth cerThis amendment win not change Hamilton,
back, for one of them, to Lima, OH; one tificates that-are tamper-free. We took
that. But here is how it will affect it. to
Springfield, OH; one to Springfield, the opportunity to contact printers
If this bifl becomes law, the birth cerVA,
a couple to Xenia, OH. You would and to talk to thernto find out, under
tificate you currently have is.no good
language of this bill, what a State
and you will not be able to use it for have to go back in each case to where the
would have to do.
that
child
was
born
and
go
back
to
the
this purpose. You are going to have to
there is discretion left to
go back to your origin, the place of health department or whatever the is- theAlthough
bureaucracy
how this is going to
suing
agency
was
of
the
State
to
get be Implementedinand
your birth. You are going to have to do
the States are
as Mary and Joseph did, you are going that birth certificate.
Once• you got the -birth certiuiôate, going to have some option about how it
to have to go back to where you came
is done, the printers we talked
from, where you were born, or at least you then have to get In line at the there is anywhere from 10 to 18totosaid
20
DM11.
That
is
how
it
is
going
to
work
you are going to have to do this by in the real world. Let me give one
different safety features that one
more would expect
mail, or in some way contact that
to be included in this new
county where you were born, because example.
birth certificate.
When
people
turn
65
in
this
country,
the birth certificate they gave your they have an opportunity to
Let me just read some of the things
receive that
parents 20 years ago, 25 years ago, you
they are talking about. .1 am not
Social
Security
aaid
they
have
the
op- going to bore everyone with the
cannot use that anymore, because that
to get Medicare. One of the tails. We have two pages worth of deis what this bill says. They are going portunity
difthings
you
have to do, obviously, is ferent types of things:
to have to issue you a new one and you
prove
your
age.
How
many
people,
Mr.
are going to have to go back and get President, who turn 65 in 1996, live
Thermochronijc ink—colored ink
in which is sensitive to
that new birth certificate. I think that
heat created by
the
same
county
they
lived
in
is going to be a shock to many people they were born? I suzpect notwhen human touch or frictional abrasion.
too
when they decide they want to get many.
When activated, the ink will disappear
married.
or change to another color.
How
shocked
they
are
going
to
be
June is historically the most popular
Abrasion th.k—a white transparent
when
they
go
in
to
Social
Security
month, we are told, for weddings. My they present a birth certificate and and ink which is difficult to see, but win
So- fluoresce under ultraviolet light expowife Fran and I were married in June
so I guess we are average, with a num- cial Security says, "Sorry. Yeah, you sure.
in line for half an hour; sorry,
Chemical voids—incorporated into
ber of miflion other Amerjca.. If this waited
can't take this birth certificate."
bill passes, I do not think it is too we"Why
the paper must be iirzages that will exnot?
I
have
had
this
certificate
much to say that June will not only be for 65 years."
hibit a hidden multuinguaj void mesknown as the month of weddings, peothat appears when alterations are
"No, Congress passed a law 2, 3 years sage
ple getting married, it will also be the ago.
attempted with chemical ink eradiYou
can't
use
this
birth
certificate
bleach or hypochjorjtes
month where people will have to stand
You have to go get a new cators,
in line, because that is really what peo- anymore.
A fourth example: Copy ban and void
one."
Pantograph.
-
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A fifth example: Fluorescent ink.

Mrs.
Chair,

FEINSTEIN

addressed

the

May 1, 1996

Here is a trade school diploma that is

A sixth example: High-resolution latent images.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenA seventh example: Secure lock.
ator
from California.
And on and on and on This is not Mrs.
FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I
something, as I say, that is brain surto oppose the• Abraharn-Feingold
gery. It is not something that cannot rise
Let me not mince words,
be done. It is something that clearly amendment.
This
amendment,
in my view, is a bill
can be done. But let no one think this killer, it is a bill gutter,
it decimates
is not going to cost millions and mil- the foundation of employer sanctions.
lions of dollars, and someone is going It will provide, if it passes, a bill that
to pay for it.
is gutless, toothless, aged, and will not
The American people are going to

forged. If this were handed to me, I
would have no vay of knowing.
Here is an achievement test certificate for high school from the State of
Indiana. If this were handed to me as
an employer, when I asked the ques-

tion, "are you qualified to work in this
country?" how would I know? I would
not.
Here is another forged divorce certificate. If this were handed to me, I
work.
pay for it one way or the other. They We must make employer sanctions would not know. Why would I not' Beare going to pay for it if the local gov- work, And let me tell you why. The cause the industry is very sophistiernment eats up the cost or absorbs the reason why is, take my State, Califor- cat.ed.
Here are some of the preliminary forcost, and that is going to be what we ma. We have 2 million people in Calilike to refer to as an unfunded man- fornia illegally. How do these people genes, the basic paper from which
date.
survive? They survive one of two these forgeries are done. How easily it
If they pass it on to the consumer, to ways—they either get on benefits is replicated.
Here is the back of a green card bethe couple' who just got zñarried, or the through fraudulent documents or they
it is finished. How easy it is rep16—year-old who gets his driver's li- work. How do they work? With em- fore
cense, or they pa.ss it on to the 65-year- ployer sanctions, an employer is not• licated.
Let me show you what the final reold who wants Social Security, that is supposed to give them jobs.
suit
is. This is-a forged green card. The
going to be a' ta. It will be a hidden
My opponents would have you believe nan)es are blotted out. TIs is a re
tax. The cost is going'to be there, and that every employer wants to break green
card. Who can tell the difference?
it is going to 'be millions and millions the law, that every employer is going No one.
These are the backs. Who can
of dollars.
to hire people simply because they tell the difference?
Na one.
As my colleague from Michigan know them. I can tell you from the This is a forged green
card. Who can
pointed out, all these chaxiges, all this State that has the largest number of il- tell the difference?
burden, all this inconvenienàe, all legal immigrants in the Nation—40 perThis is forged—and look at them,
these violations of the States rights is• cent of them—that is not the case.
look, at the .nuinbers. These are all
being done, really, to go after the probEmployer sanctions can only be ef- fect forgeries, every single oneperof
lem of illegal aliens and the people, fective if there is some method of ver- these. These exist 'by the millions.
really, who are hiring them.
ification. The Simpson-Kennedy lan- They are made in less than 20 minutes.
We have talked—it is difficult to get guage is a pilot to ask the flS to see And they cost anywhere from $25 to
accurate statistics on this—we talked how we can verify information that S15O.
Anyone can get them. How is an
to INS, we talked to the people who are employers receive. Let me show you employer
supposed to know? You canexperts in the field, and I think it is a graphically why it is important that not know without
some way of verifycommon opinion that the majority of we do so. The birth certificate, which ing the authenticity
the document
illegal aliens who are illegally hired Senator SIMPSON has pointed out cor- which is submitted to of
you.
are hired by people who know it. They rectly, is the most counterfeited docuWhat the Simpson-Kennedy test pilot
know it.
ment in the United States. Let me does is ask
to see what can be done
This portion of this bill is not going show you why. Let me show you a few so that the INS
documents
can be verified
to solve that problem at all. So, again, forms for birth certificate&
by an employer. The bill narrows the
This is onefrom the State of 111Ln015. list
we narrow it down. We are doing an
documents down to six. So at
awful lot. We are doing all these things It is a fraudulent document that has leastofsome
of the confusion can be
to correct only a portion of the prob- not been printed upon.
there.
This is a second one from the State avoided
lem.•
It is not fair to anybody to have a
Let me conclude by simply stating, of Illinois. There are literally tens of system
that• exists in a bogus form
again, this is a good bill. No one should thousands of different kinds of bfrth more frequently
than it exists in a real
think that there are not tougl provi- certificates in the United States. ¶1' form. How does
a birth' certificate
sions in this bill. If a bill like this had is .a form from somewhere in Texas.
mean
anything
to
anybody
for any offiSo
the
birth
certificate
is
easy.
These
been brought 'to the Senate' floor 2
cial
purpose
if
it
is
counterfeited
by
•
papers
are
duplicated
in
the
right
years ago, 4 years ago, 8 years. ago, it
tens of millions in- this country?
probably would not have had ,any color, that of Austin, TX, then they are the
a green card mean anything?
chance. I think I heard my colleague put out wholesale. They are then l&Ifl1 How does
does a divorce certificate mean
from Wyoming say 'something very nated, as yQu see here. And no one can How
anything if it is counterfeited and you
tell the difference.
siniilar to that.'
verify it?
It isa strong bill. It is a very strong Same thing goes here. This, is a cannot
These are the real problems with
forged copy of a record of marriage,: a
bill without this what I consider to be •marriage
which. this bill attempts to deal. IS this
certificate.
a horrible infringement on people's
is another from Cook County, amendment is successful, you might as
rights. What we intend to do, or try to IL,This
well junk employer sanctions, .you
do, with this amendment is to take. out catea forged copy of a marriage certifi- might'as well say, "We're going to perthese sections, these sections that are. This is 'another one; a forged copy of mit people to continue to submit bogus
going to impact 260 inifflon; 270 million a marriage certificate.
documents."
Americans and punish them to try .to
This is a forged GED application. I
Remember, somebody here illegally
get at this problem. We do not think it mean, if I am interviewing someone has
only two choices—one, they earn a
is going to work. We think it is going and this applicatioxi is fiiied out,' and living,
secondly, they go on public supto be very intrusive, and we point out • they say this is testimony to the fact port. Unless they have somebody very
also that the bill, without these provi- -. that'they have gotten an equivalency well to do in this country who can take
sions, is, in fact; a very, .very strong degree in this country—and,
care of them—and I would submit to
bill, and it is a bill that every Member there is the official seal and herelook,—
are you that that is a remote possibility—
in this Chamber can go home .and be my grades on it—who am I to say it is those are the only two chances. So the
proud of and can say, "We have taken not true? I would have no way of know- only way they can exist or stay—and
very tough measures to deal with ille- ing.
right now it is very attractive to. come
gal immigration."
Here is a forged divorce certificate. If to this country illegally because it is
I tha.k the Chair, and I yield the. this were handed to.me as an employer so easy to obtain these counterfeit docfloor.
I would have no way of kiowing.
uments.
-

•

•

.

•

•
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That is the reality. That is why we will not require a national identi.fica- would oppose it because it is the only
have on the Southwest border 5,000 peo- tion card for any reason other than the way we can make employer sanctions

ple crossing every single' day, Monday, verification of eligibility for employ- work.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri- ment or receipt of public benefits. I yield the floor.
day Saturday, Sunday, because they There is no one card. Those who use, I
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
can go to Alvarado Street in Los Ange- think, as a ruse ,to defeat this pilot case for ensuring that birth certificates
les, and they can purchase these docu-, project, I hear out there, "Well, Sen- are going to be printed on paper to rements on the street within 20 minutes. ator FEnqsr, you are calling for a duce the possibility of counterfeit has
Our System of verification is nonexist- national ID. That violates all our civil been made here. I want to speak to

ent, and they know that. Therefore, if rights." To that I have to say, "There that issue because it has been ad—
they submit a counterfeit document to is no national ID anywhere in the legis- dressed by some saying this is ultian employer, the employer has little lation before this body". None. It is a mately the responsibility of the State,
choice other than to accept'it or ask red herring. It is a guise. It is a dupe. and the Federal Governnient does
not
'for more documents. Then if the em- It' is a rtise, simply to strike a mortal really have any role in this area.
ployer asks for more documents, the blow at the system.,
Mr. President, sometime we will have
employer very often is sued.
I have a very hard time because Call- to decide whether 'States will have
So it is a very, very tenuous, real-life fornia is so impacted by illegal imini- their own independent
immigration
experience out there. This bill makes a gration. For .3 years we have said we policies or whether we will have a navery modest attempt—where in com- must enforce our border, we ,must un- tionai. immigration policy. It really
mittee, it became a test pilot. The lan- prove customs, we must be able to real- gets down to that. I have my 'di!guage, which I think it was a Kennedy ly put a lid on the numbers because the ferences with some of the provisions j
amendment, was already a com- numbers are so large. I have come to this bill. One that I think the
case has
promise. Many of us on the committee the conclusion that within, the scope of. been made, and I kijow it will be
made
wanted an absolute verification sys- possible 'immigration legislation, we again in just a few moments by
tem, put into affect right away. Tha.t are stuck. with . an existing system. Senator from Wyoming, is thatif wethe
do
did not pass in committee,
That existing system is employer sanc- not deal in an important way with enSo the compromise was a: pilot. Then tions. Therefore, why not try to make suring
that we will have birth certifithe results of the pilot would be them work? The already compromised
cates
which
are going to be, effecbrought back to Congress. Now we. see 'verification system—just a pilot, which tively, even printed
paper that canan attempt ta get rid of .the pilot. If allows the ThIS to work it out, and not be duplicated andonother
safeguards,
you get rid of a pilot, what is left? bring, it back to this body and let us really, this whole effort ought
to be unWhat is left is that we make ourselves say yea or nay to it—is simply a mod- derstood for what it is.
into hypocrites, in my opinion, because est attempt to get some meamiig into
That is,. basically, a sham It will be
we create a system that canot func-' this legislation.
a sham not only with regard to 'imxnition.
Let me say what I honest to God be- gration, but it will be a sham on all of
What we are seeing today is an em- lieve is the truth. If we cannot effect
programs that we talked about yesployer verification method that does sound, just and moderate controls, the the
terday
terms of the public Drograrns
not function. It does not function be- people of America will rise to stop all becauseinindividuals
be' going out
cause you cannot verify fraudulent inxnigration. I am as sure of that as I and gettiiig the birthwill
certificates and
documents, and because fraudulent am that I am standing here, now, begetting citizen documents to
documents abound.
cause where the grievances exist, they they are American citizens and' prove
then
I must say that I think it is very p05- exist in large number. Where the fraud
down on the public programs.
sible to verify. We live in an informa- exists, it exists in large numbers. drawing
We spent hours yesterday saying
tion age. Hundreds of data bases now Where it exists, wholesale industries which
programs we are gorng to perexist in both public and private sec- develop around it. It is extraordinarily mit, even for illegals
.

'

.

'

to be able to bentors, data bases for national credit important, in my opinion, that this efit from, or which ones
we will be able
cards, for health insurance companies, amendment
be defeated,
to pernit legals to be eligible for, and
cretht rating bureaus. Technology is, in
Let me talk for a moment about diswent through the whole process of
fact, advancing so rapidly that the crirnin,tjon because I just met with a we
deeming,
you go out there and are
ability to create these data bases and group of Califorma legislators who able to getIfthe
certificates and
ensure their accuracy is enhanced dra- "-wanted to know how this works. One of falsify those, youbirth
be able to demmatically every year.
the big areas they raised was discrirni- onstrate you are awill
senior citizen and
Why, then, does the Senate of the nation. As I understand the system, it
United States not want the U.S. Gov- must have safeguards to prevent dis- you will be able to draw down on all of
ernment to use a cOmputer data base crirnin,tion in employment or public those programs, This reaches' the heart
of the whole question of illegal imxnito try to find a better .way to help emThe way it would do that is grants. It reaches the whole question of
ployers verify worker eligibility? I assistance.
through a selective use of the system protecting American workers, It
really believe that many of the issues or a refusal of employment opportum- reaches
the whole issue of protecting
raised by opponen to this provizion— ties or assistance because 'of a peremployers.
It reaches the issue about
that it is bureaucratic, that it is prone ceived likelihood that additional verto errors, that it is- unworkable, that it ification will be needed. The legislation protecting the American taxpayers.
me give a few' examples of what
is too intrusive—are simply unfounded. coxtains civil and criminal remedies weLet
are looking at across the country.
In fact, the provision was specifically for unlawful disclosure of information.
wntten, as I understand, to alleviate Disclosure of information for any rea- Some States have open birth record
such concerns, by defining clear limits sons not authorized in the bill will be a laws. In these States, anyone who can
on the use of the system, establishing misdemeanor with a fine of not more identify a birth record can get a copy
of it. The birth certificates are treated
strict penalties for the misuse of infor- than s5,000. Unauthorized disclosure of as
public property. In some States—for
rnation, and requiring congressional information is grounds for civil action.
example,
approval before any national system The legislation also contains employer walk intoin the State of Ohio, you can
the registry of vital statisgoes into effect. Wbt are the authors safeguards, that employers shall not be tics in Ohio,
of this amendment so afraid of? Any guilty of 'employing an unauthorized ask for, in an open record State, and
this instance, Senator
national pilot system would come back alien if the employer followed the pro- DEWE'5
birth certificate. The regto this body for approval prior to its cedures required by the system and the
istry would have to give it to me, no•
being put in place.
alien was verified by the system as eli- questions asked. I could walk .into the'
The legislation also imposes some gible
for employment,
in Wisconsin and get Senator
limits. It limits the use of documents.
In my view, the Simpson-Kennedyregistry
FEIoo's
birth, certificate 'just as easDocuments must be resistant to coun- test pilot makes sense. I have a very
terfeiting and tampering. The system hard time understanding why anyone ily. Some States even let you have a
copy through the mail. Once I have a
'
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could take it, for example, down to the get a handle not only on illegal
conunent on that in a
Ohio Department of Motor Vehicles gration, but also on protecting immi- few minutes. But I think we first need
the tax- to ask the question of whether this, in
and get an Ohio driver's license with
because people will- be able to
Senator DEWflq'5 birth date and ad- payers,
use the birth certificate to dem- any way, is an appropriate response to
the illegal immigration problem.
dress, but my picture instead of his. I onstrate that they are a citizen
now have two employer identification then draw down on the various and
According to INS figures, less than 2
pro- percent of the U.S. population is here
documents to establish an eligibility to grams. That, I think, really makes
a illegally. Mr. President, do we really
work in the United States and also to
of a great deal of what is being want to require 98 percent of
be able to be eligible for public pro- sham
Amenattempted at this time.
canz to have their identities verified by
grains.
Mr.
FEINGOLD
addressed
the
Chair.
the Federal Govermnent every time
Mr. President, with all that we are The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Sen- they apply for a job or public assistdoing in terms of tamperproof pro- ator
Wisconsin is recognized.
ance?
grams, and all that we are doing in Mr.from
Mr. President, I rise
Think about what this meanz to
terms of setting up additional agencies today FEINGOLD.
to urge my colleagues to support every
employer in this country, Mr.
and investigators and protections for the Abraha.m-Feingold
amendment to President.
Every employer would have
American workers, and all of the re- strike the worker verification proposal
to live under such a system if it was
sources that we. are providing down at from this bill.
fully implemented. Suppose a dairy
the border, when you recognize that
has been said xnaxiy times already fanner
in rural Wisconsin,
half of the people that will be coming inItthe
past,
and
today
the floor, rural New Hampshire, wantsortoperhaps
in and will be illegals came here . le- that' we cannot effectivelyon
a
combat ille- part-time employee. Should that hire
gaily, and they will have an oppor- gal immigration without having
farma
natunity to take advantage of these
er have to get permission from a Washtiona worker verification proposal. It ington
kinds, of gaping holes in our system, has
bureaucrat before he hires the
been
said
that
the
'employer
then the rest of the bill—with all due. tion laws implemented in the 1986sanc- worker? How is the verification check
respect, we can put hu dreds of thou- jiave been largely ineffective due act to be completed? If it ends up being an
to the electronic system, does that mean the
sands of guards down on the border, but absence of such a verification
system.
if they are able to come in, as half of As we all know, Mr. President,
is going to have to spend $2,000
there fanner
or S3,000 on a new computer and anthem do, on varous visas and be able are two major channels of illegal inunito run through that process that any- gration. The first is composed of those other 31,000 on the required software to
body can achieve in a day or day and a who cross our borders illegally, with- be able to interface with a computer
half and circumvent all of that, then I out visas and without inspection. somewhere in Washington, DC—all so
must say, Mr. President, we are not Roughly 300,000 such individuals enter he can hire just one part-time employee on his farm in Wisconsin or New
really being serious about this issue
We can all say, well, pur local—I and remain in our country unlawfuUy Hampshire?
year.
Mr. President, if fully implemented,
know the arguments and I have heard each
This, as.we all know and agree, is un- this, obviously, is not a measured
the arguments. There is a lot of'truth questionably
rea
serious
problem
along
in much of what is said in the argu- our southwestern border. This Congress sponse to the illegal immigration probments. But we have to, at some time— does have a responsibility to provide lem. It suggests that the way to find a
and I hope it is now—recognize that we
needle in a haystack is to set the hayresources to the U.S. Border stack on fire;
are going to have to at least set certain additional
Patrol and other enforcement agencies
It is not as if we are moving to a nakinds of standards and let the States
prevent such individuals from croSS— tiona1 verification system as a last
do whatever they want to do within to
reing the border in the first place. So I sort. Just in the past few years has the
those standards. They have to print it strongly
support
the
provisions
in
S.
on paper that is as resistantproof to 1664 that provide additional border administration begun to 'take seriously
the task of patrolling our Nation's bortampering as we can scientifically
and enforcement personnel.
ders. Experiments such as Operation
make it. They can set this up, and they guards
Mr. President, the second part of the Hold the Line in El Paso, and Opercan do it whatever way they want to do equation,
though,
which
represents
up
it. But there are minimum küids of to one-hail of the illegal imxnigration ation Gatekeeper in' San Diego, have
standards to try to reach the basic in- problem, is the problem known as visa demonstrated that there is a way to
tegrity of the birth certificates that overstayers. These' are people who prevent undocumented persons from
entering the United States.
are going to be necessary. That has enter our country
usuaiiy on a
Moreover, we have never tried to atbeen pointed out. That is the breeder tourist or studentlegally,
visa,
and
then
re- tack the visa oversta.yer problem.
document. That is where ail of this main in the United States unlawfully
Again, that is the problem that conreally starts. It is easily circumvented. only after the visa has expired.
.

We can build all they other kinds of
houses of cards on top of trying to do
something about illegal aliens, and unless we are going to reach down and
deal with this basic document, we are
really not fulfilling, I think, our responsibility to the American people
with a bill that is reaily worthy of its
name, because we are leaving these
gaping holes.

But despite this phenomenon, rep- stitutes nearly
one has ever proposed such

resenting up to 50 percent—50 percent— targeted reforms—until now.
of our illegal immigration problem,

there was not a single provision in the
original committee legislation to address this problem—not a single word
about half of the whole illegal immigration problem.
Instead, the bill supporters proposed

massive, new nation worker verI could go into other things, but I aification
system, complete with uni-

will not take the time because others
want to speak. I will go through other
kinds of fflustrations that are taking
place today. We know what the problem is. You have, as Senator DEWnE
said, the fraudulent documents that
are all being duplicated fraudulently
down at the border when we might be

form Federal identification documents.

Our amendment contains provisions

that impose tough new penalties on
persons who overstay their visas by

withholding future visas from persons
who violate the terms of their agreements.
In addition, anybody who applies for
a legal visa must submit certain information to the INS that will allow the
INS to track such persons and determine who is here lawfully and who is

So, rather than targeting the individuals who break our laws and are here here unlawfully.
illegally, the premise of that proposal
bold reforms should be given
was to ensure that the identity of anThese
opportunity
to work. Let us give
every worker in America—U.S. citi-

them a try before we commit ourselves
zens, legal permanent residents, and so to exper2menting with a costly and
on—had to be verified by a Government burdensome national verification sysable
td
do
something
about agency in Washington, DC.
tem.
taniperroof elements. But unless we
Mr. President, we are going to hear Moreover, Mr. President_-and, of
are going to deal with the breeder doc- extensive debate about whether or not
ument, which is the birth certificate, what is in this bill is actually going to course, r acknowledge that during the
committee's work, this was turned into
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more of a pilot program approach. tie the documents back to a unique physio- And pretty soon, the verification
Nonetheless, the so-called pilot pro- logical identifier commonly referred to as bi- process and identification documents
grams contained in this legislation are oxnetric technology (retinal scan; fingerriddled with problems. Let us be hon- print, hand print, voice print, etc).
So fingerprinting every person in
est. We wouid not be having these so
called pilot programs if the eventual America is one suggested solution to

will be required for so many purposes

that it just might be a good idea to

carry the I.D. document around in your
wallet.
-.
this problem.
Does that sound farfetched Mr. PresiNow this approach may sound a little dent? It shouid not, because I just defarfetched, but my colleagues on both scribed the Social Security card—a
sides of the aisle may be surprised that card that was originally intended for
the originai committee bill required one purpose and is now required for so
every birth certificate .and driver's li- many purposes that most people carry
cense in America to be adorned with a it- around in their wallets or poketfingerprint.
books. And Social Security numbers

goal was not to have a national ver-

ification system up and runmng.in the
near ftiture. Why would we do them if

that was not the ultimate objective?
Indeed, in adthtion to the pilot programs, this bill, as reported out of the
Judiciary Committee, requires the
President to develop just such a plan
for a national system and submit it to

.

-

This is not totally far-fetched. It is are used for numerous identification
what we had to consider in the first purposes from the number on --your

Congress.

We also know there are going to be place in committee.
driver's license to assessing computer
And it is my understanding that even networks.
numerous errors in the system. As the
Senator from Michigan has pointed with the last-minute changes made I know, Mr. President, that the Senout, one Federal data base that is to be yesterday to the birth certificate re- ator from Wyoming will claim that the
used with this system currently has an quirements, the bill continues to allow bill speciflcall3t prohibits the verificaFederal agencies .to .preempt the au- tion system from being used for other
error rate of over 20 percent.
So we know that millions and mil- thority of the States by requiring purposes.
But nothing. in this legislation, inlions of Americans will be wrongfully State agencies to follow, federally mandenied employment and Góvernxüent dated regulations- with- respect to the cluding the so-called privacy proteccomposition, and issuance of their birth tions, can prevent a future Congress
• assistance due to bureaucratic errors.
Now the -sponsors .-of the provision certificates and drivers license.
from, passing a law to require these
will tell you that the system is only The bill's supporters claim that the identification docunrents and the versupposed to have an error rate of 1 per- fingerprint requirements 1ave been re- ification system to serve different purcent. But read the bill. The bill clearly moved from the legislation. But again, poses than originally intended.
That is precisely why Senators
states that the system shouid have an read the bill. The legislation before us
objective of an error rate of less than 1: allows the administration to determine shouid not be misled into believing
percent. It could have an error rate of - what sort of safety and tamper-proof that. the pilot projects contained in
5, 10, or .20 percent and it wouid be per- features every State's driver's licenses this legislation are harmless and will
have no effect on their constituents.
must have.
fectly OK under this bill.
We are going to put something in The pilot programs are not intended
But perhaps nothing is as troubling
to me about this proposal as the fact this Congress to say you cannot use it to merely provide a testing ground. If
the pilot programs are just meant to
that it puts us squarely on the road to for something else.
5o if the Department of Transpor-. provide us with test -results, why does
having some sort of national ID card.
Now I know that the very words "ID tation decides to require the State of the bill specifically require the Presicard" ruffles the feathers of the spon- Wisconsin to begin collecting and proc- dent to develop.and submit to Congress
sors of this provision. And I know that essing fingerprints of all driver's li- a' plan for expanding the pilot projects
a nationwide worker verification
they have crafted this language very cense applicants the State of Wiscon- into
carefully so there is not an actual iden- sin would be forced to comply under system?
That is the goal of the verification
tification document created by this this legislation with the national fin- proposal
contained in the legislation
gerprznt mandate.
language.
That is -why this provision, even with and Senators shouid not be misled into
But even many of the congressional
that these are harmless pilot
supporters of a national verification • the recent modifications, continues to believing
system have pointed out that this pro- -be opposed by the National Association programs that are not going to affect
posal will not work without some sort of Counties and the National Con- their constituents and are going to
somehow magically disappear in a few
of national identification document. ference of State Legislatures.
The bill's supporters will also say years.
Why? Because any job applicant can
President, the number and raige
hand.an employer a legitimate II) card that the legislation clearly -prohibits ofMr.
and -organizations supporting
that has, for example, been stolen or any identification documents required thegroups
Abraham-Fejngold amendment is
doctored.
for the verification system to also be • quite
astounding. It is a coalition of
The employer will run the card required for other purposes.
the
left,
by the ACLU, the
through the system and it will check • Mr. President, that. is not. much of a Nationalrepresented
of La Barn and the
out. But the card does not belong to guarantee. In fact, it is no guarantee AmericanCouncil
Jewish Committee, and the
the inthvidual, so that individual has and on the contrary, by establishing
represented by the NF]B, the Najust frauduiently obtained a job or re- such federally mandated identification right,,
Restaurant Association and the
documents we open the door for these tional
ceived welfare assistance.
U.S.
Chamber
Commerce, as well as
That is exactly what is likely to hap- documents and the verification system some 30 otherofnational
pen if this bill becomes law.
to be used in the future for a variety of representing business, organizations
labor, ethnic
Well, Mr. President, is there any way purposes that could be completely dif- and religious organizations
which all
ferent
from
what
we
intended,
and
to prevent this sort of fraud from hapsupport
the
Abraham-Fejngold
amendpening? One solution has been sug- something that none of us would sup- ment.
gested. Let me quote• Frank Ricchiazzi port.
Why
do this? Because they
who is the assistant director of the At first, Mr. President, Members of know itdoisthey
critical that we abandon
Congress
m&y
propose
that
California department of motor vehipeople
rather heavyha.nded, costly appresent these documents and go this
cles.
proach to combating illegal im.migraIn testimony before the Judiciary through the verification process for tion and instead focus on true reform
Committee last May, Mr. Ricchiazzi very legitimate purposes. Maybe they that focuses on the individuals who
said the following:
will say, "Well, we have to use these break the law,. and not those who abide
All the databases and communication sjs- ID's or documents to board an airplane; by them.
tems in the world fill not prevent the clever maybe we- will be required to use them
So I very much commend my friends
and resourceful Individual from assuming to adopt a child; rnzybe it will be re- from Michigan and Ohio, and others, in
multiple identities with quality fraudulent quired if you want to eriiist in the their efforts in fighting this intrusive
documents. What is needed is the ability to
•
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Armed Forces."

proposal.
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I ask unniynous consent that a list- have massive fraud th&t assists people

ing of the organizations supporting the who are here Illegally. I do not think
Abrallarn-Feingold amendment be
anyone questions that. No. 3 is the
printed in the RECORD.
report shows that, we have a seriThere being no objection, the mate-. GAO
ous problem with .discrimina.tion parrial was ordered to be printed in the ticularly against Hispanics and AsianRECORD, as follows:
American_s or people who speak with an
ORGA11Z4!flON5 SUPPORTING ABaAaccent, maybe a Polish accent or whatFEflGOLD
ever the accent might be because there
NatonaI Federation of Independent Busi- is a reluctaace on the part of employness.
ers to hire them.
National Council of La Raza.
Unless we have some method of a volNational Restaurant Association.
American Clvii I4berties Union.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
American Bar Association..
Americans For Tax Reform.
United States Catholic Conference.
Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund.

Natonaj Retail Federaton.

American Jewish Conmilttee.
Associated Builders and Contractors.
Associated General Contractors.

National AsaD-Pac1flc American Legal
Consor..
.Asan-Amerjca Legal Defense and Edn-

cation Fund.
I.nternatonal Mass Retail Association.
Cato J.nstltnte.

Service nployees InteatonaI Union.
As1ai-Pacffjc American Labor Alliance.

Natona1 Association of Beverage Retail-

ers.

UNiTE (Union of Needletrades, Industraj

and Textile Employees).
National Association of Convenience
Stores.
League of United Latin-American Cltizexa.
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Mr. SThPSON. I think we have had
an interesting debate. We probably will
have a little bit more. There is no time
agreement here. But there are some se-

rious distortions presented to us, and
that is always vexing because obviously persons are listening to those
distortions and taking them to heart.
I have been In this business for 17
years; and that is not to say it has been
a joy-ft.I experience, but it was much
a pleasure when Senator PAuL
untary identification, that discrimir- more
SuoN
joined this ragged subcormittee
tion is going to continue. So, in line consisting
of Senator TED KENNEDY and
with the recommendations of the Jor- myself
because no one else would take
dan Commsion, pilot rograrns have on the issue.
So for several years it was
been suggested. No pilot program can just a little three-member
subcoznmitbe followed through by a Clinton aI- •tee—Senator KENNEDY, myself,
and
ministration or Dole añmiistration
or anyone else without congressional Senator SThON—because others would
up to us in the course of the enaction. So there is that safegua.rd here. come
year of work saying, "When you
I think this is essential. If this tire
amendment 'is aIopted, frankly, you get busy on doing something about illejust defang the whole bill. It is a tooth- gai inimigratjon, you let me know and
less venture. You are trying to eat Iwillhelpyou."
Unfortunately, nobody does help besteak without teeth. I hope to never. cause
are so many cross-currents.
try that. I hope the Presiding Officer I have there
never seen more—I am not taiknever has to try that. You have to have jg about
the Senate. I am talking
teeth in this if we are going to. do anyabout outside the Senate. I bave seen
thing about illegal immigration.
There are provisions in this bill th&t groups hop into the sack with other
I do not like. I was defeated last night groups they would not even talk to 10
on an amendment, and I am prObably years ago. I have seen some of the most
going to be defeated today on a couple egregious pandering and prostitutjng of
of amendments that I think make a ideals outside this beltway th&t I have
'

-

ever seen, people who are cynical, cyni-

great deal of sense: I think in some
Food Markethig Institute.
ways the bill is too harsh. But it is es- cal in the extreme with what they are
Risn1c National Bar A5soclatjon.
doing on this issue, some of the think
sential th&t we take a look at this.
Food Dis1bntors Interxationaj.
Let me just aId—and I know you tanks cynical to the extreme. I am not,
The College and University Personnel Asplease hear me, talking about

should not make appeals on the basis
of persona ities—ths whole issue of
International Association of Amusement immigration is one of these cyclical
Parks and Atactons.
things. Right now there is a lot of inMr. FEflrGOLD. I thank the Chafr. I terest, but for a while. there. was very
yield the floor.
littleinterest. There were just three of
us who served on th&t subcommittee,
Mr. SIMON aIdressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the. smaflest subcommittee in the Senator from fliinais.
ate, because there was .not that much
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I rise in interest—Ar SIMPSON, TEl) KENNEDY,
sociaon_

•.

-

-

American Hotel and Motel Assoc3atOfl.

strong opposition to the amendment.

a single
person in this arena. I have the deepest

respect for. Senator SPENc ABRARAM.

I helped campaign for him in Michigan

and would do It. again in an instant. I
have high regard for Senator Micjp.i
DEWD. I helped campaign for him in
Ohio, and I would do it instantly. Sen-

ator Fooin. I have come to know, a
spirited legislator of the old school—
and PAuL SIMON. I was the very )unior doing your homework. So that is not

Let me differ with my friend from member both in terms of service and in the issue.
But . you are missing everything we
Wisconsin who is one of the finest terms of knowledge.
Members of this body. It was a great

I say to my colleagues who may be are trying to do. Somebody is missing

day for the Senate. when RUSS listening or their stalls who may be lis- the entire thing, and Senator Sxr1ON
tening, whenever AL SThIPSON and has expressed it beautifuiiy: You canFEINGOL]) was elected to serve here.
When he says this amendment in— TED KENNEDY say this is a bad amend- not do the things that are in this bill

creases penalties for those who come in ment in the field of immigration, I unless you have at least an attempt to.
legally and overstay, tbls amendnient think you ought to listen very, very find out what verification systems we
does nothing of the sort. This amend- carefully. They know this area. Com- will use in the United States..
ment does one thing and one thing plicated as it is, they know this area The present stature of the bill simply

only, and that is to weaken enforce- well. We have a problem with illegal says that, we will have verification

iumigration, and you cannot deal with projects or processes of these following
ment of illegal immigration.
What the bill does—not this amend- this problem unless you deal with the options. If I had my way, I would make
xnent—on those who overstay legally, magnet th&t employers have, the area them requirements, and I would say it

anyone who overstays more than 60 of fraud, and I a]so think the area of is required that these following pilot
days cannot apply for coming back in discrimination. There is no way of pro)ects take place in the next years.
this without having some pilot
again legally for 3 or 5 -years. We hire solving
more investigators. You have to apply programs.
We could launch something without
for a visa to the original consular of- having
a pilot program. I think that
fice where you made the original appliwould be unwise. It seems to me this is
cation.

approach that really makes.
Three things I do not think anyone a prudent
and with all due respect to my
can question. No. 1 is the thing that sense;
from Michigan, I think this
Senator SThsON has stressed over and friend
amendment
should be defeated.
over again, and that is the attraction
I yield the floor, Mr. President.
for illegal immigration is the magne1
SIMPSON addressed the Chair.
of a job. I do not think anyone seri- Mr.
The PRESIDING OFFICER
ously questions th&t. No. 2 is that we BtJBS). The Senator from Wyoming.(Mr.

That is what we should be doing. Then
none of them go into effect, or not one
of them goes into effect, until we have
another vote.

That is what is in this bill. There is
nothing in here that has to do with na-

tional ID or afl the sinister activity

that you can ever discuss—Amerjcan
on the slippery slope, a tragedy of employers having to seek pernussion to
hire people. They a.]ready do. It is a1most as if one were Spea]dng into a
vacuum.
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• I know what it is. It comes from the
You did not do a thing with the most
fact when you are in it this long, you stupefying thing that happens In Amernxiderstand the nuances. That is not a ica, where you look at the obituary
cocky statement, I can assure you. list, and if you are between 20 and 40
But, boy, I tell you, when I first started years old you really look at that. You
the business, I would say, "You can't find out who died and then you go get
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Americans should not 1ave to receive per-

mission from the Federal Government to

work and support their families, nor should
U.S. employers need perrn1zjon from the
Federal Government to hire their fellow citizens. But ill-conceived measures in the illedo that." Then 2 years later I said, their birth certificate—and 'between gal immigration bill to bë taken up on the
"You have to do that."
the years. of 20 and 30 and 40, that is Senate floor during the week of April 15 will
That is where this one is. When I am when most of this happens—and then do just that.
up at Harvard teaching, I shall think of off they go with the new birth certifiAnd we have heard iri1i' claims
you all, and I will reflect. In a year or cate and Into, the strean they go, into

floor today: I do not know
the steam they go with a Social Secu- here on the
this outrageous statement rerity card, and into the stream with a. whether
driver's license, and into the stream of flects wI]iful distortion or something'
more bizarre, because, first, it is althe public support System.
ready unlawful nuder section 274(a) of
We
are
talking
about
the
cost
of
a
this bill. The rest of it, as Senator system to set that up7 The cost to the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8
PAUL SmioN says, is like eating steak
U.S.C. 1324(a) for any person or ntity
without teeth. You cannot do it with America, by what is happening to the to knowingly employ illegal aliens, or
what you have put in this bill. If you welfare systems, the cost of what is

two—and I hope you are all here for
many years—you are going to say, "I
didn't know that's what we did," because if this amendment passes, you
will have taken away everything from

think you have solved the problems of happening to America with the hemorof California and fllinols and
illegal Immigration by the Border Pa- rhaging
'hemorrhaging—absolutely
trol—put 20,000 of them down there—if Florida,
you think you are going to solve it by hemorrhaging, and we are not going to
this or that and all the things that are do anything, about it? We are going to
in this bill, forget it, because over bail talk about the cost of a system? If this
the people come here legally. You will system costs $10 billion, it would be
not even touch them unless, ab, with worth it, because we are losing $20, 130,
the new Border Patrol we will give $40 billion, with people who gimmick
them the power to now go up and ask the housing programs, mrnick the
visa overstayers if they are visa over- welfare program, gimmick the employstayers. How is that one for discrimi- ers. That is where we are. It is absonation in America? You are going to go lutely startling to me that those who
up to people who look foreign under want to do the most will allow us to do
this provision, when we have nothing the least.
Let me just address a couple of old
else that gives us any power or authority to do anything, and flxid out wheth- canards that just have to be addressed.
er people are visa overstayers. I assume In this league you are supposed to be as
they wiU most likely be people who patient as you can. But I am always relook foreigi. So, remember, that one minded of that great phrase in Rudyard
will take place.
KpIing's "If." Read it. You want 'to
It is a curious thing that the people read "IL" Read it every 5 years of your

to hire without complying with the re-.

quirements of an "employment ver-

ification system." That is the law. And
that is described in that section
Most important, neither current law
nor the proposals in 5. 1664 require citizens or lawful permanent residents to
obtain any form of permission from the

.

and the institutions who want to do
the most to hammer illegal, undocumented persons will give us the least

Federal Government to work: None..

Nor is there any requirement that U.S.
employers obtain "permission" to employ such persons. In .the present context, the word permission connotes a
form of consent that
be withheld,

at least partly on the basis of dizcre-

tion.
-.
In fact, there -is not, under current
law, and there would not be under ay
.

.

.

pilot project authorized under the bill
or any system actually implemented in
accordance with the provisions of this
life because it will change.
bill, alter the required implementing
If you can keep your head when. all about legislation, that .would give any legal
you
authority o withhold verification exAre losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt cept on the basis that' an individual is
you,
not a citizen, lawful, permanent resi-

hammer. I do not understand that and
I would like to have that explained to
me in the course of the debate. How But make allowance for their doubting too;
you can come to subcommittee and full• If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
commjttee and the floor and add layer Or bethg lied about, don't deal Ia lies;
upon layer of things which have to do Or bethg hated, don't give way to hating,
with tightening, the screws on illegal, Ad yet don't look too good, nor talk too
wise:
undocumented people—and that is
*
what you have done, and that may as*
*
*
*
suge all guilt, it may take care of all If you can fill the unforgIving minute
pain—but, then to take every bit, every With sixty seconds' worth of distance run.
tiny crumb left of how to do something Yours is the Earth and everything that's Ia
it,
about illegal undocumented persons in
is more—you'll be a Man,
the United States, and that is to allow And—which
some kind, some kind of more counter- - son
But there is one part in it that is
feit-resjstait, more verifiable, identifiable—whether it is through the phone marvelous. It says:
system with a slide-through or some If you can bear to hear the uth you've spoken
kind of revised Social Security card or
something—and then to go home and Twisted by knaves to make a tap for fools,
tell our people that, here in the United
And that is what I have seen outside,
States of America, we finally did some- In this beltway, "twisted by knaves to
thing about illegal immigration? And a make a trap for fools." I am not refer-

y

year from now or 2 years from now you ring to a single person in this Chamber.

find out you could not get it done be- I am referring to people who I know
cause you did not take the final step, out there. I know the groups. I know
which wasminuscule, and that was to them well. I have seen them in action.
do something about the breeder docuSo, let us look at the stuff that has
ment that Senator FEINsTZN described floated through here with regard to the
so powerfully—you did not do anything national ID card. In an April 11 "Dear
with that document, did not do a thing Colleague" letter you were all told
with it.
that:

dent, or alien authorized to work.

Indeed, the bill includes as an explicit prohibition, a requirement that
verification ma? not be withheld except on that basis. That was to protect
the employer. We did not do that for
•

any other reason but to protect the
employer.

In that same letter you were in-

formed that the verification provisions

of the bill are "more than merely a

pilot program. It is a new system that
can cover the enUre United States and
last for up to 7 years at the discretion
of the President."
In fact—fact, section 112 of the bill

authorized the President to conduct
"several local or regional demonstra-

tion projects." Are you going to let
California just sink? Are you going to

let California just sink and float off
into the ocean? That is what you are
doing if you do not allow them at least
to do something; a pilot program.
about Texas? Are you just going to let

it sink? What about fliinois? What
about Florida? You cannot get there.
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So we provided several local or re- tem, I say to my colleagues. We are not
genuine." At least we protected the
gional demonstration pro3ects. That trying to do .a number on our feUow employer
bit yesterday. Right now
this does not authorize at all what the Americans. We do not have a workable employers acan
be fined by simply askauthors of this letter assert, it will be system right now, and you helped cor- ing for another form
of docu.ment.
made ever clearer as we finish up our rect some of that yesterday, and I apNow the letter asserts, finally, "The
work on this biii.
that. Well done. You protected system wiU lead to a national II) card.
I had an amendment. We will see preciate
the employer from a heavy fine or pen- A number of congressional advocates of
what happenswith that. The word "re- alty 'just by asng for another docu- this system have admitted
'that the
gional" wiU be defined as an area more ment. That was good work; I think, system will not work
without a biothan an entire State, or various con- good work.
metrically encoded identification
figurations. That would make it clear
We do not have a workable system. card." I am quoting. "Establishing this
that the system covering nearly the We do not' know all the problems on. far-reachiug program sets us on a danUnited States of America, the entire the surface as these projects
are con- gerous path toward identity papers and
Nation, would not be authorized. No ducted, but if the development process other -objectionable elements jncomone ever..intended that. But the letter is not begun, if something as milk soup patible with
society."
also asserts that the biU' 'does not re- in' consistency as the present part of i'also saw aanfree
article during the days
place he I-9.form but is added on .top the. bill, which is the Kennedy-Simpson of this issue coming
before the Amerof the existing system."
verification process, which is all op- ican public where it -was even suggested
The bill does not say that. The bill tional, if we cannot even staxt tiat,'we that.we.were
looking
the
provides that if. the. Attorney General will never have .a workable system, at tion of bodily fluids. into
There is a debate
determines that. a pilot -project satis- least in the years to come.
and there -is a thing of give and take
• fies accuracy and other criteria,, then - The letter aiso states that, "Employ-, and there
is a thing such as honesty,
requirements of the pilot project wifl ers who break the zules will continue but :bodily fluids
never anything
take the place of the requirements .of. breaking the rules wbile legitimate ever nentioned by was
any "congressional
current law, including the 1—9 form.
bthness'owners must coront.new 1ev- advocate" that I have ever met.
- Furthermore, those are things that e1 of bureaucracy"
This is - an-.
blatant—blaseem to"escape us. We are trying to as- .'Môst 'employers try• to comply with.. tant—example especially
of
the
misleading
sure that exnpldyers will not have to the current law. They.- work hard to do of so. many of-the.statements innature
these
comply with the. reqmrements 'ofboth that. They work hard not to hire iUe- letters.
current law.- and pilot. projects, pi.lot gal..aliens: However, the current ver-'. First,- the assertion that there is a
projects' Where.. the1z participation .is ification system, with 'which they are national II) card, but then the statemandatory.. In' addition, this same let- required to comply, is not ±,eliable be- -nient about tongressional advocates
ter states, "Error rates are-- a serious cause of fraudulent docunients.
does ot refer to a- national II) card,
problem." The letter refers to an esti- ' 'lam going. to show it one more time. and lam one of those trained "congresm&te by• the •Social Security •Athninis- There is no such thing- in our line of. sional advicates" who has opposed natration that in 20 percent of-the "ases" work as repetition. There it is. Any- tional-fl) cards for all of the 17 years I
handled, it will not be, able to identify body ca get one and when you get one, have been involved n this issue, pean 'individual's employment eligibility you can begin to do tbings that to the nod.
"onthe first attempt."
- .Cato' Institute would be.repugnant, beI put it in -every biU. Anybody who
Hear that,' "the first. attempt.".. I am cause when .y get one of these, you., can read andwrite has foundit in there
- not fani1ir with .the details -Of the' escan go down
get welfare. You can and ignored- it. I am tired of that one.
thnate, bu.t there are tee responses get welfare, you can access other pro- You do not have to take all the guff
in
that come .to nind immediately.
grams, you can do this and'-you. can this place; and -that is not a personal
First, ,in the flS' pilot, project, if ver- even vote in ,some jurisdictions with reference. I have heard that one, too. I
ification is ..not obtained electronically. that kind of a card,
am talking about lying.
and the very first tirne,an adthtional,
What are you.going to doabout that?
I have put in every -bill I ever did
nearly instantaneous; 'electronic .at- Well, -we-have something in there about that this would not be a national 1D
tempt is made—uistantaneous—-usixig that, about forgery and about this and card, and that it would be used only at
alternative databases or names. In the -about that. 'We -baixdle. that.. You'wifl the time of new hire, and it would be
-vast majority of cases, verification of not handle it until you go to a pilot only' presented at that time or at the
persons actually. authorized to- work is' program to figure out what, you are time-of receiving welfare benefits, that
obtained in a very.fewtseconds.
going to do with this kind of, gim- it would not be carried on the person,
Obviously, the whole point-is tonot. micb'y,. and then every time I'read a that it would not be used for law enverify, certain inthviduajs. 'fllegal report or paper from' some of these forcement.' That is in every single bill
'aliens will not bezverified, A handfui of ipinion-tUled briiiiaxzts off campus I have ever done, period,
cases 'then require a visit to an INS of-. here, I am always stunned by the factThe card that I believe is probably
.fice. To :our knowledge, every one of that they say;-what are we gomg to do, necessary .is the one aiready used 'for
those cases was resolved without sig- what are we going to do about people 1D purposes by most Americans, and
.nificant delay, and remember. that this -who, abuse the welfare" system, what especii.1y i California., the State that
is a pilot project and not a fully devel- 'are we going to do ,about people who. takes all the lumps while we give all
'oped system.
".. come here pregnantand have'a child in. the advice. That is the driver's license
Second, if there is something wrong the United States of.Axuerica and' then or 'some kind of a State-issued identi
with the data base of the Social Secu- give birth to aU.S.-'citizen? What are fication 'card. But, ladies and gentle• ty Administration, it should be fixed, wegoing. to do about people who denied mez what do you thiuk this is? This is
but we will not have to worry about a.mother or father the opportunity to a State-issued identification card. That
that because we do not deal with that receive a' we1Iare benefit because .the is what this is. That is why I favor the
issue either. We canxjot 'do anything county and the State had expended it bill's required improvements in these
with the Social Security card, to m&ke all? It is.. all gone, millions are •gone State docunients.
it as secure as the new S10() biii. We down the -rat hole because of fake docuThe reference to "biometrically encannot seem to do that, and it wiU not ments.
coded" is pure demagogery. "Biomet.bother us because we are already told
So what you have here without reli- nc" merely refers to information relatthat Social Security will be broke in able documents is you have hundreds of ing to physicaa characteristics that are
the year 2029 and will begin to gobroke thousands of iUegal aliens employed by .unique to an individuai making it easiin the year 2012. But we do not deal such employer. Employers can be pun- er to determine if a card is being used
with that one at all. That one will be ished if they fail to employ someone by an impostor. That is what "blomet.one for all of you to deal with.
because they suspect a person is illegai nc" is. Look it up. A photograph is a
Third, the whole point of the pilot if such person has documents that' common example. A fingerprint is anproject is to develop a workable sys- "reasonably appear on their face to be other.
-

•
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Use of the omjnou term "encoding,"
I guess, just appears as a totally gratuitbus crack or shot. Is a photograph on
a card encoded on that card? I guess it
is, if you want to be stern about it. You
will have to ask the authors what they
mean, if they mean anything at all, by

about the pilot program in Santa Ana,
CA.

My colleagues have heard the bill

will create a massive, time-conswning,
error-prone, error-riddied bureaucracy.

They have heard accusations that we
are racing, with no brakes, toward a
the use of that term, except inflam- national ID card that will be "riddied

matory language.
with mistakes" and will be "dangerous
With respect to the "dangerous path" to our own workers."
Mr. President, I would like to extinstatement, it is an indication of something I have noticed about many of the guish this fiery, heated rhetoric with
opponents of any unproved verification the cold splash of hard fact. Once my
system. I have fou.nd, in the 17 years of colleagues hear the truth, maybe they
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But remember now, in this pilot program, if the new hire is not a U.S. citizen, the employer then begins the verification process. Using a computer the
employer transmits the alien registration number or the "A". number on an
employee's green card to the INS. This
happens after. the employee has been

hired. Please remember that. It happens alter the employee has been hired.

The majority of the time the employer's request is answered in 90 seconds.
Afl of the inquiries are answered with-

48 haurs by the INS.
my work in this area, and especially will be better able to sort out some of inHere
where this fake figure comes
with the Congressman from California, the rest of it, and the American people in. For is
17 percent of the newly hired
who is tougher than anybody ever in will finally hear the truth. I believe we workers—or
maybe it is 20; I have
this Chamber—he is no longer a Mem- will no longer have to deal with some heard both, about
1,100 workers; this
of
the
old
canards
which
are
in
vogue
ber, but I had, the highest respect for
newly hired, about 1,100 workers—
him; he was tough—but he displayed a and have been in vogue for weeks here, was
the INS was unable to confirm that
fundamental distrust of the Govern- because currently under the authority they
were legally authorized to work,
of
the
1986
immigration
bill,
the
INS
is
ment to do what it would do, funladies
and gentlemen. So all of those
conducting
a.
pilot
project
on
an
emdamental distrust of our people, funthen were given 30 daysto
damental distrust of our political sys- ployment verification system. I hope individuals
tem. 'That has to be the root of this, a no one here will try to stop it, but you set up an appointment with a specific
INS officer in a special office set up to
fundamental distrust of what .we are never know. It is working. You might correct
possible mistakes in the INS
doing. For, as I said many years ago, want to go scotch it before it goes too

"There's no slippery slope toward some
loss of liberty, only a long descending
stairway. Each step downward has to
be allowed by the American people and
their leaders." That will never happen.
The claim is also made that the system "imposes costly new burdens on
States and localities." CBO estimates

far. It is just like the pilot projects au- data base.
Guess how rnan_y—I hope my colthorized by this bill.

Let me tell you what has happened so leagues will hear this—giess how many
that you can hear it. Over 230 employ- of these 1,100 individuals actually came
ers in Santa Ana, CA—230 employers— to the INS? Mr. President, 22—22—of
have volunteered to participate in this them came to the INS. Of these 22 people, only 17 were actually authorized to
INS project, volunteered.
After the hiring of a new worker, the work in the United States. Their trou-

fills out an 1-9 form and
the cost of all of the birth certificate employer
the worker's documents. Every-.
and driver's license improvements re- checks
is doing that in the United
quired by section 118 of the bill, as• body
modified by the floor amendment States, so if you hear any more arguwhich was adopted without objection ment about what we are putting on the
yesterday—how curious, a floor amend- employers to find out if the people in

front of them are authorized to work in
the United States of America, are citizens, do not think that I put it in this
It has been in the law for nearly 10
and I then made these specific correc- bill.
tions to satisfy most of my colleagues, years.
So this is just like every other emand it passed here by a voice vote with- ployer
in the United States. It is a reout objection. That will be stricken by quirement
of current law. It is a total
this amendment.

ment of mine to get all of the snarls
and the bumps out of an amendment
that had objection in the committee,

bles were resolved within the day—
within the day. The other five people

who showed up were not authorized to
work in the United States. I guess you

have to assume that the other 1,000
people or so who never showed up to
the INS werenot authorized to work,
either:
Wbat about the 17-percent error rate,

or 20 percent, that some opponents

have spoken about? Is it the number of
illegal aliens who were denied jobs by
the INS pilot program? Is that it? Look

at the statistics, the real statistics.

This motion to strike will take the distortion of fact and reality to say The current INS pilot project is more
work product that was done, with all of that we are going to ask something than 99 percent accurate. In the few

of an employer to either get "perus in here and their staffs, and junk it, more
to hire," or to "clear it" when
gone history. You can do that You mission
had not had to clear it before.
may do that. If that happens, life will heLadies
gentlemen, they have
go on, the Sun will rise in the east, and been doingand
it for 10 years, every single
it will be a joyous day on the morrow. day
we go about our work here.
But let us be real. Wbat I did with The while
1—9
is
for, and people do it
the phase-in of the driver's license re- every singleasked
Some were offended
quirements is going to cost now SlO to when it first day.
"Why should I do
$20 million, spread over 6 years. I have that?" I havebegan.
a provision, if you are a
seen estimates of the losses to the U.S. citizen, you
need do nothing more
American people because of the use of than a test that you
are a U.S. citizen
fraudulent ID's. That is in the billions That would take care
of that. But we
and billions and billions of dollars, la- will not get the opportunity,
likely, to
dies and gentlemen. That is what is get to that.
happening. Not to mention voter fraud,
So let us at least start with what is
terrorism, and other crixnes that often there. We have a requirement in curinvolve document fraud
rent law which requires the employer
One other one we have to put to bed, to ask the potential employee in front
at least pull the covers up, and then go of him for documents. He is asked to
on anywhere you wish to go with this. ask for 29 different ones under the preI have to respond to a wild charge that vious legislation, the present law—
has been made before. You try not to worker authorization
ID—and then to
respond to all this stuff, but finally make a tragic mistake,
with no intent
you just kind of get a belly full of it. to discriminate, and ask for another
The heated rhetoric which has been fly- one, and get a fine or the clink. So we
ing about the Chamber—threatening corrected that. I hope we will keep
and stern—is totally untrue. That was that.

cases where mistakes were made, they
were fixed.promptly. In no case did any
legal permanent resident of the United
States lose a job- due to this system—
not one, nor any U.S. citizen
Let me repeat myself because this is

one of the most important facts my

colleagues should remember: No one
has ever lost a job due to faulty data in
the INS pilot program. The system is
used only after a new employee bad
been hired.

No one will ever be denied a job

under this system. The horror stories
which opponents have bandied about

are completely and utterly without
basis and fact. They are fears and illusions su.mznoned up from the vapors to
scare the wits out of the American people.

My colleagues should also know that
the employers who participate in this
verification pilot program think it is
great stuff. They do not consider it a
burden. They believe it to be a great
help. I share with my colleagues' comments of those who use the system and

try to look askance at the blather of
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business lobbyists. When I make
Obviously, I hope my colleagues will who make up such a large percentage
these remarks, I am not speaking of oppose the Abraham amendment and of the illegal
alien population, or
people in this Chamber, but those will acknowledge that some of the whether it
is sharply reducing tile
groups I know so well. I know them apocalyptic cries that come from out availability
of public assistance prowell. So they look askance at this there, from the beltway, are truly
grams
to
illegal
aliens. All of these, I
blather of the. business lobbies whose without foundation and reality or fact.
combined, will play a very effecsole job is to vigorously oppose all leg- Remember, this is a pilot project that think,
tive role in dramatically reducing
islation which impacts business.
you are seeking to strike, with all the illegal immigration problems the
we
Here is what these employers say inevitable
problems that a pilot project confront.
about the. IIJS pilot program. "I love to a new system
will involve, but if we
Equally, I think, we will see that the
this system," says Virginia Valadez, do not even try to work out the bugs provisions
in the legislation which prothe human resources officer for GT Bi- through pilot projects, we will never tect employers,
particularly small emcycles. "Now I don't have to be respon- have a workable system. That will be, ployers, from charges
discriminasible for whether or not these people then, truly a hazing of the American tion, in cases where noofintent
to disare legal. I don't have to be the watch- public. They thought we got the job
criminate exists, are going to, likedog."
but we failed—and failed to- wise, allow us to address the problem
Comments of the California Res- done,
tally—in that.
of individuals who are legal aliens setaurant Association: "Some means of' I yield the floor.
employment in this country and
verifying Government documents is Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I curing
so, I think, with great effectiveness.
vital to the integrity of the employ- similarly acknowledge the efforts of do(Mr.
BROWN assumed the Chair.)
ment system. We desperately need a re- Senator SThPSON toth with respect to
Mr.
ABRAHAM.
that make this
liable, convenient means for employers the broad subject of immigration pol- pilot program thatDoes
-we
are talking
to verify the authenticity of the docu- icy over the last 17 years and, more about, this identification verification
ments that the Government itself re- specifically, his hard work on the bill program,
the linchpjn in this legislaquires. I can assure you the restaurant before the Senate on illegal iminigra- tion? Is the
absence of that going to
industry will participate eagerly;" It tion.
make
this
toothless,
Mr. President? I
will be the first time in my memory—
The positions which I have advocated do not think so. Quite the contrary. I
the restaurant groups,. when I started on a number of the issues that are part think,
anything, it will burden the
this business, were the most resistant, of this bill, in some cases, have been bill andifburden
American citizens—tand they feel this would be extremely this opposition to his position, -and, in payers, employers,
and employees—
helpftzl.
some cases, they have been bn. the
an excessive amount of redtape,
Says their publication, describing the same side. They have always been ad- with
fledgling pilot verification program, vocated with great respect for his ef- bureaucracy, and big Government intrusion that is not going to hand"Bnng offers of ready volunteer 'to our forts here.
somely pay off in terms of the benefits
the

-

•

offices." The testimony of Robert

-

-

I must say I sympathize with his feel-. it produces.
Davis, the president of St. Jobn Knits ings about some of the rhetoric which
Let
just talk about some of those
Co., before the e1ect committee of the those outside of this Chamber have costs me
once again. First of all, this ap•

-

California Ass'ity, after describing launched during the past couple of proach is the kind of big Government

•

the widespread avaAlability of this stuff months, as we have dealt with this bureaucracy approach that I think
and the great difficulty that puts on issue before both the committee and most of us in' this Congress have been
the law-abiding employer says, "To a here on the floor. I, too, have been the arguing we find too dominant aiready
business that wants to comply and target of many rather unusual, in the American economy. Do we really
build a stable labor force, this is a strange,, and exaggerated charges, as want to• have another bureaucracy, anmajor- concern. Economic loss from hir- well as complaints. In my State of other effort here to try to create hoops
ing, trarning and loss of output from Michigan, in fact, groups who oppose for businesses to jump through as they'
the removal of a forged document some .of the views I have on this issue make employment decisions,
for
worker can be severe." He said, now he have even launched paid media cam- U.S. citizens, who are entitledor
to
can "invest with confidence in the paigns critiquing my activities here in employed, to jump through in orderbe
to
training of the individual, and plan for the T.LS. Senate on these issues. I am secure employment?
a long-term permanent work force." He both an admirer of Senator SmipSON's 'Clearly, it is going to be acostly yen-'
believes in it. He has seen it work. "As efforts and a sympathizer with the role tnre and a costly one both in terms of
a businessman * * * it is exciting and he finds himself thrust into when he bureaucratic redtape as well as in taxreassuring" and has had dramatic suc- - chose to become involved in highly im- payer dollars. I was glad to hear the
cess.
portant issues that touch a large num- term "$10 billion" used -as a possibility
There they are. The current program ber of Americans.
of the cost involved here. I do not know
only tests individual or noncitizens in
I 'comment now and finish on the what the total costs are going to be. No
-

order to get a job The• illegal alien comments I made earlier with respect one, in fact, on the floor knows that.
only has to claim to be a U.S. citizen, to the implications of this verification But it is' certainly conceivable that it
present a driver's license, Social Secu- system on. the American people. We will be great. Just as far as we are
rity card, and those are the things we -have been told as a' starting point that aware- to this point, the assembling of
will find out. How do they avoid -the the bill, without this pilot program, this database is going to be in the hun-

verification process? What do they do?• would ,be gutless, it would be toothless
Find out.
and, in various other ways, be a bill unOthers say we should try and call worthy of us here. I cannot help, when
in—there has been a toll-free numter we talk about exaggerated rhetoric, be
called 1—8OO--BIG--BROTHE. They must a little, shocked and surprised at those
have forgotten the one cafled 1—800- allegations, because I coiisider the bill
END-FRAUD. That is an 800 number, as it currently stands, even if it did not
too, that you want to pipe into that have, these pilot programs, an extraornext time you are grappling with 1-800-- dinary piece 'of legislation that will
END-FRAUD or BIG—BROTHER and combat many of the problems this
find Out whether it will be cost effec- country has with illegal immigration,
tive, find out what we will do, see what and combat them squarely,. head on, efis up in this country, do the testing we fectively, whether it is increasing the
need to do. trust a Congress 6 years in border patrols, whether it is cracking
the future having to cast another vote down on and ensuring the deportation
to do it right. If you do not get started, of alien criminals, whether it is in paryou will never get it started.
tiaUy peializing the visa overstayers
-

dreds of minions of dollars. The Social

Security Administration has said that
a nationaiprogram would be $3 to $6
billion; and then it would have to be
sustained.

Mr. President, that is thousands of
dollars per illegal immigrant in the
country just - to build this system, if

that is what we would end up doing. I
do not think that is exactly the kind of
cost-benefit approach we want to take.
Let us not just talk about the burdened
taxpayers; let us talk about the burden
to business, and particularly to sma]i
business.

We can debate the terminology, we

can talk about whether it is seeking
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permission or some other way to de- These are significant costs—costs not of program together. Whether it is a.
scribe what woiiid be called for under borne by the people who are breaking national database, regional database,
this type of an approach. But it cer- the rules, but by the people who are State database, it is going to be costtainly would be an additional step in playing by the rules.
ly—costs -for the small businesses, in
the process,, and it certainly would reI do not believe,- Mr. President, that particular, but for the employers of
quire, in some way, communicating we should attempt to solve the illegal America, who have tG develop whatever
witx someone in a bureaucracy run by immigration problem by bringing huge system it is to comply with and inter-

the Federal Government somewhere in burdens on people who are -playing it
America to determine whether or not straight. I am sympathetic to the probverification indeed has occurred.
lems raised with respect to people who
We have never, in my judgment, Mr.. live in States such as California. I unPresident, ever placed that level of bur- derstand that they have different cirden on employers in this country. It is cuznztances than we might have in my
a costly burden, potentially, a very State, or yours. But to basically imcostly burden, for small businesses, and pose upon the entire country uitiparticularly for those small businesses mately or, in the short-term, full
that have a large turnover: of employ- States or regions the kinds of burdens
ees.
by this type of
In addition, itis a burden on the em- that é.re contemplated
system, it just seems to
ployees themselves. Again, we have one verification
Mr. President, that is not a costpilot program in Santa Ana, CA, care- me,
benefit.a.naiysis
that works out favorfully monitored by the INS, who are ably for the American
people.
presumably pulling out all the stops to
Now, Mr. President, the real issue'
try to minimize delays on a database. that
we should focus on, in addition to
So there are 22 cases out of 1,000—1, 2,
arebenefits, because that-is the
3 percent. Extrapolate that to the en- costs,
tire country or a large region, as is calculus. I think it is important for ev-

contemplated by the pilot program,

and we. are talking about thousands of
American citizens who will be, in one

way or another, denied initial hiring
because

the verification system
database is not able to run at 100 percent.
While it may be the case that when a
program is highly localized in a single
city, with I1.IS monitoring, the
peo-

ple can get relatively quickly into the
correct category, I do not think such a

quick turnaround will be possible if the
program is indeed larger, whether it is

our constituents if they determine or

learn that we have moved us in a direction where new birth certificates are

required, whether it is for passports,
weddings, or anything else. Imagine

what we will encounter if when- young
people go to get their driver's license,now living in a wholly different State

or part of- the country, find out that
our law here today, in attempting to
crack down on illegal immigration, has

thwarted that effort, forcing them to
incur additional costs in order to get
their first license.

selves, who will be -required to go

-

through the additional step, and especially to those who, because of a

database mistake, do not initially get
hired and have to go through the addi-

tionl bureaucratic red tape to get

back into the system; costs to all who
will need either birth certificates and
driver's licenses and find out that because at what we have doire-, they now

have to get a new one. Those are the
costs on one side.

On the other side, as I say, te benefits, in my judgment, are substantialiy
-

less

than that which has been sug-

earlier, because I think it will
eryone who is considering how they gested
ultimately still be possible to find a
feel about this issue to think about the way around the system. For those who
degree to which such a program as is want to find a way around the system
being contemplated here can possibly on the employer side, a verification
work: Will the forgery stop, Mr. Presi- system will only mAke a very minimal
dent? Will it really mean that there is impact. For that reason, I' think we do
not the capability of circumventing the not need this step in the direction of
new system that might be developed? more big Government. I think we
Do we really believe that a system can should strike the verification system'
be made perfect? Do we really think and the driver's license and birth certhat on Alvarado Street -in Los Angeprovisions of the legislation.
les, or in any other city where there tificate
I yield the-floor..
might be this type of forgery, in a couThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
ple of years, if not sooner, somebody seeks recognition?
not will come up with a system that Mr. DEWqE addressed the Chair.
breaks the code, that somehow peneThe PRESIDLNG OFFICER. The Sentrates the new security that is devel- ator from Ohio.
oped as part of these pilot programs? I Mr. DEWINE. Mr. -President, I again

larger in terms of a full State or a region that goes beyond one State, or
certainly if it was a national program.
We have had other similar kinds of
things happen, Mr. President. When- am very skeptical, Mr. President.
ever databases are involved, there
But, also, let us not lose sight of the
could be interminable delays. The So- fact that, even separate from the abilcial Security Administration encoun- ity to develop a foolproof system, we
ters this quite often, and it takes days have the problem that many, if not an
to months to correct errors. I do not overwhelming percentage, of the emthink that is the way to deal with the ployer problems we have are intenillegal immigration problem in Amer- tional. So let us ask ourselves this: If
ica—by creating problems for people there is an employer who knowingly or
who are citizens who are entitled to intentionally intends to hire someone
work, rather than cracking dowu on who is an illegal alien, are they even
those who are not entitled to work.
going to participate in the verification
Let us not overlook the acquisition system? I do not think so. I do not

costs of the documents that will be requi.red in order to effectuate this. type
of system if it goes beyond a very small
project. The acquisition costs were so,
I think, accurately and movingly laid
out by the Senator from Ohio earlier.
I.magin& what we will encounter from

face with the database; and then costs
in terms of actually doing such compliance; costs to, the employees 'them-

think so, Mr. President.So while the people who play by the
rules are incurring the additional costs
of setting up the kinds of systems that

-

rise in support of the amendment.

I would like to return, if I could, to

the issue of the birth certificate because I think it is so revolutionary
what we would do if we actually passed

this bill as.it is written-and if we turn
this amendment dowu. As I pointed out

earlier, we are saying to 270 million
Americans that your birth certificates
are• still valid. -You just cannot use
them for anything. If you really want
to use them in the traditional way- in
which we use birth certificates today,

you have to go back to the county

where you were born or contact that
county. You have to get a new birth
certificate - under the prescription of
will be required to interface with the the Federal Government. For the first
database in Washington, the ones who time, we have a federally prescribed
would shun the rules today will shun birth certificate. We have a federally
the rules tomorrow. As a consequence, prescribed driver's license. In essence,
the issue of whether or not- there is a they are not even "grandfathered in,"
job magnet will not be very effectively to use the term we use many times.
addressed by this type of an approach, You will have to get a new one if you
because as long as there are people want to use it.
willing to work around the rules, there
A 16-year-old who just wants to get
will be an audience of people who will his or her driver's license, we are going
think they can come to the country il- to say, "No, you cannot use that birth
legally and get jobs with those who ba- certificate that your parents have held
sically eschew the responsibilities as onto for 16 years. You have to get a
employers of following the rules today. new one." We are going to say the
So there we- bring ourselves to the same thing to someone who wants to
final balance. On the one hand, massive get married. You have to go back to
costs, taxpayer costs, putting this kind contact that county where you were
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born 20, 30, or 40 years ago to get that

birth certificate. You have to be re-

issued a new form. We will have to say
to someone 65 years of age who wants

to get Social Security, or Medicare,

"Sorry." You come into the Social Se-

curity Administration and you think
you are going to get your check next
month. You sign up, doing what you
are supposed to be doing. We will say

There are other States that probably
are more restrictive, but I would say
even in those States that are more restrictive, unless we are willing to impose burdens on American citizens that
no one in this Chamber will impose,
unless we are willing to say to the 65year-old who wants to get Social Security who now lives in South Carolina
and was borii in Ohio that you have to

to them, "No, you have to go back and
go back to Cleveland, OH,. or
get• a new birth certificate," a birth personally
where you were borii to get
certificate that was issued initially 65 Cincinnati
birth certificate, unless we are
years before that. I think that is an your
willing to. say that, how in the world do
undue burden. I think it is a terrible you
protect the integrity of that birth
burden.
How in the world do you do
I would like to talk now for a mo- itcertificate?
by mail?
ment about another aspect of this, and
Let us take it a step further. Let us
that is those who argue in favor of re-

quiring this national birth certificate—. assume the State even has some very
nationally pzescribed birth certificate. restrictive ways in which they will
a birth certificate. What is the
To those who argue that it is worth it, issue
we are going to help solve the illegal use of being able to demonstrate who
immigration problem—and I know they you are, whether it is a driver's license,
are - well intentioned when they say if you have a driver's license such as
this—and it is worth it to require the Senator SIMPSON has over there—i
people we represent to do all of this, I heard him tell the story of how cheap
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get someone's birth certificate if i was
close in age to that person, it might be
able to pass, it might be able to work.
i have a great birth certificate, If i
took it to the Chair and he was the employer, he would say, "That's it, a new

birth certificate, it has to be right."
And if the next day the real person
came in and they had their old birth

certificate, the old, moldy birth certificate that had been in their closet or in
their attic, or had been in the desk for
a number years, you would say; "Well,
that is not as good. I have to take the
other one."
So i think when you work this oxt—

it all sounds great in theory—it just
will not work. If you look at how the

government really works at the county
level, if you look at how health departments issue these certificates that
really work, if you take into consider-

ation the fact that an open State can
get anybody's birth certificate, this

just does not make any sense.
Let me turn to another point. i think
would argue, walk through this with it was to get that driver's license, It is my friend from Wyoming has been too
me and see if at the end you still think a great story. It illustrates a lot of the modest. This is a good bill.' He has
that a. birth certificate—this new problems that we have. Then you go to made it a good bill. He has had 17 years
tamperproof birth certificate—is really get the breeder document, and you can of experience at looking at things that
going to solve very mary problems, be- go circular. Even if you have a restric- we need to do. There is a consistent list
cause it is based upon the premise that tive State, not like Ohio and other of . things that we have done. i say
the person who gets this new States where you can get anybody's "we"—"he" has done. This is the legal
tamperproof birth certificate is in fact birth certificate, what in the world immigration bin passed by the subthe person they purport to be. That, I good does it do to have all these bells cozxunittee, a portion of it. These are
think, is a leap in logic which may not and whistles on these, birth certifi- the things each one of us think relates,
cates?
to a specific problem of dealing with ilnecessarily be true.
We wifl spend a ton of money. We legal aliens.
My colleague from Wyoming has con-

sistently—and I respectfully say that
he has been at this for 17 or 18 years.
He refers to the birth certificate as the
"breeder document." This is the real
problem: We have to get at the birth
certificate. The difficulty with that is
that tmder the laws of many States and

the way it operates in many States,

that breeder document may be a second-generation document or a thirdgeneration document.
Let me take my home State of Ohio.

Ohio is what might be referred to as an

open State. It is not the only State

will violate States' rights because we
are going to tell the States what they
can accept and what they cannot accept for official State business, all in
the name of trying to solve this problem. I would submit it is not going .to
solve it at all. In fact, again, it is not
too much of a leap of the imagination
to think it may create more problems.
Why? Because now you are going to
have this routine of millions of people
every year having to go back through
when they turn 16 and want their driver's license and want, their Medicare
card, or when they want to get mar-

that follows this procedure. There are
many other States that follow this as ried; millions of people have to go back
well. All you need to do in Ohio to get to the origin county of their birth to
a birth certificate is to stop in at the get a birth certificate. These will be iscounty health department office.. You sued en mass.
It seems to me that you do not have
put down your $7, and you get a copy of
your birth certificate. Not only can to be too smart if you are a person who
you ge a copy of your birth certifi- wants to violate the system. If you are
cate, Mr. President, but you can get a a person who wants to game the syscopy of anybody's birth certificate. it tem, as the Senator from Wyoming
is a public document. It is a public said very eloquently, there are people
record. So I can go into Ohio and get a who are doing it, and it is a problem.

birth certificate for anybody if they But now you do not have to be too
were born in that county.
bright to be able to figure out how to
What is the protection here? You can start working that system and how to

i reduced it to a chart form because
i do not want anyone in this Chamber
to think that if this amendment is accepted—which i certainly hope it will

be—that there is nothing left in the

bill to deal with illegal aliens. This is
a tough bill. The Senator has done a
great job. He has taken his years of ex-

perience in the subcommittee, along
with members of the subcommittee,
and he did 'a great job.

Look at what the subcornxhittee did:
Increased Border Patrol, INS investigators, wiretaps for alien, smuggling,

and document 'fraud;

RiCO for alien smuggling and document fraud;

Increased asset forfeiture for alien

smuggling and document fraud;
5. Doubled fines for document fraud;
Next,- faster deportation of. illegal
aliens;
And finaily, faster deportation of immigrants convicted of crimes.

That was the bill coming out of 'the
subcommittee, it is a bill that i think

i have heard my friend, say would have
been hard to get through on the Senate

floor even as recently as a couple of

ago. But it is tough and it -is
issue the finest document in the world, get out, of some of these counties, par- years
with all the bells and whistles on it in ticularly in Stats that are open for good.

Then the bill went to the full com•the world; you can spend all of the birth certificates, this breeder docu- mittee,
and the fuil committee even
money you want to make it ment. Only now it is going to be a
upped the ante. The full committee
tamperproof, but if the person who breeder document that is going to be added
things. This is what
walks in and gets that document is not superior. You are going to be in the sit- the fulladditional
committee did.
that person, what good have you done? uation where you, as an imposter, are
"Bill Made Tougher in Committee:'
So in States like Ohio that have this going to have a better document than
Increased penalties fo visa overstay-

open system, open record system, what the person who is actually, that person. ers.
good does it do? There is absolutely no
MnE DEWn can go in; i could figure
Let me stop with that for a minute
good at an.
out how to game the system. i could because that is a problem. My friend
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from Wyoming has identified this as a system so police officers would know Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I
problem. These are people who over- who they were dealing with. We found, thank the Senator. I
to review the
stay. They are people who come here that only 5 percent of the criminal situation. We havewish
a Leai amendlegally—they are not legal immigrants, records in the State of Ohio were to- ment, on which, I believe,
anyone
but they are people who come here le- tally accurate—only 5 percent. That is wishes to address that, we areifready
to
gally. They are students. For any num- not unusual. That is not unusuai.
close that debate. There is no time
ber .of reasons they are here, but then
In all the discussion about the Brady agreement here, but I think that is
they stay. That is a problem. This pro- bill, we got into the whole issue of the ready to be closed.
I think Senator
vision put in by the full committee accuracy of criminal

records. We found HATCH ha a statement and maybe will
deals with that—increased penalties for that there are very, very few States enter that in
the RECORD. Senator
visa overstayers.
that could put in an instant check syshas an amendment, and there
Nest: More investigators for visa tem because of the high inaccuracy BE.ADLEY
were several who said they wished to
overstayers;
level.
speak on that. I have not had any furNest: Eliminate additional judicial
Now, after having spent hundreds of ther word from anyone on that. There
review of deportations;
millions of dollars to try to upgrade a is no time agreement on it; Then the
No bail for criminal aliens;
crimini record system that we depend Abraham amendment, which now goes
Three-tier fence along the border;
on to .make life and death decisions,, to Senator KYL for his time. I have
Next: Expand detention facilities by how in the world do we expect to, overnothing much further on any of
9,000 beds;
re-create a national data base. really
those three.
And finally: Increase Border Patrol night,
system for employment, a system that,
So, again, if we are going to go on,
by 1,000 agents.
.
definition,
going to have to be a maybe we could lock in a .time 'agreeAn of those provisions are in this. by
bigger?
mént to be sure that we let our col'bill. So it. is a bill that is a strong bill, lotNow,
"Well, 'you are leagues know there will at least be
• and no one, no- one should be ashamed talking people
'about could
a pilotsay:
project,
of voting for this bill. No one should Isn't . that what you - are Senator. three votes on these three amendtalking ments.
feel they cannot go home and be able about?"
Mr. KYL addressed the Chair.
to say, "We passed a very, 'very tough
"Yes."
The PRESmfl,GOpc The, Senbill."
Yes; we are talking about .a pilot ator from
Arizona is recognized.
Let me turn, as I said I would earlier, project, but I have' been thinking about
Mr. YL. Mr; President, I shall be
to the issue of a national .veriflcatjon this,,, and I cannot come up with any
quite' brief. If' the ranking majority and
system. .
way
can have a pilot project 'that
members wish to discuss a
I understand that this is a pilot reallyyou
works and is really:accuzate and minority
project. Again, I oniy bring to the floor really protects employees or potential time agreement, that would be fine, or
my own experience. Each one of us employees 'unless you have a 'national perhaps while tam speaking they could
brings our own experience. I think that system. We cannot 'build walls around• do it, but I will not speak more than 15
minutes for sure.
is the great thing about the Congress
'We cannot build walls around Mr.' 'Piesident, rise in opposition to
and the. Senate. We do have varied States.
communities. People go . back and the amenthnent.I The
discussion that
backgrounds. My background has been, forth. You have to create a national
at least In part, in law enforcement as system, even if you are only using it in my colleague from Ohio has just engaged in primarily relating to the issue
a county prosecuting attorney.
.' four
five pilot projects, and so we of the birth certificate, I will leave to
One of the things that shocked me 20 will, or
have to build a national system. Senator SIMPSON. I should rather reyears, ago is when I found what kind of We will
have to build a national system 'spond to arguments primarily made
state our criminal records were in. that . is not
to . be error prone. earlier by. the Senator from Michigan
What am I talking about when I am Anyone whogoing
.has
had
any experience and, to some extent, the 'Senator from
talking about criminal records? I am with, the criminal system
in this coun- Ohio relating to the problem of vertalking about basicaily the same type
who reaily has looked at it, I think ification 'of employment status.
of thing here, only I am talking about try,
a finite group of individuals, criminals. is going to be hard pressed'to be 'able to I wish .to go back in time to set this
.
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a good argument that, this new issue in' proper contest. In 1990, 6 years
It is important for the police officer m&ke
system.
are going to create is not ago, the Congress increased the limit
'who. comes up behind a car to be 'able going towe
'cause serious, serious prob- - on legal immigration to the country by
to determine who is in that car, if that lems as well
as be extremely expensive. .37 percent because we thought
laws
person has a record, to be able to deterI know there are some of ity col- that imposed serious sanctionsthe
for hirmine if that person is wanted, or at leagues
who
want
to
talk
some
more.
on' mg illega1.jmmjgran would have the
least if that car is a stolen car. When, this bill, but'I just' believe this amendsomeone is apprehended, then it is im- ment makes eminent sense...It is a good effect of reducing that. illegal irniniportant to be able to determine wheth- bill without it. It. is a great bill. It does grant population; that making it harder that person is wanted, whether they lot. The Senator from Wyoming is to er to employ illegal immigrants would
in effect remove that magnet—employ
'have had a criminal record in the past. I a,be
for the work he has ment—that was drawing many people
The same way for a judge who looks done.commended
But unless we take out these pro-' across the border, particularly from
down. at arraignment. He is on his 52d
unless this amendment passes, Mexico.
person, or she is on her 52d person, the visions,
I think we are all going to be very Unfortunately, it has not worked out
judge is, and is trying to determine sorry,
and I think we are going to have that way. because the system just has
what the bond is. It is important, when a lot of
to do to our con- not worked very well. Unfortunately,
they glance at that record, the record stituentsexplaining
that 16-year-old' wants between 300,000 and 400,000 illegal imbe complete; that they know 3 years to get hiswhen
or her driver's license and migrants are now entering the United
ago this person committed a rape, or they find out,
no, that birth certificate States every year, many of them peothey know that 4 years ago this person is not any good;
the 65-year-old
ple seeking these job opportunities. in
fled the jurisdiction. All of that is im- out, no, my birth certificate is notfinds
fact, in my own State, the INS estiportant, and police officers deal with good anymore; I have to go back any
and mates that about 10 percent of the
this every day and have to rely on this get a new one, or when someone wants
information to make life and death de- to get married and they find out their State's work force is made up of illegal
immigrants.
cisions.
certificate is not any good either.
I hope Members of the Senate believe
I was shocked a number of years ago birth
that is a very serious' problem. that it should not be acceptable to
to find that this system is not entirely I think
Mr. President, I see' my friend from have so many illegal immigrants takaccurate. That is a kind way of putting Wyoming
standing. I yield the floor.
ing jobs here in the United States. The
it. When I became Lieutenant Governor
The
PRESIDING
Is there question, then, is what we do about it.
in Ohio, we had as one of our goals to further debate on theOFFICER.
amendment?
We have a' system that is not working,
try to upgrade the criminal records The Senator from Wyoming,
and we need to do something about it.
.

,

,
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That is what the bill attempts to
status of the employee, he can be the ad hominem argument,
deal with. We started out with a bill charged
that is
violating our imxnigra- made in a debate when
that dea!t with it in a much more ef- tion lawswith
you
do
not
for
hiring
somebody
who is a good answer. It makes perfectionhave
fective way. But in order to com- not legaijy authorjd to work here.
the

•

•

promise and get more support over the
of the good. There is only one
As Senator STiSON and others have enemy
perfect
thing in this universe and that
weeks and months, mary changes were said,
the system we have tried to' de- is He Who
made, to the point, now, that.it is real- vise to
made the universe. None of
verify the working status, or us is perfect.
ly a very modest approach. This is a legal status,
None of our laws is perof
the
individ
for work fect. No system we. can devise is
very modest change we are seeking, to purposes is not working because
perit
re- fect. Nothing is foolproof. Nothing is
try to find out how to strengthen this Lies on a series of documents,
all
of
even
tamperproof
for
people
verification process so not so many il- which are easy to forge. Therefore,
whc are
you not fools but are very clever individlegal immigrants are working in the end up with a situation where
uais.
it is virUnited States. This is clearly the focus tually impossible for the
employer to
But we can try to do something to
of the effort, to reduce the effect of the
really know whether the individual is enforce a law that, 10 years
magnet of employment.
ago, everyto work or not.
one thought was still a good law and
It has been illegal to hire illegal entitled
The
employer
fills
out
what
is
called
none of the opponents of this verificaaliens for 10 years now. So I think the
1-9 form to verify the eligibility of tion system is trying to repeal. They
first thing you have to do is ask what an
each
person
hired.
But,
as I said, that are, in effect, willing to allow a law on
is not working and what can we do
about it? The Jordan commission; system is open to great fraud and the books they know cannot be enwhich has been referred to many times abuse. So one of the purposes of the forced. Nothing detracts more from a
verification system is, obviously, to society than keeping laws on the books
in this debate, studied this problem as make
the law work. Another purpose is that everyone knows are not being enmuch as any, and it came up with sev- to make
it easier .for the employer to forced. It breeds an attitude against
eral recommendaUons What the Jordan commson and many other immi- verify the legal status of the individ- the law, and, after all, the law is the
gration experts have concluded is that uai. Another purpose is to protect the underpinning of the country. We are a
seeking employment;
nation of laws.
the best way to reduce the number of individual
I
want
to
make it very clear that the
If we willingly, knowingly, allow a
illegal aliens working in our country bill specifically
prohibits the establish- lot of laws to be on the books that evtoday is to implement some kind of an
of any national m card. What erybody ignores because we know they
easy-to-use, reliable employment ver- ment
many of us believe, ideally, is there is do not work, it makes them unimporification system. In fact, the Jordan no
card at 11. Let us take the Social tant, in effect. It niake the purpose becoxnimssion reported that current eni- Security
number. You are frequently hind them uBiniportant. I
we
ployer sanction laws cannot be effec- asked
to give your Social Security are not seriously doing oursubmit
job if we
tive without a system for verifying the number,
but you do not necessarily simply argue against trying to improve.
work eligibility of employees.
to have.a card with you that iden- a law. with nothing to substitute to
So, if the current system is not effec- have
There are no concrete,
tive in weeding out those individuals tifies you as an individua,l for other make it better.
suggestions here, no constcwho are here illegally and, as the Jor- purposes. On those few occasions in positive
life, hopefully few for most of us, tive criticjsi. It is all negative critidan commission and others have said, your
where you are applying for a job, you cism. You cannot make a perfect, foolwe have to find a way to. develop a give
the Social Security number. Per- proof system, they say.
workable system, what is the next
Nobody is saying we can. But we can
one of the pilot projects is a 1—800
step? You do some research. You try to haps
make it a lot better than it is. We
do some pilot projects, some experi- number that the employer can thai up sure
make a foolproof system along
ments, some demonstration projects, and punch in the numbers of the Social cannot
the
border
but that does not
Security
number
and
get
information
as they are sometimes calied, to find back that the inthvidual who he has keep us fromeither,
trying. A]most everyone
out what will work the best. That is
here is going to support training 1,000
hired is, in fact,.legal.
what the coxnimttee did. It adopted a just
In any event, we are not talking new agents to put on the border and in
verification provision which authoijzes about a national U) card here, and
the our cities every year for the next 7.
a series of pilot projects. We are not debate should not be conftsed with
years; to build fences, to build lights,
charging the law. We are not imposing that prospect. Moreover, the employee to do ail the other things
to
a system. We are certainly not impos- verification would only be used after keep the border more secure thazitry
is.
ing a national system. We are simply an individual was hired, so you do not It win never be totally secure, butit we
authorizing the Attorney General to run into problems of discrimination do not give up. We try to seek new
experiment with some pilot projects
Perhaps most important—and i ways of.protectjng that border. In fact,
over a short period of time, 4 years, to here.
really
view this as a deficiency in the we have some pilot projects in this biU
determine what will work, what is the
not something. to brag about, but to ezperunent with different kinds of
most effective way for employers to itbill,
certainly answers one of the objec- fencing and different kinds of lighting
• verily that the person they have hired tions
my opponents_-is that these and roads, to see what works the best
is legally authorized to.work. That is pilot of
secure the border.
projects
would not in and of toWhy
very straightforward.
can we not have some pilot
themselves
establish
any
new
verificaThese projects are intended to assist tion system for the country. The
pro)ects
to experiment, to see what are
Con- the best ways
both the employer and, frankly, the
of verifying the legal stawould have to actuaily act, would tus
person seeking employment. Because, gress
of people for employment purif an inthvidual seeks employment and, have to pass a law implementing a ver- poses—and welfare benefits, I might
system before it ever took effrankly, looks like.rne, there probably ification
So there would be plenty of oppor- add? It is a false argument, to make
are not going to be too many questions fect.
the enemy of the good.
for those who oppose this, once perfection
asked. But, in my own State of Ari- atanity
All this bill does is allow us to try
pilot
pro3ect
-had
established
some
zona, we have a very large Hispaijc
some new things to see if they will

population. There are a lot of people good ideas here, to pick those ideas work. Now what is wrong with that,
Mr. President?
I also heard an argument that it is

if they do not like them. Basiwho seek employment in which the em- apart
cally what they are arguing against is
•ployer is basicaily in a dilemma, in a something
that has not even been crecatch-22 situation. If he asks too many ated yet. They
saying we canxiot
questions of. that individual, perhaps imagine a systemare
that would work well
because he or she looks Hispanic, and therefore we should
not even try to
speaks with a Spanish accent, that em- find one.
ployer can be charged with discrinijnaAs one of my colleagues said, it is
tion. But if the employer does not ask impossible
have a foolproof system.
enough questions to verify the legal- That is the to
last argument, except for

going to cost the employers. Absolutely false. First of all, we made it

very clear that the pilot projects cannot cost the employers anything and,
secondly, one of the reasons we are try-

ing to develop a new verification sys—
tem is to decrease the cost of compliance. It is not easy to comply with the
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filling out of these I—9forxns. I know, I
The purpose and the thrust of this agency, whatever that might be, and
talked to a lot of employers who do it. particular Imendnient in t first in- other features designed to limit tam-

It is a hassle. It will be much easier stance, on the question of the birth pering and counterfeiting. We let the
and less costly for them if we can un- certificate, is to make sure that docu- States do whatever else they want to
plement a truly effective verification ments that are going to have to be re- do,
.but we are trying to get a handle on
system.
quiredand be supplied are going to be this.
In the end, Mr. President, as I said, accurate.
Mr President, we have heard a lot of
the verification system that is
-

..

conWhy is that important? It is importemplated in this legislation is really a tant, first of all, if. we are serious about
very minimal effort. It is a pilot doing something about illegal iminiproject only. There is no assurance, as gration. If we are not going to do that,
the original bill provided, that a na- then the magnet attraction of jobs in
tionwide system win ever be imple- the United States is going to continue
mented. Such a system would only to invite people from all over the world
arise if we concluded that there are to come to the United States.
some really good ideas that come out
We can build fences and fences and
of this pilot project, presumably with a fences and hire border guards and bormajority of the House and Senate der guards and border guards, but we
agreeing to implement that verifica- have seen what happened in Vietnam
tion system with legislation.
when we• had those various fences out
As I said, this can really oily be and mine fields nd every kind of lightcalled a beginning, but it is an impor- ing facility. People still were able to
tant first- step, and I. think that the bore through to where they wanted to
verification provisions of this bill, go if they had a sufficient interest .in

minimal as they are, should not be

eliminated as the opponents suggest,
but rather should be retained.

Therefore, I urgé my colleagues to
vote against the motion to strike these
important provisions from the bill..

questions about how this is going to be
costly. It is approximately $10 an issu-

ance of a birth certificate in the State
of Georgia. We can give other illustrations of that as well.

So it is important as we go to this
issue about the birth certificates 'to

really understand it. As has been pointed out time in and time out during this

debate, the birth certificate is that
breeder document. If you get that birth
certificate from any State that has

open files on it—we have 13 States that
have open files, on it—as I mentioned
earlier, and you. can go on in there and
get a copy of anyone's birth certificate
and get your own picture put with that
doing so.
birth certificate, and. you can have
No. 1, we have a national program at. driver's license, if you pass the driver'sa
the present time.
requirement, and that is one of the eliNo. 2, everyone who wants to work. gibility cards for employment.
and every employer in this country is
So, Mr. President, if we are serious
required to fill this out.
about trying to deal with this underlyThe thrust of the Simpson proposal is ing issue, this proposal that Senator
-

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- to get at the question of ensuring that
ator from Massachusetts is recognized. the documents that are going to be SThPsoN has is absolutely essential,
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I provided to that employer are going to necessary and reasonable to try and.
deal with this issue.

know we have had a good debate and be legitimate and that we are going to
discussion on this amendment. Let me make
substantial improvements with
just summarize very briefly the rea- the problems
of fraud in the maldng of
sons that I believe that the esting those documents,
well illustrated by
provisions are so important if we are the Senator fromas
California.
Tlmt is
serious about dealing with the prob- what this is all about.
lems of illegal iirunigration.
of the provisions says that we
First of all, there have been com- areOne
going to have to try and make sure
ments by those who are supporting that
are going to have birth certifistriking these various provisions that cateswe
put on tamperproof paper. We
utilize an old technique that we know hear how
world is coming down beof around here ad many of us have cause wethe
are
going to have that reseen many times, and that is, misstate quirement.
what is in the bill and then differ with
Let us look at what the legislation
it. Misstate what is in the bill and then says
on birth certificates:
differ with it.
The standards described in this paraTlmt is true with those who have sug- graph
set forth in the regulations
gested that we are moving toward a na- on pageare
38, and it says on une 13•

On the second question about the

various pilot programs to' figure out a
better way to help erxIployers verify
who can work, because the current approach- is not working, our provision
simply requires the Attorney General.

to conduct some pilot.progia

I wish we would spend a moment, and

I will just take a moment, referring
our colleagues to those provisions on
page 13 of the legislation which outlines what will be necessary in terms of
these various pilot projects. We pointed

out they are not being put into effect..
They will be completed and then a report will be made to the Congress, and
the Congress will be able to take whatever steps that it will.
It says:
issuing the

tional identity card. It is also true of (i) certillcation by the agency
those who say we do not want a new birth
certificate—
kind of national system that is going
agency in the State issues
to be governing in the rural areas or theWhatever
urban areas of this country; that it Usebirthofcertificate.
safety paper, tamper-free
somehow is going to be national.
that is true. We have said that
Mr. President, at the present time, paper,
have to move toward tamper-free
we know, as it says in the Immigration they
paper.
and Nationality Act, to hire for employinent in the United States a indi- The seal of the issuing agency—
vidual, complying with the require- Whatever that agency is in any
ments of the subsection (B), and sub- State.

(2) The plan described.

.

. shall take effect

on the date of enactment of a bill or joint

resolution...

-

-

The objectives it must meet: the pur-

pose is to reduce illegal immigration,
to' increase employer compliance, to
protect individuals from unlawful discrimination, to minimize the burden on
businesses.

Those are the objectives. They sound.
section (B) is spelled out in such a way and other features designed to limit tamper- pretty good to me. That is basically
what we are considering on that.
as to require everyone in the United ing—
Within that, Mr. President, as I have
States of America, whether they are in
Left up, again, to the State.
seen as a member of the Judiciary
Maine, Wisconsin, Florida, Massachu- counterfeiting, and use by impostors.
setts, Texas or California, to fill out There it is, I say to my friends. Those Committee, they believe that they may
well be able to issue or develop
this particular form, the 1—9 form. Tlmt
the provisions that we are asking very
programs
to increase the certification
is a national requirement in existence are
in order to stop illegal immigration and accuracy
that are industry based,
at the present time.
this country. How can we say that
regionally based, but industry
Do we• understand that that is ai- into
these are unreasonable? How can we perhaps
ready in existence? And behind that, say that these -are not necessary? How or employer based. You have about 80
with the other requirements in terms an we say if we are serious about ille- percent in seven States, 80 percent of
illegals in seven States.
of the identification of the individual,
immigration that just insisting theThere
some very interesting pilot
you have a list of acceptable docu- gal
that there is going to be tamperproof programsarethat
are in the process at the
ments:
paper out there, the seal of the issuing present time. We have not the time to
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go

through them, although I think anyme just say, finally, unless we Whatever happened to the
one on the Judiciary Committee who areLet
notion of
to do that, we are going to do
reform, which almost every
took the time to get the briefing from whatgoing
we have heard stated out here on regulatory
the Justice Department has to be im- the floor, the American people are Senator at least paid lip service to?
seems to be one of the biggest p0pressed about what they think the posto get frustrated by the failure This
tential
unfunded mandates that has
sibilities are of reaily strengthening going
to act; and then we are going to have ever been
proposed on this floor.
the whole process to be able to root out recriminations that are going to
I am confident that aimost no emillegai immigrants from the employ- down in a cruel kind of world andcome
di- ployer in the State of Wisconsin
ment process in this country.
vide families and loved ones, and there feel comfortable with the notionwould
There are very important privacy will
that
be a backlash against legitimate suddenly, in addition to everything
protections, Mr. President, and the list people
being
reunited
and
trying
to
else they have to do, they.have to call
goes on. We have drafted to deai with make a difference and contribute
to up Washington under this. If there is
that. The amendment has been drafted this country.
any ambiguity involved about the p05to try to take into consideration every
This, I think, is one of the most i-rn- sibility
this might occur, I refer
possible limitation and sensitivity.
pieces of this whole legislation. to page that
26 of the bill, and subsection
But, Mr. President, we are going to portant
I
hope
the
Abraham-Feingold
amend(E), where it explicitly states that one
have to ultimately make a judgment. ment will 'be defeated,
If you-are serious about controlling ilthe things that could be done in
Mr. FEINGOLD addressed the Chair, of
legal immigration, serious about that,
these pilot projects is to create the folThe
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
The
Senlowing:
recognizing that half the' illegais get ator from Wisconsin is recognized.
here legaily• and then jimmy, the sysA system that requires employers to verify
Mr. FEINGOLD. This has been a good
tem with these documents that are debate. It appears to be winding down. the validity of employee social security account numbers through a telephone call, and
fraudulent, picked up easily, and get
me just add a ,couple responses to. to
verify employee 'identity' through a United
jobs and displace American workers. If Let
the
comments
of
the
Senators
from
States
passport, a State driver's license or
you are interested in halting illegai Wyoming and Massachusetts.
identifjcajon document, or a dociment isimmigration, you are going 'to have to
One
of
the,
words
that
has
been
sued by the Service for. purposes of this
do more than border guards, You are• kicked around here is the word "per- clause.
going to have to get at the breeder doc- mission." Does this employer identiSo it is explicit in the bill. It is not
uments and get it in an effective sys- fication system, if it is fully imple- just
some objectives, general objectem.
require permission from the tives, as the Senator from MassachuIf you are interested in protecting mented,
Governent for an employer setts was reading earlier.
the Federai taxpayer, from illegal Federai
hire somebody? it has been sort of You, go 13 pages later, there are the
aiiens getting fraudulent documents so to
muddying the issue.
explicit approaches that are permitted.
that they canqualjfy for public assistI suppose you could call the current' One of those approaches is to put in
ance programs, you better be inter- system, asking for "permission," it is plaôe a pilot program
that presumably
ested' in doing something about these kind of a loose use of the word, because
lead to a nationai program refraudulent documents or otherwise we what is required now with the 1—9 is the would
every employer to 'essentiaily
are just' giving lip service to trying to obtaining of a certain kind of identi- quiring.
call Washington after they have -hired
protect the taxpayer.
But what it does not in- someone. I think this is vezy troubling
If you recognize the importance of fication card.this
is the phrase I used and certainly something that should be
trying to do something' about the clude—and
when I spoke; I did not just say "per- removed from the bill.
illegals, again, displacing jobs, we feel mission,"
I said, "having to ask per- Another comment that I found interthat it is important that we at least zrijssion from
Washington, DC." That is esting was the comment of.'the Senator
try to develop three pilot programs to what this system
could arise from from Wyoming, He saad that if this syssee what recommendations can be this proposal maythat
create.
tem costs' $10 billion, it would be worth
made to try to deal with this. problem.
What happens now is the employer
I think that is debatable, perhaps,
These are recommendations that are does not have to get on the phone or it.
made by the Jordaii commissionand by through a• computer to find out some- But, we have no assurance that even
we have gone through this procothers who have studied it. We ought thing from a national databank, That after
ess, either ailowed every employer to
to be prepared to examine those at the is a big difference. Ask anybody who do
this mandated every exriployer to
time they are recommended, to, evaiu- tries to run a smafl business or a farm do this, or
we spend SlO billion, we
ate them, to find o.it if they are going how ' ,they are going to like the idea have noafter
assurance at all that this systo make a difference. I believe they can that, Ui addition to everything else tem will work.
make important recommenda,tions and they have to do now to' try to keep
There will still be fraud. There will
suggestions:
their business going, every time they still be fraudulent documents, No one
Mr. President, this is a hard and difto hire somebody under one of has been able to assure us this is foolficult issue. It is a complicated one. want
these
they would have to proof. We may have created this giant
For people just to say that we can either aiternatives,
Washington or they would mandate and spent $10 billion, •have
solve our'problems with iflegal imini- have tocail
with Washington this huge system in place, and it may
gration by bumper-sticker solutions, throughcommunicate
some
other
system,
such as a not work, So it is not just a question of
that with that we are going to halt il- computer system.
spending the money. There
legai immigration, that all we have to
Who is going to pay for ail those sys- antee it would, in fact, work,is no gua.rdo is put up fences. and more border tems?
Who is going to make up for the
So the question here in the end is,
guards, that we are going to halt that
time of the employer who has What the adoption of this amendment
just by adding more penalties—I have lost
these additional burdens? It is very im- will 'do to this whole bill? Some say it
been around here. We have added more portant to distinguish here between' will
destroy the bill. Others think, as I
penaities on the problems of guns since what is current law and what this bill do, as Senator
does, that it
I have been around here than you can could do if this amendment is not will make it a measured response,
Inpossibly imagine. You think it is stop- adopted—getting permission from stead of using a meat ax to deai with
ping gun crimes in this country? Abso- Washington, DC. I think that is a fair
the problem of illegal immigration, we
lutely not.
of what this adds to this will focus on the tough items that are
You can just keep on adding these statement
bill.
in the bill that the Senator from Ohio
penaities, but unless ,you are going to
can this possibly square with identified,
get to the root causes of any of these theHow
rhetoric and legislation proposed in
There are strong, measures in this
problems, we, are not going to have a the 104th Congress? Whatever happened
bill. Frankly, I think a couple of them
piece of legislation that is worthy of to the notion that we should not do might
go a little too far. This is not a
its name in dealing with a complex, more uiffunded mandates from Wash- weak-kneed
piece of legislation if we
difficult problem.
ington, especially on 3mall businesses? get rid of this extreme mandate that
'

.

,

.

-
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could potentially arise from these pilot
In addition, it has been suggested gram.. The cost will be great to the emprograms.
that somehow because the 1986 legisla- ployees themselves who are playing .by
So, Mr. President, for those who sup- tion has 'not gone as far as people had the rules—U.S. citizens and those who
port a strong immigration bill, I reject hoped for, it is a mistake to resist this legally
can seek employment—because
the notion that getting rid of this po- approach that is being proposed with those people in some cases will be detential employer verification system the pilot program. I think that is actu- nied employment because of data base
would make it a weak bill. I think that ally counter-intuitive, Mr. President.
The cost to taxpayers of
is wrong. I think everyone should re- The fact is, every few years people malfunctions.
up the type of data base inmember the balance here between come along with a new, better mouse- setting
will be considerable, and the
keeping the strong provisions that are trap, it would seem, or they would volved
cost
to
average
citizens who,
in the bill versus making the bill so claim, for addressing the problems of because of thisAmerican
type
of
program,
find
difficult for so many Americans and SQ illegal aliens securing employment.
they need new birth certificates or new
many businesses that it would be reTen years ago we burdened the Amer- driver's licenses, will be considerable
sented rather than welcomed. Mr. ican economy and• our businesses and as well A lot of costs,. Mr. President.
President, I yield the floor.
employers with a lot of redtape—I-9
The benefits, on the other side, are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who forms and other things—and they have not
very clear to me. First of all, as I
seeks recognition?
not worked. Those who bring this
said in previous comments, those
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me amendment today are saying, "Let's have
employers who intend to fire illegal
propose a .unanimou-consent request, not add yet another level, another tier, aliens
at lower-pay-mg jobs or below
which will get us to vote on the pend- another round of redtape to those peo- the wage
level they, otherwise would
ing amendments, if I may, and answer ple who are trying to play by the rules have
to pay will get around any kind of
any questions, or you may reserve the and create opportunties for people in verification
system because they will
right to object. I will certainly do that. this country."
not
participate.
To the idea that we
Here is the consent agreement I wonid
Third, Mr. President, it has been sug- will create a foolproof system, a card
propose.
-

gested that somehow this is really
defies any type of tampering or
1 ask nnrIimous consent that the something good for employers, it is that
counterfeiting, to me, is a remote pos.

vote occur on or in relation to amendment No. 3790 at the hour of 4 oclock
today to be followed by a vote on or in
relation to amendment No. 3780, to be
followed by a vote on or in relation to
amendment No. 3752; further, that
there be 2 minutes of debate equally divided in the usual form prior to each o•
those -votes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER

(Mr.

KPo). Without objection, it is
so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. Let me say, too, that
there are two other amendments.

There was an amendment of Senator

FEflcSTEIN from last night with regard
to fencing, which Senator Km and Senator FE STED' are working toward re-

• solving and may have something on
that. We are not ready for a vote there.
Of course, that is not part of this.
Then there is an amendment of Senator SIMON with regard to deeming,
with regard to the issue of disabled persons. We have not included that here,

but that will be coming up as soon as'
we conclude this.

Senator RD has an amendment with
regard to criminal penalties on female
genital mutilation.
Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I do
not intend to speak much longer. I just
wanted to give a brief summary of a
few points, both in response to some of
the arguments that have been made by
the last few speakers and also just to
kind of put in perspective exactly what
this all tomes down to.
First of all, a statement made earlier
that this pilot program approach or the
broader approach wonid not have any

cost to employers is simply not the
case for a variety of reasons, but the
National Retail Federation has sug-

gested that even the pilot program as
conceptualized would probably work
out to something in the vicinity of 7
per verification. That might not mean
a lot to a business that does not have
much turnover; but to those that have
lots of employees coming and going it.
is a pretty big impact.

good for people who. might be discrimi- sibility.
nated against because of their: eth- There will be plenty of costs and very
nicity or their race. This is a case, few, in my view, benefits. Rather than
though, where frankly the people who going down the route we went in 1986,

are the alleged beneficiaries are say- it is our argument that we understand,
ing, "Thanks, but no thanks." That is very simply, the losers here
the
why this amendment that we are bring- taxpayers, the employers, the employing, both the verification amendment ees, the people playing by the rules.

as well as ths amendment that. Senator Those are the folks we should be helpDEWnE has separately offered with re- ing, Mr. President.
spect to birth certificates and driver's
The balance of this legislation does
licenses, are being supported by the exactly that, by cracking down on the
National Federation of Independent people who are violating this. .1 do not
Business, and they are key votes for think we should take a step other than
that organization, by the chamber of in that direction. - For those reasons,
commerce, by the National Association Mr. President, I strongly urge passage
of Manufacturers, by the Nation4 Re- of this amendment, support 'for the
tail Federation, and yes, the National striking of both the verification proceRestamant Assoáiation. We have heard dures as well as the procedure of the
earlier somehow that restaurants were driver's license and the birth certifisupporting this. The national associa- cate procedure.
tion opposes it. Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I think'
The businesses who will have to un- this has been a very impressive and finplement this, whether in pilot program •portant debate. I commend Senator
form or otherwise, say, "Thank you A3R&2i. I can see why the people of
but no thanks." So, too, do groups his- his State placed him here. He will have
torically fighting discrimination, such •a great career here. I wish him well. He
as the ACLIJ and others. The fact is, is very able, formidable, and fair. We
the beneficiaries are not really going try to express to each other what is octo benefit, Mr. President, if this is curring on the floor, even though it
looked at closely.
may be arcane and somewhat bizarre
Meanwhile, I draw attention to the from time to time, but I always try to
issue of the pilot project. We are being do that. To Senator DEWnE and his
asked to support this on a theory it is participation, and Senator FEINGOLD, a
not really a national sstem but a pilot very thorough debate.
project. The way .the legislation is Now, the reason we set that unanidrafted allows that type of pilot pro- mous-consent agreement is' that there
gram to encompass regions with no def- are at least several who have told me,
inition as for their size. In addition, be- "I do want to get over and speak on the
cause of the nature of verification, it. amendment of Senator LEY and Senalmost certainly will require the cre- ator BRADLEY." I do not believe any
ation of the type of national data base further persons intend to debate on the
that will be both costly, onerous, and issue of the Abraham amendment, but
burdensome. To say that a pilot pro- the reason we set the vote for 4 oclock

grain is just a small step is not accu- is to allow those who wish to debate

rate, Mr. President. It is a very big the issues of Senator Luw's amendstep.
ment and Senator BRADLEY to come
That brings me to the final point I forward. If they do not, they are forewant to make today—the cost versus

closed as of 4 o'clock. I hope they realthe benefits. The costs will be great to ize that, that there will be no further
employers who have to verify new em- opportunity to address those two
ployees, whatever the size of the pro- amendments, or three amendments
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—the Abriham amendment, too—after
be implemented in the foreseeable the procedures followed
the hour of 4 o'clock. Then we will go to
to issue them,
to the order of the amendments as Sen- future.
and improvements of a similar nature
Yet,
the
weird
part
of
it
is
that
this
ator BRADLEY, Senator LEAHY, Senator birth certificate-—and it
for driver's licenses, which I think are
is a' sacred critically important.
ABRAHAM, with the usual 2 minutes of document, the type of
document that is
debate.
The final provision on birth certif.jMr. President, let me inform the pressed into the Bible; it is the book cates was drafted with assistance from
goes into the safe deposit box—is
Chair that the majority leader has des- that
Association for Public Health Stathe most easily counterfeited of all ID- the
ignated Senator HATCH as the manager related
documents, partly because cop- tistics and Information, I want to
of the bill for the present time and that ies are issued by 50 States,
share that with my colleagues. The Nasome with tional Association of State Registrars
the majority leader has yielded 1 hour laws like Ohio,
some with laws like
to me, in my capacity as an individual
Vital Statistics Offices—that was
States and over 7,000 and
drafted with their assistance—these ofSenator, for the purposes of being able Wyoming—SO
local
registrars
in
a
myriad
of forms
to complete debate on the bill,
and political subdivisions and, as Sen- ficials made very valuable suggestions
I only have 27 minutes left. Thatbecause
to us, and they expressed
is the ator LE&iy indicated in committee,
apI proval of the final, language, their
purpose of that. I promise I shall not think townships.
which s
expend any more on the other issue.
So how can anyone looking at a par- here to be stricken. Additional unMaybe on the birth certificate—I could ticular
were made in the amendcertificate know whether it provements
do a few minutes on that.
ment I offered yesterday, which was aceven
resembles
a
bona
fide
certificate?
Well, I think I will since no one has Furthermore, birth
certificates can cepted, and which will be stricken if
come forward.
readily be obtained in genuine form by this amendment is passed.
I will just suj
Let me indicate that I will speak a requesting a copy of a deceased perrize the birth cervery few minutes on the issue of the son's certificate.
tificate
'provisions of the bill. I am
And
birth
and
death
birth certificate, but if these Senators
using my time, but I will yield to my
who are going to come forward inmie- records are only beginning—this is the friend from Ohio. I emphasize to those
very
beginnings_to
be
matched.
That
diately will notify me—I will yield to is puzzling to me 1n
who are waiting to come to the floor on
every sense. In the Bradley amendment
them—that will expedite our efforts,
or the Leahy
most
States,
it is only for recent amendment that their Opportunity
Let me just brieflyremark about the
will
deaths.
So
we
have
a
situation
where
birth certificate, because I think it is people want 'to build a
close at 4 o'clock on that procedure.
new identity.
very important that we understand They try to get the certificate
If my- friend from Ohio has
comof a per- ment at this time, I will saveany
that that is the fundamental ID-related
some of
son
who
was
born
in
the
year
they
my
time..
document. I think it would, be just as were, or near their own birth
year, or
Mr. DEWINE, Mr. President, I thank
disturbing to the Senator from Ohio as
it is to me. We do not have any way to died as an infant, perhaps, so that the my colleague from Wyoming, and I
deceased.
person
would
not
match up birth and death records in tamed a Sociaj Security card have ob- agree with him that we have had a very
or other- spirited, debate and, I think, a very
the United States. That seems bizarre,
established an identity.
but we do not. Maybe some States have wise
debate—a debate that has covis aclmowledged by a great major- good
ered, I think, most of the issues that
tried to do that. One of the questions ityItof
experts
that
a
secure
verification
that arose in the debate was, well, system cannot be achieved without im- we are going to cover here today.
Let me just state, on a couple of rewhat will this do? One thing it will do, provements in
the birth certificte, lated subjects, the following.
We have,
which we do not do now, is that if it is and in the procedures
followed
known that the person is deceased, the it. Without a secure, effective to issue again, confirmed, I say to the Members
word "deceased" will be placed upon tion system, the current law verjfica- of the Senate, this afternoon that this
that birth certificate, wherever that ing the lmowing employment prohibit,— amendment is supported by the Nabirth certificate is. Now, that is one of aliens ca.not be enforced. I of illegal tional Conference of State Legislators,
the advantages of the word "deceased" current law because some ofemphasize the National Association of Counties,
my col- and by the National League of Cities.
being stamped on a birth certificate, leagues
argue as if this bill 'would put All three organizatio support
You would think, surely, they must be this provision
this
doing that in the United States of so. It need not. into law, and that is not amendment. Again, they emphasize
America. But they are not doing that This is the law now. We are not put- they support it on the basis of cost—
as local units of governin the United States of America.
-.
ting
into the law. There is a sys- cost to themthey
also support it on the
That is just one part of the proposal, tem inthis
the law. The issue simply is, do ment—and
basis of the whole question of preempAgain, please recognize that the mo we here in Congress intend
to take reation to strike is directed toward the reOnce again, that is the Federal
sonable steps so that this part of cur- tion.
vised or amended form as it left the rent
Government coming in and, frankly,
law
can
be
effectively
enforced?
telling them exactly what to do.
Senate Judiciary Committee as I say, That is the problem. Do
we want to do
Let me just make a couple of additrying to work with all concerns, real- that?
izing that we cannot indeed satisfy jj
Mr. President, without effective em- tional conñnents in regard to the issue
aspects; but a good-faith attempt was ployer 'sanctions, illegal immigration, my. colleagie from Wyoming was talkdone with regard to that.' including not on1y unlawful border ing a moment ago about, which is birth
Of course, the ID-related document crossing, but
To me, it is aimost shockvisa overstays, will not be certificates.
ing when we think of the implications
that is the most fundarnenta, It proves brought under
control.
It
is
just
that of what this bill, as currently written,
U.S. citizenship, the• most valuable
Thus, fraud resistant birth cer- would
I have given the example
benefit the country can provide. As we simple.
tificates and procedures to issue them here ondo.
the floor that when you turn
all have indicated, it is the common are
a crucial partof any effort to make 65, you are
hopefully going to get Sobreeder document used to obtain other that effective, In addition to immigradocuments, including a driver's license tion and welfare advantages, a-more se- cial Security and Methcare; at 16, in
most States, a driver's license, or try
and a Social Security number and card, cure'birth certificate will help
us to re- to get your driver's license; or you
That is the power of the birth certifi- duce many more harms associated
will
with get married. For any of those purposes,
cate.
fraudulent
use
of
ID's,
ranging
from fiWith the birth certificate, plus the
will have to get a birth certificate,
crimes—we will. see ever more you
and
your old birth certificate is no
driver's license, and a Social Security nancial
of those—and then those through the longer
card, a person can obtain just about Internet—and
we will see more of purpose.going to be' any good for that
any other ID-related document and those—and through
electronic and
Let your imagination run. You can
would be verified as authorized to work computer-based systems,
to voting think of all the other reasons why durand receive public assistance by nearly fraud, to terrorism, Accordingly,
any verification system it is possible to 1664 proposes significant reforms S. ing your lifetime you might need a
in birth certificate. Everybody can just
conceive, including any system likely birth certificates themselves, and in
about figure 270 million A.mericans are
.

.

..
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at some point in time going to need
Again, i.nstead of the breeder doci- reaucracy tells you how to do it. As an
their birth certificates.
ment, instead of the father document employee, you are going to be in the
I suppose if you are over 65 and al- or the mother document, this may be situation
arguing with a computer.
ready on Social Security, and you are the son, or the graiddaughter. This Agaizi, of
I have had some experience in
not traveling, I suppose some folks may be two generations .away. It may dealing with
the crinthi records sysnever are going tohave to use this new be an illegal license,. as my coUeag'ue tem. Anybody who has dealt with any
.birth.certjflcate and are never going to still has displayed in the Senate here, kthd of big data base knows the probhave to do what tens of millions of maybe an illegal license that. is the lems. Someone gets turned down for a
Americans. are now going to have to do breeder document. I do not know.
under the provisions of this bill, which
Again, this is not going to solve the
is to go and get new birth certificates. problem. My friend talks about now
Again, what we are saying in this bill the provision is in the bill that States
and with this amendment, what we are should; if they know it, stamp on this

job or someone is told after they have

be stamped with the deceased on
ous, whether you travel overseas—how ever
them.'
be a great idea Butt
many of us have had occasion as Mem- again, itItismay
going
to be a very, very
bers of the Senate or the House to get small percentage where
local clerk
the frantic call from someone who of the county is going the
know that
says, "I am supposed to be going over- someone is deceased. Intosome
cases,

our lives, how to make our livelihood?
So this is not the first time Congress
has spread a burden among every,single
American to deal with a few people. If

saying to 270 million Americans is,
"Yes, your birth certificate is still
valid, but you really just camot use it
much for anything. You will have to
get a new one." That, to .me, is oner-

been hired that we have a. problem. You

need to get this problem straightened
out with the' ThIS. You need to get this

problem straightened out with the
birth certificate if the person, is de- computer data base. How many of us in
ceased. We can imagine how accurate this world today enjoy dealing with
that is going to be, or what percentage computers, particularly in regard to
of these birth certificates is going to one of the most important things in

seas and I had this passport. I cannot
will, but in a great majority' of
find it. I found out today it is expired. they
cases, they will not. We live in a
I am leaving in 5 days, or 4 days." What the
very mobile society, Mr. President.
if you had to a&Lto all of the problems This,
I do not think, is going to help a
they have to go through now, with the

deal.
red tape, one more thiiag—you have to great
If you really want to make, these
go back and get a new birth certificate tamperproof,
what you are going to do
because that birth certificate which is require people
go in and, face to
you have had all of these years will not face, get their newtobirth
I
work anymore. That might be accept- do no.t think we are goingcertificate..
do that. I
able. At least, it would not be for me. do not think we are goingto
to say to a
I do not think it would be.
If we could make the case that the retiree who lives in North Carolina or
reissuance of a new birth certificate on who lives in Florida or lives in Califorthis tamperproof paper, with all of the nia, "You have to go back to Ciiibells and whistles prescribed by the cizmati, OH, you havefl to drive back
Federal bureaucrats, if that would deal and get a new birth certificate." I do
.

history tells us anything, it tells us
that people in this country ultimately
will not put up with this.

Let me give you a couple of exam-

ples. Remember contemporaneous record.keeping . for people who used their
car In business? Remember. when we

passed that? We did it because some

people cheated on their taxes when cal-

culating the business use of their car.

Because of that fact,' because somepeople cheated, Congress made all of the

people who used their car in business
to keep very detailed daily records. I
was in the House when that happened..
I was in the House when we started get-

tig calls. I was in the House when I
would go out and have office hours and

flooded by people who said, "What is
with the problem—but maybe I am not think anyone is going to make be
this? I do not keep records every single

missing something in this discussion. I them do that. I do not think it is.a sebelieve my colleague from Wyoming rious idea. But yet, if you are going to
when he says it is the breeder docu- make it tamperproof, you at least have
ment. I trust him on it. He has had to do that, not allowing it to be by U.S.
enough experience on this. He has 'mail and getting anybody's birth certalked about this problem. But it still tificate. I think it is very onerous, but
is going to be a problem, and, in fact, I think it is not going to be effective.
it may be even worse of a problem, It is going to be no good at all
In thrnking about this, we ought to
more of a problem.
There are States—and Ohio is one, learn fr'om our past mistakes. We
but Ohio is not the only one—where ought to learn from what this Congress
you can get anybody's birth certificate. has done in the past that we have re-

Let me repeat that: You can get anybody's birth certificate. You walk into
the county, and if someone was born
there, you can get their birth certificate. You put down $7; you can get 5,

20, or as many birth certificates as you
want as long as you know the name• of
the people. You can get them. They are
public records.
What we are now saying is, instea4 of
the old birth certificate copy, these are
going to be new ones. Obviou1y, they
are more expensive—tamperproof, bells
and whistles—with all .of the things the
printers told. us when we tried to find

out what the cost would be, and they
will have them. So what? What is the
protection? What is the protection if I

have walked in and M DEWns, at

the age of 49, went in and got somebody

else's who is 49 and might look the
same? I now have a birth certificate. I
do not see what has been accomplished.
I do not see what we have done in regard to this, even in States where it is
more difficult.

day Just because a few people cheat."
What did we do, Mr. President? We did
what we always do: We repealed it. It
was a mistake.
Remember section 89 because some
businesses discriminated in setting up
the benefit plans for their employees?
Congress made all businesses comply

with detailed recordkeeping to prove
they were not dscrirniiating. We did
that. The public did not stand for that
gretted. I have cast votes that I have either. And, again, it was repealed. It
regretted. I have cast votes where I happens every single time that we
looked around and said later on that I spread the burden among everyone for
was wrong. This is not the first tune a very specific problem. In fact, I do
we have tried in this Congress withiia not think Congress has ever had a prorecent memory to deal with a specific vision as burdensome or really as broad
targeted problem by putting an oner- as this particular provision. This provious burden on everybody. We have a. fi- sion applies to everyone who wants to
nite problem. It is thiportant. But the use a birth certificate or a driver's li-

way we deal with it, the way we would cense—to everyone.
I submit, Mr. President, that we do
deal with it, without this amendment,
is to put the burden on absolutely ev- this at our own peril. The public ultieryone, to say to 270 minion Americans mately is not going to stand for it. I
that "your birth certificate no longer think it is a very, very serious misis any good. You will have to go get a take.
Therefore, again. I urge my colnew one." If you ever want to use it, leagues
to pass the Abrahain-Feingold
you will have to say to every employer
It is an amendment that
in this country that if you, in fact, amendment.
want to hire someone, you will have to is supported by a broad group of Sencertathiy across the political
call a 1-800 number. You will have to ators,
spectrum.
seek permission from the Federal GovAt this point, Mr. President,. I yield
ernment. I know there has been com- the
floor.
ment on the floor about that not being
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President I sugthe right terminology. That Is what it gest the absence of a quorum.
is. You will have to check the person The PRESING OFFICER. The
out and to do it by how the Federal bu- clerk will call the roll.
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ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. RED). Mr. President, I ask una-

ixnous consent that the order for the

quorum cail be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. REiD. Mr. President, I ask unanixnous consent the pending amendment
be set aside.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMT NO. 3810

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I think

we may be able to dispose of one of my

amendiients. just before the 4 o'clock

vote. I will simply speak briefly on
tbi..

This is an amendment that says, "To
exempt from the deeming rules, inunigrants who are thsabled after entering
the United States."

That is the current law. It simply

goes back to the current law. It sets a
safety net there. So tbat no one thinks
all of a sudden people are going to
claim that they are disabled, the
amendment says, the requirements of
subsection (A) shall not apply wfth respect to any alien who has been lawfully admitted to the United States for.
permanent residence and who since the

date of such lawful adnission has become blind or disabled, as those terms
are defined in the Social Security Act.
Social Security disability is not an

easy thing to achieve, as my colleagues
here ]mow. I will add, the amendment
is endorsed by State and local govern-

ments. I think it makes sense, and I
hope it can be adopted.
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The Senator from Michigan.
This is the heart and soul of that pr&Mr. ABRAKAM. Mr. President, I gram. 'Otherwise, we are going to conwould say this is an amendment tinue to get these false documents proDEWflE, duced day in and day but. This is the
brought
Senators
by
FiGoLD, INEOFE, MACK,' LOTr, only way to do it. It is a narrow, modLIEBERMAN, NICKLES, and myself. It est program. If we do not do it now, the
represents an effort to strike from' the rest of the bill, I think, is unworkable.,
bill a verification, system that is a GovThe PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
ernment intrusive system to try to ver- has expired.
ify employment. In our view it will not
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I move to
succeed, but it will be very costly, table the amendment, and .1 ask for the
costly to employers, costly to employ- yeas and nays.
ees who' will be denied jobs because it is
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
impossible to perfect such a system, sufficient second?
costly to the taxpayers to the tune of There is a sufficient second.
hundreds of millions of dollars, and The yeas and nays were ordered.
costly, for reasons that the Senator The '•PRESIDING OFFICER.' The
from Ohio will now address in terms of question-is on agreeing to the motion
the need for people to obtain new birth to lay on the 'table amendment No.
•

-'

certificates in order to comply' with

AMBNDT NO. 3752

PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question occurs on amendment No.
The

3752,

offered by the Senator from

Michigan [Mr. ABRaAM]..

There will order in the Senate..
Several Senators addressed

'

the
Chair.
or you want a passport, you are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- ried,
going to need your birth certificate,
ator. from flhinois.
and that birth, certificate that you

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, after the
had all these years no longer is
2 minutes of explanation on this; I will have
going
to be valid for that purpose.
make the motion to table and ask for
It is very costly. .It is a hidden tax,
the yeas and nays.
it. is going 'to be a ma4or, major
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- and
mistake. It will be something I think,
ate will come to order.
if we vote for it, will come back and we
The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, it is will be very, very sorry.
Mr. SThIPSON. Mr. President, this is
appropriate you- recognize the Senator
the critical test of the legislation.
from fllinois.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Without effective employer sanctions,
the United States will not achieve conator from flhinois.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I will not trol over illegal immigration. Without
make the motion now, but imme- an effective verification system, there
dia.tely after the 2 minutes of expla- cannot be effective employer sanctions.
nation on this amendment, 1 will make Without more fraud-resistant birth certhe motion to table and ask for the tlflcates and driver's licenses—this is

•yeas-and.nays.

'my California variety, you can. get

Mr. SIMPSON. Are you as]dng. for them for 75 bucks—there will never be
an effective verification system.
the yeas and nays?
This amendment strips the verificaMr. SIMON. I have not made the mo-

tion to table because we have not had tion process' that was in the bill and
the final 2 minutes.

offered by the Senator from

3752,

Michigan [Mr. ABP.AWAM3.
this legislation.
The yeas and nays have been ordered.
I yield the remainder of my time to
The clerk will call the roll.
the Senator from Ohio.
The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. President, this bill
says to 270 million Americans that The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
your birth certificate is still valid, but ABaa&i). Are there any other Senif you ever want to use it, you have to ators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
go back to the origin, the place you The result was announced—yeas 54,
were born, and get a new federally pre- nays 46, as follows:,
scribed birth certificate that this Con[Roflcall Vote No. 101 Leg.]
gress is going to tell all 50 States they
YEAS-S
have to reissue.
Akaka
Ezoii
Lantenberg
If you get a driver's license at age 16, Biden
Faiicloth
Levln
M4k,11
Pe1te1n
when you. turn 65 and you want Social Blagaman
Bond
Glenn
Moynthan
Security or Medicare, or you get mar- Bozer
Gorton
Mrkowak1

strips any ability to deal with the

Bradley

Grandey

Nuno

Brown
Bryan
Byrd

Gregg

Fell
Pryor

'-

camphen
Chefee
Cochran
Cohen
Conrad
D'Amaio
Danchle
Dodd
Dole

'

Harkin
ReSin
Boiling!

Reid
Robb

Xnouye

Jefforda

.Jobton
Kennedy

'Korrey

,

Kerry
Kohl
Kyl

'

,

Rockefeller
Roth
Sarhenen
Shelby
Simon
5tmpeon
Specter
Sterene

NAYS—46 Abraham

Mhoroft
Bancus

Betnett
Breenx
Bumpera
Bums
Coate
Coverdeli
Craig

'Moell

KAmebanm

Thamaa
Thompeon
Thurmond
Warner
Wellatone

lhofe

-

'

Graham
Gramor
Grams
Reich
KaeSeld
Helms
Hntchimn

'

Moseley-Braun
Murrey
Nickles

Premier
Santorum
Smith
Snowe

Domenüi

Kempthcrne
Lenhy
I4eberman

Dorgan
Feingold
Ford
Feint

Lugar
Mack
McCaln

DeWine

-

Lott

'

Wyden

I move to table, Mr President, and I worst fraud-ridden breeder. document,
The motion to lay on the table the
ask for the yeas and nays.
which is the birth certificate. I yield.
amendment (No. 3752) was agreed to.
The PRESIDING- OFFICER. It would

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I move to

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- reconsider the vote.
not be appropriate at this time. It will
be necessary to wait until the time for ator from Massachusetts.
Mr. LEAKY. I move to lay the moMr. KENNEDY. Mr. President,' Sen-- tion on the table.
debate has expired.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, can ator SWPSON is absolutely right. This
The motion to lay on the table was

we have order, now? This is an ex- is the most important vote we are agreed to.
tremely important 2 minutes we are going to have on immigration. It is a
having here on this debate. I think it is question of whether we are going to
probably as important as any 'issue on
the legislation. Members ought to have
an opportunity to be heard.
If we could still insist on order in the
Senate?

continue ylth document abuse or not.
That is the basic difficulty in terms of

trying to protect American jobs, as
well as trying to limit the magnet of
immigration, which is jobs. If we deal

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- with that, we are going to stop' the
ate will come to order. There will now magnet of Immigration of people combe 2 minutes of debate equally divided. ing here illegally.
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compassionate as well as practical that
It would actually be more reasonable
we not move in this direction. I know to provide an exception,
I think, here,
my colleague from Wyoming has a if the sponsor became disabled
and it
slightly different perspective on this. was impossible for that sponsor to
proMy amendment is supported by the Na- vide the support. Of comse, please hear
tionai Conference of State Legisla- this: If the Sponsor has no income,
tures, the Natural League of Cities and there is no income to deem, and
no exthe National Association of Counties.
is needed. You do not need to
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I com- ception
an exception if the sponsor went
mend my colleague and friend for this have
amendment. I think it is important to broke or if the sponsor cannot afford to
note that disabled persons are covered do this. Then there we are. The sponby this amendment only if they become sor's income is not deemed, and then
disabled after the 'immigra.uts arrive. It the taxpayers pick up the program,
is imfair to make the sponsors foot the pick up the individual. That is where
bill for unforeseen tragedies such as we are.
I urge all of us to remember, as we do
this. No one can predict when'dizabjlity will.strjke. It is a very small tar- these amendments, th&t they all have a
get, but it will make a very important tremendous emotional pull. We h&ve
difference to a' number of inthvidnajs seen the emotional pulls for 11 or 12
who are experiencing this type of trag- days on this floor. But in each of these
edy. I hope we might be able to see this amendments related to deeming—
whether it is blindness, whether it is
amendment through and accept it.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, again, disability, whether It is veterans,
wh&t seems to be so appropriate in un- whether 'it is kids, whether it is sèmor
migration matters often has a deeper citizens, whatever, plucks genuinely at

tenor when we are talking about the your heartstrings—the issue is that

blind and the disabled.. We all want to none of those people should become the
respond.
• btnden of the taxpayers if they had a
Lee- me say this: We only make the sponsor that remjiins
able
sponsor pay what the sponsor is able to cause of the]r assets, to sustain them.
—

pay. We are back to the same issue.
This is a very singular issue, as were
the amendments we voted on. last
night. The issue is, when you come to
the• United States of Airierica as a

Th.t is it. 'That is where we are. That
was the contract made. That is what
they agreed to do, and th&t is the pub-

lic charge that we have always

em-

braced since the year 1882, and which
sponsor, you are saying that the immi- we are now trying to strengthen, and
grant' you are bringing here will not be- believe that we certainly will.
come a public-charge. That is the law.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I will
If you become diSabled- or .bljnd and take 1.minute in rebuttal. The figures
you go to seek assistance, the law pro- that my' friend from'Wyoming cites are
vides th&t if your sponsor has a lot, of people, many of whom came here dismoney, you are going to get the money abled, and so they h&ve ended up on
from the sponspr first. That is what we SSL This applies to people who h&ve
are going to do. It does not matter become disabled after they h&ve come
what your level of disability; that is here. I hope that the' amendment will
the law, or will be the law under this be accepted.

bill. It. will be clarified, it will be
I' ask the Senator from Wyoming
strengthened, and that is what this is this. I h&ve another amendment that I
about. We are not• saying that •we are am reads with. The understanding is
going to break the sponsor because the that' we ' wifl stack the votes, is that
person is disable&. If the sponsor has correct?
tremendous assets, and you h&ve a disMr. SIMPSON. No, Mr. President,
abled .or blind person, th&t sponsor is th&t is not my understanding. The
supposed to keep their proniise. Why leader. is here. Mr. President, we will
AMEND
NO. 3810
should he or she not? That was the
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I believe promise made. Maybe they were not work toward some type of agreement if
we can either lock things in, 'and
the pending amendment is my amend- disabled at the time. I understand that. maybe
get time agreements. There are
ment No. 3810, is that correct?
they. become disabled and here not many amendments, actually, left.
The PRESB)ING OFFICER. The But
they are. Should the taxpayers of There are some' place-holder amendamendment is now pending.
America pick that up when the sponsor

Mr. SThON. Mr. President, what this is financially able to do it?

does—and this is not a complicated
one—this simply says th&t we are
going to go back to the current law
that if someone is disabled under the
definition of the Social Security Act, if

you are blind or disabled, then the
deeming provizion does not apply.
The pending bill requires that 100
percent of an immigrant sponsor's income be deemed to the immigrants.

Say your sponsor has a S30,000-a-year
income; it is totally unrealistic, among

other things, to assume that sponsor

can provide 330,000 worth of support for

the immigrant.

I hope we would keep the current
law. I think it is simply sensible and

But there is a little more to this

ments. But I cannot say that we will be
stacking votes.

Certainly, if you wish to present an
here. The number of "disabled immi- amendment and go 'back-to-back on
grants" receiving SSI has increased 825 that, we will certainly do that and
percent over the last 15 years. That is maybe have 15 minutes on the first
an extraordinary figure. The number of vote and 10 for the seconcL I think we
disabled immigrants receiving SSI has can get a rni1,imous consent to do
increased 825 percent, over the last 15 that, with the approval of the leader,
years. Amerjcaii taxpayers pay over Si at an appropriate, time, accordiiig to
billion every year in SSI payments to the leader.
disabled immigra.nts. The purpose of
Mr. SIMQN. Mr. President, if this is
the requirement that immigrants ob- acceptable to the Senator. from Wyota.in the sponsor agreement is precisely ming, I wili ask that we set aside the
to provide a reasonable assurance to amendment I just offered so that I may
the American taxpayer that, if they consider a second amendment th&t I
need financial assistance, it will come have.
first from the sponsor and not from the
Mr. SIMPSON. That is perfectly aptaxpayers.
propriate with me, Mr. President.
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Mr. STh[ON. Mr. President, I ask program of assistance for which eligibility is
He is back again with another deemrn,ni,nous consent to set aside my based on need, or any need-based program of ing type of amendment. They are all
assistance administered by a State or local
first amendment.

compassionately offered. They are
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without government (Other than a program of assist- very
ance provided or funded, th whole or in part, carefully thought through. But, again,
objection, it is so ordered.
by the Federal Government), require that it is an issue we dealt with last night.
AMENDMENT N0
3813 TO AMENDMEN'r NO. 3743

(Purpose: To prevent retroactive deeming of
sponsor income)

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report

It is true, and he is right; he has
the income and resources described in subsection (b) be deemed to be the Income and found this provision that individuals
resources of such alien.

already in this country will not be the

(c) LENGTB OF DEEMING PERr0D.—Subject to
of the new lea1ly enexceptions qnivalent to the exceptions de- beneficiaries,
scribed in subsection (d), a State of local forceable sponsor agreements. They are

government may impose the requirement de- going to be very strict. We have done a

scribed in paragraph (1) fOr the period for good job on that. The ones that will be
wbich the sponzor bas agreed, in such affida- required is after enactment.

The assistant legislative clerk read vit or agreement, to provide support for such

It is also true that some of them who
have been here less than 5 years will
The Senator from flhlnois (Mr. SIMON]; for
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, this is an nevertheless be subject to at least a
himself, Mr. GRM4, Mrs.
and amendment that is cosponsored by portion of the minimum 5-year deemMrs. MURRAY. proposes an amendment numas follows:

alien.

bered 3813 to amendment No. 3743.

Senator GB.AH of Florida, Senator ing period. Thus, there could be a case

FEINSTEzr of California, and Senator
Mr. SIMON. Mr. -President, I ask Mmu.&y of Washington.
unanimous consen1 that reading of the
This amendment simply makes the
amendment be dispensed with.
deeming provisions prospective. Every
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without once in a while—not often in this
objection, it isso ordered.
body—we retroactively change the law.

where such an individual would be un-

able to obtain public assistance be-

cause under deeming they neither received the promised assistance from
their sponsor nor were able t sue them
for support.,
But, again, let me remind my colleagues that no immigrants are admitted to the United States if they cannot
provide adequate assurance to the consui.ar officer, or to the immigration in-

The amendment is as follows:

And three Out of four times, we do

"(d) kCEPTxoNs.—

nod—

Let me give you a very practical example. Let us say that, right now, because under the present law the only
Federal programs that are subject to
deeming are AFDC, food stamps, and
SSI. Without my amendment, I say to
my colleagues here from Michigan,

date, or

getting student assistance of one kind not a swift procedure. It is a.thought-

Strike page 199, line 4, and all that follows harm when we do it. This simply says
through page 202, line 5, and insert the fol- to sponsors that this is going to apply
lowing "to provide support for such alien.
prospectively.
(1) INDIGENCE.—

(A) IN GENBRAL.—J.f a determination de-

scribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the

amount of income and resources of the sponsor or the sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed to the spoz3zored alien shall not exceed the amount actually provided for a pe.

spector, that they are not likely become a public charge, making that
promise to the American people that

they will not became a burden on the
taxpayers. If they do use a substantial

amount of welfare within the first 5

(I) beginning on the date of such deter- Kansas, New Mexico, and Wyoming, if a years, they are subject to deportation
rnination and endIng 12 months after such student is at a community college and under certain Circumstances. That is

(ii) If the address of the sponsor is wi- or another, without 'this amendment, ful procedure.
known to the sponsored alien, beginning on the sponsor who signed up for 3 years is
I remind my colleagues again that
the date of such deteminatlon and ending on responsible for 5 years, not just for the major welfare programs already rethe date that is 12 months after the address three welfare programs, but for any quire deeming—AFDQ, food stamps for
of the sponsor becomes known to the spon- Federal assistance..
3 years, SSI for 5, even though sponsored alien or to the agency (which shall inI just think that is wrong. We ought sored agreements are not now legally
form such alien of the address wthn 7 days).'
(B) DErERMDATION DESCBIBED.—A deter-

to say it is prospectively. And I sup- enforceable. Furthermore, the Presi-

mination described in this subparagraph is a port Senator SIMPSON in this. Let us
determination by an agency that a sponsored make it 5 years, but we should not say
alien would, in the absence of the assistaxice we are going back to sponsors who
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain signed up for 3 years, and say, "Even

-

dent'sown 1994 welfare bill proposed a
5-year - deeming for those programs.
This would have applied to those who

had only received the sponsor agree-

food and shelter, taking into account the though you signed up for 3 years, we
to provide support for 3 years, an
alien's own income, plus any cash, food, are making it 5. And you thought you ment
that is not legally enforcehousing, or other assistace provided by were only going to be responsible for agreement
able.
Other dividuals, including the sponsor.
three progra.ms—AFDC, food stamps,
So I just do not believe it is unrea(2) EDUCATION ASSiSTANCE.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The requirements of sub- and SSI—but you are going to be re- sonable for the taxpayers of this counsection (a) shall not apply with respect to sponsible for every kind of Federal pro- try to 'require recently arrived imini-.
grants to depend on their sponsors for
sponsored aliens who bave received, or bave gram."
Let me just add, the higher education the fIrst 5 years under all cirbeen approved to receive, student assistance
under the title IV, V. IX, or X of the Higher community strongly favors my amend- cumstances if the sponsor has the asEducation Act of 1965 in an academic year ment.
sets. If the sponsor does not haye the
which ends or begins in the calendar year In
I think we ought to move in this di- assets, we will pick them up. We have
which this Act is enacted.
rection. I think it is fair. I think, never failed to do that.
(B) DURATION.—The exception described In
.

again, three out of four times when

It is only on that basis of assurance
this body tries to do something retro- that they even came here because they
actively, we make a mistake.. If we go could not have come here if they were
receives assistance described in that sub- ahead with this retroactively, we are to be a public charge.
paragraph.
going to make a mistake.
Regardless of the compassionate as(3) Afl 51J ANt)
I see my colleague, Senator GR.AHAM,
subparagraph (A) shall apply only for the period normally required to complete the
course of study for which the sponsored alien
ASs!

TMCE—The

requirements of subsection. (a) shall not on the floor. I believe he wants to
apply to any service or a5sistance described speak on this, too.

in section 201(a)(1)(A)(vji).
(e) DEEMING AUTHORiTY To STATI AD

pects of it, that is what we ought to do.
Thank you.
Mr. GRAMM addressed the Chair.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, here
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senwe
are again dealing with the issue of ator from Texas.
LOCAL ACENCIES.—
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I had
(1) IN CENEL.—Notwitding any deeming. When I said that my colother prOvision of law, but subject to excep- leagues were persistent, I did not mean not intended to speak on this subject,
-

tions equivalent to the exceptions described to leave out Senator PAUL SIMoN of fl- but we have now had about a half dozen
in subsection (d), the State or local govern- linois. In my experience of 25 years amendments on this deeming issue. It
ment may. for purposes of determining the knowing this likeable man, I know his seems to me that the Senate has spo-

eligibility of an alien for benefits, and the persistence is indeed one of his prinamount of beneftts,under any state or local cipal attributes.

ken on this issue. Far be it from me to
say that our colleagues are infringing.
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our patience, but it seems to me
this is a very clear issue. The American
people' have very strong opinions about
it. We have voted on it. I do not see

labor, go somewhere else; do not come

to America, they get the greatest

But I think we pretty well settled

on
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The point I am making is this. We
to America. But if you want to come have voted on this thing a half a dozen
here and build your dream and build times. I wish we could come up with
the American dream and work and every story or manipulation or hardwhat we gain by going over and over struggle
succeed as the grandthat we could get, put it all into
and over again plowing this same parents ofand
most of the Members, the ship
one and vote on it and settle it. That is
ground, or in this Case dragging this parents of most of the Members of this all
I wish to do.
dead cat which smells rank back across body did, welcome. We have too few
Mr. SIMON. First of all, the Senator
the table.
who want to come and work and does not understand the amendment,
Here is the issue. When 'people come people
build their dream.
worldly gift you can get. They have an this whole deeming issue. I think we
opportunity to become Americans. I ought to get on with it. This is now a
am very proud of the fact that I stood good bill. Wehave spoken. I think
we
up on the floor of the Senate and
at the point where people are ready
fought an effort that was trying to are
vote. I think after a half dozen votes
slain the door on people who come to to
on
this issue that, "Well, you are exthis country legally. I believe in immi- empt from deeming if you are going to
gration. I do not want to tear down the church to say a prayer and you trip and
Statue of Liberty. I believe new Ameri- you break your back"—I mean, I think
cans bring new vision and new energy,
have established the principle. I do
and America would not be America we
not
think we have to go on plowing
without immigrants. But when people this ground
over and over again.
come to America, they come with sponThe American 'people want people to
sors, and these sponsors guarantee to come
to work. They do not want people
the American taxpayer that the irnmj- to come to go on welfare. We have a
grant is not going to become a ward of provision in the welfare bill that is
the State.
stronger than the deeming proviIf you want to know how lousy the even
sion
in
this bill. Maybe we could have
current program is, in the• last 10 years a vote that says under any cirwhen we have had miflions of immi- cumstances except divine intervention
grants come to America legally, how that we stay with the provisions. We
many people do• you 'think have been could vote on it and be through with it.
deported because they have become
Mr. SThION. Will the' Senator' from
wards of the State? I 10 years with Texas
yield?
miflions of legal znmnigrants, we have
Mr. GRAMM. I am happy to yield.
had, I understand, 13 people that have
Mr. SThION.. My friend talks about
been deported. Obviously, the current the contract you sign. What I want to
system is not working.
do is say the United States, which

obviously.

Mr. GRAMM. No, I understand the

amendment perfectly.
Mr. SIMON. The Senator then did not
respond to my question. The question
is whether Uncle Sam is going to live
up to his contract. We say to the sponsors you are a sponsor for 3 years. Now
we come back with this legislation and

say, sorry; we are changing the contract. You thought you signed up for 3
years. We are going to make it 5 years.
I think that is wrong.
Mr. GR.AMM. Would the Senator, if

he wants to change the provision,

change it to say- that immigrants are

not eligible for welfare or public assistance until they become citizens?
Mr. SIMON. We already have a provision in here for 5 years. That is not the
issue. The issue is, are we going to go
back, on this amendment, retroá.ctively and say to sponsors, sorry,
Uncle Sam is not going to live up to his
word; we are changing your contract
from 3 years to 5 years.
I think I know the Senator from
Texas well enough_-and, incidentally,
he ha.s had a lot more amendments on,

floor than the Senator from flliWhat the bill of the distinguished signs the contract with the sponsor, this
nois over the years.

Senator from Wyoming says. is simply will live up to its side of the contract.
this: When you sign that pledge that That contract right now is for 3 years
you are going to take care of these peo- for every sponsor. I am for moving to 5
ple until they can take care of them- years but doing it prospectively. This
selves, we expect you to live up to your bill says to the people who signed the
promise. We expect you to use your en- contract, that Uncle Sam has changed
ergy and your assets to see that the his mind. He is going to make you reperson you have sponsored does not be- sponsible for 5 years when you sign for
come a burden on the taxpayers.
3years.
So what the bill does, in essence is
Does the Senator from Texas ,think
count the sponsor's income and the that is fair?
sponsor's assets as yours for the purMr. GR.AMM. Let me respond by saypose of your applying for welfare.
ing that. I believe that when we are
It seems to me that we do not have talking about people coming to Ameranything to apologize about in giving ica, that is a great deal. I do not think
people the greatest worldly gift you we have to second-guess it by saying
can get, and that is becoming an Amer- that we are going to try to see that
ican. I do not think we ought to have after so many years you can get welany deviations, period, from this whole fare; I personally believe that. until a
deeming issue. If you come to America, person becomes a citizen, they ought
you have a sponsor. They say they are not to be eligible for welfare.. I am for
going to take care of you. If things go a stronger provision than the Senate
wrong, we ought to go back on their ash. has adopted. I do not think immigrants
sets.
be eligible for welfare until they
But this idea that there ought to be should
become citizens and, therefore, under
some magic things that we are going to the Constitution must be treated like
exempt—and we have seen afl of these every-body else, because under the Con-

•

real tear-jerkers about, you know, in stitution there can be no thfferentiathis particular case, or that particujar tion between how they are treated as
case—this is a principle where I do not natural-born.Amerj or nationalized.a
think there ought to be any particular There is only one difference, and that
cases.
is you cannot become President:
If people want to come to America,
But here is the point. I think that
let them come to America, but let ought
to be the provision. That is not
them come with their sleeves rolled up even what we are taiking about here.
ready to go to work. Do not let .them We are talking about something much
come with their hand out. If you want less, and that is the deeming provision.
to live off the fruits of somebody else's The point I am making is this:

Mr. GRAMM. I do not think so today.
Mr. SIMON. Not today.
Mr. GBAMM. I object to amendments
I am not Participating in today.

Mr. SIMON. I am not .comp1aijjng
about the Senator from Texas offering
too many amendments. But the ques-

.tion on this amendment,—

Mr. GRAMM. Reclaiming my time,

Mr. President. Let me just make a
point on the deeming issue. The only
pointi wanted to make is this. We
have had a hail a dozen votes on it. The
outcome has been the same each time,

and each time we have had a

new

amendment we have had some new sob
story- where we picked out a little blue-

eyed, girl 3 years old or younger or
something.
I am just saying I would like to set'

tle the issue. I think the Senate has decided on the deeming issue, and 1 think
the decision that we have made is you
ought not to be able to come to America as an in3migrant to go on welfare.

We are having to go about that in different ways through different bills. My
point is I do not know what the seventh or eighth or ninth amendment is

going to do. I hope we will defeat these
amendments decisively and get. on with
passing a bill that the American public
wants.
I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I wish

to say to Senator

first, I am

.-
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totally, fully aware of the Senator's part of the chairman, saying, well, OK
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, we ha1

commitment to legal immigration, and
I have personally told the Senator that
I saw his speech in the Chamber which
had som personal aspects of the Senator's views because of his family, because of his wife and her family.
I have told the Senator of mine. Both
of mine came over as little kid to Al-

buquerque from. Italy.. I was very

lucky. I always say the only good thing

about the fa.rm programs of Italy at
the turn of the century was they were

if the ward does not have any money, a lot of rhetoric, expressions of what
then it does not do much good to deem we might have faiitasized reality was,
them; they cannot pay for it.
what we thought it might be; words
That is pretty generous. -That is a like "we expect you to live up
to your
.

whole new act of generosity on the part promise." All of those are patriotic,
soaring statements, which have little
Now, I would say it is fair because if to do with the reality of the amendyou do not want that new act of gener- ment that the Senator from Illinois.
osity, then maybe we will go back to has offered;
the old one. But you can count on it: What is the reality today, of the reUp to the deeming period, we will not quirement 'of sponsors to their legal
pay for you whether your sponsor runs alien sponsoree, who is in the United

• of Amnerica, if that becomes law.'
•

so awful that kids like my folks could out of money or notbecause that was
not make a living and so they sent the law, albeit never enforced.
them to America.
So I think there are things on both
That is true. In my dad's family were sides of that scale of fairness, •and,
six kids, and they had enough acreage, frankly, from my standpoint, I hive
why, for 50 years before that they could been through so many efforts to cut
all make a living. But as bureaucracies back .program that ArrlerioaD.s' get
grow, they had a farm policy, and they angry at us about that are programs
could not make a nickel. So thank God for Americans that I thought we had to
for bad farm policy in Italy. That is come here as budgeteers—the Senator
why I am' here.
at It with me, Isay to the senFrom our earliest days, we did not worked
ior
Senator
Texas. We are over
intend that aliens be public charges. here saying,'from
look,
we cannot afford
This is not today. This is America' education money, we
cannot - afford
when we accepted millions that made this. Why, here we have
billion
America great. We had a philosophy maybe, $1 to $3 billion in $3
'Medicaid
that the public money would not be going to aliens. And I am not sure the
used for aliens.
even knows that. Where should
Now, that is not a mean, harsh pol- public
we. save first? It seems to me we should
icy. It is a reality. And I am telling save
by passing this bill. That is what
you what has happened. If it was are- I think.
ality of the philosophy of America in I yield the floor. the early days, what has happened to it
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Senator
today is that nobody paid attention to and Senator
the programs that they were applying
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen•.

States? As the Senator from fllinois

has pointed out, we Members of Congress have looked at all the programs.
that.we might wish to require deeming
to apply to, that is to require the sponsor's income to be added to the alien's
income in determining the alien's eligibility for programs. What have we decided? We have decided we will -require

deeming for SSI, supplemental Social
Security'income, which primarily af-

fects older. aliens;. we will require

deeming for food stamps; and we will'

'require. deeming for aid 'to families
with dependent children.
'We could have• passed deeming for
Medicaid, we 'could have, passed deeming for college Fell grants and guaran-

teed Federal loans,, we could have

passed deeming for weatherization and heating for low-income people, we
could have passed deeming for any one

of the hdr'of programs the Fed-

eral Government has that requires

for, so that Medicaid has, it is esti- ator from Wyoming.
mated, up• .to $3 billion—it could,

some form of means testing in order to
be eligible. But we decided thus far not

that high—being paid to people who are

programs. As the Senator from -Illinois

be

Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Chair.

'Let me review where we are and
aliens. That is $3 billion of public where
the leader would like us to be.
charge when we probably never really We have the Simon amendment and
intended it, for all of these 'did not two Graham amendments, Senator
come in after deeming periods. Everybody knew the deeming periods and all
that were irrelevant.
Why did they know that? The Sen-

to do so, but to limit it to thoe three

has pointed out, in two of those three
programs the deeming period is 3 years,
not the 5 years 'that is being suggested

Gita4Ji of Florida, and Senator FEn- here today.
ST will modify her amendment. Sen- But I think even more powerful is the

ator KYL and she have resolved any dif- fact. that this Congress has known for a

there. We will take that.
long, long time that the coi.irts have
ator just stated it. Nothing happened ficulty
We would like to proceed with debate held the cun'ent application, the affito them if they violated them. I had and try to have votes stacked around 7
them on the witness stand. I asked or 7:30, if we could proceed with gusto, davit signed by the sponsor, to, be leINS, "Could you enforce these?" "No, and }wiii try to do that, too. It is very gally unenforceable. Let me read a
from a letter from the office
we cannot enforce them." I said, "Do difficult. But that would be the pat- paragraph
you think there are only 13?" There are tern, if there is further debate. And I of the Commissioner of INS on the
1.2 million aliens on one program—1.2 concur with Senator Giazc. It is issue of what is the enforceability of
million people. I said, "Could you en- about deeming, and we have addressed these affidavits that sponsors sign. To
force it? Could there be 500 of them that last night and we will address it quote from the letter:.
In at least three States, however, courts
that.are illegal?" I said, "I think prob- again today.
have held that an affidavit of support does
ably there are 600,000 that should not
Just remember one thing. .We thd not not Impose on the person who signs it a lebe on there." I think that might be so. like this before. A few years ago, we gally enforceable obligation to reimburse
So I do not think this is an issue.of voted to extend deeming from 3 to 5 public agencies and provide public assistance
changing the contract. In fact, this

is a years for SSI, and we thd that to
whole, new concept about deeming the achieve
savings for an extension of unresources of a sponsor liable for an employment
We thd not ask
alien before the citizens of America the sponsors.benefits.
We just extended the
under taxes pay for it. And it is pretty deeming period,' and we have done that
patent to me that to say everything in the past.
stays just like it is for the past is just
I think those would be my final renot fair to the American people.
marks on that. I wonder if we might—
We are talking about it is unfair to unless there is some further thscussion
some• certain patrons. We are still say- of that amendment, if we might set
ing—this bill is very generous becauze that aside and go to Senator Gtn.
what it 'says is, if a sponsor does not Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I wish
have the money, they are back on pub- to speak in support of the amendment
lic charge.
of the Senator from Illinois.
Did the Senator know that?
Mr. SIMPSON. I see.
That is different than we were thinkThe
PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sening of. That is a generous act on the ator from
Florida.

to an alien.

The letter then cites a case, San

Diego County versus Viarea, from the

California court, a 1969 opinion; the Attorney General versus Binder, an opinion from the State of our Presiding Officer, from 1959; Californi,a Department
of Mental Hygiene versus Reynault, a
case from 1958; another case from New
York dated 1959.

The letter goes on to state,

The Micbigan Supreme Court has also held

that Michigan public assistance agencies

may not consider the thcorne of a person who

executed an affidavit of support to be an
gibility for State public assistance proalien's income In determ1nin the alien's eligrams.
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th National Association of Public HosSo,
Mr.
President,
I urge in the
the fact that this income deeming is pitals and Health Systems has said. strongest terns the support
of the
permitted in determining eligibility for What is really going to happen is what amendment
of the Senator from fllifood stamps:
Catholic Charities USA has said. And
because without his amendment, I
Finally, the Missouri Court of Ap- that is that there is going to be a xnas- nois,
think
this legislation carries with it
peals has held that an affidavit of sup- sive transfer of responsibility to the
That is a 1987 Michigan case, despite

port does not create an express or implied contract for the payment of child
support on behalf of a child adopted by
a former spouse. That is a 1992 opinion.
Mr. President, I cite '.these cases, not

communities and States, and they will
be asked to pick up these costs.
The most dramatic example of that is
going to be in the area of health care.
In the field of health care, we have the
with the'spirit of support but of the anomaly that, by Federal law, public
cold reality that this is the state of the hospitals are required to treatanybody
law. So a person who has sponsored an with an emergency condition. By laws

the fatal flaw of fundamental unfairness.

Mr. SrMPS0N addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SELBY). The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr.. President, I think
we have perhaps completed the debate

on that amendment and we might set
that aside and proceed to—my friend

alien to come into the United States that we passed, they are prohibited from Massachusetts is not here.
today has had the legal expectation of from asking a person seeking emerIs there a second Graiaxn amendthe unenforceability of that affidavit gency assistance, what is your income? ment? Does the Senator 'from Florida
and this Congress has, at least since What is your. financial capability? So have any idea as to the time involved
1958, been aware that courts were rul- we are going to be encouraging people in the presentation of this amendment?
ing thus and has not, until the action to• get sick enough to come in and use May I inquire, Mr. President, of the
of the Senator from Wyoming, taken the emergency roomsat the local hoS Senator from Florida if he has any idea

steps to make these affidavits enforce- pital and then, with no one to pay and
with the Federal Government no longer
able.
So the consequence of applying this picking up part of the cost throUgh
new standard retroactively is going to Medicaid, they will become a massive
be to substantially change the expecta- burden on those hospitais and on the
tion of both the legal alien and the cominwiities which support those hoslegal alien's sponsor, because now we pitais.

are about to say that an affidavit

which the courts have consistently
ruled to be unenforceable, we are going

to breathe life into that affidavit and
we are going to expand that affidavit
to cover an indeterminate number of

prograsnz for which there is some Fed'eral financial involvement.
Mr. President, I do not disagree with

the thrust 9f the idea that we ought to
be making these affidavits financially

responsible, that we ought to make
them documents which have some legal

enforceability. I am concerned about
the reach that we are about to apply to
the number of programs, but that is for

another debate. But I think it is pa-

tently unfair to now say we are going
to retroactively go back and make alfldavits that have been unenforceable,
enforceable, and expand them to an in-

where we are, because so many people

are involved—apparently there is an
Olympics banquet, many awards banquets. Many people have' asked for a

window. I am perfectly willing to stand

right here until midiIight and finish

this bill. I would do that. If we can get
The further irony of this is, this is an
idea of time, that would be very

going to be occurring in communities
which are already paying a substantial
burden because of the Federal Government's failure to enforce its ixnmigration laws and to have provided
quately for the impact of these large
pop1ations. I know it well
-State, which is one of the States that
is particularly at risk under this proposal. Dade County, FL M32XflI,
had one of the fastest if not the fastest

°

helpful.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, in re-

spouse to the question of the Senator
from Wyoming, the time to present
this amendment, which is amendment
No. 3764, will be approximately 15 to 20
minutes.

Mr SIMPSON. I thank the Senator

from Florida.

Mr. GRAEAM. Mr. President, I ask
lina.i,imous
that the pending
growing urban school systems in Amer- amendment consent
of the Senator from fluica Ui the last 10 years, primarily b nos be set aside.
cause of the massive numbers of non- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
native students who have entered that objection?
Without objection, it is so
school system. It has stretched the sys- ordered. The
amendment is tempotem to the breaking point.
set aside. The Senator from
Now we are about to say in this bill rarily
is recognized.
that ,the Federal Government will pro- Florida
NO. 3743
vide less support to the education S3' A.fENT .
To limit the deeming prOrnions
tem of that and other stressed coun- .(Purpose:
for purposes of determ.thing eligibility of
ties., and that the Federal Government legal
aliens for Medicaid, and for other

determinate number of programs.
The argument for doing so, for reachrestrict the funding for individuals
ing back- retroactively, is that, "We will
would otherwise be eligible for
have two people who ca pay. We have who
these programs, retroactively, so that

purposes)

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I call

up amendment No. 3764.
one person who can pay who is the
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
sponsor. We have the other person who those costs will now become an addi-

The
burden of those already overbur- clerk will report.
can pay who is theFederal taxpayer. It tional
communities.
is better to force the sponsor to pay dened
I think, Mr. President, in the f The assistant legislative clerk read
even if we do it in derogation of the un- damental spirit of fairness to all con- as follows:
The Senator from Florida (Mr. GWLAM]
derstandings when the sponsor signed cerned, and specifically to those cornproposes an amendment numbered 3764 to
the affidavit, than it is to continue to munities that have a]ready paid a amendment
'

No. 3743.
ask the Federal taxpayer to pay." I heavy price, that it is on1 fair and
suggest that is a false analysis of what proper that we make this chaxie of Mr. GRARAM Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
is really going to happen. What is real- rules be prospective. Let us apply it

ly going to happen is not that the spon- those people who come from the enact- the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
sor is going to pay retroactively, be- ment of this bill forward, who come
cause I do not think we can legally with the understanding that they are objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
breathe life into a currently unenforce- signing an affidavit, if they are a sponOn page Wi, strike lines 1 throtigh 4 and inable a.ffidavit. And I do not think the or, that will be legally enforceable; sert
following
Federal taxpayer is the party that is at that they will know if they are coming (3)the
CERTAIN 5EEVICES AND AZSISTANCE.—The
iñal risk.
as a legal alien what they are going to requirements of subsection' (a) shall not
I suggest what is really going to hap- be able to expect once they arrive here, apply tO—
pen is what the National Conference of I think it is patently unfair to
(A) an services or assistance described in

Btate Legislators has said. What really change the rule for thousands of people subsection 201(aXI)(A)(vii); and
(B) in the case of an eligible alien (as deis going to happen is what the National who are already here and then to have
association of Counties has said. What us, essentially, transfer this financial scribed in section 201(fX1))—
care or services provided to an alien
£ really going to happen is what they responsibility to the communities in for(i)anany
med1ca condition, as deational League of Cities has said. which they happen to have chosen to fined inemergency
section 1903(v)(3) of the Social Securhat is really going to happen is what live.
rity Act; and
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While I strongly support the idea The (National Association of Public Rosthe testing and treatment of communicable that sponsors . should be required to vitals] opposes a deeming requirement for
(ii) any public health assistance for immunizations and irflzxlunizable diseases, and for

-

provide housing, transportation, food, Medicaid. It will lead to an thcrease in the

diseases.

(4) MEDICAL SERVICES FOR LEGAL IMMI-

cash assistance to legal aijens' who

number of uninsured patients and exacerbate

they, have sponsored, legal aliens and an already tremendous burden of uncompenGENERAL.-.Notwithstandjng any the sponsor would be unable to provide sated care on public hospitals. * * *
other provision of law, for purposes of deter- for themselves, for whatever reason,
The Congressional Budget Office estimining the eligibility for medical assistance reasonable access to the health care mates that the effect of this bill's curunder title Xix of the Social Security Act which unpredictable illness and debili- rent provision will be to reduce Federal
(other than services for which an exception
tating thseae or injury might impose. reimbursement for such Medicaid costs
is provided under paragraph (3)(B))—
Unlike cash assistance, housing or by $2.7 billion. This is nothing more
(i) the requirements of subsection (a) shall
not apply to an alien lawfully admitted to food, health care must be provided by a than a massive cost shifting to the
the United States before the date of the en- qualified professional, tailored to the States and local governments inwhich
actment of this Act; and
specific diagiostic and treatment these legal aliens reside.
(ii) for an alien who has entered the United needs. Ultimately, no amount of hard
The bill's deeming provisions, in adStates on or alter the date of enactment of
this Act, the income and resources described work and personal responsibility can dition to being nothing more than a
protect an immigrant or anyone else huge cost-shift to State and local govin subsection (b) shall be deemed to be the from
illness or injury.
erziments, will a1o impose an adrninicincome of the alien for a period of two years
My proposal. would be to deem Medic- trative burden and. a huge unfunded
beginning on the day such alien was first
aid for 2 years. That is, for the first 2 mandate on State Medicaid programs.
lawfully in the United States.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, the un- years that the legal alien is in the In light of a series of calls throughout
derlying bill, S. 1664, for the first time United States, the income of the spon- the year by the Nation's Governors, the
would deny to legal immigrants_legal sor will be deemed to be that of the adinhj3istratjon. and this Congress' ha'-e
immigrants—access
been asked to provide States with
to
Medicaid alien.
This is a reasonable compromise with greater flexibility 'to more efficiently
through newly federally imposed or what
will have bipartisan sup- administer, their Medicaid programs.
mandated deeming. requiremen. This port, iithope
would not exempt Medicaid This provision is incredibly.ironic
and
prohibition, as the discussion of the from deeming
altogether. Instead, it in sharp contrast to everything that we
amendment of the Senator from nil- would create a 2-year
deeming period have been discussing in Medicaid polnois has indicated, will apply both prothe Medicaid Program alone
icy over the last 2 years.
Spectively, to persons who arrive after forAs
result, thiz amendment elimi- For a Medicaid case worker, who althis bill is enacted and retroactively, nates athe
magnet, the draw or• incen- ready has to learn the complex requireto legal aliens who are alread,y in the tive to come
to the United States in ments of the Medicaid program, he or
country.
order to receive medical care, espe- she now must also learn immigration
My amendment changes the deeming ciaily
since an Immigrant cannot plan law. As a study by the Natioal Conperiod for Medicaid to 2 years. It elimi- to get sick
2 years in advance.
ference of State Legis]a.tures notes,
nates the retrospectve nature of this However,
it does recognize that in
provision, and it would apply these pro- the long run, health care is different this would require an extensive citizenvisions to future immigrants and pro- from other benefits. This amendment ship verification made for all applivide for an exemption for emergency also recognizes and attempts. to allevi- cants to the Medicaid Program.
According to the Conference of State
care and public health.
the tremendous other burdens, cost Legislatures:
So to restate what the amendment ate
unfunded mandates and public These '(deeming] mandates will require
does, the amendment changes •the shifts,
health 'problems which potentially States
to verily citizenship status, $xnmigradeeming period for Medicaid to 2 years. could be caused by 5. 1664.
tion status, sponsoring status, and length of
GRANTS.—
(A) IN

.

Second, it elinina.tes the retroactive What are some 'of these 'potential
nature of the legislation in the same problems?
way that the amendment of the Sen- First, cost shifting. The Medicaid
ator from flJi.nois would do to all of the provisions in 5. 1664 are currently
'

-

.

-

deemed programs. It would apply these
provisions prospectively to future legal
aliens, and it would provide an exemption for emergency care and for public
health.
This amendment is supported by the
National Conference of State Legisla-.

tors. It is supported by the National

Association of Counties. It is supported
by the National League. of Cities. It is

supported by the United States Conference of Mayors. It is supported by

the National Association of Public Hospitals. It is supported by the American

Public Health Association. it is supported by the National Association of
Community Health Centers. It is supported by Interfaith, by the Catholic
Charities USA and the U.S. Catholic
Conference, it is supported by •the

nothing more than a cost shift

time in the U.S. n each eligibility determination for a deemed Federal program.

They will also require State 'and local governments to implement and maintain costly
to data information systems.

States, local gover.nnienta.1 units and

In addition to all these costs, 'States
our Nation's hospital system. Simply will have infrastructure training and
put, if people are sick and cannot af- ongoing implementation costs associford to pay for coverage for some of the ated with the staff time needed to
most thsabling conditions, someone make these complicated deeming calwill absorb the cost.
culations. The result will be a tremen-The question is whether the Federal dously costly and bureaucratic unGovernment will pay a portion of that funded mandate on State Medicaid procost, àr will such costs be shifted en- grams..
tirely to those States and local governThis bill also threatens our Nation's
ments and hospitals where legal aliens public health. Residents of cornmuwill seek those services?
nities where legal aliens live would
• As the National Conference of State lace an increased health risk• from
Legislatures, the National Association comznu,mcable diseases under this proof Counties and National League of vision of the bill because immigrants
Cities wrote in an.April 24, 1996, letter: would be ineligible for Medicaid and
Without Medicaid eligibility, many legal other public health programs
inmigrants wiil have no access to health ignated to provide early treatmentdesto
care. Legal Immigrants will be forced to turn prevent communicable
disease outto state indigent heaLth care progra, pub.

.

.

Council of Jewish Federations, the Lu- lic hospitals, and emergency rooms for as- breaks.
Such policies have historically and
theran Immigration and Refugee Serv- sistance or avoid treatment altogether. This

ices and the Evangelical Lutheran will in turn endanger the public health and
thcrease the cost of providing health care to
Church of America.
Furthermore, without Medicaid
Mr. President, I offer this amend- everyone.
public hospitals and clinics
ment today which I consider to be a rerrnbursernent,
in States and localities would incur in-

substantial improvement of this bill. It
is a substantial improvement by recognizing the fact that health services
are different from other benefits that a
legal alien might seek.

consistently had horrendous results.
For example, in 1977, Orange County,

TX, instituted a policy that required
people to prove legal status or be reported to the Immigration and Natucreased unreimbursed costs for treating legal ralization Service
when requesting
immigrants.
at any county health facility.
The National Association of Public service
As noted 'by El Paso County Judge
Hospitals, in their April 12, 1996, letter Pat O'Rourke,' in a letter dated Sepadded:
tember 24, 1986:
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was attributed by Jackson Memorial consider so many amendments that reexperienced a 57 percent increase in Hospital to legal aliens in the commnuspecifically to the provisions in
extrapulmonary tuberculosis, a 47 percent nity. However, they currently do re- lated
this bill that will apply retroactively
increase in salmonella, a 14 percent increase
within eighteen months, the county

ceive some reimbursement for care to and prospectively the income of a sponin rubella and a 153 percent increase' in legal aliens through private health sor to the income of a legal alien—I
care plans and Medicaid: Without the emphasize legal alien—for purposes desyphilis.
The judge cites a 1978 report by the Medicaid payments, total uncompen- termining eligibility for means-tested
Task Force on Public General Hos- sated costs will grow and require the programs.
in infectious hepatitis, a 53 percent increase
-

Mr. President, if you represent the
pitals of the American Public Health local community to either raise its
taxes or consider reducing hospital concerns of the millions of Americans

Association in saying:

who are represented by these organizaHence, what was a simple condition requir- services.
In addition, by reducing access of tions, if you understand the pragmatic
ing a relatively small expense became a
large matter adversely affecting all tax- pregnant immigrant women to pre- reality of what we are about to do both
-

.

payers.

In an analysis of the potential health
impacts of S. 1664, the bill before us
this evening, conducted by Dr. Richard
Brown, the president of the American
Public Health Association and director
of the University of California at Los
Angeles Center for Health Policy Research, Dr. Brown states:
In a study of tuberculosis patients in Los
Angeles, more than 80 percent learned of

their 'disease when they sought treatment for
a symptom or other health condition, not be-

cause they sought a TB seening. Yet (S.

1664] would make It more difficult for 1mm!-

grants to seek diagnosis and treatment be-

cause their access to health care would be
sharply reduced, permitting this debilitating
and often deadly disease to spread through-

out the community. When an infected person
becomes seriously Ill with tuberculosis, the
costs of treating these true emergencies will
be borne by everyone, especially taxpayers.

Dr. Brown concludes:
Tuberculosis and other communicable dis-

eases do not respect distinctions between

citizens and non-citizens, legal residents and
people who are not here lawfully. The key to
controlling an outbreak of tuberculosis, hep.
atitis, sexually transmitted diseases, or
other communicable diseases Is early identi-

natal care and nutrition support programs, the health of the U.S.-citizen
infants will be threatened. The National Academy of Sciences' Institute

to individuals and to the communities

in which they live, and' to the tax-

payers in the communities and States
in which you live, you would Sunderof Medicine estimates that for every $1 stand why there have been so many
Spent on prenatal care, there is a $3 amendments offered on this subject.
I believe that the amendment whiCh I
savings in future medical care for low
birthweight babies. Denying prenatal have offered is a reasoned middle
and' well-baby care to an immigrant ground. By setting a 2-year deeming
only threatens the life of her U.S.-citi- provision it would give us assurance
zen child. Mr. President, that makes that no one would come to this country
absolutely no sense. In fact, it is ndi- with a specific condition—whether that
ther cost effective nor in the interest be pregnancy or a kiiown medical infirmity—in order to, receive U.S. 'taxof public health.
Another concern' raised by Catholic payer-financed medical service. Very
Charities USA is the potential for in- few people are prophetic enough' to
creased abortions as a result of 5. 1664. know what their condition is going to
To quote from the Catholic Charities be 24 months from now. By providing
U.S.A.,
that this will be prospective, all perThe most immediate threat of the Medic- sons who come into this country from
aid deeming provision Is the pressure on poor this point forward, from the enactment
pregnant women to end their pregnancies In- of this bill forward, will know under
expensively through abortion rather than to what' conditions they will be entering
carry them to term, A legal immigrant who this country.
becomes pregnant and does not have the
By exempting those programs that
means to obtain health care will be able to
finance a 3250 abortion at a local clinic much

affect the public health and rete'to

more easily than ,either she or her sponsor emergency care, we will be recognizing

the fact that those steps are not just
for the benefit .of the individual but
In siimnrnai'y, as currently drafted, S. they are for the benefit of the broad
fication of the source of the infection and
immediate Intervention to treat. all infected 1664 would have the following negative public with its interest in continuing
persons. Because these bills will discourage

immigrants- from seeking treatment, they

can pay for prenatal care or put down a $1,000

deposit at a hospital for labor and. delivery.

consequences: It shifts costs to States, to have access to emergency facilities

local governments,, and hospitals. It and to be saved, from having unin-

will endanger the health. of. everyone in the imposes an administrative unfunded tended access to communicable discommunity.
mandate on State medicaid programs. eases.
In the interest of our.Nation's public It threatens the Nation's or the. Mr. President, I believe this is a con-

health, why, Mr. President, why would public!s health. It is not cost effective
we wish to take such an unnecessary and it may lead to an.increase in aborrisk
tions.
'In addition, the Medicaid deeming My amendment. would help address
provisions, by creating a 'obstacle. to these problems. : Therefore, 'it 'is sup
preventive, health services, will result ported: by the National Conference of
in certain cases of immigrants resort- State Legislatures, the National Assoing to emergency room care Health ciation 'of Counties, the National'
care costs will thus be more expensivè League of Cities, U.S. Conference' of.
This would further strain the already. Mayors, the National Association. of.
overburdened and underfunded - emer- Public Hospitals, the American-Public
gency and trauma care facilities across Health Association, the National Assothe country, particularly- in' our. Na- ciation 'of Community Health Centers,
tion's urban centers. Without reim- InterHealth, Catholic Charities U.S.A.,
bursements,' such• hospitals will be and the U.S. Catholic Conference; the
forced to consider, shutting their emer- Council of Jewish Federations, Lugency room doors for all residents of theran Irnmi*ration and. Refugee Servthe county, affecting all residents, im- ices,' and Evangelical Lutheran Church
migrants or otherwise.
of America.
For example, Jackson Memorial HosMr President, I ask umnimous conpital in' Miami estimates that its un- sent to have printed in the RECORD imcompensated care costs for fiscal year mediately after my remarks state1995 for undocumented immigrants was ments by several of these organizations
$45.8 million. To repeat, for 1995, in in support of this amendment.
that one public hospital, Jackson Me- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
morial in Miami, the cost in uncom- objection, it is so ordered.
pensated care for undocumented aliens
(See exhibit 1.)
was $45.8 million. An additional $60 Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I close
million in uncompensated care costs by saying that I regret we have had to
,

'

.

-

-

structive amendment which deals with
serious issues within this legislation. I
urge its adoption.
.

-

Ecsmrr1
-

NATIONAL

CONFERENCE OF'

STATE

LEGIsLxuREs, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES, NATIONAL
LEAGUE OF CITIES
DEAR

Apfi 24, 1996.
SENATOR The National Conference of

State Legislatures (NCSL). the National Association 'of Counties, (NCAo), and the National League of Cities (NLC) are very concerned about unfunded mandates In 5. 1664.
the immigration Control and Financial Responsibility Act of 1996 that would be an adxninistrative burden on all states and local-

ities. We urge you to support a number of
amendments that will be offered on the Sen-

ate floor to mitigate the impact of these
mandates on, and cost shifts to, states and

localities.
5.1664 would extend "deeming" from three
programs (AFDC, SSI and Food Stamps) to
all federal means-tested programs, including'
foster care, adoption assistance, school
lunch, WIC and approximately fifty others.

As you know, "deeming" is attributing a

sponsor' income to the immigrant when determining program eligibility. It is unclear

what "all federal means-tested programs"
means. Various definitions of the phrase
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'federal means-tested programs" would include a range of between 50-80 programs.
Furthermore, regardless of the size of their
immigrant- populations, this mandate will
require all states to verify citizensh.ips states, immigration status, sponsorship status,
sponsor's income and length of time in the

S4501

Senator Leahy's amendment exempting Although the bill would require the sponsor
immigrant children from utr±tion program to agree, in a legally enforceable affidavit of
deeming.
support, to financially support the immiFinally, we firmly believe that deeming re- grant, many sponsors may nevertheless be

strictions are incompatible with our respon- unable to finance the health care costs of the
sibility to protect abused and neglected chil- immigrants, many sponsors may nevertheCourts will decide to remove children less be unable to finance the health care
U.S. in each eligibility determination for dren.
from unsafe homes regardless of their sponof the immigrants they sponsor.
"all federal means-tested programs." NCSL sorship status and state and local officials costs
Finally, it should be noted that in orderto
estimates that implementing 'deeming re- must protect them. Deeming for foster care qualify
for Medicaid. coverage an individual
strictions for just ten of these programs will and adoption services will shift massive ad- must not
only be very poor but in addition
cost states approzimately $744 million. Ex- ministrative costs to states and localities must qualify
under one of the vulnerable cattending deeming mandates to over 50 pro-. and force them to fund 100% of thee benefits. egories that include
pregnant women, chilgrams garners little federal savings and. We urge you to support the following amend- dren, the elderly, and
people with disabilshould be eliminated as part of the Congres- ments to protect states and localities from ities. Therefore, because of the strict eligisional commitment to eliminating cost this cost shift.
bility requirements for the Medicaid proshifts to state and local budgets and taxSenator Murray's amendment exempting grain, legal immigrants who do qualify for
payers.
children' from foster care and coverage are very limited in number and exTherefore, we urge you to support Senator immigrant
tremely vulnerable.
adoption deeming restrictions.
Bob Graham's effort to raise a point of order
For these reasons, Catholic Charities USA
Senator Weflstone's amendment exempting
against S. 1664 based on its violation of P.L. battered spouses and children from deeming supports the elimination of the deeming re104-4, the Jnfunded Mandates Act of 1995. restrictions.
quirement for Medicaid. Should the elimiThis is a critical test of your comxnitrrient to
We appreciate your consideration of our nation of. deeming. for Medicaid prove unpreventing cost-shifts to, and unflinded ad- concerns and urge you to protect states and
workable in the current political context, we
ministrative burdens on, states and local- localities from the unfunded mandates in 'S. would support an amendment to limit Medicities. We also urge you to support subsequent 1664.
aid deeming to the shortest time period pos'
amendments that will reduce the scope of
sible
'.
Sincerely,
the deeming provisions and limit the adminJAMES 3. LACK.
—

.

istrative burden on states and localities.
These include:
Senator Graham's amendment giving
deeming mandate exemption to: 1) programs

where deeming costs more to implement

than it saves in state or local spending; or 2)
programs that the federal governnent does
not pay for the administiative cost of imple-

menting deeming. This ensures that new

'New York Senate,

Presient, NCSL.
DOuGLAS H. Bovm.
Commissioner,
Delta

County, MI,
President, NAC0.

GREGORY S. LASH[J?XA,

Mayor, Columbus, OH,

MEDICAID "DEEMING" FOR LEGAL IMMIGRANTS

Snouan BE Lnerrsu TO Two YxaRs

The. Immigration Control and Financial

Responsibility Act (5. 1664), which is scheduled for Senate floor action onApril 15. proposes harsh new restrictions on Immigrants
who are in this country legally. The bill denies Medicaid for a minimum of ten years, or

until citizenship, for immigrants who have
President. NLC.
deeming mandates are cost effective and are
come to this country, worked hard, paid
not unfunded mandates.
taxes, and in every respect "played by the
CATHOLIC
CaARrrms
USA
SupPoa-rs
TEE
Senator Graham's amendment substituting
rules." The bill does this through a mechaELIMINATION
OF
TEE
MEDICAID
"DEEMING"
a clear and concrete list of programs to be
nism called "deeming."
REQUXREMEN'r INCLUDED IN THE IMMIGRAdeemed for the vague language In 5. 1664 reHow Deeming Works: To be eligible for
TION
REFORM
BILL
quiring deeming for "all federal means-testMedicaid, an individual must have suffied programs." This amendment ensures that
S 269 currently requires that the Income ciently low income to qualify. Deeming is a
Congress, and not the courts, will decide and resources of a legal Immigrant's sponsor process where by a person's income is
which programs are deemed.
and the sponsor's spouse be "deemed" to the "deemed" to include not only is or her own
Senator Kennedy's amendment conforming income of the legal Immigrant when deter- income, but also income from other sources.
Senate deeming exemptions to those accept- mining the immigrant's eligibility for all 5. 1664 requires a legal immigrant's income
ed by the House in H.R 2202.
means-tested federal public assistance pro- to be deemed to include the income of the
In addition, we urge you to support other grams, including Medicaid. The deeming pe- immigrant's sponsor and the . sponsor's
amendments that would temper the an- riod would be a minimum of 10 years (or spouse. In addition, the immigrant's
income
funded mandates in 5. 1664 and relieve the until citizenship).
is "deemed" to include the value of the sponadministrative burden on states and localCatholic Charities USA supports the elimi- sor's resources, such as the sponsor's car and
ities. We are especially concerned about the nation of the Medicaid deeming requirement home. Although a legal Immigrant could
impact of extending the deeming require- for two main reasons. First, requiring deem- well qualify for benefits based on his or her
ments to the Medicaid program. Without ing for the Medicaid program ignores the di- own resources, many immigrants will effecMedicaid eligibility, many legal immigrants chotomy between medical services and other tively be denied Medicaid because of their
will not have access to health care. Legal need-based assistance that Congress has fol- sponsor's income and resources.
immigrants will be forced to turn to state In- lowed since the inception of Medicaid. For
Catholic Charities USA opposes Medicaid
digent health care programs, public hos- over 30 years, Congress has treated Medicaid deeming for the following reasons:
The Risk of Increased Abortions: To most
pitals, and emergency rooms for assistance benefits for legal Immigrants in a fundamenor avoid treatment altogether. This will in. tally different fashion than other federal immediate threat of the Medicaid deeming
turn endanger the public health and increase benefits programs. Historically. Congress has provision is the pressure on poor pregnant
the cost of providing health care to every- never required deeming for Medicaid. rec- women to end their pregnancies inexpenone. Furthermore, without Medicaid reim- ognizing that no level of hard work and per- sively through abortion rather than carry
bursernent, public hospitals and clinics and sonal responsibility can protect someone them to term. A legal Immigrant who bestates and localities would incur increased from Illness and injury, and that payments comes pregnant and does not have the means
unreimbursed costs for treating legal imm.t- for medical care are significantly higher and to obtain health care will be able to finance
grants. We support the following compromise more unpredictable than payments for other a 3250 abortion at a local clinic much more
amendment to preserve some Medicaid eligi- necessities. In addition, although an Immi- easily than either she or her sponsor can pay
bility for legal sponsored immigrants.
grant's sponsor or other charitable Individ- for prenatal care or put down a $1000 deposit
Senator Graham's amendment to limit ual. may be able to share food and shelter— at a hospital for labor and delivery.
Medical Needs are Unpredictable and liiiMedicaid deeming to two years.
and even income to a certain extent—a
We strongly support amendments to ex- son cannot share his or her medical care. perUn- possible to "Share:" If an immigrant cannot
empt the most vulnerable legal immigrant like housing or food, health care must be provide for him or herself 5. 1664 requires
populations from deeming requirements. We provided by a qualified professional and must that a sponsor provide housing, transporurge you to support the following amend- be tailored: to a person's specific health tation, food, or even cash assistance in some
ments that will preserve a minimal amount needs. In this sense. Medicaid is sub- circumstances, Although Catholic Charities
of federal program eligibility for the need- stantively different than other needs-based USA opposes these extensions of current law,
iest legal immigrants and protect states and assistance. 5. 269 would end Congress' long- we acknowledge a distinction between these
localities from bearing the cost of these standing recognition of the special nature of forms of assistance and the specific area of
services..
medical care. Unlike housing or food, health
Medicaid.
must be provided by a qualified profesSenator Kennedy's amendment exempting
Second. the Medicaid deeming requirement care
sional and tailored to a persons's specific di-'
children and pre-natal and post-partuni care will lead to an increase in the number of
unagnostic and treatments needs. Although a
from Medicaid deeming restrictions.
patients and exacerbate an already citizen
Senator Simon's amendment exempting insured
may have enough income and retremendous
burden
of
uncompensated
care
Immigrants disabled after arrival from
sources to qualify as a sponsor, the someon
public
hospitals
and
other
providers
who
deeming restrictions.
expensive and often unpredictable natreat large numbers of low-income patients. times
ture of medical care may limit the sponsor's
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ability to finance a sudden and drastic emer-

should not continue, indefinitely.. Catholic Immigrant. The bills would require that the
Charities USA believes a reduced, two year
Early Diagnosis and Treatment is Less Ex- deeming period for Medicaid is a viable com- sponsor's income be combined with the impensive Than Eniergency Care: Basic pre- promise that recognizes all of these con- migrant's Income until the Immigrant had
worked for 40 quarters (at least 10 years) In
ventative and diagnostic services treat con- cerns.
which he/she earned enough to pay taxes or
ditions inexpensively before they become aggravated. If such services are denied, rel- THE HEALTH EFFEcTS OF 5. 1664 sm H.R.. 2202 until he/she became a citizen. This provision
gency.

-

atively unthreatening fflnesses may turn
into emergencies to be treated with much

more expansive and expensive means. For ex-

ample, 33 is saved on average for every 31
spent in prenatal care. Moreover, If a legal
immigrant is denied prenatal services, her
child may be born with serious conditions
that wifl last an entire lifetime. These children. born to legal immigrants, 'are citizens

would make most sponsored legal

imnmni-

(By E. Richard Brown, PhD)
grants inelIgible for such benefits; even if
5. 1664 and ER. 2202 threaten the health 'of they maintain a separate household with

immigrants and of the larger community. substantial combined expenses or do not
They threaten the health of immigrants and have access to their sponsor's income.
These provisions make more stringent the
the larger community by making it more

difficult to control the spread of serious conditions under which legal Immigrants

communicable diseases and making it more may receive these public benefits, lengthenlikely that such diseases would spread ing the time during which they are potenwho win be eligible for Medicaid.
through the community, threaten the health tially deportable for receiving benefits, reThe Cost of Denying Care is an Unfunded of ThS,-citizen infants by reducing the access ducing the conditions under 'which they may
Mandate to be Borne By Local Hospitals and of pregnant immigrant women to prenatal legitimately receive them, and extending the
Communities: Public hospitals in local com- care and nutrition support programs; and "deeming" process to more programs and for
munities are required to treat anyone with threaten the health of immigrants by reduc- a longer period of time.
emergency conditions. If legal immigrants ing managemet of chronic i]]xiesses and
Undocumented inusigrants
are denied medical services and forced to let early Intervention to prevent health prob-.
Undocumented, immigrant women would be
their illnesses, deteriorate, local hospitals lems from developing Into more serious ones, barred
from' receiving prenatal and
eventually will be required to treat them as' resulting in more disability and higher mediPostpartum care under Medicaid. States may
emergencies. Since public hospitals are fund- cal costs both among immigrants and their provide prenatal and postpartum' care to uned by locaLtaxpayers, this policy represents U.S.-citlzen children,
documented immigrant women who have
an enormous cost-shift from the. federal govPBOVISONS OP Se 1664 AND LB.
continuously resided In the United States for
ernment onto state and local entities. Al- Public
health care services and publicly at least three years.(the House bill excludes
though designed to reduce federal -expense,
pregnancy care altogether). 'The bills would
the deeming provision would essentially cre- fUnded community-based services are essen- allow
undocumented immigrants to receive
ate an entirely new population of uninsured tial to control the progression and spread of immunizations
and be tested and treated for
individuals, - force .i.xnmlgrants to wait until disease among low-income persons and com- serious communicable
Because
their conditions become more expensive, and munities. These services are essential be- these provisions apply to diseases.
any services proa high proportion of low-income 'immi- then mandate that local hospitals serve cause
or funded by federal, state or local govthem and pay - for this service—all effects- grants do not, receive health insurance vided
they prohibit most communitythat will have real.world financial repercus- through employment, 'despite their high ernment,
based'
'health services, such as migrant
rates of labor force participation. Because of
sions for citizens.
Denying Medical Services to Immigrants their low. Incomes, they cannot afford to pur- health. centers and community. health cenfrom providing primary or preventive
Endangers Entire Communities: Due to the chase health insurance - in the private mar- ters,
to undocumented immigrants,
increased cost to local hospitals, services ketplace; Although uninsured immigrants care
immigrants currently are
will
only for legal imini- pay a considerably higher -proportion of their .notUndocumented
eligible for any means-tested health progrants—but for' every person' In the cornmu incomes out-of-pocket 'for medical services grams except energency medical'serv-lces, in'nlty who relies on that-hospital for care. If than do persons with Insurance, they often 'cluding.childbirth services (funded by Medica portion of a hospital's bud,get .is diverted to cannot afford an adequate level of medical aid), immunizations, and nutrition programs
cover the, increased, expense of handling. care without the assistance of public pro- for pregnant women and children. These bills
and publicly subsidized health servemergency conditions, less money will be grams
extend this prohibition to prenatal and
available to finance services for everyone. ices.
5.1664 and H.P.. 2202 w'ould impose such on- postpartum care; and they extend to nearly
Perhaps more importantly, if. immigrants
publicly funded programs and services
are not- immunized or treated for corninu- erous financial requirements on legal immi- all
the prohibitions on providing non-emergency
grants
that
they
effectively
exclude
millions
nicable'd.jseases, entire communities will be
of legally resident children and adult immi- care that formerly were restricted to Medicatrisk.
Immigrants Currently Finance Benefits for grants from receiving any health services or aid.
EFFECTS ON HEALTH
Citizens: Legal iimn.igrants are subject to nutrition supplements. These bills also prothe same tax laws
citizens However, as a hibit undocumented Immigrants from receiv'These bills -would mask it more difficult
group, . legal immigrants pay more propor- ing all but emergency medical care from any for low-income 'Immigrants, whether they
tionafly in taxes than citizens. They also use public - agency or from community-based are -here legally, or not, to obtain preventive
fewer benefits than citizens. Although some health services, such 'as migrant health cen- or -porimaiy health care. By denying access
claim.immigrants drain resources, legal Im- ters and community health centers.;These to cost-effective health services that can
migrants actually finance public assistance bills wifl reduca.access to cost-effective pri- prevent or limit illness, this legislation
benefits for citizens. Because of these fac- mary care and' prevention, and force imnmi- would'jncrease the use of emergency rooms
tors, basic fairness counsels against denying grants to 'use expensive emergency and hos- and hospitals at greater cost to taxpayers
legal immigrants- the same safety net. secu- pltal services—at Increased -cost to taxpayers. and cause more disability among immirity as citizens. Immigrants should. be able and poorer health outcomes for immigrants grants.
to rely on-support times of need in the same and the larger'community.
Prenatal care and birth outcomes
Legal inunigrants
manner as other taxpayers, especially since
The
provisions
In these bills will result in
they have demonstrated that they. require
Legal immigrants would become deport- an increased number of low birthweight and
such services less often-'
able if they participate in Medicaid. vir- higher death rates among U.S.-citizen inCatholic Charities USA favors, a' reduced tually anystate health Insurance or health
deeming period of two years'for Medicaid. A care program that is means-tested, or any fants. The expanded "deeming" provisions
two-year deeming period would substantially local means-tested services for more than 12 would prevent many leg-al Immigrant women
are pregnant and needy from qualifying
remove what some view as a "draw" for im- months during their first. five years (seven who
Medicaid, and the expanded threats of demigrants entering .the country solely to ob- years In the House bill) in the United States. for
portation would discourage'other needy legal tain medical services, especially since an Im- This provision would strongly deter most immigrant
from applying for Medicmigrant could hardly plan an illness two legal immigrants from enrolling in Medicaid aid. The billswomen
also would prohibit pregnancyyears in advance. In addition, this corn- or otherwise obtaining health services on a related health
services to most undocupromise would. preserve the distinction be- sliding fee-scale from a local health depart- mented immigrant
women.
ween medical services and other forms of ment or any community health center, miDenying inexpensive prenatal care to many
ssistance, -recognizing that no. amount of grant health center, or other community- pregnant
will increase the health
bard work and 'personal responsibility can based health service which receives any fed- risks to thewomen
women and their U.S.-citizen inprotect someone from illness and injury. Al-

-

-

.

-

'

-

-

'

-

-

eral: state or local government funds Reall at great cost to federal and state
hongh .opponents may oppose such an ceiving any combination of such benefits for fants,
The National Academy of
ciiendment because it won't reduce federal a total of more than 12 months would make' taxpayer—
Sciences' Institute of. Medicine estimates
pending as much, the effect of a longer peiod would be an exponential increase in' the

the immigrant ineligible for citizenship.

Furthermore, to determine eligibility for
'ost to state and local entities The bill it- such services or programs, the sponsor's inelf, by setting the deeming period at two come (and the 'income of the sponsor's
ears, recognizes that a sponsor's liability spouse) would be' "deemed" available to the

that every $1 spent on prenatal care saves 33

that otherwise would be spent on medical
care for low birthweight infants. A recent
study by the California Department of

Health Services found that Medi-Cal hospital
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costs for low birthweight babies averaged debilitating and often deadly disease to
332.800. thirteen tunes higher than those of spread throughout the commmity. When an
non-low birthweight babies ($2,560). With no infected person becomes seriousiy ill with
prenatal care, the expected hospital medical tuberculosis, the costs of treating these true
costs for a baby born to a Mexican-American
woman with no prenatal care are 60% higher

emergencies will be borne by everyone, espe-

care, or 31,360 higher per birth. The Arnerican-born infants of unmigrant mothers
automatically would be U.S. citizens, enti'tling them to medical care paid for by Medicad. These added medical costs may well
exceed any savings due to reduced Medicaid
eligibility among Immigrant pregnant

$150 to provide preventive therapy to a tuberculosis-infected patient, but it costs 100
times as much for a tuberculosis patient who
must be hospitalized—and more than 600
times as much if the patient has developed a
drug-resistant variety of tuberculosis.

cially taxpayers. The California Department
than if she hd gotten adequate prenatal of
Health Services estimates. that it costs

Tuberculosis and other communicable - dis-

women.

Management of chronic illness

eases do not respect distinctions between
citizens and non-citizens, legal residents and

,

These bills would prohibit undocumented people who are not here lawfully. The key to
and many legal immigrants from using local controlling an outbreak of tuberculosis, hephealth department clinics or community- atits, sexually transmitted diseases, or
based clinics, such as migrant or community other communicable diseases is early identi-

health centers, for other than emergency
care or diagnosis and treatment for a communicable disease. High blood pressure, thabetes, asthma, and many other cbronic ill-

fication of the source of infection and imme-

diate intervention to treat all Infected persons. Because these bills will discourage nfl-

migrants from seeking treatment, they will
endanger the health of everyone in the cornmedical care, which includes monitoring of munity.
nesses can be managed effectively by reg,i_lar

the condition, teaching the patient appropriate self-management, and provision of
necessary medication. When diabetes goes
untreated, it results in diabetic foot ulcers,
blindness, and many other complications.
Uncontrolled high blood pressure causes
heart attacks, strokes, and kidney fiiure,
all of which lead to expensive emergency

flISRATXVE COSTS

•

S. 1664 and ERO2 would impose substan-

•

ta1 administrative burdens on health care

services to check clients' immigration status
and obtain, information necessary to "deem-

ingY' These administrative costs Include

interviewing clients and obtaining the inforhospital adnnssions. In the absence of regu- mation from them, verifying the accuracy of
lar care, people with these controllable dis- information, training of staff, and record
eases will present repeatedly to hospitals in keeping and processing. The admiDiztratjve
severe distress, resulting In emergency and burden includes obtaining information about
the client's immigration status, date on
intensive care for a much higher cost than which
periodic visits and maintenance medication. whetherthe person entered the country,
the immigrant has a sponsor,
Primary care and prevention are cost-effective alternatives to use of emergency rooms, whether the immigrant has worked for 40
specialty clinics, and hospitalization—and quarters during which they earned enough to
they preserve and improve the person's func- have a tax liability, and the income and retional status. As with pre- and postnatal sources of the munigrant, the sponsor, and
care, the costs of increased use of emergency the sponsor's spouse. These administrative
and hospital services are likely to offset any costs must be borne by the program or servprovider, except for anti-fraud investigasavings due to reduced use of primary and ice
tors in hospitals.
preventive Care.
CoimnunftabZe diseases
These

bills would make it more difficult

5UMM.ARY

1664 and ER 2202 will:

Reduce access of legal unmigrants and unfor undocumented Immigrants or legal mimigrants to obtain care for communicable dis- documented immigrants to primary care and
eases. Although they explicitly permit uii- preventive health services and increase undocumented immigrants to be diagnosed and migrants' use of emergency and hospi
treated for communicable diseases, public services;
health services throughout the country are Result in poorer health outcomes for imbeing restructured to eliminate dedicated. migrants and their U.S.-citizen infants;
Increase the larger community's risk of
clinics for tuberculosis, sexually transmitted
diseases, and other curnmujcable diseases. contracting communicable diseases;
Increase expenditures on emergency and
Instead diagnosis, treatment, and management of these health problems are being in- hospital services,' offsettflg savings due to
tegrated into primary care, which would be reduced use of preventive and primary care;

denied to undocwnented immigrants and and

most legal immigrants alike who cannot af-

Increase administrative costs for publicly

ford to pay the full cost of'these services. funded health care providers.

Without access to primary care, immigrants
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, may
would have few options to receive medical we set aside this amendment and go diattention for persistent illnesses. Coughs rectly to the amendment of Senator
that do not go away, fevers that do not sub-. FEINSTEIN so she might modify a preside, and rashes and lesions that do not heal vious
amendment?
may be due to communicable diseases such

The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. Without
as tuberculosis, hepatitis, meningitis, or a
objection, it is so ordered.
sexually transmitted disease.
Tuberculosis is prevalent among legal, as
The pending amendment No. 3764 is
well as undocumented, immigrants from set aside.

Asia and Latin America. It is easily spread f
those who are infected are not diagnosed and
treated. In a recent study of tuberculosis patients in Los Angeles, more than 80% learned
of their disease when they sought treatment
for a symptom or other health condition, not
because they sought tuberculosis screening.
Yet these bills would make It more difficult
for immigrants to seek diagnosis and treat-

ment because their access to health care

would be sharply reduced, permitting thAs

84503
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and authentically touching, they will support. or similar agreement, with respect

such individual, nd the income and remove us, maybe to tears. I am not to
of the sponsor spouse shall, be
being sarcastic. Those things are real. sources
deemed to be the income and resources of the
They will be veterans, they will be individual for a period of 3 years after the in-

children, they will be disabled, they dividual's entry into the United States.
will be sick, and all we are saying is
That is quite clear. That is what the
that the sponsor will pay first, which is
exactly what they promised to do. And
so, if the sponsor, having been hit too
hard, is pressed to bankruptcy, is
pressed to destruction, is pressed wherever one would be pressed, then we step
in, the U.S.A., the old ta.zpayers step
into the game —but not until the sponsor has suffered to a degree where they

obligation of the sponsor was. There is
similar clarity of language to be found
under the provisions relating to Aid to
Families with Dependent Children and
food stamps. So if a person wanted to
know, what is my legal obligation

when I sign a sponsorship affidavit,
they could go to the law books of the
United States and read, with clarity,

cannot pony up the bucks that they what those programs happen to be.
promised to pay.

My friend from Wyoming, the reality

If the sponsor has the financial' re- is that this Congress, until tonight, has
sources to pay for the medical care not chosen to place Medicaid as one of
needed by an immigrant, why on God's those programs for which such deeming
earth should the U.S. taxpayers pay for is required. By failing to do so, and by

it? That is the real question. That is doing so for these three distinct programs, I think a very clear implication
ished dealing with them. I had'a cornDoes any Senator in this Chamber has been created that we did not in.
ment or two to make.
believe that the taxpayers of this coun- tend, that there be deeming of the
Mr. President, with regard to Sen- try- would agree to admit to our coun- sponsor's income for the purposes of
ator Gii.M's remarks and his amend- try an immigrant if they believed that eligibility for Medicaid.I believe that the kinds of arguments
ment, I hope—and I will not be long— the immigrant would impose major
we have heard in that amendment the medical costs on the taxpayers, and that are made by responsible orgañzarevisitation of an old theme. The issue that the immigrant sponsor would not tions, such as the Association of Public
is very simple. As we hear the contin- be providing the support that they Hospitais, is why this Congress, up
tonight, has not deemed it approual discussion about taxpayers and promised to pay? Now, that is where we until
what is going to happen to taxpayers— are. That is where we have been. We priate to deem the income of the sponto the legal alien for the purposes
taxpayers this, taxpayers that—I have, can argue on into the night and get the sor
of
Medicaid.
a thought for you. I will. tell you who same result, I think, that we got last If that argument was so persuasive in
AMENDMENT NO.

Mr. SflsPSON. We have not quite fin- one that is easy to debate.

should pay for the legai immigrant: the night and will get tomorrow—the issue
sponsor who promised to pay for the being, regardless of the tragic nature of
legal imrmgrant.
this situation, whatever it is, the sponThis is not mystery land. This is ex- sor pays.
traordinary. How can we keep corning
Then if you are saying, "But if the
back to the same theme when the issue sponsor cannot pay," we have already
is so basic?
taken care of that. If the sponsor canIf you are a legal immigrant to the not pay—goes bankrupt, dies, or what-

the past, why have we not added Medic-

aid to the list of responsibilities in the
past?
Mr. President, I believe—the rhetoric
aside—.that the facts are that there is
clarity as to what the sponsor's obligation is today. No. 2, that we are about
to change that responsibility and make
United States, this is such a basic ever—the Government of the United those changes retroactive, applying to
theme that I do not know why it needs. States of America, the taxpayers, will literally hundreds of thousands of peoto be repeated again and again and pick up the slack; but not until the .ple. And, in the case. of Medicaid, in my
again. But I-hope it will be dealt with sponsor has had the slack drawn out of judgment, we are about to adopt legisin the same fashion again and again them—not to the point so they cannot lation that would have a range of negaand again, because it is this: When the live or become public charges them- tive effects, from increasing the threat
legal immigrant comes to the United selves, but that is what this is about.
to the public health of communicable
States, the consular officer, the people
diseases, to endangering the aiready
Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
involved in the decision, and the sponThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- fragile financial status of some of our
sor agrees that. that person will not'
most important American hospitals, to
ator from Florida.
come a public charge. That was the law
GRAHAM. Mr. President, I wish increasing the likelihood that a poor,
in 1882. We have made a mockery of to slightly, again, correct the RECORD. pregnant woman would choose abortion
that law through administrative law I know the Senator from Wyoming rather than deliver a full-term child.
And sO, Mr. President, I believe that
judge decisions and court decisions feels passionately about his position.
through the years, where it is not just His position just happens to be at van- both the amendment offered by the
Senator from DJ.inois and, immodestly,
the "steak and the. tooth," as
ance with the facts.
friend from fluinois referred to, there is
I will cite and read this and ask if the the amendment I have presented to the
no steak and no teeth in it.
Senator would disagree that these are Senate represent the kind of public polAnd so, one of the most expensive the words in the United States Code 42, icy that is consistent with the reality
welfare programs for the United States section 1382(j). This happens to be one of our history of the treatment of legal
ta.zpayers is Medicaid. Everybody of the three areas in which this qon- aliens—again, I underscore legal
knows it. The figures are huge. Senator gress, at its election, has decided to aliens—and should be continued by the
DoMEIcI knows it. He covered it the specifically require that the income of adoption of the amendments that will
other day: They are huge, and we all the sponsor be added to that of the in- be before the Senate shortly.
Thank you.
know that. We know the burden on the come of the legal alien for the purposes
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
States.
determining
eligibility
for
benefits.
of
So all we are saying is the sponsor, This happens to be the program of Sup- further debate?
MODIFICATION TO AMENDMENT NO. 2866
the person who made the move to bring plemental Security Income. Here is
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have
in the legal immigrant, is going to be what the law says:
a unanimous-consent request cleared
responsible, and all of that person's asthe purposes of determining eligibility with the minority.
sets are going to be deemed for the as- forFor
and the amount of benefits under this
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consets of the legal immigrant. So it does sbcpter for an individual who is an alien, sent
to make two minor technical cornot matter what type of extraordinary the income and resources of any person who,
situation you want to describe to us as a sponsor of such individual's entry into rections to two provisions of amendall, and all of them will be genuinely the United States, executed an affidavit of ment No. 3866 to the bill, 5. 1664.
.

.

'

.

-

-
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The first correction corrects a printing error, by which a provision belonging in one section of the amendment
No. 3866 was inadvertently placed in a
different section.

rnent on Border Patrol. Those will be
accepted. There is a Robb amendment

which will be accepted.
I inquire of the Sena.tor from Florida

he has any further amendments. At
The second correction is a minor if
one time there was a Iit. I wonder if
These two corrections have been there is any further amendment other

change in the wording.

óleared on both sides, and I ask unani- than the. pending amendment from the
Senator from Florida.
mouz consent that they be accepted.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. GRARA.M. Yes. .1 have one other
objection,jt is so ordered.
amendment that relates to the impact
The modification foflows:
on State and local communities of un(1) Subsection (C) of section 201 of S. 1664, fuzded mandates. I understand that
(relating to social secnrity benefits), as there may be a desire to withhold furamended by amendment no. 3866, is further ther votes after the three that are curamended to read .a follows:

rently stacked.. If that is the case, I

(c) SOCIAL SECUBrrY BENEFITS..-(1) Section

)2 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 402) would be pleased to offer my next
is amended by adding at the end the follow- amendment tomorrow morning.
ing new subsection:
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I
"Limitation on Payments to Aliens
thank our remarkable staff. And E]iza"(YX1) Notwithstanding any other provicex4ainly is one of the most resion of law and except as provided in para- beth
markable.
I think we ca get a vote
graph (2), no monthly benefit under this title
•

•

here in the next. few minutes on three
States for any month during which such amendments which ae 15 minutes in
alien is not lawftilly present• in the United orgina.1 time and 10 on the second two
shall be payable to any alien in the United
States as determined by the Attorney Gen-

eral.

with a lock-in of tomorrow to take

care of the rest of the amendments on

"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any this bill. We may proceed a bit tonight
case where entitlement to such benefit Is with the debate. That will be resolved
based on a application filed before the date shortly.
of the.enacjient of this subsectnn.".

(2) Nothing in tbls subsection (c) shall a!But theSentor from Florida has one
fect any obligation or liability of any indi- rather sweeping amendment on which
vidual or employer under title 21 of subtitle we will need further debate, wifl we
Cof the Internal Revenue Code.
(3) No more than 18 months following enactnient of this Act, the Com$roller General

not; more thax 15 minutes perhaps?
Mr. GRAHAJVI. I anticipate it will require more than 15 minutes.
Mr. SIMPSON. .1 see. I would probably have that much on the other side.
Then I have one with Senator KEN-

by amendment no. 3866—

tomorrow—you will recall that Senator

assistance), as added by amendment no. 3866,

That would be an amendment that I

is directed to conduct and complete a study
of whether, ad to what extent, individuals
who are not authorized to work in the United.
States are qualifying for Old Age, Survivors,
and Disability Insurance (OASDI) benefits
based on their earnings record.
y and share with my cofleagues
(2) In section 214(b)(2) of the Housing and that I do have a place holder amendCommunity Development Act of 1980, as ment.
It is my intention, unless anyone
added by section 222 of 5. 1664 (relating to
prorating of financial assistance), as added responds to this, -not at this time but
(A) strike "eligibility of one or more" and MOIEAN placed an amendment at the
insert "ineligibility of one or more": and
time of the welfare bill with regard to
(B) strike "has not been affirmatively" and the Social Security system having
a
insert "has been affirmatively":
(3) In the last sentence of section study, that they should begin to do
214(d)(1)(A) of the Housing and Community something in that agency to determine
Development Act of 1980, as added by section how to make that card more axnper re224 of 5. 1664 (relating to verification of thi- sistat. It was cosponsored by Senator
migration status and eligibility for f1ancjal DOLE. It passed nnnouzly here.

insert after "Housing and Urbaa Developmnent" the following "or the agency admin- have the ability to enter unless it is
istering assistance, covered by this section". ceedingly contentious. .1 intend to do so

e-

it certainly is one that is not
Mr. STh'IPSON. Mr. President, I think because
strange
to
us, and the date of its origica go forward. We now, so at our
passage was—so that the staff may
cofleagues will be aware, are in a posi- nal
be aware of the measure, that was in
we

tion to vote on three amendments. We
will likely do that in a short period of
time.
The Feinstejn amendment has been

the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of Septem-

deeming.
We have-many of our cofleagues who

ber 8, 1995, page S115, directing the
Commissioner to develop—this Is not
something that is immediate—to be
done in a year, and a study and a report will come back. There is nothing
sinister with regard to it, but it is irnportant to consider that.
We have an amendment of Senator
ROBB, and apparently an objection to
that amendment from that side of the

plc activities tonight passing on the

Let me go forward and accept the

resolved.

There is a Simon amendment on thsability deeming, a Simon amendment
on retroactivity deeming, and the Gra-

ham amendment that we have. juzt
been debating with regard to 2-year

apparently are involved with the Olyni- aisle. I hope that might be resolved.

torch, and some other activity.
Graxnm amendment, the Hutchison
There is a Graznixi amendment on the
and if you have those, I
Border Patrol and a Hutcbison amend- amendment,
wifl send them to the desk.
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port. And those who were -involved at

the time will recall.

That is what I have. That is the ex-

tent of it.
Mr. KENNEDY. Since we have another moment then, is it the intention,

after we dispose of this, to at least

make a request that only-those axnendments which have been outlined now be

in order for tomorrow? And that it
would at least be our attempt during

the evening time to try- and get some
time understandings with those—Mr. SIMPSON. That is being done at
the present time, all of.that.
Mr. KENNEDY. The leader wili be

out here, I am sure, shortly, but we
would start then early and try and
move this through in the course of the
day.

.

SIMPSON. This matter will be
concluded. The staffs on both sides of
the aisleare working to present that to
us in a few moments, to tighten and
button down a complete agreement on
time agreements and unanimous conMr.

sent.
-.
Mr: KENNEDY. The leder will outline the plan for the rest of the
evening. Is itthe Senator's understand.

ing that those three amendments will
be the final voting amendments for the
evening?

Mr. SIMPSON. I think that would be
the case. The leader -is not here, but I
think conjecture would have it be so.
Mr. KENNEDY. We will wait on that
issue until the leader makes a final definitive decision. I thank the Chair..
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank my col- -

leagues.

I suggest the absence of a quorwn.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk: proceeded to call the

roll.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
.

they quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Without
•

objection, it is so ordered.
-.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me

ask unanimous consent, in the voting
to take place at 7:15, that the first vote
at 7:15 be 15 minutes. and the subsequent votes 10 minutes each.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask

for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDflJG OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
Mr. SIMPSON. There is a Hutchison
The yeas and nays were ordered.
amendment which has been questioned
voTE ON AMENDMENT 3810
by the Senator from Florida. There is a
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Simpson-Kennedy amendment with regard to verification. And then there is question is on agreeing to the amenda place holder amendment which I in- ment, No. 2810. The clerk will call the
tend to present, the Moynihan-Dole roll.
amendment, which passed unanimously
The a$sistant legislative clerk called
in September, to allow the Social Secu- the roll.
rity Administration to begin, nothing
Mr. LOT1'. I announce that the Senmore, a study to determine how in the ator from Kansas (Mr. KASSEBAUM] is
future we are to make that system necessarily absent.
-

more tamper resistant. It is not any- The result was announced, yeas 30,
thing that goes into place. It is a re: nays 69, as follows:
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YEAS-30
Akaka
Breanx
Bompers
Conrad
Daachle

Hollings

MIkn]ski
Moseley-Brano
Moynlban

Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerx7
Lantenbezv
Leahy
Levln
Liebez5nan

MurTay

lnoye
Jeords
.

Dodd

Dorgan
Ferngold
Graham
Harkin

Abraham
Ashcroft
Bancus

Rockefeller
Sarbanes
Simon
Weijatone
Wyden

Bennett
Bides
Blngaznan

Ford

Boxer
Bradley
Brown
Bryan
Burns
Byrd
Campbell
Cbafee
Coals
Cochran
Cohen
Coverdell
Craig
D'Amato
DeWine
Dole

Mack
McCaln
Mcconnell

Murkows
Nickles
Nuns

Glenn
Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg

Prettier
Pryor
Reid
Robb

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. LOT'r. I announce that the Senator from 1,src [Mrs. KASSEBATIM) is
necessarily absent.

Roth
Santozam

Hatch
Hatfield
Heflln
Helms
Hntcblson
Inhofe

.

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered. The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SA1'TORTJM). The question occurs- on
agreeing to amendment - No. 3813. The
yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.

Luger

Prim

Bond

-

Shelby
Simpson
SmIth
Snows

Kempthorne

Specter
Stevens
Thomas

Kohl
Ky]

Thompson
Thnrmond

Johnston

supported by groups, which range from
the Catholic Conference to the League

of Cities. They support it for a set of

common reasons. They understand that
the public h-ealth will be at risk if we

deny Medicaid to this population of
legal aliens, and that there will be a

massive cost shift to the communities
in which hospitals, which are obligated
to provide medical services that will

now no longer be reimbursed in part by

Medicaid, are located. Catholic Charities is concerned about an increase in

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there abortion, as poor pregnant women
any other Senators in the Chamber de- would find it econonucaily
necessarysiring to vote?
-.
to
seek
an
abortion
rather
than
pay the
The result was announced—yes 36,
cost of a delivery.
nays 63, as follows:

Lott
Warner
NOT VOTING—i

[Roilcall Vote No. 103 Leg.]

Ea&ebaum

Akaka
Boxer
Breauz
Cbafee
Conrad
Daacble

The amendment (No. 3810) was rejected.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I move

to reconsider the vote.
Mr. KEMFTHORNE. Mr. President, I
move to lay the motion on the table.

DeWine
Dodd

Felnsteln

The motion to lay on the table was

Glenn
Graham
Hatfield

agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 3813

-

-

-

Heflln
Hollings
lnonye

)dlku]ald

-

Moynihan
Murray
Peil

Johnston
Kennedy Kerrey
Kerry
Lantenbexg
Leahy
Levin
Liebezttan Mack

.

Pryor
Rockefeller
Sarbanes
Simon
Welistone
Wyden

-

-

NAYS—63

The

PRESIDING OFFICER The
question before the Senate- now is

Abraham
Ashcroft

Simon amendment No. 3813. There are 2 Bancs

minutes to be divided equally between
the sides.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, this is a
relatively Simple amendment. If anything, this area is simple. If you are a
sponsor of someone coming in, you sign
up for 3 years. The Simpson bill says
we go to 5 years. I am for that prospectively. I do not believe it is right for
Uncle Sam to rewrite-the contract and

Bennett
Biden
Bingaman
Bond
Bradley
Brown

-

-

-

-

.

Domenici
Exon

Faircioth
Feinstein

the immigration inspector that he or
Mr. GRAHAJVI. Mr. President, the
she is not likely to become a public amendment, which will next be voted
charge. In effect, that is a promise to on, would do three things: One, it will
the American people that they will not say that the application of deeming to
become a burden to the taxpayers, Medicaid will be only for a period of 2
under any circumstance.
years. Second, it will exempt emerMr. SIMON. Mr. President, I ask for gency care and public health services.
the yeas and nays.
Third, it will apply prpectively.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
Mr. President, this amendment is

Pen

NAYS—69
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not provide adequate assurance to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senconsular officer and commissioner and ator from Florida is recognized.

Bryan
Bumr,exa

Domenici
Dorgan

Lott

Faircioth

Mcconnell
Murkoweki
Nickles

Exo

Felugold
Ford
FrieS

Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassley

Norm

Prettier

-

Robb

Roth

For all of those reasons, I urge adoption of this amendment.
Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wyoming is recognized.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, this
amendment, like so many others be—
fore, would reduce the- sponsor's re-

sponsibility for their immigrant relatives they bring-to the United States

on the, basis that they will not become
a public charge. - This amendment

would nearly e1imini.te deeming for
Medicaid, the most costly and expensive of all of the welfare programs.'
Medicaid deeming would be limited to 2
years.
-

The

sponsors who promised to provide the needed assistance should pay
the health care assistance, as long as
they have the assets to do so. Otherwise, the taxpayers pick up the tab.

have been here less than 5 years, will

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator request the yeas and nays?
Mi; SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
Simpson
Helms
for the yeas and nays.
Hntcbison
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
Cohen
Inhofe
stevens
sufficient second?
CoverdellJeflordsCraig
Thompson
There is a sufficient second.
D'AInaZO
Kohl
Tbnnnond
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Dole
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
NOT VOT2'IG—i
question is on agreeing to the amendKassebaum
ment.
The clerk will call the roll.
So the amendment (No. 3813) was reThe legislative clerk called the roll.
jected.
Mr. LOTT. I announce that the SenMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I move
ator from Kamisuc [Mrs. KASSEBAtnd) is
to reconsider the vote.
Mr. KENNEDY. I move to lay that necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?
agreed to.
The result was announced—yeas 22,
AMENDMENT NO. 3764
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. nays 77, as follows:

ing period.

the question occurs on amendment No.
3764 offered by.the Senator from Flor-

Burns
Byrd
Campbell
Coats
Cochran
-

-

say "You signed up for 3 years, now
you are responsible for 5 years." That
is what happens without my amend-

I think if

Uncle

.

-

Sam signs a deal,

ought to be true for Uncle Sam.
Mr. SIMPSON. It is true that individuals a]ready in the country will not. be

the beneficiaries of new legally Senforceable sponsor agreements that will
be required aSter enactment. It is also

true that some of those; those who

-

-

-

-

.

-

Uncle Sam should be responsible. He
should not change a contract. That is
true for a used car dealer. It certai.nly

-

Santorwn

Harkin
Hatch

.

ment.
I favor the 5 years prospectively, but
-

.

Gregg

-.

-

-

nevertheless be subject to at least a SANTORTIM). Under the previous order,
portion of the minimum 5-year deem-

I remind my colleagues, however, ida, Senator GRAR.sa.
that no iinxnigrant is admitted to the
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
United States if the immigrant does Senator would like to speak.

[Rolicall Vote No. 104 Leg.)
YEAS—V
Ford

Boxer
Dasohie
Dodd

.

Graham

Hatfield
Ho]]ings

Kohl
.

-

Lantenberg
Llebeman
Mlkulski

.

-
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pen

W1de

Sarbanes

NAYS—77

.

Doran

Ashcr1t

Exon

Bacns
Bld.en

Farc1oth
Feinsteln
Frist

Bond

Glenn
Gorton

Beunett

Bthgaan

G

BUe

.

-

Lcga

Rartin

Byrd
Campbefl
Chafee

Hatch
Heflin
Helnis
Butcblzon

Coas

Inhofe

Cochran
Cohen
Cocrad
Coverdeil
Craig

Snth

lnouye
Jefford3

5nowe

Buxs

DeWine
Dole

.

-

Gras1e1
Gregg

Reid

Johnston

Zempthorne
Kerrel

Y

z

ing the right to object, it is my intention to offer a point of o±der prior to
the vote on the Dole-Simpson amendment. Is th&t provided for?

Robb

Mr. DOLE. Yes. In fact, I saad, "or

Roth.
Satorum

points of order."

simpson

Mr. GRAHAM. All right.

•

Mr. DOLE. There could be more than
one,

m
5pecter

Waxer

Leaky

WeUstone

NOT VOTING—i

so we did not desiglLate any

names.

5teve

Kyl

m

he wishes under his control prior to the
vote..
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, reserv-

N

Pressler
Pryor

Grams

th&t Senator BYRD h&ve wbatever time

Mack
Mccain
McConnell
Murkowskl
Nick]es

Breanx
&own
Bryan
Bumpers

D'Azato

Mr. KENNEDY. Senator BYRD evidently notified the leadership th&t he
wanted to be able to address the Senate
before the final vote on the bill.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I also ask

simon

Ab
.
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Rockefeller

Moyniban

-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. i might also indicate to
my colleagues and perhaps the man-.
,

•

agers that between 10 and 12 they could
sort of stack the votes, whatever works
out. We could have a series of votes at

noon. Otherwise,. whatever the manThe amendment (No. 3764) was re- agers desire.
jected
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I
•

move to reconsider the vote.
Mr. DOLE. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader.
tflA4oUS-CoN5ENT AGREEMENT

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I ask unan-'

imous consent that when the Senate
restmes 5. 1664 on Thursday, May 2,

the followmg amendments be the only
amendments remaaning in order Senator GR.ARAM of Florida, Senator GRHAM of Florida, Senator .CKAFEE, Senator SThiPSON, and Senator DEWINE.

I further ask that following the debate on the above-listed aniendments,
the Senate proceed to vote on in rela-

tion to those amendments, with the

votes occurring in the order in which
they were debated, and there be 2 minutes equ.lly divided for debate between
each vote.

I further ask that following the disposition of the amendments or points
of order, the Senate proceed for 30 min-

utes of debate only to be equally di-

vided between Senator SIMPSON and
Senator KENDY, and following that

time the Senate proceed to vote on
Simpson Amendment No. 3743, as

to be followed by a cloture
vote on the bill; and if cloture is inamended,

voked, the Senate proceed immediately
to advance 5. 1844 to third reading and
proceed to the House companion bill,

H.R. 2022; that all after the enacting
clause be stricken, the text of 5. 1644
be inserted, the bill be advanced to
third reading and final passage occur,
all without further action or debate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, reserving the right to object.
The PRESIDG OFFICER. The Senator from Massachusetts.
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against the person of another may be used n

the course of committing the offense.".
AMENDMENT NO. 3950

(Purpose: To preserve law enforcement func-

tions and capabilities in the interior of

States)
At the appropriate place, insert the followng section:
SEC.

.

The

Immigration ad Naturaiiza-

tion Service shall, when redeploying Border
Patrol personnel from interior stations, co-

ordinate with and act in conjunction with

State and local law enforcement agencies to
ensure that such redeployment does not degrade or compromise the law enforcement

capabilities ad fmctions currently

per-

formed at Interior Border Patrol stations.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
being no objection. the amendments.
are considered read and agreed to.

The amendments CMos. 3949 and 3950)

were agreed to.

Mr. KENNEDY. I thank the Chair.

ThTh1IGRATION CONTROL AND FI- For Senator SIMPSON and myself, we
NANCIAL .RESPONSThILITY ACT
OF 1996

thank all the Members for their atten-

tion during the course of the debate

for all of the cooperation that was
The Senate continued with the con- and
given to Senator SIMPSON and myself.
sideration of the bill.
made good progress. The end is in
M.r DOLE. Mr. President, I would We
sight.
These are important matters
now ask tha.t we resume immigration. I
still must be addressed tomorrow,
understand there are a couple of that
but we will start at 10 o'clock. We
amendments Senators can dispose of.
know which amendments are out there.
Mr. NNEDY addressed the Chair.
We
hope those who are going to offer
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- those
amendments wiil make themator from Massachusetts.
selves available at the earliest possible
AMDMENT Nos. 3949 AND 3950, EN sI.oc
times for the convenience of all SenMr. KENNEDY. I send to the desk ators. We look forward to the conclutwo amendments to 5. 1664 at the re- sion of the bill. We thank all Members

quest of Senator SPsoN and myself for their cooperation and attention.
that h&ve been cleared on both sides, today.

and ask mimous consent they be
considered en bloc and adopted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER.

clerk will report.

The

The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows.

The Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. KENfor Mr. BRYAZ'. proposes an amendment numbered 3949.
The Senator from Massachusetts rMr. KzNEDY]. for Mrs. HyrCmSON. proposes an
axnendment numbered 3950.
NEDY].

The amendments are as follows:
AMLDT NO. 3949
(Purpose: To prevent certain aliens from
participating in the family unity program)
At the appropriate place in the matter proposed to be inserted by the amendment, insert the following:
SEC. . EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN ALIENS FROM
FAMiLY UNITY PROGRAMS.

Section 301(e) of the Immigration Act of
U.S.C. 1255a note) is amended to read
as follows:
1990 (8

"(e) EXCEPTION FOR CERTAIN ALIEN5.—An

aliens is not eligible for a new grant or extension of benefits of this section if the Attorziey General finds that the alien—.

"(1) has been convicted of a felony or 3 or
more misdemeanors in the United States.
"(2) is described in section 243(h)(2) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, or

"(3) has committed an act of juvenile delinquency which if cornmtted by an adult
would be classified as—

'(A) a felony crime of violence that has an
element the use or attempted use of physical
force against the person of another: or
"(B) a felony offense that by its nature involves a substantial risk that physical force

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader.
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TE

The

VNSIBU2Fr ACT

PREStDflJG

TBOMAS). Under

OFFICER

(Mr.

the previous order, the
Sen&te will now resume consideration
of S. 1664, which the clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows:

A bill (S. 1664) to amend the I.mmigration
and Nationality Act to Increase control Over

imixugration to the UDited States, by ncreasing border patrol and investigative per-

sonnel and detention facilities, nziproving
the system used by employers to verify citi-

zenship or work-authod alien status, in-

creasing penalties for alien smuggling and
document fraud, and reforming asylum, exclusion, ad deportation law a.nd procedures;
to reduce the use of welfare by aliens; and
for other pnrposes.

'The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.
Pending
Dole (for Simpson) amendment No. 3743, of
a perfecting nature.
Simpson amendment No. 3853 (to amendrnent No. 3743). relating to pilot projects on•

systems to verify eligibility for employment
in the United States ad to verify ixnmigration status for purposes of eligibility for pub-

lic assistance or certain other government

benefits.
Simpson amendment No. 3854 (to amendment No. 3743), to define "regional project"

to mean a project conducted in an area

which includes more than a single locality
but which is smaller than an entire State.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, let me

just relate where we are, and then I
will certainly yield, and we can ask
unanimous consent that Sen&tor BAUCtJS continue for 7 minutes as in mornmg business.

We have our order from yesterday,
and we are going to go forward with
four amendments, perhaps a motion,
and we intend to finish this bill today.

I know Senator Kx)y feels the
same. He, particularly, so he can get on
with his minimum wage issue—no, excuse me, I am' sorry. He will eventually
get on with that. We do know that. We
do know him well.
So I hope Senators wifl—and Vkuow

the Senator shares my vew—come to
the floor and process these floor
amendments so we can move on to the
next item of business. We are going to
finish this bill. The sooner the better,
and we wifl caSll for third reading at
some appropriate time this morning if
the action does not go swiftly. I yield
the floor.
Mr. BAUCUS addressed the Chair.
The PRES]DflG OFFICER. The Senator from Montana.

Mr. BAUCUS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed as m
morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mr. KEN11EDy, Mr. President, I ask •one providing for telephone verificain reducing that obvious weakness.
ujanjmou consent that the order for tion of Social Security numbers; one tive
Because of the potential advantages of
the quorum call be rescinded,
providing for use—pilot projects these three approaches to verification,
The PRESmThG OFFICER. Without again—for use of a counfeit-res
I believe that the Attorney General
objection, it is so ordered.
ant driver's license with a Social Secu-

should be required to conduct pilot

rity number on- it, but oniy•in a State projects on those.
1TDfT A
that aiready issues such a license. We Mr. President, the second part of the
ot im osin this as a national present amendment provides that if the
N.JCIAL_RONSIBILrry ACT
standard. But if the State oE Wyoming Attorney General—and this is very imOF 1996
a driver's license with a Social Se- portant for :employers_agai, if the
The Senate continued with the con- curity
number on it, which they do, Attorney General determj.1es that a
sideration of the bill.
that
State
will have the pilot on a pilot project adequately Satisfies accuMr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I join
countereit-resjazt
driver's license.
racy and .other criteria, such as. those
with Senator SThfPSON in urging oUr
Then the final one involves the con- relating to privacy, precious privacy;
colleagues to come over and consider urination
of
the
inmigration
status
of
these amendments. We have been going aliens, but with regard to citizens only, djscrirni tion and unauthorized use,
on through the evening the 1at two an attestation only for citizens, which two results can. follow. First, the
nights, and we are always asked at the people have said in the debate—I think project's requirements will supersede
verification reqwremen under
end of the day if we cannot conclude it
is a good debate—"Why should a U.S. an_y
current law for participating employso that we can accommodate Members' it
•hve to go through these proce- ers. In addition, the Attorney General
schedules, Here we axe at 10 o'clock, citizen
dures?" The answer is, we will have a will be authorized to make the particiready to do business.
There are a limited number of pilot project to find out. But I cer- pation mandatory for some or all emhope that we could do that and ployers in the pilot project's area of
amendments out there. The particular tathly
eventnafly, through the pilot
for the te1aining period of
Senators know the amendments have require
project, only an attestation by persons coverage
its operation..
been listed. We are prepared to move who
are
claSniing
to
be
citizens:
Here
what .the intent of this porahead . and dispose of these amendthe present bin, current bill in tion of is
the
amendment is. It is that
ments. It is better for us to have the itsUnder
present form—after the amendment employer besubject to requirements no
debate at the present time. So we ask, yesterday,
of
this is in the bifl—there are doing both the current law
just out of' consideration for the other seven different
and the
types
of
pilot
projects
Members of the Senate, that those that are specifically authorized, but pilot project in which participation is
Members come over so we can dispose none is required. Senator KENNEDY and mandatory. Of course, an. employer can
of those amendments and we can ac- I have concluded that it is especially voluntarily participate in any project
corr]nlodate our other friends and col- important that the three projects I without any preliminary determination by the Attoriey General, or anyleagues here. We will go into a quorum have specified are conducted,
at least one, that the criteria are adequately
call, but we hope those Senators
wifl these three. The otherfour, making
come to the floor and address those the seven, that is fine, too. I think up met. If there is no such determination,
amendments. Mr. President, I suggest need to study every possible aspect we the requirements of both the project
of and the current law will be required,
the absence of a quorum.
t.is.
.The'. PRESmTh.G OFFICER. The ./The
trying to assure there Is not
first
type
of
pilot
project provid- burdethg upon the employer. a double
clerk will call the roll.
for the telephone verification of The third and final
The legislative clerk proceeded to ing
part of this
the Social Security numbers of all new amendment defines
call the roll,
words "regional
employees
was
.a
recommendation
of
project." That was thoroughly dis
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask the Commission on Immigration
Re- cussed in committee and I believe reunaniuious consent that the order for form, chaired by former Congressferred to here yesterday and
the quorum cau be rescinded.
day
woman
Jordan, and is and was before. This amendment definesthe
The PRESIDmG OFFICER. Without the mostBarbara
a
"refrequently
discussed
option
as
objection, it is so ordered,
project" as a project conducted
was in the House of Representatives gional
in
an
area
which includes
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I am it The
than a
second type providing for use of single locality but .whichmore
go2ng to proceed with a discussion of a couzite1feit_resist
is smaller
driver's
license
an amendment which I believe I will with a Social Security number on it in than an entire State. This definition is
send to the desk because Senator GR.A- a State that already issues such
included because section fl2 of the bill
a li- directs
RAM and Senator
the President, acting through
appaj'ently ceI2ze—please hear that—would have
will not be here until approxjn2a.tely fl the major advantage that
the Attorney General, to conduct sevemployers eral local or regional pilot..projects.
o'clock. So we will proceed with the would be required only to check
a sinThe reason the amendment is so
amendment. I will send it to the desk gle document, one that is already
in crafted
is that some persons have exin a moment and proceed with the de- existence. There would be no new docubate on the amendment.
pressed
that the reference to
ments, no new database, no new proce- "regionalconcern
projects"
could be intersuch as a telephone call verifica- preted to mean projects
involving sevtion 112 of the bill tinc' to i]ot dure
tion.
eral States. Then this .could create
projects on sys ems to verify wnrk aj,
The•
third
type
involving
conflrmahtion and ehgibffiy to apply for tion of the immigration status of something close to a de facto nationsystem, especially if there were a
assistance.
aliens but only an attestation by per- wide
number of multistate projects. Thus.
The first part sons claiming to be citizens. That
would require that at a minimum three would also have a major advantage, in the reason for the amendment. Yet.
particular pilot projects—remember our mind. Employers would not have to such a system would not have been the
these are pilot projects. Remember, verify employees. They would have subject of a Presidential reconirnenda..
whatever one is selected has to have a nothing to do in that. situation. Of tion or report and subsequent enactof the legislation as would be resecond vote in this Chamber years
in that situation, the obvious ment
quired in the bill before a pilot project
down the line. This is not tomorrow, course,
weakness
in
such
a
system
is
the
po- can be implemented nationwide.
This is not next year. The purpose of tential for false claims of citizenship.
Let me say that again. Before any
the amendment is to require these to
That is why I did offer a separate project,
whether reg-ional—and this debe pilot projects rather than
the amendment which was accepted,
present language which makes it some- think, in the manager's amendments,I fines regional—whether national, and
will take years to do, before the
what optioa.
creating a new disincentive for falsely this
recommended
pilot project—the "preThe three parts are: The first part claiming
U.S. citizenship, which will be ferred alternative," I suppose, would be
would require that at a minimum three a new grouxid
of exclusion and of depor- the phrase—in some future
year would
particular pilot projects be conducted; tation. I think that will be very effecbe presented to the Congress, and then
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Effectively, what this amendment quires the INS to test these three
gard to which of the pilot projects does, as the Senator has pointed out, it

a second vote would take place with re-

would eventually come into the stat- defines the term "region" as an area
utes of the United States.
within a State. This propoa1 limits
That' is the essence of the anzend- the verification to local and regional
ment. I look forward to the discussion pilots only. There was some question
of it.
about what the region might be. We
AMENDMTS NOS. .3853 AND 843, EN BLOC

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I now
send to the desk the amendment I have
described. By previous nnnnimous consent, amendments 3753 and 3754 were
combined to be considered as a single
amendment.
The PRES]DING OFFICER. The

projects. If any of these work, it will

mark a major improvement in denying
jobs to illegal irnnügrants.

Once again, this is where the focus

ought to be on the issue of the-job mag-

net, the fact that jobs are what bring

know about 80 percent of illegaIs are in pêople bTereto-the United States-file-

seven States. Some are bunched into gaiiy As we know; those individuals
regions of the country. We wanted to who are the illegaIs basicaily are lowmake it very clear that we were not skill or no-skill workers, and they are
talking about regions of the country, the ones which add the least, obvibut we are talking about an area with- ously, to the economy and still are inin a State. That is an improvement, volved in displacing other Americans

and I think it is a worthwhile statedrivingwages down.
amendments en bloc are before the ment to ensure that the purposes of and
So if we are able to address the issues
Senate.
•

-

this pilot program will be defined as an
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I have area within a State.
no further comments with regard to Second, it mandates the INS to conthe amendment, but I emphasize to our duct the three types of programs which
colleagues that we are gomg to proceed are listed in the bill. These three had
and try to accommodate each and been selected after the consideration of
every one of the Members who are in- a number of other suggestions. And, as
volved in the amending process. We are I mentioned earlier, I think they are

certainly not going to cut off debate,

but let all be aware we are going to fin-

ish this bill today in the morning hour

or the darkening color of evening.

I must relate to the occupant of the
chair that the Senator from Massachu-

setts handed me a tattered document
from some calendar of some kind that
says, "What State is home to more
pronghorn antelope than people?" I be-

lieve the• occupant of the chair and I
know the answer. It isour native State
•

of Wyoming.
•

But we aIso have a story we tell of

the old cowboy out flñng his fence and
doing a nice job. A tourist lady came
by—I think Massachusetts plates—and
she said, "I understand you have more

cows than people out there. Why is
that?" He looked at'her with steady

gaze, hooked his thumb in his belt, and
he said, "We prefer 'em."

Mr.. KENNEDY. On that note, Mr.
President, let me just say a very brief

word about the modification of the verification proposal.
The development of studies that•
would help and guide policy has been
controversial over some period of time.
The Senate now is• on record in support
of those pilot programs. I strongly sup-

port them. We win have mimum

flexibility to see at the time when the
report comes. back to the Congress,
what has been recommended or suggested along the guidelines that have
been included in the bin and, which I
.

referenced yesterday.
This amendment effectively ensures

mandates that those programs are ac-

tuafly going to go ahead. It was always
our assumption they would go ahead. I
believe this Justice Department is well
on the road toward assuring they would

go ahead. A number of us have been

ways, which have been spelled oUt ear-

her in the course of the debate, both

from trying to address the issues of the
fraud documents and trying to
strengthen the Border Patrol, trying to
these other kinds of proposals
worthy of pursuing. We are making develop
limit the—and make it less likely
sure that they will be pursued. There is to
iflegals will enter the job market,
one pilot project where employers have Ithat
think
we are on the road to trying to
to verily an employee's Social Security take meaningful
steps to deal with the
number over , the phone; one which problems of illegal
immigrants coming
tests .the effectiveness, of the State to this country and still ensure the
identification card, and that includes a protections for American workers that
readable Sociai Security number- and may speak with a foreign language or
one where employers have .to verify may have a different appearance.
employment eligibility, oxily for em- I do not know of any opposition to
ployees who are noncitizens. These this amendment. Members have known
three mandates of the INS cannot re- about it for some period of time. Perquire . employers to participate - in a haps we will be willing to set this
pilot program, unless the. Attorney aside We are personally contacting
Generai certifies it is anticipated to Members who have indicated'an intermeet, the privacy and accuracy stand-' est to find out whether they either
ards of the bill.
want to address it or require a rollcall
We have outlined in very carefUi deIt seems to me that we will purtail the privacy provisions, and we are vote.
that. But we, again, hope that our
strongly committed to ensuring that sue
other colleagues who have other
privacy will be realized and achieved. amendments will come
I am
We will work closely with the INS to sure when they do, weforward.
will set this
make sure that that happens.
At some time later, I suppose, we
As has been pointed out in the course aside.ask,
when we stack the votes, that
of the debate, we wanted to iEsist on will
this
be
one
that we stack.
accuracy.: If you have just programs If Members
have differing views on
that are maybe 80 percent; or 85, or thisissue, we are
here now to debate it.
even 90 percent accurate, you are still After a reasonable
period of time, we
10, or 15, or 20 percent inaccurate, and will assume that those
Members, unyou are still talking about tens of less they notify us, are willing
let us
thousands of people who would be un- move forward and accept this to
amendfairly treated. And so that aspect of ment. We intend to do that in a reasonthe pilot program—to lEsist on the ac- able period of time.
curacy standards which have been outI suggest the absence of a quorum.
lined—is 99 percent in this bill and is
The.- . PRESIDING .OFFICER- —The
enormously importaiit.
clerk-will call-theroll.
So I think questions had been raised
The.
lek ..prqcçced to
after we had determined that the pilot cafl thelegislative
roll.
program would be instituted in the Ju- Mr. THOMAS. Mr. President, I ask•
diciary Comirättee, and from the Judi- unanimous consent that the ordrfór
ciary Comirättee to the floor, and even the quorum call be rescinded.
during the course. of the debate, we The PRES]DING OFFICER. Without
have been asked to clarify these par- objection,
it is so ordered.'
ticular measures, and the Simpson
amendment does that. These modifica-'

....

.

briefed on what progress has been tions make good sense. This aiendmade, and has been impressive in terms ment ensures that pilot projects can be
of the design of these programs. I think no larger than an area within a State.

they offer some very, very important, It means that a pilot that covers an enhopefui indications that many of the tire State would be too large. The

abuses we have seen currently would be amendment requires the INS to con-

addressed with either these types of duct the three projects, and these

programs or those that are closely re- projects are listed as optional pilots in
lated to those programs.

of the job magnet—and this legislation

attempts to do that in a variety of

the bill. The amendment simply 're-
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force our laws and protect our borders, least .125 percent above the poverty
(Purpose: To suspend the requirements lm- wh&t concerns me is that in this legis- level, and since for most, of. the pro-

posed on State and local governments if iation which is labeled, which has on grains of eligibility you have to have
certain Conditions Prevail)
its book jacket the phrase "illegal lit- less;'than 125 percent in order to qual-

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr.. President, I call migration," when you open the book, ify—for instance, Medicaid---in most
States, unless you are in a special cat-

up amendment 3759 which has been pre- look at the individual cha.pters, there
viously filed,
are Significant provisions tha.t do not
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. The relate to.iUegal immigration.
clerk will report.
We dealt with one of those provisions

egory such as a pregnant woman or a

child,, you have to be substantially less
100 percent.of poverty In order to
The assistant legislative clerk read earlier this week when we eliinth.ted than
qualify. So, by definition, a'most every
as follows:
'the provision in the originai bill that 'one of-'these legal aliens with a -sponThe Senator from F1orda. [Mr. GRAHAM] would ha.ve essentially terminated lit- sor's income is going to be rendered infor bimsell and Mr. SThpsON, proposes an mediately the Cuban Adjustment Act, eligible for needs-based programs In
amendment numbered 3759 to amendment an act from 1966 to today which onjy is which the Federal Goernment' is a
No. 3743.
available to people who are In this
Mr. GRAEAM. Mr. President, I ask country with legal statis. That is not participant.
.But what happens when the reality is
,m1nin1ou$ consent reading of the the only example in a book -which has that
the sponsor is unable or. unwilling
amendment be dispensed.
-.
in its title "iflega imuiigration." Its to meet the obligations of Lthe sponThe PRESING OFFICER. Without cha.pters ha.ve provisions relating to sored
legal alien? The. most likely area
objection, it is so ordered.
people who are in here, ha.ving fbilowed in which that is going to occur is going
• The amendment is as follows:,
the law, ha.vmg followed the rules, pay- to be health care. Most sponsors will be
At the approprfte place In the matter pro- jug taxes,, doing aiLthe things that we able to meet their 'obligations in terms
posed to be Inserted by the amendment, in- expect of law-abiding residents within of providing food, or shelter, or other
sert the following new section:
the United States. Most particularly, ':basic necessities of life, but what hapSEC. . U?4FUNEED FERAL
Mr. President, those provisions that a!- pens when that alien is diagnosed ,as
NAL MANDAItS.
L.—Notwithztanthng . fect legal aliens come into play in the having cancer? Wbat happens when
(a) IN GE
other provision of law, not later than 90 days aspect of the eligibifity .of those legal that legal alien is seriously injured?
aZter the begnn1ng of fiscal year 1997, and aliens for a variety of programs which That Is when that sponsor, at, 125 perannually thereafter, the deterrnixiatons de- have some degree of Federal financial cent of the poverty level, Is not going
scnbed lh subsection (b) shall be made, if involvement.
to reaiistically be able to meet those
any such determination is affirmative, the
I support, also, the principle that the
requirements imposed on State and locai sponsors of this legislation have articu- needs.
We have a Federal law that says that
governments under this 'Act relating to the •iated on repeated occasions that we any American
person—not just.a citiaffirmative determination shall be
S

'

•

pended.

should look first to the person who zen—any person can go to a hospital

(b) DETCRMINATION DEsc.—A deter- sponsored the alien Into the country as and get emergency treatment regardmination descnbed n this subsection means 'being the financially responsible part- less, of their. financial condition. That

ner, for their needs to avoid the neces- is exactly what is going to happen with
'sity of that.inthvidnai becoming a pub- that. legal alien with cancer, or a serieral agency or the responsible State or lo.1 lic charge. That is a desirable and, ous accident, or if they become pregadministering agency regarding whether the frankly, too-long ignored principle. Our
costs of administering a requirement lni. courts have ruled as recently as 2 years nant and they cannot afford the cost of
posed on State and local government under ago that the cnrrent affidavit of spon- delivery. They are going to endup at a
hospital with their medical condition
this Act exceeds the esthnated net savings in
sorship is not legally enforceable. This and unable to pay and the sponsor
benefit expenditures.
(2) A determination by the responsible Fed- legislation will hope to breathe the fire being unable to pay.
eral agency, or the responsible State' or local of enforceability into that affidavit.
Now the Federal Government has
administering agency, regarding whether
My concern, Mr. President is not washed its hands of that responsibility..
Federal ftnd1ng Isinsnfficient to fully fwd only. that we are dealing with legal We are the "deadbeat dad" of obligathe costs imposed by a requirement Imposed aliens in a bill dscribed as illegal Im- tions of legal aliens. But somebody is
on State• and local goverEments under thiS migration, and camel with it all of the
going to pay. That sOmebody is going
Act.
(3) A determination by the resonsble Fed- momentum and all of the emotion and to be the hospital or, more likely, the
eral agency, or the responsible State or loi passion that that title brings, but also local coznrnunity and the State and
•admthistering agency, regarding whether ap- that we are placing the Federal Gov- their taxpayers in which that hospital
plication of the requirement on a State or ernment in a position of being the is located.
local goverEment would significantly delay deadbeat dad of immigration. And how
So the issue is not should the sponsor
or deny services to, otherwise eligible mdi- is that? The Federal Government de- be responsible. Yes, the sponsor.should
viduals In a manxiér that would hinder the termines how many legai aliens ca be responsible, and we are helping to
protection of life, safety,' or public health.
one of the,following
(1) A determination by the responsible Fed-

come into this country. The Federal make that more likely. But the quescommence my remarka on this specific conditions they can come and under sor, for a variety of reasons, is not
amendment I will provide some con- what conditions they can stay None of there when the bill comes due? The
text. I strongly support the efforts that those decisions can be influenced by fact is, what is going to happen is that
have, been made and that are being the local community, whether it is there will be a new unfunded maidate
made in this leg3slation to stem the Dayton, OH, or Dade County, FL. None imposed upon the communities in
tide of illegal alien entry and contin- of those can be influenced by a State. which the legal alien lives.
ued presence in the United States of They are totally national judgments,
We also have some unfunded man• America. Clearly, it is a national re- and we made several of those judg- dates, Mr. President, that you spoke to
sponsibility delegated singularly to the ments in the pazt few days here on the eloquently yesterday relative to new
Federal Government under our U.S. Senate floor.
responsibilities on businesses. We are
Constitution to protect our borders and
We are now saying that we are going not willing to pick up all of the cost
assure that in all areas, including un- to look primarily to the sponsor to pay that it is going to take to implement
migration, that we live by the rule of the cost of that sponsored alien. But many of these programs, including the
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, before I Government determines under 'what tion is, what happens when the spon-

law and not by the rule of the jungle.

what happens if tha.t sponsor is unable, verification programs. So we have said,

What concerns me, from the State unwilling, or cannot be found to carry
which has experienced the adverse ef- on that responsibility? The way the
fect of illegal aliens to a greater extent structure of this bill is, you determine
that any other State in the Nation has the financial condition of the sponsor,
done so, and who feels so passionately and since this bill says nobody can

in addition to asking local governments and States to have to pick up

additional costs, we are going to shift
some of these costs off to the private
sector and let them pay for it. I do not
about the national responsibility to en- sponsor an alien unless they are at think this is a fair allocation of what is
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a constitutional Federal responsibility
Mr.
President,
5.
1664
fails
the
majorIn
other
words,
this
for our immigration laws.
bill impacts
ity leader's truth-in-advertising test. Siou.x City, IA, and Billings,
MT. just
So, Mr. President, as Ibegin my com- We
are
prepared
to
vote
on
a
bill
that
ments on this specific amendment, I we truly have not the foggiest idea as it does Lo Angeles, CA, or Miami,
want to make it clear: I think we what. its impact will be on State and FL. This bill requires all Federal,
and local mea1s-tested programs
ought to have the strongest laws and.
govern_menu. We certainly are State,
to
have
a new citizenship veziflcation
comijtment to enforce those laws local
concerned and strongly supimposed, upon them—even
against illegal immigration that are extremely
portive of raising the issue ofunfunded bureaucracy
those areas which have very few aliens.
available to us. I think that it is appro- mandates.
priate to ask sponsors to be primarily
As a result, I have offered the amend- As a result, what are the estimated
responsible for legal aliens. I do not ment which is currently before the costs being imposed on State and local
think we ought to be doing it in this Senate that would waive the imposed goverflmen, even for just the 10 probill. As a matter of policy, it is a desir- and mandated bureaucratic require- grams that the NCSL has studied? Acable objective, but I do not think that ments if the Federal, State, or local ad- cording' to the study, "The cost of
we ought to be setting up a cir- ministering agency makes one of these these requirements for 10 selected procumstarce in which the Federal Gov- three deternijnations: a determination grains would result in 'a $744-nuillion
ernment essentially shirks its financial that the cost of imposing the require- unfunded mandate." A $744-million unobligation and adds that obligation to ment exceeds the, benefit; second, that funded mandate.
Mr. President, let me repeat that the
the communities in which legal aiienz Federal funding is not sufficient to
are living and to the business sector cover the cost of the imposed require- NCSL. study indicates that the unwhich is now going to carry new re- ment; or, third, that the application of funded mandate cost àf 10 programs
sponsibilities for verification.
he requirement would delay. or deny will ,be $744 million. Once the other
Mr. President, the first priority of services to the otherwise eligible légai multitude of programs are aa1yzed,
the Senate during this 104th Congress immigrant in a mmer that threatens the cost on State and local governments could far exceed 'a billion dol-'
was 5. 1, the very first bill filed at the life, safety, or public health..
Mr. President, I have a letter dated la.rs. It. could be several billion dollars.
desk, S 1, and the title of that was the
unfunded mandate reform bill of 1995. April 24 from the National Conference, Nobody has the foggiest idea.
However, there are no provisions in
It was also included as a top priority in of State Legislatures, the National Asthe House of Representatives, and it sociation ofCounties, and the National the pending legislation to reimburse
passed both bodies in the first 100 days League of Cities. 'rhjs letter strongly State and local governments for the
of the 104th Congress. At the time we • supports the pendiiig amendment. In it, administrative costs and the cost shifts
that will be imposed upon them. As the
considered that legislation, the major- these three organizations write:,
assures that new deeming xnadates majority leader said, again, in debatixg
ity leader of the Senate said, and I areThis
cost effective and not unfunded man- the unfunded mandate bill:
quote:
.

•

,

.

dates. This is a critical test of your commitWe do not have afl the answers in Washingto preventing cost shifts to, and uDC. Why should we tell Idaho, or the
tle legislative truth-in-advercjsng. Before ment
funded admin1satve burdens on, State and ton,
State of Kansas, or the State of South DaMembers of Congress vote for a piece ofleg- local governmen.'
kota, or any State, that we are going to pass
isl&tjon, they need to know how it would ImThe U.S. Conference of 'Mayors also this Federal law, ad we are going to require
pact the States ad localities they represent..
If Members of Congress want to pass a new supports this amendxxjent. In short, that you do certain things, but we are not
law, they should be willing to nmke the this bill once again; creates a large un- going to send you any money? So you raise
funded mandate on State and local gov- taxes in the local communities or n the
tough choices needed to pay for. them.
You tax the people, ad when they.
I strongly concur in the statement of ernments. Once again, I repeat the State.
quote from the Congressional Budget complain about it, say, "Well, we cannot
our majority leader.
Mr. President. the time has come for a lit-

.

•

What does that statement now have Office:
Given the scope and complexity of the afto say about the legislation that is befected programs, CBO was not able to estifore us this morning? The Congres- mate
either the likelihood or the magnitude
sional Budget Office, in the limited of such
costs at this time.. These costs could
time available to it to review the legis- be significant.
lation's broad, sweeping impact on
Mr. President, the only study as, to
State and local governmen, has de- what
these costs may be comes from
termined that this bill, 5. 1664, does in the National Conference of State Legfact violate the $50 million threshold islatures. These are our colleagues, felfor tripping into effect the unfunded low'legislators'jn State capitals across
mandate procedure. That $50 million is the land. Many of us had the privilege,
found just in two areas: the require- at a previous time, to have served in a

help It because the Federal Government

passed this InaDdate." So we are going to
contthue our drive to return power to our
States and our people through the 104th Congress.

Those words were a ringing. decla.ration of purpose in January 1995, which

I think, we should now recall in May
1996. All programs in all places, regard-

less of whether the new bureaucratic
costs exceed the benefit, regardless of
whether it im7poses a very large un-

funded mandate on State and local govments governing increased expenses for State legislature. We know the dif- eminent, are impacted by this bill.
birth certificates, and driver's licenses. ficult choices that they must make in
Some examples: Foster grandparents
Although the bill would impact lit- terms of balancing limited resources at in Bismarck, ND, or a van to check the
erally hundreds of programs run by the State level, because they do not blood pressure of poor, pregnant mothState and local governments, just have the option,' as we do, to deficit fi- ers in Topeka, KS, using alternative
these two—birth certificates and driv- nance their programs. So they are very child care health funding. These are exer's licenses—would have an unfunded concerned about unfunded mandates amples of piograins that have Federal
mandate on State and local govern- that distort pi-iorities.
funding that would now be subject to
rnents in excess of $50 million:
The CBO had a limited time, as did the verification requirements of this
With respect to au of the encompass-. the National Conference of State Leg- legislation. The local jurisdictions
jug requirements imposed under this islatures, to do• its study. But the' with few if any aliens would have to
legislation, the Congressional Budget NCSL developed a report on 10 affected verify immigration status and sponsorOffice states:
programs. This study, incidentally, did ship information, regardless of that
Given, the scope ad complexty of the af- not include Medicaid and did not in- fact.
fected programs, however, the Congressional clude 40 other Federal means-tested
My amendment would allow the
Budget Office has not been able to estimate programs which win be covered by this State or local administrative agency,
.

either the likelihood or magl3itudé o1 such legislation. But what did it find in the or the Federal agency, to certify and
costs at this time. These costs could be sig- 10 programs that were studied? After waive out of the bill's requirement in
nificant, depenthng on how strictly the
deeming 'requirements are enforced by .the contacting more than '10 States of such a case where the cost of iinple-

Federal Government.

-

varying sizes, the study concludes that: mentatlon clearly exceeds the savings

Regardless of the size of the immigrant that are contemplated. This amendLet me repeat. "These costs could be population,
all States Ltd localities will ment recognizes that one-size-fits..ajj
significant."
have to implement these unIuded xnadates. policies do not work and are not cost
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effective—a recognition of a basic
tenet of this country's federalism.
Tkis a.mendment would also recognize that this may be virtually no savings—something that the Congressional Budget Office has verified in its
scoring of the bill's savings in certain
programs. For exaxuple, the maternal

alien's citizenship status and sponsor- cough up the money when the sponsor
ship inforxnation has been verified, has not done it yet, or has not run out
which can take weeks. It would also re- of money himself or herself?
lieve an undue administrative burden That is the issue. There is no other
on disaster relief agencies that would ssue.
presently have to verify immigration Now, what if the sponsor is n troustatus and sponsorship information ble?' What if the sponsor cannot cut the
during the course of dealing with the mistard? What if the sponsor says: I
disaster in its aftermath. The ultimate did agree to brug this person to the
victims of such athrithiRtrative burdens United States and I did agree that they
would be the disaster victims them- would not become a public charge, and
selves, who would have to wait longer I did agree to sign an affidavit of sponsorship, and I promised to do that,:but
to receive services.
.

child health block grant funding is.
often ised to augment services provided by the public heaith department

for preventive health care services

aimed at pregnant women. However,
since the maternal child care program
Mr.. President, we passed the un• is capped—that is, there is a mimum funded mandate bifl as our first priorexpenditure—there would be no Federal ity. The National Conference of State
savings by imposing any additional ad- Legislatures, the National Association
ministrative requirements. Again, CBO of Counties, - the National League of
estimates no cost savings by imposing Cities, .and the United States Con-

I camiot do it. I have had' a bank-

ruptcy. I have lost my job. I cannot do
it.
.
And .what happens then? That is it.
The sponsor is off the hook, 'and the
taxpayers pick up the load. Nobodyis
deeming in the maternal child care ference .of Mayors have said, "This is a saying that these people wa.nder
program. But aaimirtistrative costs crit1ca1 test of our commitment to the around In the streets; that they do not
would certainiy increase substantaUy • unfunded mandate law we passed."
make it; that they are not going to
for public health units across Amer ca.
To be agauist this amendment would make it. All we are saying is whatever
In such a case, despite the fact that be to argae that we should impose the program, if the sponsor hasthe asthe Federaa funding to the public costs that exceed the benefit, to impose sets and the income stream and can afhealth department would account for unfunded mandates on State and local ford .to pay, that spozor will pay beas little as 1 percent Of total ftmding, governments and to deny or delay serv- fore, the taxpayers of the United States
all of this new bureaucracy would be ices even if they threaten life, safety, pay'. anything, regardless of what it
imposed. •The added cost of administer- and public health. I cannot believe that may be, with the exception of what was
ing deeming, for example, in such a anyone in thL Chamber. believes that in the managers' amendment, which
program could exceed all of the Federal those would be we or prudent courses was in thefl committee amendment,
funding that goes into the program. of public policy.
which was about soup kitchens—that is
This is neither prudent nor something
I urge the adoption of this amend- in there. We do provide that—and there
which I believe our colleagues would ment.
were several other items, and Senator
think is sufficient government.
KENiEDY will recall what those are.
Mr. SThPSON addressed the Cbair.
.

•

•

.

Moreover, this amendment is en- .The PRESIDThG OFFICER. The SenIf this is, one that I guess our coltfrely consistent with tatutory lan- ator from Wyoming.
leagues do not wderstand, then I think
guage, which provided that the impleMr. SThPSON. Mr. President, this is we have failed inthedebate,'ad people
mentation of the system of alien ver- like a symphony. We are returning may vote it certainly either way. But I
ification—the SAVE Prograni—was ad- once again to the central theme: This urge my colleagues to defeat this

ministered. Under the SAVE Program,
States could be waived from the program upon a determination that implementing SAVE would cost more money
than the savings that would flow from

is about deemiiig, and it is about the amendment. It is one more amendment sponsor paying what the sponsor prom- on deeming. The amendment would
ised to pay.
aflow State welfare agencies to avoid
I hear every one of those remarkable the requirement to deem if the State
and compasionate examples that the agency itself—now listen to. that—it is

such implementation. So we aJready Senator from Florida portrays. I ow.
have, in the immigration law itself, an him well. He believes deeply in this. He
example of recognizing a cost-benefit is a caring person, and he obvioisly is
relationship, and that cost-benefit rela- receiving a great deal of information
tionship will differ from one commu- from his State and from those who adnity to another.
minister health care in his State. I unIn addition, the amendment would derstand that. I understand it all.
allow the apprôpria.te Federal, State,
However, I understand something
or local agency to suspend the applica-

tion of the bin's ñThiTiStrative requirements upon the determination

the State agency itself déternümng

that, one, the administrative costs
would exceed the net savings or, two,
that Federal funds are insufficient to
fund

the a'initjtive

costs, or,

three, that deeming would "signifi-

cantly delay or deny services in a manner that would hinder the protection of
even more clearly, and that is this. We life, safety, or public health."
are talking about legal immigrants,
The enactnient of the bin itself
and a legal immigrant cannot come to would create a congressional require-'
this country, cannot get In until the ment for deemng, for Federal and all
sponsor has promised and given an affi- federally funded programs, and that redavit of support that the person com- quirement is based on the basic belief
ing in will not become a public charge that after immigrants are admitted to
and that whatever assets the sponsor the United States they should be selfhas or income that the sponsor has are sufficient. It is based on the belief.that
deemed to be the assets of the legal im- when immigrants need assistance, such
migrant.
assistance should be provided, first, by
Too bad we have come to the word the immigrant's sponsor who made the
.

that the application requirement would
significantly delay or deny services to
otherwise eligible individuals in a manner that would hinder the protection of
life, safety, or public health.
For example, the determination
could be made that the alien sponsor's
deeming requirement should not be applied on a temporary basis with respect
to short-term disaster relief, becaise it "deem." The word "deem" seems to initial promise, and if they have not
could delay essential aid to citizens confuse people, but I think with the made the initial promise, these people
and aliens alike who are disaster vic- votes we have had the last few days, or would not have 'been admitted to the
tims. In the case of a major natural 2 or 3 days on this same issue, they are United States. That was the sponsor's
disaster, which could occur with little not confused.
promise. That was a condition of the
or no prior warxing, a person's home
Deeming means that if your sponsor immigrant's admission to our country,
can be destroyed in short notice. One's has money, his money is considered a very generous country. And I do not
lost possessions could include proof of your money when you go down. to get feel it should be up to a State welfare
immigration, citizenship staths, or fi- relief from the taxpayers. I do not agency or even a Federal welfare agennancial information.
know how that seems to escape the de— cy to decide that such deeming should
Without this amendment, emergency bate. When you walk up to get money not be required.
food or housing vouchers could not be from the Federal Treasury, from the
Let us face the real basic fact. You
provided to a disaster victim until the rest of us, why should the rest of is have some agencies in some States and,
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boy,

they have a tremendous drain—I
am sure Florida is one—create by a
legal and illegal immigrant population,
created by parolees, created by Cubans
and Haitians. I understand that.' I do
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I do not know—and I respect greatly the utilization in the Medica.jd Promy friend from Florida, and certainly gram. We do not find the abuses in the
consistency and persistency are - his Medicaid Program. We do in the SSI,
forte—but I just think the American which has been addressed in this with
public has a lot of difficulty wondering effective measures over the period of
why' the general taxpayers have to pick the next 10 years. But this program we

understand that. And that is why we
provide and always have provided in up the tab for anything on someone
this work for extra money, extra who caxxie here on the sole promise are talking about is not more heavily
money always for Florida, California— that their sponsor would take care of used by legal iinxnigrants than it is by
citizens We have to underI remember that in the original bills. I everything and that they would not be- American
that.
remember that. But let us face the come a "public charge." Now, under stand
We are not going to take the time of
facts. Those agencies, for the best of the present bill, if they become a pubSenate to demonstrate how legal
motives, are far more interested in lic charge for 12 months out of the 5- the
ümnigrants pay in billions of dollars
spending money than in.saving it.
year period they can be subject to de.M_r. President, if the Congress decides portation, with certain clearly ex- more than they ever benefit from in
terms of taxes, which they are glad and
that deeming is not appropriate for pressed exclusions.
willing to do.
particular programs or particular
I regret being in a position where one
We are talking about that individual
classes, of immigrants, I think then and would have to be portrayed as, "Why who
fallen on hard times and has
only then the deeming should not be are you doing this?" We are doing it somehas
kind of unhoreseeñ accident. All
required, but it should not be done by only because I think Americans under- right, that
person goes in and they are
State flat.
somethingabouttakizig care of attended to. Then the hospital has to
Let me just say a few words about stand
others. Our. budet this year is set up some process and procedure—.
the issue of administrative costs. The $1,506,000,000,000
so we must be taking
.

Senator from Florida mentions the adrninistratjve costs to the States of the
deeming requirements. I remind my
colleagues the deeming requirements
only apply to programs that under current law are means tested.
The effect of deeming is that when an
inunigrant applies, as I say for assistance, he or she must report to the provider not - only his or her income and

which is going to cost them something,
care of someone in the United States of which is not going to be reimbursed by
America;
$15
000000
Food this bill—to goon out and find out who
stamps, cash, noncash, I vote for those that sponsor is. That sponsor may be in
things and will continue. to do so. But a different part of the country. He or
Ido not know why I should do it if she may be glad to participate and pay
someone agreed to pay it before I had for those medical bills.
to pay it. 'I guessI have enough regard
But, on the otherthand, that sponsor
for my own promises, that if I promise may have died, may be bankrupt, may

to bring people to .the United States be in another part of the country and
pay for them and they went down refuSes to respond. Our concerns are
assets but also that of the• sponsor. and
get some kind of means-tested as— what is going to happen to that city
That just adds another line or two to to
or welfare, I would be embar- hospital? What is going to happen to
the application form. So to be told that sistance
that I could not cough up the that city hospital when that city hosthis is a• terrible administrative bur- rassed
to do it because they are prob- pital does not get paid by the indivdden, here is how I foresee it You fill money
ably relatives of mine and I promised ual, does not get paid by the sponsor,

out the form, and it says on there your
would not become a burden on the
assets and your income. You fill it out, they
taxpayers. I would keep that promise. I
and you add two new lines: Do you have
done that with relatives of mine.
have a sponsor in the United States of I do not
know why that should be the
America? If the answer is yes, you say, responsibility
of others. And that is
what are the assets of your sponsor in where we are and
that is what deeming
dollars? And you enter it. And the sec- is and there is a reason
for it.
ond line:. What is the income of the
Mr. KENJEDY addressed the Chair.
sponsor? And you enter that.
The PRES1DflG OFFICER (Mr.
:

-

That does not seem' to me to be

great administrative burden. But, how
deeming is enforced, and I hear that argument, how agencies determine
whether applicants are telling the
truth, of course is another matter, as
we all know.
I assume various agencies will have
different enforcement policies, as they
do today. Some may require verification of income levels from every applicant. ,Some may adopt an audit-type
approach similar to that of the IRS. I
do not understand why the bill would
.

and has to go to court? Who is paying
the court fees to try to get the money?
I am sure the Senator from Wyoming
would assume the responsibility that
they have assigned. But suppose that

individual is in some financial dif-

ficulty. That would have bee-n very

easy, in my part of the country, during
the 1980's, when we were having a seriCovDEtL). The Chair recog.izes the ous, serious recession. That person
Senator from Massachusetts.
comes in and the hospital cannot reMr. KENNEDY; Mr. President, I cover. So, what do they do? They serve
think the Senator from Florida is real- primarily the poorest of the poor, the

ly putting his flner on a different uninsured. Even though there is not
issue, and it is a very real issue for overutilization of the Medicaid Pro-

anyone who considers, in this instance, grain, there are many hospitals like
large public hospita.ls. I think all of us the public hospitals, like a good hosunderstand the real crisis public hos- pital that serves—particularly city
pitals have in serving the needy in all hospital, in Cambridge, that serves
of our great corrzrnunities and cities - -. about half our foreign born—that
As I understand the point of the Sen-. would have very substantial additional
ator from Florida, if someone is a legal costs.

immigrant and has a sponsor and arOver the 6-year period, the Boston
rives at the Boston City Hospital, that City Hospital estimates that the addiperson is going to be treated right tional costs will be $26 to $28 million.
away. As the Senator pointed out, we We cannot say that to an absolute cerare required to treat him, but it is the tainty. But looking over their lists,
practices. if an applicant's own income hospital policy, in any event, to treat and
a quick review,- they estimate
must be verified, and I assure my col- that individual. So they get treated that at
is the additional cost to the Bosleague that is always the case, then the

lead to any change in that situation.
Enforcement policy would be determined by the agency involved. It appears likely to be similar to current

right away. Their emergency is atincome of the applicant's sponsor also tended to. Now the hospital goes about ton City Hospital. And there is not
going to be any additional help and asis likely to be verified also. That is the saying, "How are we going to recover sistance
for Boston City Hospital.
extra administrative burden, and the the payments for it?" It goes to the inSenators can say we do not wazit the
purpose of it is to findout what they

That person happens to be taxpayers to pay. They are going to
have, and if they have it you make dividual.
needy, happens to be poor, and happens end up paying in that local commuthem pay it before the rest of us pick to be a legal imxriigrant.
nity, the taxpayers are going to end up
up the tab for people who promised to
The point, No. 1, Mr. President, is
All we are saying is. unless we
pay for them when they caine here or that the foreig-borxi immigrants in paying.
going to provide at least some recthey could not have come here unless the United States represent 6 percent are
ognition of this problem, if that is
they made the promise.
of the population and only 8 percent of going to be the case then do not jam it
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to the health institutions that are pro- tions to take actions for which we are
viding for the neediest people in our so- not providing the resources. There is
ciety. That is, effectively, an u1'unded not a nickel in here to either try-to
mandate, as far as I can see. It might help the State of Massachusetts or Su.fnot fail within the particular scope of folk County or the public hospitals in
the legislation that was passed. I un- Boston to help relieve them when we
derstand that. And 'perhaps techicai1y are tightening the belt.

it does not. But the idea that we
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Mr. SThPSON. Mr. Président, I ask

nnirnous consent that Senator G-

RAM's amendment be temporarily set

aside.

'

.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it Is so ordered.

The Chair recognizes the Senator
I think the point is well taken on from Rhode Island.

around here some months ago were. this issue. I think we should recognize
AMENDMENT NO: 3840'
saying that at least the Federal Gov- that and support the amendment of the (Purpose: To provide that the emergency
ernment is not going to do someth.th.g enatór from Florida.
benefits -avai]able to Illegal immigrants
The' PRESfl1G OFFICER Who also are made available to legal iinmito States and local communities, or
this instance the city of Boston and seeks recognition?
grants as exceptions to the deeming re-

Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chair.
quirements) ••
•,
The PRESIDLNG OFFICER The
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, .1 have a
cannot afford to pay for"—is not so, Chair recognizes the Senator from very simple amendment. Some will say
'.•
we have been over this ground before. I
with regard to this particular provi- Rhode Island..
Mr. CHAFEE. -Mr. President, just a ,do not think that is quite accurate in
sion.

the Boston City Hospitai—"We are not
going to give you something that' you

'

'

You can ask ay administrator at query. What is the plan here? Is it to that this is far narrower—.

any public hospital in this country. stack votes? What is the arrangement

•:..

The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Is the
going to be?
Senator from Rhode Island calling up
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. 'President, 1 have his amendment?
not visited with our ma)ority leader,
Mr. CHAFEE. Amendment No. 3840,
but the plan is to conclude the debate and I ask imaTlimous consent that Senon the pending amendments. So I am ator MAcK be added as a cosponsor..
ready., to set aside the pending amendThe P.RESIDING OFFICER. Without
do it..
• They are going to end up either try- ment and •go immediately to the objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
,'.
..
ing to pass the costs on to others who amendment of the Senator from Rhode will report.
They,, have an interest in trying to, No.
1, provide health services. But, also, to
be able to provide them, they are going
to have at least some kind of financial
assurance they are going to be able to

if that is appropriate.
have insurance, and most of them in Island,
I believe there. is one other amendthe inner cities—many .of the clinics in ment
offered by Senator DEWrNE.
rural areas just are not going to do it. Theretoisbe
Senator Chafee amendment.
We are going to see a deterioration in There is athe
Graham amendment. The,

the quality of health care.

People
amendment is pendought to understand it. That is what is Simpson-Kennedy
ing.
We
would
like
to completethe degoing to happen. We can say it is not
'.
going to happen, that that hospital in bate.
So, if the Senator from Rhode Island
Boston is just going to pick up that would
like to offer 'his amendment at
piece of paper and say, "Oh, it is John this time—we
- set aside and conDoe, he has $25,000 in a safety deposit tinue debate can
later
the Gra1am
box and he just cannot wait to pay that amendment with no on
time agreement.
hospital." That is unreal.
We are talking about the real world We will try to get a time agreement on
in many of these urban areas, whether these various measures. I! the Senator
enter into a time agreement,
it is in Florida or the hospitals in Los wishes to
enjoy that opportunity.
Angeles or Boston City Eospital, Chi- I would
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I am
cago, San Francisco—any of them. willing
enter a time agreement of 20
They are in crisis, in any event. Given minutestoeQually
with the unthe additional kinds of responsibilities derstandixig that divided,
if
I
do
need
a couple
that they have had to treat people who
minutes, the Senator will be good
have preexisting conditions, or who are more
to let me have that. I will sure
the subject of violence and battering, enough
it.
which has grown and exploded, or sub- appreciate
Mr.
SLMPSON.
Mr. President, I ask
stance abuse in those communities, or unanimous consent
that the Senator
Ely infections—an of these problems from ,Rhode Island offer
an amendment
fail on the inner-city hospitals. That is with a time -agreement of
20 minutes
the reality of it.
'

'

To think these overtaxed medical
professiona.ls are going to be able to

run through this gamut to find that

.

The

-'

legislative clerk read as follows:
The, Senator from Rhode Island (Mr.

CRAFEE). for himself and Mr. MACK, proposes
an amendnient numbered 3840.
On page )1, line 4, sthke "(vil)'.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. 'President, as I say,

this is an amendment that is far narrower than any other amendment that

has been brought up in connection with
this matter that we have been discussing.

I hope that the floor managers,of this

legislation will accept this amendment. What.it does is it says in those
areas where illegal aiiens—iflegal—who

have come in unauthorized into the

country are entitled to certain benefits
i four categories—emergency Medicaid, prenatal and postpartum Medicaid
services, short-term -emergency, disaster relief, and public health assistance
for immunizations, afl of these, are
emergency health matters—all of these
are granted to illegal aliens, and I.

saying they ought to be granted to

legal aliens
If we let those who have come into
the country illegally have these servequaily thvided, and' if the Senator ices, then certainly they ought to be
should reQuire more time, I will yield available for legal aliens who properly
sufficient time from what little time I came in under all the right procedures.
have left. What is the status with re- There will be considerable discussion,
gard to my time, Mr. President?
I suspect, about deeming, about saying,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The "Well, their sponsors ought to pay for
Chair will answer the Question of the these things."

person who is deeming and bring court
cases and recover those funds, good for
them when they can do it. But the purpose of this is to recognize you are still Senator from Wyoming. He has 34 minFirst of all, in a straight matter of
going to insist these hospitals are utes
remaining.
eQuity, if you are illegal, you get them
going to end up holding the bag, and
Mr CHAFEE. Under the system of for free or you are able to Qualify under
that is unfair.
the
stacking, will there be the usual whatever the Qualifications are under
As I understand the amendment, it system
of when we do vote, we will these programs, and it seems to me if
says if that is the case, after they made have a minute
to each side to explain? you are legal, you should be entitled to
every effort to try and recover and that
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, when
same thing.
is the case, that this is going to be at we eventually enter that unanimous- theYou
do have situations where a legal
least suspended until we address that

consent request, indeed there will be
particular issue. It seems to me that the usua.l provision and assurance that
happens to be fair.
will be 2 minutes equa.lly divided.
Finally, as I mentioned earlier, Mr. there
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That has

immigrant is reluctant to go to his or

her sponsor for support in certain matters. We have determined by the fact
are granting these privileges to illePresident, if this looks like a duck and already been ordered. The Senator has we
gal
aliens, we are doing it not because
this Quacks like a duck, it is a duck. asked unanjxrious consent for 20 ruinhave great big good hearts, but beThis is a reQuirement on State and utes equally divided. Without objec- we
cause we think it is good for the counlocal commumties and local institu- tion, it is so ordered.'
try. We think it is good that illegal
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aliens get i.mmunzation shots, and cer- then when that legal immigrant
tainly if that is true, for the benefit of in to get a means-tested program, goes
cash
the Nation, for the benefit of the public or noncash, they say, "Are you needy?"
health, then the same ought to apply and he says, "I am"They say, "Do you
to legal aliens.
"I do." "Does your
So there it is, Mr. President. it is have a sponsor?"
have any money?" "Yes."
strictly an equity matter, if you will. sponsor
"How much? List it." If that sponsor
It is strictly a public health matter, has
funds,
sponsor will pay the
likewise. We think it is Worthwhile for bill and not that
the rest of us.
illegal aliens to get proper prenatal It is then a confusion; I guess, for
care, and if we think that is true for il- people. It is deemed that the sponsor's
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What are they? Nutrition progra.
We say the illegal alien is entitled to
the nutrition programs. And we say the
legal alien is likewise entitled. You do
not have to go to your sponsor or get
involved with this deeming.- business.
You just get it. Nutrition programs. If
a nutrition program is important, it
seems to me an llfllflUflization program

is just as importait.
So, Mr. President, to me this is not
income and assets are the assets and any
buster. Thjs is very narrow.
income of the legal immigrant. So Thisbudget
is not your entitlement for all of
when they go to get those benefits, Medicajd.
it is very, very limited. i
they are not going to get them if the
sponsor has money. If the sponsor does hope, Mr. President, that the managers
the bilj will accept the amendment.
not have money—and I want this very iofwant
to thank the Chair.
clearly heard, because the Senator
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
been brought up in past amendments.
from
Massachusetts
is
saying,
what
The RRESID]NG OFFICER. The
This is not rePlaying-an old record. will happen, what will happen if the
Chair recogxijzes the majority leader.
This is a very, very defined group of sponsor does not have the money, canMr. DOLE. Mr. President, i will make
benefits, and I hope that the floor man not meet the obligation?
statement. But, first, i inquire from
agers will acce,t it.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is very clear athe,
rna1gers if we are making any
I reserve the remainder of my time.
what will happen if the sponsor cannot
The - PRESIDrNG OFFICER. Who cut the. mustard and something has progress.on this legis]atjon.
Mr. SIMPSON Mr. President, alter
seeks recognition? The Chair recog.. happened to the sponsor, the sponsor is
nizes the Senator from Wyoming.
sick or ill or bankrupt or whatever, serving as this leader's assistant for,
SIMPSON. Mr. President, there then the sponsor is off the hook. That some 10 years, i do know that he does
s Mr.
no one more sincere in his beliefs is listed in this bill; a determjnatjon desire. to move things along rather
than my friend from Rhode Island. He that, if the sponsor cannot meet the adroitly. We are ready to do that.
Let me share with my respected leadis a man of great integrity and cour- obligation that they assumed in the
age, and I admire his strength as he promise, once that deternatjon is er where we are. No one has come over
does his work. He is good at it.
made, then the U.S. taxpayers will pick to debate on the Siznpson-Kemedy
amendment, so i think we are ready to
This is another one of those amend- that up.
ments—thjs is my view .of it, which I That is the purpose of our effort. The proceed with that. ithink we are nearget to express—this is. exactly what issue is just as simple as it always was: ly concluded with regard to the Grathis is, another form of this amend- Sponsor or taxpayer; take your choice. ham amendment—i think maybe another 5 minutes or, so... The DeWine
Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chafr.
ment, of what we. have done before in

legal aliens, certainly it ought to be
true for legal aliens.
This is not a budget buster. This is
not going to drive the national debt
through the sky. These are very tarrow, very limited matters, far more
]irnjted than any of those that have

The• PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The
We are conzadering an amendment Chair recognizes the Senator from
which would have the effect of shifting Rhode Island.
Mr. CEAFEE. There are two points i
cost from the personswho sponsor unmigrants, usually their relatives. We would like to make.
are shifting that to the American tax- First,, Mr. President, why in the
world do.we provide these benefits for
payers.
This argument of how could we pos- iliegal aliens if we do not think they
sibly do this for iliegal aliens and not are important for the national health
do it for legal aliens who are paying and benefit of the Nation? i mean, we
as a nation that it is imand doing their share is a great argu- have decided
that any woman have proper
ment. The reason we allow illegal portant
care because we want that
aliens to receive certain benefits, if the prenatal
that is born to be - healthy,
alien is needy, is because most Amen- baby
cans are like Senator Jo CHAFEE of healthy when boru, healthy throughout
six previous votes and will do again.

life..
Rhode Island or Senator AL SIMPSON of itsSd
we do not argue, we do not

Wyoming. The issue is, they should "You're here iliegafly. Go backsay,
to
have that basic support system if they where
you came from." We say,
are needy.
here iliegally, and we're going
I have voted for that consistently. "You're
to
see
that
you get proper prenatal.
There were some in the House of Rep- care. We're going
you are immuresentatives who did not want t con- nized." That is onetoofsee
the provisions we
sistently stay with that support level. I have made here.
have never been of that category. Most
So, if it is that important that we are
Americans, airnost all Americans, going
pay for that person, then it
would agree that that is a wonderful seems to
to
me likewise for the person
thing to do for illegal aliens who are who is. here
legally—without going'
here and who are needy.
a lot of song and dance about
The imniigrañts, the legal mxni- through
the sponsorship or deeming or tracing

amendment is an amendment about co-

erced abortion in China. i think it is

out of order. Respectfully i say that. A
point will lie toward that. i do not
know f the Senator will be coming to
address that. i think he will.
Then we have the Chafee amendment
under a time agreement which is nearly expired. That is it. So i am sure that

that is cheerful news for the leader.
There is a point of order, too, I share
with Senator DoLE.
Mr. DOLE. I think a point of order by
Senator GRAa1,. So do the managers

anticipate when we might be voting on
some of these, amendments? I know we
have a conflict this afternoon. I know
from 2 to 3 there is a, ceremony honoring the Reverend Billy Grahani. Then I
think at 4:30—unless that, is going to
change.

Mr. CHAFEE. At 3:45 we go dowil.

Mr. DOLE. At 3:45, a number of our

Members need to go to the White
.

House. I guess my point is whether we
can have all those votes between 3 and
3:45. There will be an, effort to move

that White House meeting to a later
time, because I assume the managers

grants, can also receive all of those that person dowia, making sure that would like to finish this bill, too, so we
would not have to come back at 6
benefits, too, if they are needy. I hope

pays for it—get it. over with, o'clock after the WhiteHouse meeting
you hear this. I think I will never sponsor
give them the immimization.
and have votes to 7, 8, 9 o'clock. We are

make it through any more of it. If a i say, Mr. President, that this is not
legal immigrant is needy, they will get something new i am bringing up here.
everything in the left-hand column. I In two of these categories, as you n.ote
hope you hear that.
on this sheet here, 'that the managers
But if they have a legal sponsor who -of the legislation n committee or on

just trying to be helpful to the managers. I know you have done, an outstanding job, and it has taken a great
deal of time to move action on the bill.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I
said that he or she was bringing these the floor, or someplace, have agreed to,
people here only on the condition that is the fact that the legal alien should thank the leader.
I think that would be an appropriate
they would not become a public charge, indeed get two of these benefits.
_scenarao. I hope that might be part of
-

__________
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a rnainirnouS-consent request, with from their sponsor, because their probI hope tlmt those colleagLies who
that time set, with a 15-mmute first lems might involve with just going to have already voted to keep legal mimirollcaU vote, and 10-minute 'votes their sponsor to start with. We want gration at its historically highest 1evthereafter. There will be four votes and them immunized. We want them to els in the history of our country at
a point of order, with a 1-minute expla- have prenatal care.
least will know what is happening
We will not spend a lot of time ask- when we find the resources of this
nation on each side of the three following votes, not the first one. We would ing a lot of questions. We have decided country, where they are and where
as a nation, not just out of generosity, they go, for legal ]nlmigration. But rebe ready, I think, to propose that.
Mr. DOLE. Let me have drafted a but for the rest of us who are here, that member this: If the sponsor is unã.ble
consent agreement. I will show it to we want illegal aliens, lmm2grantS, i to provide the support, loses •his job,
both Senator KDY: and Senator munized so that we will not have a dies, whatever,' the Federal GovernSIMPsoN. Perhaps if we could somehow whole series of infectious diseases ment will pay. The Federal Governarrange to move the White House passed around. Certainly we ought to znent is here to support those people
meeting 45 minutes, we could do all the have the same requirement or hope —and it should.
votes between 3 and 4:30 and then move that the same thing will apply to the I encourage my colleagues to read
legal aliens.
on to the next item of business.
..
the bill. We provide an exception for
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I am Mr. President,' that is the argument. indigent immigrants. whose sponsors
.

.

.

prepared to yield back the remainder On the basis of fairness and the basis of cannot be located. We have it in there.
public health protection, I hope we suPof my time.
Mr. DOLE. We are prepared to accept port the amendment.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I think
that..
Mr. CHAFEE. I am prepared to yield at this point we will say debate on this
back the remainder of my time on this. amendment is concluded and it will be
Mr. SIMPSON. I will just take an- voted on in accordance with the inammous-consent reiuest which will be
other 2 minutes.
• The PRESING 'OFFICER. The propounded shortly. I thank the Sen-,
Chair .recogiuzes the Senator from Wy- •ator from Rhode Island very much.
Mr. CHAFEE. May I ask the Chai.r, is
oming:
'

If you cannot find their address, caxinot
hunt them down, or if .they: refuse to
pay, the Graham amendment—let us be

clear what the amendment does—al-.
lows the States to exempt themselves
from the. new welfare restrictions and
forces the U.S. taxpayers to pick up
the tab.
I want to be perfeàtly àlear here. CBO

says that this bill, as modified by the Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask now the time to ask for the yeas and Simpson-Dole amendment does not
trnniynois consent that we proceed to nays"
Mr: SIMPSON. Perfectly appropriate. have an unfunded mandates. There
the Chafee amendment.
You
one person from the other are no unfunded mandates in the SitupThe PRESING OFFICER. Without party,require
son amendment, which is the bill.
if
I
am
not mistaken.
objection, it is so ordered.
The
PRESING
OFFICER.
The
SenThere
were unfunded mandates in the
The pending business is the Chafee
-

original legislation which underlies. So
ator from Wyoming is correct.
'amendment.
Mr.
SIMPSON.
We
do
now
have
a
when
the point of order comes, it will
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, in this Senator from the other side.
look
strange to you because it will say
rather unique 2 minutes, I want to. go
CHAFEE. Mr. P±esident, I ask for that there was an unfunded rnandate--back to the chart of Senator CpE, if theMr.
yeas and nay-s
and there was—but it is correóted when
I may. I have been given this stick.. I
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a we gt to the final product. We have alwant to tell you• in 2 minutes that sufficient second?
.
. ready removed the unfunded mandate
these people here, under the category
There is a sufficient second.
portion of. those provisions. I think
"legal immigrant," "no, no, no," that
The yeas and nay-s were ordered.
that should be made quite clear..
these people are taken care of. They' reA2DMT NO.
1 suggest the absence of a quorum.
ceive emergency Medicaid, they receive
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I direct
The PRESING OFFICER. The
prenatal postpartum Medicaid services, my comments now to the amendment clerk will call the roll.•
they receive short-term emergency dis- of Senator GR.&a1x. I conclude in my The bill clerk proceeded to call the
aster relief, public health assistance, remarks, I do not believe that the Fed- roll.
and the sponsor is paying for them— eral Government is going to be a deadMr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
not the taxpayer: These people are not beat dad in this situation. In fact, I am nnimous consent that the order for
deprived.
reminded of the old road sign, the pic- the quorum call be rescinded.
When we say how can they be receiv- turé of the very, dapper-looking Uncle
The PRESING OFFICER. Without
ing something that the illegal is re- Sam that says, LEes your uncle, not objection, it is so ordered.
ceiving, they are receiving it, but we your dad.'
are not paying for it because the sponWe are 'a very generous nation. Medsor that agreed to bring them here and icaid has been picked to bits by the
.

.

'

.

pay for them to not become a public States. Medicare has been picked to
charge is paying for them. The reason. bits and will go ban1upt in the year—
.

we do this for illegal immigrants is because we are a very generous nation. I
have voted for all of that. I am not generous to somebody who brings someone
here and says they will pay the whole
tab and they do not.

originally we were told 2002; now we
are told it wilYbe 2001; now the other
day it will be 2000.. We can talk about

this all day and there will not be

enough to do anything unless we deal
with the entitlements programs. You

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I ask will not want me to give that pitch
-unanimous consent for an additional again—deal with Social Security, deal
minute.
with Medicare, Medicaid, Federal reThe PRESING OFFICER. Without tirement. Nothing will get done.. We
objection, it is so ordered.
can pick through these piles forever.
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I want - Then, of course, remember how this
to stress once again that these are all is happemng. You are talking about
emergency or health-oriented meas- legal immigrants. I did not see much
ures. Emergency Medicaid, prenatal activity on this floor to do much about
Medicaid services, short-term disaster legal immigrants. There will be a milrelief, nutrition programs, immuniza- lion of them next year and they will all
tion. We do not want these legal aliens be fitting right here, and nobody, at
hesitating to apply for those because least the vast majority, decided to do.
they are reluctant to go to their spon- nothing with the flow of legal rnimisor, because they are a long distance grants.
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Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The

PRESIDING

clerk will call the roll.

OFFICER.

The

The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.

Mr. INEOFE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for

IMMIGRATION CONTROL AN!) Fl- the quorum call be rescinded.
NANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
OF 1996
objection, it is so ordered..

The Senate continued with the con-

Mr. INEOFE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that I be allowed to
speak as inmorning business.
UNA4oUS-coN5ET AGREEMENT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. I ask objection, it is so ordered.
unanimous consent that any votes ordered with respect to S. 1664 occur besideration of the bill.

ginning at 2:40 p.m. today, with the
first vote being 15 minutes in. length
and ay stacked votes in sequence be
limited to 10 minutes, with 2 minutes.
for, debate, to be equally divided, between each vote.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. G0R.

TON).. Without objection, it is so. ordered.•
Mr. STh4PSON. Mr. President, I fur.

.

.

ther ask that ay votes remi11g to

be disposed of at 3:45 p.m. today be further postponed, to begin at 5:30 p.m. in

the order in. which they were debated
and under the same time restraints as
mentioned above.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is 'so ordered.
Mr. STh4PSON. I thank my col,

,

.

leagues. That will enable us to h&ve

final passage. of this bill soon after the
last, amendment is presented. The gap
there is because the Senators ChafeeBreaux bipartizan budget group will be
at the White House. We thank themfor
that. accoxmnodatjon.

Mr. President, I suggest the absence

of a quorum.
The.• PRESIDING

OFFICER.

The

clerk ij call the rolL.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the

roll.

-

Mr. SThPSON. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for

the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING, OFFICER. Without
objectiQn, it is so ordered.
ENDMENTs N05. 3853 D 3854,

.

BLOC

Me:. SIMPSON. .Mr. President, I ask

una.nimous consent that the Simpson
amendment, earlier presented today,
be the order of business.,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. SThPSON. Mr. President, I have
-

cleared these amendments with our

side of the aisle. Senator KENNEDY has
cleared

them with his side of the aisle.
I urge adoption of the amendments, en
bloc.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendments are agreed

to, en bloc.
The amendments (No.. 3853 and 3854)
were agreed to, en bloc.
Mr. SThPSON. Mr. President, I move

to reconsider the vote and to lay that

motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
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the benefits do not equal the costs of aster until you have gone through the
the program.
bureaucratic steps of verification, just
Assume, Madam President, that the pure common sense tells you there has

issue were reversed. W.ouid we affirma- to be some capability to waive these in

tively vote to say to a State, to a local an emergency situation. This amendcommunity, that you must administer ment provides that opportunity.
this federally mandated program even
I believe this is a prudent amend-

if the cost of administration can be ment. Members of this Congress, Memshown to exceed the savings or the ben- bers of this Senate, who wish to deal
efits of the program itself? I think not. effectively with the issue of illegal im-

And so our amendment would create migration should not have that tide of
such an opportunity.
passion and emotion erase our basic
I might just add one final point. We sense.of common sense and fairness and
are requiring eactly the same admin- rational justice to preclude a commuistrative structure in a community nity from making a judgment as to the
such as Topeka, KS, as we are in cost-benefit analysis of implementing
Tampa, FL, although the number of these programs to avoid the Federal
legal aliens in Tampa, FL, probably Government assuming its responsibilsubstantially exceeds those in Topeka, ity to pay as well as it imposes new reKS. There should be some capability to sponsibilities and to beable to respond
adjust the level of burden to the reality to unexpected emergency situations.
of the circumstance in that particular That is the essence of the amendment
community.
is before us, Madam President. I
Second is the provision that if the which
urge
my
colleagues at 2:40 to support
Federal Government thinks this is. it.
such a good idea, then the Federal GovMr. DEWE addressed the Chair.
ernment ought to pay for it. 1 thought
The PRES]D]NG OFFICER. The Senthat was the fundanentai premise be- ator from Ohio.
hind the unfunded inajidate program
Mr. DEWE. May' I inquire as to the
that we passed as 5. 1, as one of the pending business?
The, PRES]DING OFFICER. The
the phrase "deadbeat dad" to describe pending question is amendment 3759 ofOF
what the Federai Government is about
by the Senator from Florida.
The Senate continued with the con- to do here. The Federal Government is fered
Mr. DEWE. I ask unanimous consideration of the bill.
about to say: "We are going to put all sent to - set •aside- for a moment the
AMENDMr NO. 359
of our reliance on the sponsor, but mci- pending business.
Mr. GRAHAM. Madam President, I dentally, if, in fact, the sponsor does
The PRES]D]NG OFFICER. Without
see my friend and colleague, the Sen- not come through with the health care objection, it is so ordered.
ator from Ohio, is on the floor, I as- financing or the other sources of fisame, for. purposes of offering his nancing that will be necessary to mainamendment. Before he commences I tam this legal alien, we, the F.ederai
would like to take a few moments to Government, are off the hook. It is now
comment on some statements that going to be up to the local community
have been made about the amendment to pay those hospital costs for that
which I offered earlier and which wifl legal alien or to pay the, cost of prebe the first amendment that wfl be natal care for the pregnant legal alien,
voted on at 2:40 this afternoon. This poorwoman." -.
amendment is about unfunded manI think the phrase "deadbeat dad"
dates.
properly describes what the Federai
It is about the reality that the legis- Government is trying to do: to shift an
lation before us represents a staggering obligation to States and communities.'
•

-

•

.

.

-

transfer of administrative costs and If we think this is. such a good idea and
cost shift of programs from the Federai if w are faithful to our constitutional
Government to the States and local responsibiLity as the only level of Gov-

communities in which legal aliens are ernment that has jurisdiction over imresident.
migration, we ought to pay those costs,
Thern National Conference of State not ask the local government to do so.
Legislatures, in exarnini.ng just 10 of
Finally, in this amendment we recog-

the literally scores of programs that thze

.

the

fact that there are unusual

wifl be covered by this act, has found, emergency circumstances. We had one
that the cost to the States in those 10 of those in my State in late August
programs is $744 million per year. The 1992 with Hurricane Andrew. I was
total cost could be into the bjjlibns.
there. I saw what happened as the
The amendment that I have offeri is emergency - and disaster preparedness
a modest attempt to deal with that. It and response teams attempted to deal
basically says, first, that if a Federal with an enormous natural disaster. The
agency, State, or local government can very idea of having to subject people
make a determination that the cost who had seen their homes, their docusavings of foflowing the procedures of ments, their jobs, their lives wrecked
5. 1664 are less than the costs to admin- by this hurricane, to then have to go
ister the program, it would not be nec-. through a tedious verification process
essary to irnplement the program. We to determine what their status was and
have done exactly this in a very anaao- what the income of a sponsor who may
gous proam called the SAVE Pro- well have just been subjected to 'the
gram, which is an employer verifica- same thing that they were,, puts the
tion program in which there is the ca- public health' at risk. If you cannot
pacity to waive out of the SAVE Pro- vaccinate people against a potential
gram if it can be demonstrated that outbreak of typhoid after a na.turai ths-
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times now. The reason that legal immi-

YEAS-30
Akaka

eax

Bumpers
Conrad
Dasehie

grants are in the situation they are in

Gxac

•

Boxer
Bradley
•

•

Inonye

Moeeley-Bracn
Moyniban

Johnston

Mwiay

Kennedy
Kerry

PeU

LantenbeTg

Sarn

Dodd
k'ord

Len

G1en

Liebexa

5tmon
WeI]stone

Miku]zki

Wyden

NAYS—70
Farc1oth

BlDgazna

Frst
Gortan
Gram

Bond
Brown

Grains
Grassley

Bidet

Bryan
Burns
Byrd
Canpbefl
Chafee
Coats

Cocn

Nunn

Pressler

land. On this question, the yeas and

Reid
Robb

Hatch
Hatfield
Heilln

S1pson

Ho]1thg
Hutcbison
-

D'Amato
DeWine

Dole...
Douenict
Dorgan

nays have been ordered, and the clerk
will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
The result was announced—yeas 40,

Roth
Santorum
Shelby

He1s

•

Cohen
Coverdeli
Cxalg

will receive any fewer benefits than an
illegal immigraiit, but the legal immigrant's sponsor will have to pay for the
benefits before the Amencan taxpayers
do. Should the financial burden be on
the imniigrant's sponsor or on the U.S.
taxpayers? Take your pick.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now occurs on the amendment
offered by the Senator from Rhode Is-

Mukowski
Ntc1es

Gregg

•

they have the means to do so. That is
what deeming is. No legal immigrant

Lugar
Mack
McCan
McCone11

Pego1d
k'ensejn

Ashcroft
Baucus
Bennett

is because the person who brought
them here promised to pay for their
support. All we are saying is that sponsors should pay for these benefits if

P17or
Rockeieller

Leahy

Abx*ha

Smith.
-

inhofe

Jeford.s
Kassebanm

Kpthoxe

nays 60, as follows:

Snowe

[RollcalI Vote No. 106 Leg]
YEAS-40

Specter
5tevens
Thomas

Abraham

Warner

Boxer
Brad]ey

Thom4n
Thurond

Kerrey
Kohl
Kyl

Lott

jected.
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote.
0

•

Mr. KENNEDY I move to lay that

Graha

motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was Barn
.

/NDMENT

NO. 3840

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, there are now 2

Jeords
oh1

Lanteberg
Leaby
Levln°
Lieberman
Mack

the prevous order, the question is on
agreeing to amendment No. 3759, the
amendment offered by Senator GR.&

of Florida.
Mr. GRAHAM. Madam President, I
ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
•

There appears to be a sifflcient sec-

ond.

The yeas and nay-s were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amendment. The yeas and nays have been ordered. The clerk will cafl the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
The result was announced—yeas 30.
nays 70, as follows:

Sarbanes

5imon
5nowe
Welistone
Wyden

Mose1ey-Bran

NAYS—60

k'ensZein.

LoU
Lugar
Mccan

Glenn

McConnell
Murkowski

Gramrn

Pre5sl

Breax
Brows

Burns
Byrd
Canpbeli

tn

Gorton.
Grans
Grss1ey
Gregg

NiC1
Reid
Roth

Santorum
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I hope
Each
Sbe1by
everybody will listen to th.is because Coa
5lmpson
Beams
we think it is important. Illegal immi- Cochran
Smith
Cohen
Butcbison
5pecter:
grants now are entitled to a series of
Inhofe
5tevens
limited benefits, such as emergency Coverdefl
Cg
Jobnston
Thomas
Medicaid, prenatal Medicaid services, D'Aato
Thornson
Kempthorne
Thurmond
nutrition programs, and public assist- Dole
Kerey
Wazer
ance for iznmunizations. fliegal aliens Xomeict'
The amendment (No. 3840) was reare entitled to this. This is nat the big
broad scope of things. This is limited. jected.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move to
What we are saying is legal immigrants
should be entitled to the same thing. It reconsider the vote.
Mr. KENNEDY. I. move to lay that
is a little odd to say that the illegals
on the table.
ca get these. Why do we give them to motion
The motion to lay on the table was
those individuals, the illegals? It is for agreed
to.
the benefit of public health overall. It
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER. The ma.seems to me that the legal immigrants jority leader is recognized.
should likewise be entitled to immuniMr. DOLE. If I could have my colzation, prenatal, and postpartrn Med- leagues' attention, I would like to
icaid services. That is what it is au rna.ke an announcement that I thk is
about. It is a limited group. It is not important to everyone.
going to break the budget, but cer- I ask unanimous consent that the
tainly the legals under equity should agreement relative to the 3:45 p.m. susbe entitled to what the illegals are en- pension of votes be vitiated.
titled to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
Thank you.
objection? The.Cbajr hears none, and it
Mr. SIMPSON. Give me your atten- is so ordered.
tion just for a moment, please. This Mr. DOLE. Let me say for the inforamendment is about welfare reform for rna.tion of all Senators it is my underlegal immigrants—the saxne issue you standing that a rollcall wiil not be nechave already voted on seven separate essa.ry on the underlying Dole-Simpson

• Ka

VOTE ON ADMENT NO. 3759

•

Ky

amendment No. 3840 offered by the Sen.-

-

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

Robb
Rockelelier

•

k'arcoth

Bond

recognized.

Peil
Pryor

Kennedy
Kerry

Bennett

Btngama

The Senator from Rhode Island is

.

Dorgan

Biden

ators from Rhode Island and Florida.

Moyihazi

Ho1Iizgs
Inonye

Ashcroft

minutes of debate, equally divided, on
•

Hatfield

•

Chafee
Conrad
Dascble
DeWine
Dodd
k'eingold
k'ord

The amendment (No. 3759) was re-

agreed to.
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amendment. Therefore, Senators àan
expect two additional -otes that will
start within a minute, and it will be a
1Q-minute vote, and then we will start
the other vote. The first will be on cloture on the bill. The second vote, if cloture is invoked, will be on final passage
of the immigration bill.

I also ask nanimous consent that

the yeas and nays be vitiated on
amendment No. 3743.

The PRES]DThIG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOLE. I ask for the yeas and

nays• on those two votes and that the

votes be limited to 10 minutes each.
The PRES]DThIG OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-

•

ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
•

-

Mr. DOLE. A number of our colon both sides are headed for

leagues

the White House after the second vote.

There will be a bus at the bottom of
the stairs to take them down' there. I

do not know how they will come back.
Mr. SIMPSON addressed the Cbair.
(Disturbance in the Visitors' Gallery)
The PRESIDThIG OFFICER. The sergeant at arms will restore order.
The Sexiator from Wyoming is recognized

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, that
disturbance is certainly. in spirit with
the last 10 days.

I did not realize I had such support

up there in that quarter, and I must

say I am very pleased. Somebody once
said, "You're ona roll." I said, "I have
been rolled for 6 months on this issue."

AMDMENT No. 3952 TO AMENDMENT No. 3743

Mr. SIMPSON. I have a unâninous

consent request that the

following

amendments be accepted. There is. a
package of managers' amendments at
the desk, cleared on both sides, that

will be noncontroversial
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.
'The PRESmG OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment by
number.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON],
proposes an amendment numbered 3951.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
-

-

SEC.

.

ADISTRAThPE REVIEW OF ORDERS.

Section 274A(e)(7) is amended by striking
the phrase ", within 30 days,".
Section 274C(d)(4) is amended by striking
the phrase ", Within 30 days,".
SEC.

SOCIAL SECURiTY ACT.

Section 1173(d)(4)(3) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1320B—7(d)(4)(3)) is amended by
string subsection (i) and inserting the 101-

lowing new subsection:

"(i) the State shall transmit to the I.rnmig'ratio . and Naturalization Service either
photostatic or other similar copies of such

documents, or information from such documents, as specified by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, for official verification,".
SEC.

HOUSING AND COMMUNITy DEVEWP
MENT ACT OF 1980.

Section 214(d)(4)(B)

of the Housing ad

Community Development Act of

1980 (42

U.S.C. 1436a(d)(4)(3)) is amended by striking
subsection (i) and inserting the following

new subsection: "(1) the Secretary shall
transmit to the Immigration ad Naturajjza-

tion Service either photostatic or other
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(2) the asportation of the decedent's

Page 106, lIne 15, strike "(A), (B), or (D)"
Spouse and mtnor cbildxen to and from the.
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, Same site at rates no greater than those es- and insert "(B) or (D)".
At the appropriate place in the matter
for ofilcial verification,".
tablished for official goenment travel; and posed to be inserted by the amendment,proinSEC.. fflG EDUCATION AC OF 1965.
(3) any other memorial service sanctioned sert the following:
Section 484(gXB) of the Higher Education by the Departhent of Justice.
SEC.. COEN'IIJTY

R CEP..

Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1091(g)(4)(B)) is amend-

(b) The Dearient of Justice may prepay
ed by strildng subsection U) and Inserting the costs of any transportation authorized
the following new subsection:

"(1) the institution sbail transmit to the

Immigration and Natnzal1zation Service ei-

TAIN ALIEN BA'ZTERED SPOUSES
AND CRILDREN.

by this section.

(a) IN GENE.—With respect to informa-

SEC. . POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE AITORNEY

tion provided pursuant to Section 150(b)(c) of

GENERAL AND THE COSSIONEE. this Act and except as provided in subsection
ther photostatic or other similar copies of
Section 1( of th Imm.igiation and Nation- (b), In no case may the Attorney General,
or
such docnments, or information from such ality Act (8 U.S.C. §11) is amended In sub- a.ny other official or employee of the Departdocuments, as Specified by the Imm.igration section (a) by addlDg the following after the ment of Justice (including any bureau
or
and Naturalization Service, for official ver- last sentence of that subsection:
agency of such dertment)—
ification,".
"the Attorney General, In support of per(1) make an adverse determination of ad-

sons In adm1n1s*tive detention In non-Fed- rnlssibflity or deportabifity of an alien under
eral institutions, Is authorized to make payPage 87, at the end of line 9, Insert at the xnents from funds appropriated for the ad- the Immigration and Nationality Act using
information fflrnished solely by—
end the followlng
aninIzation and enforcement of the laws re- oily
(A) a spouse or parent who has battered the
"Judicial review of afl questions of law and lating. to immigration, naturalization, and alien
the alien's children or subjected the
fact, Including Interpretation and applica- alien registration for necessary clothing, alien or
or the alien's children to exeme crution of constitutional and statutory provi- medical caze,. necessary guard bire, and the elty, or
sions, arising from any actián taken or pro- housing, care, and security of persons de(B) a member of the alien's spouse's or parceeding brought to exclude or deport an alien taned by the Service pursuant to Federal ent's family-who has battered the alien
or
from the United States under Title II of this law under Intergovernmental servjce agree- the
alien's child or subjected the alien or
Act shall be available oily In the judicial re- ments with State or local uiits of govern- alien's
child to extreme cruelty,
view of a final order of exclusion or deporta- ment. The Attorney Genera], in support of
the alien has been convicted of a
tion under this section. If a petition med persons In adm1nstrative detention In non- unless
or crimes listed fn section 241(a)(2) of
under this section raises a constitntionaj Federal Institutions, is further authorized to crime
and Ntionaflty Act;
issue that the court of appeals finds presents enter Into cooperative agreements with a.ny the(2)Immigration
niake a.ny publication whereby informaa genuine issue of znateral fact that canDot State, territory, or political subdivision tion furnished
be resolved on the basis of the adnthilstra- thereof,. for the. necessary construction, can be identified;by any particular indivjdual
tive record, the court shall tansfer the pro- pbysical renovation, acquisition of equip(3) permit anyone other than the sworn ofceeding to the dsict court of thUn3.ted meet, supplies or flaterials required to es- ficers
employees of the Department, buStates for the judcia1 disict In which the tablish acceptable. conditions of connment reau orand
agency, who needs to examine Such
petitioner resides or is detained for a new and detention services In any State or local information
for Iegitfmate Department, buhearing on the constitntionai clathi as if the ur1sdiction which agrees to provide guaran- reau, or - agency
purposes, to eamie ay
proceedings were originally initiated In diz- teed bed space for persons detained by the publication of any
Individual who files for
ict court. The procedure in these cases In Immigration and Naturalization Service."
as a person who has been battered or
Section 1( of the limnigration and Nation- relief
the district court is governed by the Federal
to exeme cruelty.
Rules of Civil Procedure."
ality Act (8 U.S.C. §11) is amended In sub- subjected
(b) CCEPTIo2's.—(1) The Attorney General
section (b) by adding the following:
SEC.. LA1D ACQUISrrION AUTHORITY.
provide for the furnishing of Informa"The Comm1ssoner may enter Into cooper- may
Section l( of the Immigration and Nationtion furnished under this section In the same
ality Act (8 U.S.C. § 11) is amended by re- ative agreements with State and local law manner and circumstances as census infordesignating subsections "(b)";"(c)", and enforcement agencies for the puxpose of as- mation flay be disclosed by the Secretary of
"(d)" as subsections "(c)", "(d)", and "(e)" sistthg In the enforcement of theiminigra- Commerce under section 8 of title 13, United
accordingly, and inserting %he following new tion laws ófthê Unidtes
States Code.
SEC. . PRECLEARANCE AUTHORITY.
subsection "(b)":
(2)
Attorney General xnay provide for
Section 103(a) of the lmndgration and Na- the The
"(b)—(1) The Attorney General may confurnishing of
furmshed
tract for or buy any Interest in land, includ- tionality Act (8 U.S.C. §1103(a)) is amended under this section to information
law enforcement offiing temporary use rights, adjacent to or In by adding. at the end the following:
to be used solely for legitimate law en"After consijtation with. the Secretary of• cials
the vicinity of an internationai 1ad border
forcement purposes.
when the Attorney General deems the land State, the Attorney General may authorize SEC.. DEVELOPMENT OF PBOTOfl'PE OF COVNessential to control and guard the bound- officers of a foreign conntry to be stationed
1ERFEIT-RESISWT SOCIAL SEC
aries and borders of the United -States at preclearance facilities in the United.
RI? CARD REQUmE
States for the purpose of ensuring that peragainst any violation of this Act.
(a) DEvEt.opwr.—
"(2) The Attorney General may contract sons traveling from or through the United
(1) IN GEN.AL.—The Conwussioner of Sofor or buy any Interest in land identified pur- States to that foreign country comply with cial Security (hereafter. In this section resuant to subsection (a) as soon as the lawful that country's immigration and related laws. ferred to as the "Commissioner") shail In acowner of that Interest fixes a price for it and Those officers may exercise such authority cordance with the provisions of this section
the Attorney General considers that price to and perform such duties as United States irn- develop a prototype of a
be reasonable.
m1graton officers are authorized to exercise
social security card. Such prototype card
"(3) When the Attorney General and the and perform in that foreign country under ant
hafllawful owner of an Interest identified pursu. reciprocal agreement, and they shall enjoy
(A) be made of a durable, tamper-resistant
ant to subsection (a) are usable to agree such reasonable privileges and immunities material such as plastic or polyester,
upon a reasonable price, the Attorney Gen- necessary for the performance of their duties
(B) employ tecbnologies that provide, secueral may commence condemnation proceed. as the. government of their country extends rity features, such as magnetic stripes,
ings pursuant to 40 U.S.C. section 257.
to United States inunigration officers."
holograms, and Integrated circuits, and
• "(4) The Attorney General flay accept for
On page 173, line 16, insert "(a)" before the
(C) be developed so as to provide individthe United States a gift of any Interest in word "Section".
uals with reliable proof of citizenship or
On page 174, at the end of line 4, insert the legal resident alien status.
1ad identified pursuant tc subsection (a)."
SEC.. SERVICES TO FMULY ME3ERS OF INS following:
(2) ASSISTAZCE BY ADroREY GENERAL—
E TRE L OF "(b) As used In this section, "good cause" The
General of the United States
DUTL
may include, but is not limited to. cir- sbal]Attorney
provide such Information and assistSEc. 294. [8 U.S.C. 1364]—TSpoio OF cumstances that changed after the applicant ance as
the
Commissioner
deems necessary
TEE REMAS OF MMIGRADIoN O'FIcERs AND entered the U.S. and that are relevant to the
to achieve the purposes of this section.
SEC. .. JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ORDERS OF CLUSION AND DEPORTATION.

•

-

-

-

•

-

O1CS -

BOnDER PATROL AGENTS KILLED IN T LINE
DUTY.

applicant's eligibility for asylum; physical
or xnentai disability; threats of reibution

(b)

AND REPORT.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The Commissioner shall
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of against the applicant's relatives abroad; ata study and issue a report to Conlaw, the Attorney General may expend ap- tempts to file affirmatively that were unsuc- conduct
gress which examines different methods of
propriated funds to pay for:
cessful because of tecbziical defects; efforts improving the social security card applica(1) the transportation of the remains of to seek asylürn that were delayed by the
process.
ay Immigration Officer or Border Patrol temporary uavai&bility of professional as- tion
(2) ELE.MET5 OF STUDY—The study shall
Agent killed in the line of duty to a place of sistance; the illness or death of the appliburial located in the United States, the Corn- cant's legal representative; or other extenu- include an evaluation of the cost and work
xnonwealth of Puerto Rico, or the territories ating circumstances as determined by the load implications of issu.ing a counterfeit-resistant social security card for all individand possessions of the United States;
Attorney General."
uals over aS, 5. and 10 year period. The study
-
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shall also evaluate the feasibility and cost the old, much like the first ones proImplications of imposjg a er tee for re- ducedby Social Security in 1936. It has ment was designed to ensure the consideration of innovative authentication
placement cards and cards issued to individuals who apply for such a card prior to the the same design frauzig the name and technology as we develop a new ver-

nearly the same colors. It feels the ification system for alien employment
same. An expert examining a card with and public assistance eligibiLity.
report described in this subectio a1og a magnifying glass can certanly detect There is a large and important descheduled 3, 5, and 10 year phase-In options.

(3) DISTRXBUTION OF RSPORT.—Copjes of the

with a facsimile of the prototype card as de- whether or not one of the new ones is
•scnbed in subsection (a) shall be submitted genuine, but therein lies the problem.
to the Committees o Ways and Means and We should have a new, durable card

bate before us. Should we implement a

national verification system in the

Judiciary of the Eouse of Representatives that can hold vitai thformatio and United States? Well, we aiready have
one, but it's f.iling America. It. allows
and the Comxrüttees o Finance and Juthci- can be authenticated easily.
'illegal immigrants to skirt the sysary of the Senate witb1 1 year of the date of
A new Social Security card—one very tem—to take jobs away from Amerithe enactment of this Act.
(c) AVTHoIZATIoN OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

difficult to counterfeit and easily veri- cans and immigrants who have' played

There are author2zed to be appropriated and fied as genuine—could be manufactured
are aproprjated from the.. Federal Old-Age at a low cost. The major expense, if we

ad Survivors lnsuraiice Trust Fund such were to approve new cards, would be
sniuz as may be necessary to carry out the. the cost of .the interview process, and
purposes of tbs sectioxi.
Page 15, lines 12 through 14, strike: "(other that is why the amendment requires a
thazi a document used under sectioxi 274A of study to include the cost and workload
implications of a new card.
the Immigration and Natioa1ity Act)".
A Social Security card could be deDEVELOPME) OF COV1TERpEIT-PROOF SOCIAL
.

SECURITY CARD

Mr. MOYNIBAN. Mr. President, I

thank Senator SmipsoN and Senator

KqNEI)Y for accepting this amendment

providing for a prototype counterfeitproof Social Security card.

It was 18 years ago that I first prdposed we produce a tamper-resistant
Social Security card to reduce fraud
and enhance public confidence in our
Social Security system. The amendment accepted today is very simple. It
would require the Commissioner of the
Social Security Administration to develop a prototype of a counterfeit-proof

by the r1es. Moreover, 'the current
system also allows ,for abuse of our

pubic assistance programs that were
established.to provide a saIety net for

those who have contributed to our society and deserve help in a time of need.
We need to update the current verifica-

tion system-and 53 Senate colleagues
signed along the lines of today's high agree as evidenced by their votes to retechnology credit cards. The card could ject the Abraham amendment to strike
be highly tamper-resistant, and its au- ,the verification system from the bill.
thenticity could be readily, d.iscerned
The system in place now requires emby the untrained eye. The card must be ployers to check two forms of identiseen as a special document; one which fication from a list of 29 acceptable
would be visually and tactilely more documents. We know that these dócudifficult to counterfeit than the: cur- ments are far from being tamper-rerent paper card..
sistant and :we know that employers
The magnetic strip would contain the are unfairly held accountable for hiring
Social Security number encoded with illegal aliens...
an algorithm known only to the Social The bill before us sets out the goals
Security Administration. A so-called and objectives for a new verification
waternmrk trip could be placed over system and aJso provides for pilot
it,. making it nearly impossible. to projects to determine the costs, tech-

without technology that nology, and effectiveness of a new proSocial Security card. The prototype counterfeit
currently costs $10 million. The decod-

card would be designed with the security features necessary to be used reliably to conflrrri U.S. citizenship 'or
legai resident alien status.
The amendment would a.]so require
the Commissioner to study and report
to Congress on ways to improve the Social Security card application process
so as to reduce fraud. An evaluation of
cost and workload implications of issulug a counterfeit-resistant Social Security card is also required.

ing algorithm could be integrated with
the Social Security Adniinistration
computers.
.
The new cards win not e1iminte all
fraudulent use of Social Security cards.
But it will closi. down the shopfront operations that flood America with false
Social Security cards..
That is what the Congress' iñteñded
.

S

in the 1983 legislation.

Let us try again. We have seen that
it
can be done.. It is what the Clinton
Let me point out that Congress Adniinistratjon
intended last .year
adopted this provision last year as part when they introduced
the Health Secu-.
of the Personal Responsibility and. rity card. As many of you
remember, it
Work Opportuujt Act (H.R. 4), the had a magnetic strip to hold
whatever
welfare legislation vetoed by the Presi- information may be necessary.
dent. Senator DOLE cosponsored the
I am pleased that 'the 'Senate has
amendment, and it passed the Senate adopted
amendment, and I again
by a voice vote. The Senate also in- thank thethis
managers
of the bill for their
cluded it in its version of the budget support.

reconciliation bill, but the provision
was dropped in the co±iference committee.

When the Social Security amend-

ments were before us in 1983, we approved a provision to require the production of a new tamper-resistant Social Security card. The law, section 345
of Public Law 98-21, stated:.

Mr. SIMPSON. I urge adoption of the
amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment is in order.
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Chair.
The' PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
be no further debate, the question is on
agreeing to the amendment.
The amendment (No. 3951) was agreed
to.

gram. Contrary to what many believe,'
the bill's provisions address 'the concerns that have been expressed regarding privacy, the, potential for discruni-

nation, and cost. All of these' provi-

sions supplement the protections of the

U.S. Constitution and ati-djscrinna-

tion laws. And regarding cost, the unfunded federal mandates law and the
recently-passed improvements to' the
Regulatory Flexibility Act will help in,snlate businesses and State and local
governments against the imposition of
exorbitant costs from a new verification system.
Looking at the inventive programs
that businesses, universities, hospitals
.

:

and other institutions are using to
monitor hunmn resources, it seems
only appropriate that we consider the
feasibility of upgrading our current
system.

My amendment is simple. It would
allow for the consideration of innovative authentication technology such as
finger print readers or smart cards to

verify eligibility for employment or
other applicable Federal benefits in a

pilot program.
Already, the INS has begun to inves-

tigate the feasibility of creating a new
generation
of smarter employment auwo VERIFICATIoN11DENTTh'CATIoN 5YSTEM thorization
cards,
border-crossing
Mr. ROBB. Mr. President, I rise to cards, and green cards. And
the Federal
discuss briefly an amendment I had ofis also examining the uses
What a disappointment when late in fered to 5. 1664, the Immigration and Governrrient
1983 the Social Security Administra- Financial Responsibility Act of 1996 of electronic benefits transfer. My
tion began to issue the new card, and it but have subsequently withdrawn in amendment would supplement these became clear that the agency simply the interest of completing action on activities.
Smart cards are credit card-sized dehad not understood what Congress in- the underlying bill without unneces- vices
one or more Intetended. The new card looks much like sary delay at this time. This amend- gratedcontaining
circuits. They are information
The Social Security card shall be made of
banknote paper, and (to the maximum exteat practicable) shall be a card which• canot be counterfeited.
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carriers like ATM cards, that can hold
bank account data, school ID numbers,
benefit enrollment status, Social Security numbers and biometric data, such
as photographs. Unlike ATM's, which
give you access to accounts or infornia-

tion, smart cards actually hold the
value of money and information.

I know that some of our colleagues
are concerned about the use of biometric data such as DNA samples, blood
types, or retina scars: My amendment

does not anticipate th& use of these

types of biometric data. But the use of

biometric data has already found its
way into our daily lives. We use credit

cards with photographs and driver's
licences that detail our height, weight
and gender. If we are to reduce document fraud, we must incorporate the
limited use of biometric data. That is
the ozüy way to securely connect a document to an individual.
Setting. aside the merits of n.iy
amendment,. I understand the hesitance
of many Members to embrace innovatechnologies.
authentication
tive
-

While the future is uncertain and
change is difficult, we have to look
ahead. We bad a full debate. on the

issue of the so-caiied national ID card
yesterday. And while I am not now pro-

moting a national ID, nor dAd niy
amendment require the use of biometrics or smart cards, the concerns

similar. My
amendment sought only to ensure the
consideration of these tools in the deraised yesterday are

velopment of the pilot programs.
While n.iy amendment has been withdrawn, I will continue to work toward

broadening the debate on smart cards

and other forms of authentication

tecimology with our Senate colleagues.
In utilizing the most up-to-date techdemonstration
in these
nology
projects, we can ensure that the Presi-

dent wifl have the most efficient and
the most cost-effective alternatives to
scrutiDize. If we take deliberate care to

develop a new identification system,
then we can all benieüt: Anerican
workers can be further protected; Em-

ployers can be relieved of the burden of
sanctions; the jobs magnet will be shut

off; and most importantly, we win be
able to clearly view the beneüts of immigration and dAversity in our society.
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are in the United States. A study by definition of aggravated felon to inour subcommittee staff estimated that
there are about 450,000 criminal aliens
in all parts of our criminal justice systern including Federai and State prisons, local jails. probation, and parole.

clude more crimes punishable by depor-

tation. Second. it prohibits the Attorney General from releasing criminal
aliens from custody. Third. it requires
the Attorney General to deport crimiIncredibly, criminal aliens now ac- nal aliens—with certain exceptions—
count for an afl time high of 25 percent withifl 30 days of the end of the aliens'
prison sentence, and mandates that
of the. Federal prison population.
Under current law, aliens who com- such cthninal aiiens ordered deported
mit aggravated felonies or crimes of by taken into custody pending deporta-

moral turpitude are deportable. But tion. Finally, it gives Federal judges
last year only about 4 percent of the the ability to order deportation of a
estimated total number of criminai criminaa alien at the time of sentencaliens in the United States were deTo be sure, during the floor debate on
ported.. The law is not being enforced in
part because it is too complex with too this bill, many colleagues have exmany levels of appeal. It needs to be pressed sharp differences in how they
wish to go about reforming our immisimplified..
-.
The law is also not being enforced in gration laws. However, it is my hope
.

part because flS does not have its act that ail Senators would agree that detogether. The flS is u.na.ble to even porting and excluding aliens convicted
identify most of the criminal aliens of cothmitting serious crimes ought to
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I rise who clog our State and local jails be- be a top priority. Because fing existtoday to speak in favor of this bill, on fore these criminals are released. back ing laws to accomplish this goal ought
to be an equally high priority, I urge
which Senator SiMPSON and others onto our streets.
have labored so bard and for so long.
As things now stand, many criminal my colleagues to support this bill.
The bill will do much to stem the tidealiens are released on bond by the flS
of illegal inigration into this coun- while.the deportation process is pendtry.
ing. It is not surprising that many sp
Dxring the Judiciary Committee's bond and never show up for their hearmark up of the bill in March, several ings, especiafly in light of the fact that
provisions were added that address the the fl5 makes little effort to locate
problem of ciiinnai aliens in. this them when they do abscond. In 1992.
country. I want to draw my colleague&' alone, nearly 11,000 aliens convicted of.
attention in particular to these provi- serious felonies- failed to show up for
sions, because they significantly their deportation hearings. It is safe to
strengthen the Federal Governient's assume that many of them walk our
ability to deport and exclude aliens streets today:
who have committed serious crimes in
A frustrated flS official described
S4601
our country. Senator .ARABAM pushed the current state of affairs aptly when
for these provisions in committee, and he said of criminal aliens—and i
he is to be commended for that effort. quote—"only the stupid and honest get
I would like to offer a brief historical deported." The others abuse the sysperspective on the nature of the crimi- tem with impunity.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I want to
nal alien crisis, based on my past in- Ironically, criminal aliens who have
thank the chairman and ranking memvestigative and legislative work in this served their time and are fighting their
ber of the Immigration Subcommitarea. Criminal aliens represent a prob- deportation routinely received work
tee—Senators SThIPSON and KENNEDY—
lem of enormous proportions, and a permits from the INS, which allow
for their dedication and commitment
problem, regrettably, that our present them to get jobs while their appeals
to the issue of illegal immigration.
criminal and immigration laws do lit- are pending. One INS deportation offiThey have steered the Senate through
tle to address.
he
a thfflcult process, and we are all apcer
told
the
subcommittee
staff
that
In simplest terms. criminal aliens spends only about 5 percent of his time
preciative of their efforts this time, as
are noncitizens who. commit serious looking for -criminal aliens who have
we have been on numerous occasions
crimes in this country. Currently, absconded, because he must spend most
past.
aliens who commit certain serious felo- of his time processing work permits for
I will vote against final passage of
nies are deportable or excludable. The criminai aliens with pending deportathis
bill. The bill contains much that I
problem is that at present we permit tion proceedings. This is an outrageous
support. I am gratified that the Senate
such aliens to go through two com- situation.
has voted to retain the verification
pletely separate systems—one for their
pilot programs that were adopted as a
Although, our investigation found
crimes, and one for their inigration that
the INS is not adequately respondcompromise in committee. These pilot
status—in a way that invites abuse and ing to
the criminal alien problem, the
programs are essential to combating
creates confusion. The results are dis- INS does
not deserve all the blame.
the job magnet that lures illegal immimal
grants to the United States, and will
At my direction during the previous Congress has made it far too difficult
also make immigration-related job disCongress, the Permanent Subcommit- for the INS and law en.forcement àfficrirnination less likely.
tee on Investigations conducted an in- cials to identify, deport, and exclude
vestigation and held 2 days of hearings criminal aliens.
In response to these problems, I inregarding crmina1 aliens in the United
States. The subcommittee's investiga- troduced legislation last Congress and
one that would simtion found that criminal aliens are a again during this of
sending crinina1
serioiz and growing threat to our pub- plify tlie task
lic safety. They are aiso an expensive aliens home. I am gratified that
.

-

.

problem. Under even the most conserv- through the work of Senator ABE.AflAM
ative of estimates, criminal aliens cost and the Judiciary Cornnuttee, 5. 1664
our criminal justice system hundreds contains some of the provisions in my
legislation, as well as some additional
of millions of dollars each year.
No one, including the flS. kiows for improvements. Among them are the

sure how many criminal aliens there following: First, the bill broadens the
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I' am also gratified th&t the Senate charge. Adoption of these provisions in
passed the Leah,y asylum amendment- the conference will substantiafly unyesterday. This amendment, by pre- prove this legislation.
serving our Nation's commitment to
On the other hand, any illegal immiproviding safe h&ven for victims of per- gration conference agreement should
secution abroad, was a substantial im- not include any provision aflowilig

provement in this legislation, and one States to deiy primary or secondary
th&t corrected one of the major prob- educational assistance to undoculems with this legislation as it came mented aliens. Such a provision, while
out of the Judiciary Committee.
not in the Senate biU, is in the House
Finally, unlike the House immigra- bill. Inclusion of such a provision in
tion bill, the Senate bill does not con- the conference agreement would cause
tain any provision allowing States to maiy of those who support the Senate
deiy undocumented alien ci1dren pri- bill to oppose the conference report.
mary or secondary education. Adoption
We are close to h&ving an illegal unof such an amendment would bave been migration bill we can all be proud of,
an imprudent response to the problem but we are not there yet.
of illegal immigration, and would h&ve
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
cost the Nation far more than it would rise today in support of 5. 1664, the mih&ve saved it.
migration Control and Financial ReDespite the virtues of this leg1a sponsibility Act of 1996. It cannot be
tion, I am compelled to vote against it disputed that our immigration system
because it still suffers from some seri- is currently fraught with serious probous problems—in particular, the provi- lexn, including a flood of illegal immisions of the bill that, serve to deny grants, criminal . aliens, undesirable
legal immigrants Government assist- burdens on public services, and many
ance. While I support the idea of tight- other concerns. These problems weaken
ening. current deeming requirements, our country as a whole, and erode pubthe bill will dey-.legal immigrants as- lic support for basic principles which
sistance th&t will prevent, not encour- are central to our Nation. Americans
age, legal immigrants from receiving are a generous people, but they do not
welfare, such as higher education and like to h&ve their generosity abused. I
job training assistance. The bill makes am pleased that we h&ve confronted
a seve out of the safety net th&t is es- these hard issues with both compassion
sential for the most vulnerable of our •and resolve, and th&t the Senate is now
society—children, pregnant women, givixg consideration to final passage of
and the disabled. Finally, this bill this immigration reform bill.
retroactively expands deeming requireAmong the many notable provisions
ments for those immigrants who are n in this immigration bill are those -dethe country today, without the benefit signed to increase, enforcement of our
of a legaiiy binding affidavit of sup- borders; limit ineligible aliens' public
port. There is no question that spon- benefits; improve deportation procesors should be primarily liable for the dures; and reduce alien smuggling.
well-beixig of the immigrants they There is no serious disagreement over

bring in. At the same time, this bill the pressing need to strengthen our
lacks the flexibility that is necessary if laws against illegal immigration, but
we are to ensure a balanced and fair ap- there has been much debate over the
proach to the issue of immigrants and details of how this can best, be
public assistance.
achieved. I am committed to enacting
I am concerned about much of the this legislation in order to sharply re-

rhetoric about immigrants and public duce the flow of illegal aliens into our
assistance th&t has accompanied this Nation, by ensuring adequate enforcedebate. While we have heard much ment along, our borders, among other
about the pressures immigrants place things..
on our system of public assistance, the
Mr. President, I commend Senator
fact is that the overwhelming majority SIMPsoN for his leadership on immigraof immigrants—over 93 percent—do not tion issues, and particularly on his role
receive welfare, and th&t working-age in bringing this importan legislation
•nomefugee immigrants use Govern-. to this point today. Although we h&ve
ment assistance at the same levels as not agreed on every issue, the commitnative-born Americans. While specific ment and expertise of Senator SIMPSON
programs—in particular, SSI—réceive h&ve been invaluable in moving needed
disproportionate use by immigrants, reform forward.
we should address such problems speImmigration matters are complex
cifically, without cutting off access to and tend to be divisive. It is my belief,
resources that will help immigrants however, th&t illegal immigration is
avoid the welfare dependency th&t con- among the most serious problems con
cerns us all.
fronting our Nation today. We should
Baying set out my objections to the pass this legislation to address these
bill, I hope th&t I will be able to sup- problems, and I urge my colleagues to
port a conference agreement on illegal adopt this measure.
immigration. The House ixnxzig'ration
-

bill has several provisions in the public

assistance area preferable to the Senate bill—in particular, the exemption
from deeming for higher education, and

the limitation on programs th&t can
give rise to deportation as a public
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the majority of the Senate agrees that

problems exist in both areas, then com-

bining legal and illegal reform packages would only have impeded fair and
deliberative treatment'of either issue.
Second, we should be pleased that we

maintained the guts of this bill: The
proposed verification pilot projects.

Those who oppose the pilot projects
have legitiiriate concerns about the accuracy of data, the uses to which that
data is put, and whether it will reafly

Mr. KOfflJ. Mr. President, I rise
today in strong support of our efforts
-

to address the problem of iUegai mimi-

gration. It is shameful and, frankly,

embarrassing that the strongest nation

decrease employment discrimiii.tion
and the employment of illegal .aliens.
But the response to ..these concertis
should not be to throw out the.idea altogether. I am pleased that the Senate
voted to uphold the .reasonable compromise adopted by the corxmiittee.
That is, conduct extensive demonstra-

in the world has had such difficulty tion projects, see if they work and then
controlling its own borders. This bill ask Congress to take a look at the rewill help us mike progress in this cru- suits and decide whether a nationaL
cial area.
verification system is a good idea. If
The admiiistratión has a]ready the verification system is ineffective
begun to make headway. Cómmioner or, worse, civil liberties are comMeissner and the INS have strength- promised, we can 'junk the system. And
ened the Border Patrol and targeted we should. But if pilot projects could

agents and equipment. to the areas with
• the highest number of iUegal entries.
They've improved the asylum proôess,
reducing asylum claims by 57 percent

move us down the road toward a workable approach, one. which stops illegal

legal aliens in 1995.

gation to provide refuge for people le-

aliens from getting jobs, then at the
very least it deserves a try.
.and clearly restoring integrity to the Third, with, regard to the sinwnry
system. And they deported a record exclusion provisions,' we afl agree that
• number of crimft1 and noncrimia il- the United States must uphold its obli-

But with almost 4 million illegal gitmately fleeing persecution. And ob-

aliens residing in this country, we ob- viously the challenge lies in balancing
viously need to do more. Mr. President, our desire to provide a. safe haven with

this legislation is a good start. With the need to protect our borders and

broad bipartisan support, S. 1664 was avoid fraud.
voted out of the Judiciary Committee.
As mentioned earlier, INS has begun
This bill is not perfect and the pro- t. move us toward achieving this balposed reforms not foolproof, but the ance. And the Judiciary Committee
American public has sent a clear mes- added its help by adopting a 1-year
sage. They want us to act against thos pot.-entry time 1iit for filing defenwho break our laws to come here, who sive asylum claims. However, 5. 1664's
take jobs at the expense of hard- provisions establisbing new grounds for
working Americans, and who surrep- the exclusion of irmmgrants.who arrive

titiously benefit from the generous at our borders without proper docu-

safety net provided by our tax dollars. - mentation' and, claim asylum were
We approved a number of good troubling. Senator SiMpsoN's bill would
amendments during the Judiciary have essentially left the determination
Committee markup, as we have done of whether that c1am is credible to a
these past weeks during floor debate. Border Patrol' agent. These changes
We have worked together in a biparti- 'would have placed the tTnited States at
san manner and moved forward, rec- serious risk, of sending' legitimate
ognizing that this issue, is 'too inipor- asylees back to their persecutors. Intant, and this problem too serious, for deed, the tT.N. High Cornrziissioner on
us to have let progress be indefinitely Refugees had told us as much, afl in
delayed by peripheral debates.
the name of solving a problem, that
Mr. President, let me address a num- does not exist. Fortunately, Senator
ber of the contentious issues that arose LEAY'5 amendment 'to remove the
during our debate on this bill.
summary exclusion provisions sucFirst and foremost, I am pleased that ceeded.
we kept separate the illegal, and legal Fourth, the issue of deeming and the
ixnxnigration measures. Simply put, il- related obligations of an inmñgrant
legal and legal immigration are fun- sponsor are extremely complex. Perdarnentally different issues. And Con- suasive arguments can be made on both
gress must not let our common frustra- sides but, overall, this bill's provisions
tion with illegal inmñgrants unfairly strengthening an immigrant sponsor's
color the circumstances of legal imrni- obligations are fair and prudent. It is
grants: The risk of injustice is too reasonable to ask that the sponsor's afgreat.
fidavit of support be legafly enforceMr. President, we put our minds to it able and that deeming extend to more
and effectively debated the provisions public assistance programs. When legal
of 5. 1664, and we can do the same with immigrants come to this country they
regard to the legal immigration bill. If take a vow not to become a public
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charge. And it is the sponsor; not the desire for a better life
that brought Legal immigrants play by
taxpayer, who should foot the bill when millions
.the rules
.of other immigrants to Amer- that this government
a legal immigrant needs help. However, ica, whether
has established.
they came over on the
I must express regret that the Senate
What's more, legal immigrants have an
voted down the Cbafee amenthnent, At Mayflower or if. they cainé to our land overwhe1thg.ly positive
benefit for
in
just
the
past
few
days.
a minimum, the Senate should have enNation.
As Franklin -Delano Roosevelt re- this
sured that illegal aliens are not af- minded
Legal
immigrants
pay nearly 95 perus 1ore than 50 years ago, with
forded more privileges than legal .imcent more in taxes then they receive in
exception of native Americans, benefits,
migrants and approved this proviSion - the
More than 93 percent do not
"All of our people all over the counin the interest of public health,
receive we1jre benefits. In fact, natry. * * * are immigrants or descendFinaily, I am pleased that 5. 1664 intive-born Americans are more likely to
of immjgrats, including even receive
cludes my amendment on the inter- ants
then poor immigrants,
those
who
came
over here on the LegalweLfare
natio matchmakjg business, This Mayflower."
immigrants are not the probamendment launches a study of inter.They play by the rules and they,
Nearly every Senator in this body is - lem,
nationad matchmaking companjes,
don't deserve to have, their benefits or
a
descendant
of
immigrants,
And I be-.
heretofore Unregulated and operating
that we Should provide the same their rights cut,
in the shadows. These companjes may lieve
I am also pleased
opportujtjes
for those who come after cludes the Leahy that this bilj inbe exploiting people in desperate situaamendment, which
us
as
our
forefathers
accorded
to those Prevents barriers from
tions, The study is not aimed. at the who
being placed in
came before us.
men and women who use these busifront of those who seek po1itic
and
However,
while
I
strongly support huanjtaj asylum,
nesses for leg-itina.te companionship,
continued
immigration
to
our
Nation,
Instead, it is avery positive and. mipor- there are proper rules
We niust avoid puttjg those who
and procedures come to our country
tant step toward gathering the infor- to be adhered to. If you
play by the into a position where seeking asylum,
mation we need so that we ca detertheIr political beand follow the laws of our coun- liefs
mine the extent to which these compa- rules
could cause them to face the postry
than
the
opportuijty
to
live
in
rues contribute to the very oub1jng America shot1d
sibility of imprisonment, injury, or
be vailable,
proble of domestic violence against
even death if they return to their
But,
-the
irnmjgrat women and ümnigration America doesopportunity to come to homeland,
not give people the right
marriage fraud.
We must never forget
a nation
Mr. President, my own parents were to enter our Nation illegally. It does that America has and willas
continue
to
not
give
thea
the
right
to
break
the
imrnigrats. There is no doubt that our
seen as a beacon of hope and freeNor does it give conapa.zjes or be
Nation has benefited immensely fromlaw.
dom
for
those
who
businessi the right to hire illegal
are oppressed or
the hai,d work and ambitions of the aliens
We must not shirk our role
and take away jobs from hard- Xfl&ltreated,
generations of legal immigrants that' working
a haven for those fleeing persecuAmerjca who pay their as
have chosen to start new lives in Amer- taxes and play
tion,
by
the
rules,
ica, This bill, by cracking down on file—
Unfortunately, I think, those facts
Let me just say that I commend this have
gal immigration will continue this
sometes been lost in our recent
administration for all it has done in nationad
rich tradition. I commend. the hard curbing
debate on Immigration, They
illegal immigratjoj. Since should always
work and commitment of the manage 1993,
be our core concern
the
Clinton
administration
of the bill, Senators SThIPSON and KENin- when discussing immigration
creased
the
Immigration
reform
NDY.
and Natu- measures,
ralization Servièe budget by 72
percent,
Our current imrnjgratio policies, More
Our Nation was founded on the conthan 1,000 new Border Patrol cept
though not perfect, stand as strong eviof taking in the downtrodden and
agents
have
been
deployed.
dence that the United States is funAddition- persecuted, And throughout
hisally,
more
than
140,000
iLlegal and tory, America' has prospered our
damentaily a generous and compas- crimiij
because
sionate nation. Though we. sometixes since 1993. aliens have been deported we have kept the doors
open for new
differ over the best way to continue
What's more, this administration is immigrants,'
that strong tradition, we all share a
Today, we must continue to rnajntaj
more eligible i igrazits be- our
common desire to stem the tide of ille- helping
obligation to immnigratjon a nacome
citizens.
In
fact,
in
fiscal year tion and as a people. While not as
gal immigration to. this country. With
perfect,
1995
niore
than
half
a million citizen- I believe this bill takes
our minds on the common goal, let us
us in the right
applications were completed.
approve this legislation on behalf of ship
These are substantial gains, but direction toward upholding our conithe American public.
mitmnent to an inclusive
there
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I rise takes is more to be done and this bill sense immigration policy, and commonimportant
steps
in
the.
today to speak in support of this bill tä rection
right diMr. BELMS, Mr. President, the U.S.
curb illegal immigration
Government has a duty to control mThis
legislation
increases
the size of migration, and it is failing miserably,
Since its first days as a nation, the
Unitea States has always been a refuge the Border Patrol. It authors vol- Passage of this bill will
help halt the
for those seeking to escape political untary pilot projects to test improved large migration of
illegals into our
and religious persecutjo America has employee verification system. It forces country,
consistently provided limitless eco- sponsors to take greater responsibility
But, due in part to the service rennomic, political, and social opportui,j.- for the immigrants they bring into the dered by the able Senator
from Wyocountry.
And
it
increases
the
ties for those who come to our Nation
penalties ming (Mr. SIMPSON] on this bill,
5.1664,
and are intent on working hard and im- for alien smuggling and fraud.
"The
Immigration
Control
These are all necessary steps and I cial Responsibility Act and Finanproving their lives and those of their believe
of 1996" the
they are necessary to curb me- Federj Govern_ment
children,
will have meanIt is this inflwc of immigrants from gal immigration in our country. What's ingful tools to discourage
illegal 1mm!more they were strongly influenced by
diverse cultures and distat
gration and better handle illegal aliens
that the bipaztjsa Jordan
has made America a shininglands
Commission
on
in
our
country.
We
example Immigration Reform.
are grateful for the
to the world. That's why millions of
enormous amount of time and experWhile,
I
do
remajn
concerned
about
people across the globe look to the the benefit provisions
tise AL SflpSON has devoted throughin this legisla- out his tenure in the Senate
United Stares as a land of opportuxty. tion,
to the forthere
are
enough
It's why they come to our borders in
positive aspects mulation of a 'workable,
credible immibill to make it worthwj1e.
the hopes of entering our Nation and ofI this
am particu1arly pleased that this gration policy, All of us have benefited
achieving a better life.
Senator SIMPSON's tireless efforts.
It was the promise of the American body decided to defer taking up the from
Mr. President. immigration is an esissue
of
legal
immigration,
It is essenDream that brought my family to this
tial that we do not confuse the two is- pecially important issue to the Amercountry from Ireland. And it was the sues.
ican people, and it is important that
we not forget that ours 1s a nation of
-

.
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immigrants. America bas always had a impact of the bill's rigid enforcement tion does not dramatically reduce curvery generous immigration policy. But of this law were soundly defeated. In rent levels of legal immigration. As I
while it is politically correct in some addition, the bill further forbids re- have consistently said, we should focus
circles to call for an open immigration ceipt of any Federal, State, or local on those who are breaking the rules,
policy—allowing in all who seek adinis- government benefit by noncitizens.
not those who are abiding by thez.
sion—it would be a serious mistake of
Mr. President, it is virtuaLly imposUnfortunately, the bill contains very
judgment to fail to assess the con- sible to estimate the total nu.mber of troubling provisions relating to the essequences of an out-of-control influx of illegal immigrants in our country—in tablishment of a national worker verimzni.grants, legal or illegal.
1983, the Immigration and Nationaliza- ification system that I remain strongly
During the 1985 consideration of im- tion Service estimated that there were opposed to and that. I believe violate
migration reform, some Senators cau- 3.4 million in our country. Some have the principle I have just outlined.
tioned against granting amnesty to the crossed our borders illegally while 0thSome believe that a massive new naillegal aliens pouring across our bor- ers have overstayed their visas and per- tional verification system to verify the
ders. I was among those who stated 'ynits. The National Immigration identity of all U.S. citizens and alien
such an apprehension. It was envi- Forum bas given what is perceived as a residents is a measured response to the
sioned that such amnesty would estab- conservative estimate that the number illegal immigration problem. I could
lish a. dangerous precedent certain to of iflegals in the United States is about not disagree more. flS tells us that
encourage even more illegal immigra- 3.2 million, pushed downward by the less tha 2 percent of the U.S. popution. Another concern in the 1985 de- amnesty of 1987-88 which bas resulted lation is here illegafly. I do not underbate was the potential for an enormous in a 200,000 to 300,000 addition' to Azrieri- stand why some believe it is a measincrease in Federal welfare spending. ca's population each year
ured response to verify the identity of
Both concerns, were valid and both At a time when the Federal Govern- 98 percent of the population—that
have come to pass.
ment is wrestLing with 'its $5 trillion which is residing here legaLly—to root
The National Bureau of Economic debt, it is the responsibility of Con- out the smail percentage that is here
search, Inc., bas compiled statistics gress to find out where the taxpayers' illegally.
showing that from 1984 to 1990, the per- funds are being used. It is our duty to
Moreover, the cost to employers of
centage of welfare benefits distributed take a position on the doling out of the complying with this Federal mandate
to imnigrant households bas risen tazpayers' funds to people not legally and navigating this complex new Fedfrom 9.8 to 13.8 percent. There is no in- in our country and aliens who should eral bureaucracy cannot be underdication that the percentage will de- not be in line for welfare benefits.
stated. Will employers be required to
crease in the years ahead.
As of Tuesday, April 30, the debt buy expensive computers and the necThe abuse in the Supplemental Secu- stood •at $5,102,048,827,234.22, meaning essai'y. software so they can cornmurity Income Program alone is startling, that every man, woman, and child in nicate with a Federal bureaucrat in
According to the Congressional Budget our Nation owes $19,271.23 ona per cap- Washington, DC?
Office, 25 percent of the growth in SSI ita basis.
I do not understand how some of the
between 1993 and 1996 is due to immiMr. President, the bill before the same Senators, who so vocaily supgrats—an astounding number because Senate tightens the. enforcement and porte regulatory relief for small busiof the percentage of immigrants among improves the effectiveness of our rnrni- nesses last year can be so enthusiastic
SSI recipients—2.9 percent of the gen- gration law by: First, adding additional about passing yet another Federal
eral population are immigrants and 29 Border Patrol and investigative person- mandate and more Federal paperwork
percent of the SSI-aged beneficiaries nel; second, creating additional deten- onto our Nations employers.
are immigrants.
tion facilities; third, increasthg pen- Finaiiy, I joined the Senators from
Thousands of North Carolinianz, and alties for alien smuggling and docu- Michigan, Senator ABRAB, and Ohio,

others across the Nation, have con- ment fraud; fourth, refornung asylum, Senator DEWDE, in a bipartisan attacted me to describe their problems exclusion and deportation law and pro- tempt to remove the bin's new and onwith the current U.S. immigration sys- cedures; and fifth, by ending distribu- erous requirements relating to birth
tern. Most often, citizens express dis- tion of welfare to noncitizens:
certificates and driver's license.
gust at the numbers of noncitizens reI support this measure because it will
5. 1664 would mark an unprecedented
ceiving welfare benefits aimost from make it more difficult for immigrants Federal preemption of every State's
the day they slip over the borders into to enter this country illegally. This is right to fashion and' issue their birth
the United States.
a bold step to protect the rights and certificates and driver's license Under
Mr. President, it is impossible to sug- best interests of citizens of the United this bill, local and State agencies must
gest 'to my fellow North Carolinians StatesL
comply with federally mandated regu'

,

.

'

,

that there is- any' wisdom or common
Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr President, I rise lations relating'to the composition and
sense to an 2mnigration policy that al- to explain my opposition to 5. 1664, the issuance of these identification doculows ,noncitizens to receive welfare illegal immigration bill approved by ments. I oppose the federalization of
checks or any other Federal benefits the full Senate today.
these. documents, and am gravely conand' services. Sponsors of this bill
There 'are several provisions in the cerned that such an act puts us'squa.reagreed. The bill correctly c1anges the bill that I strongly support and that I ly on the road to having some' sort of
current system which aliens can sign believe will significantly improve our, national E) card.
up for a long list of welfare benefits in- ability to curb - illegal immigration.
Moreover, the bill does not contain.
cluding Aid to Faxnilies With Depend- 'For example, providing additional per- one word about how the States and
ant Children, Supplemental Security somiel and resources to the Border Pa- local 'governments are to pay 'for these
Income, and food stamps With• men- trol marks an unprecedented effort to changes.' Again, this provision stands
tion seldom, if ever made, of the U.S. provide law enforcement agencies with in direct contradiction to one of the
law these aliens are violating—a law 'the tools to maintain the integrity of 104th Congress' few -bipartisan sucwhich clearly states that nobody may our border. And the tough new pen- cesses—the enactment of unfunded
immigrate to the United States with- alties authored by the' Senator from mandates legislation. These provisions
out demonstrating that he or she is not Michigan, Senator ABRARM, and my- represent an enormous unfunded man"likely at any time'to become a public self for those who come here legally date, and is precisely why they are opcharge."
Hard-working
tazpayers and fail to depart when their visas ex- posed by the National Conference of
should not be required to shell out' pire is the first time ever anyone bas State Legislatures and the National
'

funds to aliens who have broken the proposed cracking down on the visa Association of Counties.
promise they made when entering the overstayer problem—a problem, that
Mr. President, I do want to take a
country.
represents up to one-half of our' illegal moment to commend the senior SenNorth Carolinians will be relieved to immigration problems.
ator from Wyoming, Senator SIMPSON,
learn that many attempts—through In addition, I am also pleased that we and the senior Senator from Massachuthe amending process—to lessen the were able to ensure that this legisla- setts, Senator KENNEDY. They have
'

.-

,
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taken on a tremendously difficult task

and they are to be recognized for their
hard work and dedication to reforming
our immigration laws.

I do regret that I have some fun-

damental diágreements over how we
should go about reforming those laws,

but I look forward to working with my
colleagues to modify these provisions

during the duration of the legislative
process so as to .minimalize the bill's

impact on our Nation's employers,
workers, legal immigrants and State
and local governments.
I yield the floor.
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discrmijnate on the basis of race or national origin.
Under current law, an employer may
not request any documents in addition
to those contajned on a prescribed list
of documents when verifying an employee's eligibility to work. At the

May 2, 1996
Lazarus, America still lif her "lamp

beside the Golden Door' for legal immigrants. With this bill, however, we
are now moving to put a new padlock
on the back door to keep out those who
seek to violate our laws against illegal
immigration.

same time, employers fearing sanc- Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, as we contions for hiring an illegal alien often
this legislation, I ask my colfeel compelled to request additional sider
leagues
to focus on this fact: According
documents from individuals, especiafly to the Immigration and Naturalization
when they have constructive knowl- Service, there are approximately 4
miledge that an individual is not author- lion illegal immigrants permanently
ized to work.
in this country today, and
I undeitad that some have ex- residing
that number grows by an estimated
pressed concern_s that changing the law 300,000 each and every year. Clearly,
could make it more difficult to prove such numbers should be a siren

discrimination in document abuse
cases. However, cases decided before
current lw was enacted show that our
immigration laws protect against such
discrimination even without a harsh

strict liability staj2dard. Thus, I believe this change in the law strikes a
proper balance between the need to
protect agaulst discrimination and the
need not to punish employer's who rea-

sonably suspect that an employee or

applicant is not authorized to work.
Again, I commend the Senate Judiciary- Committee on their excellent work

in crafting this immigration reform

this Congress.

song to

That is why I will support this final,
amended version of 5. 1664, the Immigration Control and Financial Responsibiiity Act. It is, in my opinion, a
positive step in our overall effort to
improve our Nation's inunigration
policies. The bill makes much-needed
and substantive reforms iii the current
law. by focusing on the problem of illegal immigration without unfairly punishing law-abiding employers and those
who come to this country and play by
the ruies.

This bill concentrates on better enlegislation.:
forcement,
both at our borders and in
Mr. SMETH. Mr. President, I rise in dealing with those who overstay their
strong support of H.R. 2202, the Iinxni- visa, by increasing the number of Borgratjon Control and Financial Respon- der, Patrol agents and investigative
sibility Act of 1996.
over the next 5 fiscái years.
It has been said before, but it bears personnel
It provides for 4,700 new Border Patrol
repeating that as a nation we must agents, a total increase of 90 percent
close the back door to illegal immigra- above current levels. It authorizes the
tion if the front door of legal immigra-

tion is to remain open. This landmark
legislation represents a major step toward that goal.
Mr. President, as passed by the Senate, H.R. 2202 significantly augments

hiring of 300 full-time INS investigators who will concentrate on alien
Smuggling and enforcing employer
sanctions. And it authorizes 300 new
INS officers to investigate aliens who
entered legafly on a temporary visa,
but have overstayed that visa and are
now in the United States illegally.
This bill also works to streamline
current exclusion and deportation

the Nation's Border Patrol.. The bill
also provides the Department of Juswith important new legal tools to
Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I ap- tice
fight
smuggling and document
plaud the bard work of the Senate Ju- fraud.alien
In
addition,
H.R. 2202 enhances processes for anyone attempting to
diciary: Comimittee on this imxnjgra- the ability of the Justice
Department enterthe limited States without proper
tion reform legislation. This bill con- to secure the prompt deportation
of documentation, or with false docutains many important provisions that criminal aliens.
mentation. No longer will such individwill help stem the rising tide of illegal
important, H.R. 02 protects uals be able to stay on indefinitely
.inmñgration to the limited States and theEquaily
by taking numerous while their case is endlessly adjureduce the costs to taxpayers from any stepstaxpayers
to assure that legai inmiigrants dicated. While genuine
refugees are
continued illegaI immigration.
to the United States to work, not still offered important protections,
I take this opportuty to emphasize come
to go on welfare.
abuse of the system will be largely
that I voted against an amendment ofThe one major provision of H.R. 2202 tailed through a new system whichcuralfered by Senator LEA.HY that would with
which I disagree is the
that lows specially tra.ied asylum officers
have stricken summary exclusion pro- establishes pilot programs forone
various at ports-of entry to deterrme if refuvisions from this bill and the recently systems to verify the employment
eli- gee seekers have a credible fear of
passed antiterrorism bill because we gibility of new workers. Some have
permust curtail asylum abuse in order to called this part of this bill the begin- secution. If they do, then they can go
fully address our Nation's serious prob- ning of an eventual "national identi- through the normal process of estabtheir claim. But if they cannot
lem of illegal immigration.
system" or "national identi- lishing
establish a proper claim, then the new
I aiso want to address a provision in fication
fication.
card."
I
share
this
concern. provisions in this bill will prevent
the immigration bill th&t wouid allow During the Senate's consideration
of them from simply being released into
an employer to ask an employee or po- this illegal immigration bill, therefore,
tential employee for additional docu- I voted to support the Abraham- the streets.
Mr. President, 5. 1664 also contains
mentation to establish the employee's Feingold amendment to strike the naauthorization to work. This provision tional identification pilot programs new laxiguage that will effectively deal
with criminaj aliens. For those individcreates an intent stada.rd which pro- provisions from the legislation.
ua2s who come to this country and
vides th&t an employer does not violate
On baiance, though, H.R. 2202 is a commit crimes—and there are an estifair labor standards in requesting addi- strong
bill.
It
will
strike
a
powerfui
tional documentation from an em- blow against illegal immigration. In mated 450,000 such criminaj aliens in
our jails and at large throughout the
ployee unless the employer intended
.

to the majestic words of the poet rnrn
Nation—there are tough new provisions
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ix this bill that will keep them off our
streets ad deport them more quickly.
For example, under this bill, criminal
aliens will no longer have the luxury of
deciding whether they will serve their
sentence i this couutry or their home
country. On the contrary, this bill allows for the renegotiation of prisoner-

transfer treaties that w1l take .away:
that decision from the crinijnal alien.
Ix addition, this bill places new restrctions—muchneej restrictions—
on the use of welfare by imi1graits.

The verification systems that will be
tested in -these demonstration projects
will be required to reEably determine
whether the person applying for employment is actually eligible to work,
and whether or not such individual is
an imposter fraidulently claL-ning another person's identity. Under the
terms of the Simpson-Kennedy amendment, any system tested would be required to reliably verify employment
authorization within. 5 business days,
and do soin 99 percent of all inquiries.
The systems must also provide an accessible and reli&ble process for authorized workers to examine the con-

For the first time, self-sufficiency will
be the watchword for those coniig to
the United States. By 1raking noncitizens ineligible for Federal mea-test- tents of their records and correct
ered programs, and by "deeming" a sponwithin 10 business days. And any
sor's income attributable to an iinmi- rors
grant, he American .taxpayer will no identification documents used in these
demonstra,tion projects must be resistlonger be financially responsible for ant
to tampering aid counterfeiting.
new arrvais.
President, as I noted at the start
Mr. President, currently, individuals ofMr.
my comments, I believe 5. 1664 is a
who sponsor an immigrant's entry into good
with many toxgh provisions.
the United States must pledge finan- I mybill,
opinio,
this legislation will
cia1 support for that immigrant by
signg an affidavit. But those affida- make. sig.ificant strides toward reduc-
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ward Bakajzatio of America

i11to

ethflic eflclaves is a slippage wc need to

take positive steps to curtail.
The extreme result of Ba1kanjzatioz

of course is the ethnic bloodshed we
have, witnessed in the former Yugo-

slavia. When we think of irnmigratioxi
in AInerca. I believe most of us draw
a image of America as a metixg pot
where ethnic dIfferene are subordinated for the benèflt of the greater
whole. Recent evidence throws thi.s imagery into some question. The process
of assizjlatjon into a conmion lan-

guage and belief systeni, and sha-ed
values, is no longer ocurrjng as it has
in the past with the waves of new unmigrants now washing itto our country. Rather than melting into one people. we seem to fragnent and separate
in warring grcups.

• The recent history of immigration
into America shows that it is gvered
by, first, the laws which we irfte, azid

second, the impiementton of those
laws. Obviously when we write
ng
the
number
of
illegal
ixnigrants
vits, a it tirxs out, are not legally in the United States. and in helping
law, we must then look to our ow e-

binding, and therefore not enforceable. lift the financial burden for these to ployment needs, to the effects on our
peoCcnseqiently, they axe simply not
from the shoulders of the American welfare ro-lL, ad to the impacts on the
worth the paper they are printed on. ple
resources we dedicate to cur schoo!z
tnder this bill, though, the sponsor's taxpayer.
and health systeni as we proceed. W
At
the
sane
time,
however,
I
am
disaffidavit of s.ipnort will be a legafly appointed that the Senate did not
obviouzly have an obligation to put ozr
see
binding document, thereby creating a fit to address the entire issue of immi- own people. their statdard of living,
legal claim that the Federal Governboth illegal and legal. I do not azid their opportujtjes for educati,
ment or any State governet can gration,
believe,
as I know some do, that the is- employment and health first. Sc we
seek to enforce. Moreover, the affidavit sues neatly
separate into distinct mat.- here in Congress must take responsibilremains enforceable against the spon- ters. I do• not
believe, as some appar- ity for the effect of the ±m1igratzox)
sor until the immigrant becomes a -nat- ently do, that we can have a coherent,
laws which we wrfte o the contim
uralized citizen, or has worked 40 quali- integrated policy in this area when
health of our Nation. We cannot shirk
we
fying quartersizi this couutry.
or shift this respnsibjljty.
choose
-to
ignore
necessary
reforns
in
Mr. President, each of the provisions legal immigration..
The American people tell us in cozthat I have noted are, I believe, good
President, I believe that the time viucing polls, some 70 percetit. tha
provisions. Each wjfl be effective in is Mr.
way overdue for all of us to take a they think we are taking In more imcombating the problem of illegal immi- fresh, cold, hard look' at our
na- migrants_legal and illegal—than we
gration. But on their own, these re- tional immigration policy andtotai
im- can properly absorb and assimilate.
forms cannot stem the root of the prob- pact on our society. It is clearits
lem. They cannot get at the underlying that such an evaluation is badly to me• The L'riznigration Act cf 1965 apparneeded ently triggered huge inrea.ses in imtcause for why the United States 'has and that a new consensus about
the gration, and not necessarily by desigfl.
such a large illegal alien population, kind of immigration policies
we need Various estimates, including those of
now estixn&ted by the INS at some 4 to enhance our particular goals
must the INS, project an average of well over
million persons.
formthted by the Congress. It 1 million immigrants per year, both
On the contrary, the only way to ef- be
indisputable to me that any na- legal, and illegal, will settle in the
fectively halt the flow of illegal immi- seems
tion's
overall
immigration policy must United States in the current decade,
grants into the United States is to first and foremost
seek to enhance the with no subsidence of that flood th
take away the biggest magiet of all: survivai and integrity
that nation's sight unless we in the Congress take
the magnet of jobs. Pure and simple, culture as a whole by of
encouraging a action to do something about it.
we must do more to deny jobs to those broad consensus and shared
To really get to the heart of the
who are in the country unlawfully than Simply put, our Nation must beliefs.
its problem, we have to be willing to ex—
we are presently doing. And I believe own citizens' concerns above theput
that the most realistic way to turn off able goal of helping people from laud- amine and debate the newly developing
other demographic dynamics among all
the jobs magnet Is through the new
We must consider our own na- tural and ethnic groups including culdeworker verification system provided nations.
tional priorities and the needs of our• veloping trends in regional and urban
for in this bill.
citizens first.
concentration, and our own national
This provision, jointly crafted by own
As Alexander Hamilton said on Janu- racia1 'mix on a basis which is disSenators SmfPSON and KENNEDY, will ary
12, 1802, '.The safety of a republic passionate, fair and not prejudicial.
require the President, acting thrGugh depends
essentially on the energy of a Perhaps this is difficult for many, but
the Justice Department, to conduct
common
on a uni- we cannot treat such practiàal analysis
severa1 local or regional pilot programs formity offlationaI.'sentiment;
and habits; on the as taboo because a changing cultural
over the next 3 years to test new and exemptionprinciples
of.the citizens from foreign mix in a locality, a city, a State or a
better ways of• verifying employment bias, and prejudjce;and
on the love of region can have profound social, ecoeligibility. These pilot - programs will country which will aimost
invariably nom.ic, and .political consequences on
test the feasibility of• implementing be found to be closely connected
with us. au which cannot be ignored. For. inelectronic or telephonic verification birth, education and family."
stance, should we not be looking at the
systems that will reduce employment
But what we are beginning to see in particular
impacts of immigration in
of illegal immigrants, while at the our
country
is
the
fragmentation
of
same time protecting the privacy of all peoples into groups who tend to put the specific geographjc cocentrat1ons ad
Americans.
an effort to reduce the possibiligroup above the Nation. This trend to- make
ties of Balkanjzation and the ceat-io1i
-
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of enclaves? There is already some doc- filled by Americans. allowing us to hire tion. As the 1994 U.S. Comrnision on
umentation of demographic move- the best and the brightest in the inter- Immigration Reform. chaired by the

ments of some ethnic groups away national labor market so Americans late Barbara Jordai, stated in its re-

• from, and in reaction to. such enclaves. can remain competitive in the world port on page 1. "we disagree rith those
We need to take steps to better under- economy. But instead of protecting who would label efforts to control imstand the demographic shifts that are American workers' jobs and wages, the migration as being inherently ant-imoccurring in our country and the con- real result has been to simply displace migrant. Rather, it is both a right and
sequent economic and political results qualified American workers for essen- a responsibility of a democratic society
of those shifting tides.
tially middle level jobs, and the Labor
maiage immigration so that it
There is one area of abuse which Department report recommends the to
serves
the nationai interest."
starkly highlights the need for thor- programs be abolished.
As the Jorda.xi Commission pointed
ough dispassionate review of certain Fourth, there is solid evidence that out,
need to address legal imniigrapractices which have reached near ri- some immigrants come to the TJmted tion we
as
well
as illegal. and we need to
thciJous proportions. It is time we re- States to participate in the welfare install an enforcement
system that
exa.mined our policy of rewarding fam- state. or do so because of a failure to makes it far harder to overstay
visas. I
ily preferences automatically to the find a job in their own land. This bill, hope we can get a time certain tochildren of illegal-immigrant mothers. 5. 1664, attempts to address this issue sder 5. 1665, on legal immigration conThe practice of coming to the TJmted through strict, new, deportation rules find a way to engage the other bodyand
on
States, illegally, solely to have a child aimed at any immigrant that becomes that matter.
which is then automatically an Amer- a "public charge," and I commend the
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President. we are
ican citizen with right to preference in committee for that initiative. How- ready
bringing in other family members has ever, these new public charge regula- order. to proceed with the reg-'.ilar
reached epidemic proportions in Cail- tions will have no affect unless we agvoTE o
No. 3, AS AMENDED
foria particularly. Most of the births, gressively work to actui1y deport such
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
according to the Los Angeles Times of individuals. Implementation of similar
January 6. 1992. in Los Angeles County legai provisions in the past has been question now occurs on the underlying
are reported to have been of this vari- disappointing, and a renewed attempt amenthent as amended.
Mr. SIMPSON. I thank the Chair.
ety. Something. is clearly wrong with is clearly needed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
our policy in this regard and I support The pattern of immigration since
1965 has unfortunately shifted to less be no further debate, the question is on
addressing the problem.
One fundamental issue which ought skilled workers than was the case in agreeing to the amendment.
to be discussed is the primacy of our earlier decades and. in the 1980's a The amendment (No. 3743), as amendnational language. There is nothing large majority• of immigrants came ed, was agreed to.
more fundamental to an integrated from the developing world; particularly The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

state and culture than a common language. The trend toward bilingualism
in some areas. I contend. may not be
productive at all, but instead may simply delay the mastering of. English for
many immigrants. Any policy or law
which encourages the use of other languages at the expense of learning Eng-

lish natuzafly erodes our traditional
national identity i a most direct and

important way. Requiring education to
be in English is the best way I know of
to keep the melting pot melting.

Second, we seem to have shifted

-

Latin Anierica and Asia. Surely it question is on the engrossment and
should not be taboo to consider wheth- third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
er the great numbers of developing
world cultural groups can actai1y pro- for a third reading, and was read the
vide the skills needed for the current third time.

U.S. job market. Are these prevalent
immigrant groups going to strengthen
CLOTURE MOTION
our Nation with their skills or weaken
it because of their needs? That should
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clobe the question we ask when we write ture motion having been presented
such law. The wave of immigrants is under rule XXU, the Chair directs the
arriviiag as a result of policy we write clerk to read the motion.
in the Congress and. therefore, I sugThe legislative clerk read as follows:
gest we are obliged to commission onCLoTURE MOTION
going evaluations of the process and We. the undersigned Senators, i accord-

away from employment-oriented ixnmigration. designed to fill particular gaps success of immigrant assimilation into ance with the provisions of rule
of the
in our work force, and gravitated in- American society. Any ethnic and na- Standing Rules of the Senate, do hereby
stea4 to an emphasis on family reunifi- tioai mix caused by our imñgration move tQ bring to a close debate on Calendar
cation. The Judiciary Committee has laws should be the result of conscious. No. 361. S. 1664. the illegal immigration bill:
Bob Do]e. Alan Sixnon. Craig Thomas,
debated the numbers allowed for fam- deliberate policy embodied in the laws
Eank BrowD, R.F. Bennett, Dirk
iy reunification, but I would question• we consider here on this •floo±, not of
•

Xempthorne, Judd Gregg, Bob Smith,
Trent Lott, Jon Kyl, Rod Grams. Fred
Thompson, John Azhcroft. Bill Frist,

the emphasis. on this priority above accident or politics or a disinclination

employment tests for potential iti- to take on sensitive groups or issues.

zens. It seems to me to be siiriple com-

Fina]ly, I suggest we need to be con-

mon sense to encourage immigration sistent in our approach to the growing
to the Ul2ited States among applicants and complex problems associated with
who can help the United States meet immigration. We cannot complain
certain needs that might strengthen about the changing ethnic mix of imour workforce and help us be better migrants, on the one hand, and then
able to compete in a global economy.
exploit such people for cheap labor, on
Thi±d, even when we review those the other. We need to assume responemployment-oriented visa programs sibility for the results of our immigrawhich are now on the. books, we find tion policies; evaluate them on an onthem to be wrongly implemented. The going basis, and take the legislative
Labor Department Inspector General steps to change what we do not favor.
has recently found two key prograirzs, Let us for once attempt to remove bythe Permanent Labor Certification pocrisy and political correctness from
[PLC]. progra.m ad the Temporary this issue, and face the realities
Labor Condition Application [LCA] s€uarely and responsibly. If we feel the.
program to be approaching a "sham." ethnic mix is becoming unbalanced and
These programs, allow-jug a combined the number of immigrants is too high.
ceiling of some 200,000 worker entry ror the sake of our survival as a Navisas per year, were designed to bring tion, we must take the difficult but
in workers for jobs that could not be necessary steps to correct the situa-

Oirin Hatch, Chuck Grassley.

VOTE

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is, Is it the sense of the Sen-

ate th2.t debate on the bill (5. 1664)

shall be brought to a close? The yeas
are automatic.
The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk cafled
the roll.
The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 100.
nays 0, as follows:
•

[ftbUcail Vote No. 107 Leg.)
YEAS—100
•

.kaka
Ahcroft
Baucs

Renett

Bngamar

Brown

Bond
Boxer

Bumpe.-s

Burns
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CanpbeI
Cafee

Hatch

coraa

oWngs
atchizon

.

Coverelj

iuou'e

D'Aato

Johnston

Dodd
Dole

Itexflthore

.

Domeic

Kennedy

Ford

5teves

Lieb.ra

Thomas

Lott

Gorton

Tompon

Lgar
•

Inhofe
Inouye

Jefrorth
. Jobnsto

•

Thurmond

Mack
McCajn
• McConiefl

•

'

Waxe

Leahy

•

Sarbaes
5e1by

bun. he should have sainthood. Back in
Cody, WY, I told him, I have an issue of

5ipscn

Lug'

5nowe

5pecter

MeCan
McConeU
M1ru1sk

-

I must also thank my staff. My staff
includes Dick Day—the "Reverefld"
Day, I call him. He is not a Reverend,

Santo
Smith.

Macic

Hefljn
Ee!ms

5pecter

Rockefeller'
Roth
•

Lott

liatfield

Ho]flgs

Reid
Robb

Lieberan

Ha'
Hatch
. .Hutchson

P7Qr

Lateuberg

5teves
Thoma.s

Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
Welistone

Mcseley-B
MoyThan
Mnrkowskj

Murr

Wyden

Nickies

•

Nun

NAYS—3

Weflstone

FengoId

5ion
The bill .(H.R. 2202), as amended, was
Gregg
passed.
The PREsrnnJG OFFICER. On this
(The text of H.R. 2202 wll.be printed
vote, the yeas are 100, the nays are 0. in a future edition of the RECOP.D.)
G.aIey

Wyde

S461!

friendship, Serving as the assistant Republican leader—4jjs asssta—for 10
years was one of my greatest honors
and privileges.

Pressler

Levn

Gregg

Snowe

Levin

GIe

Gzs

GrasIe-

Smith

Lautenberg
Leaky

Feinste

Gra

5!mpson

KY!

Felngold

Glenn
Gorton

'

Kohl

FareJoth

Frlst

5helby

PeU

Zezmedy
Xexrey
Kerry
Kohl
Kyl

Ford

Sarbanes
.

Ia&ebaw

Kempthore

•

Fe&steth

.

Kerry

Excn

Facloth

Satorwn

Xerey

Dcrg

Gzs

'

• assebai

DeW

Exon

Reid
Robb
Rockefefler

Jeffozds

Dasc1e

Qr3iam
Granm

'

Inhofe

c.-a

ga

Murray
Nickles
Nuzn
Pell
Pressler
Pryor

Helms

•
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Mrkowskj

Ratje1d

coa

Cochran
coben

Moyiba.

Gra1am

disaster, one filled with gi1t and racism, and I will be ca]Jed everything in
the book, but I need somebody to. move
toWashington to help me azid 1o'e me
and help me along. Well,, he did that.
He.has lost &poundz withiz the last 13
days. .1 want to. tha Charles Wood,
• who was been with me via Harvard and
Berkeley and who is willing to hang in
there, late at night;'Jo.n Ratigan, who

has come tomysta from' the State.

Department with his.-wealth of kow1edge; John Knepper, a. wofldezuJbright young man from -Wyoming, a
very able person to assist me i these
Teef of the Senators duly cho- • Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I matters; Trudy Settles ha.s been a wonderfuj addition to our-staff; and I must
sen and sworn hzving voted in the af- move to reconsider the vote.
uinnative, the motion. is agreed to.
Mr. STheIPSO I move to. lay that also thank Kristel •DeMay, Maureec
McCafferty, and Uz Ah.'fl2.d—sojfle
Under the previous order, the Senate motion on the table.
will, proceed to the immediate considThe motion to lay on the table was our marvelous' interns at the Subcomznjte on Immigration, I also want
eration of ER. 2202. The cierk will re- agreed to.
to thank TED KNI)y's staff, includport.
Pitczx ON TBE c.im—s. 16&
The legislative clerk read as follows:
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, I ask ing Michael Myers; he -and Dick Day
A bill (H.B. O2) to an2end the immjgra- unanimous consent that 5. 1664 be work together without any kind of partisanship or things.that set-them apart
tio ad Nationa'ity Act to ünprove. deter- placed back on the caieda.r,
rence of illegal immigration to the United
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without n that way. Then there are Patty
States by iflcreasing border patrol and inves- objection, it s so ordered.
First, Bill Fleming, Ron Weich, and
tigative persoEnei, by increasing penafties
Tom Perez_.:-ajl of whom have been a
(Mr.
or aliefl srnugling ad for docuznet fraud, Chair.) FAIRCLO aSSumed the great help in movirg this bili throngh
by reforming exclusion and deportatjo law
Mr. SflVIPSON, Mr. President, I will the Senate, There have also been so
and prccedrs, by mprovg the verifjcato system for eligibility for emplcymet. not be overly, long. I just want to take Inan,y staff br so many Senators who
and tbrough other measures, to reform the a few minutes to thank my colleagues, have worked so thligently on this issue,
I must say that we have completed 51
legal immigration system and facilitate This bill is the cu1minatio of 17 years
legal entries itQ the United States, ad for of work. It is interesting- for me, as hours and 45 nz.nutes on this piece of
other Purposes.
Senator TEn KDy and I were both legislation over 8 days—although that
The Senate proceeded to considerthe o the Select Corninssjon on Imznigra- 51 hours 45 minutes would have been
biB.
tion and Refugee Policy .17 years ago. considerably shortened withcut the
The PRESJDflJG OFFICER. Under With thisbjll, we.have brought to fru- minimum .wage activjtes: of Senator
the previous order, all after the enact- ition most of the things that Father KENNETJY, Nevertheless he may' have
ng clause will be stricken, and the Ted Hesburgh and that commission actually saved us a great deal of trne
text of 5. 1664, as amended; is inserted suggested to us then, We have aiso because when we went'jto the coture,
in lieu thereof.
-taken welcome direction from the TJ.S. with its parliamentary limitatoji of
The question is on the engrossment Commission on Imiigration Reform, gerInaneess, we were saved a great
of the aefldment aud third reading of and the late Baxbara Jordan, who deal of time on some very controverthe bill.
chaired that body. I think with what sial arnen tents I do not want to give
The amendnient was ordered to be we have -done in 'this bill, the rec- him too much credit, though, becae I
we will be trying to undo him
engrossed, and the bill to be read a onmendatio of those Comrnjssjo.. in a sure
hours.
third time.
instead of reaing as studies which Dofew
not -go home and analyze the
stayed o the shelf—have become votes of
The bill was read a third time.
each. Senator, though, because
The PRE5fl)fl,G OFFICER: The bill 'sweeping measures to control illegal
you
will
never be able to explain t'1em.
hv1ng been read 'the third time, the irnmigraton. This bill is truly sweep- Every Senator's
staff is wofldering why
question is, Shail. the bill pass? The ing.
voted this way or that. This immiI want to thank TED KENrjy, Sen- he
yeas and nays have been ordered, The
issue is. about America, ard
clerk will call the roll.
ator KDy has worked with me ad gration
is about conflict and resoluhas helped me over quite a few hu.rdles. America
The legislative clerk called the roll.
tio, It is debate about these issue that
The result wa anhiounced—yeas 97, He chaired the Stbcomnijttee on Imz- pi1l
tear at our hearts, and that is
nays 3, as follows:
gration before I came to the Senate. whatand
makes us the couiitrv we are—the
After
the
Republicans
became
(Rollcafl Vote No. 108 Leg.)
the mamagjfjcent country c.t this
jority party in 1980, I chaired it, There most
YEAS—97
bright earth,
were
times
when
we
disagreed,
but
we
Abra,axn
This debate is the. essence of AmerBreazx
Cohen
were never disagreeable. He is a very ica—-passjon,
Ivwn
Coz4
cofltroversy, all
Bryan
sPecial friend and a remarkable legisla- the rest of it. conflict,
coverden
It
has
been
Bacus
an exceedBuipers
Cr3.ig
tor of the first order.
ingly pleasant experience. I rnean that.
Bizrs
Dmato
I
also
want
to
thazik
Senator
BOB
Byrd
love the work. I wish Senator
Dasce
DOLE, who has consistently arranged so INEDY
Cmpbefl
DeWIpe
well as he proceeds forward
B.nd
Chafee
that
we
could
go
forward
with
Dodd
this im- it in the years to come. I will bewith
Boxer
Coats
oie
portant legislation. I personally appre- servftg from my future teaching obEraey
Doiic
post
Mikulskt

,

.

.

.

-

-

-

-

•

.

-

K-

ciate not o1y his 1eadrshjp, but hi at Harvarã,

being

assured that

is
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doing it correctly. I thank my cOl- again, to deal with something, which is
Senator HATCH, who is chafrmnan of
leagues. I thank those on the floor. I o very important concern to all Amer- our
Judiciary Committee, has long

thank my former co-asSistant leader.
Senator FORD. He helps me when he
ca and vexes me whenever he has the
opportunity. Yet, I had come to enjoy
him thoroughly in my work when we
served together as assistant leaders of
our parties. He did not care what I did,
as long as we did ot do anything with
the motor voter law. That was easy to
accomplish.

DAVID PRYOR, who sits here, is a
friend who came with me to thi3 place.

BILL BP.ADLEY and I iave a great
friendship, and we will go on and do
other things, and while the rest of you
will be here to do the work. As I look
around the Chanber—I do not intend
to address all the Members here, but I

icans, and that is the whole question of
the illegais that come, to this country.
This legislation, I think, will be extremely important and, I believe, effec-

been involved in the human side of immigration and has handied lengthy and
contentious markups with fairness. We
had very extensive markups with broad

tive in stemming the tide of illegals, attendance—virtuafly unanimbus atnot just because of the expansion of the tendance—and he presided over them
border patrols, although that will have with fairness;
some effect, ad not just because of the
Senator GRRM, who has presented
increased penalties in srnaggling, as all the
case for a safety net for legal imthat will have an effect; it will have an
Important impact in helpiig Arnericat migrants and the need to avoid the unworkers get jobs and be able to hold funded mandates, as well as Senator
them and have the ethanced oppor- CRAFEE and Senator LEAKY on those issues of asylum. That has been a matter
tunity for employment.
That, I think, is very, very important of particular iflterest and concern to
as well. But nost of all I want to pay him. Ee has been very effective on this
my respects to Seflator SIMPSON for his bill cn that.
dedication and focus on this issue. If Finally, I want to mention Michael

see my colleague from Montana., who is this issue had come up over a year ago, Myers, who has been of such value• ad
a very special, wonderful and earthy after the 1994 campaign, when the help, I believe, tCfr the Senate and to the
ffiend. Then there is BOB DOLE, who is, flames of distrust and anger were being • country, as our other staff have, with
I think, a. most remarkable leader for fanned in maiy parts of the country, Democrats and Republicans, I think all
this body—and perhaps other places, we would not have had this legislation. of us pexhaps—maybe there are those; .1
too.
It has only been because of the exhau.c do not—but there are those who underMr. KEINEDY. Mr. President, the tive time that the Senator has taken estimate the power of good will and invote that was just taken, 97 to 3, I with each and every Member, Repub- telligence of those who provide such as-

thixik, says it all. The U.S. Senate has lican and Democrat, in the Judiciary
been deb&ting this issue for 8 days. It Committee and talking to each of the
has been closely divided on a number of various groups that have a particular
different issues. But I feel that most of interest that we have gotten to this
the Members, or virtually all of the point, and his willingness to listen to
Members, feel that their views were the recommendations of Barbara Jorgiven an opportunity to be presented dzn. I thought of Barbara Jordan when
axid to be examined and to be consid- I heard that last rollcaU because this
ered and to be voted on. And the final was an issue which Barbara Jordan, a
outcome of this is 97 to 3. It is really distinguished lady and an outstanding
an extraordinary personal achievement congresswoman, that struck the conad accompljsbment by my friend and science of the Nation on many differeflt
colleague, the Sen.tor from Wyoming, occasions and tireless in her own purSenator SThPSON.

of justice and the e1irni'tion of
AL Smxpsoi and I have been friends suit
forms
of discrimination. She took on
for many yea-s. Although we have an enormously
task when
some differeces, we have a deep sense few others woidchallenging
touch it, and in workof mutual respect ad friendship, which ing through, iiade
a series of rechas been valuable to certathly me and, ornmendatjons. That has
I think, to him. Why a Senator from of this particular proposal.been the basis
Wyoming would be willing to take on
So I give respect to my chairman, the
this issue on imnigration has always chairman
for the remainder of this sesbeen ex aordinay and interesting to sion. I think
of us who know the unme. This is not a buriing issue in is portance of ail
this
issue will know that
particular State.
ALAN
SThPSON
has
played an extremely
In my State of Massachisetts, they
still remember the bitter whip of the important role, addressing in a serious

sistance to all of us and make our jobs
easier. Michael Myers has been there:
Patti Frist, Tom Perez, Bill F'eming,
Melody Barnes, Ron Weich, Michael

Mershon; and I think that we on our
side have felt that the Republican

staff, Dick Day, Chip Wood, Join
Knepper, John Ratigan, and Chuck

Blahous have also been not only working for Republicans but Democrats

Jike.

Carlos Angulo, who ia been working

with Senator SnoN; Leeci Eve with

Senator Bm, and Brice Cohen for
Senator LE.Ry; all of those and others
have been of great help.
Finally, I want to thank TOM

DASCKLE as well, who as we were going

through different times and phases of

the coflsideration of this legislation

and different aspects of it, has been a
constant source of strength to me and
the other members of the committee,

We look forward to the conferente,
and we will do our very best to bring
back to the Senate a conference that
bringing judgment, conscience, carries forward the commitments of
national origin quota system that di- way,
and intelligence to this the Senate to the extent that we posvided groups and commun_jties on the consideration,
issue.
I
think
this country is better sibly can. This is a bill that deserves to
basis of where one was borz. Senators served by his service.
be signed by the President of the Unitfrom the western part of the country
I want to mention just briefly, Mr.
States.
remember the Asian Pacific triangle President, other members of cur com- edMr.
BURNS addressed the Chai,.
that discriminated on the basis of race mittee: Senator SIMON. Senator Sfl&ON,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sefland discrininated against Asians up I, and Senator SmxpsON for a brief
ator from Montana.
tii 1965. And in many parts of the riod were the only three members peof
Mr. BURRS. Mr. President, parcountry, in between, there are commu- the Immigration Committee. He has liamentary inquiry. W11at
is the order
nities andfamilies who have cared

very been a steady cotrbutor ad has an of the day?
deeply about this.
unwavering cominitinet to
Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, if I
Senator SPSON has seen the impor- which has marked his career. fairness may—if
the Senator will yield for a
tance cf this issue as a national issue
Senator FflSTEn, for her ow integ- moment to let me propose a unaiiand an isste for the country. This rity
and effectiveness in dealing with
request, and then the
issue, as he has descrIbed it, involves our inigration laws; Senator GRASS- mous-consent
from Montana may proceed.
so many different aspects of hunan LEY; Senator KYL; Senator SPECTER— Senator
I just waxit to add one note. I failed
emotois of passion, and discthnjna- all active on the subcommittee,
o pay tribute to Chuck Blahous. Re

tion, and reujfication of amiIies, and
exploitation, and he has taken this on
as a nember of the Hesburgh Commission for Legal ad fllegi Immigration,
as a key fig're.
We passed the Refugee Act in 1980,

My colleague, Se&tor Bmi, Sen- has not beei part of the imigratjo

ator FEINGCLD, Senator ABRi, and staff, but he is my legislative director,
Senator DEWn are deeply committed and was he pressed into service on this
to our inmigrant heritage and made bill in a most extraordtharv way.
ma)or contributions to legal irnmigra'I, too, thank my colleagues on the
tion ad effectively in relation to ijie- subcommittee: Senator KENNEDy, of
and then in 1986, and in 1990, and now gal reforms.
couz'e; Senator SmloN, a steady friend
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for 25 years; Senator FEINSTEnq; Senator GRASSLY, who s always there, always steady, always someone to count
on; Senator KYL, who will leave a great
impression and mark, along with Senator FEJ.NSTErN, on this subcorn.rnjttee

in the future; Senator SPEcr and his
steadiness; BnL ROTH, my old steady
friend who Campaigned for me back

when it was not safe to do that. I see

him here. I thank him for his work.
Mr. DOLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair recognizes the honorable majority leader.
• Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, first, let

me congratulate my colleagues, Sen-

ator SXMPSON and Senator KENNEDY, for

completing action on what I consider
to be a very good bipaztisan ixnin.igra-

immigration. But while many Members

have worked hard to move this issue

forward, let's face kt: The moving force
has been my colleague and friend, .the
Senator from Wyoming—Senator SmPSON. There are so many ways to describe how he has served America, but
I believe that his work in this area will
always be at the top of the list.
fllegal immigration reform Is not a
pa.rtisa issue. It is not a simple issue.

S4613,
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tion bil'.. It took 8 days. We had it 'Under the Dole-Coverdell
amendscheduled for 3. So we have lost a little ment,
violations of domestic violence,
time. But I think the end product. is stalking,
abuse laws, and crimes
probably worth it, and we hope to of sexual child
have been added as
make up the time in the next few deportableviolence,
offenses.
weeks on other matters.
It is long past time to stop the viMr. President, we have before us an
issue of great nationai importance—re- cious acts of stalking, child abuse, and
form of this Nation's laws on illegal

-

in this country were once here legally only the financial' resources of our
under a visa, but then simply stayed. • local, State and Federal goverTjen
This is not a problem that ca be ad- but also the compassion of our people.
dressed by fences aloiig the border— The ImmIgration Control and Finanthis is a matter of the will to enforce cial Responsibility Act will help ensure
our laws.
that the Federal Government meets
Vis& overstayers are here now—when it's responsibility to enforce
our Nawe discover who they are they should tion's illegal immigration policies.
be sent on their way.
This legislation nearly doubles the
The bill aiso provides strong meas- number
of Border Patrol agents over
ures for perhaps the ultimate insult to the next 5 years, authorizes an addiour national sovereignty. This is the tional 300 INS investigators, increases
case when those who violate our irnmi- criminal penalties for alien smuggling
gration laws, the violate our criminal ad document fraud, and authorizes adlaws as well.
I am particularly pleased that the ditional detention facilities for illegal
Senate adopted the Dole-Coverdell aliens. Through these increased enactivities, our Nation 'will
amendment which closed some of the forcement
be
better
equipped
stem' the flow of
loopholes that currently. exist in our illegal 'immigrants to
across our borders
deportation laws.

and to respond to the problems and

abuses which accompany the presenôe
of a significait illegal population.. For
these reasons, I voted in favor of finai
passage of this legislation.
I did so not without some reservations While I believe in the underlying
principles of the legislation, I have sesexual abuse. We cannot prevent in rious
over some of the provievery case the often justified fear that sions concerns
in this bill. I am contoo often haunts our citizens. But we cernedagreed'to
about the costs and adininitracan make sure that any alien that tive burdens this legislation rn&y imcommits such an act will no longer re- pose 'on the States by the extension ,of
main within our borders.
deeming to all Federal means-tested
Mr. President, I saiute my colleagues assistance programs. Additionally, by
who have worked so hard on this legis- failing to' exempt some minimal etherlation. They have rendered America a gency and health, services from deemgreat service, and it is my hope that a ing, I am fearful that we will• thscourstrong, bipartisan vote in favor of this
legal aliens 'from ' seeking basic
bill will send a •message that America age
treatments
such as immunizations and
will no longer stand by passively—we prenatal care;
As we know; this can

But make no mistake about it, this
will take control of our borders. And lead to adverse effects to the public
legislation is long overdue.
Mr. President, we are a nation- justly 'most of all, Mr. President, we will en- health and safety. "
proud of our heritage. That heritage is sure that no .one cuts in line in front of In addition,' the original version' of
inseparable from the human experience those who play by the rules..
the bill con.tained provisions which unof millions upon millions of irnmi- So I salute my colleagues who have posed Unwarranted new bars to an mdiworked hard on this legislation. They viduaVs ability to seek 'political asygrants—from every country on Earth.
That heritage 'is also bound,'up in a have rendered America a great service. lum in this country. Due to my- conreverence for the ruié of law—for, play- It is my hope that we can come out 'of cern about these summary exclusion
the conference with a strong bipartisan procedures, I joined 'Senator LEAIrY as
ing by the rules.
The Immigration Control and Fina- bill.
cosponsor of his amendment to limit.
I again congratulate my colleagues athe
cial Responsibility Act combines both
use of suiinary exclusion except in
on
both
sides
of
the
aisle
for
their
ef
of these strands of our national charemergency migration situations.
forts.
I
yield
the
floor.
acter.
Mr. Presideht, most persons who 'are'
We cannot remain a great country Mr. HATFLD. Mr. President, today fleeing persecution do not have the luxthe Senate passed much needed legisla- ury of asking their governments for apaxid fail to control our borders.'
We cazinot evade one of the principal tion .to restructure our Nation's laws propr2ate exit papers to leas'e thelr
-

obligations of the Federal G'overnient
and expect the States and local cómmunities to pick up the tab.
We cannot, reward those who break
our 1&ws by picking 'the pockets of
hardworking America.
In short, Mr. President, we are proud
that our country is a nation of inimigrants and a land of opportwiity—but

with respect to illegal immigration. I 'conntries. Many flee without docüwant to take this opportunity to.com- ments. Othersflee.wjth fraudulent doc-

mend my colleagues Senator SIMPSON
and Senator KENNEDY for their. diligence and leadership in crafting legislation to address this issue. As this debate .has shown, the highly emotionaj

uments. The summary 'exclusion provisions in the underlying bill had the po-

tential of excluding these 'people if

they failed to convince an INS border
officer that they have a credible fear of

and diverse views on the issues sur- persecution.
rounding both legal and illegal immiI can understand the concern that
we will iDsjst that everyone play by gration makes it very, difficult to get a our
asylum laws have been abused in
the rules.
consensus on -legislation reforming our the past. But we have taken steps to
The legislation before us provides 'for imniigration laws.
the asylum system. In i995, our
increases in the numbers of enforce- Despite previous efforts by Congress reform
asylum
system'was tightened and adé—
ment personnel and creates additional to control illegal immigration, the evi- Quate Tesources
have been invested to
detention facilities. Perhaps most un- dence shows that thousands of people root out these abuses.
This effort has.'
portant; it provides for the first time cross the border illegally each year. been successful; 90 percent
of claims
some realistic hope that our Border Pa- Clearly, our Nation simply cannot con- are now adjuthcated within 60
days of
trol can cope with the overwhelming tinue' to absorb this unregulated
their receipt. There has been -a drastic
nature of illegal immigration by in- stream of illegal aliens. The costs to .decline
in new asylum applications,
creasing the' numbers of agents.
of permitting a large group of from 13,000 per month at the end of 1994
The bin, however, also recognizes' society
people to' live in an illegal, second-class'
that fully half of the illegals currently status are enormous. It strains no,t to 3,000 per month currently. One reason for this is tbat asylum seekers are

_____________
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no longer automatically eligible for• poorest and most politically unstable
work authorization. As a result of the countries across the globe.
We cannot continue along this path.
reforms, our asylum system now works
to ensure that legitimate asylum seek- It is only when we address the root
ers are protected and those who file causes of illegal immigration—poverty,
fraudulent claims are weeded out.
warfare, and persecution—that the

We have a tradition in this country United States can truly address and
of protecting bona fide refugees. We eliminate this problem.
have an asylum system that is working

One final note, Mr. President. In this

well to continue this tradition. The bill, we have significantly enhanced
provisions included in the underlying the ability of the Immigration and
bill would have undermined our good Naturalization Service (INS] to meet
efforts to the detriment of the very one, of its primary missions, to control
people we are seeking to protect. The the entry of illegal immigrants into.

• Leahy amendment appropriately gives this country. But, I would like to take
the Attorney General the flexibility to this opportunity, to remind my coladdress emergency migration situa- leagues 'that the enforcement mission
tions but retains our current asylum is not the only mission of the fl'S. The
procedures for those who arrive in the fl'S also exists to serve, to meet the
United States and request political needs of citizens, legal residents, and
asylum. I am happy to say that my col- visitors. It has the responsibility to
leagues in the Senate recogt.ized the provide service to millions of individimportance of retaining this flexibility uals and employers who are following

•

and voted to. include this amendment the rules, and trying to bring family
in the finaibill.
'and employees into the United States

While I support the general principles, legally.
underlying this bill, I believe we must
Due to the recent national attention
also uind. new ways to address the prob- that has been given to illegal immigralems of illegal immigration. I am tion,. I fear that this part of the fl'S
among the first 'to admit that we can- mission statement has been severely
not afford to absorb. an unregulated neglected.. For example, many district
flow of immigrants into our country. and regional fl5 ofuices have unreliHowever, I am concerned by the short- able phone service, have tremendous.
sighted approach that is taken to ad- backlogs in paperwork1 and fail to mldress this problem. Sometimes we find tiate comiñunity outreach. My State's
ourselves so caught up in the crises of, district office in Portland,' OR, no
the day that we forget to, look at the'., longer even distributes necessary forms
root causes of problems. In the case of to the public. I had planned, to intro:.
illegal immigration, I think we have duce an amendment to this bill which
fallen into this trap.
,would have addressed this situation. It
We can continue to increase our Bor- would have required all flS district
der Patrol and our enforcement activi- and. regional offices to. distribute
ties in the United• States. We can bUild forms, and would have expressed the
a wail that stretches along the United Senate's desire that the fl5 provide
States-Mexico border and the United adequate resources to fulfill its service
States-Canadian border. While this mission.
may make it more difficult for illegai Unfortunately, I did not have an opimmigrants to enter the United States, pOrtunity to bring this amendment to
Ido not believe that these measures thefloor for consideration on this bill.
will solve the problem of illegal immi- However, I believe this is an issue of
gration. Similarly, we can tighten em- utmost importance and will continue
ployer sanctions and cut off all public -to pursue enhancing the flS's .service
benefits for illegal aliens, in an at- mission through subsequent legislation
tempt. to take away the "magnets" or through communications with Comwhich create ,the desire for people to missioner Doris Meissner. Citizens, per.

,

•

.

enter our country with or without manent residents, and visitors across

proper documentation.
the country need, and deserve, to have
I believe we must look 1eyond these access to the services only the fl'S can
so-called magnets to focus on creating provide for them.
opportunities for people within their
own countries so they aren't compelled
to leave in search of better opportuni-

ties to support their families. To do
this, the United States must maintain
it's leadership in promoting human

rights, democracy, and economic stability in our neighboring countries, and
around the world. Unfortunately, I fear
that we have recently begun to retreat

from this position. In the past few

years, the United States has curtailed

it's spending on foreign aid and humanitarian assistance programs. This year,

we essentially demolished our inter-

national family planning program,
which will severely affect maternal and
child health around the world. Further,

we continue to funnel arms into the
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IMMIGRATION CONTROL AND
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT

Sec. 108. Construction' of phyióaZ bañiers, dePlowfleflt of technology and un-

Sec. 128. Criminal penalty for false statement in

a document reqznred under the
invrngration laws or knowingly
presentmg document which faüs

pro vements to roads &n the border
area near San Diego, California.

The text of the bin (aR. 2202) to

amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal

Sec. 109.

enforcement functions

contain reasonable basis in law
or fact.
Sec. 129. New. criminal penalties for failure 'to
disclose role as Dreixirer of false

Part 2—Verification of E1igibuty to Work and
to Receive Public Assistance
su A—DR VRLopM7qT OF NEW vPJFlcATlON

increasing.border patrol and investigative personnel,. by increasing penalties
for alien smuggling and: for document
fraud, by reforming exclusion and .de- Sec. 111. Establistanentofrjewsijgtenz.
portatIon law and procedures; by im- Sec. 112 Demonstration pro ects.
proving theverification system for. eli- Sec. 113. CompfroZjer.General monitorrng and
• gibiity for employment, .and through
reports.
othermeasures, to reform the legal ii Sec. 114. General nonpree,nptzon of ezzstng

application for ylum orfor pre-

sys'

•

migration system and facilitate legal
entries into the United States, and for

•. to

•

and capabzhtzes &n &nterzor State.

Immigration to the United States by
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•

•
•

'

•

•

130. New dothunent fraud offenses; new
; civil penalties for document fraud.

Sec.
•

Sec. 131. Penalties for &nvolunta,-ij servitude.
Sec. 132. Ezcluswn .Telating 'to nzateriaLupport

''toerro,st.

remedzes.

other purposes, as passed by the Sexate

parzng- certain Post-Conviction applications;

'

Part 4—Ezcl usion and Deportation

Sec. 141. Special excZusjon ii extraordinary mz..

SUBPART R—SDRENGTHNING £7JS7ZNG

graton Situations.
PROCEDURES
on May 2, 1996, is as follows:
Sec. 142. Judcia1 review of orders of ezclusion
Sec.
116:
C?&aTLS
in
list
of
acceptable.
employResolved, That the bill from, the Rouse of
dnd deportabo,.
.
•

nt-vfion

•

do Wnents.
Representatives (B.R. 2202) entitled "An Act
• to amend the Inunigration and Nationality Sec. 117. Ti-eabnent of certain documentary
piacijces as unfair mmigra2ionAct to improve deterrence of illegal imnu

•

.

• gation to the United States by, increa3ing

Sec. 143. Cftiiz penalties 'and visa rizeligibility.

forfaUuretodeprt.

Sec. 144; Conduct of proceedings by elecionzc

re nplcyrnent practices.

7neans.

iig. Improve,ne,ts &n dengjfjcation-retatp4 Sec. 145. Subpoena authorztj.
border patrol and investigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for alien smuggling and
Sec. 146. Language of deportation noce; right
to counsel.
for document fraud, by reforming exclusion Sec. 119. Enhanced civU penalties f labor
san4ar(js vzotations are present.
Sec. 147. Addition of nónunnaigrant visas to
and deportation law and procedures, by
types of visa denied for cuntries
proving the verification system 'for ehgi- Sec. 120. Increased number of Assistant Unte4
•

-

•

state Attorneys to prosecute
refusing to accept depoithd aliens.
bilit'y for employment, and through other
ëase of unlawful emplonzent of 'Sec. 148. Author&zatjon oispeia1 fund for costs
• measures, to reform the legal immigration
alzens
or
document
fraud.
of
deportation.
system and facilitate legal entries into the
United States, and for other purposes", do Sec. 120A. Subpoena authority for cases of Un- Sec. 149. Pilot program to increase efficiency &n
lawful employment of aliens or
pass with the following amendment:
renovalof detained aliens.
docunient fraud.
Sec. 150. Lznuta2Wns on relief from ecluszon
Strike out all after the enacting clause and
Sec. 120B. Task force to improve iublic eduand deportation.
insert:
'

'

'

SECTIONI. SHORT 7T17..E REFERENCES
il1ACT.
•

ca2on regarding uriZawful em- Sec. 151. Alien stowaways
ployment of ã.liens and unfa&rim—.See; 152. Pilot program on interior repat,iatjon
'migration-rezat
and other tneihods to deter mulemployment

,

(a) SHORT TJTJE.—ThiS Act may be cited as

•,•

the "Irn,nzgration Control' and Financial Re-

sponsibU&ty Act of 1996".
(b) REFEAEIJCES IN ACT.—Ercept as otherwise
'

tiple unlawful entñes.
Sec. 153. Pilot program on Use of closed military

practices.

•

•

Nationwide fiñgerprinting of appre-

Sec. 120C.

basesfor the detention, of.ecludhenijed aliens.
specifically promde4 Zn this Act, whenever &n Sec. 120D. Application
able or dportable'aljens.
of verification procethis Act an amendment or repeal s expressed as
dures to State agency referrals of Sec. 154. Physwal and mental eramnations
an .anzend,nent to or repeal of a provson, the
Sec. 155. Certification requirements for foreign
employ,t.
reference shalt be deemed tote made to the Im- Sec. 120E. Retention of verf5.öa,n form.
health-care workers. :
migratwn 'and Natwnal&ty Act (8 tLSC. 1101 et
Sec. 156. Increased bar t? reentry for aliens prePart 3—Alien Smuggling; Document Fraud
seq.).
•

,

'

'

'

•

SEC. 2. TABLE OF CO1YTEN1.

The table of contents for this Act is as folThws:
Sec. 1..Short title; references in Act.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.
'

Sec. 121. Wretap authority for&nvestigations of
alien smugglzng or document
fraud.
Sec. 122. Additional coverage &n RICO for of'

fense. relczting to alien smuggl&ng
and document fraud.

'

TITLE 1—IMMIGRATIONCONTROL
Subtitle A—Law Enforcement
Par2 1—Additional Enforcement Personnel and

-

'

Sec. 101. Border Patrol agents.
Sec. 102. Investigators.
.
Sec. 103. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 104. Investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 105. Increased personnel levels for the
Labor Department. Sec. 106. Increase in INS detention facilities.
Sec. 107. H&ring and trazning standards.
•

•

Sec. 123. Incrgninal penalties for alzen
Sec. 124. Admissibilzty of
testimony.

.mously removed.

Sec.

.

•

•

-

157. Elimination of consu1ate shopping for

visa overstay.
Sec-158 Incitement as a basis for ezcluszon
-

from the United States.
Sec. 159. Confoiming anzenthnent to withholding of deportation.
•

Part 5—CrsrnzriaI'Alien.

definition of agravathd felt7deotapd 'iotne Sec. 161. Amended
ony.

of àggravat.ed felons for
Sec. 125. Ezpanded forfeitzre for al&en smug- Sec. 162. Ineligibility
adjustment of status.
gl&ng and document fraud.
Sec. 126. Crinz&naz forfeitzre for alien smug- Sec. 163. Ezpethtous deportation create no enforceable right for aggravated fel.
gling,. unlawful' employment of
ons.
aliens, or docwnent fraud.
Sec. 164. Custody of dlzens convicted of aggraSec. 127. Increased criminal pena2ties for fraudvaed felonies.
ulent use of government.zuea Sec. 165. Judzczal deportation.
documents.
Sec. 166. Stipulated ezcluszon or deportation.
•

'

•

'

-

'

'
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Sec. 167. Dportation as a condition, of proba- -.
Subtitle .B—Miscellaneous Provisions
tion.
Sec. 211. Reimbursement of States and localities

C

Sec. 168. Annual report on criminal aliens.
for emergency medical assistance
Sec. 169. Undercover investigation authority.
for certain illegal aliens.
Sec. 170. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 212. Treabnent of expenses subject to ernerSec. 170A. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
gency medical services exception.
Sec. 170B. Uszng alien for.vranoral purposes, filSec. 213. Pilot programs.
ing req2rement.
Sec. 170C. Technical corrections to Violent Sec. 214. Use of public schools by nonimmigrant
students.
Crime Control Act and Technical Sec. 215. Pilotforeign
program to collect information
Corrections Act.
relating to nonir,vragrant foreign
Sec. 170D. Demonstration project for identificastudents.
tion of illegal aliens in incarcer- Sec. 216. False
claims of United States citizenation facility of Anaheim, Califorship.
ma.
Sec. 217. Voting by aliens.
Part 6—Miscellaneous
Sec. 218. Exclusion grounds for offenses of doSec. 171. Immigration emergency provisions.
mestic violence, stalking, crimes
Sec. 172. Authority to determine visa processing
against children, and crimes of
procedures.
'sexual violence.
Sec. 173. Joint study of automated, data collecS2'in.c C—Housmc ASSISTANCE
tion.
'Sec. 221.Short title.
Sec. 174. Automated entry-exit control system.
Sec. 175. Use of legalization and special agricul- Sec. 222. Prorating of financial assistance.
Sec. 223.. Actions in cases of termination of fiinral worker information.
•nancial assistance..
Sec. 176.. Rescission of lawful permanent resiSec. 224. Verification of mmugration statui and
dent status.
eligibility for financial assistance.
Sec. 177. Cormnunication
between
Federal,
State, and local government agen- Sec. 225. 'Prohibition of sanctions against enti-

General and the Commissioner.
Sec. 330. Preclearance authority.
Sec. 331. Confidentiality provision for certain

• alien battered spouses and chil-

dren.
Sec. 332. Development of prototype of counter.feit-resistant Social Security curd
required.
Sec. 333. Report on allegations of -harassment
by Canadian customs agents.
Sec. 334. Sense of Congress on the discrimina• tory application of the New
Brunswick Provincial Sales Tax.
Sec. 335. Ferrsale genital mutilation.
27772 I—ZMMIGL4TION CONTROL

•

-

•
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Sec. 329. Powers and duties. of the Attorney

Subtitle A—Law Enforcement
PART 1—ADDITIONAL ENFORCEMENT
PERSONNEL AND FACILITIES
-

SEC IOL BORDER PS&TROLAG&WS.

(a) BORDER PATROL AGENTs.—The Attorney

General, in fiscal year 1996 shall increase by no
less than 7(1), and in each of fiscal years 1997,
1998, 1999, and 2000, shall increase by no less
than 1,090, the number of positions for full-time,
active-duty Border Patrol agents within the Imties making financial assistance migration and Natur&i7lzfien Service above the
cies, and the Immigration and
number of such positions for which funds were
eligibility determinations.
Naturalization Service.
Sec. 226. EigibiZity for public and assisted allotted for the preceding fiscal year.
Sec. 178. Authority to use volunteers.
(b) BORDER PATROL SrJi'pop.r PERSONNEL.—
housing.
Sec. 179. Authority to acquire Federal equipThe Attorney General, it each of fiscal years
Sec 227. Regulations.
ment for border.
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, and 2000, may increase by
Sec. 180. Limitation on legalization litigatiorl
SU,BTI2'LE D—Emcs'lvE DATES
not more than 300 the number of positions for
Sec. 181. Limitation on adjusb'nent of status.
Sec 231. Effective dates.
personnel in support of Border Patrol. agents
Sec. 182. Report on detention space
TITLE
Ill—MISCELLANEOUS
'PROVISIONS
above, the nwrsber of such positions for which
Sec. 183. Compensation of inz,nigration judges.
Sec. 184. Acceptance of State services to carry Sec. 301. Changes regarding visa application funds were allotted for the preceding fiscal year.
SEC las. 1IWESSTGAXrJRS.
process.
out immigration enforcement.
Sec. 302. Visa wver program.
Sec. 185. Alien witness cooperation.
(a) AmeopjzcrloN.—There are authorized to
Sec. 303. Technical amendment.
be appropriated to the Department of Justice
Subtitle B—Other.Control Measures
.

Part 1—Parole Authority
Sec. 191. Usable only on a case-5y-case basis for

fttananitarjan reasons or signifi-

cant public benefit.
Sec. 192: Inclusion in worldwide level of.fansilysponsored invnzgrants.
Part 2—Asylum
Sec. 193. Time limitation on asylum claims.

Sec. 194. Limitation on work authorization for
asylwn applicants.
Sec. 195. Increased .resour-for reducing a.sylum application backlogs.
Part 3—Cuban Adjustozent Act
Sec. 196.' Repeal and exception.
Subtitle C—Effective Dates
Sec. 197. Effective dates.
TITLE II—FiTANCI4L RESPONSIBILITY'
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Government
Benefits
Sec. 201. Ineligibility of excludable, deportable,
and nonm'anigrant aliens.
Sec. 202. Definition of "public charge" for purposes of deportation.
Sec. 203. Requirements forsponsor's affidavit of

support
Sec. 204. Attribution of sponsor's income and
resources to family-sponsored immigrants.
Sec. 205. Verification of student eligibility for
postsecondary Federal student financial assistance.

Sec. 304. Criminal penalties for high vpeed such funds as may be necessary to enable the
flights from z'mnigration check- Commissioner of the Immigration and Natu.

points.'
ralization Service to increase the number of inSec. 305. Children born abroad to United States vestigators and support personnel to' investigate
citizen mnothzrs; transmission re- potential violations of sections 274 and 274A of
quirernents.
the branigration and, Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
Sec. 306. Fee for diversity immigrant lottery.
1324 and 1324a) by a number equivalent to 300
Sec. 307. Support of demonstration projects for full-time active-duty investigators in each of fisnaturalization ceremonies.
cal years 1996,1997, and 1998.
Sec. 308. Review of contracts with English and
(b) LIMITATION ON OV'Ep.?Thsz.—None of the
civics test entities.
funds made available to the Irranigration and
Sec. 309. Designation of a United, States cus- Naturalization Service under this section shall
toms administrative building.
be available for administrative expenses to pay
Sec. 310. Waiver of foreign country residence any employee overtime pay in an amount in exreqinrementwjth respect to inter- cess of $25,090 for any fiscal year.
national medical graduates.
Sec. 311. Continued validity of labor certifi- SEC.' lee. L4?'W BORDER mSPECTORD.
In order to eliminate undue delay in the thorcations. and petitions for profes- ough
inspection of persons and vehicles lawfully
sional athletes.
attempting to enter the United States, the AttorSec. 312. Mail-order bride business.
Sec. 313. Appropriations for Criminal Alien ney General and the Secretary of the Treasury
shall increase, by approximately 'equal numbers
Tracking Center.
in each of fiscal years 1996 and 1997, the number
Sec. 314. Border Patrol Museum.
of full-time land border inspectors assigned to
Sec. 315. Pilot programs to permit bonding.
active duty by the hnmigration and NaturalizaSec. 316. Minimum State INS presence.
Sec. 317. Disqualiflcatithz from attaining non- tion Service and the United States Customs
vwnigrant or' permanent residence Service to a level-adequate to assure full staffing
during peak crossing hours of all border crossstatus.
Sec. 318. Passports issued for children under 16. ing lanes currently in use, under construction.
Sec. 319. Ezclusion'of certain aliens from family or whose construction has been authorized by
Congress. except such low-use lanes as the Atunity program.
Sec. 320. To ensure appropriately stringent pen- torney General may designate.
alties for conspiring with or as- SEC. 104. ZNVERTIGASVRS OF ViSA OVThy
There are authorized to be appropriated to the
sisting an alien to convnit an of-

Sec. 206. Authority of States and localities to
fense under the Controlled Sublimit assistance to aliens and to
stances import and Export Act;
distinguish among classes of Sec. 321. Review and report on H-2A nonaliens in providing general public
immigrant workers program.

Department of Justice such funds as may be
necessary. to enable the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service to increase
the number of investigators and support person-

assistance.
Sec. 322. Findings related to tz role of fnte nel to investigate visa overstayers by a number
Sec. 207. Increased mam,nw,z -nal penalties
equivalent to 300 full-time active-duty investigaBorder Patrol stations.
for forging or counterfeiting seal Sec. 323. Administrative review of orders.
tors in fiscal year 1996.
of a Federal depariment or agen- Sec. 324. Social Security Act.
PERSONNEL LEVELS FOR
cy to facilitate benefit fraud by Sec. 325. Housing and Community Development SEC. los. INCREASED
THE LAROR DEPARTEmm'.

an unlawful alien.
Sec. 208. State option under the medicaid program . to place anti-fraud investigators in hospitals.
Sec. 209. Computation of targeted assistance.

Act of 1980.
Sec.

-'

326. Higher Education Act of 196$.

(a) INVE.srzGArop.s.—The Secretary of Labor,

in consultation with the Attorney General, is
authorized to hire in the Wage and Hour Divi-

Sec. 327. Land acquisition authority.
Sec. 328. Services to family members of INS offi- sion of the Department of Labor for fiscal years
cers killed in the line of duty.
1996 and 1997 not more than 350 investigators
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and staff to enforce. ezzsting legal sanctions
agaznst anployers who violate cuTrent Federal
wage and flour laws except that not more than
1.50 of the number of investzgators authori.ed in
this, subparagraph shall be designated for the

purpose of carrj,nng out the reponsibUiti. of
the &cretary of LabOT to conduct investigations. pursvant to a complaint OT based on ecezpt of credible maeriaZ information, where
there is reasonable cause to believe that an nployer has made a misrepresentation of a mate-

rial fact on a labor cert5fication application
under section 2!2(a)(5) of the bronigration and
NationaZiy Act OT has failed to comply with the
tenns and conditions of stich an applicatzon.

May'6, '1996

light televzszon systems. lighting. sensors and
(3) To protect indivzduals from naona1 oiigin
other technologtes along the mt ationo.l land ot. cztizenship-based unlawful discnmination.
border between the United States and Mexico and from loss of privacy caused by use, misuse,
south of 5n Diego, Californm. foT the purpose OT abuse of personal inforinaton.
of detecting and deterr2ng ur,.ZawftiZ ennj across

(4) To minirm.ze the buTden on business of ver-

the border. Amounts appropriated under Uzis ification of eligibility for nployrnent in the
section aTe authoñzed to rnain available until United States, including the cost of the systn
expended. The INS, while constcting the addi- to employers.
(5) To ensuTe that those who aTe inebgible for
tional fencing, shOl1 inCOrpOTate the necessarlj
safety featw-es into the design of the fence sys- publzc assistance or other government benefits
tn to insuTe the well-being of Border Patrol aTe denied OT termiriaed, and that those e1igthle
agents deplo'ged within OT in neaT proximity to foT public assistance or other government benefits shall—
these additional barriers.
SEC. 109. PRESERVE LAW VFORCFJiEZvT FZJNC.

1YONS AND CAPABILiTiES Y TE-

(b) A&1!GNMEJVT OF ADDITIONAL PERSONJTEL.—

RIOR STAZZS.

(A) be provided a reasonable opportunity to

submit evidence indicating a saZi.sfactorij iin,ni-

graion status: and

The Immigraioñ and NatuTal2za2on Service

(B) not have eligtbility foT pubUc assistance or

(c) ?REFRRENCE FOR BIL!NGUAL WAGE AND formed at interior BoTder Pat.rol stations.
HOUR INSPECTORS.—In hinng new wage and our pp 2—VERIFICATION OF .EUG1BEZ.ZTY

ton unless the systn meets the following re-

T2TI of LaboT shatl give pronty to the employ,nent of r,zuWingua1 candidates who are proficient in both English and such other language

tern ning with Tpect to an individual wheth-

IndividuaZs employed to JUl the addi/.ional posttion described m subsection (a) shall be as-

shall, when deplonng Border Patrol personne1 other government benefits denied, Teduced, tersigned to investigate violations of wage and from interioT stations, coordinate with and ac nunated, or unTeasonably delayed on the basis
hour laws in aTeO.$ where the AUomey General in con junction with State and local law enforce- of 2he individual's znvrdgration status unW such
has notified the Secretary' of Labor that there ment agencies to ensuTe that such Ted eployinent a Teasonable oDportumty'hs been pro vzded.
(c).SYSTEM. REQUIRMENTS.—(1) A venficatzon
are high concentrations of aliens present in the does not degrade or compromzse the law enforceU,uted SWtein violation of law.
ment capabilies and functions currenay per- system may not be zrnplenented under this sec-

inspectors pursuant to this sec1ion, the Sec-

or tanguage as may be .soká in the Tegion in
which such znspectoTs aTe likely to be deployed.

r.

70 pfJV PURLIC AS-

SxibpartA—Developmeni of New Veriflcaion
£STALISfENT OF NEW SYS2'JL

QzaTe2nents:

(A) 27w system must be capable of Te1w))ly de-

er—

(i) the person wUh the identity claimed by the
individual is authorized to woTk in the United

States or has the imrrngTation status being

(a) IN GFjiF.P.u..—(1) Not Zaer than three clamed, and
(ii) the individuo.Z is clazming the identitj of
years after the date of enacbnent of this Act or,
peon.
Subject to the avaUabUity of appropriations, within one year after the end of the last re- another
(B) Any document TeQuiTed by the system
the Attorney General shall provide foT an in- fleWed or addonal d nonstraion pro7ect (if must
be
presented
to OT exwnzned by either an
cTease in he detention facilities of the I,raniqra- any) conducted puTsuant to the excep.on in anployer or an ad.minisfrator
of public assisttion and Noi.uTaUzation Service to at least 9000 section 112(a)(4), whichever is Zaer, the Presi- ance or other government benefits, as the case
dent shall—
beds before the end of fiscal yea 1997.
be. and—
(A) develop and Teconvnend to the Congrs a may
sEC. JOZ JG AND 2'RAIYVVG
(i) must be in a form that is Telstant to counplan
for
the
establishment
of
a
data
system
or
(a) ReVIEW OF HIRING STAND.4RD$.—Within
terfeitng and to tampering; and
days of the enacnent of this title, the Aorj alternative sijstem (in tins paTt Teferred to as the
(ii) must not be .TequiTed by any Government
"system").
subject
to
subsections
(b)
and
(c).
to
General 5hall Teview all prescreening and hinng
entity or agency as a national dentification
.verify
eligibthty
for
employment
in
the
United
standaTds to be utiZized by the Irmnigraion and
card or to be carned or presented cept—
States, and nm2gra.on status in the United
Naturalization Seroice to incTease
(I) to venfy eligibihty foT anploynzent in the
States
foT
pui'poses
of
eligibility
for
benefits
pursuant to this tWe and, where necessary,
United States or
ngraion status in the Unztunder
public
assistance
programs
(as
defined
in
vise those StandaTds to ensure that theij aTe
ed States foT purposes of eligthuity foT benefits
section
201(f)(3)
OT
government
benefls
decon.s'.steni wWz Televant standards of profesunder public assistance 'programs (as defined in
scnbed in section 201(f)(4));
sioiii.
secto7z 201(f)(3) OT government benefits de(B)
sutirdt
to
the
Congress
a
report
setting
(b) CERTIFICATJON.—At the concliz.non of each
scnbed in section 201(f)(4));
foTth—
of the Ji.wa1 years 1996. 1997. 1998, 1999. and
(II) to enforce the I?ranigTaion and National(i)
a
description
of
such
Teconvnended
plan;
2(1)0. the Attorney General shall certify in tity Act or sections 911, 1001, 1028, 1542, 1546. or
(ii) data on and analyses of the oUer,tatves 1621 of tiZie 18. United States Code: or
ing to the Congress that all personnel hiTed pur(III) if the document was designed for another
suant to this ti1e foT the previous fiscal yeaT considered in developing the plan described in
were hired puTsuant to the approate nd- subpaTagraph (A), incZudng analyses of data purposes (such as a license to drn,e a motor yefTom the dnonstration projects conducted pur- hcle, a cenificate of birth, or a social secvrUj
aTds:
(c) REVIEW OF TRAINING Sr1JJD/.PDs.—(1) Suant to section 112; and
account nwnber caTd issued by the Admnistra(zzi) da1.a on and analyth of the system de- tzOfl), as requzTed under law for such other pur.
Within 180 days of the daze of the enacbnent of
this Act, the Attotzey General shall Tev-Lew v scribed in subparagraph (A). including esii,nates pose.
(C) The systan musi not be fused foT law ensufficerjcy of all trning standards to be uti- of.
(I) the proposed use of the sijste,n, on an in- forcement purposes other than the purposes delized by the Iiwngratioiz and Nairalizatwn
scribed zn subpaTagraph (B).
Service in trazning all personnel hired pursuant dusj-sec1.or by indusfry-sector basis:
(II) the public asisance programs and got(D) The system must e7zsuTe that infoimaon
to this titie.
(2)(A) The AUOr7ey General shall submit a Te- ernment benefits for which use of the syse,n is is compleze, accuTate, verifiable, and . thnely.
cost-effective
and
othenose
appropriae;
Corrections OT additions to the system TecoTds of
port to the Congress on the Teults of the review
(III) the cost of the system;
an individual provided by the individual, the
conducted under paTagraph (2). including—
(IV)
the
fZnanci&
and
adminstratiie
cost
to
Ad,rznistratio,z. or the Seri,zce. or other relevant
(i) a description of the statue of ongoing efSEC. JO6 ThCREASE IN V7S DETENTION FAC1LI-

forts to update and improve rnzn:ng throughout

employers;

the Inmugraion and Nauralzzation Service,

(V) the Teducwn of undocumented workers in
the United Stoes laboT foTce TesuZt7ng from the

tion of those efforts.
(B) In adthbon. the TepoTt shall d.iscose thoie

(VI) any unlawful dscrintznation caused by

and
(ii) a saement of a thnefTwne for the comple-

aTeas of truning thai the Attorrey General deterinines Tequ3re additional Or ongoing Teview in
the future.
SEC. 108. CONSTRUCTION OF
R.IERS, DEPLOYMEVT OF
'

NOZOGY AND ThWROVEME1,YS

ROADS V 7 BORDER AREA NEAR
SAN DGO, CALIFORNLt

There are authoraed to be ap oated funds

of $12,000,O(X) foT the construction, epan.sion,

OT facUiaed by use of the system
(VII) any privacy intnisions caused by misuse

or abuse of sj,sn;

(VIII) the accuracy Tare of the systn; and
(IX) the overall costs and benefzs tha woidd

Tesult from implementation of the system.

(2) The plan descñbed in paTagraph (1) shall
take effect on the date of enac?jnent of a bill or
joint Tesolution approving the plan.
(b) .O3JECrJvrs.—The plan described in subsection (a)(1) shall have the following objectives
(1) To substanaJly Teduce illegal zmmigration
and unauthorized e'nploym.ent of aliens.
(2) To increase employer compliance, es-pecia1ly Zn industry sectoTs known to employ undocumented woTkers, with laws gover7ing em-

nprovemen or deployment of triple-fencing in
addition to that currentiy under con.nruction.
where such trple-fenc-zng is determined by the
Jmmigraton and Naturalization Service (INS) to
be safe ar4 effecth,e, and in addition, bollard
style concrete columns, all weather roads, low ployinent of alien.s.

Federal agency, must be checked for aCCuTacy.
processed, and entered into the system within 10

business days after the agency's ôajuisition of
the correction OT additional informa$.ion.

(E)(i) Any personal information obtained m
connectthn with a demonstration project under
section 112 must not be made available to Gover7ment agencies, employers, OT other persons
except to the eztent necesar1,—
(I) to veñfy, by an individual who is authorized to conduct the anplojrment verification
process, that. an employee is not an unauthorized alien (as defined in section 274A(h)(3) of
the Irnmzgraton and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.
1324a(h)(3));

(II) to ta/ce other acon Tequired to camj out

section 112:

(III) to enfoTce the Immigration and Nationality Act OT section 911, 1001, 1028, 1542. 1546, or
1621 of tWe 18, United States Code; or
(IV) to ver2fy the individuals inunigration sta-

tus foT purposes of determining e1igibilzty for

.
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Federal benefits under public assistance prograins (defined in section 201(fl(3j or government.
benefits described in section 201 (fl (4)).

(ii) liz order to ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and security of system information, the
system and those who use the system must main-

tain appropriate administrative, technical, and
physical safeguards, such as—
(I) 'safeguards to prevent unauthorized disclo-

sure of personal information, including pass-

words. cryptography, and other technologies;
(I1, audit trails to monitor system use; or
(III) procedures giving an individual the right
request records conto.ining personal infonnation about the individual held by agencies and
used in the system, for the purpose of examination. copying, correction, or amendment, and a

method that ensures notice to individuals of
these procedures..

(F) A verification that a person is eligible for

employment in the United States may not be
withheld or revoked under the system for any
reasons other than a determination pursuant to
section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

(G) The system must be capable of accurately
verifying electronically within 5 business days,
whether a person has the required invnigration

status in the United States and is legally authorzzed for employment in the United States in

a substantial percentage of cases (with the objective of not less than 99 percent).
(H)

There must be reasonable safeguards

against the system's resulting in unlawful discinninatory practices based on national origin
or citizenship status, including—

(i) the selective or unauthorized use of the

system to verify eligibility;

(ii) the use of the system prior to an offer of

employment;

(iii) the exclusion of certain individuals from
consideration for employment as a result, of a
perceived likelihood that additional verification
will be required, beyond what is required for
most job applicants; or
(iv) denial reduction, termination, or u7zreasonable delay of public assistance to an individ-

ual as a result of the perceived likelihood that
such additional verification will be required.
(2) As used in this subsection, the term "busi-

ness day" means any day other than Saturday.
Lunday, or any day on which the appropriate
Federal agency isclosed.
(d) REMEDIES AND PENALTIES FOR UNLAWFUL
DISCLOSURE.—

(1) CiviL WJEDZES.—
(A) RIGHT OF INFORMATIONAL PPJVACY.—The

Congress declares that any person who provides
to an employer the information required by this
section or section 274A of the Immigration and
,Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a) has a privacy

expectation that the information will only be

thorized alien, and who is subject to verification
of work authorization or lawful presence in the
United States for purposes of benefits eligibility
under this section or section 112, shall be considered an individual under section 552(a)(2) of
title 5. United States Code, with respect to
records covered by this section.
(B) DEFINITIOL—Fo? purposes of this paragraph. the term "record" means an'itein, collection, or grouping of information about an individual which—
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(iii) In determining which State(s), localities,
employers. or other entities shall be designated

for such projects, the Attorney General shall
take into account the estimated number of excludable aliens and deportable aliens in each
State or locality.
(iv) At a niinzinunl, at least one project of the
kind described in paragraph (2)(E), at least one

project of the kind described in paragraph

(2)(F), and at least one project of the kind described in paragraph (2)(G). shall be conducted.
(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the term
(i) is created, maintained, or used by a Fed- "legislative branch of the Federal Government,"
eral agency for the purpose of determining—
includes all offices described in section 101(9) of
'(I) the individual's authorization to work; or the Congressional Accountability Act of 1995 (2
(II) ir,vnigration status in the United States U.S.C. 1301(9)) and all agencies of the legislative
for purposes of eligibility to receive Federal, branch of Government.
State or local benefits in the United States; and
(2) ,DF.SCPJPTION OF pp.OJEcTS.—Demonstration
(ii) contains the individuaS'5 name or id,enti- projects conducted under this subsection may
fying nwnber, symbol, or any other identifier include, but are not limited to'—
(A) a system which allows employers to verify
assigned to the individual.
(e) EMPLOYER SAFEGUARD,S.—An employer Jj eligibility for employment of flew employees
shall not be liable for any penalty under section using Administration records and. if necessary.
274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act for to conduct a cross-check using, Service records:
(B) a stimulated linkage of the electronic
employing an unauthorized alien, if—
(1) the alien appeared throughout the term of records of the Service and the Administration to
employment to be prima facie eligible for the em- test the technical feasibility of establishing a
plojonent under the requirements ,of section linkage between the actual electronic records of
the Service and the Administration:
274A(b) of such Act
(C) improvements and additions to
(2) the employer followed all procedures reironic records of the Service and the Adminisquired in the system, and
(3)(A) the alien was verified under the system tration for the purpose of using such records for
verification of enplojnnent eligibility;
as eligible for the employment; or
(D) a system which allows employers to verify(B) the employer discharged the alien within
a reasonable period after receiving notice that the continued eligibility for employment of emthe final verification procedure had failed to ployees with temporary work authorization;
(E) a system that requires employeit to verify
verify that the alien was eligible for the employthe validity of employee social security account
ment.
(fl RZSTPJCTION oN US OF DOCVMENTS.—If numbers through a telephone call, and to verify
the Attorney General determines that any docu- employee identity through a United States passment described in section 274A(b)(1) of the Invni- port, a State driver's license or identification
gration and Nationality Act as establishing em- document, or a document issued by the Service
ployment authorization or identity does not reli- for purposes of
(F) a system which is based on State-issued
ably establish such authorization or identity or,
to an unacceptable degree, is being used fraudu- driver's licenses and identification cards that
lently or ii being requested for purposes not au- include a machine readable social security acthorized by this Act, the Attorney General may, count number and are resistant to tampering
counterfeiting: and
by regulation, prohibit or place conditions on and
(G) a system that requires employers to verify
the use of the document for purposes of the sys- with
the Service the immigration status of every
tem or the verification system established in sec- enpoyee
except one who has attested that he or
tion 274A(b) of the immigration and Nationality
she is a United States citizen or national.
Act.
(3) COMMENCF.MENT DATE.—The first den• (g) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR ACTIONS oristration project under this section shall comTAKEN ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED mence not later than six months after the date
BY THE VERIFICATION SYSTEM.—No person shall
the enactment of this Act.
be civilly or criminally liable under section 274A of(4)
TERMINATION DATE.—The authority of
of the hrardgration and Nationality Act for any paragraph (1) shall cease to be effective four
action adverse to an individual if such action years after the date of enactment of this Act: exwas taken in good faith reliance on information cept that, if the President determines that any
relating to such individuatprovided through the one or more of the projects conducted pursuant
system (including any demonstration project to paragraph (2) should be renewed, or one or
conducted under section 112).
more additional projects should be conducted
-

(h) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—The provi-

used for compliance with this Act or other appli- sions of this section supersede the provisions of before a plan is recommended under section
lllfa)(1)(A), the President may conduct . such
cable Federal. State, or local law.
section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality
(B) CIVIL ACTIONS.—A employer, or. other per- Act to the extent of any inconsistency there- project or projects. for up to an additional threeyear period, without regard to section
son or entity, who knowingly and willfully dis- with.
274A(d)(4)(A) of the bronigration and Nationalcloses the information that an employee is reity Act.
quired to provide by this section or section 274A SEC. L12. DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
(b) OBJECTiVE.S.—The objectives of the dem(a) AUTHORiTY.—
of the Inviugration and Nationality Act (8
(1) IN GENLRAL.—(A)(i) Subject to clause (ii) onstration projects conducted under this section
U.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose not authorized by

this Act or other applicable Federal. State. or and (iv). the President, acting through the At- areto assist the Attorney General in measurlocal law shall be liable to the employee for ac- torney General, shall begin conducting several ing(1)the,
benefits and costs of systems for verifytual damages. An action may be brought in any local or regional projects, and a project in the
eligibility for employment .ji the United
Federal, State. or local court having jurisdiction legislative branch of the Federal Government. to ing
demonstrate the feasibility of alternative sys- States, and mvrdgration status in the United
over the matter.
(2) CPJMINAL PZNALTIES.—Any employer, or tems for verifying eligibility for employment in States for purposes of eligibility for benefits
other person or entity, who willfully and know- the United States, and izrvnigration status in the
ingly obtains, uses, or discloses information re- United States for purposes of eligibility for benequired pursuant to this section or section 274A fits. under public assistance programs (as deof the Immigration and. Nationality Act (8 fined in section 201(f)(3) and government beneU.S.C. 1324a) for any purpose not authorized- by fits described iti section 201(fl(4)).
(ii) Each project under this section shall be
this Act or other applicable Federal. State. or
local law shall be found guilty of a misdemeanor. consistent with the objectives of section 111(b)
and
this section and shall be conducted in acand fined not more than $5,000.
cordance with an agreement entered into with
(3) PP.! VACY ACT.—
(A) IN CE.NEP..AL.—Any person who is a United the State. locality, employer. other entity, or the
States citizen. United States national, lawful legislative branch of the Federal Government. as
permanent resident, or other employment-au- the case may be.

under-public assistance programs defined in section 201(fl(3) and for government benefits. descri bed in section 201 (fl (4):

(2) to assist the Service, and the Administradon in determining the accuracy of Service and.

Administration data that may be used in such
systems: and
(3) to provide the Attorney General with infor-

mation necessary to make deterrranations regarding the likely effects of the tested systems

on employers, employees, and other individuals.
including information on—

losses of employnzent to individuals as a shall Teman fuZiy applicable to the participants
in the project.
(B) unlawful disc7minaion:
(B) If the 4twrney General makes the deter(C) privacy vioZations;
7n nat on Teferred to in subparagraph (A), the
(D) cost to individual nployers, incLuding the Attorney General may Tequire other, OT all, emCost per empioj,,ee and the total cost as a per- ployers in the geographical area covered by
centage of the nzployers payroll; and
such project to participate in it during the e(E) thneZiness of inia1 and final verification rnaining period of its oDerat4on.
deeTrfdnaton$.
(C) The. Attorney General may not equze any
(C) CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTA2'IOM—(l) -Not employer to particpc2e.n such a project, except
later than 12 months after the date of the enact- as provided in subpaTagraph (B).
ment of this Act, and annually thereafter, the
(g) AUTHOPJZ..4TION OF APPROF&IAT1ONS.—
Attorney General OT the Attorney General's Tep- There aTe authoiized to be. appropriated such
Tesento.tzve shall con$ult with the Conzznztees sums as may be neceary to carry ou this secon the JUdiCiaT7J of the House of Representatives tOn:
and the Senate TegaTd.n9 the deiñonsration
(h) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—The proviprojects bezng conducted under this section.
sions of this section supersede the provisions of
(2) The Attorney General or her reVresenta- section 274A of the Immigration and NaionaZity
tive, in fulfilling the obligations descrthed in Act to the tent of any inconsistency therepaTagraph (1), shall submit to the Congress the with.
est.moed cost to employers of each demons-a(i) DEFINITION OF REGIONAL PROJECT.—For
tion proect. including the system's indiTect and. puiposes of this section, the tenn "i'egional
(A)

resu1t of inaccuTate zflformat2ofl in the sys2em,

adr,nstratve costs to

plo,er.

(d) IMPI2MENT4TION.—'In cav-rying out the

projects described m subsection (a), the Attorney General shall—
(1) support and, to the tent possible, facilitate the efforts of Feceral and S2ate government
agencies in develbping—
(A) tamper- and counterfeit-resistant docunew verif2cation
ments t?o..t nay be used in

system, including drivers licenses or sim1ar
documents issued btj a State for tiè purlose of
ntficaion, the social security account manber card issued b, the Administration, and certificaes ofbir2h in the United S2ates or establishng United States nationaZityat birth and
(B) recoTdkeeping systems that would Teduce
the fraudu1ent obtaining of such docwnents, including a nationwide sys?n to match bir2h arid
death records;

(2) TequzIe uppropiate notice to prospective

employees
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onstTat on projects.
(b) RFSPONSIBJLJTLE-S.—
(1) CoLLECTION OF mrFOpMArION.—The Comptroller General of the United States shall collect

and consider inforinat.on on each Tequirnent
dcri bed in section 111(a)(1)(C).

(2) TRACKING AND P.ECOP.DING OF PR.4CTICFS.—

The Comptroller General shall track and TeCOTd

discr'aninatory nployment prac.ices.
concerning employers' paTticipation unlawM
if any, Tesuitzng fTOm the use or disclo-ure of inforinaton puTsuant to a de,nonsraton project
or implen.entaton of the system. usxng such

methods as—
(4) the collection and analysis of data;
onstration; and
(B) the use of hiring audits; and
(3) requiTe nployers £0 establzsh proceduTes
(C) use of computer audits, including the coindeve1o'ed by the Attorney General—
parzson of such audits with hiring TeCords.
(A) to safeguard all person information fTom
(3) M.4.fls'TEN.4NCE OF DATA .—The Comptroller
unauthorized disclosure and to condon Telease
mrzznto4n data on un'awful
of such information to any person or Uy General
practices occurnng among a repupon the persons or eny's agrenent to safe- discrinnatory
Tesentat2ve sample of nplojers who are not
guard such inforrnaV.on: and
participants in any project under this secon to
(B) to provide notice to all ew nployees and
serve qs a baseline for companson wLth s,nüar
applzcants for nplo1j7nent of the ngh to TefTOm eznpZoyer who aTe particQut an aencp to Tevzew, correct, or amend the data obtained
under this secon.
employees or applicant's Tecord and thesteps to pants in pro jecs
(c) REPORTS —
foi1ow to make uch a Tequest.
(1) DEMONsTRATION pR0JEcTS._-Begjnnng 12
(e) REPORT OF ATTORNEY Gr.NEP.AL.—NOt Zater
of th
than 60 days before the expiration of the au- months after the date of the encct7ne7U
the Comptroller
thonty for subsecon (a)(1), the Attor,tey Gen- Act, and annually thereafter,
submit a reeral shall submit to the Congress a Tepo7t con- General of the United 5toes shall
Judiciary of the
taining an evaluation of each of the demonstra- poTt to the Convnitues on the
of Representabves and the Senate setting
tion projects conducted under this section, in- House
cluthng .:the findings made by the Comptroller forth evaluations of—
(A) the eterLt to which each dnonstrat.on
General under secon 113.
project is meeting each of the Tequirnents of
(fl SYSTEM REQUIP.EMF2TS.—
(1) I?Q G NEL4L—DnOflstratOn projects con- section 111(c); and
(B) the Compt,'oller General's preliminary
ducted under this sec2ion shall substantially
meet the crztera in section 111(c) (1). except thai findings made under this secon.
(2) VEPJFICAT!ON SYSTEM.—Not later than 60
with respect to the crzteña in subparagraphs (D)
and (G) of section 111(c) (1), such projects are re- days after the submission to he Congress of the
quired only to be lücely to substantially meet the plan under section 111(a)(2), the Comptroller
a recriteria, as deterrthned by the AUornej General. General of the United Staies shall submfl
(2) SUPERSEDING EFFECT.—(A) If the Attorney poTt to the Congress sethng forth an evaluatwn
General deternñnes that any dnonTatwn of—
(A) the ezten to which the proposed system.
project conducted under this section substantal1y meets the criteria in section 111(c)(1). if any, meets each of the requirements of seciton
(D)

and (G) of that section. and meets the criteria in

such subpaTagraphs (D) and (G) to a sv.fficient
degree, the TequzTeme?2ts for partwipants in such
project shall apply duñng the remaining period

of zts operation in lieu of the procedures equired under sectzon 274A(b) of the in',nigration

and Nationality Act. Section 274B of such Act

SEC. 115. D.A7I77ON&

purposes of this subpart—.
(1) ADMINISTRATION.— The term 'AdmnistraFOT

ton" means the Social Security Ad,ninstraton.
EMPLOYMENT . 417?WOPJZED ALIEN.—The

(2)

term "nplo7jment authonzed alie"- means an
alien who has been provided with an. 'emplojirnent authorized" endorsement by the Attorney
General OT other appropi cite W0Tk pennit maccoTdance w*th the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

(3) SERvICE.—The teinz "$ervice" means the

Immigraon and NauTalization Service.
Subpart B—Strengthening Existing
Verification F-ocedures
LIST OF ACCEPTABlE EMDOCV
PLOY3I7'.VER1FICATION

SEC 11& CHANGES

project' . means a project conducted in a geo(a) AUTHORITY TO REQUIRE SOCIAL SECUPJTY
graphical aTea which includes more, than a szn- ACCOUNT NUMBEP.S—Section 274A (8 U.S.C.
gle locality but which is smaller than an entire 1324a) i amended b, adding a the end of sub•secion (b)(2) the föllowng new sentence: 'The
State.
SEC. 113 COMPTROUFR GENERAL MO1VITOPI2YG Attorney General is authorized to Tequire an inAND REPORTS
dividual to provide on the foim described in
(a) IN GENFJML.—The Comptroller General of paragraph (1)(A) the ind±vidual's social securij
the United States shall track, monztor. and account number foT purposes of complying oith
evaluate the compliance of each dnonstraton this section.".
(b) CH1NGEs IN ACCEFTA.BLE DOCUMENTATION
project with the objec.ves of sections 111 and
112. and shall verify the resu1ts of the den- FOR EMFLOYMF27 AUTHORIZATION AND IDF.N-

in a demonstration project, which -notice slw.Zl
contain informo.ion on fthng complaints regard£ng misuse of information or un'awful dzscñmino.ion by employers parcipatng in the em-

other than the criteria in subpaTagraphs

or local law to any person on or after the date
of the enacbnent of this Act except to_she tent
the right or Tnedy zs incon.sisent with any provision of this part.

TITY.—
(1) REDUCTION IN NUMBER OF ACCEPTABLE EMVOcUMENTS.—Sectzon
PLOYMENT-VERIFICATION

274A(b)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) i3 amended—
(A) in subparagraph (B)—

(i) bj, strilcing clauses (ii), (iii). and (iv);
(ii)

b redignatng clause (v) as clause (ii);

(iii) in cLause (1), btj adding at the end 'or";
(iv) in clause (ii) (as TedeS29flated). by amending the t&2 preceding subclause (1) t Tea4 as
follows:

'(ii) resident alien card, alien regzstration
card, or other document designated by Tegula-

tion by the Attorney General, if the document—
and

(v) in clause (ii)

(as Tednated)—

(1) by striking "and" a the end of
(I);
(II) bij

sikng the period at the

subclause

end of sub—

(II) and inserting ', and'; and
(III) by adding a the end the following new

clause

subclause:

"(III) contuns appropñate security features.": and
(B) in subparagraph (C)—
(i) by inserting .'OT" after the "semicolon" at
the end of clause (0;

(ii) b stiJcng cLause (u); and

(iii) bij redesigrating cLause (Ui) as clause (ii).
(2) AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT USE OF CERTAIN

DOCUMENTS.—If the Attorney General finds, by
regulation, that any document descñbed in section 274A(b)(1) of the Immigration and NationaZiiy Act (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) as e.sablishing employment authorization or identity does not reli-

ably esabUsh ich authonzo.ion or identity or
is being used frauduiently to an unacceptable
degree, the Attorney General may prohibit or
place condW.ons on its use for purposes of the
verificatwn system established in sect.on 274A(b)
of the Ir,vnigraton and Nationality Act under

sectwn 111 of this Act.
(c) EFFECTIVE -DATE.—The amendments made

by subsec.ions (a) and (b)(1) sho.Zl apply with
respect to hirzg (or rec.ruUing OT referring) oc-

curring on or after such date as the Atwrney

111(c); and

General shall designate (but not later than 180
days after the date of the enactment of thzs

under this section.

SEC.

(B) the Comptroller Generals findings rr.c4e

ZONPREEMPTION OF ST.
'lG RIGHTS AND RE&ES.
Nothing in this subpaTt may be conszrued to
deny, impair, or otherwise adversely affect any
right or remedy available under Federal. SUzte.
SEC. 114. GENERAL

Act).

117. 7E&ThVT OF CERTAIN DOCU'.'TARY P&4CTJCES AS UNFAIR Th-

Seco'.

GR4flON-PJIATED

E1Q'LOYMENT

PRACTICES
274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C

1324b(a)(6)) is

ain.ended—
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(1) by srUcing "For purposes of paragraph the gran!s described in subparagraphs (A) and only to licenses or documents issued to an indi(I). a" and inserting "A"; and
(B).
vidual for the first time and to replacement or
(2) by strUcng "relating to the luring of mdi(4) R2P0RT..—(A) Not later than one year after renewal licenses issued according to State law.
vduaZs" and inserting the following: "zf made the date of the enacbnent of this Act, the Sec(ü) With re5-pect to driver's licenses or identifor the purpose or with the intent of dscrinzz- reary of Health and Hwnan Sermces shaZl sub- ficaton docwnens issued in States that issue
nating agazns2 an individual in violation of mit a report to the Congress on ways to reduce such licenses or documents for a period of validparagraph (1) '.
the fraudulent obtaining and the fraudulent use ity of moTe than six years, paragraphs (1) nd
SEC. 11& IJfl'ROVEVTS m ZDEIV'rIFICATION. of birth certificates. including any such use to (3) shall apply—
R&ATED DOCV3ZVTS.
obtain a social securtzj account number or a
(I) during the .period of October 1, 2000
(a) BiRTH CZ.RTIFICATFS.—
(I) LiMITATION 9N ACCEP2'ANCE.—(A) No Fed-

State or Federal document related to fdeniiflca-

through $eptnber 30,. 2006, only to Ztcenses or
docwneitts issued to an individual for the first
eral agency, including but not limited to the So(B) No later than one year after the date of time and to replacement or renewal licenses iscia! Security Adzrdnistraior. and the Depart- enacnent of this Act, the agency designated by • sued accorthng to State law, and
ment of State, and no State agency thai zssues the President in paragraph (1)(B) shall subrnzt a
(II) beginning on October 1, 2006, to all drivdriver's licenses or identiflcaion documents, report setng forth, and explaining, the regua- er's licenses or identification documents issued
may accept for any officaz purpose a coplj of a tions described in such paragraph.
by such States.
birth certifico.e, as defined in paragraph (5),
(C) There are authorzzed to be appropnated to
(C) Peragraph (4) shall ta/ce effect on Octcber
uriZe it is issued by a Stare or loca' authorized the Deparbnent of Health and Human Serozces I, 2006.
custodwiz of record and it conforms to standards such amounts as may be necessary for the prep- SEC 119, £2VHANCED
PEN4LTWS W L4BöR
descTibed in subparagraph (B).
aration of the report described in subparagraph
S?4NDARDS
VIOL4TIONS
ARE
(B) The standards desCTibed in this bpara- (A).
PRESr.
graph are those set forth in reguo.tions promul(5) CEP.TIF!CATE OF B1R2'R.—As used in this
(a) 1i GENERAL.—Sectjon 274A(e) (8 u_S_c.
gated by the Federal agency designated by the section, the term "birth certTzcae" means a cer- 1324a(e)) is amended by addin a the er4 the
tion or i7ranzgration.

•

Pr&ident, after consultation with such other
Federal agencies as the President shall designate and with State vzta stast2s offices, and

tificate of birth of—
(A) a person born in the United States, or

following:

'(10)(A) The adminisratjve law judge sf0.11
(B) a person born abroad who is a citizen or have the authoritij to requzre payme7itof a• civil
nat2onal of the UnUed States at birth, whose money penaZtj.in an anzont up to two .nzes the
(i)include but not be limited to-.-birth is registered n the United Stases.
amount of the penaltij prescñbed by. this sub(I) certificatzon by the agency ssu2ng the
(6) EFFECTiVE DATF.—
section in any case in which the enzpZoyer ha.s
birth certificate, and
(A) Except as otherwise provided n s2thpara- been found to have committed a wilZfuZ violat.on
(II) use of safety paper, the seal of the zssuzng graph (B) and in paragraph (4), th.s bsection
re'peated moZat.ons of any of the following
agency, and other features designed to limit shall take effect two years after the enacbnent or
Statuses:
ta,npe,'jng. counterfezng, and photocopping, or of this Act.
"(i) The FOiT Labor Standards Act (29 U$.C.
otherwise duplicang. for fraudulenv purpose.,
(B) Paragraph (I)(A) shall take effect two
(zi) not requzre a s'tngZe design to which the of- years after the submision of the report de- 201 et seq.) pursuant to a finaZ det r natwn by
the Secretary of Labor or a court of competent
Tzcial birth cer2ijicate copzes issued by each sari bed in paragraph (4)(B).
•

•

State must conform; and
(in) acco,mnodate the thfferences between the

(b) SDATE-Is$rjF DvEps LJcr2'ss.—
(1) SOCIAL SECUPJTY ACCOUNT NUMBER.—Each

in the manner and fomz in which birth
records are stojed and n how birth certificate

States

State-issued dr2ver's Ziense and W.entiflcaon
document shall contain a social secur2tlj accopzes are produced from such records.
count number, cept that this paragraph shall
(2) LIMITATION ON JSSUA.NCE.—(A) If one or not apply if the documentor license is issued by
more of the condAtzons desc,ibed in bpara- a State that requires, purant to a statute, reggraph (B) zs present, no• State or local govern- ulaion, or adninisrath,e poZicy which was, re'nent agency may zssue an official copij of a specively, enacted, promulgated, or implebirth certificate pertazrnng to an individual un- mented, prior to the date of enactment of this
less the copy prominently notes that such ndi- Act, that-vidual is deceased.
(A) every applicara for such license or docu-

IITLS.CtOn.

"(ii) The MigTant and SeasonaZ Agricultural
Worker Protection Act (29 U$.C. 1801 e seq.)
pursuant to a finaZ deernzination by the Seeretary of Labor or a court of competent jurisdic-

ton.

"(iii) The FamUy and Medzcal Leave Act (29
U.S.C. 2601 ei seq.) pursuant to a final determinat.on by the Secretary of Labor or a court of
competent junsdiction.
"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attorney
General shall consult regarding the adnünzst.ra-

ton of this paragraph.".
(B) The conditzons described in this bpra- inent subrnzt the number, and
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made
(B) an agency of such State verify with the by this section shall apply with respec2 to ofSocial Secur2tlj Athnisbaon that the number
cate of a notatwn that the inthvidual zs de- is valid and is not a number a.ssigiied for use by fenses occurring on or after the dare of the engraph include—
(i) the presence on the or2girw2 birth certifi-

ceased, or
(ii) actual knowledge- by the isi.ang agersc-y
that the individual is deceased obtained through
infoymazon provided by the Social Securitij Ad-

persons without author2tlj to work in the United

States, but not that the nwnber appears on the

acp-rzent of this Act.
SEC. 120. !JiTCREASED NV31ER OF ASSISTANT

U17ED STATES A7TORWEYS TO
PROSECU2 CAS. OF UNL(WFZIL

card.

(2) APPLICATiON PRoc$.—The application.

ministrafion. by an interstate systen of birth- - proce.ss for a State dr2ver's Zzcense or identjicadeath matching, or otherwise.
ton document shall include the presentaon of

(3) GRANTS TO STATF.—(A)(i) The Secretary such evidence of dentitj as, is requred by reguof Hea1th and Human Services, in consuftatzon lations promulgated by the Secretary of Transwith other agencies designated by the President, portat.on, after consultaon wzth the Ainercan
shall estabZish a fund, adininis2ered through the Ass6ciation of Motor VehcZe Athrdnist,ators.
Naiono.2 Center far Health Statistics, to provide
(3) FORM OF LICENSE AND IDENTIFICATION DOCgrants to the States to encourage them to de- UMENT.—Each State driver's license and identvelop the capa!,Uitij to match birth and death ftcation document shall be n a form conszstent

E&IPLOYMEIVT OF MiENS OR DOC(J

MFJV'FRAUD.

The Attorney General is auUwrized to hire for
fiscal years 1996 and 1997 such a4dit2onc.Z As-

ssant Urnted States Attorneys as may be nec-

sanj for he prosecution of act2ons brought
under sections 274A and 274C of the Immigra.
ton and Nat.ona1itij Act and sect2ons 911. 1001,
1015 through 1018. 1028. 1030, 1541 through 2544.

records within each State and anwng the with requrentents set forth n regulations pro- 2546, and 1621 of tt1e 18, United States Code.
Each such addionaZ attorney shall be used priStates, and to note the fact of death on the birth
certzficae.s of deceased persons. In developing

mulgated by the Secrearij of Tran.s'portaton, manly for such prosecuons.
after consu2taton with the American Associa- SEC. 120A. SUBPOENA AUrRORI7Y FOR C4SES OF

the capabiitij descibed tn the preceding sen- ton of Motor Vehicle Administrators. Such form
tence. Stases shall focus first on persons who shall contain securitij features designed to limzt
were born after 1950.
1
tampering, colLnterfezting, and use by impos2ors
(ii) Such grants shall be provided in propor(4) LIMITATION ON ACCEPTANCE OF LICENSE

tion to population and in n o.mount nee.d.e4 to AND IDE!T1FICATION DOCUMENT—Neither the
prov2de a bstantw.l incentive for the Stases to Social Security Adnunistration or the Paspbrt
develop szch capabilitij.
Office or any other Federal agenc-p or any State
(B) The Secretary of Health and Human Servlocal government agency may accept for any
zes shall estabhsh a fund. adnünzstered or
evidentiary purpose a State driver's license or
through the Nationo.Z Center for Health Stats- identficazjon document in a form other than
tics, to provide grants to the States for a project the form described in paragraph (3).
in each of 5 States to demonstrate the feasibility
(5) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
of a system by which each ch State's office of
(A) Except as othenose promded in bparavzw.1 statistics would be provided, within 24 graph (B) or (C). this bsecton shall take ef•

nours, sufficzent znformaon to establish the fect on October 1. 2000.
fact of death of every individual dying in such
State.

•

(B)) Wth respect to driver's licenses or iden-

tification documents ised by States lhat ise

U?.7AWFUL FJIfPLOYQT OF ALiENS
OR DOC VMEIVT FRAUD.

(a) IMMIGPT1ON OFFICER AUTHORiTY.—
(1)
(.JNL.4WFUL
EMPLOYME,wT.—Sect.on

274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(1)) is wnended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

graph (A);

(B) by stnking the perwd at the end of b-

paragraph (B) and inserting ". and"; ar.d

(C) by inseflng after subparagph (B) the

following new bparagraph:
"(C) wvnigration officers desgnated by the

Comntzssioner rr.i.y compel. by subpoena the atend.ance of witnesses and the production of evidence at any des-ignted p!ace pnor to the fthng
of a complaint in a cose under paragraph (2).

(2) DOCUMENT FRAUD—Section 274C(dj(1) (8
(C) There are authorized to be appropriated to ch licenses or documents for a perzod of valid1324c(d)(Z)) is amended—
the De2arbnent of Health and Huntan Sertices ty of six years or !e. paragraphs (1) and (3) U.S.C.
(A) by strVcing "and a! the end of subparach omounts as mzy be necessary to provide shall apply begznning on October 1. 2000. but grap)z
(A):

-
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in cZause iii), by s2rikng "or (zv" and ir
(B) by striking the peñod at the end of sub- form" the following: (except in any case of dzspTagTaph (B) and ir.seitng ",and"; and
aster, act of God, OT other event beyond the con- sertng "I:v), OT (v)"; and
(D) in cZause (iv), by s2riking "or (iv)" and in(C) by ir.sertng after subpaTagraph (B) the trol of he person or entity)".
•

•

following new subpaTagraph:

"(C) mmiga.o7z officers designated by the
Commissioner may compel b subpoena the attendance of witnesses and Ve production of emdence at any designated place pr-loT to the filing
of a compZaint in a case under paTagraph (2).".
(b) SECRETARY OF LABOR SUBPOENA AUTHOR-

'77.-

sethng "(iv), OT (v)":
(3) in paTagraph (2)—
RAUD
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A),
SEC. 12L WiRETAP AV'rHORl2Y FOR INVESTIG&. by striking "foT each transac1zon constituting a
TIONS OF AL1 SUUGGLL2JG OR
PART 3—ALIEN SMUGGL ThTG; DOCUMENT

DOCZThIENT FRAUD.

Section .2516(1) of titZe 18, United States Code,
isainended—

(1) in paTagraph (c), by sñJcing OT section

violaton of t1zs paTagraph, TegardZess of the
nwr.ber of alzens invoZved" and inserting "foT
each alien in Tespect to whom a violation of th2s
paTa graph occuTs"; and

(B) n the mater foZlow*ng subpaTagraph
1992 (Telating to wrecking train.)" and inserting
•sectidn 1992 (Telating -to wrecking trains), a fez- (B)(ü), bij striking "be fined" and all that foloi'y violation of section 1028 (Telating to produc- lows thTough the per3od and inserting the folSECRETARY OF LABOR SUBPOENA At'THORfl'Y
.tio of false identification documentation), sec- lowng: "be fined under title 18, United States
"SEC. 294. The Secretary of LaboT may ZSSILE tion 1425 (TeZa1ing to the procuTerrient of citizen- Code, and shall be imprisoned for a first OT secsubpoenas TeQUznng the attendance and testi- ship OT nationalization unzawfully), section 1426 ond offense, not more than 10 yeaTs; and foT a
mony of witnesses OT the production of any (relating to the Teproducwn of nabiTaliZaOn thiTd or subsequent offense, not moTe than 15
yeaTs."; and
TecOTdS, books, papers, OT documents in-connec- 07 citizenship papers), section 1427 (Telating to
(4) by adding at the end the foUowing new
tion with any invesgaion 07 hearing con- the sale of natuTaZzat.on OT cWenship papers),
ducted in the enforcen-.ent of any mzmigrat.ion sect2on 1541 (Telatng to pass-port issuance with- paTagraph:
"(3) Any person who hiTes for nplojment an
progrn for which the Secretary of L4b0T has
(1) IN GENE1.4L.—ChCpter 9 of ttZe II of he
I7nnugTation and Nationality Act is amended by
adding at the end the following new secton:

out authority), sectzon 1542 (Telating to false • alien—
statnents in passport applicaton3), sec2on
(A) knowing thai such alien is an unauthoT1543 (TeZating to forgery OT false use of pass- ized alien (as defined in section 274A(h)(3)), and
porte), se.ion 1544 (Telating o misuse of pass(B) knowing that suc?r alien has been
ports), or sec.on 1546 (TeZaing to fraud and
heanng or investigation, the authorzty con- misuse of visas, permits, and other documents)"; bTought znto the United States in violation of
this subsection,
tained in sections 9 and 10 of the Federal TTade
(2) bj striking "OT" at the. end of paragraph
siwli be fined under titZe 18, United States Code,
Conimzsswn Act (15 U.S.C. 49, 50), TeZaing to a);
and shaU be imprisoned foT not more thafl 5
the attendance of toztnesses and the producon
(3) by Tedeszgnang paTagraphs (m), (n), and
of books, papers, and docwnents,-shall be avail- (o) as paTagraph (n), (o); and (p), TespecP.vely; yeaTs. ".
(b) SMUGGLING OF AUFJJS WHO WILL COMMIT
abZe to the Secretary of LaboT."..
and
U.S.C.
274(a)(2)(B)
(8
CPJMEs.—Secton

Ieen deZegated enforcnent authority und.r the
Ac2. In such hearing, the Secretary of LaboT
may adnthüs2er oaths, examine witnesses, and
Teceve evidence. FOT the purpose of any such

•

-

(2) CONFORMING AMNDMENT.—The table of
(4) by inserting after paTagraph (1) the follow1324(a)(2)) is amended—
-contents of the lnvnigration and NationaZity Act izg new paTagraph.
(1) by striking '0T" at the end of cZause (u);
is amended bj insethng after the zteinTe1at3ng
(m) a vioZaon of sec1on 274, 277. or 278 of
(2)
by
Tedesiglzating
cZause
(iii)
as
clause
(iv);
to section 293 the folZowng new itenz:
the I,rmugration and. Nationa1Uy Act (8 U.S.C.
Sec. 294. Secretarij of Labor sibpoena author- 1324, 1327. or 1328) (Telating to the smugglzng of and.
(3) by. inserng after cZause (ii) the folZowzng
ity.".
new clause:
SEC.
1.
ADDiTIONAL
COVERAGE
Vq
RICO
FOR
TASK
FORCE
TO
ThROVE
PVBUC
SEC. 1208.
(zu) an offense conmz with the intent, OT
OFFISFS RELA2G TO AL1T with
EDVC42YON REGARDTh'G VYZAWPVL
substant.a Teason to believe, that the alien
DOCZ7JT
AND
SMUGGL.UJG
FMPLO1JT OF MJEVS AND UN.
unZawfully brought into the United States will
RtAUD
flGkArION.RELAXIXI EM
FA
PLOY3ffNTPRACT1CE.
Secion 1961(1) of titLe 18, United States Code, cmrmt an offense against the United States o
any State punishable by .nrisonment foT more
(a) ET4BUSHMEWT.—The Attorney General is anzended—
shall establish a task foTce within the Depart(1) by striking OT" after "Zaw ofize.Unzted than 1 year; or".
(c) SrJiTE?JCING GUIDEUNE$.—
rnent of Justice charged with the Tesponsbthty States,";
(1) Ii GNEP..4L.—PUTSUant to its authoy
.

ans)'.

-

-

of—

(1) providing advice and guidance. to emploj-

ers and rtplojees Tezaimg to n2awfui nDloyYnent of aizens under section 274A of the j,ro,ü-

grati.on and NationaZity Act and unfaT invmgrat3on-TeZated nployment practices under
2743 of such Act; and
(2)

-

assisng einplojers in comply2ng with

those laws.
(b) COMP0Srn0N.—The members of the task
-

force shall be designated by the Attorney General from among officers or emplojees of the Imnzigration and Natizralizati.on Service OT other
cor,wonénts of the Deparment of Justice.
(c) AJ'NUAL RE?OR?.—The task force shall Teport annu.ly to the Attorne' General on its opera V.0723.
SEC. 12CC.

(2) byiserting or" at the end of clause (E);

under secWn 994(p) of titZe 28, United States
(3) bj adthng at the end the followin.g. (F) Code, the United States Sentencing Commission
any act, OT coflSpZTaCY to conmüt any act. Zn siwli promuZ gate sentèncivg guzdelnes OT
amend istng sentencing gdeZines for offendviolation of—
.?i) section 1028 (Telatng to production of ers côn,icted of offenses Telated to smuggling,
n2ficaon docwnentat2on), sect2onJ42S trans-porting, haTboring; or inducing aliens in
fazse
(Telating to the procurement of citizenship or violamz of sect2on 274(a) (1)(A) OT (2)(B) of the
and

naionalizaion unlawfully), sect2on 1426 (Telat- Inm'dgration and N6iO7ZOZity Act

(8 U.S.C.
ing to the Teproduction of no2UTaliZatiOn OT cit- 1324(a) (1)(A), (2)(B)) in aCCOTd.anC.e with this
zenship papers), secon 1427 (Telating• to the subsection.
(2) REQ WPEMENTS.—In can'ying out this sub
saZe of natUTalzza2On OT citizenship papers),

sect2on 1541 (Telaing to passport iuance with- section, the Coranion shall, with T€SDeCt to
out authoñty), section 1542 (Telating to false the offenses desc,ibed in paTagraph (2)—
(A) increase the base offense level for such ofstatements in passport applicaions), secan
1543 (Telating to forgery OT false use of pass- fense.s at Zeast 3 offense levas above the applzca
ports). OT secion 1544 (Telating to misuse of bZe level in effect on the date of the enac1ment

passports) of this titie, oT. for personaZ financia2 ofthisAct
(B) evew the senten.ng erLhanwnent foT the
PRDED ALZRNS.
gazn, section 1546 (TeZating to fraud and misuse
There aTe authonzed th be appropriated such of vzsas, permits, and other documents) of this number of aliens involved (U.SS.G. 2L1.1(b)(2)),
and increase the sentencing enhancement byt
add2ional sums as may be necessary to ensure itZe; OT
that the progrwn "IDEWT". operated by the Im"(ii) section 274 ,-277, or 278 of the I7rurdgra,ion least 50 percent above the app'icable enhancement in effect on the date of the enactnzent of
1mgraton and NabiTaZizaiOn Service pursuant and NationaZiy Act.".
NON WIDE FAGFPRZWrnVG OF A?-

to secon 130007 of Fub1ic Law 103-322, shall be SEC. Z. INCRE.4SD CRIMINAL PENAL17 FOR this Ac
(C) impose an appopizate sentencing enexpanded into a nationwide progranL
ALJ SMUGGLiNG.
SEC. 120D. APPlICATION OF VERiFICATION PRO(a) IN GENEP4L.—SeCtOn 274(a) (8 U.S.C. hancnent upon an offender with 1 pro felony
CZDVRF.$ TO STATE AGENCY REF&4LS OF 3ZOY3VT,.

Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended

by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(6). STArE AGFJJCY REFERR.4LS.—A State n-

conviciion arising out of a sepaTate and pñoT
1324(a)) zs wnended—
prosecutior& foT an offense that involved the
(1) in paTagraph (1)(A)—
at the end of cZause (iii); sne or szmilaT uv4erlying conduct as the CUT(A) bj
-

(B) by stñking the coirana at the end of clause
(iv) and inserting OT"; and

(C) by adding at the end the following new

ploynient agency that Tefers any ind.ividual.foT clause:
nploijment shaU compp with the proceduTes
(v)(I) engages in any conspiTacy to commit
'pecifw4 in subsection (b). FOT purposes of the any of the preceding acts, OT
at2aP.on TequiTnent in subsection (b)(1), the
(II) azds OT abets the cornmzssion of any of
agency employee w1z z pranañly involved in the preceding acts. ";
the Teferral of the individual shall make the at—
(2) in paTagrph (1)(B)—
Zest3ion on behalf of the agency.".
(A) in cZause (i), by inserting "OT (v)(I)" after
SEC. ZZOE. P.ETE2VTION OF VERIFICATION FORE

Section 274A(b)(3) (8 U.S_C. 1324ab)(3)) is

(B) in clause (ii), by strf king "or (iv)' and in-

wnended by inserting after .'must Tetazn the serting "(iv), OT (v)(II)";

Tent offense, to be applied in addition to any
sentencing enhancnent that would otherwise
apply pursuant to the cZcuZation of the defendant's criminal historj category;
(D) impose

an additional ap,roprate sentenc-

ing enhancnent upon an offender with 2

OT

more PTZOT felony convicons ox-zszng out of sep-

aTate nd

PrZOT prosecutions for offenses that
involved the same o' similT underling conduct
as the cunent offense, to be applied i: o4diV.on

o any sentencing enhancnent that

wouZd oth-

erwise apply puTsuant to the calcuZation of the
defendant's cñminaZ history category;
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(E) zmpose an approjrzate sentencing en- conmutted by an employee or agent of such
hancnent on a defendant who,in the course of owner, and facflitated or was intended to faculconvrLutng an offense descibed Zn th2s sub- tate, the corIvnjjon of a vioZaion of, OT a consection—
-

7nuTd.ers or otherwise causes death, bodily
inftzrj, or serious bodily iniurzj to an 2ndvduczl:
(zz) uses

ZL DOcUJa

(a) P ALTIE FOR FRAUD .4!D MISUSE OF

s'pzTac-y to 'violate, subsection (a) or section .1028,
1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, or 1546 of

(1)

GOVMENT-LSUD. LDEwrincnov

'States Code, is amended to Teo4 as follows:

further the business inwJ-ests of the owner, OT to

gerous weapon: or

?b)(1)(A) An offense under subsecV.on (a)

any other benefit upon the owner.";
(iii) engages in conduc that consc-ously OT confer
(2) in paragraph (2)—
recklessly places another in serious danger of
(A) by Strikng "conveyance" both places it
death oTserious bod.ily injurj;

is appropriate if the offense conduct involves
fewer than 6 aliens or the defendant committed
the offense other than for p'ofit; and
(G) consider whether any other aggravating
or mitigating cvrcwnstances warrant upwaTd or
downwaTd sentencing adjusbnents.
(d) EMERGENCY AUTHORITY TO SN TEN CJNG

COMM1sJON.—The Com,nision shall p'omulgate

the gudeines or amenthnents provided foT

under this secon as soon as practicable in ac-

cordance with the p,oceduTe se forth in sectwn
21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987, as though
the autho7ity under that Act had not ezpzred.

(e) EFFEC?1V DAT.—This secon and the
arnenrjine,,.t made by this secVon shall apply

with respect to off enses.occurl2ng on or after the
date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC 124. ADAffSSjEjT OF VWEO2'ApED WIT.

Dxv-

tit2e 18, United States Code, o was intended to MZNTS—(1) '5 1028(b) of title 18, United

or branthshe a firearm or other dan-

(F) consider whe2her a downward adjvstment

S4737

SEC. 127. flVCREASED CRThI7JAL PlALT[R$ FOa
FR4UDVLVT USE OF GOVERN)1E1v7.

that is—

'(i) the production or transfer of an identification document or false ident2ficaton docu-

appears and inserting "p,-operty "; and

(B) by striking 'is being used in" and insen- ment that is or appeaTs to be—.
ing "is being used in, is facilitating, has facili"U) an identification ocuraent issued by or
tated, or was intended to faciluate";
under the authority of the United States; or
(3) in paTagraph (3)—
"(II) a birth certificate, or a driver's license or
(A) by inserting "(A)" in-anediately after personoj identfzcation card;
'(3)",a72d
"(ii) the p'oduction OT transfer of moTe than
(B) by adding at the end the following:
five identification docuir.ents or false identffica"(B) ,Befoe the sezuTe of any real p,-oper1y tOn documents; o
puTsuant to this section, the Attorney General
"(ui) an offense under paragraph (5) of suc7
shall p'-ov2de notice and an opportunity to be subsection (a);
heard to the owner of the property. The Attor- sha'l be pumshable under subpaTagraph
(B).
ney General shall p,escñbe such Tegulations as
"(B) Except as provided in paragraph (4),
may be necessa,w to carry out this subpaTa- person who violates an offense descl2bed in sub-a.
graph.";
paragraph (A) shall be punisfta by—
(4) in paTagraph. (4) and (5). by striking "a
"(i) a, fine under th.s title, imprzsonment for
conveyance" and "convejance" each place not more than 10 yeaTs, or both, foT a fiTst or
-

-

such phTase or woTd appears and inserting

p'opertif': and

NFSS T&STThfO)VY

second offense; or

"(ii) a fine under this 2ü2e, zmpnonflzent for
not more than 15 years, or both, for a third or

(5) in paTagraph (4)—

(A) by srikng "or"at the end of subpaTa- subsequent offense.
Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324) 25 wnended bij add- graph (C);

ing at the end thereof the following new sub(B) by stTikng the period at the end of subsection.
paragraph (D) and insert2ng or"; and
"(d) Notwithstanding any p'ovision of the
(C) bj adding at the end the following new
Fedeal Rules of Evidence, the videotaped (or subparagraph:
otherwise audiov'isuaiiy perved) d positwn of
'YE) tran.sfer custody and Ownership of fora witness to a violation of subsection (a) who fezted property to any Federal, State, OT local
has been deponed or otherwise ezpel2ed from the agency puTsuant to seciüni 616(c) of the Tariff
Umted StaZes, or is othenoise unable to testify, Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 16160(c)).".
may be athnitted into evidence in an action
(b) Emcriv DATL—The amendments made
bTo.ught for thai violation if the wüness was bj this .sectiqn ha1l apply with Tespect to of-•
available foT crozs examinaon and the depos- fenses occurring on or after the date of the entzon otherwise conpies with the Federal Rules acment of this Act.
of Evidence:';
SEC. 12& RtMZNAL FORFErrVEE FO ALIEN
SEC Z25 ANDEZ) FORFEIflJp FOR ALIEN
SMtIGG WIG, VIVJ4WFI]L £M?LOY•

SMLTGG WIG
FRAVD.

AND

(a) IN GNPAL.-.-.on

DOCL73IEIVT

274(b) (8

U.S.C.

1324(b)) is amended—
(1) bij amending paTagTaph (1) to Tead as fol-

•

"(2) A person Convicted of an offense under
subsection (a) that is—
"(A) any other poducton or transfer of an
identifzcaton document OT false
ntfzcaion
docwneizt; or
"(B) an offense under paTagraph .(3) of such

subseeon;
shall be punzshable by a fine under this tit2e,

mprtsonment for not more than thTee yeaTs, or
both.

"(3) A person convicted of an offense under
subsection (a), other than an offense de$cribed
in paragraph (1) OT (2), sha1l be punishable by

a fine under this tit2e, unpnonment foT not
than one year. OT both.
T OF AL1EZVS, oa DOCU3v2' more
"(4) Not thstandjng any other provzsion of

AC

Section 274 (8 U.S.C. 1324(b)) is amended by

this section. the ina.imvm tenn of ?lnpv_sonment

.1541. 1542. 1543. 154, or 1546 of le 18, United

this title). 2OyeaTs.".
(2) Section.s 1541 through 154 of Ue 18, United States Code, aTe amended by Striking be fined

redesignatng subsections (c) and (d) as sub- that may be imposed for an offense descnbed in
sectns (d) and (e) and inserting after sub- paragraph (1)(A) shall be—
lows:
'?A) if committed to facilitate a drug traffzcksection (b) the following:
"(1) Any popery. Teal or personal, which fa(c) CRLwJz FORFJTup..—(1) Any persoi ing crime (as defined in sec.on 929(a) of this
cüüaes or is intended to facilitate, or has bn Convicd of a violation of, or a conspiracy
Ze), 15 yeaTs; and
to
OT is being used in or s intendp4 to be used in rnola2e, subsection (a) or section 274A(a) (1) or
?B) if conflütted to facilitate an act of interthe convmssion of. a vwlaion of, OT con.s-pzTac-y (2) bf this ACt, OT se.con 1024, 1425, 1426. 1427, naonal terrorzsm (as defined in secon 2331 of
to vzo1ae, subsection (a) or section 1028,

1425,

1426. 1427, 1541. 1542. 1543, 1544. or 1546 of tzt2e
18 United States Code, or which consttutes, or

s denved fTom or traceable to; the p'oce&s ob-

taine4 dzTecUy OT zndzTecUy from a comrrüsion
of a violation of, or COTZS-PiTacy to volate. subsection (a) OT section 1028. 1425. 1426, 1427, 1541.
1542, 1543, 151, OT 154$ of title 18, Umted Sta1es

Code, shall be subject to sezzuTe and forfeuuTe;
except that—

Stases Code. shall foTfeit to the United SW,
Tegardle.ss of any.provzsjon of State law—.

(A) any conveyance, inc2udng any v&ssel,

vehcZe, OT azrcraft used in the coinnussion of a
vzolation of, or a COTiSpZTCZC,,I to violate subsection (a); and
'1B) any poperty Teo.l or persthwl—

'Y) that constuutes, or is deTived from or is

traceable to the proceeds obtained dzect2y

in(A) no popert7f used bij any person as a diTecuy from the convmssion of a violation or
of, or

coimnon carrier in the transaction of business as
a co7ronon carrzer shall be foTfeited under the
p'ovzszons of this section un1ess it shall appear
that the owner OT other person in charge of such
popertj was a consenting pathj OT pTZvy to the
un2awfu1 act;
no p'opeiy shall be foTfeited under this
section bij Teason of any act OT omzss-&on estabb.shed by the owner thereof to have been coin'nitted or omzUe2 bij any person other than such
owner while such p,-oper2y was unlawfully in
the possession of a person other than the owner
in vwlaton of, OT in cojzrac-y to violate, the
cvvninal laws of the United States OT of any
State; and
(C) w p,operty shall be forfeited under this
paragraph to the extent of an interest of any
owner, by Teason of any ac or omisszon estabh.she4 by such owner to have been convnjtted or
omztted without the knowledge or consent of

under this title, vnprisoned not more than 10
yeaTs, or both." each place it appears and nserting the follow2ng:

be-

cept as otherwise p'-ovided in this section.

(1) fined under this itZe, nprz.oned for not
more than 10 yeaTs, or both, for a flrt OT second
offense; OT

-

'(2) fined under this le, zmprisoned for not
a conspzTacy to violate, subsec.on (a), section
274A(a) (1) or (2) of this Act, OT secon 1028, nwre than 15 years, or both, foT a thiTd or subse1425. 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1541. OT lSi6 of

tzt2e 18, United States Code; or

quent offense.

Notwitizanding any other pOviszon of th4

'(ii)t hat 23 used to facilitate, OT is inter4e4 to section, the maz3lnum teim of iniprison,nent that
be used to facilitate, the commzssion of a viola- may be imposed for an offense under this secon of, or a conspirac-y to volate. subsection ton—
"(1) if con-4id to facilitate a drug traffick(a). sêcion. 274A(a) (1) or (2) of this Act, OT 5eC.on 1028, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1541,
OT 1546 of title 18. United States Code.

ing cnme (as defined in section 929(a) of this

tzt2e), is 15 years; and
'(2) if commjUed to facilüate an act of znterThe court, in imposing sefltence on such person,
terTor2sm (a defined in secton 2331 of
shall oTder that the person foTfeit to the Umted national
this Ze). is 20 years.
States all property described in this subsection.
(3) Sec2on 156(a) of tit2e 18, United States
"(2) The cn,ninal foTfeztuTe of property under
is amended bi stñ/cing be fined under
this subsection, including an sere and dis- Code,
tztle, ilnprtsoned no moTe than 10 yeaTs, or
posztion of the property and any TeZatP4 04mm- this
both." and inserting the followzñg:

istratve or judicial p'-oceethng, shall be govcet as Ottaerz'e p,ovided in ths suberned by the p'ovi-tons of section 43 of he section,
be—
Comp,eherve Drisg Abuse Prevention and
(!) fined -under this title. zmpnoned for not
Control Act of 1970 (21 U.SC. 853), other than more than 10 years, or both, for a first or second

such owner, unless such act or Omzsswn was subsections (a) and (d) of such section 413.".

offense; or
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"(2) fined under this itZe, npnsoned for not
more than 15 years, OT both, for a thzTd or subse• quent offense.

under this sec.on as soon as pracicabZe zn ac(B) by adding befoTe the perzod at the end the
cordance with the proceduTe se2 forth zn secon following: "or obwinzng a : benefit under this
21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987, as though Act"; and
"Notzoiths2anding any other provision ,f this the authoTity under that Act had not epzTed.
(C) by striking the period at the end and nsubsecon, the inaxanwn enn of zmpñsOnment
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThiS secon and the seTting ', or": and
.Vza may be imposed foT an offense under this aniendznents made by this section shall apply
(5) by adding at the end the foZlowing new
Wtn Tepect to offenses occurñng on or after the paTagraphs:
'(1) if committed to facilitate a drug trczfficlc- - date of the enacbnent of this Act.
"(5) to prepaTe, file, OT assist another in preing. c!me (as defined zn section 929(a) of this SEC. 12& CRAL PEWAL2T FOR FALSE-STATEpa,ing
or filing, any application loT benefits
itZe), zs15yrs;and
T fl A DOCV2 REQUmED under this
At, OT any document TeqwTed under
VYDER THR GRATION lAWS-OR this Act, or any docwnent submitted in connec"(2) if comntted o fa&itate an act of interg1qOWL'qGLy
PR,TG
DOCt7.
nabônai terro,ism (as defined in sec2on 2332 of
WHICH FAllS ro coizzwv on with such appZic,aon or document, with
this W1e), s 20 years.
REASONABLE R4SIS LW LAW OR knowledge or• in TeckZes d2sregaTd of the fact
(4) Sections 1425 thTOUgh 1427 of tit.Ze 18, UnitFAC1
that such app&ation oz document was faZseZy
e:Stat Code, are amended by striking "be
The fouith uizdesignated paragraph of sect.on made or, in whoZe or in part, does not Telate to
fined not more than $5000 or nprisoned not 1546(a)
of tZe 18, United States Code, s amend- the person on whose behalf it was or is berng
--more than five years,. OT both" each place ft ap- ed to Te04 as foZZows:
subm2tted; or
pears and nsérthzg ", except as otherwse pro'W7wever knowingly makes under oath, or as
"(6) to (A) prent befoTe boaTding a-covnon
•vided in this section, be—
perm2tged. under penó2y of perjury under seefor the purpose of conng to the United
"(1) fined under this tle, npñsoned .foT not zion 1746 of t2tZe 28, United States Code, *now camer
States a document which Telates to the alien's
more than 10 years, or both, for a first or second ingly subscribes as true, any false statement èiigibUty to enter the United States, and (B)
offense or
W2th Tespect to a matenal fact in any applicasuch document to an zmmigration
'(2) fined under this tZe, .bnpisoned for not ion, affidavit, •or other docwnent. Tequzred by fail to present
upon anival at a Untted States port of
more than 15 years, OT both, foT a third OT subse- the irmrngraton laws or TeguZaons prescribed officer
entry.".
quent offense.
or knowingly presents any such ap• (b) DEFINiTION OF F4zsr MIj.E.—Section
• "Notwithstanding any other provision of this thereunder,
affidavit, OT other document which 274C (8 U.S.C. 1324c), as amended by section 129
secon, the maximum term of wrprzsovnent thc p&aion,
any such faZse statement OT whwk faZs of this Act, is further amended by adding at the
may be zmposed foT an offense under this sec- contains
to contain any reasonable basiin law OT end the following new .subsecon:
fact—".
"(D FJsELY M1KE.—For purposes of this sec"(1) if co,mnU2ed to facilito2e a drug traffick- SEC. U9. NEW CRZ3WJAL PFJJAL2IES FOR FAE.
zion, the term 'falsely make' means to prepare OT
zng crime (as defined zn section 929ta) of this
URE 2V DISCLOSE ROLE AS PRE- provide an application or docwnen. with
tiUe), zs 25 years; and
PARER OF FALSE APPIJC421ON FOR knowledge or in reckless- dirégaTd of the fact
(2) if.co,ranitted to facilftate an act of interASYLVM OR FOR PREPARATG CER
ThiN FO.cONVI17ON APPZJCA. that the application OT document contains a
nationaZ terrorin (as defined in section 2331 of
faZse, fzcou, OT fTaudulent statement OT maflONS.
this tZe), zs 20 yeais.".
Section 274C (8 U.s.C. 1324c) is amended by terial Tepresentab.on, or- has no basis in law.oT
(b) CHANGES TO THE SENTENCING I2VELS.—
(1) iN GENF2.LL—Pursuant to the Coinras- adding at the end the following new subsection: fact, or otherwe faizs to state a fact which is
(e) CRIMINAL PE!tALTXES FOR FML1JP. TO materaZ to the purpose for which it was subniitsion's authority under secton.994(p) of ztZe 28,
United Stztes Code, the United Sta2es Sentenc- DISCLOSE RoLE AS DocuMr PP.ErAP.EP..—(1) ted. ".
(c)
CONFORMING
mg Commission shalZ promu1gate sentencing Whoever, in any ,natZer within the juisdiction
gudthnes OT amend ezisin9 sentencing guide- of the Service under section 208 of this Act, 274C(d)(3) (8 US.C. 1324c(d)(3)). s amended by
lines for offenders convicted of violang, or con- knowingly and wiZIfuUy faiZs to dscWse, con- striking 'each docwnent 'used, accepted, or creSP7fl9 to vzoZate, sections 1028 (b) (1), 1425 ceaZs, or coves up the fact that .tj have, on ated and each instance of use, acceptance, OT
thTovgh 1427,. 1541 thTough 1544, and 15fS(a) of behalf of any person and foT a fee OT other Te- crea" each place-it appew-s and inserng
ztZe 28, United States Code, in accotdance with munera.on, prepared or a.isted in prepañng "each docwnent that s the subject of a violaan app&aon which was faZselij made (asde- zion under subsection (a)".
this subsection.
(d) ENIL4NCED CIVIL. PEjv,LrJES FOR Docu(2) REQt7IP2MEJTS.—Jn camfing out this sub- fined in subsection (1)) for uranigration benefits
section, the Commission shall, with TespeC to pursuant to sect-ion 208 of this Act, or the Teglz- MLWT FP.AtID IF LABOR Sruos• VIOZ.4T!ONS
Zaions promu1go.te2 thereunder, shall be guUty ARE PR Nr.—Section 274C(d) (8 U.S.C.
the offenses ref erred to in paTagraph 1)—
(A) zncrease the base offense level for such of- of a felony and sho.ZZ be fined zn accoTdance 1324c(cj)) is amended by adthng at the end the
fense at least 2 offense leveis above the level in with Ue18 United States Code; vnp7-isoned for following' new paiagraph:
"(7) Crux. P,Lry.—(A) The administrative
effect on the date of the enacbnent of this Act; not more than 5 years, OT both, and prohibited
(B) Tevzew the sentenng enhancnent for from preparing or assing n prepanng, wheth- law judge shalZ have the autho,-a-g to TequzTe
nwnter of documents or passports involve4 er or not for a lee or other Term2nerazon, any payment of a civil money pe7za1ty in an amount
up to two thes the level of the penalty pre(U.S.S.G. 2L2J(b)(2)), and rncrease the upwaTd other such applicatiàn.
"(2)-Whoever, having been convicted of a vw- scribed by thissubsec2ion in any case where the
adjus2ment by at least 50 pel-cent above the applicabie enhancnent n effect on the date of Za*.on of paTagraph (1), lcnowingly and willfully emplojier has been found to have comnntted
prepar or assists in preparing an appl ion willful or Tepeated vioZaons of any of the folthe enacbneiu of this Act;

subon-

•

•

r

•

(C) impose an appropriate sentencing en-

hannzent upon an offender with 1 przor felony

cnvction añsing out of a separate and prioT

benefits pursuant to this Act, OT
the TeguZaizons promulgated thereunder, wheth-

foT

lowmg statutes:
"(2) The Fair Labor StandaTds Act (29 U.S.C.

er OT not for a fee or other rnuneraton and e- 201 et seq.) pusuan to a final deterrainaton by

prosecuon foT an offense that nvoved the gardless of whether in any master within the u- the Secretary of Labor o a court of competent

risdic2on of the Service under section 208, shall jurisdiction.
be guilty of a felony and sho.ZZ be fined in ac"(ii) The Migiant and Seasonal AgicuZtural
cordance with title 18, United States Code, nz- WoTker Protection Act (29 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.)
przsoned foT not more than 15 years, or both, pursuant to a finaZ deteTmnation by the Seeand prohibited- from prepanng or asis1ing in eanj of Labor or a coui2 of compezent juristhcant's crbnina histoiy Category;
tion.
(D) impose an addthon& appi-opriate sentenc- preparing any other such applicatiün.".
'(ui) The Fcaniy and Medical Leave Act (29
ing en.honcvnent upon an offender with 2 OT SEC. 130. NEW DOCtThI'T FR4UD OFFlS;
NEW v.' P4L17 FOR DOCU- U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) pursuant to a final determore pnor felony convictions arising out of seprmnation.by theSecretary of L4b0T or a. court of
aTa and prior prosecutions for offenses thai
(a) AcT1VJT! PROWPJTED.—3ecton 274C(a) compeen ftrrisdic2on.
znvolved the same or $3fl2CZT underling conduct
as the current offense, to be apZie zn addztzon (8 U.S.C. 1324c(a)) zs amended—
"(B) The Secretary of Labor and the Attorney
(1) n paTagraph (1), by insertirg before the General sho.ZZ con.zdt Tegaidzng the adxninistrato any sentencing enhancnent that would othcomma
at
the
end
the
followng:
"or
to
obtain
a
on of this paragraph.".
erwise apply pursuant to the caZculaion of the
benefit under thzs Act";
(e) WAIVER BY ArrORZJEY GF.NER.AL.—Seclion
defendaut's aTiminal history categoij:
(2)
in
paTagraph
(2),
by
inserting
before
the
(E) consider whether a downwaTd adjustment conwaa at the end the following:
274C(d) (8 U.S.C. 1324c(d)), as wnended by sub0T
to
obtain
a
is appropnate if the offense Coltduct involves
section (d), is further amended by adding at the
under this Act";
fewer than 6 documents. OT the defendant com- benefit
end the following new paragraph:
(3)
in
paragiaph
(3)—
mitted the offense other than for profit and the
'(8) WAIVER B ArrOP.NEY GNP.4L.—The At(A) byinsertng "OT with Tespect to" after "zsoffense was nct committed to fccZiate an act of sued to";
tornej General may wazve the penalties imposed
znternaiona1 terronm; and
(B) by ad4zng befo?e the ccrnvna at the end the by this se.tion with Tespec to cn alien who
(F) consider whether any other aggravating or follcwi-.g: "ar obo.ining a benefit under -this knoungly violates paragraph (6) if the alien is
tnitgating circwnstances warrant upward OT Ace"; and
granted' asylum under sec2on 208 or withho!ddowrwaTd senter.cing adjusbzents.
• ing of deporton under section 243(h)...
(C) y striicng '0T" a: the end;
(c) EMF2'cy AUTHORITY ro SENTENCING
(4) in paTagraph (4)—
(f) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
CoMMzzON.—The Commission sizo2Z promu1gate
(A) by :nserting ••oT with respect tc" after 'is(1) DEflNfl'JON OF FALEL.Y MMtE.—Section
the guidehnes OT amendments provided JOT sued to';
274C(f) oJ the linnugration and Nationality Act.

sne. or ni2ar undenying conduct as the CUTTent 'offense, to be applied in addition to any
sentencing eniw.ncnent that would otherwise
app'y pursuant to the c,ak.uZojon of the defend-

rzwD.
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as added by subsection (b). applies to the prepa-

flon, the Attorney General may, wztho2it referral

teimined under the procedure described in para-

enactment of this Act.

zrnminent arrival in the United States or its ter-

does not have a credible fear of persecution Zn
(or of return to persecuon from) the country or
countries referred to n paragrapa (2), the alien

ration of applzcaions before, on, or after the to a s'pecal inquiry officer, order the exclusion graph (2) to have a credibZe fear of persecution
date of the enactment of this Act.
and deportation of any alien who is found to be shall be determined in due course by a secal
(2) ENNANCD CIVIL PENALTIFS.—The amend- cIudable under secon 212(a) (6XC) or (7).
inquiry officer during a hearing on the cIuments made by subsection (d) apply wzth respect
'(2) As used Zn this section, the term 'extraor- szon of such alien.
to offenw.s occurring on or after the date of the dinary riügraton szttiaon' means the arrival or
(5) If the officer determines that the alzen
SEC. 131. PE2JALTIFS FOR Th1VOUThPrARY SER. • ritorial waters of aliens who by their numbers or

V1TUD
• circwnsances substaniaZly. ceed the capacity
(a) AMFJJDMFJJIS TO TITLE l8.—Secons 1581, of the znsection and examination of such
1583, 1584, and 1588 of title 18, United States aliens.

may be specially cluded and deported in ac-

with this section.
"(3) Subject to paragraph (4), the deteimrza- cordnce
Code, are amended by sfrikng 'five" each place
"(6) The Attonw-g General shall prov&e by
on whether there erzsts an traordirzary nü- regulation
ztapears and znserting "10".
for a szngle level of administrative
(b) REVIEW OF SENTENCING GUIDELJNFS.—The gration sztuaion within the meaning of paTaappellate review of a special exclusion order engraphs
(1)
an
(2)
is
committed
to
the
sole.
and
United States Sentencing Commission shall astered in accordance with the provisions of this

certain whether there exists an unwarranted cIusive discretion of the Atorf General.

"(4) The provisions of this subsection may be section.
"(7) As used in this sectiãn, the term 'asijlwn
invoked under paragraph (1) for a penod not to
?nean.s an in'.nugration officer who—
untary sen,itude, and slave trade offenses,-and ceed 90 days, unZess within such 90-day period officer'
"(A) has had extensive professional trazning
or
eznsion
thereof,
the
Attorney
General
dethe sentences for kdnappzng offenses in effect
termines, after consultation with the Committees in country conditon.s, asijlv.m Zaw', and interon the date of the enactmen.t of this Act; and
view techniques;
(2) between the sentences for peonage, invol- on the Judiciary of the Senate and the House of
"(B) has had a lease one year of ezperzence
Reprentatives,
that
an
ezraordinary
imgrauntary servitude, and slave trade offenses, and
o4judicating
affirmative. asijlum aplicaions of
son'
situation
con
tinzths
to
warrant
such
procethe sentences for alzen smuggling offenses in efwho are not in sDecal clusion p7oceedfect on the date of the enament of this Act and. dures rnaning in effect for an dditional 90- aliens
ings;
and
day penod.
after the amendment made by subsection (a).
'(C) is supen,sed by an officerwho meets the
"(5) No alien may be ordered specially (c) AMENDME)JT OF SENTENCING GUIDEIJNCS.—
qjfzcüo, descnbed in Subparagraphs (A)
.Fursiant to its authortij under sect2on 994(p) of cluded under. paragraph (1) if—
"(A) such alien is, eligible to seek asijlum arid (B).
title 28, United States Code, the United States under
"(8) As used in this section, the term 'credzble
section •
Seiuencing Cornmzssion shall review its guide"(B).t!.e Attorj General determines, zn the fear of persecution' means that, in lzght of statelines on sentencing for peorzage, involuntary
decrbed in subsection (b), that such ine,zts and evidence produced by the alien in
servitude, and slave trade offenses under sec- procedure
alter. has a credible fear of persecution on ac- support of the alien's claim,' and of such other
tions 1582 through 1588 of title 18, United State.s count of i'ace, re1zgzon, nationality, membership facts as are known to the officer about country
Code,, and shall amend such guidelines as nec- in a particular social group or political opznion condition3, a claim by the alien that the alien is
essary to—
the country of such person's nationality, or eligible for asijlum under section 208 would not
(1) reduce or ehmznate any unwarranted th.s- in
in the case of a person hamng no nationaliy, be manifestly unfounded.
panty found under subsection (b) that ists be- the country in which such person last habit(c) ALIENS FLEEING ONGOING. ARMW CONtween the sentences for peonage, involuntary ually resided.
FZJCT, TORTUFE, SYSTEMATIC PEPSECZTTION, AND
seniztude, and slave trade offenses, and he sen(6) A s,eciaI exclusion order entered in ac- OT!f DEPPJVATIONS OF HUMAN RIG1TS.—Notfences for Jc2nappjng offenses and alien smug- cordance with the provisions of this section is withstanding ar.y other prov-.sion of this sec.gling offenses;
not subject to administrative review other than
the AttOTWJ General may, in the Attorney
(2) ensure that the applicabZe gidelznes for as provided in this Section, cept that the At- tion,
General's disc,-eton, proceed in accordance with
defendants conv1cted of peorzage. znvoluntary torney General shall prov1de by regulation for a section
236 with regard to any alien fleeing from
servitude, and slave trade offenses are suffi- prompt administrative review of such an order a country
where—
ciently sUingent to deter such offenses and ade- gaznst an applicant who clazms under oath, or
'(1) the government (or a group within he
quately zeflect the heinous nature of such of- as permuted under penalty of penury under sec- country that the govenment is unable or unfenses; and•
tiOn 1746 of title 28. United States Code, after willing to control) engages in—
(3) ensure that the guidelines reflect the gen- having been wanwi of the penalties for falsely
"(A) torture or other crueZ, inhuman, or deeral appropnateness of enhanced sentences for maJcng such claim under such condion3, to grading treatmpin or pun1shnzent;
defendants whose peonage. involuntary ser- have been, and appears to have been, lawfully
(B) prolonged arbitrary detention without
vitude, or slave trade offenses :nvolve—
charges or triaZ:
o4nitted for permanent residence.
(A) a Zàrge number of victims;
'(7) A special clu$ion order entered in ac'(C) abduction, forced disappearance or clan(B) the use or threatened use of a dangerous cordance with the provisions of this section desne
detenon; or
weapon; or
(D) spsl,enzctic persecution; or
shal2 have he same effect as if the alzen had
YC) a prolonged penod of peonage or invoZun- been ordered excluded and déporied pursuant to
"(2) an ongoing arm.4 conflict or other tary servitude.
traordnary condtons would pose a senous
section 236.
(d) EMERGENCY AUTHORiTY TO SENTENCING
"(8) Nothing in this subsection shall be con- threat to the alien's personal safety.".
COMMISSION.—The Comnzzssion shall promulgate
as requiring an• inquiry before a specal
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMEVT5.—(1)(A) Seion
• the guidelines or amendments provided for strued
inquiry officer in the case of an alien creumtan. 235(b) of the Immigration ar4 Nationality Act (8
under this secon as soon as practicabZe in ac"(b) PROCEDUFE FOR USING. SPECIAL EXCLU- U.S.C. 1225b) s amended to read as follows:
cordance with the. procedure set forth in secon ION.—(1) When the Attorney General has deter"(b) Eve7'J aUen (other than' n alien crew21(a) of the Sentencing Act of 1987, as though mined pursuant to this sécion that an extraor- man), and cep: as otherwise provided in subthe authonty under that Act had not e.-pired.
dinary raigraion situaon ezis2s and an aiie,z section (c) of this secon and in secon 273(d),
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Thzs section and the subject to specia.l clusion under stch sectzon who may not appear to the amzning officer at
amendments made by this secon shall apply has indicated a desire to apply for asijlum or the po;t of arrtval to be clearly and beyond a
with respect to offenses occuTñng on or after the withholding of deportation und.er section 243(h) doubt entitled to land shall be detained for furdate of the enacb-rent of this Act.
or has indicated a fear of persecution upon re- ther inq-.iiry to be conducted by a special inSEC. 23Z £TCLZJSION REZA?7NG TO MATERiAL turn, the immgration'offtcer shdll refer the mat- quiry officer. The deciszon of the amining thlSUPPORT TO 7RROR1S7S.
ter to an asijlum officer.
nügraon officer, if favorable to the admission
Secon 212(a)(3)(B)(iji)(JJJ) (8 U.S.C.
"(2) Such asilum officer shall interv-.ew the of any alien, shall be s-.bject to challenge bj,
1182(a)(3)(B)(ni)(JJJ)) is amended by inserting alien to determine whether the alien has a credz- any other trinigraton officer and such cizal"docwnentatjon or" before identification".
bZe fear of persecution (or of return 'to persecu- lenge shall operate to take the alien, whose
PART 4—EXCLr'sION AND DEPORTATION zion) in or from the country of such aliens na- privilege to land is so challenged, before a speSEC 141. SPECIAL EXCLUSION IN EXTRA OR- Lionality, or in the case of a person hav1ng no ciaZ inquiri,i officer.".
nationality, the country n which such alzen
D1VARY MICRA 270W SITUATIONS.
(B) Section 237(a) of the JmmgTatjon and Nationalzty Act (8 U.S.C. 1227a) is amended—
(a) IN GENEAAL.—The l7ranigration and Na- last habztually resided.
"(3) The AttOrney General shall provide infor(z) in the second sentence of paragraph (2), by
tionality Act is amended by adding after section
rnation concerning the procedures descnbed in sf.ri/cing 'Subject to section 235(b)(1), deporta236(8 U.S.C. 1226) the following new secon:
this
sect.on
to
any
alien
who
is
subject
to
such
tion" and inserting "Deportation"; and
"SPECIAL EXCLUSION IN EXTRAOP.DINARY
promszons. The alien may consult with or be
(ii) in the first sentence of paragraph (2), j
MIGRATION SITUATIONS
represented by a person or person.s of the alzen's sUi/cing "Subject to section (b)(1), if' znd in"SEC. 236A. (a) IN GFJJER.4L.—
chooszng
according
to
regulation3
prescribed
by
serting "If".
"(1) Notwitizstanäing the provsons of secthe Attorneij General. Such consultation and
(2)(A) Section 206 of the lmlnigTation and Nations 235(b) and 236. and s'ubject to subsection representation shall be at no ezpense to the
tionalzty Act (8 U.S.C. 1105a) is amended—
(C), zf the Attorney General determines that the
Government and shall not unreasonably delay
(i) by strilcing subsecon (e); and
numbers or circumstances of aliens en route to the process.
(ii) by anwnding the section heading to read
or arrivzng in the United States, by land, see. or
"(4) The applicaon for asylum or wtthhold- as follows: "JUDICIAL R'VIEw OF OR.DRs OF DEair, present an extraordinary migration situa- £ng of deportaon of an alien who has been de- PORTATION A1rD EXCLUSIoN".
disparity—
(1) between the sentences for peorzage, invol-
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U.S.C. I2d) is repea2ed 212 (c) or (i), 244 (a) or (d), or 245 shall be con(C) The item relating W 5eC2Ofl 106 in the clu.s-zve ar4 shall not be subjec2 to rernew.
table of contents of the imnugration and Nation'(C) The Attor12ej General's discretionary
a2itj Ac2 is amended to read as fdflóws:
judgmert whether o grant relief under section
"106. JudciaI review of ,rders of deport.2tion 208(a) sizlZ be conclusive unless manifesfly conrary to law and an ause.of dscreton.
and 1usion.".
(B) Section 235(d)

(8

(3). Section 241(d) (8 U.S.C. 1251d) is repzed.

"(5)(A) if the peitioner clamzs to be a n

the reviewing court finds thct the pettion' pre-

sents gTonds that could not have been presented in the p'ior judiciaZ proceeding or that

the rarwd3j provided by the pr.or proceeding was

inadequate or ineffective to test the validUj of
the order.
"(2) Nothing .fl paragiaph (Z)(B) may be con-

tional of the United States and the cur2 of ap- stied as creating a nght of review if such repeals finds from the pleadings and affidamts view wou1d be inconsistent with subsection (e),
(a) IN GENPL.—Sec2ion 106 (8 U.S.C. 1105a) tiz ijo geiwine issue of material face about the (fl, or (g), or any other provision of j)j sec2ori.
"(e) JVO JUDICIAL REVIEW FOR ORDERS OF DEpetzti3neT's nationa1ztv is preseited, the court
isanended to read as follows:
SEC. 14L JUDICiAL REVIEW OF ORDERS OP
CLUSION AND DEPORTA7ION.

'shall decide the natona1ity clarn..
"(B) rf the .pettioner cZ&ms to be a national
"SEc. 106. (a). PLic PROI'ISZONS.—Ex- of the United States and the cour2 of appeaZs
cept as provided in subsection (b), judicial re- finds that a ger&ine issue of materia2 fact abou2
"JUDiCiAL REVIEW OF ORDERS OF DEPORTATION,
EXCLUSiO., AND SPECIAL EXCLUSION

POP.TATION OR EXCLUSION E.'rrEP.ED AGAiNST

CERTAIN CPJMTNAL AIJENS—Notwithstanding

any other provision of law, any order of cluson or deportation agaznst an aUen who is ex-

the petioner natzonality is presented, the clv4able or deportabZe by reason of having coin-

final order.of clusion or deportan
any criminal offense descrthed in subis goverwd only by chapter 158 of title 28 of ti cour2 shall bansfer the proceeding Zo the dis- mitt-ed
UD.itd Stares Code, but in no such review may trict cour2 of the United States for the judiciaz paragraph (A)(iü),. (B), (C), or (D) of section
described in
a couT2 order the taking of additionai evidence district in which the petitioner resides for new 241()(2), or two or more offenses
241 (a) (2) (A)(ii) , at least two of which repursuant to sec.on 2347(c) of title 28, United healing on the naono2ij claim.and a decision secion
on thct claim as if n action had been brought suUed in a sentence or confinement descnbed in
Stases Code.
"(b) REQwREMENTS.—(1)(A) A pettwn for ju- in the distric: cour2 under secV.on 2201 of tle section 241 (a)(2)(A)(i) (ii), is not subject to review by any court.
diiaZ review must be flied not later than 30 dcys 28, United States Code.
"(/) No COLZ4DERAL ArrACX—in any action
"(C) The pet W.orier may have, the nationaZity
after the date of the final order of exclusion or
brought for the assessment of penalties for zmdeportation, ezeept ihat in the case of any spe- clazm decided only as provided in this secon.
"(6)(A) If the validity of an order of deporta- proper enb31 or eenbw of an alien under seccially deportable criminal alien (as defined in
section 242(k)), there shall be no judicia! review zon has,zot been ftdally dec-4ec1, a defezd- ton'275 or 276, no court shall have juTisdiction
ant in a criminal proceeding charged with ow- to iear clazrns attacking the validity of orders of.
of any flna1 order of deportation.
"(B) The alien shall serve and fiZea bnef Zn lating subsec2on (d) or (e) of sect.on 242 may ezclusion, speczal ezcluson, o' depoflaton enconnection with .a peV.on for judicial rernew challenge the va2zdity of the order in he cñmi- tered under section 235, 236. or 242.".
RsC1SS!ON OF ORDR.—Sect2on 242B(c)(3)
not Later than 40 days after the date on which r.al proding onZy by fdzng separate motion (8(b)
U.S.C. 1252b(c)(3)) is amended by striking he
the adrninisfrave record is available, and rnzzy before tra1. The disrict caur, with.out a ;ury,
period
at the end and inserling "by the speci&
serve and file a reply bnef not Later than 14 s?4Zl decide the motion before t,sa2.
?B) if the dEfendant cWims in the rr.otion to inquiry officer, but there .shall be no stay penddays after service of the brief of the Attorne,
General, and the court may not eztend . these be a national of the United States and the dis- ing further admznisrative or pzdicia2 rev2ew,
deadZines cep2 upon motion for good cazse trict court finds that no genuine -issue of mate- unZes ordered because of individually compelcrcwnstance.".
shown. JudAca1 review of all questions cf law Tic! fact about the defendant's naon2ii is l5ng
(c) CLERCAL. AMENDMNT.—The table of 'cor.and 'fact, including interpre2aton and applica- presented, the court shall decide the motion tents
of the Ac2 is amended by amending the
tion of contitutona1 and statutory provszons, only on the adnthzistratve record on wizch the item eating
to secon 106 to,reo4 as follows:
anszng from any action taken or 'pro4fng deorta.on order is based The admrni3rave
brought to ezclud.e or deport an- alien from the findings of fact are cc'nclusive 'zf supported by Sec. 106. JudcaZ review of orders of depofladon, ezclusion, and speci& ecluUnited Stases under tWe iiof this Ac2 sha1 be reasonable, subsan2a, and probazve evidence
32on. ".
available only in the judicial review of a flnal on the record considered as a whole.
"(C) if the defendant ca3ms in the motion to
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made
order of ezclusion or deportation under this seeview of

.

-

tion. if a peon fzied under this sec2on czses be a naonal of the Urated States and the dis- by subsec2on (a) a."4 (b) shall apply to all

a Consttut.orw2 issue thai the court of appeals triC2 court finds that a genuine issue of rnaeraI
finds presents a genuine issue of nzateiaZ fact fact about the defendant's nationaiz,ty is prethat cannot be resolved on the baszs of the ad- sented, the co1rt shall hold a new hearing on
mznistTcve record, the court shall t7ansfer the the natO72aZity claim and decide that claim as f
proceeding to the dis2ric court of the United an action had been brought under secV.on 2201
States for the judicial dsbc2 in which the peti- of title 28, United States Code.
"(D) if the dsñc2 court ruzes that the deporboner resides or is detained for a new heaTing
on the Constitutiona' cZaim as if the proceedings tation order is invalid, the court shaZi dismiss
were origthally initiated in district coui. The the indicbn t. The United States Government
procedure in these cases in the distr2c2 -court is mail appeal the dismissal to the court of appeals
governed by the Fe4etal Rules of CiVil Proce- fo the approprzate crcut within 30 days. The
dure.

.

'(C) if an alien fails to file a brief in connecon with a petztion for judicial revzew within
the tbne provided in tz paragTaph, the AUOT,y •GewQ may move to dismiss the appeo2,
and the court shall grant such motion unless a

may not file a peton for review

fl?za2 orders of excluszon or deportation er.tered,
and motio?zs to reopen fued, on or after the date
of the enacbnent of this Act.
SEC. 1. CIVIL PthAL7S AZD ViSA ELzCmLL1TZ FOR FAHVEE TO DEPART.
(a) ALIENS SUBJECT TO AN ORDER OF EXCLU-

SION OR DEPORTATION.—The iira'mgiation and

NationalUy AC2 is amended by inserting after
section 274C (8 U.S.C. 1324c) the following new

seco

"CIVIL PEWALTLFS FOR FAILURE TO DEPART

"SEC. 274D. (a) Any alien subject to a final
under this section during the criminal proceed- order of ezcluszon and deporta.V.on or deportazng. The defendant may have the nationality on who—
defendant

-

claim decided only as provided in this section.

"(7) Th subsection—
'(A) does not prevent the Attorney General,

"(1) wizlftzZly faiZs or refuses to—

"(A) depart on thne from the Uniied States
pursuant to the order;

-

after a find order f deportation has been is"(B) make WneJy application in good faith for
12) A petztion for judciaZ review shall be sued, from detaining the alien undeT secon travel or other docwnents 7zecesary for .departure;or
filed with the court of appeals for the fudiciaZ 242(c);
nzanifes injusice would resuU.

crcut in which the special inquzij officer coin-

pleted the proceedings.

"(3) The reponden of a petiiion for judiciaZ
review shall be the Attorney General. The peti-

"(C) present !zimse-Zf or herself for deportation
(B) does not reZeve the alien from compzying
at the tbne and place required bij the Attorrtej
with subsection (d) or (e) of section 242; and
"(C) ezeept as provided in paragraph (3), does General; or
"(2) conspires to or takes any acon designed
not requzre the Attorney General to defer deporto prevent or hamper the .aZien's departure purtation of the alien.
"(8) The record and briefs do not have to be suant to the order,

tion shall be served on the Attorney General
and on the officer or nploijee of the Jmr,ugraon and Naturalization Seroice in charge of the pnnted. The court of appeals shall review the shall pay a civil penalty of not more than $500
Service dis2rict in which the final order of exc1usian or deporaon was entered. Service of the

proceeding on a typewritten record and on type-

wiitte biiefs.

to the Commissioner for each day the alien is in
violation of this section..
"(b) The Co,ranissiorier shall deposit amounts
received under subsection (a) as offseWng col-

"(c) P,EQUIPZ.MENTS FOR PETJflON.—A petition
petition on the officer or nplojee does not stay
the deportation of an alien pending the court's for revew of an order of ezclusion or depofladecision on the petition, un2ess the court orders tion shall state whe,her.a court has upheld the Zectons in the approprzate aproprstioflS acvalidity of the order, and, if so, shall state the count of the Service.
otherwise.
(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed
"(4)(A) Except as provided in paragTaph name of the court, the date of the court's ruling,
to diminish or qualify any penalties to which an
(5)(B), the court of appeaZs shall decide the peti- and the kind of proceeding.

aZen may be subject for, activities proscribed by
'(d) REVIEW OF FINAL ORDERS.—
on only on the adnnisratve record on.which
"(1) A court ,ny review a final order of ezclu- seclion 242(e) or any other section of this Act.'.
the order of ezclusion or deportation is based
(b) VISA OVER TAYF.P.—Th lrmrngiation and
and the Aflorney General's findings of fact sion or deportation only if—
"(A) the alien has ezhausted all admfrdstra- Nationality Ac s wnended in section 212 (8
siuill be conclusive unless a reasonable adjudcaor would be compelled to conclude to the tve remedies avaUable to the alien as a rnateT U.S.C. 1182) by inserting the foliowing new szbcontrary.

"(B) The Attornei Generals discretionary

judgment whether to grant relief under section

of righ:; and
"(B) another court has not decided the validity of the order, unless, bjec2 to paragraph (2),

secon:

"(p)(1) Any lawfully admitted nonbroragrant
who rnazns in the United States for more than
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60 days beyond the period authorized by the At- pursuant W section 242 if the tnze perzod detorney General shall be zrzelzg2ble for additional scribed in paragraph (1) has elapsed and the
nnvnnngrant or vmnigran visas (other than alzen has failed W secure counsel.".
vi as available for spouses of United States citOF NONilGRJ.NT VIS&s To
ze s or aliens lawftully admitted for pelmanent SEC i4'. ADDflYON
T17'ES OF VISA DENIED FOR COLflTres ence).unW the date that is—
TRIES REFUSThTG TO ACCEPt DEA) 3 years after the date JZe nonznm ant
PORTED AL1S
depa ts the Unit2d States in the case of a non(a) IN GENE Z.,—3econ 243(g) (8 U.S.C.
vnnzigrant not descrthed in paragraph (2);
153g is amended W read as follows:
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"(2) For purposes of this subsection, any period of continuous residence shall be deemed to

end wh the alien is placed in proceedings to
exclude or deport the alzen from the United
States.

"(3) Nothing contained in this subsection
shall Rirsut the uthority of the Attorney General
to exercise the thscretion 2uthor2zed under sec'B) 5 years after the date he nonimrnzgrant
"(g)(1) If the Attorney General deennznes tior 211(b).
"(4) Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an alien
departs the UnUed States in the case of a non- that any country upon request denies or unduly
immigrant who wiVzout reasonable cause f4 delays acceptan of the return of any ahen who has been convced f one or more aggraor reju to attend or rejnazn in aflendance at who is a naionai. cztizen, subject, or resident vated felonies and has been sentenced for such
a proceeding to determine the noninmugrants thereof, the Attoraey General shall notify the felony or felonies to a tern: or terms of irnprzsondeportabiizty.
Secretanj of such fac2, and thereafter, subject to rnent totalling, in the aggregate, at least 5 years.
"(5) This subseciion shall apply only to an
"(2)(A) Paragraph (I) shall not apply to .any paragraph (2), nether the Secretanj of State nor.
lawfully adnzUed nonzrnmigrant who is de any consular officer shall z.sue an zmmzgrant or alien in proceedings under Secon 236.".
(b)
cANCELLATION- OF DEPORTAT!ON.—3on
scxbed in paragraph (1)(A) and who
nonunmjgran msa to any naiona2. citizen, sub244 (8 U.S.C. 1254) is amend d to read as folonstrates good cause for rnazning in the Unit- ject, or resident of such country..
ed States for the entirety of the penod (°
"(2) The Secretary of State may waive the ap- lows:
than the first 60 days) durzng which the non- plzcaion of paragraph (1) if the Secretary deter"cA.NcELL4TION OF DEPORTATION: ADJtJSTMEWT
vnznigrant rnazned in the United States
OF STATUS VOLUNTARy DEPARTUp
mines that such a waiver is necessanj to comply
out the
horza1on of the Attorney GeIZT&.
wWz the terms of a treaty or iv2ernational
"SEC. 244. (a) CANCELLATION OF DEPOirA"(B) A final order of deportt2on shall not be agrenent or is Zn the nat.onal znterest of the

stayed on the basis of a claim of good cause

Unzted States.".
(b) EFFEC27V DATE.—The ojiwflófleflt made

made under this subsecon.
"(3) The Aon2ey General shall by regulation by subsection (a) shall apply to countrEes for
establish procedures ssary to implement this which the Secetanj of State gives instructions
sectwn."
to United States consular officers on or after the
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsec2on (b)

date of the enaciment of this Act.

TIO?j.—(1) The Attor-aeij General may, in the At-

torney Gerterars discretion, cancel deportation
in the case of an alien who is deportable from
the United States and—

'(A) is, and has been for at least 5 years, a
lawful pennnent resident; has resided in the
Unzted States conrinuot.jly for not less than.7

take effect on the date of mplementajon of the SC. 14& 4.UTffOW427ON OF SPECZ4L FVZW FOR years after being lawfully admU2ed; and has not
automaZe4 ent7y-t control .s'ijstem described in
COSTS OF DEPORTmON.
been convwted of an aggravated felony or felosection 201. or on the date that is 2 years after
In .o4dition to any other funds otherwise 7zies for which the. alien has been sentenced
to
the date of enactment of this Act, whichever
avalo.ble zn any fiscal yea, for such purpose, a teTm or terms of impnsoranent totaling, n the
earl7er
(d) AMENTJMPJJTS TO Tiazs oF CONTENTS.—

The 2able of Contents of the Act is amended by
inserting after the item relating to section 274C
the following:

"Sec. 274D. Civil penaZt for failure to depart.

SE 144. COZQDCTCT OF PROCEEDThGS

rRoNic1fz4zq

Secon 242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)). is a,nended

by

there are authorized o be appropntd to the aggregate, at least 5 years;

ITnmigrot2on
and Nauralzzation
Service
$10,000 .000 for use without fzscai year lzmzt.atwn

for the purpose of—
(1) executing final orders of deportation pursuant to. sections 242 and 242A of the Irranzgraton and Nationality Act (8 U$.C. 1252 and
1252a); and

tion would result in &tne hardship to the
alien or the alien's spouse, rent, or child, who
(2) detaining aliens przor to the execution of is a citizen or naonal of the United States
or
final orders of deparatwn issued under such an alien lawfully admitted for pei,nanent resz-

se
e

inserting at the end the following new sentences: "Nothing in this subsection precludes

the AttoTney General from authori2ing proceedings by video electronic media, by telephone, or,
where a reqzarnent for the alien's appearance
is waived or the alien's absence zs ag7eed to bY
the par2es, in the absence of the alien. Con-

tested full evidenianj hearings on the
nay be conducted by teZephone only with

consent of the alWi2.".

(a) ExclusioN PROC Dzxcs.3et4

i#s puo' PROG&UI 2 I2VCR

dence:

EFFI.

C1Cy T REMOV OF DEThOVE1)

(a) AurHopJ7y.The Attorney General shall
conduct one or more pilot programs to sftdy
Methods for increasing the efficiency of depona-

ton and exclusion pro&ngs against detained
aliens by increasing the availability of pro bono
counseling and rep,-esentaton for such alens.
Any svch pilot program may provide for admin-

SEC. 145 SUBPOF2tTA AUTHOR177.

236(a)

istratve grants to not-for-profU organar

involved Zn the courssthng and representajon of
(8 U.S.C. 1226(a)) is amended in the first sen- aliens
in 11n7ragraton proceedings. An evaluatence by inserting "issue subpoenas," after
toz component shall be included in any such
"evidence, ".
pUo'
program to test the efficzency and cost.-ef(b)
DEPORTATION
PROCEEDIjcGs._3on fectvene of the se,vice provided and the
242(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)) is amended in the first
replcabjy
of such programs at otzev locabons.
sentence by inserting "issue subpoenas," after
(b) AUTN0PJZArI0N OF APPROPR!ATIONS.....
"evidence, ".
.
There are authori2ed to be ap'propnated to the
SEC. 146. L.ANGJAGE OF DPOR7A27ON NOTICE;.
Depar,nent of Jusce such swns as malj be necRIGRT ?0 COUNSEL..
to carrj out the program or programs de(a) L.1NGUAGE OF NOflCE.—Secn 242.8 (8 e.ssarij
scnbed £n subsection (a).
U$.C. 12.52b) is amended in subsecon (a)(3) by
(c) STATUTORY CONS RUCTIOl.—Nothing in
striking "under this subseJion" and 2l that this
section may be constyued as
a right
follows through "(B)" and inser2ng "under this for any alien to be represented increasing
any excluzon
subsection".
or
depoitation
proceeding
at
the
erpense
of the
(b) PPJV!JjGE OF
COUNsEL.—(1) Section
242B(b)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)(1)) is amended by
nsert2ng befoie the peTioa at the end the follow-

ing: ",except that

hearing may be scheduled
as early as 3 days after the service of the order
to show cause if the alien has been continued in
custody subject to section 242".
(2) The parenthejcal phrase in section 292 (8
U$.C. 1362) is amended to read as follows:
no ezense to the Government or unreasonable
delay to the proceedings) ".
(3) Section 242B(b) (8 U.S.C. 1252b(b)) is further amended by inserting at ti'e end the following new paragraph:
"(3) RL7z. OFCONSTRUcTION._..Nothzng in this
svbsection may be consnied to prevent the Attorney General from proceeding again.t an alien•

"(

"(B) has been physically present in the United States for a continuous :perzod of not less
than 7 years since entering the United States;
has been a person of good moral character during such period: and esbZishes that deporta-

Government.
SEC. 150, LZjflTONS ON RELIET FROM 2CUT.
SZONA2tID DEPORTATION.

(a) L!MITATION.—5etjon

212(c)

1182(c)) is amended to read as follows:

(8

U$.C.

"(c)(l) Subject to paragraphs (2) through (5),
an alien who is and has been lawfully admitted
for permanent residence for at least 5 years,
who has resided in the United States con2nuously for 7 years after having been Zawfully adnutted, and who is ret-urnzng to such residence
after having temporarily proceeded abroad voluntarlly and not ur4er an order of de.prtaton,
may be admzed in the discretion of the Attoney General without regard to the provisions of
subsection () (other than paragrapj (3) and
(9)(C)).

"(C) has been physically pr&ent in the United
States for a continuous penod of not lees than
three years since entethzg the United States; has
been battered or subjecfr4 to afreme cruelty zn
the United States by a spouse or parent who
a United States ctien or lawfu err, nent resident (oris the parent of a chiZd who is a United
States cztaen or lawful permanent resident and
the child ha. bee* battered or subjected to e.ztreme cruelty in the United S1aes by such cztizen or permanent resident parent); has been a

i

person of good moral character du7ng all of
such period in the United States: and esablishes that epo1tatzon would result in tre,ne
hadship to the alien or the alien's parent or
child;or

'(D) is deportable undeT aragraph (2) (A),
(B), or (D), or paragraph (3) of sect.on 241(a);
has bee, physzcally present in the United States
for a Continuous period of not less than 10 years.
imnediatezy following the co7mmssjon of an act,
or the assumption of a status, consti.t-uting a
ground for deportation, and proves that dunng
all of such penod he has been a person of good
moral character: and is a person whose deportaton would, in the onion of the Attorney General, result in exceptionZ and ez2le,nely un-

usual hardship to the alien or to hs spouse,
parent, or chüd, who is a cien of the United

States or an alien lawfully admitted for peTmanent reidence.
'(2)(A) For purposes of paragraph (1), any
period of continuous residence or con2nuous
physical presence Zn the United States shall be
deemed to end when the alien is served an ord.er
to show cause pursuant to section 242 or 242B.

"(B) An alien shall be considered to have

failed to maintain continuous physzcal presence
in the United States undei- paragraph (1) (B),

(C), or (D) if the alzen was absent from the

United States for any single per2od of more than
90 days or an aggregate period of more than 180
days.
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"(C) A person who is depor2able under section
'(B)(i) In the case of departure pursuant to
241 (a) (2)(C), or 242 (a) (4) shall not be eligible fcr subparagraph (A)(i), the Attorney Genera1 may

relief under this seccn.
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of the owner, charterer, masier, or person in
command of any vessel or aircraft through con-

require the alien to post a volunanj departure ealment aboard such vesse or aircraft. A pas"(D) A person who is deportc.ble under SeCt.On bond, to be surrendered upon proof that the senger who boards with a valid cket is not to
241(a)(2) (A), (B), or (.0) or section 241(a)(3) alzen has depaTted the Unte4 Sates within the be considered a stowaway.".
shall not be eligible for re2ef under paragraph
me specified.
(b) ExCWDI22I.rrr.—Section 237 (8 U.S.C.
(1) (B), or CD).
"(zz) If ay alien who is authorized to depart
"(E) A person who has been convicted of an voluntarily under this paragraph is financially 2227) is amended—
(2) in subsectio (a)(1), before the perzod at
aggravated felony shall not be eligible for relief unable todepart at the alien's own expense and
the end of the fi?st sentence, b, inseiting the
under paragraph (2) (B), or (C), (.0).
the Attorney General deems the alieiz's removal following: ",or unless the alien is an excluded
"(F) A person who s deporto.ble under section to be in the best intere of the United Sto2es,
241 (a) (I)(G) shall not be eligible for relief under the expense 0 such rwval may be paid from stowaway who has applied for a-ylwn or withhclding of deportat.ion and whose application
paragraph (1)(C).
the applopnatjon for enforcement of this Act.
hs'not been adjudicated or whose application
• (b) CONTINUOUS PFIYSICAL PRESENCE NOT
'(C) In the case of departure pursuant to sub- has been dervzed but who has not exhausted
QUIFD BECAUSE OF HONORABLE SERVICE 7N paragraph (A)(ü), the alien shall be required to
ARMED FOP.CEs AND PRESENCE UPON ENTRY post a voluntanj departure bond, :n an amount every apeal right": and
(2) by in$eTting after the first sentence in subIzcro SEiwzcE.—The requzrements of cont2nuous necessaj to ensu,-e that the alien will depart, to
residence or continuous physical presence in f- •be surrendered upon proof that the alien hs de- ,section (aX2) the followbzg new sentences: Ar.y
United States specified in subsection (a)(2) (A) pa ttze UniW4 States wWzin the thne sped- a2ien stowaway inspected upon arrival in the
United States is an a1ten who is excluded within

and (B) shall not be appZcable to an alien
who—

"(2) If the alien fails voluntarily to depart the
"(1) has served for a inznimum period of 24
StaZes wfth2n the me period specified in
months in an acth'e-dutp status in the Armed Unzte4
wi2h paragraph (2), the alien shall
Forces of the Unzte4 States and, if separated accordance
be subject to a c*vil penalty ofnot more than
from such sennce, was separated under honor- $500
per dQ ar4 shall be inellgble for any furaZe condions, and
relief under this subsection or subsection
"(2) at the thne of his or her enZisnent or in- ther
(a).
d2icton, was in the United States.
"(3)(A)
The AUorizej General may by regula"(c) ADJUSTMEJT OF STATtIS.—The Attornej
on lrdt eligibility for voluntanj departure for
General may cancel deporta2on and adus
any class or clae of alien.s.
the status of an alien lawfully admitted for
(B) No court may review any regulation is_-manent residence any alien who the Attornej
under subparagraph (A).
General deterdrdn meets the Tequirnents of sued
"(4) No court shall have urzsthc on over an
subsection (a)(1) (B), (C), or (.0). The Attovney
General shalZ record the aUen's lawfuZ admzs- appeal from deniaZ of a request for an order of
swn for permanent residence as of the date the voluntanj departure under paragraph (1), nor
Attorney General decides to cancel such alien's shalZ any court order a stay of an alien's removal pending consderaion of any clan with
re,noval.
"(d) ALIEN CP.wMFi; NOW!MMZGP.4NT Ex- respect to voluntanj departure.".
CHANGE AL1NS ADMI77ZD TO RECEIVE GRADMEDICAL EDUCATION
OR
TRAINiNG;
OTHER.—The provisions of subse.on (a) shalZ
UATE

not apply to an alien ChO

"(1) entered the United States as a crewman
after June 30, 196;

"(2) was admitted. to the United States as a
nonmunigrant alien desc,ibed in section

101 (a) (15) (J), or has acquired the. status of such

(c) CONFORMLVG AMEND MFJJTS.—(2) Section

242(b) (8 U.S.C. 2252(b)) is amended by strucng
the last two sentences.
1flfl4L2—
(2) SC2Ofl 242.8 (8 U.S.C. 2252b)

unde, section 273(d).".
(c) CAP.PJER LIABILITY FOR COSTS OF DTEN.TZON.—Secton 273(d) (8 U.S.C. 2323(d)) is

amended to read as follows:

"(d)(2) It shall be the duty of the owner,

charterer, agent, consignee, connar4ing officer,

or master of any vese2 or azrcr3ft aiiiving at
the United States from any place outside the

United States to detain on board or a such

other place as may be designated by an zmmigration officer any alien stowaway untU such
stowaway has been inspected by an vnmigrat2on
officer.

"(2) Upon inspection of an alien stowaway by
an inmug on officer, the Attorney General

may by regulation Lake immediate stodi of
any stowawaj and shall charge the owner,

(A) in subsecion (e)(2), by ñking "section charterer, agent, consignee, coirananding officer.

or master of the vessel or aircraft on which the
stowaway has arñved the costs of detaining the
(1) by snkz
supenion of deportaon" stowaway.
and nsening "canceUaon of deportation";
"(3) It shall be the duty of the owner,
and
charterer, agent, consignee, coirananding officer,
(ii) byinserthg '244," before "245".
or master of any vessel or aiicraft arriving a

244(e) (1)" and inserting "sect.on 244(e)": and
(B) in subsec2ion (e)(5)—
-

a nonmm'agrant alien after admission, in order
to receive graduate medical educa2.on or trazn(d) AMF2*TDMENT TO THE TIJLE OF CONzng, withoizt regard to whether or. not the alien
is subject to or has ftdfil1ed the two-year foreign TFJJTS.—The table of: contents of the Act is
res-idence requzranent of section 222(e); or

the meaning of this section. For purposes of this

section, the te,,n alien' includes an excluded
stowat.ay. The provisions of th section concerning the deportation of an excluded alien
shall apply to the depor2aon of a stowaway

the United States from any place outside the
Unzted Sto.es to depon any al2en stowaway on

amended by mendng the itn re1atng to sec- the vessel or 'aircraft on which such stowaway

"(3)(A) was admi2ed to the United States . tion 244 to read as foZlows:
a nonvnmigrant alien described in section "Sec. 244. CanceZZa.on of depor2aon; adjustmentof ta'us; voluntarj depar202(a)(25)(J), or has acquzred the ta'us of such
ture.
a nonin'onzgrant alien after dn2ssion, other
than to receive graduate medical education or
(e) EFFECTTh'E DA.rr—(2) The amendments
training;
made by subsecbon (a) shall sake effect on the

arrived or on another Dessel or azrcraft at the
ezpense of the vessel or azrcraft oi which.such
stowaway arrived when required to do so by an
iimragraion officer.

"(4) Any person who fails to :coinply wth

paragraph (2) or (3). shall besubject to a fine of
(B) is subject to the two-year foreign ri- date of the enacbnent of this Act, and shall $5,000 for each alien for each failure to comply;
dence requirnen2 of sec2øn 222(e); and
apply to all applzcaions fpr reZef under section pajable to the Coiranzssioner The Cormniswner
"(C) has not fuZfiuled that reauzTenent or re- 212(c) of the Invnzgro.on and Naiorw.Zitij Act (8 shall deposit amounts received under this paraceved a waiver thereof, or, in the case of a for- U.S.C. 1282(c)), except thai. for purposes of de- graph as offseZting collections to the applicable
eign medical graduate who has received a %OZD
ermining the period of connuous residence, apDropr-iatons account of the Service. Pending.
er purswt to secon O of the Imnzgraon the nzenthnenZs
made by subsectwn (a) shall final determinaZionof liabUity for such fine. no
and Na.onaitij TeChfliCal CO1TCtions Act of apply to all aliens again.st whom proceedings such vessel or azrcraft shall be granted clear2994 (Public Law 203-426), has not ftdfiZled
are convnenced on or after the date of the enact- ance,. except that clearance may be granted
requfren'iens of section 224(k).
upon the deposit of a swn sufficient to cov
,nent of this Act.
"(e) VOLWUz'PJ DFr.'Rrtre—(2)(A) The At(2) The amendments made by subsection (b) such fine, or of a bond with svfficient surety to
torney General may perfrnt an alien voluntarilir shall
Lake effect on the date Of the enac#nentof secure he payment thereof appioved by the
to dejart the UnUed States at the aliens ° this Act,
and shall apply to all applicaons for Commissioner.
"(5) An alien stowaway inspected upon arrvunder section 244 of the nmgraon and
"(i) in lieu of bezng subject to depor2aon pro-. relief
Act (8 U.S.C. 2254), except that, for al shall be considered an excluded alien under
ceed.ings under sectwn 242 or w2or to the corn- NaionaZitij
of deteimining the penods ofcothnu- this Act.
pletion of such proceedings, if the alien is not a puioses
residence or continuous physzco2 presence,
"(6) The prornszons of section 235 for detenperson deportable under secon 242(aX2)(A)(zii) ous
the amendments made by subsection (b) shall on of &iens for exaranaon before a special
or section 242.(a)(4): or
apply to all alwns upon whom an orde,-.to show izquiri officer and, the right, of apjeal provided
'(ii) after the completion. o7 deportation
ceedings under section 242, only if a special in- cause is served on or after the dare of the enact- for in section 236 shalZ not apply to aliens who
,nent of this Act.
arrive as stowaways, and no such aliens, shall
uiiw officer deernunes that—
(3) The air.endme7rts made by subsèct,.on (c) be perinzed to land in the United States. except
"(I) the alien zs, and has been for a least 5
years immedia2ely•preceding the'aliens applica- shall W.Jce effect on the date of the enacbrLent of tenporarily for inethca. ti-eabnent. or pursuant
to such regulations as the AUorney General may
ton for voluntary departure, a person of good th2s Act.
prescribe for the departire, removal, or depor2aSEC. 251. ALIEN STOWAWAYS.
moral character:
(a) DEFINrnON.—Section 202(a) (8 USC. 2202) tion of such alien from the United States.
"(11) the alien s not depor2able under section
is amended by adding the followng new'para• (7) A stowaway my apply for asylum under
242 (a) (2)(A)(iii) or section 242 (a) (4); and
"(ill) the alien establishes by clear and con- - graph:
seçton 208 or withhozthng of depor2ation unde,vnczng evidence that the alien has the means to
(47) The term stowaway' means any alien section 243(h), piirsuant to such regulations as
depart the United Stat.es and intends to do so. who obtar.s transportaon without the consent the Attorney General may establish.".
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SEC. 152. PILOT PROGRAM ON INTERIOR WATRL4TION AND OTHER THODS TO
DETER MULTIPLE UJVZ4WFEJL EN-

•

•
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training in the diagnosis of insanity and mental
'(2)(A) The fees imposed under paragraph (1)
defects shall be detailed for duty or employ.ed at may be collected as separate fees or as sursuch ports of entry as the Secretary may des- charges to any other fees that may be collected
(a) EsrABusffMEj'-r.—Not later than 180 days ignate, in consultation with the Attorney Gen- in connection with an application, for adjustafter the date of the enactment of this Act, the eral.
of status under section 209, 210, 245, or
"(2) CiviL SURGEONS.—(A) Whenever medical ment
Attorney General, after Consultation with the
245A, for a visa, or for a waiver of excludability
officers
of
the
United
States
Public
Health
ServSecretary of State, shall establish a pilot pro
under paragraph (1) 01(2) of section 212(g), as
grain for up to two years which provides for ice are not available to perform examinations the case may be.
under
this
section,
the
Attorney
General,
in
methods to deter multiple unlawful entries, by
"(3) The provisions of the Act of August 18,
consultation with the Secretary, shall designate 1856
aliens into the United States. The pilot program civil
(Revised Statutes 172—28, 22 U.S.C. 4212surgeons
to
perform
the
examinations.
may include the development and use of interior
"(3) Each civil surgeon designated under sub- 14), concerning accounting for consular fees,
repatriation, third country repatriation, and
shall not apply to fees collected by the Secretary
paragraph (A) shall—
other disincentives for multiple unlawful entries
"(i) have at least 4 years of professional expe- of State under this section.
into the United.States.
"(3)(A) There is established on the books of
rience unless the S.cretary determines that
(b) REJ'ORT.—Not later than 35 months after cial or extenuating circumstances justifyspethe the Treasury of the United States a separate acthe date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor- designation of an individual having a lesser count which shall be known as the 'Medical Exney General, together with the Secretary of amount of professional experience: and
aminations Fee Account'.
State. shall submit a report to the Committees on
"(3) There shall be deposited as offsetting re"(ii) satisfy such other eligibility requirements
the Judiciary of the House of Representatives as the Secretary may prescribe.
ceipts into the Medical Examinations Fee Ac.and of the Senate on the operation of the pilot
"(3) PANEL PHY5JCIAN5.—In the case of exami- count all fees collected under paragraph (1), to
program under this section and whether the nations under this section abroad, the medical remain available until expended.
pilot program or any part thereof should be ex- examiner shall be a panel physician designated
"(C) Amounts in the Medical Examinations
tended or made permanent.
by the Secretary of State, in consultation with Fee Account shall be available only to reimburse
SEC. 1 PILOT PROGRAM ON USE OF CLOSED the Secretary.
any appropriation currently available for the
MILITARY &4SES FOR THE DETEN"(d) CERTIFiCATION OF MEDICAL FiNDINGS.— programs established by this section.
TION OF IZCLZJDAB.LE OR DEPORT. The medical examiners shall certify for the in"(h) DEFIN1TIONS,—At used in this section—
ARLEAZ.1ENS.
"(1) the term 'medical examiner' refers to a
of vruntgration officers and special in(a) Er.tsu JJr._-The Attorney General formation
quiry officers, or consular officers as the case medical officer, civil surgeon, or panel physiand the Secretary of Defense shall jointly estab- may be, any physical or mental defect or disease cian, as described in subsection (C); and
lish a pilot program for up to two years to deter- observed by such examiners in any such alien.
"(2) the term 'Secretary' means the Secretary
mine the feasibility of the use of military bases
"(e) VACCINATION ASSESS.MENT.—(1) The as- of Health and Human Services.
available through the defense base realignment sessment referred to in subsection (b)(1)(B) is an SEC. 1SS C.F.RTIP7CATZON REQt.7IREi
FOR
and closure process as detention centers for the asse.si,nent of the alien's record .of required vacFOREIGN HE.4L7B.C4.RE WORERPs.
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
cines for preventable diseases, including mnwrcps,
(a) IN GENERAL—Section 212(a) (8 U.S.C.
(b) REPORT—Not later than 35 months after measles, rubella, polio, tetanus, diphtheria tox- 1182(a)) is amended—
the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attor- bids, pertussis, hemophilus-influe
(1)
by redesignating paragraph (9) as paratype 3,
ney General, together with .the Secretary of hepatitis type 3, as well as any other diseases graph (10): and
State. shall submit a report to the Committees on Specified as vaccine-preventle by the Advisory
(2) by inserting after paragraph (8) the followthe Judiciary of the House of Representatives Committee on Immunization Practices,
ing new paragraph.'
and of the Senate. the Committee on National
"(2) Medical examiners shall educate aliens
"(9) UNCERTIFIED FOREIGN HEALTH-CARE
Security of the House of Representativp and on the importance of immunizations and shall WORKEJeS.—(A) Any alien who seeks
to enter the
the Committee on Armed Services of the Senate. create an i,ronunization record for the alien at United States for the purpose of performing
on• the feasibility of using military bases closed the time of examination,
• labor as a health-care worker, other than a
"(3)(A) Each alien who has not been vac- physician, is excludable unless the alien
through the defense base realignment and clopresure process as detention centers by the Imnmi- cinated against measles, and each alien under sents to the consular officer, or, in the case of
the age of 5 years who has not been vaccinated an adjustment of status, the Attorney General,
gration and Naturalization Service.
SEC. 1St PRYSlC. AND MUVTAL ETA(A2zONS. against polio, must receive such vaccination, a certificate from the Convnisszon on Graduates
• Section 234 (8 U.S.C. 1224) is amended to read unless waived by the Secretary, and must re- of Foreign Nursing Schools, or a 'certificate from
ceive any other vaccination determined nec- an equivalent independent credentialing organias follows:
essary by the Secretary prior to arrival in the zation approved by the Attorney General in
"PHYSICAL AND MENTAL F.XAMINATIONS
conUnited States.
with the Secretary of Health and
"Ssc. 234. (a) ALIENS COVERED.—Each alien
"(3) Aliens who have not received the entire sultation
Hwnan
Services.
verifying
that—
within any of the following classes of aliens series of vaccinations prescribed in paragraph
"(i) the alien's education, training, license,
who is seeking entry into the United States shall (1) (other than measles) shall return to
a des- and experience—
undergo a physical and mental examination in ignated civil surgeon within 30 days of arrival
"(I) meet all applicable statutory and reguaccordance with this section:
in the United States, or within 30 days of ad"(1) Aliens applying for visas for admission to justment of status, for the remainder of the vac- - latory requirements for entry into the United
States under the classification specified in the
the United States for permanent residence.
Ci nations,
application;
"(2) Aliens seeking admission to the United
"(DAPPEAL OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION Fm"(II) are comparable with that required for an
States for permanent residence for whom exaini- INGS.—Any alien determined to have a healthnations were not made under paragraph (I).
American health-care worker of the same type;
relaed grounds of exclusion under paragraph and
"(3) Aliens within the United States seeking (1) of section 212(a) may appeal that determina"(III) are authentic and, in Vie case of a liadjustment of status under section 245 to that of tion to a board of medical officers of the
Public • cense, unencumbered;
aliens lawfully admitted to the United States for Health Service, which shall'be convened by
the
permane res,
"(ii) the alien has the level of competence in
"(4) Alien crewmen entering or in transit Secretary. The alien may introduCe at least one oral and written English considered by the Secexpert
medical
witness
before
the
board
at
his
or'
retary of Health and Human Services, in conacross the United States.
her own cost and ex'pense.
sultation with the Secretary of Education, to be
"(b) DESCRIPTION OF EXAMINATION_(l) Each
"(g) FUNDING.—(l)(A) The Attorney • General appropriate for health care work of the kind
examination required by subsection (a) shall in- shall impose a fee upon any person applying for
in
clude—
the alien will be engaged, as shown by an
adjustment of status to that of an alien lawfully which
appropriate score on one or more nationally rec'(A) an examination of the alien for any admitted to permanent residence under
physical or mental defect or disease and a cer- 209, 210,245, or 245A, and the Secretary section ognized, commercially available. standardized
of
State
assessments of the applicant's ability to speak
tification of medical findings made tn accord- shall impose a fee upon any person applying
for
ance with subsection (d); and
a visa at a United States consulate abroad who and write; and
"(iii) if a majority of States licensing the pro"(3) an assessment of the vaccination record is required to have a medical examination in
ac- fession in which the alien intends to work recog• of the alien in accordance with subsection (e).
cordance with subsection (a).
"(2) The Secretary of Health and Human
"(3) The amounts of the fees required by sub- nize a test predicting the success on the profesServices shall prescribe such regulations as may paragraph (A) shall be established by the Sec- sion '5 licensing and certification examination,
be necessary to carry out the medical exainina- retary, in consultation with the Attorney
the alien has passed such a test.
Gen"(3) For purposes of subparagraph (A)(ii), detions required by subsection (a).
eral
and
the
Secretary
of
State,
as
the
case may
"(c) Mxoicij. EXAMINE!S.—
be. and shall be set at such amounts as may be termination of the standardized tests required
'(1) MEDICAL OFFICE.R.S.—(A) Except as proof the minimum scores that are appropriate
to recover the full costs of establishing and
vided in paragraphs (2) and (3), examinations necessary
are within the sole discretion of the Secretary of
and
administering
the
civil
surgeon
and
under this section shall be conducted by medical physician programs, including the costs panel Health and Human Services and are not subject
officers of the United States Public Health Serv- Service, the Department of State, and theto the to further administrative or ftidicfrjj review.
Deices.
(b) CONFOPJSINC AMENDMENTS.—
of Health and Human Services for any
(1) Section 101(f)(3) is amended by striking
"(3) Medical officers of the United States partment
additional
expenditures
associated
with
the ad- "(9)(A) of section 212(a)" and inserting "(10)(A)
Public Health Service who have had specialized ministration of the fees collected.
of section 212(a)".
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(2) Section 212(c) is amended by striking
"(9)(C)" and inserting "(10)(C)".
SEC. £56. DE4SED BAR TO REE?fl'RY FOR

ALThNS PREVIOUSZYREMOVED.

(a) IN GENEPJ.,L.—Section 212(a)(6) (8 U.S.C.
1182 (a) (6)) is amended—
(1) Zn SUbpaTagraph (A)—

PART s-.CRBWqAL ALiENS.

SEC. 16L AIDED DEFiNITION OFAGG&IVAS'59) TATION.—Section 243(h) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)), as

amended by section 159 of this Act, is further
FFJONY.
(a) IN GENEP.AL.—SectiOn 101 (a)(43) (8 U.S.C. amended in paragraph (2) by striking the last
sentence and inserting the following: "For pur1101 (a)(43)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (D), by striking poses of subparagraph (B), an alien shall be

"sKi) ,000" and inserting "$10,000';
(A) by striking "one yeaT" and inserting "five
(2) in subparagraphs (F), (G), and (0), by
years"; and
striking "is at least 5 years" each place it ap(B) by inserting ",OT within 20 yearn of the pears
and inserting "at least one year";
date of any second OT subsequent deportation,"
(3) in subparagraph (J)—
after 'depor)ori";
(A) by striking "sentence of 5 years' imprison(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by redeszgnatzng clauses (ii), (iii), and (iv) ment" and. inserting "sentence of one year mipnsonment"; and'
as clauses (iii), (iv), and (v). respectively;
(B) by striking "offense described" and insert(B) by inserting' after clause (t) the following
.ing "offense described in section 1084 of title 18
new clause;
"(ii) has departed the United States while an- (if it is a second or subsequent offense), section
1955 of such title (relating to gambling offenses),
order of deportation' is outstanding,";
or";
(C) by striking "or" after "removal;" and
in subparagraph (K)—
(D) by inserting "or (c) who seeks admission.
(A). by striking "or" at the end of clause (i);
within 20 years of a second or subsequent depor(B) by adding "or" 'at the end. of clause (ii);
tation or removal," after "felony,".
(b) REEN27tY 'OF DEPORTED ALrFJJ.—Section and
276(a) (1) (8 U.S.C. 1326 (a) (1)) ix amended to read

(c) APPLICATION TO WiTHHOLDING OF DE,POR-

considered to have co,nnntted a particularly serious crime if such alien has been convicted of

•

one or more of the following:
"(1) An aggravated felony. r attempt or con-

spiracy to corrunit an aggravated .felony, for
which the term of imprisonment 'imposed (regardless of any suspension of imprisonment) is
at least one year.

"(2) An offense described in subparagraph

(A), (B), (C), (B), (H), (I), (2), (L), or-subpara-

graph (K)(ii), of section 101(a)(43), or an attempt or conspiracy to convnit an offense described in one or more of such subparagraphs.".
SEC. ia.' nvEUGmffflT OF AGGRAVA1'F FEZ.ONS FOR AWUSTMERI' OF STAITJS.

Section 244(c) (8 U.S.C. 1254(c)), as amended
by section 150 of this Act, is further amended by

adding at the end the following new sentence:

(C) by adding at the end the following new

"No person who'has been convicted of an aggraclause:
"(1) has been arrested and deported, has been
"(in) is described in section 2421, 2422, or 2423 vated felony shall be'eligible for relief under this
excluded and deported, or has departed the of title 18, United States Code (relating to trans- subsection.".
DEPORL42'ION CREATES
United States while an order of exclusion or de- poi"tation for the purpose of prostitution), if SEC iea 'WEDITIOUS
. NO ENFORCEABLE 59GB? FOR AGportation is outstanding, and thereafter".
committed for commercial advantage.";
GE&VATWFELON&
SEC 157k FJ.1ATION OF CONSVLA1'E SHOP.
in subparagraph (L)—
225 of the Ininizgration and NationalPJG FOR ViSA OVERS'l'AY&
(A)bystriking "or" at the end of clause (i): itijSection'
Technical Corrections Act of 1994 (Public
(a) INGENER.4L.-$eCtion 222 (8'U.S.C.1202).is
(B) by inserting "or" at the end of clause (ii); Law 103-416) is amended by striking "section
amended by adding at 'the end the, following and
242(t) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
new szthsection
(C) by adding at the end the following new U.S.C. 1252(i))" and inserting "sections 242(i) or
"j'g)(l) In the case of an alien who has en- clause:
242A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8
tered and remained in the United States beyond
"(iii) section 601 of the National Security Act
the authorized period of slay, the alien's non- of 1947. (relating to protecting the identity of un- U.S.C. 1252(i) or 1252a)".
SEC. 1GL CUSTODY OF ALS CONVICTED OFAGimmigrant visa shall thereafter be invalid for re- dercover agents)";
GRAVATFZI FHLON
entry into the United States.
(6) in subparagraph (M), by striking
(a) EXCLUSION AND DE,PORTATZON.—Section'
as follows:

•

"(2) An alien described in paragraph (1) shall

be ineligible 'to be readnitted to the United
States as a noranvnigrant subsequent to the expiration of the alien's 'authorized period of stay,
except—

'(A) on the basis of a visa issued in a con-

•

sular office located in the country of the alien's
nationality (or, if there is no office in such

country, in such other consular office as the
Secretary of State shall specify); or

"(B) where extraordinary circumstances are
found by the Secretary of State to exist.".
•

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made
visas issued before,

by this section shall apply

on, or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

SEC.- 159. ThCFE..'T AS A BASIS FOR PXCLU.
SION FROM THE VMTED smr..
Section 212(a)(3)(B) of the. Immigration and
(8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(3)(B)), is

Nationality Act
amended-

(1) by striking "or" at the end of clause (V(I);

(2) in clause (i)(iI), by inserting "or" at the
end and
(.3) by insertingafter clause (i)(II) the following new subclause.

"(III) izas, under circwnstances indicating'an
intention to cause death or serious bodily harm.
incited terrorism ,.engaged in targeted racial viii-

fication or advocated the overthrow of the

United States Government or death or serious

bodily harm to any United States citizen or
United States Government official,".

SEC. £59. CONFORM1JG ADJT' TO WITH.
HOWThG OFDEPOFcTATION.

Section 243(h) (8 U.S.C. 1253(h)) is amended

by adding at the end the following new paregraph.'

"(3) The Attorney General may refrain from
deporting any alien if the Attorney General de£ermmes that-

"(A) such alien's life or freedom would be
threatened, in the country to which such alien
would be deported or returned, on account of
race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion, and

"(B) deporting such alien would violate the

1967 United Nations Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.".

"$200,000" each place it appears and inserting 236 (8 U.S.C. 1226) is amended in subsection
"$10,000";
(e)(2) by inserting after "unless" the following:
(7) in subparagraph (N)—
the Attorney General determines, pursuant
(A) by striking "of title 18, United States "(A)
to section 3521 of title 18, United States Code,
Code"; and
that release from custody is necessary to provide
(B) by striking "for the purpose of commercial protection to a witness, a potential witness, a
advantage" and inserting the following: ",
person cooperating with an investigation into
cept, for a first offense, if the alien has affirma- major criminal activity, or an immediate family
tively shown that the alien committed the of- member or close associate of a witness, potential
fense for the purpose of assisting, abetting, or witness, or person cooperating with such an inalien's spouse, child, or parent vestigation, and that after such release the alien
aiding only
(and no other individual) to violate a provision would v.ot be a threat to the corromunity, or

of this Act'
(8) in subparagraph (0), by striking "which (B)".
(b) CUrrODY UPON RELEASE FROM LWCARcFJ1-

constitutes" and all that follows up to the semi- • ATZON.—Section 242(a)(2) (8 U.S.C. .1252(a) (2)) is
colon at the end and inserting the following:
• amended to read as follows:
except, for a first offense, if the alien has af"(2)(A) The Attorney General shall take into
firmatively shown that the alien conznuttèd the • cus,ody any specially deportable criminal alien
offense for the purpose of assisting, abetting, or upon release of the alien from incarceration and
aiding only the alien's spouse, child, or,parent • shall deport the alien as expeditiously as pos(and no other individual) to violate a provision sible. Notwithstanding any other provision of
of this Act";
law, ,the Attorney General shall not release such
(9) by redesignating subparagraphs (P) and •felon from custody.
subparagraphs
(R)
and
(5),
respectively;
(Q) as
"(B) The Attorney General shall have sole
(10) by inserting after subparagraph (0) the and unreviewable discretion to waive subparafollowing new.subparagraphs:
graph (A) for aliens who are cooperating with
"(P) any offenserelating to commercial brib- law enforcement authorities or for purposes of
ery, counterfeiting, forgery, or trafficking in ve- national security.".
hicles whose identification numbers have been
(c) PERIOD ZN WHiCH TO EFFECT ALIEN'S DEaltered for which the term of imprisonment im- PARTUIzE.—Section 242(c) is amended—
posed (regardless of any suspension of imprison(1)inthefirstsentence—
ment) is at least one year;
(A) by st'' "(c)" and inserting "(c)(1)";
"(Q) any offense relating to perjury or sub- and
(B) by inserting "(other than an alien deornation of peryury for which the term of imprisonment imposed (regardless of any suspension of scribed in paragraph (2))"; arid
(2, by adding at the end the following new
imprisonment) is at least one year;" and
(11) in subparagraph (R) (as redesignated), by paragraphs:
"(2)(A) When a final order of deportation s
striking "15" and inserting "S'.
(b) EFFECTIVE DA2E OF DEFIN1TION.—Section made against any specially depoitable criminal
101(a)(43) (8 U.S.C. 1101 (a)(43)) is amended by alien, the Attorney 'General shall have a period
adding at the end the following new sentence: of 30 days from the later of—
"(i) the date of such order, or
"Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
"(ii) the alien's release from incarceration,
the term applies regardless of whether the conviction was entered before, on, or after the date within which 'to effect the alien's departure
of eno.cbnent of this paragraph, except that, for from the United States.
"(B) The Attorney General shall nave sole
purposes of section 242(f)(2), the zerm has the
same meaning as was in effect under this para- and unreviewable discretion to waive subparagraph on the date the offense was committed. ". graph (A) for aliens who' are cooperating with
•

•
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law enfoTcenzent aut oriie.s OT lOT purposes of concurTence of the Convnissoner, may, puTsunat.onal security.
ant to Federal Rule of Crimnal Procedure 11,
"(3) Nothing in this subsection shall be con- enter into a plea agreement which ca2ls foT the
strued as pTOviding a riht enfoTceczbje by OT on alien, who is depoTtable under this Act, to waive
behalf of any alien to be Teleased from custody the right to notice and a hearing under this secOT to challenge the alien's deportatzor.
tion, and sip2aate to the entry of a judicia
(d) CRIMINAL PENALTY FOR UNLAWFUL RE- oTder of depoTtation from the United States as a
ENTRY.—Section 242(f) of the Iriwugration and conditi.on of the plea agreement or as a condiNationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(fl) is amended— tion of probation OT supervised Te2ease, OT both.
(1) by inserting "(1)" immediately after "(f)"; The United States District Court. in both felony
and

and misdøneanor cases; and the United States

(2) by adding at the end the followzng new Magistrate Court in msdemeanoTs cases. may
paTagraph:
accept such a sipuZaion and shaZl have juris"(2) Any alien who has unlawfully Teentered dictionto enter a judwia order of deporaon
OT is found in the United.. States after .)zaving puTsuant to the terms of such s2puZat.on.
previously been deported subsequent to a con(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—(1) Section
victi.on for any cnmznaj offense covered in sec- 512 of the Ivvnigration Act of 1990 is amended by
tion 241 (a) (2) (A)(iii), (B), (C), OT (D), OT two oT striking '242A(d)" and inserting "242A(c)".
moTe offenses described in clause (ii) of section
(2) Secon 130007(a) of the Violent Crime Con241 (a) (2)(A), at least two of which Tesui•ed in a trol and Law EnfoTcp,nent Act of 1994 (Public
sentence OT con finenient d.esci.bed in sect on Law 103-322) is amended by striicing "242A(d)"
241(a)(2J(A)(z)(ff) shall, in addition to the pun- and inserng "242A(c)".
zshment provided foT any other crime, be pun- SEC. 166. ST VL4T ECLtJSJON OR DEPOP.TA.

ished by zznpnsonment of not less than

15

yeaTs.".
(e) DEFINJTION..—Sejon 242 (8 U.S.C. 1252) is

amend.ed by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(k) FOT purposes of this section, the term
'seCiaZly deportable crinunal alien' means .any
alien convicted of an offense de'cribed in subpaTagraph (A)(iii), (B), (C), OT (D) of section

241(a)(2), OT two OT nzOTe offenses described in
section 241 (a)(2)(A)(zz), at least two of which re-

sulted Zn a sentence oT confznenjent described in
section 241 (a) (2)(A)(i)(H)."
SEC. J6$ JVDICL4L DEPOR2'A770N.

(a) IN GENFJeAL.—Sectjon 242A (8
1252a(d)) is amended—

U.S.C.

(1) by Tedesignating subsect5.on (dj as sub-

seton (c); and

(9)

S4745
Section 42B(e)(2)(A) is amended bij strik-

ing "section 242(b)(1)" and inserting "secion

242(b)(4)'.
(10) Section 242B(e)(5)(A) is amended by strik-

ing "section 242(b)(1)" and inserting 'section
242 (b) (4)".

SEC. 167. DEPORTATION AS A CO!iIDZFION OF
PROBATION.

Setion .3.56.(b) of title 18. United States Code,
is amended—

(1) by striking "OT" at the end of paTagraph
(21);

(2) by strUcing the period at the end of paTagraph (22) and inserting ";oT"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paTagraph:
"(23) be oTdered deported by a United States
Dis2rct Court, OT United States Magistrate

Court, pursuant to a sipu1atjon entered into by
the defendant and the United States under section 242A(c) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.S.C. 1252a(c)), Pcept that, in the abnON.
sence of a Szp2aation, the United States District
(a) EXCLtJ.sIoN AND DEPORTAflON._St4on Court OT the United States Magistrate COUTt,
236 (8 U.S.C. 1226) s amended by adding at the may oTder deportaijon as a condition of probaend the foliowzng new subsect.on:
tion, if, after notice and hearing puTsuant to
?fl The Attorney General shall. provide by section 242A(c) of the Inmzigrat.on and Nat.onTegulajon for the entry by a special inquiry of- ality Act, the Attorney General dènonsrates bij
ficer of an order of exclusion and deportaorc cleaT and convincing evidence that the alien is
s2puZated to by the alien and the Service. Such depor2able.
an oTder may be entered wzthout a personal ap- SEC. 168.ANNZIAL REPORT ON CRTh4L A.LZ.TS.
peaTance by the alien befoTe the special inquiry
Not later than 12 months after the date of the
officer. A stipuiate4 oTder shall constute a enactment
of this Act, and annually tizereaftã,
concluswe determination of the alien's exclud- the, Atiorney General shaZl submit to £he Cornability and deortabUity from the United
'nittees on the Judiczarij of the House of RepStates.
and. of the Senate a Tepon de2ail(b) APpp
J8IO1' AND DEPORTAT1ON.—S. Tesefltaives
ing—
tion 242 (8 U.S.C. 1252) s amended in subsection
(b)—

(1). by Tedesg7zaing paTagrap?zs (1), (2), (3),
and (4) as subpaTagTaph2 (A), (B), (C). and (D),

(1) the number of illegal aliens tncaTcerated in

Federal and State prons for having committed
felonies, stating the number incaTcerate4 joT

each type of offense;
(2) in subsection (c), as Teciesignated—
Tespecive1y;
(2) the number of illegal aliens conmcted foT
(A) by stnking paTagraph (1) and inserting
(2) by inserting "(1)" immediately after '?b)";
the following:
(3) by s2riking the sentezce beginning wzth felonzes in any Federal OT State court, but not
"(1) AUTHOR!TY..-_Not ithstanding any other "Except as provided in section 212A(d)" and Zn- sentenced to incaTceration, in the year befoTe
provision of this Act, a United States district serng the following:
the TepoTt was submitted, seating the number
court sha2l have jurisdiction to enter a judwial
'(2) The Atioraey General shall further pro- convicted foT each type of offense;
(3) programs and plans underway in the DeoTder of depoTtation at the time of sentencing vide by TegtLlation foT the entry by a S'pCCiaZ in-

against an alien—
'(A) whose criminal conviction causes such
alien to be deportable under secti.on
241 (a) (2)(A)(jjz) (Telating to conviction of an aggTavated felony);
'(B) who has at any time been convicted of a
violation of section 276 (a) OT (b) (Telating to eentry of a depoTted alien);
"(C) who has at any time been convicted of a
violat.o,t of section 275 (Telating to entry of an
alien at an mpToper time OT place and to misTepresentation and concealment of facts); OT
'(D) who is otherwise deportable puTsuant to
any of he paTagrapPs (1) thTough
of section

241(a).

A United States Magistrate shall have. jurisdic-

tion o enter a judicja oTder of deportation at
the time of sentencing where the alien has been
convicted of a misdeneanoT offense and the
alien is depoTtable under. this Act."; and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

paTagrap?zs:
"(5) STATE COURT FINDING 0F OEPORT/B1LITY.—(A) On motion of the prosecution OT on the

court's own motion, any State court wWz jurisdictzon to enter ftidg,ne,as in crzminal cases is
authorized to make a finding that the defendant
is deportable as a specially depoTtable crzminal
alien (as defined Zn section 242(k)).
"(B) The finding of deportabjzzty under subpaTagraph (A), when incorpoTated in a final
judgment of convict.on, shall foT all purposes be
conclus'.ve on the alien and may not be Teezwnned by any agency o couTt, wheher.by habeas
corpus oT otherzpze. The couTt shall notify the
Attorney General of any finding of depoTtabUtty.

qury officer of an oTder of deporta2on sipu- parbnent of Justice to ensure the prompt Telated to by the alien and the Service. Such an rnoval from the United States of crzininal aliens
oTder may be entered wzthout a personal ap- subject to Pclusion or deportation; and

peaTarice by the alien befoTe the special inquv-ij
officer. A stipu!Ue4 OTder shall constitute a

concluswe deternUnajon of the alzen's deportability fTom the United States.

(4) meViods foT idenifyzng and preventing the
unZawfid Teentry of aliens who have been convicted of cñminal offenses in the United States
and Ternoved from the Unaed States.

•?3) The procedures pTescrthed in :his sub- SEC. 169. DkRCOVEj J2WFSTIGATIONAVTHOR
sect.on and in section 242A(c) shall be the sole
17T.
and ezclusve proceduTes for determining the de(a) AUTHORJT,FS.—(1) In oTder to conduct azy
portability of an alien.", and
(4) bij redesignating the tenth sentence as undercover znvestigative operation of the linnugrati.on and NatuTalization Service which is
paTagraph (4); and
(5) by Tedesignaing the eleventh and twelfth necesar foT the 4etecton and prosecution of
crzmes against the United States, the Service is
sentences as paTagraph (5).
authored—
(c) CONFORMING AMF.WDMENTS....(1) Section
(A) to lease space within the United States,
106(a) is amended by striking "section 242(b)"
the District of Colwr.bia, and the territories and
and inserting 'section 242(b)(1y.
(2) Secon 212(a)(6)(B)(iv) is amended by poses-xons of the United States without TegaTd
sfriicfng section 242(b)" and inserting "section to section 3679(a) of the evised Statutes (31
U.S.C. 13i1), section 3732(a) of the evised 3at242 (b) (1)".
(3) Section 242(a)(1) is amended by stiJcing utes (41 U.S.C. 11(a)), section 305 of the Act of
"subsection (b)" and inserting . "subsection June 30, 1949 (63 Star. 396; 41 U.S.C. 255), the
(b)(1)".
t)uTd undesignated paragraph undei the head(4) Section 242A(b)(1) is amended by strUcing ing "Miscellaneous" of the Act of MaTch 3, 1877
"section 242(b)" and inserting •'section (19 Stat. 370; 40 U.S.C. 3i), section 3648 of the.
242 (b) (1)".
Revised Statues (31 U.S.C. 3324), section 3741 of
(5) Section 242A(c)(2)(D)(ii) as TedesignØed the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.C. 22). and subby section 165 of this Act, is amended bJ strUcing sections (a) and (c) of section 304 of the Federal
"section 242(b)" and inserting "section Propeny and AdminisTative Servzces Act of 1949
242 (b) (1)".
(6) Secti.on 4113(a) of title 18, United States
Code, is amended by strici
section 1252(b)"
and inserting "secon 1252(b) (1)".
(7) Sect.on 1821(e) of title 28, Untted States
Code, is amended by stnki
section 242(b) of
tch Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(b))" and insrning "section 242(b) (1) of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1252(b)(1))

(63 Stat. 395:41 U.S.C. 254 (a) and (c));
(B) to establish OT to acq2iTe proprietarij coTpoTation.s OT busr.ess entities as p2Tt of an un-

dercover oDeraon. and to operate such

coT-

poTations OT business entities on a commercial
basis, without regaTd to the provisions of section
304 of the Government CorpoTation Control Ac
(31 U.S.C. 9102);

(8) Section 242B(c)(1) is amended bij StrUcng
(C) to depost funds. includmg the proceeds
sectzon 242(b)(1)" and. inserting "section
fTom such undercover operation, in banks OT
TION.—The United States Attorney, wth the 242(b) (4)".
other financial institutions without TegaTd to
'(6) STIPULATED JtJDICIAL OP.DER OF DEPORTA-

S4746

(3) the number of aliens described in paragraph (2) who have been incarcerated in full
consent to such a transfer, and
(D) to allow the FederaZ Government or the compliance wzth the treai;
Saes to. keep their onginal pnson sentences in
(4) he number of aliens who are incarcerated
force so that transferred prsoners who return to nz. a penai institution in the United Stases who
the United Szates pñor to the completion of are eligible for transfer pursuant to the treaties;
their Origna1 United States sentences azn be re- and
turned to cuscdy for.the batznce of their przs(5) the number of aliens dcribed in paraons sentenc;
graph (4) who are :ncarceated in Federal,.

(C) to eliminate any requirnent of piisoner

.Un5ted States Code, and sec2ion 363.9 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 3302); and
.(D) to use the proceeds from such undercover

operaons o offset 'neccssary and reasonable
expenses incurred ir such 'oeraons without
iegard to the provisions 'of seciion 3617 of the
Revfsed'Stutes (31 U.S.C. 3302).
(2) The autholi2azion. set forth in paragraph
(1).
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the prcvisions of section 648 of tiUe 18 of the

-

(2) the Secretary of State shoult} give priorzty State, and loca2 penal i,tstitutions in the United

may b eerósed only upon ,wntten cerfi-

ca'.on of the Comnussioner• of he 17 gftfl to conc'uding,an agreement icith any courtry
and NaturaZiaJi.on Service, in conZtaion with for which the President deteTmines that the
the Deputy AUo-ney General, that any action nwnbe of aziens described in subsection.(a) who
• wht?zozed by paragraph (1) (A), (B). (Cj, or (D) are' nationaZs of that country in the Unzted
is necsary for the condue of such undercover States represents a significant percentage of aU
such alier.s in the United States; and
operation.
(3) no new treats, providing for the transfer of
(b) UNtJSED FUNs.—As soon as praccable
after the proceeds from an undercover.invesga- aliefls from Federal State. or Zocal incarceraon
ve opera2on. carried Out iader paragraph (1) facZi to a forezgn z7carcerabon faciZiz,
permzt the alien to refuse the transfer.
(C) or '(D) of subsection (a), are no longer i- shouid
(c) PRISONER CONSENT.—Notwitlzstar4ing an,
essary for the conduct of such operotion, such
other promsion of saw, except as required by
proceeds or the ba.arjce of such proceeds
treaty. the transfer of an aZien from a FederaZ,
inarning at
State, or 'local incarceraon facility under an
Treasury of. the United States
agreenzent of the type refeired to n subsection
receipts.
(c) REPORT.—If a corporation o' busines.s en- (a) shall not reuzre consent of the al2en.

Stae.

(c) RECOMMLWAT!ONS—The report under

subsection (a) shaU inc'ude the recommendations of the Secretarjj of Sta2e and the AtornE1
Generaz to increase the effectiveness and use of,

and full conzpiance with, the reWies. In con-

sideing Vze econnendaions under this sub-

secion, the Secretarj and the Attoineij General
shailconsult with such State and loc& officials
in areas dis rcportorsateIy bnpacUd by 'aliens
convicted of crznzinaZ offenses as tle Secretary
and tae Attor1ze General consideT appropriate.

Such recommendcons shalZ address—
(1) changes in Federal lcws. regulo2ions, and
policies affectir.g the ideritificatOn, prosecui ion,
and deportation of-aliens who have committed
(d) ANNUAL RF.P'ORT—Not laser than 90 dajs cramnal offenses in the United Staes;
titj esta.bithed or acqared a part of an under- after
the
date
of
the
enacbnent
of
this
Act,
and
• cover oerat.on under ubsec2ion (a)(1)(B) wzth an7wa2li thereafter. the AttoTney GeneraZ shall - (2) changes in State and loca1 iaws, reguZaand policies affecng the .inficaron,
a ret value of over s5o.000 i
a report to the Convntees on the Judicz- tions,
and deportation of alzens who have
sold, or otherwise disposed of, the Imm2graion subnt
the prosecution,
of
ary
of
the
House
of
Representatives
nd
and NaturaZzzaion Serv'ce, as much in advance Se,uUe sto2ing whether each prsoner transfer comrmtted a cranin1 offense in the United
as thE Convnzssioner or Jüs or izer ieszgnee
Tty to which the United States s a party has States;
(3) changes. in the treaes Uzat may be nectermine practicable, shall report the cir- been effecve in the. precethng 12 months in
.

.

essary to increase the number of aZiens conbmzØng abaut the return of.deportable incar- victed of .rnnaZ offenses who may be transcerated a1iens to the country of which thei are ferred pursvant o the tTeaes;
rtaonazs and in. ensuring that they serve the
(4) methods for preOent2ng the unlawful reb.lance of their sentence.s.
entry
into the United States of aliens whc have
TRAINING FOP.FJGN LAW ENFORCEMENT

cwnstances to the Atton2ef GenZ, t.ze Director of he Office of Management and Budget,

and the CompoUer GeneraZ of the United
States. The proceeds of the iiqzidat..on, sale, or
other disposition, after obligations are

(e)
convzcted of cramnal offenses in the Unztbe deposited in the Treasury of the United PrsoEL.—(l)
Subject to p3ragraph (2), the been
ed States and transferred pursuant to. he ti'ea-

States as miscellaneous receipts.

President shall direct the Border Patrol Aco4(d) ACDITS.—The Invnigraton and Natu- emy and the Customs Service Academy to enroll
ra&ation Serv2ce shall conduct detailed finan- for tranmg an appropñate number. of forezgn
cia audits of closed undercover opeTations on a law enforcement personnel, and shall make apquarterly basis and.shall report. the results of pointments of foreign aw enforcnent personnel
the audAs in wing to the Dcputy At2onzey to such academies, as necessary to further the
GeneraZ.

fozlowzng United States law enforce,nen goals:

SEC. 170. PRiSONER T&thS 2RE4T1E&

(A) preventwn of drug smuggling and other

(a) NEGOTIATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES.—

cross-border cnminal activity;

(1) Congress advises the President' o begin to

(B) preventing illegaZ

negotiate and renegot2ate, not Zaer than 90

graon and

(C) prevenng the illegal entry of goods into
days after the date of enactment of this Act, bi- the Unztex2 States (zncluding goods the sath of
lateral pnsoner transfer treaties, providing for which is izlegaZ in the United Stztes, the entry
the incarceration, in the country of the alien's of which wouZd caise a quota to be ceeded, or
naonaZity, of a,zy alien who—
(A) is a naonaZ of a country that is par2y to
suck a treaty; and
(B) has been convicted of a crnznaZ offense
under FederaZ or State law and who—

which

'

have not paid the appropnate duty or

tanffl.
(2) The appointments described n paragraph
(1) shall be made only to the extent there is capczczty in such acadenxes be,ond what is re(j) is not in kzwful branzgra.on status in the quired to train United States citi2ens needed in

des;

(5) any recorranendatons by appropriate officials of the appropnae government agencies of
such countries regarding programs to achieve
the goals of, and ensure full compliance with,
the treaties;
(6) whether the recommendations un.er this
subsecon require the renegotiation of the treaties; and
(7) the adthtiona2 funds required to inplnent
each recommenda1on under this subsec.on.
SEC. 1708. USEJG AL FOR ThOR.4L PUP.POSES, FAZiNG REQUmEMENT.

Section 2424 of tiUe 18, Urated States Code, 2$
amended(1) tn the first undesignated paragraph of subsection (a)—

(A) by strilcing"aZien" each place it appears;

(B) by inserting after "individwi" the first
the Border Petrol and Customs Service, and place it appears he followinq: "knowing or in
(ii) on the basis of conviction for a inzzn1 'only of personnel from a country wzth wh2Ch reckless disregard of the fac2 that the indvdual
offense under FederaZ or State Zaw, or on any the prisoner transfer treaty 1w' been stated to sahe"; and
(C) by St Ucng"within three years after that
Ofl U72&T
other basis, is swbect to
be effectfte in the most recent report referred tb
individual has entered the United States from
Irroragra.on and Nationality
in subsection '(d).
for the duratón of the prison term to which the
(fl AU7'HOPJZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.— anj country, party to the arrangnent 'adopted
azien was sentenced for the offense referred to There are authoñzed to be appropriated such July 25. 1902, for the suppression of the whitein subparagraph (B). Any such agrenent may sums as may be necessary to carry out this sec- sZave traffic";
(2) in the second undesignaed paragraph of
provide for the release of such aZien pursuant to flon.
Unzted States, or

paTole procedures of thai country.
•

SEC.

(2) In entering into negotaions under para-

graph (1), the President may consider providing

for apprormte cmpezsation, subjeci to the
in cases where
availabil4' of

the United States is able to independenfly verify
the adequacy of the sites wheTe aZien. will be

imprisoned and the length of time the alien is
aczually incarcerated in the foreign country
under such a treaty.
(b) SENSE Op CONGRFSS.—It is the sense of the

Cong?e.ss that—

-

170A.

PRiSONER
STUDY.

TRANSFER TRE.42

subsection (a)—

(A) by striking "thirty" and iertng "five

burness"; and
(B) by stiiking "wWzin three years after that
days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
the Secretary of State and the At2onzey General individual has entered the United States from
shall submit to the Congress a report thai de- any country, party to the said aTrangnent for
scribes the use and effecveness of the pñsoner the suppresswn of the white-slave traffic,";
(3) in the 'text fouownzg the third: undesigtransfer treaties with the three countries with
the greates2 number of thefr natonaZs inrcer- nated paragraph of sthsecon (a), by strilcing
ated in the United States in removing from the "two' and irssertng "10"; and
(4) in subsection (b), before the penod at the
Unzted States such incarcerated naiona2s.
(b) USE OF TREaTY.—The report under sub- end of the second sentence, by inserng ", or for
• (a)

REPORT TO CONGPJSS—.Not 'ater than 180

enforcement of the pro'isions of section 274A of
(I) the focus of negot2aP.ons for such agree- section (a) shall include—
(1) the nvnber of 'aZiens convicted of acrimi- the Immigration and NatonaZiy Act".
(A) to expedite the transfer of aliens unlaw- nal offense in the United States since Nown1.er SEC. 170C. TE7C&L CORRECTiONS TO VZO.
WVT CRIME CONTROL AC gNz
fully in the United States who are (or are about 30. 1977, who would have been or are elf gitle for
ThCHZI1ICAL CORRECTIONS AC2
transfer pursuant to the trea2ies;
to be) incarcerated in United States prisons,
ments shou1d be—

(B)

to ensure that a tyiinsferred prLsoner

serves the baZance of the sentence 2mposed by
the United States courts.

.

(2) the number of aziens described n paragraph (1) who have been transferred pursuant
to

the treat2es;

(a) IN GFlER1.L.—The second subsec.or. (2) of
section 245 (as added by section 130003(c)(1) of
the Violent C7inze Control and Law Enforcement
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gnated

amended by adding at the end of subsection (a) ceased individual (whether ornot such individthe following new sentence: "In the event the ual is deceased as a result of a crime).".
(b)
CONFORMING
AMENDMENT.-.-,5e4iOn
241(a)(2)(A)(i)(J) (8 U.S.C. 1251 (a)(2)(A)(j)(J)) is Attorney General determines that an actual or SEC. 175 RESCiSSiON OF LAWFUL PERMANENT
imminent mass influx of aliens arriving off the
WEVTSTA7VS.
amended•by striking "section 245(i)" and insert- coast of the United States, or near a land borSection 246(a) (8 U.S.C. 1256(a)) is a'nended—
ing "section 24.5(j)".
•
der,
presents
urgent
circumstances
requiring
an
(1) by inserting "(1)" immediately after "(a)
(c) DENIAL OF JUDICIAL ORDe.R.—(1) Section
Federal response, the Attorney Gen- and
242A(c)(4), as redesignatp4 by section 165 of this immediate
eral
may
authorize
any
specially
designated
(2) by adding at the end the following new
Act, is amended by striking "without a decision
State or local lqw enforcement officer, wIth the sentence: "Nothing in this. subsection requires
on the merits".
consent
of
the
head
of
the
department,
agency,
the Attorney General to rescind the alien's sta(2) The amendment made. by this subsection
shall be effective as if originally included in sec- or establishment under whose jurisdiction the tus prior to coimnencement of procedures to deindividual
is
serving,
to
perform
or
exercise
any port the alien under section 242 or 242A, and an
tion 223 of the Imnugration and Nationality
the powers, privileges, or duties conferred or order of deportation issued'by a special inquiry
Technical Correctiorss 4ct of 1994 (Public Law of
imposed
by
this
Act
or
regulations
issued
there103-416).
officer shall be sufficient to rescind the alien's
under upon officers or employees of the Serv- status
SEC. 170D. DElI ONS TR&TION PROJECT FOR WEV. ice.".
SEC 177. COMMTJNICATION BEFWJ' FEDERAl,
7TIICKI7ON OF HJ.EG.4L AUEMS V
-

IJCARcERITION FAcJYJIY OF 4M4.

13L CLIFORNL4.

(a) AUTEomy.The Attorney General is authorised to conduct a project demonstrating the

feasibility of identifying illegal aliens among
those individuaJ who are incarcerafr4 in local
governmental prison facilities prior to arraignment on crsmnal charges.

(b) DESCPJPTION OF PRO,5cr,—The project authorized by subsection (a) shall include the detail to the city of Anaheim, California, of an
employee of the immigration and Naturalization
Service having expertise in the identification of
illegal aliens for the purpose of training, local
officials in the identification of such aliens.

(c) TERMINATION.—The authority of this sec-

SEC 172. AQ'mORlfl' TO DLTER&flNE VIM PROC.
£SSVIGPROCEDVRSE.
Section 202 (a) (1) (8 U.S.C. 1152(U) (1)) is

AND NA2 VP_4LIZA nON SERVICE.

amended-

Notwithstanding any other provision of Fed(1) by inserting "(A)" after "NONDISCPJMJNA- eral, State, or local law, no Federal, State, or
TION.—"; and
local government entity shall prohibit, or in any
(2) by adding at the end the following:
way restrict, any government entity or any offi"(3) Nothing in this paragraph shall be con- cial within its Jurisdiction from sending to, or
strued to lirrat the quthority of the Secretary of receiving from, the Irranigration and NaturalizaState to determine the procedures for the proc- tion Service informatio,z regarding the ramugraessing of invrügrant visa applications or the lv- tion status, lawful or unlawful, of any person.
cations where such applications will be proc- SEC. 17&AV'lnOBflTTO USE VOLUNTEERS.
esseL".
(a) ACCEPTANCE OF 'DONATED Sen VICES—NotSEC. 173. JOEl? STUDY OF AVrOMA2Fi, DATA withstanding any other provision of law, but
COLLECTION.
subject to subsection (b), the Attorney General
(a) STuD Y.—The Attorney General, together may accept, administer, and utilize gifts of servwith the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Ag- ices from any Person for the purpose of providriculture, the Secretary of the Treasury, and ap- ing administrative assistance to the Irranigration
propriate representatives of the air transport in- nd Naturalization Service in administering
dustry, shall jointly undertake a study to de- programs relating to naturalization, adjudicavelop a plan for making the transition to auto- tions at ports of entry, and removal of criminal
mated data cOllection at ports Of entry.
aliens. Nothing in this section requires the At(b) RZPORT.—Nine months after the date of torney General to accept the services of any per-

tion shall cease to be effective 6 months after the
date of the enactment of this Act.
(d) DEFINrnON.—., used in this iection, the
term "illegal alien" means an alien in the United States who is not within any of the following
classes of aliens:
(1) Aliens lawfully admitted for permanent
residence.
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
(2) Nonumnigrant aliens described in section shall submit a report to the Comnzzttee.s on the
101(a)(15) of the Iranzigration and Nationality Judiciary of the Senate and the House of RepAct.
resentath,es on the outcome of this joint initia(3) Refugees.
tive, noting. specific areas of agreement and dis(4) Asylees.
agreement, and recolwmending further steps to
(5) Parolees.
be taken, including any suggestio for legisla(6) Aliens having deportation wjthhejd under tion.
section 243(h) of the Irranigration and National- SEC 174, AV'IUMAj'ED ENTRY-EXIT COM'ROZ. SYS.
ity Act.
(7) Aliens having temporary resiàénce status.
Not later than 2 years after the date of the enPAR26—MISCELZ4NEOUS —
actinent of this Act. the Attorney General shall
•

STATE ANE LOCAL GOVE&v3fEy7'
AGENCI&, AND 1. IMMIGR.4270N

son.
(b) LIMITATION.—Such person may not adininister or score tests and may not adjudicate.
SEC 179. AUTHORiTY TO ACQUIRE FEDERAL
EQUIPMEVT FOR BORDER.

In order to facilitate or improve the detection,
interdiction, and reduction by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service of illegal immigration into the United States, the Attorney General is authorized to acquire and utilize any
Federal equipment (including, but not limited
to, fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, four-wheel
SEC. 171. DWIGRATION E3IERGZVCY PROW- develop an automated entry and 'exit control drive vehicles, sedans, night vision goggles,
SIONS.
system that will enable the Attorney General to night vision scopes, and sensor units) deter(a) RElMeUpsv.rzy' OF FEDERAL AGENcIeS identify, through on-line searczing procedures, mined available for transfer to the Department
FROM IMMIGR.4TION EMERGEZICY FUND.—Section lawfully admitted nonvranigrants who remain in of Justice by any other agency of the Federal
404(b) (8 U.S.C. 1101 note) is amended—
the United States beyond the period authorized Government upon request of the Attorney Ge,,eral.
(1) in paragraph (1)—
by the Attorney General.
(A) after "paragraph (2)" by striking "and" SEC 17& USE OF LEGALrAAS7ON AND SPECL4L SEC 1R). LJMPL4TION ON LEGAL!24270N L1VIGA77ON.
and inserting a comma,
AGRXCULTrjp WOR E*TFOR3IA.

(3) by $triicing"State" and irssertiizg 'other

Federal agencies and States",
(C) by inserting ", and for the costs associated
with repatriation of aliens attempting to enter
the United States illegally, whether apprehended within or outside the territorial sea of
the United States"before "except", and

flON.

(a) LIMITATION ON COURT JURISDICTION.—Sec..

(a) CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFOP.MATION.._.Sec.,

tion 245A(c)(5) (8 U.S.C. 1255a(c)(5)) is amended

by striking "except that the Attorney General"
and inserting the following: "except that the Attorney General shall provide information furnished under this section to a duly recognized
(D) by adding at the end the following new law enforcement entity in connection 'with a
sentence: "The fund may be used for the costs criminal investigation or prosecution, when
of such repatriations without the requirement such information is requested in writing' by such
for a determination by the President that an in- entity, or to an official coroner for purposes of
migration emergency exists. "; and
affirmatively identifying a deceased individual
(2) in paragraph (2)(A)—
(whether or not such individual is deceased as a
(A) by inserting "to Federal agencies provid- result of a crime) and".
ing support to the Department of Justice or"
(b) SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL WOPJCERS.—Secafter "available"; and
tion 210(b)(6)(C) (8 U.S.C. 1160(b)(6)(C)) is
(3) by inserting a comma before "wheneve,-". amended(b) VEsseL MOVEMLRT CONTROL$._Sp1,jjn 1
(1) by striking the period at the end of subof the Act of June 15, 1917 (50 U.S.C. 191) is paragraph (C) and inserting a comma; and
amended in the first sentence by inserting "or
(2) by adding in full measure margin after
whenever the Attorney General determines that subparagraph (C) the following:
an actual or anticipated mass migration of "except that the Attorney General'shall provide
aliens en route to or arriving off the coast of the
United States presents urgent circ-umstancen re- information furnished under this section to a
recognized law enforcement entity in conquiring an immediate Federal response," after duly
nection with a criminal investigation or pros"United States," the first place it appears.
(c) DELEGATION OF IMMIGRATION ENFORCE- ecution, when such information is requested in
MeS7 AorHOpJ7'y._Spn 103(8 U.S.C. 1103) is writing by such entity, or to an official coroner
for purposes of affirmatively identifying a de-

-

tion 245A(j)(4) is amended by adding at the end
the following new subparagraph:
"(C) JURISDICTION OF COUR7.—Notwita,,,j..

ing any other provision of law, no court shall
have jurisdiction of any cause of action or claim
by or on behalf of any person asserting an interest under this section unless such person in fact
filed an application under this section within
the period specified by subsection (a)(1), or at-

tempted to file a complete application and àpplication fee with an authorized legalization offi-'
cer of the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice but had the application and fee refused by
that officer,".
(b) EFFECTIVE DA7Z.—The ranendinent made
by this section shall be effective as if originally
included in section 201 or-the Immigration Control and Financial Responsibility Act of 1986.
SEC. 181. IJMJTAIYON ON ADJUSTMENT OF STATU&

Section 245(c) (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) is amended—
(1) by stning"or (5)" and inserting "(5)";
and

(2) by inserting before the period at the end
the following: '; (6) any alien who seeks adjustment of status as an employment-based immigrant and is not in a lawful noniinmigrant stains; or (7) any alien who was employed while
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the alien was an unauthorized alien, as defined

us section 274A(h)(3), or who has otherwise violated the terms of anonimntigrant vise".
SE ien REPORT ON DETFTI0N SPA.
(a) iN GENEPJ..L.—Not later than one yeaT

after the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Attorney General shall submit a Teport to the
Congress estimating the amount of detention
space that would be Teqzared on the date of enactinent of this Act, in 5 years, and in 10 years,

under various pobmes on the detention of
aliens, including but not limited to—

(I) detaining all excludable OT deportable
aliens who may lawfully be detained;

$C,

.594 ACCEPTANCE OF STATE SRE VICES TO
CARRY or.rrIM3flG.RAITONRZ(FORCE-

I8S.AIJEN WITNESS COOPER.4TION.

Section 214(j)(1) of the hronigration and NaMYT.
tionality Act (8 U.S.C. 1184(j)l'l)) (relating to
Section 287(8 U.S.C. 1357) is amended by add- nwnerical limitations on the number of aliens
ing at the end the following:
that may be provided visas as nonmunigrants
"(g)(1) Notwithstanding sectioi 134.2 of title under section 101(a)(15)(5)(ii) of such Act) is
31, United States Code, the Attorney General
may enter into a written agreement with a
(1) by striking "100" and inserting "200"; and
State, or any political subdivision of a State,
(2) by striking "25" and inserting "50!'.
pursuant to which an officer or employee of the
Subtitk B-Other Cemfrol Meawres
State or subdivision, who is determined by the
PART 1—PAROLE AVTHORZ7Y
Attorney General to be qualified to perform a
function of an immigration officer in relation to SEC. 291 US4BLE ONLY ON A C&SE-BY-C4SE
the arrest or detention of aliens zn the United
BASIS FOR BVMAZVZTARL4N REASONS
-

States (including the transportation of such

OR SIGN WICA Wr PUBLIC BE

Section 212(d)(5)(A) (8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(5)) is
(2) detasmng all excludable OT deportable aliens across State lines to detention centers),
aliens who previously have been excluded, been may carry out such function at the expense of amended by. striking "for emergent reasons or
deported, departed while an order of exclusion the State or political subdivision Gnd to the ex- for reasons deemed strictly in the, public interest" and inserting "on a case-by-case basis for
or deportation was outstanding, volunthrily do- tent consistent with State and local law.
"(2) An agreement under this subsection shall urgent hwnanitarian redsoñs or significant pubparted under section 244, or voluntarily re- require
that an officer or employee of a State or
turned after being apprehended while violating political subdivision of a State performing a he benefit".,
SEC. 192.. 1NWJSION D WORLDWWE LE OF
an ismnzgration law. of the United States and

function under the agreement shalt have knowledge of, and adhere to, Federal law relating to
the function, and shall contain a written certifiINTO THE C0MMUNITY.—Such report shall also cation that the officers or employees performing
estimate the nsanber of excludable or deportable the function under the agreement have received
aliens who have- been released into the convnu- adequate training regarding the enforcement of
nity in each of the 3 years prior to the date of relevant Federal irmnigration laws.
enactment of this Act under circumstances that
"(3) In performing a function under this subthe Attorney General believes justified detention section, an officer or. employee of a State or p0(for anple, a significant probability that the Zitical subdivision of a State shall be subject to
(3) the current policy.

(b) ESTIMATE OF NUMBER OF ALIENS RELEASED

released alien would not appear, as agreed, at
subsequent exclusion or deportation proceedings), but a lack of detention facilities required

release.
SEC. see. COMPEJSA17ON OF IMMSGR4270N
JUDGES.

•

•

(a) COMPENSATION.—

(1) IN GFJJERAL.—There shall be four levels of

pay for special inquiry officers of the Department of Justice (in this section referred to as
"immigration judges") under the Irmragration
Judge Schedule (designated as IJ—1, 1.1—2, 1)4,

and 13-4, respectively), and each such judge
shall be paid at one of. those levels, in accordance with the provisions of this subsection.
(2) RATES OF pAy.—(A) The rates of basic pay

for the levels established under paragraph (1)
shall be as follows:
70 percent of the next to
highest mu of basic pay

LI-I

for the Senior Executive
Service.

percent of the next to

!J—2

highest mu of basic pay
for the Senior Executive
Service.

!J-3

..

percent of the next to

highest mu of basic pay
for the Senior Executive
Service.

:..

92 percent of the next to
highest rate of basic pay
for the Senior Executive
Service.

FA3WY.SPONSOREDGR&WIS, -

(a) IN' GENZP..IL.—Seaiion 201(c)

(8 U.S.C.

1151(c)) is wnended—

(1) by amending paragraph (1)(A)(ii) to read

as follows:

"(ii) the stan of the nwnber computed under
paragraph (2) and the number computed under
paragraph (4), plus"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following new
paragraphs:
the direction and supervision of the Attorney
"(4) The number computed under this paraGeneral.
graph-for a fiscal year is the nwnber of aliens
"(4) In performing .a function under this sub- who were paroled into the United States under
section, an officer or employee of a State or po- section 212(d)(5) in the second preceding fiscal
litical subdivision of a State may use Federal year and who did not depart from the United
property or facilities, as' provided in a written States within 365 days.
agreement between the Attorney General and
"(5) If any alien described in paragraph (4) is
the State or subdivision.
subsequently admitted as an alien lawfully ad"(5) With respect to each officer or employee misted for permanent residence, such alien shall
of a Slate or political subdivision who is author- not again be considered for purposes of paraized to perform .a function under this subsection,
(1).".
• specific powers and duties that may be, or graph
(b) INCLUSION OF PAROLED ALIENS.—SectiOn
are required to be, exercised or performed by the 202 (8 U.S.C. 1152) is amended by adding at the
individual, the duration of the authority of the end the following new subsection:
individual, and the position of the agency of the
"(j)(l) For purposes of subsection (a)(2), an
Attorney General who is requited to supervise mvragrant
visa shall be con.sidereu to have been
and direct the individual, shall be set forth in a made available in a fiscal year to any alien who
written agreement between the Attorney General is not an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
and the State or political subdivision.
"(6) The Attorney General may not accept a residence but who was paroled into the United
service under this subsection if the service, will States under section 212(d)(5) in the second preceding fiscal year and who did not depart from
be used to displace any Federal employee.
"(7) Except as provided in paragraph (8), an the United States within 365 days.
"(2) If any alien described.in paragraph (1) is
officer or employee of a State or political subdivision of a State performing functions under subsequently admitted as an alien lawfully adthis subsection shall not be treated as a Federal mitted for permanent residence, an i,rcnigrant
have been
employee for any purpose other than for pur- visa shall not again be consideredoftosubsection
poses of chapter 81 of ti.tle 5, United States made available for purposes
Code, (relating to compensation for injury) and (a)(2).".
PART 2-4S71JM
sections 2671 through 2680 of title 28, United
States Code (relating to tort claivzs).
LIMZTASION ON-ASYLUM CZA
SEC. 153.
"(8) An officer or employee of a State or polit(a) Section 208(a) (8 U.S.C. 1158(a)) is amendical subdivision of a State acting under color of ed-

under this subsection, or any agree(1) by striking "The" and inserting the fol(B) Locality pay, where applicable, shall be authority
entered into under this subsection, shall be lowing: "(1) EScept as provided in paragraph
calculated into the basic pay for munigration ment
considered to be acting under color of. Federal (2),the"; and
judges.
authority for purposes of determining the liabil(2) by adding at the end the following:
(3) APPO!N7'MENT—(A) Upon apposnbnent, an
and invnun.ity from suit, of the officer or
"(2)(A) An application for asylum filed for the
tinmigration judge shall be paid at IJ-I, and ity,
employee in a civil action brought under Fed- first time during an exclusion or deportation
shall be advanced to IJ—2 upon completion of 104 eral or State law.
proceeding shall not be considered if the proweeks of service, to IJ-3 upon completion of Z04
"(9) Nothing in this subsection shall be conweeks of seroce in the next lower rate, and to strued to require any State or political subdivi- ceeding was commenced more than one year
1.1-4 upon completion of 52 weeks of service in sion of a State to enter into an agreement with after the alien's entry or admissiOn into the
United States.
the next lower rate.
the Attorney General under this subsection.
"(B) An application for asylum may be con(B) The Attorney General may provide for ap"(10) Nothing in this subsection shall be con- sidered,
notwithstanding subparagraph (A), if
pointment of an immigration judge at an. ad- strued to require an agreement under this subthe applicant shows good cause for not hamng
vanced rate under such circumstances as the Attorney General may determine appropriate.

section in order for any officer or employee of a
filed within the specified period of time.
State or political s-j.bdiviswn of a State—
(b) As used in this section. "good cause" may
"(A) to communicate with the Attorney Gen(4) TR1,NSrrzoN.—Judges serving on the Immigration Court as of the effective date of this eral regarding the immigration status of any in- include, but is not limited to, circumstances that
subsection shall be paid at the rate that cor- dividual, including reporting knowledge thaC a changed after the applicant entered the United
as an immigration judge.

particular alien is not lawfully present in the States and that are relevant to the applicant's
eligibility for asylum; physical or mental disabil—
United States; or
"(B) otherwise to cooperate with the Attorney ity; threats of retribution against the appli-

,nent of this Act.

present in the United States.

responds to the amount of time, as provided
under paragraph (3)(A). that they have served

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) shall General in the identification, apprehension, detake effect 90 days after the date of the enact- tention. or removal of aliens not lawfully

cant's relatives abroad; attempts to file affirmatively that were successful because of technical
defects; efforts to seek asylum that were delayed
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by the temporary unavailability of professional
assistance the illness or death of the applicant's legal representative; or other extenuating
Circumstances a.v determined by the Attorney

(IV) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of
1983 (Public Law 98-8:7 U.S.C. 612c note),

(V) section 110 of the Hunger Prevention Act

of 1988 (Public Law 100-435; 7 U.S.C.. 612c
General..
and
SEC. 294. LIM2'L4170N ON.WOREAU1ORJZJJyON
(VI) the food distribution program on Indian
FOR ASYLVMAPPLIC4JVTS.

Section 208(8 U.S.C. 2158), as amended by this

Act, zs further amended by. adding at the end
the following new subsection:

"(fl(1) An applicant for asylum may not engage in employment in the United States unless
such applicant has submitted an application for
employment authorization to the Attorney General and, subject to paragraph (2), the Attorney
General has granted such authorization.
"(2) The Attorney General may deny any application for, or suspend or place conditions on

PART 3—C UBAN AD.J USTMEN2' ACT

SERVICES

BY

CUR P.ENT

S1'ATr,s.—States that have provided services described in paragraph (1)(A)(ii) for a period of 3

years before the date of the enactment of this

required to provide services in àcess of the

and

or private nonprofit agencies;
(II) such service or assistance is necessary for

the United States, any contract provided

funded by such an agency or entity.".

or

amounts provided in subparagraph (B).

(b) UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS,—Notwithstaud

ing any other provision of law, only eligible

aliens who have been granted employment authorization pursuant to Federal law, and United States citizens or nationals, may receive un-

employment benefits payable out of Federal

funds, and such eligible aliens may receive only

the portion of such benefits which is attributable to the authorized employment,

(c) SOCLtz. SECURITY BENEFITS.—_(1) Section

of applications pending under sections 208 and the protection of life, safety, or public health;
243(h) of the Immigratioiz and Nationality Act.(8 and
(III) such service or assistarthe or the amount
U.S.C. 1158 and 1253) as of the date of the enacbnent of this Act, the Attorney General shall or cost of such service or assistance is not condihave the authority described in subsection (b) tioned on the recipient's income or reources; or
(B) any grant, contract, loan, professionaljifor a period of two years, beginning 90 days
cense. or commercial license provided or funded
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(b) PROCEDURE.5 FOR PRoPERTy ACQUISITION by any agency of the United States or any State
ON. LF.ASING.—Notwithstanding
the Federal or local government entity, except—
"(i) if the alien is a noninvnigrant alien au-.
Property and Athninistrative Services Act of 1949
(40 U.S.C. 471 et.serj.), the Attorney General is thorized to work in the United States.—
"(I) any professional or commercial license re-authorized to expend out of funds made available to the Department of Justice for the admin- quired to engage in such work, if the nonistration f the Irroragration and Nationality Act immigrant is otherwise qualified for such iisuch amounts as may be necessary for the leas- cense:or
any contract provided or funded by such
ing or acquisition of property to carry out the an"(II)
agency or entity: or
purpose described in subsection (a).
"(ii) if the alien is an alien who is outside of
SEC. 196. REPEAL AND EXCEPTION.

CONTINUED

Act shall continue to provide such services and
shall be reimbursed by the Federo2 Government
reservations established undei- section 4(,) of for the costs incurred in providing such services.
Public Law 88-525(7 U.S.C. 2013(b)),
(v) public health assistance for vnmunizations States that have not provided such services bethe date bf the enactment of this Act, but
and, if the Secretary of Health and Human fore
Services determines that it is necessary to pre- elect to provide such services after such date,
vent the spread of a serious communicable dis- shall be reimbursed for the costs incurred in proease, for testing and treatment for such diseases. viding such services. In no case shall States be

(vi) such other service or assistance (such as
soup kitchens, crisis counseling, intervention
(including intervention for domestic violence),
and short-term shelter) as
Attorney General
any grant of, authorization for any applicant specifies, in the Attorney General's. sole and
for asylum to engage in employment in the Unit- unreviewable d.iséretion, after consultation with
ed States.".
the heads of appropriate Federal agencies, if—
SEC. 1.EcRP4m RESO1J R UJG (I) such service or assistance is delivered at
AS17JJMAPPLIC4TIONR.J
the community, level, including through public
(a) PURPOSE 4ND PERIOD OF AUTHOPJZATION.—For the purpose of reducing the number
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(C)

202 of the. Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 402) is

amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection.
"Limitation on Payments to Aliens

"(y)(J) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law and except as provided in paragraph (2),
no monthly benefit under this title shall be payable to any alien in the United States for any
month during which such alien is not lawfully
present in the United States as determined by
the Attorney General.
"(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply in any case
where entitlement to such benefit is based on an
application filed before the date. of the enactment of this subsection.
(2) Nothing in this subsection (c) shall affect
any obligation or liability of any individual or
employer under title 21 of subtitle C of the Inter-

nal Revenue Code.

(3) No more than eighteen months following
enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General
is directed to conduct and complete a study of
whether, and to what extent, individuals who
by this Act shall become effective only upon a such alien in a more favorable position,' relard- are not authorized to work in the U,iited States
determination by the President under section ing access to. or the cost of. any benefit or gov- are qualifying for Old Age, Suroii5ors. and Dis203(c)(3) of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic er'n,nent service, except elementary or secondary ability Insurance (OASDI) benefits based on
Solidarity (LIBER TAD) Act of 1996 that a demo- education, than a United States citizen who is their earnings record,
(d) HOUSING ASSISTANCE PP.OGPiM$.—Not
cratically elected government in Cuba is in not regarded as such a resident,
(2) BENEFITS OF R.FSIT)ENCE.—Not withstanding

(a) REPEAL.—Subject to subsection (b), Public
Law 89-732, as amended, is hereby repealed.
any other provision of law, no State or local
(b) Notwithstanding any other pyovision of government entity shall consider any ineligible
this Act, the repeal of Public Law 89-732 made alien as a resident when to do so would place

power.

(3) NOTIFICATION OF ALIENS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—The agency administering a

Subtitle C—Effeegjce Date*

program referred to in paragraph (1)(A) Or proSEC. 297. EFFECTIVED
benefits referred ,to in paragraph (1)(B)
Except as otherwise provided in this title, and' viding
dtrectly or, in the case of a Federal agenthe amendments made by this title, shall Lake ef- shall,
cy, through the States, notify individually r by
fect on the date of the enacnent of this Act.
public notice. a)! ineligible aliens who are re2TZLE fl—FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILI7Y
ceivi*g benefits under a program referred to in
Subtitle A—Receipt of Certain Goeern,neng
paragraph (1)(A), or are receiving benefits reRenefib
ferred to in paragraph (1)(B), as the case may
SEC. 201. .EIJGThTLIrf OF IZCUJDARLp., BE. be, immediately prior to the date of the enactPORTARL, AND NONBI3HG&wr ment of this Act and whose eligibility for the
ALN&
program is terminated by reason of this sub(a) P(JIjc ASSISTANCE AND BENEmS.—
(1) IN GENER.4L.—Not thstanding any

section.

other

(B) F/aLzJp.E TO GIVE NOTICE .—Not hing in sub-

later than 90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act. the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development shall submit a report to the
Committee on the Judiciary and the Comirattee
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs of the
Senate, and the Committee on the Judiciary and
the Coimrdttee on Banking and Financial Services of the House of Representatives, describing
the manner in which the Secretary is enforcing
section 214 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96—399: 94
Stat. 1637) and containing statistics with respect
to the number of individuals denied financial
assistance under such section.
(e)

NONPROFIT,

CHAPJTAELE

ORGARIZAprovision or law, an ineligible alien (as defined paragraph (A) shall be construed to require or TIONS.—
in subsection (fl(2)) shall not be eligible to re- authorize continuation of such eligibility if the
(1) IN GENERAL.—Nothing in this Act shall be
ceive—
notice required by such paragraph is not given. construed as requiring a nonprofit charitable or(A) any benefits under a public assistance
(4) LIMITATION ON PREG.VANCY SERVICES FOR ganization operating any program of assistance
program (as defined in subsection (fl(3)). ex- UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS.—
provided or funded, in whole or in part, by the

cept-

-

(i) emergency medical services under title XIX

of the Social Security Act.

(ii) subject to paragraph (4), prenatal and

postpartum services under title XIX of the Social Security Act.
(iii) short-term emergency disaster relief.
(iv) assistance or benefits under—
(I) the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1751 et seq.).

(II) the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C.

1771 et seq.),

(III) section 4 of the Agriculture and
Consumer Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law
93-86; 7 USC. 612c note).

(A) 3-YEAR CONTINUOUS R.FSIDERCE.—An ine1i Federal Government to—
gible alien may not receive the services described
(A) determine, verify, or otherwise require
in paragraph (1)(A)(ii) unless such alien can es- proof of the eligibility, as determined under this
tablish proof of continuous residence in the title, of any applicant for benefits or assistance
United States for not less than 3 years, as deter- under such program; or
mined in accordance with section 245a2(d)(3) of
(B) deem that the income or assets of any ap-

title 8, Code of Federal Regulatio as in effect plicant for benefits or assistance under such
on the day before the date of the, enactment of program include the income or assets described
this Act.
(B) LIMITATION ON EXPENDITUR.S:_NOt more

in section 204(b).

(2) NO EFFECT ON FEDE,R.4L AUTHORffY TO E-

than $120,000,000 in outlays may be expended TERMINE COMPLIARCE.—Nothing in this subunder title XIX of the Social Security Act for re- section shall be construed as prohibiting
the
ilnbursement of services described in paragraph Federal Gover-ninent from determining the eligi(1)(A)(ii) that are provided to individuals de- bility, under this section or section 204, of any
scribed in subparagraph (A).
individual for benefzz.s under a public assistance
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by any agency of the United States or any State
or local government entity, except—
.
(i) if the alien is a nonirrsmigraflt alien author(j)(4)).
(1) DEFINrFIONS.—For the purposes of this sec- mid to work in the United States—
(I) any professional or commercial license retion—
(1) ELIGIBLE ALIEN.—The term "eligible alter" uired to engage in such work, if the noni#anigrant
is otherwise qualified for such lzmeans an individual who z5—
(A). an alien lawfully admitted for permanent cense; or
(II) any contract provided or funded by such
residence under the immigration and Nationalan agency orentUy;or
itJ Act,
(ii) if the alien is an alien who is outside of
(B) an alien granted asylwn under section 208

program (as defined in subsection (j)(3)) or for
government benefits (as defined in subsection

.

.
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or begins in the calendar year in which
this Act is enacted until the matriculation of

ends

their education.
"(E) SPECIAL RULE FOR &ITTERED WOMEN AND

CHILDP.EN.—(i) For purposes of any deteTmination under subparagraph (A). and except pro-

vided under clause (ii), the aggregate period
shall be.48 months.wWu the first 7 years of
entry if the alien can demonstrate that (1) the
alien has been battered or subjected to extreme
StateS by a spouse or a

the United States any contract provided or parent:or by a member of the spouse or parent's
family residing in the scone household as the
(C) a refugee admitted under section 207 of funded by such an agency or entity.
(B) unemployment benefits payable out of alien and the spouse or parent consented or acsuch Act,
or (11) the
quiesced to such battery or
(D,t.an alien whose deportation has been with- Federal funds:
(C) benefits under title II of the Social Secu- alien's child has been battered or subjected to
held under section. 243(h) of suchAct,
extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse
(E) an alien paroled into the United States rity Act:
(D) .flnanci assistance for purposes of see- or parent of the alien (without the active parunder sectiwi 212(d)(5) of such Act for a period
ben 214(a) of the Housing and Community De- .ticipation of the alien in the battery or extreme
of at least! year, or
velopinent Act of 1980 (Public -Law 96-399: 94 cruelty), or by a member of Q spouse or par(F) an alien who—'
Ent's family residing in the scone household as
(i) has been battered or subjected to extreme Stat. 1637); and
cruelty in tiw United States by a spouse or a.
(E) benefits based on residence that are pro- The alien when the spouse or paTent consented
or acquiesced to and- the alien did not actively
parent, or bya member of the spouse or parent's hzbzted by subsection (a)(2).
or cruelty, and the
family residing in the scone household as the
DEFEN72TON OF PVBZIC CRARGB" FOR
need for the public benefits received has a conPVRPOSRS OFDEPOP.TA2'ION.
alien and the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty: and
(a) IN GENSEAL.—SeCtio?i 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C. nection to the battery or cruelty described in
subdause (1) or (LI).
(ii) has petitioned (or petitions wWmi s days 1251 (a) (5)) is amended to read as follows:
"('ii) For- the purposes of a - determination
after the first application for
PUBLIC CHARGE.—
eminent assistance under SSI, AFDC, so taZ
"(A) INrJENEP.AL.—ExcePt as provided in sub- under subparagraph (A). the aggregate period
of
services block grants; Medicaid. food stomps, or paragraphs (B) and (E), any alien who during may exceed 48 months within the first 7 years
the public charge period becomes a public entry if the alien can demonstrate that any bathousing assistance) for—
(I) status as a spouse or a child of a United charge, regardless of when the cause for becoin- tery or cruelty under clause (ii) is ongoing, has
States citizen pursuant to clause (ii). (in), or (iv) ing a public charge arises, is depeitable for a led to the issuance of an order of a judge or an
of section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration
period of five years after the invnigrant last re- administrative law judge or a prior determinaof such Act,

.

.

g

-

cezves a benefit during the public charge period tion of the Service, and that such battery or
(II) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or under any of the programs described in sub- cruelty has a causal relationship to the need for
the benefits reedved.PurSUant to clause (i) of
(iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of the Act, or
,graph (D).
(III) suspension of deportation and O45US"(B) %5p5JOZ,75,_subparagraph (A) shall section 204 (a)(1)(B) of such Act.".
(b) osrRtJc-r!oz,1.—Nothsng in subparagraph
ment of status pursuant to section 244(a)(3) of not apply if the alien is a refugee or has been

.Nationality Act,

such Act, or

granted asylum, or if the cause of the alien's be- (B). (C). or (D) of section 241 (a) (5) of the Irrerd-

gration and Nationality Act, as amended by
"(i) arose after entry (in the ease of an alien subsection (a), may be construed. to affect or
pW'SUaflt to clause (i) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of who entered as an immigrant) or after adjust- apply to any determination of an alien .as a
the Invnigration and Nationality Act, or of a pe ment to lawful permanent resident status (in the public charge made before the date of the enacttition filed for classification pursuant to clause case of an alien who entered as a non- ment of this Act.
(in) is the beneficiary of a petition for status

as a spouse or child of a U ,5't
(iof section 204(.a)(1)(B) of such Act; or
(G) an alien whose child—

has been battered or pthjered
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a
parent of the alien (without the active partici(i)

patton of the alien in the battery or,.extreme cru-

coining a public charge—

umnigrant). and
"(ii) was.a physical illness, or physzcal injury,
so senous the alien could not work at any job.
or a mental disability that required continuous
-

.

hospztal2zation.

(c) REVIEW OF STATUS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—In reviewing any application

by an alien for beneflts.under section 216, section 245,-or chapter 2 of title III of the immigration and Nationality Act, the Attorney General
shall determine whether or not the applicant is
deportable -under section 241(a)(5.)(A) of such

"(C) DEFIIONS
elty), or by a member of the spouse or parent's. '(i) PUBLIC CHARGE pERIOD—For purposes of
family residing in the scone household as the subparagraph (A). the term 'Public charge pe- Act, as so amended.
(2) GROUNDS FOR DENIAL.—If the Attorney
alien and the spouse or parent consented or ac- nod' means the period beginning on.the date the
.A th1 alien entered the United States and ending—
General determines that an alien is deportable
quiesced to such battery or
alien did not actively participate in such battery
"(I) for an alien who entered the United under section 241(a)(5)(A) of the Jnvnigration
or cruelty; and
States as an immigrant, 5 years after entry, or and Nationality Act, the Attorney General shall
(ii) has petitioned (or petitions within 45 days
"(LI) for an alien who entered the United deny such application and shall institute deporafter the first application for assistance front a States as a nonznmugrant. 5 years after the tation proceedings with respect to such alien,
unless the Attorney General exercises discretion
means-tested government assistance program) alien adjusted to permanent resident status.
for—
"(ii) PUBLIC CHARGE.—For purposes of sub- to withhold or suspend deportation pursuant to
(I) status as a spouse or a child of a United paragraph (A). the term 'public charge' includes any other section of such Act.
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the
States citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii). or (iv) any alien who .rves benefits under any proof section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Irantigration and gram described in subparagraph (D) for an og- amendments made by this section shall apply to
aliens who enter the United States on or after
Nationality Act.
gregate period of more than 12 months.
the date of the enactment of this Act and to
(LI) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or
"(D) PP.OGP-4M5 DESCPJBED.—The. prograñis
Act, or
(iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of
described in this subparagraph -are the follow- aliens who entered as noni,nmigrant.s before
such date but adjust or apply to adjust their
(III) suspension of deportation and adjument of status pursuant to section 244(a)(3) of zng:"(i) The aid to families with dependent chil- status after such date.
VZRVTS FOK SPONSOR'S AFFIsuch Act. or
dren program under title IV of the Social Secu- SEC. 203. REQ
DAVFF OF SUPPORT.
(iii) is the beneficiary of a petition for stà.tus rztyAct.
(a) ENFORCEABILITY.—(1) No affidavit of supasaspouse or child ofa United Statescitizen
"(it) The medicaid program under title XIX of
port may be relied upon by the Attorney General
pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of the 5oct02 Security Act.
that an
the branigration and Nationality Act, or of a pe"(iii) The food -stamp program under the Food or by any consular officer to establish
alien is not excludable as a public charge under
titian filed for classification.
Stomp
Act
of
1977.
(2) INELIGIBLE ,JJEN.—The term "ineligible
'(zv) The supplemental security income pro- section 212(a)(4) of the lyranigration and Nationalien" means an individual who is not—
gram under title XVI of the Social Security Act. ality Act. unless such affidavit is executed as a
.

-

(A) a United States citizen or national; or
(B) an eligible alien.

(3) PUBLIC ASSISTANCE pp.OGRAM.—The term

"public assistance program" means any pro-

grant of assistance provided or funded, in whole

or in part, by the Federal Government or any
State or local government entity, for which eligibility for benefits is based on r.eed.

(4) GoVERNMENT BENEFITS.—The term "got'-

ernment benefits" includes—
(A) any grant, contract, loan, professional licease, or commercial license provided or funded

"(v) Any State general asszstance program.
"(vi) Any other program of asssstance funded.
in whole or in part, by the Federal Government

controCt—

(A) which is legally enforceable against the
sponsor by the sponsored individual, by the

Government. and by any State, district.
or any State or local government entity, for Federal
(or
which eligibility for benefits is based on need, territory, or possessiov of the United States
territory.
except the programs listed as exceptzonE tn any subdivision of such State, district,

or possession of the United States) which proin section
vides any benefit described
dent assistance received or approved for receipt 241 (a) (5)(D). but not later than 10 years after
under title IV, V. IX. or X of the Higher Edu- the sponsored individual last receives any such
caton Act of 1965 zn an acadeinzc year wh:ch benefit:
clauses (i) through (vi) of section 201 (a) (1)(A) of
the Immigration Reform Act of 1996 or any stu-
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(B) in Which the spOnsOT agrees to financially
support the sponsored individual, so that he OT

she will not become a public chaTge, until the

(2) COURT MAY NOT DECLINE TO NEAR CASE.—

For purposes of this section. no appropriate

court shall decline foT lack of subject matter or
sponsored individual has WOTked. in the United personal jurisdiction to heaT any action bTought
States for 40 qualifying quarters; and
against a sponsor under paTagTaph (1) if—
(C) in Which the sponsor agrees to submit to
(A) the SpOnsOTed individual is a ;esident of
the jurisdiction of any FederaloT State couTt foT the State in Which the court is located, OT Tethepuposeofactions bTought under subsection ceived Public assistance While Tesiding in the
(d) OT (e).
State; and
(2) in determining the number of qualifying
(B) such SpOnsoT has Tecezved service of procquarters foT Which a sponsored individual has ess in accoTdance with applicable laW.
Worked foT purpOSes of paTagraph (1)(B), an in(j) DEFJNrTIONS.—FOT purposes of this secdividual not meeting the TequiTmnents of sub- tion—
paTagraphs (A) OT (C) of subsection (j)(3) foT - (1) SPONSOR.—The term "sponsor" means an
any quarter shall be treated as meeting such, Te- individual Who—
(A) is a United States citizen OT national or an
qUTements if—
(A) thezT spouse met such TequiTements foT alien Who is laWfully admitted to the United
such quaTter and they filed a joint income tax States for permanent residence;
(B) isat least 18 years of age;
Teturn covenng.such quarter; OT
(C) is domiciled in any of the several States of
(B) the individual Who claimed such individual as a dependent on an income tax Teturn cov- the United States, the District of Columbia, or
ering such quarter met such TequzTements foT any territory or possession of the United States;
and
such quarter.
(D) demonstrates the means to maintain an
(b) FORMS.—Not later than 90 days after the
date of the enacbnent of this Act, the Secretary annual income equal to at least 125 percent of
the
Federal poverty line for the individual and
of State, the Attorney General, and the Sec.
Tezary of Health and Human Services shall the individual's fariuly (including the sponsored
jointly formulate the affidavit of support de- alien and any other alien sponsored by the individual), through evidence that includes, a copy
scribed in this.section.
of the individual's Federal income tax return for
(c) NOTIFICATION OF CJIANGE OF ADDRESS.—
(1) GENE RAL REQUIREMF.NT.—The sponsoT the 3 most recent taxable years (Which returns
need
shoW such level of annual income only in
shall notify the Attorney General and the State,
district, territory, OT possession in Which the the most recent taxable year) and a written
sponsoTed individual is currently a Teszdent statement, executed under oath or as permitted
within 30 days of any change of o4dTess of the under penalty of perjury under section 1746 of
sponsoT during the period specified in subsection title 28, United States Code, that the copies are
true copies of such returns.
(a)(1).
(2) PENiLTY.—Any person subject to the Te- In the case of an individual Who is on active
quiTeezent of paTagraph (1) Who fails to satisfy duty (other than active duty for training) in the
such Tequirement shall, after notice and OPpOT- Armed Forces of the United States, subparatunity to be heaTd, be subject to a civil penalty graph (D) shall be applied by substituting "100
of—
percent" for "125 percent".
(A) not less than $250 OT moTe than $2,000, OT

(B) if such failuTe occurs with knoWledge that
the sponsoTed individual has Teceived any benefit described in section 241 (a) (5) (D) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as wnended by section 202(a) of this Act, not less than. $2,000 OT
more than $5,000.
(d) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVF.RNMENT ExPENSES.—
(1) IN GENER.4L.—

(A) REQUEST FOR REIMBUP.StMENT.—Upon no-

tification that a sponsoTed individual has Te-

any benefit described in section
241 (a) (5) (D) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, as amended by section 202(a) of this Act,
the appropriate Federal, State. OT local official
ceived

shall Tequest Teimbursernent fTom the sponsoT foT

the amount of such assistance.

(B) RLGULATIONS—The Commissioner of So-

cial Security shall prescribe such Tegulations as

may be necessary to carry Out subpaTagraph
(A). Such Tegulations shall provide that notification be sent to the sponsor's last known ad-

dTess by certified mail.
(2) ACTION AGAINST SPONSOR.—If within 45
days after Teqliesting TejinbuTsement, the appro-

(2) FEDEP.AI. POVERTY L!NE.—The term "Fed-

eral poverty line" means the level of income
equal to the official poverty line (as defined by
the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, as revised annually by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, in accordance with
section 673(2) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of the size involved.
(3) QUALIFYING QUARTER.—The term "qualify-

ing quarter" means a three-month period in

Which the sponsored individual has—.
(A) earned at least the minimum necessary for
the period to count as one of the 40 quarters re-
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SEC. 204, A1TRJBUTION OF SPONSORS INCOME

AND RESOURCES TO FA3Y,SPON'
SORED ThD%IGRANTS.

(a) DEEMING REQUIREMENT FOR FEDERAL AND
FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS.—Subject to sub-

section (d). for purposes of determining the eligibility of an alien for benefits, and the amount of

benefits, under any Federal program of assistance, or any program of assistance funded in
Whole or in part by the Federal Government, for
Which ehgibility for benefits is based on need
the income and resources described in subsection

(b) shall, notwithstanding any other provision
of laW, except as provided in section 204(j), be
deemed to be the income and resources of such
alien.
(b) DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES—The in-

come and resources described in this subsection
include the income and resources of—
(1) any person Who, as a sponsor of an alien's

entry into the United States, or in order to enable an alier&,lawfully to remain in the United
States, executed an affidavit of Support or similar agreement with respect to such alien, and
(2) the sponsor's spouse.
(c) LEnGTh' OF DEEMING PER1OD—The re-

quirement of subsection (a) shall apply for the
period for Which the sponsor has agreed, in such

affidavit or agreement, to provide support for
such alien, or for a period of 5 years beginning
on the day such alien was first laWfully in the
United States after the execution of such affidavit or agreement, Whichever period is longer.
(d) EXCEPTIONS—
(1) iNDIGENCE.—

(A) IN GENER.4L—If a determination described

in subparagraph (B) is made, the amount of income and resources of the sponsor or the spon-

sor's spouse Which shall be attributed to the
sponsored alien shall not exceed the amount cctually provided for a period-(i) beginning on the date of such determination and ending 12 months after such date, or
(ii) if the address of the sponsor is unknown
to the sponsored alien, beginning on the date of
'such determination and ending on the-date that
is 12 months after the ad4ress of the sponsor becomes known to the sponsored alien or to the
agency (Which shall inform such alien of the address within 7 days).
(B) DETERMINATION DESCRIBED.—A determination described in this subparagraph is a determination by .an agency that a sponsored alien
Would, in the.absence of the assistance provided

by the agency, be unable to obtain food and
quired to qualify for social security retirement shelter, taking into account the alien's own income, plug any cash, food, housing, or other asbenefits;
(B) not received need-based public assistance; sistance provided by other individuals, including the sponsor.
and
(2) EDUCATION ASSISTANcE.—
(C) had income tax liability for the tax year of
(A) IN GENERAL.—The requirements of subwhich the period was part.
section (a) shall not apply with T-pect to s-pon(4) APPROPRIATE COURT—The term "approsored aliens Who have received, or have been appriate court' means—
(A) a Federal court, in the case of an action proved to receive, student assistance under title
for reimbursement of benefits provided or fund- IV, V. IX. or X of the Higher Education Act of
ed; in Whole or in part, by the Federal Govern- 1965 in an academic year Which ends or begins
in the calendar year in which this Act is enment; and
(B) a State court, in the case of an action for acted.,
-

priate Federal, State,OT local agency has not Te:
of benefits provided under a
ceived a Tesporise from the sponsoT indicating a reimbursement
or local program of assistance.
willingness to 'flake payments, an action may be State
(g) SPONSOR'S SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT
bTought against the SPOYLSOT puTsuant to the af- NUMBER REQUIRED To BE PRO VIDED.—(1) Each
fidavit of support.
(3) FAILURE TO MEET REPA YMENT TERMS.—If affidavit of support shall include the social seaccount number of the sponsor.
the sponsoT agrees to make payments, but fails curity
(2) The Attorney General shall develop an
to abide by the Tepayment terms established by automated
system to maintain the data of social
the agency, the agency may. within 60 days of security account
numbers provided under parasuch. failuTe. bring an action against the spon- graph (1).
50T puTsuant to the-affidavit of support.
(3)
The
Attorney
General shall submit an an(e) .IJJRISDICTION.—
nual report to the Congress setting forth for the
(1) N GENER.AL.—An action to enforce an affi- most recent fiscal year for Which data are availdavit of support executed under subsection (a) ablemay be bTought against the sponsoT in any ap(A) the number of sponsors under this section
propnate couTt—
and the number of sponsors in compliance with
(A) by a sponsoTed individual, With Tespect to the financial obligations of this section; and
financial suppoTt; Or
(B) a comparison of the data set forth under
(B) by a Federal, State, OT local agency, with subparagraph (A) with similar data for the preTespect to TeimfruTsement.
ceding fiscal year.

(B) DUP.ATION,—The exception described in

subparagraph (A) shall apply only for the pe-

riod normally required'to complete the course of
study for Which the sponsored alien receives assistance described in that subparagraph.
(3) CERTAIN. SERVICES AND ASSISTANCE.—The

requirements of subsection (a) shall not apply to
any service or assistance described in clause (iv)
or (vi) of section 20! (a) (1)(A).
,(e) DEEMING AUTh'ORITY TO STATE AND LOCAL
AGENCIES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—NOtwithstanding any other
provision of law, but subject to exceptions equiv-

alent to the exceptions described in subsection
(d), the State or local government may, for purposes of determining the eligibility of an alien
for benefits, and the amount of benefits, znder

any State or local program of assistance for
Which eligibility is based on need, or any needbased program of assistance a2miniswred by a
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or local government (other than a program
of asszstance provided OT funded, in whole OT in
part, by the Federal Governme?U). require that
he iflcOrlze and TOUTCCS descrzbed in subsection
Sto2e

"(F) an alien paroled znto the United Sta2es
tions, limitoi.ions, or resricons zinposed under
comparable Federal programs. For purposes of under section 21S(d)(5) of such Act for a period

this section. atribuion to an alien of a spon- of at least 1 year: and
"(3) each instance of forgery, counterfting,
sor's income and rourc (as described in secor alteration shall constztute a sel,a(b) be deemed to be the income and rource$ of tion 204(b)) for purposes of dete"minin eligi- mutilation.
rate
offense under this section.".
bUity for, and the amount of, benefits shall be
such alien.
(2) LFSGTIi OF DEEMING PF.PJOD.—Subject to considered lees rtrcive than a prohibition of SEC. 208. STA2 OPI7ON UNDER TEE MEDiCAID

exceptions equiva1ent to the &ceptions described eligibility for such benefits.
in subsection (d), a State or Zocal government SEC. 201. il RESEI) MA.flMVM C13WLAL PV.
ALTUS FOR FORGflVG OR COCNT
may impose the requirement described in paraFElTING SE4L OF A FEDERAL DEgraph (1) for the period for which the sponsor
PARTJN7 OR AG1CY TO FAcHIhas agreed, in such affidavit or agreement, to
Th1'E'W'lEFlT FR4VD BYAN tWL4Wprovide support for such aZen, or for a period of
FULAI.
5 years beginning on the day such alien was
Section 506 of tWe 18, Umted States Code, is

first lawfully in the United States after the &ecution of such affidavit or agreement, whichever
period is longer.
CD

SPECIAL RULE FOR BArTERED WOMEN AND

CJ.FJi.—Notwit1ZStanthng any other provi-

sion of law, subseciion (a) shall not apply—
(1) for up to 48 months if the alien can dem-

onsrae that (A) the alien has been baflered or
subjected to ertTne cruelty in the UnUed States
by a spo'se or a parent, or by a mnber of the
spouse or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien and the spouse or parent
consented to or acquiesced to such battery or
cvu1ty, ot (B) the ahen's child has been bat-

amended toreo2asfollows:
".5O6 Seals of departments or agenciez
"(a) Whoever—

"(1) fa1se1y makes, forges, counterfts, rauti-

PROGRAM W PL4CEAN1'I.FR4UD Thy-

V7TGA2VRSINHOSPITALS.

(a) IN GENEP.AL.—SCC2iOIZ 1902(a) of the Social

Securzty Act (42 U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

(61):
- (2)

by str*ing the perzod at the end of pamgraph (62) and inserting ":and": and
(3) by adthng after paragraph (62) the folZowing new paragraph:
"(63) in the case of a State that is certified 'by
the Attorrey General as a high iZZegal imnzigra-

laZes, or alters the seal of any deparbnent or tion Stare (as 4eteT7nined bij the Attorney Genagency of the United States, or any facsimile eral), at the e1ecUon of the State, establish and
operate a progrwn for the pWcnent of antithereof:'
"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or.irnpresse$ any fraud invesgators in State, county, and private
such fraudulent2y made, forged, counterfeited,

hos'pitaZs located in the State to verify the inuni-

mut.iZaW4, or altered seal or facsimile titereof to
or upon any c ificate instrument. cor,vnxsswn,
document, or paper of any description; or

gration status and income eligibility of applican(s for medical assistance under the State
plan prior to the fwnishing of medical assist-

ing program of the Department of Education
under section 484(p) of the Higher £ducaion wou1d otherwise be imposed for an offense
Act of 1965.
under subsecon (a).
(b) RZPORT £LEMENTS.—The repofl shall in-

year who arnved in the United States not ear-

tered or subjected to &treme crueZty in the Unit-

ed States by the spouse or parent of the alien
(without the active partcpaon of the alien in
the battery or crueZty), or by a member of the
spouse's or parent's fwrdly residing in the same
household as the alien wizen the spotse or parent corsented or acquiesced to and the alien did
not actve1y pait2cipaU in such battenj or eru-

e1ty, and the battery or crueZty described in
clause (i) or (ii) has a causal re1aionship to the
need for the p2thlic benefits applied: and

(2) for more than 48 months if the alien can
de,nônstrate that such battery or cru1ty under paragraph (1) is ongoing. has ed to the iss2Lance of an ord.ei of a judge or adnünis2rative
law judge or a pTior determination of the Senice

and that such battery or crue1ty has a causal
relattonship to the need for the benefits received.

SFC. 205. VERIF7CAflON OF STUDQT £UGIBUJTY FOR POSISECO!t'DARY FED-

ERAL SDUVE FINANCIAL ASSIS
ANCE

(a) REPORT P.,EQUIPE,MR&T.—NOt later than

one year after the date of the enactment of thi.
Act, the Secretary of Education and the Commisszoner of Social Security shall joint2y submit
to the Congress a report on the computer match-

clude the following:

(1) An aessment by the Secretary an the

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possseS, seUs, ance.
(b) pAyMF2rr.—$ecton 1903-of the Social Secu-.
offers for sale, furnishes, offers to furmsh, gives
away, offers to give away, transports, offers to rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1396b) is amended—
(1) by striking "plus" at the end of paragraph
transport, imports, or offers to import any such
se& or facsinile thereof, knowing the same to (6);(2) by sziiking the period at the end of parahave been so faZsely n'.ade, forged, counterfeited,
graph (7) and inserting "; plus": and
mutilated, or alteved.
(3) by addind at the nd the follownzg new.
shall be.fined under this 'title, or zmprisoned not paragraph;
more than 5 years. or both.
"(8) an amount eq2iaZ to the Fedeial medical
"(b) Notwithstanding subsecon (a) or any
percentage (as defined in section
other provision of law, if a forged, counter- assistance
1905(b).) of the total jnount pended during
feited. mutilated, or altered se& of a deparbnent such quarter which is attributable to operating
or agency of the United States. orany facsimile a progrwn under section 1902(a)(63).".
thereof, is—
(c) EFFECrIVE DATE.—The wnendments made
"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or al- by subsections (a) and (b) shall take effect on
tered:
first day of the first calendar quwter begin"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon the
ning after the date of the enacbnent of this Act.
any certifzcate. insnaneflt, commission, docu- SEC. 209. COMPUtATION OF TARGLTED ASSISTment, or paper of any d.escñption: or
ANCE:
"(3) with fraudulent intent. possessed. sold.
Section 412(c) (2) (8 U.S.C 1522(c)(2))
offered for sale, furnished, offered to furnish; amended
by adding at the end the following
given away offered to give away, transported.
offered to transport, impore4. or offered to ml- new subparagraph:
"(C) Except for the Targeted Assistance Ten
port.
Percent Discretionary Program, all giants made
with the intent or effect of facilitating an un- available under this paragiaph for a fiscal year.
lawful alien's applicatzofl for, or receipt of. a shall be allocated by the Office of Refugee ReFe4eralbenefit. the penalties which tny be im- settl'nent in a manner that ensures thai each
posed for each offense under subsection (a) shall qualifying county receives the same amount of
be two thnes the mamwn fine. and 3 thnes the assistance for each refugee and entrant residing
,n(.zrzmU,fl term of imprzsonmeflt. or both. that in the county a. of the beginning of the fiscal
"(c) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'Federal benefzV means—

the issuance of any grant. contract.

'(A)
Commissioner of the effectivenes- of the com- loan.
professional license, or commercial license
puter matching program, and a justification for provided by any agency of the United Stases or
such assessment.
by appropriated funds of the United States; and
(2) The ratio of mwxurate matches under the
"(B) any retirement, welfare. Social Security,
program to successful matches:
health (including treabrgent of an emergency
(3) Such other .info77naon as the Secretary medicaZ condition in accordance with section
and the Cominzoner jointly consider appro- 1903(v) of the Soci1 Security Act (19 U.S.C.
pnate
1396b(v))). disability. vel.erans, public housng,
SFC. 206. AurHOpJn' OF STATES AND WC.41 education, food stamps, or unnployiizent benemES TO LIWT ASSISTANCE TO fit, or any snü1ar benefit for which payments or
ALff.NS

AND

TO

DZS77NGUISH

AMONG CL.4SS OF ALIE&S IN PRO-

VIDThG G1ER4L PUBliC ASSiSTANCE

(a) IN GEz,EL4L.—Subject to subsection (b)

lier than 60 months before the beginning of such
fiscal year.".
SuI4itZe B—MiscelLaneous Provisions

SFC. 212. REThIBU&SEME7 OF STATES AND I.O
C&UTIFS FOR E3RGF2ITCY MED7C(L
ASSiSTANCE FOR CERTAIN ff1.EGAL
A11ENS.

(a) REIMBURSEMR&T.—The Attorne, General

s?oJl. subject to the avai1bility of approprzations, fully reimburse the States and polit2cal
subdivisions of the Stases for costs incurred by
the States and politico.1 subdivisions for emergency ambulance service provided to any alien

a.ssisance are provided by an agencp of the who—
entered the United States without ins-pecUnzted States or by appropnated funds of the on(1)
or at any me or place other than as desUnited States:
"(2) the term 'unlawful a&' means an mdi- ignated by the Attorney General:

(2) is und.e, the custody of a State or a politiand notwithstanding any other provision of vidu& who is not—
cal subdivision of a State as a re.stzlt of transfer
"(A)
a
United
States
citizen
or
national:
law, a State or local governrnett may prohibit or
'(B) an alien lawfully admitted for perina- or other action by Federal authorities: and
otherwise limit or restrict the eligibility of aliens
(3) is being treated for an injury suffered
nent residence under the Immigration and Naor classes of aliens for programs of genera' cash
public assistance fw-nished under the law of the
State or a political subdivision of a State.
(b) LIMITATION.—The authority pravided for
under subsection (a) may be exercised only to
the ertent that any prohibitions, limitations, or
restnct2ons imposed by a State or local govel7Zrneit are not more restrictive than the prohibi-

tonality Act:
"(C) an alien granted asylum under sect on
208 of such Act:

(D) a refugee admitted under section 207 of

such Act;

"(E) an alien whose deportation has been

withheld under section 243(h) of such Act: or

while crosng the international border between
the United States and Mexico or between the
United States and Canadcz.

(b) STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.—NO thing in

this section requires that tne alien be arrested
by Federal authorities before entering into the
cu.tody of the &ate or political subdvison.
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(c) AUTHORIZATION OF AJ'PROPRL(TJONS.—.
(1) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPPji TJONS.—

of study, or (II) the $choo waives such renz(C). the acadC standing of the alzen, inbursnent), private elementary . or private secThere are authoY&ed to be approprzated to the or4ary xhoo, or postse.condary academic insti- cluding any dithiplinary action taken by the
coUege or university against the alien as a reAttorney General such sums as may be nec- tution, or in a language-training progra,n"; and suit
of the alzen 's being ccnviced of a crime.
eanJ to carry out the proviswns of this section.
(2) by inserting before the SniCoon at the
(2) FERPA.—The Family Educatio,naz Rights
(2) STATUTORy CONSTRUCTJON.—NOt),Ang in end of clause (ii) the following:
Provided,
Pñvacy Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C. 1232g) shall
this Act may be construed to prevent the Attor- That nothing in thäs paragraph shall be con- and
apply to aliens described in subsection (a) to
ney Gezeral from seeking rmburpyjij from st.rued to prevent a chiZd who is present in the not
the e.xtent that the Attorney General and the
an alien descñbed in szthsecgon (a) for the costs Unzted States in a nothrunigrant status other Secreanj of State dëtenn2ne necessaTy to carry
of the nergencp medical services provided to than that conferred bp paragraph (B), (C), out the pilot program.
the alzen.
(F)(i). or (M)(i), from seeking admission to a
(d) PARTICIPATION By COLLEGF AND UNIVLqSEC. 212. TREA2'M&VT OF ENSFS SVBJECT TO

FMPGycy ICAL SERWcFS
CEP'TION.

(a) IN GEWERAL.—SUZVje to such amounts as

public elemenWTy school or public secondary SI7YES.—(1) The information .speezfied in subSchool for which such chUd may otherwise be section (C) shall be provided by approved cotQualified';
leges and universjbes.as a condition of—
(b) EXCLUSiON OF STUDENT VIS.4 ABUSERS.—
(A) the continued approtal of the coZZeges and
Secon 212(a) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) zs amended by unzversiiies under section 1O1(a)(15) (F) or (M)
adding at the end the following new paragraph: of the hinigraVon and Natoza1ity Act, or
'(9) 32'UDSN7 VISA /8JJSEPS.—Any alien de(B) the issuance of visas to aliens for purpos
scrthed in sec2ion 101(a)(15)(F) who zs adntted of Studying, or otherwise participating; at ch
as a student for study at a prwate elementary coZZeges and universijes in a program under
school or private secondary school and who does secton 1O1(aX15)(J) of such Act.
not rnain enrolled, throughout the duration of
(2) If an approved college or university fails to
his or her e'ementary or secondary school edu- provide the specified mfor,nation, such
approvcat2on in the United SW.es, at ezther (A) such a als and such. issuance of visas shall be revoked

are provided in advance in appropo.tion Acts.
each State or loc& government that provides
energency medical seTvzces through a public
hoitaZ. other public facility, or othei facility
(irscluthng a hospital that is eligü le for an additon& payment adjusmient under section
1886(d)(5)(F) orsecjon 1923 of the Socia1 Secuñy Act). Or through contract with another hospital or facility, to an ndividu& who zs an alzen
not lawfully present in the United States, is en- pnvate xhool. or (B) a public elnentary or
tZed to receive payment from the Federal Gov- public secondary school (if (I) the alien is in

eTnment for its costs of providing such services, fact re).mbursing such public elementary or pubbut only to the extent thai the costs of the State lic secondary $choo for the full, unsubsidized

or local government are not ftdly ranbursed

through any other Federa! program and cannot
be recovered from the alien or other entity.
(b) CONFIRMATiON OF IMMIG&4TION STATTJS.—

or den4.

(e) FUNDING.—(1) The Attoiney General and

the Secretary sha2 use funds coflec2ed under
section 281(b) of the Irdgrat.o, and Natona2.
per-capita cost of providing education at such ity Act, as added by this subsection, to pay for
schoo' to an individual pursuing such a course the costs of carrying out this seon.
of study, or (II) the schoo' waives such reim(2) Secon 281 of the h7nigration.and Nationbursnent) zs e.zch4abe.".
a1ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1351) is anaende4—
(c) DEPORTATION OF STUD RN? VISA ABUS(A) by inserting '?a)" after "SEC. 281."; and

No payment shall be made undei- thzs section
(B) by adding at the end the following:
zmth respect to services furaihed to aZens de- £P.S.—$ecjon 241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1251(a)) is amend"(b)(1) In ad4it2on to fees that are prescribed
scribed in subsection (a) unless the State or ed by adding at the end the following new paraunder subsection (a), the Secretary of State
local government esabUshes that it has pro- graph:
'?6) STtJDENT VISA ARUSERS.—Any alzen de- Shall impose and cöIIec a fee on all visas issued
vded services to such. alzens in ccordance wzth
procedures established by the Secretanj of scribed in section 101 (a)(15)(F) who is admitted under the provisions of section 1O1(a)(15) (F),
as
student for study at a private elnzena7y (J), or (M) of the Immgration and Nationalzty
HZth and Human Servzce.s, after consu1taton
with the Attorney General and State and local scho& or private secondary schoo' and who does Act. With regpect to visas issued under the proofficiazs.
not rnain enrofled. throughout tire duration of visions of seon 1O1(a)(15)(J), this subsection
(c)
DMINIsTR4TION.—Th section shall be his or her enentary OT secondary schoo' edu- sha2 not app'y to those '.1. visa ho'ders whose
administered by the Attorney General, in con- cation in the United States, at ezther (A) such a presence in the United States is sponsored bp
suZtaton with the Secretary of Health and private scho&, or (B) a public elementary or the United States Government.
"(2) The Attorney General shall impose and
Human Servjce.
pubilc secondary scho& f (1) the alien is in
(d) EFFECTIVE DTE.—Ths section shalt not fact reimbursing such pubhc elnentary or pub- collect a fee on al changes of nonimmzgTant staapply to emergency medical services furnished ic secondary $choo for the fT/i!, un-ubsidized tus under section 248 to such clas$zftctions.
per-capzta cosZ of providing education at such This subsection shall not app'y to those J' visa
.bef ore October 1. 1995.
xhool to an indii,iduo2 pursing such a course of hoZders whose presence in the Unzted States is
SFKJ. 22a PTpROGRM.

study, or (II) the .scho& waives such reimburse- sponsored by the Unzted States Government.
"(3) E.rcept as provided in section 205(g) (2) of
ment), £5 deportabe.
Fw PILOT Pp.OJECrs.—In addition to the sand
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThiS section shall be- the Immzgration Reform Act of 1996, the amount
border fee pzot projects extended by the fourth come
effective 1 day after the date of enactment. of the fees vnposed and coflected under paraproviso under the lzeading 1rnmigraton and SEC. 215.
PILO2PROGE* TO COUECDflVFO. graphs (1) and (2) shall be the amount which
Naural1z.tjon Service, Salanes and Erpen.ses"
TIOIJ REZATTNG TO NON11DJJGR4jrr the Attorney Gener& and the Secretary jointly
of Public Law 1O3-121, the Atto7,2e, General
FOREIGN STVDZNrS.
determine is necessary to recover the costs of
may establish another stch p1ot proiec on the
(a) IN GF P.ij..—(1) The Attorney General conducng the infomaon-coflppjjn program
nortlzer,z land border and another such. pi1ot and the Secretary of State shall joint'y develop described in subsec2on (a), but may not exceed
pro jec on the southern 1and.border of the Unit- and condizct a pi2ot program to collect electroni- $100.
ed States.
?4) Fund.s collected under paragraph (1)
cally from approved coUeges and universes in
(b) AUTOMATED Pzpjjz PJWT PROJECTS.— the Uiuted States the infonnatoñ dcrbed in shall be avaüabe. to the Attorney General and
The At2orney General and the Con n joner of subsection (c) with res-pect to aliens who—
the Secretary, without regard to approprzoon
Customs are authorized to conduce pi1ot projects
(A) have the status, or are applying for the Acts and without fiscal year limitation, to supto dwnstraie—
satus, of nonnrzmigrants under section pnent funds otherwise availabe to the De(1) the fea-ibility of expanding port of entry 1O1(a)(15) (F), (J), or (M) of the Imnngraton parbnent of Justice and the Deparnent of
hours at designated pores of entTy on the United and NatonaZty. Act (8 U.S.C. 11O1(a)(15) (F), State, respectively.".
States-Cana4a border; or
(J), or (M)); and
(3) The amendments mo4e by paTagraphs (1)
(2) the use of designated ports of entTy after
(B) are nationois of the countes designated and (2) shall become effective April 1, 1997.
working hours through the use of card reading under subsection (b).
(f)J0JNT REPORT—Not la2er than Jive.years
machines or other approprijte techno'ogy.
(2) The pilot program shall Commence not after the conuneflcflent of the piZot progTa,n.esSEC. 214. USE OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS BY NOM 'ater than January 1,1998.
tabished under subsectio,i (a), the Attorney
(b) COVEPJD COopirpJFs.—The Attorney Gen- General and the Secretary of State shall jozntly
ZK&flGlwyr FOREIGN STVDEN7.
(a) PERSONS ELIGIBlE FOR SwDEv7 Vi5,.s.— eral and the Secrefjzry of State shalt jointly des- submit to the Com,rattees on the Jv4icianj of the
Section 101(a)(15)(F) (8 U.S.C. 1101(a)(15)(F)) is zgnate co'intTies for pv.i'pose.s of subsection Unzted States Senate and House of Representa(a) ADDITIONAL COMMUTER BORDER CROSSING

amended—

(a)(1)(B). The Attorney General nd the Sec-

tves on the oerat2ons of the pi'ot program and
retary shall inW.ally designate not less than five the feasibility of expanding the program to cover
countes and may desgnate additional coun- the rw4ionals of al countrje.
stü72ton or in a 'anguage training program' tries at any time whi2e the pilot program is being
(g) WORWwIDE APPLICABILITY OF THE PROand inserting in heu thereof "pubhc e'ementary conducted.
GRAM.—(1)(A) Not 'ater than six months after
(c)
INFORMATiON
TO
BE
COLlECTED.—
the submzsson of the report required by s-ubor publzc secondary scho& (if the alien shows to
(1) IN GENERAL.—The information for coflec- section (fl, the Secetary of State and the Attorthe satisfaction of the cofl$ular officer at the
ton
under
subsection
(a)
consists
of—
General shall joint'y commence e2panszon
time of apphcaton for a rnsa, or of the Attorney
(A) the identity and current address in the ney
General at the time of ap4zcat ion foT 041flz$,Sjon United
of the püot program to cover the nationaLs of al
States of the a!zen;
count
or adjustment of status, that (I) the alien will in
(B) the nonimmigrant casifteation of the
(B) Such ezpanswn shall be comp'eted not
fact reimburse s-uch pubUc &ernentary or public ahen and the date on which a vsa under the
secondary scho& for the full, urisub'td1zed per- c1asification was issued or &tended or the date ateT than one year after the date of the sub,mscapzta cost of providing education at such
the report referred W in ,ubsecon (f).
which a change to such casszficaton was ion(2)ofAfter
the pTogram has been expanded, as
school to an zndividu& pursuing such a course on
approved b!/ the Atoraey Genera'; and
provW.ed in paragraph (1). the Atoraey General

(1) in c'ause (z) by stñking "academic hzgh
school, elementary scho&. or other acadnic in-
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the Secrew.iy of State may, on a perzodic entTy is conv2cted of a cñme of domestic moence the amount of financial assistance is based on
the percentage- of the total numbç of ,ne,nbers
"(iZ) Any alzen who at any thne after entry of the fainüy that are e1zgible for tha assistance
posed and colZeced under section 281(b) of the
J,rumgration and Naonality Act. zn order. to engages in conduct that moate the portion of under the program of financial assistance and
take mto account changes in the cost of carry- a protecon order that Znvolves protecon under this section. "; and
(3) Zn supaTaTaph (B)—
again.i credib'e threats of vio'ence, re'peaed
zng out the progrwn.
(A) by striking "6-month period" and all tt
(h) DEFINfl1ON.—AS usd in this secion. the harassment, or bodily injury to the personS or
through the end of the subparagraph
phrase "approved colZeges and urrzverszes" persons for whom the pr.otecon order was is- foUows
andinsering "sznge 3-month period.";
means coUeges and univelsit.iPs approved by the sued is deportable..
(B)
by
inserting "(z)" after '(B)":
(ii) Any alien who at any Wize after entTy zs
AUOT1ZeV Gener&, Zn consuLtation with the Sec(C) by sttJcing "Any deferral" and insertng
convzcted
of
a
crime
of
stalking
is
deportabe.
retary of Education, under subparagraph (F).
following:
"(iv) Any alien who at any time after entry is the'?ii)
(.1), or (M) of secon IO1(a)(15) of the iranugraErcept as provided in clause (iii) and
convicted
of
a
crvne
of
child
abuse,
child
sua2
tion and Natona1ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1101 (a) (15)).
subject to clause (iv). any deferral": and
abUse.
Chz1d
neglect.
OT
child
abafldOfl1flnt
is
(D) by adding at the end the following new
SEC 216. FALSE AIMS OF VNZ2ZD STA2 Qfland

basis. jo2nily evse the nount of the fee mi- is deporiable.

Z7iSW

deportable.

(a) EXCLUSION OF AIJFJJS WHO HAVE FALSELY
CLIJMED UNITED STATFS CrnzENsrnp.—$econ

(F) CPJMFS OF. SEXUAL VIOLE.NCE.—Any alien

cZauses:

'(iii) The time period descrWed in clause (ii)

who at any thne after entry is convicted of a shall not app'y fn the case of a refugee under
212(a)(9) (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)) is amended by crzme of rape. aggravated sodomy, aggravated section 207 of the InvnigTaon and Na.tonoJzty
con- Act or an indviduaZ seeicing asijZum under secadding at the end the foflowing new subpara- sexual abuse. sua2 abuse. abusive sua2epoTTD) FALSELY CLAIMING CrrIZE.NSHIP.—Any.

tact. OT other crime of sexual violence is
abl&".
(b) DEFIZITIONS.SeCOn 101(a) (8 U.S.C.

FALSELY CLAIMED UNITED STATFS CITIZEN241(a) (8 U.S.C. 1252(a)) is

means any fe1ony OT miSde772eafloT cvne of molence committed by a current or former .spou.se of

tion 208 of that Act.
"(zv) The thne peiod descrthed in cZause (ii)
shall be eztended for a period of I month Zn the
alBen who falsely TepreselUs. or has falsely rep1101(a))
is
amended
by
adding
at
the
end
the
case of any ZndiVidUo2 who is provided, upon reresente4. himself to be a citizen of the. United
foUowing new paTagraphs
quest, with a hearing under this secon.".
States is e2czudable.".
of
domestzc
vioknce'
"(47)
The
SEC L VPJUFZC4270N OF J1DHG&I27ON STA(b) DEPORTATION OF ALiENS WHO HAVE
graph:

SHIP .—Sect.on

TZIS AND ZUGIHJZXIY FOR F.IAN.
CIAL ASSISTANCE

vicm. by .a person with whom the vicWn - Section 214(d) of the Housing and Conv7aU7lity
amended by adding at the end the foliowin the
shares a child in conunon. by a person who is Deve1op,nent Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436a(d)) is
new paragraph:.

coha.bting with OT has coha.bted with the victim amended—,
a
(1) Zn the matter preceding paragraph (1). by
as a spouse, by a person siinüc.rly
or fan- inserting "or to be" after "being":
spouse of the mctni under.
(2) Zn paTagraph (1)(A), by adding at the end
üy. violence laws- of the jurisdiction where the
States is deportable.";
offense occurs, or by any other adult person the foUowing:-"If the declaration s2ate that the
SEC 217 V01ThG RYAUEWS.
against a victim who is protected from thai per- individual is not a cW.zen or
(a) CRIMiNAL PENALTY FOR VOTING BY ALiENS son's acls under the domes& or faraly 'violence United States and that the inthvidual is' youngIN FEDF.aAL Ei.ECTION.—Tiile 18, United States laws of the Unt.ed States or any State. 'Indian er than 62 years of age, the declaration shall be
Code, is amended by adding the following new tribal government, or unit of local government. verified by the Immigration azd Naturalization
section:.
"(48) The term 'p7otection order. means any Service. If the declaration stases that the indZ"611. Voting by aliens
injunction issued for the purpose of preveflflg vidual is a ciiizen or national of the United
'(a) It shafl by unlawful for any alien to vote violent or threatening acts of domestic violence. States, the Secretaiy of Housing and UTban Dein anzj e1ecion held sofrJy or n pare for the Zncluthng temporaTy OT final orders issued by ve1opment, or the agency o47rzrastering assistpurpose of electing a candidate for the office of civil or c,-ilrLinal couits (other than suppoT or ance covered by this section, may Tequest verPresident. Vwe President, Presidential e1ectOT, child custody orders or proviswns) whether ob- Zficaton of the declaration by. requning pTesenMember of the Senate. Member of the House of WAned by fihng an ndepen4ent ac.ion or as a tatZon of docwnentation that the SecretaTy considers appropriate, rdv4ing a United StaUs
Representatives. Delegate from the District of pendente hte oTder Zn another proce&Ang.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section wiU become passport, Tesulent alien caTd. alien regsration
Columbia. or Resident Commissioner. unless—
"(1) the e1ection is held parUy foT some other effective one day after the date of enacnent of caTd, social security caTd, OT other docwnentation.
the Act.
puTpose
(3) in paTagraph (2)—
"(2) alien.s are authorized to vote for such
Subtt1e C—Housuig Assistance
(A) in the maer preceding subparagraph (A).
other purpose under a State constitution or stat- SEC. 221. SHORT
by str*ing "on the date of the enacbnent of the
ue or a local oTd.inance; and
subtile
may
be
cited
as
.the
"Use
of
AsThis
Housing
and ConvnunZty Deve1ownent Act of
'(3) voting for such other purpose is conby Aliens Act of 7996".
1987" and znserting "on the date of enactment
ducie4 ndependenily of voting foT a candv1ae sisted Housing
PRORArViG OF FZNANCL4L ASSISTANCE. of the Use of Assisted Housing by Aliens Act of
for such Federal offices, Zn such a manner that SEC.
Sectzon 214(b) of the Houszng and Comrnainity 1996 OT applying foT financzal assistance on or
an alien .h the opporunzty to vote for such
other purpose. bi4 not an ooit'inity to vote Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436a(b)) is after that date": and
(B) by o4dZng at the end the following:
for a candidate for any one or more of such amended(1) by inseitng "(V" after "(b)"; and
"In the case of an individual applying foT fiFederal offices
(2) by adding at the end the following new nancial ass-isance on or after the date of enaci'(b) Any person who violates this section
(6)

FALSELY

CLAIMING

CITIZENSRIP.—Any

ahen who falsely represents, OT has faZsely represented. himself to be a cztizen of the United

jJ of .

rnent of the Use of Assisted Housing by Aliens
shall be fined not more than $5.000 or vnpris- paragaph:
"(2) If the e1igibiity foT fmarwial aistance Act of 1996, the SecreaTy may not provide any
oned not moTe than one year OT both.".
(b) EXCLUSION OF ALIENS WHO HAVE UNLAW- of at least one member of a family has been .af- such asststnce for the benefit of that individual
FULLY Vejrw.—Secon 212(a) (8 U.5C 1782(a)) fiinzotwely established under the program of fi- befoTe documentaton is presented and verzfied
assistance and under this section, and under paTagraph (3) or (4).":
is amended by adding at the end the following nancia1
the Zne1Zgibilty of one OT more family rnnbers
(4) n paTagra7ilt (4)—
new paragraph:
(A) n the matter precedZng subpaTaTaph (A).
'(9) UNLAWFUL VOTEPS.—Any alzen who has has not been affir,natv&y established under
voted in violation of any Federal. State. or local this sect ion. any financio2 assstance made by striking "on the date of the enacnent of the
to that family by the Secretai-g of Hots2ng and ConvnunZty Deve1opinent Act of
constitztion& provision. statzzte. ordinance. or• available
Hots2ng and Urban Deve1opntent shall be pro- 1987' and inserting "on the dare of enactment
regulation is ezcludable.
(c) DEPORTATION OF ALIENS WHO HAVE UNLAWFULLY VOTED .—Section 241(a) (8 U.S.C.

rated. based on the number of ZndZviduaLS in the

of the Use of Assisted Housing by AIZens Act of

family foT whom e1fgibilty. ha been affitnza- 1996 or applyZng foT financial assis2ance on or
1251(a)) is amended by adding at the end the tively established under the, program of finan- after that d4te";
cial assistance and under this section. as corn(B) in subpaTagraph (A)—
following new paragraph:
'(6) UNL.4WFUL VOTERS.—Any alt en who has paTed wZth the total number of zndzviduaZs who

voted in violation of any Federal. State. OT local
constitzt1onal proviszon. statzae. ordinance, or
regulation is deportabZe.".
SEC. 218. CUJSJON GROUNDS FOR OFFENSES
OF DOMTIC VIOLENCE ST.tLEING,
CRIMES AGAINST CYJLDREN. AND

are members of the family.

SEC. m. AC27ONS fl CASES OF TERJIJNATION OF
FTIYANCL4L ASS1STANC

SectZon 214(c)!!) of the Housing and Community DeveloDmelzt Act of 7980 (42 U.S.C
1436a(c)(1)) is amended—

(1) n the matter precedZng subparagraph (A,
(a) 1. GEpL.—Sectzon 241(a)(2) (8 U.S.C. by striking "may, Zn zs discretion." and insert—
1251(a)(2)) is amended by add ng at the end the zng "shall";
(2) iz subparagraph (A). by adding at the end
following:
IE) DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. VIOL.4710.V OF PRO- the following: 'FinanCial ass-sance continued
CRIMES OF SEWAL VIOLENCE

TECTIO? OaDER. CRJMtS AGA1NT CHILDREN AND
STALKflVG.—() Any alien who at any time after

under this subparagraph for a fwnüy may be

provided only on a prorated ba.ss. under which

(Z) n clause (i)—
(I) by inserting ". not to exceed 30 days."
after "Teasonable oppoTtunZty"; and

(II) by striking "and" at the end; and
(ii) b stTikfng c1ause (ii) and Znsertng the

folloimng:

'(a) n the case of any ZndZvidual receving
assvstance on the dare of enactment of the Use
of Assisted Housing by Ahens Act of 1996, nay
not delay. deny. Teduce. or terminate the e1igibility of that indftidual for fZnancia1 assistance
on the basis of the mr,1igration status of that Zndividual until the expiration of that 30-day penod: and
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'(iu) in the case of any individual applyilrg which he public hous-ng agency determines
(c) DURATION AI%'D TERMINATION OR DESIGNAfor financial assistance on or after the date of thai such eligibility is in queson. regardless of TION OF PILOT PPJXR.4M COUNTRiF.3.—Secjon
enacnzent of the Use of Assisted Housing by whether or not that individuaz or family is d or 217, as amended by this section, is further
Ahens Act of 1996, may not deny the application near the top of the waiting iis of the pvblic amended b, adding at the end the following:
for sjch assistance on the basis of the invnigra- housing agency;
•(g) DURATION AND TERMINATION OF DESIGNAtion. status of thai individual until the &pzra'(ii) may affirmatively e.tablish or verify the TION.—
tion of that 30-dap PeTiod: and"; and
eligibility of an individual or family under this
'(1) PPJXR.4M COUNTPJF.3.—(A) Upon deie(C) in subDaragraph (B). by striking clause sec2ion in accordance with the procedures set
mination bij the Attoney General that a visa
(ii) and inserting the followzng:
in sécion 274A(b)(1) of he lmrmgration waiver program country's disqualification rate
(ii) pending such veTificaon or appea1, the and Nationalzty Act; 'and
is 2 percent or more, the Attorney General shall
Secretanj map not—
"(in) shall have accs to anp relevant infor'(I) in the case of any individual recezvzng as- nw.ii.on contained in the SAVE system (or anp notify the Secrejary of State.
'(B) If the program country's disqw.2ification
sistance on the date of enactnent of the Use of .Successor thereW) thai relates to any individual
rate is greater than 2 percent bia less than 3.5
Assisted Housing by Aliens Act of 1996, dezap, or family applying for financial assistance.

the Attorney General and the Secretary
?3) EuGmIuri OF FAMILIE.S.—For pvrpos& percent,
State shall place the program county in proof this subsection, with respect to a family, the of
bationary status for a period not to ezceed 3 full
of the vnmigraion status of that individual;
'eligibility' means the eligibility of each fiscal
years following the year in .which the desand
family member.
ignaton of the COUntTlj as'a pilot program coun"(II) in the case of:anp individual applying SRC 22 7; REGULATIONS.
try is 7TW4e.
for financial assi.stanceon or after the date of
(a) ISSUtr'CE,—Not later than the 60 days
"(C) If 2hc program country's disqualification
enacVnen of the Use of Assisted Houszng by
after
the
daeof
enacnten
of
this
Act,
the
Sec-S
rate is 3.5 percent or more, the Attorney General
Aliens Act of 1996, deny the application for such
retarij
of
Housing
and
Urban
Development
shall
and the Secretary of So2e, act2ng jointly, shall
assistance on the bass of the Drtmigraion satts
Lue any regulations necessary to vnpleinent terminate the country's dig7zation effective at
of that individual; and";
the
amendments
made
bp
thi.s
part.
Such
regula(5) in paragraph (5), by st7ikng 'status—" tions shall be issued .in the form of an' interim the beginning of the second fiscal year following
the fiscal year in wzich the determination is
and all that follows through the end of the final
ride, which shall take effec2 upon issuance made.
paragraph and inserting the following. "status,
and
shall
not
be
sub'jec2
to
the
provisions
of
sécthe Secretary shall—
(2) END OF PROBATIONARY STATUS.—(A) If
"(A) deny the application of thai individual tion 533 of titleS, United States Code, regarding the Attorney General and the Secretanj of Stole,
not,ce
or
opportunzty
fov
comment.
for financial assistance or e1,ninate the ehgi(b) FAILURE To IsuE.—1f the Secretary fails acting jointly, dete7rnne at the end of the probility of thai individual for financ-ial asstance.
period described in subparagraph (B)
to
issue the regulations required under sub- bationanj
as aplzcable; and.
that.the program country's dsqualiflcaton rate
sec2ion
(a)
before
the
date
spe.fied
in
ttza
subYB) 'provide to the individual wTUten notice
'is less than 2 percent. they shall redesigrjte the
of the de.te,mination 'under this paragraph and sec2ion, the reguiations reZaing to rfricV.ons country as a program Country.
on
assistance
to
noncitizens,
con
tained
in
the
the right to a fair heanng process."; and
(B) If the Attorney General and the Sec(6) by str'iIcng paragraph (6) aiid inserting the final ride issued by the Secretanj of Housing retary of State, acting jointly, determine t the
and Urban Development in RIN-Z501-AA63
followtng:
end of the probationary period described in sub'(6) The Secretary sholl ternunate the eligi- (DocIce No. R-95--14L79; FR-2383-F-050), pub- paragraph (B) that a visa waiver country has—
lished
in
the
Federal
Register
on
March
20,
Z995
bility for financial assistance of an individual
'(i) failed to develop a machine readable passand the members of he household of the mdi- (Vol. 60, No. 53; pp. 14824—14861), shall no apply port program as .requz7ed by subparagraph (C)
after
thai
date.
vfdual, for a period of not less than 24 months,
of subsection (c)(2), or
Subtitle D—Effectioe Date*
upon determining that such ind2vidual has
"(ii) has a dzsqzzo.lification rate of 2 percent or
knowingly pennitted another individual who is SEC. 232. EFFECTiVE DATES
more,
no eligible for such ass-zstance to reside in the
(a) IN GENER.4L.—Ezcep as provzded 'in sub- then the Attorney General and the Secretary of
pvblic or assisted kousng unit of the individ- section (b) or as otherwise provided in, this tule, 'State shall jointly terminate the destgnaton of
ual. This provision shall no apply to a family this title and he amendments made by this tWe the country as a visa waiver progran country,
if the ineligibility of the ineligible individual at shall take effect on the d.aie of the enactrne,u of
effective at the beginning of the first fiscal year
issue was cons2dered in calculating any prora- this Ace.
following the fiscal pear in which in the detertion of assistance provided for the family.
(b) BENEF1TS.—The rovsions of sections 201 mino.ion is made.
SEC.
PROHIBITION OF SANCTIONS AGAL'VST and 204 shall apply to benefits and W applica(3) DISCRETIONARY TERMiNATION —NotunthVTfl7ES IfAKZNG FTh'4Na*L AS- tons for benefits received on', or after the date of
standing any other prov1sion of this section, the
SISTANCE LUGIBILZTy DETERJIINA. the enacmen of this Act.
TIONS.
Attorney General and the Secretary of State,
acting jointly, may for any reason (including
Section 214(e) of the Housing and Community TITLE 111—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Der,eioDment Act of 1980 (42 V.S.C. 1436a(e)) is SEC. 301. CHARGES RGARDI1VG VZS4 APPLICA. national security or failure to meet any other
requiranent of this section), at any time, rescind
TION PROCESS.
amended(Z) in paragraph (2), bij. adding 'or" at the
(a) NONIMMIGRAJJT APP LICA TIOiV$.—$ectjon any waiver under subsecon (a) or te,ninate
end;
any dignation under subsection (c), effective
222(c) (8 U.S.C. 1202(c)) is amended—
(2) in paragraph (3), by adding at the end the '(1) by striking all that follows after United upon such dare as they shall jointly determine.
following: 'the rPponse frcnz the I1rcnigrati,on States:" through "manta2 status:"; and
"(4) EFFECTIVE DATE OF TERMINATION.—Na(2_) by adding a he end thereof the followzng: tiona!s of a country whose eligibility for the
and Naturahzation Service to the appeal .of that
individual. "; and
At the discretion of the Secretanjof State, ap- program is terminated by the Attonzey- General
(3) by striJcng paragraph (4).
plication forms for he various classes of non- and the Secretary of State, acting jointly, may
SEC.
IJJGmun- FOR PVBLZC AND ASSZS7ED vnmigrant athnjssio,zs described in section continue to have paragraph (7) (B) (i)(II) of secff0 US ING.
101(a)(15) may vary according to he class f ton 212(a) waived, as authorized by subsection
(a), unpl the countrys terminati on of dzgnaSecon 214 of the Housing and Community visa being reQu&ted.
(b) DISPOSITION OF APPLJCATION5.—$ecion ton becomes effectzve as provided in this sub.
Development Act of 1980 (42 US.C. 1436a) is

denp. reduce, or tevminate the eligibility of ttza
individual for financial assisiance on the basis

'

wnend.ed by ad4ing a he end the, following
new stthsec2on:

"(h) VEPJFICATION op ELIGIBILITY.—

222(e) (8 U.S.C. 1202(e)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence, by strijcing "required

sect zon.

"(5) NONAPPLICAILITY OF CERTAIN PRO VI-

by this section' and inserting 'for an uranz- .IONS.—Paragraphs (1)(C) and (3) shall not

"(1) IN GENEP.4L.—Excep in the case of an grant visa": and
apply unless the total number of nationals of a
(2) in the third sentence—election under paragraph (2)(A), no individual
dignated country, as descrzbed in paragraph
or family applying for financia1 assistance may
(A) by inserting 'or other document" after (6)(A), is in ezcess of 100.
stamp,'and
receive such financjo1 assistance prior w he af• (6) DEFINITION.—For pvrposes of this S(B) by sg'by the con$ular officer".
firmative establishmn and verijlcation of eligisection, the term disq-aa!ification rate' means

b.ility of that individual or fo,ry ui'4e, this

SEC. 302. S7SA WAiVER PROGRUL
the ra.zo of—
section by the Secretary 'or other approwzate en(a) EXTENSION OF PROGRAJ.q.—5ecjon 217(fl (8
"(A) the toW_i number of nationals of the visa
hty.
U.S.C. 1187(D) is amended by sñ/cng l996" waiver program country—
• '(2) RULES APPLICABLE To PUBLIC HOUSING and inserting "1998".
• '(i) who were ezclud.ed from admission or
AGENcIE.s.—A public housing agency (as ha
(b) REPEAL OF PROBATIONARY PROGR..4M.—(1) withdrew their application for admission during
term is defined in section 3 of he United SWtes Section 217(g) (8 U.S.C. 1187(g)) is repealed.
the most recent fiscal year for which data is
Housing Ac of 1937)—
(2) A country designated as a pilot program available, and
"(A) may elect no o comply wUh this see- countiy with probationary status under section
• '(ii) who were admitted as nonimmigrant visiton; and
217(g) of the Immigration and Nato7roJiy Act tors duang such fiscal year and who violated
"(B) in complying wish this section—
(as in effect p7or to the date of em2cbnent of
of such admission, to
(i) may inztiae procedur o affirmatively this Act) slw.ll be subject to paragraphs (3) and the• terms
(B) the total numbe,- of natzonals of that
establish or verify he eligibility of an individual (4) of that subsection as if such paragraphs
country who applied for admission as nonor family under this section a any time a were not repealed.
immigrant visuors during sucn fiscal year. ".
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(1) American democracy performs best when
the maximum number of people subject to its

submit to the Congress a prelvninavy report of
Section 212(d)(11) of the.Immigration and Nathe findings of the investigation conducted pur15.onality Act (8 U.S.C. 1182(d)(11)) is amended
laws participate in the political process, at all ..suant to subsection (a) and shall submit to the
by inserting a "convna" after "(4) thereof)".
levels of government.
Congress a final report within 275 days after the
SEC 304. CRIMVIAL PRNALTWS FOR HIGH SPEED
(2) Citizenship actively exercised will better submission of the preliminary report.
3TJGRTS
FROM
IMWG&4TION assure that individuals both assert their rights
SEC 309. DESiGNATION OF A U1,TTED STATES
and fulfill their responsibilities of membership
CUSTOMS. ADMEVISTRATZVE BUiLD'
(a) FINDIZqGS.—Congress makes the following
within
our
political
community,
thereby
benefit2NG.
findings:
ing all citizens and residents of the United
(a) DZ.SIGNATION.—The United States Customs
(1) hrvrdgration checkpoints are an important States.
Administrative Building at the Ysleta/Zaragosa
component of the national strategy to prevent il(3) A number of private and charitable organi- Port of Entry located at 797 South Zaragosa
legal immigration.
(2) Individuals fleeing inonigration check- zations assist in promoting citizenship, and the Road in El Paso, Texas, shall be known and
designated as the "Timothy C. McCaghren Cuspoints and Leading law enforce,nent officials on Senate urges them to continue to do so.
(b) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Attorney torus Administrative Building".
high speed vehicle chases endanger law enforce(b) REFE JceS.—..4ny reference in a law,
ment officers, innocent bystanders, and the flee- General shall make available funds under this
section, in each of 5 consecutive years (begin- map, regulation, document, paper, or other
ing individuals tharsselvas.
Inunigration and Natu- record of the United States to' the building re(3) The pursuit of suspects fleeing immigration ning with 1999), to
checkpoints is complicated by overlapping juris- ralization Service or to other public or private ferred to in section 1 shall be deemed to be a ref-'
diction among Federal, State. and local law en- nonprofit entities to support demonstration erence to the "Timothy C. McCaghren Customs
projects under this section at 10 sites throughout Administrative Building".
forconent officers.
(b) Hicel SPEED FLIGHT FROM BoitoFt CHECK- the United States. 'i such project shall be do- SEC. 310. WAiVER OF FOREiGN COUNTRY RES1.
Po!NTS.—Chapter 35 of title 18, United States signed to provide for the àdnitnistration of the
DRNCE REQV1RT WITH R
SPEC? TO INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL
Code, is amended by inserting the following new oath. of allegiance (under section 337(a) of the
GRADUATES,'
Immigration and Nationality Act) on a busins
sectio
(a) EXTENSION OF WAIVER PP,OGRAM.—SectiOn
".75& High speed flight from immigration day around the 4th of July for approx'anately
S&J people whose application for naturalization 220(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Techcheckpoà.
"(a) Whoever flees or evades a checkpoint op- has been approved. Each project shall provide nical Corrections Act of 1994 (8 U.S.C. 1182 note)
erated by the Invnigration and Naturalization for appropriate outreach and ceremonial and is amended by striking "June 1, 1996" and inserting "June 1, 22".
Service or any other Federal law enforcenierit celebratory activities.
(b) CONDiTIONS ON FEDERALLY REQUE5Tw
(c) SELECTION OF SITEC—The Attorney Genagency in a motor vehicle after entering the eral
shall, in the Attorney General's discretion, W.41vEp.s.—.,section 212(e) of, the Inunigration
United States and flees Federal, State, or local
diverse locations for sites on the basis of and Nationality A'ct (8 U.S.C. 1184(e)) is amendlaw enforcement agents in escess of the legal select
speed limit shall be imprisoned not more than the number of naturalization applicants living ed by inserting after"except that in the case of
in proximity to each site and on the degree of a waiver requested by a State Department of
five years.".
(c) GRoUzrDs FOR DF.P0RTATJ0N.—SectiOn local convnunity participation and support in Public Health or its equivalent" the following:
241(a)(2)(A) (8 U.S.C. 12.51(a)(2)(A)) of title 8, the project to be held at the site. Not more than "or in the case of a waiver requested by an inUnited States Code, is amended by inserting the. 2 sites may be located in the some State. The At- terested United States Government agency on
torney General should consider changing the behalf of an alien described in clause (iii)"..
following new subsection:

ccom

"(v) HIGH SPEED FLIGHT.—Any alien who is
convicted of high speed flight from a checkpoint
(as defined by section 758(a) of chapter35) is deportable ".
SEC ses. CWLDWq BORN ABROAD TO UNITED
STATES c2TAY MOTHE; 2RANS.

WSS1ONREQU1RF.3J7.

sites selected from year to year.

(d) AMOUNTS A VAILABLE; USE OF FUNDS.—

(1) AMOUNT.—The amount that may be made

available under this section with respect to any
•single site for a year shall not exceed SSJXAI.

(2) USE.—Funds provided under this section
may only be used to cover expenses incurred

(a) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NA-. carrying out symbolic swearing-in ceremonies at
TIONALITY ACT TEChNIcAL C0RP.Ec'rloNs ACT OF the demonstration, sites, including expenses

(c) P.F.S7PJcTIONS ON FEDEWLY REQUESTED

WJvEP.s.—Section 214(k) (8 U.S.C. 1184(k)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(k)(IJ In the case of a request by an interested State agency or by an interested United
States Government agency for a waiver of the
two-year formgn residence requirement under
section 212(e) with respect to an alien described
in clause (iii) of that section, the Attorney General shall not grant such waiver unless—
"(A) in the case of an alien who is otherwise

1994.—Section 101(d) of- the Irranigration and for—
(A) cost °f personnel of the immigration and
Nationality Technical Corrections Act of 1994
(Public Law 103-416) is amended to read as fol- Naturalization Service (including travel and contractually obligated to return to a foreign
lows:
overinne expenses),
country, the goverranent of such country fur"(d) APPLIcABILITY OF TR.4NSMLsaION P.E(B) local outreach,
nishes the Director of the United States Infor(C) rental of space, and
QUIREWENTS.—Notwithstanding this section and
mation Agency with a statement in writing that
(D) costs of printing appropriate brochures it has no objection to such waiver: and
the amendments made by this section, any provision of law relating to residence or physical and other information about the ceremonies.
"(B)(i) in the case of a request by an inter(3) AViJrjjjin'y OF FUNDS.—Funds that are • esled State agencypresence in the United States for purposes of
transmitting United States citizenship shall otherwise available to the Immzgraiion and Nat"(I) the alien demonstrates a bone fide offer
apply to any person whose claim of citizenship uralization Service to carry out naturalization of full-time emploij,nent, agrees to begin employis based on the amendment made by subsection activities (including funds in the invnigration ment with the health facility or. organization
(a), and to any person through whom such a Examinations Fee Account, under section 286(n) named in the waiver application within 90 days
of the immigration and Nationality Act) shall be of receiving such waiver, and agrees to work for
claim of citizenship is derived.
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made availableunder this section.
a total of not less than three years (unless the
(e) APPLIcATION.—In the case of an entity Attorney General determines that extenuating
by this section shall be deemed to have become
effective as of the date of enactment of the Im- other than the liranigration and Naturalization circumstances exist, such as closure of the facitmigration and Nationality Technical Correc- Service seeking to conduct a demonstration ity or hardship to the alien would justify a lessproject under this section, no amounts may be er period of tune): and
tions Act of 1994.
SEC 306. FEE FOR DIVEESITY IBDCGR.4NT LOT. made available to the entity under this section
"(II) the alien's employmnent continues to benTERY
unless an appropriate application has been efit the public interest; or
The Secretary of State may establish a fee to made to. and approved by, the Attorney Gen"(ii) in the case of a request by an interested
be paid by each immigrant issued a visa under eral, in a form and manner specified by the At- United States Government agency—
subsection (c) of section 203 of the. Invnigration torney General.
"(I) the alien demonstrates a bone fide offer
(f) STATE DEFINED.—For purposes of this sec- of full-tune employment that has been found to
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1153(c)). Such fee
may be set at a level so as to coverthe full cost tion. the term "State" has the meaning given be in the public interest, agrees to begin employto the Department of State of administering that such term in section 101(a)(36) of the Inwzig'ra- ment with the health facility or organization
subsection, including the cost of processing all tion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1101(a) (36)). named in the waiver application within 90 days
applications thereunder. All such fees collected SEC 308. REVIEW OF CO2VTRACTS WITH RNGLISH of receiving such waiver, and agrees to work for
AND CiVICS TEST ER7ITIES.
shall be deposited as an offsetting collection to
a total of not less than three years (unless the
(a) IN GzlqsstAL.—The Attorney General of the Attorney General determines that extenuating
any Department of State appropriation and
shall remain available for obligation until ex- United States shall investigate and submit a re- circumstances exist, such as closure of the facilpended. The provisions of the Act of August 18. port to the Congress regarding the practices of ity or hardship to the alien would justify a less1856 (Rev. Stat. 1726-28; 22 U.S.C. 4212-14), con- test entities authorized to administer the Eng- er period of time); and
cerning accounting for consular fees, shall not lish and civics tests pursuant to section 312-.3(a)
"(II) the alien's employment continues to benapply to fees collected pursuant to this section. of title 8, Code' of Federal Regulations. The re- efit the public interest:
SEC. 307. SUPPORT OF
DEPdONST&%TION port shall include any findings of fraudwient
"(C) in the case of a request by an interested
PRO.ECTE FOR NATVR&LIZ4 TI ON practices by the testing emitities.
State agency, the alien agrees to practice ,nediCEREMONIE8.

(b) PRELIMINAJtY AND FINAL REPORTS.—Not

cine in accordance with paragraph (2) for a

(a) FINDINGS.—The Congress makes the fol- later than 90 days after the date of the enact- total of not less than three years only in the gelowing findings:
ment of this Act, the Attorney General shall og'raphic area or areas which are designated by
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the Secretanj of Health and Human Seivicàs as
(3) Although many of these mail-order marhaving a shorta9e of health caTe professzonals; rzages work out, in many other cases, anecdotal
and
sugg.ts that mail-order brides often
'(D) in the case of a Tequest by an interested evidence
themselves in abusive relationshps. There
State agency, the grant of such a wazver would find
also evidence to suggest that a substantial
not cause the number 01 wazvers allotted for is
nwnber of mail-order marriages cons Vt'ute marthat State for that fiscaz yeaT tO ezceecl 20.
noge fraud under United S2ates law.
"(2)(A) Notwithstanding secion 248(2) the At(4) Many maU-o,der brides come to the United
torney General mar, change the status of an States
unaware or ignorant of United States zmalien, that QUa11JI under this subsectwn and
law. Mail-order brides who are batsection 212(e) to that of an alien deseTibed. in 7nzgration
tered spouses often think that if they flee an
section 101 (a) (15) (H)(z)(b).
"(B) No person who has obtained a change of abusive marrzage, they will be deported. Often
the citizen spouse threa2ens to have them destatus under subpaTagraph (A) and who has parted
if they report the abuse:
failed to fulfill the telnzs of the contract with
(5) The Imnzigratwn and Naturalization Servthe health.facjljty Or oTganization named in the
estimates the rate of marnage fraud between
waiver application shall be elgible to apply for ice
ai vnmigrant vzsa, for ennanent Tesidence, OT foreign nationals and Unzted States citizens or
for any other change of noninvnzgrant status legal permanent TesidentS as eight percent. it is
until it £ established that such person has Te- unclear what percent of those raarrzage fraud
sided and been physically present in the country cases originated as mail-order marriages.
(b) INFORMATION DISSEMINATION.—EQh interof his naonalty or his last ridence foT an aggregate of at least two yeaTs following departure national nw2chmakng organizcuion dozngbusiness in the Unued Stae3 shall disnjnate to refrom the United Stases.
"(3) Notwit1zsczndjng any other proiAsions of CndtS, upon TeCnabnen, such i71z,nzgration and
infor,najon as the Iramzgration
this subsection, the two-IeaT foreign Tidence nauralizaton
Natur
tion Servzce deans appropriate,
TequiTn1,u under section 212(e) shall apply and
in the recruit's native language, including

with Tepect to an alien zn clause (iii) of that

section who has not otheiwzse been accoTded•
status under section 101 (a)(27) (H).—

"(A) zn the case of a request by an intere.szed

State agencp, if at any time the ahen praces
medicine in an aTea othe, than an• area tie-

scri bed in paTagraph (1)(C); and

"(B) zn he case of a request by an interested -
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internatzonaz matchmaking organizatwn for the
purpose of providing dating, lnatrimonzal. or so-

cial referral seroice3 to Unzted States ciens or
permanent resident aliens.

SEC. 313. APPROPPJ4rzON$ FOR CRZJtmYAL ALWJ

1'RACqtG CENTER.
Sectbn 130002(b) of the Violent Crane Control
and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (8 U.S.C. 1252
note) is amended—
(1) by znserting 'and" after "2996;", and

(2) by striking paragraph (2) and all that follows through the end period and inserting the

following:
"(2) $5,000,000 for each of fiscaZ years 1997
• through 2001".
SEC. 314. BORDER PATROL MZTSWM

(a) AUTHOR TY.—Notwithstaizdjng section 203

of the Federal Property and. .Adninist,-atjve

Services Act of 2949 (40 U.S.C. 484) or any other

provon of law, the Atton2ey General is a-

thorized to transfer and, convey to the Border
Pabol Museum and Memorial Lthranj Foundation, incorporated in the State of Texas. such
equipnient, artifact.s, and mnorabjlza 'held. by
the Immigration and Naturalization Seroice, as
in- the Attorney General may determine 2$ netfo?rnat2on regarding conditionaz pe77flanent resi- essanj to further the purpose of the Museum
dence status, pe7manent resident status, he and Foundation
battered spouse wazver of condw.onal permanent
(b) TECHNICAL ASS!STANCE.—The Attorney
resident st.a2us7equjre,nent, marriage fraud pen- General is authoiizp4 to provide technzcal asaUzes, mm grants' right, he unregl,jated na- sistance, throtigh the 'letail of personnel of the
ture of the business, and he study mandated in Irimugration and Naturalzzatjon Service, to the
subsection (c).
Border Patrol Museum and Memorial Library

(c) STTJDY.—The Attorney General, in con- Foundation for the purpose of donsratng
time the alien engages in enploment for a sultation wish the Coiranssjoner of Inwzzgration he use of the items transferred under subsection
and Naturalization and the Violence

United States Governme,u agency, if at any

heo2tk facthtij or organiza.onnot,, in the
wazver application.".

SC 31L COIVT12VTJEZ) VALW17'y OF LABOR CER-

27F7CATIONS A?QD PLTJ170NS FOR

PROFESSIONAL ATRTE S.

(a) LABoR CFflFJCA7JON...4p14on 212(a)(5)

zs amended by adding at he end he following:
?D) PROFEWONI ATHLETZ$—77 laboT cer-

tificaton

Teceived foT a profn athlete

shall Temain vaZ5d for that ahle.te after the athlete changes nplojer if the new employer is a

team in the same sport as the team which npZoyed the athlete when he first applied for

labor certification hereunder. FOT puTposes of
this SUbpaTagraph he term professjo,aj athlete' means an individual who is nployed as an
atJ?.Ze.te by a team that belongs to the National
Hockey League, the •Natono Football League,
the Nat ionaZ Baske2baz Assocjaton, Major
League Baseball, or ansi minor league which i'
affiZzated with one of the forgoing leagu.

Agaznst

(a).

Women Office of the Department of Justice, SEC. 315. PIZOT PROG&ufs TO PTBO!tvzzqc.
shall conduce a study to detennEne,
tkzngs—

among otJzer

(a) IN GENWJ..—The Attorney General of the

United States shall establish a pilot program in
(2) the tent of marriage fraud arising as a .5 INS disfrict 'offices (at least 2 of which are in
result of he services provided by internaton2l States selected for a demon.t ration project
under section 212 of this Act) to require aliens to
71W2Chmakng organ2zatons;
(3) the extent to which mail-order spouses uti- pose a bond in lieu of the affidavit requjrenzejts
lize section 244(a) (3) of he Immigration and Na- zn section 203 of the Immigraton Control and
tionalzty Act providing for wazver of deportatzon Financial Res'ponsibuity Act of 1996 and the
in the event of abuse, or section 204(a)(1)(A)(jii) deemzng req1iTe,n.in section 204 of such Act.
of such Act provdng for. self-petitioning for Any pilot program etablished pursuant to this
subsecjon shall requzre an alien .tQ pose a bond
pel7nanent resident status;
(4) the tent of domes abuse in mail-order zn an amount sufficient to cover the cost of ben(1) the number of mail-oi-der marnages;

efits for the alien and the alien's dependents
(5) the need for continued or panded regtaa- under. the programs described in section
tion and education to implement he objecives 241 (a) (5)(D) of the Immigration and Nationa1ty
of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 zn Act (8 U.S.C. 1251 (a) (5) (D)) and shall renvn in
this aTea.
effect until the alien and all members of the
(d) REPORT—NOt later than one year after alien's family Permanently depart from the
(b)
204(a)(1)(D) is amend- the date of enacnent of this Act, the Attorney Unzted States, are .navxalized, or die. Suit on
ed by ad.thng at the end the following new sen- GeneTal shall submit a report to the Congress any such bonds ma be brought under the terms
tences: "A petztion foT a professjono.Z athlete seuing fortk the resuzts of the study conducted an cond.tions se2 forth in secon 213 of the Immigro1i.on an4 Natij, Act
will Tenazn valid for that athlete after the ath- under subsection (c).
(e) Clvii PEN4LTy.—(1) The Attorney General
(b) REGULATIONS._NOt later than 180 days
lete changes nplojers provided thai the new
e'nploer is a team in the same sport as. the team shall 7mpose a civ2l penalty of not to exceed after the date of he enacbnent of this Act, the
Attorney General shall LSSU€ regtaatior for eswhich nploped the athlete when he fi-st ap- $20,000 for each violation of subsection (b).
(2) Any penalty under paragraph (1) map be tabzishing the pilot programs, including..-.
ple4 for labor Certfzcation hereunder, FOT pur(1) criteria and procedures for—
poses of the preced.ng senterthe, the teTnz 'pro- mposed only after notice and oppo7unzty for
(A) certifying bozdirtg cornpanje for y.articifessional athlete' means an individual who is an agency hearzng on the record in accordance
sections 554 through 557 of ttZe 5. United pation zn the program, and
nplo,ed as an athlete bp a team that oelongs with
(B) debarment of any such conrpanp that faUs
to the Natonaj Hockey League, the National States Code.
DEFINITIONS.—A
(fl
to pay a bond ,and
used in this section:
Football League, the National Bas/cea,all Asso(1) INTERNATIONAL MATCHMAKING ORGANIZAczaton, MajoT League Baseball, or any 7flirzoT
(2) criteria for setting the amount of the bond
leaque whzch is affthated w1th one of the foTe- TION.—The term "znternational matchmaking to assure that the bond zs in an amount that is
organization" means a corporation, partner- not less than the cost of providing benefzts
going leagues.".
ship, business, or other legal entity, whether or under the programs described in section
SEC. 3L2.M (U ORDER RRU)E BUS W&SS.
not organzzed under the laws of the United 241(a)(5)(D) for the alien and the alien's de(a) CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS.—The Congress States
or any State, that does busine in the pendents for 6 months,
makes the followzng findings:
United Stases and for profit offers to United
(c)
OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
(1) There zs a sLbstana'7rilor bride" States
citizens or pe,ianent resident aliens, There AUTHOP.IZATION
are authorized to be appropriated such
bwiness in the United StaZs. With approximatrimonial. or social referral se,Ac to sums as map be necessary to carri, out this secmately 200 companj zn the Unzted States, an dating.
noncitiens, b—
ton.
es'nated 2,000 to 3,500 Amencan men find wives nonresident,
(A)
an
of name.s, telephone numbers,
(d) ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIpM&r,_The
through mail-order bride catalogs each year. addresses,ezchange
or sttztistics;
Attorney General shall report annuo2l to ConHowever, there are no official stastics avazl(B)
selectzon
of
photographsor
— gress on the effectiveness of the pilot program,
able on the number of mazl-oTder brides entering
(C) a soc2al env2ronrnp provided by the orgathe United States each year.
once unthjn 9 months and again wiVzin 1 year
nzzatjon
zn
a
country
other
than
the
Unzted
and 9 months after the pilo program begtns
(2) The companies engciged in the mail-order
bride buszrjes,s earn substantoJ profits from their
bwn.esse.s.

marr'zages; and•

.

States.
(2) RECRU,r.—The term 'recrut" means a
noncztzen. nonreszd.ent person, recruited by the

op-

erating.
(e) SuxSFr.—The pilot program shall sunset
after 2 years of ope-aton.
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SEC. 316. WVThWMSTh2'EmS PRFSESrCE.

(5) Any penod of nze for wh.ich'thealien
(a) IN GENWz..—$ection 103 (8 U.S.C. 1103) is dnonstrates good cause for ranaznzng zn the znvnzgrant worker progran to ensuTe that the
provides a workable safeyj valve in the
amended bij adding at the end the following Unzted '5W without the auho,aaton of the program
event of future shortaes of domestic workers
new subsection:
Attornej General.
'(e) l'he Attorney General shall ensure that SEC. 318. PASSPOR7 ISSVEZ) FOR DR after the ënacnent of this Act. Among other
thzngs, 'the Comptroller General shall review the
.

no State is allocated fewer than 10 fial-thne ac-

V?DER 16.

tive duty agents of the Invnigraon and Natu-

(a) IN GENEW.—Secton 1 of title IX of the

rahzation Servzce to tarry out the enforcement, Act of June 15, 1917 (22 U.S.C. 213) is wnended—
ezaüna2ions, and in.pectons funcons of the
(1) bij .strikng "Before" and insert "(a) IN
SeroicefoT the purposes of effecive enfoTcement GENERAL—Before", and
of the hvngrajon and NaonaZity Act.".
(2) by adding at the end the following new
(b) EFFECTiVE DATE.—The amendment made

subsection:

by subsecon (a) shall takeeffect 90 days after

"(b). PAsspORTS-I&i,W FOR CHILDRFJJ UNDER

• the date of enacbnent of this Act.

16.—

SEC.. 327. DISQUAWICATION FROM Afl'AIMlVG

"(1) SIGNATrmES REQUIP.ED.—In the case of a

progrwn to detemzine—

(1) that the program en3ures thai an adequate

supply of qualified Unie4 States workers is

available at- the time and place needed for 'nployers seeidng such woricers after the date of
enacbnent of this Act;

(2)- that the progran ensures that there is

thnely approval of applzcations for temporary
foreign workers under the H-2A nonmmgrant

worker program in the event of shortages of

NO?f1G&4NT OR PERfAlVE1VT child under the age of 16, the written applica- United States. workeis after the date of enactRESW STArUS.
t3onTequzred as a prerequisite to the issuance of ment of this Act:
(a) DISAPPROVAL OF PETrnoN5.—Secon 204 a passport for such child shall be signed bij—
(3) thai the program ensures that inplnentaof the Jimngration and Nationality Ac2 (8
"(A) both parents of the child if the child lives tion of the H-2A noizzr,vnzgran woi*er progrn
U.S.C. 1154) 'is amended biy adding at the end with both parents;
is noi displacing Uned States agricultural
the following new subsect5on:
'TB) the parent of the child having pnmári workers or dinnishng the tenns and conditions
'Ti) Res2rictiots on future entry of aliens ap- custody of the ehUd if the child does not 'e of rsploy,nent of Unite4 States agricultural
prehended foT vzolatã.ng vnnngration laws.
wUh both parents; or
workers; and
"(1) The Attorney General maj. not approve
"(C) the surviving .parent.(or Zegal guard4an)
(4) if and to what extent the H-2A nonany petition foT lawful permanent re.s-idence eta- of the child, if 1 or both parents are deceased. zmmzgrant worker progrwiz is conlributng to the
tus fiZed bij an alien OT any person on behalf of
"(2) WAJVER.—The Seci-etarjj of State may problan of illegal iimrágra1on.
an. alien (other than .pejjons filed by OT on be- wave the requ2I-ans of paragraph (1)(A) if
(c) ..REPOP.?.—Not Zaer than. December 31,
half of spouses of United States cizens OT of the Secretary detennines thai circwnsances do 1996, OT three months after the date of enacta'iens lawfully athned for permanent resi- not pevnzit obtEüng the signatures of both par- ment of this Act, whichever is sooner, the Comp
dence) who kas ut any thne been apprehended
troller General shall subirdt a report to Congress
in the Unzte4 States for (A) entry without in(b) EFFECI'IVE Drn.—The amendments made
forth the findings of the revzew conspection, or (B) faZing to depart from the Unit- bi this section shall apply to appZcatons for ducted under subsection (b).
ed States within one year of the. &pira2ion of paoits fzZed on or after the date of enacbnent
(d) DEFINITIONS.—A used in This section—
any noiw'ronigrant visa, unW the date that is of this Act.
(1) the tenn "Comptroller General' means the
te7 years after the alien's departure OT removal SEC. 319. CWSION OF CERTAVY AL1VS FROM Conzptrolie7 Genal of the Uned States; and
from the United States.".
(2) the tenn "H—2A nonmgrant worker proFA3QZY YPROGPA3L
(b) VIOLA TI ON OF IMMIGRATION LiW AS
Section 301(e) of the Irmrágraton Act of 1990 grw" means the program for Uze admission of
GROUNDS FOR EXCLUSION.—Secion 212(a)(6) of (8 U.S.C. 125Sa note) is nended to read as fol- non mrr gTant alzerts described zn section
the JnvnigTaion and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. lows:
101(a)(1'S)(H)(ü)(a) of the Im7rtzgraon and Na1182(a)(6)) s .mzende'i bij adding at the end the
"(e) EXCEPTION FOR CERTW' ALIEJYS.—An tionality Act.
following new subDaTagraplz
SEC.
3. F,3y,nqGS R.42 IV TEE ROLE OF
alien is not eligibte for a new grant or eten.sion
"(G) Any alien who (i) has at any thne been of benefits of this section if the Attorney GenflV2JOR BORDER PAIROL Sm.
TIONS.
appTe.hended in the Uniter Stazes for entry eral finds thai the aZien—
The Congress makes the following findings:
without inspection, OT (ii) has faüed to depart
"(1) has been convicted of a felony or 3 or
41) The Ivvnigration and Nauralizaion 'Servfrom the United States withzn one year of the more misdneanors in the United Stztes,
ice has drafted a prelvninarj plan for the reezpiration da*e of any nonmvnigrazt visa, un"(2) is desc,ibedzn secon 243(h) (2) of the Im- noval of 200 BordeT PatrOl agents from interior
less such ahen has applied for and been granted migration and Nationality Act, or
asylum OT refugee status in the United States OT
"(3) has co,rcniue4 an act of juvenile delin- stations and the transfer of £hee agents to the
has a bona fide applicaon for asylwn pending, quency which if comnut2ed by an adult would be Southwest border.
(2) The INS has stated thai it intends to canj
is excludable unW the date that is ten yeai's classified as—
out this transfer without d.srupting service and
after the alien's departure OT rnoval from the
"(A) a felony crime of violence that has an support
to the convnunitie in which inesior
Uizite4 States.".
elnent the use or a#e,npted use of physical stations aie
located.
(c) DENIAL OF ADJUSTMENT OF STA7VS.—Sèc- force against the person of another; or
(3) Briefings conducted by INS personnel in
ton 245(c) of ihe Iimrdgra1on and Nationality
"(B) a feZony offense mat bij its na2ure in- co7nnzunies
nenor BordeT Pab'ol staons
Act (8 U.S.C. 1255(c)) s amended—
a -substan2aZ ' risk thai physical force have reveajedwith
that BordeT Pab'ol 'agents at inte(1).bij "or (5)" and iizsering '(S)" volv
agaznst
the
persoz
of
another
map
be
used
in
nor
staons,
partcuZarZy
those located in
and
the course of conmüttin the offense.".
(2) bij inser2ng before the period the follow- SEC. 320. TO SVRE APPROPRIATELY S7RUaI. Southwest bordeT States, perform valuable law
enforcnent
func2ons
that
nnot
be peTloinzed
ing: "or (6) any alien who (A) has at any thne
Grr PVAL277S FOR CONSPIRING by other INS personnel.
been appr&zended in the United Stases foT entry
WTTH OR 4SSISiG AN 4L1 TO
(4) The transfer of 200 BordeT Patrol agents
without inpecon, or (B) has failed to depart
COflT AN OFFEXSE VNDFJ TEE
from the United States within one year of the
OMROLLED .SVTANC Rfl'ORT from interiôi stations to the Sout)zwet bor-,
which would not increase the total number of
AND WORT ACT.
ezpfration under secl.ion 208 date of any non(a) Not laser than 6 months folZowing enact- law enforcement personnel at INS, would cost
rnvnigrant vzsa, unless such alien has applied
Federal
Government
appoimate1y
for and been granted asylum or reftigee status ment of this Act, the United States Sentencn the
in the United States or has a bona fide applica- Co,ranjs,.on shall conduct a revzew of the guide- $12,000,000.
(5). The cost to the federal Government of hirt3on for asylum pending".
lires applicable to an offender, who conspires
(d) EXCEPTIONS.—SeCiOn 245(8 U.S.C. 1254) is wh, or ai& or abets, a person who is not a citz- mg new criminal invgators and other personane7zded by ad42ng at the end the following zen or na2io,zal of the United States in commit- nez for inte,ior stations is likeZy to be grea*er
new subsection:
tn any offense under section 1010 of the Con- than the cost of retainzng BordeT Pab'ol agents
"(k) The following periods of thne. shall be ez- trolLed Substance Import and Export Ac2 (21 at interior stations.
(6) The first reconinzendation of the repoit bij
cluded from the dete?minaon of periods of un- U.S.C. 960);
(b) Following such review, pursuant to sec2ion the National Task Force on Imnügration was to
authoñzed stay under subseon (c)(6)(B) and
section 204(i):
994(p) óf tZe 22, United Stases Code, the Corn- crease the number of Boyder Patrol agentg at
stations.
(1) Any period of time in which an alien is rra.sswn shall promulgate sentencing guidelines the(7)interior
under 18 years of age.
or amend uting sentencing guidelines to en- &at-Therefore, U is the sense of the Congress
(2) Any perzod of time in which an alien has sure ai appropriae1y s2vng sentence for
(A) the United States BordeT Pab'ol plays a
•

en

•

•

a bona fide application for asylum pending such offenders.

ur4ersecjon 208.
(3) Any period of time during whzck an alien
is provided authorizaon to engage in employment in the United States (includmg such an
authorzation unde, section 244A(a)(1)(B)). or in
wizwh the alien is the spoise of such an alien.
(4) Any perzod of thne during which the alien
is a beneficary of family unity protection pursuant to section 301 on the Irmnigraion Act of
1990.

SEC. 321. REVIEW AND REPORT ON H-$4 NON-

DGR41vr WORS PROGRAL

(a) SENSE OF THE CONGRs.—It is the sense of

• key role zn apprehendng and deporting undocumented
States;

aliens throughout

the United

(B) interior Bord.ei- Patrol stations play a
unzqtze and crW.cal role in the agency's enforceimpact the fure availability of arL adequate nzent mzsszon and serve as an invaluable second
woTic force for the producers of our Natcon s line of defense in controlling illegal ra,ngration
labor intensive agricultural commodzties and and its penetration to the interior of ou counthe Congrs that the enactment of this Act may

livestock.

(b) REVIEW.—The Comptroller General shall

review the effectiveness

(C) a permanent redeploijinent of Bord.ei- Pa-

of the H-2A non- boZ agents from interior stations is not the moss

•
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cost-effecth,e way to meet enforcement needs killed in the line of duty to a place of burió1 loalong the Southwest border, and should only be cated in the United States, the Convnonweth
done where new 3order Patrol agents cannot of Puerto P.co, or th tetorjes and
posseson

praccably be assigned to meet enforcnent

needs along the Southwest border; and
(D) the INS should hire, train and assign new
staff based on a s2rong Border Patrol presence

of the United States;

(2) the tranportatjon of the decedent's spouse
and mznor chüdren to and from the same s2te at
rates no greater than those established for offi-

84759

alien or the alien's children to extreme celty,
or.

(B)
member of the alien's spouse's or parent's family who has battered the alien or the
alien's child or subjected the alien or alien's

child to extreme crzieltj,

both on the Southwest border and in interior cial government travel; and
unless the alien has been convicted of a crrnze or
staion$ that suppon border enforcement.
(3) any other menorir2l service sanconed by crimes lisfed in sec2ion 241 (a) (2 of the Im,nigraSEC. m ADiffiVISTR4T%VE REW OF ORDER&

the Deparbnnt of Justi.ce.
(a) Section 274A(e)(7) is amended by strzking
(b) The Departznent of Justice may prepay the
the phrase ", within 30 days,".
costs of any tranportatjon authoip4 by this
(b) Secvon 274C(d)(4) is anzended by striking section.
the phrase ", within 30 days,".
SEC 329. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE ATTORi. socz SRCVRFFY&C-L
NEY GElJER4L AND 2'HE COM3ilS
SIONZ&
Section 1173(d)(4)(B)) of the Social Securzty.
Sec2ion 103 of the Immzgran and NationalAct (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(dX4)(3)) is amended by
str2king clause (i) and insethng the following ity Act. (8 U.S.C. 1103) is amended in subsection
new clause:
(a) by adding the following after the last sen"(i) the State shall transmit to the liranigra- tence of that subsection:
tion and Naturaljzcn Ser-owe either photo- "The Attorneij General, in support of persons in
static or other similar copies of such documents, o4nzjnistrajve detention in non-Federal insttuor information from such documents, as speci- tions, is authorized to make payments from
fied by the Invmgration and Naturahtjon funds ap ropriated for the ad inisfration and
Service, for official oflati"
enforcement of the laws relating to z,nmigratjon,
SEC

HOUSThG AND COJIOIUNITy DEVELOP.
MENTACT OF 1980.

Section 214(d) (4) (B) of the Housing and Com-

muuty Development Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C.
1436a(dX4)(3))zs cvnended by stri1cng clause (i)
and inserting the following new clause:
'Yj) the Secretary,. shall transmzt to the Irrara-

graon and Na aliza Service ezther photostatic or other simüar coDies of such documents,

or info7maon from such documents, as specifled by the Ir4mzzgration and Nauraljza±jon
Service, for official veriflcaion,".

SEC. 326. HIGHER ED UCATZON ACT OF 196$.

Section 484(g) (B) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1091(g)(4)(B)) is amended by

stTiking clause (1). and inserting the following
new dazLe:
'(i) the institution shall trans-inst to the I,nnzgration and Na ralization Service either photosac or other similar crjpies of such documents,
or information from such documents, as speci-

fied by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, for officia' verification, ".
SEC

rn

VACQZfISJflOzq4jrojy

Section 103 of the Imnugration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1103) is amended by red.enatmg subsections (b). (C). and (d) as subsections

(c), (d), and (e) accordingly, and inserng the

following new subsection (b);
'(b)(1) The Attorney General may contract for

or buy any interest in land, including ten-

porary use rights, adjacent to or in the vzCinity
of an inernatjorwJ land border when the Attorney General deems the land essenta2 to control

nzence condnnato,z proceedings pursuant to
section 257 of title 40. United States Code.

£dentifzed;

(3) pen-nit anyone other than the sworn officers and emploijee of the Departnent, bureau
or agency, who needs to examine such information for legitimate Deparbnent, bureau, or agency purposes, to examine any publication of any
individual who files for relief as a person who
has been battered or subjected to &tre'ne cruelty.
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—(1) The Atto?nelJ General

may provide for the furnishing of info nation

furnished under this section in the same manner
and circumstances as census information may be
disclosed by the Secretary of Commerce under

naturalization, and alzen regisfratjon for nec- sec2ion 8 of title 13, United States-Code.
essarj, clothing, medzcal care, necsa77 guard
(2) The Attorney General may provide for the
hire, and the housing, care, and security,, of per- furnishing
of information furnished under this
sons detained by the Servzce pursuant to Fed- section to law enforc,nent officials to be used
eral law under intergovern,nen.j seroice agTee- solely for legitimat.e law enforcement purposes.
ments with State or local units of government. SEC
DEVLOP3fl OF P1WTO2'YPE OF
The Attorney General, in support of persons in
couP.rrERFFJT.pJsrsmJ. SOCIAL
ad7rdnistratjve detention in non-Federal instituSECURITY C4RDREQU.
tions, is further authoriz4 to enter into cooper(a) DEVELOPMENT.—
aW,e ag,-enénts with any Stare, terrUoryj, or
(1) IN CD JERAL.—The Cor,vnzssjoner of Social
political subthvision thereof, for the necessary Security (hereafter in this section referred to as
con3tnicton, physical renovation, acquisition.of the "Corrzn5.ssioner") shall in accordance with
equipment, supplies or maerjaZs req74re4 to es- the provisions of this sec2on develop a proto
tablish acceptable conditions of confinement type øf a counterfeit-reant social securzty
and dete,Uion servzces. in any State or local ju-

risdicion which agrees to provide guarante

card. Such prototype card shall—

(A) be made of a durable, tamper-resis2ant

bed space for persons detained by the Inzmzgra- material such as pZastc or polyester,
ton and Na urahzation Service.".
(B) employ technologies that provide securzty
Section 10.3 of the. Immigration and National- features, uch as magnec s2rpes, holograms,
ity Act (8 U.S.C. 1103) is amended in subsection and integrated czcuits, and
(b) by adding the following:
(C) be developed so as to provide mdividua2s
'The Commzssioner may enter into cooperative with reliable proof of ciV.zenship or legal resiagrenents with State and local law enforce- dent alien status.
(2) ASSI.S1'AJ1CE BY ATTORNEY CEPQERAL.--The
ment agencies for the purpose of assisting in the
enforcement of the vranigration laws of the Attorney General of the United States shall provide such information and assistance as the
Unzted States.".
SEC. 330. PRE4LNCEAOpJ7
Coinmzssioner deems necasa7q to achieve the
Section 103(a) of the Imnigration and NaZion- purposes of this section.
(b) STtJDy AND REPORT.—
ality Act (8 U.S.C. 1103(a)) is•amended by add(1) IN GENERAL—The Commzsioner shall coning at the end the following:
duct a. study and iue a report to Congress
"After consuZtUion with the Secretary of State, which examines different methods of improving
the Attorney General may authorize officers of the sociaz security card application procas.
a forezgn count7'-g to be stationed at
(2) ELEMENTS OF TUDY.—The study shall inpreclearance facUies in the Unzted States for clude an evaluation of the cost and work load
the purpose of ensunng t1za persons traveling

and guard the boundaries and bojders of the
United States again any violation of thisAct. from or through the United States to that for"(2) The Attorney General may contract for or eign country comply with that country's irmnibuy any interest in land identified pursuant to gration and related laws. Those officers may
subsection (a) as soon as the lawfu! owner of ercise such authority and perform such. exduties

that interest fires a price for U aftd the Aorney
General considers thai price to be reasonable.
'(3) When the Attor,zey General and the lawfu! owner of an interest identified pursuant to
subsecon (a) are unable to agree upon a reasonable price, the Attorney General may com-

tion and Naton&ity Act;
(2) make any publication whereby information
furnished by any pa,licuZar indlvidu& can be

as UnUed States zn-anigra2ion officeis are authorized to exercise and perform in that foreign
country under reciprocal agTeement, and they
shall enjoy uch reasonle pnvileges and immuntfie necessary for the .performance of their
duties as the government of their countr-y extends to Unzted States immigration officers.".

WE JJL Fri PRO VISION FOR CER"(4) The Attorney General may accept for the SEC. 331. CON
TAiN ALLEN &42'1ED SF0 JSES
United States a gift of any interest in land denAND CWRFV
tified pursuant to subsection (a).".
(a) IN G !7&&t.—With respect to information
SEC & SERVZCES TO F/JY MEMBERS OF 'S provided pursuant to section 150(b)(C) of this
O7cERS LTPXJ Th THE lINE OF Act and except as provdea in subsection (b), in
DV27
no case may the Attorneij General, or any other
SEC. 294. [8 U.S.C. 13641—TPJ.NSPORTATION OF official or employee of the Deparbnent of Justice
THE REMAINS OF IMMIGRATION OFFICERS AND (including any bureau or agency
- of
uch deBop.ze.i PATROL AGEivrS KILLED IN THE LINE OF par2,nent)—
Dury.
(1) make an adverse deteymnation of admiss(a) Nothwithstanding any other provision of
or deportability of an alien under the Imlaw, the Atzorney General may expend appro- biht,
migration and Nationahty Act using on1y inforpriated funds to pay for—
maion furnis1z4 solely by.—
(1) the tran.sportation of the remain2 of any
(A) a spouse or parent who has battered the
lrramgration OffzceT or Border Patrol agent

Z7nplictions of zssuing a cunterfejt-resjstjnt

socia1 security card for all ind.viduo2s over a 3,

5, and 10 year period. The tudy shall also

evaluate the jeaibüity and cost zmplicatiôns of
vnposzng a user fee foT replacnent cards and
cards issued to individuazs who apply for such

a card prior to the scheduled 3, 5 and 10 yr

phase-rn options.

(3) DI.STPJBUTION OF P.FFOP.T.—Copj of the

report described in this subsection along with a
facsmUe of the prototype card as descrbe2 in
subsection (a) shall be submitted to the Committees on Ways and Means and Judiciary of the
House of Representath,es and the Committees on

Finance and Judiciary of the Senate within I

year of the date of the enacbneu of this Act.
(c)

AUTHOPJZ4TION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

There are authorized to be appropnated and are
appropnated from the Federal Old-Age and Surmvors Insurance Trust Fund swh suns as raay

be necsary to camj out the purposes of this

secti.on.

SEC 3.

REPORT ON 4LLEGA77ONS OF HARASSAffVF BY C4NDL4N CUSTOMS
AGE2VYS.

(a) STUDY AYD REvIEw.—(z) Not later than 30

after the enactment of this Act, the Comalien or the alien's children or subjected the days
miiow of the United States Customs Serczce

_________
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shall initiate a study of allegations of harass(1) the practice of female genital mutilation is
ment by Canadian Customs agents for the pur- car1ed out by members of certain cultural and
pose of deterring cross-border commercial activity along the United States-New Brunswick bor-

religious groups wuhin the United States;

haTass7rtent with the discriminatory imposition

women involved;

(2) the practice of female genital mutilation
der. Such study shall include a Tev2ew of the often results in the occusrence of physical and
possible connection between any incidents of psychological health effects that harm the

of the New Brunswick Provincial Sales Tax
(3) such mutilation infringes upon the guar(P.ST) tax on goods purchased in the United antees of rights secured by Federal and State
States by New Brunswick residents, and with law, both statutory and constitutional;
any other activities taken by the Canadian pro(4) the unique circumstances surrounding the
vincio.l and Federal Governments to deter cross- practice of female genital mutilation place it beborder commercial activities.
yond the ability of any single State or local ju(2) In conducting the study in subparagraph risdiction to contrdl;
(1), the Commissioner shall consult with rep(5) the practice of female genital mutilation
resentatives of the State of Maine, local govern- can be prohibited without abridging the exercise
ments, local businesses, and any other knozol- of any rights guaranteed under the First
edgeable persons that. the Convnissioner deems Amendment to the Constitution or under any
important, to the completion of the study.
other law; 'and
(b) REP0RT.—Not later than .120 days after en-.
(6) Congress has the affirmative power under

actinent of this Act, the Commissioner of the section 8 of article I, the necessary and proper
United States Customs Service shall submit to clause, section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment,
Congress a report of the study and review de- as well as under the treaty clause of the Con-

tailed in subsection (a). The report shall also in- stitution to enact such legislation.
chide recoranendations for steps that the United - (b) CRIMINAL CoNDUcT.—
States Government can take to help end harass(1) IN GENERAL—Chapter 7 of title 18, United

ment by Canadian Customs agents found to

States Code, is amended by adding at the end

SEC. 334. SENSE OF CONGRS ON2'HE DISCRThfb

"sii& emale,f.nJmutijagjon

have occurred.,

NA TORY APPLICATION OF THE Z'JEW

wtLwswlckPRovmTcz.iz SALES
(a) FINDINGs.—The Congress finds that—

(1) in July 1993, Canadian Customs officers
began collecting an 11 percent New Brunswick
Provincial Sales Tax (PST) tax on goods parchased in the United States by New Brunswick
residents, an action that has caused severe economic harm to United States businesses located
in proxzmity to the border with New Brunswick;
(2) this impediment to cross-border trade compounds the damage already done from the Canad.ian governments imposition of a 7 percent

the.followzng new section:
..

.

.

.

"(a) Except as' provided m subsect,.on (b),
whoever knowingly circ-wncises, excises, or
infibulates the whole or any part of the labia
TlZa;Ora Or labia minora Or clitoris of another
person who has not attained the age of 18 years
shall be fined under this title or vnprzs
not

tax on all goods bOught by Canadians in the

more than 5 years, or both.
"(b) A surgical operation is not a violation of
this section if the operation is—
"(1) necessary to the health of the person on
whom it is performed, and is performed by a person licensed in the place of its performance as a
medical practitioner; or

United States;
(3) collection' of the New Brunswick Provzncial

has just given birth and is performed for medical

Sales Tax on goods purchased outside of New
Brunswick is collected only along the United
States-Canadian border—not along New Brunswick's borders with.other Canadian provinces—
thus being administered by Canadian authorities in a manner uniquely discriminatory to Canadians shopping in the United States;
(4) in February 1994, the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) publicly,stated an intention to seek redress from the discriminatory application of the PST under the dispute resolution process in chapter 20 of the North American

.

"(2) performed on a person in labor or who

purposes connected with that labor or birth by
a person licensed in the place it is performed as
a medical practitioner, midwife, or person in
training to become such a practitioner or midwife.

"(c) In applying subsection (b)(1), no account

shall be taken of the effect on the person on
whom the operation is to be performed of any
belief on the part of that or any other person
that the operation is required as a matter of custorn or ritual. "(d) Whoever knowingly denies to any person

Free Trade Agreement (NAF1'A), but the United

medical care or services or otherwise discrvni-

claim under NAFTA procedures; and

medical care or services, because—

States Government has still not made such a
.

(5) initially, the USTR argued that filing a

nates against any person in the provision of

"(I) that person has undergone female thrcwnion, excision, or infibulation; or
mechanism under NAFrA had not yet been fi"(2) that person has requested that female cirPST.clai.m was delayed onlybecause the dispute

naliz.ed, but more than a year after such machanisnz has been put in place, the PST claim has
still not been put forward by the USTR.
•(b) SsNsz OF CONGRESS.—It is the sense of
Congress that
(1) the Provincial Sales Tax levied by the Carw4ian Province of New Brunswick on Cana-

cwncision, excision, Or infibulation be performed
on any person;

shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.".
(2) CONFORMING AMENDMEXT.—The table of
sections at the beginning of chapter 7 of title 18,

United States Code, is amended by adding at the

dian citizens of that province who purchase end the following new item.
goods in the' United States raises questions
r ,

,,,

.
e gem
mu
. 0n
about the possible violation of the North Amer(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (b) shall
ican Free Trade Agreement in its discriminatory
application to cross-border trade with the Unit-, take effect on the date that is 180 days after the
ed States ayzd damages good relations between date of the enactment of this Act.
the United States and Canada; and
(2) the United States Trade Representative

should move forward without further y.in

seeking redress under the dispute resolution
process in chapter 20 of the North American
Free Trade Agreement for the discriminatory application of the New Brunswick Provincial Sales
Tax on United States-Canada cross-border
trade.
SEC. 335. FE3L4LE GENITAL MUTILATION.

(a) CONGR.LS$IONAL FINDINGS.—The Congress

finds that—

-
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APPODTMENT OF cONFEREES—
ER. 2202
Mr. LOTr. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that with respect to
ER. 2202, the immigration bill, the
Senate thsist on• its amendment, re-

quest a conference with the House, and
that the Chair be authorizedto° appoint
conferees on the part of the Senate.

The PRESING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
The PRES]DING OFFICER

(Mr.
COVERDELL) appointed Mr. HATCH, Mr.
SIMPSON, Mr. GIusSLEY, Mr. KYL, Mr.
SPECTER, Mr. THtJEMOND, Mr. KENNEDY,

Mr. LEA2Y, Mr. SIMON, Mr. Kom, and

Mrs. FErs'r conferees on the part of
the Senate.

May 13, 1996
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Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yeld
myself such time as I may consunie.
(Mr. CON ERS asked and was given
permission to revise and extend his re-

marks.).

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, the mo-

tion I am offering would instruct con-

ferees to retain the provisio in the

Senate-passed bill that provides for. 350

addItional Department of Labor wage
and :hoUr inspectors and staff to enforce violations of the Federal wage
.

and hour laws. It. is no more com-

plicated and no less simple than that.
The reason is that the cornerstone of
our efforts to control immigration
must be to shut off the job magnet that

draws so many undocumented aiiexs
into the country. Increasing border paIMMIGRATION IN THE NATIONAL

trols is of. course important, but that
can be done through the appropriatio

process, as .we have been doing for the
IITEREST ACT OF 1996
last 2 years. But it is imperative that
Mr. STH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, we enhance the authority to prosecute
pursuant to clause 1 of rule XX, and by those employers who knowingly hire ildirection of the Committee on the Ju- legal workers ixstead of Ainerica
diciary, I move to take from the workers.
For example, we- know that each year
Speaker's table the bill (H.R. 2202) to
amend the Immigration and National- more than 100,000 foreign workers enter
ity Act to improve deterrence of illegal the work force by overstaying their

immigration to the United States by visas. No amount of border enforceincreasing border patrol and investiga- ment will deter this, since they enter
tive personnel, by increasing penalties legally with passports and visas. No
for alien smuggling and for document amount of border enforcement will

fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law and procedures, by unproving the verification system for eligibility for employment, and through
other measures, to reform the legal mmigration system and facilitate legal
entries into the United States, and for
other purposes, with a Senate amend-

deter the desire, the magnet that draws
people into this country, and that is to

seek jobs. The only way to deter this
form of illegai immigration is in the
workplace, by denyIng them jobs.

Case in point: In the 14-month-old

Detroit newspaper dispute we have re-

ports - of illegal immigrants, not rement thereto, disagree to the Senate placement workers from within the
amendment, and agree tà the con- United States, but people without a
valid passport, no right in this country,
ference asked by the Senate.
The SPEA1R pro tempore, Does the are corning in and they have been igentleman from Texas wish to debate vestigated, INS is conducting inves-

tigatios on them. It is a serious incurMr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, sion and a serious charge and it s
tbia is the customary request which being investigated by DS now. but this
will enable us to go to conference on gives reason for the instruction motiofl
that I would urge that we adopt in as
this important bin. Mr. Speaker, I yield back the ba.nce large a number as possible.
of my thne, and I move the previous We must enhance the a1thority to
prosecute employers who knowingly
question on the motion.
hire illegal workers instead of AmerThe previous question was ordered.
The SPEAXER pro tempore. The ican workers, and there ca be no
question -is on the motion offered by doubt that an increased number of
the gentlema.n from Texas [Mr. SMrrB]. Labor Department inspectors will rethe motion to go to conference?

•

The motion was agreed to.

duce the possibility that employers

will hire illegal workers. The. Jorda.n
Mr: CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I offer a Commission, remembering the late
Barbara Jordan. recommended this
motion to instruct conferees
The Clerk read as follows:
crease, since studies sflow that most
Mr. CONYS moves that the managers on employrs who hire illegal workezs
the part of the Rouse at the conference on also violate labor standards.
the thsagreeing votes of the two Houses on
This goes together. We wa.nt to deal
the Senate amendment to the bill H.R. fl02 with this problem and the only way s
be instructed to recede to the provisions con- to move to the Senate-passed version
tained in section 105 (relating to increased
personnel levels for the Labor Department), that authorizes 350 additional inspectors to enforce these violations or alMCYflON TO INsTRUCT OPTERD BY MR.. CONTERS

i-

The SPEAKER pro tempore, The gen- leged violatios of Federal Wage aid
tleman from Michigan [Mr. CONYERS) hour laws.
will be recognzjed for 30 minutes, and
The report of the Jordan Commission
the gentleman from Texas (Mr. SMrm] concluded with this statement: The
will be recognized for.30 minutes.
commission believes that an effective

The Chair recognizes the gentleman work site strategy for deterring illegal
immigration reqiires enhancement of

from Michigan [Mr. CONYERS].
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labor standards enforcement. Now, I
01400
ficult problem for our country, the
expect that the 350 additional inspecAnd it will reduce the number of problem being immigration and illegal

tors would be used to enhance enforce- criminal aliens and the flow of illegal
ment of labor standards in those areas drugs into our country.
where high concentrations of illegals 'The bill adopts the most comprehenare employed.
sive overhaul of our deportation sysIn fiscal years 1993 through 1995, the tem in this century. Deportation proceDepartment of Labor recovered nearly dures are streamlined, and opportuni$60 million in unpaid' minimum wages ties for illegal aliens and criminal

for more than a quarter of a million aliens to "game the system" in order
workers and another $300 million in un-

immigration, has at this stage, I think
it is fair to say, degenerated into a bill
that Is now going to be a partisan contrivance designed to somehow isolate
certain Members and make them subject to political attacks and maybe try
to do the same thing to the President.

I heard the comments of the gen-

from Texas [Mr. SMrrE] a mostay in the United States disappear. -tleman
paid overtime for more than a half mil- to
ment ago about the difficulties this
Aliens
who
show
up
with
no
documents
lion additional workers.
legitimately enter the United States country faces with immigration. I
More can be accomplished with these to
with every one of the things he
be. quickly turned back, rather agree
additional personnel. And just as im- will
said. But the problem is that the' bill,,
than
be
'given
lengthy
immigration
portantly, increased enforcement will
to which a vast znaority new apparently, the conference committee
help level the playing field for those hearings
proposal that will be taken up tomorshow
up.
honest employers who play by the rules
ER. 2202 also tacL1es the pressing row, the provisions within it do not adaid hire American workers and ay problem
the problems. It is just that simof immigration and welfare. dress
them a fair wage.
ple.
Our
official
national
policy
for
almost
So all of the Members who like to
Consider this: Much has been made of
talk about preventing illegal immigra- a century has been that aliens should the Jordan commission report because
tion, please, let us all repair to this not be admitted to or remain in the of the enormous credibility Barbara
motion to instruct. It is an important United States if they become a "public Jordan has in this country and in this
one, it is critical for maintaining good charge"—dependent on welfare.
This bill was advertised
Today, that presumption is turned institution.
labor standards in this country, and I upside
over and over, both by me back when I
down.
Noncitizens
receive
a
d.isask my colleagues to join with me in proportionate share of welfare benefits was proud to cosponsor it because at
voting yes on a more tough and effectime I think it was a constructive
in large States such as Ca1iforia. that
tivé workplace enforcement:
action, Mr. SMITH and others, as a bill
When
all
types
of
benefits
are
included,
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance. of
to implement the bipa.rtisa
immigrants receive $25 billion more in designed
my time.
recommendations
of the Jordan comMr. SMTH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I benefits than they pay in taxes. The
Yet on point after point'after
yield myself such• time as I may number of immigrants on Supple- mission.
point, the bill has abandoned those imconsume, and I rise in opposition .to the mental Security Income increases by 50 portant provisions and yet kept the
percent each year. We cannot continue name and the implied sponsorship of a
motion to instruct conferees.
The appointment of House conferees down this road.
woman who led a commission
America's generosity towards those great
for E.R. 2202 marks another important
that did a very good job.
juncture o the road to immigration immigrants who want to work and The most recent apparent abandonreform. Hopefufly it alèo means that produce and contribute will continue. ment of those provisions is the fact
But we should not admit immigrants that the Jordan commission observed
the fth.al destination is very close.
The Immigration in the National In- who will live off the American tax- that studies show that most employers
terest Act is just what it says, an effort payers.
hiring illegal workers also violate
to ftindamentafly reorient national imER. 2202 ensures that sponsors of im- labor standards. Accordingly, the
migration policy, so that it protects migrants will be legally responsible for dan commission recommended thatJorwe
first and foremost the needs of Amer- those .they bring into the country. The increase the number of Labor Departican workers, taxpayers and families.
bill also ensures that sponsors first
wage and hour inspectors to help
We worked long ad hard' within the have the means to meet this financial ment
us
stop
that and directly help us stop
Committee on the Judiciary to bring commitment. It makes no sense, as illegal imniigration.
What happened?
this bill to the House floor where it current law allows, for sponsor who are
We came' out of the committee with
passed by a margin of 333 to 87. Other thernselves on welfare to promise that 150 additional inspectors, just as the
Senate colleagues also labored 'in- they will keep the new immigrants Jordan commission reported, but betensely to bring forth a slightly dif- they sponsor off of welfare,. Obviously, fore it came.to the floor, the Speaker,
ferent version of this legislation, this is a promise that cannot be kept, Mr. GnGR1C1 the gentleman from new
passed by a vote of 97 to 3. These lop- and the taxpayer foots the bill..
York, Mr. SOLOMON, the chairman 'of
sided majorities clearly reflect the will
Tbis is' truly landmark legislation. the Committee on Rules, the powers
of the American people, that Coligress And it is long overdué It's time to put that. be, while listening to the
get serious about immigration reform. the interests of American workers, tax- whisperings in their ears of lobbyists
Not tomorrow. Not next session. But payers, and families first: It's time to for employers, said we are not going to
now. .
push through to the finish, and com- let that stay in the bill.
fliegal immigration. has reached ,a plete. passage of the Immigration 'i the
So by the time the bill got .to the
crisis. One. million permanent illegal National Interest Act.
ftoor, the 150 new inspectors designed
aliens enter the country every 2.5 Mr. Speaker,' I reserve the balance of to help us deal with the problem Mr.
years. Hail of these 'illegal aliens use my time. .:
Siim was taiking' about were gone.
fraudulent' documents to wrongly obMr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield The U.S. Senate passed the bifl. When
tain jobs and government benefits, and such time as he may consume to the the U.S. Senate passed the bill,' there
one quarter of all Federal prisoners are gentleman from Texas, [Mr. BRYANT], were 350 additional Labor Department
illegal aliens.
ranking member on the Subcommittee wage and hour inspectors. But we saw
Think of the human 'cost in pain and on Immigration, who more'• than any the draft of the Republican conference
suffering to innocent victims. Think of other member on the committee fought committee proposal that will be taken
the financial cost to taxpayers of in- to protect American' workers, 'who .up tomorrow. What does it have? Zero.
carceration in the cr rninal justice sys- started out with the Smith-Biyant bill,
The. question is whether we are going
tem. '
got cut out by the leadersliip and we to legislate here in. the interest of' the
ER 2202 wi11 better secure our bor- now meet here at this juncture before Anerican people, write legislation that
ders by doubling the number of border we go to conference.
really, deals with the problem tht we
patrol agents ad crac]ng down on reMr. BRYANT of 'Texas. Mr. Speaker, are facing, and it is a big problem,' with
peat illegal border crossings. It 'will in- I thank the cliairman for yielding me regard to illegal imnügration and the
crease inte'rior enforcement and make the time and for his kind words.
displacement of' American workers.: or
it more thfficult' for illegal aliens 'to Mr.' Speaker, a bill that began 'as a whether we are going to do what the
take jobs' away from Anerican citizens. bipartisan' effort to address a very. dif- lobbyists tell us to do-'
,
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I urge th&Members 'of'the House to wants to continue
rbvide a fre'

•

come to thi floor .nd vote in favor of
the Conyers motion to instrict and ta
tell whoever it is that is calling the
shots behind the scenes, ,*e want 350
wage and hour workers back in :tis
• bill. We want them to be able to augment the efforts of our other overnment agencies in trying to fight illegal
immigration. We want a bill that does
what the advertisers and the sponsors

of this bill say they are trying to

do.

In 1986, back in the bipartisan days,
püblicedücation to illegal imñigrants now long over with us,'weadoptèd legas they cthTently do, they would be islation' that said, if you hire people
perfectly. entitled to continue that p01- who are here illegally, you will be punishèd. We feared that that would lead'
Mr. Speaker, Caiiforixia alone spends to 'discrimination.
People-uld say, I
over $2 billion per year to educate ilebettér
not
hire
'anybody-who
is Hisgal immigrants, and our Nation spends pa.ic or. Asian who might be foreign
over $4 billion in this unfunded manthey might be here illegally.
date. It is time that we at least give because
had a variety of saièguards in there
the States this important tool for re- We
ducing incentives for illegal imzni- including antidiscrjjjnatjon provisions which were unanimously agreed
grants to stay in our country.

ic.•

.

-

'

.

•

Ad that is stop people who do not live
in this country, who are not supposed
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield to finally by the conference.
tobe in this country from taking the such time as he may consume to the We put provisions in there that said,
if you are denied work by someone who
jobs of working A±nericans. Vote for gentleman from Massachusetts
the motion to•instruct.
FRANK], ranking member of the Com- is motivated by fear of sanctions, deMr. SIS'UTH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I mittee on the Judiciary, a member of spite your having done the right things, we are going to protect you
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from the Subcommittee on Immigration,
Mr. FRA.NK of Massachusetts. Mr. And we said to businesses, you cannot.
California [Mr GALLEGLY], chairman of
the House task force on illegal immi- Speaker, I agree that this is avery im- use, the rules ag&inst hiring people iJiegration.
portant subject. I agree that we should gaily as a justification for saying,
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Speaker, one of be acting to try to diminish illegal im Medcans are too much trouble, A.sias
the most critical challenges facing the migration. It is for that reason that i are too much trouble.
104th Congress is the passage of com- deplore as seriously as I can both the
This bill weakens that. This bill deprehensive and effective immigration method by which this bill has been con- liberately, clearly and intentionally, to
refonn legislation. For many years the sidered and the substances.
use the word this bill likes, weakens
I am a member of the Sucommjttee those protections for Hispathcs. By the
American people have expressed frustration that its leader in Congress on Immigration as I have been since way, we had a study by the General Achave failed to enact policies to e1imi- coming to Congress. I am very proud of counting Office. They said the provinate the unacceptable high levels Qf il- the bipartisan efforts in which I par- sions were not strong enough. The Genticipated in 1986 and in 1990 and at eral Accounting Office said, yes, the.
legal entry into or country.
Under the able leadership of the gen- other times to deal with immigration sanctions have, led to discrimination.
tleman from Texas, Mr. LAMit SMITH, legislation. For the first time in the 16 Understand, we are not here talking
chairma of the House Subcomnittee years I have been a Member of Con- about keeping out people who are here
on Immigration and Claims, the House gress, gross partisanship has run this illegally. We are talking about Mexiof Representatives will soon consider a process. Those of us who participated can-American citizens, Asian-Amerconference report which finally ad- in good faith have assurances from the ican citizens. And some employers say,
dresses the public concern over this chairnmn of the subcommittee that I do not want to mess with you guys
problem in a serious -and comprehen- this would be done in a bipartisan way because you might be here illegally.
in the deliberations at the committee We said, you cannot do that. You cansive manner.
One of the most important elements stage. Those of us who were Democrats not simply refuse. You have to give
.

.

were completely excluded from the them a chance to prove that they are
sion is really quite straightforward. It repeated requests, we could not even
We had provisions there that proa copy of this complex legislation
simply eliminates the ability of the see
tected people. They now changed that
until
9:30
last
night.
Federal Government to force States to.
My colleagues will remember that law. Those provisions are not before us.
provide a free public education to illethe
Republican leadership was ready tø mis sanction proposal, we are not
gal immigrants.
-push
this bill through before the re- dealing with that. What they did in
This unfunded mandate is especially
this bill is gratuitously go back to the
disturbing considering that 95 percent céss, and only our objection stopped it. 1986 law and weaken the antidiscthnjof the cost of providing a public edu- They, were going to put it through nation provisions by saying that you
cation is born by State taxpayers. In without our having a chance to see it. will be found' guilty to discriminating
despite the fact that it was ready
addition, my amendment has been Then,
only if the Govern.ment proves intent.
modified to make absolutely sure that to be passed in August, they withheld In other words, if you are by now dumb
illegal inmigrant children who are al- it from us, despite our requests to be enough to use bigoted words, we can do
ready enrolled in public schools will able to look at it until last night.
This substitution of partisan exclu- it. but if it is overwhe]mingly clear
not be removed from those schools. sion
for a bipartisan process is the rea- from the way you have behaved, from
This compromise provides that illegal son why
may very well not have a your work force, et cetera, that you
immigrants who are currently enrolled bill. Thewe
will lie at the feet of are discriminating, we will not be able
in a public school will continue to re- those who fault
changed
a tradition of bipar- to protect you.
ceive a free public education through tisanship. I believe the
We also have problems from people
of the
the highest grade either in elementary subcommittee when chairman
he said, do not who apply and are illegally turned
or secondary school.
we are just tai]ing among our- dowu because the Government makes a
For example, an illegal immigrant worry,
selves. We will have a participatory mistake. We said, what if somebody
student in 2d grade could get a free process.
said, I will hire you if you are here leeducation until the 6th grade or an illeThat apparently consists of us seeing gaIly and the Government makes a
gal student in the 7th grade could con- the
last night and then trying to mistake. My friends on the other side
tinue through the 12th grade, provided run bill
it through conference tomorrow, talk frequently of the fact that the
they remained within the same school That is their participatory process. Government makes mistakes. We know
district.
I understand why they did it that the Government makes mistakes. So
It is important to keep in mind that Now,
way. There are in this bill several pro- we said, if you are in fact someone who all these provisions dealing with illegal visions
which do not deal with illegal is here legally and you are refused a
imzrigrants currently enrolled in pub- immigration, they deal with discrimi- Job
because the Government made an
lic schools apply only to the States nation. They make it easier for people error,
we will allow you to recover

of this conference report is the

socalled Gallegly amendment, This provi- process to the point where, despite our here legally.'

that choose to deny illegal immigrants to discriminate ag&tnst American citia free public education. If a State, be it zens of Hispanic or Asian origin in par- damages from the Government.
Do my colleagues know what they
New York. Oregon, or any other State, ticular.
did? They kizocked that out. What does
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that have to do with illegai inmigra- who, if they happen to be Hispanic or
tion? We put provisions in there to pro- Asian, might get caught up in the web.
tect people who are lawfully here, I am very disappointed that the RepubAirierican ciUzens, people who may lican leadership choose a partisan
have been born here. We put in provi- method and choose to give in to these
sions to protect them from harrnfui kinds of fears because they will be reerror. My colleagues knocked it out.
sponsible for the likely result: no. legislation.
01415
We pass immigration legislation
No wonder they did not want to let when we do it in a bipartisan and coopus see it until last night. They weak- erative way. We defeat it when we use
ened anti-discrimination provisions these nds of partisan methods, parthat have been in the law for 10 years, ticularly when they are used to diminthat the GAO said shouid have been ish rights .that already exist among
strengthened. They weakened out abil- Airierican citizens.
ity to have Americans get money back
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
from the Government.
reserve the balance of my time.
We passed the Taxpayers Bill• of Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
Rights for the IRS. But if the IRS and such time as he may consume to the
the Social Security Administration, gentleman from Califorvia [Mr. BERsomebody else, makes a mistake about MAN] who has been a member of the
one's eligibility to work, and they lose Committee on the Judiciary for a cona job because of it, they do not get any siderable period of time and is widely
help, and do my colleagues know what reputed to be an expert on immigrathe Republican answer was? "Oh, weU, tion.
there's a reciprocal problem there beMr. BERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I thank
cause you, if you were iuegafly turned the ranng member of our Committee
down for the job, you lost the job, but on the Jualciary for yielding me this
the employer has also been hurt be- time.
-
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grants and strips away any serious increase in wage and hour supporters,

wage and hour division inspectors,
which could provide the kind of policing of those employers who want to

hire illegal immigrants in order to exploit them in callous thsregard of Fed-

erai law knowing that those people will
never utilize the remethes available to
them.

the motion to instruct is a very
The other larger question which I
think the majority has to consider is
-

So

important one.

do they want the bill? They are insist-

ing., The' Governor from Caiifornia

came out yesterday and joined the

Speaker of the House in a press con-

ference, insisting on including a provi-

sion in this bill, an amended form of
the Gailegly amendment that all law
enforcement tells us is crazy, that all
educators tell us is bad, which requires
that the children of people who came

here illegally at one point or another
be refused admission or kicked out of
the public schools.
The President has made it quite clear
that, that wiU result in a veto.

When I read that the Governor of
cause the employer didn't get to hire I rise in support of the motion to inyou." That is the kind of equivaience' stri.lct the conferees. It is a funny situ- Caiifornia came back to Washington,
we get here.
ation when we deal with a provision in came baëk to Washington to insist on a
We have legislation that addresses an the bill that is the critical increase in provision which he knows will require
important subject, and up until the the number of wage and hour inspec- a veto, I tried to think why, since he
committee process we dealt with it in a tors in order to make immigration re- bauyhoos himself as somebody who is
bipartisan way, and once it got out of form meaningful by giving us the re- trying to do something about illegal
committee somebody made a decision, sources to go to the work site where immigration. I think Ron Prince, who
and I do not know; we could not find the, big problem is, and the Senate biii was the chairman; he was the chairman
out who. Everybody I talked to provided, I believe, 200, 300. The House of the committee to pass proposition
thought it was a terrible decision. Ap- bill provided 150. It was taken out by a 187, probably put it most accurately
parently the decision was made by the floor amendment that had nothing to when he indicated that there are some
ether. But the decision was to withhold do with the issue of wage and hour in- Republicans in this House and in the
from the Democratic members of this spectors. It dealt with couapsing from Senate and in the Republican campaign
subcommittee and full committee and a meaningful verification program to a who want to veto a bill. They do not
others in the House, and I am told this weak verification program, and' that want to do anything about iUegal imhappened on the other side as weU, any was taken out, and now we come back migration. They want an issue. So they
chance to look at this complicated bill. with a proposed draft, the rumors are, take the one provision that Irns drawn
We got it at 9:30 last night, and they and it is more than rumors. The pro- a clear statement of a veto and insist
p]a.n. to pass it tomorrow, quite con- posed conference committee document that that provision be kept in the bill
trary to the assurances I received from that has very nd1y been shown to ouV" even though it is bad public policy,
the chairman of the subcommittee a side of the aisle before the conference even though all of law enforcement
others, and they aiso, having, let us indicates there will be no increase in says that it w1] make their job much
more dffflcult.A11 educators, nearly all'

play games, having apparently made us wage and hour inspectors.
feel good, pretending they were paying
If my coUeagues want to get a handle
attention to us, it seems to me, during on the issue of iiiegal immigration,
the committee process, they• then sys- putting all of the rhetoric aside, there

tematically weakened, or took out of are some key steps. At the border,
that bill everything that would protect meaningful verification; right now emAirierican citizens against discrmin2.- ployer sauctions are a joke, and.a systion, Airierican citizens against govern- tematic effort to take those industries
ment error.
and employers who systematically reMr. Speaker, we do not stop iiiegai cruit and hire iiiegai imm.igrânts be-immigration by diininishing the rights cause of their desire to violate wage
of Aerica.ns citizens, but that is what and hour standards and take a very exthis bill does. I do not like the amend- ploitable work force and utilize them
ment offered by the gentleman from in order to produce their product at
California regarding education. The below average scaie and. capture the
right of children to go to school the market in that fashion.
second to the sixth grade does not seem
This bill goes along with the Clinton
to me a great right,.and if my col- athninistration's effort to increase the
leagues believe that education stops at border patrol, does a whole bunch of
the sixth grade, I guess it does to my other things which in some cases are
colleagues, too.
...
very incendiary, dilutes its initial atBut I want to say that that is not the tempts to provide meaningful verificaon]y provision of this bill that bothers tion, thereby rendermg fairly ineffecme and there are provisions of the bin tive, to fl3 way of thinking, afl of the
that systematically reduce rghts that efforts to deal with denial of. employare now available to American citizens ment or public benefits to illegai immi.

educators oppose the provision. I won-

der what the agenda is of the people

who would make that the condition for
this conference report.
Mr. GALLEGLY; Mr. Speaker, wiU
the gentleman yield?

Mr. BERMAN. I yield to. the gen-

tleman from California.
Mr.. GALLEGLY. Mr. Speaker, I can'

not let the statement pass, and I thnk
the gentleman for yielding, that all law

enforcement opposes it when I know
ny good friend, the gentleman from
Caiffornia [Mr. BERw], knows that
not to be true; In fact, just 3, days ago
one of the- largest law enforcement
agencies in the country, the California

Sheriffs Association, strongly endorsed
it. The National Alliance endorsed it. A
large portion of the rank and file of the
Fraternal Order of Police endorsed it.

ScLwould 'say to the -gentleman the

cops on the street support it.
Mr. BERMAN. Reclaiming my time,
Mr. Speaker, I should amend' my state-

ment. The vast maority of leadership
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and'indivjduaj chiefs ofpolice of juristhctions most affected by this provision
think it would be a terrible Idea.
Now I am trying to understand what

the. issue of where 'we were3 months come -to '.the point where: we cannot
ago with a 333 to 87 vote how many contiñieto chisel away and have a real
votes do we have in this' body' that we bill.
-

'

. .,.'. ':

rnany folks to agree on? Jus .The' people of California
the motivation is for someone like get.thát
let me finish this, and I will ehappy longer afford to provide a free public
Governor Wilson to come to Washing-

to yield. Threehuñdred thirty-three to. educatIon to everyone. It' ias a derxieighty-seven this body voted to support grating effect on the citizenS of our
this immigration bill including a provi- States in providing an education to the
sion, unmodified provision, that would children of legal residents and citizens.
allow the States to deny a free public I think that issue has been sorely
education to those that have no legal missed in this debate.
tion.
to be in this country. Since that Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
One. is agaixi to have an issue rather right
we have modified it to the point 30 seconds to the gentleman from Cali-.
than a law. All the time and, effort time
giving a grandfather clause to all of fornia [Mr. BERMAN].
spent -by the chairman of the sub- of
those
in K through 6 and those in 7 Mr. .BERN. Mr. Speaker, I thank
committee and Senator SIMPSON to try through 12, watered it -down consider- the gentleman for yielding time to me.
and improve our ability to deal with ilMr. Speaker, I in no way question the
and now even with a much more
legal immigration will be a waste of. ably,
sincerity of the gentleman's commitmodified
version
the
President
'of
the
time if this bill is vetoed. Those people tJn.ited States is saying he wuld veto ment to his amenthient. I think he .
want an issue.
something that almost a 4 to 1 margin wrong, but I think he is sincere. He has
The other even more cythcal inter- in the House
a strong bipar- always had this position. He has pushed
pretation of the motivations of the tisan vote, andsupported,
the
people
California for it for a long time.
Governor is what happened on both the in an initiative 2 years agoof
voted
al- -I just wish that, given that he had
House and Senate floors. Actually the most a 2 to 1 margin: It a.ppears by
twQ strong efforts in this bill, major efto
me
Senate 'did not even take it up. The the President of the tJn.ited States, if forts, one for a meaningful verification
large growers in California hate any- in fact he really is talking seriously system that could give some meaning
thing which makes efforts to enforce about a veto, is not listening to the to employer sanctions, and what I
our laws against illegal ixnznigra.tion people of California.
think is a somewhat crazy scheme on
tougher because they lve historically And further I would just like to add how to try, and help deal with the probrelied on bringing in undocumented that with all the due respect' that I lem of illegal immigration by kicking
workers to pick the crops. They came have for our President, he has talked kids out of schools, he had been able to
in with a rather brazen effort on the about vetoes in the past. Sometimes he prevail on the first and yielded on the
House floor to try and create a new does what he says; sometimes he does second, rather than yielding on mean500,000
farm worker-guest worker not. I am just saying that I do not be- ingful verification and insisting on his
amendment to 'bring in these people. lieve.
that he would veto this bill, I do provision..
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I a.ri
flat amendment got trounced on a bi- not think
it is the right thing for pleased
to yield 1 minute and 30 secpartisan basis. My view is that those him to do,that
he knows it is not what the onds to the
gentlewoman from Tezas,
saine growers do not want to see this people of California
want.
Ms. SHEu JACKSON-LEE.
bill pass, but no one can be against this
Mr.
BERMAN.
Mr.
Speaker;
will
the
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr.
kind of a bill from that community. So gentleman yield?
Speaker, I thank the ranking member
instead they and the Goverxior, as their
Mr. GALLEGLY. I am happy to yield
representative, comes here and insists to my friend, the gentleman from Cali- for this leadership, and the leadership
of the members of the Subcommittee
on a provision he knows wIll result in fornia.
ton, hold a press conference, urge passage of a bill with a provision that he
knows will draw a veto. There is two
cynical, but perhaps accurate; interpretations of the motivations for. this ac-

.

a veto.

It is a pretty cynical story. It is a

.

on Immigration and Claims of the
Committee on the Judiciary. I cerwant to acknowledge the biparMr. BERMAN. The gentleman mis- tainly
tisan
approach
of my colleague, the
understood me. First of all, the 333
from Texas, in the effort to
votes the gentleman referred to in- gentleman
and separate illegal ixnmicluded 'a number of us who made it distinguish
gration from legal imxmgration.
-

430

pretty sad story. It means a lot of unportant provisions in this bill, provisions providing for reimbursement for
health care institutions, provisions
that at least go down the road toward very clear, that we want a great part of
some meaningful verification, hope— what is in this bill, we do not want.
fully all of those will go down the drain with all due respect, the gentleman's
because of an insistence on this one amendment in the bill, and that we
provision,
would move it on to conference in the
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I hope that a conference committee
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from would convene and decide to pull that
California [Mr. GALLEGLY).
out, since it was not in the
Mr. GALLEGLy. Mr. Speaker, I amendment
Senate.
thank the chairman for yielding me The second point I wanted to make
the time.
was my point about the growers had
With all due respect to my friend, the nothing to do with the 333 vote. It was
gentleman from California [Mr. BEB- why would the Governor of California
MAN], I just could not let some of these
do that, with a chance to get meaningstatements stand without some form of ful provisions.
rebutta1, as he referred to the element
Mr. GALLEGLY. Reclaiming my
of farm worker issue being drowned,
time, Mr. Speaker, I would say to the
I have to remind the gentleman that gentleman from California [Mr. BEBit was only 3 months ago that this very
this issue is very clearly I think
body passed the bill that we are dis- an issue that the gentleman, my good
cussing, only a much tougher bill, 333 friend, would agree is something that I
to 87, including the education issue, have worked on for many years.

However, it is important to note that
we still have an open question. Even
now there is just a GAO study, about
taking rights away from citizen children. It is a study with the intent, of
course, that we ultimately may deny
the children born in the United States
their. rights.
Then I might say, as I rise to support

the motion to instruct of my ranking
member, the gentleman from M.ichi-

gan, [Mr. CONYERS], how can we elüj-

nate the Labor Department inspectors
that would in fact be able to eliminate

some of the very problems that the

Honorable Barbara Jordan from Texas.

as leader of the President's conirnis-

sion. indicated we had to do to protect

workers, and to avoid the paying of
wages below . the minimum wage ad

unsafe working conditions?
We have already determined that the
I have 20-some provisions in this bill Labor Department and its inspector diwhether we should give the States the that I strongly believe in. We have
has found some millions of dolrights to make the decision for them- modified, we have cut back. We have vision
lars of situations where minirnu,m
selves, t passed by almost a hundred made compromises that quite frankly I wages
were not paid. or unsafe condivotes, stand-alone,
do not think we should have made. but tions. It seems if we are truly sincere
The people of California have been for the sake of moving the bill ahead, I about
reform in immigration that we
crying for this support, and the issue, have supported it. I think we have will have
those inspectors.

and in fact on a stand-alone vote,

'
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Last, let me say how unfortunate it solved the problem with the 900 and does little, if anything, to try to pre-
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is that if some of our citizens who have with the new verification system.
to be verified, particularly Hispanic Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
citizens with Hispanic surnames, find 15 seconds to the gentleman from Masout that they are legal and then they sachusetts (Mr. FRAX3.

Mr. FRANK of Mas.chusetts. Mr.
b2.ve no remedy, no way to address
their grievances, I would say we need Speaker, the gentleman from Pennto look at making this a better reform sylvania is understandably confused,
Sand do a better job. I rise to support because he thought we were using regular procedures. He kept saying, you
the motion to instruct.
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I have agreed in the conference report.
yield 5 minutes to my friend, the gen- No, there is not any conference report.

serve and protect American jobs. We
had a provision in the Senate bill that
said, let us provide 350 investigators to

make sure we inspect the workplaces
in this country to make sure jobs are
held for American citizens.
We have right now a total of 750 in-

vestigators nationwide to cover 6 mil-

lion places of employment. That is

about 8,000 places of employment per
investigator, to investigate to find out
tlema from Pennsylvania (Mr. GOOD- There was an internai Republican dis- if someone is hired with the authorizaLG], chairman of the Committee on cussion, and they produced something tion to work in this country.
Economic and Educational Opportu.ni- that they intend to ram through the
The Senate, including the Repub-

conference in a day. But in fact the
ties.
(Mr. GOODLING asked and was give gentleman mistook the current situapermission to revise and extent his re- tion for regular legislative procedure.
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
marks.)
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
tha.nk the gentleman for yielding time
such time as he may consume to the
to me.

licans in the Senate, said let us give
the Department of Labor the oppor-

tunity to do a better job of investigating. Why? Because we have found we
have been able to recoup money for a

lot of American citizens that would

have otherwise not been employed, and

Mr. Speaker, when we get carried distinguished gentleman from Califor- those people who are not employed and
away in this body, we really get carried nia, Mr. XAviER BECERRA, who I have are in )obs that are not authorized, to
away. If ever I heard overkill, we are asked to conclude this discussion by get them out and leave the jobs for the
talking about overkill today.

saving him for last to use the remain- American citizens.
What we find is that that was all gut• The SPEAKER pro tempore. the gen- ted. This so-called conference report
tleman from Califor [Mr. BECEBRA] that Democrats have never even seen
is recognized for 2 minutes and 45 sec- until'today does not include any fundonds.
ing for that. Why? If we are reafly out
Mr. BECERRA. Mr. Speaker, I thank to protect )obs for Americaiz, if we are
the gentlema.n for yielding time to me. really out to reform our immigration
• Mr. Speaker, there are a number of laws, then let us do the thing that

In the conference agreement you ing time on our side.

have agreed to 900 new people in INS
over a 3-year period, 900. I kiow what
the Members are going to say, but they
do no check on wage and hour. No, but
if they do their job, there is no neces-

sity for anybody to be checking on

wage and hour. We are giving them 900
problems with this so-called conference most Americans wish to see most, jobs,
new people over a 3-year period.
Second, in the conference agreement report, not least of which is the back- jobs for Americans, or those entitled to
you have agreed to the new workplace room deals that occurred on the major- work in this country. This bill does not
verification rule. Let us give them a ity side of the aisle in both Houses provide that type of protection.
chance. Let us give the 900 a chance, which did not aflow anyone from the I am amazed, we found somehow the
and let us give the new workplace ver- Democratic side of the aisle to partici- capacity in this Congress to give monification systen an opportunity to pate in any of the negotiations that eys, funds for 300 additional border pawork. Then we can determine whether took place over the last 3 to 4 months. trol agents more than even what the
Now we are going to try to pass out
we neea anything else.
the Clinton adminisI do not kilow how much experience a bill in about 48 hours, never having administration,
requested. The President reyou have with wage and hour people, seen or had a chance to discuss any of tration,
about 700 new border patrol ofbut I have had a lot of experience in these so-called changes. It is upsetting quested
ficers.
This
said, we are 'going
the school business. In fact, I had, to to see that the Republicans have de- to give you Congress
When the administrathreaten them, to tell,them never, ever cided to weaken protections against tion said we1.000.
need more investigators to
to step in agam to my business man- discrimination for U.S. citizens. They make sure people,
are employed because
are
gutting
even
a
compromise
that
will
come
ager's office, that they
they
are
authorized
work, this Conthrough the superintendent. Why? Be- was reached in the light of day in com- gress said no. youtocannot
do it. So
cause he was very, very valuable to me mittee, and the backroorns deals were there we have: -.
and to that school system. I could not cut, and that language that protected
We are going to find a situation, unhave him have a stroke over the insen- people from discrimination was re- like
what the chairman of the Commitsitivity of the gentleman who appeared moved.
It 'is sad to see that this Congress has tee on Economic and Educational Opthere and said, do not tell me you are
said, that you can stop
not doing anything wrong. I will stay now reached the stage where it is going portunities
afl at the border. I, wish it was
here until I find it. He went au over my to blame children and punish children them
but it is not, because aimost hail
district doing the same, until I got him' for the acts of adults. I have never seen true
the people undocumented in this
transferred to the district of the gen- that happen in a court of law, but here of
come' legally through a visa,' a
tleman from PennsyIvaia (Mr. we go, not punishing adults for the acts country visa
or a work visa. Then .they
•McDE) I figured he wouid have a of children, but punishing children for student
overstay
and
become illegal after that.
is
what
this
That
the
acts
of
a.duits.
- tougher time up there.
They
are
the
ones
you will never catch.
Congress
wishes
to
do
by
denying
kids
'Now, let us get back again to the
Half of the people, they will continue
point: 900 new people in INS. If they do the access to education.
•

By the way, talking about unfunded
their job, and we are giving them the
opportimity by giving them more peo- mandates, doing what they want to do
ple, then we are getting to the root of in this bill. will cost hundreds of 'milthe problem we are talking about, and lions of dollars to the schools throughwe have eliminated that problem. That out this .Nation. That is not my. stateis what we have done. Also you have ment, that is the statement of the Calidone it if our new verification system ' fornia School Board Association which
works the way we hope it will vork.

.

is opposing the Gaflegly amendment.

So let us not get carried away and'• What is worst 'about• all of this is

to be employed and you will not have

the .investigators to spot them. Bad

bill. Vote against this.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. All time
has expired.
Without objection. the previous ques-

tion is, ordered on the motion to instruct.

.

.

There was no objection.

..

'

.

-

SPEAKER pro tempore. The
sand some other place. Let us, as a country, whether with or without docu- question is on the motion to instruct
matter of fact, see whether we have not ments,is to .get a better paying 3ob for offered by the gentleman from Michigotten to the root .of the. problem, and their family. This bill, unfortunately, gan [Mr. CONYERs].'
add 350 more here and another thou- jobs. The reason. people come into this

•The
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-.
Hefley
PetexonMN)
..
AT of :T.exas,
Herger
Petri
Speaker pro ternpore (Mr DREIER) an-.
mUeaThe question. was, taken; and. the Cat1e

:.•
it.
Mr. CONYERS. Mi. Speaker, I object

nstenseD

quorum is not present and make the
point of order that a quorum is not

Coburn

.Hobson

the 'vote on the ground that a bIe

to

.

present. .

.

-

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Evi-

Hunter
Byde
IngUs

Cooley

istook

[Roll No. 408)
YEAS—181

Davis
Deal
DeLay
Dickey
Dooley

Gilmazi
Gonzalez

Ackerxxian

AIlard
Andrews
Baldacci

.

'

.'

Hastzigs (FL)•
Helner
Ri11ard

Hors
Boyer
Jackson (U.)
Jackson.Lee

Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (Ri)

Co1an
Collins (MI)

KeneUy

Coyers

Rildee

Costello

Keczka

CoyDe

Kllnk

Cuxnmings

La.Fa.lce

Daner

Latos

DeFazio
DeLauro
DeUum3

Deutsch
Dlaz-Balart
Dicks
Dtngell

Logley

Maloney

Markey
Mascara
Matstii

-Drbtn
Edwards

gel

Eaboo
Evzns

Trthcant

McHale

McIniis
McXiney

Pao

Fields (LA)

Meeban
Meek
Menendez
Millender-

Fiiner
FI&ke

FogUetta
Ford
Frank (MA)

.

McDoaid
Miller (CA)
Minge
MILk
Moakley
Moran

Fvost
Furse

.

Gedenson
Gephardt

'

Murth

Gibbons
,

Ba

TorricelU
Towas

McDade

McDermott

Fair
Fattah

Barton

Mccarthy

Bentsen

Bereuter
Bilbray

Biirakts
Btshop
Bliley
Blute

Boehiert
Boebner
Bonifla
Bono

5ence

5tearDs

.

5tenholm

5tockma

Martinez
Martini
McCoUuz

stump
Talent

McCrery
McEugh

Tate

Taer
Tauzi
Taylor (M5)
Taylor (NC)
Thomas
Thornberry
Tiahrz
Upton

McKeon

Gaieg1y
Gekas
Geren

Metcalf

Gi1crest
Githior

.liUer (FL)
Molinari

Meyers
Mica

Goodiatte
Goodhng

'Vucaovjch

Montgomery
Moorhea4
Morel]a
Myers
Myrick

Goss

Graazn
Greene (UT)
Greenwood
Gunderson

Walker
Wazh
Wamp

Watts (Oi)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
White
Whitileld
Wicker
Wolf
Young (AZ)
Young (FL)
Zimmer

Netherctit

Gutknecht

Ney
Nussle

Eancock
Hansen

Orton
Orley

liall )

Packard
Parker
Paion
NOT VOTING.—16

Hastings (WA)
Hayworth

"
CoUis (fl..)

de a Garz
Ganske

Henema

Riggs

McNulty
Moiloban

Scott
Torkjldsen

Norwood

Zeliff

Pastor

Portnan

0 1503
TANNER, Mr.
.

.

and

MORELLA changed the vote
from ea" to "nay."
Mess . ALLARD, Mc
,and LUTHER c
ed their vot from "nay"

'

to "yea.."
So the

Yaies

was r ected.
v
was
as above recorded.

The result of t

NAYS—236

Bate

Solomon
Souder

Mcintosh

Fuderburk

Weller

Wy

5mith(TX)
5iith (WA)

Mazuflo

Fsa

Waan

WilUAms
Wilson
W1S
Woolsey

LoBiondo
Lucas

Franks (CT)
Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysen

Velazquez
Vento
Visclosky
Volkxner
Ward
Waters
Watt (NC)

5rmth (MI)

Linder

Fowler
Fox

Thcrman
Torres

5kelton

'.Livgtón

Foley
Forbes

Thompson
Thornton

Maton

Doyle

Fawell
Fields (TX)

5tupak
Tejeda

Luther
.

Doggett

Potneroy

5tudd

Lowey

5kee

Lightoot
LincoI

EwiDg

5pratt
stark
stokes

5islsky

Ls(KY)

Everett

5mith (N.J)

5hays
5huster

..'

LaTocrette
Laugh1n

Pelos

5laughter

Levin
Lewis (GA)
Lipinski
Lofgren

Sesenbrenner
5badegg
5haw

.

Largent

Ensi

Sanders
Sawyer
Schroeder
Schumer
Serrano
5kaggs

Sc
Seastracd
ScbaeIer

Laood

Engl1s

Sabo

Scarborough
.

Kolbe

Payne (NJ)
Payie (VA)

Rose
Roth
Roybal-Al lard

Saxton

.

K1Q,
Kollenberg

Lazio
Leach
Lewz (CA)

Johnston

Kaptr

SaIord
.

rlich

Reed
Richardson

Royce

Salmon

igston

1ers

Poshard
RaaU
Ragel

Roukema
'

Kasich
Kelly
Kzn
King

Paione

.' Peterson (FL)

Rogers
Rohrabather

.

.Jones

Latha2n

Johson (5D)

Kajorskj

CIybur

'

.Johson (CT)
.Johson. Sani

Dora

Owens

Roemer

.

Dreier
Duncan
Dunn

Rivers
Ros-Lehtinen

.Johso. E. B.

Clement

BarJett

'

(TX)

Catcn

Baflenger
Bazr
Barrett (NE)

'

.Jeffexon

Chapman
C'ay

Baer(LA)

-.

Holden

Caidn

AxTrley

,

Richey

Bonior
Borskj
Boucher
&CWn (C.)
&own (OH)
Bryant (TX)
Campbell

Archer

.

Regijia
Roberts

.Jacobs

Doolittle

Oberstar
Obey

Olver
Ortiz

HazTnan

Blenaer

Bachus
Baesler
Baker (CA)

.

Gutierrez
Hail (OH)

Hamilton

Becerra
Beilenson
&flflafl
Bevili

Dixon

.

Green ()

Barca
Baett (WI)

.

Nadler
.

Gordon

QuiUen
Quinn
Radanovjch

,

Hutcbnon

Cabin

Abercrombie

'

Hoghton

Codit

vice, and there were—yeas 181, nays
.

Porter

•..

Hostettler

COX
dently a quorum is nOt present.
The Sergeant at Arms will notify abCraiie
sent members.
Crapo
The vote was taken by electronic de-, Cnieas

236, not voting 16, as follows:

..

Hoke

'Brewster
Browder

Browback

Bl7aDt )

Bu

BnnIng
Burton
Callahan

Calvet
Camp

.

A motion to

The SPE
DREIER).

appoints
Mess

G
BR

.

co

der was laid

'pro

pore (Mr.

Gooo
of Tennessee, BONO, Co

LY,

on

hout objection, the Chair

e following confere
HYDE,
of
MCCOLLUM,

GOODLINc1

Gw of Texas, SBAT; and JACOBS.
There was no objection.

Poznbo

Hoekstra

H10195

CTNNINGKAM, MCKEON,' .MARTnZ, &

Pickett

that th ayes appeared to have - Chenoweth

nou.nced

BEc,
.

-

exa.s,
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The message also announced that the
House disagrees' to the amendment of
the Senate to the, bill (H.R. 2202) to
amend the Irnmigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal

immigration to the United States by

increa.sing border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties
for alien smuggling and for document
fraud, 'by reforming' exclusion and de-

portation law and procedures, by improving the verification system for eli-.
gibility for employment, and through
other measures, to reform the legal im-

migration system and facilitate legal
entries into the United States, and for

other purposes, and agrees. to the conference asked by the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon; and appoints Mr. HYDE, Mr. SMiTH
of Texas, Mr. GALLEGLY, 'Mr. MCCOfr
LUM, Mr. GOODLAm, Mr. BRYAiT of
Tennessee, Mr. BONO, Mr GOODLING,
Mr. CU4NINGHAM, Mr. MCKEON,' Mr.
SHAw, Mr. CONYERS Mr.' FRANK of Massachusetts, Mr. BERMAN, Mr. BRYANT of
Texas,' Mr. BECER.BA, Mr. MARTINEz,
,

Mr. GREEN of Texas, and Mr. JACOBS as

the managers of the conference on the
part'of the House.'

S10425
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CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 2202,
UJLEGAL tMILIGRATION REFORM

AND ]iIMIGRANT

ITY ACT OF 1996

RESPONj

Mr. SMITh of Texas submitted the

following conference
and sta'tement on the bill (H.R.report
2202)
to amend
the Immigration

and Nationality Act

.H1O842.

September 24, 1996.
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to improve deterrence of illegal immi- Sec. 104. Improt,e,nent in border crossing identi-

gration to the United States by in,reasing Border Patrol and investiga-

f
•'•'...fion card.
Sec. 105. CiVil penalties for illegal eniry;
.

.

'

-

' (*

Sec. 303. Apprehension aüd deenton of aliens
not lawfully in the United States
section 236).

'

106. Jfi,ing and iraining standards.
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings:, cancellation' of
tive personnel, by increasing peaities Sec.
Sec 1Q7.. Report on border strategy.
removal and adjustment of status;
for alien smuggling and for• document Sec. 108. Cr.minal penalties foT high s-peed
voluntary departure (reved, and
flights from irarnigraton checkfraud, by reforming exclusion and deñèw sections 239 to 240C).
points..
pbrtation law and proôedures, by un- -.
Sec., 305. Detention and removal of aliens. orSec.
109.
Joint-study
of
automated
data
collecproving the verification system for elideied removed (new section 241).
ton;
Sec. 306. Ajeals fTom orders of Temoval (new
ibility for employment, and through Sec. 110. Automated
entry-ezzt conirol $ystem.
section 242).
other measures, to reform the legal im- Sec, 111. Submission of final plan on realignrelating to Temoval (revised
migration system and facilitate legal
ment of border patrol positions Sec. 307.. Penalties
• section 243.
•.
eütries into the United States, and for
from interior stations:
Sec. 308. Redesignation .and . reorganization of
.

•

.

'

:

•

.

.

'

.

'

.

'

other purposes:
•

See.

112; Nationwide fingerpnnting of appre-

hended aliens.
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION REFORM AND IMMIGRANT
RESPONSrBILITY ACT OF 1996

SEPFEMBER 24, 1996.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. HYDE, from the committee of conference,

submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany HR. 2202]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 2202)
to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal inimigration to the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for
alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion
and deportation law and procedures, by improving the verification
system for the eligibility for employment, and through other meas-

ures, to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate legal
entries into the United States, and for other purposes, having met,
after full and free conference, have agreed to recommend and do
recon:imend to their respective Houses as follows:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as
follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted by the Senate
amendment, insert the following:

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; A3NDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY AC7 APPLICATION OF DEFINITIONS OF SUCH
ACT; TABLE OF CONTENTS; SEVERABIliTy.

(a) SHORT TxmE.—Thjs Act may be cited as the "Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996"
(b) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALrTY ACT.—Ex-

cept as otherwise specifically provided—

(1) whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to that section
or provision in the Immigration and Nationality Act; and
27—298
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(2) amendments to a section or other prouision are to such
section or other prouision before any amendment made to such
section or other prouision elsewhere in this Act.

(c) APPLICATION OF CERTAIN DEFIN1TIONS.—Except as otherwise

specifically prouided in this Act, for purposes of titles I and Vi of
this Act, the terms "alien", "Attorney Genra1", "border crossing
identification card", "ent7y", "immigrant", "immigrant uisa", "lawfully admitted for perniannt residence", "national", "natural ization", "refugee", "State", and "United States" shall haue the meaning
gwen such terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

(d) TABLE OF CozzqTs.—The table of conzents for this Act is
as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title amendments to Immigration and Nationality 4c application of
definitions of such Aet, table of contents.

TITLE I—iMPROVEMENTS TO BORDER CONTROL, FACILITATION OF LEGAL
ENTRY, AND INTERIOR EWFORCEMENT
Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at the Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personnel.
Sec. 102. Improvement of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and technology.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identification card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal enby.
Sec. 106. Hinng and training sWxidard3.
Sec. 107. Report on border strategy.
Sec. 108. Criminal penalties for high speed flzghts from immigration checkpoints.
Sec. 109. Joint study of automated data collection.
Sec. 110. Automated entrj-exzt control system.
Sec. 111. Submission of final plan on realignment of border patrol positions from
interior stations.
Sec. 112. Nationwide fingeiprinting of apprehended aliens.

Subtitle B—Facilitation of Legal Entrj
Sec. 121. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 122. Land border inspection and automated permzt pilot prcyects.
Sec. 123. Preinspection at foreign airports.
Sec. 124. Training of airline personnel in d.tect.ion of fraudulent documents.
Sec. 125. Pec1earance authority.
Subtitle C—Inteiwr Enforcement

Sec. 131. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of certain investigators.

Sec 132. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of inuestgators of
visa ouerstayers.
133. Acceptance of State services to cariy out immigration enforcement.
Sec. 134. Minimum State INS presence.
Sec.

TITLE fl—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST ALIEN
SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against Alien Smugglzng
Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for investigations of alien smgg1ing or document fraud.

Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penaWes for aliezz smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undertover investigation authority.

SubtitLe B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Increased criminal penaUies for frauduLent use of government-issued docu-

men

Sec. 212. New documeru fraud offenses; new civil penalties for document fraztL

.3
213. New criminal penalty for failure to disclose role as preparer of false application for immigration benefits.
Sec. 214. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to contain reasonable basis in law or fact.
Sec 215. Criminal penalty for false claim to citizenship.
Sec. 216. Criminal penalty for voting by aliens in Federal election.
Sec. 217. Criminal forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 218. Penalties for involuntary servitude.
Sec. 219. Admissibility of videotaped witness testimony.
Sec. 220. Subpoena authority in document fraud enforcement.
Sec.

TITLE III—rNSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION,
AND REMOVAL OF iNADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE ALIENS
Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

Sec. 301. 7eazing persons present in the United States without azthorization as not

admitted.
Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens expedited removal of inadmissible arrzving aliens; referral for hearing (revised section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United States (revised section 236).

Sec. 304. Removal proceedings, cancellation of removal and adjustment of status;
voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239 to 240C).
Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesignaion and reorganizthon of other provisions; additional conform.
ing amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective thztes; transition.
Subtitle B—Criminal Alien Provisions
Sec. 321. Amended definition of czggnwated felony.
Sec. 322. Definition of conviction and term of imprisonment.

Sec. 323. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal pa.
role
Sec. 324. Penalty for reentry of deported aliens.
Sec. 325. Change in filing requirement.
Sec. 326. Criminal alien identifica2ion system
Sec. 327. Appropriations for criminal alien tracking center.
Sec. 328. Provisions relating to State criminal alien assistance program..
Sec. 329. Demonstration project for identification of illegal aliens in incarceration
facility ofAnaheim, California.
Sec. 330. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 331. Prisoner transfer b-eagies stzdy.
Sec. 332. An.nual report on criminal aliens.

Sec. 333. Penalties for conspiring with or assisting an alien to commit an offense

under the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act.
Sec. 334. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reenby, and passport and
visa frazscL

Subtitle C—Revision of Grounds for Exclusion and Deportation
Sec. 341. Proof of vaccination requirement for immigrants.
Sec. 342. Incitement of terrorist activity and provision of false documentation to ter.
rorists as a basis for exclusion from the United States.
Sec 343. Certification requirements for foreign health-care workers.
Sec. 344. Renzoval of aliens falsely claiming United States citizenship.
Sec. 345. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground for certain section 274C violators.

Sec. 346. Inadmissibility of certain student visa abusers.
Sec. 347. Removal of aliens who have unlawfully voted.
Sec. 348. Waivers for immigrants convicted of crimes.
Sec. 349. Waiver of misrepresentation ground of inadmissibility for certain alien.
Sec. 350. Offenses of domestic violence and stalking as ground for deportation.
Sec. 351. Clarifica2ion of date as of which relationship required for waiver from
clusion or deportation for smuggling.

.4
352. Exclusion of former citizens who renounced citizenship to auoid United
States taxaton.
Sec. 353. References to changes elsewhere in Act.
Sec.

SubtitleD—Changes in Remoual of Alien Terrorist Prouz.sions
Sec. 354. Treatment of classified information.
Sec. 355. Exclusion of representatives of terrorists organizations.
Sec. 356. Standard for judicial review of terrozist organization designations.
Sec. 357. Removal of ancillary relief for voluntary departure.
Sec. 358. Effective date.

Subtitle E—Transportation of Aliens
Sec. 361. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 362. Transportation contracts.

Subtitle F—Additional Pooisions
Sec. 371. Imnügration judges and compensation.
Sec. 372. Delegation of immigration enforcement azs2hority.
Sec. 373. Powers and duties of the Attorney General and the Commissioner.
Sec. 374. Judicial deportation.
Sic. 375. Limitation on adjustment of status.
Sec. 376. Treatment of certain fees.
Sec. 377. Limitation on legalization litigation.
Sec. 378. Rescission of lawful peTmanent resident status.
Sec. 379. Adnünistrazive review of orders.
Sec. 380. Ciuil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 381. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 382. Application of additional civil pena2zies to enforcement.
Sec. 383. Exclusion of certain aliens from family unuy program.
Sec. 384. Penalties for disclosure of information.
Sec. 385. Authorization of additional finds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 386. Increase in INS detention frwiLities, report on deten2ion space.
Sec. 387. Pilot program on use of closed militwy bases for the detenthn of inadmissible or deport able aliens.

Sec. 388. Report on interior repatriation program.
TITLE N—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employment Eligibility Confirmation
Sec. 401. Establishment of programs.
Sec. 402. Voluntary election to participate in a pilot program.
Sec. 403. Procedures for participants in pilot programs.
Sec. 404. Employment eligibility confirmation system.
Sec. 405. Reports.

Subtitle B—Other Frouisions Relating to Employer Sandions

Sec. 411. Limiting liability for certain technical violthons of paperwork requirements.

Sec. 412. Paperwork and other changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 413. Report on additional authority or resources needed for enforcement of employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 414. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to worl&
Sec. 415. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 416. Subpoena authority.
Subtitle C—Unfair Immgration-Reiated Employment Practices
Sec. 421. Treatment of certain documentwy practices as unfair inmgration-related
employment practices.

77TLE V—RESTPJCTIONS ON BENEFiTS FOR ALIENS
Sec. 500. Statements of national policy concerning public benefits and immzgration.

Subtitle A—Ineligibility of Excludable, Deportable, and Nonimmigran Aliens From
Public 44sSistance and Benefits
Sec. 501. Means-tested public benefits
Sec. 502. Grants, contracts, and licenses.
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503. Unemployment benefits.
Sec. 504. Social security benefits.
Sec. 505. Requiring proof of identity for certain public assistance
Sec. 506. Authorization for States to require proof of eligibility for State programs.
Sec.

Sec. 507. Limitation on elzgibiity for preferential treatment of aliens not lawfully

present on basis of residence for higher education benefits.
Sec. 508. Verification of student eligibility for postsecondary Federal student financial assistance
Sec. 509. Verification of immigration status for purposes of social security and high.
er educational assistance
Sec. 510. No verification requirement for nonprofit charitable organizations.
Sec. 511. GAO study of provision of means-tested public benefits to ineligible aliens
on behalf of eligible individuals.
Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification From Immigration Benefits on the Basis
of Public Charge

Sec. 531. Ground for clusion.

Sec. 532. Ground for deportation.
Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support and Attribution of Income
Sec. 551. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.
Sec. 552. Attribution of sponsor's income and resources to sponsored immigrants.
Sec. 553. Attribution of sponsor's income and resources authority for Stc2e and local
governments.
Sec. 554. Authority of States and political subdivisions of States to limit assistance
to aliens and to distinguish among classes of aliens in providing general
cash public assistance
Subtitie D—Miscellarseous Provisions

Sec. 561. Increased maximum criminal penalties for forging or counterfeiting seal of
a Federal department or agency to facilitate benefit fraud by an unlaw.
Sec. 562. Computation of targeted assistance.
Sec. 563. Treatment of expenses subject to emergenc-y medico! services ception.
Sec. 564. Reimbursement of States and localizies for emergenc-y ambzdance services.
Sec. 565. Pilot programs to require bonding.
Sec. 566. Reports.
Subtitle E—Housing Assistance
Sec. 571. Short title.
Sec. 572. Prorating of finoxtcial assistance
See. 573. Actions in cases of termination of financial assistance
Sec. 574. Verification of immigration status and eligibility for financial assistance.
Sec. 575. Prohibition of sanctions against entities making financial assistance eligibility determinations.
Sec. 576. Regulation&
Sec. 577. Report on housing assistance progrwns.

Subtitle F—General Provisions
Sec. 591. Effective dates.
Sec. 592. Statutory construction.
Sec. 593. Not applicable to forezgn assistance.
Sec. 594. Notification.
Sec. 595. Definitions.
TiTLE VI—MISCELLANEOtJS PROWSIONS
Subtitle A—Refugees, Parole, and Asylum
Sec. 601. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.
Sec. 602. Limitation on use of parole
Sec. 603. Treatment of long.term parolees in applying worldwide numerical limita.
tions.
Sec. 604. Asylum reform.
Sec. 605. Increase in asylum officers.
Sec. 606. Conditional repeal of Cuban Adjustment Act.
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Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act
Sec. 621. Alien wibzess cooperation.
Sec. 622. Waiver of foreiçn count7y residence requirement with respect to interna2iona! medwal graduates
Sec. 623. Use of legalization and special agiicuZtural worker information.
classification petitions for
Sec. 624. Coninzzed validity of labor certifications and
professional athletes.
Sec. 625. Foreign students.
Sec. 626. Services to family members of certain officers and agents killed in the line
of duty.
Subtitle C—Provisions Relating to Visa Processing and Consular Efficiency
Sec. 631. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 632. Elimination of consulate shopping for visa overstays.
Sec. 633. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 634. Changes regarding visa application process.
Sec. 635. Visa waiver program
Sec. 636. Fee for diversity irnmz,grant lotteiy.
Sec. 637. Eligibility for visas for certain Polish applicants for the 1995 diversity immigrant program.
Subtitle D—Other P-ouisions
Sec. 641. Program to collect information relating to nonimmigran1 foreign students.
Sec. 642. Communication between government agencies and the lmmigTrztion and
Naturv2izaion Service.
Sec. 643. Reguiazions regarding habitual residence
Sec. 644. Information regarding ferno.le genital mutila2ion.
Sec. 645. Criminalization of female genital mwilation.
Sec. 646. Adjustment of status for certain Polish and Hungarian parolees.
Sec. 647. Support of demonstration projects.

Sec. 648. Sense of Congress regarding American-made products; requirements regarding notice.

Sec. 649. Vessel movement controls during immigration emergency.
Sec. 650. Review of practices of testing entities.
Sec. 651. Designation of a United States customs administrative building.
Sec. 652. Mail-order bride business.
Sec. 653. Review and report on H-2A nonimzngran2 workers program.
Sec. 654. Report on allegations of harassment by Canadian customs agents.
minaio1y application of New Brunswick provinSec 655. Sense of Congress on d
cial sales tax.
Sec. 656. Improvements in identification.related documents.
Sec. 657. Development of prototype of counterfeit-resistant Social Security card.
Sec. 658. Border Patrol Museum.
Sec. 659. Sense of the Congress regarding the mission of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Sec. 660. Authority for National Guard to assist in transportation of certain aliens.
Subtitle E—Technical Corrections
Sec. 671. MiscelLaneous technical corrections.

(e) SEviILrrY.—If any provision of this Act or the applica-

tion of such provision to any person or circumstances is held to be
unconstitutional, the remainder of this Act and the application of
the provisions of this Act to any person or circumstance shall not
be affected thereby.
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(b) CIPJcA1. .iwm—The table of contents is amended
by inserting after the item relating to section 293 the following:

"Sec. 294. Undercover i'westigation authori*y."

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
SEC. 211. INCREASED CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FRAUDULENT USE OF
GOVERNMENT-ISSUED DOCUMENTS.
(a) FPuJ) vw MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT-ISSUED IDENTIFICA-

TION DOCtJMENTS.—(1) Section 1028(b) of title 18, United States
Code, is amended—

(A) in paragraph (1), by inserting "except as provided in
paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(1)" and by striking "five years"
and inserting "15 years";
(B) in paragraph (2), by inserting "except as provided in
paragraphs (3) and (4)," after "(2)" and by striking "and" at the
end
(C) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph (5); and

(D) by inserting after paragraph (2) the following new
paragraphs:
"(3) a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more
than 20 years, or both, if the offense is committed to facilitate
a drug trafficking crime (as defined in section 929(a)(2) of this
title);

"(4) a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more
than 25 years, or both, if the offense is committed to facilitate
an act of international terrorism (as defined in section 2331(1)
of this title); and".
(2) Sections 1425 through 1427, sections 1541 through 1544,
and section 1546(a) of title 18, United States Code, are each amended by striking "imprisoned not more" and all that follows through
"years" each place it appears and inserting the following: "imprisoned not more than 25 years (if the offense was committed to facilitate an act of international terrorism (as defined in section 2331 of
this title)), 20 years (if the offense was committed to facilitate a drug
trafficking crime (as defined in section 929(a) of this title)), 10 years
(in the case of the first or second such offense, if the offense was riot
committed to facilitate such an act of international terrorism or a
drug trafficking crime), or 15 years (in the case of any other offense)".

(b) CHANGES TO 77?E SENTERCING LEVELS.—

(1) IN GEWERAL.—Pursuant to the Commission's authority
under section 994(p) of title 28, United States Code, the United
States Sentencing Commission shall promulgate sentencing
guidelines or amend existing sentencing guidelines for offenders
convicted of violating, or conspiring to violate, sections
1 028(b) (1), 1425 through 1427, 1541 through 1544, arid 1546(a)

of title 18, United States Code, in accordance with this subsection.

(2) REQUIREME'S.—In carrying out this subsection, the
Commission shall, with respect to the offenses referred to in
paragraph (1)—
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(A) increase the base offense level for such offenses at
least 2 offense levels above the level in effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act;
(B) review the sentencing enhancement for number of
documents or passports involved (U.S.S.G. 2L2.1(b)(2)),
and increase the upward adjustment by at least 50 percent
above the applicable enhancement in effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act;

(C) impose an appropriate sentencing enhancement

upon an offender with 1 prior felony conviction arising out
of a separate and prior prosecution for an offense that involved the same or similar underlying conduct as the current offense, to be applied in addition to any sentencing enhancement that would otherwise apply pursuant to the calculation of the defendant's criminal history category;
(1)) impose an additional appropriate sentencing enhancement upon an offender with 2 or more prior felony
convictions arising out of separate and prior prosecutions
for offenses that involved the same or similar underlying
conduct as the current offense, to be applied in addition to
any sentencing enhancement that would otherwise apply
pursuant to the calculation of the defendant's criminal history category; and
CE) consider whether any other aggravating or mitigating circumstances warrant upward or downward senencing adjustments.
(3) EMERGEtTCY AUTHOPJ1Y TO SENTENCING COMMISSION.—

The Commission shall promulgate the guidelines or amendments provided for uri&r this subsection as soon as practicable
in accordance with the procedure set forth in section 21(a) of
the Sentencing Act of 1987, as though the authority under that

Act had not expired.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the amendments made
by this section shall apply with respect to offenses occurring on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 212. 1VEW DOCVMENT FRAUD OFFENSES; 1VEW CiVIL PENALTIES
FOR DOCUVT FR&UD.

(a) AcTm TIES PROHmITED.—Section
1324c(a)) is amended—

274C(a)

(8

U.S.C.

(1) in paragraph (1), by inserting before the comma at the

end the following: "or to obtain a benefit under this Act";

(2) in paragraph (2), by inserting before the comma at the

end the following: "or to obtain a benefit under this Act";
(3) in paragraph (3)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" after "issued to";
(B) by adding before the comma at the end the following: "or obtaining a benefit under this Act"; and
(C) by striking "or" at the end,
(4) in paragraph (4)—
(A) by inserting "or with respect to" after "issued to";
(B) by adding before the period at the end the following: "or obtaining a benefit under this Act"; and

(C) by striking the period at the end and inserting",

or"; and
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by adding at the end the following new paragraphs:
"(5) to prepare, file, or assist another 7z preparing or filing,
azy applicatio7z for benefits under this Act, or azy docume7zt required under this Act, or azy document submitted iz co7znectio,z
with such applicaticrn or document, with knowledge or fri reck.
less disregard of the fact that such applicatio7z or documeizt was
falsely made or, fri whole or iz part, does not relate to the persoi'z oz whose behalf it was or is being submitted, or
(5)

"(6)(A) to prese7zt before boarding a commo7z carrier for the

purpose of coming to •the United States a document which relates to the alieiz's eligibility to e7zter the United States, and (B)
to fail to present such docume7zt to az immigratio7z officer upoz
arrival at a U7zited States port of entry.".
(b) DEFiNITION OF FALSELY MAEE.—Sectjo7z 274C (8 U.S.C.
1324c), as amended by sectioi-z 213, is further amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:
"(f) FALSELY MAKE.—For purposes of this section, the term
'falsely make' means to prepare or provide an application or document, with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that the
applicatürn or document contains a false, fictitious, or fraudulent
statement or material representation, or has no basis in law or fact,
or otherwise fails to state a fact which is material to the purpose
for which it was submitted.".
(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Sectio7z 274C(d)(3) (8 U.S.C.
1324c(d)(3)) is amended by striking "each document used, accepted,
or created and each instance of use, acceptance, or creation" each
place it appears and inserting each document that is the subject of
a violation under subsection (a)".
(d) WAiVER BY A2rTOP.NEY GE

PL.—Sectjo,'z 274C(d) (8 U.S.C.

1324c(d)) is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(7) WAIVER BY A1TORNEY GENERAL.—The Attorney General

may waive the penalties imposed by this secticrn with respect to
an alien who knowingly violates subsection (a)(6) if the alien is
granted asylum under section 208 or withholding of deportation
under section 243(h).".
(e) EFFECTiVE DATE.—SeCtjo7Z 274C(1') of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, as added by subsection (b), applies to the preparaticrn of applications before, on, or after the date of the enactment of
this Act.

11.2

TITLE 1 V—ENFORCEMENT OF
RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employment
Eligibility Confirmation
SEC. 401. ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAMS.

(a) IN GENEPJLL—ThE Attorney General shall conduct 3 pilot
programs of employment eligibility confirmation under this subtitle.
(1)) IMPLEMENTATION

DDLrNE; TEPMINATION.—The Attorney

General shall implement the pilot programs in a manner that permits persons and other entities to have elections under section 402
made and in effect no later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act. Unless the Congress otherwise provides, the Attorney General shall terminate a pilot program at the end of the 4-year
period beginning on the first day the pilot program is in effect.
(c) SCOPE OF OPERATION OF PILOT PROGRAMS.—The Attorney

General shall provide for the operation—
(1) of the basic pilot program (described in section 403(a))

in, at a minimum, 5 of the 7 States with the highest estimated
population of aliens who are not lawfully present in the United
States;
(2) of the citizen attestation pilot program (described in section 403(b)) in at least 5 States (or, if fewer, all of the States)
that meet the condition described in section 403(b) (2) (A); and

(3) of the machine-readable-document pilot program (described in section 403(c)) in at least 5 States (or, if fewer, all

of the States) that meet the condition described in section
403(c) (2)

(d) REFERENCES fly SUBTFFLE.—In this subtitle—
(1) PILOT PROGRAM REFERENCES.—The terms "program" or

"pilot program" refer to any of the 3 pilot programs provided for
under this subtitle.
(2) CONFiRMATION SYSTEM.—The term "confirmation sys-

tem" means the confirmation system established under section
404.

(3) REFERENCES TO SECTION 274A—Any reference in this

subtitle to section 274A (or a subdivision of such section) is

deemed a reference to such section (or subdivision thereof) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.
(4) 1—9 OR SIMILAR FORM.—The term "1—9 or similar form"

means the form used for purposes of section 274A(b)(1)(A) or
such other form as the Attorney General determines to be appropriate.
(5) LIMITED APPLICATION TO RECRUITERS AND REFER-

RERS.—Any reference to recruitment or referral (or a recruiter
or referrer) in relation to employment is deemed a reference only

-
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to such recruitment or referral (or
subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(ii).

recruiter or referrer) that is

(6) UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP.—The term "United States

citizenship" includes United States nationality.
(7) STATE.—The term "State" has the meaning given such
term in section 1O1(a)(36) of the Immigration and Nationality

Act.
SEC. 402. VOLUIVTARY ELECTION TO PARTICIPATE fl A PILOT PROGRAM

(a) VOLUNTARY ELECTION.—Subject to subsection (c)(3)(B), any

person or other entity that conducts any hiring (or recruitment or
referral) in a State in which a pilot program is operating may elect
to participate in that pilot program. Except as specifically provided
in subsection (e), the Attorney General may not require any person
or other entity to participate in a pilot program.

(b) BENEFIT OF REBU7TABLE PRESUMPTION.—

(1) IN GENER.AL.—If a person or other entity is participating

in a pilot program and obtains confirmation of identity and em-

ployment eligibility in compliance with the terms and conditions of the program with respect to the hiring (or recruitment
or referral) of an individual for employment in the United
States, the person or entity has established a rebuttable presumption that the person or entity has not violated section
274A(a)(1)(A) with respect to such hiring (or such recruitment
or referral).
(2) CoNSRUcrxoN.—Paragraph (1) shall not be construed

as preventing a person or other entity that has an election in

effect under subsection (a) from establishing an affirrnxztive defense under section 274A(a)(3) if the person or entity complies
with the requirements of section 274A(a)(1)(B) but fails to obtain confirmation under paragraph (1).
(c) GENERAL TERM-s OF ELECTIONS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—An election under subsection (a) shall be

in such form and manner, under such terms and conditions,

and shall take effect, as the Attorney General shall specify. The
Attorney General may not impose any fee as a condition of making an election or participating in a pilot program.
(2) SCOPE OF ELECTION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (3), any elect--

ing person or other entity may provide that the election
under subsection (a) shall apply (during the period in
which the election is in effect)—

(i) to all its hiring (and all recruitment or referral)
in the State (or States) in which the pilot program is

operating, or
(ii) to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in one
or more pilot program States or one or more places of

hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may be)
in the pilot program States.

(B) APPLICATION OF PROGRAMS IN NON-PILOT PROGRAM

STATES.—In addition, the Attorney General may permit a
person or entity electing—

(i) the basic pilot program (described in section

403(a)) to provide that the election applies to its hiring
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(or recruitment or reftrral) in one or more States or
places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which

the pilot program is not otherwise operating, or
(ii) the citizen attestation pilot program (described
in 403(b)) or the machine-readable-document pilot program (described in section 403(c)) to provide that the
election applies to its hiring (or recruitment or referral)

in one or more States or places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which the pilot program is not oth-

erwise operating but only if such States meet the requirements of 403(b) (2) (A) and 403(c) (2), respectively.
(3) ACCEPTANCE AND REJEC17ON OF ELECTIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in subparagraph

(B), the Attorney General shall accept all elections made
under subsection (a).
(B) REJECTION OF ELECTJONS.—The Attorney General

may reject an election by a person or other entity under this
section or limit its applicability to certain States or places
of hiring (or recruitment or referral) if the Attorney General
has determined that there are insufficient resources to provide appropriate services under a pilot program for the person's or entity's hiring (or recruitment or referral) in any or
all States or p1 aces of hiring.
(4) TERMINATION OF ELECTIONS .—The Attorney General

may terminate an election by a person or other entity under this
section because the person or entity has substantially failed to
comply with its obligations under the pilot program. A person

or other entity may terminate an election in such form and
manner as the Attorney General shall specify.

(d) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLICITY.—

(I) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General shall closely

consult with representatives of employers (and recruiters and
referrers) in the development and implementation of the pilot
programs, including the education of employers (and recruiters
and referrers) about such programs.
(2) PUBLICIrz.—The Attorney General shall widely publicize the election process and pilot programs, including the voluntary nature of the pilot programs and the advantages to em-

ployers (and recruiters and referrers) of making an election
under this section.

(3) ASSISTANCE THROUGH DISTRICT OFFICES.—The Attorney

General shall designate one or more individuals in each District office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service for a

Service District in which a pilot program is being imple-

mented—
(A) to inform persons and other entities that seek infor-

mation about pilot programs of the voluntary nature of

such programs, and
(B) to assist persons and other entities in electing and
participating in any pilot programs in effect in the District,
in complying with the requirements of section 274A, and in
facilitating confirmation of the identity and employment
eligibility of individuals consistent with such section.
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(e) SELECT ENTITIES REQUiRED TO PARTICIPATE IN A PILoT
PROGRAM.—
(1) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—

(A) Exctn1vE DEPARTMENTS.—

(i) IN GENERAL—Each Department of the Federal

Government shall elect to participate in a pilot program and shall comply with the terms and conditions
of such an election.
(ii) ELEcTI0N.—Subject to clause (iii), the Secretary of each such Department—
(7) shall elect the pilot program (or programs)
in which the Department shall participate, and

(II) may limit the election to hiring occurring
in certain States (or geographic areas) covered by
the program (or programs) and in specified divisions within the Department, so long as all hiring
by such divisions and in such locations is covered.

(iii) RoLE OF A7TOR1VEY GENEPAL.—The Attorney

General shall assist and coordinate elections under this
subparagraph in such manner as assures that—-

(I) a significant portion of the total ',hiring

within each Department within States covered by
a pilot program is covered under such a program,

and

(II) there is significant participation by the

Federal Executive branch in each of the pilot programs.
(B) LEGISLATiVE BRANCH.—Each Member of Congress,

each officer of Congress, and the head of each agency of the
legislative branch, that conducts hiring in a State in which

a pilot program is operating shall elect to participate in a
pilot program, may specify which pilot program or pro-

grams (if there is more than one) in which the Member, officer, or agency will participate, and shall comply with the
terms and conditions of such an election.
(2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLATORS.—An order under

section 274A(e)(4) or section 274B(g) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act may require the subject of the order to participate in,, and comply with the terms of a pilot program with respect to the subject's hiring (or recruitment or referral) of individuals in a State covered by such a program.
(3) CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE.—If a person

or other entity is required under this subsection to participate
in a pilot program and fails to comply with the requirements
of such program with respect to an individual—
(A) such failure shall be treated as a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B) with respect to that individual, and
(B) a rebuttable presumption is created that the person
or entity has violated section 274A(a)(1)(A).
Subparagraph (B) shall not apply in any prosecution under sec-

tion 274A(f)(1).
(f) CONSiiwcnON.—This subtitle shall not affect the authority

of the Attorney General under any other law (including section
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274A(d)(4)) to conduct demonstration projects in relation to section
274A.
SEC. 403. PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPANTS iN PILOT PROGRAMS.

(a) BAsIc PLWT PROGPM.—A person or other entity that elects
to participate in the basic pilot program described in this subsection
agrees to conform to the following procedures in the case of the hiring (or recruitment or referral) for employment in the United States
of each individual covered by the election:
(1) PROvISIoN OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.—The person

or entity shall obtain from the individual (and the individual
shall provide) and shall record on the 1—9 or similar form—

(A) the individual's social security account number, if
the individual has been issued such a number, arid

(B) if the individual does not attest to United States

citizenship under section 274A(b)(2), such identification or
authorization number established by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service for the alien as the Attorney General
shall specify,

and shall retain the original form arid make it available for inspection for the period and in the manner required of 1—9 forms
under section 274A(b)(3).
(2) PRESEWTATION OF DOCUMENTATION.—

(A) IN GENERAL—The person or other entity, and the

individual whose identity and employment eligibility are
being confirmed, shall, subject to subparagraph (B), fulfill
the requirements of section 274A(b) with the following
nwdifications:

document referred to in section
(i) A
274A(b)(1)(B)(ii) (as redesignated by section 412(a))
must be designated by the Attorney General as suitable
for the purpose of identification in a pilot program.
(ii) A document referred to in section 274A(b)(1)(D)
must contain a photograph of the individual.
(iii) The person or other entity has complied with
the requirements of section 274A(b)(1) with respect to
examination of a document if the document reasonably
appears on its face to be genuine and it reasonably ap-

pears to pertain to the individual whose identity and
work eligibility is being confirmed.

(B) LIMITATION OF REQUIREMENT TO EXAMiNE DOCU-

MENTATION.—If the Attorney General finds that a pilot pro-

•

gram would reliably determine with respect to an individual whether—
(i) the person with the kientity claimed by the individual is authorized to work in the United States, and
(ii) the individual is claiming the identity of another person,

if a person or entity could fulfill the requirement to examine documentation contained in subparagraph (A) of section
274A(b)(1) by examining a document specified in either
subparagraph (B) or (1)) of such section, the Attorney General may provide that, for purposes of such requirement,
only such a document need be examined. In such case, any
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reference

in section 274A(b)(j)(A) to a verification that an
individual is not an unauthorized alien shall be deemed to
be a verification of the individual's identity.
(3) SEEKING CONFIRMATiON.—

(A) IN GENEPJ,.L.—The person or other entity shall

make an inquiry, as provided in section 404 (a) (1), using the

confirmation system to seek confirmation of the identity
and employment eligibility of an individual, by not later
than the end of 3 working days (as specified by the Attorney General) after the date of the hiring (or recruitment or
referral, as the case may be).

(B) EXTENSION OF TIME PEPJOD.—If the person

or other

entity in good faith attempts to make an inquiry during
such 3 working days and the confirmation system has registered that not all inquiries were received during such
time, the person or entity can make an inquiry in the first
subsequent working day in which the confirmation system
registers that it has received all inquiries. If the con firmation system cannot receive inquiries at all times during a

day, the person or entity merely has to assert that the entity
attempted to make the inquiry on that day for the previous
sentence to apply to such an inquiry, and does not have to
provide any additional proof concerning such inquiry.
(4) CONnp&'iON OR NONCONFIR&fAT1ON.—
(A) CONFmrION UPON iNfl7 I1trQumy.—If

the person or other entity receives an appropriate confirmation of
an individual's identity and work eligibility under the confirmation system within the time period specified under section 404(b), the person or entity shall record on the 1—9 or
similar form an appropriate code that is provided under
the system and that indicates a final confirmation of such
identity and work eligibility of the individual.
(B) NONCOzqpypJlMiON UPON flQ1TL4L INQUIRY AND SEC-

ONDARY VEREFICATION.—

(i) NONCOzFmTiON._If the person or other entity receives a tentative nonconfirmation of an individual's identity or work eligibility under the confirmation
system within the time period specified under 404(b),
the person or entity shall so inform the individual for
whom the confirmation is sought.
(ii) No CONTEST.—If the individual does not contest the nonconfirmation within the time period specified in section 404(c), the nonconfirmation shall be considered final. The person or entity shall then record on
the 1-9 or similar form an appropriate code which has
been provided under the system to indicate a tentative
nonconfirmation.
(iii) CONTEST.—If the individual does contest the
nonconfirmation, the individual shall utilize the process for secondary verification provided under section
404(c). The nonconfirmation will remain tentative until
a final confirmation or nonconfirmation is provided by
the confirmation system within the time period specified in such section. In no case shall an employer ter-
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minate employment of an individual because of a fail-

ure of the individual to have identity and work eligibility confirmed under this section until a noriconfirmation becomes final. Nothing in this clause shall
apply to a termination of employment for any reason
other than because of such a failure.

(iv) RECORDING OF CONCLUSION ON FOPJL—If a

final confirmation or noriconfirmation is provided by
the confirmation system under section 404(c) regarding
an individual, the person or en2ity shall record on the
1-9 or similar form an appropriate code that is provided under the system and that indicates a confirmation or noriconfirmation of identity and work eligibility
of the individual.
(C) CONSEQUENCES OF NONCONFIRMATION.—
(i) TERMINATION OR NOTIFICATION OF CONTINUED

EMPLOYMENT.—lf the person or other entity has received a find nonconfirmation regarding an individual
under subparagraph (B), the person or emtity may terminate employment (or recruitment or referral) of the

individual. If the person or en2ity does not terminate
employment (or recruitment or referral) of the individual, the person or en2ity shall notify the Attorney General of such fact through the confirmation system or in
such other manner as the Attorney General may speci(ii) FAILURE TO NOTIFY.—If the person or en2ity

fails to provide notice with respect to an individual as
required under clause (i), the failure is deemed to constitute a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B) with respect
to that individual and the applicable civil monetary
penalty under section 274A(e)(5) shall be (notwithstanding the amounts specified in such section) no less
than $500 and no more than $1,000 for each individual with respect to whom such violation occurred.
(iii) COIfrINuED EMPLOYMENT AFTER F7NAL NON-

CONFIRMATION.—If the person or other en2ity continues

to employ (or to recruit or refer) an individual after receiving final nonconfirmation, a rebuttable presump-

tion is created that the person or entity has violated
section 274A(a)(1)(A). The previous sentence shall not
apply in any prosecution under section 274A(f)(1).
(b) CiTIZEN ATIESTATION PILOT PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in paragraphs (3)
through (5), the procedures applicable under the citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection shall be the same procedures as those under the basic pilot program under subsection
(a).
(2) RESTRICTIONS.—
(A) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN

PILOT PROGRAM.—The Attorney General may not provide

for the operation of the citizen attestation pilot program in
a State unless each driver's license or similar iden2ification
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document described in section 274A(b)(1)(D)(i) issued by the

State—

(i) contains a photograph of the individual in-

volved, and
(ii) has been determined by the Attorney General to
have security features, and to have been issued through
application and issuance procedures, which make such

document sufficiently resistant to counterfeiting, tampering, and fraudulent use that it is a reliable means
of identification for purposes of this section.

(B) AUTHORIZATION TO LIM7T EMPLOYER PARTICIPA-

TION.—The Attorney General may restrict the number of
persons or other entities that may elect to participate in the
citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection as
the Attorney General determines to be necessary to produce
a representative sample of employers and to reduce the po- tential impact of fraud.
(3) No CONFIRMATION REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS

ATTESTING TO U.S. CITIZEWSHIP.—ln the case of a person or

other entity hiring (or recruiting or referring) an individual
under the citizen attestation pilot program, if the individual attests to United States citizenship (under penalty of perjury on

an 1—9 or similar form which form states on its face the criminal and other penalties provided under law for a false representation of United States citizenship)—
(A) the person or entity may fulfill the requirement to
examine documentation contained in subparagraph (A) of
section 274A(b)(1) by examining a document specified in either subparagraph (B)(i) or (7)) of such section and
(B) the person or other entity is not required to comply
•

with respect to such individual with the procedures de-

scribed in paragraphs (3) and (4) of subsection (a), but only
if the person or entity retains the form and makes it available for inspection in the same manner as in the case of an

1—9 form under section 274A(b)(3).

(4) WAIVER OF DOCUMENT PRESENTATION REQUIREMENT IN
CERTAIN C4SES.—
(A) Lw GENERAL.—In the case of a person or entity that

elects, in a manner specified by the Attorney General con-

sistent with subparagraph (B), to participate in the pilot

program under this paragraph, if an individual being

hired (or recruited or referred) attests (in the manner described in paragraph (3)) to United States citizenship and
the person or entity retains the form on which the attestation is made and makes it available for inspection in the
same manner as in the case of an 1—9 form under section
274A(b)(3), the person or entity is not required to comply

with the procedures described in section 274Mb).
(B) RESTPJCTION.—The Attorney General shall restrict

the election under this paragraph to no more than 1,000
employers and, to the eent practicable, shall select among
employers seeking to make such election in a manner that
provides for such an election by a representative sample of
employers.
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(5) NONREVIEWABLE DETERM7NATIONS.—The determinations

of the Attorney General under paragraphs (2) and (4) are with-

in the discretion of the Attorney General and are not subject to
judicial or administrative review.
(c) MicJi -R
LE-DocUMENT PILoT PROGRAM.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (3), the

procedures applicable under the machine-readable-document
pilot program under this subsection shall be the same procedures as those under the basic pilot program under subsection
(a).
(2) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT TO PARTICIPATE iN
PILOT PROGRAM.—The Attorney General may not provide for the

operation of the machine-readable-document pilot program in a

State unless driver's licenses and similar identification documents described in section 274A(b)(1)(D)(i) issued by the State
include a machine-readable social security account number.

(3) USE OF MAcJI E-READABLE DOCUMENTs.—If the indi-

vidual whose identity and employment eligibility must be confirmed preseits to the person or entity hiring (or recruiting or
referring) the individual a license or other document described
in paragraph (2) that includes a machine-readable social security account number, the person or entity rn.ust make an inquiry
through the confirmation system by using a machine-readable
feature of such documEnt. If the individual does not attest to
United States citizenship under section 274A(b)(2), the individual's identification or authorization number described in subsection (a)(1)(B) shall be provided as part of the inquiry.
(d) PROTECTION FROM LIABIIJrI FOR ACTIONS TAKEN ON THE
BAsIs OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE CONFipmON SYSTEM.—

No person or entity partkipating in a pilot program shall be civilly
or criminally liable under any law for any action taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the confirmation
system.

SEC. 404. E3ff'LOYMENT ElIGIBILiTY CONFIRMATION SYSTEM.

(a) IN GENERALThe Attorney General shall establish a pilot
program confirmation system through which the Attorney General
(or a designee of the Attorney General, which may be a nongovernmental enhity)—

(1) responds to inquiries made by electing persons and
other entities (including those made by the transmittal of data
fro,n machine-readable documents under the machine-readable
pilot program) at any time through a toll-free telephone line or
other toll-free electronic media concerning an individual's identity and whether the individual is authorized to be employed,
and
(2) maintains records of the inquiries that were made, of
confirmations provided (or not provided), and of the codes provided to inquirers as evidence of their compliance with their obligations under the pilot programs.
To the extent practicable, the Attorney General shall seek to establish such a system using one or more nongovernmental entities.
(b) INiTIAL, RESPONSE.—The confirmation system shall provide

confirmation or a tentative nonconfirmation of an individual's iden-
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tity arid employment eligibility within 3 working days of the initial
inquiry. If providing confirmation or tentative nonconfirmation, the
confirmation system shall provide an appropriate code indicating
such confirmation or such nonconfirmation.
(c) SECONDARY VERIFICATION PROCESS IN CASE OF TENTATIVE

NONCONFIRMATION.—In cases of tentative nonconfirmation, the At-

torney General shall specify, in consultation with the Commissioner
of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, an available secondary verification process
to confirm the validity of information provided and to provide a
final confirmation or norzconfirmation within 10 working days after
the date of the tentative nonconfirmation. When final confirmation
or noriconfirmation is provided, the confirmation system shall provid.e an appropriate code indicating such confirmation or nonconfirmation.
(d) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF SYSTEM.—The con firmation sys-

tem shall be designed and operated—

(1) to maximize its reliability and ease of use by persons

and other entities making elections under section 402(a) consist-

ent with insulating and protecting the privacry and security of
the underlying information,
(2) to respond to all inquiries made by such persons and
entities on whether individuals are authorized to be employed
and to register all times when such inquiries are not received,(3) with appropriate administrative, technical, and physical
safeguards to prevent unauthorized disclosure of personal information; and
(4) to have reasonable safeguards against the system's resulting in unlawful discriminatory practices based on national
origin or citizenship status, including—
(A) the selective or unauthorized, use of the system to
verify eligibility;

(B) the use of the system prior to an offer of employ-

ment; or
(C) the exclusion of certain individuals from consider-

ation for employment as a result of a perceived likelihood
that additional verification will be required, beyond what
is required for most job applicants.
(e) RESPONSIBILITIES OF TUE COMMiSSIONER OF SOCIAL, SECU-

R127.—As part of the confirmation system, the Commissioner of Social Security, in consultation with the entity responsible for admin-

istration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure method,
which, within the time periods specified under subsections (b) and

O

•

•

(c), compares the name and social security account number provided
in an inquiry against such information maintained by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the infor-

mation provided regarding an individual whose identity and employment eligibility must be confirmed, the correspondence of the
name and number, and whether the individual has presented a social security account number that is not valid for employment. The
Commissioner shall not disclose or release social security information (other than such confirmation or nonconfirmation).
(I) RESPONSIBLu-TIES OF TUE COMMiSSIONER OF THE IMMiGRA-

TION AND NATURAL1ZATION SERVICE.—AS part of the confirmation
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of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, in consultation with the entity responsible for administration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure method which,
within the time periods specified under subsections (b) and (c), compares the name and alien identification or authorization number descri bed in section 403(a)(1)(B) which are provided in an inquiry
against such information maintained by the Commissioner in order
to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the information provided,
the correspondence of the name and number, and whether the alien
is authorized to be employed in the United States.
system, the Commissioner

(g) UPDATING JNFORMATION.—The Commissioners of Social Se-

curity and the Immigration and Naturalization Service shall update their information in a manner that promotes the maximum ac-

curacy and shall provide a process for the prompt correction of erro-

neous information, including instances in which it is brought to
their attention in the secondary verification process described in

subsection (c).
(h) LIMITATION ON USE OF THE CoNFIR11noN SYSTEM AND
ANY RELATED SYSTEMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of

law, nothing in this subtitle shall be construed to permit or
allow any department, bureau, or other agency of the United
States Govermment to utilize any information, data base, or
other records assembled under this subtitle for any other pur-

pose other than as provided for under a pilot program.

(2) No NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD.—Nothing in this

subtitle shall be construed to authorize, directly or indirectly,
the issuance or use of national identification cards or the establishment of a national identification card.
SEC. 405. REPORTS.

The Attorney General shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate reports on

the pilot programs within 3 months after the end of the third and
fourth years in which the programs are in effect. Such reports
shall—

(1) assess the degree of fraudulent attesting of United

States citizenship,

(2) include recommendations on whether or not the pilot
programs should e continued or modified, arid
(3) assess the benefits of the pilot programs to employers
arid the degree to which they assist in the enforcement of section
274A.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions Relating to
Employer Sanctions
•

SEC. 41L LIMITiNG LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS
OF PAPERWORK REQUmEMEZblTS.

(a) Lw GENEPjL.—Section 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)) is
amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(6) GoOD FAITH COMPLIANCE.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in subparagraphs (B) and (C), a person or entity is considered to have
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with a requirement of this subsection notwithstanding a technical or procedural failure to meet such requirement if there was a good faith attempt to comply with
complied

the requirement.

"(B) EXCEPTION IF FAILURE TO CORRECT AFTER NO-

TICE.—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if—

"(i) the Service (or another enforcement agency)
has explained to the person or entity the basis for the
failure,

"(ii) the person or entity has been provided a period of not less than 10 business days (beginning after
the date of the explanation) within which to correct the
failure, and
"(iii) the person or entity has not corrected the failure voluntarily within such period.
"(C) EXCEPTION FOR PA1TERW OR PRACTICE VIOLA-

TORS.—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to a person or entity that has or is engaging in a pattern or practice of violations of subsecti.on (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".

amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply to failures occurring on or after the date of the enact(b) EFFECTIVE DA1E.—The

ment of this Act.
SEC. 412. PAPERWORK AND OTHER CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PROGRAM.
(a) REDUCING THE NUMBER OF DOCtIMERTS ACCEPTED FOR EM-

PLOYMENT VEPJF1CATI0N.—Section 274A(b)(1) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1))

is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),
(B) in clause (v), by striking "or other alien registration

card, if the card" and inserting", alien registration card,
or other document designated by the Attorney General, if
the document" and redesignating such clause as clause (ii),
and
(C) in clause (ii), as so redesignated—
(i) in subclause (I), by striking "or" before "such
other personal identifring information" and inserting
"and",

(ii) by striking "and" at the end of subclause (I),
(iii) by strikin1 the period at the end of subclause
(II) and inserting , and", and

(iv) by adding at the end the following new sub-

clause:

"(III) contains security features to make it resistant to tampering, counterfeiting, and fraudu-

lent use.",
(2) in subparagraph (C)—
(A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),
(B) by striking clause (ii), and
(C) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause (ii); and
(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(E) AUTHORrTZ TO PROHIBIT USE OF CERTAIN DOCU-

MENTS.—If the Attorney General finds, by regulation, that
any document described in subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) as
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establishing employment authorization or identity does riot
reliably establish such authorization or identity or is being

used fraudulently to an unacceptable degree, the Attorney
General may prohibit or place conditions on its use for pur-

poses of this subsection.".
(b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—Sec-

tion 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph:
"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOY-

"(A) 1w GENERAI—For purposes of this section, if—

an individual is a member of a collective-bargaining unit and is employed, under a collective bargaining agreement entered into between one or more
employee organizations and an association of two or
more employers, by an employer that is a member of
such association, and
"(ii) within the period specified in subparagraph
(B), another employer that is a member of the association (or an agent of such association on behalf of the
employer) has complied with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to the employment of the individual,
the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have complied
with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to the
hiring of the employee and shall not be liable for civil penalties described in subsection (e)(5).
"(B) PEPJOD —The period described in this subparagraph is 3 years, or, if less, the period of time that the indi-

vidual is authorized to be employed in the United States.
"(C) LrABIm'Y—

"(i) 1w GENER4L.—If any employer that is a member of an association hires for employment in the United States an individual and relies upon the provisions
of subparagraph (A) to comply with the requirements of

subsection (b) and the individual is an alien not au-

thorized to work in the United States, then for the purposes of paragraph (1)(A), subject to clause (ii), the employer shall be presumed to have known at the time of

hiring or afterward that the individual was an alien
not authorized to work in the United States.

"(ii) REBU7TAL OF PRESUMPTION.—The presump-

tion established by clause (i) may be rebutted by the
employer only through the presentation of clear and
convincing evidence that the employer did not know
(and could not reasonably have known) that the individual at the time of hiring or afterward was an alien

not authorized to work in the United States.
"(iii) EXCEPTION.—C1aUSe (i) shall not apply in
any prosecution under subsection (f.)(1).".
(c) ELiMINATION OF DATED PROVISIONS .—Section 274A (8
U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections (i) through (n).
(d) CLARiFICATION OF APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERN-

MENT.—Section 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)), as amended by sub-
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section (b), is amended by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:
"(7) APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—For purposes
of this section, the term 'entity' includes an entity in any branch

of the Federal Government.".
(e) EFFECTiVE D ES.—

(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply
with respect to hiring (or recruitment or referral) occurring on
or after such date (not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney General shall designate.

(2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to
individuals hired on or after 60 days after the date of the enact-

ment of this Act.
(3) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act.
(4) The amendment made by subsection (d) applies to hir-

ing occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment of
this Act, but no penalty shall be imposed under subsection (e)
or (f) of section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act
for such hiring occurring before such date.
SEC. 413. REPORT ON ADDiTIONAL AUTHORITY OR RESOURCES KEEDED FOR ENFORCEffiJilNT OF EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PROWSIONS.

(a) IN GENER.4L.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorne-y General shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the
Senate a report on any additional authority or resources needed—
(1) by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in order
to enforce sectwn 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
or

(2) by Federal agencies in order to cariy out the Executive
Order of February 13,' 1996 (entitled "Economy and Efficiency
in Government Procurement Through Compliance with Certain

Immigration and Naturalization Act Provisions") and to expand the restrictions in such, order to cover agricultural subsidies, grants, job training programs, and other Federally subsidized assistance programs.

(b) REFERENCE TO INCREASED AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPPJA-

TIONS.—For proviswn increasing the authorization of app ropriations for investigators for violations of sections 274 and 274A of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, see section 131.
SEC. 414. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUHOR1ZED TO
WOR&

(a) 1r

GENEFjtI,.—Subsection (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360)

is amended to read as follows:
"('c)(l) Not later than 3 months after the end of each fiscal year
(beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commissioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and the Senate on the aggregate quantity of social
security account numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed, with respect to which, in such fiscal year, earnings were reported to the Social Security Administration.
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"('2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1, 1997, to the
Social Security Administration on a social security accourz.t number

issued to an alien not authorized to work in the United States, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall provide the Attorney General
with information regarding the name and address of the alien, the
name and address of the person reporting the earnings, and the
amount of the earnings. The information shall be provided in an
electronic form agreed upon by the Commissioner and the Attorney
General.".
(b) REPORT ON FRAUDULENT USE OF Socw SECURITY Ac-

Commissioner of Social Security shall
transmit to the Attorney General, by not later than 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act, a report on the extent to which
social security accourz.t numbers and cards are used by aliens for
fraudulent purposes.
COUNT NUMBERS.—The

SEC. 415 AUTHORIZING MALVTENANCE OF CERTAI1I iNFORMATION ON
ALiENS.

Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding at the end

the following new subsection:

"(jo Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney
General is authorized to require any alien to provide the alien's social security accourz.t number for purposes of inclusion in any record
of the alien maintained by the Attorney General or the Service.".
SEC. 416. SUBPOENA AUTHORITY.

Section 274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(2)) is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (A);

(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (B)
and inserting", and" and
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:
"(C) immigration officers designated by the Commissioner may compel by subpoena the attendance of witnesses

and the production of evidence at any designated place

prior to the filing of a complaint in a case under paragraph
(2).".
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TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS
FOR ALf1NS
SEC. 500. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERNING WELFARE
AND IMMIGRATION.

(a) STATEMENTS OF CoNGPSSIoN.eu POUCY.—The Congress
makes the following statements concerning ruztional polky with rspect to welfare and immigratior,

(1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic principle of United

States immigration law since this country's earliest immigration stat uses.

(2) It continues to be the immigration policy of the United
States that—

(A) aliens within the nation's borders not depend on

public resources to meet their needs, but rather rely on their

own capabilities and the resources of their families, their
sponsors, and private organizations, and
(B) the availability of public benefits not constitute an
incentive for immigration to the United States.

(3) Despite this principle of self-sufficiencry, aliens have
been applying for and receiving public benefits from Federal,
State, and local governments at increasing rates.
(4) Current eligibility rules for public assistance and unenforceable financial support agreements have proved incapable of
assuring that individual aliens do not burden the public bene-

fits system.
(5) It is a compelling government interest to enact new rides

for eligibility and sponsorship agreements in order to assure
that aliens are self-reliant in accordance with national immigration polky.
(6) It is a compelling government interest to remove the incentive for illegal imnugration provided by the availability of
public benefits.

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—With respect to the authority of a State

to make determinations concerning the eligibility of aliens for

public benefits, it is the sense of the Congress that a court
should apply the same standard of review to an applicable
State law as that court uses in determining whether an Act of
Congress regulating the' eligibility of aliens for public benefits
meets constitutional scrutiny.
(2) STRICT SCRUTThY.—Jn cases where

a court holSs that a

State law determining the eligibility of alierss for public benefits
must be the least restrictive means available for achieving a
compelling government interest, a State that chooses to. follow
the Federal classification in determining the eligibility of aliens
for public benefits, pursuant to the authorization contained in
this title, shall be considered to have chosen the least restrictive
means available for achieving the compelling government inter-

est of assuring that aliens are self-reliant in accordance with
national immigration policy.
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Subtitle A—Ineligibility of Excludable Deportable, and Nonimmigrant Aliens From

Public Assistance and Benefits

SEC. 501. MEAN& TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GE E1J...—Except as provided in subsection (b), and notwithstanding any other provision of law, an ineligible alien (as defined in subsection (d)) shall not be eligible to receive any meanstested public benefits (as defined in subsection (e)).
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to any of the
following benefits:
(1)(A) Medical assistance under title X1X of the Social Security Act (or any successor program to such title) for care and
services that are necessary for the treatment of an emergency

medical condition of the alien involved and are not related to
an organ transplant procedure.
(B) For purposes of this paragraph, the term "emergency
medical condition" means a medical condition (including emergenc-y labor and delivery) manifesting itself by acute symptoms
of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the absence of immediate medical attention could reasonably be pected to result in—
(i) placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy,
(ii) serious impairment to bodily functions, or
(iii) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
(2) Short-term noncash emergency disaster relief
(3) Assistance or benefits under any of the following (including any successor program to any of the following as identified by the Attorney General in consultation with other appropriate officials):
(A) The NatiorLal School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751 et

seq.).

(B) The Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1771 et

seq.).

(C) Section 4 of the Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-86; 7 U.S.C. 612c note)..
(D) The Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983 (Public
Law 98-8; 7 U.S.C. 612c note).
(E) Section 110 of the Hunger Prevention Act of 1988
(Public Law 100-435; 7 U.S.C. 612c note).

(F) The food distribution program on Indian reservations established under section 4(b) of Public Law 88—525
(7 U.S.C. 2013(b)).
(4) Public health assistance for immunizations and, if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services determines that it is
necessary to prevent the spread of a serious communicable dis-

ease, for testing and treatment for any such diseases (which
may not include treatment for H1V infection or acquired immune deficiency syndrome).

(5) Such other in-kind service or noncash assistance (such

as soup kitchens, crisis counseling, intervention (including

intervention for domestic violence), and short-term shelter) as
the Attorney General specifies, in the Attorney General's sole
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and unreviewable discretion, after consultation with appropriate government agencies, if—
(A) such service or assistance is delivered at the community level, including through public or private nonprofit
agencies;
(B) such service or assistance is necessary for the pro.
tection of life, safety, or public health, and
(C) such service or assistance or the amount or cost of
such service or assistance is not conditioned on the recipient's income or resources.

(6) Benefits under laws administered by the Secretary of
Veterans Affairs and any other benefit available by reason of

service in the United States Armed Forces.
(c) EIJGmJS ALIEN DEFnvED.—For the purposes of this section—

(1) IN. GENERAL—The term "eligible alien" means an

alien—

(A) who is an alien lawfully admitted for permanent

residence under the Immigration and Nationality Act,
(B) who is an alien granied asylum under section 208
of such Act,

(C) who is an alien admitted as a refugee under section

207 of such Act,

(D) whose deportation has been withheld under section
241(b)(3) of such Act (as amended by section 305(a) (3)), or
(E) who is paroled into the United States under section

212(d)(5) of such Act for a period of at least 1 year, but
only for the first year of such parole.

(2) INcLusioN OF CERTAiN BA1TERED ALIENS.—'Such term

includes—
(A) an alien who—
'i) has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty

in the United States by a spouse or a parent, or by a

member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the
same household as the alien and. the spouse or parent
consented to, or acquiesced in, such battery or cruelty,

but only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General,
which opinion is not subject to review by any court)
there is a substan&xl connection between such battery
or cruelty and the need for the benefits to be provided;
and
(ii) has been approved or has a petition pending
which sets forth a prima fade case for—

(1) status as a spouse or a child of a United

States citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of
section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,

(it) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or (iii)

of section 204 (a) (1)(B) of the Act,

(ZU) suspension of deportation and adjustment
of status pursuant to section 244(a) (3) of such Act,
or

(7V) status as a spouse or child of a United
States citizen pursuant to clause (1) of section

27-298 96—5
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204(a)(1)(A) of such Act, or classification pursuant

to clause (i) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of such Act; or
(B) an alien—

(i) whose child has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a
parent of the alien (without the active participation of
the alien in the battery or cruelty), or by a member of

the spouse or pareiU's family residing in the same
household as the alien and the spouse or parent con-

sented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, and the

alien did not actively participate in such battery or
cruelty, but only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General, which opinion is not subject to review by any

court) there is a substaniial connection between such
battery or cruelty and the need for the benefits to be
provided and

(ii) who meets the requirement of clause (ii) of subparagraph (A).

Such term shall not apply to an alien during any period in

which the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides in the same household or family eligibility unit as the individual subjected to such battery or cruelty.
(d) INEzJGmr ALIEN DEFINED.—For purposes of this section,
the term "ineligible alien" means an individual who is not—
(1) a citizen or national of the United States; or
(2) an eligible alien.

(e) MEArTS-TESTED PuBLic BENEFrF.—For purposes of this section, the term "means-tested public benefit" means any public benefit (including cash, medical, housing, food, and social services) provided or funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government, or
by a State or political subdivision of a State, in which the eligibility
of an individual, household, or family eligibility unit for the benefit

or the amount of the benefit, or both, are determined on the basis
of income, resources, or finczncia.l need of the individual, household,
or unit.
(/)

Ec-riv DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL—This section shall apply to benefits provided on or after such date as the Attorney General specifies in
regulations under paragraph (2). Such date shall be at least 30

days, and not more than 60 days, after the date the Attorney
General first issues such regulations.
(2) REGULATJONS.—Tlze Attorny General (in consultation

with the heads of other appropriate agencies) shall first issue
regulations to carry out this section not later than 180 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act. Such regulations
shall be effective on an interim basis, pending change after op-

portunity for public comment.

(3) WAIvER AUTHOR.ITY.—The Attorney

General is author-

ized to waive any provision of this section in the case of applications pending on the effective date of such provision.
SEC. 502. GRANTS, COZJT&4CTS, AND LICENSES.
(a) IN GE1L..—Except as provided in subsection

(b) and notwithstanding any other provision of law, an ineligible alien (as defined in section 501(d)) shall not be eligible for any grant, contract,
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loan, professional license, driver's license, or commercial license pro.

vided or funded by any agency of the United States or any State or
political subdivision of a State.
(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) NONIMMIGRAN'r ALIEW AUTHOPJZED TO WORK IN THE

UNITED STATES.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien in

lawful nonimmigrant status who is authorized to work in the
United States with respect to the following:
(A) Any professional or commercial license required to
engage in such work.
(B) Any contract.
(C) A driver's license.
(2) NONIMM.IGRANT ALIEN.—Subsection (a) shall not apply

to an alien in lawful nonimmigrant status with respect to a
driver's license.
(3) ALLEN OUTSiDE THE UNiTED STATES.—Subsection (a)

shall not apply to an alien who is outside of the United States
with respect to any contract.
(c) EFFECTWE DATE.—

(1) IN GENERAL—This section shall apply to contracts or

loan agreements entered into, and professional, commercial,
and driver's licenses issued (or renewed), on or after such date
as the Attorne-y General specifies in regulations under paragraph (2). Such date shall be at least 30 days, and not more
than 60 days, after the date the Attorne-y General first issues
such regulations.
(2) REGULATIONS.—The Attormey General (in consultation

with the heads of other appropriate agencies) shall first issue
regulations to carry out this section not later than 180 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act. Such regulations

shall be effective on an interim basis, pending change after opportunity for public comment.

(3) WAiVER AUTHORTTY.—The Attorney General is author-

ized to waive any provision of this section in the case of applications pending on the effective date of such provision.
SEC. 503. UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS.
(a) ELIMINATION OF CREDITiNG EMPLOYMENT MERELY ON BAsIs

OF PRUCOL STATUS.—Section 3304(a)(14)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—

(1) by striking", was lawfully" and inserting "or was lawfully", and
(2) by striking", or was permanently" and all that follows
up to the comma at the end.
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by subsection (a)

shall apply with respect o certifications of States for 1998 and subsequent years, or for 1999 and subsequent years in the case of States

the legislatures of which do not meet in a regular session which

closes in the calendar year 1997.
(c) REPORT.—TIZe Secretary of Labor, in consultation with the
Attorney General, shall provide for a study of the impact of limiting
elzgibility for unemployment compensation only to individuals who

are citizens or nationals of the United States or eligible aliens (as
defined in section 501(c)). Not later than 2 years after the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Secretary shall submit a report on
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study to the Committee on the Judiciary and the Committee
on Labor and Human Resources of the Senate and the Committee
on the Judiciary and the Committee on Economic and Educational
such

Opportunities of the House of Representatives.

SEC. 504. SOCIAL SECURiTY BENEFiTS.

ci

(a) INELIGIBILI7Y OF ALIENS NOT LAWFuLLY PREsENT FOR SoSEcuRrn" BENEFrrS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Section 202 of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 402) is amen&d by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"Limitation on Payments to Aliens

"(y) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no monthly
benefit under this title shall be payable to any alien in the United
States for any month during which such alien is not lawfully
present in the United States as determined by the Attorney General."
(2) EFFECTIVE DrE.—The amendment made by paragraph

(1) shall apply with respect to benefits for which applications
are filed on or after the first day of the first month that begins
at least 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
(b) No CREDiTING FOR UNAUTHORIZED EMWyiw—
(1) IN GENERAL.—Section 210 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 410)
is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:

"Demonstiation of Required Citizenship Status
"(s) For purposes of this title, service performed by an iridivid-

ual in the United States shall constitute 'employment' only if it is
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Social Security that such service was performed by such individual while such
individual was a citizen, a national, a permanent resident, or other-

wise authorized to be employed in the United States in such service.".

(2) EF ECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by paragraph

(1) shall apply with respect to services performed after Decem-

ber 31, 1996.

(c) TRADE OR BUSINESS.—

(1) IN GENER.4L—Sectjon 211 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 411)

is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
1)emonstration of Required Citizenship Status
"Ci) For purposes of this title, a trade or business (as defined in
subsection (c)) carried on in the United States by any individual
shall constitute a 'trade or business' only if it is demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner of Social Security that such trade
or business (as so defined) was carried on by such individual while
such individual was a citizen, a national, a permanent resident, or
otherwise lawfully present in the United States carrying on such
trade or business.".
(2) EmcrlvE DrE.—The amendment made by paragraph
(1) shall apply with respect to any trade or business carried on
after December 31, 1996.
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(d) CONSTRUC JON.—Nothing in the amendments made by this
section shall be construed to affect the application of chapter 2 or

chapter 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

SEC. 505. REQUIRING PROOF OF 1DEN7ITY FOR CERTAIN PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

(a) REviSION OF SAVE PROGRAJt—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (2) of section 1137(d) of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(d)) is amended to read
as follows:
"(2) There must be presented the item (or items) described
in one of the following subparagraphs for that individual:
"(A) A United States passport (either current or expired
if issued both within the previous 12 years and after the individual attained 18 years of age).

"(B) A resident alien card or an alien registration card,
if the card (i) contains a photograph of the individual and
(ii) contains security features to make it resistant to tampering, counterfeiting, and fraudulent use.
"(C) A driver's license or similar document issued for
the purpose of identification by a State, if it contains a photogra/h of the individual.
(D) If the individual attests to being a citizen or national of the United States and that the individual does riot
have other documentation under this paragraph (under
penalty of perjury), such other documents or evidence that
identify the individual as the Attorney General may deszgnate as constituting reasonable evidence indicating United States citizenship or nationality.".
(2) TEMPORARY ELIGIBILITY FOR BENEFITS.—Sectjon 1137(d)

of such Act is further amended by adding after paragraph (5)
the following new paragraph (6):

"(6) If at the time of application for benefits, the documentation under paragraph (2) is riot presented or verified,
such benefits may be provided to the applicant for riot more
than 2 months, if—
"(A) the applicant provides a written attestation (under

penalty of perjury) that the applicant is a citizen or na-

tional of the United States, or
"(B) the applicant provides documentation certified by
the Departinent of State or the Departinent of Justice,
which the Attorney General deiernunes constitutes reasonable evidence indicating satisfactory immigration status.".
(3) CoNi'oi&imrc AMENDMEIqTS.—Sectjon 1137(d) of such

Act is further amended in paragraph (3), by striking "(2)(A) is
presented" and inserting "(2)(B) is presented and contains the
individual's alien admission number or alien file number (or
numbers if the individual has more than one number)".
(b) SSI.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1383(e)(7)) is
amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(8) The Commissioner of Social Security shall provide for the
application under this title of rules similar to the requirements of
section 1137(d), insofar as the-y apply to the verification of immigration or citizenship status for eligibility for supplemental security income benefits under this title.".
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(c) EFFEcTIVE DATE.—

(1)1w GENERAL—This section shall apply to application for

benefits filed on or after such date as the Attorney General

specifies in regulations under paragraph (2). Such date shall be
at least 60 days, and not more than 90 days, after the date the
Attorney General first issues such regulations.
(2) REGULATIONS—The Attorney General (in consultation

with the heads of other appropriate agencies) shall first issue
regulations to carry out this section (and the amendments made
by this section) not later than 180 days after the date of the en
actment of this Act. Such regulations shall be effective on an interim basis, pending change after opportunity for public comment.

SEC. 506. AUTHORIZATION FOR STATES TO REQUIRE PROOF OF ELIGIBILI1Y FOR STATE PROGRAMS.

(a) 1w GENER.4L—In carrying out this title (and the amendments made by this title), subject to section 510, a State or political
subdivision is authorized to require an applicant for benefits under
a program of a State or political subdivision to provide proof of eligibility consistent with the provisions of this tit1e
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThiS section shall take effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 507. LIMITATION ON ELIGIBILiTY FOR PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT ON BASIS OF
RESIDENCE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BE WE FITS.

(a) IN GENEPL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

an alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall not
be eligible on the basis of residence within a State (or a political

subdivision) for any postsecondwy education benefit unless a citizen
or national of the United States is eligible for such a benefit (in no
less an amount, duration, and scope) without regard to whether the
citizen or national is such a resident.
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section shall apply to benefits provided on or after July 1, 1998.
SEC. 508. VERIflCATION OF STUDENT ELIGIBILiTY FOR POSTSECONDARY FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GENERAL.—No student shall be eligible for postsecorLdary

Federal student financial assistance unless—
(1) the student has certified that the student is a citizen or
national of the United States or an alien lawfully admitted for
permanent residence, and

(2) the Secretary of Education has verified such certifi-

cation.
(b) REPORT REQUmEMENT.—

(1) 1w GENERAL—Not later than one year after the date of

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Education and the
Commissioner of Social Security shall jointly submit to the appropriate committees of the Congress a report on the computer
matching program of the Department of Education under section 484(p) of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
(2) REPORT FJ.SMENTS.—The report under paragraph (1)
shall include the following:
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(A) An assessment by the Secretary and the Commissioner of the effectiveness of the computer matching program, and a justification for such assessment.
(B) The ratio of successful matches under the program
to inaccurate matches.
(C) Such other information as the Secretary and the

Commissioner joi ntly consider appropriate.

(3) APPROPRIATE COMM12TEES OF THE CONGRESS.—For

purposes of this subsection the term "appropriate committees of

the Congress" means the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities and the Committee on the Judiciary of
the House of Representatives and the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources and the Committee on the Judiciary of the

Senate.
(c) EFFECTiVE DATE.—ThiS section shall take effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 509. VERiFICATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS FOR PURPOSES OF
SOCIAL SECURJ'rY AND HIGHER EDUCATIONAL ASSIST.
ANCE.

(a) SocIAL SEcuRiTY ACT STATE INCOME AND ELIGIBILITY VER-

IFICATION SYSTEMS.—Section 1137(d) (4) (B) (i)) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(d)(4)(B)(i)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i) the State shall transmit to the Immigratioi

and Naturalization Service either photostatic or other
similar copies of such documents, or information from
such documents, as specified by the Immigration and

Naturalization Service, for official verification,".

(b) ELIGIBILiTY FOR ASSISTANCE UN1)ER HIGHER EDUCATION

AcT OF 1965.—Section 484(g)(4)(B)(i) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1091(g)(4)(B)(i)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i) the institution shall transmit to the Immigration and Naturalization Service either photostatic or

other àimilar copies of such documents, or information
from such documents, as specified by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, for official verification,".
SEC. 510. NO VERIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGAW1ZATIONS.

(a) IN GEWEPJL.—Subject to subsection (b), and notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a nonprofit charitable organization, in providing any means-tested public benefit (as defined in section 501(e), but not incliLding any hospital benefit, as defined by the

Attorney General in consultation with Secretary of Health and

Human Services) is not required to determine, verify, or otherwise
require proof of eligibility of any applicant for such benefits.
(b) REQUIREMENT OF ST OR FEDERAL DETERMINATION OF

ELIGIBILITY.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—EXCept as provided in paragraph (3), in

order for a nonprofit charitable organization to provide to an
applicant any means-tested public benefit, the organization
shall obtain the following:

(A) In the case of a citizen or national of the United
States, a written attestation (under penalty of perjury) that
the applicant is a citizen or national of the United States.
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(B)

In the case of an alien and subject to paragraph

(2), written verification, from an appropriate State or Federal agency, of the applicant's eligibility for assistance or
benefits and the amount of assistance or benefits for which
the applicant is eligible.
(2) No NOTrFICATI0N WITHIN 10 DAYS.—If the organization

is not notified within 10 business days after a request of an appropriate State or Federal agency for verification under para-

graph (1)(B), the requirement under paragraph (1) shall not
apply to any means-tested public benefit provided to such applicant by the organization until 30 calendar days after such notification is received.
(3) LIMITATIONS.—

(A) PRIVATE FUJ'IDS.—The

requirement under para-

graph (1) shall not apply to assistance or benefits provided
through private finds.

(B) SEcTION 501 EXCEPTED BENEFITS.—The require-

ment under paragraph (1) shall not apply to assistance or

benefits described in section 501(b) which are not subject to
the limitations of section 501(a).
(4) ADMINISTRATION.—

(A) Jig GEivEaj..—The Attorney General shall through
regulation provide for an appropriate procedure for the verification required under paragraph (1)(B).
(B) TIME PERIOD FOR RESPONSE.—The appropriate
State or Federal agencies shall provide for a response to a
request for verification under paragraph (1)(B) of an appli-

cant's eligibility under section 501(a) of this title and the
amount of eligibility under section 552 (or comparable pro-

visions of State law as authorized under section 553 or
554) not later than 10 business days after the date the request is made.
(C) RECORDKEEPrNG.—If the Attorney General deter-

mines that recordkeeping is required for the purposes of
this section, the Attorney General may require that such a
record be maintained for not more than 90 days.
SEC. 511. GAO STUDY OF PROVISION OF MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS TO I2VEUGIBLE ALIENS ON BEHALF OF ELIGIBLE INDJVIDUALS.

(a) IN GEzqEpJ.i..—Not later than 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General shall submit to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of
the Senate and to the Inspector General of the Department of Justice

a report on the tent to which means-tested public benefits are

being paid or provided to ineligible aliens in order to provide such
benefits to individuals who are United States citizens or eligible
aliens. Such report shall address the locations in which such benefits are provided and the incidence of fraud or misrepresentation in
connection with the provision of such benefits.
(b)DEFINITIONS.—The terms "eligible alien' "ineligible alien",

and "means-tested public benefits" have the meanings given such
terms in section 501.
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Subtitle B—Expansion of Disqualification
From Immigration Benefits on the Basis

of Public Charge

SEC. 531. GROUND FOR EXCLUSION.

(a) IN GENEiw.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a) (8 U.s.c.

1182 (a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—Any alien who, in the opinion of the

consular officer at the time of application for a visa, or in
the opinion of the Attorney General at the time of application for admission or adjustment of status, is likely at any
time to become a public charge is excludable.

"(B) FAcTORS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.—(i) In de-

termining whether an alien is excludable under this pamgraph, the consular officer or the Attorney General shall at
a minimum consider the alien's—
"(1) age;

"(II) health;
"(LU) family status;
"(IV) assets, resources, and financial status; and
"(V) education and skills.
"(ii) In addition to the factors under clause (i), the consular officer or the Attorney General may also consider any

affidavit of support under section 213A for purposes of
clusion under this paragraph.

-

"(C) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who

seeks admission or adjustment of status under a visa number issued under section 201(b)(2) or 203(a) is excludable
under this paragraph unless—
"(i) the alien has obtained—
"(I) status as a spouse or a child of a United
5tat.es citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (UI), or (iv) of
section 204(a)(1)(A), or

"(U) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or

(iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B); or

"(ii) the person petitioning for the alien's admission (including any additional sponsor required under
section 213A(g)) has executed an affidavit of support
described in section 213A with respect to such alien.
"(D) CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANTS.—Any

alien who seeks admission or adjustment of status under a
visa number issued under section 203(b) by virtue of a classification petition filed by a relative of the alien (or by an
entity in which such relative has a significant ownership
interest) is excludable under this paragraph unless such
relative has executed an affidavit of support described in

section 213A with respect to such alien..".
(b).EFFEcTJvE DATh.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply to applications submitted on or after such date, not earlier than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date the Attorney General promulgates under section 551(e) a standard form
for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney General shall specify, but
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subparagraphs (C) and (D) of section 212(a) (4) of
Immigration
and Nationality Act, as so amended, shall not applythe
to applications
with respect to which an official interview with an immigration officer was conducted before such effective date.
SEC. 532. GROUI'7D FOR DEPORTATION.

(a) IMMIGRAR7'5._Se.jj,jfl 241(a)(5) (8 U.S.C. l251 (a)
(5)) is

ameri&d to read as follows:

"(5) PUBLIC CHARGE.—
"(A) IN GENERAl,.—

'Yi) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), an
immigrant who during the public charge period be-

comes a public chwge, regardless of when the cause for
becoming a public charge arises, is deportable.
"(ii) The immigrant shall be subject to deportation
under this paragraph only if the deportation proceedirig is initiated not later than the end of the 7-year period beginning on the last date the immigrant receives

a benefit described in subparagraph (I)) during the

public charge period.

"(B) EXCEPTIONS.__Subparagraph (A) shall riot apply—

"(i) to an alien granted asylum under section 208;
"(ii) to an alien admitted as a refugee under section 207; or
"(iii) if the cause of the alien's becoming a public
charge—
"(7) arose after entry in the case of an alien
who entered as an immigrant or after adjustment
to lawful permanent resident status in the case of
an alien who entered as a noiümmigrant, and
"(ii) was a physical illness or physical injury
so serious the alien could not work at any job, or
was a mental disability that required continuous

institutionaljzjtj

"(C) DEFINITIONS.—
"(i) PuBLIc CHARGE PEPJOD.—For purposes of sub-

paragraph (A), the term 'public charge period' means
the period ending 7 years after the date on which the
alien attains the status of an alien lawfully admitted
for permanent residence (Or attains such status on a
conditional basis).
"c'ii) PUBLIC CHARGE.—For purposes of subparagraph. (A), the term 'public charge' indud.es any alien
who receives benefits described in subparagraph (D) for
an aggregate period of at least 12 months or 36 months
in the case of an alien described in subparagraph CE).
"(D) BENEFITS DESCRiBED.—

"(i) IN GENERAL.—Subject to clause (ii), the benefits

described in this subparagraph are means-tested public
benefits defined under section 213A(e)(1)..
"(ii) EXCEPfloN5.—Benefi described in this subparagraph shall not include the following:
"(7) Any benefits to which the exceptions described in section 213A(e)(2) apply.
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"(II) Emergency medical assistance (as defined
in subparagraph (F)).

"(III) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under parts B and E of title IV of the
Social Security Act made on the child's behalf
under such part.
"(TV) Benefits under laws administered by the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs and any other benefit
available by reason of service in the United States

Armed Forces.
"(V) Benefits under the Head Start Act.

"(VI) Benefits under the Job Training Partner-

ship Act.

"(VII) Benefits under any English as a second
language program.
"(iii) SUCCESSOR PROGR.AMS.—Benefits described in

this subparagraph shall include any benefits provided
under any successor program as identified by the Attorney General in consultation with other approprzate offi-

cials.
'?E) SPECIAL RULE FOR BATTERED SPOUSE AND

CHILD.—Subject to the second sentence of this subparagraph, an alien is described under this subparagraph if the
alien demonstrates that—
"('i)(I) the alien has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a
parent, or by a member of the spouse or parent's family
residing in the same household as the alien and the
spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (II) the alien's child has been bat-

tered or subjected to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent of the alien (without the
active participation of the alien in the battery or cru-

elty), or by a member of the spouse or parent's family
residing in the same household as the alien when the
spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to and the

alien did not actively participate in such battery or
cruelty;

"(ii) the need for benefits described in subparagraph (D) beyond an aggregate period of 12 months
has a substantial connection to the battery or cruelty
described in clause (i); and

"(iii) any battery or cruelty under clause (i) has
been recognized in an order of a judge or an administrative law judge or a prior determination of the Service.

An alien shall not be considered to be described under this sub-

paragraph during any period in which the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides in the same household
or family eligibility unit as the individual subjected to such battery or cruelty.

"(F) EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.—

"('i) IN GENERAL—For purposes of subparagraph

(C)(ii)(II),

the term 'emergenc7 medical assistance'
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medical assistance un&r title XIX of the Social
Security Act (or any successor program to such title) for
means

care and services that are necessary for the treatment

of an emergency medical condition of the alien involved

and are riot related to an organ transplant procedure.

"('ii) EMERGENCY MEDICAL CONDITION DEFINED.—For

purposes of this subparagraph, the term 'emergency medical condition' means a nwdii.o2 condition (including emergenc-y labor and delivery) manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that
the absence of immediate medical attention could reasonably be expected to result in—
tyZ) placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy,
"(II) serious impairment to bodily functions, or

"(III) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or

part. '

(b) EXCLUSION AND DEPORTATION OF NONIMMIGRANTS COMMITTING FvD OR MISREPRESENTATION iN OBTAINING BENEFITS.—
(1)
EXCLUSION.—Section
U.S.C.
212(a) (6) (C)
(8

1182 (a) (6) (C)), as amended by section 344(a), is amended—
(A) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause (iv), and

(B) by inserting after clause (ii) the following clause

(iii):
"(iii)

NONIMMIGRAIJT PUBLiC BEWEFIT RECIPI-

ENTS.—Any alien who was admitted as a non-

immigrant and who has obtained benefits for which
the alien was inelgible, through fraud or misrepresentation, under Federal law is excludable for a period of
5 years from the date of the alien's departure from the
United States.".
DEPORTATION.—Section
241(a)(1)(C) (8
U.S.C.
1251 (a)(1)(C)) is amended by adding after clause (ii) the following:

(2)

"(iii)

NONIMMIGRANT PUBLiC BENEFIT RECIPI-

ENTS.—Any alien who was admitted as a nonimmigrant and who has obtained through fraud or
misrepresentation benefits for which the alien was ineligible under Federal law is deportable.".

(c) INEL1GIBIIJ2T TO NATURALIzjION FOR ALIENS DEPORTABLE
As PUBLiC CHARGE.—

(1) h GENERAL.—Chapter 2 of title III of the Act is amended by inserting after section 315 the following new sectior"
INELiGIBiLITY TO NATURALIZATION FOR PERSONS DEPORTABLE AS
PUBLiC CHARGE

"SEC. 315A (a) A person shall not be naturalized if the person
is deportable as a public charge un&r section 241(a) (5).

"(b) An applicant for natura1iation shall provide a written attestation, under penalty of perjury, as part of the application for

naturalization that the applicant is not deportable as a public

charge under section 241(a) (5) to the best of the applicant's krjowledge.
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a(c) The Attorney

General shall make a determination that each

applicant for naturalization is not deportable as a public charge
under section 241(a)(5).".

(2) CLERICAL A
NDMEzv—The table of contents is amended by inserting after the item rel.atirzg to section 315 the following:
'Sec. 315A.

Ineligibility to naturalization for persons deportable as public charge".

(d) EFFECTiVE DATES.—
(1) SUBSECTION (a).—

(A) IN GENERAL..—Except as provided in this paragraph, the amendment made by subsection (a) shall apply
only to aliens who obtain the status of an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence more than 30 days after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(B) APPLICATION TO CURRENT ATJENS.—Such amend-

rnents shall apply also to aliens who obtained the status of

an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence less

than 30 days after the date of the enactment of this Act, but
only with respect to benefits received after the 1-year period
beginning on the date of enactment and benefits received
before such period shall not be taken into account.
(2) SUBSECTION (b).—The amendments made by subsection

(b) shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act and
shall apply to fraud or misrepresentation committed before, on,
or after such date.
(3) SUBSECTION (c).—The amendments made by subsection

(c) shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this Act and
shall apply to applications submitted on or after 30 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act.

Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support and
Attribution of Income
SEC. 551. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFiDAVIT OF SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENE—Title II is amended by inserting after section

213 the following new section

"REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A. (a) ENFORCEABILiTY.—

"(1) TERMS OF AFFJDAVIT.—No affidavit of support may be

accepted by the Attorney General or by any consular officer to

establish that an alien is not excludable as a public charge

under section 212(a) (4) unless such affidavit is executed by a
sponsor of the alien as a contract—
"(A) in which the sponsor agrees to provide support to
maintain the sponsored alien at an annual income that is
not less than the appropriate percentage (applicable to the
sponsor under subsection (g)) of the Federal poverty line
during the period in which the affidavit is enforceable,
"(B) that is legally enforceable against the sponsor by
the sponsored aliei, the Federal Government, any State (or
any political subdivision of such State), or by any other en-
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tity that provides any means-tested public benefit (as defined in subsection (e)), consistent with the provisions of
this section; and
"(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the purpose of actions brought under subsection (b)(2).

"(2) PERIOD OF EWFORCEABILITY.—An affidavit of support

shall b€ enforceable with respect to benefits provided for an
alien before the date the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the
United States, or, if earlier, the tetminati.on date provided
under paragraph (3).
"(3) TERMINATION OF PERIOD OF ENFORCEABLU7Y UPON
COMPLETION-OF REQUIRED PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT, ETC.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—An affidavit of support is not en-

forceable on or after the first day of a year if it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Attorney General that
the sponsored alien may be credited with a aggregate of
40 qualifying quarters under this paragraph for previous

years.

"(B) QUALrFYThTG QUARTER DEFINED.—For purposes this

paragraph, the term 'qualifying quarter' means a qualifying quarter of coverage under title II of the Social Security
Act in which the sponsored alien—
"(i) has earned at least the minimum necessary for

the period to count as one of the 40 quarters required
to qualify for social security retirement benefits; and

fit.

"(ii) has not received any means-tested public bene-

"(C) CREDITING FOR DEPENDENTS A?TD SPOUSES.—For

purposes of this paragraph, in determining the number of
qualifying quarters for which a sponsored alien has worked
for purposes of subparagraph (A), a sponsored alien not
meeting the requirement of subparagraph (B)(i) for any
quarter shall be treated as meeting such requirements if—
"(i) their spouse met such requirement for such
quarter and they filed a joint income tax return covering such quarter; or
"(ii) the individual who claimed such sponsored
alien as a dependent on an income tax return, covering
such quarter met such requirement for such quarter.
"(D) PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO SAVE SYSTEM.—

The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate information regarding the application of this paragraph is pro-

vided to the system for alien verification of eligibility
(SAVE) described in section 1137(d)(3) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b-7(d)(3)).
"(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT EXPENSES.—
"(1) REQUEST FOR REiMBURSEMENT.—

"(A) REQUIREMENT.—UpOn notification that a spon-

sored alien has received any means-tested public benefit,
the appropriate nongovernmental entity which provided
such benefit or the appropriate entity of the Federal Government, a State, or any political subdivision of a State
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shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in an amount

which is equal to the unreimbursed costs of such benefit.
"(B) REGULATIONS.—The Attorney General, in consulta-

tion with the heads of other appropriate Federal agencies,
shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to
carry out subparagraph (A).
"(2) AcTioNs TO COMPEL REIMBURSEMENT.—
"(A) IN CASE OF NONRESPONSE.—If within 45 days

after a request for reimbursement under paragraph (1)(A),
the appropriate entity has not received a response from the
sponsor indicating a willingness to commence payment an
action may be brought against the sponsor pursuant to the
affi&zvit of support.
"(B) IN CASE OF FAILURE TO PAY.—If the sponsor fails

to abide by the repayment terms established by the appro-

priate entity, the entity may bring an action against the
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(C) LIMITATION ON ACTIONS.—No cause of action may

be brought under this paragraph later than 10 years after
the date on which the sponsored alien last received any
means-tested public benefit to which the affidavit of support applies.
"(3) USE OF COLLECTION AGE WCIES.—If the appropriate en-

tity under paragraph (1)(A) requests reimbursement from the
sponsor or brings an action against the sponsor pursuant to the
affidavit of support, the appropriate entity may appoint or hire
an individual or other person to act on behalf of such entity acting under the authority of Law for purposes of collecting any
am.ounts owed.

"(c) REMEDrES.—Remedies available to enforce an affidavit of

support under this section include any or all of the remedies descri bed in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205 of title 28, United
States Code, as well as an order for specific performance and payment of legal fees and other costs of collection, and include corresponding remedies available under State law. A Federal agency
may seek to collect am.ounts owed under this section in accordance
with the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United
States Code.
"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—

"(1) GE ERAL REQUIREMENT.—The sponsor shall notify the

Attorney General and the State in which the sponsored alien is
currently a resident within 30 days of any change of address of
the sponsor during the period in which an. affidavit of support
is enforceable.

"(2) PENALrZ.—Any person subject to the requirement of
paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such requirement shall, after
notice and opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil penalty
of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that the

sponsored alien has received any benefit described in section 241(a)(5)(D) not less than $2,000 or more than $5,000.
The Attorney General shall enforce this paragraph under appropri.ate regulations.
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"(e) MEAWS-TESTED PuBuc BENEFIT.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2), the term
'means-tested public benefit' means any public benefit (including cash, medical, housing, food, and social services) prouided

or funded in whole or in part by the Federal Gouernment, or
of a State or political subdiuision of a State, in which the eligibility of an indiuidual, household, or family eligibility unit for
such benefit or the amount of such benefit, or both are determined on the basis of income, resources, or financial need of the
indiuidual, household, or unit.
"(2) ExcEPTIONS.—Such term does not include the following benefits:
"(A) Short-term noncash emergency disaster relief
"(B) Assistance or benefits under—
"(i) theNational School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751
et seq.);

"(ii) the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C.

1771 et seq.);

"(iii) section 4 of the Agriculture and Consumer
Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93—86; 7 U.S.C.
612c note);

"(iu) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983
(Public Law 98-8; 7 U.S.C. 612c note);

"(u) section 110 of the Hunger Preuention Act of

1988 (Public Law 100—435; 7 U.S.C. 612c note); and

"(ui) the food distribution program on Indian reservations established under section 4(b) of Public Law
88-425(7 U.S.C. 2013(b)).
"(C) Public health assistance for immunizations and, if

the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines
that it is necessary to prevent the spread of a serious communicable disease, for testing and treatment for such dis-

ease (which may not include treatment for HIV infection or
acquired immune deficiency syndrome).

"(D) Benefits under programs of student assistance

under titles IV, V. DC, and X of the Higher Education Act

of 1965 and titles Ill, VII, and VIII of the Public Health
Service Act.

"(E) Benefits under any means-tested programs under
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

"(F) Such other in-kind service or noncash assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling, intervention (including intervention for domestic violence) and short-term,
shelter) as the Attorney General specifies, in the Attorney
General's sole and unreuiewable discretion, after consultation with the heads of appropriate Federal agencies, if—
"(i) such service or assistance is deliuered at the
community leuel, including through public or private
nonprofit agencies;
"(ii) such service or assistance is necessary for the
protection of life, safety, or public health; and

"(iii) such service or assistance or the amount or
cost of such service or assistance is riot conditioned on
the recipient's income or resources.
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"(f) JURJSDICTION.—An adion to enforce an affidavit of support
executed under subsection (a) may be brought against the sponsor
in any appropriate court—
"(1) by a sponsored alien, with respect to financial support;
or
"(2) by the appropriate entity of the Federal Government, a
State or any political subdivision of a State, or by any other
nongovernmental entity under subsection (b)(2), with respect to

reimbursement.

"(g) SPONSOR DEFThED.

"(1) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this section the term
'sponsor' in relation to a sponsored alien means an individual
who executes an affidavit of support with respect to the spon-

sored alien and who—
"(A) is a citizen or national of the United States or an
alien who is lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent residence;
"(B) is at least 18 years of age;

"(C) is domiciled in any of the several States of the

United States, the District of Columbia, or any territory or
possession of the United States,
"(1)) is petitioning for the admission of the alien under
section 204; and
"(E) demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the
means to maintain an annual incorn.e equal to at least 200
percent of the Federal poverty line (or in the case of an affidavit for a spouse or minor child of the petitioner 140 percent of the Federal poverty line).
"(2) INCoME REQUIREMENT CE.—Such term also includes

an individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph

(1)(E) but demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the

means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line and accepts joint and several liability together with an individual under paragraph (5).
"(3) ACTIVE DU7Y ARMED SERVICES CASE.—Such term also

includes an individual who does not meet the requirement of
paragraph (1)(E) but is on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the United States, is petitioning for -the admission of the alien under section 204 as the
spouse or child of the individual, and demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 100 percent of the Federal poverty line.
"(4) CERTAiN EMPLOYMENT-BASED Th(MIGRAWTS CASE.—Such

term also includes an individual—
"(A) who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D), but is the relative of the sponsored alien who filed
a classification petition for the sponsored alien as an employment-based immigrant under section 203(b) or who has
a significant ownership interest in the entity that filed such
a petition, and
"(B)(i) who demonstrates (as provided under paragraph

(6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at
least 200 percent of the Federal poverty line (or in the case
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of an affidavit for a spouse or minor child of the petitioner
140 percent of the Federal poverty line), or
"(ii) does not meet the requirement of paragraph (1)(E)
but demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the means
to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent
of the Federal poverty line and accepts joint and several liability together with an individual under paragraph (5).
"(5) NON-pEnrIOinzqG CASE.—Such term also includes an
individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D) but who accepts joint arid several liability with a petitioning sponsor under paragraph (2) or relative of an employment-based immigrant under paragraph (4) and who demonstrates (as provided under paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 200 percent of the Federal poverty line (Or in the case of an affidavit for a spouse or
minor child of the petitioner 140 percent of the Federal poverty
line).

"(6) DEMONSTRATION OF MEANS TO MAINTiJN INCOM_
"(A) IN GENERAL.—
"(1) METHOD OF DEMONS TRATION.—For purposes

of
this section, a demonstration of the means to maintain
income shall include provision of a certified copy of the
individual's Federal income tax return for the individual's 3 most recent taxable years and a written stateinent, executed under oath or as permitted under penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title 28, United
States Code, that the copies are certified copies of such
returns.
"(ii) PERCENT OF POVERTY.—For purposes of this
section, a reference to an annual income equal to at
least a particular percentage of the Federal poverty line
means an annual income equal to at least such percentage of the Federal poverty line for a family unit of
a size equal to the number of members of the sponsor's
household (including family and non-family dependents) plus the total number of other dependents arid
aliens sponsored by that sponsor.
"(B) LJMJTATION.—T1Ze Secretary of State, or the Attorney General in the case of adjustment of status, may provide that the demonstration under subparagraph (A) applies only to the most recent, taxable year.

"(h) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE DEFINED.—For purposes of this
section, the term Tederal poverty line' means the level of income
equal to the official poverty line (as defined by the Director of the
Office of Management arid Budget, as revised annually by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, in accordance with section

673(2) of the OmrLibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 U.S. C.
9902)) that is applicable to a family of the size involved.

"(i) SPONSOR'S SOCm SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER REQUIRED
To BE PROVIDED.—(1) An affidavit of support shall include the social security account number of each sponsor.

"(2) The Attorney General shall develop an automated system to
maintain the social security account number data provided under
paragraph (1).
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"(3) The Attorney General shall submit an annual report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and
the Senate setting forth—
"(A) for the most recent fiscal year for which data are available the number of sponsors under this section and the number
of sponsors in compliance with the financial obligations of this
section; and
"(B) a comparison of such numbers with the numbers of

such sponsors for the preceding fiscczl year.".

(b) CLERIcAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents is amended
by inserting after the item relating to section 213 the following:
"See. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.".

(c) SErrLEI.qrjq7' OF CLAIMs PRIOR TO NATURALJZATION.—Sec-

tion 316(a) (8 U.S.C. 1427(a)) is amended by striking "and" before
"(3)", and by inserting before the period at the end the following: ",

and (4) in the case of an applicant that has received assistance

under a means-tested public benefits program (as defined in subsection (e) of section 213A) and with respect to which amounts are
owing under an affidavit of support executed under such section,

provides satisfactory evidence that there are no outstanding
amounts that are owing pursuant to such affl&ivit by any sponsor
who executed such affidavit".

(d) EFFEcTiVE DATE; PROMULGATION OF FORM.—

(1) IN GENER.4L.—The amendments made by this section
shall apply to affidavits of support executed on or after a date
specified by the Attorney General, which date shall be not earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date
the Attorney General formulates the form for such affidavits
under paragraph (2).
(2) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—Not later than 90 days after

the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General, in
consultation with the heads of other appropriate agencies, shall
promulgate a standard form for an affidavit of support consistent with the provisions of section213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act.
SEC. 552. A2TRrBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND RESOURCES TO
SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.
(a) DEEMING REQUIREMENT FOR FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED PUB-

LIC BENEFITS.—Subject to subsections (d) and (h), for purposes of
determining the eligibility of an alien for any Federal means-tested
public benefit, and the amount of such benefit, income and resources
described in subsection (6) shall, notwithstanding any other provision of law, be deemed to be income and resources of such alien.
(6) DEEMED INCOME AND RESOURCES.—The income and re-

sources described in this subsection shall include the income and resources of—

(1) each sponsor under section 213A of the Immigration

and Nationality Act;
(2) each person who, as a sponsor of an alien's entry into
the United States, or in order to enable an alien lawfully to remain in the United States, executed an affidavit of support or
similar agreement other than under section 213A with respect
to such alien, and
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(3) each sponsor's spouse.
(c) LENGTH OF DEEMING PERIOD.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (3), for an alien for

whom an affidavit of support under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act has been executed, the requirement
of subsection (a) shall apply until the alien is naturalized as a
citizen of the United States.
(2) SPECIAL RULE FOR OUTDATED AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT.—

Subject to paragraph (3), for an alien for whom an affidavit of
support has been executed other than as required under section
213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, the requirement
of subsection (a) shall apply for a period of 5 years beginning
on the day such alien was provided lawful permanent resident
status after the execution of such affidavit or agreement, but in
no case after the date of naturalization of the alien.
(3) EXCEPTION TO GENERAL RULE.—Subsection (a) shall not

apply and the period of attribution of a sponsor's income and
resources under this subsection with respect to an alien shall
terminate at such time as an affidavit of support of such sponsor with respect to the alien becomes no longer enforceable
under section 213A(a)(3) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act.

(4) PROVIsION OF INFORMATION TO SJiVE.—The Attorney

General shall ensure that appropriate information regarding
sponsorship and the operation of this section is provided to the
system for alien verification of eligibility (SAVE) described in
section 1137(d)(3) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b7(d)(3)).
(d) EXCEPTIONS.—
(1) INDIGENCE.—

(A) IN GENERAL—For an alien for whom an affidavit
of support under section 213A of the Immigration and Na-

tionality Act has been executed, if a determination de-

scribed in subparagraph (B) is made, the amount of income
and resources of the sponsor or the sponsor's spouse which
shall be attributed to the sponsored alien shall not exceed
the amount actually provided for a period beginning on the

date of such determination and ending 12 months after
such date.

(B) DETERMINATION DESCPJBED.—A determination de-

scri bed in this subparagraph is a determination by an

agenc-y that a sponsored alien would, in the absence of the
assistance provided by the agency, be unable to obtain food

and shelter, taking into account the alien's own income,
plus any cash, food, housing, or other assistance provided
by other individuals, including the sponsor. The agency
shall notify the Attorney General of each such determination, including the names of the sponsor and the sponsored

alien involved.
(2) EXCEPTED BENEFITS.—The requirements of subsection
(a) shall not apply to the following:
(A)(i) Medical assistance under title XIX of the Social

Security Act (Or any successor program to such title) for
care and services that are necessary for the treatment of an
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medical condition of the alien inuolved and are
not related to an organ transplant procedure.
(ii) For purposes of this subparagraph, the term "emergency medical condition" means a medical condition (including emergency labor and delivery) manifesting itself by
acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including seuere pain)
such that the absence of immediate medical attention could
reasonably be expected to result in—
(I) placi rig the patient's health in serious jeopardy,
(II) serious impairment to bodily functions, or
(711) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or
emergency

part.

(B) Short-term noncash emergency disaster relief
(C) Assistance or benefits under—
(i) the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1751
et seq.);

(ii) the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 u.S.C.

1771 et seq.);

(iii) section 4 of the Agriculture and consumer
Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93-86; 7 u.s.c.
612c note);

(iv) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983
(Public Law 98-8; 7 u.s.c 612c note);
(v) section 110 of the Hunger Prevention Act of
1988 (Public Law 100-435; 7 u.s.c. 612c note); and
(vi) the food distribution program on Indian reservations established under section 4(b) of Public Law
88-525(7 U.S.C. 2013(b)).
(D) Public health assistance for immunizations and, if
the Secretary of Health and Human Seruices determines
that it is necessary to prevent the spread of a serious communicable disease, for testing and treatment for such disease (which may not include treatment for H1V infection or
acquired immune deficiency syndrome).

(E) Benefits under programs of student assistance

under titles IV, V, IX, and X of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 and titles III, VII, and VIII of the Public Health
Service Act.

(F) Benefits under any means-tested programs under

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

(G) Such other in-kind service or noncash assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling, intervention (including intervention for clomesLic violence) and short-term,
shelter) as the Attorney General specifies, in the Attorney
General's sole and wireviewable discretion, after consultation with the heads of appropriate Federal agencies, if—

(i) such service or assistance is delivered at the
community level, including through public or private
nonprofit agencies;

(ii) such service or assistance is necessary for the
protection of life, safety, or public health; and

(iii) such seruice or assistance or the amount or

cost of such servke or assistance is not conditioned on
the recipient's income or resources.
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(e) FEDERAL MEe%NS-TESTED PUBLIc BENEFIT DEFmTED.—The

term "Federal means-tested public benefit" means any public benefit

(including cash, medical, housing, and food assistance and social
services) provided or funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government in which the eligibility of an individual, household, or family eligibility unit for the benefit, or the amount of the benefit, or
both are determined on the basis of income, resources, or financial
need of the individual, household, or unit.
(I) SPECIAL. RuLE FOR BA7TERED SPOUSE AND CHILD.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2) and notwithstanding any other provision of this section, subsection (a) shall
not apply to benefits—
(A) during a 12 month period if the alien demonstrates
that (i) the alien has been battered or subjected to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a parent, or by
a member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the
same household as the alien and the spouse or parent consented to or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the
alien's child has been battered or subjected to extreme cru-

elty in the United States by the spouse or parent of the
alien (without the active participation of the alien in the
battery or cruelty), or by a member of the spouse's or par-

ent's family residing in the same household as the alien
when the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to and

the alien did not actively participate in such battery or cruelty, and the battery or cruelty described in clause (i) or (ii)
(in the opinion of the agency providing such public benefits,
which opinion is not subject to review by any court) has a
substantial connection to the need for the public benefits
applied for; and
(B) after a 12 month period fregarding the batterer's
income and resources only) if the alien demonstrates that
such battery or cruelty under subparagraph (A) has been

recognized in an order of a judge or administrative law

judge or a prior determination of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and that such battery or cruelty (in the
opinion of the agency providing such public benefits, which
opinion is not subject to review by any court) has a substantial connection to the need for the benefits.
(2) LrMITATI0N.—The exception under paragraph (1) shall
not apply to benefits for an alien during any period in which
the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides in
the same household or family eligibility unit as the individual
who was subjected to such battery or cruelty.
(g) APPLICATION.—

(1) IN GE1qERAL.—The provisions of this section shall apply

with respect to determinations of eligibility and amount of benefits for individuals for whom an application is filed on or after

the first day of the first month beginning more than 60 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) REDETERMINATIONS.—This section shall apply with re-

spect to any redetermination of eligibility and amount of benefits occurring on or after the date determined under paragraph
(1).
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(7z) No DEEMING REQUIREMENT FOR NozqpRon7' CHARITABLE
ORGANIZATIONS._A nonprofit charitable organization operating any

Federal means-tested public benefit program is not required to deem
that the income or assets of any applicant for any benefit or assistance under such program include the income or assets described in
subsection (b).
SEC. 553. A7TRIBC1TION OF SPONSOR'S iNCOME AND RESOURCES AUTHORiTY FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.

(a) IN GE!JEPdJ.—Subject to subsection (b) arid notwithstanding

any other provision of law, a State or political subdivision of a
State is authorized, for purposes of determining the eligibility of an
alien for benefits arid the amount of benefits, under any meansbased public benefit program of a State or a political subdivision
of a State (other than a program of assistance provided or fiLnded,
in whole or in part, by the Federal Government), to require that the
income arid resources of any iridividiwl under section 552(b) be

deemed to be the income arid resow-ces of such alien.
(b) LIMITATIONS._....

(1) EXCEPTIONS.—AJy attribution of income and resources
pursuant to the authority of subsection (a) shall be subject to

exceptions comparable to the exceptions of section 552(d).

(2) PERIOD OF DEEMING.—Any period of attribution of income arid resources pursuant to the authority of subsection (a)
shall not exceed the period of attribution under section 552(c).

SEC. 554. AUTHOpJ7y OF STATES AND POLITICAL SUBDiVISIONS OF
STATES TO LZF*flT ASSISTANCE TO ALIENS AND TO DISTThT-

GUISH AMONG CLASSES OF ALIENS iN PROVIDING GEN.
ERAL CASH PUBlIC ASSISTANCE.

(a) Ii GEiw.—Subject to subsection (b)and notwithstanding
any other provision of law, a State or political subdivision of a
State is authorized to prohibit or otherwise limit or restrict the eligibility of aliens or classes of aliens for programs of general cash pub1k assistance flu-nished under the law.. of the State or a political

subdivision of a State.
(b)LIMITATION._The authority provided for under subsection
(a) may be exercised only to the extent that any prohibitions, limitations, or restrictions imposed by a State or political subdivision of
a State are not 3nore restrjcjjve than the prohibitions, limitations,
or restrictions imposed under comparable Federal programs. For
purposes of this section, attribution to an alien of a sponsor's income
and resources (as described in section 552(b)) for purposes of determining eligibility for, and the amount of benefits shall be corisidered less restrictive than a prohibition of eligibility for such benefits.

Subtitle D—Mjsceflaneous Provisions
SEC. 561. INCREASED MAmirj3f CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FORGING
OR COUNTERFEJTJJ,G SEAL OF A FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
OR AGENCY TO FACILiTATE BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN 1W.
LAWFUL ALIEN.

Section 506 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to read

as follows:
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"5O6. Seals of departnzents or agencies
"(a) Whoever—

"(1) falsely makes, forges, counterfeits, mutilates, or alters
the seal of any department or ageru'y of the United States, or
any facsimile thereof;
"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudu-

lently made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal or
facsimile thereof to or upon any certificate, instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description, or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, offers for sale,
furnishes, offers to furnish, gives away, offers to give away,
transports, offers to transport, imports, or offers to import any
such seal or facsimile thereof knowing the same to have been
so falsely made,. forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered,
shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.

"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other provision of
law, if a forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal of a departmeizt or agency of the United States, or any facsimile thereof, is—
"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered,
"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any certificate,
instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description
or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, offered for sale,
furnished, offered to furnish, given away, offered to give away,
transported, offered to transport, imported, or offered to import,
with the intent or effect of facilitating an alien's application for, or

receipt of, a Federal benefit to which the alien is not entitled, the
penalties which may be imposed for each offense under subsection
(a) shall be two times the maximum fine, and 3 times the maximum
term of imprisonment, or both, that would otherwise be imposed for
an offense under subsection (a).
'Yc) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term Tederal benefit' means—

"(A) the issuance of any grar&t, contract, loan, professional license, or commercial license provided by any agen-

cy of the United States or by appropriated funds of the

United States; and
"(B) any retireme,it, welfare, Social Security, health
(including treatment of an emergency medical condition in
accordance with section 1903(v) of the Social Security Act
(19 U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public housing,
education, food stamps, or unemployment benefit, or any
similar benefit for which payments or assistance are provided by an agency of the United States or by appropriated
funds of the United States; and
"(2) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting, mutilation, or

alteration shall constitute a separate offense under this section.".

COUTATION OF TARGETED ASSISTANCE.
(a) IN GEWEm4L.—Section 412(c)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1522 (c) (2)) is
amended by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
SEC. 562.
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"(C) All grants made avaüabl.e under thLs paragraph for a fiscal year (other than the Targeted Assistance Ten Percen.t Discretioriary Program) shall be allocated by the Office of Resettlement in
a manner that ensures that each qualifying county shall receive the
same amount of assistance for each refugee and entrant residing in
the county as of the beginning of the fiscal year who arrived in the
United States not more than 60 months prior to such fiscal year. '
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall be effective for fiscal years after fiscal year 1996.

SEC. 563. TREATMENT OP EXPENSES SUBJECT TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES EXCEPTION.

(a) IN GENERttL..__Subject to such amounts as are provided in
advance in appropriction Acts, each State or political subdivLsion of

a State that provides medical assistance for care and treatment of
an emergency medical condition (as defined for purposes of section
501(b) (1)) through a public hospital or other public facility (including a nonprofit hospital that is eligible for an additional payment
adjustment under section 1886 of the Social Security Act) or
through contract with another hospital or facility to an individual
who is an alien not lawfully present in the United States is eligible
for payment from the Federal Government of its costs of providing
such services, but only to the extent that such costs are not otherwise
reimbursed through any other Federal program and cannot be recovered from the alien or another person.

(b) CONFIRMATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS REQUIRED.—No

payment shall be made under this section with respect to services
furnished to an individual unless the immigration status of the individual has been verified through appropriate procedures established by the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the Attorriey General.
(c) ADMTNISTRATION._This section shall be administered by the
Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services.
(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) shall apply to medical assistance for care and treatment of an emergencry medical condition
furnished on or after October 1, 1996.
SEC. 564. REIMBURSEMNT OF STATES AIVD LOCALITIES FOR EMERGEJVCY AMBULANCE SERVICES.

Subject to the availability of appropriations, the Attorney General shall fully reimburse States and political subdivisions of States
for costs incurred by such a State or subdivision for emergencry ambulance services provided to any alien who—
(1) is injured while crossing a land or sea border of the
United States without inspection or at any time or place other
than as designated by the Attorney General, and
(2) is under the custody of the State or subdivision pursuant to a transfer, request, or other action by a Federal authority.

SEC. 565. PILOT PROGRAMS TO REQUIRE BONDiNG.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

(1) The Attorney General of the United States shall establish a pilot program in 5 district offices of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to require aliens to post a bond in addi-
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tion to the affidavit requirements under section 551 and the

deeming requirements under section 552. Any pilot program es.

tablished pursuant to this subsection shall require an alien to

post a bond in an amount sufficient to cover the cost of benefits
for the alien and the alien's dependents under the programs described in section 241(a)(5)(D) of the Immigration and Nation-

ality Act (8 U.s.c. 1251(a)(5)(D)) and shall remain in effect

until the departure, naturalzzation, or death of the alien.
(2) Suit on any such bonds may be brought under the terms
and condittons set forth in section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act.

(b) REGUZATIONS.—NOt later than 180 days after the date of the

enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall issue regulations
for establishing the pilot programs, including—
(1) criteria and procedures for—
(A) certifying bonding companies for participation in
the program, and
(B) debarment of any such company that fails to pay
a bond, and
(2) criteria for setting the amount of the bond to assure that
the bond is in an amount that is not less than the cost of pro.
viding benefits under the programs described in section

241(a) (5) (D) for the alien and the alien's dependents for 6
months.

(c) AuTHORizATION OF APPROPRL4TIONS.—There are authorized

to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out this

section.
(d) ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENT.—Beginning 9 months

after the date of implementation of the pilot program, the Attorney
General shall submit annually to the Committees on the Judiciary
of the House of Representatives and the Senate a report on the effectiveness of the program. The Attorney General shall submit a final
evaluation of the program not later than 1 year after termination.
(e) SUNSET.—The pilot program under this section shall terminate after 3 years of operation.
(t) BONvs ZN ADDITION TO

AND DEEMING RE-

QUIREMEN7'S.—Section 213 of the Immigration and Nationality Act

(8 U.S.C. 1183) is amended by inserting "(subject to the affidavit of

support requirement and attribution of sponsor's income and resources under section 213Af' after "in the discretion of the Attorney
General".

SEC. 566. REPORTS.

Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year, the
Attorney General shall submit a report to the Inspector General of
the Department of Justice and the Committees on the Judiciary of
the House of Representatives and of the Senate describing the following:

(1) PUBLIC CH4RGE DEPORTATION5.—The number of aliens

deported on public charge grounds under section 241(a)(5) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act during the previous fiscal

year.
(2) L'qnIGENT SPONSORS.—The number of determinations

made under section 552(d)(1) of this Act (relating to indigent
sponsors) during the previous fiscal year.
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(3) REIMBURSEMENT ACTIONS .—The number of actions

brought, and the amount of each action, for reimbursement
under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (including private collections) for the costs of providing public benefits.

(4) VERIFICATIONS OF ELIGIBILrrZ.—The number of situa-

tions in which a Federal or State agency fails to respond within
10 days to a request for verification of eligibility under section

510(b), including the reasons for, and the circumstances of,
each such failure.

177

Subtitle D—Other Provisions
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SEC. 656. IMPROVEMENTS IN IDENTIFICATION-RELATED DOCVMENTS.

(a) Bmr..u CE.IFICATES.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—

(i) GENERJJ RULE.—Subject to clause (ii), a Federal agency may not accept for any official purpose a
certificate of birth, unless the certificate—

(I) is a birth certificate (as defined in para-

graph (3)); and
(ii) conforms to the standards set forth in the
regulation proriuigated under subparagraph (B).
(U) APPLIcABILm—Clause (i) shall apply only to
a certificate of birth issued after the day that is 3 years
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after the date of the promulgation of a final regulation

under subparagraph (B). Clause (i) shall not be construed to prevent a Federal agency from accepting for
official purposes any certificate of birth issued on or before such day.
(B) REGULATION.—
(i) CONSULTATION WITH GOVERNMEVT AGENCIES.—

The President shall select 1 or more Federal agencies
to consult with State vital statistics offices, and with
other appropriate Federal agencies designated by the
President, for the purpose of developing appropriate
standards for birth certificates that may be accepted
for official purposes by Federal agencies, as provided
in subparagraph (A).
(ii) SELECTION OF LEAD AGENC—Of the Federal

agencies selected under clause (i), the President shall
select 1 agency to promulgate, upon the concluswn of
the consultation conducted under such clause, a regulation establishing standards of the tqe described in
such clause.
(iii) DEADLZNE.—The agency selected under clause

(ii) shall promulgate a final regulation under such
clause not later than the date that is 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(iv) MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS.—The standards es-

tablished under this subparagraph—
(2) at a minimum, shall require certification of
the birth certificate by the State or local custodian
of record that issued the certificate, and shall require the use of safety paper, the seal of the issuing
custodian of record, and other features designed to
limit tampering, counterfeiting, and photocopying,
or otherwise duplicating, the birth certificate for
fraudulent purposes;
(II') may not require a single design to which

birth certificates issued by all States must con-

form; and

(Ill) shall accommodate the differences be-

tween the States in the manner and fi)rm. in which

birth records are stored and birth certificates are

produced from such records.

(2) GRANTS TO STATES.—
(A) ASSISTANCE .U MEETING FEDERAL STANDARDS.—

(i) IN GENERAL—Beginning on the date a final
regviation is promulgated under paragraph (1)(B), the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, acting
through the Director of the National Center for Health

Statistics and after consulting with the head of any
other agency designated by the President, shall make
grants to States to assist them in issuing birth certificates that conform to the standards set forth in the regulation.

(ii) ALLOCATION OF GRANTS.—The Secretary shall

provide grants to States under this subparagraph in
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proportion to the popzdations of the States applying to

receive a grant and in an amount needed to provide a
substantial incentive for States to issue birth certifi-

cates that conform to the standards described in

clause (i).
(B) ASSISTANCE IN MATCHING BIRTH AND DEATH
RECORDS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and
Human Services, acting through the Director of the National Center for Health Statistics and after consulting

with the head of any other agency designated by the
President, shall make grants to States to assist them in
developing the capability to match birth and death
records, within each State and among the States, and
to note the fact of death on the birth certificates of deceased persons. In developing the capability described
in the preceding sentence, a State that receives a grant
under this subparagraph shall focus first on iridividuals born after 1950.

(ii) ALLOCATION A1ir) AMOUNT OF GRANTS.—The

Secretary shall provide grants to States under this sub-

paragraph in proportion to the populations of the

States applying to receive a grant and in an amount
needed to provide a substantial incentive for States to

develop the capability described n clause (i).
(C) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Secretary of
Health arid Human Services, acting through the Director of

the National Center for Health Statistics, shall make
grants to States for a project in each of 5 States to demonstrate the feasibility of a system under which persons
otherwise required to report the death of individuals to a
State would be required to provide to the State's office of

vital statistics sufficient information to establish the fact of

death of everj individual dying in the State within 24

hours of acquiring the information.
(3) BIRiH CERTIFICATE.—As used in this subsection, the
term "birth certificate" means a certificate of birth—
(A) of—

(i) an individual 'born in the United States; or
(ii) an individual born abroad—

(7) who is a citizen or national of the United
States at birth; and

(II) whose birth is registered in the United

States, and
(B) that—

(i) is a copy, issued by a State or local authorized
custodian of record, of an original certificate of birth
issued by such custodian of record,- or
(ii) was issued by a State or local authorized custo-

dian of record and was produced from birth records
maintained by such custodian of record.

(b) STATE-ISSUED DRzvEPs LICENSES AND COMPARABLE IDENTI-

FICATION DOcuMw'rS.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—
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(A) IN GENERAL.—A Federal agency may not accept for

any identification-related purpose a driver's license, or
other comparable identification document, issued by a

State, unless the license or document satisfies the following
requirements:
(i) APPLICATION PROCESS.—The application process

for the license or document shall include the presen-

tation of such evidence of identity as is required by reg-

ulations promulgated by the Secretary of Transpor-

tation after consultation with the American Association
of Motor Vehicle Administrators.

(ii) SOCIAL SECURJ7Y NUMBER.—Except as pro-

vided in subparagraph (B), the license or document

shall contain a social security account number that can
be read visually or by electronic means.
(iii) Fop.iw.—Tize license or dzcument otherwise

shall be in a form consistent with requirements set
forth in regulations promulgated by the Secretary of
Transportation after consultation with the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. The form

shall contain security features designed to limit tampering, counterfeiting, photocopying, or otherwise duplicating, the license or document for fraudulent purposes and to limit use of the license or document by impostors.
(B) EXCEPTION.—The require ment in subparagraph
(A)(ii) shall not apply with respect to a driver's license or
other comparable identification document issued by a State,
if the State—
(i) does not require the license or document to contain a social security account number; and
(ii) requires—

(I) every applicant for a driver's license, or

other comparable identification document, to submit the applicant's social security account number;

and

(II) an agency of the State to verify with the
Social Security Administration that such account
number is valkL
(C) DEDLiNE.—The Secretary of Transportation shall
promulgate the regulations referred to in clauses (i) and

(iii) of subparagraph (A) not later than 1 year after the

date of the enactment of this Act.
(2) GRANTs TO STATES.—Beginning on the date final regu-

lations are promulgated under paragraph (1), the Secretary of
Transportation shall make grants to States to assist them in issuing driver's licenses and other comparable identification documents that satisfy the requirements under such paragraph.

(3) EmcnvE DATES.—

(A) IN GEWERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in this

paragraph, this subsection shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(B) PROHIBITION ON FEDERAL AGENCIES.—Subpara-

graphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) shall take effect begin-
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ning on October 1, 2000, but shall apply only to licenses or

documents issued to an individual for the first time and to
replacement or renewal licenses or documents issued according to State law.
(c) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Seruices shall
submit a report to the Congress on ways to reduce the fraudulent
obtaining and the fraudulent use of birth certificates, including any
such use to obtain a social security account number or a State or
Federal document related to identification or immigration.

•

(d) FEDERAI, AGENCY DEFINED.—For purposes of this section,
the term "Federal agency" means any of the following:
(1) An Executive agency (as defined in section 105 of title
5, United States Code).
(2) A military department (as defined in section 102 of such
title).
(3) An agency in tke legislative branch of the Government
of the United States.

(4) An agency in the judicial branch of the Government of
the United States.

SEC. 657. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE OF COUNTERFEIT-RESIST.
ANT SOCIAL SECURITY C&RD.

(a) Dwpz(Ezr.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The Commissioner of Social Security (in
this section referred to as the "Commissioner") shall, in accordance with the provisions of this section, develop a prototype of

a counterfeit-resistant social security card. Such prototype
card—

(A) shall be made of a durable, tamper-resistant material such as plastic or polyester
(B) shall employ technologies that provide security features, such as magnetic stripes, holograms, and integrated
circuits; and
(C) shall be developed so as to provide individuals with
reliable proof of citizenship or legal resident alien status.
(2) ASSISTANCE BY ATTORNEY GENElAL.—The Attorney Gen-

eral shall provide such information and assistance as the Commissioner deems necessary to achieve the purposes of this sec-tion.

(b) STUDIES AND REPORTS.—

(1) IN GEWERL6J_The Comptroller General and the Com-

missioner of Social Security shall each conduct a study, and
issue a report to the Congress, that examines different methods
of improving the social security card application process.

(2) ELEMENTS OF STtIDIES.—The studies shall include eval-

uations of the cost and work load implications of issuing a

counterfeit-resistant social security card for all individuals over
a 3, 5, and 10 year period. The studies shall also evaluate the
feasibility arid cost implications of imposing a user fee for replacement cards and cards issued to individuals who apply for

such a card prior to the scheduled 3, 5, and 10 year phase-in

options.
(3) DisTpj.&irroN OF REPORTS.—Copies of the reports de-

scribed in this subsection, along with facsimiles of the prototype
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cards as described in subsection (a), shall be submitted to the
Committees on Ways and Means and Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and the Committees on Finance and Judiciary
of the Senate not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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(1) Section 506(a) of the Intelligence Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1990 (Public Law 101—193) is amended by striking
"this section" and inserting "such section'
(2) Section 140 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act,
Fiscal Years 1994 and 1995, as amended by section 505(2) of
Public Law 103—317, is amended—
(A) by moving the indentation of subsections (f) and (g)
2 ems to the left; and
(B) in subsection (g), by striking "(gY' and all that follows through "shall" and inserting "(g) Subsections (d) and
(e) shall".
And the Senate agree to the same.
HENRY HYDE,
LAMAR SMITH,
ELTON GALLEGLY,
BILL McC0LLUM,
BOB GOODLATFE,
ED BRYANT,

SONNY BoNo,
BILL GOODLING,
RANDY "DUKE" CUNNINGHAM,
HOWARD P. "BUCK" MCKEON,

E. CLAY SHAW, Jr.,

Managers on the Part of the House.
ORIUN HATCH,
AL SIMPSON,
CHUCK GB.ASSJ.EY,

JON KyL,
ARLEN SPECTER,
SmOM THtJRMOND,
DIANNE FEINSTEIN,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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JOENT EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF IE COMMITTEE OF

CONFERENCE

The mpnagers on the part of the House and the Senate at the
conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the bifi (H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for alien smuggling
and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation
law and procedures, by improving the verification system for eligibffity for employment, and through other measures, to reform the
legal immigration system and facilitate legal entnes into the United States, and for other purposes, submit the following joint statement to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effect of
the action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in the
accompanying conference report:

The Senate amendment struck all of the House bill after the

enacting clause and inserted a substitute text.
The House recedes from its disagreement to the amendment of

the Senate with an amendment that is a substitute for the House
bifi and the Senate amendment. The differences between the House

bill, the Senate amendment, and the substitute agreed to in con-

ference are noted below, except for clerical corrections, conforming
changes made necessary by agreements reached by the conferees,
and minor drafting and clerical changes.
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SUBTITLE B—ENHCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAINST
DOCUMENT FRAUD

Section 211—Senate amendment section 127(aX1) recedes to
House section 2 11(a). This provision increases the maximum term
of imprisonment for fraud and misuse of government-issued identification documents from 5 years to 15 years. The sentence is in205

creased to 20 years if the offense is committed to facilitate a drugtrafficking crime, and to 25 years if committed to facilitate an act
of international terrorism. House recedes to Senate amendment
section 127(a) (2)-(4), as modified. These provisions will increase
penalties for document fraud crimes under sections 1541—1544,
1546(a), and 1425—1427 of title 18 to 10 years for a first or second
offense, 15 years for a third or subsequent offense, with the sante
enhancements for crimes committed to facilitate drug traificking
(20 years) or international terrorism (25 years). House section
211(b) recedes to Senate section 127 (b)-(d). These provisions require the United States Sentencing Commission to promulgate or
amend guidelines for offenders convicted of document fraud offenses, provide emergency authority to the Sentencing Commission
to complete this task, and make section 211 (and the amendments
made thereby) applicable to offenses occurring on or after the date
of enactment.
Section 212—House sections 212 and 213 recede to Senate
amendment section 130, as modified. This section amends INA section 274C, regarding civil penalties for document fraud, to expand
liability to those who engage in document fraud for the purpose of
obtaining a benefit under the INA. New liability is established for
those who prepare, file, or assist another person in preparing or filing an application for benefits with knowledge or in reckless disregard of the fact that such application or document was falsely
made. New liability also is established for aliens who destroy travel
documents en route to the United States after having presented
such documents to board a common carrier to the United States.
A waiver from civil document fraud penalties may be granted to an
alien who is granted asylum or withholding of deportation. The
amendments made by this section shall apply to offenses occurring
on or after the date of enactment.
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'ftrLE TV—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT
SUBTITLE A—PILOT PROGRAMS FOR EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY
CONFIRMATION

Sections 401 through 405—Senate amendment sections 111—
115 recede to House section 401, with modifications. Subtitle A sets
up three pilot programs of employment eligibility conftrmation

which will last four years each. These programs generally will be

operated according to the pilot program procedures set out in
House section 401. Participation in the pilot programs will be voluntary on the part of employers, except with regard to the executive and legislative branches of the Federal Government and certain employers who have been found to be in violation of certain
sections of the Immigration and Nationality Act. Volunteer employers may have their elections apply to all hiring in all State(s) in
which a pilot program is operating, or to their hiring in oniy one
or more pilot program States or places of hiring within any such

States. The Attorney General may reject elections or limit their applicability where the pilot program would have insufficient resources available to allow the company to participate in the pilot
to the extent desired. The Attorney General may permit a partici-

pating employer to have its election apply to hiring in States in
which the chosen pilot program is not otherwise operating (if the
State meets the requirements of the pilot program). If an electing
employer falls to comply with its obligations under a pilot program,
such as by not complying with the program requirements for all
new employees covered by its election, the Attorney General may
terminate the employer's participation in the pilot program. An employer may aiso choose to terminate its participation (in such form
and manner as the Attorney General may specify). If an employer
required to participate in a pilot program falls to comply, such failure will be treated as a paperwork violation of the Immigration
and Nationality Act's employment verification requirement, and a
rebuttable presumption will arise that the employer has hired
aliens knowing that they are unauthorized to work in the United
States.
An employer participating in a pilot program who receives confirmation of an employee's identity and employment eligibility
under the program will benefit from a rebuttable presumption that
the employer has not hired an alien knowing the alien is unauthor-

ized to work. Also, the Attorney General shall designate one or
more individuals in each INS District Office for a Service District
in which a pilot program is being implemented to assist employers
in electing and participating in the program, and in more generally
complying with INA section 274A.
The first pilot program, the basic pilot program, originates in
House section 401. Employers in (at a uiniTnum) five of the seven
States with the highest number of illegal aliens may elect to participate. As under current law, the employer will have to complete

the document review process described in INA section 274A(b) (as

modified to increase the reliability of identification documents).

However, if the Attorney General determines that an employer participating in this (or either of the other two) pilot program(s) can
reliably determine a new employee's identity and authorization to
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work in the United States relying only on the pilot program proce-

dures (discussed below) and a document review process including
only documents confirming identity, the Attorney General can exempt participating employers from having to review documents
confirming employment authorization.
Under the basic pilot program, employers would then make inquiries (within three days of hire) to the Attorney General (or a
designee) by means of toll-free telephone line or other toll-free electronic media to seek confirmation of the identity and employment
eligibility of new employees. Employers would be given additional
time to make inquiries in situations where the confirmation system
did not receive their initial inquiry, for instance because the system's phone lines were overloaded or out of operation. While the
pilot program could not require that participating employers pay
any fee to participate, employers would be responsible for providing
the equipment needed to make inquiries. In most cases, this would
simply be a telephone. However, if an employer wanted to use, for
instance, a computer and modem to make large numbers of inquiries at once, the employer would have to provide such equipment.
When making an inquiry, an employer would provide a new employee's name and social security number (and, if the employee had
not attested to being a citizen, the employee's INS-issued nuixiber).
Through the con±Irmation system, this information provided in
the inquiry will be checked against existing Federal Government
records in order to provide (or not provide) confirmation of identity
and work authorization. No new types of records will be added to
government databases. The confirmation system will respond within three days of an inquiry—either by providing confirmation of the
employee's identity and authorization to work or by providing a
tentative nonconfirmation (in both cases, an appropriate code will
be provided the employer by the system). After being notified of the
tentative nonconfirmation, the employee can chose to contest or not
contest the finding. If the employee does not contest the finding,
the non-confirmation is considered final. If the employee does contest the finding, he or she—within a 10-day secondary verification
period—will communicate with the Commissioner of Social Security
and/or the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service to resolve those issues preventing the confirmation system
from confirming the employee's identity and work authorization. By
the end of the secondary verification period, the confirmation system must provide either a final confirmation or a fmal nonconfirmation (and appropriate code) to the employer. An employer
shall not terminate employment of an employee because of a failure
to have identity and work authorization con.firmed under the pilot
program until a nonconfirmation becomes final. However, the employer can terminate the employee for other reasons (as consistent
with applicable law), such as the failure of the employee to show
up for work following a tentative nonconfirmation.
An employer, once provided with final nonconfirmation with regard to an employee, may either terminate the individual or continue his or her employment. If the employer continues to employ
the individual, the employer must noti1r the Attorney General of
this decision. Failure to notify will be deemed to be a paperwork
violation and will be subject to enhrn,ced paperwork violation pen-
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alties. Also, if the employer continues employment, a rebuttable

presumption is created that the employer has hired the employee

knowing the employee is unauthorized to work in the United

States. The option of continued employment is only intended for
the rare circumstance where an employer has knowledge independent of the confirmation process that the employee is eligible to
work in the United States—such as knowing the employee since
ildliood.

The second pilot prograiJi, the citizenship-attestation pilot program, originated in Senate amendment section 112(aX2XG). It will

operate in at least 5 States or, if fewer, all of the States that issue
driver's licenses and identification cards with erihmced security
features and procedures. However, employers can only participate
in this pilot program in the sole discretion of the Attorney General.
It will operate like the basic pilot program, with one ixnportant
modification. If an employee attests to being a citizen, the employer
is not required to (1) review documents confirming employment authorization when completing the 274A(b) document review process,
or (2) make an inquiry through the coxxfirmation system. This pilot
program is designed to make the hiring process as easy and pitfall-

free as possible for citizens and their employers. Its success de-

pends in part on the effectiveness of this Act's heightened penalties
for faisely attesting to U.S. citizenship.
A variation of the citizen-attestation pilot project will be open
to election by a mimum of 1,000 employers chosen by the Attorney GeneraL Unçler this program, employers do not have to comply
with any part of the 274A(b) document review process with regard
to new employees who attest to being citizens. Otherwise, the program is identical in nature to the citizen-attestation pilot program.
The third pilot program, the machine-readable document pilot
program, originates in Senate section 112(aX2XF). It will operate
as does the basic pilot program, except that if the new employee
presents a State-issued identification document or driver's license

that includes a machine-readable social security nuiber, the employer will make an inquiry through the confirmation system by
using a machine-readable feature of such document. The employer
would have top the device needed to read the machine-readable document and to supply the information needed for the in-•
quiry through the machine-readable feature of the document. Since

the Social Security Adi'ninistration does not keep up-to-date records
of the employment eligibility of aliens, those employees who do not
attest to citizenship will also have to provide their INS-issued nuin-

bers, which the employers will pass on when making inquiries
through the confirmation system. Employees not possessing machine-readable documents will be confirmed as under the basic
pilot program.
The machine-readable document pilot program is of course limited by the number of States which issue such enhTced documents

and the fact that even in such States, not all individuals will have
the machine-readable documents. Thus, it will only operate in at
least 5 of the States (or, if fewer, all of the States) which issue driver's licenses and other identification documents with a machinereadable social security number (which need not be visible on the
card). States are encouraged to issue such documents since use of
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machine-readable documents makes the confirmation process simpler and provides additional assurance that the documents are genuine.

Employers participating in any of the pilot programs are

shielded from civil or criminal liability for actions taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the cothirmation
system—such as firing.a new employee after receiving a final nonconfirmation of identity and/or work authorization through the confirmation system or continuing to employ an employee after receiving final confirmation.

Nothing in Subtitle A shall be construed to permit the Federal
Government to utilize any information, data base, or other records
assembled under the subtitle for any purpose other than as provided for under oneof the three pilot programs. In addition, nothing in the subtitle shall be construed to authorize the issuance or
use of national identification cards or the establishment of a national identification card. The confirmation system shall be designed and operated to, among other things, maiinize its reliability and ease of use consistent with insulating and protecting the
privacy and security of the underlying infor2nation, prevent the unauthorized disclosure of personal information, and ensure that the
system not result in unlawful discriminitory practices based on national origin or citizenship status. Finally, the iNS and Social Secu-

rity Adrninistration shall update their information in a ,nner

that promotes maximum accuracy and shall provide a process for
the prompt correction of erroneous information.

SUBTITLE B—OTHER PROVISIONS RELATING TO EMPLOYER SANCTIONS

Section 411—Senate recedes to House section 402, with modifications. This section provides those employers who in good faith
make technical or procedurai errors in complying with 1NA section
274A(b) an opportunity to correct those errors without penalty.
Section 412(a)—House section 403(a) recedes to Senate amendment section 116(b), with modifications. This provision reduces the
number of documents that can be used to establish an individual's
employment authorization and/or identity under section 274A(b) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act. To establish both employment authorization and identity, an individual may present a (1)
a U.S. passport, or (2) a resident alien card, alien registration card,
or other document designated by the Attorney General, all of which
must meet certain standards (including having certain security features). The other documents designated by the Attorney General

may include an unexpired foreign passport which has an appropriate, unexpired endorsement of the Attorney General or an appropriate unexpired visa authorizing the individual's employment
in the United States. To establish employment authorization, an
individual may present a social security account number card or
certain other documentation found acceptable by the Attorney Gen-

eral. No change has been made from current law as to the documents which may be presented to establish identity. Finally, the
Attorney General may prohibit or place conditions on the use of

any documents for purposes of section 274A(b) if they are found to
not reliably establish employment authorization or identity or are
being used fraudulently to an unacceptable degree.
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Section 412(b)—Senate recedes to House section 403(b), with
modifications. This provision provides a streamlined confirmation
process under INA section 274Mb) for a new employee who is be-

ginning work for a member of an employer association that has
concluded a collective bargaining agreement with an organization
representing the employee and the employee has within a specified
period worked for another member of the association who has complied with the requirements of section 274A(b) with respect to the

employee. If these conditions are met, the current employer is

deemed to have complied with the requirements of section 274A(b)
with respect to the employee.
Section 412(c)—Senate recedes to House section 403(c). This

provision eliminptes obsolete provisions of the Immigration and

Nationality Act.
Section 412(d)—Senate recedes to House section 403(d). This

provision clarifies that the Federal government must comply with
section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, which makes
unlawful the knowing employment of aliens not authorized to work
in the TJxzited States and requires employers to confirm the identity
and employment authorization of new employees.
Section 413—Senate recedes to House section 404(c)(2). This
provision requires the Attorney General to submit to Congress a report on additional authority or resources needed to enforce section
274A of the Tmtnigration and Nationality Act and the Executive
Order of February 13, 1996 (prohibiting Federal contractors from

knowingly hiring aliens not authorized to work in the United

States).
Section 414—Senate recedes to House section 405, with modifications. This provision requires the Commissioner of Social Security to prepare annual reports regarding social security account
numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed, with re-

spect to which, in a fiscal year, earnings were reported to the Social Security Administration, and a single report on the extent to
which social security account numbers and cards are used by aliens
for fraudulent purposes.
Section 415—Senate recedes to House section 406. This section

authorizes the Attorney General to require aliens to provide their
social security account numbers.
Section 416—House recedes to Senate amendment section
120A(a)(1). This section provides that certain immigration officers
may compel by subpoena the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents while conducting investigations of potential
violations by employers of section 274A(a) of the hnmigration and
Nationality Act.
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TrrLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

Section 500—Senate recedes to House section 600 with mothfications to divide this section into two parts: subsection (a), setting
forth a series of statements of congressional policy regarding aliens
and public benefits; and subsection (b), stating the sense of Congress that: (1) courts should apply the same standard of review to
States choosing to restrict their public benefits programs pursuant
to the authorizations contained in this Act as the court uses in determining whether an Act of Congress regulating the eligibility of
aliens for public benefits is constitutional; and (2) if a court applies
the strict scrutiny standard of constitutional review, the court shall

consider the State law to be the least restrictive means available
for achieving the compelling government interest of assuring that
aliens be self-reliant in accordance with national immigration policy. The purpose of the congressional grants of authority to States
regarding eligibility for public benefits contained in this Act is to
encourage States to implement the national immigration policy of
assuring that aliens be self-reliant and not become public charges—
a fundamental part of U.S. immigration policy since 1882.
SUBTITLE A—ELIGIBILITY OF EXCLUDABLE, DEPORTABLE,
NONIMMIGRANT ALIENS FOR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND BENEFITS

Sections 501 and 502—House section 601 recedes to Senate

amendment section 201(aXl) with modifications. These sections bar
ineligible aliens (as defined herein)- from Federal, State, and local

public benefits programs, contracts, grants, loans, and licenses,

with specified exemptions (as defined herein).

In general, ineligible aliens should not take advantage of taxpayers by accessing public benefits. However, the managers believe

that certain public health, nutrition, and in-kind community service programs should be exempted from the general prohibition on
ineligible aliens accessing public benefits. The exemption for public
health assistance for immunizations is not intended to be limited
to immunizations under the Public Health Service Act, but refers
to all imniunizations. In the subparagraph treating certain battered aliens (or certain aliens subjected to extreme cruelty) as eligible aliens, the managers believe that the phrase "an alien whose
child has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty" includes
children who have been sexually molested.
The managers intend that the inclusion of parolees who are pa-

roled into the United States for a period of at least one year in the
definition of eligible alien refers only to the period for which such
aliens are authorized to remain in the United States after their parole. The statement contained in the Committee Report accompanying the Senate Amendment, that such reference referred to parol-

ees who had been present in the United States for one year or

more, does not reflect the intention of the managers as stated herein.

In defining "means-tested public benefit," (for purposes of sections 501, 551, 552), the managers do not intend to include pro-
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grams which do not consider an applicant's income in the disbursement of assistance. For em pie, Title I grants under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 are provided to school
districts with significant numbers of needy students. Since all students in that district will receive assistance from these funds—regardless of each student's financial status—neither "deeming" (see
section 552) nor the prohibition on receipt by ifiegal aliens are applicable. ESEA is exempted wider sections 551 and 552 only be-

cause certain means-tested benefits (such as Elleander Fellowships) are authorized under that Act as well.
Many States use Federal block grant monies to provide services to the poor which are not within the scope of what the man-

agers consider "means-tested." For mple, soup kitchens and

homeless shelters serve needy individuals, but the operators do not
require each applicant to demonstrate financial need. Similarly, if
a State chose to use money from the Social Service Block Grant to

fund the administrative costs of a youth soccer league in a poor
area of that State, such a benefit would not be considered "meanstested" wider this Act.
The exception for treatment of communicable diseases is very
narrow. The managers intend that it only apply where absolutely
necessary to prevent the spread of such diseases. The managers do
not intend that the exception for testing and treatment for communicable diseases should include treatment for the HJV virus or ac-

quired immune deficiency syndrome. This exception is only intended to cover short-term measures that would be taken prior to
the departure of the alien from the United States. It does not provide authority for long-term treatment of such diseases or a means
for illegal aliens to delay their removal from the country.
The allowance for emergency medical services also is very nar-

row. The managers intend that it only apply to medical care that
is strictly of an emergency nature, such as medical treatment for
emergency treatment administered in an emergency room, critical
care unit, or intensive care unit. Emergency medical services do not
or delivery care, or post-partum assistance, that
include
is not strictly of an emergency nature as specified herein—including State-funded or wiministered pre-natal and post-partum care.
The managers intend that any provision of services under this exception for mental health disorders be linñted to circumstances in

•

•

•

which the alien's condition is such that he is a danger to himself
or to others and has therefore been judged incompetent by a court
of appropriate jurisdiction.
Section 503—House section 602 recedes to Senate amendment
section 201(b) with modifications to eliminate the crediting of employment for purposes of unemployment benefits for individuals in
PRUCOL status.

Section 504—House recedes• to Senate amendment section

20 1(c) with modifications. This section amends section 202 of the
Social Security Act to provide that no Social Security benefits may
be paid to an alien not lawfully present in the United States. This
section also amends section 210 of the Social Security Act to provide that periods of unauthorized employment shall not count towards an alien's eligibility for Social Security retirement benefits.
The managers intend to allow suIficient time for the Social Security
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Administration to comply with this provision in order for SSA field
offices to develop appropriate screening procedures.

Section 505.—Senate recedes to House section 60 1(c) with
modifications to amend the SAVE program. This section requires
proof of identity for all applicants in addition to the verification requirements for non-citizens under section 1137(d) of the Social Secuñty Act.
Section 506—Senate recedes to House section 60 1(d). This section authorizes State and local governments to require proof of eligibility (including identity) from applicants for State and local public benefits programs.

Section 507—House recedes to Senate amendment section
201(aX2) with modifications. This section provides that illegal
aliens are not eligible for in-state tuition rates at public institutions of higher education.

Section 508—Senate recedes to House section 606. House recedes to Senate amendment section 205. This section requires that
applicants for post-secondary financial assistance be subject to verification of their eligibility prior to receiving such assistance. The
managers believe that House section 606 reflects the current practice of the Department of Education regarding the verification of
student eligibility for postsecondary financial assistance.
Section 509—House recedes to Senate amendment sections 324
and 326. These sections amend the Social Security Act, and the
Higher Education Act of 1986 to require the submission of photostatic or similar copies of documents or information specified by the
ENS for verification of an alien's immigration status.

Section 510—House recedes to Senate amendment section

20 1(e) with modifications. This section requires Federal, State, and
local public benefits agencies to verify an applicant's eligibility (in-

cluding the amount of eligibility) prior to the administration of
public benefits by a non-profit charitable organization. The managers believe that non-profit charitable organizations themselves
should not have to veri1 imnigration status or determine the eligi-

bility of aliens for public benefits, e.g., by "deeming" the income of
sponsors to immigrant applicants for assistance (see section 552).
The managers also believe, however, that the appropriate Federal
or State agency must verify and determine the amount of eligibility
of aliens for public benefits before a non-profit charitable organization may distribute means-teted benefits to such aliens.
Section 511—Senate recedes to House section 607, with modifications. This section requires the Comptroller General to submit
a report to the Coinixittees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Senate regarding the receipt of means-tested
public benefits by ineligible aliens on behalf of U.S. citizens and eligible aliens. The managers note that illegal aliens often access public benefits, such as AFDC and Food Stamps, for which they themselves are ineligible, by applying for such benefits on behalf of their
U.S. citizen or legal immigrant children.
SUBTITLE B—EXPANSION OF DISQUALIFICATION FROM IMMIGRATION

BENEFITS ON THE BASIS OF PUBLIC CHARGE

Section 531—Senate recedes to House section 621 with mcxlifications. This section amends [NA section 212(aX4) to expand the
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public charge ground of inadmissibility. Aliens have been excludable if likely to become public charges since 1882. Self-reliance is
one of the most fundamental principles of imniigration law. The
managers believe that all family-sponsored immigrants, and certain employment-based immigrants, should have affidavits of support executed on their behalf as a condition of admission.
Section 532—House recedes to Senate amendment section 202
with modifications. This section amends INA section 241(a)(5) to
expand the public charge ground of deportation. Aliens who access
welfare have been deportable as public charges since 1917. However, only a negligible number of aliens who become public charges
have been deported in the last decade. The managers believe that
aliens who become public charges within 7 years of their admission
to the United States should promptly be removed from the country.
Just as with the definition of "eligible alien" in section 501, the exception in section 532 for battered children includes children who
are victims of sexual molestation.
SUBTITLE C—M'FIDAVITS OF SUPPORT AND ATrRIBU'rION OF INCOME

Section 551—House recedes to Senate amendment section 203
with modifications. This section creates a new, legally-binding aftidavit of support in order to seek reimbursement from sponsors for

the costs of providing public benefits. The ngers intend that

the affidavit of support be a legally-binding contract between an
alien's sponsor, the sponsored alien, and the government. The managers also intend that public hospitals, private hospitals, and community health centers be allowed to seek reimbursement from
sponsors for the costs of providing emergency medical services to
the extent such services would, in the absence of the deeming requirements of section 552, be reimbursed by means-tested public
benefit programs. The managers further intend that the new, legally enforceable, affidavit of support be used in all cases where an
affidavit of support is required (including for nonimmigrants and
aliens granted parole under section 212(dXS) of the INA), either by
statute, regulation, or administrative practice. Exceptions to the
definition of "means-tested public benefit" include public health assistance for immunizations and, if the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of a serious communicable disease, for testing and treatment of such disease. However, the exception applies in the case
of H1V infection to testing only.

The provision is designed to encourage immigrants to be selfreliant in accordance with national hnmigration policy. The managers intend to establish a process that will authorize visas only
for those applicants whose sponsors (both the petitioning sponsor
as defmed in subsection (g)(1), (g)(2), (g)(3), or (g)(4)) and any nonpetitioning sponsor as defmed in subsection (g)(5) demonstrate the
means to meet the applicable income requirements (as set forth in
subsection (g)). It is expected that an applicant whose sponsors fail
to demonstrate the means to meet the applicable income require-

ments wili be denied a visa, and that the next applicant in the

queue will then be given an opportunity to qualify. The managers
further intend that an applicant whose petitioning sponsor or nonpetitioning sponsor (or both) is unable to meet the applicable in-
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come requirements in the initial interview may be afforded one additional opportunity to meet such requirements. If such applicant
has already utilized a non-petitioning sponsor at the
initial interview, and such non-petitioning sponsor was unable to meet the applicable income requirements, such applicant may be provided one

additional opportunity to demonstrate that the non-petitioning

sponsor meets the applicable income requirements, but may not be
authorized in the second interview to substitute a new or different
non-petitioning sponsor. The managers intend that applicants shall

have no more than two opportunities to demonstrate that their

sponsor (or sponsors) meets the applicable income requirements.
Section 552—House recedes to Senate amendment section 204
with modifications. This section deems that a sponsor's income is

to be counted with a sponsored alien's in determining the alien's
eligibility for public benefits. In subsection (cX4), the managers intend for the Attorney General to enter information regarding
the
eligibility (including the amount of eligibility) of aliens for public
benefits into the SAVE system as a means for all public benefits

agencies to access such information for purposes of determining eligibility and seeking reimbursement. In subsection (dx 1), the managers believe that the scope of the exception to deeming in cases
of indigence is very narrow, and only applies to situations where
a sponsor and the sponsor's spouse cannot or will not provide needed support, and the sponsored alien could not obtain food or shelter
without assistance from a public benefits agency. In determining
whether a sponsored alien could obtain food or shelter in such a
situation, the agency making the determination shall take into account whether the sponsored alien could obtain
for food
or shelter from a privately-funded organization,assistance
and
if
so,
shall
refer the alien to such organization in lieu of providing benefits.
The agency must notiir the Attorney General when exercising this
exception.

Under current law, all three programs which "deem" sponsor
income exclude a portion of the sponsor's income in their calculalions. This legislation rejects this approach. At entry, a sponsor and
the sponsored alien are considered to be part of one family unit
(living under the same roof), and all of the sponsor's income is con-•
sidered to be available__just as would be available to the sponsor's
spouse or child. The same approach should be used at adjudication
for benefits. All of the income of the sponsor and the sponsor's
spouse should be deemed to be available to the
alien, as
though the sponsored alien is a member of thesponsored
same family unit
(and lives under the same roof) as the sponsor.
Subsection (d) provides that the deeming rules shall not apply
to Medicaid assistance used for emergency medical services. Under
subsection 552(f), just as in the case of the definition of "eligible
alien" in section 501, the exception to deeming rules for battered
children includes children who are victims of sexual molestation.
Section 553—House recedes to Senate amendment section
204(e). This section authorizes State and local government to follow
the Federal Government in deeming a sponsor's income to a sponsored alien who applies for public benefits. The managers intend to
authorize States to enact sponsor-to-alien deeming laws as part of
the national ininiigration policy that aliens be self-reliant.
If a
•

-
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State deeming law, enacted pursuant to the authorization contained in this section, should be challenged in court, the managers
intend that the court shall apply the standard of review described
in section 500(b)( 1) of this Act.

Section 554—House recedes to Senate amendment section 206.

This section authorizes State and local governments to enact

alienage restrictions in State and local cash public assistance programs. The managers intend to authorize States to prohibit or otherwise limit eligibility of aliens for general cash assistance as part
of the national immigration policy that aliens be self-reliant, but
only to the extent that such limit is not more restrictive than under
comparable Federal programs. If a State restriction, enacted pursuant to the authorization contained in this section, should be challenged in court, the managers intend that the court shall apply the
standard of review contained in section 500(b)( 1) of this Act.
SUBTITLE D—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Section 561—House recedes to Senate amendment section 207
with modifications. This provision increases the maximum crizxiiual
penalties for forging or counterfeiting a Federal seal or facilitating
the fraudulent obtaining of public benefits by aliens.
Section 562—Senate recedes to House section 812, with mcxlification. This section amends INA section 4].2(c)(2) to specify that

in the computation of targeted refugee resettlement assistance,
each county shall receive the same amount of assistance for each

refugee and entrant residing in the county at the beginning of each
fiscal year (counting those refugees and entrants who arrived within 60 months prior to that fiscal year).
Section 563—Senate recedes to House section 604 with modifications. This provision allows public hospitals to seek reimbursement for costs incurred from providing emergency medical services
to illegal aliens if the immigration status of individuals for whom
reimbursement is sought has been verified, but is not intended to
create an entitlement for such reimbursement.
Section 564—House recedes to Senate amendment section 211
with modifications. This provision allows States to be reimbursed
for emergency ambulance service costs provided to certain illegal

aliens who are injured while attempting to enter the U.S., but is

not intended to create an entitlement for such reimbursement.
Section 565—House recedes to Senate amendment section 315
with modifications. This section establishes a pilot program to require bonds in addition to sponsorship and deeming requirements

for the purposes of overcoming excludability as a public charge
under INA section 2].2(aX4). The managers believe that where
bonds are used to overcome the grounds for exclusion as a public
charge, whether in this pilot program or in current INA section
213, the bonds should be required in addition to, not in lieu of, the

new sponsorship and deeming requirements created in this Act.
Section 566—The managers agree to require a series of reports
by the Attorney General regarding the affidavit of support, attribution of sponsor income, public charge deportation, and non-profit
charitable organization exemption provisions of this Act.
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Section 656—House sections 831 and 832 recede to Senate

amendment section 118, with modifications. Without placing mandates on states, this section establishes grant programs to encourage states to develop more counterfeit-resistant birth certificates
and driver's licenses. After October 1, 2000, Federal agencies may

only accept as proof of identity driver' licenses that conform to
standards developed by the Secretary of the Treasury after consultation with state motor vehicle officials through the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. Begirmirig 4 years
after the date of enactment, Federal agencies may only accept birth
certificates issued after such date that conform to standards developed by the Secretary of Health and Human Services after con-

sultation with appropriate State officials. The managers intend
that the new standards developed in consultation with state officials apply only to licenses issued or renewed after October 1, 2000,

and only to birth certificates issued more than 4 years after the

date of enactment.
Section 657—House recedes to Senate amendment section 332,
with modifications. This section requires the Commissioner of Social Security to develop a prototype of a counterfeit-resistant social

security card, and requires the Comptroller General to conduct a
study and issue a report to Congress that examines different methods of improving the social security card application process.
OTHER PROVISIONS

The House recedes to the Senate on the following provisions:

House sections 222, 300, 801.

The Senate recedes to the House on the following provisions:

Senate amendment sections 120B, 120D, 120E, 305, 318.
HENRY HYDE,

LAMAR Sijm,
ELTON GALLEGLY,

BilL MCCOLLUM,
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BOB GOODLATFE,

ED BRYANr,

S0NNY BoNo,
BILL GOODLING,
RANDY "DuxE" CUNNINGHAM,

HowAiw P. "BUCK" MCKEON,

E. Ci.&y Siiw, Jr.,
Managers on the Part 'of the House.
ORRIN HATCH,
AL SIMPSON,

CHUCK GssI.EY,
JON KYL,
ARLEN SPECTER,
STROM THURMOND,

DiANNE FEINSTEIN,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.
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104th CONGRESS
2d Session

H. RES. 528
[Report No. 104-829]
Waiving points of order against the conference report to accompany the bill
(H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve
deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States by increasing
border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for
alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and
deportation law and procedures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other measures, to reform the
legal immigration system and facilitate legal entries into the United
States, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
September 24, 1996
Mr. Dreier, from the Committee on Rules, reported the following resolution;
which was refened to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

RESOLUTION
Waiving points of order against the conference report to accompany the bill
(H.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to improve
deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States by increasing
border patrol and investigative personnel, by increasing penalties for
alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and
deportation law and procedures, by improving the verification system for
eligibility for employment, and through other measures, to reform the

II

Calendar No.

589

104TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION

[Report No. 104—3681

IN THE SENATE OF TIlE UNITED STATES
JULY 12, 1996
Received; read twice and referred to the Committee on Appropriations
SEPTEMBER 12, 1996

Reported by Mr. SPECTER, with amendments
[Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

ANACT
Making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health
and Human Services, and Education, and related agen-

cies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997,
and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That the following sums are appropriated, out of any
4 money in the Treasury not otherwiSe appropriated, for the

5 Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and
6 Education, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending
7 September 30, 1997, and for other purposes, namely:

legal immigration system and facilitate legal entries into the United
States, and for other purposes.

Resolved, That upon adoption of this resolution it shall be in order to
consider the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2202) to amend the
Immigration and Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal immigration
to the United States by increasing border patrol and investigative personnel,
by increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for document fraud, by
reforming exclusion and deportation law and procedures, by improving the
verification system for eligibility for employment, and through other
measures, to reform the legal immigration system and facilitate legal entries
into the United States, and for other purposes. All points of order against
the conference report and against its consideration are waived. The
conference report shall be considered as read.

104TH CONGRESS 1

2d Session

J

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1

REPORT
104—829

WAIVING POINTS OF ORDER AGAINST THE CONFERENCE
REPORT TO ACCOMPANY THE BILL (H.R. 2202) ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION REFORM AND
IMMIGRANT RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1996

SEPTEMSER 24, 1996.—Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

Mr. DREIER, from the Committee on Rules,

submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H. Res. 528)

The Committee on Rules, having had under consideration House
Resolution 528, by a nonrecord vote, report the same to the House
with the recommendation that the resolution be adopted.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF RESOLUTION

The resolution waives all points of order against the conference
report to accompany H.R. 2202, the Illegal Immigration Reform
and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, and against its consideration. The rule provides that the conference report will be considered as read.
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Mr. DR1TR,. Mr. Speaker, for pur-sources, it 'threatens wage gains by

poses of debate only, I yield the cus- supplying undocumented labor, it has
tomary 30 minutes to my friend, the been a major factor in. public school
gentleman from Woodland Hills, CA overcrowding, forcing nearly $2 billion
fMr. BEILENSON], pending which, I yield in State and local resources to be spent
myself such time as I may consume. each year educating illegal immigrants
All time yielded is for the purpose of rather than California's children.
debate only.
As with other major national prob(Mr. DRR• asked and was given lems, the American people want repermission to revise and extend his re- sults,. not rhetoric, as I was saying.

marks and include extraneous mate- ER. 02 fills that bill. It is not perrials.)
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, illegal immigration is a major problem that exists. in this country, and nearly every
one of us knows it. In my State of California, this may be the single most mm-

fect. There are Members of this House
who spent years trying to address ifie-

gal immigration who think that the
bill could be better, and I am one who

thinks that this bill could be better.

This conference report is not the an-'
portant law and order issue we have swer to all of our problems.
faced in a generation. Three million il- However, that is not a fair test, and
legal immigrants enter the country it is not the test that the American
each year, 300,000 to stay. here pernia- people want us to use. People do not

nently. More live in California than in want us to kill good results in the
any other State. In 3 years, that is name of perfection. There, is no quesenough people, Mr. Speaker, to create a tion that this conference report, filled
with bipartisan proposals to improve
city the size of San Francisco.
Mr. Speaker, it is increasingly clear the fight against illegal immigration,
that this Congress is dedicated to re- should pass, and pass with broad biparsults. I believe results are what the tisan support, as I a.m.sure it will.
American people want from their rep- derThe bill dramatically improves borenforcement, fights document
resentatives here in Washington, both
in Congress and at the White House. fraud and .ta'gts' alien smuggling,
When there is a national problem like makes it easier to deport illegal immiillegal immigration, they want action. grants, creates a much needed pilot
to get at the problem of ifieToday, with this bill that we are con- program
mmigrants filling jobs, and makes
sidering that was crafted -so expertly gal
that illegal immigrants do not
by chairman of the subcommittee,' the clear
for welfare programs. Together,
gentleman from Texas, fMr. LAMAR qualify
Mr. Speaker, this is not just a goOd
.

SMITE), we are giving them a response.
first step; it takes us a good way to01200
ward our goal 'of ending this very seriMr. Speaker, back in the 19th óen- ous problem of illegal immigration.

tury, the German practitioner of poli-

tics Otto von Bismarck 'made a very famous statement, with which we are all
very faini1ir, that people should not
watch sausage or laws bejng made.
CONFERENCE REPORT ON
•

E.R. 02,

Mr. Speaker, I must note that the
did not just come
around to this problem at the end of
the session. This important bill only
104th Congress

adds to other acompHshrnents, other
That dictum has never been more results.
Congress tripled funding,

Federal

than in looking at what has taken funding, to $500 niillion to reimburse
ILLEGAL II1GRATION REFORM true
over the past couple of years.
AND ThvflGRANT RESPONSIBU,- place
Under
the barrage of 18 months and States like California for the cost of
.ITY ACT OF 1996
tens of millions of dollars of special in- housing felons in State-prisons if they

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Rules, I call
up House Resolution 5 and ask for its
immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:

Ens. 528

Reso'ved, That upon adoption of this reso-

lution it shall be in order to consider the
conference report to accompany the bill

are illegal aliens. The remarkable fact
is that we are 1 week. from the close of
fiscal year 1996 and the Clinton admin-has not distributed $1 in fisin four decades, Wlhington has not istration
year 1996 money to States like Calipresented a pretty picture to the Amer- cal
fornia.
terest attack ads, as well as the political rhetoric that came along with' Con
gress changing hands for. the first time

ican people.

-

The welfare reform bill, signed by the
But look beyond the rhetoric, the President,
illegal immisoundbites, and the smokescreens, Mr. grants fromdisqualified
all
Federal
and
State welSpeaker. Look at the results. We have fare programs and empowered
State
gotten bipartisan welfare reform, .bi- welfare agencies to report illega.ls to
partisan telecommunications reform, the INS. Congress also created a $3.5
bipartisan health insurance reform, a billion Federal fund to reimburse our
line-item veto measure that passed hospitals for the cost of emergency
with bipartisan support, environmental health care to illegals, only to see that
protections that have had bipartisan provision die due to a Presidential

(B.R. 2202) to amend the Immigration and
Nationality Act to improve deterrence of illegal immigration to the United States by
increasing border paliol and investigative
personnel, by increasing penalties for alien
smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law and support, and now a major illegal mimi- veto.
procedures, by improving the verification gration bill that also enjoys tremenFinally, Mr. Speaker, I must add that
system for eligibility for employment, and dous bipartisan support. In 'each case,
promoting economic growth and stabilthrough other measures, to reform the legal
immigration system and facilitate legal en- the final product from this Congress ity, in Mexico, in particular, whether

ies 'into the United States, and for other has been a major accomplishment through

implethenting the North
have unfortu- American Free Trade Agreement or
working 'th our neighbor to avoid a
are waived. The conference report shall be
Mr. Speaker, in California, illegal financial collapse that would create
considered as read.
immigration is a problem in its own untold economic refugees on our
The 5PlAPR pro tempore. The gen- right, but it is also. a factor that con- Southern border is critical to the suctleman from California [Mr. DRIER] is tributes to other problems. It under- cess of our eight against illegal immirecognized for 1 hour.
mines job creation by taxing local re- gration. We want to do what we can to
purposes. All points of order against the con- where past Congresses
ference report and against its consideration nate]y produced failure.
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give people an opportunity to raise get down to the matter. We do have the American people, according to po]i
their fmi1ies at home rather than remainder of the day to deal with this after poll, want Congress to.get serious
come to this country for jobs and other and its other matter. Mr. GALLEGLY's about stopping iflegal immgratio).
bnefits.
amendment, and we could .have.given and:they want us to reduce the rate of

Mr. Speaker, now.is the time for fna1 ourselves a little more time, it seems legal immigration. Unfortunately, thIs
action on this important ifiegal immi- to me.
legislation would do neither. This
gratioi bill. California must deal every
Mr. Speaker, we do oppose this rule measure is a feeble and misguided reday with that flood of fflegai immi- and the legislation it makes in order, sponse to one of the most sigxiificant
grants who are comixigacross the bor- the conference report on the.fllegaa Im- pràblems facing our Nation. For us to
der seeking government services, job migration Reform and Immigrant Re- spend as much 'time and energy as we
opportunities, and family members. sponsibility Act of 1996.
have identifying ways to solve ôurIxnThere is simply no question that the By waiving all points of order against migration problexns and then produce
the conference. report and its consider- such a weak piece of legislation is, I
President, for all his rhetoric,
faIled to make this a top priority. Once ation, this rule allows the leadership to think, it is fair to say, a travesty, and
bring this measure to the floor fewer eventually the American people, peragain, as with weIfare reform, we
give the President a chace to live up than 24 hours from the time it emerged haps soon, I hope soon, will understand
to his rhetoric. Let us pass tbis rule, from the coEference committee. Haxdly that we have not fulfilled our responpass this conference' report, and give anyone besides the majority Members slbiitiés in this matter.
the American people another issue of and staff who worked on the conference If we ru1y care about immigration
report knows much about its specific reform, we must vote down this conwhich they can be very proud,
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of provisions. We iow that it does not ference report today' so that the Concontain Mr. GLLEGLY's amendment on gress and the President will be forced
my time.
Mr. BTrNSON. Mr. Speaker, I educating children of illegal imxni- to revisit thiz issue next year. Otherth.n the gentleman from CaIffornj2. grants, wbich is, we think, good. That wise, I am afraid the Congress and the
(Mr. DR] for yielding me the cus- is, it is.good that it does not contain it, ajininistration win .have an excuse to
toma.ry 30 minutes of debate time, and but that is the o1y provision that has put this issue aside. and it will be. years
I yield -myself such time -as I may received much attention in the press. again, literally years, before 'we get
We are being asked to rush to judg- really serious about stoppzng fflegai
consume.
1 want. to say at the outset, I say it ment on a:matter that need.s far more immigration and reducing legal ixnmigently and nicely, this is not directed deliberation and discussion than it wili gration.
personally to my truly good and close have prior to the vote on final passage.
One of this bifi's greatest defe<ts is
friend whom I admfre. respect and like. Furthermore, the rule essentially sac- its lenient treatment of employers who
a huge amount from California, but I. tions Rouse consideration of legisla- hire illegal.. immigrants. An estimated
want to say to our friends on the other tion that is not the product of a legiti- 300,000 illegal irnmigrats settle permaside that I am personalLy shocked and mate Rouse-Senate conference corn- nently in the United States each year.
astounded by the lack of comity and mittee. There is good reason why no As we all know, virtually all of them
collegiality that was shown in this parr Democratic member ecept for one -are lured here by the prospect of jobs
ticular instance. This.is the first time signed the conference report. Demo- which they are able to obtain because
I can recall in my 18 years of service on cratic members who had worked hard the law allows them to prove work anthe Rules Committee where the major- on this legislation along with their Re- thonzation through documents that
ity party started taking up a rule be- publican co]ieagues from its inception can be easily forged
fore the minority party was here, and were completely shut out of the coi'That wifl continue tobe the case dein fact we learned of the rule. being ference process. There was no consulta- • spite this legislation's reduction in the
taken up at this time after having been tion with Democrats over the past 5 kinds of documents that can be used to
assured, 1 ow it is not the gentle- months after the Rouse and Senate had prove work eligibility. As a result, it is
man's fault. so I am not directing my both passed iimigration bifis of their next to impossible for emloyers to decomments at a11 to him, I say to my own. Democratic members went to. the termine who is and who is not authorgood friend, but to whoever is respon- conference meeting yesterday not ized to work in the United States.
sible for changing or speeding up the knowmg what was in the final product This is not a problem we recently discourse of action here. We were assured and were not given the opportunity to covered, Mr. Speaker. Congress knew a
this would not be taken up for some offer amendments despite the fact that decade ago and more when we first ..•
time, until sometime after we had 'dis- the proposed conference report con- tablishéd penalties for employers who
posed of the intelligence bill and after tamed many new items and qute a few knowingly hire illegal immigrants that
at least some of the other bills on sus- that were outside the scope of the con- it would be difficult .to enforce the law,
pension would be taken up. and our ference itself and o vote was taken on impossible actually, if we did not have
people are not prepared or are not so the eport. And now here on the floor some ]dnd of system requiring employprepared as they would have been an we. are being asked to endorse this ers to verify the authenticity of docuhour or two from now to debate this egregious practice by adopting this ments that employees use to show —
matter.
.•
rule. We should not do that, we should work authorization.
Mr. DREIER. Mr; Speaker, will the defeat this rule or, f-i1ig that, we
Moreover, because more than 50 pergentlemai yield?
should defeat the conference report it- cent of illegal immigrants come here
Mr. BTT.RJsON. I yield-to the geL- selL
legally and then overstay their visas,
tlen3an from California.
Mr. Speaker, those of us who rep- we cannot stop these types of inuniMr. DREIER. I just. want to say that resent communities where large rum- grants simply by tightening border
I agree with the gentlernaii. I wish that bers of immigrants settle 1ave been control. The ozily real way we can stop
it had been run in a more orderly Lash- working hard for a number of years to them is by forcing employers to che<k
ion. I was assnrning that there would get Congress. and the admi,,istration to their work authorization status with
save been a recorded vote on that in- stop the flow of illegal ]mmigrants into the government.
telligence bill,
the United States. Many of us have But despite . knowing full well that
Mr. BTTNSON. I understand. As I aiso been trying slow the growth or the lack of an enforceable verification
said to the geEtlema.u from Ca1fforzia slow the rate at which legal ixnxni- system is the largest obstacle to en(Mr. DREl], my friend. I know it wa gits are flcwiing ntc our country.
forcrng' employer sanctions and thus
not the gernerzan's doirLg. I jt wantOur efforts nave seen supported by the biggest hole th our efforts to stop
ed to say if we seem a little uTed oii not o1y people who are affected di- illegal immigration, this legislation
this side and some of oui folks have rect!y by rapid populatiozi growth re- fails to cure that major principal probnot arr'ved yet, it s ec.ause they did sultthg frcm iirnxigraiot, but also by lem.
not eect to have to t- over here th vast mJority of Americans every- For employment eriuicatioL, he bii
quIte az this ie. A a.y rate, let:us where. More thafl- 80 perceflt ofthe provides oiy for pilot pgi' j;
-

•
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that have the highest numbers immigrants who have settled here ple here right now. There could be no
of undocumented workers. Because siiice the early. 1990's; not prior immithat our ability in the future to
these pilot programs will be voluntary, gration, but just the inmigration that doubt
a sufllcient number of jobs or
employers will be able to avoid check- is occurring now and will continue to provide
adequate housing and enough water,
ing the status of their employees. occur if this bill is iiowed to path.
food, education, especaj]y health. care
Thus, businesses that hire illegal irnAs recently as 1990, the Census Bu- and public safety, is certain to be testmigrants, and there ae plenty of them, reau prethced that U.S. population ed in ways that we cannot now even
Mr. Speaker, who do, will continue to would peak and then level off a few imagine.
be able to get away with it the same decades from now at about 300,000 peo- Kowever we look at it, Mr. Speaker,
way they do now, by c1-ining that ple. In 1994, however, just 4 years later, however we look at it, failiu .to reduce
they did not know that employees' because of unezpected]y. high rates of the current rate of immigration, legal
work authorization documents •were immigration, the bureau cbanged its and illegal, clearly means that our
fraudulent. And that will continue predictions and now sees our popu- children and our grandcbildren cannot
until the Congress revisits the issue. lation growing unabated intothe next possibly have the quality of life tb.t
and passes legislAtion making veIfica- century, into the late 21st century, we ourselves have been fortunate to
tion uaiidatory.
when it will reach 800 nñilion, or per- have enjoyed. •With twice as many peoTo make matters worse, the bill fai1 haps 1 billion Americanz, in the coming ple here in this country, and then more
to provide for an adequate number of century;
than twice as many, we can expect to
investigators within either the Imxni- Now, a year ago, there was a near have at least twice as much : crime,
gration and Naturalization Service or consensus among Members and others twice as much congestion, twice as
the Labor Department to identify em- working closely on immigration reform
congestion, twice as much povployers who are hiring illegal immi- that we needed to reduce the number of much
erty, twice as many problens in edugrants.
legal as well as illegal minigrauts en- eating our children, providiDg health
The other glaring failure, of this piece tering. this country. The Clinton ad- care and everything elze.•
of legis]ation is its failure to reduce ministration has proposed such reduc- In terms of both process and Outthe huge number of legal immigrants tions, and both the House and Senate come, this conference report is a grave
who are settling in the United States Judiciary Committee versions of the disappointment. It is notable more for
each year. Many people have been fo- immigration reform legisiation also what it is not th for what.it is. Incusing on the problem of illegal immi- contained those reductions. All three stead. of a conference report that regration, which is understandable. Un- proposals were based on the rec- flects oniy the• views of the majority
documented immigra.nts and employers ommendatións of the immigration re- party, this measure could have been a
who hire them are breaking our laws form coynynission, headed by the late bipartisan product as immigration bii3
and should be dealt with accordingly. Barbara Jordan, which .propod a deare, but it is not. Instead
But if a fundamental immigration crease in legal immigration of about a traditionally
of a measure developed in someone's
problem we are concerned with, and I • quarter uiiilion people a year.
office, this continuing resolution could
believe it is, it. certainly is amongst The comn,icion's recommended re- have been the result of a conference
the people I represent back home, is duction would still, of course, have left committee, but it is not. Instead of legthe impact of too ma.ny people arriving the United States in a position of being isiation that is lax or lenient on emtoo quickly into this country, the by far 'the most generous nation in the ployers who hire illegal immigrants,
sheer numbers dictate that we cannot world in terms of the number of ixnmi- this could have been a measure that 11ignore the role that legal immigration grants we accept legally. We would nal]y established a workable system
plays. About three-quarters of the esti- continue to be a country which accepts that enforced penalties against those
mated 1.1 million foreigners who settle more legal immigrants than all of the who knowmgly hire illegal mimipermanent]y in the United States each other countries of the world combined. grants, but It is not.
But,
Sta.tes

•

unfortunately, Mr. Speaker,
Instead of a• bill that fails to slow the
after
intensive
lobbying by business In- tide of legal immigrants, except by sir01215
terests and by proixnmlg'ration organithemout for rnfir treatment, as
It is the 800,000, more or less, legal zations, both the House and the Senate gling
does, this could have been a bill that
inznigrants, more so than the esti- stripped the legal immigration reduc- itreduces
the rate at which in2migrants
mated 300,000 illegal ones, who deter- tion from this legis]ation entirely, and settle here
and thus help solve many

• year do so legally.

mine how fierce the competition for did so with the Clinton administra)obs is, how overcrowded our schools tion's blessing. Now, unless the Conare, and how large and densely popu- gress defeats this legi.ation today, related our urbau areas are becoming. ductions in legal immigration, are unMore importantly, the number of for- likely for the foreseeable future.

eigners we allow to settle in the United
Our failure to reduce legal immigraStates now will determine how crowded tion will oniy. be to our Nation's great
this country will become dunng the detriment. The rapid popalation
next century.
growth that will result from immigraThe population of the United States tion will make it that much more di!
has just about doubled since the end of ficuit to solve our most pervasive and
World War II. That is only aboit 50 environment problems such as air and
years ago. It is headed for another dou- water pollution, trash and sewage dish

bling by the year 2050, just 53 or 54 posal, loss of agriculture lands, and
years from now, when it will probably many others, just to nane some of the
exceed half a billion people. Half a bil- ma)or ones.
lion people in this country. Immigra- More serious environmental threats
tion is.the engine driving this unprece- are not all that we win face when our

problems which confront us as a society aiready, but it is not.
Mr. Speaker, the bill this rile makes
in order, does not, to be frank about it,

deserve our support. I urge our colleagues to vote it down, both the rule
and/or the conference report, so that.
Congress and the President, ad the ad-

minisation, whióh did not do its
duty, it seems to this Member by these
issues, both . the Congress and the

Presidezit will be forced to return to

this issue next year and: to produce the
kind of immigration reform. legiSlation

that the American people want and

that our country badly needs.
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
my time.

dented growth.
communities, especiai]y those in large
Mr. DRXR. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1
Natives of other lands who have set- coastal urban areas, speaking niathly, minute to ny very good friend, the
tled here since the 1970's and their off- of course, at the amount, of California geUeman from Texas (Mr. SXtilTH], the;
spring account for more than half the and Texas and Florida and New York chairman
of the subcommittee.
population increase we have experi- and New Jersey, but there are others Mr. SMITH
of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
enced In the last 25 years. The effects that are aiready being affected and thank the gent1exaii for yielding me
of immigration will be even more dra- more that will be in the Thture, areas time.
matic, however, in the future. By the that are magnets for immigrants,
Mr. Speaker, the comments by oppoyear 2050, more than 90 percent of our whether legal or illegal, are already nents of this legislation siniply do not
annual growth will be attributable to straining to meet the needs of the peo— represent the views of most Americans.
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They do not even represent the desires tab American taxpayers currently pay. alties would also serve to. reduce the

of a majority. of. the Members of their
own party. Every .substative provision
in this compromise conference report
has already been supported by a majority of Democrats and a majority of Republicans either in the House or Senate.
I find it curious that when the Ainer.ican people want us to reduce illegal

ER. 2202 sets up a 3-year voluntary incentives toemploy and thereby deter

pilot program in five States, so employ- Illegal immigration.
ers can use a' phone system to verify
This conference report does not conSocial Security numbers of prospective tain. the Senate provision that would
employees. If the pilot is successful; we have provided subpoena authority to
may finally hac-e.a simple and effective the Secretary of Labor to carry out enway .for employers to fulfill their legal forcement. responsibilities under this
responsibility to hire only eligible act.

workers. There is no national identity

immigration, every single criticism card and no big brother database' in
xnade by the opponents of this bill this legisiation. Mr. Speaker, as with
would. make it easier for illegal aiienz all things that are borne of comto enter or stay in the country, or it promise, tbis legislation is not without

•

•

Even though 1 served on the con-

ference committee, and I was honored
to do so, I nor other Democrats, were
given the opportunity to offer amendments to correct these deficiencies: We

would make it easier for noncitizens to disappointments.: In my State of Florget Federal benefits paid for by the ida, we know th.t undocumented imtaxpayer.
migrants cost Florida taxpayers n3ilMr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 3½ lions of dollars every year in education
mixiutes to my friend, the gentleman costs. The Governor's office estimated
from Sanibel FL [Mr. Goss], the chair- the cost 'for I ye to have beet $180
ma of the Subcomnñttee on Budget. million. Nationwide for I year the estiand Legislative Procss.
mate was. more than $4.2 billion. We
(Mr. GOSS asked and was given per- simply cannot afford to educate an of
mission to revise and extend his re- the world's children wbile extending' a
marks.)
that fuels illegal entry into our
Mr. GOSS. Mr. Speaker, I 1h* the magnet
country. Although I am disappointed
vice chairman of the Comnñttee oi. it's not in this bill, I am pleased that
Rules, my friend, the gentleman from this House has a chance to debate the
California (Mr. DBa], for yielding. I Galiegly language as a' separate measwish to commend the gentleman for his ure, to end the current unfunded Fedefforts on this import&ut bill. I can say eral mandate and give States an opporthat he has been persistent and he has tunity to make their own decision
been instrumental in getting us to this about how to handle this problem:
point.
Overall, Mr. Speaker, this is a solid
I support the u1e, but I do agree with bill. It is. one 'more example of this
the gentleman from California (Mr. Congress, under our new majority, livBEILENSON] that there was a uiixup in ing up to its conmituients. One more
the scheduling, and I think that we time we have promises xnade, promises
have understood there was nothing.sin- kept.
ister behind it. A vote dropped off, so
Mr. VrTPNSON. Mr. Speaker, I
we got ahead of ourselves.
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman fràrn
Mr. Speaker, many months ago the Texas, Mr. GENE GREEN.
House passed 2202 to reform our NaMr. GENE GREEN of. Texaz. Mr.
tion's broken immigration system.
Speaker, I thn1 my colleague from
This landmark legislation will ght- CaIifornia for yielding rne time. ToNY;
en our borders, block illegal ixnmi- we will miss you next year 'and afl your
grants from obtaIing jobs that should work you have done for not only our

of tbings that are not in this bill that
I would like to see here, and I know

immigrants ineligible for most public that illegal immigration is a national
benefits.
problem that needs tobe addressed. I
All along in tbis process, the drum- believe our mmigration laws need to
beat from the Americaxi people has be strengthened. But this conference
been very clear—it's long past time for agreement ignores the real reasons for
reform. We have come to understand illegal irnmigraion and does little to

all, this is an excellent work product.
There are some very significant things
inthis bill.
One of the thThgs this bill does is to
reform the whole process of àsyluEi,
that is the question where somebody
seeking to óome here or to stay here
that they have been or would be

go to those who are in the United district, but the people of California,
States legally, streamline the process and the people of our country.
for removing illegalz, and make i]Iegai
Mr Speaker, there is a consensus

will have real immigration reform

when we as Democrats are not locked
out of the process.
Is this bill better than no 'bill?

Maybe. But the people of America want

something that wili stop illegal lmmi-'
gration. This will not stop it. It may be

better than the status quo because of

the additional border patrol, but it
does not go as'fa.r as the American peo-

ple want it to go to deter 'illegal imi-

gration. That is why this is not the
panacea that you may hear from the
other side of the aisle. It is . election

year gimmick to say we passed umigrationreform,but we have'not.
Mr. DREThR. Mr. Speaker, .as the
gentleman from Texas just said,' this

bill is clearly better than the status
quo.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to my

friend, the gentleman from Orlando,
FL (Mr. MCCOLLUM], the chairman of
the Subcomzmttee on Crime.
Mr. MCCOLL1JM. Mr. Speaker, I

thank the gentleman for yielding 2
minutes to me.
!ifr. Speaker, I just want to make a
comment. There are- a few things in
this bill that maybe I coi1d quibble
over, but very few. There are a number

many other Members would. But, over-

ims

that reform is not for the faint •of. protect American jobs. The reason peo- persecuted for religious or political
heart—that there are tough choices to

be made and that there, are real huaxi
beings on all sides of the immigration
process. In the end, I believe we have
legis]ation that is tough but fafr—legislatiön designed to keep the door open
for those who want to cone to America
but are willing to do it via an orderly,
legal process, not sneak in the back or

plé are in our country illegally is not reasons if they return to the country of
to go to school, it is to get a job.
their origin..
A successful control of illegal imniWe have had lots of people coming in
gration requires comprehensive efforts here chnftg that. Most of them who
not only to police our borders, but also c1am it bave no foundation iii claim at
to, effectively reduce the incentives to all. Once they get a foot in the airport
employ illegal immigrants.
or wherever, they make that cIa.im,

The bill has serious deficiencies in
regard to employment and work site
enforcement. The conference report
R. O2 will add 5,000 new border pa- does not contain the Senate provision
trol, agents over the next 5 years Yes, that would authorize 350 additional en5,000. It will make illegal Immigrants forcement staff for the Department of
ineligible for many public benefits, Labor, Wage and Hour Division., to enside door.

they get into the system, many of

them are never heard from again. We
do not get the ]thid of speedy process
we need to resolve this.

tinder this 'legisiation there is a system much better than we have today
for resolving the whole question of asy-

while still allowing them access to hance worksit enforcement of our lum from A to Z. We have an expedited
emergency medical care. It also re- laws.
or summary exclusion process that will
.

quires future sponsors to take more reThis conference report does not consponsibility for their charges—a pro- tain the Senate provision authori.ng
spective change that is a win for immi- enhanced civil penalties for employers
grants and for American taxpayers who violate the employment sanctions
alike, reducing the 326 billion annual and specified labor laws. Higher pen-

be guaraiiteed in the sense you get two

bites at the apple. If you ask for asy-

lu at the airport, an asylum officer
specially aiied will screen you.if you
you have been given a raw deal
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and he says you do not have.a credible because of computer errors, and we
Mr. ROBBABACEER. Mr. Speaker..1
fear of persecution and decides to re- know in this brave new world we live in rise
in strong support of the rule and
turn you straight home, you get to go that is becoming more and more -corn- the conference
report.
before an immigration judge. That has mon. under this bill they wifl not be
Mr. Speaker, millions of illegal
to be done though within a matter of 24 able to seek compensation from the aliens have been pouring into our counhours, 7 days at the most.
Federal Government because o. that
and we have heard year after year
It is a very, very positive provizion, error because they were just kind of try,
after year a reason of why we should
.

•

because it yoi do not qualify, you are wiped Out on the list and were not able
going to be shipped right back Out to geta job.
again, and do not get caught up in our
At the same tune it does this, it does
system. And the.list goes on and on.
something else. It will make it easier
So this is a very important and posi- for employers to hire illegal workers.
tive bill. But there are a Couple of The conference report does not include
things that I think should have been in the Senate provision that would have
here that arenot. One of them is the increased penalties for employers who
strengthening of the Social Security knowingly hire illegal workers.
card that the gentleman from CaliforNow, that is sigiiflcant, because each
nia [Mr. BEILENSON] talked about at year more than 100,000 foreign workers

not act. There• is always going to be a
reason that the other side will prevent
us from acting.
In i.ct, for years those Of us on the
Republican side have begged for an immigration bill, and we have been prevented time and time aga.in from haymg any type of legislation where we
could come to grips with this• probleui.

In California, our health facilities

and our schools have been flooded with

some length. We need a way, a very dif- enter the work force by overstaying illeg1 aliens. 0u1 public services are
ficult way, to get rid of document their visas. Many are hired in illegal stretched to the breaking point. Tens
fraud, in order to make employer sa.uc- sweatshops, in volatirni -of minin,n. of billions of doUars that should be
tions work. All too many people ae wage laws. And we have seen what the going to benefit our own citfzens are
coming into this country today gettizig LaborDepartment has unveiled in this being draed away to provide services
fraudulent documents for $15 or $20 on regard over the last couple of years: and benefits to foreigners who have
the streets, including Social Security Sweatshops afl oyer this country with come here illegajly.
cards, drivers licenses or whatever, and illegal people who are working in these
Who is to blame? Certainly not the
then they go get a job There is no way sweatshops and no crackdown on the immigrants. We cannot blame them if
to makea law that says it is illegal to 'employers. The conference report does we are to provide them with all these.
knowingly hire an illegal alien work.
not include the additional 350 labor in services and benefits. This adrn'i'istra
spectors.
tion and the liberal Democrats, who
01230
• Let me. also say something about
And un1 we solve this fraud problem class. This isa bill that discriminates have controlled both Houses of Confor decades, have betrayed the
and we do more than we are doing in against average working people in this - gress
of the Anierican people.
this bill to do that, we will never thake country and average folks. Millions of trust
We are supposed to be watching out

•

it such that we can cut the mgnet of Americans would be denied the ability
people coming in here illegally.
reumte with their spouses or minor
But the bill is. excellent. Let us vote to
children
theydo not earn more
for this bill and work on these other than 140because
percent of the poverty level,
matters in the.next Congress.
is the income standard set by
Mr. BITLTNSON. Mr. Speaker, I which
the
conference
in order for it to
yield .3 muiutes to the distinguished sponsor a familyreport
member to come here.
gentleman from Michigan
BONIOR], the nñnoriy whip.

[Mr.

Mr. BONIOR. Mr. Speaker, I thank
my colleague for yielding me thi tithe.
And let me say at this point briefly
to my friend from California, whom I
have had the honor of serving with, and

we were in the same class together,

been here for 20 years, how much I have
appreciated his friendship and his

A third of the, country would be ineli-

for our own people. When we allocate
money for benefits, for service, SSI and
unemployment benefits, it is supposed
to benefit our citizens, the people that
are paying taxes, who fought our wars.
Instead, when we have tried to make
sure these are not drained away to illegal. aliens, we have been stopped every
tithe by the Democrats who ontrolled
this House:
This bin finally comes to grips with

gible to bnng in folks under this particular conference report. But if you
have a few bucks, no problem. If you
are an average worker in this country, the problem that has tbreatned the
we are sorry.
well-being of every American family.
Another point in this bill that I And, yes, we are going to hear a little
think Members should pay attention nitpicking from the other side of why
to: An individual serves his country. it is not a. perfect bill. But the AmerThey are here not as a citizen but as a ican people should remind themselves,
legal immgra.nt, and they decide to it is this type of nitpicking that has
serve in the armed forces, the Air placed their families in jeopardy for
Force, the Marine Corps, the Army, decades and permitted a problem of iland they put in 2 years or 4 years, and legal immigration to mishroom into a

counsel and afl that he has done for
this institution. He is truly one of the
most decent people I have ever served
with in public life, one of the brightest
people I have ever served with, and I then they leave and get in an auto- catastrophe for our country.
will miss him dearly. as we go into our mobile accident and take advantage f
Mr. BT1T.NSON. Mr. Speaker, I
next Congress.
some medicai benefits. They can go yield 2½ minutes to the gentlewoman
Mr. Speaker, I would like to echo the under this bill. They can be deported.
from Texas [Ms. JACZSON-LEE].
comments of my friend from Ca.lifornia.
There are a lot of things in this bill
Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr.
in opposuig this ru.) and opposing this that are discriminatory against a lot of Speaker,
I thank the gentleman from
conference report. I, do so for the. fol- people who care about this country. I California,
and let me say as a ew
lowing reasons:
think it is a bad piece of legis3ation. Member of Congress, I have admired
This conference report weakens pro- Say no to the rule. Say no to the bill.
leadership, his determixiation, and
tection for American workers while We -fli come back and do it right in his
particularly the demeanor in which he
nkig it easier for employers to hire the next Congress.
has led not only his district, the State
illegai workers. The conference report

Mr. DRER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
California, but the Nation, and I
includes broad language that is not myself such time as I may cozsume of
thank
him very much for is services.
contained in the House-passed bill and would say to my friend, if he does
It is important as we rise to the
which rolls back antidiscrin%inl.tion

not like the sponsor provision that ex- floor, Mr. Speaker, on this iue, to
ists today, he should try to get rid of it chronicle for the American people just
rather than leaving it absolutely mean- how far we have come. This legislation
ingless.
started out as a combination of some
Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 minutes to the effort in response to legal ixnn2igration
gentleman from HuntixigtonBeach, CA and illegal iznungration.
(Mr. Romt4BAcHZR], my friend, and one
Unfortunately, the provisions of the
possible standard to meet. Workers of the strongest proponents of legal im- legal
mmigxatjon part of this iegislawho are wroiigftlly denied employment nugration.
tion were extremely harsh and, in fact,
protections and makes it more difficult
for American workers to bring employment discrimination claims.
Workers will now have to prove that
an employer deliberately had an intent
to discrin%inl.te, which is an almost im-
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did not àapture the spirit of the Statue both the .Endaxigered Species
and We had a conference cemimttee yesof Liberty, which indicates that this the National EnvironmentalAct
Policy terday that.was only for the purpose of
Natiozi, - bar none, regardless of the Act..
offering an opening statement. We did
staxidazds used by other coimtries, we
This provision is intended to address not have a chance to make an offer f
do not.follow, weie3.d, wasnota coun- an issue that has to do with the .Cafl- an amendment
say, "Thz is a pro• try that would close its doors to those fornia-Texas-Meco border. However, vision that needsthat
to be cha.nged, can we
seeking.opportnrntjes for work but op- the way this section is written, the e- change it?" Not a word. We were not
portunities for justice and liberty and empticn applies to the entire border of allowed one opportunity to do so;
freedom.
the United States, not just the Caiifor- This ha come to the floor, with
So I am delighted t.t we were able ida-Mexico border near San Diego.
changes made in the back room in the
'to separate out the major parts of legai
This waiver is not necessary, either dead of night, and some people are only
immigration and, to acknowledge that, In theory. or in reaiity. Section 7, as a. now finding out wbat some of the proyes, we must work with regu]a1ing the matter of fact, of. the Endangered Spe- vizions are.
influx of those coming into this' coun- cies Act provides the framework to ad- I want to give you one example of
try, but we should never deny the op- dress any fence building. I have letters how procedurally this bill has gone
portunity for those seeking political from the Department of Justice and wrong. In conference we happened to
refuge' and needing social justice and the Departrnex3Z of. the Interior stating have found out, because we were handfleeing from religious persecution. Our that these waivers are no necessary.
ed a Bheet that same morning, that a
Mr. Speaker,, if it is important •pro'-ision in the bIll that we thought
doors should never be closed.
I am disappointed, as we now look at enough to exempt the Immigration and was. in, which would deEy a biUiona.ire
iflegal immigration, we have several Naturalization Service from these im- a viSa-to come into thiscountry after
points that need to be considered, This portant env]ronmental laws, then we that billionaire had renounced bis tJ.S.
is not a good jobs bill for America be- have to grow food, why do we not just citizeEship.
cause it does not give to the Depart- exempt the Department of Agriculture? In other words, we have a billionaire
ment of Labor the 350 staff persons We have to get around in this country, in. thizcountrywho renounces his U.S.
needed to make sure that employers so why do we not just exempt the De citizeEshjp, says, "I do not want to be
are following the rules as they should. partment of Transportation? And flood a U.S. citizen any more." Why? BeAnd, likewise, I would say that this control S extremely Important in my. cause he wants to avoid tazes.- If an nis an .imf.ir bill with respect to those district, so why do we not just exempt dividua.1 is not a U.S. citizen, they do
who are here legally, for it says if they the Corps of Egizeers?
not pay U.S. taxes.
want to bring their• loved ones, their Mr. Speaker, this is a bad proiision,
So he renounces his citizenzbIp, goes
mother, their father, their siblings, and while I am going to vote for this abrQad, and then comes right back, apthey must not, be a regular working bill, I pledge to spend the next 2 years plies for a visa to come back into this
person, but they have to be a rich per- Tnking sure we straAghten out this country, He has not paid any taxes, and
partof the bill which, to me, is a seri he gets to come back into the country.
SOL
We had a provtion in the bill that
'I thought this country was respective ous problem.
of all working citizens, afl working in- • Mr. BEJLENSON. Mr. Speaker, I said, no, if an individual renounces
yield
3
mInutes
to
the
distinguished
theii U.S. citizenship because they
dividuaas who worked every day. But gentleman
now we require a high burden of some BECERRA]. from California (Mr. want to avoid taxes, they cannot come
back in. We walk in that morning, and
200. percent more over the poverty level
M. BECERRA. Mr. Speaker, I thank that provision is no longer there. So
tha.u had been required before' in order the
distinguished gentleman from Call- these billionaires can come back into
for a legal resident, a citizen, to bring
a friend of mine, for yielding me the country without having pad their
in their loved ones to, i essence, join fornia,
this time,
their family together. I think that is
I also want to join all my colleagues taxes
unr.
0 1245
are acknowledging the many years
Then we raise a much higher stand- who
of service the gentleman from CaliforWe said, why did you put that back
ard on those citizen_s who now, or those & (Mr. BEZsoN] has provided' to
there? Why did we not have a chance
• inthviduaas who are seeking employ- this institution and to the people of in
discuss this?
ment who may be legal residents Now &nerica. They probably do not realize toGood
Billionaires cannot come
they must prove intentioa1 discrixni- how nstructive he ha.s been in he1png back in,news?
they renounce their citizennation. I think that is extemely un- us fashion afl sbrts of policy, aiid I cer- ship. Badif news?
We did not know it
far.
tainly
will
miss
him,
aiid
I
hope
that
until
this
morning
when we walked in
We 1ikewie determine that we do not
continues to be involved in policy. and found it s back in the bill. That is
have the ability for redress of griev- he
this country, because he has been a the democratic process that we haveances by those inthviduajs who have for
voice that has brought reason and, I
in this bill, where Members
been discriminated against. That s un— think, a great deal of wisdom tc this undergone
are not told what is in the bill until
fair.
policies and laws.
the last moment.
And let, me say this in conclusion, country's
Mr. Speaker, let me.go on to say that
What is the result? One Member
Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, let me say I am very disappointed in what we have called
it, one colleague called it
that we treat juveniles unfairly and we here today, for a couple of reasons, not
nitpcking. I do nt call it nitpickng
should vote dowz the rules and vote only because I think substantively this when
through a stealth move we redown the bin.
is a bill that needs a great deal of unIncreased penalties for employers
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield. 1½ provement, but because procedurai1y it move
minutes to the gentiernai from Mount s disappointing to 'see, in the greatest who we know are hiring people who are
not authorized to work in this country.
Holly, NJ [Mr. SAXTON).
democracy in the world, that the Re- Why? I do not know. Who does it
Mr. SAXTON. Mr. Speaker. I thank publicans, the majority in this Con- hurt?
Only those employers who are
the gentleman from Caiilornia for gress, saw fit not to allow anyone to violating
the law. Why do we want to
yie1dixg nie this time.
participate in the structur.ng of this
the penalties on employers who
Mr. Speaker, first let me say that I final version of the bill unless one hap- reduce
are violating the law?
support the rule aiad I will vote m favor peted to be Republican.
Final point I will make, young stuof the bill itself today. However, I am
Not one point in time, since the bill dent n college, tries to get financial
deeply distnrbed by one aspect of the first passed out of the House of Rep- aid, has been vaiedjctoria in high
bin.
resentatives back in March, have
Becan_se he is a legal immiMost of the provisions of the bin, I Democrats had an opportunity to pr— school.
he happens to be qnaified for a
think, are i accord with good sound ''ide amendments to tbiz particular grant,
Pell grant. Gets a Pell grant for 1 year,
policy. However, this bili does contain conference report or to participate is
now deportable because the person
one provision, to exempt the Immigra- even in disctzsion of amendments on qualified
for a Peli grant or maybe a
tion and' Natra]jzation Service from this report.
student loan. Crazy.
•

•
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Mr. DRER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
would even turn on our most vul- already the Committee 'on Appropriaminutes and 30 seconds to the gen- we
nerable members?
tieman from Scottsdale, AZ [Mr. In a frenzy to shove undocumented tions and the administration' have gone
RAYWOETH], my thoughtful and hard- Immigrants out of the country, the Re- far beyond the authorization ontained'

in this particular bill to do that. Set-

working and eloquent colleague.

•

publican majority has crafted one of
(Mx. KAYWORTH asked and was the most offensive pieces of legislation ting up and committing to a national
given permission to revise and extend ever. They did not make this bill any verification program to make epaployer
meaningful. This bill started
his remarks)
simply by removing the bar on sanctions
out like that but totally fell apart on
Mr. HYWORTa Mr. Speaker; I better
children attending pubHouse floor, primarily at the bethank my good friend from California undocumented
lic school. The conference agreement the
for this time. Mr. Speaker,. I would still severely restricts legal immi- hest of the majority' party 'Members.
make the observation that despite the grants' access to benefits, even though And then "to go after those industries
prevailing winds of what is politically they play by the rules, they work hard that systematically recruit and employ
correct, this is one of the few instances and they pay 'taxes. But yet those illegal immigrants' in order to have a
In official Washington where a descrip- multibifljonaires who renounce their competitive edge in wages' and working
conditions in their own operations.
tion accurately fits- the act it is dejust so they cannot pay The Border Patrol increase is being
scribing, for this rule and this legisla- citizenship
taxes, they are welcome to come back.
tion addrethes the problem of illegal 1 ask my colleagues and urge them to done by the administration and the
2 provisions are outrageously igImmigration.. By its very definition, it vote down the rule and vote this legis- other
nored in this conference report.
is an act-against, the law. And for that lation down.
voted for this bill when it came out
reason primarily, If an action is taken Mr. DRER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 1 ofIthe
House of Representatives, I indiwhich is illegal, there should be sanc- minute to the gentleman from' Lula,
cated I would vote for it in the form it
tions against those who would partici- GA [Mr. DEAL].
was in if the Gaflegly amendment was
pate in that illegal act. That is why I
Mr. DEAL of Georgia. Mr. Speaker,
The Gailegly amendment was
rise in strong support of the rule and we have heard a lot of terms here, the removed.
removed, but in a dozen different ways
the legislation.
today. One is unfairness. Let me talk the conference report is worse than the
Mr. Speaker, I come from the border about the greatest nifirness there is.
State of Arizona. It is of great concern That' is those citizens and those. lega.l House bill and in many cases, notwithto the people of Arizona that we close immigrants who are finding their. jobs standing the Committee on Rules waivthe door on illegal immigration. Hear taken away from them, who are finding ers, exceeds the scope of what either
me clearly, on illegal Immigration, be- their taxes increased to pay for thefl • House did in the 'most draconian ways.
against illegal immigration?
cause by closing this Illegal back door, jobs that are going to those who are il- Draconian
Draconian against legal immiwe can keep the front door open to im- legally in this country and the benefits No.
grants.
migrants who have helped our Society that are going to them.
This is truly a desire by the people
and helped our constitutional Republic. -There are a' lot of thing's that we as
I think of one of them who hails from Americans hold dear. One is citizen- who lost n both the House and 'Senate
in their efforts to cut back on
Holbrook in the sixth district of Ari- ship. Those of us who are lucky to floor
irn'nigration to do the same
zona, who makes that place her home. .achieve it by the virtue of birth or legal
Her name is Pee Wee Mestas. She is a those who have achieved it by virtue of thing, but in the most unfair fashion,
restaurant owner. She came to this Na- immigration and naturalization. An- not straightforwardly by reducing the
numbers but by focusing on the worktion legally. Her mother applied for a other thing we hold dear is that we
visa, went through the necessary legal a country that has a system of law. are ing class, people in the society and
them of their. right to bring
steps to become a citizen. Her mother
I submit to you that the ever-in- stripping
immigrants over.
worked hard, going to school, going to creasing tide of illegal immigrants un- legal
The new welfare law bars legal immicosmetology classes while working as a dermines both of these things. Citizen- grants
from programs such as SSI and
domestic servant to provide for her ship should not be cheapened. Respect food stamps
and from Medicaid- for 5
family. Pee Wee's mom was willing to -for the law, which. includes immigra- years. It gives'
States the ability to
work hard and follow the rules. Be- tion laws, should not be denigrated.
deny AFDC and Medicaid
cause she was, she raised up a genera- This bill is the first major step this permanently
legal immigrants.
tion of citizens, citizens who work hard institution has taken in the direction toThis
conference report goes much,
and play by the rules.
of dealing with illegal immigration in
further than that, makes legal
That is the basic issue here. End an more than a decade. Is it perfect? Cer- much
not ineligible for these
illegal act and instill responsibility, If tainly not. But does it begin to restore immigrants
or four programs but subject to
it is good enough for the Mestas fam- the sanctity of citizenship and respect three
deportation for use of almost every
ily, 'it should be good enough for the for the law, yes, it does.
means-tested
program for which they
United States of America. Support the
Mr. BTTNWSON, Mr. Speaker, I are eligible under
welfare law. In
rule. Support the legislation. Let us yield 4 minutes to the gentleman from other words, whatthe
the
welfare contake steps to end illegal immigration. California [Mr. BERi&&R].
did not do, they decided to do
Mr. BPT1SON. Mr. Speaker, I (Mr. BERMAN asked and was given ference
and not declare ineligibility but
yield 1 minute to the gentlewoman permission to revse and extend his re- here,
make' you subject to deportation.
from New York [Ms. VELAZQtJEZ].
marks.) '.
Let me tell you what that means.
(Ms. VELAZQUEZ asked and was
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Speaker, first I You are a legal immigrant child who
given permission to revise and extend want to say to my colleague from Cali- goesthrough high school, applies to a
her remarks)
fornia, whom I have known for 34
Ms. VLA9QUEZ. Mr. Speaker, I years, who walked precincts in his first college based on your' superb academic
and 'test scores. You get
would like to take this opportunity to campaign, that I will truly, sincerely performance
offer tha.nc to the gentleman from and sorely miss him. He is a model leg- admitted to an expensive university,
California [Mr. BEILENSON] for his guid- islator and a pleasure to work with. I ivy league college, Stanford. You apply
for -a student- loan If ycu are on that
ance, leadership, and vision, and we all wish him well.
are going to miss him.
The gentleman from Arizona, who student loan for more than a year, you
Mr. Speaker, I rise today to express spoke a few minutes ago, is so totally are subject to deportation. What an
my strong opposition to this con- wrong when he says this is the bill that outrageous provision that is. What a
ference report. This so-called immigra- will finally do something about illegal slap in the face of this country's tradithat is.
tion reform bill not only attacks a. Immigration. Everyone knows, when tions
me tell you how much else they
wide range of very hard-working Anier- they think about it, the only-effective doLet
here.
For the first time in American
icans but, worst of all, it wreaks havoc ways to do something to deter illegal history, an
U.S. citizen will be subject
on the lives of children. When did we immigration are at the border, and this to an income
before he can bring
become such a distrustful society that bill authorizes more Border Patrol, but his spouse intotest
the country.
-

•
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I urge a "no" vote on the rule, a "no"
That is clearly no longer the case.
vote on the conference report.
Immigration reform is an iasue on the
Mr. DRIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2 mInds of nearly all. Americans, and.
minutes-to the gent1ema from Calffor- nea]y all expre deep dissatisfaction
nia [Mr. PAcXABI)], former mayor of with our current 'system and the strong
Carlsbad, now of Oceande, CA.
for change; Today we are dellv(Mr. PACKARD asked and was given desirethat
change.
permission to revLse and extend his re-. ering
I truly believe that this conference
marks.)
report that we will be hearing shortly
Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Speaker, I
very strong support of this rule.and the represents the most serious, and cornprehensive reform of our Nation's imconference report. Immigration
been the most significant criticai prob- migration law '1nthodern times. It also
c]seiy follows the recommendations of
lem.th my State for many. maty y. both
the Speaker Task Force on ImI have worked a lifetime, it seems.. on migration'
Reform, which I chafred, and
trying to resolve our seriu 1jjga
migration problems. They are afectng those of the Jordan Comniision.. Ap
southern California and California gen- proximately 60 percent of the rec
eraily and the Nation generafly.in very ommendations made by the Speaker's
Task Force have been cluded m this
significant ways.
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go to our hospitals today; they will see
there are major adverse impacts. Taik
to our law enforcement people about

the uiajo impact of illegal imigration. The cost
cents.

not just in dollars and

An& I would ask my colleagues on
the other side of the aisle, if you don't

care about the cost to

the-

working

cIa people, because this illegal imirilgration does not affect the• rich white
people, illegal immigration hurts those
who need our serv ces and our jobs In
this country more thai a.tiythiig e'se,
those who are legally here. But if you
don't care about that, let me ask you
to care about the; hnrn2nity -that is
being 1aughteied every dày along our
border because Wash±ngton, not Mexico, not Latin America, not anywhere

In fact, the two bifls tñat I intro-' conference rePort.
duced on the first day that I started They include, in part, provsons to else in the country, but Washington
this session of CoEgress, the 104th Con- double the nuznber of• Border Patrol and the' leadership in Wasbington has
ess, have been Incorporated into this agents stationed at -our borders ,,to pulled a cruel hoax that says, "Come to
bill, one of which would' increase the 10,000 agents; expanded preinspection o country illegally, and we wifl reBorder Patrol to 10.000 agents, and the at foreign airports to more easily iden- ward you. Come to our country, and we
second would deny Federal benefits to till and deny entry to those Persons will give you benefits."

fflegal aliens, in essence, that was Prop with fraudulent. documents or crrni1•
I ask my colleagnes to consider this:
backgrounds; tough new penalties for
187 in Cffornia,.
In my neighborhoods in south San
those who use or distribute fake docu- Diego, we have had more people 'die in
But this bill is not only about
meuts, bringing the penalty for that of- the last few'years being slaughtered on
tecting our borden from those who
fense in line -with the use or production our freeways, drowned in our rivers,
entering here luegany. It is aut
run off of cliffs. More people, have died,
tectthg Arnerica taxpayers from being of counterfeit currency.
forced to pay forthose who are breakmy colleagues, trythg to cross the bor0 1300
ing our laws. just to be in this country.
der illegally in San Diego than were
Mr.
Speaker,
the
primary
responsibilCalifornia alone pays out billions f
fled in the Oklahoma bombing..
dollars per yeaz to deal with the prob- ities of a soverçign nation are the • Now I ask my colleagues on the other
lems of illegal inmigratiozi. This bIll protection of' its borders and enforce- side of the aisle who wanted to delay
ment of its laws. For too long in the and put it off, Would you delay adwill help to ease this problem bymoving the incentives for imigmnts area of immigration policy, we at the dressing one of the greatest terrorist
to-cross our borders illegally, and by Federal Government have thlrked both acts that we'have seen in our neighborreimbursing those. States 'who have to those duties. It may have taken a long hoods and along the border than we
time, but policy xñakens in Washington have seen in our lifetime? If OklalioIncarcerate illegal immigrant felons,
Mr. Speaker, this bill is the cn1yn1ii- are finally ready to acknowledge the
explosion was so important that
tloñ of a process that began in Califor- evastatng effects of illegal irnrnigra- we address that slaughter, please do
nia with Prop 187 and continued tion on our cities and towns.
not walk away from the loss of humanthrough the Immigration Task Force FI]y, I would like to congratulate ity down in San Diego and in California
called by the spèalcer. i wart to con- my colleague, the gentleman from along the border. There
people that
Texas. (Mr. SMITH], who chairs the Subgratthte all those who have worked
dying
because
they
are
told to
comxmttee on Immigration and Claims come to this country and we will
hard on it. I particularly want
re-

gratulate LAM SMiTH, who h& for all the effort that he has put into ward them.
worked to put this bill together. I also this, ptting his heart and soul into
Please oin with us. Support the rule.
want to congratulate ELTON GALLEGLY this legislation. 1 would also like to Let us reform illegal immigration and
for his efforts, and certainly I will sup- thsi him for welcoming the •input of -let us do it now. Quit finding, excuses.
port his bill and the vote on thiissue. myself and other members of the task Mr. B1TWSON. Mr.- Speaker, I
Let me conclude by simply teuiag force in crafting this legislation, and I
myseLf the remainder of our time.
'the minority leader of the Co itt urge. my colleagues to vote yes on this yield
The SPAR pro tempore (Mr.
on Rules. Mr. BEILENSON, at least on rule and let us pass imnñgration re- CA). The gent1emai from California
-

this issue how much I have appreciateil form that this Nation sorely needs.
is recognized for 30 seconds.
working with him. He is one of the genMr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield 2
Mr. REXILENSON. Mr. Speaker, we
tlemen of the House. It has been a reai minutes to my very good friend the urge, as we have before, a '"no" vote on
pleasure to work with him over these gentleman from Imperial Beach, CA this rule. The rule allows consideration
years. We will miss him dearly
(Mr. BILBR&Y].
of a conference report that was not
Mr. DP.E]ER. Mr. Speaker. I yield 3
(Mr. BILBRAY asked and was given given proper consideration by the conminutes to the gentleman from cajifor- perm3ssion to revise and. extend his re- ference comirnttee, a conference report
nia (Mr. GALLEGLY], my very good ina'ks.)
on which the minority party had no infriend who has chaired our Task Force
Mr. Bfl1BRAY. Mr. Speaker, as some- volvement. More importantly, the conon Illegal Immigration, former mayor body who lives on the border with Mex- ference report that this rule makes in
of Simi, CA.
ico and grew up with the imnñgraticn
is a feeble and misguided reMr. GATJ.PGLy. Mr. Speaker, i issue, I am very concerned to hear my order
to one of the most significant
thank the gentleman for yielding. I colleagues on the other side of the aisle sponse
facing our Nation. Passage of
rise today in strong support of this say, "Let's not do it now. Let's put it problems
this
legislation
win allow employers
rule.
off and try to do something else in the who hire illegal immigrants to conFor the better part of the past decade next Congress."
tinue to do so and to get away with it.
I have beer workthg to bring badly I as a mayor and as a county super- Passage
this legis1ation will let Coflneeded reforns to our Nation's imznj- visor. I worked with the problexs in gress sayofthat
we have done something
gration laws. Unfortunately, for far too our comziunity with illegal imxnigra- about illegal imirzigration
when in fact
long I have felt like I was talking to tion, cnme, the impacts on our health we have not done the real work
that we
mYselL
care system. In fact, if my colleagues know that we have to do.
.

'
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The real tragedy, Mr. Speaker, and I
The vote was taken by electronic de- Brown (CA)
say to my friends, is that we have vice,
and there were—yeas 254, nays Brown (?L)
missed here a great opportunity to
(OH)
not voting 14, as follows:
çrx)
know what to do. The Members who.
Cbaan
No.
43]
have worked hardest on this issue

tu

know what we need to do.

So I suggest, Mr. Speaker, .that we
defeat this rule and force the Congress
and the President to revisit this issue
next year and then produce the kind of
immigration reform legislation that
the American people want and that
this country so badly needs.

Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I yield
myself the balance of my time to siniply say that this may be the last rule

YEAS—254

m'
Bartlett

Bateman

Brownback
-

that I can certainly relate to the level '
of frustration that. those in the minority have felt, because having gone Caflah
• through four decades of serving in the Culvert
p
majority, they find that they are not
able to have quite the control that
they did as now members of the minor- CardS
ity.
Castle
Chahot
But I believe that, as was the case Ch-,,,ht1.,,
when this bill fIrst emerged from the
committee, that it will in the end Christensen
enjoy tremendous bipartisan support. ChrY5ler
The measure earlier this year had a
tremendous number of votes. As I re- Cobe
call, there were only 80 some odd votes Collins (GA)
agaInst the bill itself and 330 votes in Combest
support of it, and so the vote may not Codjt
•be identical to the earlier one, but I do cOol
Ccx
believe that there will be Democrats
and Republicans alike reCOgnizing that Cume
this Congress has done more than past Owms

The

Hastings (WA)
Hayes

Regula
Riggs
Roberts

Hafley
Hanger

Rogers

Ba—
Hobeon
Hoke

Holden
Horn

Hh

Stsls

Skeen
Skelton

Smith
-—
Smith (NJ)

Knoflenberg
BoRe
LeHood

Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)
Solomon
Soeder
Spence

DeLay

LewiS (CA)

T&OriS

Lewis (K!)
Llgbtfoot

Uviugaton
LoBiondo

Laces
Martini
McCollnm

Eaboo

McDade
McHugh

Everett
Fawen
i'ieMi (TX)

Speaker pro tempore announced that pjs
the ayes appeared to have it.
Fowler
Mr. BTTSON. Mr. Speaker, I ob- Fox
(CT)
ject to the vote on the ground that a
quorum is not present and make the Franks (NJ)
point of order that a quorum is not
present.
The SPEAXE pro tempore. Evi-. Abererombie

Ba

Andrews

igcJnn
:

Mcintosh
McKeon

Metcelt

Stearns
mb.o]m

Stockinas

-,

Tal'icr
Thomes

Tlahrt
Torklldaen
Toni
Trahcant
tps
Vucenovich

walker
walsh
wamp
watts (OK)
weldon (FL)
weldon (PA)

weller

-

Meyers

White
Whitlield

Miller (FL)
Moilnari
Montgomery
Moorhead

Wolf
Young (AX)
Zeliff
Zimmer

NAYS.—jss

Bards
Barrett (WI)
Becerra
Edlenson

McCarthy
McDermott
McBale
hicKinney
McNdlty
Meeban
Meek

Taylor (MS)
Teieda

Mink

King

Kinton

Fastab
Psrio

Schaefer

wicker

-

Bishop
Blomenansr

Borior
Borrki

-

°'
Gibbons

Heineman

Thomos
Thornton
Thnrman.
Tomes
Towns.

veia

vento

vgmi
voler

Miller (CA)

Mine

waters

Moaklei

w,.et (NC)

wsan

Molloa
Murtha

wise
woolsey
wynn
Yates

llad1er
Neal
Oberstar

Hefner

LISCOIS

Satt

Stokes
Stedda
Stupek
Tanner

Mitsui

Parr

Geren
Gonraler
Green (TX)
Gutlacvez
Ball (OH)
Hastings (FL)

Shays
Sinister

Slaughter

Stark

Milipoder.
McDonaii

51mw

Sesrarjo
Skaggs

Maloney
Manton
Markey
Martinez

Frsk (f)
Gnaon

Senainhienner
Sbadagg

Kim.

Scott

proet

Hyde

Ka
Ke1

Evans

Foglietta

SChIff

lstook
Johnson (01)
Johnson. Sam
Jones

&ei

(LA)

Bunter
Inglis

Lewis (GA)

Luther

Dooley
Durbin
Edwards

.

Leiin

Sanford
Sexton

Sp
Talent

Horlich
Plsgllsh

Do€gett

-

Reed

Rivers
ROybsl.A)laij
Bush
Sabo
Sanders
Sawyer
Schroeder
Schnmer

Lofgren
Lowey

DIXOfl

Roth
Roukeina
Royce
Salmon

Laeio

question was taken; and theF ans

dently a quorum is not present.
The Sergeant at Arms will notify absent Members.

Radaovjeb

Rane1

LIPhnkI

Ding,))

Q

Ptckefl
Poebard
Raliaji

Latcs

DeLanro
Deflums
Deutech

Pxyce

Payne (NJ)
Pelosl

KUdos

DeP&rio

Poritnan

Davis

this Inunigration bill is further eviquestion on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPRAWIR pro tempore. The
question is on the resolution.

Eleczka
RIlnk
LaPalce

Cubin

Do

of my time, and I move the previous

Banner
de la Germ

Largem
Latbam
LaTourette

been result-oriented as we go through Dickey
the litany of items from telecomxnurn- Doolittle
cations reform, welfare reform, line- Doyle
item veto, unfunded mandates. We Dreter
have provided tremendous results, and Denom
dence of that.
Mr. Speaker, I yield back the balance

Packard

Pombo

Pastor

(,f)

()

w..,

Restart

(TX)

Jacobs
Jefferson
Johnsoi (SD)

Kennedy (RI).
Kenneily

p

Owens
PaBone

Jacbole

Costeflo
Coyne
Cummings

Ozley

Ortlz

(fl)

Johnston
Kaniorski
Kaptor

Collins (il)

Nussle

Peterson
Petrl

Hancock
Hansen

Ja

Johnsc. E. B.

Collins (fl)

Nei

Gordon

Ball (TX)

Clyburn
Coleman

Nesmamt

Graham
Greene (UI)

Gutkaecht

Clee

Noxwood

Parker
Panes

Greenwood
Gundereon

a struggle, and I should say to my un
friends on the other side of the aisle Running

to do it, and the 104th Congress has

NeUercott

GOOdl1

the advice and counsel that he has. 3oth
Boebsergiven me over the years.
Let me say on this particular measure, Mr. Speaker, that as we look at Boiccher
this issue, it has been a long time in BrOWd

Congresses to deal with this problem of
illegal immigration.
The American people have asked us

Myers

purse

Ganeke
Gekas
Gllchrest
GISmO
Gibuan
Goodiatte

Barrett(

Clayton

Pii

GanJy

Baker (cA)
(L&)
Baflenger

that will be nanlinged by my very good Berente.
friend from California and to join in BaII
letting my colleagues know that he
will be, by me, sorely missed. He has
been a great friend and, I do appreciate Blute

coming. Getting to this.poj.nt has been

C1&7

H11079
Ol'e

Elnchey
Bayer

Obey

NOT VOTmG—14
Rose
-

Peterson (FL)
PosoeroyRObrabacber

wilson
Young (FL)

Mrs.
CLAYTON
and
Messrs.
DEtr'rSCR,_TORRES, -LEWIS of Georgia, and Lu'ra changed their vote

from "yea" to "nay."
Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut, Ms.
FURSE, and Mr. ARY changed their
vote from "nay" to "yea."
So the resolution was agreed to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
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Mr. SMITE of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
pursuant to House Resolution 528, I
call up the conference report on the
bill (R.R. 2202) to amend the Imniigration and Nationality Act to improve
deterrence of illegal immigration to
the United States by mcreasing Border
Patrol and investigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for alien smuggling and for document fraud, by reforming exclusion and deportation law
and procedures by improving the verification system for eligibility for employment, and through other measures,
to reform the legal immigration sys-

tem and facilitate legal entries into
the United States, and for other purposes.

H11080
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
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United States on a promise that they ,'. This is yet another Repnb]icaii at-

The SPRA pro tempore. (Mr. will not use public benefits. Yet every tack on the environment, 11 it pleases

to Rouse Resolution year the number of noncitizens apply- my colleagues on the Democratic side,
ing for. certaiu weifare prograns n- I will offer a motion to recommit the
as having been rea&
creases an astonihi rig 50 percent. conference report to correct these glar(For conference report and state- America should continue to welcome ing wrongs.
ment, see proceedings of the House of those who want to work and produce
The next matter that my colleagues
Tuesday September 24, 1996, at page and contribute, but we should discour- should carefully consider is the, part
Hi0841.)
age those who come to live off the tax- that deals with the America workers.
The SPEAXER pro tempore. The gen- payer. Anerica should keep out the What we are doing here is giving us a
tlexnan from Texas [Mr. Sm] and the welcome mat but not become a door- conference report, and the' lack of progentlema. from Michigan (Mr. CON- mat.
cedure has been amply dealt with, but
YERS3 each will control 30 minutes.
This legis)ation also ensures that what we are doing now is that we are
The Chair recogDizes the gentleman those who sponsor immigrants will being told to take itor leave it. 'I think
from Texas (Mr. SilTE].
have sufficient means to support theii. that this amendment process, which we
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I Just as we require deadbeat dads to were completely shut out of, deserves a
yield myself such time as I may provide for the children they' bring
no vote on the conference, regardless of
consume.
the world,' we shoild reqUire deadbeat anything Members may like about it.
Mr. Speaker, this conference report sponsors to provide for the immigrants
It wa the Republicans, I say to
gives Congress the best opportunity in they bth2g into the country. By requir- Chafrmau HYDE, that ra1ed and railed
decades to adress the illegal immigra- ing sponsors to demonstrate the means about how unfaãr we were. It was the
tion crizis. Every. 3 years, enough ilie- to fulfill their financiaa obligations, we Speaker of the House, NEWT GINGBICL'
gal aliens enter the country perma- make sure that taxpayers are not that has railroaded every conference
nently to popthte a city the size of stack with the bill, now $26 billion a bill for the last year. We do not even
Boston or. Dafla.s or San Francisco. year in benefits to noncitizens.
come to conference and' have a right to
The provisions in this conference
C]assxooms bulge; welfare jumps; the
offer an amendment. The process aaone
crime rate soars. Innocent victms pay port are not new. These are the same deserves every Member of this House to
reforms
that
Passed
the
House
on
a
bi.
the price, and law-abiding taxpayers
reject this conference report on due
partisan vote of 333 to 8?, and
foot the biU.
process procedural grounds.
This bill secures America's borders, Senate on a bipartisan vote of 7 to 3.
And then what about the dizcrimnpenalizes aflen smugglers, expedites And these are the same reforms that tory aspects of this bill? Not only do
the removal of criniin&1 and illegal President Clinton has urged. Congress we weaken illegal immigration but we
aliens, prevents illegal aliens from tak- to r,ass and send to his desk.
say yes to more discrimination, being America )obs, and ends nonciti- This bill will benefit Americ&u fani- cause we .now have onerous material
lies, workers, employers, and taxpayers that was not even in the bad bill I opzens' abuse of the welfare system.
By doubling the number of Border across the Nation, but especiaiiy in posed in committee and on the floor.
Patrol agents and securing our borders, California, Texas, Florida, and other
We now have included unilaterally
we will protect our coxnmurnties from States that face the illegal iumigra- provisions that tell, employers that
tion
crisis
on
a
daUY
the burdens imposed by illegal immiMr. Speaker, America is not )ust a they may engage in practices of aciai
gration: crime, drug trafficking, and nation
of immigrants. It is a nation of discrimination so long as it cannot be
ncreased demands on locai police and
proved that they bad intent to Violate
social services. The benefits of securing inimigrauts committed to personal
the law. Coming out of the Committee
sponzibility
and
the
rule
of
law.
It
our borders will be felt not only in bor- 'time for Congress to stand with the on the Judiciary, I think it is a very
der States but throughout the entire America people and approve this con- sad day for any legislation to come out
Nation.
doing this to the most sensitive probreport.
If we cannot control who enters our ferene
Mr.
Speaker,
I
reserve
the
balance
of
lem
in our society.
country, such as illegal aliens, we car- my time.
Vote "no" on the conference report.
not control what -enters our country,
Mr. S1il'I'H of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
such as illegal drugs. To control who myself
yield xnyse]f 15 seconds and say that
4 minutes.
enters, this bill increases crin'im1 pen(Mr. CONYERS asked and was given the last provision that the gexitlexnan
alties for alien smuggling and docu- permission
from Michigaii referred to was in the
to revise and extend his
ment fraud. The Nation cannot allow mar.)
' Senate bill which passed by 97 to 3.
alien smuggling to continue, especially
Mr.: Speaker, I yield 1 minute to the.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, we are
since many ailen smugglers are also dealing with a bill that is so flawed, we gentleman froni flhiziois [Mr. HYDE],
kingpths in the Illegal drug trade.
will need a' lot' of speakers to make it the dinguIshed'chairmai of the Comfliegal aUens should be removed from clear why Members should not support nñttee on the Judiciary.
the United States immediately and ef- the immigration conference report
(Mr. HYDE asked and wa given perfectively. fliegal aliens take jobs, pub- that is now bdore them.
mission to revise and' extend his re].ic benefits, and engage in crinlimi aWhat we do to the environment is a marks.)
tivity. In fact, one-Quarter of afl Fed- crime. The National Environmental
Mr. KYDE. Mr. Speaker, 'I listened to
eral prizoners are Uiegal aliens. This Protection Act is the Nation's founding the last gentlemai in the well and I am
bill will lower the crime rate, lower the charter for env2ronmental protection, a little bewildered because we marked
cost of imprisoning illegal aliens, and ad this bill repeals that law, in effect, this bill up, it took us 9 days and we
make our communities safer places to when it comes to border-related con- dealt with 103 amendxnents, 39 of which
live.
struction. That means when we are were decided by rollcafl vote. The bill,
This legisIation also relieves employ- working on highways, roads, bridges, when we finally got it to the floor,
ers ofa high level of uncertainty they fences,thatitisOKtoignoretheenvj- passed333to87inthe'Houseand97to
face by streamlining the hiring proc- ronment. Do my colleagues really 3 in the Senate. Prior to introducing
ess. It makes the )ob application proc- mean that?
the bill, the House Immigration Subess easier for our citizens ad legal This conference report means that committee heard from. more than 100
BIGGs). Pursu&nt

528, the coiference report is coisidered

-

,

,

.

residents by estabIisbng voluntary border construction ca pollute our witnesses and the Democrats were

employment quick-check pilot pro- public waterways anyway, dirty our present ad participated fully. So the
grams in 5 States. The quick-check air, cxea.te hazardous point sources gentleman, I think, is mistaien.
system will give employers the cer- that can create daiigerous runoffs, and
In any event, this is auiong the most
tanty and stability of a legal work generally ignore a.y adver -environ- important pieces of legis1.ton this
force.
metta.1 impact of that construction. Do Congress will handle. A country has to
Since, the beginning of this century; my colleagues realjy wat that in a control ts borders. A country. has the
immigrants have been admitted to the coiaereice report?
ght.to:deflne' itselL I biuk this is a
'

'
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good bill. It cannot please everybody, sterilization or for resisting a coercive popu- that. hire illegal aliens and include

but it pleases a lot of people and I
think it ought to pass.

I am pleased to speak in support of the conference report on H.R. 2202, because believe it will facilitate major progress in addressI

lation control program in other ways. A related

tough measures to stop inegal aliens

well-founded fear clearly must qualify as a from coming into the country and takwellfounded fear of persecution for purposes ing jobs.
.

of the refugee definition.
Our modification of the refugee definition re-

But somewhere along the way, in the

back rooms, the stuff that was tough.
ing one of our Nation's most urgent prob- sponds to the moral imperative of aiding vic- on the folks that bring illegal aliens
Iems—illegal immigration. In reconciling House tims and potential victims of flagrant mistreat- here, and that is to say, the employers
and ,enate versions of this landmark legisla- merit. We also take a public stand against that attract them here with a promise

tion, we provide for substantially enhanced forcible interference with reproductive rights of jobs, somehow it disappeared, and in

border and interior enforcement, greater deter- and forcible termination, of life—a stand that its place was put a list, a wish list ofrents to immigration related crimes, more ef- hopefully will help to discourage such inhu- fered up by lobbyists for the biggest
fective mechanisms for denying employment mane
employers of these illegal aliens in the
abroad
to illegal aliens, and more expedlltious removal
This omnibus legislation includes a number tountry.
of persons not legally present in the L[nited of miscellaneous provisions that are resPOnThe bill that passed the House comStates.
sive to a range of problems. For exarrpe, cer- mittee included 150 wage and hour inThe most difficult matter for the conferees to fain' Polish applicants for the 1995 diversity.irn- spectors that were asked for by the
resolve concerned public education benefits migrant program reasonably anticipated being Jordan Conniicion. The Senate bill
for illegal aliens. Because public education is able to adjust to permanent resident status; by included 350. Why? Because people that
a major State function, the House had recog- facilitating their adjustment in fiscal year 1997 hire illegal aliens also violate the wage
nized the interests of each individual State in we effectively rectify a bureaucratic error. We and houi laws. Why? Because half of
issues uNdying Public school attendance at also recognize the equities of certain nationals the jobs in this country that are lost to
State taxpayer expense.
of Poland and Hungary who were paroled into illegal aliens are lost to illegal aliens
In that connection, we appreciated the fact the -United States years. ago—and thus en- that did not get here by sneaking

that concerns about the welfare. of unsuper- tered our country legally-by affording them
vised children and adolescents might lead an opportunity to adjust to permanent resident
many States to continue providing free public status. I welcomed the opportunity to seek apeducation to undocumented aliens—and we propriate conference action in these compeldid nothing to discourage such choices at the ling situations.
State leveL The compromise House and SenThis .omrus itnrrigration legislation makes
ate conferees initlaily developed, both gave major needed changes in The Immigration and
expression to the right of a State to choose a Nationality Act. The primary ttrust of the con-

across the border. They are the ones

would be preferable to address this entire

civil penalties for employers to
them we are not going to put up any

that got here with a visa, but then they
did not go home, they overstayed the
visa. You can put a million Border Pa-

trol agents at the border, but you are
not going to find that one,haif of the
problem. The only way you are going
to find 'it. is with wage and hour inspec-

different course and extended important Vansi- ference doOument is to respond in a measured tors. Those are gone from the bill.
tional protections to current students. Because and comprehensive fashIon to a multifaceted Why? Because some lobbyist for an emof an explicit veto threat from the President, breakdown in immigration law enforcement. I ployer somewhere wanted it done.
The bin e1ftni1ia.tes the increased
however, we subsequently decided that it urge my colleagues to support it.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, I yield
he may consume to. the
than place at risk the many needed enforce- gentleman from Texas (Mr. BRYANT)
merit-related provisions of this bill.
who is completing his 14th year. He has
issue in the context of. other legislation rather such time . as

The conferees also stiuggled with the issue
of how to fairly and expeditiously adjudicate
asylum claims of persons arnving without documents or fraudulent docrsnerrts. We recognized that layering of prolonged adninistralive
and judicial consideration can overwhelm the
ininigration adjudicak,ry process, serve as a
magnet to lilegal entij, and encourage abuse
of the asylum process. At the same lime, we
recommended major safeguards against returning persons who meet the refugee delinilion to conditions of persecution.
Specially Irained asylum officers will screen

cases to determine whether aliens have a

"credible fear of persecution"—and thus quality for more elaborate procedures. The credi-

ho lear. standard is recfrafted in the confererioe document to address fully concerns
that the "more probable than not" language in
the original House version was too testrictive.
In addition, the conferees provided for pctertiai jmJnjgrafjn judge . review of adverse
credible fear determinations by. asylum offi-

cers. This is a major change providing the

safeguard of an important role for a quasi-judicial official outside the Immigration and Nato-

The conference document includes a House
provision I offered in the Committee on the Judiciary to protect victims of coercive population
control practices. Our law—wtich' appro-

priately recognizes persecution claims in a
number of contexts—must not turn a blind eye

to egregious violations of human rights that
occur when individuals are forced to terminate
the life of an unborn child, submit to involuntary sterilization, or experience persecution for

tailing or refusing to undergo an abortion or

more with chronic violators of the laws

that say you cannot hire people that

not citizens or are not here legally.
served with great distinction in the are
Congress on a variety of committees, Those enhanced civil penalties are
Including the House Committee on the gone. Why? Because the American peeple wanted them gone? Because the
Judiciary.
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. I thnk my Jordan CoTnmi.cion said that they
good friend from Michigan for yielding ought to be gone? Of course not. Bea lobbyist for an employer that
me this time and for those nice re- cause
hires illegal aliens came down here and
marks.
Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from fl- said, "Mr. GDrGBICH, you Republicans
linois (Mr. HYDE) and the gentleman do your job and.get us off the hook."
from Texas (Mr. SMITH] have spoken of And that is exactly what they did.
a bin that passed by wide margns. In01345
deed it did. But it is not the bill before They also added into the bill graluthe House today, and that is the whole itous language that eliniinz'tes the
point that we are nffilnTg. It was anti.discri,nimtion provisions in the
changed radically before it even got to current law. Not in the.bin, but in the
the floor by the leadership. It has been current law. We passed a bin in 1986.
changed radically since, and that is Many Hispanics said this is going to rewhy we say to Members today, vote for salt in inadvertent discrimination
the motion to recommit but do not against Americans who are of. Risanic
vote for this bill.
descent because they are going to be
Members of the House, I was a Co- confused with somebody who is hereilsponsor of this legislation. I stood in a legally.
press conference alongside the genThe GAO, after the bin was passed,
tleman from Texas [Mr. SMITH] and did a study and found that they were
said we have got to do something to re- right, so we included in the law strong
duce legal immigration and to reduce prohibitions on discriminating against
illegal immigration. With a great deal people in the course of asking for a job
of criticism from many people on my by asking them for too many papers or
side, I said we had to pass a bin, and I giving them a hard time when they
was for the bill we introduced. But that come. to the workplace. The law says
is not the bill that is before the House you can ask for one of several papers,
today.
and that is all you can do.
We put together a bill that was to But now the Republican provision
have reflected what the Barbara Jor- says it does not make any difference if
dan Commission recommended to us you ask them for all the papers in the
was to have been a bipartisan bill. It world. 11 you cannot prove you inwas going to be tough on employers tended to discrirnin.te against them,
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are not guilty of discrimination. American politics at. its absolute
The one I 'am talking about has to do
That is a fundamental violation of the worse. We have a very important issue, with people who are HEV positive. This
compact that we made between the illegal mixnigration.
bill says if you are a legal imnigrant,
groups in this country that make up I worked for a very long time in a bi- you came here legafly, and there has
our population, so that no one would be partisan way with departing 'Senator been some economic misfortune and
you

•

• disadvantaged by the eiiforcement of a
bffl and ]aw that is difficult to enforce.
Well, it is gone.
The simple fact is this: Wba.t the em-

in 1986 and in 1990 to fasbion legislation than a year. Thatin'a.d of ileIf seems
in a bipartisan way to 'deal' with this .to me to be cruel and unfair.

ployers that hire fflegal immigrants problernL Bipartisan, because this' is
wanted got done in this bill, and what not 'and ought not be an ideological
working Americans who need to bave issue. Some issues are legitimately
their jobs protected, from being lost to parzan.
illegal aliens, was not done. Worse,
I was sorry to here hear the chairman

•

•

those that are the subject of discrimination, thadvertent or avertent, now
have lost their protection.
Mr. Speaker, this is not a good bill. I
can see the handwriting on the bill. I
know it is an election year. Anti-immigrationrhetoric is real good in an election year, and I am sure we are probab'y going to see a lot'offolkscomxng
down here thinking well, I should not
vote for this, but I am probably going
to have to. You do not hace to. Vote
for the motion to recommit. We fix all
of• these problems and a few I do not
have trne to mention. Vote for the mo-

tion to recommit. Vote .aganst the

bill.
Mr. SMITH of 'Texas. Mr. Speaker, I

yield I minute to the gentlewoman
from California [Mrs. SEAZTIWm], who

has been-such a fighter in our effort to
reduce illegal immigration.
Mrs. SEASTRAND. Mr. Speaker, I
rise in very strong support of the conference report to Bit. O2. It has com-

j,letely rewritten the ]aws regarding
•

AL SucPsoN, whose departure I regret you get-very sick, you cannot take fednow even more than before, and others, eraiIy-inded medical care for more.

the apprehension and remova.l'of illegal
aliens and will fully fund, initiatives to

double the size of our Border Patrol
and increase the level of immigration

enforcement in the interior of these

United States. It will implement a
strategy of both prevention and deterrence at our Nation's land borders.

This legislation will reqwre aliens

Bat then they say, well, in the interest of public health, we' do not want
epidemics around, we will make an exception for communicable diseases.
That was in the bill as it came out.

.of the Committee on the Judiciary: c,eThen, in the mysterious darkness
,fend the shabbiest legislative proce. that they use instead of a conference
dure I have ever seen here. Yes, we had report, they gave an exception to the
fun makups; yes, we had. full debates. exception. What is the exception to the
And then once we did, this bill dis- exception? If you are here legaily'and
appeared into a series of secret meet- you are HEV positive, you niay not get
ings between the Republican House and any treatment' if :you need Federal
Senate staffs, 'it seemed to me, with funds. If you are here legally and you
some input from the Members, and the contracted this terrible illness, which
Dole campaign, and virtually all of the they profess to think is something we
things on which-we seriously worked in ought to fight, then you are, by this

committee disappeared, and others ap- bill, condemned to death with no help,
because you cannot get Federal assist'Now, this is a popuiar issue, getting ance.
rid of 'illegal immigranta to the extent
Iguess when they tote up the death
'that we can, as it ought to be Unfortu- penalties that they want to take credit
nately, this is a bill which does not do for, they' ought to ad oñe Legal ixnminearly as much as it could. to diminish grants here with HiV illness.
illegal immigration, and, instead, as They created an exception for -comthe gentleman from Texas noted, municable diseases, but then they cremakes it a little easier than it' used to ated aa exception to the exception, so
be for people to take advantage of that if'you are here legally and you get
them once they are here.
HEV; no matter how, and, 'by the way,
This is a bill that says gee, it would we have changed the law, I did not
be nice if there were not so many ifie- agree with it, but this is the law, no
• gal immigrants,. but as long as they are one is now challenging it, so if you are
here, maybe we can get a little cheap known to be HEV positive and we test
work out of them. That is the general you, you cannot come in. So we are not
thrust.
talking about becoming a magnet for
But then it does other things. I want people who are HEV positive to come
to talk about one thing that appeared here. There is already a limit on that.
that was in neither bill.
What we are talking about are people
At. the Republicaz Convention we had who are here and become EIV'positive,
speakers who talked about AiDS and or who are here and become HEV posi1ow terrible it is. When the Republican tive when they got here, and they are
leadership amended the military bili to denied medical treatment for more
peared.

who axrve at our aãrports with fraudulent documents to be returned without
delay to their point of departure; mak- say that if you are HEV positive you 'than 12 mcmths, which, of course, if you
thg it far more difficult for aliens to would be forced out, that was recog- are HIV positive, isthe medical treatenter the United States, either across nized to be a mistake and it was re- ment you need:
But here they go again. our land borders' or through our air- pealed.
What is the reason for that? What is
ports, it wifl ais aggressively attack What they ]a.ve done' is to take the that doing in a bill to deal with ifiegal
immigration-related crimes. It'is going issue of illegal immigration, a popular immigration? I am talking about illeto increase penalties for alien smug- issue, and use it as a shield behind gal immigrants. They can be deported
g]ing and document fraud and expand which to do ugly things to vu]nerable •if..they take advantage of this medical
'the enforcement capacity against such people. The gentleman from 'Texas care. I do not think it 1 a good idea to
crimes. It wifl also make it easier for pointed out the extent to which they deny medicai care to people n need'
employers to be certa that they are are weakenrrig the civil rights protec- elsewhere.
bAring legal workers by providing a tion. Rere is another thing they do. It
But this?, We said "Gee, we made a
toll-free worker verification number was not in either biB.. It has not been mistake. We should not kick people
that employers may cafl to verify the voted on, and in the most extraor- who are HEV positive out of the milieligibility of employees to work legally dinary arrogance ever seen, we were tary." Should we kick theui out of exnot allowed to offer an amendment on istence? Bec.nse that is what you do
in the United States.
I win just tell you, America, and es- this or any other thing in the con- .when you say to people who are here'
pecially California., needs .inmigration ference. Because I will give my Repub- and do not have a lot of money and who
reform and we need it now.
lican leadership friends credit, they are ffiV positive, that you cannot get
Mr. CONYEBS. Mr. Speaker, I am know how embarrassing this is, and any medical treatment beyond 12
pleased to yield .5 miites to the gen- therefore they are determined not to months.
tleman from Mssachnsetts (Mr. let anyone vote on it, so they did it in
I take it back. When they are about
the senior member of the Com- a forum in which you could not vote. to die, then I guess they can get so1e.
mittee on the Judiciary, who ha.s
They simply say, OK, we got a bill on
This is an uxiworthy substajtjve and
worked with great diligence on trying illegal immigration. By the way, they procedural piece of legislation, and it
to reform the bifl.
are going to stick in a couple of these ought to be defeated.
Mr. FR.A'K of Massachusetts. Mr. things, and ybu have o way to vote,
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
Speaker, we have here Congress and other than no on the 'whole bill.
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
-
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Virginia [Mr. GoODLrE], a member of tleman did not want to yield. The bill
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I want to
the Committee on the Judiciary.
does not say that legal izimigrants can
(Mr. GOODLATI'E asked and was get AIDS treatment and illegal cannot. join my other colleagues i indicating
given permission to revise 'and extezd It gives djsabjjjties to both of them for how sorely I will miss my friend from
Texas, who is reafly a great Member of
his renarks.)
•gettig it with Federal funds. Anybody Congress, and I
Mr. GOODLATrE. Mr. Speaker, I rise who can pay for it on theircwn the bill leaving th body. am sorry he will be
in strong support of this legislation, does not affect. The bill says With
The people of my congressjoaj disand I commeiid the gentleman from

c

Texas for his outstanding work, in gard to legal and megai immigrants, trict and of sotthern California, and
workthg so hard to put together a bill they cannot get it with Federal funds, probably the entire country, des-

distinction between legal and me- perately want uto do something effecthat has had very, very difficult times The
gal
does
not exist in the bin. The de- tive to stop illegal nungration. It is
getting different pieces of legisIatioii gree of penaity
may be different. j. wrong to conclude that the people who
included.
cases the bill says if you are here voted for Proposition 187 are racist or
I agree with some of the Members on both
or illegally and you have my xenophobes. 'rhey are people who are
the other side that I would like to see legally
you
cainot
be treated with Federal 1oking at what has happened: The emlegal imnigration reforms. I would funds. That includes
legal immigrants. pioyer sanctions did not work, the
Like to see an employer verificatjcn
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, . other strategies did not work, the resystem that' really will' help employers yield
myself 15 seconds to say what the fusal or earlier allministrations to fund
scröen Out fraudulent documents. But bill says,
and that is it does not deny the Border Patrol and the Congress to
it is time for us to do and see the good AIDS treatment
to legal immigrants. appropriate .the money left the border
thing that are in this. bin.
simply says the immigraut's spon- essentially unprotected. They want
So I strongly disagree with those who It
sor, not the American taxpayer, should something done.
did not get one piece 0. legIslation into pay
.
The problem with this bifl is it cons
for the treatment..
this bill that they would Like or dislike
the
American people into thinig
Mr.
BRYANT
of
Texas.
Mr.
Speaker,
and are going to vote against, the en- I yield 10 seconds to the gentleman major new steps are going to be done.
tire bin, which they admit has dozens from Massachnsetts rsr
This President is the first President
and dozens of positive; good iUegaa imMr. FRANK of• Massachusetts. Mr. to put the money where the mouth is.
migration reforms deaiixig with. crack- Speaker, it is a good.sigii that they
Re has proI,osed, and the Committee on
ing down on illegal entry at our bor- uncomfortable when it is described
Appropriations, to its credit, has fundders, deaiixig with illegal overstays in curately. It does not just Say you go ed massive increases in Border Patrol.
the country, dealthg with cutting off
has initiated through Executive
the sponsor. If you are a legal im- Re
access to government benefits for peo- after
order an exledited procedure for asymigrant
and
you
are
treated,
you
•
ple who are not lawfully in this cowi- be deported for it. It 'becomes a deport- lum, which has reduced those frivolous
try.
offense to be a sick Person who asylum applications by .58 percent. We
Mr. Speaker, I urge the support for able
gets tre.ted if you h.ve AIDS. At least are depositing more crimi1 aliens
this legislation.
and more illegal migrants than w
accurately the harm you
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I describe
ever did before, and all the trend lines
inflicting
on
people.
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
up.
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I areWhat
the Jordan commission and
Oklahoma [Mr. COBUR], one of the yield 1 minute to the gentleman frOfl
every ng1e independent academic
only two medical doctors in the Rouse California [M1. DoRNAN].
(Mr. COBURN asked and was given
of this issue says without a verMr. DORNAN. Mr. Speaker, let me study
ification system we will never make
permission to revize and extend his re- take
10
seconds
Out
of
the
beginning
of
xnarks.)
employer sanctions meaningful. Nothshort remarks here as a border ing
Mr. COBTJRN. Mr. Speaker, I just my
e]se. Nothing else is serious if we
State
Congressnan
from
Califorflia.
want to answer a couple of questions
do not do that and make a commitOne
of
the
greatest
se]ling
jobs
of
aJl
about this in terms of my n regard to time was to take the behavioral con- ment to do that.
AIDS. This bill does not deny treat- duct ring Out of the word AIDS. II' we 'Second, we know there are industries
ment, to legal immigrants that have were discussing this as what it is, a that systematically recruit and hire ilAIDS. What it says is the goverDment fatal venereai disease, and it had the legal inmigrants, and for reasons that
does not have a responsibility to pay ring of syphilis, which is no longer I do, not know, the getlemai from
for that treatment on non-U.S. citi- fatal, I do not think we would be gOing Texas [Mr. BRYr] has a theory which
sounds plausible to me, this conference
zens. I think f we poll the vast major- back
and forth like this. We would say committee stuck inspectors and invesity of the people in this country, I illegal
immigrants cainot get treat- tigators to cover those industries. We
tbnk they would agree with this.
for syphilis, and if they are legal should not be conne&
The second thing is most Aniericans ment
their sponsor has to take care of Let me turn to what it does with
in this' country pay for their own then
legal immigrants. For the first time in
health care, either through a health it.But because we have done this mag- Americai
history, even when we had
plan, surance payment, or working. nificent PR on the only fatal venereal
the
moratoriums
on immigration, a
They pay for their health care. We disease in the country, we still go back
U.S. citizen, and, remember, this bill
have created a class in this country and
forth as though AIDS is a badge of puts an income requirement on petithat does not feel that it should pay for honor.
shows you are a swinger and tioiing for spouses. An individual has
its health care on a disease that at this you areIt part
to make 140 percent. Fifty-tbree perpoint in time the vast majority of country. Sad.- of the in crowd in this cent
of the unmarried Americai people
which is a preventible disease.
I cannot add anything to the bril- do not make 53 percent, do not make
The third point that I would like to ilance
the gentleman from Califor- 140 percent of the poverty standard.
make is 'that this bill does deny AIDS ma [Mr.ofGALLEGLY]
or the gentleman Mr. Speaker, 53 percent of the Amertreatment to illegal immigrants, ifie- from Texas or the people
who have ican people do not make it.
gal. Yes, it does. Illegal immigrants, worked Out an excellent piece
of legisA graduate student woman in medithose people who are here illegally. So lation. I just, for my 5 grown children
cal school, who is not making that
what we are saying with this bill is and niy constituents, want to get up money,
fails in love and marries a phythat if you have a sponsor and you are and say: ]]legal-legai. Ulegal
is sician in France. She canot bring him
here legally, that sponsor should cover lawbreaking law breakers have no
ifl because, even though he is affluent,
for your cost of the AIDS treatment.
h2S all the assets needed, there is no
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, rights in this country.
indication in the world he will go on
0 1400
I yield 30 seconds to the gentleman
-.
any gover2mlent program, she cannot
from Massachusetts (Mr. FR.Ax].
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, bring him in.
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr. I yield 3 mInutes to the gentleman This is the stupidest as well as the•
.

.

Speaker, I understand why the gen- from Caiiforiiia [Mr. Bz].

meanest provision I can imagine. When
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bad moratoriums on iznigration in
For many years many of us in Call- We wifl condemn babies to getting
this country, we allowed U.S. citizens fornia. Teza, nd other States that AIDS when
to l5ring in their spouses. Why would have been disproportioa.tei' impacted vented. That,it couid have been pre-.
to mc, is antilife and
we want to change that now?
by iflegal immigration have been walkand this bill smacks of a
I urge a "no" vote on a bill that is ing through the hans and through this nonsensical,
lot of injustices that have not been
we

soft on illegal inigration and harsh body ringing a1rm bells. We have been thought through.
and mean on legai immigrants.
urging this Congress to wake up to the
want to point this out to Members
Mr. SMITH of texas. Mr. Speaker, I. fact that our country is, in effect, asI another
reason to vote agaãnst a
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from under a full-scale invasion by those very unjust bill.

•

ahfornia (Mr. RWTEt3, who has con- that have no lègal right to be here yet
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
tributed so much to this bill.
who come by the thousands every day yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
Mr.. HUNGER. Mi: Speaker, I thank and consume prec!ous social benefits Ca1iforria[Mr. Ct?.NINGKAM].
the gentleman for. ve1ding me this that are denied every day to legal resi-Mr. CUNThGRAM. Mr. Speaker,
time.
dents who are truly entitled to those every substantive issue in the bill beMr. Speaker, for my friend who just benefits.
fore us today has been voted, on by .the
spoke, let me set the record straight.
Today this is a different bell ringing House or the Senate. 1 would say tQ my
When he claimed the CLinton adminis- in this Chamber, Mr. Speaker, and the colleagues on the other. side that even
tration has funded thousandsd thou- bell is a bell Qf cbange. The passage of in welfare, mary of them, no matter
sands of Border Patrol agents, Repub- this conference report aUy signaas what we did, they would vote against
lican amendments have added. 1,700 .the willingness of this Congress to seri- it, both for politica1. reasons and issue
Border Patrol agents over the last 3 ousiy address the issue of illegal in]mi- reasons. -years above and beyond wha.t the Clin- gration.
In California over -two-thfrds of the
ton a ml tion requested. Prei- • Mr. Speaker, we are a generous Na- children born in our hospitals are to iident Clinton cut 93 Border Patrol tion, by far the most generous Nation. legal aliez!s. Members should take that
agents in the fiscal year 1994 budget. on the face of the Earth. T1j legi. into effect when they are talking about
We added 600. The next year we came tion does not endanger or threaten helping the poor and American citizens

with an additional 500, and the next that generosity but, in fact, it does and taking away funds from Medicaid.
year with an á.dditional 400 agents.
not!ring more than to preserve it.
We have over 400,000 children K
The simple fact is that the greatest through 12. At $5,000 each .to educate a
The CLinton administration has been
dragged kicking and screaimng to the .potetja1 threat to legal mirágration child, that is over $2 billion. They
border. They have opposed the border is illegal immigration. There are many should try to take that out of thefr
who would se us close the front.door State for education.
fence every step of the way.
My last point is, even after they op- to..iegal izmigratjon because the bk
Some 70 percent of the environment
posed the additionaj Border Patrol •door to illegal immigration is off the is done at the State level. Members

agents, President Clinton then sent his hinges. We simply cannot allow this to should think about 33 billion taken out
public relations people to Sa Diego to happen. 1 believe this conference report of their States. They could not afford
welcome the agents that he .had op- goes a long way toward ensuring that that.
This bill does not help all of those
Dosed. If these people just linked arms, it never win happen. I urge its passage.
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, things. Prop 187, that the Gajiegly
all the Clinton public relations people,
we would not need a Border Patrol be- I yield 1½ minutes to the geE.tleman amendment was lxi, passed by twothirds in Caffor. It has been taken
cause they would sketch across the en- from Ca2ifornia (Mr. WAXMA].
Mr. WAAN. Mr. Speaker, i tani out of this.
tire State.
There are some things in here that I
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman for yielding. me tiis
1 yield 10 seconds to the gentlemaii time..1 wait to .point out a cop1e of do not like as well, but I would ask my
important health consequences from colleagues on the otner side to think
from California [Mr. BERMAN].
about how they could afford t in their
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Speaker, I would this bill,
In the welfare bill we ex3l-aded legal States, and I think it would be very
y to my friend, the gentleman from aliens
from health care but we left difficult.
Caiffornia knows that no President has
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
proposed more Border Patrol agents those -who axe already patients to be
under Medicaul. They are now yield 1 minrte to the gentleman from
than this President. The Committee on covered
Cai±forraa [Mr. MCKEON).
Appropriations, not the authorizing excluded.
Second, we exclude any legal alien Mr. McEON. Mr. Speaker, 1 rise iii
committee, the Committee on Appro- from
any Medicaid. services whatso- strong support of this conference repriations has funded those positions ever. That
is going to put a burden on port and commend the-gentleman from
and more. He has signed those bills. We the counties
the States and on the Texas, Chairman SrB, for is great
axe doing more now than we ever did hosp!tais andand
on people who pay for leadership in bnnging this bill to the
before.
insurance when that insurance floor.
Mr. SMiTE of Texa& Mr. Speaker, I private
goes
up,
beca.use a lot of people
As legisl&tors we work on an endless
yield 3 minutes to the gentleman from going to
get
are,
but
thefr
care
is
number
of issues, but today we axe adCaifforma [Mr. GALLEGLY), the chairto have to be paid forby someone dressing one of our Nation'E most critiman of the House task force on iliegai going
else.
cal, that of protecting our borders.
im2nigratiot.
the AS issue, what we are doing E.E. 2202 not ociy secures our borders
Mr. GALLGLY. Mr. Speaker, I isOn
really a di astrou policy. This bill with the addition of 5,000 new Border
thank the chairman for yielding me provides that all people can be tested Patrol
agents, it also streamlines the
this time.
but they cannot get care. Why would deportation
Mr. Speaker, this is truly a humbling anybody want to come to know wheth- American of crnnina aliens, protects
jobs and holds individuals remoment for me because this conference erthey are R]:V positive if they cannot
report is something that truly I won- then get any medical care to assist sponszble to support immigrants that
dered if we would ever see in this body them? They will rather be ignorant they sposor, and, finaily, eases the
tax burdens on all Americanz.
I came to Congress nearly a decade
it and spread the disease.
It is no longer possible to ignore the
ago, and since that bme my over- about
For those of us who cafl ourselves
whehr'ng focus has been on two things pro-life, understazid that this bill magzutude of the illegal immigration
These reforms will go a bug
to stop the unchecked flOw of illegal would allow a pregnant women to be problem.
way toward restoring reason, integrity,
imnigration in this country and to tested: but when she i deterrrajned to and
to our imnigration policy
find a way to convuce those that are be mir positive, she will not be allowed and fairness
to controlling our borders.
already illegally in this country that it to have the Govermnent pay for her Through
the adoption of this conis time to go home. This conference re- AZT to stop the transrzjssjon of V, ference report,
the 104th Congress
port goes a long way toward accom- which is successful under this treat- achieves atother commosefl$e
cbange
plishnig both of those objectives.
ment to two-thirds of those children,
for a better America.
.

ijj
.
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Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
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Mr. Gfl1MAN. Mr. Speaker, I support visa and passport fraud and ielated offenses
surrounding - misuse or abuse of these key

I yield 2 minutes to the gentleman the passage of this important immigra-

from New York [Mr. NADLEa].

(Mr. NADLER asked and was given
peririission to revise and extend his remarks.)
Mr. NADLER. Mr. Speaker, this bill,
which contathz some valid provisions
to enforce our immigration laws, has

tion conference report. The American
people: want and ezpect the Federal
Government to do its job of contrOllin
our borders. We have a strong obligation in protecting our citizens from illegal crirniyi] aliens, who prey. on

erfliynd.baveI documents.

Nine of the ongirai indice counts ui the

Woild Trade Center terrorist bonting invo'ved
visa or passport fraud. It was dear that those
responsib'e for that bombing misused our travel and entry documents to facilitate their dead-

them with drug,and other crime-re- ly terrorist bast By this measure we have

been poisoned with unconscionable pro- lated activity.
visions that violate fundamental Amer1 'am particularly proud to support
ican values.
this immigration bill which includes
The bill would deny treatment to some of my own initiatives directed at

made thàse who would make and hefp create
fraudu'ent visas and passpots to promote terrorism and drug snuggIir here at home sub-

to even tougher penafties.
people with AIDS but not to people these serious threats from criminal ject
The potenhial loss of the printers, copiefs,
with syphilis. It would promote ds- aliens, engaged in both the illicit -drug buildings, and 'arge financial proceeds of this
crrn,thtion in employment by remov- trade as well as international terror- .rrvedfijt business inkey U.S. ave1 -and

ing provisions of Federal law, of
present law, designed to prevent that.

The bill would not permit an American citizen, denied a job because the
Federal Government made a computer
mistake, from recovering dasnes
This is outrageous and will result in
Americans being denied jobs and hav-

is•

The first provision provides clear authority to our National Guard units to

allow them to move crimim.1 aliens
facing deportation to INS deportation

centers, when these aliens have en-

-envy documents, should.help h1her deter ter-

rorism and other crim-activfty, cilitated by
these fraudu'ent
Although this is a good bH, am hopefuJ
that the sponsas wifi review -provisions in the

conference report that wou eay eañd
gaged in. drug related offenses. 1n the 'deeming" for 'egal irnngrants beyond the
past, iay States did so effectively ccmpormse agreed to in. the recently enacted
ing no recourse.
with their. National Guard. units. My
bill, which contines the ncome of the
The agreement will undermine Amer- provision., restores that vital authority welfare
immigrant and the .sponsor for Medicaid ehgi-

ican Iaxni]y vaiues by curtailing the to our National Guard as part of its

ability of American citizens to sponsor connterdrüg mission.
the entry of fan3ily members mto the
The National Guard can now help, excommunity.
pedite the deportation out of the U.S.
The bill exempts the Immigration on Guard air flights of large numbers
and Naturalization Service from our of these criniiii aliens involved in the
environmental laws, -even though none dea4]y drug trafficking in our .commu-

of theae laws have ever hindered the mties after they serve 'their jail time,
enforcement of immigration jaws.
and before they can return to the
• The bill will send genuine refugees streets, and once agaan in their trade
back to their oppressors without hav- in drugs. I hope many Guard units will
ing their catmz properly considered. If do so.
a person arrives at the border without
The provision recognizes 'the limits
proper .document, the officer at the on the flq5'5 inability to individually

border can send that person back with- transport numerous crnninl.1 aliens for

out a hearing. Guess who carmot get deportation, using INS personnel on
proper papers? Refugees. A refugee can- commercial flights We have provided
not go to the Gestapo and KGB and one .more effective tool in the war on

say: I am eying to escape your oppres- drugs, the use of our National Guard in
sion, please give me the proper papers the deportation of crmii aliens inso I can go to America.
volved in drugs.
The bill e1imin.tes judicial review
Nearly one-fourth of our Nation's jail
for most ThIS actions. Just think, a cells in the United States, are occupied
Federal bureaucracy with no judicial by crthi,l.1 aliens,- mostly those who
accountability. When did the Repub- have engaged in drug related offenses.
Iica.ns become such spirited advocates We need more effective and creative

of unrestrained big government? No tools to handle tbs crisis. I hope that
goverliment agency should be allowed our State and local authorities and the
to act, much less lock people up or DS takes advantage of this assistance

send them back to dictatorships, without being subject to court review.
01415
Should we ensure that our iminigration laws are respected and eIorced?
Of course. Do we need to undercut public health efforts, destroy our environment,' debase our fundamental values,
violate the rights of American citizens
•and waste taxpayer dollars on foo1ih
or dangerous enterprises in order to enforce our immigration? Qf course not.
This bill is not a credit to this coun
try. I hope Members stand up for American values and vote "no."
Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I

yield 1 minute to the distinguished
gentleman from New York (Mr. GiL-

?w), chairman of the Committee on

International Relations.
(Mr. GUMA1' asked and was givez
permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

that the National Guard can provide.

bility deternthation. Regrettab'y, the deeming

pewisons ny adversely affect many States
with high. immigrant populations, incucthg
New York, which re irnplementhg weftare re-

form. The reswc may potentially cause a

marked increase k the amount 'of unconensated
ccsts of the Ryan White freatment program.

have brought this issue t the attention of
Chainnan Swm and have asked him to consider the contention that confusion s likely to
result as the States inIement the language of
the t biOs and I thank him for that considerAcco'dingly, Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
the conference report, and urge its

support

—on.

Mr. SMITh of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from

California [Mr. ROBBABAC].

Mr. ROABACEER. Mr. Speaker, I

rise in strong support of this con-

ference report. Today when this bill
passes,, the Americai people will be
able to judge for themselves who is o

their side' and who is for draining dol-

la.rs meant for our people, draining
those dollars away from American families and talcjrig them and giving them

foreigners who have 'come to this
New York City Mayor Ginhni on to
country illegafly.

"Face the Nation" recently said it best
We have had to fight for years, first
with regard to our Nation's drug crisis, through
democratically controlled
including criniiid',a1iens, on what the Congressa and
now this adinmitration
Federal Government can best do o which has fought
us and dragged us by
combat the serious drug problems fac- the feet every step
of the way but we
ing our cities aiad local communities:
have finally got a bill to the floor.
What the Federal Goverxunent could do'is

Givug illegal aliens benefits that
to deport more of the illegal drug dealers should
be going to our own people is a
that we.have' in our citi (sic) nnfortuiiateiy,
very few deportations take -place of the peo- betrayal of our people. People who are
ple who aae.actuafly selling drugs who are 11- sick, they come to our borders. Yes, we

legal .immiats and that would be very care about.them. I do not care if it is
helpful.
Afl)S or tuberculosis. But if someone is
My provision helps do just that. Sen- sick and illegally in this country, they
ator Dole has wisely urged an even should be deported from this country
greater role for our-excellent National to . protect our own people instead of
Guard a1ready involved in the- battle spending hundreds of thousands of dolagat illicit drugs. Today we jro-vide lars that should go for the heaith benethe first i.nstaflment on Senator Dole's fits of our own citizenz. The question
is, To whom do we - owe our loyalty?
wise call for additional Guard action.
My other pcovson in the conference pro- Who do we care alout? The American
ndes for c*iminai asset forfeiture penathes for people should come first.
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Mr. S.ilTh of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 1 minute to the gentleman from
California [Mr. BBR&Y] who actually
lives on the border and faces the crisis
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and never get kicked out. Instead we throw our young people who are takthg
have got a provision that I think is steps to garn an education and job
very faãr for snrnrnry and expedited skills and, yes, improve their English

exclusion which, by the way, is already skifls aiso. It means that this bill does
of illegal inimigration every day.
law as a result of the antiterrorjsm bill not simply punish immigrants, it punMr. BU3RAY. Mr. Speaker, I rise in
this year but which we are mak- ishes all Americans who benefit from
strong support of this conference re- earlier
ing
much
more livable and a better contributions that immigrants make
port. I would like to thank Chairman product today.
to our Nation. Let us defeat this sad,
SMITE and Chairma.n SThrPS0N for the
Also we have in here some efforts to
and shortsighted legislation.
leadership they have shown on this try to get document fraud under con- cynical,
Mr. SMITE of: Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
bill. I would also. like to commend Sén- trol. We lessen the number of docu- yield
1 minute to the gentleman from
ator FEThST.EIN of Caifforrn,a for her ments used n employer saxictions California [Mr. HORN].
commitment to make the conference where we attempt to cut, off the mag(Mr. HORN asked and was given perreport work and encourage the Presi- net of jobs by a 1986 provision that mission
to revise and extend his redent to sign it into law.
makes it illegal for an employer to marks.)
I think that the public is sick and knowingly hire an illegal alien. There Mr. HORN. Mr. Speaker, legal ixnnitired of seeing the partisan fighting on were far too many documents that gration, yes; ifiegal immigration, no.
important zsues such as this. Senator could be produced to get a job. Now we California.T and residents of other borFEDSTEIN had a major concern about have reduced that number to a man- der States have been lighting illegai
one portion of the bill, part of the bill ageable number.
immigration for years. It took the curI feel song1y about, and that is the
What is left to be done is we need to rent 'Republican majority to take a' seissue Of the mandate of the Federal find a way to get. document fraud out rious look at this issue. Do not listen
• Government that we give free edii- of it. I think that some steps are taken to the charges of those who oppose this
cation to illegal aliens while our citi- in this bill, not enough, and I have in- bill. It is not cruel to ask .imigrats
zen and legal resident children are troduced another separate piece of leg- and their sponsors to live upto their
doing' without. But, Mr. Speaker, this islation I hope passes the next Con- obligations. It is not heartless to try to
Member, and I think the American peo- gress to make the Social Security card put some teeth in our imxriigration
ple, are not willing to kill this bill be- much more tarnperproof than it is laws. It is a pretty sad day when you.
cause of a single provision..
today.
can jump,a fence, have more rights in
I think -there are thoze who will find
We aiso have some provisions inhere this side of the border than, when you
excuses to try to kiM this bill and try I think are important with regard to are coming through legally. We need to
to find ways not to address an issue Cuba. We have allowed the Cuban Ad- protect legal immigration.
•

.

•

,

-

that has been igDored for over a dec- justment Act, to continue to operate
and with regard to the expedited excluWe must not forget that California
issue, we have made a special prohas been disproportionately hit with sion
vision so that those Cubans who arrive
paying *400 million a year in emer- by air are gothg to be not sub)ect to
gency. health care, 3500 million for in- that particular provision.
carceration costs, and 2 billion in proWe have also 'taken care of student
viding education for illegal aliens in aid problems that were earlier in this
our State.
bill, whereby if you are deemed to have
Congress must still recognize that the money value 1 your pocket of your
these are federally mandated costs and sponsor, you no longer will be in the
it is up to the Federal Government to case of. education, at least for student
either put up or shut p in ending these aid purposes, excluded from those beneade.

• unfunded mandates.
fits.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, and I yield
The bill is an excellent bill. 1 urge
back the balance of my time.
colleagues to adopt it and we need
Mr. SMrR of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I my
to
send
it down to the President and
yield 2 minutes to the gentleman from get it put into ]aw.
Florida (Mr. MCCOLLUM], cbairma of
Mr. BRYANT of Texa.s. Mr. Speaker,
the Subcommittee on Crime.
I yield 1 minute to the gentleman from.
(Mi.

McCOLLtTh asked and was

given permission to revise and extend
his
Mr. McCOLLDM; Mr. Speaker, I rise

in support of this bill today. It is a

very, very fine product. ER.. O2 is a
much needed. boost to our effort

Illinois (Mr. GUTThRREZ].

Mr. GUTThRRZ. Mr. Speaker, for
generations immigrants have played a
vital role in our econon,y, but today
iinnigrants play the role of villain in
the Republican's morality p]y. By exploiting a false image of millions of illegal immigrants crossing the border

against flega1 immigration.
Included in the bill are 5,000 new bor- into the United States, NEw'r GINGRICE
der patrol agents, more INS agents to and his Repnblican allies have crossed
track alien smugglers and visa over- the border from decency to indecency.
stayers, mote detention space for ifieAfter all, under this bill the simple
gal aliens, and the list goes on and on. idea of uniting with your closest famI am most pleased that nany of the ily members will become a luxury that
asylum reform provisions that we have only the weaithjest will be able to afneeded for years and I worked on with ford. The Republicans say they want to
the gentleman from Texas for years are get tough on crime, so how do they do
now in this bill. We have very generous that? Under this bill legal immigrants
asylum laws but now we are going to are deportable for the crime of wanting
have provisions that make it a lot to 'improve their education to adding
more difficult for somebody to come something .to this country. That is
here and clai.m that they have a fear of right, under this bill if you are a legal
persecution if they are sent back home mznigrant and you use public benefits,
to their native country, when they including a student loan for more than
really do not, and be able to overstay a year, you are shown the door. What
and stay and get lost in our country does that accomplish? It meanz that we

•

Recently 1 held a hearing near the

border.. Our border in southern Caiifor-

ma is still a sieve. They have simply

moved the problem 40 miles east. They

refuse to indict those that are coming
over with drugs. And generally it is
chaotic still. What it means, we bad
gained more congressional seats but
that will not be good for everybody

east of CaliforDia, I am sure. So I

would hope we would have the help of
our colleagues throughout this Chain-

ber because this is a national probIe,
not just a Southwest, Southeast prob-

leMr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I yIeld 3 minutes to the gentleman
from New York [Mr. RIciP.DsoN].

(Mr. RICHARDSON asked and was
gven peruizsjon to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, I

wart to commend the chairman and
the r2.nit1g member. They worked
very hard with this bill. There are still
some problems. The common percep-

tio is that once you get the GaUegly
amendment out, the bill is OK. The

prOblems are stifl there andmôre work
is needed on this bilL
The Endangered Species Act, nobody
has talked about it today, but it is part
of this package. In other words, the Environmental Policy Act and the Endangered Species Act are waived if we are

talking about construction of roads

and barriers at the border. That is not
right.
Mr. Speaker, this bill also rolls back
three 'decades of civil rights policy by
estab1ihing an intent standard. It exacerbates the results and the effects of

the welfare reiorxn law but now it

seems that we are castigating legal irnmigrants.
This bill includes back-door cuts in
legal imzmgratjon by establishing a

new •- income

•
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of theirown -party They'ceaãyare

standard. Itg1 'the

American tradition we have always had
to refugees by including summary exclusion provisions that are going to require instant return of any refugee.
Perhaps, most importantly, what

But' I' want to 'remind. them that they entitled to try' to kill this bill or block
have already lost that argument twice. •the bill or defeat the bill, but' we have
That provision was taken out on the every right; those of in the majority, House 'floor by amendment, and then to try to pass this legislation.
The reason I' say that 'they do not
subsequent to that we passed the House
bill without those inspectors in it. even represent a majority of their own
That means two times it has come be- party is simply because every major
fore this bodyand two times the Mem- provision in this conference report,
which is itself a compromise, is the rebers have spoken.
The point is that we have already de- sult of either the House passage of the
bated that, we have already voted.
bill which passed 'by 333 to 8?, or the
..The other thing about the inspectors Senate immigration' bill which passed

this'bill does is it' is tougher on legal
immigrants and American workers
than on illegal immigration. It makes
life harder for American workers and

•

easier for American businesses. Elimi-

nated are provisions in the bill to in-

crease the number of inspectors for the
Department of Labor to enforce worker that seems 'to be conveniently overprotections, the Baney Frank amend- looked is that in' this bill we have
ments that aUowed us in the past to added an additional 900 inspectors, 300
vc$te' for this bill. This bill, also strips each year' for 3 years, and these are'INS'
authority from. the courts with provi- inspectors. It makes far more sense to

•bya vote of 97 to 3.

-

So there is wide and deep bipartisan
support for the' provisions in this bill,
and I expect to see that bipartisan support continue when the bill comes on a

sions that will e1im'ate the power of have Immigration and Naturalization conference report.
the courts to hold the DS accountable Service inspectors enforcing immigra- Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of
and P1imi,te protections against error tion laws' than the Department of' my time.
and abuse.
Labor.,
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I want to return to the Barney Frank
And, Mr. Speaker, I also want to

provisions that allowed many civil lib- itemize some of the provisions that are
ertarians, those concerned with civil in this bill that might have'been overrights, when we passed very tough em- looked,
ployer sanctions in the old immigraWe have heard tonight by Members
tion bill, to support this bill because on both sides' of the aisle that this bill
we knew there would be recourse" if' doubles the number of Border Patrol
there 'was discrimin.tion. An of these agents 'over the next 5 years. That is
inspectors, all . of these- that enforce the largest increase in our history
civil rights provisions are' e11n,inted
It also sre.m1yes the current sysfrom this bill. That is a key component tem of removing illegal aliens from the
that is going to hurt American wOrk- United States to make it both quick.
ers.
and efficient.
This bill. 'elnin.tEs also longstandIt increases penalties Tor alien smuging discretionary relief from deporta- gling and document fraud.',
tion that will say to American family
It 'establishes a
fence along
members of immigrants being deported the"San Diego border, which is the area
that you get no second chance. I know wth the highest number of illegal borthere are-enormous pressures for deal- der crossings.
ing with illegal immigration bill. It strengthens the public chartei pro-

There are political pressures that are
very intense. But we should not allow
the -politics and. the fact that this is a'
wedge issue to prevent us 'from doing
the right thing. The right thing is that

visions and immigration laws so 'that
noncitizens do not 'break their promise
to the American people not to use wel-

•fare.

-

'

I yield myself such time as I may'
consume, only to say that I once again
take issue with this characterization of

the bill. This is not the bill that the

House voted On; it is not the bill the
Senate voted on. It is a bill that the
Republicans spent 4 months behind
closed ,doors cooking up so it would
serve their electioneering and political
interests this year:

The fact of the matter is 'thAt this

bill now, does not have wage and hour
inspectors in it which are necessary, it
does not have the subpoena authority
for the Labor Department. which is nec-

essary, it does not have the require-

ment that employers participate in the

verification project. In other words,
they have 'done exactly what the employers wanted them to do so that the
draw of illegal aliens into this country,
which is 'to get a job, has not been effective.

It ensures 'that sponsors have suffl Oh, yes, we' are talking about more
this bill needs more work. We 'do want dent -means to fulfill their financial people on the border if the Committee
on Appropriations' goes along with this.
to have 'ng measures against Illegal 'support obligation.
immigration. There 'are a lot of provi- 'It also strengthens provisions in the That sounds good. I am certainly for
sions here in the bill that are good,' new welfare law prohibiting illegal that. But the only way. we are ever
that 'make sense. But the attack on aliens from receiving public benefits, going to solve thin problem is to deal
legal immigrants, American -workers, and' it strengthens penalties against with. the facVthat. there are people out
right now, is stronger than on illegal fraudulent claims to citizenship for the :th who' habitually hire illegal
immigration. Therefore, I think that purposes of illegally voting or applying aliens, and we had -many, many inspectors in the House committee, had
we should reject this bin. Give it one 'for public benefits.
more shot.
Lastly, Mr. Speaker, I just want to many, many inspectors in the House
There is additional time. I under- say that TI know my 'friend from Texas, committee version, the 150. We had 350
stand we will bein next week now. Let Mr. BaYr, opposes this bill, but I in the Senate bill. They are gone. Of
us do the right thing. Let us defeat this still want to say that he deserves pub- the enhanced penalties that we had in
conference report.
lic credit for' many of the provisions the bill, the enhanced penalties that we
GZNmAL LELVE
still in the bill that he'would consider had in the bill so that habitual offend•

-

-—

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker; I

beneficial, even if he does not consider ers would suffer for their acts have now

•ask nnimous onsent that all Mem- the entire bill beneficial.
bers may have 5 législative days in Mr. Speaker, I just want to continue
which to revise and extend their re- the comments I was Tnkftig a while
mrks on the conference report under ago and express to the gentleman from
Texas (Mr. BBYT] my appreciation
consideration.
The 5PA pro tempore (Mr. for his constructive role in the process.
BILBRAY). Is there objection to the re- Even if he cannot support the entire
'

quest of the gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. Shil'l'H of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
yield myself 2 minutes.

Department of. Labor inspectors.

Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the

gentleman from Ms.chusetts [Mr.

Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr.

Speaker, the chairman of the subcommittee has given the perfect ra-

bill, he has playeda significant role in tionale for voting against the bill 'and
getting us to this point, and especially for our motion to recommit. He says
at the beginning when he was a cospon- many of these provisions are here in

sorofthisbill.
Lastly, Mr. Speaker, I want to make
various opponents have mentioned that the point once again that the oppowe do not have in this legislation the nents who we are hearing from 'this
Mr. Speaker, several times today,

been removed.

—

part because of the gentleman from

Texas, the rnririg member. That is ex-

actly right, and if this bill had only

those provisions, it would not be conafternoon do not represent a majority troversial. He has conceded the point.
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'There is a core of agreement on meas- the United States with AIDS, including fought and died for this country in
ures to restrict illegal immigration a child. Children with AIDS who are znay cases, or thefr families, and to
that would not be controversial.
not yet eligible to become citizens, our senior citizens. So this is a much
But here is what happens, and people children who are brought here; they did larger
debate.
should understand people sometimes not sneak in, not these terrible people
Finai1, my colleagues, we must have
think the party does not mean any- my colleagues are worried about, chfl- a President
wili enforce the laws,
thing. Yes, party control means some- dren who are here with AIDS are. de- and we havewho
.not
had a President who
thing. The Republicans are in control nied edera1 hea1th benefits in certain will enforce the mmigration
laws, and
of this Congress. That means the]r ide- cfrcunistaiices by this biil. That is we have a new policy every day,
and we
ological agenda and the interest groups shameful.
live that way.
that they are most interested in get Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I cannot
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
served.
yield myself 1 minute.
I
yield
1 minute 15 seconds to the genWhat that means. is that we do not Mr. Speaker, the States have indifrom California [Mr. •ToBEs].
get a chance to vote just on the biil cated that there 5 likely to be confu- t1ema
(Mr. TORRES asked and was given
dealing. with illegal. immigration. It sion in the iiiterpretation of title V of
to 'revise and extend his recomes with illegal lirimigration and an this biil in the recent]y enacted wel- permission
marks.).
unbreakable format, a conference I fare bill. The intent of some of the pro- Mr. TOR1ES. Mr. Speaker, 1 rise tohave never seen before, where the visions in title V may need to be ad- voice my strong opposition to this
sochafrman just decided no amendments dressed in the later bill. Until that called üniuigration reform .biU. There
would be allowed because he Is afraid time the States should be held harm- must be some confusion. over what imto have his members vote on these less on issues which are ambiguous.
migration actually means, over what
things.
However, the immigration bill is not inmiigration actually is. The dictionOther provisions are there. Well, intended
to change in any way the eliwhat are the other provisions? One pro- gibility provisions in the recent wel- ary. defines immigration as "coming
a country of which. one is not a navision reaches back to antidiscrimja.. fare bill. Non-citizens are not eligible into
resident."
tin Ianguage. It has nothing to do for SSI or food stamps, and future im- tive
logic tells us that any attempt.
with illegal immigration. We have said migrants are not eligible for Medicaid toBasic
reform immigration should address
that we feared, when we put employer as well as for their first 5 yeais, and those
issues that directly relate to imsanctions into the law, •that this would this biil simply does not change that.. migration:.
strict border control, effeclead to discrhnintjon against people Mr. Speaker, I aIzo on a different tive verification
of ciUzensbip, and peborn in America who were of Mexican subject -want to reiterate the fact that' n1izing those businesses
and indns
heritage. The GAO said, "You're right, all of us who are strong supporters of
who knowingly employ undocuit's happened." What they have done in this biil aIzo are strong supporters of tries
iinmig ants.
this bill is to reach back to that sec- employer sanctions. That is why- in mented
Most Americans would agree with
tion 1ot otherwise before us and made this blil we have increased Interior en- those
goals. But this bill goes way beit much harder for us to protect those forcement, we have increased the num- yond these
se23sible, logical goaiz. 'Inpeople against discthxinatjon.
of INS inspectors, we have in- stead, it attacks the very- principles.
Then we will have a recomjt to ber
creased the penalties, and we have this
undo that. My colleagues could vote for quick-check system that will allow em- upon which this country was founded.
Founchng Fathers built this
the recommit and it will not effect ployers to determine who eligible to America's
country on the principles of fairness
their commitment on illegal iirunigra- work and who is not.
and equality, on honormg the aw and
tion.
So this biil goes exactly in that disafeguards aga]nst any kind of
With regazd to the people with AIDS, rection, which of course is supported creating
that is a provision that was in neither by a majority of the American people dicriminatjon. Throughout history;
our country has welcomed those iinmibill. The gentlemaxi from Texas who as well.
grants who play by the niles, pay their
does not want to defend things on the
merits say's, "Well, the majority is Mr. Speaker, I yield 1½ minutes to taxes, and contribute to our cherished

gentleman from Florida (Mr. Mxc&]. diversity.
with me." Weil, that was not in the theMr.
MICA. Mr. Speaker, .1 come beBut this bill ignores those traditions
House bill, and it was not In the Senate fore the House today, as we debate thiz
bill. It is an add-on in that secret con- immigration reform legislation, from a and attacks the very people who we say
are welcome-legaj immigrants. The
ference that they had.
State that• has been impacted and welfare bill effectively stripped legal
What this bill does is to weaken our sometimes
devastated by a lack of a residents of many safeguards, and this
enforcement powers against those who national inmiigration policy.
biil goes on to cleaii up what the welemploy people who are here illegaily
I notice we have some reforms in fare
biil missed.
and theu., serving the Bepublican ideo-

here, and there are some good reforms.
logical agenda, says "If you're here le- We are doublixig the number of Border
gally and you have AIDS, you may- die Patrol, but also in this we are also reif you need Federal funds because you stricting some payments, some benewill get none. If you are. a Mexcaz- fits,, to illegal aliens, and we should go
American born here, we will make it even beyond that.
easier for people to discriminate
But I tell my colleagues that unless
against you. If you are an American le- we stop some of the benefits, unless we
gally eligible to work and the Govern- demagnetize the magnet that is atment faLsely certifies that you weren't tracting these folks to come .to our
and makes a mistake, in the House ver- shores—we can put a Border Patrol
sion of the biil we had a protection for person every 10 yards across our boryou." In this version of the bill there is der, and we will not stop the flow benone, if they apply for a job, having cause people will come here because of
been born in tbiz couLtry, and they are the attraction of the benefits.
turned down because the government How incredible it is that we debate
inaccurately reported that they were whether we give education benefits or
not eligible to work, they have no re- medical benefits and legal benefits and
course. Our biil would have given some housing benefits and other benefits to
recourse.
illegal ailens and even legal aliens in
T'ms bill protects the employers. This this country when we do not give the
bill makes it harder if someone is a po- same benefits in this Congress, and
tential victim of discrimination, or if that side of the aisle has denied them
they are a perfectly legal resident of to our veteran_s who hthe served and

Under this bill, legal immigrants who

enter the country and begin the process of living the life of an American

resident would lose the protections
guaranteed by the Constitution.

Employers would be given the go-

ahead to discrirnirté by a bill that

does not enforce current immigration
requirements and citizenship verification. Employers would be allowed to
exploit workers, by weakening civil

rights protections and gutting wage

and law enforcement.
This bill is not about immigration re-

form, it's about pnnisbjng women and
children who play by the. rules and rep-

resent the very best in our country.

Most legal ixrimigrants work bard for
low to moderate wages, with little or
no health insurance. Should the farniiy
need Federal assistance, too bad. Because if one of these workers ends up in

the hospital and caimot pay his bill,
and the sponsor caimot pay his bi]i,

September25,.. 19$c.
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that worker will be deported. Never Washington has p]ayed. the •eadbeat

HflO

lStrOflgIy:wgfl of my cofle gues to.supprt
mind that he has been payingtàxesfor dad and walked away from. This bill the
iTvTligraton in the' nalional interest conthe past few years. Suddenly, it just will finally correct that.
ference report The sweeping reforms in,'H.R.
doesn't matter th&t he has contributed
Mr. Speaker, I think the, chairman of 2202 will stem illegal immigrabon, secure our
to our economy and has followed ou the committee said quite c1ealy, we borders; and encourage personal responslbWity
laws.
to have a welcome mat out for for legal immigints.
It doesn't stop there. It isn't just, the want
legal immigration, but there is a dif- While America is a.nalion of immigrants, its
worker. It's his faxniiy, his cbildren. If ference between having a welcome mat borders must be protected from illegal immuhis child needs medical care and 'he and being a doormat. Our taxpayers gran1s. According to INS there are 4.5 million
can't pay, his tax money suddenly isn't have a right to expect tbat citizens do illegai aliens in the United States. By doubling
available. This bill sends the child to have rights and should be first in our 'the number of border pavd agents, H.R. 22
school sick, with the fear of deporta- priorities for sociaJ programs and for• protects legal residents from the socaJ' and
tion always looming in the back- the taxpayers' dollars; the fact that il- economic burdens of ilIegaJ irmigtnts.
ground.
legal aliens should not be given pref-. H.R. 2202 improves legal immigration poll.Legai 'imigraut children must have erence' over legal residents a.iid citi- cies to ensure those who sponsor rnrTvgrants
their sponsor's income deemed for any zen&
have the means to st4pot them. If we don't
means-tested program. This effectively Mr. Speaker, if our colleagues from require sponsos to fulfill their nanciaI obfugabars these children from child care, the other side of the as1e want to walk tions, taxpayers will conthue toy $26 bIlion
Head Start, and summer jobs and job away from. this issue, then they are anntJIy for legal
igration. Sponsois rmist
training programs.
wakg away from a major mandate, honor thefr obögalions so legal inunigrants
What does reducing a legal resident's not just fxm the people of Caiiforzua, may become sett-reliant, productive residents
access to health care and Federal bene- but across this country. We had bipar- of the United States rather than dependents of
fits have to do with restricting illegal visaa support at finally addressing the the welfare state.
immigration I would argue—nothing. issue of the absurdity of welfare, and
Again, I urge all of my colleagues to support
Absolutely nothing. Because this is not we passed a welfare reform bill the H.R.O2.
about reducing illegal immigration. If President signed. It is time to be bipar- 'Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
it were, 1 would not be standing before tisan. Pass this bill. Give the President I yield myself such time as I may
consume.
you asking these simple questions.
the chance to sign this bill, too.
For these reasons, I encourage my Mr. SMT1E of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I The .SPAR pro tempore (Mr.
colleagues to oppose this blatant of- yield' 1 minute to the gentleman from RIGGS). The gentleman from Texas (Mr.
BRYANT] is recognized for '15 seconds.
fense to our sense of fairness, justice, Florida. [Mr. FOLEY].
Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
and equal protection for every AmerMr. FOLEY. Mr. Speaker; I commend
simply want to say that Members
ican resident.
the chairman of the subcommittee for Ishould
vote for the motion to recomMr. SMiTE of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I his hard work on ER. 2202.
All of the things that will
yield 2 minutes to the gentlenian from
Mr. Speaker, let us. just say every- mit.
Cailforma (Mr. B2BRAY].
body is in bipartisan support of this strengThen this bill are in it, plus the
Mr. BUBEAY. Mr. Speaker, let us bill. The Bouse passed the bill 333 to 87. things that have been talked about by

talk about playixig by the rules.

If this bill is not Passed, those who
have broken immigration law and entered this' country legaiiy have more
rights than those who are waiting pa-

tiently at the ports of entry to enter
into this country. That kind of confuses me, because my colleagues on the
other side of the aisle have no, problem

the other side.

The Senate bill passed 9? to 3. This bill
Second, I regret the gentleman from
secures our borders, cuts crime, pro- Texas
(Mr. S1TH] and I we did not
tects Americafl jobs, and saves tax- work together
on this bill at the end.
payers from paying billions of dollars He is a good friend
of mine. I apprein benefits to noncitizens.
ciate so much the spirit in which we
The conference report doubles the began..
look forward to workiig with
number of Border Patrol agents,.expe- him on Isomething
agree on in the
dites the removal of illegal aliens, in- ftnre. I thank thewe
gentleman very
creases penalties for alien smuggling
and document fraud, prohibits illegal much.
Mr. SMiTH, of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I

with an immigration agent turning
away somebody at the port of entry if aliens from receiving most public bene- yield myself the balance of my time.
they are coxnng to a legal port of fits, and encourages sponsors of legal The SP1AR pro tempore. The genentry, without a judge's rulings, with- immigrants to keep thefr commitment

out court cases, without lawyers. But if of financial support.
somebody jtmps the fence, breaks the
My grandmother came from Poland
law, then they want to continue to em- with a spoEsor, a job, and a clean bill
power these people with more rights of. health. We should expect no less
than those who are playing by the from any other person coming to this
rules.

country. We must stop illegal immigration. We must stop the waste of Treas01445
my dolla.ts' towards people who come
I have to say, 'this is the absurdity of here illegally. We need to clean up our
Whington, that we are even discuss-. commnxnties. This bill goes a long way
ing this issue. But they are say-jug, to doing it.
what If this legislation passes, what Again, I commend the gentleman
could happen?
from Texas for his leadersbip on• this
Let me tell the Members, as some- issue.
body who lives on the border, let me Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
say what happened today and, what has yield 15 seconds to the gentleman from
happened in the past. San Diego Côun-. Florida (Mr. STsiAnis].
ty, when I was a supervisor, spent (Mr. STEARNS asked and was given
330,000 sending people back to foreign permission to revise and extend his recountries in body bags, because of how ark&)
many people are dying because of this
Mr. STEARNS. Mr. Speaker, I would
problem.
just say to my colleagues, coining here

tlenian from Texas [Mr. SMITH] is recogized for 1"minute and 30 seconds.
Mr. SMiTH. of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I

'thank the gentleman from Texas for
his generous comments. I feel th
same.

Mr. Speaker, for the sake of American fni1ies, American workers, and
American taxpayers, we have to pass
immigration reform right now. To secure our borders is a worthy effort. If
we secure our borders, we axe going to

reduce crime, we are going to reduce
the number of illegal aliens coming
into the country, we are going to protect jobs for American workers, and we

are going to save taxpayers billions
and billions of dollars.
In addition to that, we have to distinguish and say to legal immigrants,
we want you if you axe going to come

to contribute and work and produce,
you cannot come to take adc-anThe fact is, there are law-abiding the wrong way is not the American but
of the taxpayer. I urge my colcitizens who are doing without in their way. I support this bill. I compIent tage
leagues
to vote for this conference rehospitals because the Federal Govern-

the gentleman from Texas [Mr. SxnTR) port, and against the motion to recomment is actively dumping patients onto for the work he has done.
mit.
working-class . hospitals and expecting
As a Representai,ve from a State heavily
The SPARR pro tempore. All time
those commnxities to pay the bill that irracted by our Nation's immigration policies, has
expired.

ORD1OUSE
'utevioi qües-OSSiONL
The' question wa taken; and the .3il9Ocr Goo .!

ftO9O;

.

tion is ordel-ed' on the conferèüce
port.

Speaker pro tempàre announced that
the noes, appeared to have it.
Mr. BRYAiT of Texas. Mr. Speá.ker,

There was no objection.

MOTION T uncov
•

.

.

gentleman opposed to the conference
report?

BilirakiE

Gordon

.

.
.

Mr. BRYANT of Texas. Yes, I am, Mr.
Speaker.

sent Members.

The SP1ARPIR pro tempore. The
.

Purtuant to the provisions of clause 5

Clerk will report the. motion.
The Clerk read as follows:

of rule XV, the Chair announces that

Goss

Binte

Greene (UT)
Greenwood

to as the "conference substitute") section

Cob]e

105 of the Senate Amendment (relating to in-

Ge$dn

.Abereromble
Ackeeman
Anthewa

creased personnel levels for the Iber De.
pertInent).

(B) Recede to (and include in the con-

ference substitute) section 120A of the Sen-

ate Amendment (relating to subpoena anthority for cases of unlawful employment of Bebln

.

Boxaki
Bouches

Jackson (K)

Pecan (FL)
Peown (OH)

Jacobs
Jefferson
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. H. B.
Johnston

Jackson-Lee

Kanj—ski
Kapher
Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennehly
Kildee
Kiecaka

the conference substitute, the provisions of ci
Cl.yburn

tam

Coliman
Collins (a.)

documentary practice as employment

practices) of H.R. V02, as passed the House of
Representatives.

Collins (MI)

.

(B) Disagree to (and delete) section 3 (rehating to authority to determine visa proceasing procedures) in the conference sub-

Coarees
.

'

Costallo

Co

Kink

i.txtoi

Lewis (GA)

quired Immune deficiency syndrome)" be de-

LOBlodo
Lofgren
Lower.

leted each place

it appears in sections
501(b)(4) and 552(dX2XD) of the conference Deutsch
substitute and in the section 213A(c)(2XC).of DZ-BalAZS
Dicks
the TYnlnjgraUon and Nationality Act (as
proposed to be inserted by section 551(a) of
the conference substitute).
(3)

PRESERVING

BuVIROXGontTAL

SAFE-

environmental laws) in the conference
substitute;
tam

Mr. BRYANT of Texas (during the
reading).. Mr. Speaker, I ask nnnsnous
consent that the motion.,to recommit
be considered as read and printed in
the RECOED.

.

E8hoo

Evans

tiemari from Texas?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the previous question is ordered on the motion to recommit.
There was no objection.
.

The SPRAKR pro tempore. The

question is on the motion to recommit.

Thoton

Thurman
Torree
Torricelli

McHmle
MOKInDeY

Towns

McNally
Machan

Vento

Vlsctoe

Voley

Meek

.

Pattah

Menendez

Fields (LA)
Filner
Flake

Ford
Prank (MA)
Shoal

Ward
Waters

'MU1,.-.

'

McDonald
Miller (CA)
Minge
Mink

'

The SPPA1CR pro tempore. Is there Flanagan
FOEoIn

objection to the request of the gen-

Tejeda
Thompson

Mackey
Martinez
Miami
McCarthy
McDermott

Doyle
Durbifl
Edwards

p,

stopsk

Minion

DIngeIl
Dixon

Parr

Studds

oney

Daggett

GUARDs.—Disagee to (and delete) subsection
(c) of section 102 (relating to waivers of cer-

5irazt
stark
stokes

Luther

Wise
Woolsey
Wynn

Yates
Simmer
.

NAYS—247
Aflard
Archer
Armey

Bichus
Baseler

Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
.

Bahlenger

-

Barrett (NE)

.

Joon. Sam
Jonen

Easich
KeHy

Bartlett
Barton
Bass

Bereuter

Sbas

Shutter
Skeen
Skelton

Smith (3m.
Smith (NJ)

Smith )°.
Smith (WA)
Solomon

.

Laslo
Leach

Stenhuim
Stocbbnan

Lewta (CA)
Lewis (KY)

Sp
Talent

I4gbefoot

Tanner

Dornan
Dieter
Duncan
Dunn

Dilers

Ewing
PaweD
Fields (TX)
Foley
Forbes
Fowler
Pox
)bunlca (CT)
Pranke (NJ)

Palsa
Funderburk

Ge]lly

Gauske
Gekea
Geren
Gflchreat
Gillinor
GUam

Goadlatte

Under
Livingston
Longley
Lucas

Tamin
Taylor (MS)
Taylor (NC)

Mfln

Thomas

Martini
Tlaket

MCCOIZOm

Mccrery

tbuflcant

McDade
McHugh
Mclnnls

Vucanovich
Walker
Walsh
-Wimp
Waim(OK)
Weldon (FL)
Walden (PA)
Welles
White
Whitfield
Wicker

Mcintosh
McKeon

Metcalf
Meyers
Mica
Miner (FL)
Molinart

gomry

Moarhead
Myers
Myrick

Wolf
Young (AX)

Nethercutt
Neumann
Nay
Norwood

Yomg (FL)
Zeliff

Nuzale

NOT VOTING—I
Glbbos
Helneman
Lincoln

Mascara

Peterson (pt)

Wilson

Wiflhmam
,

o isu
Messrs.

Ln]ER,

CNINGHA EWING,

CERISTENSEN,

MCDADE,

BAESLER, and SKELTON changed
their vote from "yea" to "nay."
Messrs.

MOIAn

Schiff
Sezatcand
Sensenhrenner
Sbadegg
Skew

Joon (CT)

DOOlittle

Wamaan

More]Ja

.

.

Schaefer

.

Spence

Watt

Moakley
Molloban
Moran

Hutchinson
Hyde'
Inglis
Istook

Dickay
Dooley

Everett

Slaughter

Boyce
Salmon
Sanford
Scarborough

Bunter

Sander

Sawyer
Sexton
Schroeder

Skagga

Llinsbb

Both
Boukema

Houghton

LaTourette

Dezi

Siho
Sandeñ

Serrano

Bobesin
Roamer
Rogers
Robrahacher

Latham.

Borlich

Schuner
Scott

LFal

stitute.
Dinner
(C) Insist that the phrase "(which may not de In Gisna

include treatment for BIV Infection or ac-

Boah

Eacasted
Boguln

Hostettler
-

Largest

Roybsi-Allard
.

Radanovleh

Hoke
Horn

Cobb

Bose

Quillen
Quinn

Roekstra

Cunningham

Richardson
Rivers
Ros-Lehtlnen

oran

Pryce

Hobuon

Payne (NJ)
Payne (VA)
Peloel
Pomeroy
Poshard
RahaU
Range]
Reed

.

(TX)

c

section .407(b) (relating, to treatment of cer-

.

Porter

Hancock
Hansen
HazIest
Hastings (WA)
Hayes
.
Eayworth
Eefley
Hanger
Biflazsy

Pailone

cramer

Pombo

Haelhon

Crane
cxnpo

Cur

Plckett

Hal] (TX)

Kim
King
Kingston
Kiug
Xnoflenberg
Kolbe
LiBood

Owens

Holden
Hoyer

hating to treatment of certain documentary Pext (TX)
practices as unfair Immigration-related em- Camsthell
ployment pluctices) in the conference sub- Cardin

stitute. and Imist, in its plaqe, and include in

Han (OH)

Olver
Ortlz

HIIJIsZd
Hinchey

S sunu,&ans Ao.anis'r Dis- Pecan (CA)
.

(A) Disagree to (and delete) section 421 (i.e

Obey

Pastor
.

present).

Green '(TX)

Hastings (FL)

Bevill
Blumenaney
Bonier

ference substitute) section 119 of the Senate
Amendment (relating to enhanced civil penalties If labor standards violations are

CheesIer

'Eaan

Bentoen.

(C) Recede to (and include in the con-

Neal

-

GOIsSZ'

Bamatt (WI)
Becerra

aliens or document fraud).

Nadler

Gepburdt
Goamler

Coburn
Collins (GA)
Combest .
Condit
Cooley

Peel

Gnthoecht

Clement
Clinger

(Roll No. 431]

Peterson (MN)

Gunderso

Mr. BRYANT of Texas Hioves to recommit

ference substitute recommended by the cornxnlttee of conference,.in this Biotionreferred

Packard
Parker
Pazon.

Graham

Bunning
Burr
Burton
Buyer

he will reduce to a nrii'Iin'um of 5 win. Ushan
utes the period of time within which a ca!vert
the conference report on the bill H.R. 02 tO vote by electronic device if ordered, camp
Canady
the committee of c Qference WIth lEStrflc
tions to the managers on the part of the will be taken on the qüestión of agree- CazIhe
Chabot
ing to the conference report.
House to take all of the following actions:
The vote was taken by electronic de- ChambErs.
(1)
NBANCXNG ENPORCEMEST OF poyp
chenoweth
TION5 FOR
wonxuns.—
vice, and there. were—yeas 179, nays christensen
(A) Recede to (and include in the con- 247, not voting 7, as follows:
Chrysler

Order

.

BIshop
Bifley

I object to the vote on the ground that Boebiert
a quorum is not present and make 'the Boehuer
Eonilia
point of order that a quorum is not Eons
present.
Thern SPEAKER pro tempore. Evi- lkowder
Brownback
dently a quorum is not present.
yant (TN)
Bonn
The Sergeant at Arms will notify ab-

Mr. BRYA1'T of Texas. Mr. Speaker,
I offer a motion to recommit.
The SPAKR pro tempore. Is the

(2) PREsERVING
CERIINATION.—

1996

.

YATES,

.

WYNN,

and

L0BIONDO changed their vote from
"nay" to "yea."
So the motion to recommit was rejected.
The result of the vote
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The SPEAXER pro tempore (Mr.
RIGGS). The question is on the conference report.
The question was taken; and the
Speaker pro tempore announced that
the ayes appeared to have it.

Sbys

Quflien
Quinn

Tan
Tiebri

Skeen

lbMcelTh

Shu
Sbsv

Badanovich
Bamated

Skelton
Slaughter
Smith (Ml)

Heed

Regala

Smith(NJ)

RECORDED VOTE

Bohrabacher
Both
Boukama

tRoll No. 432]

Scarborough
Schaefer
Soblif

AYP—3o5
Allard
Andrews
Archer
Anney
Bachne
Baesler
Baker (CA)
Baker (LA)
Baflenger
Bamia

Dicks
Dooley
Doolitile
Dornas
Doyle
Dreler
Duncan
Dunn
Hdwards

Barr
Barrett (NE)
Bartlett
Barton

EbrIICh

Bans

Ewing

Bateman
Benisen
Betwuter

Paris

Pox.

Pranks (C'l
Franks (NJ)

Boehner
Bonilla

FreIinghuyae
Felsa
Punderburk
Purse

Bonn

Boucher

Baewter

Gafleg

Browder
Brows (CA)
Brows (FL)

&ownbsck
Bryant (TN)
Donning
Doer

Camp
Campbefl
Canady

Castle
Chabot
Chamblins

chenoewth

Chrbtes

Chrysler
Clement
Clinger

Cburn
CoMe

Coburn
Collins (GA)
Condut
Cooley

Costello
Ccx

_mer

Grass
Gripo
Cremeans
Cubin
Cunningham

Banner
Davis
Deal
Depasto
DeLay
Deutsob
Dicksy

Ganske
Cokes
Geren

Kink

King
Knoflenberg
Kolbe

Blnerer

Latham

LaTourette.

Lasto
Leach
Levis
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (KY)

Lighifoot
l4nder
Upinalti
Livingston
LcBiondo
Longley
Lucas

G1lchst
Glflmor
Gibuan
Gingrich

McCrery
McDade
McHaje
McHugh

Goodlaste

Goodling
Gordon
Goes

Mclnniz

Mosh

Graham
Green (TX)
Greene (U'I)

McKaon

Metcalf
Meyers
Mica
Miller (FL)

Greenwood
Gunderson

Gutknecbt

H
Hamilton
Hall (OH)

Harman

Haatett
Hastings (WA)
Rapes

Eayworth

Moran
MArtha
Myers
Myrick

Nethercutt

Eeey

Eer

Norwood

.Eerger

Nustle

Efileaxy
Hinchey

Obey

Orton

Robeon

Oxley

Reekatia
Eoke

Packard

Palloe

Rolden
Horn

Hostetsjer
Roughton
Eoyer
Bunter
Eutchisson
Hrde

X1

kecok

Parker
Pazon

P&yne (VA)

Peterson (MN)
.

Patti
Pickets
Poznbo

Pomoroy

Porter

Poroman

Taylor (hiS)
Taylor (NC)
Thomas
Thornbesry

NOES—123
Gephardi
Gutlenvz
Hastings (P1)

Jacinonon)
.lackaon-Lee
(TX)

Jacobs
Jefferson
Johnson, E. B.
Johnston

Bonicr

Brown (OH)

Xap

Bryant
Bonn

Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RD

cisy
Colaman
Collins (T.)
Collins (Mi)
Cdnyers
Coyne

Xennelly
Kiecaka
LaFalce

Lantos

aficant

Upton
V2SC1OS

Vo1er

Vucanovich
Walker
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)

Weller
White
Whitfield
Wicker
Wolf
Young (AX)

Young (FL)
Zeliff

Zmer
Olver
Costs
Owens

Pastor
Payne (NJ)

Bahall
Rivers
Rose
Roybal-Allard

Bosh.
S.bo

Sanders
Sawyer
Schroeder

Lewis (GA)

Scott

DeLaoro
Deliums

Lowey
Maloney
Mackey

DE
Disco

Skagga
Stack
Stokes

McDermott

de Ia Gez

Dcts
Bagel

Reins
Parr

Fattah
Fields (LA)

Pi)ner
Flake

Paga
Ford
Brink (MA)
Frost
Geidenson

Loam

Mamo
McHmnney

McN3ty

Mouhan.
Meek
Mesender

Mmend
McDonald
Miller (CA)

Mink

Moekl.y
Mofloban
Morella
Nadler
Neal

Snarek

Thomon
Thornton
Tames
Towns

Velanez

Vents
Waters
Watt (NC)
Waxman

wm

Wise
Woolsey
Wynn

Yates

NOT VOTDJG-.-6

Montgoenery

Eanse

Tamin

Bean

Gibbons

Hancock

Tate

Aan
Beflenson

Luther
Maston
Manrollo
Martini
McCarthy

Gomalet
.

Baldacci
Bearett (WD

Lazg

Sprati

Sbadegg
Skew

Kelly
Kildee
Kim

Spence

Stearns
Stenholm
Stockman
Stamp
Talent
Tanner

Sen
Arerombie

LeBOOd

Pie]d ('TX)
Flanagan
Foley
Forbes
Fowler

Bllbray
BlUrakis
Bishop
Bliley
Blute

Calvt

Boglish

Sotder
-

Boyce
Salmon
Sanford

Jones
Kan)orskl
Kasieb

Kinon

Fa.well

•BevW

Barton
Bayer
Callahan

Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson, Sam

Smith (TX)
Smith (WA)
Solomon

Roberts
Roamer

Mr. SMITH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
demand a recorded vote.
A recorded vote was ordered.
The SPE&R pro tempore. This
will be a 5-minute vote.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there were—ayes 305, noes .223,
not voting 6; as follows:

T

Pàshard

Lincoln
Mascara

Peterson (FL)
Wilson

01521
Ms. KAPTUR changed her vote from

"aye" to "no."

Messrs. KIM, BROWN of California;

and HO5T'prLER changed their vote
from "no" to "aye."
So the conference report was agreed
to.

The resnit of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
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ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION REFORM
AND Th!MIGRANT RESPONSIBIL-

ITY ACT OF 1996 CONF
REPORT

Mr. LOTP, Mr President, I ask unan-

inious consent that the Senate now
turn to the consideration of the con-

ference report accompanying the immigration bin, ER. 2202.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. The report will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The committee o'n conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the biil (ER.
22) to amend the Immigration and Nation.

ality Act to improve deterrence of illegal irnmigration t the United States by- Increasing
border pateol and xnvestigative personnel, by
increasing penalties for aLien nggjing and
for document fraud, by reforming exclusion
and deportation law and procedures, by- irnproving the verification system for eligibility for employment, and through other

measures, to reform the legal Immigration
system and facilitate legal enmies into the
United States, and for other purposes, having met, after fill and free conference, have

agreed to recommend and do recommend to
their respective Houses this report, signed by
a majority of the conferees.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, the Senate will proceed to
the consideration of the conference report.

(The conference report is printed in
the House proceedings of the Rncoi of

September 24, 1996.)
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CLOTURE MOTION

Mr. LOT'r. Mr. President, I send a

cloture motion to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clo-

ture motion having been presented
under rule XXJI, the Chair directs the
clerk to read the motion.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
CLoTP MOTION.

We. the undersigned Senators. in accordance with the provisions of ri1e
of the
Standing Rules of the Senate, do hereby

move to bring to a close, debate the con-

fereiice report to accompany HB. 2202, the
illegal immigration reform bill.

Trent Lott, Richard Shelby; Jon Xyl.
.Crai* Thomas, Bob Bennett, Slade Gor-

ton. Mark 0. Hatfield. Sheila Frm..

Orrin Hatch. Eank Brown. Dan Coats,
Judd Gregg. Rod Grams, Frank B. Murkowski. .1 SimpSon,,and Don Nickles.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that the cloture vote

occur on Monday, September 30, at a
time to be determined by the majority
leader, after consultation with the
Democratic leader, and that the man-

datory quorum under. rule

be

waived.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LOTI. Mr. President, in view of

this agreement that has been worked
out, I would like to azlnounce there
will be o f'thet.votes tonight. 1 know
that there are a number of very important events occurring. I wante1 t give

that notice to the Senators as ear1y
possible.
I have worked with Senator DASCKLE

and Senator KENy to get, an agreement to get this illegal immigration

conference report considered. This will
guarantee that we will get to a cloture
vote on Monday, if necessary, and to
fixiaj passage at a time after that, ei-

ther Monday night or certainly not
later than next Tuesday.

In the meantime, we continue to
ca be 'reached to work out a compromise so that the illegal imiñigrahope, and, I believe, maybe agreement

tion legislation ôan be included in the

continuing resolution which will be
connected to the Department of Defense coxiference report.

There will be a meeting tonight, I

think, at 9:30 of the Senators and Congressmen and aihriii,istration officajs

who are interested in this area. We
hope they can get. it worked out and
maybe it can be included in an agreedto package tomorrow night just in case

that doesn't happen. Illegal mmigration is such an important issue in this
country and people expect us to act on
it.
After the effort was made and agreement was reached to take out one provision that bad been objected to by the
President and others, we thought this
legislation would move forward. It
should. But there are some problems

that are being expressed by the aii'-

istration. We will work or those. If we
don't get it worked out, we will have a
cloture vote on Monday.
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Mr. LIVINGSTON, from the committee of conference,

submitted the following

CONFERENCE REPORT
[To accompany H.B. 3610]

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R 3610)
"mpking appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes," having met, after full and free conference, have agreed to recommend
and do recommend to their respective Houses as follows:

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate, and agree to the same with an amendment, as
follows:

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted by said amendment,
insert:
DIVISION A

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the several departments,
agencies, corporations and other organizational units of the Government for the fiscal year 1997, and for other purposes, namely:
TiTLE I—OMNIBUS APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 101(a) For programs, projects or activities in the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related
Agencies Appropriations Act, 1997, provided as follows, to be effective as if it had been enacted into law as the regular appropriations

Act:

2
AN ACT Makinç appropriations for the Departments of Commerce, Justice and
State, the Judiciary, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending &ptembr 30,
1997,

and for other purposes.

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF L4BOR

246

BLACK LUNG DISABIL177 TRUST FUND
(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)

For payments from the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund,
$1,007,644,000, of which $961,665,000 shall be available until September 30, 1998, for payment of all benefits as authorized by section
9501(d) (1), (2), (4), and (7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

as amended, and interest on advances as authorized by section

9501(c)(2) of that Act, and of which $26, 071,000 shall be available
for transfer to Employment Standards Administration, Salaries arid
Expenses, $19,621,000 for transfer to Departmental Management,
Salaries and Expenses, and $287,000 for transfer to Departmental
Management, Office of Inspector General, for expenses of operation
and administration of the Black Lung Benefits program as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(A) of that Act: Provided, That, in addition, such amounts as may be necessary may be charged to the subsequent year appropriation for the payment of compensation, interest, or other benefits for any period subsequent to August 15 of the
current year: Provided further, That in addition such amounts shall
be paid from this fund into miscellaneous receipts as the Secretary
of the Treasury determines to be the administrative expenses of the
Department of the Treasury for administering the fund during the
current fiscal year, as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(B) of that

Act.
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SOCIAL SECUPJ7Y ADMINISTRATION

PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

For payment to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
and the Federal Disability Insurance trust funds, as provided under
sections 201(m), 228(g), and 1131(b)(2) of the Social Security Act,
$20,923,000.

In addition, to reimburse these trust ftnds for administrative

expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, $10,000,000, to remain available until expended.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

For cariying out title IV of the Federal Mine Safety and Health
Act of 1977, $460,070,000, to remain available until expended.
For making, after July 31 of the current fiscal year, benefit pay-

ments to individuals under title IV of the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Act of 1977, for costs incurred in the current fiscal year,

such amounts as may be necessary.
For making benefit payments under title IV of the Federal Mine
Safety and Health Act 1977 for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998,
$160,000,000, to remain available until expended.
-

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

For carrying out titles XI and XVI of the Social Security Act,

section 401 of Public Law 92-603, section 212 of Public Law 93-66,
as amended, and section 405 of Public Law 95-216, including payment to the Social Security trust funds for administrative expenses

incurred pursuant to section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act,
$19,372,010,000, to remain available until expended: Provided,
That any portion of the funds provided to a State in the current fiscal year and not obligated by the State during that year shall be
returned to the Treasury.
From funds provided under the previous paragraph, not less
than $100,000,000 shall be available for payment to the Social Security trust funds for administrative expenses for conducting continuing disability reviews.
In addition, $175,000,000, to remain available until September
30, 1998, for payment to the Social Security trust funds for administrative expenses for continuing disability reviews as authorized by
section 103 of Public Law 104—121 and Supplemental Security Income administrative work as authorized by Public Law 104—193.
The term "continuing disability reviews" means reviews and redetermincztion as defined under section 201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Security

Act as amended, and reviews and redetermincztions authorized
under section 211 of Public Law 104—193.

For making, after June 15 of the current fiscal year, benefit

payments to individuals under title XV1 of the Social Security Act,

for unanticipated costs incurred for the current fiscal year, such

sums as may be necessary.
For carrying out title XVI of the Social Security Act for the first

quarter of fiscal year 1998, $9,690,000,000, to remain available
until expended.
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LIMITATION ON ADMIWISTP4T!VE
EXPENSES

For necessaTy
including the hire of two passenger
motor vehicles, andexpenses,
not to exceed $10,000 for official reception
and
representation expenses, not more than $5,873,382,000
may be expended, as authorized by section 201(g)(1)
the Social Security Act
or as necessaiy to carly out sections 9704 of
and
of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 from any one or all of the9706
trust funds referred
to therein: Provided, That reimbursennt
the trust firnds under
this heading for administrative expenses totocariy
and 9706 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 out sections 9704
shall be made, with
interest, not later than
30, 1988: Provided /iither, That
not less than $1,268,000September
shall be for the Social Security AdvisoTy
Board: Provided further, That unobligated
balances at the end of
fiscal year 1997 not needed for fiscal
year 1997 shall remain available unül expended for a state-of-the..a,.t
ing related equipmer and administrativecomputing network, includexpenses associated solely
with this network.
From fitnds provided under the previous
paragraph, not less
than $200,000,000 shall be available for
conducting continuing disability reviews.
In addition to funding already available
this heading,
and subject to the same terms
and conditions, under
$310,000,000 to remain available until September 30, 1998,
reviews as authorjd by section 103 of for continuing disability
Public Law 104—121 and
SupplemenJ Security Income administrative
work as author,,ed
by Public Law 104—193. The term
"continuing disability reviews"
means reviews and redetermi,ion
defined under section
2O1(g)(1)4) of the Social Security Act as as
amended,, and rcviews and
red ter inatzor authorjzd under
section 211 of Public Law 104193.
In addition to funding .'zlready
available under this heading,
and subject to the same terms and conditions,
shall remain available until expended, to invest$234,895,000, which
in a state-of-the..a
computing network, including related
tive expenses associated solely with thisequipment and adminjstra.
network, for the Social Security Administration and the State Disability
Determi,tj,n Services, may be expended from any or oil of
the trust ,iinds as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security
Act.
OFFICE OF ThTSPECTOR GENE&4C

For expenses necessary for the Office of
Inspector General in
carrying out the provisions
of the Inspector General
Act of 1978, as
amended, $6,335,000, together with not to
$31,089,000, to be
transferred and expended as authorized byexceed
section 201(g)(1) of the
Social Security Act from the. Federal Old-Age
ance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability and Survivors InsurInsurance Trust Fund.
RArzjoz) RETIREMENT BOsj
DUA1. BENEFITS PAYMENTS ACCOUNT

For payment to the

Dual Benefits Payments Account, authorj,d
under section 15(d) of
the Railroad &tirernera Act of
1974,
$223,000,000 which shall include
amourzts becoming availabk
in
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fiscal year 1997 pursuant to section 224(c)(1)(B) of Public Law 98—

76; and in addition, an amount, not to exceed 2 percent of the
amount provided herein, shall be available proportional to the
amount by which the product of recipients and the average benefit
received exceeds $223,000,000: Provided, That the total amount provided herein shall be credited in 12 approximately equal amounts
on the first day of each month in the fiscal year.
FEDERAL PAYMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

For payment to the accounts established in the Treasury for the
payment of benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act for interest
earned on unnegotiated checks, $300,000, to remain available
through September 30, 1998, which shall be the maximum amount
available for payment pursuant to section 417 of Public Law 98—76.
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATION

For necessary expenses for the Railroad Retirement Board for
administration of the Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, $87,898,000, to be derived in such
amounts as determined by the Board from the railroad retirement
accounts and from moneys credited to the railroad unemployment
insurance administration fund.

LIMITATION ON THE OFFiCE OF iNSPECTOR GEWERAL

For expenses necessary for the Office of Inspector General for
audit, investigatory and review activities, as authorized by the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, not more than $5,404,000,

to be derived from the railroad retirement accounts and railroad
unemployment insurance account: Provided, That none of the /Irnds
made available in this Act may be transferred to the Office from the

Department of Health and Human Services, or used to carry out
any such transfer: Provided further, That none of the fluids made
available in this paragraph may be used forany audit, investigation, or review of the Medicare program.
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SEC.

510. None of the fiznds made available in thisAct
may be
for the expenses of an electronic
benefit transfer (EBT) task
280

SEC. 520. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTiVES FOR EMPLOYEES

OF CERTAIN FEDERAL AGENCIES.—(a) DEFINITIONS.—For

the pur(1) the term "agenJ' means the Railroad Retirement Board
and the Office of Inspector General of the Railroad Retirement
Board;
(2) the term 'employee" means an employee (as defined by
section 2105 of title 5, United States Code) who is employed by
an agency, is serving under an appointment without time limitatzorj, and has been currently employed for a continuous period

poses of this section—

of at least 3 years, but does not include—

(A) a reemployed annuitcznt.under subchapter LU of
chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States Code, or
another retirement system for employees of the agency;

(B) an employee having a disability on the basis of

which such employee is or would be eligible for disability
retirement under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84
of title 5, United. States Code, or another retirement system

for employees of the agen4y;

(C) an employee who is in receipt of a specific notice of
involuntary separation for misconduct or unacceptable per-

formance;

(D) an employee who, upon completing an additional
perzod of service as referred to in section 3(b) (2) (B) (ii) of the

Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 1994 (5 U.S.C
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5597 note), would qualify for a voluntary separation incen-

tive payment under section 3 of such Act;
(E) an emplayee who has previously received any voluntary separation incentive payment by the Federal Gov-

ernment under this section or any other authority and has
not repaid such payment;
(F) an employee covered by statutory reemplayment
rights who is on transfer to another organization; or
(C) any employee who, during the twenty-four-month
period preceding the date of separation, has received a recruitment or relocation bonus under section 5753 of title 5,

United States Code, or who, within the twelue-month period
preceding the date of separation, receiued a retention allowance under section 5754 of title 5, United States Code.
(b) AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN.—

(1) IN GENERAL-—The three-member Railroad Retirement
Board, prior to obligating any resources for voluntary separation incentive payments, shall submit to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations and the Committee on Governmental Affairs of the Senate and the Committee on Government
Reform and Oversight of the House of Representatives a strategic plan outlining the intended use of such incentive payments
and a proposed organizational chart for the agency once such

incentive payments have been completed.
(2) CONTENTS.—The agency's plan shall include—

(A) the positions and functions to be reduced or eliminated, identified by organizational unit, geographic location, occupational category and grade level;

(B) the number and amounts of voluntary separation
incentive payments to be offered; and
(C) a description of how the agency will operate without the eliminated positions and functions.

(c) AUTHoRITY To PROvmE VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—A voluntary separation incentiue payment

under this section may be paid by an agencry to any emplayee
only to the extent necessary to eliminate the positions and functions identified by the strategic plan.

(2) AMOUNT AND TREATMENT OF PAYME1VTS.—A uoluntary

separation incentive payment—

(A) shall be paid in a lump sum after the emplayee's

separation;

(B) shall be paid from appropriations or funds auailable for the payment of the basic pay of the emplayees;
(C) shall be equal to the lesser of—

(i) an amount equal to the amount the emplayee
would be entitled to receive under section 5595(c) of
title 5, United States Code; or
(ii) an amount determined by the agency head not
to exceed $25,000;

(D) may not be made except in the case of any qualifying employee who voluntarily separates (whether by retirement or resignation) before September 30, 1997;
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(E) shall not be a basis for payment, and shall not be
included in the computation, of any other type of Government benefit; .nd
(1) shall not be taken into account in determining the

amount of any severance pay to which the employee may be
entitled under section 5595 of title 5, United States Code,
based on any other separation..

(d) ADDITIONAL AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS To THE RETIREMENT
FUND.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to any other payments which
it is required to make under subchapter III of chapter 83 of title
5, United States Code, an agency shall remit to the Office of
Personnel Management for deposit in the Treasury of the United States to the credit of the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund an amount equal to 15 percent of the final basic
pay of each employee of the agency who is covered under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States
Code, to whom a voluntary separation incentive has been paid
under this section.
(2) DEFINm0N.—For the purpose of paragraph (1), the
term "final basic pay", with respect to an employee, means the
total amount of basic pay which would be payable for a year
of service by such employee, computed using the employee's final
rate of basic pay, and if last serving on other than a full-time
basis, with appropriate adjustment therefor.
(e) EFFECT OF SUBSEQUENT EMPLOYMENT WITH miE' GOvERjsr

m'.—Aiz individual who has received a voluntary separation incentive payment under this section and accepts any employment for
compensation with the Government of the United States, or who
works for any agency of the United States Government through a
personal services contract,. within 5 years after the date of the separation on which the payment is based shall be required to pczy, prior
to the individual's first day of employment, the entire amount of the
incentive payment to the agency that paid the incentive payment.
(I) REDUCTION

OF AGENCY Erpwyzm' LEvs.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Tlze total number of funkd employee positions in the agency shall be reduced—by one position for each
vacancy created by the separation of any employee who has re-

ceived, or is due to receive, a voiuntary separation incentive
payment under this section.. For the purposes of this subsection,
positions shall be counted on a full-time-equivalent basis.
(2) ENFORCEMENT.—The President, through the Office of

Management and Budget, shall monitor the agency and take
any action necessary to ensure that the requirements of this

subsection are met.

(g) EFFECTIvE DATE.—This

1996.

section shall take effect October 1,

SEC. 521. CopiscTION OF EFFECTiVE DATE:—Effective on the

day after the date of enactment of the Health Centers Consolidation
Act of 1996, section 5 of that Act is amended by striking "October
1, 1997" and inserting "October 1, 1996".
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TITLE VI—GENERAL PROVISIONS
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SEC. 663. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYEES
OF CERTAIN FEDERAL AGENCIES.—(a) DEFThTITIONS.—For the pur-

poses of this section—
(1) the term "agency" means any Executive agency (as de-

fined in section 105 of title 5, United States Code), other than
an Executive agency (except an agency receiving such authority
in the Department of Transportation Appropriations Act, 1997)

that is authorized by any other provision of this Act or any
other Act to provide voluntary separation incentive payments

•

•

during all, or any part of; fiscal year 1997; and
(2) the term "employee" means an employee (as defined by
section 2105 of title 5, United States Code) who is employed by
an ageny, is serving under an appointment without time limitation, and has been currently employed for a continuous period
of at least 3 years, but does not include—

(A) a reemployed annuitant under subchapter LU of
chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States Code, or
another retirement system for employees of the agency;

(B) an employee having a disability on the basis of

•

which such employee is or would be eligible for disability
retirement under subchapter IH of chapter 83 or chapter 84
of title 5, United States Code, or another retirement system

for employees of the ageney;
(C) an employee who is in receipt of a specific notice of

involuntary separation for misconduct or unacceptable performance;

CD) an employee who, upon completing an additional

period of service as referred to in section 3(b) (2) (B) (ii) of the

Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 1994 (5 U.S.C.

5597 note), would qualify for a voluntary separation incentive payment under section 3 of such Act;
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(E) an employee who has previously received any voluntary separation incentive payment by the Federal Government under this section or any other authority and has
not repaid such payment;
(F) an employee covered by statutory reemployment
rights who is on transfer to another organization, or
(G) any employee who, during the twenty four month
period preceding the date of separation, has received a recruitment or relocation bonus under section 5753 of title 5,
United States Code, or who, within the twelve month period
preceding the date of separation, received a retention allow-

ance under section 5754 of title 5, United States Code.

(b) AGENCY S2RATEGIC PLAN.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The head of each agency, prior to obligating any resources for voluntary separation incentive payments,
shall submit to the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations and the Committee on Governmental Affairs of the
Senate and the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight of the House of Representatives, a strategic plan outlining
the intended use of such incentive payments and a proposed organizational chart for the agency once such incentive payments

have been completed.
(2) CoN7'gNTs.—T1ze agency's plan shall include—
-

(A) the positions and functions to be reduced or elimiidentified by organizational unit, geographic location, occupational category and grade level;
(B) the number and amounts of voluntary separation
incentive payments to be offered, and
(C) a description of how the agency will operate without the eliminated positions and /Itnctions.
nated,

(c) AUmopJTy To PROVIDE VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS.—
(1) IN GENEIiAL.—A voluntary s?paration incentive payment

under this section may be paid by an agency to any employee
only to the extent necessary to eliminate the positions and functions identified by the strategic plan.
(2) AMOrnqr AND TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS.—A voluntary
separation incentive payment—
(A) shall be paid in a lump sum after the employee's
separation,
(B) shall be paid from appropriations or funds available for the payment of the basic pay of the employees;
(C) shall be equal to the lesser of—
(i) an• amount equal to the amount the employee
would be entitled to receive under section 5595(c) of
title 5, United States Code; or
(ii) an amount determined by the agency head not
to exceed $25,000;

(D) may not be made except in the case of any qualifyirig employee who voluntarily separates (whether by retire•
ment or resignation) before December 31, 1997;
(E) shall not be a basis for payment, and shall not be
included in the computation, of any other type of Government benefit; and
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(F)

shall not

be

taken into account in determimng the

amount of any severance pay to which the employee may be

entitled under section 5595 of title 5, United States Code,
based on any other separation.

(d) ADDITIONAL AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS W THE RETIREMENT

Fimrr.—

(1) IN GENER4L.—In addition to any other payments which
it is required to make under subchapter III of chapter 83 of title

5, United States Code, an agency shall remit to the Office of

Personnel Management for deposit in the Treasuiy of the United States to the credit of the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund an amount equal to 15 percent of the final basic
pay of each employee of the agency who is covered under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States
Code, to whom a volunta7'y separation incentive has been paid
under this section.
(2) DEFINITION.---For the purpose of paragraph (1), the
term 'nal basic pay", with respect to an employee, means the
total amount of basic pay which would be payable for a year
of service by such employee, computed using the employee's final

rate of basic pay, and, if last serving on other than a full-time
basis, with appropriate adjustment therefor.

(e) Ec''r

OF SUBSEQUENT EMPLOYMENT WITH THE GOVERN-

MENT.—An individual who has received a voluntary separation in-

centive payment under thissection and accepts any employment for
compensation with the Government of the United States, or who
works for any agencry of the United States Government through a
personal services contract, within 5 years after the date of the separation on which the payment is based shall be required to pay, prior
to the individual's first day of employment, the ethre amount of the
incentive payment to the agencry that paid the incentive payment.
()9 REDUCTION OF AGENCY EMPLOYMENT LEvzs.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The total number of funded employee po-

sitions in the agencry shall be reduced by one position for eac)z
vacancy created by the separation of any employee who has re-

ceived, or is due to receive, a voluntw'y separation incentive
payment under this section. For the purposes of this subsection,

positions shall be counted on a full-time equivalent basis.
(2) ENFORCEMENT.—The President, through the Office of

Management arid Budget, shall monitor the agency and take
any action necessary to ensure that the requirements of this
subsection are met.

(g) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section shall take effect October 1,

1996.
SEC. 664. ELECTRONIC BENEFiT TRANSFER PILOT.

Title 31, United States Code, is amended by inserting after section 3335 the following new section:
"p3336. Electronic benefit transfer pilot
"(a) The Congress finds that:
"(1) Electronic benefit transfer (EBT) is a safe, reliable, and
economical way to provide benefit payments to individuals who
do riot have an account at a financial institution.
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"(2) The designation of financial institutions as financial
agents of the Federal Government for EBT is an appropriate
and reasonable use of the Secretary's authority to designate
financial agents.

"(3) A joint federal-state EBT system offers convenience and
economies of scale for those states (and their citizens) that wish
to deliver state-administered benefits on a single card by entering into a partnership with the federal government.
"(4) The Secretary's designation of a financial agent to deliver EBT is a specialized service not available through ordinary business channels and may be offered to the states pursuant to section 6501 et seq. of this title.
"(b) The Secretary shall continue to carry out the existing EBT
pilot to disburse benefit payments elecfronically to recipients who do
not have an account at a financial institution, which shall include
the designation of one or more financial institutions as a financial
agent of the Government, and the offering to the participating states
of the opportunity to contract with the financial agent selected
by
the Secretary, as described in the Invitation for Expressions of Inter-

est to Acquire EBT Services for the Southern Alliance of States
dated March 9, 1995, as amended as of June 30, 1995, July 7,

1995, and August 1, 1995.
"(c) The selection and designation
financial agents, the design of the pilot program, and any otherofmatter
associated
or
related to the EBT pilot described in subsection (b) shall not with
be subjecttofudjcjalrevjew"
SEC 665. DESIGNATION OF FiNANCIAL AGENTS.

1. 12 U.S.C. 90 is amended by adding at the end thereof the

following:

"Notwithstanding the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as amended, the Secretary may select associations as
financial agents in accordance with any process the Secretary deems
appropriate and their reasonable duties may include the provision
of electronic benefit transfer services (including State-administered
benefits with the consent of the States), as defined by the Secretarj.".
2. Make conforming amendments to 12 U.S.C. 265, 266, 391,
1452(d), 1767, 1789a, 2013, 2122 and to 31 U.S.C. 3122 and 3303.
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TITLE VILI—FEDERAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
SEC. 801. SHORT TiTLE.

This title may be cited as the "Federal Financial Management

Improvement Act of 1996."

SEC. 802. FmDINGS44NI', PURPOSES.
(a) FThTDINGS.._T1Z,e Congress finds the following:

(1) Much effort has been devoted to strengthening Federal
internal accounting controls in the past. Although progress
been made in recent years, Federal accounting standards has
not been uniformly implemented in financial management have
systems for agencies.

(2) Federalflnancjrl management continues to be seriously
deficient, and Federal financial
management and fiscal practices have failed to—
(A) identify costs fully;

(B) reflect the total liabilities of congressional actions;
(C) accurately report the financial condition of the Federal Government.

and
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(3) Current Federal accounting practices do not accurately
report financial results of the Federal Government or the full
costs of programs and activities. The continued use of these
practices undermines the Government's ability to provide credible and reliable financial data and encourages already widespread Government waste, and will not assist in achieving a

balanced budget.
(4) Waste and inefficiency in the Federal Government undermine the confidence of the American people in the govern-

ment and reduce the federal Government's ability to address

vital public needs adequately.
(5) To rebuild the accountability and credibility of the Federal Government, and restore public confidence zn the Federal

Government, agencies must incorporate accounting standards
and reporting objectives established for the Federal Government
into their financial management systems so that all the assets
and liabilities, revenues, and expenditures or expenses, and the
full costs of programs and activities of the Federal Government
can be consistently and accurately recorded, monitored, and
uniformly reported throughout the Federal Government.
(6) Since its establishment in October 1990, the Federal Ac-

counting Standards Advisoiy Board (hereinafter referred to as
the 'TASAB") has made substantial progress toward developing
and recommending a comprehensive set of accounting concepts
and standards for the Federal Government. When the account-

ing concepts and standards developed by FASB are incor-

porated into Federal financial management systems, agencies
will be able to provide cost and financial information that will
assist the Congress and financial managers to evaluate the cost
and performance of Federal programs and activities, and will
therefore provide important information that has been lacking,
but is needed for improved decision making by financial managers and the Congress.
(7) The development of financial management systems with
the capacity to support these standards and concepts will, over
the long term, improve Federal financial management.
(b) PURPOSE.—The purposes of this Act are to—

(1) provide for consistency of accounting by an agency from

one

fiscal year to the next, and uniform accounting standards

throughout the Federal Government;
(2) require Federal financial management systems to support full disclosure of Federal financial data, including the full

costs of Federal programs and activities, to the citizens, the
Congress, the President, and agency management, so that pro-

grams and activities can be considered based on their full costs
and merits;
(3) increase the accountability and credibility of federal financial management;
(4) improve performance, productivity and efficiency of Federal Government financial management;
(5) establish financial management systems to support controlling the cost of Federal Government;
(6) build upon and complement the Chief Financial Officers
Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—576; 104 Stat. 2838), the Govern-
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ment Performance and Results Act of 1993 (Public Law 103—62;

107 Stat. 285) and the Government Management Reform Act of
1994 (Public Law 103-3.56; 108 Stat. 3410); and
(7) increase the capability of agencies to monitor execution
of the budget by more readily permitting reports that compare
spending of resources to results of activities.
SEC. 803 IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Thff'ROVEMENTS.

(a) IN GENERIJL.—Each agenc-y shall implement and maintain
financial management systems that comply substantially with Federal financial management systems requirements, applicable Fed-

eral accounting standards, and the United States Government
Standard General Ledger at the transaction level.
(b) AUDI2' COMPLIANCE FINDnvG.—

(1). IN GENE&4L.—Each audit required by section 3521(e) of

title 31, United States Code, shall report whether the agency financial management systems comply with the requirements of
subsection (a).
(2) C0NmWT OF REPORTS.—When the person performing

the audit required by sec/ion 3521(e) of title 31, United States
Code, reports that the agency financial management systems do
not comply with the requirements of subsection (a), the person
performing the audit shall include in the report on the audit—
(A) the entity or organization responsible for the financial management systems that have been found not to comply with the requirements of subsection (a);
(B) all facts pertaining to the failure to comply with the
requirements of subsection (a), including—
(i) the nature and. extent of the noncompliance including areas in which there is substantial but not full
compliance,

(ii) the primary reason or cause of the noncompli-

ance,

(iii) the entity or organization responsible for the

rson-compliance, and

(iv) any relevant comments from any responsible

officer or employee, and
(C) a statement with respect to the recommended reme-

dial actions and the time frames to implement such actions.
(c) COMPLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION.—

(1) DETER MINATION.—NO later than the date described

under paragraph (2), the Head of an agency shall determine
whether the financial management systems of the agency com-

ply with the requirements of subsection (a). Such determination
shall be based on—
(A) a review of the report on the applicable agency-wide
audited financial statement,
(B) any other information the Head of the agency considers relevant and appropriate.

(2) DATE OF DETERMINATION.—The determination under

paragraph (1) shall be made no later than 120 days after the

earlier of—
(A) the date of the receipt of an agency-wide audited financiol statement; or
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(B)

the last day of the fiscal year following the year

covered by such statement.
(3) REMEDJATION PLAN.—

(A) If the Head of an agency determines that the agency's financial management systems do not comply with the
requirements of subsection (a), the head of the agency, in
consultation with the Director, shall establish a remediation plan that shall include resources, remedies, and intermediate target dates necessary to bring the agen'y's financial management systems into substantial compliance.
(B) If the determination of the head of the agency dif-

fers from the audit compliance findings required in subsection (b), the Director shall review such determinations
and provide a report on the findings to the appropriate
committees of the Congress.
(4) TIME PERIOD FOR COMPLTANCE.—A remediation plan

systems into
shall bring the agency's financial management
substantial compliance no later than 3 years after the date a

determination is made under paragraph (1), unless the agency,
with concurrence of the Director—
(A) determines that the agency's financial management
systems cannot comply with the requirements of subsection
(a) within 3 years;
(B) specifies the most feasible date for bringing the
agency's financial management systems into compliance
with the requirements of subsection (a); and
(C) designates an official of the agency who shall be responsible for bringing the agency's financial management
systems into compliance with the requirements of subsection (a) by the date specified un4er subparagraph (B).
SEC. 804. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS..
(a) REPORTS BY TIlE DIRECTOR.—No later than

March 31 of

each year, the Director shall submit a report to the Congress regardirzg implementation of this Act. The Director may include the report
in the financial management status report and the 5-year financial
management plan submitted under section 3512(a)(1) of title 31,
United States Code.
(b) REPORTS BY THE INSPECTOR GENERAL—Each Inspector
General who prepares a report under section 5(a) of the Inspector
General Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. App.) shall report to Congress instances and reasons when an agency has not met the intermediate
target dates established in the remediation plan required under section 3(c). Specifically the report shall include—
(1) the entity or organization responsible for the non-compliance;
(2) the facts pertaining to the failure to comply with the requirements of subsection (a), including the nature and extent of
the non-compliance, the primary reason or cause for the failure
to comply, and any extenuating circumstances; and
(3) a statement of the remedial actions needed to comply.
(c) REPORTS BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL—No later than

October 1, 1997, and October 1, of each year thereafter, the Comptroller General of the United States shall report to the appropriate
committees of the Congress concerning—
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(1) compliance with the requirements of section 3(a) of this
Act, including whether the financial statements of the Federal
Government have been prepared in accordance with applicable
accounting standards; and
(2) the adequacy of applicable accounting standards for the
Federal Government.
SEC. 805. CONFOP.3HNG AMENDMENTS.
(a) Aur'rrs BY AGENCIES._—Sectjon 3521(f)(1)

of title 31, United
States Code, is amended in the first sentence by inserting "and the
Controller of the Office of Federal Financial Management" before

the period.
(6) Fmwqcmi. MANAGEMENT STATUS REPORT.—Sectjon
3512(a)(2) of title 31, United States Code, is amended by—

(1) in subparagraph CD) by striking "and' after the semi(2) by redesignating subparagraph (E) as subparagraph
(F); and
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (1)) the following:
"(E) a listing of agencies whose financial management
systems do not comply substantially with the requirements
of Section 3(a) the Federal Financial Management Improvement Act of 1996, and a summary statement of the efforts
underway to remedy the noncompliance; and"
(c) INSPECTOR GF2qiJ, AcT OF l978.—Sectjon 5(a) of the Inspector General Act of 1978 is amended—
(1) in paragraph (11) by striking "and" after the semicolon;
(2) in paragraph (12) by striking the period and inserting
'and', and
(3) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(13) the information described under section 05(b) of the
Federal Financial Management Imprbvement Act of 1996."
colon;

SEC. 806. DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this title:
(1) AGENCY.—The term "agency" means a department or
agency of the United States Government as defined in section
901(b) of title 31, United States Code.
(2) DmgcToR.—The term 'Virector" means the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget.
(3) FEDERAL ACCOUPJTING STANDARDS.—The term 'Tederal

accounting standards" means applicable accounting principles,
standards, and requirements consistent with section
902 (a) (3) (A) of title 31, United States Code.
(4) Frtswqcw. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS.—The term "financial

management systems" includes the financial systems and the fl.
nancial portions of mixed systems necessary to support financial management, including automated and manual processes,

procedures, controls, data, hardware, software, and support
personnel dedicated to the operation and maintenance of system
finctions.
(5) Frivcw SYSTEM.—The term "financial system" includes an information system, comprised of one or more applications, that is used for—
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(A) collecting, processing, maintaining, transmitting, or
reporting data about financial events;
(B) supporting financial planning or budgeting actvi-

ties;

(C) accumulating and reporting costs information; or
(D) supporting the preparation of financial statements.
(6) MiXED SYSTEM.—The term "mixed system" means

an information system that supports both financial and

nonfinancial functions of the Federal Government or components thereof
SEC. 807. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title shall take effect for the fiscal year ending September
30, 1997.
SEC. 808. REVISION OF SHORT TiTLES.

(a) Section 4001 of Public Law 104—106 (110 Stat. 642; 41

U.S.C. 251 note) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 4001. SHORT TiTLE.

"This division and division E may be cited as the 'Clinger-

Cohen Act of 1996'. ".
(b)

Section 5001 of Public Law 104—106 (110 Stat. 679; 40

U.S.C. 1401 note) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 5001. SHORT T1TL&

"This division and division D may be cited as the 'ClingerCohen Act of 1996'."

(c) Any reference in any law, regulation, document, record, or
other paper of the United States to the Federal Acquisition Reform
Act of 1996 or to the Information Technology Management Reform
Act of 1996 shall be considered to be a reference to the ClingerCohen Act of 1996.

This Act may be cited as the "7reasury, Postal Service, and

General Government Appropriations Act, 1997".
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DIVISION C—TI JAR GAL IMMIGRATION
REFORM AND IMMIGRANT RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1996
SEC. 1. SHORT TiTLE OF Dl VISION; AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION
AND NATIONALiTY ACT; APPLICATION OF DEFINiTIONS
OF SUCH ACT, TABLE OF CONTENTS OF DIVISION; SEVER-

ABH17

(a) SHORT TrrLE.—This division may be cited as the "illegal
Immigration Reférm and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996".
(1) AMENDMENTS TO IMMEGR.4TION AND NATIONALITY ACT.—Ex-

cept as otherwise specifically provided—
(V whenever in this division an amendment or repeal is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to that section
or provision in the Immigration and Nationality Act; and

(2) amendments to a section or other provision are to such
section or other provision before any amendment made to such
section or other provision elsewhere in this division.
(c) APPLiCATION OF CERTAIN DEF1MTIONS.—EXCept as otherwise

specifically provided in this division, for purposes of titles I and VI
of this division, the terms "alien", 'Attorney General", "border crossing identification card", "entry", "immigrant", "immigrant visa",
"lawfully admitted for permanent residence", "national", "naturalization", refitgee", "State", and "United States" shall have the
meaning given such terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act.
(d) T44BLE OF CovrEms OF DIVISION.—The table of contents of

this division is as follows:

Sec. 1. Short title of division, amendments to Immigration and Nationality Act; application of dqinitions of suck Ae table of contents of dwisio severability.
TI7LE I—iMPROVEMENTS TO BORDER CONTROL, FACILITATION OF LEGAL
ENTRY, AND INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

Sabtitle A—improved Enforment at the Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support pezsonnel.
Sec. 102. Improvernezt of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and technokj
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing idenfication card
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal ently.
Sec. 106. Hiring and fraiizing standards.
Sec. 107. Report z border strategy.
Sec. 108. Criminal penal&s for high speed flights from immigration checkpoints.
Sec. 109. Joint study of automated data coil ection.
Sec. 110. Automated ezuiy-exit control system.
Sec. 111. Submission of final plan on rea1zgnment of border patrol positions from

üztior stations.

Sec. 112. Nationwide fingerprinting of appreizended aizens.

Subtitle B F,w,1ifMion of Legal Entrj
Sec. 121. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 122. Land border inspection and automated permit pilot projects.
Sec. 123. Preinspection at foregn airpor2s.
Sec. 124. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraudulent documents.

Sec. 125. Peclearan authority.
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Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement

Sec. 131. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of certain inues-

tigators.
Sec. 132. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of investigators of
visa Overstayers.

Sec. 133. Aecepance of State services to carly out immigration enforcement.
Sec. 134. Minimum State iNS presence.
TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES AGAiNST ALIEN
SMUGGLiNG; DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitie A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against Alien Smuggling
Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for inuestgations of alien smugglir.g or document fraud.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of assistant United States Mtorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover iiwestigation authority.
Subtitle B—DetenEnce of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Increased criminal penal*ies for fraudulent use of government-issued dccu-

m

Sec. 212. New document fraud offenses; new civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 213. New criminal penalty for failure to disclose role as preparer of false appli.
ca/ion for immigaizon bene/iis.
Sec. 214. Criminal penalty for knowingly presening diLcument which fails to con
tam

Sec.

TeasonabLe basis in Law or fizct.

215. Criminal penaliy for /kzlse claim top.

Sec. 216. Criminal penalty for voting by aliens in Federal election.
Sec. 217. Criminal fozfeitwe for passport and visa related offenses.

Sec 218. Penaliie for invoiwitwy servitude.

Sec. 219. Admissibility of videotaped witness testimony.
Sec. 220. Subpoena authority in document fraud enjbrcemen&
fl7LE flI—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION,
AND REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLALIENS
Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United States without authorization as not

Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens pedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens referral for hearing (revised sethon 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detoztion of aLiens not lawfully in the United States (revised section 236).

Sec. 304. Removal proceedings, cancellation of removal and adjustment of status;
vol iuUwy departure (revised and new sections 239 to 240C).
Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliej'gs ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removaL (new stion 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal. (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesgnation and reo,anizag ion of other provisions; additional conform.
ing amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Criminal Alien Provisions
Sec. 321. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec.

322. Definition of conviction and term of imprisonmenL

Sec. 323. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or criminal parole.
Sec 324. Penalty for reentiy of deported aliens.
Sec 325. Change in filing requirement.
Sec. 326. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 327. Appropriations for crinzinal alien tracking center.
Sec. 328. Provisions relating to State criminal alien assistance program.
Sec. 329. Demonstration project fir identification of illegal aliens in incarceration
facility of Anaheim C.a14'brnia.
Sec. 330. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 331. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
Sec. 332. Annual report on criminal alien&
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Sec. 333. PertaUies for conspiring with or assisting an alien to commit an offense
under the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act.
Sec. 334. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentry, and passport and
visa fraud.

Subtitle C—Revision of Grounds for Exclusion and Deporta!ion

Sec. 341. Proof of vaccination requirement for imnugrunts.
Sec. 342. Incitement of terrorist activity and provisEon of false documentation to terSec.
Sec.

rorists as a basis for exclusion from the United States.
343. Certification requirements for foreign health-care workers.
344. Removal of oliens falsely claiming Uiüted States citizenship.

Sec. 345. Waiver of ewlusion and deportation ground for certain section 274C violators.
Sec. 346. Inadmissibility of certain student visa abusers.
Sec. 347. Removal of aliens who have unlawfully votecL
Sec. 348. Waivers for immigrwzts convicted of crimes.
Sec. 349. Waiver of misrepresentation ground of inadmissibility for certain alien.
Sec. 350. Offenses of domestic violence and stalking as ground for deportation.
Sec. 351. C1arifiion of date as of which relaionship required for waiver from clusion or deportation for smuggling.
Sec. 352. Exthssion of former citizens who renounced citizenship to avoid United
States taxation.
Sec.

353. References tochanges elsewhere in division.

SubtitleD—Changes in Removal of Alien Terrorist Provisions
Sec. 354. Treatment of cLassified information.
Sec. 355. Exclusion of representatives of terrorist organizations.
Sec. 356. Standard forjudicial review of terrorist organization designations.
Sec. 357. Removal of azzcillaiy relief for voluntary departure.
Sec. 358. Effecth,e date.

Subtitle E—Transportation of Aliens
Sec. 361. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 362. Transportation contracts.
Subtitle F—Additional Provisions
Sec. 371. Immigration judges and compensation.
Sec 372. Dekgaion of immigration enforcement authority.
Sec. 373. Powers and duties of the Attorney General and the Commissioner.
Sec. 374. Juñ.kinl deportation.
Sec. 375. Limitation on adjustment of status.
Sec. 376. Treatment of certain fees.
Sec. 377. Limitation on legaliznf ion litigation.
Sec. 378. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 379. Administraijue review of orders.
Sec. 380. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 381. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 382. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement.
Sec. 383. Exclusion of certain aliens from family unity program.
Sec. 384. Penalties for disclosure of information.
Sec. 385. Authorization of additional fluids for removal of aliens.
Sec. 386. Increase in INS detention faciLities, report on detention space.
Sec. 387. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of inadmissible or deportable aliens.

Sec. 388. Report on interior repatriation program.
TITLE I V—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTiONS AGANSTEMPLOY%pfENT
Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employinen Eligibility Confirmation

Sec. 401. Establishment of programs.
Sec. 402. Voluntary election to participate in a pilot program.
Sec. 403. Procedwes for participants in pilot programs.
Sec. 404. Employment eligibility confirmation system.
Sec. 405. Reports.
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Subtitle B—Other Provisions Relating to Employer Sanctions

Sec 411. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork requirements.

Sec. 412. Paperwork and other changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 413. Report on additional authority or resources needed for enforcement of employer sanctions provisions.
Sec. 414. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 415. Authorizing maintenance of wtain information on aliens.
Sec. 416. Subpoena authority.
Subtitle C—Unfair Immigration -Related Employment Practixs
Sec. 421. Treatment of certain documentwy practices as unfizir immigration-related
employment practices.

TiTLE V—RES7P.ICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALiENS
Subtitie A—Eligibility of Aliens for Public Assistance and Benefits
Sec. 501. Exception to ineligibility for public benefits for certain battered aliens.
Sec. 502. Pilot programs on limiting issuance of driver's licenses to illegal aliens.
Sec. 503. Ine1gibitity of aliens not lawfully present for Social Secwiy benefits.
Sec. 504. Procethwes for requiring proof of cienship for Federal public benefits.

Sec. 505. Limitalion on e1igibiliy for preferential treatment of aliens not lawfully

present on basis of residence for higher educo2ion benefits.
Sec. 506. Study and report on alien student e4gibility for postseconda,y Federal stu-

dent finanàal assistan

Sec. 507. Verification of immigration status for purpes of Social Security and
higher ethscational sistance.
Sec. 508. No verification requirement for nonprofit charitable organizations.
Sec. 509. GAO study of provision of means-tested public benefits to aliens who are
not qualified aliens on behalf of eligible individuaLs.
Sec. 510. Transition for aliens currently receiving benefits under the Food Stamp
program.
Subtitle B—Public Charge Exclusion
Sec. 531. Ground for exclusion.
Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support
Sec 551. Requirements for sponsor, affidavit of support.

Sec. 552. Indigen and battered spouse and child exceptions to Federal attribution
of income rule.
Sec. 553. AUthOrity of States and political subdivisions of States to limit assistance
to aliens and to distinguish among classes of aliens in providing general

cash public assistance.
SubtitleD—Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 561. Increased maximum criminal penalties for forging or cowzte-feiting seal of
o Federal departmesu or agency to facilitate benefit fraud by an unlaw-

Sec. 562. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency me'lic1 services ception.
Sec. 563. Reimbursement of States and localities for emergency ambulance services.
Sec. 564. Pilot programs to require bonding.
Sec. 565. Reports.
Subtitle E—Housing Assistance

Sec. 571. Short title.
Sec. 572. Prorating of financial assistance.
Sec. 573. Aaions in cases of termination of finwwial assistance.
Sec. 574. Verification of ü igration status and eligibility for financial assistan.
Sec. 575. Prohibition of sanctions against entities making financial assistance elagiitydetermin
Sec. 576. Ehgththty for public and assisted housing.
Sec. 577. Regulation&
Subtitle F—General Provisions
Sec. 591. Effective dates.
Sec. 592. Not applicable to foreign assistance.
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593. Notification.
Sec. 594. Definitions.
Sec.

TITLE VI—MJSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Subtitle A—Reitgees, Pdrole, and Asylum
Sec. 601. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.

Sec. 602. limitation on use of parole.
Sec. 603. Treatment of long-term parolees in applying worldwide numerical limitations.
Sec. 604. AsyLum reform.
Sec. 605. Increase in asyLum officers.
Sec. 606. Conditional repeal of Cuban Adjustment Act.
Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act
Sec. 621. Alien witness cooperation.

Sec. 622. Waiver of foreign county residence requirement with respect to international medical graduates.

Sec. 623. Use of legalization and special agricultural worker information.
Sec. 624. Continued validity of labor certifications and classification petitions for
professional athletes.
Sec. 625. Foreign students.
Sec. 626. Services to family members of certain officers and agents killed in the Line
of duty.

Subtitle C—Pooisions Relating to Visa Pocessing. and. Consular Efficiency
Sec. 631. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 632. ELimination of consulate shopping for visa ouerstays.
Sec. 633. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 634. Changes regarding visa application process.
Sec. 635. Visa waiver program.
Sec. 636. Fee for diversity immigrant lottery.
Sec. 637. ELigibility for visas for certain Polish applicants for the 1995 diversity imnugrant program.
Subtitle D—Other Provisions
Sec. 641. Program to collect in/brination relating to nonimmigrant foreign students.
Sec. 642. Communication between government agencies and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
Sec. 643. Regulations regarding habitual residence.
Sec. 644. Information regarding female genital mutilation.
Sec. 645. Criminalization of female genital mutilation.
Sec. 646. Adjustment of status for certain Polish and Hungarian parolees.
Sec. 647. Support of demonstration projects.
Sec. 648. Sense of Congress regarding American-made products; requirements regarding notice.
Sec. 649. Vessel movement controls during immigration emergency.
Sec. 650. Review of practices of testing entities.
Sec. 651. Designation of a United States customs administrative building.
Sec. 652. Mail-order bride business.
Sec. 653. Review and report on H-2A nonimmigrant workers program.
Sec. 654. Report on allegations of harassment by Canadian customs agents.
Sec. 655. Sense of Congress on discriminatory application of New Brunswick provincial sales tas.
Sec. 656. Improvements in identification-related documents.
Sec. 657. Development of prototype of counterfeit-resistant Social Security carcL
Sec. 658. Border Patrol Museum.
Sec. 659. Sense of the Congress regarding the mission of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 660. Authority for Natiorwi Guard to assist in transportation of certain aliens.
Subtitle E—Technkal Corrections
Sec. 671. Miscellaneous technical corrections.

(e) SEvEJ3ABTLTTY.—If any provision of this division or the appli-

cation of such provision to any person or circumstances is held to
be unconstitutional, the remainder of this division and the application of the provisions of this division to any person or circumstance
shall not be affected thereby.
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TITLE JY—ENFOR CEMENT OF
RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employment
Eligibility Confirmation
SEC. 401. ESTABLISHMENT OP PROGRAMS.

(a) Iit GFw..—The Attorney General shall conduct 3 pilot
programs of employment eligibility confirmation under this subtitle.
(b) IMPLEMENTATION DEADLINE; TERMINATION.—The Attorney

General shall implement the pilot programs in a manner that permits persons and other entities to have elections under section 402
of this division made and in effect no later than 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act. Unless the Congress otherwise pro-

vides, the Attorney General shall terminate a pilot program at the
end of the 4-year period beginning on the first day the pilot program
is in effect.
(c) SCOPE OF OPEiTIoN OF PILOT PROGP.AMs.—The Attorney

General shall provide for the operation—
(1) of the basic pilot program (described in section 403(a)

of this division) in, at a minimum, 5 of the 7 States with the
highest estimated population of aliens who are not lawfully

present in the United States,
(2) of the citizen attestation pilot program (described in section 403(b) of this division) in at least 5 States (or, if fewer, all

of the States) that meet the condition described in section

403 (b) (2) (A) of this divisiort, and

(3) of the machine-readable-document pilot program (described in section 403(c) of this division) in at least 5 States (or,
if fewer, all of the States) that meet the condition described in
section 403 (c) (2) of this division.
(d) REFERENCES IN SUBTITLE.—In this subtitle—
(1) PILOT PROGRAM REFERENCES.—The terms "program" or
•

"pilot program" refer to any of the 3 pilot programs provided for
under this subtitle.
(2) CONnRMATIOR SYSTEM—The term "confirmation system" means the confirmation system established under section
404 of this division.
(3) REFERENCES TO SECTION 274A—Any reference in this

subtitle to section 274A (or a subdivision of such section) is
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deemed a reference to such section (or subdivision
thereoD of the
Immigration and Nationality

Act.
(4) 1-9 OR SIMIL4J FOP.M—The term '7-9 or similar form"

means the form used for pwposes of section 274A(b)(1)(A)
or
such other form as the Attorney General determines to be
appropriate.
(5) LIMITED APPLICATION

TO RECRUiTERS AND REFERiS.—4ny reference to recruitment
or referral (or a recruiter

or referrer) in relation to employnzent is deemed a reference
only
to such recruitment or referral (or recruiter
or
referrer)
that
is
subject to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(jj)
(6) UNITED STATES CmzNSIm'._4y terni "United
States
citizenship" includes United States nationality.
(7) STATE.—The term "State" has the meaning given
such
term in section 1O1(a)(36) of the Immigration and Nationality

Act.

SEC. 402. VOLUNTARY ELECTION
GRAIL

2 PARTICIpAr. IN A PILOT PRO-

(a) VoL um'ijy ELE ION.Subject to subsection
(c)(3XB), any
person or other entity that conducts any hiring (or recruitment
or
referral) in a State in which a pilot program is operating
to participate in that pilot program. Except as specifically may elect
provided
in subsection (e), the Attorney General may not require any
person
or other entity to participate in a pilot program.
(b) BENp'iT OF REBU7'7'4BL PRFSUMPTION._
(1) IN GENERAL.—4f

a person or other entity is participating
in a pilot program and obtains
confirma&,n of identity
empløyrnent eligibility in compliance with the terms andand
corzditions of the program with respect to the hiring (or recruitnzen
or referral) of an individual for employment in the United
States, the person or entity has established
a rebuttable presumption that the

person or entity has riot violated section
274A(a)(.j)(A) with respect to such hiring (or such recruitment
or referral).
(2) CONST UCI7ON_Paragraph (1) shall not ôe construed
as preventing a person or other entity that. has an election in
effect under subsection (a) from establishing
affirmative defense under section 274A(a)(3) if the person an
or entity complies
with the requiremen of section 274A(a)(1)(B) but fails to obtain confirmation under paragraph (1).
(c) GEzqjjj. TERMS OF ELgCTION5._.
(1) IN GENERAL.—.A,L election

subsection (a) shall be
in such form and manner, underunder
such terms and conditions,

and shall take effect, as the Attorney General shall specify.
The
AItorney General may riot impose any fee as a condition of making an election or participating in a pilot program.
(2) SCOPE OF ELECTION.—

(A) IN GENERAL_Subject to paragraph (3), any electing person or other eiuity may provide that the election
under subsection (a) shall apply (during the period in

which the election is in effect)—

(i) to all its hiring (and all recruitment or referral)
in the State (or States) in which
the pilot program is

Operating, or
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(ii) to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in one
or more pilot program States or one or more places of
hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may be)
in the pilot program States.
(B) APPLICATION OF PROGRAMS IN NON-PILOT PROGRAM

STATES.—In addition, the Attorney General may permit a
person or entity electing—

(i) the basic pilot program (described in section

403(c) of this division) to provide that the election applies to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in one or
more States or places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which the pilot program is not otherwise operat-

ing or

(ii) the citizen attestation pilot program (described
in 403(b) of this division) or the machine-readable-document pilot program (described in section 403(c) of this
division) to provide that the election applies to its hir-

ing (or recruitment or referral) in one or more States
or places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which
the pilot program is not otherwise operating but only
if such States meet the requirements of 403(b)(2)(A)
and 403(c) (2) of this division, respectively.
(3) ACCEPTANCE AND RF.JECI ION OF ELECTIONS.—

(A) IN GE.NER.AL.—EXCept as provided in subparagraph

(B), the Attorney General shall accept all elections made
under subsection (a).

(B) REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attorney General

may reject an election by a person or other entity under this

section or limit its applicability to certain States or places
of hiring (or recruitment or referral) if the Attorney General
has determined that there are insufficient resources to provide appropriate services under a pilot program for the person's or entity's hiring (or recruitment or referral) in any or
all States or places of hiring.
(4) TERMINATION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attorney General

may terminate an election by a person or other entity under this
section because the person or entity has substantially failed to
comply with its obligations under the pilot program. A person

or other entity may terminate an election in such form and
manner as the Attorney General shall specify.

(d) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBUCITY—
(1) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General shall closely

consult with representatives of employers (and recruiters and
referrers) in the development and implementation of the pilot
programs, including the education of employers (and recruiters
and referrers) about such programs.
(2) PUBLICrrY.—The Attorney General shall widely publicize the election process and pilot programs, including the voluntary nature of the pilot programs and the advantages to em-

ployers (and recruiters and referrers) of making an election
under this section.

(3) ASSISTANCE THROUGH DISTRICT OFFICES.—The Attorney

General shall designate one or more individuals in each District office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service for a
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Service District in which a pilot program is being implemented—
(A) to infor,n persons and

entities that seek information about pilot programs other
of the voluntary nature of
such programs, and
(B) to assist persons and other entities in electing
and
participating in any pilot programs in effect in the Distrü,t,
in complying with the requiremen of section 274A,
and in
facilitating confirmation of the identüy and employment
eligibility of individwjj consistent with such section.

(e) SEr%rr EmnjEs. REQUiRED TO PARTICIPATE IN
A PILOT
(1) FEDERAL GOVERNj7'_

PROGRAM.—

(A) EXECUTiVE DEPARTMEN'I'S._

(i) IN GE ERAL.—ECCJZ. Department
Federal
Government shall elect to participate inofathe
pilot
program and shall comply with the terms and conditions
of such an election.
(ii) ELEcrIoN._..Subje to clause (iii), the Secretary of each such Department_
(Z) shall elect the pilot program (or programs)
in which the Department shall participate, and
(JZ) may limit the election to hiring occurring
in certain States (or geographic areas) covered by
the program (or programs) and in specified divisions within the Department, so long as all hiring
by such divisions and in such locations is covered.
(iii) Roj.g OF AJTORJVEY GENER.4L._TJze Attorney
General shall assist and coordinate elections under
subparagraph in such manner as assures that— this

(I) a significant portion of the total hiring

within each Department within States covered by
a pilot program is covered under such a program,
and

(if) there is significant

participation by the
Federal Executive branch in each
of the pilot programs.
(B) LEGISLATiVE BRANCH.—Each Member of
Congress,
each officer of Congress, and the head of each
agency
of the
legislative branch, that

conducts hiring in State in which
a pilot program is operating shall elect toaparticipate
in a
pilot program, may specify which pilot program
or programs (if there is more than one) in which the Member,
officer, or agency will participate, and shall comply
with the
terns and conditions of such
an election.

(2) APPLICATION TO CERTArq VIOLATOP.S.4J

order under
section 274A(e)(4) or section 274B(g) of the Immigration
and

Nationality Act may require the subject of the
pate in, and comply with the terms ot a pilot order to particiwith respect to the subject's hiring (or recruitment orprogram
referral)
of individuals in a State covered by such a program.
(3) CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE TO PARTICLPA1E —If
or other entity is required under this subsection to a person
participate
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in a pilot program and fails to comply with the requirements

of such program with respect to an individual—.
(A) such failure shall be treated as a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B) with respect to that. individual, and
(B) a rebuttable presumption is created that the person
or enzity has violated section 274A(a)W(A).
Subparagraph (B) shall not apply in any prosecution under section 274A(IX1).

(1) CONSTRuCTION.—This subtitle shall not affect the authority
of the Attorney General under any other law (including section

274A(d)(4)) to conduct demonstration projects in relation to section
274A..
SEC. 403. PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPANTS IN PILOT PROGRAMS.

(a) BASIc PILOT PROGPJJI.—A person or other entity that elects

to participate in the basic pilot program described in this subsection
agrees to conform to the following procedures in the case of the hiring (or recruitment or referral) for employment in the United States
of each individual covered by the election:
(1) PRovisioN OF ADDITIONAL mFORMATION.—The person

or entity shall obtain from the individual (and the individual
shall provide) and shall record on the 1—9 or similar form—

(A) the individual's social security account number, if
the individual has been issued such a number, and

(B) if the individual does not attest to United States

citizenship under section 274A(b)(2), such identification or
authorization number established by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service for the alien as the Attorney General
shall specify,
and shall retain the original form and make it available for inspection for the period and in the manner required of 1-9 forms
under section 274A(b)(3).
(2) PRESENTATION OF DOCUMENTATION.—

•

(A) IN GENERAL—The person or other entity, and the

•

individual whose identity and employment eligibility are
• being confirmed, shall, subject to subparagraph (B), fulfill
the requirements of section 274A(b) with the following
modifications:

referred to in section
A document
(i)
274A(b)(1)(B)(ii) (as redesignated by section 412(a) of
this division) mzst be designated by the Attorney Gen-

eral as suitable for the purpose of identification in a

pilot program.
(ii) A document referred to in section 274A(b)(1)(D)
must contain a photograph of the individual.
(iii) The person or other en&y has complied with
the requirement.s of section 274A(b)(1) with respect to
examination of a document if the document reasonably
appears on its face to.be genuine and it reasonably ap-

pears to pertain to the individual whose identity and
work eligibility is being confirmed.
(B) LIMITATION OF REQUIREMENT TO EX4MTh1E DOCtJ-

MENTATION.—If the Attorney General finds that a pilot pro-
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gram would reliably determine with respect to an individisa! whether—
(i) the person with the identity claimed by the indi-

vidual is authorized to work in the United States, and
(ii) the individual is claiming the identity of another person,

if a person or entity could fidfill the requirement to examine documentation contained in subparagraph (A) of section
274A(b)(1) by examining a document specified in either
subparagraph (B) or (D) of such section, the Attorney General may provide that, for purposes of such requirement,
only such a document need be examined. In such case, any
reference in section 274A(b)('J)(A) to a verification that an
individual is not an unauthorized alien shall be deemed to
be a verification of the individual's identity.
(3) SrEziz CONFIRMATION.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The person

or other entity shall

make an inquiry, as provided in section 404 (a)(1) of this division, using the confirmation system to seek confirmation
of the identity and employment eligibili1y of an individual,
by not later than the end of 3 working days (as specified
by the Attorney General) after the date of the hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may be).
(B) ExTENsIoN OF TIME PERIOD.—If the person or other

entity in. good faith attempts to make an inquiTy during
such 3 working days and the confirmation system has registered that not all inquiries were received during such
time, the person or entity can make an inquiry in the first
subsequent working day in which the confirmation system
registers that it has received all inquiries. If the confirmation system cannot receive inquiries at all times during a
day, the person or entity merely has to assert that the entity
attempted to make the inquiry on that day for the previous
sentence to apply to such an inquiry, and does not have to
provide any additional proof concerning such inqithy.
(4) CONFIRMATION OR NONCONFIRWTiON.—
(A) CONFIRMATION UPON INITiAL INQUIRY.—If the per-

son or other entity receives an appropriate confirmation of
an individual's identity and work eligibility under the confirmation system within the time period specified under section 404(b) of this division, the person or entity shall record
on the 1-9 or similar Jbrm an appropriate code that is provided under the system and that indicates a final confirmation of such identity and work eligibility of the individual.
(B) NONCONFIRMATION UPON flnI17AL INQUIRY AND SECONDARY VERIFICATION.—

(i) NONCONFJpJ1rION._If the person or other entity receives a tentative nonconfirmcztion of an individual's identity or work eligibility under the confirmation
system within the time period specified under 404(b) of
this division, the person or entity shall so inform the
individual for whom the confirmation is sought.
(ii) No CONTEST.—If the individual does not contest the nonconfirmation within the time period speci-
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fled in section 404(c) of this division, the nonconfirma-

tion shall be considered final. The person or entity

shall then record on the 1—9 or similar form an appropriate code which has been provided under the system
to indicate a tentative nonconfirmation.
(iii) CONTEST.—If the individual does contest the
nonconfirmation, the individual shall utilize the process for secondary verification provided under section
404(c) of this division. The nonconfirmation will remain tentative until a final confirmation or nonconfinnation is provided by the confirmation system within the time period specified in such section. In no case
shall an employer terminate employment of an individual because of a failure of the individual to have identity and work eligibility confirmed under this section
uthi a nonconfirmation becomes final. Nothing in this
clause shall apply to a termination of employment for
any reason other than because of such a failure.
(iv) RECORDING OF CONCLUSION ON FORM.—If a

final confirmation or nonconfirmation is provided by
the confirmation system under section 404(c) of this division regarding an individual, the person or entity
shall record on the 1-9. or similar form an appropriate
code that is provided under the system and that indicates a confirmation or nonconfirmation of identity
and work eligibility of the individual.
(C) CONSEQUENCES OF NONCONFIPJrJATION.—
(i) TERMINATION OR NOTIFICATION OF COZJTINUED

EMPLOYMERT.—If the person or other entity has received a final nonconfirmation regarding an individual
under subparagraph (B), the person or entity may terminate employment (or recruitment or referral) of the

individual. If the person or entity does not terminate
employment (or recruitment or referral) of the individual, the person or entity shall notify the Attorney General of such fact through the confirmation system or in
such other manner as the Attorney General may speci(ii) FAILURE TO NOTJrZ.—If the persom or entity
fails to provide notice with respect to an individual as
required under clause (i), the failure is deemed to constitute a violation of section 274A(a)(i)(B) with respect

to that individual and the applicable civil monetay
penalty under section 274A(e)(5) shall be (notwithstanding the amounts specified in such section) no less
than $500 and no more than $1,000 for each individual with respect to whom such violation occurred.
(iii) CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT AFTER FINAL NON-

CONFIRMATION.—If the person or other entity continues

to employ (or to recruit or refer) an individual after receiving final nonconfirmation, a rebuttable presump-

tion is created that the person or entity has violated

section 274A(a)(1)(A). The previous sentence shall not
apply in any prosecution under section 274A (lxi).
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(b) CITIZEN ATTESTATION PILOT PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENEP.AL_Ept as provided in paragraphs (3)

through (5), the procedures applicable under the citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection shall
be the same procedures as those under the basic pilot program under
subsection
(a).
(2) RESTRICTTONS._
(A) STATE DOCUMFJjT

REQUIREMENT TO PARTJCIpAm IN
PILOT PROGRj4M._The Attorney General may not
provide
for the operation of

the citizen attestation pilot program in
a State unless each driver's license or similar
identification
document described in section 274A(b)(1)(D)(1) issued
by the
State—

(i) contains a photograph of the individual involved, arid
(ii) has been dete?7nined by the Attorney General
to
have security features, and to have been issued
through
application and issuance procedures, which make such
document sufficiently resistant to countezfeiting,
tampering arid fraudulent use that it is a reliable means
of identification for purposes of this section.
(B) AUTHORIZ4TION TO LiMIT EMPLOYER

PARTICIPATION.—The Attorney General may restrict the number
of

persons or other entities that may elect to participate in the
citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection
as
the Attorney General determines
to be necessary to produce
a representative sample of employers and
to reduce the potential impact of fraud.

(3) No CONFIRMATION REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN
JEDIVLDUAL.S
ATTESTING TO U.S. CJTIZENSIffP...4n the

case of a person or
other entity hiring (or recruiting or referring)
an individual
under the citizen attestation pilot program, if
the individual attests to United States citizenship (under penalty
of perjury on
an 1-9 or similar form which form states on its face
the criminal and other penalties provided under law for
a false representation of United States citizenship)_
(A) the person or entity may flilfill the requirement
to
examine documentation contained in subparagraph
(A) of
section 274A(b)(1) by examining a document
specified in either subparagraph (B)(i) or (D) of such section,
(B) the person or other entity is not requiredand
to comply
with respect to such individual with the procedures
described in paragraphs (3) and (4) of subsection
(a),
but
only
if the person or entity retains the form and
makes it available for inspection in the same manner
as
in
the case of an
1-9 form under
section 274A(b)(3).

(4) WAIVER OF DOCUMEiJ7 PRESENTATION
REQUIREMENT IN
CERTAIN CASES.—
(A) IN GENERAL—In the case of a

person or entity that
elects, in a manner specified by the Attorney
consistent with subparagraph (B), to participateGeneral
in the pilot
program under this paragraph, if an individual being
hired (or recruited or referred) attests (in the manner described in paragraph (3)) to United States citizenship
and
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the person or entity retains the form on which the attestation is made and makes it available for inspection in the
same manner as in the case of an 1—9 form under section
274A(b)(3), the person or entity is not required to comply
with the procedures described in section 274A(b).
(B) RESTPJCTION.—The Attorney General shall restrict

the election under this paragraph to no more than 1,000

employers and, to the extent practicable, shall select among
empkryers seeking to make such election in a manner that
provides for such an election by a representative sample of
employers.

(5) N0NRE VIE WABLE DETERMJNATIONS.—The determinations

of the Attorney General under paragraphs (2) and (4) are within the discretion of the Attorney General and are not subject to
judicial or administrative review.
(c) MAcI E-REAJ)AJJLE-DocuMElvT PILOT PROGRAM.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in paragraph (3), the

procedures applicable under the machine-readable-document
pilot program under this subsection shall be the same procedures as those un&r the basic pilot program under subsection
(a).

(2) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIP.MF21T TO PARTICIPATE IN
PILOT PROGR411.—The Attorney General may not provide for the

operation of the machine-readable-document pilot program in a

State unless driver's licenses and similar identification documents described in section 274A(b)(1)(D)(i) issued by the State
include a machine-readable social security account number.
(3) UsE OF ACHZNE-RF&DABLE D0ctJMENTS.—If the individual whose ident4y and employment eligibility must be con-

firmed presents to the person or entity hiring (or recruiting or
referring) the individual a license or other document described
in paragraph (2) that includes a machine-readable social security account number, the person or entity must make an inquiry
through the confirmation system by using a machine-readable
feature of such document. If the individual does not attest to
United States citizenship under section 274A(b)(2), the individual's identification or authorization number described in subsection (a)(1)(B) shall be provided as part of the inquiry.

(d) PROTECTION FROM LiABILiTY FOR ACTIONS TAKEN ON THE
SYSTEM.—

BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE

No person or entity participating in a pilot program shall be civilly

or criminally liable under any law for any action taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the confirmation
system.
SEC. 404. EMPLOYMENT ElIGIBILiTY CONFIRMATION SYSTEAL

(a) Lw GEr1w.—The Attorney General shall establish a pilot
program confirmation system through which the Attorney General
(or a designee of the Attorney General, which may be a zángovernmental entity)—

(1) responds to inquiries made by electing persons and
other entities (including those made by the transmittal of data
from machine-readable documents under the machine-readable
pilot program) at any time through a toll-free telephone line or
other toll-free elec2roiuc media concerning an individual's iden-
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tity and whether the individual is authorized to be employed,

and

(2) maintains records of the inquiries that were made, of
confirmations provided (or not provided), and of the codes provided to inquirers as evidence of their compliance with their obligations under the pilot programs.
To the extent practicable, the Attorney General shall seek to establish such a system using one or more nongovernmental enWies.
(b) INITIAL RESPONSE.—The confirmation system shall provide
confirmation or a tentative nonconfirniation of an individual's identity and employment eligibility within 3 working days of the initial
inquiry. If providing confirmation or tentative nonconfirrnation, the
confirmation system shall provide an appropriate code indicating
such confirmation or such nonconfi rmat ion.
(c) SECONDARY VEPJF7CATION PROCESS iN CASE OF TENTATIVE
NONCONFIRMATION.—In cases of tentative nonconfirmation, the At-

torney General shall specify, in consultation with the Commissioner
of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, an available secon&v'y verification process
to confirm the validity of information provided and to provide a
final confirmation or nonconfirmation within 10 working days after
the date of the tentative nonconfirmation. When firwi confirmatioft
or nonconfirmation is provided, the confirmation system shall provid.e an appropriate code indicating such confirmation or noncon-

firmation.

(d) DESIGN AND OPERATION OF SYSTEM.—The confirmation sys-

tem shall be designed and operated—

(1) to maximize its reliability and ease of use by persons
and other entities making elections under section 402(a) of this
division consistent with insulating and protecting the privacy
and security of the underlying information,
(2) to respond to all inquiries made by such persons and
entities on whether individuals are authorized to be employed
and to register all times wizen such inquiries are nt received,
(3) with appropriate administrative, technical, and physical
safeguards to prevent unauthorized disclosure of personal information,; and
(4) to have reasonable safeguards against the system's resulting in unlawful discriminatory practices based on national
origin or citizenship status, including—
(A) the selective or unauthorized use of the system to
verify eligibility;

(B) the use of the system prior to an offer of employinent; or
(C) the exclusion of certain individuals from consideration for employment as a result of a perceived likelihood
that additional verification will be required, beyond what
is required for most job applicants.
(e) RESPONSIBIIJTIES OF THE COMMIssIO

OF SOCIAl, SECu-

RTTy—As part of the confirmation system, the Commissioner of Social Security, in consultation with the entity responsible for admin-

istration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure method,
which, within the time periods specified under subsections (b) and
(c), compares the name and social security account number provided
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in an inquiry against such information maintained by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the infor.
mation provided regarding an individual whose identity and employment eligibility must be confirmed, the correspondence of the
name and number, and whether the individual has presented a social security account number that is not valid for employment. The
Commissioner shall not disclose or release social security inforination (other than such confirmation or nonconfirmation).
(/) RESPONSIBILITiES OF THE CoiIM1ssIoNER OF THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZA27ON SERVICE.—As part of the confirmation

system, the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, in consultation with the entity responsible for administration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure methi4 which,
within the time periods specified under subsections (b) and (c), compares the name and alien identification or authorization number described in section 403(a)(1)(B) of this division which are provided
in an inquiry against such information maintained by the Comrnissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the information provided;, the correspondence of the name and number, and
whether. the alien is authorized to be employed in the United States.
(g) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Commissioners of Social Se-

curity and the Immigration and Naturalization Service shall update their information in a manner that promotes the maximum accuracy and shall provide a process for the prompt correction of erro-

neous information, including instances in which it is brought to
their attention in the secondaTy verification process described in
subsection (c).
(h) LIMITATION ON USE OF THE
.A1VY RElATED SYSTEMS.—

Co1'1FmrioN SYSTEM AND

(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any other provision of

law, nothing in this subtitle shall be construed to permit or
allow any department, bureau, or other agency of the United
States Government to utilize any information, data base, or
other records assembled under this subtitle for any other pur-

pose other than as provided for under a pilot program.

(2) No NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD.—Nothing in this

subtitle shall be construed to authorize, directly or indirectly,
the issuance or use of national identification cards or the establishment of a national identification card.
SEC. 405. REPORTS.
The Attorney General

shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate reports on

the pilot programs within 3 months after the end of the third and
fourth years in which the programs are in effect. Such reports
shall—

(1) assess the degree of fraudulent attesting of United

States citizenship,
(2) include

recommendations on whether or not the pilot

programs should be continued or modified, and
(3) assess the benefits of the pilot programs to employers
and the degree to which they assist in the enforcement of section
274A.
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Subtjtk B—Other Provisions Relating to
Employer Sanctions
SEC. 411. LIMITING LL4BILI7Y FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL
OF PA PER WORK REQUIREMENTS.

VIOLATIONS

(a) IN GENAL._&Cp)n 274.4(b)
amended

(8 U.S.C. l324a(b)) is
by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(6) GOOD FAITH COMPLL4NCE.-_

"(A) IN GENE&4L —Except

as provided in subpara-

graphs (B) and (C), a person or entity is considered to have
complied with a requirement of this subsection
standing a technical or procedural failure to meet notwithsuch requirement if there was a good faith attempt to comply
with
the requirement.
"(B) EXCEPTION IF FMLUp TO CORRECT
AFTER NOTICE..—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if—
"(i) the Service (or another enforcement agency)

has explained to the person or entity the basis for the
failure,
"'ii) the person or entity has been provided period of not less than 10 business days (beginning aafter
the date of the explanation) within which to correct the
failure, and
"(iii) the person or entity has not corrected the failure voluntarily within such periocL
"(C) EXCEPTION FOR PA TER 1 OR PRACTICE
VIOLA-

TORS.—Subparagraph (A) shall not apply to a person or enWy that has or is engaging in a pattern or practice of violations of subsection (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".
(b)ECrJvE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection
(a)
shall apply to failures occurring on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 412. PAPER WORK 4.ND OTHER CHANGES flV THE
EJffLOYER &4NCTIONS PROGRAM

(a) REDUCING THE Nui OF DocuAvwrs
FOR EMPLOYMENT VERCATIONjon 274A(b)(1) (8 ACCEPTED
U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1))
is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),
(B) in clause (v), by striking "or other alien registration

card, if the card" and inserting", alien registration card,
or other document designated by the Atorzzey Genera4 if
the document" and redesignating such clause as clause (ii),
and
(C) in clause (ii), as so redesignated_.

(i) in subclause (I), by striking "or" before "such
other personal identifying information"
and inserting
"and",

(ii) by striking "and" at the end of subclause (I),
(iii) by striking the period at the end of subclause

(H) and inserting ' and", and
(iv) by adding at the end the following new subclause:
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U(flf)

contains security features to make it reistant to tampering, counterfeiting, and fraudulent use.'

(2) in subparagraph (C)—
(A) by 4•ng
at the end of clause (i),
(B) by striking clause (ii), and
(C) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause (ii); and
(3) b adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
(E) AUTHORiTY 7V PROHIBiT USE OF CERTAIN DOCU-

MENTS.—lf the Attorney General finds, by regulation, that
any document described in subparagraph (B), (C), or (I)) as
establishing employment authorization or identity does not
reliably establish such authorization or identity or is being
used fraudulently to an unacceptable degree, the Attorney
General may prohibit or place conditions on its use for purposes of this subsection.".
(b) REDUCTION OF P&ppwopz FOR CEiThm1 EMPWyFS.—Sec.

tion 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph:
U(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYU(4)
iN
a(j) GENERAL—For purposes of this section, if—

EES.—

an individual is a member of a collective-bargaining unit and is employed, under a collective bargaining agreement entered into between one or more
employee organizations and an association of two or
more employers, by an employer that is a member of
suchU(jj)
association, and
within the period specified in subparagraph
(B), another employer that is a member of the association (or an agent of such association on behalf of the
employer) has complied with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to the employment of the indi-

vidual,
the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have complied
with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to the
hiring of the employee and shall not be liable for civil penalties described in subsection (e)(5).
"(B) PERIOD.—The period described in this subparagraph is 3 years) or, if less, the period of time that the iridividual is authorized to be employed in the United States.
U(C) LrIrjn'.—
a(j)

IN GENERAL.—If any employer that is a member of an association hires for employment in the United States an individual and rdies upon the provisions
of subparagraph (A) to comply with the requirements of
subsection (1,) and the individzwl is an alien not authorized to work in the United States, then for the purposes of paragraph (1)(A), subject to clause (ii), the employer shall be presumed to have known at the time of

hiring or afterward that the individual was an alien
not authorized
to work in the United States.
a(jj)

REBU7TAL OF PRESCTMPTION.—The presump-

tion established by clause (i) may be rebutted by the
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employer only through the presentation of clear and
convincing evidence that the employer did not know

(and could not reasonably have known) that the individual at the time of hiring or afterward was an alien
not authorized to work in the United States.
"(iii) EXCEPTION.—Clause (i) shall not apply in

any prosecution under subsection (IX1). '

ELIMINATION OF DATED PRO VISIONS .—Section 274A (8
U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections (i) through (n).
(d) CLARIFICATION OF APPLICATION T FEDERAL. GOvERN(c)

MENT.—.Section 2744(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)), as amended by subsection (b), is amended by adding at the end the following new

paragrapk

"(7) APPLICATION W FEDERAL GOVERWMEN'r.—For purposes
of this section, the term 'entity' includes an entity in any branch
of the Federal Government.".

(e) EF ECTJVE Ds.—
(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply
with respect to hiring (or recruitment or referral) occurring on
or after such date (not later than 12 months after the date of
the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney General shall designate.

(2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply to
individuals hired on or after 60 days after the date of the enact-

ment of this Act.
(3) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act.

(4) The amendment made by subsection (d) applies to hir-

irig occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment of

this Act, but no penalty shall be imposed under subsection

(e)

or (f) of section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act
for such hiring occurring before such date.
SEC. 413. REPORT ON ADDiTIONAL AUTHORiTY OR RESOURCES NEEDED FOR ENFORCEMENT OF EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PROWSIONS.

(a) IN GENEP—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the
Senate a report on any additional authority or resources needed—
(1) by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in order
to enforce section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
or

(2) by Federal agencies in order to carry out the Executive
Order of February 13, 1996 (entitled "Economy and Efficiencrj,
in Government Procurement Through Compliance with Certain
immigration and Naturalization Act Provisions") and to expand the restrictions in such order to cover agricultural subsidies, grants, job training programs, and other Federally subsidized assistance programs.
(b) REFERENCE TO INCR&4SED AUTHoRiZATIoN OF APPROPPJA-

TIONS.—For provision increasing the authorization of appropriations for investigators for violations of sections 274 and 274A of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, see section 131 of this division.
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SEC.

414. REPORTS ON &4RNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHORJZFJ) TO
WORE

(a) IN GEIq
r—Subseciion (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360)
is amended to read as follows:
"(c)(1) Not Later than 3 months after the end of each fiscal year
(beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commissioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees on the Judicwiy of the House of
Representatives and the Senate on the aggregate quantity of social
security account numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be employed, with respect to which, in such fiscal year, earnings were reported to the Social Security Administration.
"(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1, 1997, to the
Social Security Administration on a social security account number
issued to an alien not authorized to work in the United States, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall provide the Attorney General
with information regarding the name and address of the alien, the

name and address of the person reporting the earnings, and the
amount of the earnings. The information shell be provided in an
electronic fi,nn agreed upon by the Commissioner and the Attorney
General. '

(b)Rpa'oir ON FIMuDuuavT USE OF Soczi, SECURITY Aczs.—The Commissioner of Social Secwity shall
transmit to the Attorney Genera4 by not later than 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act, a report on the extent to which
social security account numbers and cards are used by aliens for

cou Nu

fraudulent purposes.

SEC. 415. AUTHORiZING MAThTENANCR OF CERTAiN INFORMATION ON

ALN&

Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding at the end

the following new subsection:
"(/) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney

General is authorized to require any alien to provide the alien's social security account number for purposes of inclusion in any record
of the alien maintained by the Attorney General br the Service.".
SEC. 416. SUBPOENA AVTHOR1TK

Section 274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(2)) is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (A);

(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (B)
and inserting ", and"; and
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:
"(C) immigration officers designated by the Commissioner may compel by subpoena the attendance of witnesses

and the produciion of evidence at any designated place

prior to the filing of a complaint in a case under paragraph
(2).".

Subtitle C—Unfair Immigration-Related
Employment Practices
SEC. 421. TREATMENT OF CERTAiN DOCUMENTARY PRACTICES AS UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES.

(a) IN GENERAL.—SectiOn 274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is
amended—
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(1) by striking 'Tor purposes of paragraph (1), a" and inserting 'W'; and
(2) by striking "relating to the hiring of individuals" and
inserting the following: "if made for the purpose or with the in-

tent of discriminating against an individual in violation of
paragraph (if'.

(b) EFFECrrIVE DA1.—The amendments made by subsection (a)
shall apply to requests made on or after the date of the enactment

of this Act.

TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS
FOR ALIENS
Subtitle A—Eligibility of Aliens for Public

Assistance and Benefits

SEC. 501. EXCEPTION TO iNELIGiBILiTY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR
CERTAIN BAITRRED ALTRJV&
Section 431 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-

tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1641) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection.

?c) TREATMENT OF Cp.mm- BArrEIgz ALIENS AS Qu&uFLFJ.,

AL(ENS.—For purposes of this titk the term 'qualified alien' includes—

"(1) an alien who—
"(A) has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty
in the United States by a spouse or a parent, or by a member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien and the spouse or parent consented
to, or acquiesced in, such battery or cruelty, but only if (in
the opinion of the Attorney General, which opinion is not

subject to review by any court) there is a substantial connection between such battery or cruelty and the need for the
benefits to be pro vi ded and

'YB) has been approved or has a petition pending

which sets forth a prima facie case for—

"Cz)statusasaspouseoraclzildofa United States
citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of section

204(a) (1) (A.) of the Immigration and Nationality Act,
"Cii) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or (iii) of
section 204(a)(i)(B) of the Act,

"(iii) suspension of deportation and adjustment of

status pursuant to section 244(a) (3) of such Act, or
"(iv) status as a spouse or child of a United States
citizen pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(a)(i)(A) of
such Act, or classification pursuant to clause (i) of section 204(a)(i)(B) of such Act; or
"(2) an alien—
"(A) whose child has been battered or subjected to

treme cruelty in the United States by a spouse

-

or a parent
of the alien (without the active participation of the alien in
the battery or cruelty), or by a member of

spouse or par-
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family residing in the same household as the alien
and the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to such
batteTy or cruelty, and the aliei did not actively participate
in such battery or cruelty, but only if (in the opinion of the
Attorney General, which opinion is not subject to review by
any court) there is a substantial connection between such
battei'y or cruelty and the need for the benefits to be provided; and
"(B) who meets the requirement of clause (ii) of subparagraph (A).
This subsection shall not apply to an alien during any period in
which the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides
in the same household or family eligibUity unit as the individual
ent's

subjected to such batteiy or cruelty.".
SEC. 502. PILOT PROGRAALS ON LIMITING ISSUANCE OF DRIVER'S LICENSES 10 illEGAL ALIRN&

(a) IN GENEIw..—Fursuant to guidelines prescribed by the Attorney General not Later than 6 months after the date of the enactment of thi.s Act, all States may conduct pilot programs within their
State to deter,nine the viability, advisability, and cost-effectiveness
of the State's denying driver's licenses to aliens who are not lawfully

present in the United States. Under a pilot program a State may
deny a driver's license to aliens who are not lawfully present in the
United States. Such program shall be conducted in cooperation with
relevant State and local authorities.
(b) REP0RT.—Not later than 3 years after the date of the enactynent of this Act, the Attorney General shall submit a report to the
Judiciary Committees of the House of Representatives and of the
Senate on the results of the pilot programs conducted under subsection (a).
SEC. 503. I2VELIG1BIL77Y OF AYJRPj5 NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT FOR SO-

(a)

CL SECUR1YBENEFfl
IN GjE&tL..—&clion 202 of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 402) is amended by adding at the end the following new subsection:
"Limitation on Payments to Aliens

"(y) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no monthly
benefit under this title shall be payable to any alien in the United

States for any month during which such alien is not lawfully

present in the United States as determined by the Attorney General.".

(b) EmcrivE D&—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply with respect to benefits for which applications are filed

on or after the first day oftlze frnt month that begins at least 60
days after the date of the enacbnent of this Act.

SEC. 504. PROCEDURES FOR REQUIRING PROOF OF CiTIZENSHIP FOR
FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.
Section 432(a) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-

turuty Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1642) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after the dash, and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
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"(2)

Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment

of this Act, the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services, shall also establish procedures for
a person applying for a Federal public benefit (as defined in section

401(c)) to provide proof of citizenship in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner. '

SEC. 505. LIMITATION ON ELIGIBILITY FOR PREFERENTIAL TREAT.

MENT OF ALiENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT ON BASIS OF
RESIDERCE FOR HIGHER EDUCATIONBENEFJTS.

(a) IN GEzE—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
an alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall not
be eligible on the basis of residence within a State (or a political

subdivision) for any postsecondary education benefit unless a citizen
or. national of the United States is elzgible for such a benefit (in no
less an amount, duration, and scope) without regard to whether the
citizen or national is such a resident.
(b) EmcurvE D.—This section shall apply to benefits provided on or after July 1, 1998.
SEC. 506. STUDY AND REPORT ON ALIEN STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR
POSTSECONDARY F.EDER4L STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) GAO STunT Awl) REPORT.—

(1) STUDY.—The Comptroller General shall conduct a study
to determine the extent to which aliens who are not lawfully admitted for permanent residence are receiving postsecondary Federal student financial assistance.
(2) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General shall submit a report to the appropriate committees of the Congress on the study
conducted under paragraph (1).
(b) REPORT ON COMPUTER MATCHING PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENEP.AL,—Not later than one year after the date of

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Education and the
Commissioner of Social Security shall jointly submit to the appropriate committees of the Congress a report on the computer
matching program of the Department of Education under section 484(p) of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

(2) R1'oRT .rMwTs.—The report under paragraph (1)

shall include the following:
(A) An assessment by the Secretary and the Commis-

sioner of the effectiveness of the computer matching program, and a justification for such assessment.
(B) The ratio of successful matches under the program
to inaccurate matches.

(C) Such other information as the Secretary and the

Commissioner jointly consider appropriate.

(c) APPROPRIATE COMMIYTEES OF THE CONGPSSS.—For purposes of this section the term "appropriate committees of the Congress" means the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportwziies and the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources
and the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate.
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SEC. 507. VERIFICATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS FOR PURPOSES OF

SOCIAL SECURITY AND HIGHER EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.
(a) SocLtz. SECURITY Ac-i' STATE INcOME AND ELIGIBILITY VER-

IFICATION SYSTE&tS.—Section 1137(d)(4)(B)(i)) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(d)(4)(B)(i)) is amended to read as follows:

'?i) the State shall transmit to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service either photostatic or other
similar copies of such documents, or information from
such documents, as specified by the Immigration and

Naturalization Service, for official verification,".

(b) ELIGmILIrZ FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER HIGHER EDUCATION

ACT OF 1965.—Section 484(gX4)(B)(i) of the Thgher Education Act
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1091(g)(4)(B)(i)) is amended to read as follows:
"(I) the institution shall transmit to the Immigration and Naturalization Service either photostatic or

other similar copies of such documents, or information
from such documents, as specified by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, for official verification,'.

SEC. 508. NO VERiFICATION REQUIREME1VT FOR NONPROFIT CHAIUTABLE ORGANiZATIONS.

Section 432 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1642) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection.
?d) No VERIFICATION REQUIREMEIVT FOR NONPROFiT CHARI-

TABLE ORGANIzATI0ws.—Subject to subsection (a), a nonprofit chari-

table organization, in providing any Federal public benefit (as defined in section 401(c)) or any State or local public benefit (as defined in section 411(c)), is not required under this title to determine,
verify, or otherwise require proof of eligibility of any applicant for
such benefits. ".
SEC. 509. GAO STUDY OF PROVISION OF MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENE-

FiTS W ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED ALFE?j5 ON BEHALF OF BLIG1BLE INI)1VIDUALS.

Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this
Act, the Comptroller General shall submit to the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate and to
the Inspector General of the Department of Justice a report on the
extent to which means-tested public benefits are being paid or provided to aliens, who are not qualified aliens (as defined in section
431(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Recondiicztion Act of 1996) in order to provide such benefits to individ-

uals who are United States citizens or qualified aliens (as sodefined). Such report shall address the locations in which such benefits are provided and the incidence of fraud or misrepresentation in
connection with the provision of such benefits.

SEC. 510. TRANSITION FOR AL7PJJ5 CURRENTLY RECEIVING BENF1TS
UNDER THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAAL

Effective as if included in the enactment of the Personal Re-

sponsibility and Work ' Op tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, subclause (I) of section 402(a)(2)(D)(ii) (8 U.S.C. 1612(a) (2) (D) (ii)) is
amended to read as follows:
"(I) IN GENERAL.—With respect to the specified

Federal program described in paragraph (3)(B),'
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ineligibility under paragraph (1) shall not apply

until April 1, 1997, to an alien who received benefits under such program on the date of enactment
of this Act, unless such alien is determined to be
ineligible to receive such benefits under the Food
Stamp Act of 1977. The State agency shall recertify

the eligibility of all such aliens during the period
beginning April 1, 1997, and ending August 22,
1997.".

Subtitle B—Public Charge Exclusion
SEC. 531. GROUND FOR EXCLUSION.

(a) IN GENEIiAL.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a) (8 U.s.c.

1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(4) PuBLic CHARGE—
"(A) iN GENERAL.—ArLy alien who, in the opinion of the

consular officer at the time of application for a visa, or in
the opinioii of the Attorney General at the time of application for admission or adjustment of status, is likely at any
time to become a public charge is excludabl&
"(B) FACTORS TO BE TAKEN iNTO ACCOtINT.—(i) In de-

termining whether an alien is excludable under this paragraph, the consular officer or the Attorney General shall at
a minimum consider the aliens—
"(I) age;
¶11) health;

"(III) family status;
"(IV) assets, resources, and financial status; and
"(V) education and skills.
"(ii) In addition to the factors under clause (i), the consular officer or the Attorney General may also consider any
affidavit of support under section 213A for purposes of exclusion under this paragraph.
"(C) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGR.4NTS.—Any alien who

seeks admission or adjustment .of status under a visa number issued under section 201(b)(2) or 203(a) is excludable
under this paragraph unless—
"(i) the alien has obtained—
"(7) status as a spouse or a child of a United
States citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of
section 204 (a) (1) (A), or

"(U) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or

(iii) of section 204 (a) (1)(B); or

"(ii) the person petitioning for the alien's admis.sion (including any additional sponsor required under
section 213A(f)) has executed an affidavit of support
described in section 213A with respect to such alien.
il(D) CERTAiN EMPLOYMENT-BASED IMMIGRANTS.—Any

alien who seeks admission or adjustment of status under a
visa number issued under section 203(b) by virtue of a classificaion petition filed by a relative of the alien (or by an
entity in which such relative has a significant ownership
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is excludable under this paragraph unless such
relatiue has executed an affidavit of support described in
interest)

section 213A with respect to such alien."
(b) EFFEcTIvE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply to applications submitted on or.after such date, not ear-

lier than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date the Attorney General promulgates under section 551(c)(2) of this division
a standard form for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney General
shall specify, but subparagraphs (C) and CD) of section 212(a) (4) of

the Immigration and Nationality Act, as so amended, shall not
apply to applications with respect to which an official interview
with an immigration officer was conducted before such effective
date.

Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support
SEC. 551. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT.

(a) IN (&EPAI..—Sectjon 213A (8 U.S.C. 1183a), as inserted by
section 423(a) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996, is amended to read as follows:
"REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFWAWT OF SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A (a) ENFORCEABILZ7Y.—

"(1) Tpus OF AFFmAvIT.—No affidavit of support may be
accepted by the Attorney General or by any consular officer to

establish that an alien is not excludable as a public charge

under section 212(a)(4) unless such affidavit is executed by a
sponsor of the alien as a contract—
"(A) in which the sponsor agrees to provide support to

maintain the sponsored alien at an annual income that is

not less than 125 percent of the Federal poverty line during
the period in which the affidavit is enforceable;
"(B) that is legally enforceable against the sponsor by
the sponsored alien, the Federal Gouernment, any State (or
any political subdivision of such State), or by any other entity that provides any means-tested public benefit (as de-

fined in subsection (e)), consistent with the provisions of
this section; and
"(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit io the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the purpose of actions brought under subsection (b)(2).
"(2) PERIOD OF ENFORCEBILITY.—An affidauit of support

shall be enforceable with respect to benefits provided for an
alien before the date the alien is naturalized as a citizen of the
United States, or, if earlier, the termination date prouided
under paragraph (3).
"(3) TERMINATION OF PERIOD OF EWFORCEABILITY UPON
COMPLETION OF REQUIRED PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT, ETC.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—An affi&xvit of support is not en-

forceable after such time as the alien (i) has worked 40

qualifying quarters of coverage as defined under title II of
the Social Security Act or can be credited with such qualifying quarters as prouided under subparagraph (B), and
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(ii) in the case of any such qualifying quarter creditable for

any period beginning after December 31, 1996, did not receive any Federal means-tested public benefit (as provided
under section 403 of the Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) during any such
period.
"(B) QUALIFYING QUARTERS.—For purposes of this sec-

tion, in determining the number of qualifying quarters of
coverage under title II of the Social Security Act an alien
shall be credited with—
"(i) all of the qualifying quarters of coverage as de-

fined under title II of the Social Security Act worked
by a parent of such alien while the alien was under age
18, and
"('ii) all of the qualifying quarters worked by a

spouse of such alien during their marriage and the

alien remains married to such spouse or such spouse is
deceas&L

No such qualifying quarter of coverage that is creditable
under iitle II of the Social Security Act for any period beginning after December 31, 1996, may be credited to an
alien under clause (i) or (ii) if the parent or spouse (as the
case may be) of such alien received any Federal means-tested public benefit (as provided under section 403 àf the Persono2 Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

Act of 1996) during the period for which such qualifying
quarter of coverage is so creditecL

"(C) PROVISION OF IIJFOPJIATION TO SAVE SYSTEM.—

The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate infor—
mation regarding the application of this paragraph is pro-

vided to the system for alien verification of eligibility

(SAVE) described in section 113 7(d)(3) of the Social Security Act.
"(1) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT ExPENsEs.—
"(1) REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT.—

"(A) REQUIREMENT.—Upon notification that a spon-

sored alien has received any means-tested public benefit,
the appropriate nongovernmental entity which provided
such benefit or the appropriate entity of the Federal Government, a State, or any political subdivision of a State
shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in an amount
which is equal to the unreimbursed costs of such benefit.
"(B) REGULAT1ON5.—The Attorney General, in consulta-

tion with the heads of other appropriate Federal agencies,
shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to
Carl)' out subparagraph (A).
"(2) ACTIONS TO COMPEL REiMBURSEMENT.—

"('A) Lw CASE OF NONRESPONSE.—If within 45 days

after a request for reimbursement under paragraph (1)(A),
the appropriate entity has not received a response from the
sponsor indicating a willingness to commence payment an
action may be brought against the sponsor pursuant to the
affidavit of support.
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"(B) IN CASE OF FAILURE

TO

PAY.—If the sponsor fails

to abide by the repayment terms established by the appro-

priate entity, the entity may bring an action against the
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(C) LIMITATION ON Ac-rIoNS.—No cause of action may

be brought under this paragraph later than 10 years after
the date on which the sponsored alien last received any
means-tested public benefit to which the affi&zvit of support applies.
"(3) UsE OF COLLECTION AGENCIES.—If the appropriate en-

tity under paragraph (1)(A) requests reimbursement from the
sponsor or brings an action against the sponsor pursuant to the
affidavit of support, the appropriate entity may appoint or hire
an individual or other person to act on behalf of such entity acting under the authority of law for purposes of collecting any
amounts owed.
"(c) REMEDmS.—Remedies available to enforce an affidavit of

support under this section include any or all of the remedies descri bed in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205 of title 28, United
States Code, as well as an order for specific performance and paymerit of legal fees and other costs of collection, and include corresponding remedies available under State law. A Federal agency
may seek to collect amounts owed under this section in accordance
with the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United
States Code.
"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—

"(1) GErzw REQUmEMENT.—The sponsor shall notifty the
Attorney General and the State in which the sponsored alien is
currently a resident within 30 days of any change of address of
the sponsor during the period in which an affidavit of support
is enforceable.
"(2) PENALTY.—Any person subject to the requirement of

paragraph (1) who fails to satisfr such requirement shall, after
notice and opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil penalty
of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that the

sponsored alien has received any means-tested public benefits (other than benefits described in section 401(b),
403(c)(2), or 411(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work

Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) not less than

$2,000 or more than $5,000.
The Attorney General shall enforce this paragraph under appropriate regulations.

"(e) JURISDICTION.—An action to enforce an affi&zvtt of support

executed under subsection (a) may be brought against the sponsor
in any appropriate court—
'(1) by a sponsored alien, with respect to financial support;
or

"(2) by the appropriate entity of the Federal Government, a

State or any political subdivision of a State, or by any other

nongovernmental entity under subsection (b)(2), with respect to
reimbursement.
"(f) SPONSOR DEFThED.
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"(1) 1w GENERAL—For purposes of this section the term
'sponsor' in relation to a sponsored alien means an individual
who executes an affidavit of support with respect to the spon-

sored alien and who—
"(A) is a citizen or naaorial of the United States or an
alien who is lawfully admitted to the United States for permanent resi&nce,
"(B) is at least 18 years of czge;

"(C) is domiciled in any of the several States of the
United States, the District of Columbia, or any territory or
possession of the United States;
'?D) is petitioning for the admission of the alien under
section 204; and
"(E) demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the
means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125
percent of the Federal poverty line.
"(2) INCOME REQUZP.EMEWT CASE.—Such term also includes
an individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(E) but accepts joint and several liability together with an individual under paragraph (5).
"(3) AcTivE DUTY ARMED SERVICES CASE.—Such term aLso

includes an individual who does not meet the requirement of
paragraph (1)(E) but is on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the United States, is petitioning for the admission of the alien under section 204 as the
spouse or child of the individual, and demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 100 percent of the Federal poverty line.
"(4) CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BASED iMMIGRANTS CASE.—SUCh

term aLso includes an individual—

"(A) who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D), bia is the relative of the sponsored alien who filed
a classification petition for the sponsored alien as an employinent-based immigrant under section 203(b) or who has
a significant ownership interest in the entity that filed such
a petition, and
"(B)(i) who demonstrates (as provided under paragraph
(6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at
least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line, or
"(ii) does not meet the requirement of paragraph (1)(E)
but accepts joint and several liability together with an individual under paragraph (5).

"(5) NON-PETITIONING CASE.—Such term also indudes an

individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D) but who accepts joint and several liability with a petitioning sponsor under paragraph (2) or relative of an employment-based immigrant under paragraph (4) and who dem-

onstrates (as provided untkr paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line.
"(6) DEMONSTRATION OF MEANS TO MAiNTAIN INCOME.—
"(A) IN GENERAL..—

¶i) MEnIOD OF DEMONSTRATION.—For purposes of
this section, a demonstration of the means to maintain
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income shall include provision of a certified copy of the

individual's Federal income tax return for the individual's 3 most recent taxable years and a written statement, executed under oath or as permitted under penahy of peijzuy under section 1746 of title 28, United
States Code, that the copies are certified copies of such
returns.

"(ii) FrJrmIzJTy—For purposes of this section,

aliens may demonstrate the means to maintain income
through demonstration of significant assets of the sponsored alien or of the sponsor, if such assets are available for the support of the sponsored alien.

"(iii) PERCENT OF POVERTY.—For purposes of this

section, a reference to an annual income equal to at
least a particular percentage of the Federal poverty line

means an annual income equal to at least such per-

centage of the Federal poverty line for a family unit of
a size equal to the number of members of the sponsor's
household (including family and non-family depend-

ents) plus the total number of other dependents and
aliens sponsored by that sponsor.

"(B) LIMITATION.—The Secretary of State, or the Attor-

ney General in the case of adjustment of status, may provide that the demonstration under subparagraph (A) applies only to the most recent taxable year.
"(7i) FEDERAL PovErn LnVE DEFINED.—For purposes of this
section, the term Tederal poverty line' means the level of income
equal to the official poverty line (as defined by the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, as revised annually by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, in accordance with section
673(2) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 U_S.C.
9902)) that is applicable to a family of the size involved.
"(i) SPONSOR'S SOCIAL SEcURiTY Accouiv'r NUMBER REQUIRED

To BE PRO VmED—(1) An affidavit of support shall include the social security account number of each sponsor.
"(2) The Attorney General shall develop an automated system to

maintain the social security account number data provided under
paragraph (1).
"(3) The Attorney General shall submit an annual report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and
the Senate setting forth—
i'A) for the most recent fiscal year for which data are available the number of sponsors under this section and the number
of sponsors in compliance with the financial obligations of this
section; and
"(B) a comparison of such numbers with the numbers of
such sponsors for the preceding fiscal year?'..
(b) CONFORMiNG AMENEMEN7t—

(1) Section 421(a)(1) and section 422(a)(1) of the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996
(8 U.S.C. 1631(a)(1), 132(a)(1)) are each amended by inserting

"and as amended by section 551(a) of the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996" after "section 423".
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(2) Section 423 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1138a note) is amended by striking subsection (c).

(c) EFFECTiVE DATE, PROMULGATION OF FoRM.—

(1) liq GENERAL—The amendments made by this section
shall apply to affidavits of support executed on or after a date
specified by the Attorney General, which date shall be not earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90 days) after the date
the Attorney General formulates the form for such affidavits
under paragraph (2).
(2) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—Not later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the Aftorney General, in
consultation with the heads of other appropriate agencies, shall
promulgate a standard form for an affidavit of support consistent with the provisions of section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act,, as amended by subsection (a).
SEC. 552. INDIGENCE AND BATrERED SPOUSE AND CEILD EXCEP.
TIONS TO FEDER&L
A2TPJBUTION OF INCOME RULE.

Section 421 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsectiori,
"(e) I1VDIGENCE ExcEpi ION.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—For an alien for whom an affidavit of
support under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality
Act has been executed, if a determination described in paragraph (2) is made, the amount of income and resources of the
sponsor or the sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed to the
sponsored alien shall riot exceed the amount actually provided
for a period beginning on the date of such determinatLon and
ending 12 months after such date.
¶2) DETERMINATION DESCPJBED.—A determination de-

scribed in this paragraph is a determination by an agency that
a sponsored alien would, in the absence of the assistance provided by the agency, be unable to obtain food and shelter, taking into account the alien's own income, plus any cash, food,
housing, or other assistance provided by other individuals, including the sponsor. The agency shall notify the Attorney General of each such determination, including the names of the
sponsor and the sponsored alien involved.
"(j') SPECiAL RULE. FOR BArrFD SPOUSE AND CHILD.—

"(1) IN GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2) and notwithstanding any other provision of this section, subsection (a) shall
not apply to benefits—

"(A) during a 12 month period if the alien dem-

onstrates that (i) the alien has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a
parent, or by a member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the same household as the alien and the spouse

or parent consented to or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's child has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty in the United States by the spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active participation of the

alien in the battery or cruelty), or by a member of the

spouse's or parent's family residing in the same household
as the alien when the spouse or parent consented or acqui-
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esced to and the alien did not actively participate in such
batterj or cruelty, and the battery or cruelty described in
clause (i) or (ii) (in the opinion of the agency providing
such public benefits, which opinion is not subject to review
by any court) has a substantial connection to the need for
the public benefits applied for, and
"(B) after a 12 month period (regarding the batterer's
income and resours only) if the alien ckmonstrates that
such battery or cruelty under subparagraph (A) has been
recognized in an order of a judge or administrative law
judge or a prior determination of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and that such battery or cruelty (in the
opinion of the agency providing such public benefits, which

opinion is not subject to review by any court) has a substanial connection to the need for the benefits.
"(2) LIMrr4noN.—The exception under paragraph (1) shall

not apply to benefits for an alien during any period in which
the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides in
the same household or family eligibility unit as the individual
who was subjected to such battery or cruelty.".

SEC. 553. AUTHORE7Y OF STATES AND POLiTICAL SUBDiVISIONS OF
STATES W LiMIT ASSISTANCE TO ALIENS AND TO DISTJN.
GUISH AMONG CLASSES OF ALFPJj5 fl PROVIDING GENERAL CASH PUBLIC ASSLSTANCE.

(a) IN GEZQEiw..—Subject to subsection (b) and notwithstanding

any other provision of law, a State or political subdivision of a

State is authorized to prohibit or otherwise limit or restrict the eligibility of aliens or classes of aliens for programs of general cash pub-

1k assistance furnished under the law of the State or a political

subdivision of a State.
(b) LIMITATION.—The authority provided for under subsection
(a) may be exercised orilyto the extent that any prohibitions, limitations, or restrictions imposed by a State or political subdivision of

a State are not more zestrictive than the prohibitions, limitations,
or restrictions imposed under comparable Fe&ral programs. For
purposes of this section, attribution to an alien of a sponsor's income
and resources (as described in section 421 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation At of 1996 (8 U.S.C.
1631)) for purposes of determining eligibility for, and the amount of;
benefits shall be considered less restrictive than a prohibition of eligibility for such benefits.

Subtitle D—Miscellaneous Provisions
SEC. 561. INCRFASED MAXiMUM CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR FORGING

OR COUIVTRRFEITING SEAL OF A FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
OR AGENCY TO FACILiTATE BENEFiT FRAUD BY AN UNLAWFUL ALThW.

Section 506 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to read

as follows:

"5O6. Seals of departments or agencies
"(a) Whoever—
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"(1) falsely makes, forges, counterfeits, mutilates, or alters
the seal of any department or agency of the United States, or

any facsimile the reot
"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudulently made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal or
facsimile thereof to or upon any certificate, instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description, or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, offers for sale,

•

furnishes, offers to furnish, gives away, offers to give away,
transports, offers to transport,. imports, or offers to import any
such seal or facsimile thereot knowing the same to have been

so falsely made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered,
shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 5 years,
or both.

"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other prouision of
law, if a forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal of a department or agency of the. United States, or any facsimile thereot is—
"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered;
"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any certificate,
instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description
or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, offered for sale,
furnished, offered to flemish, given away, offered to give away,
• transported, offered to transport, imported, or offered to import,
with the intent or effect of facilitating an alien's application for, or

-receipt oj' a Federal benefit to which the alien is not entitled, the
penalties which may be imposed for each offense under subsection
(a) shall be two times the maximum fine, and 3 times the maximum
term. of imprisonment, or both, that would otherwise be imposed for
an offense under subsection (a).
"(c) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'Federal benefit' means—
"(A) the issuance of any grant, contract, loan, professional license, or commercial license provided by any agen•

cy of the United States or by appropriated finds of the

United States; and
"(B) any retirement, welfare, Social Security, health
(including treatment of an emergencry medical condition in
accordance with section 1903(v) of the Social Security Act
(19 U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public housing,
education, food stamps, or unemployment benefit, or any
similar benefit for which payments or assistance are provided by an agency of the United States or by appropriated
funds of the United States; and
"(2) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting, mutilation, or
-

•

alteration shall constitute a separate offense under this section:'.
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PILOT PROGRAMS TO REQUIRE BONDING.
(a) IN GENERAL.—

SEC. 564.

(1) The Attorney General of the United States shall establish a pilot program in 5 district offices of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to require aliens to post a bond in addition to the affidavit requirements under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act and the deeming• requirements
under section 421 of the Personal Responsibility and Work opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631). Any pilot
program established pursuant to this subsection shall require
an alien to post a bond in an amount sufficient to couer the cost
of benefits described in section 213A(d)(2)(B) of the Immigration

27-557 96—23
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and Nationality Act (as amended by section 551(a) of this dwi-

sion) for the alien and the alien's dependents and shall remain

in effect until the departure, naturalization, or death of the

alien.
(2) Suit on any such bonds may be brought under the terms
and conditions set forth in section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act
(b) REGULATIONS.—Not later than 180 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall issue regulations
for establishing the pilot programs, including—
(1) criteria and procedures for—

(A) certifying bonding companies for participation in
the program, and
(B) debarment of any such company thai fails to pay
a bond, and
(2) criteria for setting the amount of the bond to assure that
the bond is in an amount that is not less than the cost of pro-

viding benefits under the programs described in subsection
(a)(1) for the alien and the alien's dependents for 6 months.

(c) AUTHOPJZAIION OF APPROPRJATIONS.—There are authorized

to be appropriated such sums as may be necesswy to carry out this

section..
(d) ANNUAL REPORTING REQtJIREMENT.—Beginning 9 months

after the date of implementation of the pilot program, the Attorney
General shall submit annually to the Committees on the Judiciary
of the House of Representatives and the Senate a report on the effectiveness of the program. The Attorney General shall submit a final
evaluation of the program not later than 1 year after terminatiorz.
(e) SUNSET.—The pilot program under this section shall terminate after 3 years of operation.
(f) BONDS IN ADDITION TO SPoNsoRsHIP AND DEEMING RE-

QUIRFMENTS.—Section 213 (8 U.S.C. 1183) is amended by inserting

"(subject to the affi&zvit of support. requirement and attribution of
sponsor's income and resources under section 213AY' after "in the
discretion of the Attorney General".
SEC. 565. REPORTS.

Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year, the
Attorney General shall submit a report to the Inspector General of
the Department of Justice and the Committees on the Judiciary of
the House of Representatives and of the Senate describing the following:

(1) PuBLIc

CHARGE

DEPORTATIONS.—The number of aliens

deported on public charge grounds under section 241(a)(5) of
the Immigration and Naiona1ity Act during the previous fiscal
year..
(2) INDIGENT SPONSORS.—The number of determinations

made under section 421(e) of the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, of 1996 (as added by section 552 of this division) during the previous fiscal year.
(3) RE! MB UPSEMNT ACTIONS .—The number of actions
brought, and the amount of each action, for reimbursement

under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act (including private collections) for the costs of providing public benefits.
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Subtitle F—General Provisions
SEC. 591. EFFECTIVE DATES.

Except as provided in this title, this title and the amendments
made by this title shall take effect on the date of the enactment of
this Act.

SEC. 592. NOT APPLICABLE TO FOREIGN ASSISTAJITCE.

This title does not apply to any Federal, State, or local governmental program, assistance, or benefits provided to an alien under
any program of foreign assistance as determined by the Secretary of
State in consultation with the Attorney General.
SEC. 593. NOTIFICATION.

(a) iN GEWEML —Each agency of the Federal Government or a
State or political subdivision that administers a program affected
by the provisions of this title, shall, directly or through the States,
provide general notification to the public and to program recipients
of the changes regarding eligibility for any such program pursuant

to this title.

(b) FAILURE To GivE NOTICE.—Nothing in this section shall be
construed to require or authorize continuation of eligibility if the notice under this section is not provided
SEC. 594. DEFiNiTIONS.

Except as otherwise provided in this title, for purposes of this

title—

(1) the terms "alien", "Attorney General", "national", "naturalfr.ation", "State", and "United States" shall have the meaning
given such terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act; and
(2) the term "child" shall have the meaning given such term
in section 101(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

TITLE VIMtSCELLA1sTEOUS
PROVISIONS

Subtitle D—Other Provisions
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SEC. 656. IMPROVEMENTS IN IDENTIFICATION-RELATED DOCUMENTS.

(a) BIRTH CERTIFICATES.—

(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—
(A) 1w GENERAL.—

(i) GENERAL RULE.—SubjeCt to clause (ii), a Fed-

eral agency may not accept for any official purpose a
certificate of birth, unless the certificate—

(1) is a birth certificate (as defined in para-

graph (3)); and
(TI) conforms to the standards set forth in the
regulation promulgated under subparagraph (B).
(ii) APPLICABILI7Y.—Clause (i) shall apply only to

a certificate of birth issued after the day that is 3 years
after the date of the promulgation of a final regulation

under subparagraph (B). Clause (i) shall not be construed to prevent a Federal agencry from accepting for

official purposes any certificate of birth issued on or before such day.
(B) REGULATION.—

(i) CONSULTATION WITH GOVERNMENT AGE WCLES.—

The President shall select 1 or more Fe&ral agencies
to consult with State vital statistics offices, and with
other appropriate Federal agencies designated by the
President, for the purpose of developing appropriate
standards for birth certificates that may be accepted
for official purposes by Federal agencies, as provided
in subparagraph (A).

(ii) SELECTION OF LEAD AGEWCY.—Of the Federal

agencies selected under clause (i), the President shall
select 1 agency to promulgate, upon the conclusion of
the consultation conducted under such clause,, a regulation establishing standards of the type described in
such clause.
(iii) DEADLINE.—The agency selected under clause

(ii) shall promwgate a final regulation under such
clause not later than the date that is 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act.
(iv) MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS.—The standards es-

tablished under this subparagraph—
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(Z) at a minimum, shall require certification of
the birth certificate by the State or local custodian
of record that issued the certificate, and shall require the use of safety paper, the seal of the issuing
custodian of record, and other features designed to
limit tampering, counterfeiting, and photocopying,
or otherwise duplicating, the birth certificate for
fraudulent purposes;
(II) may not require a single design to which

birth certificates issued by all States must con-

form; and
(111) shall accommodate the differences between the States in the manner and form in which
birth records are stored and birth certificates are
produced from such records.

(2) Gpj'rs TO STATES.—

(A) ASSISTANCE IN MEE7YNG FEDERAL STANDARDS.—

(i) IN GENERAL—Beginning on the date a final
regulation is promulgated under paragraph (1)(B), the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, acting
through the Director of the National Center for Health

Statistics and after consulting with the head of any
other agency designated by the President, shall make
grants to States to assist them in issuing birth certifi.
cates that conform to the standards set forth in the regulation.

(ii) ALLOCATION OF G&4NTS.—The Secretary shall

provide grants to States under this subparagraph in

proportion to the populations of the States applying to
receive a grant and in an amount needed to provide a
substantial iricenfive for States to issue birth certificates that conform to the standards described in clause
(i).

(B) ASSISTANCE IN MATCHiNG BIRTH AND DEATH
RECORDS.—

(i) IN GEZVERAL.—The Secretary of Health and
Human Services, acting through the Director of the National Center for Health Statistics and after consulting

with the head of any other agency designated by the
President, shall make grants to States to assist them in

developing the capability to match birth and death
records, within each State and among the States, and
to note the fact of death on the birth certificates of deceased persons. In developing the capability described
in the preceding sentence, a State that receives a grant
under this subparagraph shall focus first on individuals born after 1950.
(ii) ALLOCATION AND AMOUNT OF GRg41%1T5.The

Secretwy shall provide grants to States under this sub-

paragraph in proportion to the populations of the

States applying to receive a grant and in an amount
needed to provide a substantial incentive for States to
develop the capability described in clause (i).
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(C) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Secretary of
Health and Human Services, acting through the Director of

the National Center for Health Statistics, shall make
grants to States for a project in each of 5 States to demonstrate the feasibility of a system under which persons
otherwise required to report the death of individuals to a
State would be required to provide to the State's office of
vital statistics sufficient information to establish the fact of

death of every individual dying in the State within 24

hours of acquiring the information.
(3) BERTH CERTIFICATE.—As used in this subsection, the
term "birth certificate" means a certificate of birth—

(A)of-

(j) an individual born in the United States; or
(ii) an individual born abroad—
(2) who is a citizen or national of the United
States at birth, and

(IL) whose birth is registered in the United
States; and

(B) that—

(i) is a copy, issued by a State or local authorized
custodian of record, of an original certificate of birth
issued by such custodian of record; or
(ii) was issued by a State or local authorized custo-

dian of record and was produced from birth records
maintained by such custodian of record.

(b) STATE-ISSUED DRIVERS LICENSES AND COMPARABLE IDENTiFICATION DocuMENTs.-.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—

(A) IN GENEPAL.—A Federal agency may not accept for

any identification-related purpose a driver's license, or
other comparable identification document, issued by a
State, unless the license or document satisfies the following
requirements:

(i) APPLICATION PROCESS.—The application process

for the license or document shall include the presentation of such evidence of identity as is required by reg-

ulations promulgated by the Secretary of Transpor-

tation after consultation with the American Association
of Motor Vehicle Administrators.
(ii) SOCIAL. SECURITY NuMBEa—Except as pro-

vided in subparagraph (B), the license or document
shall contain a social security account number that can
be read visually or by electronic means.
(iii) FOpJvf.—The license or document otherwise

shall be in a form consistent with requirements set
forth in regulations promulgated by the Secretary of
Transportation after consultation with the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. The form

shall contain security features designed to limit tampering, counterfeiting, photocopying, or otherwise duplicating, the license or document for fraudulent purposes and to limit use of the license or document by impostors.
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(B) EXCEFTION.—The requirement in subparagraph
(A)(ii) shall not apply with respect to a driver's license or
other comparable identification document issued by a State,
if the State—
(i) does not require the license or document to contain a social security account number; and

(ii) requires—

(1) every applicant for a driver's license, or
other comparable identification document, to submit the applicant's social security account number;

and

(II) an agency of the State to verify with the
Social Security Administration that such account
number is valüL

(C) DEu!&—The Secretary of Transportation shall
promulgate the regulations referred to in clauses (i) and
(iii) of subparagraph (A) not later than 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) GRANTS TO STATES.-_Beginning on the date final regzz-

lations are promulgated un&r paragraph (1), the Secretary of
Transportation shall make grants to States to assist them in issuing driver's licenses and other comparable identification documents that satisfy the requirements under such paragraph.
(3) EFFECTiVE DATES.—
(A) IN GENERAL—Except

as otherwise provided in this
paragraph, this subsection shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(B) PROHIBITION ON FEDERAL AGENCIES.—Subpara-

graphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) shall take effect beginning on October 1, 2000, but shall apply only to licenses or
documents issued to an individual for the first time and to
replacement or renewal licenses or documents issued according to State law.
(c) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of thz:s Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
submit a report to the Congress on ways to reduce the fraudulent
obtaining and the fraudulent use of birth certificates, including any
such use to obtain a social security account number or a State or
Federal document related to identification or immigration..
(d) FEDERAL AGENCY DEF7NED.—For purposes of this section,
the term 'Tederal agen-y" means any of the following:
(1) An Executive agens.-y (as defined in section 105 of title
5, United States Code).
(2) A military department (as defined in section 102 of such
title).

(3) An agency in the legislative branch of the Government
of the United States.
(4) An agency in the judicial branch of the Government of
the United States.
SEC. 657. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE OF COUNTERFEIT-RESISTANT SOCIAL SECURITY CARD.

(a) DEWpj—

(1) IN GENERAL—The Commissioner of Social Security (in
this section referred to as the "Commissioner") shall, in accord-
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ance

with the provisions of this section, develop a prototype of

a counterfeit-resistant social security card. Such prototype
card—

(A) shall be made of a durable, tamper-resistant material such as plastic or polyester;
(B) shall employ technologies that provide security features, such as magnetic stripes, holograms, and integrated
circuits; and
(C) shall be developed so as to provide individuals with
reliable proof of citizenship or legal resident alien status.
(2) ASSISTAWCE BY ATORWEY GENERAL—The Attorney Gen-

eral shall provide such information and assistance as the Commissioner deems necessary to achieve the purposes of this sectioiz.

(b) STurEs AND REPORTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Comptroller General and the Com-

missioner of Social Security shall each conduct a study, and

• issue a report to the Congress, that examines different methods
of improving the social security card application process.
(2) ELEMENTS OF STUDm'S.—The studies shall include eval-

uations of the cost and work load implications of issuing a

counterfeit-resistant social security card for all individuals over
a 3, 5, and 10 year periocL The studies shall also evaluate the
feasibility and cost implications of imposing a user fee for replacement cards and cards issued to individuals who apply for

such a card prior to the scheduled 3, 5, and 10 year phase-in
options.

(3) DiSnuBtrriozq OF REPORTS.—Copies of the reports described in this subsection, along with facsimiles of theprototype
card.s as &scribed in subsection (a), shall be submitted to the
Commi#ees on Ways and Means and Judiciary of the House of
Representatives and the Committees on Finance and Judiciary

of the Senate not later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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And amend the title to read as follows:
An Act making omizi bus consolidated appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes.
And the Senate agree to the same.
BIu, YOUNG,

JOSEPH M. McDE,
BOB LWINGSTON,

JERRY LEwIs (except for chapter
6 of title V of division A),
JOE SKEEN,
DAVE HOBSON,
HENRY BONILLA,

GEORGE R. NETHERCUTr, Jr.,
ERNsr IsTooic,

JOHN P; MuIrnIA,
Noiu DICKS,
CHARLEs WILsoN,

W.G. Biu. HEFNER,
MAIrn OIAv SABO,
DAVID OBEY,.

Managers on the Part of the House.

TED STEVENS,
TaAD COCHRAN,

PETE V. DoEiucI,
CHRISTOPHER S. BOND (except

for chapter 6 of title V of
division A),

MITCH MCCONNELL.,
CONNIE MACK,
ICHAIU) C. SHELBY,

MARK 0. HATFIELD,

Drmi K. IN0uYE (with
reservation),

FRITZ HOLLINGS,

J. BENNETr JOHNSON,
ROBERT BYRD,
PATRICK J. LEAHY,
FRANK It LAUTENBERG,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

JOIMr EXPLANATORY STATEMENT OF THE COMMITFEE OF
CONFERENCE
The managers on the part of the House and the Senate at the

conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the

amendment of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 3610) making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes, submit the following joint
statement to the House and the Senate in explanation of the effects

of the action agreed upon by the managers and recommended in
the accompanying report.

The composition of this conference agreement includes more
than the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for fiscal year
1997. While the House version of H.R. 3610 and the Senate amendment in the nature of a substitute dealt only with defense appropriations, the conference report was expanded to include other matters, most significantly, other fiscal year 1997 appropriations for
other departments and agencies. These appropriations are included

in title I of this conference agreement and are organized in

groupings as they would have been had they been enacted in their
regular appropriations act. Explanation of the matters included in
this conference agreement follows.
AN'rITERRORISM, COUNTERTERRORISM, AND SECURITY
FUNDING

The conference agreement includes funding for antiterrorism,

counterterrorism, and security initiatives. The following table

shows the programs,. the location of the funding provision in the
conference agreement, and the amount of funding for these initiatives.
Antiterrorism, counterterrorism, and security fiLnding
1Budge authorhy, in millions of doUars

FY 1997
Con-

ference
44greemerd

TITLE I, SEC. 101(a)—DEPARTMENTS OF COMMERCE, JUSTICE, AND
5TATE, THE JUDICLARY, AND RELATED AGENCIES

The Judidazy Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act workload/security ....
Department of Commerce: Export Administration: Hire criminal nvestigators/engineers to review export licenses
Department of Justice:
Security upgrades from Gener1 Administration account
......
- ..
Counterterrorism fund1
Executive Office of Immigration Review: Removal of criixiinal alienMxnmi- ..........
gration court security
Criminal Division: Investigations and prosecutions of terrorist cases
U5 Attorneys: Wiretap activity/computer fraud/building security
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10.0

3.9

3.6
20.0
1.0

LI
10.9
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TITLE N—RELATED AGENCIES

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON Dismrr
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

The conference agreement provides $1,793,000 as proposed by
the Senate in H.R. 3755 as reported from Committee, instead of

$1,757,000 as proposed by the House in H.R 3755.
The conferees are concerned that the Council failed to submit
complete and responsive information to the Congress during the
fiscal year 1997 hearing process. The conferees direct the Council
to correct this problem during subsequent budget cycles.
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

The conference agreement
$19,372,010,000 instead of
$19,422,115,000 as proposed provides
by
the
House
in
$19,357,010,000 as proposed by the Senate in H.R. 3755 and
H.R. 3755 as reported from Committee. Within the total, the
conferepce agreement
provides $1,946,015,000 for SSI administration.

The conference
agreement provides an additional
for the automation
initiative. The conferees direct that $19,895,000
the Social Security Administration comply with the directive in the House report accompanying

H.R 3755 regarding the use of funding for
research and demIn addition to the amount provided for the
supplemental security income program appropriation, regular
the
conference
agreement provides $175,000,000 as proposed by the Senate in
H.R 3755 as reported from Committee
for the
onstrations.

processing of continuing disability reviews as authorized by P.L. 104-121,
the Senior Citizens' Right to Work Act and P.L. 104-193,
the
Personal
sponsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996.ReAs
passed by the House prior to enactment
of P.L 104—193, H.R. 3755
provided $25,000,000 for the processing of continuing
disability reviews as authorized by P.L. 104-121.
The conference agreement includes a technical
provision adding the words "as amended"
to the citation of the law as proposed
by the Senate in H.R 3755 as reported frOm Committee.
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LIMITATION ON ADMINIS1RATIVE EXPENSES

The conference agreement provides $5,873,382,000, instead of

$5,899,797,000 as proposed by the House in H.R. 3755 and
$5,820,907,000 as proposed by the Senate in KR. 3755 as reported
from Committee. Within the total amount, the conference agree-

ment provides $3,080,000,000 from the OASDI trust funds and

$1,268,000 for the Social Security Advisory Board. The conference
agreement provides an additional $234,895,000 for the automation
initiative.
The conferees agree that the amount provided for operation of
the Social Security Advisory Board is sufficient to enable this independent, bipartisan board to fulfill its mandate to provide the Congress, the President, and the Commissioner of Social Security with
recommendations on policy issues related to the Social Security and
Supplemental Security Income programs.

In addition to the regular limitation on administration, the

conference agreement provides an additional $310,000,000 for the
processing of continuing disability reviews as proposed by the Senate in H.R. 3755 as reported from Committee and as authorized by
P.L. 104-121, the Senior Citizens Right to Work Act and P.L. 104—
193, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. As passed by the House prior to enactment of
P.L. 104-193, H.R. 3755 provided $160,000,000 for the processing
of continuing disability reviews as authorized by P1. 104—12L
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

The conference agreement provides $37,424,000, instead of

$27,424,000 as proposed by the House in KR. 3755 and the Senate
in H.R. 3755 as reported from Committee. The conferees believe
this additional funding is necessary to provide for the hiring of up

to 115 additional ?FEs, particularly investigative agents, to adequately protect the Social Security Trust Funds from fraud and

crimin2l abuse.
The conferees believe that all of the Inspectors General, need

to do a better job of accounting for and tracking the savings that
they claim to generate by their efforts. More attention must be paid
to how much money is actually collected each year and paid back
to the Federal government. The conferees direct the Inspector General to report to the Committees each quarter on:
(1) the actual payments, as a result of fines, restitutions,
or forfeitures, made to the United States Government as a result of his activities; and
(2) how "funds put to better use" were used; this report
must identi1' funds made available for use by management
and the programs, projects, and activities that were increased
as a result of these funds.
•

BLACI(

.

Enptoynsnt Stsndsrds Ad.nIn.

•

It.qu.st

HOu..

Rspopt.d
Ssnat,

Contsr.nc.

— Cont.p.nca v

FY Ills

949494

98I.88

881.668

. 298

181.886

181.868

012.171

28.07,

28.071

28.071

28.071

.1.122

•.tsrl.. $ •op.n... .

Ospsrtmsnti% Nsnsg,m.nt. •st.rI.. and .upsn,.s

.

Oap.rtusnti%

FY 1097

Hou,.

lanaI.

LUNG 0ISABIIITY TRUST FUN0

and Int.r..t On Sdanc.s

lsnstIt PSY.,ItS

FY 1996

Conpsrabt.

Nsnsgsmsnt. Inipsotor gsn.r.t

Sublot.t. 81sc1

Lung OIs.btty. Trust Fund.

27.193
19.621

.
.
tunds . 1.479.067
apprn

Tra.sury •dInI,tp.tIy. co.ti (Indatinit.)

.

Total. 9%.ck Lung Olosbility Trust Fund
Tot.t Employ...nt Standard.
F.d.p.t
Trust tund,

Admjnjatr.tjon

.

098.808

19.621

287

19.621

19.821

10.621

267

287

287

1.007844

1.007.844

1.007.844

___

———

N

———

N

—

—II

1.007.844

•It.038

.——

Wand
Otso

N
———

N

———

N

788

368

355

356

368

—400

097.362

1.008.000

1.008.000

1.008.000

1.008.000

1.480.060

'10.638

1.626.012

1.488.408
1.484.422

1.484.186

I8It 422

1.813.405

'32.346
'32 285

'27.000
•27.000

'28.350
'20.380

'3.79

'3.793

0

(1.003)

1.625.556

(1.087)

(983)

1.481173
(953)

981)

20)

——.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY *140 IIEALIII ADMINISTRATION

SALARIES *140 EXPENSES

Stty •nd hsmtth standard,
lntorca,,nt,
F.dar.% En(Orc,n,nt

$t.ts ppogp.ms
Tachntc.% Support

Co.ptI.nc. Aaalatsnc.i
FadarsI AIaIat.nc.
Stat. Consultation Or,nt.
lsf.ty

•nd h.mtth statistics

Esacutly. dipsotlon and •dministr.tjon.
Tot.l. 051-IA

8.374

18.058

8.207

8.207

12.000

'3.825

120.890

122.388

117.126

118.626

t26.201

'6.318

'9.081

'7.882

0

73.318

85.929

85929

77354

'0.059

'10.425

'10.425

0

20.448

17.459

17.459

17.469

—358

.._

81.970

34.822

34.822

37.440

'2.611

'2.811

'2.811

33.054

32.479

32.479

34.660

'2.081

'2.081

'2.081

14.647

0

14.176

14.176

14.176

—289

———

———

0

6.537

6.637

—133

•——

———

0

126.734

'21.924

'28.000

68.295
I 7.816

34.823
32.470

14.488
8.670

303.810

6.058
340.861

6.837
297.734

399.134

o

'29.800

FY 1996
Co.parSbt.
SOCIAL.

U 1997
R.qu.sl

Conf.r.nc. v— N.nd

fl.pcrl.d

Lous.

5.nsls

Confirsns

U 1595

140+5.

IsnilS DI..

SECURItY AOISIIIISIRATIO44
N

20,923

20.923

20,923

20,923

—1.711

———

———

10.000

50.000

50,000

50,000

10.000

———

—--

———

560.216

525,450

62S.450

625.450

625.450

34,765

N

1.111

4,120

4,120

4,120

4,120

56I

N

SLack Lung, FY 5997 prograna tiust

565.395

630,070

630.010

530.010

630.010

35,325

funds adnancSd In prIor ysar
blat, Stack Lung, currsnl rSqussl. PY (997
law adnsncSa, 5.5 uarl.r FY l997 / 1991

—150,000

-170.000

.•I70,000

—170,000

170,000

+10.000

495.396

460,010

460,070

450,070

460.070

—26,325

110.000

150,000

160,000

160.000

150,000

'lO,OOO

PAYMEIIIS TO

SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUI4DS . 32.641

ADOIIIOIIAL ADMII4ISTRATIVE EAPEIISES SI.

N

SPECIAL 6!IIEFITS FDR DISABLED COAL MIllERS

Osnalil paynanla
AdnInIslr.lIon
Sublolit.
Las.

5/ Ilo—ysar •naI%abItIly br
s,ctlons 9704 1 9709 01

ob

5965.

lh.I. bunds riLalad 10
ha InI.rnat P.n.nu. Cod.

N

N

FY 1096
Co..parebts

FY 1997

.qu.et

fleported

House

Osnet.

ConI.rsnce

Conference v
FY 1996
House

Nend
Senate

Disc

SUPPIC8IEHIAL SECURITY IHCOIIE

Federet benefit peywente

Oeneiiciery eirvic.e
Rsu.erch end dewonetretlon

Adoinietration

1/

Autowetion inveetwent initletive
Oubtot.t, 981 FY 1997 proorew t.vsI.
Less

funds advanced in prior yser

Subtotat

Additionel. COfl VundIn
891 r.iorms (wet lard

SOt. curreni rsuset,

FY 1996 / 1997

Hew advance. let uertIr, FY 1997 / 1996

1/ Fiqur•s includs emounis (or th. SOt dieebitity
Initiative pr•vlousty

tin.

its,s.

26.669.100

26.869.100

26.569.100

28.559.100

.3.010.464

N

176.400

179.000

100.000

100.000

100.000

—76.400

N

6,200

7.000

7.000

7,000

7.000

1200

1.617.276

2.016.973

1.961.015

1.931.015

1,046,016

.124.739

—16.000

.15.000

0

66.000

104.927

56.000

19,696

19.695

—36.106

—36.105

———

0

—60.106

diepteysd se

a esperate

N

26,606.612

26.669.000

26.652.115

26.617.010

26.632.010

.3.026.498

—7.060.000

—9.260.000

—9.260.000

—9.260.000

—9.260.000

—2.200.000

15.645.512

19.609,000

19.422.116

19.367.010

10.372.010

.526.496

16.000

260,000

26.000

26.000

25,000

.10.000

———

260.000

———

180.000

160.000

•150,000

.160.000

16.850.512

20.119.000

19.447.115

19.532.010

19.647.010

.066.499

$99,695

9.260.000

9.500.000

0.590.000

9.690.000

9.690.000

.430.000

reUter 991 current yee',

FY I09 / 1997

Total,

23.646.636

•l6,000

I-'

N

—60.106

I-'
I-'

.16.000

---0
0

$15,000
N

FY 1908

FY 1907
Psqu.st

Hous.

!sportsd
!.nst•

CoM.r.nc.

IV 1098

12887231)

(2.535.077)

13.091.113)

(3.042.521)

(3.060.000)

(.412.783)

1014.090)

1011.4,8)

1140.010)

1148.099)

1848.091)

(—11.000)

li.ei7.278

13.018.973)

11.981.015)

11.931.018)

11.141.018)

('.100)

11.381)

(8.34S.$13)

15.773.461)

15.1,9.707)

11.120.907)

Co.npsrsbS.

Co,sfsrsnc. vs

Hous.

8.nst.

Msnd
01.0

LIMITATION ON ADMIHISIUTIvE EXPONSES

DASDI

trust fund, .

111/041 trust funds .
$91

Socist Sscurity Advisory 905rd

Subtotot. r.utsr LAS

(—11.113)

1.37471)

U

1.131735)

(—11.000)

1.11.000)

11.385)

(•I.281)

1—333)

U
U

11.873.313)

(•124.789)

1—21.411)

P.

1.12.471)

01 dis.bitity initiatlu.

1219.322)

OASDI •utomstlon

(112.000)

(198.073)

1191.073)

(208.398)

(218.000)

(.103.000)

(•I9.527)

1.1.104) U

(86 • 000)

(104.927)

(86.000)

119.108)

110.118)

1—31.101)

1—31.106)

———

000)

(300.000)

(260.073)

(231.291)

1234.106)

1.07.198)

1—18.171)

(•I.804)

18.104.930)

18.073.485)

18.149.870)

10.047.198)

18.101.277)

1.303.343)

1—41.893)

(•II.071)

180. 000)

(280.000)

(180.000)

1180.000)

1180.000)

(•I00.000)

1150.000)

1180.000)

(•180.000)

1.180.000)

18.317.195)

15.411.277)

1.853.343)

(I0I.407)

881 •utom.t ion

Subtotot. sutornstion Initstiu.

TOTAL. REGULAR LAS

Additionit

COT funding

(Ill •

$31 rsforms (w.tfsrs)

TOTAL. LAS

———

(380.000)

11.864.938)

18.882.465)

———

18.300.170)

———

1—310.323)

iF

•——

———

———

(oII.071)

U

iF
iF

'-I

FY 4091
Comp.r.bL.

FT 1997

Rsqu.it

Hous.

Isportsd
Sins),

Conf.r.nC.

— Conf.r.nc.
FT 1106

,/_

pisi

Mind

Omit. Ohs

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAl.
F.d.r.t funds

4101

Trust funds

(10.03;)

budg.t .utbority

Portion tr..t.d ii

Foi,t, Offhc. of (ho Inspsctor 0.nsrst:
Fodorot funds
Trust funds
Tot.t

Tout. bOut bOunty

6.336

(31.019)

6.331

(21.000)

6,131

(34,000)

(10.0;;)

4.001

.4,634
(524 .063)

0
(010.000)

(0)0.000)

(—10. 077)

6,336

1.330

6.336

6,336

(2)0)4)

(31.009)

(31.069)

(21.009)

(34.060)

(21,611)

(27434)

(27.434)

(27.424)

(37,434)

TF

'F.

51.134

(5)0,076)
(0)1.109)

(5)0.000)
(040.000)

(.10.000)
(.10.000)

Adininhstratloni

F.d.r.t fund,

Curr.nt ysir FT (906 / 4007

His

0.338
(34.089)

.dvsnc.,. Is) qu.rt.r FT 4997 / 1001

Trust fund.
Trust funds Con,id.r.d eA

Unit.d Bt.t..In.titut. of P..0.
Totst. Tilt. IV. R.t.t.d AQsnctOs:
F.d.rst Funds (itt y..rs)
Curr.nt yssr, FT 1996 / 4997

26.113.310

30.401.326

30.704.143

(10.003.360) (30.116.326) (10.944.443)
(9.430.000)

(0.010,000)

(0.650.000)

(0.001.040)

(6.601.107)

(0.330.069)

(071.070)

(911.416)

(946.090)

39.879.

330

20.194.131

(30.030.339) (30.044.336)
(9.110.000) (0.000.000)
(1.370.307) (6.440.301)
(646.090)

(046.000)

.1.310.016
(5010,016)

511.000

ill. 000)

(5111.407)

(.71.070)

(.420.000)
(5163.417)

(—36.077)

11.401

11.160

11.160

11.460

11.160

—331

20.479.900

34.400.674

30,730.330

30,144.119

30.673.613

sI,394,041

(19.709.001) (31.366,674) (30.630.330) (30.744,119) (30.773,913)

.99.800
(.00.101)

(5074,046)

0

.114,114

.20,734

(.144.6)4)

(.20, 714)

FT 1997 / 4999

(0,430.000)

(9.600.000)

(0.060.000)

(0.160,000)

(0,660.000)

FT 1096 / 1999

(200,000)

(271.000)

(200.000)

(310.000)

(260,000)

(1.916.137)

(6.707.767)

(6.130.300)

(6,471.31))

(6.149.104)

(5161.017)

(.111.111)

(.70.011)

(977,304)

(1.022.636)

(911,440)

(046.001)

(946.027)

(—31.337)

(.470)

(—436)

—30.600

_30&100

—30.000

Trust funds

Trust fund. consid.r.d BA

(5430.000)

TITLE V
8

C.p on p.rform.ne. .n.rd.

———

30.100

0

1196
CONFERENCE TOTAL—WITH COMPARISONS

The total new budget (obligational) authority for the fiscal year
1997 recommended by the Committee of Conference, with compari-

sons to the fiscal year 1996 amount, the 1997 budget estimates,

and the House and Senate bills for 1997 follow:

New budget (obligational) authority, fiscal year 1996
......$579,522,607,669
Budget estimates of new (obligational) authority, fiscal year 1997 608,191,881,110
House bill, fiscal year 1997
... 604,917,517,710
Senate bill, fiscal year 1997
...
........
601,684,170,710
Conference agreement, fiscal year 1997 ...
......
610,961,282,710
Conference agreement compared with:
New budget (obligational) authority, fiscal year 1996 .....
+31,438,675,041

....

........

Budget estimates of new (obligational) authority, fiscal year
1997

House bill, fiscal year 1997
Senate bill, fiscal year 1997 .......

........

.......

.....

+2,769,401,600
+6,043,765,000
+9,277,112,000

BiLL YOUNG,

JOSEPH M. MCDADE,
BOB LIVINGSTON,

JERRY LEWIS (except for chapter

6 of title V of division A),
JOE SKEEN,
DAVE HOB8ON,
HENRY BONILLA,

GEORGE R. NETHERCUTT, Jr.,
ERNEST ISTOOK,
JOHN P. MURTHA,

NORM Dxcgs,
CHARLES WILSoN,

W.G. "BIu"
MARm OLAv SABO,
DAvID OBEY,

Managers on the Part of the House.
TED STEVENS,

MD COCHRAN,
PETE V. D0MENIcI,
CInusroPIER S. BOND (except

fbr chapter 6 of title V of
division A),

MrrcH MCCONNELL,

Co MAcic,

RIcHMw C. SHELBY,
MARK 0. HAELD,

DANIEL K INoimt (with
reservation),
FRrrz HOLLINGS,

J. BEz*rr JOHNSTON,
ROBERT BYRD,

PAUCK J. LEAHY,
FRANK it LATJTENBERG,

Managers on the Part of the Senate

H11644

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE

CONFERENCE REPORT ON ER.

3610,

])EPARTMT OF DEFENSE APPBOPRW1"IONS ACT, 1997

Mr. LIVGSTONsubmjj the 101-

lowing Conference report and state-

TITLE I—OMNIBUS APPROPRIATIONS
personnel or funds on either a tesnporwp or
Sec. 101(a) Forprograms, projects or activities long-term basis
For an additional amount, for enhancements
in the Departw.erits of Consneree, Justice, and
r'g, the Juihanry, and Related Agencws Ap- for the Office of Intelligence PoZk-y and Review
propriations Act, 1997, provided as follows, to be and security measures, $3,600/Xe); of which
-

p,

ment on the bill (ER. 3610) making ap- the regular appropriations Act

propnations for the Department of De-

fense for the fiscal year ending September 30; 1997, and for other purposes:
REPORT (K

September 28, 1996

7-.

AN ACT Making appropriations for theZ)epa3'2of Conmzerce, Justice, and State, he Ju-

dicia -and related agenczes for the fiscal

pear ending .September ,

104-863)

purposm

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the Senate to the bill (RB..

1997,

and for other

$3J70fKN). is for security enhanctments: Provided, That the entiTë amount is designated by

Congress as an emergency requiro'r,ent pursuant
to section 251 (bX2XD)(i) of the Baiancerj Budget
and &nelpency Deficit Control. Act of 1985, as

nde

COUNT R2'EPJiOPJSM FUND

For necessary expenses, as determined by-the
Attorney General, $9,440/(ffj to remain available
Gvirp ADMzprft-rp4r'zoN
until expended, to reimburse any Departmeizt of
3610) "mR.klng approprlatious.for the DepartJustice organization for (1) the costs incurred in
SAlaRIES AND FEPENSES
ment of Defense for the fIscal year ending
:reestablishing the operational capability of an
September 30, 1997, and for. other purposes,"
For expenses necessary fox the administration office or facility which has been damaged or dehaving met, after lull and free confex-ence, of the Deparbnent of Justice, •S75,773, of stroped as a reiult.of the ôombing of the Alfred
have agreed to recommend. and do
which not to ZXCeed $3.31710) is for the FactS- P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City
omniend to their respective Houses as fol00, to reaain available until er- or any domestic or international terrorist metlowE.
-pènded. Provided, That not to exceed 43 puma- denI, (2)
the costs of providing support to.
That the House. recede from its disagree- Wit positions and ii lull-tone equivalent counter, invàiigate or prosecute domestic or
ment to the amendment. of the Senate, and WOshlS7'5 and $7,477/JOt) shall be expended-for international terrorism, - including payment of
agree to the seine with an amendment, S the Department. Leadership Program exclusive rewards in connection with these activities, and
foflowE
of augmentation .that occurred in thdse off itsa (3)the costs of conducting a terrorism threat asIn lieu of the matter stricken and inserted in fiscal year 1996: Provided flather, That not to sessment of Federal agencies and their facilities:
exceed .41 iermanent positions- and 48 full-tone
by said amendment, insert:
Provided, That funds provided, under this headTITLE I—DEPARTMENT. OF JUSTICE

•

.

.

equivalent workyears and $4 660,((A? shall be expended for the Offices of Legislative Affairs and

ing shall be available only after the Attorney
General notifier the Conmittees on AppropriaThat the following swns are appropriated, out Public Affairs: Provided further, .Tha the latter lions
of the House of Representatives and the
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise op- two aforamentioned offices .shall not be augin accordance with section 605 of this
propriated, for the several departments, ógen- mental by personnel details, te,npora,y trans- Senate
cies,. corporations and other organizationa_l fers of personnel on - either a- r nbuinable or Act.
For an additional amount for necessary erunits of the Government for the fiscal year 1%7, non-reiflzbursgble basis er.any other type of forpenwer, as determined 'by the Attorney General,
and for other purposes, namely:
mat or informal transfer or Tethzbusserneizt of
to remain available until expended,
-

DIVISiON 4

(ENTIRE CONFERENCE REPORT WAS PRINTED

September 28, 1996.

IN '[LEE RECORD)

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD—HOUSE Defense

H12033
for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30, 1997, and for other purposes;

that all points of order against the conference report and against.its consider-

ation be waived; that the conference
PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION

OF CONFERENCE REPORT ON
ER. 3610 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

APPROPRIATIONS

ACT,

3997, AND PASSAGE OF ER. 4278,

report be considered as read, and upon
adoption of the conference report, notwithstanding any rule of the House to
the contrary, the bill, ER. 4278, making omnibus consolidated appropria.-

tions for the fiscal year ending Sep-

OUS CONSOLIDATED APPRO-

tember 30, 1997,. and for other purposes,
be considered as passed.

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
niniyn0
consent that it be. in order

objection to the request of the gen-

PRIATIONS ACT, 1997

to consider the conference report to ac-

company the bill (ER. 3610) making
appropriatjon.s for the Department of

-

The SPEAKR pro tempore. Is there

tlexrian from Louisiana?
There was no objection.

_____

September'28, 1996

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — HOUSE
1112051
(For conference report and state about because some of the bills got styment, see prior proceedings of the mied on the other side. But in order to
House of today.)
come, to closure on, these matters as
The SPA pro tempore.. The gen- well as to address the needs for in-.

tlernazi from Louisiana [Mr. LIvING- creased funding for antiterrorLm pro-.
ST0N] and the gentleman from Wiscon- grams, the drug initiative, disaster assin [Mr. OB7] each will control 30 mm- sistance for. Hurricaie Fran, wildfires
utes
in the West, and to consider the deThe Chair recognizes the gent1ean .mands of the.:athninjstratjon 'for fundfrom Louisiana (Mr. L1'VGSToN3.
ing certain, programs, we bad. to cornbine

GENERAL. LEAVE

all of these remaining bills into

Mr. LIViNGSTON. Mr Speaker, I ask one legislative, agenda, 'one legislative
.

nniin1ofls consent' that all Members package, which sits before...you so the
may have 5 legislative days within traeoffs could be made and the pack-

which to revise and extend. fr -

could be viewed as a balaiiced..one.

As many . of the Membera know, the
mark'and include extraneous materia'
on the conference report to. accompany administration asked for additional domestic spending that would be offset by
R. 3610. and that. I may include
cu in the defense-appropriations bilL
u]a and exeous-znateriai
The 5PA, pro tempore. Is. there That-was unacceptable to me, and it

objection to the request of- the g was' unacceptable to the gentleman
from Florida, BI YOUNG, the cbair
tleman from
man of the Subcommittee on National
There was no objection..
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker,. 1 SeCUrity;

yield .rnysef. such me as I. y We both iñsizted.that'no farther cuts..

be made to the level of funthngin' the
consume.'
defense bill and that other offsets must
Mr. Speaker, today I am pleased
bring before the House the Omnibus be found to pay . for their wish list of•
Consolidated' Appropriations Act of domestic spending. We efused to cut
1997 that will fund the ren'inng am defeEse fuTther.
Mr. Yomw put together a good depropriations bills, for 'the fuli
fense appropriations bill that provides
year and'allow us to go home.
I want to say up front tha,t the proce- for a strong-national defense and. meets
dure that we were-forced to follow was the needs 0 Axnericaisev1cemen, and.
women whether they be in Bosnia o
less than desirable. That
flying ver. Iraq or Saudi .Arabia.or Kunitia11y caused by the other y'
ability to comple conzideration•' of wait or elsewhere all around the globe.
In a uiinute I win be happy to yield
five appropriation bills. We also had to
to the gent1eixaai from Florida (Mr.
address the demands 'of the
ministration to increase' domestic YoUNG], so he can explaã the portion
of the bill' that relates to the nationaa
spenWng.

.

But In the metme, I want
But thet House was able to get it defense.
to say that this-appropriation measure.

work done. We passed all of or bills
promptly this summer, all 13 .appropriations biils. That would not have
been the case without the dedi.ted,
steadfast, and conscientious effort' of
all of the Members of the Honse- but
most especially my friend the gen-

Carries fuji-time fUnding for 6.complete

bills, virtually half of the budget of the
United States Government,It includes
the Subcommittee on Commerce, Juz-

tice, State and Judiciary the Depart-

ment of Defense, the Subcorñrnittee on
Foreigxx Operations, Export FinancUig
Re]ted'Programs; the Subcommit-:
the r.nkiiig minority member of the and
on the Interior the Subcon3mttee.
committee, as well as all of the sub- tee
on Labor, Health and BAimaii Services
committee chairmen; all of the rank- and
Education and. the Subcommittee..
ing members of subcommittees;' all of on Treasury,
Postal Service, and Genthe members of the. CommIttee- on AP- eral Government.
propriations; and especially, the deditleman from WjSCOIIIn, DAvE OBEY

In addition to angmentingstaff, majority and uunority the programs
in these annual spending
gentlexnan who sits next to me, the bills, we are providing
funding for the
chief clerk of the Committee on APP1O
cated

program of some 981
priations, Jim Dyer; the gentleman antiterrorism
we 'e giving 38.8 billion for a
that sits next to him, Dennis Xedzior xnflhion.
drug initiative', to combat drug abuse
Fred Mohrman, who is not here tonight and to Interdict the inflow of drugs
but who helped get us started' in the

CONFERENCE REPORT ON RR. 3610,. 104th Congress; Scott Lilly, the rank- into this country, and we are providing
DZPABTMENT OF DEFENSE AP- ing mjnoity clerk .over there sitting nearly $400 nñilion for relief from 'disasters such as Hurricane 'Fran.
PROPRIATIONS ACT. 1997
next to the gentleman from Wisconsin
.

Mr. LIVDGSTON. Mr. Speaker, pur-

suant to the previous order of the

House, I call up the conference report
on the bill (K.R. 3610) making appro-

priations for the Departuient of Defense for the fiscal year ending Sep-

The sizable offsets included in the
cated staff, many of whom have. not progran2 that we will hear about the
even slept a single minute over the last gentleman from Iowa [Mr. Lc] and
3 or 4 days to prepare this bill.
the gentlewoman from.. New Jersey
They have done iust an Incredible job (Mrs. RouiAj and the spectrum sale
against overwheL'rnng odds, bearing a both fully fund the deficit impact in
tremendous work load, and I can tell ay spending in this bill.
them afl that I am deeply appreciative
I want to reiterate, this bifl does not
tMr. OBEY]; and all .of the other..dedi- bill, for exam$e.. from the' BIF/SAIF

tember 30, 1297, and for other pirposes.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tenapore. Pursu- of their efforts. Because of them we add to the deficit. In fact, this bill
ant to the order .of the House of today, were able to get our work done.
completes our final step in the 104th
the conference report is considered as
Now the procednre we uzed to de- Congress toward securLug some $53 bilhaving been read.
velop this conference report is brought lion in cun1ative savings inder the

-
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Congress for the American long, tedious hours over the last few is good for the taxpayer because it is
-taxpayer. Bad the President gotten his weeks and with Mr. Panetta and aJFhis deficit neutrai, and it is a•góod bill bewishes abided in bis budget, frankly. staff over at the White House. They put cause it allows us to go home to our
we would have spent $75 billion more in incredible hours with us.
constituents.
than we actually did.
Not many of us got.a.ny sleep at all,
In afew mxrntes I will behappyto
bt
we
finally
pounded
out
is,
I
think
Mr. Speaker, I believe the funding that a bipartisan package can be yield to the subcou3niittee chairmen
previous

levels in this bill represent a good coui achieved if people of good will work topromise. They have been working out
with one another. That is what
in strict bipartisan fashion. My hat is gether
here.
off to the gent1eman from Wisconsin happened
I believe we• h&ve a bill that is good
[Mr. OBEY] and all of the Democrats or the departnents and the• agencies
and Republicans who sat with us in funded by these six subcommittees. it

who helped to cr.ft this package.

At this point n the Rco I would

like to insert several detailed tables

showing the funding levels for the de-

partments and agencies in this con-

ference report.
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Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance of

my time.

02045
Mr. OBEY. Mr. Speaker, I yield my-

self 12 minutes.

Mr. Speaker, I think it is useful for
us to take just a few moments to analyze just how different this appropria-

tion bill is from a number of appropriation bills which this House was considering just about a year ago.

September 28, 1996
School-to-Work under this bill is by either body, and, as a result, I think
strengthened rather than being eli.mi- that' in many ways, unfortunately,
rated, as this Congress tried to do just legislation is a case study in institua few short months ago.
tional failure because of the massive
Safe and Drug-Free' Schools is also amount of somebody else's nnfThished
strengthened under this bill in com- business' that had to be attached' to the
parison .. to' the very deep reductions appropriations legislation.
that this Congress was asked to make As a result, we have had a huge num-'
just a few months ago.
ber of Members, the vast, majority of
Pell grants, the major grant to en- the people's Representatives, who have
able the children of working f2.rnilies been cut out of the process, and I think
to go to college: there will be 150,000 that that is a terrible abuse of the leg-

A year ago, the majority tried to
force the Clinton añrninistratjon to more. working-class students who will islative process. It .has also meant,
frankly, that the aliministmtion has
sign a budget that set us on the path to get help under Pe]grants.

There will be over 700,000 young peo- played a much heavier role in the dicutting real levels of support for education by 30 percent, by cutting real ple who will receive Perkins loan help, rect drafting of legislation than I am,
frankly, comfortable with. But I think
levels of support for training by 40 per- rather than zeroing out the program.
Job training is 6 percent stronger that was made ñecessary'by the lack of
cent, by cutting real levels of support
than the original :House bill this year ability of the Congress as a bicameral
for the• environment by 30 percent.
This year, that will not happen. This alone, not to mention the deep reduc- institution to pass all of the legislation
year, 'the Government is not shutting tions that were made in it a year ago. that it was required to pass without
down, and this year we are not seeing The Older Americans Act: we will be that kind of involvement.
in the bill 'before us today those kinds providing adjustments in the millftnum Having said allof that, I simply want
say .a few things about the genof deep reductions in the investments wage for 74,000 seniors who' work part to
from Lonisi2n. [Mr. Livmuthat are, necessary to make this coun- time at' miiiTnum wage salaries trying tleman
to •o public service work and staying STON]; The House Committee on Approtry grow.
Last year, the Government was shut off the welfare rolls atthe same time. priations did do its job by IThishing its
The attack that we saw in this House appropriations bills on time, even if
down on purpose in order to force' the
President to sign a bill which made earlier this year on the enforcement of the Senate 'did not and even if the Conas an institution, did not.
very deep reductions in these invest- labor laws which protect workers from gress,
You may have noticed that BOB Livments. This year, we came within 3 abuse at the bargaIning table is turned INGSTON
and I disagree often. You may
days of seeing the Government shut. back in this bill.' There will be no crip- have noticed
we have strong
down by accident. Thank God, it did pling,of the National' Labor Relations views,, often in that
the
opposite
direction.
Board:
There
will
be
no
handcuffs
not happen. I think a lot of people are
placed on government efforts to We have different priorities, I think It
due credit for that.
to say. But I would like'to think
First of all, I would like to point out strengthen health and safety protec- Is sale
he and I have demonstrated a relawb' we are here in this position to- tions, for workers in the workplace. that
that shows that people of the
night. Four months ago the House And t1aii1s to the Insistence, of the tionship
opposite
political parties can have a reClibton
alimiTlistration,
working
peopassed appropriations bills which asked
that demonstrates respect
the President to spend$1l billion more ple and kids are, going to be put at the lationship
even deep friendship, even while
than he wanted to spend in the area of top of our priority list again, rather and
over very important and funmilitary spending. They put us on the than near the bottom, as we feel they differing
damental
Issues.'
were
a
year
ago.
road to a 5-year real reduction in supI
think
our relationship, demThese restorations are paid for and
port for education of 20 percent. They
that opponents do not have
put us on the road to qirnilai reduc- will not add to 'the deficit, the tax- onstrates
to be enemies. I certainly regard the
tions in support for training, for Cops payers will be happy to hear.
gentleman
as being one of the strongBut
this
bifi
also
contains
a
string
of
on the Beat, and. other critical areas.
est
and
closest
friends I have on Capother
authorizing
legislation.
In
fact,
This committee did its job in passing
HilL
all 13 appropriation, bills, but half of there are some 31 separate major au- itol
I would simply like to congratulate
the appropriation bills never finished thorization provisions being attached. him
for all of the work he has done. It
I have been asked by many Members has taken
their, passage through the Congress, as
an immense amount of work
of
the
House,
"DAVE,
can
you'
guaranthe chairman has Indicated.
to
get
to
this'
point, Including coorditee
that
there
is
not
some
provision
In
In addition, there are a huge number
nating
an
awful
lot of issues about
of other authorizations which did not here which we will regret when we hear which we knew absolutely
nothing bemake it through the Congress. This bill about it in the weeks to come?"
that responsibility was thrust
My answer is simply to invite you to cause
must' pass tonight because all of those
take a look at the stack on that table,. upon us. also like to thank every sinothers didn't.
I support the bifi because it is the or on the table in front of the gentle- gleI would
member of the Committee on Aponly way that we can keep our obliga- woman from Ohio. That bifi is 'not propriations staff,' 'and especially on
tion to keep, Government open and to measured in pages, it is measured in the Democratic side, Greg Dahlberg,
make some of the investments nec- feet. It is about a foot and a half long. Mark Murray, Nancy Madden, Bob
essary to help our people. I also sup- I do not know how much it weighs, but Bonner, Cheryl' Smith, Mark M.ioduski,
port it because it does restore some of you could get a double hernia lifting it. Scott Lilly, Tom Forhan, Pat
I would simply say that I think I Schineter, and Del Davis. Many of
the reductions in those investments
that are so important to our children know most of the legislative decisions them have, indeed, gone 2 and 3 days
and our workers.
that were made by the Committee on
sleep. Others perhaps have
For instance, Head Start will now Appropriations, but I certainly cannot without'
been
able
to catch an hour or two at
add. children rather than dumping them verify that there are not some provi- the most. I think the American public
off the rolls, as this Congress was' sions in these other portions of the bill would be profoundly impressed if they
asked to do just a year ago.
which we will wish we had not seen besee the dedication which all of
Title I, the most important edu- cause they were managed by many conid
have brought to their jobs.
cation program we have to help young other committees, there were not man- them
I would also like to thank Leon Pachildren learn how to read, to deal with aged by the Committee on Appropria- netta, the President's Chief of Staff.
math, to deal with science, title I will tions. This is simply the vehicle by Without his involvement we would be
be helping an additional 400,000 chil- which all of that other legislation is facing a government shutdown. There
dren, rather than dumping almost 1 getting done:•
is absolutely no doubt about that.
million of them off the rolls as we were
You have an immense amount of legMr. Speaker, anyone who watched
asked to do just about a year ago.
islation that has never been considered those meetings this week understands
,
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that Mr. Panetta truly has a profound
Inour section of this bill today, we ends when môstof thereat Of -this fj it•t
understanding of the way this Government does work and the way it is snp.
posed tO.. work, and without him we
would never have been here with this
legis]atiOn tonight.
I would also like to especially thi.n
Senator MA1x HaTrisLu and Senator

.brjng in a true bipartisan fashion, as. bed.Ha.is supported by a group of .aflatysts;
we always: have. This is an excellent, who, as I said before, are not only: very knowlbill as far as the national defense and edgeable but inve.a particularly strong devointelligence appropriation Is con- b'un 1 erTisalves to aSb'ong t(atlonai Defense -

p

cerned. And when we came from cOn-. for our Nation. They are Doug Gregory, Tina

ference, had it not been for-the tremen- Jonas, Jj
Ryan,
dons cooperation of our counterparts, f)jJ Kiflian, Sfeve' Nixon, ,Juile Pacquing,

ROBERT BYRD, two.. truly fine gentle- Senator STEvs and: Senator INotTYE, John
Greg• Walters and Stacy:.
two' truly outstanding public we could not have come to the conclu— Triable. I also want to thank aigáyeiner

men.,

servants. They helped us over many- a sian, that we did nearly 3 weeks ago. fo- her work for the C
bolero-she left
rough spot, and without their.help; we with a bill that was very close to the .to have a baby earlier this y
also would. not be here tonight.
House-passed bill earlier on..
This conference report is the product of
So Mr. Speaker, at this point I would

simply. like to stop. my remarks.. I

Hagen who'joined us just recendy.

This conference bill had' to come
vy oorflee fl'EtTh down
in numbers and we are-basically
a billion. dollars under the' Housep• bifl• We were able to do that

work. of

know we have several: other Members bar who spent hours and dayS Ml he5flllS,
who would like. to make. short com- speCbonS. in the field, and in the inarlwp and
ments-on our side- Of the aisle. I. would .COldereflCe Sessions. On our side otths-.aisle,
again like to tha1- everyone 'who. .co- Im.pcula11y. aporeciative of the wise..cowsel of Joe MCDSde. .Joe andi Poed
operated.
I am sorry we. could notheip a lot of COlsiThtOOat fJ••55fl
1&O5Fs.aQ
Members on a' lot of Items they 'would. wa have sat side by side ftWOugf' all of thSe
ha'c-e.liked help on., but we.feltwecould

y

.

,.

not do It because we, frankly, did :not.
have the. timeto e.in1'ne each.of those. in spite of ho very active schectie
ener
Items. and we did not want- to embarrass this institution, by. accepting many.
item that we knew very little ornotha very
ingabout. So I th1r. all -of the Mem- y+- , .4i11

heartache. 'We had to e1imi'te pro

grams that .we did not want to elimi.but it had.to be done..'
I

..

.

'

—.

.

.

'

with a- lot of heartburn' and. a 'lot of

of the bill as it. relates-to the national

•'tw'

-

pay
,
on ow Perso
.
bers of,the"House' for their understand- subcoam'ãttee. DvE• eaoti - and- HeiRY type. The other
third-goes, for-research
D,,.. ..eavexy.
ing.
inow
d
1
d
Mr. Speaker, I reserve the balance..of'
other types of' investment in our na-.
-my time.
way. wo new
ow
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr Speaker,. '1 aseGEORGE 'NERCUTr arid EreEsr IsTccK.
We fully funded the 3 percent pay
yield 'myseif.SO seconds.
-not have as much'
as
.
e
on
e
Mr. Speaker, .1 thu1r the .gentleman
.. care
u
0
for his gracious comments and . say. have played a very irrçortard roleinourwo&
:.President'sbudget: We added $600 'mUEarlier, I referred fe
that, frankly, 'I believe
had.an
lion over 'the budget for 'barracks'and
enormously successful .2 years on the ..àoaniftes. Anyone:
facilities repair for our people in unlof tiis
Committee on Appropriations, and. that or observes, the.
form for. a decent. place to- live. We.
would not have been possible without would tiave' a tiasi time teujeg
added *138 million tocontinue the-DOD
of
the close-advice and consultation with
brea$ cancer. research and- care pro=
Mr. OBEY. He has Indeed been a friend. such a' strong .ccnüsitinent 'to a strong
We have ; been adversaries, ':but we tional Defense. JACK MuRTHA.'han been' a grams. We fully funded all the -readiness and training programs, and -we
have been adversaries in a friendly. great partner, a wise Ocunselor, -and a
io 'added significant amounts for very key
of-thls
way It has been apleasm'e to 'deal with tri:jn
pro'ams.. such as $353 million for the.
him. I appreciate his emjtance and, - DICKS is a kriowiedgeable.and t
- new connterterrorism programs, $165
likewise,. the great asSistance effort we. member who. 'plays"a:particiiaily.
million overthe iudget for Department'
got from the' two gentlemen:- on. the roie mxg
of Defe$e
interdiction operCa5greas, and e-wuj,j
other side, Senator 'Byp,D and Senator. is leaving
ations. We provided $300 million: addigreat
RATP
tional fox—the defense operations of the
Mr. Speaker, I yield to the outstand- which ha -mere than once avowed
Guard.
Ing and'vlgorous gentleman from Plor-- ttwough a.ter4i"hearing or .maikup..Bru. HEFThis Is a good bill. For those' who,
Ida, the chairman of' the Subcommittee Nl g:MRTy SAB0 also.play avery snpor
might be wondering if they should vote,
on National. Security who has-beezi like tint rsie on our cor ee arid
my right arm, only.. he is on. the left to do 'so even With the.o er-importintre- for this .overñll package or not, but
side of. my office. His office is right .sponslbillties as rdng ni '1t'. members. on they believe in a..st-ong national defense, the defense section 'of this 'bill Is.
next to. mine,, one-stop shopping for the tI'a Mihtary
strong enough to. overcome those apDefense Department, my friend, 'Bna. thBudgetCnltlee
I also want to compliment the goat work of prehenaions' and overcome those fears.
Youwo from Florida.
our stiff. They work hard, long hours, with They should be able to votefor this bill
many nights and weekends away from their based on. the. strength of the . section
I want to also pay special tribute 'to families. They also have-an, expertise intheir dealing with national defense.
the g leman' from Pennsylvania (Mr. kdvidual areas. that 'is astounding. Kevin
Mr. Speaker,: 1 include for' the
MURTK&] who is the rn-n king member Roper, our clerk and, staff drector combines-a. RECORD tabular ma4er±á.l. as we noron our subcommittee.
computer like biain with a day that starts and ma.Uy do on a confernce report.
.
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Ms. JACKSON-LEE of Texas. Mr.
Speaker, I want to add my appreciation
to the gentleman from Wisconsux [Mr.
OEEY] and the gentleman from Louisi-

ana [Mr. LIVINGSTON] for their coopera-

tive effort and to briefLy acknowledge

that today we can stand here and say
that we are not going to shut the Gov-

ernment down.. A great difference and a

strike for balance over divisivenes_s.

The American people are the benefactors of this process

1112096
As
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a nienter of the Texas delegation,

I

have been active in efforts to reform our Nation's imngration laws. The compromise on
the imrrHgratfon provisions was reached after
much debate. As a result of this compromise,
our Nation's borders will be more secure. I am
pleased that there is no provision that would
allow States to deny free public education to
the children of illegal aliens.
I was
concerned about the restrictions on in-

come levels for sponsonng legal immigrants
but at the least the final version of the bill re.

quires immigrants to have incomes of 125 percent above the poverty level to sponsor immigrants instead of 140 percent above the poverty level, which was the original proposal. Additionally, the proposal to deport and deny naturalization for immigrants who used meanstested benefits was dropped from the bill. The
original provision to make sponsors responsible for emergency MedicaJd costs for immigrants was also deleted from the bill.
The verification requirements for immigrants
in this bill are not more stringent than the requirements that were contained in the welfare
reform bill Moreover, the bill exempts charitable organizations from the verification re.
quirements in the new welfare reform law and
exempts battered immigrants and indigent im-

migrants from some of the deeming restrictions in the welfare reform law. Finally, the
provision of the bill that would have reicted
HIV treatment for immigrants was deleted from

the final vers n of the bill.

September 28,1996
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Anerjcan taxpayers last-when they insisted that we make. it easier for noncitizens to receive we1fare. They

threatened to shut down the Govertment unless we make it harder to de-

0.2130:
port noncithens who use welfare.
I wish that all of these provisions had
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 1½ minutes to the gentleman remained, but still :this is a landmark
from Texas [Mr. S], a member of biil. It puts our taxpayers, workers and
the Committee on the Judiciary; who commul3itjes first. I urge my col-

helped crát and 1 .the author of the leagues to support it.

immigration provisions in this bill.
Mr. SMiTH of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I
thui
the chairman of the Committee
on Appropriations for yielding me this
time.
Mr. Speaker, I, rise in support of this
bill which contains the strongest ifiegal immigration measures ever passed.

Every illegal immigration measure
that we passed in the stand-alone bill
la$t week, every phrase, every word,
every comma remi"s in this omnibus
bill. It secures America's borders. It

stems the potntless flow of illegal
drugs, protects American jobs and
saves taxpayers billions of dollars.
This bill aiso requires new immigrants and their sponsors to be self-re]iant rather tba.n relying on taxpayers
for support.

For the first time ever, we require

every new immigrant to have a sponsor. Just as we asked deadbeat dads to

support the children they bring into
the world, this bill requires deadbeat
sponsors to support the Immigrants
they bruig into this country.
Thi bill has been changed though,
Mr. Speaker. The ädmi istration put
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M: LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, to

conclude the argument and debate
today on this final bill, I yield the balance of my time to the very distinguished gentleman from Georgia, the
Honorable NEWT GINGRIcH, Speaker

the House.

of

The 5PAJR1 pro tempore (Mr.

D3R). The gentleman from Georgia

[Mr. GINGRICH] is recognized for 6 mthutes.
Mr. GINGRICH. Mr. Speaker, let me

start by saying I think this is truly a
historic .eveDizg and that I wa.ut to
thank everyone on both sides who
made this possible.

It took a tremendous amount of. effort both here and in the other body
and in the executive branch. It took a

bipartisan effort.
I want to particularly auigle out Mr.

OBEY and all of his staff and all the

H12 102
members
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of his Committee on the And then, just to make it i'eaJly com- Member of the Senate, BoB BYRD, who

Democratic side who worked so hard, plicated, the Founding Fathers put a
and I want to thank Chairman LrVG.- little building riht over there called
STON and bis members and bis staff the Supreme Court which' watches all
who worked so hard.
of us. And their deliberate design was
I want to pick up a little bit on what to create a system so complex and so
Mr.. OBEY said. Leon Panetta was up cumbersome that no dictator could
here, our former colleague, for 2 nights, seize power and force it to happen and
until, I think, 4:30 one night and until to create a system so cnmbersorne that
7 a.m. the next, wOrking to get this no temporary tidai wave of popularity
done, not to drag it Out, not to get into could force us to do dumb things that

some kind of a mess, not to hang were not changeable.
around for an'•extra 10 days, but to get
Some days it is very frustrating.
it done and to get it done in a very de- Some days it is very partisan. Aii

is just a giant who people will study for
many centuries and say: That personi-

fies the Senate at its most cagey, its

most obstinate, and at . the same time
cherishes the ideals ofwhy we have .a
Senate, even if we in the House often
wonder why- we have a Senate..

And they, of course, look over here

and wonder why- we have a House, and

that is how the Foundiig Fathers in-

tended And I would say of Keith Kennedy and that line staff, they were absolutely invaluable.

tailed,: very thorough and, I think, re- then occasionally it matures and it
fliegal inmigration. A ti'emendous
maakab]y bipartisan way.
comes together and people listen to breakthrough for all Americans who
This Congress may at times have each other and you have a few weeks, really do believe we must rema open
been very p ti.n. In the last week I as we did this snmnier, when in one as a land of legal migration, a beacon
•thI we have truly pulled the wagon 'short week we reformed the health in- of hope for the whole planet, but we
together, the &merican people's wagon, Surance system so every American bad cannot be open for those who would
in a remarkably solid way.
to go out and change jobs break the law and come here. And yet
I also have to say that John Hiley did a chance
preconditions. In 1 short week, • tempei-ed to some extent; we would
a very able job representing the Presi- without
we passed the nniTnnm wage. I would
about the temper zig by very
dent.
at one point last night we say to my friends, the Democratic argue
tough
negotiations with the White
were sitting right over here wLth ALAN Party, you wo a great victory.. Some House and with our friends, the DemoSThIPSON and LAMA1 S.ilB working on of us swallowed more than we wanted
the illegal immigration bifi. It was a to, yet it was clearly the Athrican The defense bill: I would just say to
truly bipartisan effort to scrub the bifi people's will. And the system worked my colleagues watching what Is hapand, .1 think, went from many, many exactly as it is supposed to.
pening in the Middle East, and I say
.

-

.

changes to a very narrow range of

In that same hort week, we rechanges and did it in a way that was formed
welfare, endin a entitlement
very Intelligent and very professional. after 61 years. And for some
it was a
I commend not just John but all the bitter defeat and for othersit was wonstaff he brought with him from the ex- derful victory. Yet at the end of the
ecutive branch.
bad won.something.and
I woiId also say- that Martha Foley week, everyone
had somehow felt acoomovery ably represented the interests of everyone
dated that the process was working.

the President.. that is the way it

should be in our constitutional system.
Remember, our Founding Fathers de-

signed, in the Constitution, they saw
themselves as engineers. They wanted
a machine so inefficient that no dictator could make it work. So they put

this as an Army brat, we in this Congress stood firm i:or our men. and
women in, uniform, and we have provided them on a bipartisan basis with
better equipment, better training and
better resources, and it was the right
thing for us.to do for those who risked
their life for America. And I am proud
Now we are here tonight. I could not of the gentleman from Florida [Mr.
say enough aiout Chairman IrviG- YOtING], and I am proud of the genSTON, the .team he assembled., the e- tleman from Pennsy1vana [Mr. MUB-

mendous staff that Jzm Dyer leads and
the way in which this• committee has
served, saving $53 billion In domestic
spending for the. American people, the
part of the power over here,and we get most
successful Committee on Approelected every 2 years and we all pay a priations
from a taxpayer's standpoint
lot of attention, every morithig, to since World
War. II. The gentlemaji
what the American people think. Then from I sill,tu%(Mr. LtVnOSTON]c1earacross the way they created the Senate ly played the lead
week in and
to represent the States, where we rep- week Out and carriedrole
that burden.
resent the people and where this is the
02145
people's House in the constitutional
model, that is the States House, and And I would say candidly,, without
only one-third of the Senators are up. the tough' negotiations, the hard work

And so their view is different than and the willingness of the gentleman
ours. Aiid where we are a new body from WISCOnSIn (Mr. OBEY] to fight for
every 2 years, they are a continuing his team but to fight within :the procbody. And they ne-er quite change e, this would not have happened, and

Tfl], and I am proud of everybody who
has worked on that, and I am proud of

the gentleman from South Carolina

(Mr. SPENCE], and I am proud of the
gentleman from California [Mr. DEL-

LtJMs] and everybody who works on the

Committee on National Security, and
the two committees have 'worked together for. a better America and for the
young men and women who serve us..
'On health care vI have .to say fighting

to balance the budget, saving money,
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. PoRTER) was a giant for research, for the

National Institutes 'of Health, for
breast cancer research; and I say to the
gentleman "Jom; we all owe you
something,". and. those who get in 20
their rules.
I say to the gentleman, "DAVE, I com- years from now, who are saved by mirThey are deliberately and legiti- mend you."
.acles o(research that areundreamed of
mately slower. When the country beAnd I would say across the way, if I today, can look back to this Congress
.comes more liberal, they do so more might, we have two great giants in the which said,'yes, we will pinch pennies

slowly. When the country becomes
more cozservative, they do so more
s1owL. Tba.t is the way it should be.
Then the Founding Fathers took part

Senate, MABX HATPThLD, who we will

where it is wise, but we will not stint
all miss, who whether one agreed or on the research that will save lives in
disagreed, whether it was early in bis the future. I tha1r the gentleman from
career as a young boy governor re- Ilunois for his leadership.
of the power and put it downtown, and former, whether it wa as one of earliOn parks I would j bave say
they elected an ecutive every 4 est opponents of the Vietham war as an that
the gentleman from Ohio '[Mr.
years. That Executive has the power of. act of conscience, whether it was the REGtJLA] has done a tremendous job on
the veto. And as we on our side found vote last year against the balanced the Interior bill, we worked very closeoccasionally, it is a very powerful budget, because he honestiy voted Out ly together, and I thn all my friends
weapon.
of conscience, or whether it was workboth sides of the aisle, and I thiie,
O the other hand, back when we jug with bim as we all did the last Ionhope,
the other body which I do not
were in the minority and we had a Re- week, a remarkable tribute to the think yet acted, that we may actually
publican President, we thought it was American system.
get a bipartisan parks bill through bea wonderful weapon. I think all of us in
And his counterpart, I think prob- fore the evening is Out or before next

this House have learned a little more ably the wiliest, the most clever and week is out because it is good for
about this process in the last 2 years.
ertain1y the most owIedgeable America and there are a lot of things
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we can agree on on strengthening
parks.
And finally, -all of. us are going home

to a country that has the scourge of
drugs and violent crime,, and I just
want to thank the gentleman from
Kentucky (Mr. ROGERS) for his tremen-

dous leadership in doing the right

things 'to strengthen the FBI and the

Drug Enforcement 'Administration and
all the things that are happening there.
And as we think about, what is. hap-

pening in the Mi4dle East, I want to
thank our good friend, the gentleman

from ,Alabaina' (Mr. CALLA&] for his
,

leadership on the foreign operations
bill. It is a very hard task, and no one
thr'1s them for doing.lt, but it is for

America's future and for our role in the'
world, and we are grateful.

Let me just say, in closing I know

some ofmy friends never quite got over

my becoming Speaker, but that is all
right in the historical process. I know
that others were delighted that I was
Speaker. I know that the American
people will choose November 5. This' is
the peoples' House. It has been great to

work with, everyone, I think we are
closing on the right bipartisan note, I

think we 'do have accomplishments all
of us can be proud of, from every background, from every part of the country,
in both parties.
This is one of the earliest' times we

have adjourned, I think the earliest

since I have been here that we' will adjourn, and I just want to say In what is
quite, unusual this early in this season
I wish all .of you a very good time at

home, a very sale

.

jOurney whichever

party you are. In, whatever your cam-

paign. I hope all of you have 'a very
good future, and while it's very, very

early, since 'we are not formally going
to be In session, I actually wish all of

you a very Merry Christmas. Thank
you very, very much.

'.
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Mr. SMITh. of Texas. Mr. Speaker, division
C shall be considered as the enectment of the

conference report (Rept. 104-628) on H.R.
2202, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, with certain modifications to title V of the conference

repo

The legislative history of division C shall be

considered to include the joint explanatory
statement of the committee of coriference in
Report 104-828, as well as the reports of the
Committees on the Judiciary, Agriculture, and
Economic and Educational Opportunities of
the House of Representatives on H.R. 2202

September. 28, 1996
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104—469, parts I, II, and Ill), and the re-

port of the Coimiittee on the Judiciary of the
Senate on S. 1664 (Rept. 104—249).

The following records the disposition in divi-

sion C of the provisions in title V of the conference report. (The remaining titles of the
conference report have not been modified.)
Technical and conforming amendments are
not noted.
Section 500: Strike.

Section 501: Modify to amend section 431
of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (Public
Law 104—193) to insert the provisions in section 501 (c)(2) of the conference report relating
to an exception to ineligibility for benefits for
certain battered aliens. Strike all other provi-

sionsofsection50i

Section 502. Modify to authorize States to
establish pilot programs, pursuant to regulations promulgated by the Attorney General.
Under the pilot programs, States may deny
drivers' licenses to illegal aliens and otherwise

determine the viability, advisability, and cost
effectiveness of denying divers licenses to
aliens unlawfully in the United States.
Section 503. Strike.
-

Section 504. Redesignate as section 503
and modify to include only amendments to
section 202 of the Social Security Act, and
new effective date. Strilceall other provisions.
Section 505. Redesignate as section 504

and modify to amend section 432(a) of the
Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996 to provide that the
Attorney General shall establish a procedure
for persons applying for public benefits to provide proof of citizenship. Strike all other provisons.
Section 506. StrIke.
Section 507. Redesignate as section 505.

Section 508. Redesignate as section 506
and modify. Strike subsection (a) and modify
requirements in subsection (b) regarding report of the Comptroller General.
Section 509. Redesignate as section 507.
Section 510. Redesignate as section 508.
Modify subsection (a) and redesignate as an
amendment to section 432 of the Personal

Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. Strike subsection (b).

Section 511. Redesignate as section 509.

Modify to change references to "eligible

aliens" to "qualified aliens" and make other
changes in terminology.
Section 531. No change.
Section 532. StrIke.

Section 551. Modify to reduce sponsor. income requirement to 125 percentof poverty
level. Strike subsection (e) of Immigration and

NationalltyAct(INA) section 213A.asadded
by this section. Make other changes .to conform INA section 213A as added by this section to similar pronsion enacted in the Personal Responsibdity and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996. Strike subsection
(C).

Section 552. MOdify to amend section 421
of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 to include
the provisions in section 552(d)(1) and 552(f).
Strike all other provisions.
Section 553. StrIke.
Section 554. Redesignate as section 553.
Section 561. No change.

Section 562. Strike..
Section 563. Redesignate as section 562.
Section 564. Redesignate as section 563.
Section 565. Redesignate as section 564.
SectIon 566. Redesignate as section 565
and modify to strIke (4).
Section 571 through 576. Strike and insert

sections 221 through 227 of the Senate
amendment to H.R. 2202, as modified.
Section 591. No change.
Section 592. Strike.
Section 593. Redesignate as section 592.
Section 594. Redesignate as section 593.
Section 595. Redesignate as section 594.
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The
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SPEARER pro tempore (Mr.

DREXER). Without objection, the pre-

vious question is ordered on the
ference report.
There was no objection.

con.-

MOTION TO BOT OITERD BY ML

COLAN•

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Speaker, 1 offer a
motion to recommit the conference re-

port accompanying ait 3610.

The SPAKIER pro tempore. Is the
gentleman opposed to the conference
report?
-

Mr. COLEMAN. I am, Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The

Clerk will zeport the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. COLEMAN moves to reCommit the con-

ference report to accompany the bill, RB.

3610, to the committee of conference.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Without
objection, the previous question is Ordered on the motion to recommit.
There was no objection.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
The motion to recommit was rejected.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
question is on the motion to recommit.

question is on the conference report.
Pursuant to clause 7 of rule XV, the
yeas a.nd nays are ordered.
The vote was taken by electronic device, and there Were—yeas 370, nays 37,
answered "present" 1, not voting 26, as
follows:

______
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(Roll No. 455]
.YEA$—370

Abezcsnble

Evans

Levis

And

Ewing

Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)

rmey

PaweD

Lewis (K!)
Llghtfoot
lAnder
Livingston

Ackerman
Aflard

Baealer
Baker (CA)
Baldacci

Baflenger
Bass
Bassett (NH)

Barrett (Wr
Bartlett

Baes.

Bemu

Everett

Parr
Fattah

Paris
Fields (LA)
Fields (TX)

Poguetta
Foley

LoBiondo

Leen

Longley
Lowey
Lucas

.

Forbes
Ford
Pox
Franks (C1)
Franks (NJ)
Prelinghuysen

Luther
Maloney

Minion
Mannzllo
Markey
Martinez

Frisa

Mascara

Punderburk
Bisbop

Rut.

Boah
Boehuer

Bonths

.Mccart

Gallegly
Ganeke
Geidénson
Gekas

MeCoflum

Mzegy
McDad

Beowder
Biuwn (CA)
Biuwn (FL)
Biuwn (OH)

Gingeich
Gonzales

Bryant CN)

Goes

Melanie
Mcintosh
MoRton
McKlnney
MeNalty
Meeban
Meek
Metcalf
Meyers
Mica

000dlist.
Goodhug
Gcrdon
Graham
Greene (UT)

callahan
camp
Compbsfl
Ccnady

astle

cer
Cloy

Clapton
Clement
Clinger

C

.Condjt

Coyne

ne.
Grapo

Cabin

cumge

cunnham
Danner
Davis

deli Gac
Deal

Mink
Moskley
Molinarl
Mollohin
Montgomery

Ball (OH)

Hamilton

Einse

Eaet

Mortn
Morella
Murtha
Myrick

Eayworth
-

Neal

Hlflea
Hiflhard.

Ney
Narwood
Nomle

Bake

Doyle

Dreler
Dunn

Hoaghton

Basige

&hoo

Owens.

Borer
Bunter

Oxley

Butchinson
Inglis
Jackson (fl.)
Jackson-Lee
Jefferson
Johnson (CT)
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. H. B.
Johnson. Sam

Kennedy (R

Kildee.

Kim
King
Kingston
Kleczks
Knollenberg
Kolbe

LaTourette
Laughlin
Latio
Leach

Obey

Olver
Grtiz
Grton

Bostettler

LaBood
Lantos

Bagel

.

Born

KenneDy

Doolittle

Oberstar

RoMan

DiaBalirt
Dixon

Scott

Serrsno
Shaw

Sha
Shn
Slsls

Packard
Pallone
Parker
Pastor
Paxon
.

Payne (NJ)

Payne (VA)

Peloti
Peterson (FL)

Peterson t)
Petri
Pickett

Pon,bo
Pomeroy

Porter
Porunan
Pryoe
Ba.dano,ich
Rahafl
Ramstad
Rangel

Ra
Reed

Richardson
Riggs

Rivers
Roberts
Roemer
Rogers

Velasquez
Vento

Spratt
Stark

Volhnier
Vucinovjch
Walker

Stenholin
Stokes
Studds
Stump

Walsh
Wamp
Ward

Talent
Tanner
Tate

Watis (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller

Taylor (MS)
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompeon

WhitSeld
Wicker
Williams.

Wa.ttaw)

Wilson
Wise
Wolf
Woolaey
Wynn

Thomb

Sk

Skesn
Skelton
Slaughter
Smith (Mi)
Smith (NJ)
Smith t7X)

Thorston
Tiemoan
Torklldsen
Torres
ToMceill

atea

young (AK)
young (FL)

Tow-_a

Zff

Traficant
Upton

NAYS—ST
Duncan

BOher

Hall 1T

Bacerra
Belleneco
Burr

Befley

ROybsl-Aflad
Salmon
Sauteed

Boeketta

'bot

Hyde

henoweth
Coble
Cobern
Coleman
Cocley

latook
Jacobs

Soeder

K

Slink
Slug
Lergent

Ccx.

Semeubrenner

Stocau

1abrt

Namer

ANSWERED "PRHENT"—1
Dornen

NOT VOTING—26
Baker4LA)
Berman

Collins (Ml)

Cowers
Delloms
Durbin

Floke
Powler
Frank (MA)
Green

Han,ck

Helnenzan

Lincoln
Menender
Myers

Uen

Taylor (NC)
Waters
Wamaan

LaPalce

D 1S

Nethercutt

Bluchey

Kasich
Kelly
Kennedy NA)

Docley

Se
Schumer

Mcoth

Hastings (FL)
Hastings (WA)

Johnston
Jones

Decks

Saxton
Schaefer

Miller (FL)

Gutierses
Gnthuecht

DeLey

Diskey

Royce
Rush
Sabo
Sanders
Sawyer

.3(fl ()

Hobson
Collins (GA)
conmns IL)

Solomon
Souder
Spence

Roth
Roakema

McDonald

Greenwood
Gundesuon

Helner
Berger

Rose

Buda

Gllclneet
GiUnor
Oilman

Burton
Buyer

Smith (Wa)

McDermo

Geren
Gibbous

Bone

Bryant 1T)

Matmi

RoLehtinsn

The Clerk announced the following

pair

On this vote:
Mr. Berman for, with Mr. Menendez

agnst
Mr.

SENSENBRENNER and Mr.

B1TNSON changed their vote from
"yea" to "nay."
Mr. SEBRANO changed his vote from
"nay" to "yea."

So the conference report was agreed
to.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to House
Resolution 546, H.R. 4278 is considered
as passed and the motion to reconsider
is laid on the table.

September 28, 199
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September 30, 1996

the consideration of the conference reIn Summary, Mr. President, this is a
port.
very good bili. I am strongly in favor of
(The conference report is printed in its recoflimendatjons and I sincerely
the House proceedings of the REco of believe it should have the bipartisan
September 28, 1996.)
support of the Senate.
Mr. n'OUYE. Mr. President, I want
Mr. President, I signed the conto take this opportunity to dj.scus the ference report—with reservation. I
conference agreement for the Depart- want my colleagues to understand that

ment of Defense appropriations bill. I have no reservations regarding the
This is a very good agreement, one agreement on defense matters.

that I believe all Members should support.
The conference agreement provides
$243.9 billion, an increase of 39.3 bfflio
from the amount requested, and 3500

I do have reservations on the process
by which several extraneous -matters
have been added to the DOD conference

report.. I understand'that this was done

in the interest of time. However, I
million more than appropriated. last must sa that I do not - think it is a.p-

year. The amount is nea1y $1 billion propriate for entire appropriation
less than provided by the Senate. Wbile biUs—which have never been brought
the totai biU is lower than that passed before the Senate—to be incorporated
by the Senate, the conference agree- into a conference report.
I intend to vote for this measure bement protects the priorities of the Sencause of the many worthy progra.ms
ate.
I believe as my colleagues review the funded. I do so with some regret for
bill they will see that the conferees, certain measures which have been inunder the leadersbip of Senator STE- corporated. And I hope that the next

VENS, forged a compromise which ful- Congress will not follow this approach.
ff15 our constitutioia1 requirement to The PRESIDING OFFICER. The,
question is on agreeing to the conprovide for the common defense.
This bill in" many ways improves the ference report.
administration's budget request. First,. The conference report was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mathe bill increases funding for oper- jonty
leader is recognized.
ations and maintenance by $700 million
to protect readiness. This includes: $600
mi]iion for facilities renovation and repair; $150 million for ship depot main-

tenance, to fund 95 percent of the

Navy's identified requirement; $148
million for identified contingency costs
for overseas operations, such as Bosnia;

and $165 million for the President's

counterdrug initiatives.
Second, the bill adds $590 zizillion to
fully fund health care costs identified

by the surgeons general and DOD

health affairs. This will allow our men

and women in uniform access to the

health care that they deserve.
Third, it recommends $127.5 million
for breast cancer research, $45 million

for prostate cancer research, and 15
-

million for A]DS research.
Fourth, the bill has fully provided for
the pay and allowances of our military

personnel, including a 3-percent pay
raise and a.4 percent increase in quarters allowances.

C1ea1y, these few examples dem-

THE bEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE onstrate that the conferees have reAPPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1997—CON- sponded to the needs of our men and
women in uniform.
FERENCE REPORT

The bill also provides $43.8 billion for

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under • procurement of equipment, an increase
the previous order, the Senate will pro- of $5.6 billion above the request. This
ceed to. the conference -report to accom- increase will provide for many of the
pany H.R. 3610.
high priority needs identified by our
The report wiil be stated.
commaziders in the field.
The clerk read as follows:
The administration identified several
The committee of conference on the dis- issues in the House bill that it opposes.
agreeing votes of the two houses on the. The conferees have responded to nearly
amendment of the Senate to the bill (ER. all of its concerns, rejecting restrictive
3610) making appropnations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year ending legislative provisions, and funding adSeptember 30, 1997, and for other purposes, ministration priorities.
having met, after fuil and free conference,

Chairman STEVtS and the xn&na.gers

have agreed to recommend ad do rec- on the part of the House.have done a
ommend to their respective houses this re- masterful job in keeping this bill clean.
port, signed by a majonty of the conferees.
It safeguards our national defense, the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without priorities of the Senate, and rejects

objection, the Senate win proceed to controversiai riders.

-
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Order of Business—Omnibus Consolidated Approprianons By unanimous consent, the House
agreed to consider the conference report to accompány H.R. 3610, making appropriations for the De

September28, 1996

appropriations for the fiscal year enchng September
30, 1997, be considered as passed
Page H12033

partrnent of Defense for the fiscal year endmg Sep.tember 30, 1997, that all points of order against the

conference report and against its consideration be
waivèd that the conférénce report. be considered as
réad; and that iipoii. adoption of the conference repott notwithstanding any. rule of the'House .tothe
contrary, H R 4278, making omnibus consolidated

September 28,1996
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PROVIDING FOR CONSIDERATION
OF CONFERENC
REPORT ON

ER. 3610, DEPARi'MET OF

DE-

FENSE APPROPRIATIONS ACT,
1997,, AND PASSAGE. OF ER. 4278,
OMNIBUS CONSOLIDAT) APPROPRiATIONS ACT, 1997

Mr. LIVINGSTON. Mr. Speaker, Iâsk

UnanimouS consent thatit be in order
to consider the conference reportto ac-

company the bill (RR. 3610) mang
appropations for the. Department of
Defense for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tember 30,1997, and for. other purposes;
that all points of order against the conference report and against its consideration be -waived tht the conference
report be oñsidered• as read, and upon

adoption of the conference report, not...
Withstanding any rule of the. House to
the contrary, the bill, ER. 4278, .makthg oxnxiibus consolidated appropria.

tions for the fiscal: year ending September30, 1997, and for other purposes,
be considered as passe&':.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there

objection.• to. the request of the

texnan from Louisiana?
There was no objection.

.

gen-

H12033
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HOUSE VOTE ON CONFERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 3610 AN])
SUBSEQUENT PASSAGE OF H.R. 4278

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.

DRR). Without objection, the previous question j ordered on the conference report.
There was no objection.

MOflON TO BEcOT OFFERED BY MR.
COLEMA3

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Speaker, I offer a

motion to recommit the conference report accompan_yjig ER.. 3610.
The

-

SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the
gentiema opposed to the conference
report?
Mr. COLEMAN. I am, Mr. Speaker.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
Clerk wiii report the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:

Mr. COLEMA2 moves to recommit the con-

ference report to accompany the bill. R.R.
3610. to the cominite of conference.

The SPEAXER pro tempore. Without
objection, the previous question is ordered on the motion to recommit.
There was no objection.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
The motion to recommit was re-

question is on the motion to recommit.
jected.
The

-

SPEAKER pro tempore. The

question is on the conference report.
Pursuant to clause 7 of rule XV. the
yeas and nays are ordere&
The vote was taken by electronic device. and there were—.yeas 370, nays 37,
answered "present" 1, not voting 26, as
follows:

___
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[Boll No. 455)

Roth
Roukema

Smith (WA)
Solomon
Souder
Spence

Royce
Rush

Spratt
Stark

Rose

YEAS—370
Aberorombie
Ackerman
Aliard
Andrews
Archer
Ariney
Bachus
Baseler
Baker (CA)
Baldacci

Evans

Everett
Ewing

Far
Fattah
Fawell
Fazlo
Fields (LA)
Fields (TX)
Flanagan

Baflen_ger

Foglietta

Bait

Foley
Forbes
Ford
Fox

Bazrett (NE)
Ban-ett (WI)

Bartlett
Bass
BaSeman

Bentaen
Bereuter
Bevill
BlIbi*3
B1]lrakts
Bishop
Bliley
Blute
Boehlert
Boebser
Bonilla
Bonier
Bono
Boxaki

Brewster
Browder
Brown (CA)
Brown (FL)
Brown (OH)
Brown_back

Bryant (TN)
Bryant (TX)
Bonn
.Bunning
Burton
Buyer
Culvert
Camp
Campbell
Canady
Castle
Chambliss
Chapman
Christensen
Cbryaler
Clay
C'.ayton
Clement

Clinger
Clybom
Collins (GA)
Collins (IL)
Combest
Condit
Costello
Coyne

Cramer
Crane
Crapo
Cremeens

Cobb
Cummings
Cunningham
Dan_n_er

Davis
de Ia Gains
Deal
DeLanro
DeLay
Deutsch
DIsZ-Balart
Dickey
Dicks
Dingell
Dixon
Doggett
Dooley

Doolittle
Doyle
Dreier
Dunn
Edwards

Hairs

Karlich
Bagel
English
Ensign
Eshoo

Levln
Lewis (CA)
Lewis (GA)

SSrbOhn

LeWIS ')
Llghtfoot

Sanders
Sawyer

LIinStO

Schaefer

LoBlondo
LOfgren
Longley
Lowey
Lucas

Scliff

Tanner.
-

Scott
SeaemaIId

Tate
Tantin

Serrano
Sbadegg

Taylor (MS)
Tejeda
Thomas
Thompeon
Thorn_berry

s

luther
Maloney

shays
Shuster

FI5.nkZ (Cl')

Franks (NJ)
Frelinghuysen

Slsi

Markey

Fist

MaitIfl1

sksgga
Skeen

?bflik

M5*5ni

Slaughter

FQI5

Gaflegly
Ganake
Geidenson
Gekas
Gepbardt
Geren
Gibbons

McDermott
Md_n_Is

Mcintosh

Gthmor
Oilman
Gingrich
Oonrslez
Goodlatte

MdBaOfl

On_n_dung

Gordon

b_lice

Greene (UT)
Greenwood
Gunderaon

McDonald
Miller (CA)

Gutieznz

hinge

Gutkn_echt
Ball (OH)

Mink
Moakley
MoIlnarI
Mollohan
Montgomery
Moorhead
Moran

Hamilton
Han_sen

Berman
Hast&t
Hastings (FL)

Hllleary
Billiard
Hinchey

Nethercutt

Hobuon

Nuzzle

Hoke
Bolden
Horn

Oberstar

Houtettler

Ortlz

Houghton
Hoyer
Hunter

OrSon
Owens

(TX)

Jefferson
Johnson (Cl')
Johnson (SD)
Johnson. B. B.
Johnson. Sari
Johnston
Jones
Kasich
Kelly
Kennedy (MA)
Kennedy (RI)
Kennefly
Bildee
Kim
King

Dimmer

Neumann
Rohrabacher

Roybl-A1lard
Salmon

Jacoba

Sanford
Scarborough
Schroeder

Coburn
Coleman

Ka.ptnr

Sterna

Kiln_k

Stockinan

Con_ley

King

'i'iahrt

cox

I.argent

..__ istoo

Sumner

Deb_'mio

ANSWERED "PBESEN'r'—l

Miller (FL)

Mcirells.

lngllz
Jackson (IL)
Jackson-Lee

ZelUT

Upton

CoMa

lender-

Hastings (WA)
Hayworth
Heiner
Herger

Hutchmn_son

Young (AK)
Young (FL)

Hyde

Chenoweth

Metcalf
Meyers

Yates

Traflcant

Ball (TX)
Hefley
Boebstea

Becerra
Beilenson
Burr

Viacloaky
Volkmer
Vucanovlch
Walker
Walsh
Wamp
Ward
Watt (NC)
Watts (OK)
Weldon (FL)
Weldon (PA)
Weller
White
Whitileld
Wicker
Williams
Wilson
Wise
Wolf
Woolsey
Wyan

'rowna

NAYS-4T
D-n_a

Ba
Barton

.

MeKinney
MeNulty
Meeban
Meek

Goes
Grab_am

Thurman
Torklldsen
Tories
Torricefli

Smith (MI)
Smith (NJ)
Smith (TX)

McDade

McBale
McHugh

Tb_n_rn_ton

Skelton

McCarthy
McCollum
McCreri

GIIChY,St

Stokes
Studds
Stump
Stupak
Talent

Velsnez
Vato

Baker (LA)
Berman
Blumenan_er

Boucher
Cardln
Collins (MI)
Conyers
Ddfluma

Murtha
Myrick

Dun_

Neal

B1TTNSON changed their vote from
"yea" to "nay."

Mr. SERRANO changed his vote from

"nay" to "yea."
So the conference report was agreed
to.

The result of the vote was announced
recorded.

Payne (VA)

as above

Peterson
Peterson
Petsi

Radnovich
Rahall

Earistad

Kolbe
Laflood

Reed
Reguls.

Lantos
Latham
LaTourette
Laughlin
Laslo
Leach

Richardson

Ran_gel

Riggs
Rivers

Roberts
Hoer_er
Rogers

Waan_

Berman for, with Mr. Menendez
against.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER and Mr.

Packard
Pallone
Parker
Pa.stor
Paxon
Pa.yne(NJ)

Kingston
Kleorka
Knollenberg

Waters

Mr.

Oxley

Porooian
Posbard
Pryce
Quinn

Menendez
Myers
Quillen
Taylor (NC)

On this vote:

Obey
Olver

Porter

Lipinaki

The Clerk announced the following
pair

Non_n_

Pombo
Pomeroy

Flake
Fowler
Frank (MA)
Green (TX)
Hancàck
Hayes
Heineman
LaPalce

0 2215

Ney

Pickets

NOT VOTING—26
Lincoln
Fthier

A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
II

0

The

SPEAR. Pursuant to House if

Resolution 546, HR. 4278 is considered

as passed and the motion to reconsider
is laid on the table.

September 28, 1996

H.RES.546 As passed by the House (Engrossed), September 28, 1996
H. Res. 546
In the House of Representatives, U.S.,
September 28, 1996.

Resolved, That upon the adoption of this resolution it shall
be in order
to consider in the House a joint resolution waiving certain enrollment
requirements with respect to any bill or joint resolution of the One Hundred
Fourth Congress making general or continuing appropriations
for fiscal year
1997. The joint resolution shall be debatable for one hour equally divided
and controlled by the majority leader and the minority leader or their
designees. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on the joint
resolution to final passage without intervening motion
except one motion to
commit.

Sec. 2. Upon the adoption of this resolution it shall be in order to
consider in the House a joint resolution appointing the day for the convening
of the first session of the One Hundred Fifth Congress and the day for
counting in Congress of the electoral votes for President and Vice President
cast in December 1996. The joint resolution shall be debatable for one hour
equally divided and controlled by the majority leader and the minority leader
or their designees. The previous question shall be considered as ordered on
the joint resolution to fmal passage without intervening
motion except one
motion to commit.
Sec. 3. A resolution providing that any organizational caucus or
conference in the House of Representatives for the One Hundred Fifth Congress
may begin on or after November 15, 1996, is hereby adopted.
Sec. 4. A resolution providing for the printing of a revised edition of
the Rules and Manual of the House of Representatives for the One Hundred
Fifth Congress as a House document, and for the printing
and binding of three
thousand additional copies for the use of the House, of which nine hundred
copies shall be bound in leather with thumb index and delivered as may be
directed by the Parliamentarian of the House, is hereby adopted.

Sec. 5. Each committee of the House that is authorized to conduct
investigations may file reports to the House thereon following the
adjournment of the second session sine die.

Sec. 6. Reports on the activities of committees of the House in the One
Hundred Fourth Congress pursuant to clause 1(d) of rule XI may be printed as
reports of the One Hundred Fourth Congress.
Sec. 7. The Speaker and the minority leader may accept resignations and
make appointments to commissions, boards, and committees following the
adjournment of the second session sine die as authorized by law or by the
House.
Sec. 8. The chairman and ranking minority member of each standing
committee and subcommittee may extend their remarks in the Congressional
Record and include a summary of the work of their committee or subconimittee.
Sec. 9. All Members may extend their remarks in the Congressional Record
on any matter occurring prior to the adjournment of the second session sine
die.

Attest:
Clerk.
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104T1-I CONGRESS
2D SESSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
SEPTEMBER 30, 1996
Received

AN ACT
Making omnibus consolidated appropriations for the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
585
1

BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FTJND

2

(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF fUNDS)

3

For payments from the Black Lung Disability

4 Trust Fund, $l,0U7,644,000, of which $961,665,000

5 shall be available until September 30, 198, for payment
6 of afl benefits as authorized by section )5O1(d) (1), (2),

(4), and (7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
8 amended, and interest on advances as authorized by sec7

9 tion 9501(c)(2) of that Act, and of which $26,071,000
10 shall be available for transfer to Employment Standards
11 Administration, Sa1aries and Expenses, $19,621,000 for

12 transfer'to Departmental Management, Salaries and Ex13 penses, and $287,000 for transfer to Departmental Man14 agement, Office of Inspector General, for expenses of op15 eration and administration of the Black Lung Benefits
-

16 program as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(A) of that
17 Act: Provided, That, in addition, such amounts as may
18 be necessary may be charged to the subsequent year ap19 propriation for the payment of compensation, interest, or

20 other benefits for any period subsequent to August 15 of

21 the current year: Provided fitrther, That in addition such
22 amounts shall be paid from this fund into miscellaneous
23 receipts as the Secretary of the Treasury determines to
24 be the administrative expenses of the Department of the
25 Treasuzy for adrniristering the fund during the current
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1

fiscal year, as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(B) of

2 that Act.

TITLE TV—RELATED AGENCIES

643

16

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON DISABILITY

17

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

18

For expenses necessary for the National Council

19 on Disability as authorized by title IV of the Rehabilita20 tion Act of 1973, as amended, $1,793,000.

646

4

Socii SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

5

PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

6

For payment to the Federal Old-Age and Survi-

7

vors Insurance and the Federal Disability Insurance trust

8 funds, as provided under sections 201(m), 228(g), and
9 1131(b)(2) of the Social Security Act, $20,923,000.
10

In addition, to reimburse these trust funds for ad-

11

ministrative expenses to carry out sections 9704 and

12 9706

of

the

Internal

Revenue

Code

of

1986,

13 $10,000,000, to remain available until expended.
14

SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAI MINERS

15

For carrying out title IV of the Federal

Mine

16 Safety and Health Act of 1977, $460,070,000, to remain
17 available until expended.
18

For making, after July 31 of the current fiscal

19 year, benefit payments to individuals under title IV of the

20 Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, for costs
21

incurred in the current fiscal year, such amounts as may

22 be necessary.
23

For making benefit payments under title IV of the

24 Federal Mine Safety and Health Act 1977 for the first

25 quarter of fiscal year 1998, $160,000,000, to remain
26 available until expended.
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SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

1

2

For carrying out titles Xl and XVI of the Social

3 Security Act, section 401 of Public Law 92—603, section
4 212 of Public Law 93—66, as amended, and section 405
5

of Public Law 95—216, including payment to the Social

6 Security trust funds for administrative expenses incurred

7 pursuant to section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act,

8 $19,372,010,000, to remain available until expended:
9 Provided,

That any portion of the funds provided to a

10 State in the current fiscal year and not obligated by the
11

State during that year shall be returned to the Treasury.

12

From funds provided under the previous para-

13 graph, not less than $100,000,000 shall be available for

14 payment to the Social Security trust funds for adminis15 trative expenses for conducting continuing disability re16 views.
17

In addition, $175,000,000, to remain available

18 until September 30, 1998, for payment to the Social Se-

19 curity trust funds for administrative expenses for con20 tinuing disability reviews as authorized by section 103 of

21 Public Law 104—121 and Supplemental Security Income

22 administrative work as authorized by Public Law 104—
23 193. The term "continuing disability reviews" means re-

24 views and redetermination as defined under section
25 201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act as amended, and
.ER 4278 ER
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1

reviews and redeterminations authorized under section

2 211 of Public Law 104—193.
3

For making, after June 15 of the current fiscal

4 year, benefit payments to individuals under title XVI of

5 the Social Security Act, for unanticipated costs incurred

6 for the current fiscal year, such sums as may be nec7 essary.
8

For carrying out title XVI of the Social Security

9 Act for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998,
10 $9,690,000,000., to remain available until expended.
11

LIMITATION ON ADMIMSTRTrVE EXPENSES

12

For necessary expenses, including the hire of two

13 passenger motor vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for

14 official reception and representation expenses, not more
15 than $5,873,382,000 may be expended, as authorized by

16 section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act or as nec17 essary to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Inter18 nal Revenue Code of 1986 from any one or all of the
19 trust funds referred to therein: Provided, That reimburse-

20 ment to the trust funds under this heading for adrninis21

trative expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of

22 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be made, with

23 interest, not later than September 30, 1988: Provided
24 frrther, That not less than $1,268,000 shall be for the
25 Social Security Advisory Board: Provided further, That

26 unobligated balances at the end of fiscal year 1997 not
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1

needed for fiscal year 1997 shall remain available until

2 expended for a state-of-the-art computing network, in3 cluding related equipment and administrative expenses
4 associated solely with this network.
5

From funds provided under the previous para-

6 graph, not less than $200,000,000 shall be available for
7 conducting continuing disability reviews.
8

In addition to funding already available under this

9 heading, and subject to the same terms and conditions,
10 $310,000,000, to remain available until September 30,
11

1998, for continuing disability reviews as authorized by

12 section 103 of Public Law 104—121 and Supplemental
13 Security Income administrative work as authorized by
14 Public Law 104—193. The term "continuing disability re15 views" means reviews and redetermination as defined

16 under section 201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act as
17 amended, and reviews and redeterminations authorized

18 under section 211 of Public Law 104—193.
19

In addition to funding already available under this
20 heading, and subject to the same terms and conditions,

21 $234,895,000, which shall remain available until ex22 pended, to invest in a state-of-the-art computing network,
23 including related equipment and administrative expenses
24 associated solely with this network, for the Social Secu25 rity Administration and the State Disability Deterinina•BR 4278 ER
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tion Services, may be expended from any or all of the

2 trust funds
3

authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the So-

cial Security Act.

4
5

as

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

For expenses necessary for the Office of Inspector

6 General in carrying out the provisions of the Inspector
7 General Act of 1978, as amended, $6,335,000, together
8 with not to exceed $31,089,000, to be transferred and ex-

9 pended as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social
10 Security Act from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In11

surance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance

12 Trust Fund.

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS

657

SEc. 510. None of the funds made available in

3

4 this Act may be used for the expenses of an electronic
5 benefit

transfer (EBT) task force.

664

16

SEC. 520. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTrVES

17 FOR E1EPLOYEES OF CERTAIN FEDERAL AGENC1ES.—(a)

18 DEFINTITIONS.—For the purposes of this section—
19

(1) the term "agency" means the Railroad Re-

20

tirement Board and the Office of Inspector General

21

of the Railroad Retirement Board;

22

(2) the term "employee" means an employee

23

(as defined by section 2105 of title 5, United States

24

Code) who is employed by an agency, is serving

25

under an appointment without time limitation, and
'HR 4278 ER
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1

has been currently employed for a continuous period

2

of at least 3 years, but does not include—

3

(A) a reemployed annuitant under sub-

4

chapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title

5

5,

6

system for employees of the agency;

United States Code, or another retirement

7

(B) an employee having a disability on the

8

basis of which such employee is or would be eli-

9

gible for disability retirement under subchapter

10

III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, Unit-

11

ed States Code, or another retirement system

12

for employees of the agency;

13

(C) an employee who is in receipt of a spe-

14

cific notice of involuntary separation for mis-

15

conduct or unacceptable performance;

16

(D) an employee who, upon completing an

17

additional period of service as referred to in

18

section 3(b) (2) (B) (ii) of the Federal Workforce

19

Restructuring Act of 1994 (5 U.S.C. 5597

20

note), would qualify for a voluntary separation

21

incentive payment under section 3 of such Act;

22

(E) an employee who has previously re-

23

ceived any voluntary separation incentive pay-

24

ment by the Federal Government under this
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1

section or any other authority and has not re-

2

paid such payment;

3

(F) an employee covered by statutory re-

4

employment rights who is on transfer to an-

5

other organization; or

6

(G) any employee who, during the twenty-

7

four-month period preceding the date of separa-

8

tion, has received a recruitment or relocation

9

bonus under section 5753 of title 5, United

10

States Code, or who, within the twelve-month

11

period preceding the date of separation, re-

12

ceived a retention allowance under section 5754

13

of title 5, United States Code.

14

(b) AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN.—

15

(1) IN GENERAL.—The three-member Railroad

16

Retirement Board, prior to obligating any resources

17

for vokuitary separation incentive payments, shall

18

submit to the House and Senate Committees on Ap-

19

propriations and the Committee on Governmental

20

Affairs of the Senate and the Committee on Govern-

21

ment Reform and Oversight of the House of Rep-

22

resentatives a strategic plan outlining the intended

23

use of such incentive payments and a proposed orga-

24

nizational chart for the agency once such incentive

25

payments have been completed.
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2

(2) CONTENTS.—The agency's plan shall indude—

3

(A) the positions and functions to be re-

4

duced or eliminated, identified by organizational

5

unit, geographic location, occupational category

6

and grade level;

7

(B) the number and amounts of voluntary

8

separation incentive payments to be offered;

9

and

10

(C) a description of how the agency will

11

operate without the eliminated positions and

12

functions.

13

(c) AUTHORITY To PROVIDE VOLUNTARY SEPA-

14 RATION INCENTIVE PAYMENTS,—
15

(1) IN GENERAL.—A voluntary separation in-

16

centive payment under this section may be paid by

17

an agency to any employee onJy to the extent nec-

18

essary to eliminate the positions. and functions iden-

19

tified by the strategic plan.

20
21

(2) AMOUNT AND TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS.—

A voluntary separation incentive payment—

(A) shall be paid in a lump sum after the

22
23

employee's separation;
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(B) shall be paid from appropriations or

1

2

funds available for the payment of the basic pay

3

of the employees;

4

(C) shall be equal to the lesser of—

5

(i)

an amount equal to the amount

6

the employee would be entitled to receive

7

under section 5595(c) of title 5, United

8

States Code; or

9

(ii)

an amount determined by the

10

agency head not to exceed $25,000;

11

(D) may not be made except in the case of

12

any qualifying employee who voluntarily sepa-

13

rates (whether by retirement or resignation) be-

14

fore September. 30, 1997;

15

(E) shall not be a basis for payment, and

16

shall not be included in the computation, of any

17

other type of Government benefit; and

18

(F) shall not be taken into account in de-

19

terniining the amount of any severance pay to

20

which the employee may be entitled under sec-

21

tion 5595 of title 5, United States Code, based

22

on any other separation.

23

(d)

ADDITIONAL AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS

24 THE RETIREMENT FUNm—
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1

(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to any other

2

payments which it is required to make under sub-

3

chapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States

4

Code, an agency shall remit to the Office of Person-

5

nel Management for deposit in the Treasury of the

6

United States to the credit of the Civil Service Re-

7

tirernent and Disability Fund an amount equal to 15

8

percent of the final basic pay of each employee of

9

the agency who is covered under subchapter III of

10

chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States

11

Code, to whom a voluntary separation incentive has

12

been paid under this section.

13

(2) DEFINITION.—For the purpose of para-

14

graph (1), the term "final basic pay", with, respect

15

to an employee, means the total amount of basic pay

16

which would be payable for a year of service by such

17

employee, computed using the employee's final rate

18

of basic pay, and if last serving on other than a fu1-

19

time basis, with appropriate adjustment therefor.

20

(e)

21 WITH THE

EFFECT OF SUBSEQUENT EMPLOYMENT
G-OVERNMENT.—AII

individual who has re-

22 ceived a voluntary separation incentive payment under

23 this section and accepts any employment for compensa24 tion with the Government of the United States, or who

25 works for any agency of the United States Government
.HR 4278 EB
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1

through a personal services contract, within 5 years after

2 the date of the separation on which the payment is based
3

shall be required to pay, prior to the individual's first day

4 of employment, the entire amount of the incentive pay5 ment to the agency that paid the incentive payment.
6

(f) REDUCTION OF AGENCY EMPLOYMENT LEV-

7 ELS.—
8

(1) IN GENERAL.—The total number of funded

9

employee positions in the agency shall be reduced by

10

one position for each vacancy created by the separa-

11

tion of any employee who has received, or is due to

12

receive, a voluntary separation incentive payment

13

under this section. For the purposes of this sub-

14

section, positions shall be counted on a, full-time-

15

equivalent basis.

16

(2) ENFORCEMENT.—The President, through

17

the Office of Management and Budget, shall monitor

18

the agency and take any action necessary to ensure

19

that the requirements of this subsection are met.

20

(g) EFFECTIVE DATE.—ThiS section shall take ef-

21 fect October 1, 1996.

22

SEC. 521. CORRECTION OF EFFECTiVE DATE.—

23 Effective on the day after the date of enactment of the
24 Health Centers Consolidation Act of 1996, section 5 of
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1

that Act is amended by striking "October 1, 1997" and

2 inserting "October 1, 1996".

TITLE VI—GENERAL
PROVISIONS
958

9 SEC. 664. ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER PILOT.

Title 31, United States Code, is amended by in-

10
11

serting after section 3335 the following new section:

12 " 3336. Electronic benefit transfer pilot
"(a) The Congress finds that:

13

14

"(1) Electronic -benefit transfer (EBT) is a

15

safe, reliable, and economical way to provide benefit

16

payments to individuals who do not have an account

17

at a financial institution.

18

"(2) The designation of financial institutions as

19

financial agents of the Federal Government for EBT

20

is an appropriate and reasonable use of the Sec-

21

retary's authority to designate financial agents.

22

"(3) A joint federal-state EBT system offers

23

convenience and economies of scale for those states

24

(and their citizens) that wish to deliver state-admin-

•
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istered benefits on a single card by entering into a

2

partnership with the federal government.

3

"(4) The Secretary's designation of a financial

4

agent to deliver EBT is a specialized service not

5

available

6

may be offered to the states pursuant to section

7

6501 et seq. of this title.

8

through ordinary business channels and

"(b) The Secretary shall continue to carry out the

9 existing. EBT pilot to• disburse benefit payments elec10 tronically to recipients who do not have an account at a
11

financial institution, which shall include the designation

12 of one or more financial institutions as a financial agent
13 of the Government, and the offering to the participating

14 states of the opportunity to contract with the financial
15 agent selected by the Secretary, as described in the Invi-

16 tation for Expressions of Interest to Acquire EBT Serv17 ices for the Southern Alliance of States dated March 9,
18 1995, as amended as of June 30, 1995, July 7, 1995,
19 and August 1, 1995.
20
21

"(c) The selection and designation of financial
agents, the design• of the pilot program, and any other

22 matter associated with or related to the EBT pilot de23 scribed in subsection (b) shall not be subject to judicial
24 review."
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SEC. 665. DESIGNATION OF FINANCIAL AGENTS.

1. 12 U.S.C. 90 is amended by adding at the end

2
3

thereof the following:

4 "Notwithstanding the Federal Property and Administra5 tive

Services Act of 1949, as amended, the Secretary may

6 select associations as financial agents in accordance with

7 any process the Secretary deems appropriate and their
8 reasonable duties may include the provision of electronic

9 benefit transfer services (including State-administered
10 benefits with the consent of the States), as defined by the
11

12

Secretary.".

2. Make conforming amendments to 12 U.S.C.

13 265, 266, 391, 1452(d), 1767, 1789a, 2013, 2122 and
14 to 31 U.S.C. 3122 and 3303.

966

8

TITLE VILE—FEDERAL FINANCTAT1

9

MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT

10 SEC. 801. SHORT TITLE.
11

This title may

cited as the "Federal Financial
12 Management Improvement Act of 1996."
be

13 SEc. 8O2 FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.
14

(a) FINDINGS.—The Congress finds the following:

15

(1) Much effort has been devoted to strengthen-

16

ing Federal internal accounting controls in the past.

17

Although progress has been made in recent years,
Federal accounting standards have not been uni-

18

19

20

21.

forrnly implemented in financial management systems for agencies.
(2) Federal financial management continues to

22

be seriously, deficient, and Federal financial manage-

23

ment and fiscal practices have failed to—

24

(A) identify costs fully;
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(B) reflect the total liabilities of congres-

1

2

sional actions; and

(C) accurately report the financial condi-

3

4

tion of the Federal Government.

5

(3) Current Federal accounting practices do not

6

accurately report financial results of the Federal

7

Government or the full costs of programs and activi-

8

ties. The continued use of these practices under-

9

mines the Government's ability to provide credible

10

and reliable financial data and encourages already

11

widespread Government waste, and will not assist in

12

achieving a balanced budget.

13

(4) Waste and inefficiency in the Federal Gov-

14

ernment undermine the confidence of the Aineiican

15

people in the government and reduce the federal

16

Government's ability to address vital public needs

17

adequately.

18

(5) To rebuild the accountability and credibility

19

of the Federal Government, and restore public con-

20

fidence in the Federal Government, agencies must

21

incorporate accounting standards and reporting ob-

22

jectives established for the Federal Government into

23

their financial management systems so that ai the

24

assets and liabilities, revenues, and expenditures or

25

expenses, and the full costs of programs and activi'HR 4278 EH
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2

ties of the Federal Government can be consistently
and accurately recorded, monitored, and uniformly

3

reported throughout the Federal Government.

4

(6) Since its establishment in October 1990, the
Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board

5
6

7

(hereinafter referred to as the "FASAB") has made
substantial progress toward developing and rec-

8

ommending a comprehensive set of accounting con-

9

cepts and standards for the Federal Government.

10

When the accounting concepts and standards developed by FASB are incorporated into Federal finan-

11

12

cial management systems,

13

provide cost and financial information that will assist the Congress and financial managrs to evaluate

14
15

16
17
18

agencies

will be able to

the cost and performance of Federal programs and
activities, and will therefore provide important information that has been lacking, but is needed for improved decision making by financial managers and

19

the Congress.

20

(7) The development of financial management
systems with the capacity to support these standards

21

22

and concepts will, over the long term, improve Fed-

23

eral financial management.

24

(b) PtJRPOSE.—The purposes of this Act are to—
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(1) provide for consistency of accounting by an

2

agency from one fiscal year to the next, and uniform

3

accounting standards throughout the Federal Gov-

4

ernment;

-

5

(2) require Federal financial management sys-

6

tems to support full disclosure of Federal financial

7

data, including the full costs of Federal programs

8

and activities, to the citizens, the Congress, the

9

President, and agency management, so that pro-

10

grams and activities can be considered based on

11

their full costs and merits;

12
13

(3) increase the accountability and credibility of
federal financial management;

14

(4) improve performance, productivity and effi-

15

ciency of Federal Government financial manage-

16

ment;

17

(5) establish financial management systems to

18

support controffing the cost of Federai Government;

19

(6) build upon and complement the Chief Fi-

20

nancial Officers Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—576;

21

104 Stat. 2838), the Government Performance and

22

Results Act of 1993 (Public Law 103—62; 107 Stat.

23

285) and the Government Management Reform Act

24

of 1994 (Public Law 103—356; 108 Stat. 3410); and
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(7) increase the capability of agencies to mon-

2

itor execution of the budget by more readily permit-

3

ting reports that compare spending of resources to

4

results of activities.

5 SEC. 803 IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL MAN6

AGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS.

(a) IN GEN i.—Each agency shall implement

7

8 and maintain financial management systems that comply
9 substantially with Federal financial management systems
10 requirements, applicable Federal accounting standards,

and the United States Government Standard General
12 Ledger at the transaction level.
11

13

(b) AUDIT COMPLIANCE FmrG.—

14

(1) IN GENERAL.—Each audit required by sec-

15

tion 3521(e) of title 31, United States Code, shall
report whether the agency financial management

16

17

systems comply with the requirements of subsection

18

(a).

19

(2) CONTENT OF REPORTS.—When the person

20

performing the audit required by section 3521(e) of

21

title 31, United States Code, reports that the agency

22

financial management systems do not comply with

23

the requirements of subsection (a), the person per-

24

forming the audit shall include in the report on the
audit—

25
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(A) the entity or organization responsible

2

for the financial management systems that have

3

been found not to comply with the requirements

4

of subsection (a);
(B)

5

-

all facts pertaining to the failure to

6

comply with the requirements of subsection (a),

7

including—

8

(i) the nature and extent of the non-

9

compliance including areas in which there

10

is substantial but not full compliance;

(ii) the primary reason or cause of the

11

12

noncompliance;

(iii) the entity or organization respon-

13

14

sible for the non-compliance; and

(iv) any relevant comments from any

15

16

responsible officer or employee; and

17

(C) a statement with respect to the rec-

18

ommended remedial actions and the. time

19

frames to implement such actions.

20

(c) Co

PIICE IMPLEMENTATION.—

21

(1) DETER1LINATION.—NO later than the date

22

described under paragraph (2), the Head of an

23

agency shall determine whether the financial man-

24

agement systems of the agency comply with the re-
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quirements of subsection (a). Such determination

2

shall be based on—

3

(A) a review of the report on the applicable

4

agency-wide audited financial statement;

5

(B) any other information the Head of the

6

agency considers relevant and appropriate.

7

(2) DATE OF DETERMINATION.—The deter-

8

mination under paragraph (1) shail be made no later

9

than 120 days after the earlier of—

10
11

(A) the date of the receipt of an agencywide audited financial statement; or

12

(B) the last day of the fiscal year following

13

the year covered by such statement.

14

(3) REMEDIATION PLAN.—

15

(A) If the Head of an agency determines

16

that the agency's financial management systems

17
18

do not comply with the requirements of subsection (a), the head of the agency, in consulta-

19

tion with the Director, shall establish a remedi-

20

ation plan that shall include resources, remedies, and intermediate target dates necessary

21

22

to bring the agency's thiancial management sys-

23

tems into substantial compliance.

24

(B) If the determination of the head of the

25

agency differs from the audit compliance find.HR 4278 Eli
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ings required in subsection (b), the Director

2

shall review such determinations and provide a

3

report on the findings to the appropriate corn-

4

mittees of the Congress.

5

(4) Tm

PERIOD FOR c0MPLJANCE.—A reme-

6

diation plan shall bring the agency's financial man-

7

agement systems into substantial compliance no

8

later than 3 years after the date a determination is

9

made under paragraph (1), unless the agency, with

10

concurrence of the Director—

11

(A) determines that the agency's financial

12

management systems cannot comply with the

13

requirements of subsection (a) within 3 years;

14

(B) specifies the -most feasible date for

15

bringing the agency's financial management

16

systems into compliance with the requirements

17

of subsection (a); and

18

(0) designates an official of the agency

19

who shall be responsible for bringing the agen-

20

cy's financial management systems into compli-

21

a.nce with the requirements of subsection (a) by

22

the date specified under subparagraph (B).

23 sec. 804. REPORtING REQUIREMENTS.
24

(a) REPORTS BY TILE DIRECTOR.—No later than

25 March 31 of each year, the Director shall submit a report
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to the Congress regarding implementation of this Act.

2 The Director may include the report in the financial
3 management status report and the 5-year financial man4 agement plan submitted under section 3512(a)(1) of title
5 31, United States Code.

6
7

(b) REPORTS BY THE

INSPECTOR GENERAL.—

Each Inspector.General who prepares a report under sec-

8 tion 5(a) of the Inpector Genera' Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C.

9 App.) shall report to Congress instances and reasons

10 when an agency has not met the intermediate target
11

dates established in the remediation plan required under

12 section 3(c). Specifically the report shall include—
13

14

(1) the entity or organization responsible for
the non-compliance;

-

15

(2) the facts pertaining to the failure to comply

16

with the requirements of subsection (a), including

17

the nature and extent of the non-compliance, the

18

primary reason or cause for the failure to comply,

19

and any extenuating circumstances; and

20
21

22

(3) a statement of the remedial actions needed
to comply.
(c) REPORTS BY THE COMPTROLLER GENEIi.—

23 No later than October 1, 1997, and October 1, of each
24 year thereafter, the Comptroller General of the United
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States shall report to the appropriate committees of the

2 Congress concerning—
3

(1) compliance with the requirements of section

4

3(a) of this Act, including whether the financial

5

statements

6

prepared in accordance with applicable accounting

7

standards; and

of the Federal Government have been

(2) the adequacy of applicable

8

accounting

standards for the Federal Government.

9

10 SEC. 805. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.
11

(a) AUDITS BY AGENCIES.—Section 352 1(f)(1) of

12

title 31, United States Code, is amended in the first sen-

13 tence by inserting "and the Controller of the Office of
14 Federal Financial Management" before the period.
15

(b) FIILNCIAL MANAGEMENT STATUS REPORT.—

16 Section 3512(a)(2) of title 31, United States Code, is
17 amended by—
18

(1) in subparagraph (D) by striking "and' after
the semicolon;

19

20

(2) by redesignating subparagraph (E) as sub-

paragraph (F); and

21

22

(3) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the fol-

23

lowing:

24

"(E) a listing of agencies whose financial

25

management systems do not comply substanUD

AO
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tially with the requirements of Section 3(a) the

2

Federal Financial Management Improvement

3

Act of 1996, and a summary statement of the

4

efforts underway to remedy the noncompliance;

5

and"

6

(c) INSPECTOR GENERAL AcT OF 1978.—Section

7 5(a) of the Inspector General Act of 1978 is amended—

(1) in paragraph (11) by striking "and" after

8
9

the semicolon;

(2) in paragraph (12) by striking the period

10
11

and inserting "; and"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new

12
13

paragraph:

14

"(13) the information described under section

15

05(b) of the Federal Financial Management Tm-

16

provement Act of 1996."

17 SEC. 806. DEFINITIONS.

For purposes of this title:

18

19

(1) AGENCY.—The term "agency" means

20

partment or agency of the United States Govern-

21

ment as defined in section 901(b) of title 31, United

22

States Code.

a de-

23

(2) DIREcTOB.—The term "Director" means

24

the Director of the Office of Management and Budg-

25

et.
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(3) FEDERAL ACCOUNTING STANDr)S.—The

2

term "Federal accounting standards" means appli-

3

cable accounting principles, standards, and require-

4

ments consistent with section 902(a)(3)(A) of title

5

31, United States Code.

6

(4) FNci

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS .—The

7

term "financial management systems" includes the

8

financial systems and the financial portions of mixed

9

systems

necessary to support financial management,

10

including automated and manual processes, proce-

11

dures, controls, data, hardware, software, and sup-

12

port personnel dedicated to the operation and main-

13

tenance of system functions.

14

(5) FINANCIAL SY5TEM.—The term "financial

15

system" includes an information system, comprised

16

of one or more applications, that is used for—

17

(A)

collecting,

processing,

maintaining,

18

transmitting, or reporting data about ñnancial.

19

events;

20
21

(B) supporting ftnancial planning or budgeting activities;

22
23

(C) accumulating and reporting costs information; or

24
25

(D) supporting the preparation of financial
statements.
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(6) MIXED SYSTEM.—The term "mixed

2

system" means an information system that sup-

3

ports both financial and nonfinancial functions

4

of the Federal Government or components

5

thereof.

6 SEC. 807. EFFECTiVE DATE.
7

This title shall take effect for the fiscal year end-

8 ing September 30, 1997.
9 SEC. 808. REVISION OF SHORT TITLES.
10

(a) Section 4001 of Public Law 104—106 (110

11

Stat. 642; 41 U.S.C. 251 note) is amended to read as fol-

12 lows:
13 "SEC. 4ool. SHORT TITLE.
14

"This division and division E may be cited as the

15 'Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996'.".
16

(b) Section 5001 of Public Law 104—106 (110

17 Stat. 679; 40 U.S.C. 1401 note) is amended to read as
18 follows:

-19 "SEC. 5001. SHORT TITLE.
20

"This division and division D may be cited as the

21 'Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996'."
22

(c) Any reference in any law, regulation, docu-

23 ment, record, or other paper of the United States to the
24 Federal Acquisition Reform Act of 1996 or to the Infor-

25 mation Technology Management Reform Act of 1996
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shall be considered to be a reference to the Clinger-Cohen

2 Act of 1996.

This Act may be cited as the "Treasury, Postal

3

4 Service, and General Government Appropriations Act,
5

1997".
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1 DWISION C—ILLEGAL DIMIGRA2
TION REFORM AND IIVIMI3
GRANT RESPONSIBILITY ACT
4

0F1996

-

5 SEC.!. SHORT TITLE OF DIVISION; AMENDMENTS TO IMMI6

GRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT; APPLICA-

7

TION OF DEFINITIONS OF SUCH ACT; TABLE

8

OF CONTENTS OF DWISION; SEVERABILITY.

9

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This division may be cited

as the

10 "Illegal Immigration Reform and Tmmigrant Responsibil-

11 ityActofl996".
12

(b) AMENDMENTS TO IM:MIGRATION AND NATIONAL-

13 py ACT.—Except as otherwise specifically provided—
14

(1) whenever in this division an amendment or

15

repeal

16

a section or other provision, the reference shall be

17

considered to be made to that section or provision in

18

the Immigration and Nationality Act; and

is expressed as the amendment or repeal of

19

(2) amendments to a section or other provision

20

are to such section or other provision before any

21

amendment made to such section or other provision

22

elsewhere in this division.

23

(c) APPLICATION OF CERTAIN DEFINITIONS.—EX-

24 cept as otherwise specifically provided in this division, for
25 purposes

of titles I and VT of this division, the terms
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"alien", "Attorney General", "border crossing identifica-

2 tion card", "entry", "immigrant", "immigrant visa",
3 "lawfully admitted for permanent residence", "national",

4 "naturalization",

"refugee",

"State",

and

"United

5 States" shall have the meaning given such terms in section
6 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.
7

(d) TiF

OF

CONTENTS OF DIvlsIoN.—The table

8 of contents of this division is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title of division; amendments to Immigration and Nationality Act;
application of definitions of such Aet; table of contents of division; severability.

TITLE I—IMPROVEMENTS TO BORDER CONTROL, FACILITATION
OF LEGAL ENTRY, AND INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT
Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at the Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personneL
Sec. 102. Improvement of barriers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border equipment and tecbnolo.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identication card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. Hiring and training standards.
Sec. 107. Report on border strategy.
Sec. 108. Criminal penalties for high speed flights from immigration checkpoint&

Sec. 109. Joint study of automated data collection.
Sec. 110. Automated entry-exit control system.
Sec. 111. Submission of final plan on realignment of border patrol positions
from interior stations.
Sec. 112. Nationwide fingerprinting of apprehended aliens.

Subtitle B—Facilitation of Legal Entry
Sec. 121. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 122. Land border inspection and automated permit pilot projects.
Sec. 123. Preinspection at foreign airports.
Sec. 124. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraidu1ent documents.
Sec. 125. Preclearance authority..
Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement

Sec. 131. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of certain investigators.
Sec. 132. Anthorization of appropriations for increase in number of investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 133. Acceptance of State services to carry out immigration enforcement.
Sec. 134. Minimum State INS presence.
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TITLE 11—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AN]) PENALTIES AGAINST
AMEN SMJJGOLING5 DOCUMENT FRAUD
Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against Alien Smuggling
Sec. 201. Wu-etap authority for investigations of alien smuggling or document
fraud.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling.
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Increased criminal penalties for fraudnient use of government-issued
documents.

Sec. 212. New document fraud offenses; new civil penalties for document fraud.
Sec. 213. New criminal penalty for failure to disclose role as preparer of false
application for immigration benefits.
Sec. 214. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails to
contain reasonable basis in law or fact.
Sec. 215. Criminal penalty for false claim to citizenship.
Sec. 216. Criminal penalty for voting by aliens in Federal election.
Sec. 217. Criminal forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 218. Penalties for involuntary servitude.
Sec. 219. Admissibility of videotaped witness testimony.
Sec. 220. Subpoena authority in document fraud enforcement.

TITLE ifi—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICA-

TION, AID REMOVAL OF rNADMISSIBLE AN]) DEPORTABLE
AT1TNS

-

-

Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens

Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United States without authorization
as not admitted.
Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving aliens;
referral for hearing (revised section 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully m the United
States (revised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment of sta-

tus; voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239 to
240C).

Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section 241).
Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308. Redesignation and reorganization of other provisions; additional conforming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.
Subtitle B—Criminal Alien Provisions
Sec. 321. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 322. Definition of conviction and term of imprisonment.

Sec. 323. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or crintiid
parole.

Sec. 324. Penalty for reentry of deported aliens.
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325. Change in filing requirement.
Sec. 326. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 327. Appropriations for criminal alien tracking center.
Sec. 328. Provisions relating to State criminal alien assistance program.
Sec. 329. Demonstration project for identification of illegal aliens in incarceration facility of Anaheim, California.
Sec. 330. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 331. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
Sec. 332. Annual report on criminal aliens.
Sec. 333. Penalties for conspiring with or assisting an alien to commit an offense under the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act.
Sec. 334. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentxy, and passport
and visa fraud.
Sec.

Subtitle C—Revision of Grounds for Exclusion and Deportation
Sec. 341. Proof of vaccination requirement for immigrants.
Sec. 342. Incitement of terrorist activity and provision of false documentation

to terrorists as a basis for exclusion from the United States.
Sec. 343. Certification requirements for foreign heaJth-cae workers.
Sec. 344. Removal of aliens falsely claiming United States citizenship.
Sec. 345. Waiver of exehzion and deportation ground for certain section 274C
violators.

Sec. 346. Inadmissibility of certain student visa abusers.
Sec. 347. Removal of aliens who have unlawfully voted.
Sec. 348. Waivers for immigrants convicted of crimes.
Sec. 349. Waiver of misrepresentation ground of inadmissibility for certain
alien.

Sec. 350. Offenses of domestic violence and stalking as ground for deportation.
Sec. 351. Clarification of date as of which relationship required for waiver from
exclusion or deportation for smuggling.
Sec. 352. Exclusion of former citizens who renounced citizenship to avoid United States taxation.
Sec. 353. References to changes elsewhere in division.

Subtitle D—Changes in Removal of Alien Terrorist Provisions
Sec. 354. Treatment of classified information.
Sec. 355. Exclusion of representatives of terrorist organizations.
Sec. 356. Standard for judicial review of terrorist organization designations.
Sec. 357. Removal of ancillary relief for voluntaiy departure.
Sec. 358. Effective date.

Subtitle E—Transportation of Aliens
Sec. 361. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 362. Transportation contracts.
Subtitle F—Additional Provisions

Sec. 371. Immigration judges and compensation.
Sec. 372. Delegation of immigration enforcement authority.
Sec. 373. Powers and duties of the Attorney General and the Commissioner.
Sec. 374. Judicial deportation.
Sec. 375. Limitation on adjustment of status.
Sec. 376. Treatment of certain fees.
Sec. 377. Limitation on legalization litigation.
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378. Rescission of lawful permanent resident staths.
Sec. 379. Administrative review of orders.
Sec. 380. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 381. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 382. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement.
Sec. 383. Exclusion of certain aliens from family unity program.
Sec. 384. Penalties for disclosure of information.
Sec. 385. Authozization of additional funds for removal of aliens.
Sec. 386. Increase in INS detention facilities; report on detention space.
Sec. 387. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention of inadmissible or deportable aliens.
Sec. 388. Report on interior repatriation program.
Sec.

TITLE 1V—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST
EMPLOYMENT
Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employment Eligibility Confirmation

Sec. 401. Establishment of programs.
Sec. 402. Voluntary election to. participate in a pilot program.
Sec. 403. Procedures for participants in pilot programs.
Sec. 404. Employment eligibility confirmation system.

Sec. 405. Reports
Subtitle B—Other Provisions Relating to Employer Sanctions
Sec. 411. Limiting liability for certain technical violations of paperwork requirements.
Sec. 412.. Paperwork and other changes in the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 413. Report on additional authority or resources needed for enforcement
of employer sanctions provithons.
Sec. 414. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 415. Authorizing maintenance of certain information on aliens.
Sec. 416. Subpoena authority.

Subtitle C—Unfair Immigration-Related Employment Practices

Sec. 421. Treatment of certain documenta practices as unfair immigration-re.
]ated employment practices.

TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR AT1TNS
Subtitle A—Eligibility of Aliens for Public Assistance and Benefits

Sec. 501. Exception to ineligibility for public benefits for certain battered
aliens.

Sec. 502. Pilot programs on limiting issuance of driver's licenses to illegal
aliens.

Sec. 503. Ineligibility of aliens not lawfully present for Social Security benefits.
Sec. 504. Procednres for requiring proof of citizenship for Federal public benefits.

Sec. 505. Limitation on eligibility for preferential treatment of aliens not lawfully present on basis of residence for higher education benefits.

Sec. 506. Study and report on alien student eligibility for postsecondary Federal student financial assistance.
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507. Verification of imnñgration status for purposes of Social Security and
higher educational assistance.
Sec. 508. No verification requirement for nonprofit charitable organizations.
Sec. 509. GAO study of provision of means-tested public benefits to aliens who
are not qualified aliens on behalf of eligible individuals.
Sec.

Sec. 510. Transition for aliens currently receiving benefits under the Food
Stamp program.

Subtitle B—Public Charge Exclusion
Sec. 531. Ground for exclusion.

Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support
Sec. 551. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support
Sec. 552. Indigence and battered spouse and child exceptions to Federal attribution of income rule.
Sec. 553. Authority of States and political subdivisions of States to limit assist-

ance to aliens and to distinguish among classes of aliens in
providing general cash public assistance.
Subtitle D—Mizcelianeous Provisions

Sec. 561. Increased mmum &mni]

penalties for forging or counterfeiting

seal of a Federal department or agency to facilitate benefit
fraud by an unlawful alien.
Sec. 562. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services exception.

Sec. 563. Reimbursement of States and localities for emergency ambulance
services.

564. Pilot programs to require bonding.
Sec. 565. Reports.
Sec.

Subtitle E—Housing Assistance

Sec. 571. Short title.
Sec. 572. Prorating of financial assistance.
Sec. 573. Attions in eases of termination of financial assistance.
Sec. 574. Verification of immigration status and eligibility for financial assistance.

Sec. 575. Prohibition of sanctions against entities making financial assistance
eligibility determinations.
Sec. 576. Eligibility for public and assisted housing.
Sec. 577. Regulations.

Subtitle F—General Provisions

Sec. 591. Effective dates.
Sec. 592. Not applicable to foreign assistance.
Sec. 593. Notification.
Sec. 594. Definitions.

TITLE VI—IflSCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Subtitle A—Refugees, Parole, and Asyium
Sec. 601. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.
Sec. 602. Limitation on use of parole.
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Sec.

603. Treatment of long-term parolees in applying worldwide numerical limitations.
Sec. 604. Asylum reform.

See. 605. Increase in asylum ocers.
Sec. 606. Conditional repeal of Cuban Adjustment Act.
Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality
Act

Sec. 621. Alien witness cooperation.
Sec. 622. Waiver of foreign country residence requirement with respect to international medical graduates.
Sec. 623. Use of legalization and special agricultural worker information.
Sec. 624. Continued validity of labor certifications and classification petitions
for professional athletes.
Sec. 625. Foreign students.
Sec. 626. Services to family members of certain ocers and agents killed in the
line of duty.

Subtitle C—Provisions Relating to 'Visa Processing and Consular Eciency

Sec. 631. Validityofpejjodofs
Sec. 632. Elimination of consulate shopping for visa overstays.
Sec. 633. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 634. Changes regarding visa application process.
Sec. 635. Visa waiver program.
Sec. 636. Fee for diversity immigrant lottery.
Sec. 637. Eligibility for visas for certain Polish applicants for the 1995 diversity immigrant program.
Subtitle D—Other Provisions

Sec. 641. Program to collect information relating to nonimmigrant foreign students.

Sec. 642. Communication between government agencies and the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 643. Regulations regarding habitual residence.
Sec. 644. Information regarding female genital mutilation.
Sec. 645. Crimina1i,tjon of female genital mutilation.
Sec. 646. Adjustment of status for certain Polish and Hungarian parolees.
Sec. 647. Support of demonstration projects.
Sec. 648. Sense of Congress regarding Amencan-made products; requirements
regarding notice.
Sec. 649. Vessel movement controls during immigration emergency.
Sec. 650. Review of practices of testing entities.
Sec. 65L Designation of a United States customs administrative building.
Sec. 652. Mail-order bride business.
Sec. 653. Review and report on H-2A nonixninigrant workers program.
Sec. 654. Report on allegations of harassment by Canadian customs agents.
Sec. 655. Sense of Congress on discriminatory application of New Brunswick
provincial sales tax.
Sec. 656. Improvements in identicatjon-re1ated documents.
Sec. 657. Development of prototype of counterfeit-resistant Social Security
card.
Sec. 658. Border Patrol Museum.
-
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Sec.

659. Sense of the Congress regarding the mission of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

Sec. 660. Authority for National Guard to assist in transportation of certain
aliens.

Subtitle E—Technical Corrections

Sec. 671. Miscellaneous technical corrections.
1

(e) SEv RABrLITy.—Jf any provision of this division

2 or the application of such provision to any person or cir-

3 cumstances is held to be unconstitutional, the remainder

4 of this division and the application of the provisions of
5 this

division to any person or circumstance shall not be

6 affected thereby.

1659
1

2
3

TITLE 1V—ENFORCEMENT OF
RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

4 Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Em5
ployment Eligibility Confirma6
tion
7 SEC. 401. ESTABL!Sff'r OF PROGRAMS.
8

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall con-

9 duct 3 pilot programs of employment eligibility confirma10 tion under this subtitle.
11

(b) INPLEMENTATION DEADLINE; TERMINATION.—

12 The Attorney General shall implement the pilot programs
13

in a maimer that permits persons and other entities to

14 have elections under section 402 of this division made and
15 in effect no later than 1 year after the date of the enact-

16 ment of this Act. Unless the Congress otherwise provides,
17 the Attorney General shall terminate a pilot program at

18 the end of the 4-year period beginning on the first day
19 the pilot program is in effect.
20

(c) SCOPE op OPERATION OF PILOT

PROGRAMS.—

21

The Attorney General shall provide for the operation—

22

(1) of the basic pilot program (described in sec-

23

tion 403(a) of this division) in, at a minimum,

24

the 7 States with the highest estimated population
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of aliens who are not lawfully present in the United

2

States;

3

(2) of the citizen attestation pilot program (de-

4

scribed in section 403(b) of this division) in at-least

5

5

6

the condition described in section 403(b)(2)(A) of

7

this division; and

States (or, if fewer, all of the States) that meet

8

(3) of the machine-readable-document pilot pro-

9

gram (described in section 403(c) of this division) in

10

at least 5 States (or, if fewer, all of the States) that

11

meet the condition described in section 403(c)(2) of

12

this division.

13

(d) REFERENCES IN StJBTITLE.—In this subtitle—

14

(1) PILOT PROGRAM REFERENCES.—The terms

15

"program" or "pilot program" refer to any of the 3

16

pilot programs provided for under this subtitle.

17

(2) CONFUU&aTION SYSTEM.—The term "con-

18

firmation system" means the confirmation system

19

established under section 404 of this division.

20

(3) REFERENCES TO SECTION 274A.—Any ref-

21

erence in this subtitle to section 274A (or a subdivi-

22

sion of such section) is deemed a reference to such

23

section (or subdivision thereof) of the Irnnfigration

24

and Nationality Act.
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(4) 1—9 OR SIMILAR FORM.—The term "1—9 or

2

iniilar form" means the form used for purposes of

3

section 274A(b)(1)(A) or such other form as the At-

4

torney General determines to be appropriate.

5

(5) LThIITED APPLICATION TO RECRUITERS AND

6

REFERRERS.—Any reference to recruitment or refer-

7

ral (or a recruiter or referrer) in relation to employ-

8

ment is. deemed a reference only to such recruitment

9

or referral (or recruiter or referrer) that is subject

10

to section 274A(a)(1)(B)(jj).

11

(6) UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP.—The term

12

"United States citizenship" includes United States

13

nationality.

14

(7) STATE.—The -term "State" has the mean-

15

ing given such term in section 1O1(a)(36) of the Tm-

16

migration and Nationality Act.

17 SEC.

402.

VOLUNTARY ELECflON TO PARTICIPATE IN A

18

PILOT PROGRAM.

19

(a) VOLUNTARY ELECTION._—Subject to subsection

20 (c)(3)(B), any person or other entity that conducts any
21 hiring (or recruitment or referral) in a State in which a

22 pilot program is operating may elect to participate in that
23 pilot program. Except as specifically provided in sub24 section (e), the Attorney General may not require any per25 son or other entity to participate in a pilot program.

•
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(b) BENEFIT OF REBUTTABLE PRESUMPTION.—

2

(1) IN GENERAL.—If a person or other entity

3

is participating in a pilot program and obtains con-

4

firmation of identity and employment eligibility in

5

compliance with the terms and conditions of the pro-

6

gram with respect to the hiring (or recruitment or

7

referral) of an individual for employment in the

8

United States, the person or entity has established

9

a rebuttable presumption that the person or entity

10

has not violated section 274A(a)(1)(A) with respect

11

to such hiring (or such recruitment or referral).

12

(2) C0NSTRUCTION.—Paragraph (1) shall not

13

be construed as preventing a person or other entity

14

that has an election in effect under sutisection (a)

15

from establishing an affirmative defense under sec-

16

tion 274A(a)(3) if the person or entity complies with

17

the requirements of section 274A(a) (1)(B) but fails

18

to obtain confirmation under paragraph (1).

19

(c) GENERAL TERMS OF ELECTIONS.—

20

(1) IN GENERAL—AU election under subsection

21

(a) shah be in such form and manner, under such

22

terms and conditions, and shall take effect, as the

23

Attorney General shall specify. The Attorney Gen-

24

eral may not impose any fee as a condition of mak-

25

ing an election or participating in a pilot program.
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(2) SCOPE OF ELECTION.—

1

2

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph

3

(3), any electing person or other entity may

4

provide that the election under subsection (a)

5

shall apply (during the period in which the elec-

6

tion is in effect)—

7

(i)

to all its hiring (and all recruit-

8

ment or referral) in the State (or States)

9

in which the pilot program is operating, or

10

(ii) to its hiring (or recruitment or re-

11

ferral) in one or more pilot program States

12

or one or more places of hiring (or recruit-

13

ment or referral, as the case may be) in

14

the pilot program- States.

15

(B) APPLICATION OF PROGRAMS IN NON-

16

PILOT PROGRAM STATE5.—Jn addition, the At-

17

torney General may permit a person or entity

18

electing—

19

(i) the basic pilot program (described

20

in section 403(a) of this division) to pro-

21

vide that the election applies to its hiring

22

(or recruitment or referral) in one or more

23

States or places of hiring (or recruitment

24

or referral) in which the pilot program is

25

not otherwise operating, or
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(ii)

1

the citizen attestation pilot pro-

2

gram (described in 403(b) of this division)

3

or the machine-readable-document pilot

4

program (described in section 403(c) of

5

this division) to provide that the election

6

applies to its hiring (or recruitment or re-

7

ferral) in one or more States or places of

8

hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which

9

the pilot program is not otherwise operat-

10

ing but only if such States meet the re-

11

quirements of 403(b)(2)(A) and 403(c)(2)

12

of this division, respectively.
(3) ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION OF ELEC-

13

14

TIONS.—

-

15

(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in

16

subparagraph (B), the Attorney General shall

17

accept all elections made under subsection (a).

18

(B) REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—The At-

19

torney General may reject an election by a per-

20

son or other entity under this section or limit

21

its applicability to certain States or places of

22

hiring (or recruitment or referral) if the Attor-

23

ney General has determined that there are in-

24

sufficient resowces to provide appropriate serv-

25

ices under a pilot program for the person's or

•
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entity's hiring (or recruitment or referral) in

2

any or all States or places of hiring.

3

(4) TERMINATION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attor-

4

ney General may terminate an election by a person

5

or other entity under this section because the person

6

or entity has substantially failed to comply with its

7

obligations

8

other entity may terminate an election in such form

9

and manner as the Attorney General shall specify.

10
11

under the pilot program. A person or

(d) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLICITY.—

(1)

CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General

12

shall closely consult with representatives of employ-

13

ers (and recruiters and referrers) in the development

14

and implementation of the -pilot programs, including

15

the education of employers (and recruiters and refer-

16

rers) about such programs.

17

(2) PUBLICITY.—The Attorney General shall

18

widely publicize the election process and pilot pro-

19

grams, including the voluntary nature of the pilot

20

programs and the advantages to employers (and re-

21

cruiters and referrers) of making an election under

22

this section.

23

(3)

ASSISTANCE

THROUGH

DISTRICT

OF-

24

FICES.—The Attorney General shall designate one or

25

more individuals in each District office of the Immi•HR 4278 EH
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gration and Naturalization Service for a Service Dis-

2

trict in which a pilot program is being imple-

3

mented—

4

(A) to inform persons and other entities

5

that seek information about pilot programs of

6

the voluntary nature of such programs, and

7

(B) to assist persons and other entities in

8

electing and participating in any pilot programs

9

in effect in the District, in complying with the

10

requirements of section 274A, and in faciitat-

11

ing confrmation of the identity and employ-

12

ment eligibility of individuals consistent with

13

such section.

14

(e) SELECT ENTITLES-REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN

15 A PILOT PROGRAM.—
16

(1) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—

17

(A) EXECUTWE DEPARTMENTS.—

18

(i) IN GENERAL.—Each Department

19

of the Federal Government shall elect to

20

participate in a pilot program and shall

21

comply with the terms and conditions of

22

such an election.

23

(ii)

ELECTION.—Subject

to clause

24

(iii), the Secretary of each such Depart-

25

ment—
.HR 4278 ER
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(I) shall elect the pilot program

2

(or programs) in which the Depart-

3

ment shall participate, and

4

(II) may limit the election to hir-

5

ing occurring in certain States (or ge-

6

ographic areas) covered by the pro-

7

gram (or programs) and in specified

8

divisions within the Department, so

9

long as all hiring by such divisions

10

and in such locations is covered.

11

(iii) ROLE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL.—

12

The Attorney General shall assist and co-

13

ordinate elections under this subparagraph

14

in such maimer -as- assures that—

15

(I)

a significant portion of the

16

total hiring within each Department

17

within States covered by a pilot pro-

18

gram is covered under such a prO-

19

gram, and

20

(II) there is significant participa-

21

tion by the Federal Executive branch

22

in each of the pilot programs.

23

(B) LEGISLATIVE BRANCH.—Each Member

24

of Congress, each officer of Congress, and the

25

head of each agency of the legislative branch,
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that conducts hiring in a State in which a pilot

2

program is operating shall elect to participate

3

in a pilot program, may specify which pilot pro-

4

gram or programs (if there is more than one)

5

in which the Member, officer, or agency will

6

participate, and shall comply with the terms

7

and conditions of such an election.

8

(2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLATORS.—An

9

order under section 274A(e)(4) or section 274B(g)

10

of the Immigration and Nationality Act may require

11

the subject of the order to participate in, and comply

12

with the terms of, a pilot program with respect to

13

the subject's hiring (or recruitment or referral) of

14

individuals in a State covered by such a program.

15

(3) CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE

TO PABTICI-

16

PATE.—If a person or other entity is required under

17

this subsection to participate in a pilot program and

18

fails to comply with the requirements of such pro-

19

gram with respect to an individua1—

20

(A) such failure shail be treated as a viola-

21

tion of section 274A(a)(1)(B) with respect to

22

that individual, and

23

(B) a rebuttable presumption is created

24

that the person or entity has violated section

25

274A(a)(1)(A).
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Subparagraph (B) shall not apply in any prosecution

2

under section 274A(f)(1).

3

(f) CONSTRUCTION.-_..This

subtitle shall not affect

4 the authority of the Attorney General under any other law
S

(including section 274A(d)(4)) to conduct demonstration
6 projects in relation to section 274A.
7 SEC. 403. PROCEDIJS FOR PARTICIp&j5
IN PILOT PRO8

9

GRAMS.

(a) BASIC PILOT PROGRAM.—A person or other en-

10 tity that elects to participate in the basic pilot
program
described in this subsection agrees to conform to the fol12 lowing procedures in the case of the hiring
(or recruitment
11

or referral) for employment in the United States
of each
14 individual covered by the election:13

15

16
17
18

19

20
21

(1)

PROVISION

OF ADDITION

INFORivr-

TION.—The person or entity shall obtain from the
individual (and the individual shall provide) and
shaH record on the 1—9 or similar form—

(A) the individual's social security account
number, if the individual has been issued such

a number, and

22

(B) if the individual does not attest to

23

United

24

274A(b)(2), such identification or authorization
number established by the Immigration and

25
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Naturalization Service for the alien as the At-

2

torney General shall specify,

3

and shall retain the original form and make it avail-

4

able for inspection for the period and in th& manner

5

required of 1—9 forms under section 274A(b)(3).

6

(2) PRESENTATION OF DOCUMENTATION.—

7

(A) IN GENERAL.—The person or other en-

8

tity, and the individual whose identity and em-

9

ployment eligibility are being confirmed, shall,

10

subject to subparagraph (B), fuffihl the require-

11

ments of section 274A(b) with the following

12

modifications:

13

(i) A document referred to in section

14

274A(b)(1)(B)(ii) (as redesignated by sec-

15

lion 412(a) of this division) must be des-

16

ignated by the Attorney General as suit-

17

able for the purpose of identification in a

18

pilot program.

19

(ii) A document referred to in section

20

274A(b)(1)(D) must contain a photograph

21

of the individual.

22

(iii) The person or other entity has

23

complied with the requirements of section

24

274A(b)(1) with respect to examination of

25

a document if the document reasonably ap-
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pears on its face to be genuine and it rea-

2

sonably appears to pertain to the individ-

3

ual whose identity and work egibi1itv is

4

being confirmed.

5

(B) LIMITATION OF REQUIREMENT TO EX-

6

AMINE DOCUMENTATION_If the Attorney Gen-

7

eral finds that a pilot program would reliably

8

determine with respect to an individual wheth-

9

er—

10

(i)

the

person with

-

the

identity

11

claimed by the individual is authorized to

12

work in the United States, and

13

(ii) the individual is claiming the iden-

14
15

16
17
18

tity of another person,

if a person or entity could fulfill the requirement to examine documentation contained in
subparagraph (A) of section 274A(b)(1) by examining a document specified in either subpara-

19

graph (B) or (D) of such section, the Attorney

20

General may provide that, for purposes of such

21

requirement, only such a document need be ex-

22

amined. In such case, any reference in section

23

274A(b)(1)(A) to a verification that an individual is not an unauthorized alien shall be

24
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1

deemed to be a verification of the individual's

2

identity.

3

(3) SEEKING CONFIRMATION.—

4

(A) IN GENERAL.—The person or other en-

5

tity shall make an inquiry, as provided in sec-

6

tion 404(a)(1) of this division, using the con-

7

firmation system• to seek confirmation of the

8

identity and employment eligibility of an mdi-

9

'vidual, by not later than the end of 3 working

10

days (as specified by the Attorney General)

11

after the date of the hiring (or recruitment or

12

referral, as the case may be).

13

(B) EXTENSION OF TIME PERIOD.—If the

14

person or other entity in good faitI attempts to

15

make an inquiry during such 3 working days

16

and the confirmation system has registered that

17

not all inquiries were received during such time,

18

the person or entity can make an inquiry in the

19

first subsequent working day in which the con-

20

firmation system registers that it has received

21

all inquiries. If the confirmation system cannot

22

receive inquiries at all times during a day, the

23

person or entity merely has to assert that the

24

entity attempted to make the inquiry on that

25

day
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1

an inquiry. and does not have to provide any

2.

addition& proof concerning such inquirer.

3

(4) CONFIRMATION OR. NONCOTIRM.rON._

(A)

CONFIRMATION

UPON IMTIA

tN

5

QIJIRY.—If the person or other entity receives

6

an appropriate confirmation of an individuaJ's

7

identity and work eligibility under the confirma-

8

tion system within the time period specified

9

under section 404(b) of this division, the person

10

or entity shall record on the 1—9 or similar form

11

an appropriate code that is provided under the
system and that indicates a final confirmation

12.

13

of such identity and work el.igThility of the mdi-

14

vidual.

15

16

(B) NONCONFIRMATION UPON INITIAL IN-

•QUY

17

AND SECONDARy VERrF1GATION —

(i) NONCONFIRMATION._If the per-

18

son or other entity receives

19

nonconfirination of an individual's identity

20

or work eligibility under the confirmation

21

system within the time period specified

22

under 404(b) of this division, the person or

23

entity shall so inform the individual for

24

whom the confirmation is sought.
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(ii) No CONTEST.—If the individual

2

does not contest the nonconfirmation with-

3

in the time period

4

404(c) of this division, the nonconfir-mation

5

shall be considered final. The person or en-

6

tity shall then record on the 1—9 or similar

7

form an appropriate code which has. been

8

provided under the system to indicate a

9

tentative nonconfirmation.

specified in section

10

(iii) C0NTEsT.—If the individual does

11

contest the nonconfirmation, the individual

12

shall utilize the process for secondary ver-

13

ification provided under section 404(c) of

14

this division. The nonconfirmation will re-

15

main tentative until a final confirmation or

16

nonconfirmation is provided by the con-

17

firmation system within the time period

18

specified in such section. In no case shall

19

an employer terminate employment of an

20

individual because of a failure of the mdi-

21

vidual to have identity and work eligibility

22

confirmed under this section until a non-

23

confirmation becomes final. Nothing in this

24

clause shall apply to a termination of em-

-

2)'O
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ployment for any reason other than be-

2

cause of such a failure.

3

(iv) RECORDING OF CONCLUSION ON

4

FORM.—If a final confirmation or noncon-

5

firmation is provided by the confirmation

6

system under section 404(c) of this divi-

7

sion regarding an individual, the person or

8

entity shall record on the 1—9 or similar

9

form an appropriate code that is provided

10

under the system and that indicates a con-

11

firmation or nonconflrrnation of identity

12

and work eligibility of the individual.

13

(C)

14

TION.—

CONSEQUENCES OF NONCONFIRMA-

15

(i) TERNINATION OR NOTIFICATION

16

OF CONTINTJED EMPLJOYMENT.—If the per-

17

son or other entity has received a final

18

nonconfirmation regarding an individual

19

under subparagraph (B), the person or en-

20

tity may terminate employment (or recruit-

21

ment or referral) of the individual. If the

22

person or entity does not terminate

23

ployment (or recruitment or referral) of

24

the individual, the person or entity shall

25

notify the Attorney General of such fact
.WR
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em-
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through the confirmation system or in such

2

other manner as the Attorney General may

3

specify.

4

(ii) FAILURE TO NOTIFY.—If the per-

or entity fails to provide notice with

5

son

6

respect to an individual as required under

7

clause (i), the failure is deemed to con-

8

stitute a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B)

9

with respect to that individual and the ap-

10

plicable civil monetary penalty under see-

11

tion 274A(e)(5) shall be (notwithstanding

12

the amounts specified in such section) no

13

less than $500 and no more than $1,000

14

for each individual with respect to whom

15

such violation occurred.

16

(iii) CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT AFTER

17

FINAL NONCONFIRMATION.—If the person

18

or other entity continues to employ (or to

19

recruit or refer) an individual after receiv-

20

ing ftnal nonconfirmation, a rebuttable

21

presumption is created that the person or

22

entity has violated section 274A(a)(1)(A).

23

The previous sentence shall not apply in

24

any prosecution under section 274A(f)(1).

25

(b) CITIZEN ATTESTATION PILOT PROGRAM.—
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(1) IN GENEI&i.—Except as provided in para-

2

graphs (3) through (5), the procedures applicable
under the citizen attestation pilot program under

3

4
5

-

this subsection shall be the same procedures as those
under the basic pilot program under subsection (a).

6

(2) RESTRICTIONS.

7

(A) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIRENT

TO

8

PARTICIPATE IN PILOT PROGRA.M.—The Attor-

9

ney General

may not provide for the operation
of the citizen attestation pilot program in a

10
11

State unless each driver's license or similar

12

identification document described in section

13

274A(b)(1)(D)(i) issued by the State—.

14

(i) contains a photograph of the mdi-

15

vidual involved, and

16

(ii) has been determined by the Attor-

17

ney General to have security features, and

18

to have been issued through application

19

and issuance procedures, which make such

20

document sufficiently resistant to counter-

21

feiting, tampering, a.nd fraudulent use that

22

it is a reliable means of identification for

23

purposes of this section.

24

(B) AUTHORIZATION TO LIMIT EMPLOYER

25

PARTICIpATION_The Attorney General may
•HR 427S Eli
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restrict the number of persons or other entities

2

that may elect to participate in the citizen at-

3

testation pilot program under this subsection as

4

the Attorney General determines to be nec-

5

essary

6

employers and to reduce the potential impact of

7

fraud.

8

(3) No CONFIRMATION REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN

9

INDIVIDUALS ATTESTING TO U.S. CITIZENSHIP.—In

10

the case of a person or other entity hiring (or re-

11

cruiting or referring) an individual under the citizen

12

attestation pilot program, if the individual attests to

13

United States citizenship (under penalty of perjury

14

on an 1—9 or similar form which form states on its

15

face the criminal and other penalties provided under

16

law for a false representation of United States citi-

17

zenship)—

to produce a representative sample of

18

(A) the person or entity may fulfill the re-

19

quirement to examine documentation contained

20

in subparagraph (A) of section 274A(b)(1) by

21

examining a document specified in either sub-

22

paragraph (B)(i) or (D) of such section; and

23

(B) the person or other entity is not re-

24

quired to comply with respect to such individual

25

with the procedures described in paragraphs (3)
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and (4) of subsection (a.), but only if the person

2

or entity retains the form and makes it avaiiable for inspection in the same manner as in

3

4

the case

5

274A(b)(3).

6

(4) WAIVER OF DOCUMENT PRESENTATION RE-

7

of an

1—9

form

under section

QUIREMENT IN CERTAIN CASES.—

8

(A) IN GENE&j.—J the case of a person
or entity that elects, in a. manner specified by

9

10

the Attorney General consistent with subpara-

11

graph (B), to participate in the pilot program
under this paragraph, if an individual being

12
13

hired (or recruited or referred) attests (in the

14

maimer described in paragraph (3)) to United
States citizenship and the person or entity re-

15

16

tains the form on which the attestation is made

17

and makes it available for inspection in the
same manner as in the case of an 1—9 form

18

19

20
21

under section 274A(b)(3), the. person or entity
is not required to comply with the procedures
described in section 274A(b).

22

(B) RESTRICTION._The Attorney General

23

shall restrict the election under this paragraph

24

to no more than 1,000 employers and, to the

25

extent practicable, shall select among employers
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seeking to make such election in a manner that

2

provides for such an election by a representative

3

sample of employers.

4

(5) NONREVIEWABLE DETERMINATIONS.—The

5

determinations of the Attorney General under para-

6

graphs

7

Attorney General and are not subject to judicial or

8

administrative review.

9

(c)

(2) and (4) are within the discretion of the

M&CmNE-READABLE-DOCIThIENT PILOT PRO-

10 GRAM.—
11

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in para-

12

graph (3), the procedures applicable under the ma-

13

chine-readable-document pilot program under this

14

subsection shall be the same pro.cedur,es as those

15

under the basic pilot program under subsection (a).

16

(2) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT TO PAR-

17

TICIPATE IN PILOT PROGRAM.—The Attorney Gen-

18

eral may not provide for the operation of the ma-

19

chine-readable-document pilot program in a State

20

unless driver's licenses and similar identification

21

documents described in section 27&(b)(1)(D)(i) is-

22

sued by the State include a machine-readable social

23

security account number.

24

(3)

25

MENTS.—If
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plovrnent eJigibilitv must be confirmed presents to
2

the person or entity hiring (or recruiting or refer-ring) the individual a license or other dournent de-

4

scribed in paraaph (2) that includes a machine-

5

readable social security account number, the person

6

or entity must make an inquiry through the confirmation system by using a machine-readable fea-

7
8

9

ture of such document. If the individual does not at•test t. United States citizenship under setiop

10

274A(b)(2), the individual's identification or author-.

11

iza.tion number described in subsection (a)(1 )(B)

12

shall be provided a.s part of the inquiry.

13

(d) PROTECTION FROM LTABILITY FOR ACTIONS

14

TAIN ON THE BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED

15

THE CONFIRMATION SYSTEM.—NO

16

ticipating in a. pilot. program shall be civilly or criminally
liable under any law for any action taken in good faith

17

BY

person or entity par-

18

reliance on information provided through the confirmation

19

system.

20 SEC. 404. EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY
CONFIRMATION SYS21

22

TEM.

(a) IN GENERAL.—_The Attorney General shah estab-

23 lish a pilot program confirmation
system through which
24 the Attorney General (or a designee of the Attorney Gen25 eral. which may be a nongovernrnenth.l entity)—
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(1) responds to inquiries made by electing per-

2

sons and other entities (including those made by the

3

transmittal of data from machine-readable docu-

4

ments under the machine-readable pilot program) at

5

any time through a toll-free telephone line or other

6

toll-free electronic media concerning an individual's

7

identity and whether the individual is authorized to

8

be employed, and

9

(2) maintains records of the inquiries that were

10

made, of confirmations provided (or not provided),

11

and of the codes provided to inquirers as evidence of

12

their compliance with their obligations under the

13

pilot programs.

14 To the extent practicable, the Attorney General shall seek
15

to establish such a system using one or more nongovern-

16 mental entities.
17

(b) INITJAL RESPONSE.—The confirmation system

18

shall provide confirmation or a tentative noncoufirmation

19 of an individual's identity and employment eligibility with-

20 in 3 working days of the initial inquiry. If providing con21

firmation or tentative nonconfrmation, the confirmation

22 system shall provide an appropriate code indicating such
23 confirmation or such nonconfirmation.
24

(c) SECONDARY VERIFICATION PROCESS IN CASE OF

25 TENTATWE NoNConuTIoN.—In cases of tentative
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nonconfirmation, the Attorney General shall specify, in

2 consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security and

3 the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization
4 Service, an available secondary verification process to con5

firm the validity of information provided and to provide

6 a final confirmation or nonconfirmation within 10 working

7 days after the date of the tentative nonconfirmation. When
8 final conñrmation or nonconfirmation is provided, the con-

9 firmation system shall provide an appropriate code mdi10 cating such confirmation or nonconfirmation.
11

(d) DESIGN I OPERATION OF SYSTEM.—The con-

12 firmation system shall be designed and operate d—
13

(1) to maximize its reliability and ease of use

14

by persons and other entities making elections under

15

section 402(a) of this division consistent with insu-

16

lating and protecting the privacy and security of the

17

underlying information;

18

(2) to respond to all inquiries made by such

19

persons and entities on whether individuals are au-

20

thorized to be employed and to register all times

21

when such inquiries are not received;

22

(3) with appropriate administrative, technical,

23

and physical safeguards to prevent unauthorized dis-

24

closure of personal information; and
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(4) to have reasonable safeguards against the

2

system's resulting in unlawful discriminatory prac-

3

tices based on. national origin or citizenship status.

4

including—

(A) the selective or unauthorized use of the

5

6

system to veiify eligibility:

(B) the use of the system prior to an offer

7
8

-

of émployment or

9

(C)

the exclusion of certain individuals

10

from consideration for employment as a result

11

of a perceived likelihood that additional verifica-

12

tion will be required. beyond what is required

13

for most job applicants.

14

(e) RESPONSIBILITIES- OF THE

CoussIoR

OF

15 Sociu. SECTJRITY.—AS part of the confirrnat.on system,

16 the Commissioner of Social Security, in consultation with

17 the entity responsible for administration of the system.
18

shall establish a. reliable, secure method. which, within the

19 time periods specified under subsections (b) and (c), com-

20 pares the name and social security account number pro21

vided in an inquiry against such information maintained

22 by the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm)
23

the validity of the information provided regarding an mdi-

24 vidual whose identity and employment eligibility must be

25 confirmed, the correspondence of the name and number,
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and whether the individual has presented a social security

2 account number that is not valid for employment. The
3 Commissioner shall not disclose or release social security

4 information (other than such confirmation or noncon5 firmation).
6

(f) RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSIOrR OF

7 THE IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVJCE.—AS

8 part of the confirmation system, the Commissioner of the

9 Immigration and Naturalization Service, in consultation
10 with the entity responsible for administration of the sys11

tern, shall establish a reliable, secure method, which, with-

12 in the time periods specified under subsections (b) and (c),

13 compares the name and alien identification or authoriza14 tion number described in section 403(a)(1)(B) of this divi-

15 sion which are provided in an inquiry against such infor-

16 mation maintained by the Commissioner in order to con17 firm (or not confirm) the validity of the information pro18 vided, the correspondence of the name and number, and
19 whether the alien is authorized to be employed in the Unit-

20 ed States.
21

(g) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Commissioners

22 of Social Security and the Immigration and Naturalization

23 Service shall update their information in a maimer that
24 promotes the maximum accuracy and shall provide a proc25 ess for the prompt correction of erroneous information, in•HR 4278 EH
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eluding instances in which it is brought to their attention

2 in the secondary verification process described in sub3 section (e).
4
5

(h) LIMITATION ON USE OF THE CONFIRMATION
SYSTEM AND ANY RELATED SYSTEMS.—

6

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other

7

provision of law, nothing in this subtitle shall be
construed to permit or allow any department, bu-

8

9

reau, or other agency of the United States Government to utilize any information, data base, or other

10
11

records assembled under this subtitle for any other

12

purpose other than as provided for under a pilot.

13

program.

14

(2) No NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION CARD.—

15

Nothing in this subtitle shall be construed to authorize, directly or indirectly, the issuance or use of na-

16

17

tionaJ identification cards or the establishment of a
national identification card.

18

19 SEC.

405. REPORTS.

20

The Attorney General shall submit to the Committees

21

on the Judiciaiy of the House of Representatives and of
22 the Senate reports on the pilot programs within 3 months

23 after the end of the third and fourth years in which the
24 programs are in effect. Such reports shall—
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(1) assess the degree of fraudu'ent ate sting of

1

2

United States citizenship,

3

(2) include recommendations on whether or not

4

the pilot programs should be continued or modified,

5

and

6

(3) assess the benefits of the pilot programs to

7

employers and the degree to which they assist in the

8

enforcement of section 274A.

10

Subtitle B—Other Provisions
Relating to Employer Sanctions

11

SEC. 411. LIMITING LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHMCAL

9

12

VIOLATIONS

13

MENTS.

14

(a)

OF

PAPERWORK

IN GENaiAi4.—5ection 274A(b)

REQUIRE-

(8

U.S.C.

15

1324a(b)) is amended by adding at the end the following

16

new paragraph:

17

"(6) GOOD FAITH COMPLIANCE.—

18

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in

19

subparagraphs (B) and (C), a person or entity

20

is considered to have complied with a require-

21

ment of this subsection notwithstanding a tech-

22

nical or procedural failure to meet such require-

23

ment if there was a good faith attempt to com-

24

ply with the requirement.
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"(B) EXCEPTION IF FAILURE TO CORRECT

2

AFTER NOTICE.—Subparagraph (A) shall not

3

apply if—

4

"(i) the Service (or another enforce-

5

ment agency) has explained to the person

6

or entity the basis for the failure,

7

"(ii) the person or entity has been

8

provided a period of not less than 10 busi-

9

ness days (beginning after the date of the

10

explanation) within which to correct the

11

failure, and

12

"(iii) the person or entity has not cor-

13

rected the failure voluntarily within such

14

period.

15

"(C) EXCEPTION FOR PATTERN OR PRAC-

16

TICE VIOLATORS.—Subparagraph (A) shall not

17

apply to a person or entity that has or is engag-

18

ing in a pattern or practice of violations of sub-

19

section (a)(1)(A) or (a)(2).".

-

-

20

(b) EFFECTrVE DATE.—The amendment made by

21

subsection (a) shall apply to failures occurring on or after

22 the date of the enactment of this Act.
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SEC. 412. PAPERWORK AND OTHER CHANGES IN THE EM-

2
3

PLOYER SANCTIONS PROGRAM.

(a) REDUCING THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS Ac-

4 CEPTED

FOR EMPLOYMENT

5 274A(b)(1)

6

VERIFICATION.—Section

(8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)(1)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (B)—

7

(A) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),

8

(B) in clause (v), by striking "or other

9

alien registration card, if the card" and insert-

10

ing ",

11

ment designated by the Attorney General, if the

12

document" and redesignating such clause as

13

clause (ii), and

14

alien

registration card, or other docu-

(C). in clause (ii), as so redesignatej—

15

(i) in subclause (I), by striking "or"

16

before "such other personal identifying in-

17

formation" and inserting "and",

(ii) by striking "and" at the end of

18

subclause (I),

19

20

(iii) by striking the period at the end

21

of subclause (II) and inserting ", and",

22

and

23

(iv) by adding at the end the following

24

new subclause:
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"(III) contains security features

2

to make it resistant to tampering,

3

counterfeiting, and fraudulent use.";

4

(2) in subparagraph (C)—

5

(A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),

6

(B) by striking clause (ii), and

7

(C) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause

8

(ii); and

9

(3) by adding at the end the following new sub-

10

paragraph:

11

"(E) AUTHORITY TO PROHIBIT USE OF

12

CERTAIN DOCUMENTS.—If the Attorney Gen-

13

eral finds, by regulation, that any document de-

14

scribed in subparagraph (B), (C), or (D) as es-

15

tablishing employment authorization or identity

16

does not reliably establish such authorization or

17

identity or is being used fraudulently to an un-

18

acceptable degree, the Attorney General may

19

prohibit or place conditions on its use for pur-

20

poses of this subsection.".

21

(b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EM-

22 PLOYEE5.—Section 274A(a)

(8

U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is

23 amended by adding at the end the following new para24 graph:
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"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR

1

2

CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—

3

"(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this

4

section, if—

5

"(i) an individual is a member of a

6

collective-bargaining unit and is employed,

7

under a collective bargaining agreement

8

entered into between one or more employee

9

organizations and an association of two or

10

more employers, by an employer that is a

11

member of such association, and

12

"(ii) within the period specified in

13

subparagraph (B), another employer that

14

is

15

agent of such association on behalf of the

16

employer) has complied with the require-

17

ments of subsection (b) with respect to the

18

employment of the individual,

a member- of the association (or an

19

the subsequent employer shall be deemed to

20

have complied with the requirements of sub-

21

section (b) with respect to the hiring of the em-

22

ployee and shall not be liable for civil penalties

23

described in subsection (e)(5).

24

"(B) PERIOD.—The period described in

25

this subparagraph is 3 years, or, if less, the pe.HR 4278 EE
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nod of time that the individual is authorized to

2

be employed in the United States.

"(0 LLILrTy.—

3

4

'(i) IN GENERAL.—if any en1oex

5

that is a member of an association hire

6

for employment in the United. Sta.tes an in

7

dividua.l and relies upon the provisions &

8

subparagraph (A) t.o comply th the re-

9

quirements of subseetion (h) and. the mdi-

10

vidial is an alien not authorized to work it

11

the United States. then for the Purposes of

12

paragraph (i)(A). subjectS to clause

13

the employer shall be presumed to have

14

known at -the time of hiring or afterward

15

that the individual was an alien not au—

16

thorized to work in the United States.

(ii),

17

"(ii) REBTJTTA.L OF PREStTMPTION—

18

The presumption established by clause (i)

19

may be rebutted by the employer only

20

through the presentation of clear and con-

21

vincing evidence tha.t the employer did not

22

know (and could

23

known) that the individua] a.t the time o

24

hiring or afterward was an alien not au-

25

thorjzed to work in the United Sta.tes.
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"(iii) ExCEPTION.—Clause (i) shall

2

not apply in any prosecution under sub-

3

section (f)(1).".

4

(c) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROVISIONS.—Sectjon

5 274A (8

6
7

U.S.C. 1324a) is amended by striking subsections

(i) through (n).
(d) CLIFICATION OF APPLICATION TO FEDERAL

8 GOvERNMENT.—Sectjon 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)), as

9 amended by subsection (b), is amended by adding at the
10 end the following new paragraph:
11

L(7)

APPLICATION

TO

FEDERAL

GOVERN-

12

MENT.—For purposes of this section, the term 'en-

13

tity' includes an entity in any branch of the Federal

14

Government.".

15

(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

16

(1) The amendments made by subsection (a)

17

shall apply with respect to hiring (or recruitment or

18

referral) occurring on or after such date (not later

19

than 12 months after the date of the enactment of

20

this Act) as the Attorney General shall designate.

21

(2) The amendment made by subsection

22

shall apply to individuals hired on or after 60 days

23

after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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(3) The arnendment made by subsection

J.

2

(c)

shall take effect. on the date of the enactment of this

'2

4

(4) The amendment made by subsection (d) ap-

to hiring occurring before, on, or after the date

5

plies

6

of the enactment of this Act, but no penalty shall be

7

imposed under subsection (e) or (f) of section 274A.

8

of the Immigration and Nationality Act for such hir-

9

ing occurring before such date.

10 SEC. 413. REPORT ON ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY OR RE11

SOURCES NEEDED FOR ENFORCEMENT OF

12

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PROVISIONS.

13

(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 1 year after the

14 date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General
15

shall submit to the Committees on the Judiciary of the

16 House of Representatives and of the Senate a report on
17 any additional authority or resources needed—
18

(1)

by the Immigration and Naturalization

19

Service in order to enforce section 274A of the Im-

20

migration and Nationality Act, or

21

(2) by Federal agencies in order to carry out

22

the Executive Order of February 13, 1996 (entitled

23

"Economy and Efficiency in Government Procure-

24

ment Through Compliance with Certain Immigration

25

and Naturalization Act Provisions') and to expand
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the restrictions in such order to cover agricultural

2

subsidies, grants, job training programs, and other

3

Federally subsidized assistance programs.

4

(b) REFERENCE TO INcREASED AUTHORIZATION OF

5 APPROPRIATIONS.—For

provision increasing the author-

6 ization of appropriations for investigators for violations of
7 sections
8

274 and 274A of the Immigration and National-

ity Act, see section 131 of this division.

9 SEC. 414. REPORTS ON EARNINGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHOR-

10
11

IZED TO WORK.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Subsectjon (c) of section 290 (8

12 U.S.C. 1360) is amended to read as follows:
13

"(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each

14 fiscal year (beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commis-

15 sioner of Social Security shall report to the Committees
16 on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and the

17 Senate on the aggregate quantity of social security ac18 count numbers issued to aliens not authorized to be em19 ployed, with respect to which, in such fiscal year, earnings
20 were reported to the Social Security Administration.
21

"(2) If earnings are reported on or after January 1,

22 1997, to the Social Security Administration on a social
23 security account number issued to an alien not authorized

24 to work in the United States, the Commissioner of Social
25 Security shall provide the Attorney General with iniforma.HR 4278 ER
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tion regarding the name and address of the alien, the

2 name and address of the person reporting the earnings,
3 and the amount of the earnings. The information shall be

4 provided in an electronic form agreed upon by thea Com5 missioner

6

and the Attorney General.".

(b) REPORT ON FRAUDULENT USE OF SOcIAL SECU-

7 RITY ACCOUNT NUMBERS.—The Commissioner of Social
8

9

Security shall transmit to the Attorney General, by not.
later than 1 year after the date of the enactment of this

10 Act, a report on the extent to which social security account
11

numbers and cards are used by aliens for fraudu'ent pur-

12 poses.
13

SEC. 415. AUTHORIZING MAINTENANCE OF CERTArN IN-

14

FORMATION ON ALIENS.

15

Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding
16 at the end the following new subsection:
"(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

17

18 Attorney General is authorized to require any alien to pro-

19 vide the alien's social security account number for pur20 poses of inclusion in any record of the alien maintained
21

by the Attorney General or the Service.".

22 SEC. 416. SUBPOENA AUTHORITY.
23

Section 274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(e)(2)) is amend-

24 ed—.-
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(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

1

2

graph (A);

(2) by striking the period at the end of sub-

3

4

paragraph (B) and inserting ", and"; and

5
6

(3) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:

7

"(C) immigration officers designated by

8

the Commissioner may compel by subpoena the

9

attendance of witnesses and the production of

10

evidence at any designated place prior to the fil-

11

ing of a complaint in a case under paragraph

12

(2).".

13

14

Subtitle C—Unfair ImmigrationRelated Employment Practices

15 SEC. 421. ThEAThIENr OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTARY PRAC16

TICES AS UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED

17

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES.

18

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 274B(a)(6) (8 U.S.C.

19 1324b(a)(6)) is amended—
20
21

(1) by striking "For purposes of paragraph (1),
a" and inserting "A"; and

22

(2) by striking "relating to the hiring of mdi-

23

24

viduais" and inserting the following: "if made for
the purpose or with the intent of discriminating

25

against an individual in violation of paragraph (1)".
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(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by

2 subsection (a) shall apply to requests made on or after
3

the date of the enactment of this Act.

4

6

TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON
BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
Subtitle A—Eligibility of Aliens for

7

Public Assistance and Benefits

5

8 SEC. 501. EXCEPTION TO iNELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC BENE9

FITS FOR CERTAIN BA11ERED ALIENS.

10

Section 431 of the Personal Responsibility and Work

11

Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1641)

12

is amended by adding at the end the following new sub-

13

section:

14

"(c) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN BATTEREDALIENS AS

15 QUALIFIED ALIENS.—For purposes of this title, the term
16 'qualified alien' includes—
17

"(1) an alien who—

18

"(A) has been battered or subjected to ex-

19

treme cruelty in the United States by a spouse

20

or a parent, or by a member of the spouse or

21

parent's family residing in the same household

22

as the alien and the spouse or parent consented

23

to, or acquiesced in, such battery or cruelty, but

24

only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General,

25

which opinion is not subject to review by any
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court) there is a substantial connection between

2

such battery or cruelty and

3

benefits to be provided; and

the

need for the

4

"(B) has been approved or has a petition

5

pending which sets forth a prima facie case

6

for—

7

"(i) status as a spouse or a child of

8

a United States citizen pursuant to clause

9

(ii), (iii), or (iv) of section 204(a)(1)(A) of

10

the Immigration and Nationality Act,

11

"(ii) classification pursuant to clause

12

(ii) or (iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B) of the

13

Act,

14

"(iii) suspension of deportation and

15

adjustment of status pursuant to section

16

244(a)(3) of such Act, or

17

"(iv) status as a spouse or child of a

18

United States citizen pursuant to clause (i)

19

of section 204(a)(1)(A) of such Act, or

20

classification pursuant to clause (i) of' sec-

21

tion 204(a)(1)(B) of such Act; or

22

"(2) an alien—

23

"(A) whose child has been battered or sub-

24

jected to extreme cruelty in the United States

25

by a spouse or a parent of the alien (without
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the active participation of the alien in the batter'y or cruelty), or by a member of the spouse

1

2
3

or parent's family residing in the same household as the alien and the spouse or parent con-

4
5

sented or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty,

6

and the alien did not actively participate in

7

such battery or cruelty, but only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General, which opinion is

8

9

not subject to review by any court) there is a

10

substantial connection between such battery or
cruelty and the need for the benefits to be pro-

11

12

vided; and

13

"(B) who meets the requirement of clause
(ii) of subparagraph (A).

14

15 This subsection shall

not apply to an alien during any pe-

riod in which the individuai responsible for such battery
17 or cruelty resides in the
same household or family eligi16

bility unit as the individual subjected to such battery
or
19 cruelty.".
18

20 SEC. 502. PILOT PROGRAMS ON LIMITING
ISSUANCE OF
21

22

DRIVER'S LICENSES TO 1LT1GAL ALIENS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-_Pursuant to guidelines prescribed

23 by the Attorney General not later than
6 months after

24 the date of the enactment of this Act, all States
may con25 duct pilot programs within their State

to determine the
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viability, advisability, and cost-effectiveness of the State's

2 denying driver's licenses to aliens who are not lawfully

3 present in the United States. Under a pilot program a
4 State may deny a driver's license to aliens who are not
5 lawfully present in the United States. Such program shall
6 be conducted in cooperation with relevant State and local

7 authorities.
(b) REPORT.—NOt later than 3 years after the date

8

9 of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall
10 submit a report to the Judiciary Committees of the House
11

of Representatives and of the Senate on the results of the

12 pilot programs conducted under subsection (a).
13 SEC.

503.

14

15

INELIGJEILITY OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY
PRESENT FOR SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 202 of the Social Security

16 Act (42 U.S.C. 402) is amended by adding at the end the
17 following new subsection:

"Limitation on Payments to Aliens

18

19

"(y) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no

20 monthly benefit under this title shall be payable to any
21

alien in the United States for any month during which

22 such alien is not lawfully present in the United States as
23 determined by the Attorney General.".
24

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by

25 subsection (a) shall apply with respect to benefits for
•HR 4278 EH
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which applications are filed on or after the first day of

2 the first month that begins at least 60 days after the date
3 of the enactment of this Act.
4 SEC. 504. PROCEDURES FOR REQUIRING PROOF OF cm5

ZENSHIP FOR FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.

6

Section 432(a) of the Personal Responsibility and

7 Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C.
8

1642) is amended—

9

(1) by inserting "(1)" after the dash, and

10

(2) by adding at the end the following:

"(2) Not later than 18 months after the date of the
12 enactment of this Act, the Attorney General, in consulta11

13 tion

with the Secretary of Health and Human Services,
14 shall also establish procedures for a person 'applying for
15 a Federal public benefit (as defined in section 401(c)) to
16 provide proof of citizenship in a fair and nondiscrim17 inatory manner.".
18 SEC. 505. LIMITATION ON ELIGJBILFrY FOR PREFERENTIAL
19

TREAThIEN'r OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY

20

PRESENT ON BASIS OF RESIDENCE FOR

21

BJGHER EDUCATION BENEFITS.

22

(a) IN GENEIL.—Notwithstanding any other provi23 sion of law, an alien who is not lawfully present in the

24 United States shall not be eligible on the basis of residence
25 within a State (or a political subdivision) for any post.HR 4278 ER
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secondary education benefit unless a citizen or national

2 of the United States is eligible for such a benefit (in no
3

less an amount, duration, and scope) without regard to

4 whether the citizen or national is such a resident.
5

(b)

-

EFFECTrVE DATE.—This section shall apply to

6 benefits provided on or after July 1, 1998.
7 SEC. 506. STUDY AND REPORT ON ALIEN STUDENT ELIGI8

BILITY FOR POSTSECONDARY FEDERAL STU-

9

DENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

10

(A) GAO STUDY AND REPORT.—

11

(1) STUDY.—The Comptroller General shall

12

conduct a study to det.ermip.e the exfr.t to wh.i.Ij

i

a1ens who are

ot la Jiv ajit.te for

]denee are receiving
I

posr.secorcjarv

rnayep

jc'iErj

1P-

cierit. fiTlanciaj assistance.

16

':2' IREPOR.T,—NOt

later than

i. ye after

thE

17

date of the enactment of this Act, the Conpt.rofle-

18

General shall subniit a renor to the apnropriate.

19

fo!in.mitees of the Coness on the study eonduete:

2c

under paragraph (1).

2

(O REPORT ON COMPUTER MATCH!NG .P

2.

(U I GENERL—Nq-t J.r thai

oie

2

.:;:r

2

':fV of }:duptjon and the Commjsione:r of Socia.

2

Seirity shall joirith: St 1fliI to •

the '-ate of the ellac
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mittees of the Congress a report on the computer

2

matching program of the Department of Education

3

under section 484(p) of the Higher Education Act of

4

1965.

5

6

(2)

REPORT ELEMENTS.—The

report under

paragraph (1) shall include the following:

7

(A)

An assessment by the Secretary and
the Commissioner of the effectiveness of the

8

9

computer matching program, and a justification

10

for such assessment.

11

(B) The ratio of successful matches under

12

the program to inaccurate matches.

13

(C) Such other information as the Secretary and the Conimissioner jointly consider

14
15
16

appropriate.
(c)

APPROPRIATE COMMITTEES

OF THE CoN-

17 GRESS.—For purposes of this section the term "appro-

18 priate committees of the Congress" means the Committee
19 on Economic and Educational Opportunities and the Com-

20 mittee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives
and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources and
22 the Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate.
21
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SEC. 507. VERIFICATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS FOR

2

PURPOSES OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND HIGH-

3

ER EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.

4
5

(a) SociAl., SECURITY ACT STATE INCOME AND Eu-

murn

VERIFICATION

6 1137(d)(4)(B)(i))

SYSTEMS.—Sectjon

of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

7 1320b—7(d)(4)(B)(j)) is amended to read as follows:
8

"(i) the State shall transmit to the

9

Immigration and Naturalization Service ei-

10

ther photostatic or other similar copies of

11

such documents, or information from such

12

documents, as specified by the Immigra-

13

tion and Naturalization Service, for official

14

verification,".

15

-

(b) ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER HIGHER

16 EDUCATION ACT OF l965.—Section 484(g)(4)(B)(i) of

17 the Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C.
18 1091(g) (4) (B) (i)) is amended to read as follows:
19

"(i) the institution shall transmit to

20

the Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

21

ice either photostatic or other similar cop-

22

ies of such documents, or information from

23

such documents, as specified by the Immi-

24

gration and Naturalization Service, for of-

25

ficial verification,".
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SEC. 508. NO VERIFICATION REQLTIREMENT FOR NON-

2

PROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS.

3

Section 432 of the Personal Responsibility and Work

4 Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1642)
5

is amended by adding at the end the following new sub6 section:
7

"(d) No VERIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR NON-

8 PROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS.—Subject to sub-

9 section (a), a nonprofit charitable organization, in provid-

10 ing any Federal public benefit (as defined in section
11 401(c)) or any State or local public benefit (as defined
12 in section 411(c)), is not required under this title to deter13 mine, verify, or otherwise require proof of eligibility of any

14 applicant for such benefits.".
15 SEC. 509. GAO STUDY OF PROVISION OF MEANS-TESTED
16

PUBLIC BENEFITS TO ALIENS WHO ARE NOT

17

QUALIFIED ALIENS ON BEHALF OF ELIGIBLE

18

rirvmuus.

Not later than 180 days after the date of the enact20 ment of this Act, the Comptroller General shall submit
19

21

to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Rep-

22 resentatjves and of the Senate and to the Inspector Gen23

eral of the Department of Justice a report on the extent
24 to which means-tested public benefits are being paid or
25 provided to aliens who are not qualified aliens (as defined

26 in section 431(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work

•
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Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) in order to pro-

2 vide such benefits to individuals who are United States
3

citizens or qualified aliens (as so defined). Such report

4 shall address the locations in which such benefits are pro5 vided

and the incidence of fraud or misrepresentation in

6 connection with the provision of such benefits.
7 SEC. 510. TRANSITION FOR ALIENS CURRENTLY RECEIVING
8

BENEFITS UNDER THE FOOD STAMP PRO-

9

GRAM.

10

Effective as if included in the enactment of the Per-

11

sonal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

12 Act of 1996, subclause (I) of section 402(a)(2)(D)(ii) (8
13 U.S.C. 1612(a)(2)(D)(ii)) is amended to read as follows:
14

'(I) IN-GENEitAi.—With respect

15

to the specified Federal program de-

16

scribed in paragraph (3)(B), ineligibil-

17

ity under paragraph

18

apply until April 1, 1997, to an alien

19

who received benefits under such pro-

20

gram on the date of enactment of this

21

Act, unless such alien is determined to

22

be ineligible to receive such benefits

23

under the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

24

The State agency shall recertifr the

25

eligibility of all such aliens during the
•HR 4278 EH
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period beginning April 1, 1997,. and

2

ending August 22, 1997.".

3

4

Subtitle B—Public Charge
Exclusion
-

5 SEC. 531. GROUND FOR EXCLUSION.
6

(a) IN GEEri.—Paragraph (4) of section 212(a)

7 (8 U.S.C. 1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:
8

"(4) PUBLIC CHARGE.—

9

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any alien who, in the

10

opinion of the consular ofcer at the time of

11

application for a visa, or in the opinion of the

12

Attorney General at the time of application for

13

admission or adjustment of status, is likely at

14

any time to become a public charge is exclud-

15

able.

16

"(B) FACTORS TO BE TAKEN INTO AC-

17

COUNT.—(i) In deterrniiiing whether an alien is

18

excludable under this paragraph, the consular

19

officer or the Attorney General shall at a mini-

20

mum consider the alien's—

21

"(I) age;

22

"(II) health;

23

"(III) family status;

24

"(TV) assets, resources, and financial

25

status; and
'HR 4278 EH
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"(V) education and skills.

1

2

"(ii) In addition to the factors under

3

clause (i), the consu'ar officer or the Attorney

4

General may also consider any affidavit of sup:

5

port under section 213A for purposes of exclu-

6

sion under this paragraph.

7

"(C) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.—

8

Any alien who seeks admission or adjustment of

9

status under a visa number issued under sec-

10

tion 201(b)(2) or 203(a) is excludable under

11

this paragraph unless—
"(i) the alien has Obtained—

12
13

"(I) status as a spouse or a child

14

of a United States citizen pursuant to

15

clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of section

16

204(a)(1)(A), or

"(II) classification pursuant to

17
18

clause

19

204(a)(1)(B); or

20

"(ii) the person petitioning for the•

(ii)

or

(iii)

of

section

21

alien's admission (including any additional

22

sponsor required under section 213A(f))

23

has executed an affidavit of support de-

24

scribed in section 213A with respect to

25

such alien.
'ER
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"(D) CERTAIN EMPLOYMENT-BED IMMI-

2

GRANTS.—Any alien who seeks admission or ad-

3

justment of status under a visa number issued

4

under section 203(b) by virtue of a classifica-

5

tion petition filed by a relative of the alien (or

6

by an entity in which such relative has a signifi-

7

cant ownership interest) is excludable under

8

this paragraph unless such relative has

9

cuted an affidavit of support described in sec-

10
11

exe-

tion 213A with respect to such alien.".
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by

12 subsection (a) shall apply to applications submitted on or
13

after such date, not earlier than 30 days and not later

14 than 60 days after the date the Attorney General promul15 gates under section 551(c)(2) of this division a standard

16 form for an affidavit of support, as the Attorney General
17 shall specify, but subparagraphs (C) and (D) of section

18 212(a)(4) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as so
19 amended, shall not apply to applications with respect to
20 which an official interview with an immigration officer was
21

conducted before such effective date.
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Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support

2 SEC. 551. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF
3

4

SUPPORT.
(a.)

IN GENErw..—Sectjon 213A (8 U.S.C. 1183a).

5 as inserted by section 423(a) of the Persona' Responsibil-

6 ity and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, is
7 amended to read as follows:
8 "REQtTIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT
9

"Sc. 21 3A. (a) ENFORCEABUJTY.—

10

"(1) TERMS OF AFFIDVJT—No affidavit 'f

11

support may be accepted by the Attorney General or

12.

&rv

çrnn1r of er tr esthljsh tha.t at. aliep i

rrç'

'ct. ex1udh1e s

'Jp(kr 'ti

iuli ffi.d.vit j eeitf

1

2.Ua'(4

J

sonor of the alien as a et

tract—

"(A) in which, the snonsor pgrç.

+ç

i7

vide .upport. to maintain the sponsored aJiei,

18

an annia1 inoe that is ot 1ss than 1.25 per-

19

cert of the Federal povetv line duriiw the ne-

20

rod. in which the a.fMavi.t is rforceab:

2J

"B' that i legally enfrrceah1e again sf thc

22

sponsor by the SPQnOred alien.

2?

(overrre't an State r

2

si n & r.&

StateS)

nr

V

r'

flCiit.1,'.,1

rrde arv av+-' -H
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fined in subsection (e)), consistent with the pro-

2

visions of this section; and

3

"(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit

4

to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State court

5

for the purpose of actions brought under sub-

6

section (b)(2).

7

"(2) PERIOD OF ENFORCEABILITY.—An affida-

8

vit of support shall be enforceable with respect to

9

benefits provided for an alien before the date the

10

alien is naturalized as a citizen of the United States,

11

or, if earlier, the termination date provided under

12

paragraph (3).

13

"(3) TERMINATION OF PERIOD OF ENFORCE-

14

ABILITY UPON COMPLETION OF REQTJIIED PERIOD

15

OF EMPLOY1\NT, ETC.—

16

"(A) IN GENERAL.—An affidavit of sup-

17

port is not enforceable after such time as the

18

alien (i) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of

19

coverage as defined under title II of the Social

20

Security Act or can be credited with such quali-

21

fying quarters as provided under subparagraph

22

(B), and (ii) in the case of any such qualifying

23

quarter creditable for any period beginning

24

after December 31, 1996, did not receive any

25

Federal means-tested public benefit (as pro•HR 4278 EH
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vided under section 403 of the Personal &-

2

sponsibiity and Work Opportunity Reconcii-

3

ation Act of 1996) during any such period.

4

"(B) QuAiIFYING QtJARTERS.—For pur-

5

poses

6

of qualifying quarters of coverage under title II

7

of the Social Security Act an alien shall be

8

credited with—

of this section, in determining the number

9

"(i) all of the qualifying quarters of

10

coverage as defined under title II of the

11

Social Security Act worked by a parent of

12

such alien while the alien was under age

13

18, and

14

"(ii) all f- the qualifying quarters

15

worked by a spouse of such alien during

16

their marriage and the alien remains mar-

17

ned to such spouse or such spouse is de-

18

ceased.

19

No such qualifying quarter of coverage that is

20

creditable under title II of the Social Security

21

Act for any period beginning after December

22

31, 1996, may be credited to an alien under

23

clause (i) or (ii) if the parent or spouse (as the

24

case may be) of such alien received any Federal

25

means-tested public benefit (as provided under
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section 403 of the Personal Responsibility and

2

Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996)

3

during the period for which such qualifying

4

quarter of coverage is so credited.
"(C)

5

-

PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO

6

SAVE SYSTEM.—The Attorney General shall en-

7

sure that appropriate information regarding the

8

application of this paragraph is provided to the

9

system

for

alien

verification

of eligibility

10

(SAVE) described in section 1137(d)(3) of the

11

Social Security Act.

12

"(b)

REIMBURSEMENT

OF

GOVERNMENT

Ex-

13 PENSES.—
14

"(1) REQUEST- FOR REIMBURSEMENT.—

"(A)

15

REQUIREMENT.—TJpon

notification

16

that a sponsored alien has received any means-

17

tested public benefit, the appropriate non-

18

governmental entity which provided such benefit

19

or the appropriate entity of the Federal Govern-

20

ment, a State, or any political subdivision of a

21

State shall request reimbursement by the spon-

22

sor in an amount which is equal to the unreim-

23

bursed costs of such benefit.

24

"(B) REGULATIONS.—The Attorney Gen-

25

era!, in consultation with the heads of other ap.RR 427R F
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propriate Federal agencies, shall prescribe such

2

regulations as may be necessary to carry out

3

subparagraph (A).

4

"(2) ACTIONS TO COMPEL REIMBURSEMENT—

5

"(A) IN CASE OF NONRE5PONsE.—4f with-

6

in 45 days after a request for reimbursement

7

under paragraph (1) (A), the appropriate entity

8

has not received a response from the sponsor

9

indicating a willingness to commence payment

10

an action may be brought against the sponsor

11

pursuant to the affidavit of support.

12

"(B) IN CASE OF FAILURE TO PAY.—If the

13

sponsor fails to abide by the repayment terms

14

established by the appropriate entity, the entity

15

may bring an action against the sponsor pursu-

16

ant to the affidavit of support.

17

"(C) LIMJTATION ON ACTIONS.—No cause

18

of action may be brought under this paragraph

19

later than 10 years after the date on which the

20

sponsored alien last received any means-tested

21

public benefit to which the affidavit of support

22

applies.

23

"(3) USE OF COLLECTION AGENCIES.—If the

24

appropriate entity under paragraph (1) (A) requests

25

reimbursement from the sponsor or brings an action
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against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of sup-

2

port, the appropriate entity may appoint or hire an

3

individual or other person to act on behalf of such

4

entity acting under the authority of law for purposes

5

of collecting any amounts owed.

6

"(c) REMEDIES.—Remedjes available to enforce an

7 affidavit of support under this section include any or all

8 of the remedies described in section 3201, 3203, 3204,

9 or 3205 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an
10 order for specific performance and payment of legal fees•
11

and other costs of collection, and include corresponding

12 remedies available under State law. A Federal agency may
13 seek to collect amounts owed under this section in accord-

14 ance with the provisions of subchapter II of 'chapter 37
15 of title 31, United States Code.
16

"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—

17

"(1) GENERAL REQUIRENENT.—The sponsor

18

shall notify the Attorney General and the State in

19

which the sponsored alien is currently a resident

20

within 30 days of any change of address of the spon-

21

sor during the period in which an affidavit of sup-

22

port is enforceable.

23

"(2) PENAITY.—Any person subject to the re-

24

quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such

.HR
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requirement shall, after notice and opportunity to be

2

heard, be subject to a civil penalty of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than

3

4

$2,000, or

-

5

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge

6

that the sponsored alien has received any

7

means-tested public benefits (other than bene-

8

fits described in section 401(b), 403(c)(2), or

9

411(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work

10

Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) not

11

less than $2,000 or more than $5,000.

12

The Attorney General shall enforce this paragraph

13

under appropriate regulations.

14

"(e) JURISDIcTION.—An action to enforce an, affida-

15 vit of support executed under subsection (a) may be
16 brought against the sponsor in any appropriate court—
17
18

"(1) by a sponsored alien, with respect to financial support; or

19

"(2) by the appropriate entity of the Federal

20

Government, a State or any political subdivision of

21

a State, or by any other nongovernmental entity

22

under subsection (b)(2), with respect to reimburse-

23

ment.

24

"(f) SPONSOR DEFINED.—
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"(1) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this see-

2

tion the term 'sponsor' in relation to a sponsored

3

alien means an individual who executes an affidavit

4

of support with respect to the sponsored alien and

5

who—

6

"(A) is a citizen or national of the United

7

States or a.n alien who is lawfully adniitted to

8

the United States for permanent residence;

"(B) is at least 18 years of age;

9

10

"(C) is domiciled in any of the several

11

States of the United States, the District. of Co-

12

1.umbia. or any territoiy or possession of th

13

TTnted St.a.tes

"iD) is pet.itionipg for the a.dmii:n of thf.

14
15

alien under seeti.':sn 204: and

16

"(E) demonstrates a.s proviaed !r. para-

17

graph (6)) the means to maintain an annual in-

18

come eQual to at least 125 percent. of the Fed-

19

era] poverty line.

20

"(2) INcOi REQUIREMENT CASE.—Such term

21.

also includes an individual who does not meet the re

22.

auirement of paragraph (1' (E) but accepts jot ancI

2?

several liability together with an individual unde:

24

naragraph (5).
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"(3) ACTiVE DUTY ARMED SERVICES CASE.—

2

Such term also includes an individual who does not

3

meet the requirement of paragraph (1)(E) but is on

4

active duty (other than active duty for training) in

5

the

6

ing for the admission of the alien under section 204

7

as the spouse or child of the individual, and dem-

8

onstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the means

9

to maintain an annual income equal to at least 100

10
11

Armed Forces of the United States, is petition-

percent of the Federal poverty line.

"(4)

CERTAIN

EMPLOYMENT-BASED

IMMI-

12

GRANTS CASE.—Such term also includes an individ-

13

ual—

14

"(A) who does not meet the requirement of

15

paragraph (1)(D), but is the relative of the

16

sponsored alien who filed a classification peti-

17

tion for the sponsored alien as an employment-

18

based immigrant under section 203(b) or who

19

has a significant ownership interest in the en-

20

tity that filed such a petition; and

21

"(B)(i) who demonstrates (as provided

22

under paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an

23

annual income equal to at least 125 percent of

24

the Federal poverty line, 'or
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"(ii) does not meet the requirement of

2

paragraph (1)(E) but accepts joint and several

3

liability together with an individual under para-

4

graph (5).

5

"(5) NON-PETITIONING CASE.—Such term also

6

includes an individual who does not meet the re-

7

quirement of paragraph (1) (D) but who accepts joint

8

and several liability with a petitioning sponsor under

9

paragraph (2) or relative of an employment-based

10

immigrant under paragraph (4) and who dem-

11

onstrates (as provided under paragraph (6)) the

12

means to maintain an annual income equal to at

13

least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line.

14
15

16

-

"(6) DEMONSTRATION OF MEANS TO MAINTAIN

nccoi.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—

17

"(i) METHOD OF DEMONSTRATION.—

18

For purposes of this section, a demonstra-

19

tion of the means to maintain income shall

20

include provision of a certified copy of the

21

individual's Federal income tax return for

22

the individual's 3 most recent taxable years

23

and a written statement, executed under

24

oath or as permitted under penalty of per-

25

jury under section 1746 of title 28, United

1721
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States Code, that the copies are certified

2

copies of such returns.

3

"(ii) FLExrBIUTy.—For purposes of

4

this section, aliens may demonstrate the

5

means

6

onstration of significant assets of the spon-

7

sored alien or of the sponsor, if such assets

8

are available for the support of the spon-

9

sored alien.

to maintain income through dem-

10

"(iii) PERCENT OF POVERTY.—For

11

purposes of this section, a reference to an

12

annual income equal to at least a particu-

13

lar percentage of the Federal poverty line

14

means an annual income equal to at least

15

such percentage of the Federal poverty line

16

for a family unit of a size equal to the

17

number of members

18

household (including family and non-family

19

dependents) plus the total number of other

20

dependents and aliens sponsored by that

21

sponsor.

22

"(B)

of the sponsor's

LIMITATION.—The

Secretary

of

23

State, or the Attorney General in the case of

24

adjustment of status, may provide that the

•ffl
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1

demonstration under subparagraph (A) applies

2

only to the most recent taxable year.

3

"(h)FEDERAL POVERTY LINE DEFINED.—For pur-

4 poses of this section, the term 'Federal poverty line' means

5 the level of income equal to the official poverty line (as
6 defined by the Director of the Office of Management and

7 Budget, as revised annually by the Secretary of Health
8 and Human Services, in accordance with section 673(2)
9 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42

10 U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of the size
11

12

involved.

"(i) SPONSOR'S SocIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUM-

13 BER REQUIRED To BE PR0VIDED.—(1) An affidavit of

14 support shall include the social security account number
15 of each sponsor.

16

"(2) The Attoriiey General shall develop an auto-

17 mated system to maintain the social security account num18 ber data provided under paragraph (1).
19

"(3) The Attorney General shall submit an annual

20 report to the Coimmittees on the Judiciary of the House
21

of Representatives and the Senate setting forth—

22

"(A) for the most recent fiscal year for which

23

data are available the number of sponsors under this

24

section and the number of sponsors in compliance

25

with the financial obligations of this section; and
.HR 4278 EH
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2

"(B) a comparison of such numbers with the
numbers of such sponsors for the preceding fiscal

3

year.".

4

(b) CONFORMG AMENDMENTS.—

I

5

(1)

—

Section 421(a)(1) and section 422(a)(1) of

6

the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity

7

Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 IJ.S.C. 1631(a)(1),

8

l632(a)(1)) are each amended by inserting "and as

9

amended by section 551(a) of the Illegal Immigra-

10

tion Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996" after "section 423".

11

12

(2) Section 423 of such Act (8 IJ.S.C. 1138a

13

note) is amended by striking subsection (c).

14

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE; PRO11ULGATjON OF FORM.—

15

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by

16

this section shall apply to affidavits of support exe-

17

cuted on or after a date specified by the Attorney

18

General, which date shall be not earlier than 60 days

19

(and not later than 90 days) after the date the At-

20

torney General formulates the form for such affida-

21

vits under paragraph (2).

22

(2) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—Not later than

23

90 days after the date of the enactment of this Act,

24

the Attorney General, in consultation with the heads

25

of other appropriate agencies, shall promulgate a
.ER 4278 ER
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1

standard form for an affidavit of support consistent

2

with the provisions of section 21 3A of the Immigra-

3

tion and Nationality Act, as amended by subsection

4

(a).

-

5 SEC. 552. INDIGENCE AND BATI'ERED SPOUSE AND CHILI)
6

EXCEPTIONS TO FEDERAL ATTRIBUTION OF

7

INCOME RULE.

8

Section 421 of the Personal Besponsibility and Work

9 Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631)
10

is amended by adding at the end the following new sub-

11

section:

12

"(e) INDIGENCE ExCEPTIoN.—

13

"(1) IN GENERAL.—FOr an alien for whom an

14

affidavit of support under section 21 3A of the Immi-

15

gration and Nationality Act has been executed, if a

16

determination described in paragraph (2) is made,

17

the amount of income and resources of the sponsor

18

or the sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed to

19

the sponsored alien shall not exceed the amount ac-

20

tually provided for a period beginning on the date of

21

such determination and ending 12 months after such

22

date.

23

"(2) DETERMINATION DEScRrBED.—A deter-

24

mination described in this paragraph is a determina-

25

tion by an agency that a sponsored alien would, in
UP A972 U
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1

the absence of the assistance provided by the agency,

2

be unable to obtain food and shelter, taking into ac-

3

count the alien's own income, plus any cash, food,

4

housing, or other assistance provided by other mdi-

5

viduals, including the sponsor. The agency shall no-

6'

tify the Attorney General of each such determina-

7

tion, including the names of the sponsor and the

8

sponsored alien involved.

9

"(f) SPECIAL RULE FOR BATTERED SPOUSE AND

10 CifiLJ1—
11

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2)

12

and notwithstanding any other provision of this sec-

13

tion, subsection (a) shall not apply to benefits—

14

"(A) during a 12 month period if the alien

15

demonstrates that (i) the alien has been bat-

16

tered or subjected to extreme cruelty in the

17

United States by a spouse or a parent, or by a

18

member of the spouse or parent's family resid-

19

ing in the same household as the alien and the

20

spouse or parent consented to or acquiesced to

21

such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's child

22

has been battered or subjected to extreme cru-

23

elty in the United States by the spouse or par-

24

ent of the alien (without the active participation

25

of the alien in the battery or cruelty), or by a
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member of the spouse's or parent's family resid-

2

ing in the same household as the alien when the

3

spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to

4

and the alien did not actively participate in

5

such battery or cruelty, and the battery or cru-

6

elty described in clause (i) or (ii) (in the opin-

7

ion of the agency providing such public benefits,

8

which opinion is not subject to review by any

9

court) has a substantial connection to the need

10

for the public benefits applied for: and

"(B) after a. 12 month period (regarding

11

th

12

the battrer's income and resources on.Iy if

13

alien demonstrates thai. such battery or (fl1eItv

•

under siibparagrapi,.. (A has beer reeog.izct i.

15

an order of a judge or administrative law indg'

16

or a pint dete

17

and Naturalization Service, and that such bat•

18

tey or euelty (in the oninion of the agency

1.9

providing such public benefits, which oninion i

20

not suIject to review by any court.) has a. suh••

2

stantial connection to the need for the benefits

22.

"(2) LThTATION —The excepti.'2n uer nara-

1

.finn of the Iln.ratio!

ot apply '

2?

granh (1

24

during any pericd in winel:: tn.e irithviduai resporish1;

2f

for such battery or cruetv .re5jde. m the same
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1

household or family eligibility unit

2

who was subjected to such battery or cruelty.".

as

the individual

3 SEC. 553. AUTHORITY OF STATES AND POLITICAL SUEDWI-

4

SIONS OF STATES TO LIMIT ASSISTANCE-TO

5

ALIENS AND TO DISTINGUISH AMONG CLASS-

6

ES OF ALIENS IN PROVIDING GENERAL CASH

7

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

8

(a) IN GEi.—Subject to subsection (b) and not-

9 withstanding any other provision of law, a State or politi10 cal subdivision of a State is authorized to prohibit or oth11

erwise limit or restrict the eligibility of aliens or classes

12 of aliens for programs of general cash public assistance
13 furnished under the law of the State or a political subdivi14 sion of a State.
15

-

(b) LIMITATION.—The authority provided for under

16 subsection (a) may be exercised only to the extent that
17 any prohibitions, limitations, or restrictions imposed by a

18 State or political subdivision of a State are not more ré-

19 strictive than the prohibitions, limitations, or restrictions
20 imposed under comparable Federal programs. For pur21 poses of this section, attribution to an alien of a sponsor's

22 income and resources (as described in section 421 of the
23 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconcii-

24 ation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631)) for purposes of deter25 mining eligibility for, and the amount of, benefits shall be
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considered less restrictive than a prohibition of eligibility

2 for such benefits.
3

4

Subtitle D—Miscellaneous
Provisions

-

5 SEC. 561. INCREASED MAXIMUM CRIMINAL PENALTIES FOR
6

FORGING OR COUNTERFEiTING SEAL OF A

7

FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY TO FA-

8

CILITATE BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN UNLAWFUL

9

ALIEN.

10

Section 506 of title 18, United States Code, is

11 amended to read as follows:

12 " 506. Seals of departments or agencies
13

"(a) Whoever—

14

"(1) faisely makes, forges, counterfeits, muti-

15

lates, or alters the seas of any department or agency

16

of the United States, or any facsimile thereof;

17

"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any

18

such fraudulently made, forged, counterfeited, muti-

19

lated, or altered seal or facsimile thereof to or upon

20

any certificate, instrument, commission, document,

21

or paper of any description; or

22

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, of-

23

fers for sale, furnishes, offers to furnish, gives away,

24

offers to give away, transports, offers to transport,

25

imports, or offers to import any such seal or fac-

1729
1

simile thereof; knowing the same to have been so

2

falsely made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or al-

3

tered,

4 shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than
5 5 years, or both.

"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other

6

7 provision of law, if

a

forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or

8 altered seàJ of a department or agency of the United
9 States, or any facsimile thereof; is—

"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or a!-

10

tered;

11

12

"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any

13

certificate, instrument, commission, document, or

14

paper of any description; or

15

"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, of-

16

fered for sale, furnished, offered to furnish, given

17

away, offered to give away, transported, offered to

18

transport, imported, or offered to import,

19 with the intent or effect of facilitating an alien's applica20 tion for, or receipt of, a Federal benefit to which the alien
21

is not entitled, the penalties which may be imposed for

22 each offense under subsection (a) shall be two times the
23 maximum fine, and 3 times the maximum term of impris-

24 onment, or both, that would otherwise be imposed for an
25 offense under subsection (a).

•
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2

"(c) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'Federal benefit' means—

3

"(A) the issuance of any grant, contract,

4

loan, professional license, or commercial_license

5

provided by any agency of the United States or

6

by appropriated funds of the United States; and

7

"(B) any retirement, welfare, Social Secu-

8

rity, health (including treatment of an emer-

9

gency medical condition in accordance with sec-

10

tion 1903(v) of the Social Security Act (19

11

U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public

12

housing, education, food stamps, or unemploy-

13

ment benefit, or any similar benefit for which

14

payments or -assistance are provided by an

15

agency of the United States or by appropriated

16

funds of the United States; and

17
18

19

"(2) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting,
mutilation, or alteration shall constitute a separate
offense under this section.".
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1

2

SEC. 564. PILOT PROGRAMS TO REQUUE BONDING.

(a) IN GENERAL.—

3

(1) The Attorney General of the United States

4

shall establish a pilot program in 5 district offices

S

of the Immigration and Naturalization Service to re-

6

quire aliens to post a bond in addition to the affida-

7

vit requirements under section 213A of the Irnmi-

8

gration and Nationality Act and the deeming requirements under section 421 of the Persona' Re-

9
10

sponsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

11

Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631). Any pilot program established pursuant to this subsection shall require

12
13

14

an alien to post a bond in an amount sufficient to
cover the cost of benefits described in section

15

213A(d)(2)(B) of the Inirnigration and Nationality

16

Act (as amended by section 551(a) of this division)

17

for the alien and the alien's dependents and shall remain in effect until the departure, naturalization, or

18

19

death of the alien.

20

(2) Suit on any such bonds may be brought

21

under the terms and conditions set forth in section

22

21 3A of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

23

(b) REGULATIONS_Not 'ater than 180 days after

24 the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney Gen25 eral shall issue regulations for establishing the pilot pro26 grams, including—
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(1) criteria and procedures for—

1

(A) certiing bonding companies for par-

2

ticipation in the program, and

3

4

(B) debarment of any such company that

5

fails to pay a bond, and

6

(2) criteria for setting the amount of the bond

7

to assuie that the bond is in an amount that is not

8

less than the cost of providing benefits under the

9

programs described in subsection (a) (1) for the alien

10

and the alien's dependents for 6 months.

11

(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—There

12 are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be
13 necessary to carry out this section.
14

(d) AIcimAi4 REPORTING REQmRENT.—BeghI-

15 ning 9 months after the date of implementation of the
16 pilot program, the Attorney General shall submit annually

17 to the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Rep-

18 resentatives and the Senate a report on the effectiveness
19 of the program. The Attorney General shall submit a final

20 evaluation of the program not later than 1 year after ter21

22

mination.

(e) STJNSET.—The pilot program under this section

23 shall terminate after 3 years of operation.
24

(f)

BONI)s IN ADDITION TO SPONSORSHIP AND

25 DEEMING REQTJIRE1NT5.—Section 213 (8 U.S.C. 1183)
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is amended by inserting "(subject to the affidavit of sup2 port requirement and attribution of sponsor's income and
1

3 resoujces under section 21 3A)" after "in the discretion
4 of the Attorney General".
5 SEC. 565. REPORTS.

6

Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal
7 year, the Attorney General shall submit a report to the
8 Inspector General of the Department of Justice and the
9 Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representa10 tives and of the Senate describing the following:
11

(1)

PUBLIC

CHARGE

DEPORTATIONS.__The

12

nimiber of aliens deported on public charge grounds

13

under section 241(a)(5) of the Immigration and Na-

14

tionality Act during the previous fiscal year.

15

(2) INDI(ENT SPONSORS.—The number of de-

16

terminations made under section 421(e) of the Per-

17

sonaJ Responsibility and Work Opportunity Rec-

18

oncffiation Act of 1996 (as added by section 552 of

19

this division) during the previous fiscal year.

20

(3) RErMBURSEMENT ACTIONS.—The number

21

of actions brought, and the amount of each action,

22

for rejnibwsement under section 213A of the mimi-

23

gation and Nationality Act (including private collections) for the costs of providing public benefits.

24
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4
5
6

Subtitle F—General Provisions
SEC. 591. EFFECTIVE DATES.

—

Except as provided in this title, this title and the

7 amendments made by this title shall take effect on the
8 date of the enactment of this Act.
9 SEC. 592. NOT APPLICABLE TO FOREIGN ASSISTANCE.
10

This title does not apply to any Federal, State, or

11

local governmental program, assistance, or benefits pro-

12 vided to an alien under any program of foreign assistance
13

as determined by the Secretary of State in consultation

14 with the Attorney General.
15

16

SEC. 593. NOTIFICATION.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Each agency of the Federal Gov-

17 ernment or a State or political subdivision that admin18

isters a program affected by the provisions of this title,

19 shall, directly or through the States, provide general noti-

20 fication to the public and to program recipients of the
21

changes regarding eligibility for any such program pursu-

22 ant to this title.
23

(b) FAILURE To GIVE NOTIcE.—Nothing in this sec-

24 tion shall be construed to require or authorize continu-
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ation of eligibility if the notice under this section is not

2 provided.
3

4

SEC. 594. DEFIMTIONS.

Except as otherwise provided in this title, for pur-

5 poses

of this title—

(1) the terms "alien", "Attorney General", "na-

6
7

tional",

8

States" shall have the meaning given such terms in

9

section 101(a) of the Immigration and Nationality

10

"naturalization",

"State", and "United

Act; and

11

(2) the term "child" shall have the meaning

12

given such term in section 101(c) of the Immigra-

13

tion and Nationality Act.
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SEC. 656. IMPROVEMENTS iN IDENTIFICATION-RELATED

1

2
3

4
5

6

DOCUMENTS.

(a) BIRTH CERTIFICATES.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDE1AL
AGENCIES.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—

7

(i)

GENERAL

RtJLE.—Subject

to

8

clause (ii), a Federal agency may not ac-

9

cept for any official purpose a certificate of

10

birth, unless the certificate—

11

12

(I)

is a birth certificate (as de-

fined in paragraph (3)); and

13

(II) conforms to the standards

14

set forth in the regulation promul-

15

gated under subparagraph (B).

16

(ii) APPLICABruTy.—Clause (i) shall

17

apply ordy to a certificate of birth issued

18

after the day that is 3 years after the date

19

of the promulgation of a final regulation

20

under subparagraph (B). Clause (i) shall

21

not be construed to prevent a Federal

22

agency from accepting for official purposes

23

any certificate of birth issued on or before

24

such day.

25

(B) REGULATION.—

HR4278E11/RDS—
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(i)

1

CONSULTATION WITH GOVERN-

2

MENT AGENCIES.—The President shall se-

3

lect 1 or more Federal agencies to consult

4

with State vital statistics offices, and with

5

other

6

ignated by the President, for the purpose

7

of developing appropriate standards for

8

birth certificates that may be accepted for

9

official purposes by Federal agencies, as

appropriate Federal agencies des-

provided in subparagraph (A).

10
11

(ii) SELECTION OF LEAD AGENCY.—

12

Of the Federal agencies selected under

13

clause (i),

14

agency to promulgate, upon the conclusion

15

of the consultation conducted under such

16

clause, a regulation establishing standards

17

of the type described in such clause.

the President shall select

1

18

(iii) DDLI.—The agency selected

19

under clause (ii) shall promulgate a ffnal

20

regulation under such clause not later than

21

the date that is 1 year after the date of the

22

enactment of this Act.

23

(iv) MINIMuM REQtJIREMENTS.—The

24

standards established under this subpara-

25

graph—
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1

(I) at a minimum, shall require

2

certification of the birth certificate by

3

the State or local custodian of record

4

that issued the certificate, and shall

5

require

6

seal of the issuing custodian of record,

7

and other features designed to limit

8

tampering,

9

photocopying, or otherwise duplicat-

10

ing, the birth certificate for fraudu-

11

lent purposes;

the use of safety paper, the

counterfeiting,

and

12

(II) may not require a single de-

13

sign to which birth certificates issued

14

by all States must conform; anj

15

(III) shall accommodate the dif-

16

ferences between the States in the

17

maimer and form

18

records are stored and birth certifi-

19

cates are produced from such records.

20

birth

(2) GRANTS TO STATES.—

21

22

in which

(A) ASSISTANCE IN MEETING FEDERAL
STANDARDS.—

23

(i) IN GENERAL.—Beginning on the

24

date a

25

under paragraph (1)(B), the Secretary of
.HR 4278 EE
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1

Health

2

through the Director of the National Cen-

3

ter for Health Statistics and after consult-

4

ing with the head of any other agencj des-

5

ignated

6

grants

7

birth certificates that conform to the

8

standards set forth in the regulation.

and

Human

Services,

by the President,

acting

shall make

to States to assist them in issuing

9

(ii) ALLOCATION OF GRANTS.—The

10

Secretary shall provide grants to States

11

under this subparagraph in proportion to

12

the populations of the States applying to

13

receive a grant and in an amount needed

14

to provide -a substantial incentive for

15

States to issue birth certificates that con-

16

form to the standards described in clause

17

(i).

18

(B) ASSISTANCE IN MATCHING BLRTH AND

19

DEATH RECORDS.—

20

(i) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of

21

Health

22

through the Director of the National Cen-

23

ter for Health Statistics and after consult-

24

ing with the head of any other agency des-

25

ignated by the President,
.HR 4278 EH
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Services,

shall

acting

make
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1

grants to States to assist them in develop-

2

ing the capability to match birth and death

3

records, within each State and among the

4

States, and to note the fact of death on the

5

birth certificates of deceased persons. In

6

developing the capability described in the

7

preceding sentence, a State that receives a

8

grant under this subparagraph shall focus

9

first on individuals born after 1950.

10

(ii) ALLOCATION AND AMOUNT

OF

11

GRANTS.—The

12

grants to States under this subparagraph

13

in proportion to the populations of the

14

States applying to receive a grant and in

15

an amount needed to provide a substantial

16

incentive for States to develop the• capabil-

17

ity described in clause (i).

18

(C)

Secretary

DEMONSTRATION

shall

provide

PROJECTS.—The

19

Secretary of Health and Human Services, act-

20

ing through the Director of the National Center.

21

for Health Statistics, shall make grants to

22

States for a project in each of 5 States to dem-

23

onstrate the feasibility of a system under which

24

persons otherwise required to report the death

25

of individuals to a State would be required to
.HR 4278 EH
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1

provide to 'the State's office of vital statistics

2

sufficient information to establish the fact of

3

death of every individual dying in the State

4

within 24 hours of acquiring the information.

5

(3) BIRTH CERTIFICATE.—As used in this sub-

6

section, the term "birth certificate" means a certifi-

7

cate of birth—
(A) of—

8

(i) an individual born in the United

9

States; or

10

(ii) an individual born abroad—

11

12

(I) who is a citizen or national of

the United States at birth; and

13

(II) whose birth is registered in

14
15

'

the United States; and

(B) that—

16
17

(i) is. a copy, issued by a State or local

18

authorized custodian of record, of an origi-

19

nal certificate of birth issued by such cus-

20

todian of record; or

21

(ii) was issued by a State or local au-

22

thorized custodian of record and was pro-

23

duced from birth records maintained by

24

such custodian of record.
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(b) STATE-ISSUED DRIVERS LICENSES AND COM-

2 PARABLE IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS.—
3

4

(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL
AGENCIES.—

5

(A) IN GENERAL.—A Federal agency may

6

not accept for any identification-related purpose

7

a driver's license, or other comparable identi-

8

fication document, issued by a State, unless the

9

license

10

or document satisfies the following re-

quirements:

11

(i) APPLICATION PROCESS.—The ap-

12

plication process for the license or docu-

13

ment shall include the presentation of such

14

evidence of identity as is required by regu-

15

lations promulgated by the Secretary of

16

Transportation after consultation with the

17

American Association of Motor Vehicle Ad-

18

ministrators.

19

(ii) SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.—Ex-

20

cept as provided in subparagraph (B), the

21

license or document shall contain a social

22

security account number that can be read

23

visually or by electronic means.

24

(iii) FORM.—The license or document

25

otherwise shall be in a form consistent
.HR 4278 ER
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with requirements set forth in regulations

2

promulgated by the Secretary of Transpor-

3

tation after consultation with the American

4

Association of Motor Vehicle Administra-

5

tors. The form shall contain security fea-

6

tures designed to limit tampering, counter-

7

feiting, photocopying, or otherwise dupli-

8

cating, the license or document for fraudu-

9

lent purposes and to limit use of the li-

10

cense or document by impostors.

11

(B) ExcEP1rIoN.._The requirement in sub-

12

paragraph (A)(ii) shall not apply with respect

13

to a driver's license or other comparable identi-

14

fication document issued by a State, if the

15

State—

16

(i) does not require the license or doc-

17

ument to contain a social security account

18

number; and
(ii) requires—

19

20

(I) every applicant for a -driver's

21

license, or other comparable identi-

22

fication document, to submit the ap-

23

plicant's social security account num-

24

ber; and
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1

(II) an agency of the State to

2

verify with the Social Security Adxnin-

3

istration that such account number is

4

valid.

5

(C) DEADLINE.—The Secretary of Trans-

6

portation shall promulgate the regulations re-

7

ferred to in clauses (i) and (iii) of subparagraph

8

(A) not later than 1 year after the date of the

9

enactment of this Act.

10

(2) GRANTS

TO

STATES.—Beginning on the

11

date final regulations are promulgated under para-

12

graph (1), the Secretary of Transportation shall

13

make grants to States to assist them in issuing driv-

14

er's licenses and other comparable identification doc-

15

uments that satisfy the requirements under such

16

paragraph.

17

(3) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

18

(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise

19

provided in this paragraph, this subsection shall

20

take effect on the date of the enactment of this

21

Act.

22

(B)

PRoirrBIrrIoN

ON

FEDERAL AGEN-

23

CIES.—Subparagraphs (A) and (B) of para-

24

graph (1) shall take effect beginning on October

25

1, 2000, but shall apply only to licenses or doc•HR 4278 ER
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1

uments issued to an individual for the first time

2

and to replacement or renewal licenses or docu-

3

ments issued according to State law.

(c) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date

4
5 of

the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and

6 Human Services shall submit a report to the Congress on
7 ways

to reduce the fraudulent obtaining and the fraudu-

8 lent use of birth certificates, including any such use to
9 obtain a social security account number or a State or Fed10 eral document related to identification or immigration.
11

(d) FEDERAL AGENCY DEFINED.—For purposes of

12 this section, the term "Federal agency" means any of the
13 following:
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

(1) An Executive - agency (as defined in section

105 of title 5, United States Code).

(2) A military department (as dened in section
102 of such title).

(3) An agency in the legislative branch of the
Government of the United States.
(4) An agency in the judicial branch of the Gov-

ernment of the United States.

22 SEC. 657. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE OF COUNTER23

24

FElT-RESISTANT SOCIAL SECURITY CARD.

(a) DEVELOPMENT.—

•HR 4278 EH
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1

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner of Social

2

Security (in this section referred to as the "Comrnis-

3

sioner") shall, in accordance with the provisions of

4

this section, develop a prototype of a counterfeit-re-

5

sistant social security card. Such prototype card—

6
7

(A) shall be made of a durable, tamper-resistant material such as plastic or polyester;

8

(B) shall employ technologies that provide

9

security features, such as magnetic stripes,

10

holograms, and integrated circuits; and

11

(C) shall be developed so as to provide in-

12

dividuals with reliable proof of citizenship or•

13

legal resident alien status.

14

(2) ASSISTMCE BY ATTORNEY GENERAL,—The

15

Attorney General shall provide such information and

16

assistance as the Commissioner deems necessary to

17

achieve the purposes of this section.

18

(b) STUDIES AND REPORTS.—

19

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Comptroller General

20

and the Commissioner of Social Security shall each

21

conduct a study, and issue a report to the Congress,

22

that examines different methods of improving the so-

23

cial security card application process.

24

(2) ELEMENTS OF STUDIES.—The studies shall

25

include evaluations of the cost and work load impli•HR 4278 ER
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1

cations of issuing a counterfeit-resistant social secu-

2

rity card for all individuals over a 3, 5, and 10 year

3

period. The studies shall also evaluate the feasibility

4

and cost implications of imposing a user fee for re-

5

placement cards and cards issued to individuafs who

6

apply for such a card prior to the scheduled 3, 5,

7

and 10 year phase-in options.

8

(3) DISTRIBUTION OF REPORTS.—Copies of the

9

reports described in this subsection, along with fac-

10

similes of the prototype cards as described in sub-

11

section (a), shall be submitted to the Com.rnittees on

12

Ways and Means and Judiciary of the House of

13

Representatives and .the Committees on Finance and

14

Judiciary of the Senate not later than 1 year after

15

the date of the enactment of this Act.
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ORDERS FOR MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 30, 1996

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that when the Sen-

ate completes its business today, it

stand in adournrnent until the hour of.
10 a.m. on Monday, September 30; further, that uximedjately following the
prayer, the Journal of the proceedings
be deemed approved to date, the morning hour be deemed to have expired,

the time for the two leaders be reserved for their use later in the day;

the Senate then proceed to the anéndable continuing resolution, which will
come from the House later this
evening, for debate. oDly, no anend-

ments in order prior to the hour of 2

p.ni.•
The PRES]])ING OFFICER.. Without
objection, it Is so ordered.
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WAIVING CERTAfl ENROLLThG RE-

QtJ1I'5 IN H.R. 4778—HOUSE

JOiST RSOLTJTION 197
Mr. LOT1'. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent th.t the Senate proceed

to the immediate consideration of
House Joint Resolution 197, whiàh was

received from the House, and further,
the )oint resolution be considered read
three. times. and passed, the motion to
reconsider be laid upon, the table.

Mr. STEVENS. Reserving the right
to object, what is that?

Mr. LOTr. That is regarding hand
enroUment of the omnibus approprationz bin.

The PRESmING' OFFICER

(Mr.

Tno&s). Without objection, it is 50 ordered.

The joint resolution (H.J. Res. 197)

was considered, ordered to a third read-

ing, read for a third time, and passed.
Mr. LOTr. I yield the floor.

OMNUS CONSOLIDATED
APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1997

The PRESING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate will now
proceed to consideration of H.R. 4278,
which the clerk wifl report.
The legiziative clerk read as follows:
A bill (Hit. 4278) making omnibus consoli-

dated appropriatioi for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bin.

September 30, 1996

H..J.R. 197 As finally approved by the House and Senate (Enrolled)

H. J. Res. 197
One Hundred Fourth Congress
of the

United States of America

ATTHESECOND5E S SION
Begun and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday, the third day of
January, one thousand nine hundred and ninety-six
Joint Resolution
Waiving certain enrollment requirements with respect to any bill or joint
resolution of the One Hundred Fourth Congress making general or continuing
appropriations for fiscal year 1997.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. WAIVER OF REQUIREMENT FOR PARCHMENT PRINTiNG.

(a) Waiver.--The provisions of sections 106 and 107 of title 1, United
States Code, are waived with respect to the printing (on parchment or
otherwise) of the enrollment of any appropriation measure of the One Hundred
Fourth Congress presented to the President after the enactment of this joint
resolution.
(b) Certification of Enrollment by Committee on House Oversight.—The
enrollment of any such measure shall be in such form as the Committee on
House Oversight of the House of Representatives certifies to be a true
enrollment.
SEC. 2. APPROPRIATION MEASURE DEFINED.

For puiposes of this joint resolution, the term "appropriation measure"
means a bill or joint resolution that includes provisions making general or
continuing appropriations for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997.
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.
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I know that many Senators have

questions and concerns about this legislation. Senator BYRD and I will be

here throughoit the day to address
those uiatters as best we ca. I hope
and expect that when we reach a vote
on final passage later today, a large
majority of the Senate will vote for
this legislation.

Mr. President, this *111 be the last
appropriations measure that 1 will
manage here on the Senate floor. For

the past 16 years as chairman or raiking minority member of the fuil committee, I have 'stood here with Senator.

Bi Senator Stennis; and Senator

Proxiniré as we have brought to the
Senate the 13 annual appropriations
acts, supplémentals, rescissons bills
and continuing resolutions. It as been
an extraàrdinary experienôe. The appropriations process has been the cru-

cible of debate on enormous, range of is-

sues, great and smalL We have carried
on through the revolutionary 1981 rec-.

onciiation process, the Gramm-RudAct, budget summits;

rna.n-Ho]]ings

and Government shutdowns. Despite it
all, year in and year out, this Congress

has acted on appropriations bills and
sent them to the President. It is our
principal constitutional duty to do so.
Mr. President, I cannot adequately
express how honored 1 am to have been

a part of this process. I owe an enor-

mous debt to all of my colleagues with
whom I have served, both here in the

Senate and in the House. I am privileged to have 'enjoyed relationships

OUS CONSOLIDATED
-

APPROPRIATIONS, 1997

across the aisle in both bodies that
have uimeasnrably enriched my life,
and I can only hope that I have man-

The Senate contiiiued with the con- aged to return those gifts in some way.
sideration of the bill.
ALT of us on theCommittee on ApproMr. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I be- priations, both here .and in the House,
lieve that the pending. business is the are served by an extraordinary staff.
omnibus appropriations bill; is that These bigbiy capable men and women
correct?
are the best there are. Before I leave
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- Washington for Oregon la.ter this.
ator is correct.
month—I started to say. later today;
Mr. HATFIELD. I thank the Chair.
that perhaps is only wishful thinkirg
Mr. President, the Senate now ha.s, as at this moment—I hope to be able to
the Chair, has indicated, under consid- thank each one personally for their
eration the fiscal year omnibus appro- contributions.
priations bill, which will conclude our
It would be mpossible, Mr. Presiaction on the siz flscaa year 1997 appro- dent, to make a comprehensive recita-

priations bills that have not been en- tion of the provisions of this legislaacted into law,. and they are: No. 1, tion, and I will not try. I believe that
Commerce, Justice, State, and related this bill, which I hold in my baxid, repagencies; No. 2, the Defense appropria- resents our completed product which
tions bill; No. 3, the foreign operations is, obviously, a rather. enormous packappropriations bill; No. 4, the Interior age. I believe that various summary deand related agencies appropriations scriptions have been, distributed. The
bill; No. 5, the Labor-ENS appropria- text of the legislation is printed in the

tions bill; ad No. 6, the Treasury- RECORD and copies are available here
Postal Service appropriations bill.

on the floor and in cloakrooms and in
As Senators are aware, members of Senators' offices.
the House and Senate Appropriations
Mr. President, I wonder if the SenCommittee and their staffs worked ator from Alaska will respond to a re-

around the clock at the end of last quest that he amend his 1,iiTnousconsent agreement to be recognized
following my brief presentation in

week to reach a bipartisan agreement
with the a!hi1IiStration on all the outstanthng issues included in these bills.
Our colleagues in the House adopted
this bill Saturday by an overwhelming

order to permit the ranking member,
Senator BYRD, to make his opening

statement as well.
rollcall vote of 370 to 37, and the PresiMr. STEVENS. I have just conferred
dent ha.s indicated he will sign the bill with Senator BYRD, and I agree. I do
as soon as it reaches his desk.
amend my request that I be recognized
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after the Senator from West Vfrginia
completes his statement.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. 1s there
objection to the amended request?
Without objection, itis so ordered.
Mr. HATFIELD. Mr. President I will
-:

yield the floor, but before I do so, I,

again, want to personaiize ny remarks,

Senator Bmi) begon the floor, to say
that this was a. )oint effort. And with
Senator BYtrfs vast background and

September 30, 1996

worked literally around the clock over

Mr. President, as the distinguished
the 'past week, and certainly over the chairman of the comrnittee,. Senator
past, weekend, in order to reach. this HATPTELD, has stated, this resolution
agreement and have it prepa.red for contains the necessary appropriations
consideration in the House on Satur- før fls year 1997 for each of the six
day evening when it was agreed to, and remaining appropriation bills which
by the opening hours., of this day here have not yet been enacted into law.
in the Senate. .1 partIcularly wish to Namely, Title I of the resolution prorecognize the efforts of the chairman vides the fiscal year 1997 appropriaand ranking member of .the House Ap- tions for the; following appropriation
propna.tions Committee. Mr. Living-. bills: Commerce/Justice/StaJ and the
ston has proved hinseIf to be a very
Department of Defense; Forable and articulate chairman—and I Judiciary;
eign
Operations;
Interior; Labor-S;
have enjoyed immensely the oppor-

expertise in the procedures of the Senate, the history of the Senate, the legislative role of the Senate,. I, again, exTreasury Postal.
press my deep appreciation for his col- tunity to work with Mr. LIVINGSTON— -and
U, UI, and IV of ER. 4278 conlaboration, his cooperation, his spirt he along with hi equally able ra.nkñg tamTitles
legiSlation that results in offsets
member,
Mr.
OBEY.
of friendship, and the demonstration of
totalizig some $3.3 billion. Those provi-

that friendship day in and day out in If there were not a DAVID OBEY in the
achieving our mutual responsibilities Congress, Congress would have to creto bring this bill to the Ooor, like all ate one. He reminds me, in a, way; of
that irascible Senator McCla.y who was
previous bills.
a Member of the first Senate when it
Mr. BYRD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- met iii 1789. Mr. OBEY is very. owledgeable and extrerne1y able. And so
ator from West Virginia..
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President,. I thank both of these men, Mr. LXV12GSTON and

sions include so-called BIF—SAIF;
SPECTP.TJM sales; and certain PAYGO
savings..

Title V contains other appropriations
for various departments and agencies
totaling some 85O miiiion, as well as a
number Qf general provisions.

I should note, that division C
the thztthgished Senator from Oregon, Mr. OBEY deserv great credit for their ofFinaUy,
the resolution contains the agree[Mr. HATFIELD], who is here today man- work on this resolution.
They, together with my dear friend ment on immigration reform.
aging his last appropriations bill. I wil1
Chairman HATFIELD has highlighted
have more to say during the day, I am and colleague, the Senator from Or- the
important priorities contained in
egon,
who'
is
the
chairman
of
the
Sensure, on that line.
this
resolution and, therefore, .1 will
ate
Appropriations
Committee,
Mr.
Th bill now before the Senate condeserve the lion's share of not repeat them..
tais the results of very intense and HATFIELD,
I hope that the Senate will proceed
credit for this agreement.
difficult negotiations over the past theI know
expeditiously
and that we may be able
that
Senator
HATFLD,
as
week, and particularly over the past would I, woild have preferred to have to complete action
this measme in
weekend, between the two Houses, with had each of the fiscal year 1997 appro- time to send it to theonPresident
for him
the admmistration participating with priatioñ bills 'enacted separately rather to sign before the hour of midnight.
advice and suggestions. These negotia- than having them conglomerated into shall have more to say, of course, dur-I
tions included not only the chaizxnan this massive omnibus bill.
Senators ing the day.
and raiiktng members of each of the afI thank the distinguished Senator
• fected Appropriations Subcommittees, should not be placed in the position from
Alaska. (Mr. STEVENS] for his
but also the representatives of the that we find, ourselves in at this mo-

We should not be backed up characteristic courtesy in yielding to
House and Senate Republican and ment.
agamst
the wall here n the last day of me, and I yield the floor.
Democratic leadership,, as well as the the fiscal
Mr. STEVENS addressed the Chair.
year, facing a Government
President's very able Chief of Staff, shutdown unless
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senwe adopt this massive
Leon Paietta, a.nd .the Director of the resolution. No Senator,
and I dare say ätor from Alaska.
Office of Management and Budget,
no staff person, has had the time to Mr. STEVENS.'Mr. President, I have
Frank Raines, and their staffs.
As Senators are aware, these negotations were necessary because of the inability. of Congress and the adzuinisa-

the greatest respect far the chairthan
and ranking member of our full com-

carefully review the thousands of programs funded in this resolution, or to
read and comprehend the many nonappropriations, legislative - matters
tion to reach agreement on six of the contained in this resolution. What we
thirteen fiscal year 1997 appropriations are faced with is. having to rely on
bills. Over the past months, the Presi- those members and staffs in the House
dent indicated that he would not agree and Senate with jurisdiction over each
to sign these appropriations bills un- of the provisions in this resolution. To
less funding for a number. of priorities
knowledge.they, along with the Ofwas increased by Borne $6.5 billion and my
of Management and Budget and
unless certain controveisja1 legislative fice
other executive bra.nch personnel, have
riders were dropped.
each item and provision in
And so, we found ourselves in Con- approved
their respective areas.

mittee, the Appropriations Committee.

I certainly do apologize to them for
seeking the floor ahead of them, because I knew they were coming. But I
wanted to make certain that I did re-

tain the right to alert the Senate to a
very difficult problem as we proceed to
consider this bill.

First, let me say I know that this is
the last bill to be handled by the Sen-

ator from Oregon. He and I went on the
Appropriations Committee on the same
gress faced with having to deal with
While I applaud the efforts of all day. I have sat beside him for so many
the President s requests in a very short those who have worked so hard on this years
now working on matters affectperiod of time if we were to reach measure,. I nevertheless abhor the fact ing appropriations,
and we have both
agreement on the zix.rern2.iing appro— that. it,, once again, has come to this. served with the distinguished
Senator
priations bills by the beginning of fis- We must redouble our efforts in future
West Virginia in a way that most
cal year 1997, which starts at the hour Congresses to get our work done, de- from
people would never understaad.
of midnight.
spite the very real . differences among
There is a deep friendship among
In addition, the aLi1Tinistration pro- ourselves and with the administration. those
of us who worked through long
posed a number o urgent appropria- The leaders of the Senate have almost
nights
trying to figure out how to solve
tions, including some $1.1 billion to
•

impossible burdens in meeting the refight terronsm and improve aviation quests of Senators throughout every
security and safety, as well as over $500 session. I urge my colleagues, on both
miuion in firefighting assistance for sides of the aisle, to commit themWester States and $400 million to as- selves to working with both leaders in
sist the victims of Hurricanes Fran and ways that will enable the next ConHortense.
gress not to have to consider such ma.sMr. President, I congratulate all of• sive, omnibus legislation as the one
those Members and staffs who have now before the Senate.

the problems of keeping this Goverment going and at the same time pursue the objectives of policy enunciated
by our leaders. It is not an easy thing.
Both the Senator from Oregon and
the Senator from West Virginia have
spent many more hours in conference
on this bill than any other member of
the Appropriations Committee, and
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thi
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spect and
for all the work they
have done to get us to this point.

As the Senator from West Virginia
just said, this bill absolutely must be
signed tonight. It is our intention to

see to it that that takes place. I do
give both the Senator from Oregon and

the Senator from West Virginia great
credit for wbat they have done and the

manner in which they have handled
this bill.
As a postscript, I also say I certaniy

do agree with the Senator from West
Virginia.—and I think the Senator from
Oregon does too; I know he does—this
is not the way to handle approprations
-

bills, and we, must find a way to deal
with our procedure to assure that bills
from• appropriations committees, that
each bill is considered on its own merits and it goes to'the President i a
way that expresses the wffl of the Con-

gress, and the President can express
the wiil of the executive brach. Under
our tra1itiona1 system of checks and
baiaxLces, that must be preserved in
order to assure the freedom. of this
country. So I intend to work with the
Senators to achieve that goal. I do,
again, apologize to them for seeking
the floor ahead of them because I know

they are entitled to present their positions in the very beginnig.
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The Senate continued with the consideration of the bill.
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M.rs:• FEDSTED. Mr. President, I that illegal immigration dropped to
gal: childrenin that now infrn1oU inirise to speak on the contlxiuing resolution and, specifically, the immigration
bill, which deais with illegal. inunigra.tion and which has been added as a portion of that bill.
Few issues are more clearly and un-

equivocally the responsibility of .the
Federal Government than the issue of
ixnrnigraton, whether it be lawful or
UnlaWfUl

Legal

immigration,

the

threads from which our Nation's rich
tapestry is woven, is a matter of national policy, and, in fact, no nation on
Earth has as a liberal policy and takes

in more people from other countries
each yea thâ.n does the United States
of America.

The ability to absorb newcomers becomes a question of resources; a refléction of our values. vaJues of self-suffi•

ciency, responsibility, respect for our
laws, family unity, and the legacy of

this country as a Nation of immi-

grants.
megad immigration,. however,. s
matter of law enforcement —whether-it
s enforcing onr borders, enforcing our
laws against working illegally or hfring someone to work illegaUy. It is the
Fedei-al Government's responsiljlity to

enforce these laws.
UnfortunateLy, this job has not been.
done well over the years, and the prohi-

about 100,000 a year: So as the economy

tiative.
...
....
of a given area-gets stronger,. the job
I did not support that measure, but
magnet attraction for illegal immigra- the message was unmistakably clear.
tion increases. When an economy wors- People should not have to force the
ens, that job magnet attraction clea,ly Federal GGvernment to live up to its
decreases.
responsibilities to eorce our. bo±ders
1 caine to thisbody in 1993 after hav- and our 4aws. Period. We do not have
ing run for Governor of my State 3 the luxury of debating this issue for
yeas before. I knew then as I traveled another 2 years or 4 years. Bather, we
through my State—and I learned it have the. esponsibility. to take action
very elearly—i 1989 and in i990 that now. And the bill in this continuing
this was going to be a -grOwing issue, resolution does offer strong reform.
and that the need for cbange was be- ThJsi not a perfect bill, but its major
cozxiing more urgent.
thrust is to stop illegal -immigration.
As a newcomer to this body, I stood And carried out and enforced, I believe
in the Cbamber on June 30, 1993, and it can make a major Stej forward in
told my colleagues that I believed we that direction.
needed to take action to stem illegal
me just quick1 talk for a few
immigration, that the impact on my. moments about some of the key proviState had. become enormous, and that sions. Mr. Prèsident, both you and I
failure to do so -would only bring about strongly upported the provision to add
a backlash.
1,000 new border patrol agents- each
At that time, 1 introduced a bill to year fbr the next 5 years-and allow the
beef up our borders: and stiffen pen- Attorney General :to increa support
alties for document fraud and for em- personeI at the border by 300 per year,
ploying illegal workers. I tried to get over .the sazne period. This effectively
myself on the - Immigration Sub- doubles the strength. of the Border Pacommittee of the Judiciary Commit- trol.
tee, where I have served with the -disI think this works..Since 1993, Border
tthguished Presiding Officer these past Patrol, along our southwest border, has
2 yeats. But this body thdnot act. The increased by 50 percent in personnel.
House did not act.
And, as -a reilt, apprehensions of ifieWithin a year, in California, organiz- gaa immigrants rose more than .60 per-

.

-

bitions against illegal immigration, ers were circulating petitions to put cent in I month at the beginnjg
of
while on the books, have meant very proposition 187 on the ballot—by far, this year. Clearly, the presence of
little in reality. The cost of the fa1ure the most draconian and punitive anti- added Border Patrol makes-a difference
to. act on this responsibility has been immigration measure seen in this in controlling illegal immigration.
very high..
country for many. decades, and for the
This bill improves border infrastric
Warning signals have been corning first time it targeted chiIdren. It took ture,
authorizing $12 million for new
.

for years:

the approach of requiring that teachers
Communities are demanding action and doctors report anyone suspected of
against: the growing crowds of illegal being here illegally.
workers looking for day labor on, street
Essentiafly, if a youngster were in
corners; lawsuits demanding Federal school and looked different or talked
reimbursement for the cost of incarcer- different and the • teacher suspected
ating, educating or providing health they might be illegal, it was that
care for illegal aliens. "English oniy" teacher's law-given obligation to relaws are being discussed, expressing port that youngster to the ThIS. If that
concerns about the inability of teach- youngster was born in this country- and
ers to teach in schools. Many in Call- therefore a citizen but the parents
fornia have dozens of different lan- might have been born in another coungiiages As a matter of fact, there has y and.came here illegally, it was that
been a report that 67 different ]an- teacher's obligation to report that
gua.ges are spoken in a single elemen- youngster.

school. It is very difficult for Most axnzingIy so, the same preteachers to- teach under these cir- requisites and obligations were imcumstances. There is also a rise n dis- posed on doctors and health care workcrmition, and even vigilantes at air- ers. Therefore making it a real risk, if

ports looking for illegal immigrants.

a child had measles or chicken pox, to
A study just released .by the Public even take that <thud to a doctor. Be—
Policy JDstitute of California sheds lieve it or not, that proposition passed
some light on the rise in animosity to- with a substantial majority in the
ward illegal immigrants. The study State, and it won in most minority
shows that the level of illegal immigra conmrnnities. As a matter of fact, even
tion into California during the 1980's in those commujñties where it did not
was substantially higher than pre- win, it received a substantial plurality.
viously thought.
A poll taken by the Los Angeles
Researchers estimate that as many Times, right after the election, asked
as 2.2 million illegal immigrants set- voters why they supported proposition
tied in CalIfornia during the 1980's, 187. Nearly 80 percent of the initiative's
their migration soaring along with the supporters said it was to send a mesCaiifornj,a economy, comprising as sage to Washington. More than half
much as 22 to 31 percent of all new- said they hoped this would force Washcomers to the State dwing that period. ington to do something about illegal
This is the point. As the State's immigration. Less than 2 percent—beeconomy stalled in the 1990's, the re- lieve it or not—cared for the specific
search indicates, interestingly enough, measure that denied education to ille-

equipment and technologies for border

control, nc1uding building a triple
fence in appropriate areas, and new

roads. This would be in one of the most
highly traveled and difficult to -patrol
areas along the southwest border..

The bill adds 600 new ThJS investigators in 1997 alone to enforce onr-laws. I

have heard critics criticize this- bill,

saying it does not do enough in that di-

rection. However, there wifi be 150
more investigators to investigate employer violations, 150 to investigate
crrn'inal aliens, and 300 designated to
investigate visa overstay-s in 199?.

You and I know that one-ha]! of the
people who come into our country megaiLy have visas and they just simply
overstay that visa. And the visa, up to

this point, has had no teeth. Lt they

disappear into the fabric of the society,

it is very difficult to find them to enforce that visa. This bill dedicates 300
new

INS

•

investigators

to

visa

overstays. It is the first real effort this
Congress has made to control one of
the biggest problem areas in illegal immigration.

And the bill allows the Attorney

General to establish an auton3ated
entry and exit control system, to

match arriving and departing .aliens
and identify those who overstay their
visa.s.

It precludes a person who overstays
his or her visa from returning to this
country for up t 10 years. This gives

meaning to a visa. In a sense, in a
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great sense, I am. 'sorry we have tificates and driver's licenses, to pre- I particularly 'hak the. members of
reached this day and age in our very vent fraud and counterfeiting.

If I had my way, we would cut the
free society.' But, you know, there: is
one thing I deeply believe and that is, number of documents down to a basic
we. are a country of. laws. We do not number ad make every green card.
have 'the liberty to pick and choose every Social Security card anSI every
which laws we. enforce or do not en- birth certificate counterfeit-resistant.
So the compromise in this bill is not
force. But. the departments of our Gov-

hnxnigration Subcommittee. I
think both you and I would agree that
the markup of this bin on the Senate
the

side was something very unusual.

Members listened to each other, and it
went on hour after hour,.day'after day.
I think we produced a very good bill on
..
..
.the Senate.side.
This bill has been'changed somewhat.
I think it still revna.ii' a, very, strong
Federal tool giving the Departments of

ernment should be bound to enforce the all I wanted or think we need, but,
again, it will be light years better than
laws that areon the books.
•We, if.we do not like those laws, have the situation we now, have with emthe ability 'and the opportunity to ployers having to struggle to recognize
change those laws. I am very dis-' up to 29 different documents.
the Federal Government both the li'

.

appointed this bifl does, not increase

'

• The bin also stiffens pea1ties for cense they need, as well as the tools

peE&lties for employers who violate the 'aliens illegally entering or attempting
law asthe. Senate bill did, but penalties to enter the United States, and makes
do exist. I have 'just taken a look at high-speed. flight from- an INS checkthose penalties. As I mentioned earlier, point a felony pimihb1e by up to 5

there are a3so 150 ThIS agents, investigators specifically designated to investigate employers. The penalties essentially go from $250 to $10,000 in civil

penalties for each alien, increasing

with the number of offenses. And, on
top of these fines, 'if the emplpyer ha.s
a pattern of violations, he or she can
aIso be subject to a nmum of $3,000
per alien :a.n.d. 6 months In prison for

each á''on. And the Attoruey
izsue an •unction

General"

against the employer for repeated offeses.
.

If you think about it, these are

strong penalties. But what is the prob-

lem? The problem is' they have not

they. 'need, to see .that we do. what we
should do: guarantee that the borders
• ofour country are, enforced against illegal immigration.
years in prison. I think most Members
I, for one, being the product of legal
of this Senate' have seen the results of immigrants, really believe that it is
high-speed chases, certath]y in my important' that the richness of ow tapState, 'where people can die by. the doz- estry continue to be woven through
ens in car crashes, in overcrowded people who come to this country from

vans, as 3nnocent victims of high- many other :p]aces. The fact that the
speed-pursuit chases 'by. law enforce- legal immigration quotas remain as

ment. AxLd, of course, one very notori- they are, extraordinarily broad, and I

ous. incidentresu1ted in law enforce- think liberal, is important, and that we
ment officers in a county .tang out say to the people, of this Nation, "We
their frustrations pbysicafly upon are a nation. of laws, and we will abide
some of the people who were being car- by them.".
I'thnthe coinmittee..I particularly
riedin the van.
Let me jnst, for a moment speak thnnk the chairman of. the Iminigraabout title V. This was a controversial tion Subcommittee, Senator. SIMPSON,
title. It included some provisions for il- who worked very' bard and very diiilegal. immigrants and several provi- gentr, who has studied this issue and
.

.

'

'

'

-

been enforced. So this, bin, 'once again, sions for legal immigrants. It was
must be enforced if it is to have teeth. meant to tighten up income require
Let me speak of worker, verification. ments and do some-other things. BasiThis is another disappointment be- cally, I very much agree 'with the
cause the heart of any effective system changes made to title V—with some ex
to prevent the job magnet.from work- ceptions, and I am prepared .to support

which legislation bears his name. 'I
think he has been a person of eat in-

viduaj's employment eligibility, and it tunity in the next Congress.
In conclusion, Mr. President, I must
increases the rnaTi1num penalties for
document fraud from 5 to 15 years in say, I am very- pleased - that the
prison. That is the mimnm, aud it Gaiiegly amendment is out of this bill.
sets security standards for key identi- I also think that fair changes have
fication documents, such as birth cer- been made to the immigration bin, and

I tb-k the Chair and yield the floor.

tegrity and credibility on the Issue for
a long, long time. When he retires from

this body, I guess at the end of this

year, he will leave a legacy of fairness
ing is verification of documents that it. There is' one area which was not and . a striving for. laws' in this 'area
show legal authority to work. Any em- chaiiged and with whieh I have a major which are sustained by that credibility
ployer who can have their prospective problem, 'and that is the section that and integrity.
employee, while being interviewed, deals with refugee assstance. A proviFinally, 'I want'to address sponsor inpresent up to 29 documents, really can- sion was deleted from the conference come requirements. In addition, to
not teU which is real and which is report .that would have corrected a being enforceable, sponsor contracts
false. I know that. I have been in that glaring inequity, in the aflocation . of must also be realistic. I support raising
the income requirement for sponsors of
position. I know how difficult it is to refugee assistance' funds.
tell. This bill establishes three pilot Under the funding formu]as in the immigrants.
The purpose of the sponsOr. income
programs for employment verification current law, funds for refugee assistin five of thehighest-impact States. So ance are not allocated on the basis Of requirement is to ensure that people
need or numbers or where the refugees who sponsor immigrants into this
this is a step forward.
.1 want to speak for just a moment are. My State, California, has 60 per- country-have the ability to provide for
about document fraud, because prob- cent of all of the refugees in the United them. Tell me how someone supports a
ably there is no more greater problem States of America. We receive S31 per family of two' on $10,360 per year—
in the United States in this area than refugee under this bill,' while other which is the current poverty-level redocument fraud. It is wholesaje. It is States receive as much ,as $497 per refu- quirement.
gee. That is just' p1a21 wrong. It is not
A person can barely support himself
rife.
it is just all over the place. Just re- the way this Government .should exist, or herself on $10,360 per year—that's
cenUy, DS shut down a major docu- with cushy deaLs for some States and why it's called the poverty level.
ment fraud ring in Santa Ana, CA. other States really ending up down and This bill makes, what. I think is a
modest change in the income requireThey confiscated 22,000 fake green out.
cads, Social Security cards and driv- This provision costs California $7 ment: If you have an income of $12,950
er's licenses. These were all first-rate million in Federal funds. The with- per year for. a family of two, you' can
forgeries, and they were meant to be drawal . of the ]aguage that I submit- bring your spouse and minor children
sold in California and throughout three ted, to see to it that refugee dollars into this country.
California—and all States who bear
other States. It is a major underground went based on where the refugees are,
industry in my State, aud this bill does is not included in.the'iminigration bill. the burden of illegal immigration—
It went with some kind of a political need. this bill. .1 strongly urge my colbegin to deal with this problem.
It reduces the number of documents plum. I certainly intend to readdress leagues to support thiz legislation by
that can be used to establish an indi- this issue at the first avaiiable oppor- voting yes.
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Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, we are port, wbich addresses minigrats' fi-.
comixig on to the end of this session. It nancial responsibilities. The President

is a very-, very important session. :1 was apparently willing. to shut down
think we have accomplished a lot in the Goveimmexit or kill the iminigrathis Congress. We have made changes, tion bill on bis ast-Ininute demands.
seen major changes in how the budget The immigration measure in this apis goizig to be bandied. We now have propriations bill. now contains further
the.. President of the United States concessions to the President. We have
talking, for the first time—a Demo- finally cleared away the obstructions,
cratic President talking for the first and it is my understanding that he io
time—.in 60 years about baaancing the longer ha& any major objections.
budget. I do.• not think we have any This bin is ..•an important bill.. It
choice in the matter. We have to move cracks down on i]iegai immigration.
toward a balanced budget.
Among other things, it builds up and
But we have to. see change n welfare strengthens the Border Patrol It aureform. For the first time we have ac tliàrizes 5,000 new agents and 1,500 new
tually done something to entitlement support personnel for the Border Patrol
programs. We have certainly passed a over the.next 5 years. This increase bawhole raft of other bills that are out.- siaily doubles the size of the Border
lined in the newspapers aiost on a Patrol. The proposal adds as many as
daily, basis. I think people are amed 450 investigators and related personnel
what a terrific and importaz3 Coness to combat iUegal aiiei smuggling into
.

-:

this has been.

our country over 3 years. The bill proI would like to just take a few min- vides:300 personnel to investigate those
utes this morning to address some of who overstay thefrvizas and thus rethe measures.in the omnibus bill before main i]iegaily in our country.
the.. Senate. One such measure is the
The conference report-requires .the

vast bulk of the. immigration con- Attorney General to: establish an autoference report. The .Americaxi people mated entry and exit control system to
expect the FederalGovern_ment to con- match arriving and departing aliens
trol our country's borders. We have not and to identify visa overstayers. It auyet done so. The American people ex- thorzes acquisition of improved equippect Congress and the President to ment and . technology- for border con-

strengthen the national effort agatht trol, including heiicoters. four-wheel
illegal immigration.
drive .vebicles, night vision. scopesand
Despite the la$-miiiute politicaa sensor units, just to name a few things.
games

ship of the President, we

have included in the omrnbus measure
provzions dealing with the problem of
illegal immigration. This omnibus
measure includes the .conference report
on ER. 2202, the fliegal Immigration
Reform and Inunigra.nt Responsibility
Act of 1996, with certain modiflcaions
to title V of the confer.ence report. The
legisiative hlstary of the immigration

The bill adds civil penaities to exist-

ing criynii-1 penalties against aliens illegally entering our..country. Crixnina.1

and civil penalties for 4ocument fraud
are., increased. Criminal penalties
against those who smuggle aliens into
our country are• also increased. High
speed flight from.an ThIS checkpoint is
.

a felony punishable by up to 5 years
imprisonment under this bill.

portion of tbis measure includes the
The bill makes it ille*al tof.1sely
legislative history of HR 2202 and S. claim American citizenship with the
1664, with their accompanying comnit- purpose of obtaining any Federal or
tee reports and floor debates 'and, in State benefit or service or for the pur-

addition, a joint explanatory state- pose of voting or registering to vote n
ment of the committee of conference in any Federal, State or local election.
Report 104—828.
This bill, gives the ThIS, the ImmigraThe Amerióan people should má.ke no tion and Naturalization Service, wire.

mistake about it. There is no thanks • tap authority in aIien smuggling and

owed to President Clinton for this document fraud cases.

acbievement.
The bill broadens thefl defthition of
On August 2. 1996. President Clinton "aggravated felony" for purposes of
wrote to Speaker Gingrich. Remark- our immigration laws, even beyond the
ably, he said unequivocally he would new Terrorism Act. to include crimes
veto this bill even with the signifi- of rape and sexual abuse of a minor. It
cantly modified Gaflegly provision on lowers the fine threshold for money
public education for i]iegal aliens, a laundering from $100,000 to $10,000. It
compromise wbich was not even yet at decreases the, imprisonment threshold

that point in final form. Republican for theft, violence, racketeering, and
conferees removed that provision from document fraud from 5 years to 1 year.
the proposed conference report, a draft That is the threshold. The broadened

of. wb.ich was initialiy circulated on definition of aggravated felony adds
Septe±nber 10. 1996. It was the only new offenses related to gambling, brib—
issue upon wbich the President said he ery, perjnry, revealing the identity of
would veto this bill.
undercover agents, and transporting
The President had 2 weeks before the prostitutes. What does this 'mean?
actnai conference to register 'other ob- More criminal aliens wiii be deportable
jections to the draft conference report. and fewer will be eligible for waivers of
OMNIBUS CONSOLIDATED
Yet, only after the conference commit- deportation.
APPROPRIATIONS ACT. 1997
tee met and' filed its report did the To assist in the identification and reThe Senate continued with the con- President interpose final objections removal of deportable crrn,in2 aiiens,
sideration of the bill.
lated to title V of the conference re- the bill authorizes the registration of
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aliens on probation or parole; requires would have preferred that the adminis- aliens" to "qualified aliens" and make other
• that the crimin1 alien identification tration find facilities necessary to im- changes in terminology.
Section 531. No change.
system be used to assist Federal, State, plement these provisions;
and local law enforcement agencies in On balanCe, though, the immigration Section .532. Strike.
identifying and locating removable bill is a very worthy measure, and I am Section 551. Modify to reduce sponsor inrequirements to 125 percent of poverty
crimi1 aliens; and authonzes $5 mil- pleased that it has been included in the come
level. Strike -subsection (e) of Immigration
-

•

•

lion per year from 199'T to 2001 for the omnibus spending bill.
and Nationality Act (INA) section 2l3A as
criminal alien tracking center. The bill
I ask nna.nin,ous consent a statement added by this section. Make other changes to

also provides that funds under the of legislative history be printed in the

conform INA section 213A 'as added by this

to $1,000 and that at least 80-percent of

tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996. Strike subsection (c).
Section 552. Modify to amend section 421 of
the Personal
nsibiljty and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 to include
the prvisions in seCtion 552(d)(1) and 552(1).
Strike all other provisions.
Section 553. Strike.
Section 554. Redesignate as section 553.

State Criminal Alien Assistance Pro- RECORD.
gram may be used for costs of impris- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
oning criminal aliens in State or local Objection, it is so ordered.
facilities.
There being no objection, the mateThis bill also provides that .the fee rial was ordered to be printed in the
for adjustment of status be increased RECORD, as follows:
DIVISION.

.

C: STaTEMENT or LEGISLATIVE
those fees be spent on enhancing the
HISTORY
Immigration and Naturalization Serv- Division C shall be considered as the enactice's capacity to detain criminal aliens ment of the Conference Report CRept. 1O4and others subject to detention. The 828) on H.R. 2202, the Illegal Immigration Re-

bill also authorizes $150 million for de- form and Immigrant Responsibility Act of

taining and removing deportable and 1996. with certain modifications to Title V of
inadmissible aliens.

• To facilitate legal entry, this meas-

section to similar provision enacted in the
Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-

the Conference Report.
The legislative history of Division. C shall

-

•

Section 561. No change.
Section 562. Strike.
Section 563. Redesignate as section 562.
- Section 564 Redesignate as section 563.
Section 565. Redesignate as section 564.
• Section 566. Redesignate as section 565 and
.

.

-

to include the Joint Explanaure provides for increased full-time be considered
to strike (4).
-.
Statement of the Committee of Con- modify
Sections. 571 through 576. Strike and insert
land border inspectors to ensure full tory
ference in Report 104-828, as well as the. re- sections 221.
through
of the. Senate
staffing of border crossing lanes during ports of the COmmittees on the Judiciary,
to ER. 2202, as. modified.
peak crossing hours The bill will. re- Agriculture, and Economic and Educational amendment
Section 591. No change..
-

sult in
the establishment
of
preinspection stations at. a limited
number of foreign airports.
These provisions are desperately
needed .tostem the tide of illegal immigration.
I note that lam not happy with all of
the immigration bill's provisions, but I
have tO say, I do not think anybody is.

The vast majority of them, however,
are good provisions. But let me give
you a couple of illustrations that I am
not very happy about. It adds, for example, personnel for the enforcement
of employer sanctions. I believe we
ought to repeal employer sanctions

Opportunities of the House of Represéntatives on H.R.'2202 CRept. 104-469, Parts 'I, II,
and Ill), 'and the report of the Committee on
the Judiciary of the Senate on S. 1664 CRept.
.

104—249).

SectiOn 592. Strike.
Section 593. Redesignate as 592
Section 59L Redesignate as 593.
Section 595. Redesignate as594..

Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I
vision C of the provisions in Title V of the would like to ask the Chairman of the
.

The following records .the disposition in Di-

Conference Report. (The remaining Titles of Judiciary Committee a few questions
the Conference Report have not been modi- to clarify the changes made in the asyfled.) Technical and conforming amendmenin lum provisions of the Senate immigraare nOt noted.
Section 500. Strike;
Section 501: Modify--to amend section 431 of
the Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-

tion bill when the House and Sebate
conferees adopted the conference re-

pOrt on ER. 02,. the- Illegal Immigra-

tunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (Public tion Reform and Ininigrant Respon-

Law 104-193) to insert the provisions in sec- sibility Act of 1996. These provisions
tion 501(c)(2) of the Conference Report relat- are included in this omnibus appropriaing to an exception to ineligibility for bene- tions measure. Senator HATCH was a

outright as a costly, counterproductive fits for certain battered aliens. Strike all conferee- on this legislation and was
failure. I cannot help but note that other provisionsof section 501
deeply involved in the development Of
President Clinton has gone much fur- Section 502: Modify to authorize States to this provision.
ther than even this bill proposes by establish pilot programs, pursuant to regulaSection 604 of the conference report
signing an Executive order penalizing tions promulgated by the Attorney General. would add to the Immigration and NaUnder
the
pilot
programs,
States
may
deny
Federal contractors who violate the
licenses to illegal aliens and other- tionality Act a new section providing
employer sanctions law. In doing so, he drivers'
wise
determine
the viability, advisability, that an alien may not apply for asylum
not only throws more good money after and cost effectiveness
of denying driver's li- unless he or she demonstrates by clear
bad, he is inadvertently fostering more censes to aliens unlawfully in the United and convincing evidence that the applidiscrimination agathst those ethnic States.
cation has been filed within 1 year
minorities in our society who look and Section 503: Strike.
after the date of the alien's arrival in
Section 504: Redesignate as section 503 and the United States. That section also insound different from the majority.
I am no fan of verification schemes, modify to include only amendments to sec- cludes two important exceptions—one
202 of the Social Security Act, and new
and I am skeptical that the pilot pro- tion
for changed circumstances that materidate. Strike all other provisions.
grams provided for in this bill will be effective
ally affect the applicant's eligibility
Section
505:
Redesignate
as
section
504
and
worthwhile. Here again, the President modify to. amend section 432(a) of the Per- for asylum, and the other relating to
is already using existing authority to' sonal Responsibility and Work Opportunity the delay in filing an application.
implement verification projects, which Reconciliation Act of 1996 to provide that Would the Chairman explain the meanI do not believe can work on a national the -Attorney General shall establish a proce- ingof these exceptions?
scale.
dure for persons applying for public benefits
Mr. HATCH. The conference report
Despite my great reluctance, I have to provide proof of citizenship. Strike all does
include a 1-year time limit, from
agreed to allow the Attorney General other provisions.
the time of entering the United States,
506: Strike.
to certify to Congress that she cannot Section
on filing applications for asylum. ConSection 507: Redesignate as section 505.
comply with the mandatory criminal Section
508. Redesignate as section 506 and ferees also adopted important excepalien detention provisions of the re- modify. Strike subsection (a) and modify re- tions, both for changed circumstances.
cently
enacted
terrorism
law, quirements in subsection (b) regarding Re- that materially affect an applicant's
antiterrorism law, thereby obtaining a port of the COmptroller General.
eligibility for asylum and for extraor1-year grace period which coifid be eaSection 509. Redesignate as section 507.
circumstances that relate to the
tended or can be extended under this Section 510. Redesignate as section 508. dinary
infiling the application.
bill for 1 additional year on top of that Modify subsection (a) and redesignate as an delay
Like my distinguished colleague
1-year grace period. The Clinton ad- amendment to section 432 of the Persona]
.

and Work Opportunity Eec. from Michigan, I too supported the
ministration has been tenacious in Responsibility
onciliation Act of 1996 Strike subsection.(b). Senate provision, which received overpleading with Congress to ease this Section 511. Redesignate as section 509. whelming, bipartisan support in the
criminal alien detention requirement. I Modify to change references to "eligible Senate. In fact, that provision was
.

-
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by an amendment in the Judi- legitimate claims of asylum are not reciary Committee that passed by unani- turned to persecution, particulaly for
mous coiisent. The Senate provisions technical deficiencies. If the time limit
had established a 1-year time limit is not mplemented fairly, or cannot be
only on defensive clainz of asylum, implemented fairly, I will be prepared
that is, those raised for the first time to rev]zit this issue m a later Congress.
m deportation proceedings, and pro- I would also like to let the Senator
vided for a good cause exception.
from Michigan know how much I apLet me say that I share the Senator's preiate his commitment and dethcaconcern that we continue to ensure tion on this issue.
that asylum is available for those with
Mr. ABRAHAM. Thank you. I would
legitiniate claims of asylum. The• way likewise thpnk the Chafrn-ian of the Jui which the time limit was rewritten diciary Committee for his diligent ef- —
mthe conference report—with the two forts on this issue m conference and his
exceptions specified—was mtended to explanation of the conference report's
provide adequate protections to those provisions.
with legitimate claims of asylum. I ex- Mr. HATCH. I will note, briefly, that
pect that circumstances covered by the the bifl modifies the antiterrorism
adopted

Senate's good cause exception will law's provisions on summary exclusion,
likely be covered by either the chAnged in. order to better assure that those
circumstances exception or the ex- who are bona fide asylees are not errotraordinary circumstances exception neous]y compelled to leave this councontained m the conference report 1a- try.
On a related point, the Clinton 'adguage. The conference report provision
represents a compromise m that, un- ministration has recently announced
like the Senate provision, it applies to its plans to cut refUgee adrnicsions
-

all claims of asylum, whether razed af- next year to 78,000. I oppose this cut. In
fiscal year 1995, the level was 110,000.
firmatively Or defensively.
Mr. ABRAHAM. Would you say that Last year, the level of refugee admisthe mtent m the changed cir- sions was set at 90,000. I believe we
cumstaiaces exception is to cover a should set the same level of 90,000 reftibroad range of circunistances that may gee athissions for next year. A further
have changed and that affect the appli- cut is unwarranted, especially with the
cant's ability to obtain asylum?
renewed steps against alien immigraMr. HATCH. Yes.. That exception is - tion embodied i the bill. Moreover, I
mtended to deal with circumstances think it sends the wrong signal to the

that changed after, the applicant en- world.
.tered the United States and that are
relevant to the applicant's eligibility
for asylum. The changed circumstances
provision will deal with situations like

those m which the situation i the

alien's

home country may have.
charged, the applicant obtains more

information about likely retribution he
or she might face if the applicant. returned home, and other situations that
we
Congress may not be able to anticipate at this time.
Mr. ABRAHAM. It is my understanding that the second exception, for ex-

traordinary circumstances, relates to
legitiniate reasons excusing the alien's
failure to meet the 1-year deadline. Ls
that the case?

Mr. HATCH. Yes, the extraordinary
circumstances exception applies to reasons that a.re quite literally, out of the

ordinary and that explain the alien's
inability to meet the 1-year deadline.
Extraordinary ccumstanäes excusing
the. delay could include, for instance,
physical or mental diabi]ity, unsuc-

cessful efforts to seek asylum that

failed due to technical defects or errors
for which the alien was not responsible,
and other extenuating circumstaiaces.
Mr. ABRAHAM. If the time limit and
the exceptions you have discussed do

not provide sufficient protection to

aliens with bona fide claims of asylum.
I will be prepared to work with my colleagues to address that problem. Is my

understanding correct that you too
will pay close attention 'to how this
provision is mterpreted?
Mr. HATCH. Yes. Like you, I am

committed to ensuring that those with
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increased border

.

and

.

investigative

staffing, and striter employment and
The Senate continued with the con- welfare standards. It is exactly measures such as these that are necessary
sideration of the bill.
Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President,. I to combat the growrng problem of illewant to speak on the bill that is before gal immigration.

us and just on a very smii portion of

fliegal immigration is an issue that

it, the immigration bill. Obviously, the has been in the forefront of public de-

immigration bill is not just a small bate for some. time right now. it is a

portion of the bill that is before us. It
is perhaps one. of the most important
aspects of the bill before us. But what
I meant was, Idó not want to speak to
the appropriations partof the bill.

growing problem that affects even the
smallest towns in the Midwest..
The problem became graphic to me in
January 1995 when an Iowa college stu-

dent named Justin Yonme was mur-

I want to voice my strong support foi dered .by. .an illegal alien who had been
the illegal immigration bill. This has removed from the State of Iowa once
been included,
everyone knows, as
because of his illegal status. Unpart of the contnuing resolution. Sen- before
fortunately,, this particular illegal
ator SIMPSON, chairman of. the Irnx±ii- alien came back to the United States
gration Subcommittee, has worked .and.to my. State of Iowa without any
diligently to brijig this bill forward.
That is the case. with so
I am very pleased to have worked problems.
many
illegal
aliens returning, only. this
with him in creating solutions to the

this person, this illegal alien,
immigration problems that our coun- time,
up committing murder. This pertry is: facing today and, also, to take ended
son
has
since been conv'icted of this
time to compliment Senator S3MPsoN
for the hard work that he has given for horrible crime. That does' Dot' bring

the people of his State of Wyomixig to
the United States.as a Member of the
US. Senate. He is now retiring. Those
of us who have served with him on the
Judiciary TCommittee, and a considerable amount of time together with him
on the Immigration Subcommittee, are
surely going to miss his leadership in
this area.
Tbis bill that is before us even under
.

-.

back the life of Mr. Younie: But it does

set the stage;for a very 3mportat provision that I have in this bill allowing
kocai law enhorcementpeople to be involved in the ärrest of an illegal alien
if the on]y thing they have done wrong
S being

in this country illegally

I

know it. is not understandable to people

who for the last 20 years there has

been a reu]atión saying that local law
these extraordinary circumstances of enforcement people cannot arrest an Iiits being part of the omnibus bill, even legi alien just because they are here
under those circumstaices, should not illegally. But that isthe situation.
detract from. the hard work that has We have another example beyond this
gone on in this Congress on this legis- murder of the reach of illegal immigralation that Senator SIMPSON has put tion, and it was featured in. the U.S.
together.. He has produced a. very News & World Report of September 13,
strong biartisan bill that wifl help us 1996, and on the cover story. It admake a huge impact on the. problems of dressed illegaa immigration and its ef-

fects on the small town of Storm 'Lake,
IA. Specifici1y, the article focused on
the meatpackng industry, which, since
its opening in 1S82, has experienced a
providing over Si billion in new fund- large influx of illegai immigrants. The
ing. But we all know that comprehen- effects on the town of Storm Lake-have
sive legislation, like the bill before us, been - very significant Along with a
is necessary before we are ever going to population increase ha come increased
illegal immigration..
In the last 2 years, Senator SThIPSON
ba.s made a great effort to deal with illegal immigration. We have done it by

be successful, or whether or not even crime rates, increased education exthat additionai billion dollars in the penditures, racial problems; and ècowar on illegal immigrants. is going to nomic concerns causing great resentbe successfully spent.
ment within the community.
Provisions of the bill provide for According to the article, the increase
more effective deportation measures, in illegal immigrants to the town can
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attributed to the job opportunities morning to discuss some changes in not serious about dealing with illegal
offered by this meatpacking industry. this language. That is not a very good immigration. Although many of the
Apparently, workers. are recruited .by way to write a piece of legislation. And provisions of this bill could have been
be

immigrants already working at the we. are going to. pay the consequences tougher, there has been a strong effort
p1ant Once . these workers are re- for. it on this . because this resulting
achieve bipartisan support. I look
• cruited, they illegally cross the border, language is inferior to what I had to
forward
to this bill becoming law, and
obtain a false identity, and begin work.
.

agreed to in conference, and• that was a .1 commend Senator SThPsoN for the ncredible job he has done with this legislation.
-.
I yield the, floor and suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GoiTOW). The clerk will call the roll.

As workers are injured, or the plant is bipartisan agreenient.
rad?d by the INS, new workers are At least on the face.of it, nonprofits
hired to fill the empty positions. This will be exempt from the new provision.
process ensures a continuous derna.nd But the question of when and how peofor workers which has been so steady ple can be served by nonprofits and any
that it has reportedly spawned a sort of resultthg paperwork requiremTent will
underground railroad from Mexico to unforttthate1 be left to regulations
the town of Storm Lake, IA.
by the Attorney General.
It is because of situations like promulgated.
The former conference language that
these—the meatpacking story in Storm we had worked out provided proteclAke and the murder of Justin Yourne tions from regi1ations. But the adminin. Iowa—that the illegal immigration istration ia.rguage does not. I think
conference report is being discussed
will have to be remedied in legislahere today. Provisions in this act ad- this
tion
year because we are going to
dress illegal immigration problems at havenext
potential
problems on this.
every level, from Border Patrol to deNevertheless, I am satisfied with anportation. The act takes direct steps to other provision concerning .. congresreduce crime associated with illegal sional participation.
immigration and provides States with
This provision requires that when we
incextives to do the sanie.
proceed
with. the verification
Among the hundreds of provisions in projects for employers, Congrs pilot
this bill are a number of initiatives the Federal Government will b a and
that I fought for as a member of the of those projects. The only way thatpart
we
Judiciary Committee and, as well, as a are goingto know if these really work
conferee. For instance, this bill allows or not is if we, in the Congress, are a
the Attorney General to enter into part of them. That. is a followuj, of my
agreements with local law enforcethe. first bill passed by a
ment, permitting; as I said, for the legislation,
Republican
Congress in 40 years, the
first, time siñce 1977 local authorities first bill signed
President Clinton
to apprehend, detain, and transport il- going way back by
to January of 1995, a
legal ailens. This is an especially im-

where after 6 years we finaUy
portant step for the interior States, bill
ended the exemption that Members of

such as my State of Iowa, that are distant from the borders.
Just a few weeks ago local police had
- to release a truckload of illegal ajiens
because the INS wouldn't--or, as they
might say, "couldn't"—respond just
then. But they used the argument that
there were less than 20 illegaJs in the
group. So it was too small of a group
for them to mess around with. Obviously, it is better from that judgment
to wait until they find their way into a
job ad Thto the underground economy,
get lost, and then spend thousands of

Congress as employers had from Federal law—civil rights, labor and salety

legislation, among others, which we
had exempted ourselves from that
apply to the rest of the country.
That legislation has passed, so we are

no longer exempt from those laws.
There is no longer twQ sets of laws, one

for Capitol Kill and one for the rest of
the United States. There is one set of
laws that applies equally.

When it comes to this verification

pilot project for employers, it seems to
dollars more to apprehend the very me that we in the Federal Government
same people. Eut they were in the cus- ought to be participating in these
tody for a short period of time of these projects and then we are going to know
firsthand the redtape that smafl busilocal law enforcement people.
So it is obvious that local law en- ness or large business even has to go
forcement needs more tools like we are through to meet the requirements of

now providing to fight illegai nmi- our immigration law. Then in a few
years when we go down the road to
grants.
In addition, because of my insistence, tmiriig a final decision whether or not

the conference included a guarantee this new verificatioi procedure. goes
that each State will have at least 10 into place, we are going to do it not
agents. This will, help States like Iowa from the standpotht of just what our
that do not have any agents right now constituents are telling us, as so very

when illegal immigration is growing at important as that is, we are also going
a rapid pace.
to know firsthand what is involved

The conference committee also in- with tbs project and the impact it is
cluded a provision of mine to exempt going to have upon employers of Arnernonprofits and churches from the' time- ica because we are employers in the
consuming and costly paperwork of sense that we, as Members of Congress,
verification and deeming. Unfortu- hire staff. And if the small lusiness
nately, the 3.__ifliSttjon made the people ought to go through a certain
uistake of demanding the provision be process under this project, we ought to
changed in the last-minute negotia- as well so we know firsthand what the
tions last week on title V.
situation is.
I might say at this point that my In conclusion, Mr. President, anyone
staff got a call about 1:30 Sa.turday who does not support this bill is just

.

.

The legislative clerk proceeded to

call the roll.
Mr. BOND. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING. OFFICER. .Without
objection, it isso ordered.
Mr. BOND. Mr. President; I ask unan-

imous consent to be permitted to pro-

ceed for 5 minutes as if in morning

business.'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mr. COATS. Mr. President, reserving

the right to object. I am wondering if I
could slightly amend to allow this Sen-

ator no more than 5 or 6 minutes to
speak on the matter that I was recogEzed for before the request occurred.
Mr. HATFIELD. I yield the floor.for
that purpose.

I would, like to get the agreement
Mr. COATS. But, as stipulated, it
would preclude uiy opportuiñty to do
that. I am just wondering if the Senfirst.

ator would amend his unim-on.

sent request so that this Senator, who
had teen recognized before the unani-

mous-consent request, would be allowed to speak as if in morning business for up to 8 minutes.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President,. reserving

the right to object, the Senator will

have no trouble getting time from his
leader. The time s equally divided be-

tween the two leaders.
Mr. COATS. That would be acceptable to this Senator. I am 'not speaking
on the continuing resolution. So I will
speak as if in morning bus3ness. I want

to make sure that I have the opportunity to get that time.

• The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?
Mr. BYRD. I reserved the: right to obThe Senate continued with the con- ject.
Was this other matter resolved?
sideration of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. I am
Mr. COATS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING bFFIC (Mr. sorry.
The Senator from West Virginia.
GRASSLEY). The Chafr recognizes the
Mr. BYRD. Was the matter resolved
Senator from Indiana.
the satisfaction of the Senator from
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I defer to to
the chairxna..n of the Appropriations Indiana?
Mr. HATFIELD. We do not want to
Comznittee.
out the Senator from Indiana.
Mr. HATFIELD. If the Senator will cut
Mr. COATS. .1 want to make sure I
withhold for a moment, we want to get have
the opportunity to speak.
OMNIBUS CONSOLffiATE])
APPROPRIATIONS ACT. 1997

a unnimous consent so we can adopt
the appropriations bill.

Mr. HATFLD. I can assure the Sen-

from Indii as we hve been
Mr. COATS. I yield to my oppor- ator
speaking as if in morning business,

tunity to be recognzed by the Cbair. I •with the colloquy that was just going
would be happy to withhold for a mowhich the Senator from Indiana
ment while the chairman of the Appro- on
would
like to engage in, 1 will have no
priations Committee and the r-ndng objections
to whatever parliamentary
member discuss it.
he has to make in order to
Mr. HATFLD. I thank the Senator. request
The PR SIDING OFFICER. The speak.
Mr. COATS. That is more than acChair recognizes the Senator from Or- ceptable
to this Senator.
egon.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. Preident, reMr. HATFmLD. Mr. President, the serving
the right to object —
majority leader and the nniority leadThe PRESIDING OFFICER.. The Sener have worked out a nnnirnouscon ator from Massachusetts.
Sent agreement.
Mr. KENNEDY. I believe that the miThe ranking member of the Appro- nority
leader will give me 5 minutes.
priations Committee, Senator BYRD, But it is not on this related matter of
and I have gone over this. And we also the continuing resolution. It is .from
concur.
So, at this time, Mr. President.-wjth the minority leader's time. I wanted to
have a continuing discussion on that
Senator Bm's presence on the floor, I measure.
I need maybe 4 rniiiutes or 5
would like to propound the unanimous- minutes sometime.
consent request.
So I would be glad to do whatever.
I ask nnniTnous consent that final The
which they are managing
passage of H.R. 4278, the omnibus a- is ofmeasure
the utmost importance. I wanted
propriations legislation, occur no later to get 5 minutes just to respond quickthan 6 p.m today, with the time beto the matter. So I am glad to do it
tween now and 6 p.m. equally divided ly
in whatever way the two leaders want
between the two leaders, or their des- to proceed.
ignees; and, further, that no amend- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the
ments, motions, or points of order be in body ready to put the question?
order.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I hope
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there maybe that—reserving the right to obobjection?
Ject—out of that time we are going to
-

-

-
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have the leader to be designated to
Mr. HATFIELD. Finally, ML Presi-

have 5 minutes.

dent, I ask unanimous consent that of
the time' allocated to Senator L0T'r, 10
guished Senator will include that in his nhithites be allocated to Senator
request.
McC.
Mr. HATFIELD. Could I include the
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving

Mr. BYRD. I hope that

the distin-

same as I thd for the Senator from Inth- the right to object, does the distinana?
guished Senator wish to in1ude Mr.
Mr. KENNEDY. That would be fine.
COATS in that request? And I will ask

Mr. HATFIELD. Tbat the Senator that the Senator from Massachusetts
from Massachusetts be recognized to be included.
nake whatever motions necessary to
Mr. HATFIELD. 'I would be very
get the 5 minutes after we getthis ap- happy to incorporate 5 minutes to the
proved.

Senator from In8iana.
I would have no objection.
Would the Senator liketo include 5
Mr. BYRD. Do I understand the Sen- minutes for the Senator from Massa- ator wishes to have his 5 imnutes on• 'chusetts?
the continuing resolution?
Mr. BYRD. I would like to have Mr.'
Mr. XENNEDY. No, just., on the ear- KEN11EDY accorded 5 minutes in' the re-

lier matter being discussed. I do not quest, from the time under the control

-•

want to interrupt the two chairmen on of the minority leader.
this very, very important matter.
Mr.' HATF1ZLD. That would be then
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there '10 minutes for Senator 'McCqm 5 minobjection?
utes 'for Senator' KENNEDY, and 5 minWithout objection, it is so ordered.
utes for Senator COATS..
Mr. HATFLD. Mr President, I fürThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
ther ask nnimous cànsent that fol- any
objection?
lowing the vote on ER. 4278, the SenMr. PRYOR. Mr. President, reserving
ate proceed to vote on the adoption of the right to ob)ect—i do not want to
the DOD appropriations conference ré- object—I do not think that I am going
port, all without further action, and to ask to speak for 5 minutes, but at
that all points of order be waved.
least if I could reserve 5 minutes in
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, reserving this process for myself I would apprethe right, to. object, I shall not ob3ect, I ciate very much the distinguished
very much advocate both of these re- manager allowing.rne to speak.
quests. I did so in the conference earMr. BYRD. Include 5 minutes to
lier today, conference among Demo- come out of the time under the control
crats. I feel that there should noV be of the minority leader.
any amendments to the continuing resMr. HOLLINGS. Is that afl nght, 5
olution. I am not satisfied with every- minutes also here for the SeDator froni.
thing that is in the resolution, but I do South Carolina?
think the time has come to adopt the
Mr. HATFIELD. Another 5 minutes
resolution without a great deal of de. for Senator PRYOR and 5 minutes for
bate this afternoon and without Senator HOLLINGS.
amendments because amendments
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Is, there
would simply mean that the continuing any objection? The. Chair hears none,
resolution would go. to conference and and it is so ordered.
I presume that the leader would probMr. HATFIELD. I thank the. Chair.
ably take that continuing resolution The. PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
down and call up the conference report, seeks recognition?
which is not amendable and therefore
Mr. BYRD Mr. President, I thank all
not conferenceable. Senators and particularly those who
So. it seems to me that the integrity have been so courteous as to yield alof the Senate, the integrity of the leg- lowingthis request to be graDted.
islative process within the Senate, the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
integrity of the Senate's right to seeks recognition?
amend and right to .debate are all proMr. COATS addressed the Chair.
tected here, and that is what I am most
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Seninterested in. We 'could offer amend- ator from Inthana.
ments tó the continuing resolution if
we wanted. Consequently,. any Senator
could have objected to the request. We
could debate at some length. I am sure
that we Democrats do not want to be
accused of shutting the Government
down.

Therefore, it seems to me in the in-

terest of all concerned—and a. I say, in

full view of the fact that the integrity
of the process and integrity of the Sen-

ate's right to debate an amendment

and amend have been fully protected—
I have no objection, and I congratulate

the Senator from Oregon and I also

congratulate both leaders.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
any objection? The Chair hears none,
and it is so ordered.
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impossible for lation to a great extent reflect the long

working Americans to reunite their effcrt, on his part to make sure that we-

families here are now gone. Gone, too, were addressing these matters in a reis the unacceptable. Gailegly amend- sponsible way.
•ment which would have allowed States
I know there are provisions that were
to expel immigrant children from pub- excluded
that he would bave favored to
lic schools and dump them on the have included
but nonetheless I would
streets. 'Ts unwise amendment,.would like to think that
the more positive asdo .nothing to stem the tide of immi- pects of the provisions
we have in.gration. It was vigorously opposed, by cluded can be traced'that
in
back
police groups and educators because of over a long period of time origin
to
the
work
the harm it would do to our coimnuMr. KEN1EDY addressed the Chair.

of Senator 'SIMPSON, the Jordan' Comnities. Congress isright to reject this mission,
the Hesburgh Commission,

provision.
The PRESDIN( OFFICER. The SenAlthough the worstprov sions in this and other efforts of the committee.
ator from Massachusetts.
Senator SPsoN took the Jordan.
on legal iimnigrants are gone, it is
Mr. 1NNEDY. Mr. President, I bill
still not the hard-hitting crackdown on Commission's recommendations, conagain express great appreciation for' illegal immigration it ought to be. Re- ducted extensive hearings on° them in
the statement that was made by our publicans rejected our efforts 'to in- our subcommittee,: visited each Senfriend and colleague, Senator PELL, clude strong provisions to punish un- ator individually to obtain their views
who reviewed for the Senate the var- scrupulous employers who hire illegal on what needs to be done, and conious provisions in this agreement relat-. immigrant workers and then exploit ducted a .fair and open process of deed to education. I think all of us are them with cheap labor., and. uiisafe bate 'on the bill in the, subcommittee.

once again enorously xnpresd, as I workplace conditions knowing they When the full Judiciary Committee

know. the people that he represents are, will not protest such conditions.
by his extraordinary commitment to
This bill winks at this shameful
ehancrng the quality of education for sweatshop practice. Americans will
young people ail across this country. continue 'to lose their, 3obs as long as
He diminishes his own strength by not unscrupulous employers can get away

mentionin_g his own very important

participation and involvement over the
period of recent years in maintainIng a

in the area of education he played a
very signIficant and major role, and I
know everybociy in the Senate understands it and appreciates it.
Mr. President, exactly 2 years ago,
the late Barbara Jordan, Cbar of the
Comn'ssi on on Immigration Reform,
submitted to Congress 'a comprehensive
set of recommendations to address the

illegal, immigration crisis in America.

At that time, Barbara Jordan said,
"Our message is simple. The TJnited
States must have a more credible nnmigration policy that 'deters unlawful
immigration while supporting our nationa.1 interest in legal immigration."

The bill that the Republican leader-

hip' tried to ram hatily through the

• Congress was weak in addressing illegal immigration and reflected the
antiworker, antifainily, anti-irnmi-

grant, antirefugee, and' anti-environment agenda of the Republican right
wing and was an extreme Republican
assault on the American worker and on
working families. It did more harm to
the country than good.

But after extraordinary negotiation

Senator HATCB gave all members a full

opportunity to, present their views.
Over. 150 amendments were. debated
over 8 days and all members of the
with hiring and abusing illegal work- committee feel that the result was a
ers. Clearly, stronger legislation' is much better.bill.
needed if we are serious about dealing - In a siniilar spirit of bipartisanship,
effectively with illegal immigration. the Senate debated the bill for 2 weeks

strong priority in education which 'is
really reflected n this budget.
And I intend to renew this battle agarn
As a member of 'that committee, I next year..
commend him for all he has done over
In addition, the provisions in this bill
a very long and distinguished career 'in related to refugees and due process of
the area of education, and I think his law represent an improvement over the
tireless desire to ensure that we have a ,recently enacted antiterrorism 'law.
bipartisan effort in the area of edu- But they still do not go far enough in
cation has been always a trademark of restoring judicial revue and giving perhis 1eadrship as well. So I think ail of secuted refugees a lair opportunity to
us who will read the history of this discussion about development of the continuing resolution know full well that

considered the bill' last spring, he and

•

in April and May and after full and lair
debate and votes on numerous amend-

ments the result was an outstanding
tribute to the leadership of Senator
SThPSON. The bill passed 97 to 3, a re-

markable capstone to the commitment
of this extraordil3ary Senator over almost 2 decades to ensure that our unmigrant heritage is carried forward. As
seek asylum in America.
a result of his efforts, the Nation will
Most of the credit for what s before look ahead to the next century better
us today as part of this continuing res- able to draw on the positive 'contribuolution goes to our respected friend - tions of immigration to our country,
and colleague, Senator Al SIMPsON. We while equipped with more effective
will miss his able leadership, vision and tools to combat the unlawful immigracourage on the complex and challeng- tion that is so harmful to our country.
mg issues of immigration.,
The subsequent course of this legislaAs I have said on maiy different occasions, immigration is not a high-pro- tion was less sat.sfactory 'for those of
file issue in the State of Wyomrng. us who care so deeply about preserving
They are not inundated with illegal mi- our immigrant heritage while cracking
migration. There are important histor- do*x on illegal immigration After exbipartisanship in passing
icai strains, of legal migration in Wyo- traordinary
the legislation in both the House and
ming, but certainly it is not a State Senate,
Democrats were suddenly shut
that is confronted with these types of
issues. But the fact that Senator SIMr'- out. Republicans sought to convert the
SON over a very long and distinguished legislation into a partisan political
to aid the Dole Presidentiai
career in the- Senate was willing to document
take the time, make the effort and had campaign in Caifforxiia.
As a result, unusual steps were necthe energy to master the very complex
poLicies that are affected by rnmugra- essary to reinjet bipartisanship in this
tion and refugee policies and asylum important legislation. The events of
reflects great national service. He was the past few days and the agreement
always there to make sure that no achieved early Saturday morning have
matter where the political winds were produced a far better bill for the Nablowing, we kept our eye on the ball on tion than the Republican conference
matters of immigration, illegal immi- report on which the Sena:te was schedgration, and refugees. He and I did not. uled to -vote today.
always agree, but we found common
President Clinton provided the
grouxid, and everyone on that commit- strong leadership needed to persuade
tee always found that Senator: SIMPSON Republican leaders to back away from

last week i2avolving the White House,
the Republican leadership, key Mem- was willing to listen and to:fiid the
bers of Congress, those features of the broadest of coalitions in the best interRepublican bill that came out of their ests of our couiatry. And aga the proconference that assaulted lega immi- visions. that are included in this legis-

-

their extreme positions and come to
the table to work out genuine biparti-

san legislation for the good of the
country.
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The.. agreeient addresses illegal im- spouses and
migrant head on It reverses the seri- in America. yoimg children join them profit organizations, such as Catholic
Cbarties, church social service proous m stakes by the Republican leaderargue that most Anierior community-based organjship to use illegal inunigratjon as a cansRepublicans
who sponsor family members are, grams,
tions to continue to assist conimupretext to attack Iega immigrants,
in
fact,
former
immigrants,
who
knew
nities with Governnient funds, without
• Entirely different Considerations when they immigrated that
they would having to check the citizenship
apply to legal immigrants. They come be leaving faiilies behind. The
f.ct is, green cards of everyone who walksand
in
in under our laws, serve in our Armed according to the General Accounting
Forces, paytaes, raise their families, Office, 64 percent of those sponsorixig their. doors.
Rather thaaa making harsh wel.faze
eihazice our democracy, and conjbute their families in any given year are nato our. communities, The origlnaj Sen- tjve-born Anerjcan citizens who were reforms even harsher for legal imrnigrants, this bipartjsaii agreement 'proate bill had rightly rejected harsh at never 1znigrants themselves.
vides modest but needed improvements
tacks on legal imznigrants, and so does
Republicans also argue that if we do over those reforms for battered immithis agreement. That is a major vic- ot set
high income standards for spon- grants and for tharities and other nontory.
then low-income sponsors will be profit or
za'ons that are a lifeline
Ffrst, this agreement drops harmfuI sort,
pushed onto welfare because they have to immigrant COflufluflities.
provisions that would have made the to support theselves and the sponAs President Kennedy wrote in his
recent w.e1f-e reforms even harsher for sored immigrant as well.
book, "A Nation ôfInnjgrants':
legal inmIgrants. Having baned 551,
To guard against this Possibility, the
Immigration policy should be generous; it
food stauips, Medicaid, cash assistance, bipartisan agreement'estabJjsh an in- should
be 11r, it, Should be flexible. With
and other services for legal immjgrajts come test for sponsorship at 125 per- suci a policy
can tfrn to the world, ad
in the welfare bill, the Republi ixzi cent of the poverty- level.. The agree- to our own past,wewith
clean bands anda clear
migration bill would have expanded the nient requires Sponsors to sign an en- conscience, Such a policy would be but a rérestrictions to inc1de Head Start, job forceabie sponsorship contract that re- affirmation of old princp1es. It would be an
training, and English classes. This was quires sponsors to care for those they expreion of our agreement with George
that "The bosom of America Is
wrong, and this, agreement corrects
bring in. And it requires sponsors to Washington
open to receive not only the opulent and re_this grave mistake.
prove they ca meet the requirement spectable stmger,- but the oppressed and
The Republican bill would have shiftsubmitting thefr tax returns for the persecuted of all nations and religions; whom
ed the rules in midstream for.legal im- by
past 3 years.
we shafl welcome to a pa ticipation of all
migrants already in America and their
Tills is the approach which the Sen-. our rights and Privileges, if by decency and
sponsors. The bipartisan compromise, ate adopted in May and which was ac- propriety of conduct they appear to merit'
on the other hand, retaths the foruiu]a- tively supported by"many Republicans, the enjoyment."
tion in the new welfare law, which ap- including Senator ABa&i, Senator .This bipartisan agreement is largely
plies primarily to future imnigrants, DEWINE aid others. In fact, I June, consistent with that goai. It takes a
Without this compromise, the Nation's Jack Kemp
collgressionaj leaders number of worthwhile steps to deal
hospita's, clinics, and• community to adopt thisurged
sponsorship formula. He with the problems of illegal innigrabased orgajzatjons wouad have been wrote, "The Senate bill reasonab'y re- tion, although much more -sigiflcant
overwhe1ed, and would have lost fl- quires that sponsors have income equal steps could have beeE. taken and should
lions of dollars i Federal help,
125 percent of the Federal poverty have been taken to deal with this seriSecond, the comprehensive welfare to
level," and he called on Congress to op- ous problem. Equally important, this
reforms made legal ixximigrants ineli- pose Sponsorship formulas that im- bill keeps the Nation's doors oen, with
gible for maxiy types of assistance. The posed Stiffer burdens on sponsorship.
reasonable limitation, for those who
Republican bill penaiized the few legal
The 125 percent requirement ensures come 'here as legaa iiximigrants and
immigrants who still qualify for assist- that very few sponsors wili be pushed contribute to a stronger and better
ance- by threatening them with depor- onto welfare. Virtuafly all welfare pro- America, as they'have done throughout
tation if they actuaily used the assist- grams require 100 percent of poverty or the two ceaturjes of our history. I comance.
less in order for applicants to qnalify. mend all of those who have helped to
If there are immigrants 'whop abuse Those
with incomes above 125 percent develop this proposal and have it inwe]Iare—or use it illegally_they of the poverty level qualify for
cluded in the underlying document.
should be deported. In f.ct, current few programs. And where they do, very
I urge my colleagues to support this
they
laws perjriit this step, and we should normally 'qualify for only a few dollars leislation.
enforce them.
Several Senators addressed the
of help.
But it is wrong to add to the harsh
Chair,
The
price
tag
that
the
Republican
new welfare reforms by saying to legal bill placed on fmily unity was unnecThe PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yieldstjme?
immigrants who qualify for child caze essary, harsh, and punitive. it was
inassistance that if they actually use it, tended as a backdoor reduction in
Mr.. HATFIELD. Mr. President, I they can be deported. No parent should legal, family immiEratjon. The Bépub- yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
face that choice—of leaving their chil- lican wealth test for sonsorsh.tp was South Dakota, and 5 minutes to the
from Vermont.
dren home alone while the parent
percent of the poverty level for Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Señworks or risking deportation by ob- 140
those sponsoring their spouses or
ta.thing child care. It was 'right to young children aid 200 percent for ator from South Dakota is recognized,
.eBminte these deportation provisions those
sponsoring their parents, adult
under the new bipartisan agreement,
or brothers and sisters. The
Finaijy, it. was wrong for Republicans children,
plan was .anti-fmi]y. It
to insist on putting family sponsorship Republican
said
to
workthg
Americans that their
off lünits to lower income working jobs were not good
enough to qualify
American families. Under the Repub- them for -sponsorship.
This draconian,
lican bill, 40. percent of American citi- class-based proposal would
have caused
zens would have been deziied the right unfair ha.rdship for working
American
to bring in their families. The .Repub- fanñlies, and was rightly rejected
licans try. to claim 'that their party is part of this bipartisan agreement. as
the party of family vaiues, but this bill
In addition, this agreement contains
was a flagrant denial of such values, three other worthwhile imp'ovements.
Under the Republican proposal, for the
provides assistance to immigrants
first time in the Nation's long ixnl±]j- It
are victims of domestic violeace.
grant history, low-income working who
it continues assistance under the Ryan
American citizens would have been de- White Act for immigrants with 17 innied the opportnnity to have this fection or battling AIDS. It allows non-

-
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- cOMBATING ILLEGAL flGRATI0N: A
OPPORTUNiTY

MA A DWFnNCE

President, today, we
will pass legislation we hope will significantly reduce illegal immigration
Mr. KYL.

in this country.
We could have passed this bill in the

Senate last week. Unfortunately, par

tisan politics almost derailed efforts of
the Congress. and particularly the efforts of the chairma.n of the Immigration Subcommittee, AL&N SIMPSON.
who,
under
extraordinary
circumstances. hasworked bug and hard
to. produce a bipartisan, far-reaching
immigration bill.
That is because, in the end, the Clin-

ton adminitration threatened to veto
either the' oninibh appropriations
.
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Having said that, I do believe it aliens and increases the. number of de-

' bill—and
shut down the Federal Government—or a stand-alone imniigra-

would be a great disservice to the peospaces to 9,000 by the end .of
tion bill unless some. of our reforms ple of Arizona and the rest of the Na- tention
were deleted from title 5 of the ixnmi- ton if this illegal imiTligration con- 1997.
this immigration bill will regration conference report. It is inter- ference report were not to pass the moveFinally.
many of the incentives for illegai
esting that the immigration conference Congress during the 104th Congress.
The Immigration and Natureport, with title 5 intact, passed the In Arizona's Tucson sector alone. the•entry.
ralization
Service estimates that 10
House last week with bipartisan sup- U.S. Border Patrol ha apprehended-- percent of the workforce in Arizona is,
port by a vote of 305-123. Notwithstand- more than .300,000 illegal aliens this made up of illegal aliens. HR 2202 sets.
ing this strong support, in order to enIt is estimated that for every ille- up .three pilot projects, to be implesure passage of this historic immigra- year.
gai immigrant arrested, four slip mented in high illegal immigration
tion measure, important provisions of through undetected. These undetected States. that will determine the
em:
title 5 have been deleted.
plo.yrnent eligibility of workers anc
entrants are costing Arizonans
One of the most important provisions lions
of dollars. In fact. the State of thereby reduce the number of illega
dropped from title 5 would have re- Arizona
estimates that it spendz over aliens trying to get T5.S. jobs.
quired that sponsors who bring their $200 million
each year on the medical - While I may well vote against thE
iuunigrant relatives into the United care, education,
and incarceration of ommbu bill to which this legislatiox
States earn 200 percent of poverty in undocumented irnxnlgrants;
That's is attached and while I am verr ths
order to bring in extended relatives or
equal to what the State spends appoulted about the last minutE
140 percent of poverty when they spon- about
chazes to the 1nnration part of the
sor. their spouses or thefr nnnor chil- each year to run Arizona State Univerbill, I nevertheless believe, that part ol
sity
dren. Revised title 5 changed the ui- With this immigration bill, we have the oi iiibu bill should be. passed. I axt
come •requrement for all sponsors to the opportunity to lift this financial condent that this leg'islation is the
125 percent of poverty. At that.income
keystone we will build upon in the fulevel, the sponsor could already be par- burden - off the States by forcing the tur.
ticipating in several welfaie-related FIderal Government to take responprograms, thcluding, but not limited sibility for reducing illegal imxnigra-

.

.

-

.

tion; and to reimburse States for many
Medicaid for pregnant women and chil- of the illegal imrzugration-related costs
dren under the age of 6 and the they iiicur.
to, food stamps, reduced school lunch,

Women, Infants; and Children (WIC]
program. In other words, the sponsors
may well not be capable of supporting
the immigrants they sponsor.
Another provision that wa removed
from title 5 would have clarified the
definition of "public charge." Under
the House-passed conference report, an
immigrant could be deported—but
would not necessarily .be deported—if
he or she received Federal public benefits for an aggregate of 12 months over
a period of 7 years. That provision was
• dropped during Saturday's negotia-

Perhaps most importantly for- Ariunder the - immigration con-

zona,

ference report, our borders will be better secured. One of my amendments to

the bill will thcrease the number of
border patrol agents by 5,000 over 5
years, nearly doubling the current
number of agents. An increased border
patrol presence in Arizona will help
cities and towns such as Nogales, Nacó.

and Douglas, which have experienced
surges in illegal immigration and border-related crime

The immigration bill will also re-

quire that the secwity features on the
tions.
The House-passed conference report border-crossing card be improved to
would have required that public hous- counter fraud. There will be new moneing authorities verify the status of in- th.ry and civil penalties fOr illegal

dividuals who obtain public housing entry. In adthtion. every illegai immi-

apprehended
will
benefits. Inthviduajs would have had 3 gration
be
months to verify their status with a fingerprinte& Prethspection at foreigil
public housing authority or they would airports of passenger bound for the
be required to vacate the unit. Revised. U.S. will be increased. The bill creates
title 5 'will give an—illegal alien 18 a mandatory, expedited removal procmonths to vacate the•housing unit. In ess for aliens arriving without proper
addition, revised title 5 will now give documentation, except if they have a
discretionary- authority to public hous- credible fear of persecution in their
-

ing authorities to determine whether

-

home countries. Penalties for alien

or not they will verify if someone in smugglers will be increased and deporthis country has a legal right to feder- tation of criminal aliens will be expeally-assisted housing.

This doesn't dited:
In adthtion to beefing up our borders.

make sense to me since, in my home
State of Arizona, officials of the Mancopa County Housing Authority alone
estimate that 40 percent of the people
receiving housixlg assistance in the
county are illegal aliens. In Maricopa

•the bill cracks down on those individuals who overstay their visas. Half of
those who temporarily enter the country legally remaiii here illegally. The
bill requires that an entry-exit control
County. there are 1,334 section .8 units system be developed to track those inand 91' units avaflable. There are over dividuals. Visas. overstayers will also
6,500 individuals on the waiting list be ineligible to return to the U.S. for a
there.
number of years, depending on how
There are other provisions in title 5 long they overstayed their visas.
that shouldn't have been dropped from- The immigration bill also provides
the immigration conference report. It for maidatory detention of most de-

is my hope that n the futire, partisan portable, criminal aliens ad requires
politics will play a saller role than it that those ailens be deported within 90
did on Saturday in efforts -to effec- days.. The bill also authorize $150 miltively reform our Nation's immigration lion for the costs of detaining and relaws.

moving

deportable

or

inadmissible
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IMMIGRATION REFORM

Mr. ABRAHAM. Mr. President, I rise

in support of the illegal inuiiigration
reform bill as it has emerged from conference.

At the outset, I want to applaud the

fact that, alter considerable debate,
this Congress has chosen to separate

theissues of illegal and legal immigration. We should not. lump legal imxnigrants, who play by the rules, together

with illegal immigrants, who break

them. Moreover, in my judgment, the
best way to preserve our traditiOn of

legal immigration is to address the

public's concerz about- illegal immi-

gration. That is part of. the reason why
I support the bill before us today.

I would also like to applaud the

changes recently made to the bill's income requirements. for persons who
wish to sponsor an immigrant. As reported out of conference, section 551 of
the bill would haye req-uired inthviduals to earn at least 140 percent of the

poverty line to sponsor a spouse or
minor child, and to earn at least 200

percent of the poverty line to sponsor
any other iminigrant.—for example; a

parent. The effect of this provision

would have been to block many middleclass Axnericans from sponsorIng their
close relatives.

Section 551 has been revised, however, to provide that an individual who

wishes to sponsor an immigrnt must
either earn at least 125 percent .of the
poverty thie or obtain a cosigner who
earDs that much. I strongly support

this change, as the revised section 551
arguably provides sponsors with more
flexibility than does cuzrent law.
Nevertheless, I would like to outline
a number of my concerns with this bill.
To• begin with, Mr. President, I am
concerned about the verification pilot

projects included in this bill. These
projects constitute the first steps toward a National Identification System.
This legislation mandates three pilot
projects of 4-year duration.

Now, as it stands these tentative

steps are reversible. We have basically
postponed the day of reckoning on this

issue for 4 yeais. But this is an issue
that I believe does not warrant field

study.
Americans should not be subjected to

a national identification system, pe-

riod. Any such system will put people's
jobs, property, and rights at risk of bureaucratic incompetence and abuse for
no good reason. We can solve our prob-

lems without such a system, and that

is what we must do to preserve our tra-

thtions of individual liberty.
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In addition, I am Concerned about aliens pending deportation.
this legislation's provisions on federal- means that more criminal aliens That
will
ized documents.
be released and will never be found
The bill would bar Federal agencies again
to be deported.
from accepting birth certificates and
Why has this pernicious invitation to
drivers' licenses that do not meet new immigration judges to abuse their
Federal standards.
power been restored? I have heard no

September 30, 1996

needs that authority because the unmigration and Naturalization Service
projects an immediate shortage of detention space, the Department knows
how to ask for it. If it did, we could'
then assess the plausibility of the projection, as well as 'whether the matter

This will force States to. conform to explaiation. Yet, if it is because my
Federal standards in issuing these doc- colleagues now believe that these could be better addressed by providing
detention space instead. We
uments, because States' citizens will judges can be trusted not to abuse additional
want to be able to use them for Federal their discretion •recent experience also could ask why no request for additional space had been forthcoming.
purposes.
shows otherwise.
The conference report's decision to
It is an intrusion into an area propEven now, with section 212(c) elimithis umlateral release authority
erly subject to State control and an- nated by the Anti-terrorism Act, some gré.nt
other step toward a national identifica- immigration judges are granting the without even the justification that the
albeit late in the day; has
tion system. It is unnecessary and it relief for crinilnal aliens who are in ex- Department,
said it 'needs to have that authority on
should not be udertaken
clusion proceedings.
of an imminent shortage, is
Mr.. President, I also have reserva- This plainly defies the clear meaning accountincomprehensible
to me.
tions concerning the bill's .prov'isions of the statute. The Anti-terrorism Act frankly
As
I
blieve
is
clear,
Mr.
I
on the deportabiity of crimini aliens. applies to aliens who are deportable for have some rather seriousPresident,
problems
If these provisions are adopted,. they having committed certain crimes. It with this legislation. However, we face
will significantly weaken many bf the contains no reference to any proceed- a more serious problem, for which this
mportat reforms this Congress adopt- ings in which the immigrant might be legislation, even with its flaws, is needed last -session in the Anti-terrorism engaged, be they exclusion or deporta- ed.
and Effective Death Penalty Act to fa- tion proceedings. The choice of pro1 am speaking, of course, of the probcilitate deportation of crimi1 aliens. ceedings is irrelevant. It is the com- lem of iiiega1.imxñjgration. This bill
As I have made clear throughout con- mission of proscribed felonies on Amer- conta a number of provisions that I
sideration of the immigration bill, I ica soil that dictates the crirnin1 believe are crucial to our fight to bring
draw a sharp distinction between im- alien's removal.
illegal 'immigration under control.
znigraiits who come to this coutry to
For example, the bill includes the
Fortunately, by establishing a urnmake better lives for themselves and fled system for removing aliens who do Kyl-Abraham amendment adopted in
those who come to break our laws and not comply with our laws, the con- committee. This amendment win inprey upon our c1tizens.
ference report e1imin-tes the ava.iiabil- crease by 1,000 'the number of' Border
I ba.ve made no secret of my strong ity of this particular misconstruction. Patrol agents in each of the next 5 uIconcerns about the conference report's But its restoration to the same imim- cal years (1997-2001).
repeal of important provision this Con- gration judges who devised this misThe bill also would sharply inrease
gress enacted into law in the Anti-ter- construction of the authority to grant penalties for alien smuggling and docurorism Act last spring. Along with my these waivers to large classes of crimi-. ment fraud.
colleague Senator D'AMATO, I have nais is simply incomprehensible.
In addition, the bill includes a resent a letter to the immigration con
Removal of these felons will be made vised form of an Abraham amendment
ferees outlining these concerns, which I even more difficult under the con- to impose stiff sanctions on visa-overwould like briefly to mention here.
report because 'the bill sigifi- stayers, who make up fully one-half of
First the draft conference report un- ference
cantly weakens the Anti-terrorism the illegal aliens in this country.
I regret that the "good cause" excepconditionally restores unxnigration Act's requirements relatthg to the dejudges' ability to grant so-called hard- tention of crrninai aliens. Under that tion in my amendment was omitted
ship or section 212(c) waivers to large act the Attorney General was required from final bill. But visa-overstayers
categories of crimin-1s, who have com- to detain all crinin2i aliens who have must be Punished like anyone else who
.mitted serious felonies. When Congress committed certain serious crimes, breaks the rules.
Finally, this legislation makes those
enacted section 212(c) in 1952 as part of pending deportation.
sponsor aliens into the country lethe Immigration and Nationality Act,
The conference report would allow who
it made clear that it was to apply only the Attorney General to release large gally responsible for their support, and
to those cases where extenuating cir- categories of these individuals, on cer- allows the Government to collect reimfor• any welfare moneys
cumstances. clearly require such ac- tifying that insufficient spaèe exists to bursement
spent.
tion."
detain them, for 2 full years.
Unfortunately, unelected and irre- Again, the question is why? The Jus- In sum, Mr. President, I am consponsible ftnmigration judges have tice Department has not stated in any cerned that identification provisions in
are leading us on a
completely and cermanently ended de- formal communication to Congress this legislation
away from America's well-worn
portation proceedings against thou- that there is currently or will ,be in' the path
sands of convicted felons under this near future insufficient detention road of personal liberty toward a bunightmare. And I am worprovision.
space to detain these and other dan- reaucratic
that this bill will allow too many
The Anti-terrorism Act corrected gerous individuals. Indeed, the Depart- ried
to stay in this country. this outrage by barring individuals ment not only failed to volunteer tht crimim1s
But we are in the midst of a serious
from using section 212(c) 1f they had it had any such problem, it made no conflict.
cannot allow law-breakers
been convicted of 'aggravated felonies, such statement even in response to a into our We
country. And that is exactly
firearms, and narcotics crimes, or re- letter asking for any concerns the De- what an illegal
immigrant is: someone
peated serious offenses.
par ment might have about the Anti- who willingly and knowingly flouts
our
But now the conference report would terrorism Act's crinthi2i aliens provirestore these waivers for all crirnini sions. The closest the• Department laws.
This legis]ation makes needed realiens other than aggravated felons. came was to suggest, that it was theo- forms
our immigration system so
Repeat offenders, illegal firearms and retically possible that such a shortage that wetomay
deal more efficiently with
narcotics dealers and, most shocking of might develop at some point.
these
lawbreakers.
To my mind this is
all, terrorists, all would now be able to
Such hypothetical concerns are no
important step toward a more fair
have deportation proceedings against reason at all to grant the Attorney an
and open immigration system.
themselves terminated.
General the authority to reIase thouAnd, even in those eases when a sands of convicted crrnin2is back into
waiver is not granted, the request itself the population, to prey on our people
will delay the deportation process and and perhaps never be caught again, let
make it harder to detain criminal alone deported. If the Attoriiey General
•
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concrete steps-to prevent terrorism by
upgrading the security of our public
buildings, increasing our intelligence
capability, and expanding the number
of criminal investigators 'to fight and
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cation is a key part of the opportunity
str'cture that will create jobs now and

in the future. I strongly support the

education spending levels in this bill.
The bill increases education spending

over Fiscal year 1996 levels for key pro- prevent terrorism.
grams, including Goals 2000. Safe. and
So key Democratic priorities are
Drug Free Schools. Title I, the- PELL well-funded in this -legislation People
Grant program, and the TRIO Program. will be safer 'in their homes and their

For my State of Maryland. this communities, critical, health research

means. additional, funds for

cash- will be supported, 'and education and
strapped local school distiicts.' Mary- training so vital to a promising ecoland will receive nearly $7 million for nomic future will be provided. These
Goals 2000 reforms. These funds will en- are rnu1tream American values, and I
able local school districts tO imple-; am pleased to'.sèe that these values are
ment curriculum, reform efforts to implicit in this legislation.
raise academic sta.uda.rds.
In addition to providing 'a.ppropriaI am pleased that funding for safe tions for the agencies and Departments
and drug free schools. has increased. of the Federal Government for which
Maryland will .receive over $7 million individual appropriations were not apto help combat crime and drugs in proved. this bill also' contains a major
schools. Title I is an important pro- authorizing program. -I refer to the illegram to help. disadvantaged students gal immigration bill. I am pleased that
learn basic reading and math skills. the negotiations on this' portion of the
Maryland will receive $91 million for bill have produced a measure which is
title I funding. Pell Grant funding has tough on those who violate our immiincreased to $2,700 for low-income col- grations laws, but which is not punilege students. This means more funds tive to those who have entered this
will be available for thousands of country legally.
-'
Maryland college students.
The illegal iiimigration legislation
The funding levels for the TRIO pro- will
strengthen our efforts to. prevent
gram have increased. TRIO provides undocumented
from entercollege opportunities like Upward ing our, countryimmigrants
and obtaining employBound to minority students. TRIO pro- ment. It will increase
border patrols.
vides thousands of minority students create a voluntary pilot
for
in Maryland with access to higher edu- employment verification,program
and
require
cation.
-.
In addition to increased education additional INS investigators.
I had strong reservations about the
funding levels, the omnibus spending
bill increases funding for the Depart- conference report on this bill because
have denied
ment of Labor's job training program of provisions which wouldlegal
immiand dislocated worker assistance pro- Federal assistance to
After all. legal immigrants
gram. I strongly support these initia- grants.
tives, because thousands of Maryland have played by the rules, they pay
residents will continue to receive job taxes 'just like any U.S. citizen, and
contribute, to the economy. I am
training assistance and help with job they
pleased that the concerns I had have
search and relocation assistance.
Programs that help to provide, per- been addressed in this final comsonal security are also well funded by promise measure.
thls....legislation. These programs help Under this compromise'we now focus
ensure that' our communities will be on putting a halt to illegal ilumigrasafer and ,,our children will be better tion, which was our 'goal when we
passed the Senate version of the bill. It
protected from drugs and crime.
Perhaps most significant is that is especially important that the sofunding for the COPS program is pre- called Gaflegly amendment was
served. This program has been one of dropped. Many of' us were strongly opthe great successes in -fighting crime. posed to this provision which would
Thn's to this program, over 900 new -have denied a public education to ifiepolice officers are patrolling the gal immigrant children. - Children
-streets in Maryland's cities and towns. should not be punished for the errors of
-

- Ms. MULSKI. Mr. President. I will

vote for the Omnibus Appropriations
bill today.

I will vote for this bill because the

funding levels it provides will- help to
meet the day to day needs of working

AmeriCans-and thefr families.
This bill addresses-Democratic priorities. Democrats are working for health

security, paycheck security, personal

security and national security. The

American people have made clear that
these Democratic priorities are theirs
as well. So I am pleased that this bill
provides support for programs in each
of these areas.
Let me speak first about health security. I am pleased that health programs
will receive increased funding so that
scientists and researchers can continue
to search for the cure for diseases like

cancer, Aizheimer's and Parkinson's

disease. Funding for the National Insti- I am a strong supporter of this pro- their pO.rents.
I am very disappointed that we were
tutes of Health is increased. Funding gram because it is mkg a real diffor breast cancer research. AIDS and ference—protecting our communities -not able to include the Senate-passed
childhood immunization all receive by putting more cops on the beat. This provisions for those seeking political
needed funds to continue critical life bill also includes more money to fund asylum. The United States has always,
the Violence Against Women Act. and reached out to those fleeing persecusaving work.
This funding is particularly impor- funds to 'fight juvenile crime and keep tion. The Leahy amendment which the
tant for Maryland, both in terms of the our kids away from drugs through drug Senate approved would have made sure
that people seeking asylum were treatnumber of jobs generated by the NIH prevention programs.
This bill also addresses important na- ed fairly. It would have given them the
and the impact of the research. Institutions such as Johns Hopkins and the tional security concerns. It funds the time they needed to present their case.
University of Maryland fund critical President's antiterrorism initiatives. It and ensured that no Immigration offi-

research programs through the NIH. is a sad day that we must face the reKeeping the funding at needed levels ality that terrorism has come to our
for the NIH will truly save lives and communities. We must ensuiè that we
do not experience another Oklahoma
save jobs in Maryland.

cial could send them back to their
country without a fair hearing. It is

disappointing that this good provision
was not included in the measure. I hope

Democrats also value economic secu- City. The best way to fight terrorism is we will be able to take care of this rity, and know that support for edu- to prevent it. This legislation takes problem -in the next Congress.
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This omnibus appropriations bill represents the triumph of maiT,strm values. rt rejects extremism. It addresses
the concerns of America's families. The
funding it provides for programs impór-

tant to personal security, to national
security, to economic security, and to
heaitli security ensure that we keep
the promises we have made to help our

working families and senior citizens.
So I will vote to support this bill, and

hope my cofleagues will join me.
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tions with the House and the a1mthitration.
The important programs funded
within this subcommittee's jurisdiction provide resources to improve the
public health and, strengthen biomedical research, assure a quality education for America's children, and job
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cancer gene, accelerate the development of new diagnostic tests, and
speed research on new, more effective
methods of prevention, detection, and
breast

treatment. Funding for the Office of
Women's Health has also been raised to
$12.5 million to continue the National

Action Plan on Breast Cancer and to

training activities to keep this Na- provide health care professionals with
tion's work force competitive with a broad range of womens health relatworld markets. I'd like to take the ed information.
time and mentio several important
VIOLENCE.AGA1'.'ST WOMZN
accomplishments of. this bill.

B1OMDICAL RESEARCE

For the

National Institutes

The bill contains $123 million for proof gram_s authorized under the Violeut

Reduction Act. The bill before
Health, the bill before us contains Crime
nearly $12.747 billion, an increase of the Senate contajn the full amount
authorized for tbse programs, includ-

LABOR. EEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES. AND
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, the
bill that is before the Senate today
prov-ides $71.08? billion in discretionary

budget authority for the Departments
of Labor, Health and Human Services,

$820, million, or 6.9 percent, above the
fiscal year 1996 level. These funds wfli ing $60 million'for battered wOmen's
be critical in catalyzing scientific dis- shelters, $35 million for rape preven$8 million for ruxaway
coveries that will lead to new treat- tion programs,
and $12.8 million for community
ments and cures, that in turn will re- youth
duce materafly the cost of health care. shools.
Domestic violence, especially ybFew activities of Government provide
greater promise for' improvuig the lènce against women, has become a
quality, and reducing the costs, of problem of epidemic proportions. The
health care for all Aniericans than our Department of Justice reports that
each year women are the victims of
investment in medical research.

and Education, and related agencies for
fiscal year 1997. Mandatory spending
totals $219.5 billion, an increase of $19 5UBSTANCE ABU5E EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
billion over the fiscal 1996 levels.
Substance abuse prevention and
The conference agreement provides treatment
are increased by
substantial increases in education pro- $207 millionprograms
over 1996. The bill includes
graxns—$3.5 billion over last year. Med- 51.310 billion
for the substance abuse
ical research is increased by more than block grant which
funds to
$820 million, and workplace saiety pro- States for substanceprovides
abuse
prevention,
gram_s by aimost $79 million over the treatment and . rehabilitation.- Rec1996 appropriated levels.
While I support the funding levels for .ognizing that drug prevention eduneeds to start when children are
programs within my subcommittee's cation
to teach children the skills they
jurisdiction, as I stated on Saturday, I young,
azxi concerned with the process which need to resist drug use, the bill also
produced this omnibus appropriations provides a 390 million increase for the
bill. I am concerned because the proce- Safe and Drug Free Shools and Comdure undercut the traditional appro- murnties Program.

priations process. The Labor, Health
and Human Services, and Education

AIDs

This bill contains over $3 billion for

more than 4.5 million violent crimes,

including an estimated 500,000 rapes or
other sexual assaults.

But crime statistics do not tell the

whole story.

I have visited women's shelters in
Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, where I
saw, first hand, the kind of physical

and emotional suffering
women are enduring.

so many

HEAD START

Head Start receives an increase of
$412

lion.

million for a total of almost $4 bilEDUCATION

The future promise of any nation is

on the capabilities of its
bill never even came to the Senate research, education, prevention, and dependent
youth and increased funding for edu-

floor because it was anticipated that it services to confront the Afl)S epiwould be very, contentious and that demic, including a nearly $239 million
many diverse amendments would be of- increase for Ryan White. The bill profered. Last year's bill was not finished vides 3217 million for AIDS drug assistuntil April 25, but on that bill Senate ance programs to assist states in proRAR1 and I came forward with a bi- viding the new generation of proteaè
partisan amendment to add $2.7 billion inhibitor drugs to persons with HIV.
HEALTHY START
so that we could have adequate funding
Low birth weight is the leading cause
for Labor, Health and Human Services,
and Education. We demonstrated that of infant mortaJity. Infants who have
the subcoixmitteè chairman and rank- been exposed to drugs, alcohol or toing member can work together in a bacco in the mother's womb are at-risk
harmonious manner and really get the for prematurity and low birth weight. I
job done. But this year on the Senate became directly involved in Healthy
floor, we have seen biding wars to gain Start after visiting hospitals in Pittspolitical advantage by adding funding burgh and Philadelphia and seeing oneand legislation to appropriations bills. pound babies, whose chances for surThis led us to a position where we have vival were very slim. For Healthy
had to go to this single omnibus bill, Start, the bill provides $96 million, $20
and where we had to negotiate with the million more than the President reWhite House to produce a bill the quested, to continue the campaign to
President would agree to before the end cut infant mortality rates in haif and
to give low birth weight babies a better
of the fiscal year today.
As I have said, I am proud of he chance at survival.
work, the bipartisan, work done on the
woMEN's HEALTH
Labor, Health and Huma.n Services porThe committee continues to place a
tion of this bill. I want to t1nk the very high priority on women's health.
distinguished Senator from Iowa, Sen- The bill before the Senate contains an
ator HAB, for his hard work and increase of $15 million for breast and
help in bthiging this bill through the cervical cancer screening, these in-

cation is an investment in the future.

This bill provides an increase of $3.513
billion over fiscal year 1996 education

program levels. This is the highest
level of support in our Nation's history. The bill funds title 1 at $7.7 bil-

lion, $470 million over last year and inCreases by $141 million funding for the
Goals 2000 Program. Education for the
handicapped is increased by $791 mil-

lion over last year and vocational and
adult education is increased by S146
million. The minum Pell grant is increased by $230 to $2,700 per student.
The bill increases the TRIO Program

by $37 million and Education, Research, Statistics and Improvement
programs are increased by $248 million.
JOB TB.A1NJG

In this Nation, Mr. President, we

know all too well that high unemploy-

ment wastes valuable human talent

and potential, and ultimately weakens
our economy. The bill before us today

provides $47 billion for job training

programs, inc1uding a S60 million increase for Job Corps. These funds will
help improve job skills and readjustment services for disadvantaged youth
committee and through the negotia- creases will: expand research on the and adults.
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SCHOOL TO WORK

The cornn)ittee recommends $400 mu-

lion for school to work programs within the Department of Labor and Education. These important program will
help ease the transition from school to

work for those students who do not
plan to attend 4-year institutions.
WORKPLACE 5.&FET

The bill increases workplace safety
programs. by $79 million over the 1996
levels. While progress has been made in

this area, there is still far too many

work-related injuries and iIliesses. The
funds provided will continue the programs that inspect bnszness and industry, weed out occüpationaj hazards and
protect workers pensions.

NUT1UT1ONPROGR.5 FO THE ELDERLY

For the. congregate and home delivered . meals program, the bill provides
$469 million, or nearly 319 million
above the request. In some areas of the

country, there are long waiting lists
for home-delivered meals. The re-

sources provided by this bill will go a
long way to ensure that the most vulnerable segment of the elderly population receive proper nutrition.

LAP

The bill provides $1 bfflion for Low
Income Heating Assistance for. this

winter and 31 billion in advance for

next winter. This is a key prograni for
low income families in Pennsylvania

and other cold weather States in the

Northwest. Funding supports grants to
States to deliver criticai assistance to
low income households to help meet
higher energy costs.
CLOSflG

There are many other notable accom-

p1isinients, but for the sake of time, I
mentioned just some of the highlights,
so that the Nation may grasp the scope
and importance of thiz.bifl.
I have voted against the omnibus ap-

propriations bill as a protest to the
length in floor statements today and
procedures which I discussed at some
last Saturday, September 28, ]996

In. closing, Mr. President, I again
want to thank Senator
and his

staff and the other Seiators on the

subcommittee for their cooperation in
a very tough budget year.
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U.LEGAL IMM!GATX0N

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of the conference re-

port to H.R.. 2202, legisiation to combat
the problem' of illegal immigration. As

you know, this measure has been included in the omnibus apropr2ations
bill•for fiscal year 1997.

The conference repo±t is an mpor-

SENA

FinaUy, I am pleasea tnat te con-

ference report includes my amendthent
on mail-order brides. This amendment
lannches a study of international
mathllTnakjTjg companies, heretofore
unregulated and operating in the shadows. These corlpaiiies may be exploiting people in desperatesitnations The

ta.nt step forward in our Nation's fight

study is not aamed at' the men and

country. As a member of the Senate

gitimate companionship. Instead, it is
a very positive and important tep to-

against illegal immigration to this

Jiid1cary Committee and a conferee to
the negotiations with the House, I am
pleased to have been part of the hard
work, commitment and. bipartzanship
that yielded this good, balanced bin, of
which we ca all be proud. My friends,
TED KENiEDY and ALAN SIMPSON, de-

serve much of the credit.

Mr. President, this legislation pro-

vides the Immigration and Naturalization Service [INS] and other law enforcement officials with new resources

to prevent aliens from entering or

staying in the country illega.Uy: 1,000
new border patrol agents for each of
the next 5 years, additional INS investigators to combat alien smugglers and
visa overstayers, and enhanced civil
penalties for illegal entry, to name just
a few.

The conference report aiso gives the
INS and businesses tools to keep Amer-

ica jobs and paychecks out of the

ha.nds of iliegal aliens—tools to prevent

illegal aliens from securing employment that rightfully belongs to American citizens or legal immigrants who
have played by the rules and respect
the law. Specifically, this legisation
provides for three pilot progmms to
move us toward a workable employer
verification, system and a franiework
for the creation of more fraud resiztat
documents. The original Senate approach, which included more privacy
and antidiscrth,iii.tion protections,
was preferable to the one adopted by
the conference; however; the pilot
projects in this bill stifi deserve a try.

S11923

women who use these businesses for le-

ward gathering the information we
need so that we can eterrnine the ex-

tent to which-these companies contribute to the very troubling, problems of

domestic violence against iznnigrant
women and muxiigration marriage
fraud..
To be sure, there. ares provisions in
this bill which I do not support. The

iple fence zadate has Congress

micrc managing the ]NS and unnecessarily waiving important environmental laws. And I regret very much
that the Senate positions on summary
exclusion and asylum reform did not
prevail in the final compromise bill.

Lastly, we could have done more to
protect the integrity of the workplace,
both by enhancing the Department of

Labor's ability to

.

enforce employer

saictions and by rejecting the Senatepassed "intent standard" which may
jeopardize the rights o AmericaD citi-

zens and legal immigrants.

Despite these flaws, this bipartisan
legziation deserves our' support. The

We desperately- need a more effective
verification system, Mr. President.
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United States is a product of an imniigration tradition marked by generos-

ity, compassion and commitment to
bard work. In adopting these important changes, we are protecting that
tradition by fighting the deeds of those
who wish to exploit it.
Thank you.

SENA
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As virtually every expert on this Wisconsin win have to issue drivers Uissue agrees, combating illegal immigration must be a two-pronged strategy. The first part of that strategy is
border enforcement, pa.rticuiarly along
the southwestern border where tens of
thousands of illegal immigrants cross
into the United States each year.
I have supported President Clinton's
increases in the U.S. border patrol and

censes based on guidelines set £orth by
the Department of Transportation.

If the DOT tells Wisconsin to add a
costly new security, feature to their Ucenses, Wisconsin win have to comply.
It does not matter how much 'it costs.
It does not matter what sort of burden
that places on the State agency. And it
certainly- does not matter if the State
I support' the further increases con- of Wisconsin concludes that such a Setained in this legislation.
curity feature will cost far more than
But .a comprehensive strategy must any benefit it will derive.

Mr. FEThGOLD. Mr. President, I rise

in strong opposition to• the immigration provisions that ae now included
in the continuing resolution.
It should come as no surprise that it
took nearly 5 mouths after the Senate
passed this bill for the Rouse and Senate conferees to fInJiy be appointed. It

also account for those iUegai immi- I see that the conference report'has
grants who enter the United States le- àdded language that the Federaa Govgaily, usuaijy on a student or a tourist ernment shall make grants available to
visa, and then rem.ii here u1awfnlly. the States to help pay for this new
This, we know, represents up to one- mandate. I am sure that is Of little
half—one-half Mr. President—of ouril- comfort to the states. It is clear that
legal immigration problem.
considerrng our fisèai constraint right
So how do you address this problem, 'now, the chances of these grants actuknown as the visa overstayer problem.. ally being made available through the
Some of my colleagues advocate in- appropriations process is an uphill batstalling a worker verification system, tle to say the least.
where employers would have to verify
And that is wby this provision conthe e]igibiiity status of each worker tinues to draw strong opposition from
they hire with the Federal Govern- the National Conference of State Leg-

should not' surprise us that our colleagues on the other side of the aisle ment.
initially drafted this conference report
I have long, opposed this approach for
amongst themselves, and refused to a variety of reasons. I think it will be
allow a single democratic amendment a costly burden for our Nation's emto be offered during the conference ployers. I think it will lead to an inor-

committee. Some changes were made
when the conference report was merged
with the omnibus continuing resolution, but the basic provizions were developed in a very partisan process.
And finally, it should come as no sur-

prse that the Senate is considering
this legislation in the middle of the
campaign season Rather than offering
any surprises, the circumstanóes srrounding us is a clear confirmation
that this legi2lation is less about corn-

bating illegai immigration than it is

about trying to score political points.
Let me begin by observmg that there
is clearly no demonstrable support in.
this Congress, nor in this country, for
reducing levels of legal immigration.
Such reductions were stripped from

dinate amount of mistakes resulting in
too many law-abiding Americans being
denied job opportunities for the wrong
reasons. I have concerns that the pric-acy protections for these workers are
inadequate.
And that is why the worker verification proposal in this conference report
causes me seriousconcern.
It has been pointed Out that the verification pilot programs in this bifi aie
purely voluntary. Voluntary for whom,
Mr. President? It S voluntary for the
employers, sure. But not the employ-

.ees.

Workers do not get •a choice of
whether or not their name is fed into

islatures and the NatiOnal Association
of Counties. So clearly all the talk we
have heard over the last 2 years about
taking power Out of the bands of Washington bureaucrats and placing it back

in the bands of the States and local

governments was little more tba.n political grandstandixig.
Those were empty words, Mr. President, pure and simple.

The federalization of these docu-

ments was a part of the Senate-passed
immigration bill. But now we have this
new twist, that one of the verification
programs is to iiti]ize (quote) "machine-readable documents."
'That means that in those States that
are included in this pilot program, the
applicable State agency will also be responsible for ensuring that their drivers licenses or other such documents
are embroidered with a machine-readable social security number.
Mr. President, these verification and
.

some Federal Government computer to
verify whether or not they are eligible
the Rouse bill and omitted from the to work in the United States.
birth certificate provisions alone are
Senate bill. I have said repeatedly bat
Interestingly, both in the Judiciary enough to oppose tbis legislation. But
there is some abuse of our legal immi- Committee and here on the Senate there are a number of other provisions
gration system and we should take ap- floor, concern was expressed that these that were jammed into this cänference
proprate steps to repar this process.
verification proposals could lead to. report that make little if any sense.
But it is clear that a large majority

some sort of national identification Let's look at the triple fence we are
of this' body and the other house be- document. The sponsors of this bill now
going to build between Mexico and'
lieves in continuing our longstanding scoffed at such a notion. They said Southern
This is to be a 14national policy of allowing fi%milies to there wa nothing in this bill that mi1eIongCalifornia.
fence with three separate
reux)te, of continuing tG allow foreign would create such a document nor re- tiers to make
it as difficult and painful
skilled workers to be sponsored by quire Americans to c&ry one.
as
possible
for
to navigate.
businesses, universities and research Well, let's just take a look at the The conferenceintruders
report
authorizes
facilities, and ensuring that the United final agreement. The legislation before million for the initial construction$12
of
States continues to be a safe haven for us requires that one of the worker ver- this wall.
those fleeing persecution from around ffication pilot programs, which must But accordliag to ThIS, the fence and
the world.
involve millions of United States citiin between the three tiers will
Mr. President, for anyone who has zens in at least 5 States, include the roads
likely have a final price tag of between

witnessed the evolution of this legisla- use of (quote) "machine re2.dable docu- 8O and $100 minion by the time con—
tion, from its inception last spring to ments."
struction is completed.

the conference report lauguage in- Now keep in mind that this con- One hundred millioD dollars, Mr.
cluded in the continuing resolution ference report already 'irriposes a thas- President,
for a 14—mile-4ong fence.
that is befOre us today, it is obvious sive Federal mandate on the States by That works out
to be $4,100 a yard, Mr.
that the commitment of those of us op-

requiring them to only issue birth cer34,100 for one yard of fence
posing this conference report to com- tificates and driver's licenzes that con- President;
and
road.
d like to know who's getbating illegal immigration is just as form to Federai standards.
ting that Goverximent contract.
strong as those who are supporting this
Let me repeat that, Mr. President. But it gets worse. During Senate conlegislation.
Under this legislation, the State of sideration of this legislaticn, language
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was added to the bill that made sure not leave the United States immeMr. President, I do not understand
that DS ad some input as to where diately after their visa expires.
what the authors of this language
these barriers were erected.
Perhaps they have become iii. Per- could possibly be thinking. Often we
That latiguage has magically dis- haps a family member has become ill. hear the wellpublicized cases of per-

appeared. Instead, the bill provides for Maybe they need a short extension to
the construction of the 14-mile long raise the money to leave the country.
triple fence, (quote) "starting at the There are a variety of reasons, some lepacific ocean and extending-eastward". gitimate, some not. But our language
It doesn't matter if INS believes the would have put the burden on the nonfence wo'.ild be more effective a half- immigrant to demonstrate good cause
mile away from the ocean. Of course, if to the INS. Instead, this conference reI am an illegal immigrant and see a port wipes out 'that importarit excephuge wall staxting at the ocean and ex- tion, and essentialiy oDly provides an
tending eastward, I might just throw a exception to a nonimmigrant who has
life preserver on and swim around it. remained in the United States because
I'm sure this triple fence will follow in they have a claim for readjustment of
the footsteps- of the other great phys- status pending at DS.
That Mr. President, is troublesome,
ical barriers, such as the Berlin Wall
And I have serious concerns that tbis
and the great Magthot Line.
Mr. President, when this bill left the wifl result in countless nonirnrnigrants
U.S. Senate last April. there was one being subject to harsh -penalties for no
provision that, I thought would make a fault of their own. That is yet another
marked difference n terms of focusing example of sound policy being thrown
in on the 50 percent of. illegal immi- to the wayside for no apparent legitigrants who come here by legal means, mate reason.
Finally, Mr. President, I want to adthe so-called visa overstayers.
It wasa provision authored by xyse1f dress the asylum provisions in this legand the junior Senator from Michigan islation that the Senator from VerSenator ABR.&EAM. The Abraham- mont, Senator. LEAnY, has so eloshowu to be very troublesome.
Feingold language, for the first time quently
America has a proud history of repevei, imposed tough new penalties on resenting
safe haven for those who
those who come here on a legal visa believe in ademocracy
and who. 'have
and reman in the United States long been tormented for embracing
particuafter the visa has expired..
political and religious viewpoints.
It required the Attorney General to lar
should continue to do so.
implement an automated system of It We
have had, no' doubt, serious probackiig the arrival and departure of lems and
abuses with our asylum sysnoniinmigrat aliens, permitting for tem. In the,
past, too many nonmerithe first time computer identification torious claims
have been filed, and the

of nonimiigrants who overstay their result has been a uasive backlog of
visas. And finafly, it authorized over pending ciaims that has prevented or
300 new investigators each. year for 3 delayed more lgitirnate claims from
years dedicated solely to the purpose of
identffing these visa overstayers.
That bipartisan 'proposal represented
the sort of sensible targeted approach
to combating illegal immigration that
could be supported by Senators of all
partisan and ideological persuasions.
Our strategy for combating iliegal immigration. should not be about building
•

being processed.

sons seeking asylum in this country,

whether it is Fidel Castro's daughter or
members of the Cuban national baseball team.
But most people who are seeking asy-

lum aren't relatives of celebrities, or
famous national athletes. Often, they

are working people, who are being im-

prisoned and often tortured for their

religious or political views. How can we
expect these people to walk into a gov-

ernment agency in their home country
and obtain the necessary paperwork to
leave that cotmtry? We can't.Mr. President, and that is why I am afraid that
this provision will have disastrous consequences for a great many inthvidflaiz
seeking political asylum, in the United
States.
Mr. President, to conclude, the conference report before us has turned into
little more than an incoherent and un-

justifiable attack against immigrants
and refugees. There are '100 senators in

this body who are genuinely committed

to reducing illegal immigration and
punishing those who choose to break
our laws.

Unfortunately, I think it is clear
not do directly in terms of reducing
legal immigration is being accomplished indirectly. You can do it by
cracking down on legal irnin.igrants
who use welfare. You can do it by
that what some of our colleagues could

cracking dowu on persecuted individuaLs seeking asylum. You can do it in
a host of ways, and I am afraid that is
exactly what this conference report has

accomplished.
I do not believe, however, that sort of
Thank you Mr. President and I yield
abuse is adequate justification to place the floor

countless obstacles in front of those
who have legitimate asylum claims.

Moreover, before we. consider passing
any heavy-handed reforms, we should
remember that the Clinton añnithistration has made tremendous progress in

walls, or creating a national worker reforming the asylum system in just
verification systeii, or placing a br- the past year or so.
gade o1marines on the southwestern
As a result of these new reforms, in

border, or te]Iing an immigrant family the past year alone, new asylum claims
that they cannot bring a parent, a have been cut in half and INS ha.s more
child or a spouse into this country.
'then doubled their productivity in
It should be about identifying who is terms of processing new claims. Mr.
and who is not playing by the rules, President, these proinisng reforms are
and sending a strong message that in their infancy and we should be very
theie are severe penalties that win be careful not to mandate any new reenforced against those who choose to strictions that will impede the progress
break our laws.
INS is now making and prevent legitiUnfortunately, a change was made to mate claims from being considered in
the Abraham-Feingold language in the as expedited fashion as possible
conference report that I believe greatly
The snmrnry exclusion provisions in
undermines the, effectiveness of this this legislation are uxinecessarily harsh
and make. little sense. This provision
provision.
The Senator from Michigau and I states that if you 'are living in a counvery carefully crafted our 1angage to try where you are beixig persecuted, if
provide a broad-based exception from the regime you are living under is opthese penalties for any individual who pressive, and you are forced to faLsify
cou.d demonstrate good cause for re- your papers in order to gain safe pasmauling in the United States without sage to the United States—this legislaauthorization. Why were we so careful tion says that you are, unwelcome in
to include thi exception, Mr. Presi- the United States. It literally shuts the
deit? Quite simply, there are many door on thousands of asylum seekers
good reasons why an individual might who find themselves in this position.
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Mr. LOTI' addressed the Chair.
The PREStDINGOFFICER. The ma-

jority leader.
Mr. LOTr. Mr. President, I, too, want

to take just a few moments to thsik a
people who worked to achieve thiz
fia1 product.
It is unlike any appropriations bill I
few

ever saw. It may not be perfect, but
this one is large. It has been involved

in a long-process.
I thiiik the result is good, and we are

going to get our work done. There is
not going to be the threat of having to.
go with the extra continuing resolu-.
tions, dragging it out,. and the threats
of potential Government shutdowns or

any of that sort of thing. We got the
work done. That. is a very important
feature.

I want to say that it could not have
happened without the extraordinazy
leadership,

the calmness,

the

de—

meanor, and the knowledge of the
chairman of the committee, Senator
is, obviously, the
last appropriations bill he will hand1e
MARK HATFIELD. This

in his caeer. I have said this about
him before, but I think it is certaniy
true here tonight. He has certainly

fought the good fight, he has finished
the race with this monumental
achievement here, and he has kept the

faith with himself, his constituents,
and with the Senate. I .tiik you very
much for the great work that you have
done on this bill and• some other bills,

Mr. Cbairrna.

Also, to the r2.nd11g member, Senator By. I have found that he 'has al-

ways unfailingly been available, cooperative, and helpful i this and all mat-

ters. Re is in many way's the conscience of the Senate. Re reminds us of

things we need to do and the way we

should act, and he knows so much
about what is in this bill, as in every
bill. We appreciate the very fine co-

operation from the rathng member of
the Appropriations Committee.

And to the very fine staff—Keith
have been possible without all. the

Kennedy, Jim English. It just wouldn't
many long hours that they have put in.

They have to be exhausted. I don't
know how ma.y nights they went withot uuch s1ep, or any sleep. I know
that scrt of tbig !as happened before,
bt I nave never seefl it to the• degree
that I have this time up close. They did

great work, and we thank you very
much for that work.
I just have to mention the subcommittee

chairman

and

ranking

member who worked so hard. They
have ha to make compromises, and
•

they are not very happy with some of
it. But the chairman of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, and
State, Senator JUDD GREGG, and the

•
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rnkIrg member, Senator FErrz HOL-

A variety of education programs, in- lotted $650 million for fire emergencies

LDGS, and the chairman of the Sub- cluding Head Start and the Sale and
committee on Defense, TED Svs, Drug-Free Schools program had indid a great job.
creases.
This is one of the best parts of this
Title I is now t $7.7 billion.
whole effort, in my opinion. The de- We added additional funding forcolfense bill provides what is needed for lege education, for loans and for
the defense of our country. TED STE- grants.
VENS really stayed with it, and, also, of• We added addjtionaj funding to the
course, his partner in managing this Justice Department to implement the
legislation, the Senator from Hawaii, Violence Against Women Act and proSenator INoUYE.

Senator MITCH MCCONNELL on the

Foreign Operations Subcommittee had

two of the thorniest issues of afl to

work out. Yet, we caxne to. an agreement with regard to the fuuding and
with regard to the language concerning
the Mexico City issue. Without Snatoz
MCCoNlELL's efforts and without the

long hours, it would not have happened; and the randng member there,
Senator PAT

The Interior Committee, Senator

in our western State&.

And because of the relentless efforts

of Senator HELMS, we added $350 mu-

lion to amounts aiready appropriated.,
guaranteeing that at least $500 million
will be avajiable for relief of victims of

hurricane Fran. Tbnk-c to Senator

H.LMS, the people of North Carolina
will have to resources to rebuild from

the storm, especially n the hard-hit

grams to fight crime.
city of Raleigh.
When you go through this list, there
For— the National Institutes of
are many, many programs where the Health. we provided a total àf S12.7 biladditions wifl serve the American peo- lion—ajmost $400 iiiflon over the
ple well. It is the right thing to do. I PreBident's request.
am pleased to be able to support this A variety of education programs also
legislatici.'
fared weU in this legislation. The Head1 thiik it has the right mood about start program. is now up to almost $4
it, the right-tone about it, and it has billion. The Safe and Drug-Free
been bipartisan. It wili, 1 think, serve Schodls program is at 3556 million.
us well as we go into the session next Title 1, our basic program of aid to

y.

schools with large numbers of poor

Mr. President, 1 a.ui inclined to look
SLADE GORTON and the distinguished upon this legi1ation, H.R. 4278, the children, now stands at $7.7 billion,
Student aid at the coUege level has
Senator from West Virginia had a very

onmibus consolidated appropriations
important pat in getting that package bill,
like an expected father who is sudtogether. There was a lot of language denly
presented with qua4ruplets. It is
that was controversial there.
awful lot to take at one time.
Senator SPECT and Senator liARKU anAnd
yet, the more familiar you beon the very large subcommittee. por- come with
the enormous package, the
tion—Labor, Health and Human Serc- more there is
to like.
ices.
First and most important, we accomAnd, finally, the Treasury-Postal
Service, Senator SHELBY and Senator plished wbat the American people
us to do: We avoided aflsca1
Ky. Senator SHELBY was there wanted
with us at about 1 a.m. 'on Saturday crisis that would have led to a governmorning because there were some unre- ment shutdown at midnight tonight.
For the record, 1 have to note that it
solvedissues.
There are many members of my- own would have been far preferable it we
staff that I would like to have their had passed the various appropriation
names put in the RECORD because of bills one by one, instead of in. this huge
the long hours that they put into work and unwieldy package. But what was
ing with different sections of this bill: not to be.
We all know what happened to many
My chief of staff. David Hoppe, and Allson Car±oll, my deputy chief of staff, of those bilis here in the Senate, and
who is here with me today. Also, Bill why 1 had to take them down, and why
Gribbin, Susan ConneU, Mike Solon, it was pointless for me to even bring up
Susan Irby, Randy Scheunema.nn, Rolf some of thein All that we can leave to
Lundberg, and Kyle McSlarrow.

I emphasize this point: We came to

the historians of the Congress.
What is now before us is a bipartisan

an agreement. .We have a very large bill package, worked out in long—very
to keep the Government operating. We long—face-to-face deliberations bedid add $6.5 billion more than what had tween the Republican leadership of the

dramatically increased by $3.3 billion
to a total, in both grants and loans, of

$41.6 billion. The annual Pell Grant
will have its largest one-year increase
ever, to a flYiTnum of $2,700.
This is more than just a spending
bill, however. It s an important
anticrime bill. That is why we directed
.

resources to the Department of Justice, with special attention to imple-

mentrng the Violence Against Women
Act.

Mr. President, the American people
did not want us to adjourti for the year
without tackling the problem of illegal
immigration. This bill is our tough answer to that demand.

It tightens border enIorcement by

doubling the border patrol and author-

izing; triple fence barriei along our
southern border. It cracks down on

alien smuggling. It will. speed up the
exclusion and deportation of iilegai
aliens, and it funds 2,700 detention
cells. By the way, that's 2;000 more
than the President wanted.
This bill includes our entire Defense
appropriation, the foundation of our

come out of. committees, but it was House and Senate and senior adminis- national security effort. And it intration officials.
paid for.
cludes funding for the international acWe had some very important adthIf I attempted to individually name tivities which are essential for the contions that were put in

because of disas-

afl those who played crucial roles in its tinuance of what we have won at such

Hurricane Fran. We added $350 million
to amounts already appropriated, guaranteeing at least $500 million would be
available for relief of victims of Hurri-

HATFIELD's diligent pursuit of an ac- never yet seen a perfect appropriation
ceptable outcome. knowing that he will bill. It is, however, a good bill,
share the credit with the other mem- thoughtfully constructed and pru-

age from that tremendous storm.

billion more than congressional Repub- have avoided. I urge all my colleagues

this country.
For the National Institutes of
Health, we provided a total of $12.7 billion, which is over the President's request.

Working within that understanding, yeas and nays.
we managed to devote almost $1 billion
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is-there a
to the fight against terrorism. We sufficient second?
came ap with $8.8 billion to combat There is a sufficient second.

ters, particularly the effort that we development. I might be mistaken for a great cost: peace through strength.
made to provide assistance in the West- Senator filibustering the FAA bill. So I
It is not a perfect bill. But in all my
ern States and for the damage from will note particularly Chairman MARX years in the House and Seiate. I have
bers of his committee who worked. dently funded. It is a necessary- bill,
cane Fran. That is thanks to Senator sometimes through the night, to get which the American people expect us
HELMS, because he knew what the peo- this work done andwell done.
to pass without delay.
Enormous as this legislation is—it
ple of North Carolina needed and what
With pride in what we have accomwould be necessary to repair the dam- spends some $600 billion, including $6.5 plished, and with relief in what we

When you go through the places licans had originally planned to to support this legislation.
where additions were made, many of spend—it is deficit neutral. It is paid
Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
them are the right things to do to for. We refused to add to the Nation's to vote for this legislation.
stand up for what should be done for debt.
I yield the floor. and I ask for the

drug abuse and the drug traffic W
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The the cOnsideration of the conference re-

clerk will read the bill for the third port.

time.
(The conference report. is printed in
The bill (H.R. 4278) was ordered to a the House proceedings of the RECORD of
third reading, and was read the third September 28, 1996.)
time.
Mr. INOUYE. Mr. President, I want
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bili to take this opportunity to discuss the
having been read the third time, the conference agreement for the Departquestion is, Shall the bill pass? On this ment of Defense appropriatjol2s bifi.
question, the yeas and nays have been 'This is a very, good agreement, one
ordered, and. the clerk wifl cafl the roll. that Ibelieve all Members should supThe legislative clerk called the roll.
port.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
The conference agreement provides
Senator from Colorado (Mr. CAMPBELL] $243.9 billion, an increase of $9.3 billion
is absent due to illness.
from, the amount requested, and $500
The result was anounced—yeas 84, miUion
more than appropriated last
nays 15, as follows:

(Rollcafl Vote No. 302 Leg.]

YEAS-84

abam
Bauc

Gon

Biden

Grisaley

Bond
Boxer

BaXfleld

Bennett

Bthgaan

&dIe

Glenn

aux
Byrd
Chafee

oe

Cohen

Conrtd
Coverdefl
Daachle
DeWine
Dodd

Domd
Pensten

Mose1e-Bran
Mo3'r8thaE

Murkowski
Nickles

Hefl
E&s

B

cCoell

Rofligs
Jeffords

Nn
PeU

Pryor

s

Ro
Reid
Robb

Jobton

Roth

Kennedy

She1b

KeiTy
Kohl

Smith

Kem
Ianteberg

Santoru

s=
51nio
Sowe

Lin

Stevens

Lott

Warner

Ford.

Mack

Ashcroft

Pethgold

Thomon

Thond
Vellstone
Wyden

NAYS—is

Coa

Pardoth

Gm
Grg

Inhofe

5pecer

'its recommendations and .1 sincerely

believe it shoild have the bipartisan
support of the Senate.
Mr. President, I signed the conference, report--with reservation. I
want my colleagues to understand that

I have no reservations regarding the

agreement on defense matters.
I do have reservations on the process

by which several extraneous matters
ave been added to the DOD coMerence
report. I 'understand that this was done

in the interest of time. However, I
must sar that I do not think it is ap-

I believe as my coUeagues review the funded. I do so with some regret br
bill they will see that the conferees, certain measures which have been inunder the leadership of Senator 5TE corporated. And I hope that the next

VENS, forged a compromise which fiil- Congress will not follow this approach.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question S on agreeing to the conprovide for the'coxnmon defense.
This bill in many ways improves the ference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
aduinistration's budget request. First,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mathe bill 'increases funding for oper- jority
leader is recognized.
ations and ma ntenaice by $700 million
to. protect readiness. This includes; $600
million for facilities renovation and repaãr; 3150 niflion for sbip depot main-

fills our constitutional requirement to

tenance, to fund 95 percent of the

Navy's identffied requirement; $148
million for identified contixzgenôy costs
for overseas operations, such as Bosnia;

and $165 niflion for the President's

'counterdrug initiatives.
Second, the bill adds $590 nillion to

fully fnd health care costs 'identified

by the surgeons general and DOD

health affairs. This will allow our men

and women in uniform access to the

health care that they deserve.
Third, it recommends $137.5 million
for breast cancer research, $45 million
The bili (K.R. 4278) was passed.
for prostate cancer research, and $15
Mr. ThURMOND. Mr. President, I million for AIDS research.
move to reconsider the vote.
Fourth, the bill has fully provided for
Mr. McCAIN. I move to lay that mo- the pay and allowances of our military
tion on the table
personnel, including a 3-percent pay
The motion to lay on the table was raise and a.4 percent increase in quaragreed to.
ters allowances.

mfl

Clearly, these few examples demTEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE onstrate that the conferees have reAPPROPRLTIONS ACT, 1997—CON- sponded to the needs of our men and

women in uniform.
The biLl aIso provides $43.8 billion for
The PRESIDflG OFFICER. Under procurement of equipment, an increase
the previous order, the Senate will pro- of S5.6 billion above the request. This
ceed to the conference report to accom- increase win provide for many of the
FERENCE REPORT

The report will be stated.
The clerk read as follows:

In sunInary, Mr. President, this is a

very good biLl. I am strongly in favor of

year. The amount is nearly 31 billion propriate for entire appropriation
less than provided by the Senate. While bills—which have never been brought
the total bill is lower than that passed before the Senate—to be incorporated
by the Senate, the conference agree- into a conference report.
I intend to vote for this measure. bement protects the priorities of the Sencause of the many worthy programs
ate.

NOT VOTING—I

pany H.R. 361G.

September 30,. 1996

high priority needs identified by our
commanders in the field.
The administration identified several

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the issues in the House biLl that it opposes.'

conferees have responded to nearly
amendment of the Senate to the bill (R The
3610) making appropriations for the Depart- all of its concerns, rejecting restrictive
ment of Defense for the fiscal year enthng legislative provisions, and funding adSeptember 30, 1997, and for other purposes, ministration priorities.
Chairman STEvs and the zna.nagers
having met, after full and free conference,
have agreed to recommend and do rec- on the part of the House have done a
orrimend to their respective Houses this re- masterful job in keeping this bill clean.
port, signed by a majority of the conferees.
It safeguards our national defense, the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without priorities of the Senate, and rejects
objection, the Senate will Droceed to controversial riders.
—
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[Report No. 104-6591
Making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health and Human
Services, and Education, and related agencies., for the fiscJ year ending
September 30, 1997, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
JULY 8, 1996

Mr. PORTER, from the Committee on Appropriations, reported the following
bill; which was committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be printed

A BILL
Making appropriations for the Departments of Labor, Health
and Human Services, and Education, and related agen-

cies, for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997,
and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted by the Senate ad House of Represent a-

2 tives of the United States of Amenca in Congress assembled,

3 That the following sums are appropriated, out of any
4 money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the

5 Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and
2
1

Education, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending

2 September 30, 1997, and for other' purposes, namely:
3

TITLE I—DEPARTME1.T OF LABOR

12
18

BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND

19

(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)

For payments from the Black Lung Disabffit Trust

20

21 Fund, $1,007,644,000, of which $961,665,000 shall be

22 available until September 30, 1998, for payment of all
23 benefits as authorized by section 9501(d) (1), (2), (4), and

24 (7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended,

25 and interest on advances as authorized by section
26 9501(c)(2) of that Act, and of which $26,071,000 shall
13
1

be available for transfer to Employment Standards Ad-

2 ministration, Salaries and Expenses, $19,621,000 for
3 transfer to Departmental Management, Salaries and Ex4 penses, and $287,000 for transfer to Departmental Man5 agement, Office of Inspector General, for expenses of oper-

6 ation and administration of the Black Lung Benefits pro7 gram as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(A) of that Act:
8 Provided, That, in addition, such amounts as may be nec-

9 essary may be charged to the subsequent year appropria-

10 tion for the payment of compensation, interest, or other
11

benefits for any period subsequent to August 15 of the

12 current year: Provided frrt her, That in addition such
13 amounts shall be paid from this fund into miscellaneous

14 receipts as the Secretary of the Treasury determines to
15 be the administrative expenses of the Department of the

16 Treasury for administering the fund during the current
17 fiscal year, as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(B) of that

18 Act.

75

14

Soci SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

15

PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

16

For payment to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

17 Insurance and the Federal Disability Insurance trust
18 funds, as provided under sections 201(m), 228(g), and
19 1131(b)(2) of the Social Security Act, $20,923,000.
20

In addition, to reimburse these trust funds for admin-

21

istrative expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of

22 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, $10,000,000, to re23 main available until expended.

BR 3755 RH
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1

SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

2

For carrying out title IV of the Federal Mine Safety

3 and Health Act of 1977, $460,070,000, to remain avail4 able until expended.
5

For making, after July 31 of the current fiscal year,

6 benefit payments to individuals under title IV of the Fed-

7 eral Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, for costs in8 curred in the current fiscal year, such amounts as may
9 be necessary.
10

For making benefit payments under title IV of the

11

Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 for the first

12 quarter of fiscal year 1998, $160,000,000, to remain
13 available until expended.
14
15

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROG,RAM

For carrying out titles XL and XVE of the Social Se-

16 curity Act, section 401 of Public Law 92—603, section 212

17 of Public Law 93—66, as amended, and section 405 of
18 Public Law 95—216, including payment to the Social Secu-

19 rity trust funds for administrative expenses incurred pur-

20 suant to section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act,
21 $19,422,115,000, to remain available until expended: Pro-

22 vided, That any portion of the funds provided to a State

23 in the current fiscal year and not obligated by the State
24 during that year shall be returned to the Treasury.
25

In addition, $25,000,000, to remain available until

26 September 30, 1998, for continuing disability reviews as
HR 3755 RH
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1

authorized by section 103 of Public Law 104—121. The

2 term "continuing disability reviews" has the meaning
3 given such term by section 201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Se-

4 curity Act.
5

For making, after June 15 of the current fiscal year,

6 benefit payments to individuals under title XVI of the So-

7 cial Security Act, for unanticipated costs incurred for the
8 current fiscal year, such sums as may be necessary.
9

For carrying out title XVI of the Social Security Act

10 for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998, $9,690,000,000,
11

to remain available until expended.

12
13

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATWE EXPENSES

For necessary expenses, including the hire of two pas-

14 senger motor vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for offi15

cial reception and representation expenses, not more than

16 $5,899,797,000 may be expended, as authorized by sec17 tion 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act or as necessary
18 •to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Internal Reve-

19 nue Code of 1986 from any one or all of the trust funds
20 referred to therein: Provided, That reimbursement to the
21

trust funds under this heading for administrative expenses

22 to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Internal Reve-

23 niie Code of 1986 shall be made, with interest, not later
24 than September 30, 1998: Provided fitrther, That not less
25 than $1,500,000 shall be for the Social Security Advisory

26 Board.
HR 3755 RH
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I

From funds provided under the previous paragraph,

2 not less than $200,000,000 shall be available for conduct3 ing continuing disability reviews.
4

In addition to funding already available under..- this

5 heading,

and subject to the same terms and conditions,

6 $160,000,000, to remain available until September 30,
7 1998, for continuing disability reviews as authorized by
8

section 103 of Public Law 104—121. The term "continuing

9 disability reviews" has the meaning given such term by
10 section 201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act.
11

In addition to funding already available under this

12 heading, and subject to the same terms and conditions,
13 $250,073,000, which shall remain available until ex14 pended, to invest in a state-of-the-art computin network,

15 including related equipment and administrative expenses
16 associated solely with this network, for the Social Security

17 Administration and the State Disability Determination
18 Services, may be expended from any or all of the trust

19 funds as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Se-

20 curity Act.
21

22

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

For expenses necessary for the Office of Inspector

23 General in carrying out the provisions of the Inspector
24 General Act of 1978, as amended, $6,335,000, together
25 with not to exceed $21,089,000, to be transferred and ex-

26 pended as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social
BR 3755 RH
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1

Security Act from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In-

2 surance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability In&irance

3 Trust Fund.

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS.

85
3

SEc. 510. None of the funds made available in this

4 Act may be used for the expenses of an electronic benefit
5 transfer

(EBT) task force.
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DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, AND EDUCATION, AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATION BILL, 1997

Jui..y 8, 1996.—Coxnxnitted to the Committee of the Whole House on the State of

the Union and ordered to be printed

Mr. PORTER, from the Committee on Appropriations,

submitted the following

REPORT
together with
ADDITIONAL AND DISSENTING VIEWS
[To accompany H.R. 3755]

The Committee on Appropriations submits the following report in
explanation of the accompanying bill making appropriations for the

Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services (except the
Food and Drug Administration, Indian Health Service, and the Office of Consumer Affairs), and Education (except Indian Education),

Armed Forces Retirement Home, Corporation for National and
Community Service, Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Federal

Mediation and Conciliation Service, Federal Mine Safety and

Health Review Commission, National Commission on Libraries and

thformation Science, National Council on Disability, National
Labor Relations Board, National Mediation Board, Occupational

Safety and Health Review Commission, Physician Payment Review
Commission, Prospective Payment Assessment Commission, Railroad Retirement Board, the Social Security Administration, and the
United States Institute of Peace for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes.

25-648

2
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Pcge number
Bill
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES AND APPROPRIATIONS

The following table compares on a summary basis the appropriation including trust funds for fiscal year 1996, the budget estimate
for fiscal year 1997, and the Committee recommendations for fiscal
year 1997 in the accompanying bill.
1997 LABOR, HHS, EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS BILL
[In miNions of dollars)
1997 cominhtlae compaie

Fiscal ,ear—
1996 cum-

1997 budget

1997 tee

19a6r2'

1997 budget

$11,345

$12,721

$11,344

—1

—$1,377

3.257
2,112
11,928

3.293
2,239
12.377

3.260
2,187
12.747

+3
+75
+819

—33

+370

1,883

2,098

1,849

—34

—249

167

176

176

125

144

125

+0

—19

19,472

20,327

20,344

+872

+17

146,687
32.367

165.328
36,328
828
219
223,030
34,800

164,858

+18,171
+2,054

—1.907

203

-18
-19

-17
-16

220,637
33,800

+21.060
+2.845

-2,393
-1,000

28,034
38.198
37,070

25.231

+1
+1,690
+1,726
+22,750
+3,265

—2.803
—1,040

Department of Health and Human Services:
Public Health Service
Health Resources and Services AdminCenters For Disease Control
National Institutes of Health

Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Adnnistration
Retirement Pay and Medical Benelith
for Commissioced Officers
Health Care Policy and Researth

Subtotal, Public Health Service
Health Care Financing Administration
Administration for Children and Families
Administration on Agng
Office of the Secretary
Total, HHS current year

Department of Edocation
Related Agencies
Social Security Administration
Grand Total, current year

Current year total using 602(b) scorelteeping

Mandatory .._.

..._._.

829
222
199.577
30,955

34,421
811

—52

—470

25.230
35,468
34,399
271,620
40.635

301.983
44.925

37,158
36,125
294,370
43,900

264,191

293,570

285.611

+21,420

—7,959

200,943

220.068
73.502

219,950
65,661

+19.007
+2,413

—7.841

63,248

—945

—7.613

—1,025

—118

4
DISCRETIONARY
[In millions of dollars]

t-

FscaI year—
199$
comparabte

............_....._....
Department of Labor
Department of Health and Human Se,vices ....._...

$9,419

Department of Education ........._.......

21.512

Related Agencies ....
Scorekeeping Adjustments ...._._......

Total discretionary ..............

1997

1997

budget

cuinmite

bI

3,860.

$10,802
31.233
26.820
4,647

$9,425
29.837
22.757
3.910

—424

0

—269

+50
+155

—$1.37?
—1.396
—4.063
—737
—269

63.248

73.502

65.661

+2.413

—7.841

28.881

...

1997 commetee compaied

+86
+956

+1245

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR LABOR, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In addition to the amount included in the bill, very large sums
are automatically appropriated each year for labor, health and
human services, social security and education programs without
consideration by the Congress during the annual appropriation

process. The principal items in this category are the unemployment
compensation, social security, Medicare, and railroad retirement
funds, federal payments for interest subsidy, default and servicing
costs for the Federal Family Assistance Loan program and full cost

of loans made under the Direct Student Loan Program. The detailed estimates for the trust fund and permanent appropriations
are reflected in the table appearing at the back of this report, a
summary of which is included in the following table:

TOTAL INCLUDING PERMANENT APPROPRIA11ONS AND TRUST FUNDS
(In millions of dollars]
FcaI year—
199$

.

Annual appropriation bill, current pear .......L.....

Annual appropriation bill, advances .... ...
Permanent appropriations
Deduct interfund payments
Total

..

. ...
—

._......

1997

Orange

$271 .620

$94.370

+$fl,750

40.635
606,780

43.900

—79,931

644,392
—79.194

+3.265
+37.612
+737

839.104

903,468

+64,364

HIGHLIGHTS OF rim BILL

In reaching the overall ceiling of $287,931,000,000 in budget authority and $291,835,000,000 in outlays, and the discretionary ceiling of $65,661,000,000 in budget authority and $69,480,000,000 in
outlays, for activities under the jurisdiction of the Subcommittee on
the Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services and Labor
and Related Agencies, the Committee reviewed programs and made

clear priority decisions. These decisions were made appreciably
more difficult due to the general lack of reliable data as to the effectiveness of programs. Throughout the bill, the Committee has
decided to restrain the growth or eliminate programs which cannot
demonstrate their effectiveness. Consistent with the intent of the
Chief Financial Officer's Act, the Government Performance and Re-

5

suits Act, and the Administration's many management initiatives,
the Committee remains committed to supporting those programs
that are effective and paring back or eliminating those that are
not.

The Committee has provided increases for programs such as the
Job Corps;. block grants such as Preventive Health, Maternal and
Child Health, Social Services, Community Services and Child Care
and Development; health prevention activities within the- Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention; Ryan White AIDS funding;

health research and training within the National Institutes of
Health; health professions training, and broad based support for in-

novation in education. The maximum Pell Grant is increased by
$30 to $2,500, the highest in history and TRIO is increased by $37
million. Work-study programs are increased 10% to $685,000,000.
The biB also continues the Committee's efforts to support reform
and budget restraint by terminating the funding for 39 programs
with a total fiscal year 1996 funding of $1 billion.
Bill Total.—The bill appropriates $285,611 million in budget au-

thority for the departments of Labor, Health and Human Services
and Education and Related Agencies and is within the Subcommit-

tee's 602(b) allocation.
Mandatory programs.—The bill provides $219,949 million for en-

titlement programs in fiscal year 1997. 77% of the funding in the
bill is for these mandatory costs. Between fiscal year 1996 and
1997 entitlement spending increased by $19 billion while the Committee was reducing discretionary accounts by $4.4 billion from fiscal year 1995 levels. Funding requirements for these activities are
determined by the basic authorizing laws. Mandatory programs include general fund support for the Medicare and Medicaid programs, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Supplemental Security Income, Black Lung payments, and the Social Services Block
Grant. The following chart indicates the funding levels for the
major mandatory programs in fiscal years 1996 and 1997 and the
growth in these programs.
[DoUars u thousands]

FtJ year—

Peot

Pvgram
1996

Department of Labor:
Black Lung Disability Trust Fund ............

1997

+/—1996

$996,606

$1,007,644

11.038

91.140.563

98,141.139

7.000.576

8

63,313.000

60,079,000

(3,234,000)

—5

12,999,000
1,068,000
2,381.000

11,713,000
1.225,000

(1.286,000)
157.000

—10

2.480.000

99.000

4

3.279,000

2,322.000

(957.000)

—29

7D000

683.000

(23,000)

303.000 _......

(303,000)

n/a

(35.326)

—5

1

Department of Health and Human Services
Health Caie Financing Admirnstratiom
Medicaid current law benefits ............

..__...

Medicare Payments to
Funds

Health

Care Trust

Minunistration for Children and Families:
Aid to Families with Dependent ChildiEn .....

Chila Support Enforcement ...............
Social Seivice Block Giant ..........._.
Department of Ediation:
Fed&aI Family Education Loan Pmgram
._.......
Fed&aI Direct Student Loan Program

Federal Family Education Loan Liquidating Account

..._

..........

15

Re'ated Agencies

SocaI Secithty Admirnstratim:
Special Benefits for Disabled Coal Miners ...

665.396

630,070

6
fDoars in thsads]

Fiscal r—

Piram
1996

Supplemental Secunty income

..._...

25.605.512

PeTt
1997

28.682.115

+1—1996

3.076.603
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Discretionary programs are funded at $65,661 million, an overall
freeze level of funding.
Department of Labor.—The bifi appropriates $11,344 million for

the Labor Department, a reduction of $1 million below fiscal year
1996 and $1,377 million below the amount requested by the President. This funding level includes $3,992 million in federal funds to
carry out the provisions of the Job Training Partnership Act. The
Committee recommends an increase in funding for the Job Corps
of $92 million to support the cost of operating new centers. The bill
funds summer youth employment, youth and adult training, and
dislocated worker assistance at the same level as last year. Funding of $350 3nillion is provided for school-to-work activities funded
in the Departments of Labor and Education.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration.—-The Committee recommends funding for OSHA at $298 million, $43 million
below the request and $6 million below last year's level. Within
OSHA, compliance assistance is funded at last year's level while
funding for Federal enforcement is reduced by 3%. This shift is
consistent with the policy adopted by the Committee last year. The
bill also includes a prohibition against the development or issuance
of any proposed or final standard or guideline on the subject of
ergonomic protection.

Department of Health and Human Services.—The bill appropriates $218,067 million which is $1,396 million below the President's request and $17,025 iniliion above the fiscal year 1996 level.
Funding for discretionary programs of $29,836 million is $1,396
miliion below the President's request and $956 million above last
year's level.
Health Resources and Services Administration.—Funding for
ERSA programs is $3,080 million, $3 million above last year and
$33 million below the President's request. Within HRSAI the consolidated health centers funding is at $802 million, an increase of
$44 million, health professions tr2irling is funded at $292 million,
an increase of $34 million, Ryan White AIDS Care Act programs
are funded at $812 3nillion, $55 million above last year and $18
million below the President's request.
National Institutes of Health.—The Committee proposes $12,747
million for biomedical research activities at the National Institutes
of Health. This funding level represents an increase of $371 million
over the President's request and $820 million over last year. This
funding level indicates the very high priority that the Committee
places on the activities of NIH. The Committee has maintained its
policy of resisting disease specific earmarks in the bill, believing
that decisions as to appropriate levels of funding and appropriate
avenues of research are best left to the scientists. The bill also commits the federal government to the construction of a new clinical
center at NIH with an initial funding level of $90 million.
8

Soci2 Security Administrative Costs.—Funding for the cost of administeriiig the Social Security programs is $6,309 million, $445
million over last year and $272 million below the President's request.
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BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND

The bill includes authority to obligate $1,008,000,000 from the
Black Lung Disability Trust Fund in fiscal year 1997. This is an
increase of $10,638,000 above the fiscal year 1996 comparable levei
and the same as the budget request.
The total amount available for fiscal year 1997 will provide
$496,665,000 for benefit payments, and $45,979,000 and $356,000
for administrative expenses for the Departments of Labtr and
Treasury, respectively. Also included is 465,000,000 for interest
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payments on advances from the general fund of the Treasury. In
fiscal year 1996, comparable obligations for benefit payments are
estimated to be $505,494,000, while administrative expenses for
the Departments of Labor and Treasury respectively are
$47,112,000 and $756,000. Interest payments on advances are estimated at $444,000,000 for fiscal year 1996.
The Trust Fund pays au black lung compensatiozilmedjcal and
survivor benefit expenses when no responsible mine operator can
be assigned liability for such benefits, or when coal mine employment ceased prior to 1970, as well as au administrative costs which
are incurred in administering the benefits program and operating
the Trust Fund.
It is estimated that 77,000 people will be receiving black lung

benefits financed from the Trust Fund by the end of fiscal year

1997. This compares with an estimated 81,500 receiving benefits in
fiscal year 1996.
The basic financing for the Trust Fund comes from a coal excise
tax for underground and surface-mined coal. Additional funds come
from reimbursement payments from mine operators for benefit payments made by the Trust Fuzd before the mine operator is found
liable, and advances from the general fund, estimated at
$373,000,000 in fiscal year 1997. The advances to the Fund assure
availability of necessary funds when liabifities may exceed other in-

come. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 continues
the current tax structure until 2014.

TIThE 1V—RELATED AGENCIES
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SocIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FL'NDS

The bill provides $20,923,000 for mandatory payments ilecessary

to compensate the Social Security system for cash benefits paid out

but for which no payroll tax is received. This amount is the same
as the budget request and $1,718,000 below the comparable fiscal
year 1996 appropriation. These funds reimburse the Old Age and
Survivors Insurance (OASI) and Disability Insurance (DI) Trust
Funds for special payments to certain uninsured persons, costs incurred administering pension reform activities and interest lost on
the value of benefit checks issued but not negotiated. This appro-. priation restores the trust funds to the position they would have
been had they not borne these costs properly charged to the general funds.
The amount provided includes $2,823,000 for the cost of special
payments to a declining population of uninsured persons who were
at least 72 years of age in 1968 and attained retirement age before
they could accumulate sufficient wage credits to qualifr for benefits

under the normal retirement formulas. This account also includes
$1,100,000 for reimbursements to the trust funds for administrative costs incurred in providing private pension plan information to
individuals and $17,000,000 to reimburse the trust funds for the
value of the interest for benefit checks issued but not negotiated.
ADDITIONAL ADMINISTRATWE EXPENSES

The bill provides $10,000,000 for mandatory administrative expenses related to the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit program
which Social Security must administer under the law. This amount
is the same as the budget request and the same as the comparable
fiscal year 1996 appropriation. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 combined two existing United Mine Workers of America pension plans

into a single fund and required that certain coal mine operators
pay health benefit premiums for the new combined plaii. Social Se-
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curity assigned retired coal miners covered by the combined plan
to coal operators and must now provide requested earnings records
to mine operators and process appeals of assignments. The funding
is available until expended.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

The bill provides $460,070,000 for special benefits for disabled
coal miners, the same as the budget request and $25,326,000 below
the comparable fiscal year 1996 appropriation. This amount does
not include $160,000,000 in advance funding provided in this bill
for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998 or $170,000,000 in advance
funding for fiscal year 1997 which was provided in the fiscal year
1996 appropriations Act.
The appropriation provides cash benefits to miners who are disabled because of black lung disease and to widows and children of

miners. The. Social Security Administration was responsible for
taking, processing, and paying claims for miners benefits ified from

December 30, 1969 through June 30, 1973. Since that time, SSA
has continued to take claims but forwards most to the Department
of Labor for adjudication and payment. The SSA will continue to
pay benefits andmaintain the beneficiaryröll for the lifetime of all
persons who filed during its jurisdiction. During fiscal year 1997,
SSA expects to provide benefits to 127,000 miners, widows, and dependents who will receive a basic benefit rate of $448.60.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

The bill provides $19,444,556,000 for the Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) program, not including $9,260,000,000 in fiscal year
1997 funding provided in the fiscal year 1996 appropriations Act
and not including $9,690,000,000 in advance fimding provided in
the bill for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998. The appropriation
represents an increase of $899,044,000 over the comparable fiscal
year 1996 appropriation and $164,444,000 below the budget request.

These funds are used to pay Federal cash benefits to approxi-

mately 6,505,000 aged, blind, and disabled persons with little or no
income. The maximum monthly Federal benefit payable in fiscal
year 1997 is expected to be $483 for an individual and $725 for an
eligible couple. In addition to federal benefits, the SSA administers
a program of supplementary State benefits for those States which

choose to participate. The funds are also used to reimburse the

trust funds for the administrative costs of the program.
The SSI appropriation includes $100,000,000 for beneficiary services, a decrease of $76,400,000 below the comparable fiscal year
1996 appropriation and $79,000,000 below the budget request. Subsequent to issuing the fiscal year 1997 budget request, the President signed into law P.L. 104—121 which eliminates SSI payments
to drug addicts and alcoholics who qualify for assistance primarily
on the basis of their addiction beginning January 1, 1997. As a result, the President's budget requests funding for beneficiary services related to benefit payments which will terminate following the
first quarter of the fiscal year. However, many individuals who will
be removed from the SSI rolls are expected to reapply for benefits
on the basis of other disabling conditions. Therefore, the Commit-
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tee has included funds to continue providing services related to

payments to drug addicts and alcoholics through the first quarter
of the year and sufficient funding to process expected reapplication
for benefits by individuals removed from the rolls pursuant to P.L.

104—121. Within the beneficiary services activity, the bill provides
the budget request of $41,000,000 to reimburse State vocational rehabilitation services agencies for successful rehabilitation of SSI recipients.
The bill also contains $7,000,000 for research and demonstration
activities conducted under section 1110 of the Social Security Act,
the same as the budget request and a decrease of $1,200c000 below
the fiscal year 1996 appropriation. The Commissioner testified during the fiscal year 1997 budget hearings that less than 1% of disability insurance claimants are rehabilitated through the state vocational rehabilitation agencies. Accordingly, the Committee in-

tends that research and demonstration funds be used solely for
demonstrations involving private organizations investigating the

cost effectiveness to the trust funds of providing early intervention
and rehabilitation for work-related disability. The Committee is
particularly interested in models of service which can demonstrate
substantially better results for disabled individuals than the state
rehabilitation system.
The bill provides an additional $25,000,000 to process continuing
disability reviews (CDRs) related to the SSI caseload as authorized
by P1. 104-121, an increase of $10,000,000 above the comparable
fiscal year 1996 appropriation.
The bill does not provide funding for administrative activities re-

lated to welfare reform as proposed in the budget request. The
Committee notes that the requested $250,000,000 appropriation
has never been authorized in law, and the Administration has not
transmitted to Congress a proposal for such an authorization.
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATWE

EENSES

The bill provides a limitation on administrative expenses for the
Social Security Administration (SSA) of $6,172,311,000 to be funded from the Social Security trust funds, an increase of $367,376,000
over the comparable fiscal year 1996 appropriation and $99,843,000

below the budget request. The Committee notes that the request
includes an additional $250,000,000 for administrative activities re-

lated to welfare reform which are not authorized in law and for
which the Administration has not submitted an authorization pro-

posal. In addition, the request includes funding of $100,000,000 for
continuing disability reviews (CDRs) in excess of the amount authorized to be appropriated in current law.
The amount provided in the bill is sufficient to enable the Agency
to fully meet defmed performance targets for the improvement of
service in 14 specific areas as submitted to the Committee during
the fiscal year 1997 budget hearings. This large increase in funding
will support continuing initiatives to streamline the disability de-

termination process and fully automate agency administrative

ftinctions.

The Committee has provided these increases in funding despite
its grave concern that the Agency failed to meet 11 of 12 performance goals for fiscal year 1995 and testified during the fiscal year
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1997 budget hearings that it will likely fail to meet its performance
goals for fiscal year 1996. The Committee remains concerned that

the recent multi-billion investment in the automation and re-

engineering processes has not been adequately linked to direct improvements in service, productivity and efficiency and has not resulted in attainment of modest performance goals. The Committee
will continue to monitor the Agency's progress in meeting these
goals, and future funding will be conditioned on the Agency's ability to produce measurable improvements in service and productivity.
The bill provides not less than $1,500,000 within the limitation

on administration shall be available for the Social Security Advi-

sory Board.
Disability initiative

Funding previously provided separately for the disability reengineering initiative is requested and provided within the regular
limitation on administration for fiscal year 1997.
Automation initiative
The bill provides $250,073,000 for the fourth year of the 5-year
automation initiative, an increase of $83,073,000 over the comparable fiscal year 1996 appropriation and $49,927,000 below the
budget request. This initiative is designed to fully automate the Social Security Administration within five years and to supply all
agency personnel with ergonomically appropriate furniture according to a consent decree. The Committee reiterates its concern that
the Congress's previous $475,000,000 investment in automation activities has not produced expected improvements in service and
productivity. The Committee continues to provide substantial resources for this initiative with the expectation that the Agency will
fully attain the 1997 performance goals reported during the fiscal
year 1997 budget hearings.
Continuing disability reviews
The bill provides an additional $160,000,000 for continuing disability reviews (CDRs) above the base amount of $200,000,000 provided in the regular limitation on administration. This amount represents an increase of $100,000,000 over the fiscal year 1996 appropriation and $100,000,000 below the budget request. The amount
provided is the full amount authorized by law, and the Committee
notes that the budget request, which was submitted prior to enactment of P.L. 104-121, exceeds authorized funding for CDRs by
$100,000,000. The Committee has provided this funding with the
expectation that processing of additional CDRs will reduce trust
fund liabilities far in excess of the cost of such processing.
Welfare reform

The bill does not provide funding for the requested $250,000,000
administrative initiative related to welfare reform. The request for
appropriations is not authorized in law, nor has the Administration
proposed legislation which would authorize such appropriations.
Accordingly, the bill does not include the proposed thnding.
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Software development

In the past, the Committee has expressed concerns about the
Agency's long-term operational and service delivery systems and
has urged SSA to work with an industry-based consortium with experience institutionalizing software processes and methods and
dedicated to improving software productivity. The Committee is
pleased to note that SSA is focusing on those concerns and urges
that work proceed as expeditiously as possible.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

The Committee remains concerned about reports that SSA dis-

ability determination personnel lack appropriate knowledge of diagnosis and impact on functional abffity of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
(CFS). The Committee directs the SSA to provide a summary of its
interual CFS-related education activities conducted during the past

fiscal year to the Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Interagency Coordinating Committee. The Committee further encourages SSA to investigate obstacles faced by individuals with CFS who apply for
disability benefits and to maintain updated medical information
throughout all levels of the application process.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

The bill provides $4,801,000 for the Office of the Inspector Gen-

eral, the same as the comparable fiscal year 1996 appropriation

and $1,534,000 below the budget request. The bill also provides authority to expend $21,014,000 from the Social Security trust funds
for activities conducted by the Inspector General, the same as tue
comparable fiscal year 1996 limitation and $75,000 below the re-

quest Because this office was created in 1995 and was not fully
operational until 1996, the Committee has not reduced funding for
this account in accord with its bill-wide policy regarding administrative activities.
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COMPARISON WITH BUDGET RESOLUTION

Section 308(aX1XA) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 (Public Law 93—344), as amended, requires that the report accompanying a bill providing new budget

authority contain a statement detailing how the authority compares with the report submitted under section 602 of the Act for
the most recently agreed to concurrent resolution on the budget for
the fiscal year. This ii:iformation follows:

—

(lit milbons of doIIarJ
Sec. 602(b)

This bill

OutIay

OutIay

Discretionary

General purposes
..
ViIertt Cnme Trust Fund
Mandatoty ...

..

-

...

65.600

69.442

65.625

61

38

61

38

222.270

222.355

222.328

222.340

69.525

Note.—The amounts in this bill are technically in excess of the
subcommittee section 602(b) subdivision. However, pursuant to
Public Law 104—121, the Contract with America Advancement Act
of 1996, increases to the Committee section 602(a) allocation, based
on additional funding for Social Security Continuing Disability Reviews in reported bills, are authorized. This bill includes additional
funding for such reviews. After the bill is reported to the House,
the Chairman of the Committee on the Budget will provide an in-

creased section 602(a) allocation consistent with the increased

funding for continuing disability reviews in the bill. That new allocation will eliminate the technical difference prior to floor consideration.
The bill provides no new spending authority as described in section 401(c)(2) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 (Public Law 93—344), as amended.

In accordance with section 308(a)(1XC) of the Congressional
Budget Act of 1974 (Public Law 93—344), as amended. the following

information was provided to the Committee by the Congressional
Budget Office:

FWE-YEAR PROJECTIONS

In compliance with section 308(a)(1)(C) of the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974 (Public Law 93—344), as amended, the following
table contains five-year projections associated with the budget authority provided in the accompanying bill:
Budget authority in the bill

Outlays:
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001

(In miUiois of dollars)

234,073
206,951
33,429
6,974
82
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

In accordance with section 308(a)(1)(D) of the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974 (Public Law 93—344), as amended, the financial
assistance to State and local governments is as follows:
(In miUwns of dollars)

125,499
105,369

Budget authority

Fiscal year 1997 outlays resulting therefrom
TRANSFER OF FUNDS

Pursuant to clause 1(b), rule X of the House of Repreentatives,
the following table is submitted describing the transfers of funds
provided in the accompanying bill.
The table shows, by Department and agency, the appropriations
affected by such transfers.
APPROPRIATION TRANSFERS RECOMMENDED IN THE
knoijnt

Accrninl to wh trastez is to be m3de

Training Administration:
Community SeMce Employment for
Older Asneñcans ....
U.S. Postal Seniice

$373000000

.........

Employment Standards Administration:

SpiaI Benefits ....

AmLlnt

Department ol Labor: EmpIrnent and

Department ol Heatth and Human Services: Mministration on Aging:
Agrng Services Programs

BILL

ACcut from whiCh translet is to be made

()

...

Service

$373.000.000

(')

.....

Department ol LaboT: EmpIjment Standards AdminisUation:

.

Salaiies and penses
Deprtnienta management:
Salaries and penses
Office 01 Inspector General

26.071.000

Black lung disability trust fund ...

19.621.000
287.000

lung disability trust lund
Black lung disability
lund

COMPLIANCE WITH RULE XIII, CL. 3 CR

26071.000

....

..

19.621.000
287.000

SEYER RULE)

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted
is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

SECTION 6408 OF THE OMNIBUS BUDGET
RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1989
SEC. 6408. OT1iIK MEDICAID PROVISIONS.
(a) INSTITUTIONS FOR MENTAL DISEASES.—
(1) * * *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
(3) MORAToRIUM ON TREATMENT OF CERTAIN FACILITIES.—

Any determination by the Secretary that Kent Community
Hospital Complex in Michigan or Saginaw Community Hos-

pital in Michigan is an institution for mental diseases, for purposes of title XIX of the Social Security Act shall not take effect until [December 31, 1995] December 31, 2000, or the first
day of the first quarter on which the Medigrant plan for the
State of Michigan is effective under title XIX of such Act.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1996 AND
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL FOR 1997—Continued
tin thousands of dollars
Agency and Item

FY 1996
comparable

FY 1997
Budget

Recommended
In bill

Bill compared
with 1996

Bill compared
wIth 1997

comparable

Budget

PENSION BENEFIT GUARANFY CORPORATION
Program Administration subject to limitation (Trust
Funds)
Services related to terminations not subject to limitations
(non-add)

Total1 PBOC

(10,557)

(12,043)

(127,933)

(128,496)

(138,490)

(140,539)

99,751

118,704

23,992
56,171

29,084

(135,720)

(+ 125,163)

(+ 123,677)

(.127,933)

(-128,496)

(.2,770)

(-4,819)

97,756

.1,995

-20,948

23,512
55,048
71,696

.480

.5,sn

-1,123

-10,412

(135,720)

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
Enforcement of wage and hour standards
Office of Labor-Management Standards
Federal contractor EEO standards enforcement
Federal programs for workers' compensation
Trust funds
Program direction and support
Total, salaries and expenses

Federal funds

Trust funds

73,159

65,460
80,222

-1,463

-8,526

(.20)

(.74)

11,386

(983)
10,410

-212

-976

• 264,698

,30S,913

259,405

-5,293

-46,508

263,695

304,856

258,422

.5,273

-46,434

(-74)

(1,003)
10,622

(1,057)

(1,003)

(1,057)

(983)

(-20)

214,000

209,000

4,000

209,000
4,000

-5,000

4,000

218,000

213,000

213,000

.5,000

949,494

961,665
26,071

961,665
26,071

+ 12,171

19,621

19,621

287

287

—11

996,606

1,007,644

1,007,644

+ 11,038

756

356

356

.400

997,362

1,008,000

1,008,000

+10,638

1,480,060

1,526,913

1,480,405

+ 345

-46,508

1,479,057

1,525,856

1,479,422

+365

-46,434

(-20)

(.74)

SPECIAL BENEFITS
Federal employees compensation benefits
Longahore and harbor workers' benefits

Total, Special Benefits

BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND
Benefit payments and Interest on advances
Employment Standards Admin., salaries & expenses
Departmental Management, salaries and expenses
Departmental Management, Inspector general

Subtotal, Black Lung Disablty. Trust Fund, apprn
Treasury administrative costs (indefinite)

Total, Black Lung Disability Trust Fund
Total, Employment Standards Administration
Federal funds

Trust funds

27,193
19,621
298

(1,003)

(1,057)

(983)

.1,122

_______________________________________

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1996 AND
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL FOR 1997—Continued

(In thousands of dollars I

Agency and item

FY 1996
comparable

FY 1997
Budget

Recommended

in bill

Bill compared
with 1996

Bill compared
with 1997

RAILROAD REI1REMENT I3OARD
Dual beneftts payments account
Less income tax receipts on dual benefits

Subtotal, Dual Benefits
Federal payment to the Rathoad Rctircment Account

239,000
-17,000

223,000
.9,000

223,000
-9,000

-16,000
+8,000

222000

214,000

214,000

4,000

300

300

300

(90,558)

(87,898)

lAmitation on administration:
Consolidated account
Retirement
Unemployment

Subtotal, administration
Special management improvement fund

Total1 limitation on administration

(+ 87,898)

(fl1955)

(-729i5)

(16737)

(-16,737)

(89,6fl)

(90,558)

(87,898)

(657)

(.1,794)

(-266O)

(-2,660)

(-657)

(90,349)

(90,558)

(87,898)

(-2,451)

(.2660)

(5,656)

(5,750)

(5268)

(-388)

(-482)

PAY MEtffS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

22,641

20,923

20,923

ADDm0NALADMINISTRATP/E EXPENSES 1/...

10,000

10,000

10000

660,215

625,450

5,181

4,620

625,450
4,620

665,396

630,070

630,070

-35,326

-180,000

-170,000

-170,000

+10,000

Total1 Black Lung, current lque5t, FY 1997

485,396

4O,O7O

460,070

-23,326

New advanccs, 1st quarter FY 1997 / 1998

170,000

160000

160,000

-10,000

Inspector General

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINJSTRA110N
-1,718

SPECIAL RENEFITS FOR DISABLED
COAL MINERS
Benefit payments
Administration
Subtotal, l3lack Lung. FY 1997 pmgram level
Less funds advanced in prior year

1/ No-year availability for these funds related to sections 9704 & 9706 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

-561
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATION) AUTHORIty
FOR 1996 AND
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL FOR
l997—Contjnued
I Zn thousands of dollars

Agency and item

FY 1996

FY 1997

Recommended

Bill compared
with 1996

Bill compared
with 1997

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
Federal benefit payments

23,548,636
176,400
8,200
1,817,276
55,000

26,559,100
179,000

26,559,100
100,000

7,000

7,000

2,018,973
104,927

1,961,015

Subtotal, 551 FY 1997 program level

25,605,512

28,869,000

28,682,115

Less funds advanced in prior year

+ 3,076,603

-7,060,000

-9,260,000

-9,260,000

-2,200,000

18,545,512

19,609,000

19,422,115

+ 876,603

-186,885

15,000

260,000
250,000

25,000

+ 10,000

-235,000
-250,000

Total, 55!, current request, FY 1996 / 1997

18,560,512

20,119,000

19,447,115

New advance, 1st quarter, PY 1997/ 1998

+886,603

-671,885

9,260,000

9,690,000

9,690,000

+430,000

Beneficiaiy services
Research and demonstration
AdmInistration 1/
Automation Investment Initiative

Subtotal, regular 551 current year, FY 1996 / 1997

Additional CDR funding
55! reforms (welfare)

+3,010,464
-76,400
-1,200
+ 143,739

55,000

-79,000
-57,958
-49,927
-186,885

1/ Figures include amounts for the 551 disabilIty Initiative previously displayed as a separate line
Item.

LIMITAITON ON ADMIMSTRA1WB EXPENSES
OASDI trust funds
HI/SMI trust funds
SSI

(2,667,238)
(864,099)
(1,817,276)

Social Security Advisory Board

Subtotal, regular LAB

Dl disability InItiative
OASDI automation

(9 18;4 18)

(2,018,973)

(5,772,468)

(3,091,183)
(846,099)
(1,961,015)
(1,500)

(+423,945)

(+1,500)

(-57,958)
(+1,500)

(5,899,797)

(+ 551,184)

(+127,329)

(289,322)

(-18,000)

(+ 143,739)

(+ 256,106)
(-fl,319)

(-289,322)

(112,000)
(55,000)

(195,073)
(104,927)

(195,073)
(55,000)

(+83,073)

(167,000)

(300,000)

(250,073)

(+83,073)

(-49,927)

TOTAL, REGULAR [

(5,804,935)

(6,072,468)

(6,149,870)

(+344,935)

Additional COR funding

(+77,402)

(60,000)

(260,000)

(160,000)

(+100,000)

(-100,000)
(-250,000)

(6,309,870)

(+444,935)

(-272,598)

SSI automation

Subtotal, automation Initative

•

(5,348,613)

(2,835,077)

SSI reforms (welfare)

TOTAL, LAB.

(-49,927)

(250,000)

(5,864,935)

(6,582,468)

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1996 AND
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL FOR 1997—Continued
L In thouiands of dollars
Agency and item

FY 1996

comparable

Dill compared
FY 1997
Budget

Bill compared

Recommended

With 1996

In bill

With 1997

comparable

Budget

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
Federal funds
Trust funds
Portion treated as budget authority

Total, Office of the Inspector General:
Federal funds

Tni.I
Total, Social Security Administration:
Federal funds
Current year FY 1996 / 1997
New advances, 1st quarter FY 1997 / 1998

Trust funds

Trust lunds considered BA

4,801

(10,037)

6,335
(21,089)

6,335
(21,089)

(10,977)

4,801

6,335

—

6,335

+ 1,534
•

(+11,052)
(-10,fl7)

+1,534

(21,014)

(21089)

(21,089)

(25,815)

(27,424)

(27,42.4)

28,513,350

30,466328

29,794,443

+ 1,281,093

-671,885

(19,083,350)

(20,616,328)

(19,944,443)

(+861,093)

(-671,885)

(9,430,000)

(9,850,000)

(9,850,000)

(+420,000)

(5,885,949)

(6,603,557)

(6,330,959)

(+ 445,010)

(-2fl,598)

(875,076)

(918,418)

(846,099)

(-28,977)

(-72,319)

(+ 75)
(+

1,609)
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OTHER INDEPENDENT AGENCIES

Social Security Administration (SSA)—Administratiue Expenses.
The Subcommittee bill unnecessarily increases budgetary resources

related to SSA administrative expenses subject to the current discretionary caps by $100 million above the President's request.

While increasing the President's request by $100 million, the
Subcommittee has increased the amount allocated to the Old Age
Survivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI) trust funds by $258

336

million and reduced the amounts allocated to the Supplementary
Security Income (SSI) appropriation and the Hospital Insurance!
Supplementary Medical Insurance trust funds by $158 million. By
not distributing the increase based on workload estimates across
all funding sources, the Subcommittee action has the effect of reducing budget authority at the same time that it increases spending. The Administration strongly objects to this scorekeeping gimmick to mask new spending. Only by making estimates consistent
with SSA's cost analysis system can there be assurance that the
OASDI trust funds and the general fund bear their fair shares of
the administrative costs of SSA's programs. The Administration's
scoring of the appropriations bill will reflect the appropriate alloca-

tion of these funds.

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
15
10

BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND

11

(INCLUDING TRANSFER OF FUNDS)

For payments from the Black Lung Disability Trust

12

13 Fund, $1,007,644,000, of which $961,665,000 shall be

14 available until September 30, 1998, for payment of all
15 benefits as authorized by section 9501(d) (1), (2), (4), and
16

(7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended,

17 and interest on advances as authorized by section
18 9501(c)(2) of that Act, and of which $26,071,000 shall
19 be available for transfer to Employment Standards Ad20 ministration, Salaries and Expenses, $19,621,000 for
21

transfer to Departmental Management, Salaries and Ex-

22 penses, and $287,000 for transfer to Departmental Man23 agement, Office of Inspector General, for expenses of oper-

24 ation and administration of the Black Lung Benefits pro25 gram as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(A) of that Act:
26 Provided, That, in addition, such amounts as may be nec16
1

essary may be charged to the subsequent year appropria-

2 tion for the payment of compensation, interest, or other

3 benefits for any period subsequent to August 15 of the

4 current year: Provided frrthei; That in addition such
5 amounts shall be paid from this fund into miscellaneous

6 receipts as the Secretary of the Treasury determines to
7 be the administrative expenses of the Department of the

8 Treasury for administering the fund during the current
9 fiscal year, as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(B) of that

10 Act.

TITLE 1V—RELATED AGENCIES

91

14

SoCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

15

PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

16

For payment to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors

17 Insurance and the Federal Disability Insurance trust
18 funds, as provided under sections 201(m), 228(g), and
19 1131(b)(2) of the Social Security Act, $20,923,000.
20

In addition, to reimburse these trust funds for adinin-

21

istrative expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of

22 the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, $10,000,000, to re23 main available until expended.

HR 3755 RS
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1

SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

2

For carrying out title IV of the Federal Mine Safety

3 and Health Act of 1977, $460,070,000, to remain avail4 able until expended.
5

For making, after July 31 of the current fiscal-year,

6 benefit payments to individuals under title IV of the Fed-

7 eral Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, for costs in-

8 curred in the current fiscal

year,

such amounts as may

9 be necessary.
10

For making benefit payments under title IV of the

11

Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 for the first

12 quarter of fiscal year 1998, $160,000,000, to remain
13 available until expended.
14
15

SUPPLEIVrENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

For carrying out tities XE and XVI of th Social Se-

16 curity Act, section 401 of Public Law 92—603, section 212

17 of Public Law 93—66, as amended, and section 405 of
18 Public Law 95—2 16, including payment to the Social Secu-

19 rity trust funds for administrative expenses incurred pur-

20 suant to section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act,
21 *19,422,115,000 $19,357,O1O,OOO, to remain available

22 until expended: Provided, That any portion of the funds
23 provided to a State in the current fiscal year and not obli-

24 gated by the State during that year shall be returned to
25 the Treasury.
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1

I± addition, 25,OOO,OOO, e rcmain availabic until

1998, fe continuing di3abiity rcvcw

2 Scptcmbcr
3

authorizcd

cction

ef Public Law

104

e

121. The

4 tcrm "contiiiuing di3abffity rcvicw2" Iias Ie mcaning

5 givcn

3uch

tcrm

3cction 201(g)(1)(A) of he Social e-

6 curity Act.
7

From funds provided under the previous paragraph,

8 not less than $100,000,000 shall be available for payment

9 to the Social Security trust funds for administrative ex10 penses for conducting continuing disability reviews.
11

In addition, $175,000,000, to remain available until

12 September 30, 1998, for payment to the Social Security
13 trust funds for administrative expenses for coittinuing dis14 ability reviews as authorized by section 103 of Public Law

15 104—121 and Supplemental Security Income admini.stra16 tive work required by welfare reform, as authorized by Pub17 lic Law 104—193. The term "continui'ng disability reviews"

18 means reviews and redetermination as defined under sec19 tion 201 (g) (1) (A) of the Social Security Act as amended,

20 and reviews and redeterminations authorized under section
21 211 of Public Law 104—193.
22

For making, after June 15 of the current fiscal year,

23 benefit payments to. individuals under title XVI of the So-

24 cial Security Act, for unanticipated costs incurred for the
25 current fiscal year, such sums as may be necessary.

HR 3755 RS
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For carrying out title XVI of the Social Security Act

1

2 for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998, $9,690,000,000,
3 to remain available until expended.
4

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

the of two pasFor necessary expenses, including hire

5

6 senger motor vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for offi7 cial reception and representation expenses, not more than

8 $5,899,797,000 $5,820,907,000 may be expended, as au-

9 thorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act

10 or as necessary to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of
11

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 from any one or all

12 of the trust funds referred to therein: Provided, That reim-

13 bursement to the trust funds under this heading for ad14 ministrative expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706

15 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 shall be made, with

16 interest, not later than September 30, 1998: Provided fur-

17 ther, That not less than 1,5OO,OOO $1,268,000 shall be
18 for the Social Security Advisory Board. Provided fitrther,

19 That

unobligated balances at the end of fiscal year 1997

20 not needed for fiscal year 1997 shall remain available until

21 erpended for a state-of-the-art computing network includ-

22 ing

related equipment and administrative expenses associ-

23 ated solely with this network.
24

From funds provided under the previous paragraph,

25 not less than $200,000,000 shall be available for conduct26 ing continuing disability reviews.
HR 3755 RS
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I addition te funding tilrcady

1

2 heading, ftd 3ubjcct te

availabic

under s

same tcrma ft4 condition

3 160,000,000, te rcmain availabic until Scptcmbcr
4 I998 fe' continuing di3ability rcvicw3 s authorizcd
5 section 4& ef Public Law 104 121. The tcrm "continuing

6 disability rcvicws-" h the mcaning given such term b

7 section 201(g) (1) (A) ef the Soci Sccu Act.
In addition to funding already available under this

8

9 heading, and subject to the same terms and conditions,
10 $310,000,000, to remain available until Se'ptember 30,
11

1998, for continuing disability reviews as authorized by sec-

12 tion 103 of Public Law 104—121 and Supplemental Secu-

13 rity Income administrative work required by welfare re14 form, as authorized by Public Law 104—193. The term "con-

15 tinuing disability reviews" means reviews and. redeter16 mination as defined under section 201 (g) (1) (A) of the So-

17 cial Security Act as amended, and revieu's and redeter18 minations authorized under section 211 of Public Lau' 104—

19 193.
20
21

In addition to funding already available under this.
heading, and subject to the same terms and conditions,

22 *250,073,000 $226,291,000, which shall remain available

23 until expended, to invest in a state-of-the-art computing
24 network, including related equipment and administrative
25 expenses associated solely with this network, for the Social
HR 3755 RS
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1

Security Administration and the State Disability Deter-

2 mination Services, may be expended from any or all of
3 the trust funds as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the
4 Social Security Act.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

5
6

-

For expenses necessary for the Office of Inspector

7 General in carrying out the provisions of the Inspector
8 General Act of 1978, as amended, $6,335,000, together
9 with not to exceed $21,089,000, to be transferred and ex-

10 pended as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social
11

Security Act from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors In-

12 surance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance

13 Trust Fund.

103
1

SEC. 510. None of the funds

made

available in this

2 Act may be used for the expenses of an electronic benefit

3 transfer (EBT) task force.

HR 3755 RS
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16

SEC. 525. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVES FOR

17 EMPLOYEES OF CERTAIN FEDERAL AGENCIE5.—(a) DEFI18 NITIONS.—For the purposes of this section—

19

(1)

the term "agency"

means

the Railroad Re-

20

tireineit Board and the Qffice of Inspector General of

21

the

22

Railroad Retirement Board;
(2)

the term "employee" means an employee (as

23

defined by section 2105 of title 5, United States Code)

24

u'ho

25

appointment without time limitation, and has been

is employed by an agency, is serving under an

HR 3755 RS
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1

currently employed for a continuous period of at least

2

3 years, but does not include—

3

(A,)

a reernployed annuitant under sub-

4

chapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title

5

5 United States Code, or another retirement sys-

6

tern for ernployees of the agency;

7

(B) an ernployee having a disability on the

8

basis of which such employee is or u'ould

9

gible for disability retirement under subchapter

10

III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United

11

States Code, or another retirement systern for

12

employees of the agency;

be

eli-

13

(C) an employee who is in receipt of a spe-

14

cific notice of involuntary separatio'n for rnis-

15

conduct or unacceptable peiformance;

16

(D) an employee u'ho, upon completing an

17

additional period of service as referred to in see-

18

tion 3(b) (2) (B) (ii) of the Federal Workforce Re-

19

structuring Act of 1994 (5 U.S.C. 5597 note),

20

would qualify for a voluntary separation incen-

21

tive payrnent under section 3 of such Act;

22

(E) an ernployee who has previously re-

23

ceived any voluntary separation incentive pay-

24

rnent by the Federal Governrnent under this see-

HR 3755 RS ———
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tion or any other authority and has not repaid

1

2

such

payment;

3

(F) an employee covered by statutory reem-

4

plo yrnent rights u'ho is on transfer to another or-

5

ganization; or

6

(G) any employee who, during the twenty-

7

four-month period preceding the date of separa-

8

tion,

9

bonus under section 5753 of title

has received a recruitment or relocation
5,

United

10

States Code, or who, within the twelve-month pe-

11

nod preceding the date of separation, received a

12

retention allowance under section 5754 of title 5,

13

United States Code.

14

(b) AGEIVCT STRATEGIC Piv.—

15

(1) IN GENERAL:—The three-member Railroad

16

Retirement Board, prior to obligating any resources

17

for voluntary separation incentive payments, shall

18

submit to the House and Senate Committees on Ap-

19

propniations and the Committee on Governmental Af-

20

fairs of the Senate and the Committee on Government

21

Reform and Oversight of the House of Representatives

22

a

23

centive

24

chart for the agency once such incentive payments

25

have been completed.

strategic plan outlining the intended use of such in-

HR 3755 RS
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1

(2)

2

elude—

CONTENTS .—The agency's plan shall in-

(A)

3

the positions and functions to be re-

4

d'uced or eliminated, identified by organizatio'nal

5

unit, geographic location, occupatio'nal —category

6

and grade level;

7

(B) the number and amounts of voluntary

8

separation incentive payments to be offered, and

9

(C) a description of how the agency will op-

without the eliminated positions and func-

10

erate

11

tio'ns.

12

(c) AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE VOLUNTARY SEPARATION

13 INCENTIVE PAYIIENTS.—

14

(1) IN GENERAL.—A voluntary separation incen-

15

tive payment under this section may be paid by an

16

agency

17

to

18

the

19

20

eliminate the positions and functions identified by
strategic plan.
'2,) AMOUNT AND TREATMENT OF PAYMENT&—A

voluntary separation incentive payment—

21

22

to any employee only to the extent necessary

(A)

shall be paid in a lump sum after the

employee's

23

(B)

separation;

shall be paid from appropriations or

24

funds available for the payment of the basic pay

25

of the employees;

HR 3755 RS
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(C) shall be equal to the lesser of—

1

(i) an amount equal to the amount the

2

u'ould be entitled to receive under

3

employee

4

section 5595(c) of title

5

Code; or

6

(ii)

5,

United States

an amount determined by the

7

agency head not to exceed $25,000;

8

(D) may not be made except in the case of

any qualifying employee who voluntarily sepa-

9
10

rates

11

fore September 30, 1997;

(whether by retirement or resignation) be—

(E)

12

shall not be a basis for payment, and

13

shall not be included in the computation, of any

14

other type of Government benefit; and

15

(F) shall not be taken into account in deter-

16

mining the amount of any severance pay to

17

u'hich the employee may be entitled under section

18

5595

19

other separation.

20
21

22

of title 5, United States Code, based on any

(d) ADDITIONAL AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE RETIREMENT FUND.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to any other pay-

which it is required to make under subchapter

23

ments

24

III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States Code, an

25

agency shall remit to the Office of Personnel ManageHR 3755 RS
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1

nient for deposit in the Treasury of the United States

2

to the credit of the Civil $ervice Retirement and Dis-

3

ability Fund an amount equal to 15 percent of the

4

final basic pay of each employee of the agency who

5

is covered under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chap-

6

ter 84 of title 5, United States Code, to whom a vol-

7

untary separation incentive has been paid under this

8

section.

9

(2) DEFINITION.—For the purpose of paragraph

10

(1), the term 7inal basic pay' with respect to an

11

e?npknjee, means the total amount of basic pay which

12

would be payable for a year of service by such em-

13

ployee, computed using the employee's final rate of

14

basii, pay, and, if last serving on other than a full-

15

time basis, with appropriate adjustment therefor.

16

(e) EFFECT OF SUBSEQUENT Ej'ii1'LOyjLgNT WITH THE

17 GOVERNMENT.—An individual u'ho has received a vol-

18 untary separation incentive payment under this section
19 and accepts any employment for compensation with the
20 Government of the United States, or who works for any
21 agency of the United States Government through a personal

22 services contract, u'ithin 5 years after the date of the separa-

23 tion o'n which the payment is based shall be required to
24 pay, prior to the individual's first. day of employment, the

HR 3755 RS
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1

entire amount of the incentive payment to the agency that

2 paid the incentive payment.
3

(1) REDUCTION OF AGENaY EJ1IPLOYJIIENT LEVELS.—

4

(1) IN GENERAL—The total number of funded

5

employee positions in the agency shall be- reduced by

6

one position for each vacancy created by the separa-

7

tion of any employee u'ho has received, or is due to

8

receive,

9

under this section. For the purposes of this subsection,

10

positions shah be counted on a full-time-equivalent

11

basis.

(2)

12

a voluntary separation incentive payment

ENFORCENT.—The President, through the

13

Office

of Management and Budget, shah monitor the

14

agency

and take any action necessary to ensure that

15

the requirements of this subsection are met.

16

(g)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section shall take effect

17 October 1, 1996.
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DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR, HEALTH AND HUM?N SERVICES, AND EDUCATION AND RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATION BILL, 1997

SEFrEMBER 12, 1996.—Ordered to be printed

Mr. SPECTER, from the Committee on Appropriations,
Submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 3755)

The Committee on Appropriations, to which was referred the bill
(H.R. 3755) making appropriations for the Departments of Labor,
Health and Human Services, and Education and related agencies
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and for other purposes, reports the same to the Senate with amendments and recommends that the bill as amended do pass.

Amount of budget authority
Amount of House bill

Amount of Senate bill under House bill

Total bill as reported to Senate
Amount of adjusted appropriations, 1996
Budget estimates, 1997
The bill as reported to the Senate:
Over the adjusted appropriations for 1996
Under the budget estimates for 1997

27—056

$285,217,745,000
22,925,000
285,194,820,000
263,772,305,000
293,595,292,000
21,422,515,000
8,400,472,000
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Budget estimates
Title I—Department of Labor:
Employment and Training Administration
Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation
Employment Standards Administration
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Mine Safety and Health Adminctration
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Bureau of Labor 5t,.st

Departmental management
Assistant Secretary for Veterans' Employment and Training
Office of the Inspector General
Title Il—Department of Health and Human Services:
Health Resources and Services Administration
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
National Institutes of Health
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
Agency for Health Care Policy and Research
Health Care Financing Administration
Administration for Children and Families
Adninictration on Aging

Office of the Secretary
Title 111—Department of Education:
Education reform

Education for the Disadvantaged
Impact aid
SchOol improvement programs
Bilingual and immigrant education
Special education
Rehabilitation services and disability research
Special institutions for persons with disabilities:
American Printing House for the Blind
National Technical Institute for the Deaf
Gallaudet University
Vocational and adult education
Student financial assistance
-.
Federal family education loan program
Higher education
-.
Howard University
-.
College housing and academic facilities loans
Historically black college and university capital financing program
Education research, statistics, and improvement
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Libraries
Departmental management

Office for Civil Rights
Office of the Inspector General
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Title 1V—ReJted agencies—Continued
National Council on Disability
National Labor Rejations Board
National Mediation Board
Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission
Physician Payment Review Commission
Prospective Payment Assessment Commission
Railroad Retirement Board
Social Security Administration

US Institute of Peace
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Budgetary impact of bill
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Sui,iry OF BUDGET ESTIMATES AND COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATIONS

For fiscal year 1997, the Committee recommends total current
year budget authority of $285,194,820,000 for the Department of
Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education, and Related
Agencies. Of this amount, $65,898,000,000 is discretionary and
$219,296,820,000 is mandatory funding.

ALLOCATION CEILING

Consistent with Congressional Budget Office scorekeeping, the
recommendations result in full use of the $65,723,000,000 in discretionary budget authority pursuant to section 602(b) of the Congres-

sional Budget Act of 1974, as amended. In addition, the recommendations include $175,000,000 in budget authority for the So-

cial Security Administration to conduct continuing disability reviews provided consistent with Public Law 104—124 and Public
Law 104—193.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BILL

Drug abuse.—A total of $2,497,821,000 is included for drug abuse

prevention treatment, and research activities, an increase of 6.8
percent over the amount provided in 1996, including $556,000,000

for safe and drug free schools and communities, an increase of

$90,000,000 over 1996.
Crime activities.—The bill recommends $123,000,000 for violent

crime reduction activities, more than double the 1996 enacted level

and the House allowance; included is $60,000,000 for battered
women's shelters.
Teen pregnancy prevention initiative .—The bill includes
$11,000,000 for teen pregnancy prevention initiatives, combining
activities of the Centers for Disease Control, family planning, and
adolescent family life programs.
Pell grants.—The Committee bill includes $5,342,000,000 for the

Federal Pell Grant Program. The amount provided will allow the
increase in the maximum Pell grant to be raised to $2,500, an increase of $30 over the 1996 amount.
Education for individuals with disabilities.—The Committee bill
provides $3,262,315,000 to ensure that all children have access to
a free appropriate education and that all infants and toddlers with
disabilities have access to early intervention services.
Rehabilitation
services.—The
Committee
bill
provides
$2,516,447,000 for rehabilitation programs, an increase of
$60,355,000 above the amount provided in 1996. These funds are
essential for individuals with disabilities seeking employment.
Family planning.—The Committee bill recommends by the last
request level $198,452,000, for the family planning program. These
(4)
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funds support primary health care services at over 4,000 clinics nationwide.

National Institutes of Health.—The Committee bill includes
$12,414,580,000 for the National Institutes of Health, an increase
of $487,018,000 above the amount provided in 1996.
Grants for disadvantaged children.—The Committee bill provides
$6,730,348,000 for grants to disadvantaged children, the same as
the 1996 level.
Services for older Americans.—The Committee recommendation
includes $1,336,009,000 for programs authorized under the Older
Americans Act, including $469,874,000 for nutrition services and
$373,000,000 for employment programs.
Head Start.—The Committee recommendation of $3,600,000,000
for the Head Start Program represents an increase of $30,671,000
over the 1996 enacted level.
Woniens health.—The Committee bill provides $12,500,000 for
programs focused on prevention and education and the advancement of women's health initiatives.
Breast cancer screenirzg.—The Committee bill provides
$139,670,000, an increase of $15,000,000 over the 1996 level.
MD5.—The Committee bill provides $1,460,312,000, an increase
of $28,404,000 over the budget request for AIDS research at the
National Institutes of Health. The bill also includes $854,252,000

for Ryan White programs, an increase of $96,850,000, and
$589,080,000 for AIDS prevention programs at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Rape prevention.—The bill provides $35,000,000 for rape preven-

tion programs at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
an increase of $6,458,000 over 1996.
Low-income home energy assistance .—The Committee

rec-

ommendation includes $1,000,000,000 for heating and cooling as-

sistance for this coming year. The Committee has also rec-

ommended $1,000,000,000 for the fiscal year 1998 advance appropriation. Also included is bill language permitting up to
$300,000,000 in additional funding to meet emergencies.
Community services block grant.—The Committee bill includes
$414,600,000, a 6-percent increase over 1996 for the community
services block grant program.
Child care and development block grant.—The Comithttee recommendation provides $956,120,000 for child care services, compared to $934,642,000 in the 1996 appropriation. Th.is is in addition to the $1,967,000,000 appropriated in recently enacted welfare
reform legislation for child care.
Infectious disease.—The Committee bill recommends $86,153,000
within the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to combat
the growing threat of infectious disease. The amount recommended
is an increase of 39 percent over the fiscal year 1996 amount.
Social Security Administration.—The Committee bill recommends $6,357,198,000, an increase of nearly $500,000,000 over
the 1996 level, which expands both the automation and disability
initiatives at the Social Security Administration.
Job Corps.—The Committee bill provides $1,138,685,000 for the
Job Corps, an increase of $44,743,000 over the 1996 level.
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School-to-work.—The bill includes $360,000,000 for school-to-

work programs, an increase of $10,000,000 over the 1996 level;
funding is equally divided between the Departments of Labor and
Education for this jointly administered program.
REPROGRAMMING AND INITIATION OF NEW PROGRAMS

Reprogramming is the utilization of funds for purposes other
than those contemplated at the time of appropriation enactment.
Reprogramming actions do not represent requests for additional
funds from the Congress, rather, the reapplication of resources already available.

—

Committee has a particular interest in approving reprogrammings which, although they may not change either the total
amount available in an account or, any of the purposes for which
The

the appropriation is legally available, represent a significant departure from budget plans presented to the Committee in an agency's
budget justification.
Consequently, the Committee directs that the Departments and

agencies funded through this bill make a written request to the

chairman of the Committee prior to reprogramming of funds in excess of 10 percent, or $250,000, whichever is less, between programs, activities, or elements. The Committee desires to have the

requests for reprogramming actions which involve less than the
above-mentioned amounts if such actions would have the effect of
changing an agency's funding requirements in future years, if programs or projects specifically cited in the Committee's reports are
affected or if the action can be considered to be the initiation of a
new program.

The Committee directs that it be notified regarding reorganization of offices, programs, or activities prior to the planned irnplementation of such reorganizations.
The Committee further directs that each agency under its jurisdiction submit to the Committee statements on the effect of this
appropriation act within 30 days of final enactment of this act.
T-RANSFER AUTHORITY

The Committee has included bifi language permitting transfers
up to 1 percent between discretionary appropriations accounts, as
long as no such appropriation is increased by more than 3 percent
by such transfer; however, the Appropriations Committees of both
Houses of Congress must be notified at least 15 days in advance
of any transfer. Similar bill language was carried in last year's bill
for the Department of Labor, and has been included in both House
and Senate versions of this year's Labor-HHS-Education bill for all
three Departments.
Prior Committee notffication is also required for actions requiring the use of general transfer authority uniess otherwise provided
for in this act. Such transfers specifically include taps, or other assessments made between agencies, or between offices within agencies. Funds have been appropriated for each office funded by this
Committee; it is not the intention of this Committee to augment
those funding levels through the use of special assessments. This
directive does not apply to working capital funds or other fee-forservice activities.

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
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BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND

Appropriations, 1996
Budget estimate, 1997
House allowance
Committee recommendation

$997,362,000
1,008,000,000
1008,000,000
1,008,000,000

The bill includes authority to obligate $1,008,000,000 from the
black lung disability trust fund in fiscal year 1997. This is an increase of $10,638000 above the 1996 comparable level.

The total amount available for fiscal year 1997, will provide

$496,665,000 for benefit payments, and $45,979,000 and $356,000

for administrative expenses for the Departments of Labor and

Treasury, respectively. Also included is $465,000,000 for interest
payments on advances. In fiscal year 1996, comparable obligations
for benefit payments are estimated to be $505,494,000 while administrative expenses for the Departments of Labor and Treasury,
respectively, are $47,112,000 and $756,000. For fiscal 1996, interest payments on advances are estimated at $444,000,000.
The Committee reiterates its directive to prevent the closing of
and to ensure the staffing of black lung field offices.
The trust fund pays all black lung compensation/medical and
survivor benefit expenses when no responsible mine operation can
be assigned liability for such benefits, or when coal mine employment ceased prior to 1970, as well as all administrative costs which
are incurred in administering the benefits program and operating
the trust fund.
It is estimated that 77,000 people will be receiving black lung
benefits financed from the trust fund by the end of fiscal year 1996.
This compares with an estimated 81,500 receiving benefits in fiscal
year 1996.
The basic financing for the trust fund comes from a coal excise
tax for underground and surface-mined coal. Additional funds come
from reimbursement payments from mine operators for benefit payments made by the trust fund before the mine operator is found
liable, and advances, estimated at $373,000,000 in fiscal year 1997.
The advances to the fund assure availability of necessary funds
when liabilities may exceed other income. The Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1987 continues the current tax structure until
2014.

TITLE 1V—RELATED AGENCIES
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

Appropriations, 1996

Budget estimate, 1997
House allowance
Committee recounnendation

$32,641,000
30,923,000
30,923,000
30,923,000

The Committee recommends $30,923,000 for payments to Social

Security trust funds, the same as the administration request and
the House allowance. This amount includes $20,923,000 to reimburse the old age and survivors insurance and disability insurance

trust funds for special payments to certain uninsured persons, costs
incurred administering pension reform activities, and the value of
the interest for benefit checks issued but not negotiated. This appropriation restores the trust funds to the same financial position
they would have been in had they not borne these costs, properly
charged to the general funds. The fiscai year 1997 request for these
mandatory payments decreases primarily because special payments
for certain uninsured persons decline due tc% a declining beneficiary
population.
In addition, the Committee recommends $10,000,000 for manda-

tory administrative expenses, the same as the administration request and the House allowance, to reimburse the trust funds for
costs the Social Security Administration incurs in continuing administrative activities required by the Coal Industry Retiree
Health Benefits Program. Section 19141 of the Energy Policy Act
of 1992 established the program which the Social Security Administration administers. These funds are available until expended.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR COAL MINERS

Appropriations, 1996
Budget estimate, 1997
House allowance
Committee recommendation

$485,396,000
460,070,000
460,070,000
460,070,000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $460,070,000 for
special benefits for disabled coal miners. This is in addition to the
$170,000,000 appropriated last year as an advance for the first
quarter of fiscai year 1996. The recommendation is the same as the
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administration request and the House allowance. These funds are
used to provide monthly benefits to coal miners disabled by black
lung disease and to their widows and certain other dependents, as
well as to pay related administrative costs.
Social Security holds primary responsibility for claims filed be-

fore July 1973, with the Department of Labor responsible for

claims filed after that date. By law, increases in black lung benefit
levels are tied directly to Federal pay increases. The year-to-year
decrease in this account reflects a declining beneficiary population.
The Committee recommends an advance of $160,000,000 for the
first quarter of fiscal year 1998, the same as the administration request and the House allowance. These funds will ensure uninterrupted benefit payments to coal miners, their widows, and dependents.
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME
$18,560,512,000
20,119,000,000

Appropriations, 1996

Budget estimate, 1997
House allowance
Committee recommendation

19,447,115,000

19,532,010,000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $19,532,010,000

for supplemental security income. This is in addition to the
$9,260,000,000 appropriated last year as an advance for the first
quarter of fiscal year 1997. The reconunendation is $586,990,000
less than the administration request, $84,895,000 more than the
House allowance, and $971,498,000 above the fiscal year 1996
level.

The

Committee

also

recommends

an

advance

of

$9,690,000,000 for the first quarter of fiscal year 1998 to ensure
uninterrupted benefit payments.
These funds are used to pay benefits under the SSI Program,
which was established to ensure a Federal minimum monthly benefit for aged, blind, and disabled individuals, enabling them to meet
basic needs: It .is estimated that appraximately 6.5 million persons
will receive SSI benefits each month during fiscal year 1996. In
many cases, SSI benefits supplement income from other sources,
including Social Security benefits. The funds are also used to reimburse the trust funds for the admhistrative costs for the program
with a final settlement by the end of the subsequent fiscal year required by law, support the referral and monitoring of certain disabled SSI recipients who are drug addicts or alcoholics and to reimburse State vocational rehabilitation services for successful rehabilitation of SSI recipients.
Beneficiary services
The Comm$ttee recommendation includes $100,000,000 for beneficiary services, which is $79,000,000 below the administration request, the same as the House allowance, and $76,400,000 below the
1996 level. Enactment of Public Law 104—121 will halt SSI payments to drug addicts and alcoholics who qualify for assistance primarily on the basis of their addictions beginning January 1, 1997.
It is anticipated that signfficant numbers deemed ineligible for as-

sistance will reapply to the program on the basis of other qualifying conditions. The Committee has provided sufficient funds within
this amount for the continuation of services for potential reap-

27-056 96—8
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plicants removed from the rolls pursuant to Public Law 104—121.

Within this amount, $41,000,000 is available for reimbursement of
State vocational rehabilitation services agencies for successful rehabilitation of SSI recipients.
Research and demonstration projects
The Committee recommendation includes $7,000,000 for research

and demonstration projects conducted under sections 1110 and

1115 of the Social Security Act. This is $1,200,000 less than fiscal
year 1996 and the same as the House allowance and the administration request. This amount, along with unobligated arryover
funds from fiscal year 1996, will support research into underlying
causes of the recent growth in the SSI and OASDI disability programs, including incidence of disability in the general population,
trends in applications for disability benefits, trends in allowance
rates, and duration of disability.
Administration
For administration services related to SSI activities, the Committee provides $1,931,015,000, which is $30,000,000 less than the
House allowance, $113,737,000 above the fiscal year 1996 level,
and $87,958,000 lower than the administration request. This includes funds for the SSI disability initiative that was previously
funded as a separate line item.
Investment proposals
For the SSI portion of the automation investment, the Committee
recommends $31,218,000 a reduction of $73,709,000 from the request,. and $23,782,000 less than the House allowance and the fiscal year 1996 appropriation. Total funding of $226,291,000 for this
initiative is explained in the limitation on administrative expenses
portion of this report.
Continuing disability reuiews
The bill provides an additional $175,000,000 to process continu-

ing disability reviews [CDR's] related to the SSI caseload as authorized by Public Laws 104—121 and 104—193, an increase of
$160,000,000 above the comparable 1996 appropriation.
LIMiTATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Appropriations, 1996
Budget estimate, 1.997
House allowance

Committee recommenaauon

$5,864,935,000
6,582,468,000
6,309,870,000
6,357,198,000

The Committee recommends a program funding level of

$6,357,198,000 for the limitation on administrative expenses, which
is $225,270,000 less than the administration request, $47,328,000
more than the House allowance, and $492,293,000 over the fiscal
year 1996 level.

This account provides resources from the Social Security trust
funds to administer the Social Security retirement and survivors
and disability insurance programs, and certain Social Security
health insurance functions. As authorized by law, it also provides
resources from the trust funds for certain nontrust fund adminis-
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trative costs, which are reimbursed from the general funds. These
include administration of the supplemental security income program for the aged, blind, and disabled; work associated with the
Pension Reform Act of 1984; and the portion of the annual wage
reporting work done by the Social Security Administration for the
benefit of the Internal Revenue Service. The dollars provided also
support automated data processing activities and fund the State
disability determination services which make disability determinations on behalf of the Social Security Administration. Additionally,
the limitation provides funding for computer support, resources for
State disability agencies which make initial and continuing disability determinations, and other administrative costs. In 1997, about
51.2 million beneficiaries will receive a Social Security or supplemental security income check each month and cash payments are
expected to exceed $390,000,000,000 during fiscal year 1997.
The limitation includes $5,820,907,000 for routine operating expenses of the agency, which is $78,890,000 less than the House allowance, $48,439,000 above the amount requested by the President,

and $472,294,000 over the 1996 comparable amount. These funds
cover the mandatory costs of maintaining equipment and facilities,
as well as staffing.
Social Security Advisory Board

The Committee has included $1,268,000 within the total Jimitation on administration for the Social Security Administration Advisory Board for fiscal year 1997, which is $232,000 below the House
allowance and $1,068,000 above the President's request. This is a
new activity. Public Law 103—296, the Social Security Independence and Program Improvements Act of 1994, as amended, established a seven-member Advisory Board, each of whom would serve
without salary, that would make recommendations on policies and
regulations regarding Social Security and supplemental security income programs.
Following the submission of the budget request, Public Law 104—
-

121 was enacted into law amending the original act to add three

professional staff members to the Board to be paid at Senior Executive Service rates, in addition to a staff director. The Committee believes that four SES-level staff members would be disproportionate

to the Board's size and projected workload. The Committee requests the Board to carefu11y assess its budgetary needs, particularly with respect to staff salaries and travel.
Software development

Last year, the Committee expressed concerns about SSA's longterm operational and service delivery system. SSA was urged to
work with an industry-based consortium dedicated to improving
software productivity, and to institutionalizing software processes
and methods. The Committee is pleased to note that SSA is focusing upon those concerns and urges that work proceed as expeditiously as possible.
Automation initiative
An additional $226,291,000 has been included within the limita-

tion amount to fund the fourth year of the 5-year automation ml-
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tiative requested by the President. This is an increase of
$59,291,000 over fiscal year 1996, is $73,709,000 less than the request, and is $23,782,000 below the House allowance. In addition
to this amount, the Committee expects that unspent carryover
funds will be made available for these activities in fiscal year 1997.
The Committee recognizes the criticality of automation investments
to sustain SSA's efforts toward productivity gains and service improvements. The reduction from the budget request recommended
by the Committee is necessitated by severe budgetary constraints.
Chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction syndrome

The Committee is concerned about reports from people with
chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction syndrome (CFIDS] who
encounter at their local SSA offices a lack of knowledge about
CFIDS, its diagnosis, and impact on the functional ability of sufferers. The Committee requests a summ2ly to the CFSICC of SSA's
CF]DS-related education activities conducted during the past fiscal
year. The Committee further urges SSA to develop effective means
to investigate obstacles to benefits for persons with CFIDS and to
keep relevant medical information updated throughout the application process. The Committee reiterates its previous recommendation for the establishment of a CF1DS advisory committee, and expects SSA's cooperation in expediting the committee's formation.
Continuing disability reviews
The Committee has provided an additional $310,000,000 to the
"Limitation on admirn.stration expenses" account for continuing disability reviews [CDR's]. This amount, the full amount authorized
by Public Laws 104—121 and 104—193, is $250,000,000 over the
1996 amount.

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
Appropriations, 1996

Budget estimate, 1997
House allowance
Committee recommendation

..

$25,815,000

27,424,000
27,424,000
27,424,000

The Committee recommends $27,424,000 for activities of the Of-

fice of the Inspector General. This is the same as the amount requested by the administration and the House allowance. This includes a general fund appropriation of $6,335,000 together with an
obligation limitation of $21,089,000 from the Federal old age and
survivors insurance trust fund and the Federal disability insurance
trust fund.

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS

The Committee concurs with the House in retaining provisions
which: authorize transfers of unexpended balances (sec. 501); limit
funding to 1 year availability unless otherwise specified (sec. 502);
limit lobbying and related activities, amended to cover State legislatures (sec. 503); limit official representation expenses (sec. 504);
prohibit funding of any program to carry out distribution of sterile
needles for the hypodermic injection of any illegal drug unless the
Secretary of HHS determines such programs are effective in preventing the spread of HIV and do not encourage the use of illegal

drugs (sec. 505); state the sense of Congress about purchase of

American-made equipment and products (sec. 506); clarifr Federal
funding as a component of State and local grant funds, amended
to cover only funds included in this act (sec. 507); and limit use of
funds for abortion (sec. 508).

The Committee agrees with the House in retaining rovisions
carried in last year's bill relating to transfer authority, obligation
and expenditure of appropriations, and detail of employees (sec.
509). The Committee recommendation retains the prohibition on
use of funds for an electronic benefit transfer task force (sec. 510).
The Committee concurs with the House general provision which
prohibits funds made available in this Act to be used to enforce the
requirements of the Higher Education Act of 1965 with respect to
any lender that has a loan portfolio that is equal to or less than
$5,000,000 (sec. 511). It also concurs with the House language on
human embryo research (sec. 512). The Committee recommendation deletes House provisions relating to: NLRB labor disputes (sec.

513); limitation on any direct benefit or assistance to individuals
not lawfully within the United States (sec. 514) location of Mine
Safety and Health Administration technology center (sec. 515).
The Committee concurs with the House bill language limitation

on use of funds for promotion of legalization of controlled substances (sec. 516).

The Committee recommends deletion of House provisions concerning denial of funds for preventing ROTC access to campus (sec.
517); and denial of funds for preventing Federal military recruiting

on campus (sec. 518). The Committee has not deleted the House
bill language limitation on use of funds to enter into or review contracts with entities subject to the requirement in section 4212(d) of
title 38, United States Code, if the report required by that section
has not been submitted (sec. 519).
The Committee has further deleted House provisions on: limitation on use of funds to enforce section 1926.28(a) of title 29, United

States Code, relating to a requirement that workers wear long

pants (sec. 520); limitation on funding to order, direct, enforce, or
compel any employer to pay backpay to any employee not lawfully
in the United States (sec. 521); limitation on transfers from Medi(230)
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care and OASDI trust funds (sec. 522); and limitation relating to
use of funds under title X of the Public Health Services Act (sec.
523)..

The Committee has included a general provision limiting expend-

itures on cash performance awards to no more than 1 percent of
amounts appropriated for salaries for each agency funded in this
bill. In order to assist in complying with this requirement, the provision also permits agencies to waive the requirement in 5 U.S.C.
5384(b)(2) that those in the Senior Executive Service receiving performance awards be awarded not less than 5 percent of their basic

salary. In addition, the provision reduces the amounts otherwise
appropriated for salaries and expenses in the bill by $30,500,000,
to be allocated by the Office of Management and Budget (sec. 524).

The Committee has inserted language authorizing buyouts for
Railroad Retirement Board and its inspector general employees
(sec. 525).

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996 AND BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL
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fin thousands of dollarsi
Senate Committee recommendation compared with
Item

1996

appropraton

Budgel estimate

house allowance

(+ or —)

Committee
recommendation

1996

appropriation

4.000

4.000

4.000

4.000

218000

213.000

213.000

213.000

Benefit payments and interest on advances
Employment Standards Admin., salaries and ekpenses
Departmental Management, sa!aries and expenses
Departmental Management. inspector genera'

949.4 94

961665
26071

961,665

961.665

26071

19.621

26,071
19.621

298

287

287

287

—II

Subtotal, BTach Lung Disability Trust Fund. apprn
Treasuly administrative costs (indetniIe)

996606

1,007.644
356

1.007,644

1.007.644

+ 11.038

756

997,362

1.008.000

1.008.000

1,008.000

+ 10.638

1,480,060
1.479.057

1,526,913
1,525.856

1.485.405
1.484.422

1.484,155
1.483,172

+ 4,095

Longshore and haibor workers benefits
Total, Special Benefits

Budget estimate

House allowance

—42,758
—42.684

— 1.250

—5.000

BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST IVND

Total, Black Lung Disability Trust Fund
Total. Employment Standards Administration
Federal funds
Trust funds

27.193
19621

+12.171
— 1.122

19,621

—400

356

(983)

•

(983)

(1003)

(1,057)

8374

18.066

8.207

8,207

120890

122,386
73,315

117.125
66,929

20.44 5

51.970
33.064

+4,115
(—20)

— 1,250

(—74)

OCCUPATIONAL SAFElY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Safety and health standards

—167

—9,859

118.525
66,929

— 1.3661

17.459

17.459

—356

—6.386
—2,986

34,822

34.822

(norcement:
Federal (nforcement
State programs
Technical Support
Compliance Assistance:
Federal AsssIance
State Consultation Grants

68.295
17.815
34.822
32,479

—17,148

...................

Safety and health statistics .
Executive direction and administration .
Total, OSHA

14,465
6,610

14641
6,958

14,116
6,531

14,116

—289

6,531

— 133

—411
—421

303.810

340.851

291.134

299.134

—4,616

—41,111

+ 1,400

106,090
41,412
1.008

108,723
44.991
1.303

103,968

106.090
41,412

+ 2.122

3.491
14,182

3.840
14,800

21.268
1,661

21.950
8,569

195.124

+3.914

91,155
(51.218)
96,322
53.444
6.914

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Entorcement:
Coal

Metal/nonmetal
Standards development
Assessments

Educational polIcy and development
Technical support
Program administration

Total, Mine Safety and Health Administration

988
3,421
14,486
20.843

14,182
21.268

1,514

1.661

—2,633
—3.585
—295
—343
—18
—682
—902

204,182

191.810

195,124

—8,458

111.426
(52,053)
101.825
55,611
1,263
4,640

91.624
(52.053)
98,101
56.834
1.180

23.462
16,145

22,175
16,145

91.389
(51.665)
91.214
55,139
1.011
4.516
22,185

312.431
320.318

(52,053)

354,100
302.641
(52.053)

351,330
299,665
(51,665)

18,641

19.368

20.268

+ 1.621

+900

58.072
(303)
9,900
13.904

61,510
(303)
9,465
13.916

56.911

20.268
56.911

— 1,161

—4.599

(291)
6.000
13.626

(291)
9.465
13.626

40,84

1.008
3.491

+828
+20
+70
+296
+425
+ 153

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Employment and Unemployment Statistics
Labor Market Information (Trust Funds)

Prices and cost of living
Compensation and working conditions
Productivity and technolo
Economic growth and employment projections
Executive direction and stall services
Consumer Price Index Revision7

Total. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Federal Funds
Trust Funds

4.451

21.896
11.549

343.069
291,191
(51,218)

4.82

16,145

+234

(+381)
+892

— 14.031

(—388)

—235

(—388)

—4.611
—418
—186
—124
—1,211

—893
—1,695
—103
—66
+ 10

+ 8.261
+ 1,814

—21,101
—20.113

—3.310
—2.982

(+381)

(—388)

(—388)

+ 1,695
+ 103
+ 65

+289
+4.596

DEPARTMENTAL MANAGEMENT
SALARIES AND EXPENSES

Executive direction
Legal services
Trust funds

International labor affairs
Administration and management

I

(—6)
—435
—218

(—6)
+ 3,465
—290

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996 AND BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL

FOR FISCAL YEAR 1997—Continued
tIn thousands of dollars)
Senate Committee recommendation compared with
Item

1996

appropriation

Budget estimate

House alfowance

( 01 —)

Committee
recommendation

1996

appropriation
Subtotal, Dual Benefits
Federal payment to the Railroad Retirement Account
Limitation on adminisiration:
CnsoIldated account

222.000

214,000

214.000

214.000

300

300

300

300

(81.898)

(81.898)

Budget estimate

Uouse allowance

—8.000

.

(+ 81.898)

(— 2,660)

— 12.955)

Retirement
Unemployment

(12,955)
(16.131)

Subtotal, administration
Special management improvement fund

(89.692)
(651)

(90.558)

Total, limitation on administration
lnspctor General

(90.349)

(90.558)

(81.898)

(81.898)

(5.656)

(5.150)

(5,268)

(5.540)

PAYMENTS TO SOCAt SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

22,6I
10.000

20,923
10.000

20.923
10,000

20.923
10,000

—1,118

ADDIUONAt ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES"

625.450
4.620

625.450
4.620

625.450
4,620

—34.165

630.010
—110,000

630.010
— 110.000

630,010
—110,000

460,010
160.000

460.010
160.000

460,010
160.000

— 25.326

j10,000

23.548.636

26.559,100

26.559,100

26.559,100

+ 3.010.464

(—16,131)
(81.898)

(81.898)

(

— 1.194)

(—2,660)

(—651)

0)
(—2,451)
(—116)

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

SPECAt 8ENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

660,215

Benefit payments
Administration

5.181

Subtotal, Black Lung, fiscal year 1991 program level
Less funds advanced in prior year
Tothi, Black Lung, current request, fiscal year 1991
New advances. 1st quader fiscal year 199111998

665.396
— 180.000

485.396

—561

35.326

+ 10,000

—10,000

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME

Federal benefit payments

(—2,660)
(—210)

(+ 212)

BeneficIary services
Research and demonstration

Administration"
Automation Investment Initiative
Subtotal, 5Sf fiscal year 1997 program level
less funds advanced in prior year

Subtotal, regular 5Sf cunent year, fiscal year 1996/1997
Additional COR funding

179,000

100,000

100,000

—76,400

8,200
1,817,276

7,000

7,000

7,000

-1,200

2,0)8,973

1.961,015

1,931,015

104,927

55,000

19.895

+ 113,739
—35,105

—87,958
—85.032

—30,000

55,000

—251,990

—65,105

—35,105

25.605,512

28.869.000

28,682,115

28.617,010

+ 3,011.498

— 7,060,000

— 9,260.000

— 9,260.000

— 9,260.000

— 2,200.000

18.545,512

19.609,000

19.422,115

19,357.010

260.000
250.000

25,000

25,000
150,000

+811,498
+ 10,000

—251,990
—235,000

— 65.105

15,000

+ 150,000

— 100.000

+ 150,000

20.119.000
9,690.000

19.447,115

—586,990

+84,895

(—48.658)

551 reforms (welfare)

Total, 5Sf, current request, fiscal year 1996/1997
New advance. 1st quarter, fiscal year 1997/1998

—79000

176,400

18.560.512
9,260,000

19.532.010
9,690,000

+971,498

9.690.000

(3.091,183)
(846.099)
(1,961.015)
(1.500)

(3.042,525)
(846.099)
(1.931,015)
(1,268)

(+ 375,287)
(+ 113.739)
(+ 1,268)

(+ 207,448)
(—72,3)9)
(—87.958)
(+ 1.268)

(5,899,797)

(5,820,907)

(+472,294)

(+48.439)

(—78.890)

+ 430,000

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

OASOI trust funds
HI/SMI trust funds
SSI

(2,667,238)
(864,099)
(1,817,276)

(2,835,077)

(5,348,6)3)
(289,322)

(5.772.468)

(112,000)
(55,000)

(195,073)
(104.927)

(195.073)
(55,000)

(206.396)
(19,895)

(+94,396)
(—35,105)

(+ 11,323)
(—85.032)

(+ 11,323)
(—35.105)

(167,000)

(300,000)

(250,073)

(226.29))

(+ 59.29))

(—73,709)

(—23,782)

(5.804.935)
(60.000)

(6,072,468)
(260,000)
(250.000)

(6.149,870)
(160,000)

(6,047,198)
(160,000)
(150,000)

(+ 242,263)
(+ 100,000)

(—102,672)

(+ 150000)

(—25,270)
(—100,000)
(—100,000)

(6.582,468)

(6,309.870)

(6,357.198)

(+492,23)

(—225.270)

(+47.328)

4,80)

6,335

(10,037)
(10,977)

(21,089)

6,335
(21,089)

6,335
(21,089)

(+ 11,052)

(9)8.4)8)
(2,0)8.973)

Social Security Advisory Board
Subtotal, regular LAE

Dl disability initiative
OASOI automation

5Sf automation

Subtotal, automation initiative
Total, REGULAR LAE

Additional COR funding
551 reforms (welfare)

(5,864,935)

Total, LAE

(— 18.000)

(—289,322)

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

Federal funds

Trust funds
Portion treated as budget authority

(—30.000)
(—232)

+ 1,534
(— 10,977)

.

1+150,000)

"

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1996 AND BUDGET ESTIMATES AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL

FOR FISCAL YEAR 1997—Continued
un thousands ot doTlarsj
Senate Committee recommendation compared with
Item

1996

appropriation

Budget estimate

House allowance

CommItee
recommendalion

(+ or —)
1996

Budget estimate

House allowance

+ 1.365,988

—586,990

(+ 945,988)
(+ 420,000)
(+ 492,338)
(—28,911)

(—586,990)

+ 84.895
(+ 84.895)

appropriation
Total, Office ot the Inspector General
Federal funds
Trust funds
Total

Total, Social Security Administration:
Federal funds
Curen! year fiscal year 1996/1997
Hew advances. 1st quarter fiscal year 1997/1998
Trust funds
Trust funds considered BA

United States tnstitute 01 Peace .
Total, Title IV. Related Agencies:
Federal Funds (all years)
Current year. fisc,l year 199611991
Fiscal year 1997/1998
Fiscal year 1998/1999
Trust funds
Trust tunds considered BA

4,801

6.335
(21,089)

6,335
(21,089)

6,335
(21,089)

+ 1,534

(21,014)
(25,815)

(27,424)

(27,424)

(21,424)

(+ 1,609)

28,513,350
(19,083.350)
(9.430,000)
(5,885.949)
(875,076)

30,466.328
(20.616,328)
(9.850,000)
(6,603,557)
(918,418)

29,194,443
(19,944,443)
(9,850,000)
(6,330,959)
(846,099)

29.879,338
(20.029,338)
(9.850.000)
(6,378,281)
(846.099)

11.481

11,160

11,160

29,419,805
(19,799,805)
(9,430,000)
(250,000)
(5.988,137)
(911,264)

31,490,674
(21,365,674)
(9,850,000)
(215,000)
(6,701,161)
(1,022,628)

30,729,339
(20,629,339)
(9,850,000)
(250,000)
(6.430,308)
(945,148)

30,844,119
(20,144,119)
(9,850.000)
(250,000)
(6.418.251)
(946,063)

1,916,141

9,059,601
(3,614,428)

1,913,192
(3,504,434)

8,021,538
(3,380.771)

11,160

(+ 75)

(—225,270)
(—12,319)

(+ 47,328)

—321

+ 1,364,314

(+ 944,314)
(+ 420.000)
(+ 490,114)
(—31,201)

—646.555

+ 114,180

(—621.555)

(+ 114,180)

(—25,000)
(—229,516)
(—76,565)

(+41,943)
(+615)

SUMMARY

Title I—Department of Labor:
Federal Funds
Trust Funds

(3.380.133)

Tille H—Department of Health and Human SeMces:
Federal Funds

197.401,625

220,771.901

218,873.913

214,854.883

+44,191
(+ 638)
+ 17.453,258

— 1.038,063

(—293,657)
—5,923,024

+ 47.146
(— 123,663)
—4,019,030

b

Current year
1998 advance

.

Trust Funds

(166.446.275)
(30,955,350)
(2,154.893)

(185.977.914)
(34.799.993)
(2,230.547)

(185,073.920)
(33.799.993)
(1.742,290)

(184.754.890)
(30.099.993)
(1.738,749)

25,230,349

28,034.009

25,228,875

29,479.805
(19,799,805)
(9,430,000)
(250,000)
(5,988,137)

31.490.674
(21,365.674)
(9.850,000)
(275.000)
(6.707,767)

30,729,339
(20.629.339)
(9,850,000)
(250,000)

260,088.520
(219.453.170)
(40,385,350)
(250,000)
(11,523.163)
263,772,305

289,362,191
(244,437.198)
(44,649,993)
(275,000)
(12,612.742)
293,595,292

282,805,919
(238,905.926)

(+ 18.308,615)
(—855,357)
(—416.144)

(— 1,223.024)
(—4.700,000)
(—491,798)

25,8)2,646

+582,297

—2,221,363

+ 583,771

30,844,119
(20.744,119)
(9,850.000)
(250.000)
(6,478.251)

+ 1,364.314

—646,555
(—621,555)

+ 114,780
1+114,780)

(+490,114)

(—229,516)

279,533,186
(239.333,193)
(39,949,993)
(250,000)
(11,597,771)
285,I94,820

+ 19.444.666
(4-19,880,023)

—9.829.005
(—5,104,005)
4.700,000)
(
(—25,000)
I— 1.014,971)

(— 319.030)
(—3,700,000)
(—3,541)

Title It—Department of Education:
Federal Funds
Title IV—Re?ated Agencies:
Federal Funds
Current year

1998 advance
1999 advance

trust Funds

(6,430.08)

1+944,314)
1+420.000)

1— 25.000)

(+47,943)

Total, all titles:
Federal Funds
Current year
1998 advance

1999 advance
Trust Funds

Grand total, current year

(43,649,993)
(250,000)
(11,677,032)
285,217,745

.

(

435.357)

(+74,608)
021,422,515

—8,400,472

- 3,272,733

(+427.267)
(

3.700,000)

(—79.261)
—22,925

Forward funded except where noted.
O Current tunded.

°Three year availability.
'Fifteen month availability.
5Request croposes transfer of these tunds to the Administration on Aging in the Department of HHS
°Senate bill includes $I0,000.000 for administration the work opportunity tan credit program.
'Two year availability.
'Budget requests $9,000,000 to remain available through September 30, 1998.
°lnctudes Federal and Trust tunds.
'°All HHS accounts are current funded unless otherwise noted,

"Budget requests transfer ot this activity from the Bureau ot Mines to CDC In fiscal year 1997.
iOAdmjnlstration proposes $3,277,338,000 In tegislative additions.
'3ln fiscal year 1991 $937,000,000 Is delayed until October I, 1997 In Senate bill.
"$32,643,000 funded in Senate bill under battered women's shelters with the violent crime reduction trust lund.
SAiI Education accounts are current funded unless otherwise noted.
funded with the exception of parental assistance,
"All programs in this account are forward funded with the euception of current funded basic grants. Title I evaluation, Demonstration at Innovative Practices. High School Equivalency Program and the College
.

.

.

.

-

Assistance Migrant Program.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Availability of $I,298.386,000 of the fiscal year 1996 funds is delayed until October I, 1996. In fiscal year 1997 $I,298,386,000 Is also delayed In House bill and $670,597,000 in Senate bill.
"1996 figures do not include $35,000,000 provided for Impact AId basic support payments In the 1996 House National Security Appropriations Bill.
00Forward funded.

.

.

.

.

011he President's 1997 request earmarks 8120.000 for an evaluation of thIs pogram..
00The Department reprogrammed 89.7 million and $1.1 million from tnstructlolat Services to Support Services and Professional Development respectively for 1996.

PUBLIC LAW 104—208---SEPT. 30, 1996

110 STAT. 3009

*blic Law 104—208
104th Congress
An Act
Making omnibus consolidated appropriations for the fiscal year ending September
30,

I97, and for other purposes.

Sept. 30, 1996

(HJ 3610]

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America in Congress assembled,

I1Ji

YTTTCTfVkT A

IV

Onmibus
Consolidated
Appropriations
Act, 1997.

That the following sums are appropriated, out of any money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the several departments, agencies, corporations and other organizational units of the

Government for the fiscal year 1997, and for other purposes, namely:
TITLE I—OMNIBUS APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 101. (a) For programs, projects or activities in the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary, and Related
Agencies Appropriations Act, 1997, provided as follows, to be effective as if it had been enacted into law as the regular appropriations
Act:

AN ACT

Departments of
Commerce,

Making appropriations for the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and 5tate, the
Judiciary, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1997, and
for other p poses.

JUth•

and

Relagencies
Appropriations

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

Act, 1997.

Department of
Justice
Appropriations
Act, 1997.

SALARIES AND EXPENSES

For expenses necessary for the administration of the Department of Justice, $75,773,000 of which not to exceed $3,317,000
is

for the Facilities Program 2000, to remain available until

expended: Provided, That not to exceed 43 permanent positions
and 44 full-time equivalent workyears and $7,477,000 shall be

expended for the Department Leadership Program exclusive of augmentation that occurred in these offices in fiscal year 1996: Provided
further, That not to exceed 41 permanent positions and 48 fulltime equivalent workyears and $4,660,000 shall be expended for
the Offices of Legislative Affairs and Public Affairs:
'Note: This is a typeset print of the original hand enrol]ment as signed by the President on
September 30, 1996. The text is pnnted without corrections. Missing text in the original is
indicated by a footnote.
39-1390-96(208)

110 STAT. 3009—233

Department of
Labor

PUBLIC LAW 104—208.---SEpT. 30, 1996

TITLE I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Appropriations
Act, 1997.

110 STAT. 3009—239

PUBLIC LAW 104—208.---sEp' 30, 1996
BLACK LUNG DISABILITY TRUST FUND
(INCLUDING TRANSFER OFFUNDS)

.For payments from the Black Lung Disability Trust Fund,

$1,007,644,000, of which $961,665,000 shall be available until
September 30, 1998, for payment of all benefits as authorized
by section 950 1(d) (1), (2), (4), and (7) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended, and interest on advances as authorized
by section 9501(c)(2) of that Act, and of which $26,071,000 shall
be available for transfer to Employment Standards Administration,
Salaries and Expenses, $19,621,000 for transfer to Departmental
Management, Salaries and Expenses, and $287,000 for transfer
to Departmental Management, Office of Inspector General,
for
expenses of operation and administration of the Black Lung Benefits
program as authorized by section 9501(d)(5)(A) of that Act:' Provided, That, in addition, such amounts as may be necessary may
be charged to the subsequent year appropriation for the payment
of compensation, interest, or other benefits for any period subsequent to August 15 of the current year: Provided further, That
in addition such amounts shall
be paid from this fund
cellaneous receipts as the Secretary of the Treasury into misdetermines
to be the administrative expenses of the Department of the
Treasury
for administering the fund during the current fiscal year, as authorized by section 950 1(d)(5)(B) of that Act.

110 STAT. 3009—265

PUBLIC LAW 104—208-—-SEPT. 30, 1996

SoCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
PAYMENTS TO SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS

For payment to the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance

and the Federal Disability Insurance trust funds, as provided under

sections 20 1(m), 228(g), and 113 1(bX2) of the Social Security Act,
$20,923,000.
In addition, to reimburse these trust funds for administrative
expenses to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, $10,000,000, to remain available until expended.
SPECIAL BENEFITS FOR DISABLED COAL MINERS

For carrying out title JV of the Federal Mine Safety and Health
Act of 1977, $460,070,000, to remain available until expended.
For making, after July 31 of the current fiscal year, benefit
payments to individuals under title 1V of the Federal Mine Safety
and Health Act of 1977, for costs incurred in the current fiscal
year, such amounts as may be necessary.

For making benefit payments under title 1V of the Federal
Mine Safety and Health Act 1977 for the first quarter of fiscal
year 1998, $160,000,000, to remain available until expended.

PUBLIC LAW 104—208—SEPT. 30, 1996

110 STAT. 3009—266

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

For carrying out titles XI and XVI of the Social Security Act,
section 401 of Public Law 92—603, section 212 of Public Law 93—
66, as amended, and section 405 of Public Law 95—216, including

payment to the Social Security trust funds for administrative

expenses incurred pursuant to section 20 1(g)( 1) of the Social Security Act, $19,372,010,000, to remain available until expended: Pro-

vided, That any portion of the funds provided to a State in te
current fiscal year and not obligated by the State during that
year shall be returned to the Treasury.

From funds provided under the previous paragraph, not less
than $100,000,000 shall be available for payment to the Social
Security trust funds for administrative expenses for conducting

continuing disability reviews.
In addition, $175,000,000, to remain available until September
30, 1998, for payment to the Social Security trust funds for adminis-

trative expenses for continuing disability reviews as authorized
by section 103 of Public Law 104—121 and Supplemental Security

Income administrative work as authorized by Public Law 104—
193. The term "continuing disability reviews" means reviews and
redetermination as defined under section 201(gXl)(A) of the Social
Security Act as amended, and reviews and redeterminations authorized under section 211 of Public Law 104—193.

For making, after June 15 of the current fiscal year, benefit
payments to individuals under title XVI of the Social Security
Act, for unanticipated costs incurred for the current fiscal year,
such sums as may be necessary.

For carrying out title XVI of the Social Security Act for the

first quarter of fiscal year 1998, $9,690,000,000, to remain available
until expended.
LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATWE EXPENSES

For necessary expenses, including the hire of two passenger
motor vehicles, and not to exceed $10,000 for official reception
and representation expenses, not more than $5,873,382,000 may
be expended, as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Secu-

rity Act or as necessary to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 from any one or all of the
trust funds referred to therein: Provided, That reimbursement to
the trust funds under this heading for administrative expenses
to carry out sections 9704 and 9706 of the Internal Revenue Code

of 1986 shall be made, with interest, not later than September
30, 1998: Provided fitrther, That not less than $1,268,000 shall
be for the Social Security Advisory Board: Provided fiuther, That

unobligated balances at the end of fiscal year 1997 not needed
for fiscal year 1997 shall remain available until expended for a
state-of-the-art computing network, including related equipment
and adrriimstrative expenses associated solely with this network.
From funds provided under the previous paragraph, not less
than $200,000,000 shall be available for conducting continuing
disability reviews.

In addition to funding already available under this heading,
and subject to the same terms and conditions, $310,000,000, to
remain available until September 30, 1998, for continuing disability
reviews as authorized by section 103 of Public Law 104—121 and
Supplemental Security Income administrative work as authorized

110 STAT. 3009—267

PUBLIC LAW 104—208—-SEPT. 30, 1996

by Public Law 104—193. The term "continuing disability reviews"

means reviews and redetermination as defined under section

201(g)(1)(A) of the Social Security Act as amended, and reviews
and redeterminatjorjs authorized under section 211 of Public Law
104—193.

In addition to funding already available under this heading,

and subject to the same terms and conditions, $234,895,000, which
shall remain available until expended, to invest in a state-of-theart computing network, including related equipment and administrative expenses associated solely with this network, for the Social

Security Administration and the State Disability Determination

Services, may be expended from any or all of the trust funds

as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act.
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

For expenses necessary for the Office of Inspector General
in carrying out the provisions of the Inspector General Act of
1978, as amended, $6,335,000, together with not to exceed

$31,089,000, to be transferred and expended as authorized by section 201(g)(1) of the Social Security Act from the Federal OldAge and Survivors Insurance Trust Fund and the Federal Disability
Insurance Trust Fund.
RiLRoD RETIREMENT BOAiW
DUAL BENEFITS PAYMENTS ACCOUNT

For payment to the Dual Benefits Payments Account, authorized under section 15(d) of the Railroad Retirement Act of 1974,
$223,000,000, which shall include amounts becoming available in
flscal year 1997 pursuant to section 224(c)(1)(B) of Public Law
98—76; and in addition, an amount, not to exceed 2 percent of
the amount provided herein, shall be available proportional to the
amount by which the product of recipients and the average benefit
received exceeds $223,000,000: Provided, That the total amount

provided herein shall be credited in 12 approximately equal amounts
on the first day of each month in the fiscal year.
FEDERAL PAYMENTS TO THE RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS

For payment to the accounts established in the Treasury for
the payment of benefits under the Railroad Retirement Act for
interest earned on unnegotiated checks, $300,000, to remain avail-

able through September 30, 1998, which shall be the maximum
amount available for payment pursuant to section 417 of Public
Law 98—76.

LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATION

For necessary expenses for the Railroad Retirement Board for
administration of the Railroad Retirement Act and the Railroad
Unemployment Insurance Act, $87,898,000, to be derived in such
amounts as determined by the Board from the railroad retirement
accounts and from moneys credited to the railroad unemployment
insurance administration fund.

PUBLIC LAW 104—208--SEPT. 30, 1996

110 STAT. 3009—268

TITLE V—GENERAL PROVISIONS

PUBLIC LAW 104—208——SEPT. 30, 1996

110 STAT. 3009—270

SEC. 510. None of the funds made available in this Act may
be used for the expenses of an electronic benefit transfer (EBT)
task force.

PUBLIC LAW 104—208-—SEPT. 30, 1996

-

—

110 STAT. 3009—272

SEC. 520. VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVES FOR EMPLOYEEs

OF CERTAIN FEDERAL AGENCIES.—(a) DEFINITIONS.—FOr the pur-

poses .of this section—

(1) the term "agency" means the Railroad Retirement Board
and the Office of Inspector General of the Railroad Retirement
Board;

5 USC 5597 note.

110 STAT. 3009—273

PUBLIC LAW 104—208—SEPT. 30, 1996

(2) the term "employee" means an employee (as defined

by section 2105 of title 5, United States Code) who is employed

by an agency, is serving under an appointment without time
limitation, and has been currently employed for a continuous
period of at least 3 years, but does not include—

(A) a reemployed annuitant under subchapter III of
chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5, United States Code,
or another retirement system for employees of the agency;

(B) an employee having a disability on the basis of

which such employee is or would be eligible for disability
retirement under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter

84 of title 5, United States Code, or another retirement
system for employees of the agency;

(C) an employee who is in receipt of a specific notice
of involuntary separation for misconduct or unacceptable
performance;

(D) an employee who, upon completing an additional
period of service as referred to in section 3(b)(2)(B)(ii) of
the Federal Workforce Restructuring Act of 1994 (5 U.S.C.
5597 note), would qualify for a voluntary separation incentive payment under section 3 of such Act;
(E) an employee who has previously received any vol-

untary separation incentive payment by the Federal

Government under this section or any other authority and
has not repaid such payment;
(F) an employee covered by statutory reemployment
rights who is on transfer to another organization; or
(G) any employee who, during the twenty-four-month

period preceding the date of separation, has received a

recruitment or relocation bonus under sectiqn 5753 of title
5, United States Code, or who, within the twelve-month
period preceding the date of separation, received a retention
allowance under section 5754 of title 5, United States Code.
(b) AGENCY STRATEGIC PLAN.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The three-member Railroad Retirement

Board, prior to obligating any resources for voluntary separation incentive payments, shall submit to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations and the Committee on Governmental Affairs of the Senate and the Committee on Government
Reform and Oversight of the House of Representatives a strategic plan outlining the intended use of such incentive payments
and a proposed organizational chart for the agency once such
incentive payments have been completed.
(2) C0N'rEN'rs.—The agency's plan shall include—
(A) the positions and functions to be reduced or elimi-

nated, identified by organizational unit, geographic location, occupational category and grade level;

(B) the number and amounts of voluntary separation

incentive payments to be offered; and
(C) a description of how the agency will operate without
the eliminated positions and functions.

(c) AUTHORITY To PROVIDE VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—A voluntary separation incentive payment

under this section may be paid by an agency to any employee
only to the extent necessary to eliminate the positions and
functions identified by the strategic plan.
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(2) AMOUNT AND TREATMENT OF PAYMENTS.—A voluntary

separation incentive payment—

(A) shall be paid in a lump sum after the employee's

separation;
(B) shall be paid from appropriations or funds available
for the payment of the basic pay of the employees;
(C) shall be equal to the lesser of—

(i) an amount equal to the amount the employee
would be entitled to receive under section 5595(c) of
title 5, United States Code; or

(ii) an amount determined by the agency head

not to exceed $25,000;
(D) may not be made except in the case of any qualifying employee who voluntarily separates (whether by retirement or resignation) before September 30, 1997;

(E) shall not be a basis for payment, and shall not

be included in the computation, of any other type of Government benefit; and

(F) shall not be taken into account in determining

the amount of any severance pay to which the employee
may be entitled under section 5595 of title 5, United States
Code, based on any other separation.

(d) ADDITIONAL AGENCY C0NmIBu'rloNs TO THE RETIREMENT

FUND.(1) IN GENERAL.—In addition to any other payments which
it is required to make under subchapter III of chapter 83

of title 5, United States Code, an agency shall remit to the
Office of Personnel Management for deposit in the Treasury

of the United States to the credit of the Civil Service Retirement

and Disability Fund an amount equal to 15 percent of the

final basic pay of each employee of the agency who is covered

under subchapter III of chapter 83 or chapter 84 of title 5,
United States Code, to whom a voluntary separation incentive
has been paid under this section.

2) DEFINJTION.—For the purpose of paragraph (1), the term

"final basic pay", with respect to an employee, means the total

amount of basic pay which would be payable for a year of
service by such employee, computed using the employee's final

rate of basic pay, and, if last serving on other than a fulltime basis, with appropriate adjustment therefor.

e) EFFECT OF SuBsEQu'r E PLOYMENT WITH THE GOVERN-

MENT.—An individual who has received a voluntary separation
incentive payment under this section and accepts any employment
for compensation with the Government of the United States, or
who works for any agency of the United States Government through

a personal services contract, within 5 years after the date of the
separation on which the payment is based shall be required to
pay, prior to the individual's first day of employment, the entire
amount of the incentive payment to the agency that paid the

incentive payment.

U) REDUCTION OF AGENCY EMPLOYMENT LEVELS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The total number of funded employee

positions in the agency shall be reduced by one position for
each vacancy created by the separation of any employee who
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has received, or is due to receive, a voluntary separation incentive payment under this section. For the purposes of this sub-

section, positions shall be counted on a fuu-tune-equivalent

(2) ENFORCEMENT.—The President, through the Office of

Management and Budget, shall momtor the agency and take
any action necessary to ensure that the requirements of this
subsection are met.

(g) EFFECTWE DATE.—This section shall take effect October
1, 1996.
521. CoRRECTION OF EFFECTIVE DA'rE.—Effective on the

day after the date of enactment of the Health Centers Consolidation

42 Usc 233 note

Act of 1996, section 5 of that Act is amended by striking "October
1, 1997" and inserting "October 1, 1996".

110 STAT. 3009—353
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110 STAT. 3009—385
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SECTION 664. ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER PILOT.

Title 31, United States Code, is amended by inserting after

section 3335 the followmg new section:

"SEc. 3336. Electronic benefit transfer pilot
"(a) The Congress finds that:

"(1) Electronic benefit transfer (EBT) is a safe, reliable,

and economical way to provide benefit payments to individuals
who do not have an account at a financial institution.

"(2) The designation of financial institutions as financial
agents of the Federal Government for EBT is an appropriate
and reasonable use of the Secretary's authority to designate
financial agents.

"(3) A joint federal-state EBT system offers convenience
and economies of scale for those states (and their citizens)
that wish to deliver state-administered benefits on a single
card by entering into a partnership with the federal government.

"(4) The Secretary's designation of a financial agent to

deliver EBT is a specialized service not available through ordinary business channels and may be offered to the states pursuant to section 6501 et seq. of this title.

"(b) The Secretary shall continue -to carry out the existing

EBT pilot to disburse benefit payments electronically to recipients
who do not have an account at a financial institution, which shall

include the designation of one or more financial institution as

a financial agent of the Government, and the offering to the participating states of the opportunity to contract with the financial agent

-
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selected by the Secretary, as described in the Invitation for Expressions of Tnterest to Acquire EBT Services for the Southern Alliance
of States dated March 9, 1995, as amended as of June 30, 1995,
July 7, 1995, and August 1, 1995.

["(c) The selection and designation of financial agents, the
design of the pilot program, and any other matter associated with
or related to the EBT pilot described in subsection (b) shall not
be subject to judicial review."]

SECTION 2. DESIGNATION OF FINANCIAL AGENTS
1.

12 LLS.C. 90 is amended by adding at the end thereof

the following:

"Notwithstanding the Federal Property and Administrative Services

Act of 1949, as amended, the Secretary may select associations
as financial agents in accordance with any process the Secretary_
deems appropriate and their reasonable duties may include the
provision of electronic benefit transfer services (including Stateadministered benefits with the consent of the States), as defined

by the Secretary.".

2. Make conforming amendments to 12 U.S.C. 265, 266, 391,
1452(d), 1767, 1789a, 2013, 2122 and to 31 U.S.C. 3122 and 3303.

110 STAT. 3009-389

TIThE Vffl—FEDERAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
IMPROVEMENT

Federal Fjnsinrii
Management
Improvement Act
of 1996.

31USC3512
note.
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c

801 SHORT TITLE

This title may be cited as the "Federal Financial Management

Improvement Act of 1996."
31 USC 3512
note.

SEC. 802. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

(a) FINDnS.—The Congress finds the following:
(1) Much effort has been devoted to strengthening Federal
internal accounting controls in the past. Although progress

has been made in recent years, Federal accounting standards

have not been uniformly implemented in financial management
systems for agencies.
(2) Federal fin2ncial management continues to be seriously
deficient, and Federal finncia1 management and fiscal practices have failed to—
(A) identify costs fully;
(B) reflect the total liabilities of congressional actions;
and

(C) accurately report the financial condition of the

Federal Government.
(3) Current Federal accounting practices do not accurately
report financial results of the Federal Government or the full

costs of programs and activities. The continued use of these
practices undermines the Government's ability to provide credible and reliable financial data and encourages already widespread Government waste, and will not assist in achieving
a balanced budget.

(4) Waste and inefficiency in the Federal Government

undermine the confidence of the American people in the govern-

ment and reduce the federal Government's ability to address
vital public needs adequately.
(5) To rebuild the accountability and credibility of the Federal Government, and restore public confidence in the Federal
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Government, agencies must incorporate accounting standards
and reporting objectives established for the Federal Government into their financial management systems so that all the
assets and liabilities, revenues, and expenditures or expenses,

and the full costs of programs and activities of the Federal

Government can be consistently and accurately recorded, monitored, and uniformly reported throughout the Federal Government.

(6) Since its establishment in October 1990, the Federal
Accounting Staneards Advisory Board (hereinafter referred to
as the "FASAB") has made substantial progress toward developing and recommending a comprehensive set of accounting con-

cepts and standards for the Federal Government. When the
accounting concepts and standards developed by FASAB are
incorporated into Federal financial management systems, agencies will be able to provide cost and financial information that
wifl assist the Congress and financial managers to evaluate
the cost and performance of Federal programs arid activities,
and will therefore provide important information that has been
lacking, but is needed for improved .decision making by financial

managers and the Congress
(7) The development of financial management systems with
the capacity to support these standards and concepts will, over
the long term, improve Federal financial management.
(b) PURPOSE—The purposes of this Act are to—

(1) provide for consistency of accounting by an agency from

one fiscal year to the next, and uniform accounting standards
throughout the Federal Government;
(2) require Federal financial management systems to sup-

port full disclosure of Federal financial data, including the
full costs of Federal programs and activities, to the citizens,
the Congress, the President, and agency management, so that
programs and activities can be considered based on their full
costs and merits;

(3) increase the accountability and credibility of federal

financial management;
(4) improve performance, productivity and efficiency of Federal Government financial management;

(5) establish financial management systems to support

controlling the cost of Federal Government;
(6) build upon and complement the Chief Financial Officers
Act of 1990 (Public Law 101—576; 104 Stat 2838), the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (Public Law 103—

62 107 Stat. 285) and the Government Management Reform

Act of 1994 (Public Law 103—356; 108 Stat. 3410); and

(7) increase the capability of agencies to monitor execution
of the budget by more readily permitting reports that compare
spending of resources to results of activities.
SEC. 803. IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
IMPROVEMENTS,
(a) IN GENERAL.—Each agency shall implement and maintain

financial management systems that comply substantially with Federal financial management systems requirements, applicable Fed-

eral accounting standards, and the United States Government
Standard General Ledger at the transaction level.
(b) AUDIT COMPLIANCE FINDING.—

31 Usc
nOte.

3512

110 STAT. 3009—39 1
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(1) IN GENERAL.—Each audit required by section 352 1(e)
of title 31, United States Code, shall report whether the agency
financial management systems comply with the requirements
of subsection (a).
(2) CONTEN'r OF REPORTS.—When the person performing
the audit required by section 3521(e) of title 31, United States

Code, reports that the agency financial management systems
do not comply with the requirements of subsection (a), the

person performing the audit shall include i the report on
the audit—
(A) the entity or organization responsible for the finan-

cial management systems that have been found not to
comply with the requirements of subsection (a);

(B) all facts perthining to the failure to comply with

the requirements of subsection (a), including—

(i) the nature and extent of the noncompliance
including areas in which there is substantial but not
full compliance;

(ii) the primary reason or cause of the noncompli-

ance;

(iii) the entity or organization responsible for the

non-compliance; and

(iv) any relevant comments from any responsible

officer or employee; and

(C) a statement with respect to the recommended

remedial actions and the time frames to implement such
actions.

(c) COMPLIANCE IMPLEMENTATION.—

(1) DETERMINATIONS—NO later than the date described

under paragraph (2), the Head of an agency shall determine
whether the financial management systems of the agency comply with the requirements of subsection (a). Such determination
shall be based on—

(A) a review of the report on the applicable agency-

wide audited financial statement;

(B) any other information the Head of the agency

considers relevant and appropriate.

(2) DATh OF DETERMINATION.—The determination under

paragraph (1) shall be made no later than 120 days after
the earlier of—

(A) the date of the receipt of an agency-wide audited
financial statement; or

(B) the last day of the fiscal year following the year

covered by such statement.
(3) REMEDIATION PLAN.—

(A) if the Head of an agency determines that the

agency's financial mngement systems do not comply with
the requirements of subsection (a), the head of the agency,
in consultation with the Director, shall establish a remethation plan that shall include resources, remedies, and intermediate target dates necessary to bring the agency's financial management systems into substantial compliance.

(B) If the determination of the head of the agency

differs from the audit compliance findings required in subsection (b), the Director shall review such determinations

and provide a report on the findings to the appropriate
committees of the Congress.
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(4) TIME PERIOD FOR COMPLLANCE.—A remediation plan

shall bring the agency's financial management systems into
substantial compliance no later than 3 years after the date

a determination is made under paragraph (1), unless the

agency, with concurrence of the Director—
(A) determines that the agency's financial management
systems cannot comply with the requirements of subsection
(a) within 3 years;

(B) specifies the most feasible date for bringing. the
agency's financial management systems into compliance
with the requirements of subsection (a); and

(C) designates an official of the agency who shah be

responsible for bringing the agency's financial management

systems into compliance with the requirements of subsection (a) by the date specified under subparagraph (B).

SEC. 804. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.
31 USC 3512
(a) REPORTS BY THE DIRECTOR.—No later than March 31 of
each year, the Director shall submit a report to the Congress

regarding implementation of this Act. The Director may include
the report in the financial management status report and the 5year financial management plan submitted under section 35 12(a)( 1)
of title 31, United States Code.
(b) REPORTS BY THE INSPECTOR GENEIL—Each Inspector Gen-

eral who prepares a report under section 5(a) of the Inspector
General Act of 1978 (5 U.S.C. App.) shall report to Congress instances and reasons when an agency has not met the intermediate
target dates established in the remecliation plan required under
section 3(c). Specifically the report shall include—

(1) the entity or organization responsible for the non(2) the facts pertaining to the failure to comply with the
requirements of subsection (a), including the nature and extent
of the non-compliance, the primary reason or cause for the
compliance;

failure to comply, and any extenuating circumstances; and
(3) a statement of the remedial actions needed to comply.

(c) REPORTS BY m COMPTROLLER GENERAL.—No later than
October 1, 1997, and October 1, of each year thereafter, the
Comptroller General of the United States shall report to the appropriate committees of the Congress concerning—

(1) compliance with the requirements of section 3(a) of
this Act, including whether the financial statements of the
Federal Government have been prepared in accordance with
applicable accounting standards; and

(2) the adequacy of applicable accounting standards for

the Federal Government.

SEC. 805. CONFORMING AENDMENTS.

31 USC 3512

(a) AUDITS BY AGENCJES.—_SeCtion 3521(f)(1) of title 31, United

States

Code, is amended in the first sentence by inserting "and
the Controller of the Office of Federal Financial Management"
before the period.

FJNcI MANAGEMENT

(b)

STATUS

REPORT.—Section

3512(a)(2) of title 31, United States Code, is amended by—

(1) in subparagraph (D) by striking "and' after the semi-

colon;

(2) by redesignating subparagraph (E) as subparagraph

(F); and

nOte.

110 STAT. 3009—393
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(3) br inserting after subparagraph (D) the following:
(E) a listing of agencies whose financial management
systems do not comply substantially with the requirements
of Section 3(a) the Federal Financial Management Improvement Act of 1996, and a summary statement of the efforts
underway to remedy the noncompliance; and"
(c) INSPECTOR GENERAL AcT OF 1978.—Section 5(a) of the
Inspector General Act of 1978 is amended—
(1) in paragraph (11) by striking "and" after the semicolon;
-

5 USC app.

(2) in paragraph (12) by striking the period and inserting
and"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(13) the information described under section 05(b) of the
Federal Financial Management Improvement Act of 1996."
31 USC 3512
note.

SEC. 806. DEFINiTIONS.

For purposes of this title:
(1) AGENCY.—The term "agency" means a department or

agency of the United States Government as defined in section

901(b) of title 31, United States Code.
(2) DIRECTOR.—The term "Director" nieans the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget.
•

(3) FEDERAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS.—The term "Federal

accounting standards" means applicable accounting principles,
standards, and requirements consistent with section
902(aX3XA) of title 31, United States Code.

(4) FINANCIAL MAJTAGEMENT SYSTEMS.—The term "financial

management systems" includes the financial systems and the
financial portions of mixed systems necessary to support financial management, including automated and manual processes,
procedures, controls, data, hardware, software, and support
personnel dedicated to the operation and maintenance of system

functioDs.
(5) FINANCIAL SYSTEM.—The term "financial system"

indudes an information system, comprised of one or more
applications, that is used for—.
(A) collecting, processing, maintaining, transmitting,

or reporting data about financial events;
(B) supporting financial planning or budgeting activities;
(C) accumulating and reporting costs information; or
(D) supporting the preparation of financial statements.
(6) MIxED SYSTE1L—The term "mixed system' means

an information system that supports both financial and

nonfinancial functions of the Federal Government or components thereof.
31 USC 3512
note.

SEC. 807. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title shall take effect for the fiscal year ending September

30, 1997.

SEC. 808. REVISION OF SHORT TiTLES.—

(a) Section 4001 of Public Law 104—106 (110 Stat. 642; 41

U.S.C. 251 note) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 4001. SRORT TITLE.

'1'his division and division E may be cited as the 'Clinger-

Cohen Act of 1996'.".
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(b) Section 5001 of Public Law 104—106 (110 Stat. 679; 40

U.S.C. 1401 note) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 5001. SHORT TITLE.

'°This division and division D may be cited as the 'ClingerCohen Act of 1996'.".

(c) Any reference in any law, regulation, document, record,
or other paper of the United States to the Federal Acquisition

Reform Act of 1996 or to the Information Technology Management

Reform Act of 1996 shall be considered to be a reference to the
Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996.

This Act may be cited as the ''Freasury, Postal Service, and

General Government Appropriations Act, 1997".
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DIVISION

C—IL! 1GAL IMMIGRATION
REFORM AND IMMIGRANT RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1996

SEC.

megai

ibiity

Act of 1996.
1.

SHORT TIThE OF DIVISION; AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION
AND NATIONALITY ACT; APPLICATION OF DEFINiTIONS
OF SUCH ACT; TABLE OF CONTENTS OF DIVISION; SEVERABILITY.

-

(a) SHORT TITLE.—ThjS division may be cited as the "Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996".

8 USC 1101 note.

(b) AMENDMENTS TO IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT.— 8 USC 1101
note.

Except as otherwise specifically provided—

(1) whenever in this division an amendment or repeal

is expressed as the amendment or repeal of a section or other
provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to
that section or provision in the Immigration and Nationality
Act; and

(2) amendments to a section or other provision are to

such section or other provision before any amendment made
to such section or other provision elsewhere in this division.
(c) APPLICATION OF CERTAIN DEFINITI0NS.—Except as otherwise

specifically provided in this division, for purposes of titles I and
VI of this division, the terms "alien", "Attorney General", "border
crossing identification card", "entry", "immigrant", "imnigrant
visa", "lawfully admitted for permanent residence", "national",
"naturalization", "refugee", "State", and "United States" shall have
the meaning given such terms in section 10 1(a) of the Immigration

and Nationality Act.
(d) Tx OF CONTENTS OF DIVJSION.—The table of contents
of this division is as follows:
Sec. I Short title of division; amendments to Immigration and Nationality
Act; application of definitions of such Act; table of contents
of division; severability.

TITLE I—IMPROVEMENTS TO BORDER CONTROL, FACILITATION OF LEGAL ENTRY, AND iNTERIOR ENFORCEMEN'r

Subtitle A—Improved Enforcement at the Border
Sec. 101. Border patrol agents and support personneL
• Sec. 102. Improvement of barrIers at border.
Sec. 103. Improved border eqidpment and technology.
Sec. 104. Improvement in border crossing identification card.
Sec. 105. Civil penalties for illegal entry.
Sec. 106. HIring and training standards.
Sec. 107. Report on border strategy.
Sec. 1O& Criminal penalties for high speed flights from. immigration check.
points.
Sec. 109. Joint study of automated data collectiou.
Sec. 110. Automated entry-exit control system.
Sec. 111. Submission of final plan on realignment of border patrol poeitions
3$—1390- 96-18(208)

8 USC 1101 note
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from Interior stations.
Sec. 112. Nationwide fingerprinting of apprehended aliens.

Subtitle B—Facilitation of Legal Entry
Sec. 121. Land border inspectors.
Sec. 122. Land border inspection and automated permit pilot projects.
Sec. 123. Prelnspection at foreign airports.

Sec. 124. Training of airline personnel in detection of fraudulent documents.

Sec. 125. Preclearance authority.

Subtitle C—Interior Enforcement
Sec. 131. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of certain
investigators.
Sec. 132. Authorization of appropriations for increase in number of investigators of visa overstayers.
Sec. 133. Acceptance of State services to carry out immigration enforcement,
Sec. 134. Minimum State INS presence.
-

TITLE Il—ENHANCED ENFORCEMENT AND PENALTIES
AGAINST ALIEN SMUGGLING; DOCUMENT FRAUD

Subtitle A—Enhanced Enforcement and Penalties Against Alien
Smuggling
Sec. 201. Wiretap authority for investigations of alien smuggling or document fraud.
Sec. 202. Racketeering offenses relating to alien smuggling
Sec. 203. Increased criminal penalties for alien smuggling.
Sec. 204. Increased number of assistant United States Attorneys.
Sec. 205. Undercover investigation authority.

Subtitle B—Deterrence of Document Fraud
Sec. 211. Increased criminal penalties for fraudulent use of governmentissued documents.
Sec. 212. New document fraud offenses; new civil penalties for document
fraud.

Sec. 213. New criminal penalty for failure to disclose role as preparer
of false application for immigration benefits.
Sec. 214. Criminal penalty for knowingly presenting document which fails
to contain reasonable basis in law or fact,
Sec. 215. Criminal penalty for false claim to citizenship.
Sec. 216. Criminal penalty for voting by aliens in Federal election.
Sec. 217. Criminal forfeiture for passport and visa related offenses.
Sec. 218. Penalties for involuntary servitude.
Sec. 219. Admissibility of videotaped witness testimony.
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Sec. 220. Subpoena authority in document fraud enforcement.

TITLE Ill—INSPECTION, APPREHENSION, DETENTION, ADJUDICATION, AND REMOVAL OF INADMISSIBLE AND DEPORTABLE ALIENS
Subtitle A—Revision of Procedures for Removal of Aliens
Sec. 301. Treating persons present in the United States without authorization as not admitted.
Sec. 302. Inspection of aliens; expedited removal of inadmissible arriving
aliens; referral for hearing (revised sectIon 235).
Sec. 303. Apprehension and detention of aliens not lawfully in the United
States (revised section 236).
Sec. 304. Removal proceedings; cancellation of removal and adjustment
of status; voluntary departure (revised and new sections 239
to 240C).

Sec. 305. Detention and removal of aliens ordered removed (new section
241).

Sec. 306. Appeals from orders of removal (new section 242).
Sec. 307. Penalties relating to removal (revised section 243).
Sec. 308.. Redesignatlon and reorganization of other provisions; additional
conforming amendments.
Sec. 309. Effective dates; transition.

Subtitle B—Criminal Alien Provisions
Sec. 321. Amended definition of aggravated felony.
Sec. 322. Definition of conviction and term of Imprisonment..
Sec. 323. Authorizing registration of aliens on criminal probation or crimi-

nalparola.
Sec. 324. Penalty for reentry of deported aliens.
Sec. 325. Change in filing requirement.
Sec. 326. Criminal alien identification system.
Sec. 327. Appropriations for criminiil alien tracking center.
Sec. 328. ProvIsions relating to State criminal alien assistance program.
Sec. 329. Demonstration project for identification of illegal aliens in incarceratión facility of Anaheim, California.
Sec. 330. Prisoner transfer treaties.
Sec. 331. Prisoner transfer treaties study.
Sec. 332. Annual report on criminal aliens.

Sec. 333. Penalties for conspiring with or assisting an alien to commit
an offense under the Controlled Substances Import and Export
Act.

Sec. 334. Enhanced penalties for failure to depart, illegal reentry, and passport and visa fraud.
-

Subtitle C—Revision of Grounds for Exclusion and Deportation
Sec. 341. Proof of vaccination requirement for immigrants.
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Sec. 342. Incitement of terrorist activity and provision of false documentation to terrorists as a basis for exclusion from the United States.
Sec. 343. Certification requirements for foreign health-care workers.
Sec. 344. Removal of aliens falsely claiming United States citizenship.
Sec. 345. Waiver of exclusion and deportation ground for certain section
274C violators.

Sec. 346. Inadmissibility of certain student visa abusers.—
Sec. 347. Removal of aliens who have unlawfully voted.
Sec. 348. Waivers for immigrants convicted of crimes.
Sec. 349. Waiver of misrepresentation ground of inadmissibility for certain
alien.
Sec. 350. Offenses of domestic violence and stalking as ground for deportation.
Sec. 351. Clarification of date as of which relationship required for waiver
from exclusion or deportation for smuggling.
Sec. 352. Exclusion of former citizens who renounced citizenship to avoid
United States taxation.
Sec. 353. References to changes elsewhere in division.

Subtitle D—Changes in. Removal of Alien Terrorist Provisions
Sec. $54. Treatment of classified information.
Sec. $55. Exclusion of representatives of terrorist organizations.

Sec. 356. Standard for judicial review of terrorist organization designations.

Sec. 357. Removal of ancillary relief for voluntary departure.
Sec. 358. Effective date.

Subtitle E—Tra.nsportation of Aliens
Sec. 361. Definition of stowaway.
Sec. 362. TransportatIon contracts.

Subtitle F—Additional Provisions
Sec. 371. ImmIgration judges and compensation.
Sec. 372. Delegation of Immigration enforcement authority.
Sec. 373. Powers and duties of the Attorney General and the Commissioner.
Sec. 374. Judicial deportation.
Sec. 375. Limitation on adjustment of status.
Sec. 376. Treatment of certain fees.
Sec. 377. LImitation on legalization litigation.
Sec. 378. Rescission of lawful permanent resident status.
Sec. 379. Admimtrative review of orders.
Sec. 380. Civil penalties for failure to depart.
Sec. 381. Clarification of district court jurisdiction.
Sec. 382. Application of additional civil penalties to enforcement
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Sec. 383. Exclusion of certain aliens from family unity program.
Sec. 384. Penalties for disclosure of information.
Sec. 385. Authorization of additional funds for removal of aliens.

Sec. 386. Increase in INS detention facilities; report on detention space.
Sec. 387. Pilot program on use of closed military bases for the detention
of inadmissible or deportable aliens.
Sec. 388. Report on Interior repatriation program.

TITLE 1V—ENFORCEMENT OF RESTRICTIONS AGAINST
EMPLOYMENT

Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for Employment Eligibility
Confirmation
Sec. 401. Establishment of programs.
Sec. 402. Voluntary election to participate in a pilot program.
Sec. 403. Procedures for participants in pilot programs.
Sec. 404. Employment eligibility confirmation system.
Sec. 405. Reports.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions Relating to Employer Sanctions
Sec. 411. Limiting liability, for certain technical violations of paperwork
requirements.
Sec. 412. Paperwork and other changes In the employer sanctions program.
Sec. 413. Report on additional authority or resources needed for enforcement of employer sanctions provisions.'
Sec. 414. Reports on earnings of aliens not authorized to work.
Sec. 415. Authorizing maintenance of certain Information on aliens.
Sec. 416. Subpoena authority.

Subtitle C—Unfair Immigration-Related Employment Practices
Sec. 421. Treatment of certain documentary practices as unfair immigration-related employment practices.

TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Aliens for Public Assistance and Benefits
Sec. 501. Exception to ineligibility for public benefits for certain battered
aliens.
Sec. 502. Pilot programs on limiting issuance of driver's licenses to illegal
aliens.
Sec. 503. Ineligibility of aliens not lawfully present for Social Security
benefits.
Sec. 504. Procedures for requiring proof of citizenship for Federal public
benefits.
Sec. 505. Limitation on eligibility for preferential treatment of aliens not
lawfully present on basis of residence for higher education benefits.
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Sec. 506. Study and report on alien student eligibility for postsecondary
Federal student financial assistance.
Sec. 507. Verification of immigration status for purposes of Social Security
and higher educational assistance.
Sec. 508. No verification requirement for nonprofit charitable organizations.
Sec. 509. GAO study of provision of means-tested public benefits to aliens
who are not qualified aliens on behalf of eligible individuals.
Sec. 510. Transition for aliens currently receiving benefits under the Food
Stamp program.

Subtitle B—Public Charge Exclusion
Sec. 631. Ground for exclusion.

Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support
Sec. 661. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.

Sec. 652. IndIgence and battered spouse and child exceptions to Federal
attribution of Income rule.

Sec. 553. Authority of States and poutical subdivisions of States to limit
assistance to aliens and to distinguish among classes of aliens
in providing general cash public assistance.

Subtitle D—Miscellaneous Provisions
Sec. 661. Increased Tllsrrlmum criminal penalties for forging or counterfeiting seal of a Federal department or agency, to facilitate benefit
fraud by an unlawful alien.

Sec. 562. Treatment of expenses subject to emergency medical services
exception.
Sec. 663. ReImbursement of States and localities for emergency ambulance
services.
Sec. 564. Pilot programs to require bonding.
Sec. 565. Reports.

Subtitle E—Housing Assistance
Sec. 571. Short title.
Sec. 572. Prorating of financial assistance.
Sec. 573. Actions in cases of termination of financial assistance.

Sec. 574. Verification of immigration status and eligibility for financial
assistance.
Sec. 575. Prohibition of sanctions against entities making financial assistance eligibility determinations.
Sec. 576. Eligibility for public and assisted housing.
Sec. 577. Regulations.
-

Subtitle F—General Provisions
Sec. 591. Effective dates.
Sec. 592. Not applicable to foreign assistance.
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Sec. 593. Notification.
Sec. 594. Definitions.

TITLE VI—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Subtitle A—Refugees, Parole, and Asylum
Sec. 601. Persecution for resistance to coercive population control methods.

Sec. 602. Limitation on use of parole.
Sec. 603. Treatment of long-term parolees in applying worldwide numerical
limitations.
Sec. 604. Asylum reform.
Sec. 605. Increase in asylum officers.
Sec. 606. Conditional repeal of Cuban Adjustment Act.

Subtitle B—Miscellaneous Amendments to the Immigration and
Nationality Act
Sec. 621. Alien witness cooperation.

Sec. 622. Waiver of foreign country residence requirement with respect
to international medical graduates.
Sec. 623. Use of legalization- and special agricultural worker information.
Sec. 624. Continued validity of labor certifications and classification peti.
tions for professional athletes.
Sec. 625. Foreign students.
Sec. 626. Services to family members of certain officers and agents killed
in the line of duty.

Subtitle C—Provisions Relating to Visa Processing and Consular
Efficiency

Sec. 631. Validity of period of visas.
Sec. 632. Eliminsitjon of consulate shopping for visa overstays.
Sec. 633. Authority to determine visa processing procedures.
Sec. 634. Changes regarding visa application process.
Sec. 635. Visa waiver program.
Sec. 636. Fee for diversity immigrant lottery.

Sec. 637. Eligibility for visas for certain Polish applicants for the 1995
diversity immigrant program.

Subtitle D—Other Provisions
Sec. 641. Program to collect Information relating to nonimmigrant foreign
students.
Sec. 642. Communication between government agencies and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 64.3. Regulations regarding habitual residence.
Sec. 644. InformatIon regarding female genital mutilation.
Sec. 645. CriminIiafio of female genital mutilation.
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Sec. 646. Adjustment of status for certain Polish and Hungarian parolees.
Sec. 647. Support of demonstration projects.
Sec. 648. Sense of Congress regarding American-made products; requirements regarding notice.
Sec. 649. Vessel movement controls during immigration emergency.
Sec. 650. Review of practices of testing entities.
Sec. 651. Designation of a United States customs adminigtrative building.
Sec. 652. Mail.order bride business.
—.
Sec. 653. Review and report on H-2A nonimmigrant workers program.
Sec. 654. Report on allegations of harassment by Canadian customs agents.
Sec. 655. Sense of Congress on discriminatory application of New Brunswick provincial sales tar.
Sec. 656. Improvements in identification-related documents.
Sec. 657. Development of prototype of counterfeit-resistant Social Security

ca

Sec. 658. Border Patrol Museum.
Sec. 659. Sense of the Congress regarding the mission of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 660. Authority for National Guard to assist in transportation of certain
aliens.

Subtitle E—Technical Corrections
Sec. 671. Miscellaneous technical corrections.
8 USC 1101 note.

(e) SEvEIt.rnuTy.—If any provision of this division or the
application of such provision to any person or circumstances is
held to be unconstitutional, the remainder of this division and
the application of the provisions of this division to any person
or circumstance shall not be affected thereby.
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TITLE N—ENFORCEMENT OF
RESTRICTIONS AGAINST EMPLOYMENT

Subtitle A—Pilot Programs for
Employment Eligibifity Confirmation
SEC. 401. ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAMS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall conduct 3 pilot
programs of employment eligibility confirmation under this subtitle.
(b) IMPLEMENTATION DEADLINE; TERMINATION.—The Attorney

General shall implement the pilot programs in a manner that

permits persons and other entities to have elections under section
402 of this division made and in effect no later than 1 year after
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the date of the enactment of this Act. Unless the Congress otherwise
provides, the Attorney General shall terminate a pilot program

at the end of the 4-year period beginning on the first day the
pilot program is in effect.

(c) SCOPE OF OPERATION OF PILOT PROGRAMS.—The Attorney

General shall provide for the operation—
(1) of the basic pilot program (described in section 403(a)

of this division) in, at a minimum, 5 of the 7 States with

the highest estimated population of aliens who are not lawfi*fly
present in the United States;

(2) of the citizen attestation pilot program (described in

section 403(b) of this division) in at least 5 States (or, if fewer,
all of the States). that meet the condition described in section

403(b)(2)(A) of this division; and
(3) of the machine-readable-document pilot

program
(described in section 403(c) of this division) in at least 5 States
(or, if fewer, all of the States) that meet the condition described

in section 403(cX2) of this division.
(d) REFERENCES IN SUBTITLE.—In this subtitle—
(1) PILOT PROGRAM REFERENCES.—The terms "program" or

"pilot program" refer to any of the 3 pilot programs provided
for under this subtitle.
(2) CONFIRMATION SYSTEM.—The term "confirmation sys-

tem" means the confirmation system established under section

404 of this division.

(3) REFERENCES TO SECTION 274A.—.Any reference in this

subtitle to section 274A (or a subdivision of such section) is
deemed a reference to such section (or subdivision thereof)
of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

(4) 1—9 OR SIMILAR FORM.—The term "1—9 or similar form"

means the form used for purposes of section 274A(b)(1)(A) or

such other form as the Attorney General determines to be
appropriate.

(5) LIMITED APPLICATION TO RECRUITERS AND REFERRERS.—

Any reference to recruitment or referral (or a recruiter or

referrer) in relation to employment is deemed a reference only
to such recruitment or referral (or recruiter or referrer) that
is subject to section 274A(a)( 1)(BXii).
(6) UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP.—The term "United States

citizenship" includes United States nationality.
(7) STATE.—The term "State" has the meaning given such
term in section 101(a)(36) of the Imñiigration and Nationality

Act.

SEC. 402. VOLUNTARY ELECTION TO PARTICIPATE IN A PILOT PROGRAM.

(a) VOLUNTARY ELECTION.—Subject to subsection (c)(3)(B), any

person or other entity that conducts any hiring (or recruitment
or referral) in a State in which a pilot program is operating may
elect to participate in that pilot program. Except as specifically
provided in subsection (e), the Attorney General may not require
any person or other entity to participate in a pilot program.
(b) BENEFIT OF REBTJTrABLE PRESUMPTION.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—If a person or other entity is participating

in a pilot program and obtains confirmation of identity and

employment eligibility in compliance with the terms and conditions of the program with respect to the hiring (or recruitment
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or referral) of an individual for employment in the United
States, the person or entity has established a rebuttable

presumption that the person or entity has not violated section
274A(a)(1)(A) with respect to such hiring (or such recruitment
or referral).
(2) CONSTRuCTION.—Paragraph (1) shall not be construed

as preventing a person or other entity that has an election
in effect under subsection (a) from establishing an affirmative

defense under section 274A(a)(3) if the personmr entity complies

with the requirements of section 274A(a)(1)(B) but fails to
obtain con.firmation under paragraph (1).
(c) GENERAL TERMS OF ELECTIONS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—An election under subsection (a) shall
be in such form and manner, under such terms and conditions,

and shall take effect, as the Attorney General shall speciit.
The Attorney General may not impose any fee as a condition

of making an election or participating in a pilot program.
(2) SCOPE OF ELECTION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (3), any electing

person or other entity may provide that the election under
subsection (a) shall apply (during the period in which the
election is in effect)—

(i) to all its hiring (and all recruitment or referral)

in the State (or States) in which the pilot program
is operating, or

(ii) to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in

one or more pilot program States or one or more places

of hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may
be) in the pilot program States.

(B) APPLICATION OF PROGRAMS IN NON-PILOT PROGRAM

STATES.—In addition, the Attorney General may permit
a person or entity electing—

(i) the basic pilot program (described in section
403(a) of this division) to provide that the election
applies to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in

one or more States or places of hiring (or recruitment
or referral) in which the pilot program is not otherwise
operating, or
(ii) the citizen attestation pilot program (described
in 403(b) of this division) or the machine-readabledocument pilot program (described in section 403(c)
of this division) to provide that the election applies

to its hiring (or recruitment or referral) in one or
more States or places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) in which the pilot program is not otherwise operat-

ing but only if such States meet the requirements
of 403(b)(2)(A) and 403(c)(2) of this division, respectively.

(3) ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in subparagraph

(B), the Attorney General shall accept all elections made
under subsection (a).

(B) REJECTION OF ELECTIONS.—The Attorney General

may reject an election by a person or other entity under
this section or limit its applicability to certain States or
places of hiring (or recruitment or referral) if the Attorney
General has determined that there are insufficient
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resources to provide appropriate services under a pilot

program for the person's or entity's hiring (or recruitment
or referral) in any or all States or places of hiring.
(4) TERMINATION OF ELECTION5.—The Attorney General

may terminate an election by a person or other entity under
this section because the person or entity has substantially
failed to comply with its obligations under the pilot program.
A person or other entity may terminate an election in such
form and maimer as the Attorney General shall specify.

—

(d) CONSULTATION, EDUCATION, AND PUBLICITY.—

(1) CONSULTATION.—The Attorney General shall closely

consult with representatives of employers (and recruiters and
referrers) in the development and implementation of the pilot
programs, including the education of employers (and recruiters

and referrers) about such programs.
(2) PUBLICFry.—The Attorney General shall widely publici.ze the election process and pilot programs, including the

voluntary nature of the pilot programs and the advantages
to employers (and recruiters and referrers) of making an election under this section.

(3) ASSISTANCE THROUGH DISTRICT OFFICES.—The Attorney

General shall designate one or more individuals in each District
office of the Immigration and Naturalization Service for a Service District in which a pilot program is being implemented—

(A) to inform persons and other entities that seek

information about pilot programs of the voluntary nature
of such programs, and

(B) to assist persons and other entities in electing
and participating in any pilot programs in effect in the
District, in complying with the requirements of section
274A, and in facilitating confirmation of the identity and
employment eligibility of individuals consistent with such

Section.
(e) SELECT ENTITIES REQUIRED TO PARTICIPATE IN A PILOT
PROGRAM.(1) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—
(A) EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Each Department of the Federal

Government shall elect to participate in a pilot program and shall comply with the terms and conditions

of such an election.
(ii) ELECTION.—Subject to clause (iii), the Secretary
of each such Department—

(I) shall elect the pilot program (or programs)

in which the Department shall participate, and

(II) may limit the election to hiring occurring
in certain States (or geographic areas) covered by
the program (or programs) and in specified divisions within the Department, so long as all hiring
by such divisions and in such locations is covered.
(iii) ROLE OF ATr0RNEY GENERAL.—The Attorney

General shall assist and coordinate elections under
this subparagraph in such manner as assures that—
(I) a significant portion of the total hiring
within each Department within States covered by
a pilot program is covered under such a program,
and
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(II) there is significant participation by the

Federal Executive branch in each of the pilot pro.grams.
(B) LEGISLATIVE BRANCH.—Each Member of Congress,

each officer of Congress, and the head of each agency
of the legislative branch, that conducts hiring in a State

in which a pilot program is operating shall elect to participate in a pilot program, may specify which pilot program
or programs (if there is more than one) in which the Member, officer, or agency will participate, and shall comply
with the terms and conditions of such an election.
(2) APPLICATION TO CERTAIN VIOLATORS.—An order under

section 274A(e)(4) or section 274B(g) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act may require the subject of the order to partici-

pate in, and comply with the tenns of, a pilot program with
respect to the subject's hiring (or recruitment or referral) of
individuals in a State covered by such a program.

(3) CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE.—If a person

or other entity is required under this subsection to participate
in a pilot program and fails to comply with the requirements

of such program with respect to an individual—
(A) such failure shall be treated as a violation of section
274A(a)(].)(B) with respect to that individual, and
(B) a rebuttable presumption is created that the person
or entity has violated section 274A(aX].)(A).

Subparagraph (B) shall not apply in any prosecution under
section 274A(f)( 1).
U) CONSTRUCTION.—ThIs subtitle shall not affect the authority

of the Attorney General under any other law (including section
274A(d)(4)) to conduct demonstration projects in relation to section
274A.

SEC. 403. PROCEDURES FOR PARTICIPANIS IN PILOT PROGRAMS.
(a) BASIC PILOT PROGRAM.—A person or other entity that elects

to participate in the basic pilot program described in this subsection

agrees to conform to the following procedures in the case of the
hiring (or recruitment or referral) for employment in the United
States of each individual covered by the election:

(1) PROVISION OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.—The person

or entity shall obtain from the individual (and the individual
shall provide) and shall record on the 1—9 or similar form—
(A) the individual's social security account number,

if the individual has been issued such a number, and
(B) if the individual does not attest to United States

citizenship under section 274A(b)(2), such identification or
authorization number established by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service for the alien as the Attorney General
shall specify,

and shall retain the original form and iake it available for
inspection for the period and in the manner required of I—
9 forms under section 274A(b)(3).

(2) PRESENTATION OF DOCUMENTATION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—The person or other entity, and the

individual whose identity and employment eligibility are
being confirmed, shall, subject to subparagraph (B), fulfill
the requirements of section 274A(b) with the following
modifications:
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(i)
A
document referred to in section
274A(b)(1)(B)(ii) (as redesignated by section 412(a) of
this division) must be designated by the Attorney General as suitable for the purpose of identification in
a pilot program.
(ii) A document referred to in section 274A(b)(].)(D)
must contain a photograph of the individual.
—
(iii) The person or other entity has complied with

the requirements of section 274A(bXl) with respect
to examination of a document if the document reasonably appears on its face to be genuine and it reasonably

appears to pertain to the individual whose identity
and work eligibility is being confirmed.

(B) LIMITATION OF REQUIREMENT TO EXAMINE DOCU-

MENTATION.—If the Attorney General fmds that a pilot
program would reliably determine with respect to an
individual whether—

(i) the person with the identity claimed by the

individual is authorized to work in the United States,
and
(ii)

the individual is claiming the identity of

another person,
if a person or entity could fulfill the requirement to exaniine
documentation contained in subparagraph (A) of section

274A(bXl) by examining a document specified in either

subparagraph (B) or (D) of such section, the Attorney Gen-

eral may provide that, for purposes of such requirement,
only such a document need be examined. In such case,
any reference in section 274A(bXl)(A) to a verification that
an individual is not an unauthorized alien shall be deemed
to be a verification of the individual's identity.
(3) SEEKING CONFIRMATION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—The person or other entity shall
make an inquiry, as provided in section 404(a)(1) of this
division, using the confirmation system to seek confirmation of the identity and employment eligibility of an individual, by not later than the end of 3 working days (as
specified by the Attorney General) after the date of the

hiring (or recruitment or referral, as the case may be).
(B) EXTENSION OF TIME PERiOD.—If the person or other
entity in good faith attempts to make an inquiry during
such 3 working days and the confirmation system has
registered that not all inquiries were received during such
time, the person or entity can make an inquiry in the
first subsequent working day in which the confirmation
system registers that it has received all inquiries. If the
confirmation system cannot receive inquiries at all times
during a day, the person or entity merely has to assert
that the entity attempted to make the inquiry on that
day for the previous sentence to apply to such an inquiry,
and does not have to provide any additional proof concerning such inquiry.
(4) CONFIRMATION OR NONCONFIRMATION.—

(A) CONFIRMATION UPON INITIAL INQUIRY.—If the per-

son or other entity receives an appropriate confirmation
of an individual's identity and work eligibility under the

conuirrnation system within the time period specified under
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section 404(b) of this division, the person or entity shall

record on the 1—9 or similar form an appropriate code
that is provided under the system and that indicates a
final confirmation of such identity and work eligibility of

the individual.
(B) NoNcoNrIRInoN UPON INITIAL

INQUIRY

AND

SECONDARY VERIFICATION.—

(i) NONC0NFIRMATION.—If the —person or other

entity receives a tentative nonconfirmation of an

individual's identity or work eligibility under the confirmation system within the time period specified under

404(b) of this division, the person or entity shall so
inform the individual for whom the confirmation is
sought.
(ii) No CONTEST.—If the individual does not contest

the nonconfirmation within the time period specified
in section 404(c) of this division, the nonconfirmation
shall be considered final: The person or entity shall
then record on the 1—9 or similar form an appropriate
code which has been provided under the system to

indicate a tentative nonconfirmation.
(iii) CONTEST.—If the individual does contest the
nonconfirmation, the individual shall utilize the process for secondary verification provided under section
404(c) of this division. The nonconfirmation will remain
tentative until a final confirmation or nonconfirmation
is provided by the confirmation system within the time

period specified in such section. In no case shall an

employer terminate employment of an individual
because of a failure of the individual to have identity
and work eligibility confirmed under this section until
a nonconfirmation becomes final. Nothing in this clause

shall apply to a termination of employment for any
reason other thanbecause of such a failure.

(iv) RECORDING OF CONCLUSION ON FORM.—If a

final confirmation or nonconfirmation is provided by
the confirmation system under section 404(c) of this
division regarding an individual, the person or entity
shall record on the 1—9 or similar form an appropriate

code that is provided under the system and that

indicates a confirmation or nonconfirmation of identity
and work eligibility of the individual.
(C) CONSEQUENCES OF NONCONFIRMATION.—
(i) TERMINATION OR NOTIFICATION OF CONTINUED

EMPLOYMENT.—If the person or other entity has

received a final nonconuirmation regarding an individual under subparagraph (B), the person or entity may
terminate employment (or recruitment or referral) of
the individual. If the person or entity does not termi-

nate employment (or recruitment or referral) of the
individual, the person or entity shall notify the Attor-

ney General of such fact through the confirmation system or in such other manner as the Attorney General
may speciQy.

(ii) FAILURE TO NOTIFY.—If the person or entity

fails to provide notice with respect to an individual
as required under clause (i), the failure is deemed
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to constitute a violation of section 274A(a)(1)(B) with
respect to that individual and the applicable civil monetary penalty under section 274A(e)(5) shall be (notwith-

standing the amounts specified in such section) no
less than $500 and no more than $1,000 for each

individual with respect to whom such violation
occurred.
—
(iii) CONTINUED EMPLOYMENT AFTER FINAL NONCONFIRMATION.—If the person or other entity continues

to employ (or to recruit or refer) an individual after
receiving final nonconfirmation, a rebuttable presump-

tion is created that the person or entity has violated
section 274A(a)( 1)(A). The previous sentence shall not
apply in any prosecution under section 274A(fXl).
(b) CITIZEN ATrESTATION PILOT PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraphs (3)
through (5), the procedures applicable under the citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection shall be the same
procedures as those under the basic pilot program under subsection (a).

(2) RESTRICTIONS.—
(A) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN

PILOT PROGRAM.—The Attorney General may not provide
for the operation of the citizen attestation pilot program

in a State unless each driver's license or similar identification document described in section 274A(b)(1XD)(j) issued
by the State—
(i) contains a photograph of the individual
involved, and

(ii) has been determined by the Attorney General

to have security features, and to have been issued
through application and issuance procedures, which
make such document sufficiently resistant to counter-

feiting, tampering, and fraudulent use that it is a
reliable means of identification for purposes of this
section.

(B) AUTHORIZATION TO LIMIT EMPLOYER PARTICIPA-

TION.—The Attorney General may restrict the number of

persons or other entities that may elect to participate in
the citizen attestation pilot program under this subsection
as the Attorney General determines to be necessary to

produce a representative sample of employers and to reduce
the potential impact of fraud.

(3) No CONFIRMATION REQUIRED FOR CERTAIN INDWIDUALS

ATI'ESTING TO U.S. CITIZENSmP.—In the case of a person or
other entity hiring (or recruiting or referring) an individual

under the citizen attestation pilot program, if the individual
attests to United States citizenship (under penalty of perjury
on an 1—9 or similar form which form states on its face the
cthninal and other penalties provided under law for a false
representation of United States citizenship)—

(A) the person or entity may fulfill the requirement

to examine documentation contained in subparagraph (A)
of section 274A(b)( 1) by examining a document specified
in either subparagraph (B)(i) or (D) of such section; and
(B) the person or other entity is not required to comply

with respect to such individual with the procedures
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described in paragraphs (3) and (4) of subsection (a), but
only if the person or entity retains the form and makes
it available for inspection in the same manner as in the
case of an 1—9 form under section 274A(bX3).

(4) WAWER OF DOCUMENT PRESENTATION REQUIREMENT IN
CERTAIN CASES.—

(A) IN GENERAL—In the case of a person or entity
that elects, in a manner specified by the Attorney General

consistent with subparagraph (B), to participate in the

pilot program under this paragraph, if an individual being

hired (or recruited or referred) attests (in the manner

described in paragraph (3)) to United States citizenship
and the person or entity retains the form on which the
attestation is made and makes it available for inspection
in the same manner as in the case of an 1—9 form under
section 274A(b)(3), the person or entity is not required
to comply with the procedures described in section 274A(b).
(B) RESTRICTION.—The Attorney General shill restrict

the election under this paragraph to no more than 1,000

employers and, to the extent practicable, shall select among

employers seeking to make such election in a manner that
provides for such an election by a representative sample
of employers.

(5) NONREVIEWABLE DETERMINATION5.—The determinations

of the Attorney General under paragraphs (2) and (4) are
within the discretion of the Attorney General and are not
subject to judicial or administrative review.

(c) MACHINE-READABLE-DOCUMENT PILOT PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in paragraph (3), the

procedures applicable under the machine-readable-document
pilot program under this subsection shall be the same procedures as those under the basic pilot program under subsection
(a).
(2) STATE DOCUMENT REQUIREMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN PILOT

PROGRAM.—The Attorney General may not provide for the oper-

ation of the machine-readable-document pilot program in a
State unless driver's licenses and similar identification documents described in section 274A(b)(1)(D)(i) issued by the State

include a machine-readable social security account number.

(3) USE OF MACHINE-READABLE DOCUMENTS.—If the individ-

ual whose identity and employment eligibility must be confirmed presents to the person or entity hiring (or recruiting

or referring) the individual a license or other document

described in paragraph (2) that includes a machine-readable

social security account number, the person or entity must make

an inquiry through the confirmation system by using a
does not attest to United States citizenship under section
machine-readable feature of such document. If the individual

274A(b)(2), the individual's identification or authorization nurnber described in subsection (a)(1)(B) shall be provided as part
of the inquiry.
(d) PROTECTION FROM LIABILITY FOR AcrIONS TAKEN ON THE
BASIS OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE CONFIRMATION SYSTEM.—

No person or entity participating in a pilot program shall be civilly

or criminally liable under any law for any action taken in good
faith reliance on information provided through the confirmation
system.
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SEC. 404. EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY CONFIRMATION SYSTEM.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Attorney General shall establish a pilot
program confirmation system through which the Attorney General
(or a designee of the Attorney General, which may be a nongovernmental entity)—

(1) responds to inquiries made by electing persons and

-

other entities (including those made by the transmittal of data

from machine-readable documents under the machine-readable

pilot program) at any time through a toll-free telephone line
or other toll-free electronic media concerning an individual's

identity and whether the individual
employed, and

is

authorized to be

(2) maintains records of the inquiries that were made,

of confirmations provided (or not provided), and of the codes
provided to inquirers as evidence of their compliance with their

obligations under the pilot programs.
To the extent practicable, the Attorney General shall seek to establish such a system using one or more nongovernmental entities.
(b) INITIAL RESPONSE.—The confirmation system shall provide

coiifirmation or a tentative nonconfirmation of an individual's identity and employment eligibility within 3 working days of the initial
inquiry. If providing confirmation or tentative nonconfirmation, the
confirmation system shall provide an appropriate code indicating
such confirmation or such nonconfirmation.
(c) SECONDARY VERIFICATION PROCESS IN CASE OF TENTATIVE

NONC0NFmMATI0N.—In cases of tentative nonconuirmation, the
Attorney General shall specify, in consultation with the Commissioner of Social Security and the Commissioner of the Immigration
and NaturaIization Service, an available secondary verification process to confirm the validity of information provided and to provide

a final confirmation or noncoiifirmation within 10 working days
after the date of the tentative nonconfirmation. When final confirmation or nonconfirmation is provided, the confirmation system
shall provide an appropriate code indicating such confirmation or

nonconfirmation.
(d) DESIGN i) OPERATION OF SYSTEM.—The confirmation system shall be designed and operated—

(1) to maximize its reliability and ease of use by persons
and other entities making elections under section 402(a) of
this division consistent with insulating and protecting the privacy and security of the underlying information;

(2) to respond to all inquiries made by such persons and
entities on whether individuals are authorized to be employed
and to register all times when such inquiries are not received;
(3) with appropriate administrative, technical, and physical

safeguards to prevent unauthorized disclosure of personal
information; and

(4) to have reasonable safeguards against the system's

resulting in unlawful discriminatory practices based on national
origin or citizenship status, including—

(A) the selective or unauthorized use of the system

to verify eligibility;

(B) the use of the system prior to an offer of employ-

ment; or
(C) the exclusion of certain individuals from consider-

ation for employment as a result of a perceived likelihood
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that additional verification will be required, beyond what
is required for most job applicants.

(e) RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMJSSIOrR OF SOcIAL SECU-

RITY.—As part of the confirmation system, the Commissioner of

Social Security, in consultation with the entity responsible for
administration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure

method, which, within the time periods specified under subsections
(b) and (c), compares the name and social security_account number

provided in an inquiry against such information maintained by

the Commissioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity
of the information provided regarding an individual whose identity
and employment eligibility must be confirmed, the correspondence
of the name and number, and whether the individual has presented
a social security account number that is not valid for employment.

The Commissioner shall not disclose or release social security
information (other than such confirmation or nonconfirmation).

(f) RESPONSIBILITIES OF ThE COMMISSIONER OF THE IMMIGRA-

TION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE.—AS part of the confirmation

system, the Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, in consultation with the entity responsible for adininistration of the system, shall establish a reliable, secure method, which,
within the time periods specified under subsections (b) and (c),
compares the name and alien identification or authorization number
described in section 403(a)( 1)(B) of this division which are provided
in an inquiry against such information maintained by the Cominis-

sioner in order to confirm (or not confirm) the validity of the

information provided, the correspondence of the name and number,
and whether the alien is authorized to be employed in the United
States.
(g) UPDATING INFORMATION.—The Commissioners of Social

Security and the Immigration and Naturalization Service shall
update their information in a manner that promotes the maximum

accuracy and shall provide a process for the prompt correction

of erroneous information, including instances in which it is brought

to their attention in the secondary verification process described
in subsection (c).

(h) LIMITATION ON UsE OF THE CONFIRMATION SYSTEM
ANY RELATED SYSTEMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of

law, nothing in this subtitle shall be construed to permit or
allow any department, bureau, or .other agency of the United
States Government to utilize any information, data base, or
other records assembled under this subtitle for any other purpose other than as provided for under a pilot program.

(2) No NATIONAL IDENTI1CATION cARD.—Nothing in this

subtitle shall be construed to authorize, directly or indirectly,

the issuance or use of national identification cards or the
establishment of a national identification card.
SEC. 405. REPORTS.

The Attorney General shall submit to the Committees on the
Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate reports

on the pilot programs within 3 months after the end of the third
and fourth years in which the programs are in effect. Such reports
shall—

(1) assess the degree of fraudulent attesting of United

States citizenship,
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(2) include recommendations on whether or not the pilot

programs should be continued or modified, and

(3) assess the benefits of the pilot programs to employers

and the degree to which they assist in the enforcement of
section 274A.

Subtitle B—Other Provisions Relating to
Employer Sanctions
SEC. 411. LIMITING LIABILITY FOR CERTAIN TECHNICAL VIOLATIONS
OF PAPERWORK REQUIREMENTS.
(a) IN GENER.—Sectjon 274A(b) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(b)) is amend-

ed by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(6) GOOD FAITH COMPLIANCE.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in subpara-

graphs (B) and (C), a person or entity is considered to
have complied with a requirement of this subsection notwithstanding a technical or procedural failure to meet such
requirement if there was a good faith attempt to comply
with the requirement.
"(B) EXCEPTION IF FAILURE TO CORRECT AFER
NOTICE.—.Subparagraph (A) shall not apply if—

"(I) the Service (or another enforcement agency)

has explained to the person or entity the basis for

the failure,
"(ii) the person or entity has been provided a period
of not less than 10 business days (beginning after
the date of the explanation) within which to correct
the failure, and
"(iii) the person or entity has not corrected the
failure voluntarily within such period.
"(C) EXCEPTION FOR PATFERN OR PRACTICE woiTORS.—Subparagraph (A) shill not apply to a person or

entity that has or is engaging in a pattern or practice

of violations of subsection (a)( 1)(A) or (aX2).".
(b)EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)
shall apply to failures occurring on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 412. PAPERWORK AND Omic CHANGES IN THE EMPLOYER SANCTIONS PROGRAM.

(a) REDUCING THE NUMBER OF DocuiviN'rs ACCEPTED FOR
VERjpICATjON._Sejon 274A(b)(1) (8 U.S.C.
1324a(b)(1)) is amended—
(1) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) by striking clauses (ii) through (iv),
(B) in clause (v), by striking "or other alien registration
card, if the card" and inserting", alien registration card,

EMPWYIN'r

or other document designated by the Attorney General,
if the document" and redesignating such clause as clause
(ii), and
(C) in clause (ii), as so redesignated—

(i) in subclause (I), by striking "or" before "such
other personal identifying information" and inserting

"and",

(ii) by striking "and" at the end of subdause (I),

8 USC 1324a
note.
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(iii) by striking the period at the end of subclause

(II) and inserting ", and", and

(iv) by adding at the end the following new sub-

clause:

"(III) contains security features to make it

resistant to tampering, counterfeiting, and fraudu-

lent use.";
(2) in subparagraph (C)—
—
(A) by adding "or" at the end of clause (i),
(B) by striking clause (ii), and

(C) by redesignating clause (iii) as clause (ii); and

(3) by adding at the end the following new subparagraph:
"(E) AumomTY TO PROHIBIT USE OF CERTAIN DOCU-

MENTS.—If the Attorney General finds, by regulation, that

any document described in subparagraph (B), (C), or (D)
as establishing employment authorization or identity does
not reliably establish such authorization or identity or is
being used fraudulently to an unacceptable degree, the
Attorney General may prohibit or place conditions on its
use for purposes of this subsection.".

(b) REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.—Sec-

tion 274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)) is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

"(6) TREATMENT OF DOCUMENTATION FOR CE1TAIN EMPLOYEES.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this section, if—

"(i) an individual is a member of a collective-

bargaixüng unit and is employed, under a collective
bargaining agreement entered into between one or

more employee organizations and an association of two

or more employers, by an employer that is a member
of such association, and

"(ii) within the period specified in subparagraph
(B), another employer that is a member of the association (or an agent of such association on behalf of the
employer) has complied with the requirements of sub-

section (b) with respect to the employment of the

individual,
the subsequent employer shall be deemed to have complied

with the requirements of subsection (b) with respect to
the hiring of the employee and shall not be liable for
civil penalties described in subsection (e)(5).
"(B) PEJUOD.—The period described in this subpara-

graph is 3 years, or, if less, the period of time that the
individual is authorized to be employed in the United
States.

"(C) LIABILITY.—

"(i) IN GENERAL.—If any employer that is a member

of an association hires for employment in the United

States an individual and relies upon the provisions

of subparagraph (A) to comply with the requirements

of subsection (b) and the individual is an alien not
authorized to work in the United States, then for the
purposes of paragraph (1)(A), subject to clause (ii),
the employer shall be presumed to have known at
the time of hiring or afterward that the individual
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was an alien not authorized to work in the United
States.

"(ii) REBUTFAL OF PRESUMPTION.—The presump-

tion established by clause (i) may be rebutted by the
employer only through the presentation of clear and
convincing evidence that the employer did not know

(and could not reasonably have known) that the
individual at the time of hiring or afterward was an
alien not authorized to work in the United States.

"(iii) EXCEPTION.—Clause (i) shall not apply in any
prosecution under subsection (0(1).".
(c) ELIMINATION OF DATED PROVISIONS.—Sectjon 274A (8 U.S.C.
1324a) is amended by striking subsections (i) through (n).
(d) CLARIFICATION OF APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—

Section

274A(a) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(a)), as amended by subsection
(b), is amended by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(7) APPLICATION TO FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.—For purposes
of this section, the term 'entity' includes an entity in any
branch of the Federal Government.".
(e) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

(1) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply
with respect to hiring (or recruitment or referral) occurring

8 USC 1324a
note.

on or after such date (not later than 12 months after the

date of the enactment of this Act) as the Attorney General
shall designate.
(2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall apply
to individuals hired on or after 60 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act.
(3) The amendment made by subsection (c) shall take effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act.
(4) The amendment made by subsection (d) applies to hiring

occurring before, on, or after the date of the enactment of
this Act, but no penalty shall be imposed under subsection
(e) or (f) of section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality

Act for such hiring occurring before such date.
sEc. 413. REPORT ON ADDFrIONAL AUTRORJ'ry OR RESOURCES

NEEDED FOR ENFORCEMENT OF EMPLOYER SANCTIONS
PROVISIONS.

(a) IN GENERAi..—Not later than 1 year after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall submit to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and
of the Senate a report on any additional authority or resources
needed—

(1) by the Immigration and Naturalization Service in order
to enforce section 274A of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, or

(2) by Federal agencies in order to carry out the Executive
Order of February 13, 1996 (entitled "Economy and Efficiency
in Government Procurement Through Compliance with Certain
Immigration and Naturalization Act Provisions") and to expand
the restrictions in such order to cover agricultural subsidies,
grants, job training programs, and other Federally subsidized
assistance programs.
(b) REFERENCE TO INCREASED Au'rHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-

TIONS.—For provision increasing the authorization of appropriations

8 USC 1324a
note.
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for investigators for violations of sections 274 and 274A of the
Immigration and Nationality Act, see section 131 of this division.
SEC. 414. REPORTS ON EARNBGS OF ALIENS NOT AUTHORIZED TO
WORK

(a) IN GENE1tj..—Subsectjon (c) of section 290 (8 U.S.C. 1360)
is amended to read as follows:
"(c)(1) Not later than 3 months after the end of each fiscal
year (beginning with fiscal year 1996), the Commissioner of Social

• Security shall report to the Committees on the Judiciary of the

House of Representatives and the Senate on the aggregate quantity
of social security account numbers issued to aliens not authorized
to be employed, with respect to which, in such fiscal year, earnings
were reported to the Social Security Administration.

"(2) if earnings are reported on or after January

1,

1997,

to the Social Security Administration on a social security account
number issued to an alien not authorized to work in the United
States, the Commissioner of Social Security shall provide the Attor-

ney Gnera1 with information regarding the name and address
of the alien, the name and address of the person reporting the
earnings, and the amount of the earnings. The information shall

be provided in an electronic form agreed upon by the Commissioner
and the Attorney General.".
8 USC 1360 note.

(b) REPORT ON FRAUDULENT USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACCOUNT

NUMBERS.—The Commissioner of Social Security shall transmit

to the Attorney General, by not later than 1 year after the date
of the enactment of this Act, a report on the extent to which
social security account numbers and cards are used by aliens for
fraudulent purposes.

SEC. 415. AUTHORLZING MAINTENANCE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION
ON ALIENS.

Section 264 (8 U.S.C. 1304) is amended by adding at the end

the following new subsection:

"(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Attorney
General is authorized to require any alien to provide the alien's
social security account number for purposes of inclusion in any
record of the alien maintained by the Attorney General or the
Service.".

SEC. 416. SUBPOENA AUTHORITY.

Section 274A(e)(2) (8 U.S.C. 1324a(eX2)) is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagraph (A);

(2) by striking the period at the end of subparagraph (B)
and inserting", and"; and
(3) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the following:
"(C) immigration officers designated by the Commnissioner may compel by subpoena the attendance of witnesses

and the production of evidence at any designated place

prior to the filing of a complaint in a case under paragraph
(2).".
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Subtitle C—Unfair ImmigrationRe1ae
Employment Practices
SEC. 421. TREATMENT OF CERTAIN DOCUMEN'r&iy PRACTICES AS
UNFAIR IMMIGRATION-RELATED EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES.

—

(a) IN GENERL.—Sectjon 274B(aX6) (8 U.S.C. 1324b(a)(6)) is
amended—

(1) by striking "For purposes of paragraph (1), a" and
(2) by striking "relating to the hiring of individuals" and
inserting the following: "if made for the purpose or with the
intent of discriminating against an individual in violation of
inserting "A"; and

paragraph (1)".
(b) EFFECTIvE DATE.—The amendments made by subsection
(a) shall apply to requests made on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

TITLE V—RESTRICTIONS ON BENEFITS
FOR A&LIRNS

Subtitle A—Eligibility of Aliens for Public
Assistance and Benefits
SEC. 501. EXCEPTION TO INELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR
CERTAIN BATJERED ALIENS.

Section 431 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1641) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(c) TREATMENT OF CERTAIN BATrERED ALIENS AS QUALIFIED

ALIENS.—For purposes of this title, the term 'qualified alien'
includes—
"(1) an alien who—

"(A) has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty

in the United States by a spouse or a parent, or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family residing in the
same household as the alien and the spouse or parent
consented 'to, or acquiesced in, such battery or cruelty,
but only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General, which
opinion is not subject to review by any court) there is
a substantial connection between such battery or cruelty
and the need for the benefits to be provided; and
"(B) has been approved or has a petition pending which
sets forth a prima fade case for—

"(i) status as a spouse or a child of a United
States citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv) of

section 204(a)(1)(A) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act,

"(ii) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or (iii)
"(iii) suspension of deportation and adjustment of
status pursuant to section 244(a)(3) of such Act, or
of section 204(a)(1XB) of the Act,

8 USC 1324b
note.
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"(iv) status as a spouse or child of a United States
citizen pursuant to clause (i) of• section 204(a)( 1XA)

of such Act, or classification pursuant to clause (i)
of section 204(a)( 1XB) of such Act; or
"(2) an alien—

"(A) whose child has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a
parent of the alien (without the active participation of
the alien in the battery or cruelty), or_by a member of
the spouse or parent's family residing in the same household as the alien and the spouse or parent consented or
acquiesced to such battery. or cruelty, and the alien did
not actively participate in such battery or cruelty, but
only if (in the opinion of the Attorney General, which
opinion is not subject to review by any court) there is
a substantial connection between such battery or cruelty
and the need for the benefits to be provided; and

"(B) who meets the requirement of clause

subparagraph (A).

(ii) of

This subsection shall not apply to an alien during any period
in which the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty
resides in the same household or family eligibility unit as the
individual subjected to such battery or cruelty.".
8 USC 1621 note.

502. PILOT PROGRAMS ON LIMITING ISSUANCE OF DRiVER'S

SEC.

LICENSES TO ILLEGAL ALIENS.

(a)

IN GENERAL.—Pursuant to guidelines prescribed by .the

Attorney General not later than 6 months after the date of the
enactment of this Act, all States may conduct pilot programs within
their State to determine the viability, advisability, and cost-

effectiveness of the State's denying driver's licenses to aliens who
are not lawfully present in the United States. Under a pilot program
a State may deny a driver's license to aliens who are not lawfully

present in the United States. Such program shall be conducted
in cooperation with relevant State and local authorities.

(b) REPORT.—Not later than 3 years after the date of the

enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall submit a report
to the Judiciary Committees of the House of Representatives and
of the Senate on the results of the pilot programs conducted under
subsection (a).

SEC. 503. INELIGIBILITY OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT FOR
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 202 of the Social Security Act (42

U.S.C. 402) is amended by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"Limitation on Payments to Aliens

"(y) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no monthly
benefit under this title shall be payable to any alien in the United

States for any month during which such alien is not lawfully

present in the United States as determined by the Attorney General.".
42 USC 402 note.

(b)

EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply with respect to benefits for which applications are
filed on or after the first day of the first month that begins at
least 60 days after the date of the enactment of this Act.
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SEC. 504. PROCEDURES FOR REQUIRING PROOF OF CITIZENSP FOR
FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.

Section 432(a) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1642) is amended—
(1) by inserting "(1)" after the dash, and
(2) by adding at the end the following:

"(2) Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment

of this Act, the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary

of Health and Human Services, shall also establish procedwes
for a person applying for a Federal public benefit (as defined in
section 401(c)) to provide proof of citizenship in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner.".

SEC. 505. LIMITATION ON ELIGIBILITY FOR PREFERENTL4L TREATMENT OF ALIENS NOT LAWFULLY PRESENT ON BASIS
OF RESIDENCE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION BENEFITS.

8 USC 1623.

(a) IN GEN'ERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,

an alien who is not lawfully present in the United States shall
not be eligible on the basis of residence within a State (or a

political subdivision) for any postsecondary education benefit unless

a citizen or national of the United States is eligible for such a

benefit (in no less an amount, duration, and scope) without regard
to whether the citizen or national is such a resident.
(b) EFFECTiVE DATE.—This section shall apply to benefits provided on or after July 1, 1998.
SEC. 506. STUDY AND REPORT ON ALIEN STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR
POSTSECONDARY FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) GAO STUDY AND REPORT.—

(1) STUDY.—The Comptroller General shall conduct a study

to determine the extent to which aliens who are not lawfully
admitted for permanent residence are receiving postsecondary
Federal student financial assistance.
(2) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Comptroller General shall submit

a report to the appropriate committees of the Congress on
the study conducted under paragraph (1).

(b) REPORT ON COMPUTER MATCHING PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than one year after the date
of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Education and
the Commissioner of Social Security shall jointly submit to
the appropriate committees of the Congress a report on the
computer matching program of the Department of Education
under section 484(p) of the Higher Education Act of 1965.
(2) REPORT ELEMENTS.—The report under paragraph (1)
shall include the following:

(A) An assessment by the Secretary and the Commissioner of the effectiveness of the computer matching program, and a justification for such assessment.
(B) The ratio of successful matches under the program
to inaccurate matches.
(C) Such other information as the Secretary and the
Commissioner jointly consider appropriate.

(c) APPROPRIATE COMMrr1s OF THE CONGRESS.—For purposes

of this section the term "appropriate committees of the Congress"
means the Committee on Economic and Educational Opportunities

8 USC 1611 note.
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and the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives

and the Committee on Labor and Human Resources and the
Committee on the Judiciary of the Senate.

SEC. 507. VERIFICATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS FOR PURPOSES

OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND HIGHER EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE.

(a) SOCIAL. SECURITY ACT STATE INCOME AND ELIGIBILITY VER-

WICATION SYSTEMS.—Section 1137(d)(4)(B)(i)) of the Social Security

Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(d)(4)(B)(i)) is arnende4 to read as follows:

"(i) the State shall transmit to the Immigration

and Naturalization Service either photostatic or other
similar copies of such documents, or information from
such documents, as specified by the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, for official verification,".

(b) ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER HIGHER EDUCATION

AcT op 1965.—Section 484(g)(4XB)(i) of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 109 1(g)(4)(BX1)) is amended to read as follows:

"(i) the institution shall transmit to the Immigration and Naturalization Service either photostatic or
other similar copies of such documents, or information
from such documents, as specified by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, for official verification,".

SEC. 50& NO VERIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANTZATIONS.

Section 432 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1642) is amended by
adding at the end the following new subsection:

"(d) No VERIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS.—Subject to subsection (a), a nonprofit chari-

table organization, in providing any Federal public benefit (as
defined in section 401(c)) or any State or local public benefit (as
defined in section 411(c)), is not required under this title to deter-

mine, verify, or otherwise require proof of eligibility of any applicant
for such benefits.".

SEC. 509. GAO STUDY OF PROVISION OF MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENE-

FITS TO ALIENS WHO ABE NOT QUALIFIED ALIENS ON
BERALF OF ELIGIBLE INDWLDUAIS.

Not later tban 180 days after the date of the enactment of

this Act, the Comptroller General shall submit to the Committees
on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives and of the Senate
and to the Inspector General of the Department of Justice a report
on the extent to which means-tested public benefits are being paid
or provided to aliens who are not qualified aliens (as defined in
section 431(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act of 1996) in order to provide such benefits to
individuals who are United States citizens or qualified aliens (as
so defined). Such report shall address the locations in which such
benefits are provided and the incidence of fraud or misrepresentation in connection with the provision of such benefits.

SEC. 510. TRANSITION FOR ALIENS CURRENTLY RECEIVTNG BENEFITS
UNDER THE FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

Effective as if included in the enactment of the Personal

Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996,
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subclause (I) of section 402(aX2)(D)(jj) (8 U.S.C. 1612(a)(2)(D)(jj))
is amended to read as follows:
"(I) IN GENERAL.—Wjth respect to the specified

Federal program described in paragraph (3)(B),
ineligibility under paragraph (1) shall not apply

until April 1, 1997, to an alien who received benefits under such program on the date of enactment

of this Act, unless such alien is determined to—
be ineligible to receive such benefits under the
Food Stamp Act of 1977. The State agency shall
recertify the eligibility of all such aliens during
the period begirming April 1, 1997, and ending
August 22, 1997.".

Subtitle B—Public Charge Exclusion
SEC. 531. GROUND FOR

CLUSION.

(a) IN GENRAL.—Pargph (4) of section 212(a) (8 U.S.C.

1182(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(4) PUBLIc CHARGE.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any alien who, in the opinion of

the consular officer at the time of application for a visa,
or in the opinion of the Attorney General at the time
of application for admission or adjustment of status, is
likely at any time to become a public charge is excludable.
"(B) FACTORS TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.--(i)

In deter-

mining whether an alien is excludable under this paragraph, the consular officer or the Attorney General shall
at a minimum consider the alien's—
"(I)age;
"(II) health;
"(Ill) family status;

"(W) assets, resources, and financial status; and

"(V) education and skills.

"(ii) In addition to the factors under clause (i), the
consular officer or the Attorney General may also consider
any affidavit of support under section 213A for purposes
of exclusion under this paragraph.

"(C) FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRANTS.—Any alien who
seeks admission or adjustment of status under a visa number issued under section 201(bX2) or 203(a) is excludable
under this paragraph unless—
"(i) the alien has obtained—
"(I) status as a spouse or a child of a United
States citizen pursuant to clause (ii), (iii), or (iv)

of section 204(aX1XA), or

"(II) classification pursuant to clause (ii) or

(iii) of section 204(a)(1)(B); or

"(ii) the person petitioning for the alien's admission
(including any additional sponsor required under section 213AU)) has executed an affidavit of support
described in section 213A with respect to such alien.
"(D) CERTAIN EMPWYMENT-BED IMMIGRANTS.—Any
alien who seeks admission or adjustment of status under

a visa number issued under section 203(b) by virtue of
a classification petition filed by a relative of the alien
39-1390- 96-22(208)
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(or by an entity in which such relative has a significant
ownership interest) is excludable under this paragraph
• unless such relative has executed an affidavit of support
described in section 213A with respect to such alien.".
8 USC 1182 note.

(b) EFFECTWE DATE.—The

amendment made by subsection (a)

shall apply to applications submitted on or after such date, not
earlier than 30 days and not later than 60 days after the date
the Attorney General promulgates under section 551(c)(2) of this
division a standard form for an affidavit of support as the Attorney

General shall specify, but subparagraphs (C) and (D) of section
212(a)(4) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as so amended,
shall not apply to applications with respect to which an official
interview with an immigration officer was conducted before such
effective date.

Subtitle C—Affidavits of Support
SEC. 551. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section .213A (8 U.S.C. 1183a), as inserted
by section 423(a) of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, is amended to read as follows:
"REQU1RMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A. (a) ENFORCEABILITY.—

"(1) TERMS OF AFFIDAVIT.—NO affidavit of support may

be accepted by the Attorney General or by any consular officer
to establish that an alien is not excludable as a public charge

under section 212(aX4) unless such aftdavit is executed by
a sponsor of the alien as a contract—

"(A) in which the sponsor agrees to provide support
to maintain the sponsored alien at an annual income that
is not less than 125 percent of the Federal poverty line
during the period in which the affidavit is enforceable;
"(B) that is legally enforceable against the sponsor
by the sponsored alien, the Federal Government, any State
(or any political subdivision of such State), or by any other
entity that provides any means-tested public benefit (as
defined in subsection (e)), consistent with the provisions
of this section; and

"(C) in which the sponsor agrees to' submit to the

jurisdiction of any Federal or State court for the purpose
of actions brought under subsection (b)(2).

"(2) PERIOD OF ENFORCEABILITY.—An affidavit of support

shall be enforceable with respect to benefits provided for an

alien before the date the alien is naturalized as a citizen

of the United States, or, if earlier, the termination date provided
under paragraph (3).
"(3) TERMINATION OF PERIOD OF ENFORCEABILITY UPON
COMPLETION OF REQUIRED PERIOD OF EMPLOYMENT, ETC.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—An affidavit of support is not

•

enforceable after such time as the alien (i) has worked
40 qualifying quarters of coverage as defined under title
II of the Social Security Act or can be credited with such
qualifying quarters as provided under subparagraph (B),
and (ii) in the case of any such qua1if'ing quarter creditable

for any period beginning after December 31, 1996, did
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not receive any Federal means-tested public benefit (as
provided under section 403 of the Personal Responsibility

and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) during
any such period.
"(B) QUALIFYING QUARTERS.—For purposes of this section, in determining the number of quali1ying quarters
of coverage under title II of the Social Security Act an
alien shall be credited with—
—
"(i) all of the quali1ring quarters of coverage as
defined under title II of the Social Security Act worked
by a parent of such alien while the alien was under
age 18, and
•

"(ii) all of the qua1iiring quarters worked by a
spouse of such alien during their marriage and the
alien remains married to such spouse or such spouse
is deceased.

No such qua1iiring quarter of coverage that is creditable
under title II of the Social Security Act for any period
beginning after December 31, 1996, may be credited to
an alien under clause (i) or (ii) if the parent or spouse
(as the case may be) of such alien received any Federal

means-tested public benefit (as provided under section 403
of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) during the period for which such
qua1iiring quarter of coverage is so credited.
"(C) PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO SAVE SYSTEM.—

The Attorney General shall ensure that appropriate
information regarding the application of this paragaph

is provided to the system for alien verification of eligibility
(SAVE) described in section 1137(d)(3) of the Social Security Act.

"(b) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMEN'r EXPENSES.—
"(1) REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT._

"(A) REQtIIREMEN'r.__upon

notification that a

sponsored alien has received any means-tested public benefit,
the appropriate nongovernmental entity which provided

such benefit or the appropriate entity of the Federal

Government, a State, or any political subdivision of a State
shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in an amount
which is equal to the unreimbursed costs of such benefit.
"(B) REGULATIONS._The Attorney General, in consultation with the heads of other appropriate Federal agencies,
shall prescribe such regulations as may be necessary to
carry out subparagraph (A).
"(2) ACTIONS TO COMPEL REIMBU'RSEMENT._
"(A) IN CASE OF NONRESPONSE.—If within

45 days after
a request for reimbursement under paragraph (1)(A), the
appropriate entity has not received a response from the
sponsor indicating a willingness to commence payment an
action may be brought against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support.

"(B) IN CASE OF FAILURE TO PAY.—If the sponsor fails

to abide by the repayment terms established by the appropriate entity, the entity may bring an action against
the
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.
"(C) LIMITATION ON ACTIONS.—No cause of action may
be brought under this paragraph later than 10 years after
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the date on which the sponsored alien last received any
means-tested public benefit to which the affidavit of support applies.
"(3) UsE OF COLLECTION AGENCIES.—If the appropriate

entity under paragraph (1)(A) requests reimbursement from
the sponsor or brings an action against the sponsor pursuant
to the amdavit of support, the appropriate entity may appoint
or hire an individual or other person to act on behalf of such
entity acting under the authority of law for purposes of collecting any amounts owed.
"(c) REMEDIES.—Remedies available to enforce an affidavit of

support under this section include any or all of the remedies

described in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205 of title 28, United

States Code, as well as an order for specific performance and
payment of legal fees and other costs of collection, and include
corresponding remedies available under State law. A Federal agency
may seek to collect amounts owed under this section in accordance

with the provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31,
United States Code.
"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—

"(1) GENERAL REQUIREMENT.—The sponsor shall notify the

Attorney General and the State in which the sponsored alien
is currently a resident within 30 days of any change of address

of the sponsor during the period in which an affidavit of support
is enforceable.
"(2) PENALTY.—Any person subject to the requirement of
paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such requirement shall, after
notice and opportunity to be heard, be subject to a civil penalty
of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000, or

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge that the

sponsored alien has received any means-tested public benefits (other than benefits described in section 401(b),
403(c)(2), or 411(b) of the Personal Responsibility and Work

Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996) not less than
$2,000 or more than $5,000.
The Attorney General shall enforce this paragraph under appropriate regulations.
"(e) JtJRISDICTION.—An action to enforce an affidavit of support

executed under subsection (a) may be brought against the sponsor
in any appropriate court—
"(1) by a sponsored alien, with respect to firaancial support;
or

"(2) by the appropriate entity of the Federal Government,
a State or any political subdivision of a State, or by any other
nongovernmental entity under subsection (b)(2), with respect
to reimbursement.

"(f) SPONSOR DEFINED.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of this section the term
'sponsor' in relation to a sponsored alien means an individual
who executes an affidavit of support with respect to the sponsored alien and who—

"(A). is a citizen or national of the United States or
an alien who is lawfully admitted to the United States
for permanent residence;
"(B) is at least 18 years of age;
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"(C) is domiciled in any of the several States of the
United States, the District of Columbia, or any territory

or possession of the United States;
"(D) is petitioning for the admission of the alien under
section 204; and

"(E) demonstrates (as provided in paragraph (6)) the
means to maintain an annual income equal to at least
125 percent of the Federal poverty line.

"(2) INcOME REQUIREMENT CASE.—Such

term also includes
an individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(E) but accepts joint and several liability together with an
individual under paragraph (5).
"(3)AcmrE DuTY ARMED SERVICES CASE.—Such term also

includes an individual who does not meet the requirement
of paragraph (1XE) but is on active duty (other than active
duty for training) in the Armed Forces of the United States,
is petitioning for the admission of the alien under section
204 as the spouse or child of the individual, and demonstrates
(as provided in paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an annual
income equal to at least 100 percent of the Federal poverty
line.
"(4) CERTAIN ELOYMNT-Bj I fiGRANTS CASE.—Such
term also includes an individual—
"(A) who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D), but is the relative of the sponsored alien who filed

a classification petition for the sponsored alien as an

employment-based immigrant under section 203(b) or who
has a significant ownership interest, in the entity that
filed such a petition; and
"(BXI) who demonstrates (as provided under paragraph

(6)) the means to maintain an annual income equal to

at least 125 percent of the Federal poverty line, or
"(ii) does not meet the requirement of paragraph (1XE)
but accepts joint and several liability together with an
individual under paragraph (5).
"(5) NON-PETITIONING CASE.—Such term also includes an
individual who does not meet the requirement of paragraph
(1)(D) but who accepts joint and several liability with a petitioning sponsor under paragraph (2) or relative of an employmentbased immigrant under paragraph (4) and who demonstrates
(as provided under paragraph (6)) the means to maintain an
annual income equal to at least 125 percent of the Federal

poverty line.

"(6) DEMONSTRATION OF MEANS TO MAINTAIN INCOME.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—
"(i) METHOD OF DEMONSTRATION—For purposes of

this section, a demonstration of the means to maintain
income shall include provision of a certified copy of

the individual's Federal income tax return for the
individual's 3 most recent taxable years and a written
statement, executed under oath or as permitted under
penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title 28, United
States Code, that the copies are certified copies of
such returns.
"(ii) FLEXJBILrry.—For purposes of this section,
aliens may demonstrate the means to maintain income
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through demonstration of significant assets of the spon-

sored alien or of the sponsor, if such assets are available for the support of the sponsored alien..

"(iii) PERCENT OF POVERTY.—For purposes of this

section, a reference to an annual income equal to at
least a particular percentage of the Federal poverty
line means an annual income equal to at least such
percentage of the Federal poverty line for a family

unit of a size equal to the number of members of
the sponsor's household (including family and non-family dependents) plus the total number of other dependents and aliens sponsored by that sponsor.
"(B) LIMITATION.—The Secretary of State, or the Attor-

ney General in the case of adjustment of status, may pro-

vide that the demonstration under subparagraph (A)
applies only to the most recent taxable year.

"(h) FEDERAL POVERTY LINE DEFINED.—For purposes of this

section, the term 'Federal poverty line' means the level of income

equal to the official poverty line (as defined by the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget, as revised annually by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services, in accordance with
section 673(2) of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
(42 U.S.C. 9902)) that is applicable to a family of the size involved.
"(i) SpoNsoR's SocL SECURITY ACCOUNT NUMBER REQUIRED

To BE PR0vWED.—(1) An affidavit of support shall include the
social security account number of each sponsor.

"(2) The Attorney General shall develop an automated system
to maintain the social security account number data provided under
paragraph (1).

"(3) The Attorney General shall submit an annual report to
the Committees on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives
and the Senate setting forth—

"(A) for the most recent fiscal year for which data are
available the number of sponsors under this section and the

number of sponsors in compliance with the financial obligations
of this section; and

"(B) a comparison of such numbers with the numbers of

such sponsors for the preceding fiscal year.".
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) Section 421(a)(1) and section 422(a)(1) of the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996
(8 U.S.C. 1631(a)(1), 1632(a)(1)) are each amended by inserting

"and as amended by section 551(a) of the Illegal Immigration

Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996" after "section
423".
USC 1183a
note.
8 USC 1183a
note.
8

(2) Section 423 of such Act (8 U.S.C. 1138a note) is amended
by striking subsection (c).
(c) EFFECTWE DATE; PROMULGATION OF FORM.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made

by this section

shall apply to affidavits of support executed on or after a
date specified by the Attorney General, which date shall be
not earlier than 60 days (and .not later than 90 days) after
the date the Attorney General formulates the form for such
affidavits under paragraph (2).

(2) PROMULGATION OF FORM.—Not later than 90 days after

the date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General,
in consultation with the heads of other appropriate agencies,

•
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shall promulgate a standard form for an affidavit of support
consistent with the provisions of section 2 13A of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended by subsection (a).
SEC. 552. INDIGENCE AND BATTERED SPOUSE AND CBILD EXCEPTIONS
TO FEDERAL ATrRIBIJTION OF INCOME RULE.

Section 421 of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631) is amendedThy
adding at the end the following new subsection:
"(e) INDIGENCE EXCEPTION.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—For an alien for whom an affidavit of
support under section 2 13A of the Immigration and Nationality
Act has been executed, if a determination described in para..

graph (2) is made, the amount of income and resources of
the sponsor or the sponsor's spouse which shall be attributed
to the sponsored alien shall not, exceed the amount actually

provided for a period beginning, on the date of such determiiation and ending 12 months after such date.
"(2)
DETERMINATION
DEsCRIBED.—A
determination
described in this paragraph is a determination by an agency
that a sponsored alien would, in the absence of the assistance
provided by the agency, be unable to obtain food and shelter,

taking into account the alien's own income, plus any cash,
including the sponsor. The agency shall notify the Attorney
General of each such determination, including the names of
food, housing, or other assistance provided by other individuals,
the sponsor and the sponsored alien involved.

"(f) SPECIAL Rtu FOR BATrERED SPOUSE AND CHILD.—

"(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2) and notwith-.

standing any other provision of this section, subsection (a)

shall not apply to benefits—
"(A) during a 12 month period if the alien demonstrates
that (i) the alien has been battered or subjected to extreme

cruelty in the United States by a spouse or a parent,

or by a member of the spouse or parent's family residing
in the same household as the alien and the spouse or
parent consented to or acquiesced to such battery or cruelty,
or (ii) the alien's child has been battered or subjected

to extreme cruelty in the United States by the spouse
or parent of the alien (without the active participation
of the alien in the battery or cruelty), or by a member
of the spouse's or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or parent consented
or acquiesced to and the alien did not actively participate

in such battery or cruelty, and the battery or cruelty

described in clause (i) or (ii) (in the opinion of the agency
providing such public benefits, which opinion is not subject
to review by any court) has a substantial connection to
the need for the public benefits applied for; and
"(B) after a 12 month period (regarding the batterer's
income and resources only) if the alien demonstrates that
such battery or cruelty under subparagraph (A) has been
recognized in an order of a judge or administrative law
judge or a prior determination of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, and that such battery or cruelty
(in the opinion of the agency providing such public benefits,
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which opinion is not subject to review by any court) has

a substantial connection to the need for the benefits.
"(2) LIMITATION.—The exception under paragraph (1) shall
not apply to benefits for an alien during any period in which
the individual responsible for such battery or cruelty resides
in the same household or family eligibility unit as the individual
who was subjected to such battery or cruelty.".
8 USC 1624.

SEC. 553. AUTHORITY OF STATES AND
POLrnCAE-SUBDIVISIONS OF

STATES TO LIMIT ASSISTANCE TO ALIENS AND TO

DISTINGUISH AMONG CLASSES OF ALIENS IN PROVIDING
GENERAL CASH PUBLIC ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GENE1L.—Subject to subsection (b) and notwithstanding

any other provision of law, a State or political subdivision of a
State is authorized to prohibit or otherwise
limit or restrict the
eligibility of aliens or classes of aliens for programs of general
cash public assistance furnished under the law of the State or
a political subdivision of a State.
(b) LIMITATION.—The authority provided for under subsection

(a) may be exercised only to the extent that any prohibitions,

limitations, or restrictions imposed by a State or political subdivision of a State are not more restrictive than the prohibitions,
limitations, or restrictions imposed under comparable Federal pro-

grams. For purposes of this section, attribution to an alien of
a sponsor's income and resources (as described in section 421 of

the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C. 1631)) for purposes of determining eligibility
for, and the amount of benefits shall be considered less restrictive
than a prohibition of eligibility for such benefits.

Subtitle D—Miscellaneous Provisions
SEC. 561. INCREASED MAXIMUM CRThI]NAL PENALTIES FOR FORGING
OR COUNTERFEITING SEAL OF A FEDERAL DEPARTMENT

OR AGENCY TO FACIUTATE BENEFIT FRAUD BY AN
UNLAWFUL ALIEN.

Section 506 of title 18, United States Code, is amended to

read as follows:

" 506. Seals of departments or agencies
"(a) Whoever—.

"(1) falsely makes, forges, counterfeits, mutilates,
alters
the seal of any department or agency of the UnitedorStates,
or any facsimile thereof;
"(2) knowingly uses, affixes, or impresses any such fraudu-

lently made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal
or facsimile thereof to or upon any certificate, instrument,
commission, document, or paper of any description; or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possesses, sells, offers for sale,

furnishes, offers to ftirnish, gives away, offers to give away,
transports, offers to transport, imports, or offers to import
any such seal or facsimile thereof, knowing the same to have
been so falsely made, forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or
altered,

shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than 5
years, or both
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"(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a) or any other provision of
law, if a forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered seal of a depart-

ment or agency of the United States, or any facsimile thereof,
Is—

"(1) so forged, counterfeited, mutilated, or altered;
"(2) used, affixed, or impressed to or upon any certificate,
instrument, commission, document, or paper of any description;
or
"(3) with fraudulent intent, possessed, sold, offered for sale,
furnished, offered to furnish, given away, offered to give away,
transported, offered to transport, imported, or offered to import,

with the intent or effect of facilitating an alien's application for,
or receipt of, a Federal benefit to which the alien is not entitled,
the penalties which may be imposed for each offense under subsection (a) shall be two times the maximum fine, and 3 times
the maximum term of imprisonment, or both, that would otherwise
be imposed for an offense under subsection (a).
"(c) For purposes of this section—
"(1) the term 'Federal benefit' means—

"(A) the issuance of any grant, contract, loan, profes-

sional license, or commercial license provided by any agency
of the United States or by appropriated funds of the United
States; and

"(B) any retirement, welfare, Social Security, health
(including treatment of an emergency medical condition
in accordance with section 1903(v) of the Social Security
Act (19 U.S.C. 1396b(v))), disability, veterans, public housing, education, food stamps, or unemployment benefit, or

any similar benefit for which payments or assistance are
provided by an agency of the United States or by appropriated funds of the United States; and

"(2) each instance of forgery, counterfeiting, mutilation,

or alteration shall constitute a separate offense under this
section.".

SEC. 562. TREATMENT OF EXPENSES SUBJECT TO EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES EXCEPulON.

(a) IN GEMI.—Subject to such amounts as are provided

in advance in appropriation Acts, each State or political subdivision
of a State that provides medical assistance for care and treatment
of an emergency medical condition (as defined in subsection (d))
through a public hospital or other public facility (including a nonprofit hospital that is eligible for an additional payment adjustment
under section 1886 of the Social Security Act) or through contract

with another hospital or facility to an individual who is an alien
not lawfully present in the United States is eligible for payment

from the Federal Government of its costs of providing such services,
but only to the extent that such costs are not otherwise reimbursed
through any other Federal program and cannot be recovered from
the alien or another person.
(b) CONFIRMATION OF IMMIGRATION STATUS REQUIRED.—No pay-

ment shall be made under this section with respect to services
furnished to an individual unless the immigration status of the
individual has been verified through appropriate procedures estab-

lished by the Secretary of Health and Human Services and the

Attorney General.

8 USC 1369.
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(c) ADMINISTRATION.—This section shall be adinnistered by

the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretay of Health
and Human Services.

(d) EMERGENCY MEDICAL CONDITION DEFINED.—For purposes

of this section, the term "emergency medical condition" means a
medical condition (including emergency labor and delivery) manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including
severe pain) such that the absence of immediate- medical attention

could reasonably be expected to result in—
(1) placing the patient's health in serious jeopardy,
(2) serious impairment toboclily functions, or
(3) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) shall apply to medical
assistance for care and treatment of an emergency medical condition
furnished on or after January 1, 1997.
8 USC 1370.

SEC. 563. REIMBURSEMENT OF STATES AND LOCALITIES FOR EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICES.

Subject to the availability of appropriations, the Attorney General shall fully reimburse States and political subdivisions of States

for costs incurred by such a State or subdivision for emergency
ambulance services provided to any alien who—

(1) is injured while crossing a land or sea border of the
United States without inspection or at any time or place other
than as designated by the Attorney General; and
(2) isunder the custody of the State orsubdivision pursuant
to a transfer, request, or other action by a Federal authority.

8 USC 1183a

SEC. 564. PILOT PROGRAMS TO REQU1R BOND]NG.

(a) IN GENERAL.—
(1) The Attorney

General of the United States shall establish a pilot program in 5 district offices of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service to require aliens to post a bond
in addition to the affidavit requirements under section 213A
•of the Immigration and Nationality Act and the deeming
requirements under section 421 of the Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity -Reconciliation Act of 1996 (8 U.S.C.

1631). Any pilot program established pursuant to this subsection shall require an alien to post a bond in an amount
sufficient to cover .the cost of benefits described in section
213A(dX2XB) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (as
amended by section 551(a) of this division) for the alien and
the alien's dependents and shall remain in effect until the
.

departure, naturalization, or death of the alien.

(2) Suit on any such bonds may be brought under the

terms and conditions set forth in section 213A of the Imniigration and Nationality Act.
(b) REGULATIONS.—Not later than 180 days after the date of
the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General shall issue regulations for establishing the pilot programs, including—.
(1) criteria and procedures for—
(A) certifying bonding companies for participation in
the program, and
(B) debarment of any such company that fails to pay
a bond, and

(2) criteria for setting the amount of the bond to assure
that the bond is in an amount that is not less than the cost
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of providing benefits under the programs described in subsection (a)(1) for the alien and the alien's dependents for 6
months.

(c) AUThORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—There are authorized

to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary to carry out
this section.

(d) ANNUAL REPORTING REQUIREMENT.—Beginning 9 months

after the date of implementation of the pilot program, the Attorney
General shall submit annually to the Committees on the Judiciary

of the House of Representatives and the Senate a report on the
effectiveness of the program. The Attorney General shall submit
a final evaluation of the program not later than 1 year after termi-

nation.
(e) StJNSET.—The pilot program under this section shall terminate after 3 years of operation.
(f) BONDS IN ADDITION TO SPONSORSHIP AND DEEMING REQUIREMEN'rs.—Section 213 (8U.S.C. 1183) is amended by inserting "(sub-

ject to the affidavit of support requirement and attribution of sponsor's income and resources under section 213A)" after "in the discretion of the Attorney General".
SEC. 565. REPORTS.

Not later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year,

the Attorney General shall submit a report to the Inspector General
of the Department of Justice and the Committees on the Judiciary
of the House of Representatives and of the Senate describing the

following:
(1) PUBLIC C}LRGE DEPORTATION5.—The number of aliens

deported on public charge grounds under section 241(aX5) of
the Immigration and Nationality Act during the previous fiscal
year.
(2) INDIGENT SPONSORS.—The number of determinations

made under section 421(e) of the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (as added by
section 552 of this division) during the previous fiscal year.
(3) REU SEMENT ACTIONS—The number of actions
brought, and the amount of each action, for reimbursement
under section 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act
(including private collections) for the costs of providing public
benefits.

8 USC 1371.
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Subtitle F—General Provisions

8 Usc 1101 .

SEC. 591. EFFECTIVE DATES.

Except as provided in this title, this title and the amendments
made by this title shall take effect on the date of the enactment
of this Act.

SEC. 592. NOT APPLICABLE TO FOREIGN ASSISTANCE.

This title does not apply to any Federal, State, or local governmental program, assistance, or benefits provided to an alien under
any program of foreign assistance as determined by the Secretary
of State in consultation with the Attorney General.
SEC. 593. NOTifICATION.

(a) IN GENER.L.—Each agency of the Federal Government or
a State or political subdivision that administers a program affected
by the provisions of this title, shall, directly or through the States,
provide general notification to the public and to program recipients
of the changes regarding eligibility for any such program pursuant
to this title.
(b) FAILURE To GIvE N0TIcE.—Nothing in this section shall
be construed to require or authorize continuation of eligibility if
the notice under this section is not provided.
SEC. 594. DEFIMTIONS.

Except as otherwise provided in this title, for purposes of this

title—

(1) the terms "alien", "Attorney General", "national", "naturalization", "State", and "United States" shall have the meaning

given such terms in section 10 1(a) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act; and
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(2) the term "child" shall have the meaning given such

term in section 10 1(c) of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

TFEVSCEIJJOUS
PROVISIONS

Subtitle D—Other Provisions
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SEC. 656. rMPR0VEMENTS IN JDENTIFICATION..RELATED DOCUMENT.
(a) BIRTH CERTIFICATES.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—
(i) GENERAI.. RULE.—Subject to clause (ii), a Federal

agency may not accept for any official purpose a certificate of birth, unless the certificate—

(I) is a birth certificate (as defined in para(II) conforms to the standards set forth in
the regulation promulgated under subparagraph
graph (3)); and

(B).
(ii) APPLICABILITY.—_Clause (i) shall

apply only to

a certificate of birth issued after the day that is 3
years after the date of the promulgation of a final
regulation under subparagraph (B). Clause (i) shall
not be construed to prevent a Federal agency from
accepting for official purposes any certificate of birth
issued on or before such day.
(B) REGULATION.—

(i) CONSULTATION WITH GOVERNME AGENCIES.—

The President shall select 1 or more Federal agencies
to consult with State vital statistics offices, and with
other appropriate Federal agencies designated by the
President, for the purpose of developing appropriate
standards for birth certificates that may be accepted
for official purposes by Federal agencies, as provided
in subparagraph (A).

(ii) SELECTION OF LEAD AGENCY.—Of the Federal
agencies selected under clause (i), the President shall
select 1 agency to promulgate, upon the conclusion
of the consultation conducted under such clause, a
regulation establishing standards of the type described

in such clause.

(iii) DEADLINE.—The agency selected under clause

(ii) shall promulgate a final regulation under such

clause not later than the date that is 1 year after

the date of the enactment of this Act.
(iv)

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT5.—The

established under this subparagraph—

standards

(I) at a minimum, shall require certification

of the birth certificate by the State or local custodian of record that issued the certificate, and shall
require the use of safety paper, the seal of the
issuing custodian of record, and other features
designed to limit tampering, counterfeiting, and
photocopying, or otherwise duplicating, the birth
certificate for fraudulent purposes;
(II) may not require a single design to which
birth certificates issued by all States must conform; and
(III) shall accommodate the differences

between the States in the maimer and form in

5 USC 301 note.
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which birth records are stored and birth certificates are produced from such records.

(2) GRjjqrs TO STATES.—
(A) ASSISTANCE IN MEETING FEDERAL STANDARDS.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Beginning on the date a final
regulation is promulgated under paragraph (1)(B), the
Secretary of Health and Human Services, acting
through the Director of the National Center for Health
Statistics and after consulting with the head of any
other agency designated by the President, shall make
grants to States to assist them in issuing birth certifi-

cates that conform to the standards set forth in the
regulation.

(ii) ALLOCATION OF GRANTS.—The Secretary shall

provide grants to States under this subparagraph in
proportion to the populations of the States applying

to receive a grant and in an amount needed to provide
a substantial incentive for States to issue birth certificates that conform to the standards described in clause
(i).
(B) ASSISTANCE
RECORDS.—

IN MATCHING BIRTH AND DEATH

(i) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and
Human Services, acting through the Director of the
National Center for Health Statistics and after consult-

ing with the head of any other agency designated by
the President, shall make grants to States to assist
them in developing the capability to match birth and
death records, within each State and among the States,
and to note the fact of death on the birth certificates
of deceased persons. In developing the capability
described in the preceding sentence, a State that
receives a grant under this subparagraph shall focus

first on individuals born after 1950.

(ii) ALLOCATION AND AMOuNT OF GRANTS.—The

Secretary shall provide grants to States under this
subparagraph in proportion to the populations of the
States applying to receive a grant and in an amount
needed to provide a substantial incentive for States
to develop the capability described in clause (i).
(C) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—The Secretary of

Health and Human Services, acting through the Director
of the National Center for Health Statistics, shall make
grants to States for a project in each of 5 States to demonstrate the feasibility of a system under which persons
otherwise required to report the death of individuals to
a State would be required to provide to the State's office
of vital statistics safficient information to establish the
fact of death of every individual dying in the State within

24 hours of acquiring the information.
(3) BIRTH CERTIFCATE.—As used in this subsection, the
term "birth certificate" means a certificate of birth—
(A) of—

(i) an individual born in the United States; or
(ii) an individual born abroad—

(I) who is a citizen or national of the United
States at birth; and
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(II) whose birth is registered in the United

States; and
(B)that—
(i) is a copy, issued by a State. or local authorized
custodian of record, of an original certificate of birth
issued by such custodian of record; or
(ii) was issued by a State or local authorized custodian of record and was produced from birth records
maintained by such custodian of record.
—

(b) STATE-ISSUED DRIVERS LICENSES I) CoMPA1I IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENTS.—
(1) STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE BY FEDERAL AGENCIES.—

(A) Ir GENERAL—A Federal agency may not accept
for any identification-related purpose a driver's license,
or other comparable identification document, issued by a

State, uiiless the license or document satisfies the following
requirements:
(i) APPLICATION PROCESS.—The application process

for the license or document shall include the presentation of such evidence of identity as is required by
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of Transpor-

tation after consultation with the American Association
of Motor Vehicle Administrators.

(ii) SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER.—Ezcept asprovided

in subparagraph (B), the license or document shall
contain a social security account number that can be
read visually or by electronic means.
(iii) FORM.—The license or document otherwise

shall be in a form consistent with requirements set
forth in regulations promulgated by the Secretary of
Transportation after consultation with the American
Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators. The form
shall contain security features designed to limit
tampering, counterfeiting, photocopying, or otherwise

duplicating, the license or document for fraudulent
purposes and to limit use of the license or document
by impostors.

(B) EXCEPTION.—The requirement in subparagraph
(AXii) shall not apply with respect to a driver's license
or other comparable identification document issued by a
State, if the State—

(1) does not require the license or document to

contain a social security account number and
(ii) requires—

(I) every applicant for a driver's license, or

other comparable identification document, to submit the applicant's social security account number
and
(II) an agency of the State to verify with the
Social Security Administration that such account
number is valid.
(C) DEADLINE.—The Secretary of Transportation shall

promulgate the regulations referred to in clauses (i) and
(iii) of subparagraph (A) not later than 1 year after the
date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) GRANTS TO STATES.—Beginning on the date final regula-

tions are promulgated under paragraph (1), the Secretary of
39-1390- 96-24(208)
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Transportation shall make grants to States to assist them
in issuing driver's licenses and other comparable identification
documents that satisfy the requirements under such paragraph.
(3) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

(A) IN GENERAL—Except as otherwise provided in this

paragraph, this subsection shall take effect on the date
of the enactment of this Act.

(B) PROHIBITION ON FEDERAL AGENCIES.—Subpara-

graphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (1) shall take efFect begin-

ning on October 1, 2000, but shall apply only to licenses

or documents issued to an individual for the first time

and to replacement or renewal licenses or documents issued
according to State law.
(c) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after the date of the enact-

ment of this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services

shall submit a report to the Congress on ways to reduce the fraudulent obtaining and the fraudulent use of birth certificates, including

any such use to obtain a social security account number or a
State or Federal document related to identification or immigration.

(d) FEDERAL AGENCY DEFINED.—For purposes of this section,
the term "Federal agency" means any of the followixig:

(1) An Executive agency (as defined in section 105 of title
5, United States Code).

(2) A military department (as defined in section 102 of

such title).
(3) An agency in the legislative branch of the Government
of the United States.

(4) An agency in the judicial branch of the Government

of the United States.
42 USC 405 note.

SEC. 657. DEVELOPMENT

OF PROTOTYPE OF COUNTERFEIT-RESIST-

ANT SOCiAL SECURiTY CARD.
(a) DEVELOPMENT.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner of Social Security (in

this section referred to as the "Comniissioner") shall, in accord-

ance with the provisions of this section, develop a prototype
of a counterfeit-resistant social security card. Such prototype
card—

(A) shall be made of a durable, tamper-resistant material such as plastic or po1yester
(B) shall employ technologies that provide security features, such as magnetic stripes, holograms, and integrated
circuits; and
•

(C) shall be developed so as to provide individuals
with reliable proof of citizenship or legal resident alien
status.
•

(2) ASSISTANCE BY ArrORNEY GENERAL.—The Attorney Gen-

eral shall provide such information and assistance as the

Commissioner deems necessary to achieve the purposes of this
section.

(b) STUDIES AND REPORTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Comptroller General and the
Commissioner of Social Security shall each conduct a study,

and issue a report to the Congress, that examines different

methods of improving the social security card application process.
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(2) Errm'rs OF STUDIES.—The studies shall include
evaluations of the cost and work load implications of issuing
a counterfeit-resistant social security card for all individuals
over a 3, 5, and 10 year period. The studies shall also evaluate
the feasibility and cost implications of impoing a user fee
for replacement cards and cards issued to individuals who
apply for such a card prior to the scheduled 3, 5, and 10

year phase-in options.
(3) DISTRIBUTION OF REPORTS.—Copies of the reports
described in this subsection, along with facsimiles of the protö-

type cards as described in subsection (a), shall be submitted
to the Committees on Ways and Means and Judiciary of the
House of Representatives and the Committees on Finance and

Judiciary of the Senate not later than 1 year after the date
of the enactment of this Act.

110 STAT. 3009-749
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Statement on Signing the Omnibus
Consolidated Appropriations Act,
1997
September30, 1996
I have signed into law H.R. 3610, the fiscal
year 1997 omnibus appropriations and immigration reform bill.

This bill is good for America, and I am
pleased that my Administration could fashion

it with the Congress on a bipartisan basis.
It moves us further down the road toward
our goal of a balanced budget while protect-

ing, not violating, the values we share as
Americans—opportunity, responsibility, and
community.
Specifically, the legislation restores needed funds for education and training, the envi-

ronment, science and technolo', and law
enforcement; fully funds my anti-drug and
counter-terrorism initiatives; extends the
Brady Bill so that those who commit domestic violence cannot buy handguns; provides

needed resources to respond to fires in the
western part of the Nation and to the devastation

brought by Hurricanes Fran and

Oct.
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Hortense; and includes landmark immigration reform legislation that cracks down on
illegal immigration without punishing legal

am, however, disappointed the Congress did

1936

immigrants.
The bill restores substantial sums for education and training, furthering my agenda of

not adopt my proposal to repeal the 1995
salvage timber rider and restore the application of environmental laws to salvage logging
on Federal lands.

For research and technolo', the bill pro-

life-long education to help Americans acquire The skills they need to get good jobs

motes economic growth by continuing needed Federal support for advanced technolo'.

in the new global economy.
It provides the funds through which Head
Start can serve an additional 50,000 disadvantaged young children; fulfills my request for

It restores funding for the Commerce Department's Advanced Technolo' Program,

the Goals 2000 education reform program,
enabling States to more quickly raise their
academic standards and implement innovative reform; increases funding for the Safe
and Drug-Free Schools program, helping
States reduce violence and drug abuse in
schools; provides most of my request for the
Technolo' Literacy Challenge Fund to help
States leverage technolo' funds; fulfills my
request for Title 1, education for the dis-

Nation.

advantaged; and provides the funds to enable
well over a half-million young people to participate in the Summer Jobs program.
For college students, I am pleased that the

bill fulfills my request for the largest Pell
Grant college scholarship awards in histoiy
and expands the number of middle- and lowincome students who receive aid by
126,000.—to 3.8 million. I am also pleased
that the bill fully funds my Direct Lending
program, enabling more students to take advantage of cheaper and more efficient loans.

For the environment, the bill provides
funds to support the Environmental Protection Agency's early implementation of two
major new environmental laws that I signed
this summer—the Safe Drinking Water Act,
and the Pesticide and Food Safety Law. In
addition, the bill provides additional funds
for ener' conservation and to help finish the
cleanup of Boston Harbor and help prevent
beach closures.
At the same time, the bill does not contain
any of the riders that would have affected
management of the Tongass National Forest
in Alaska, national Native American tribal

rights, the Interior Department's management of subsistence fishing in Alaska, long-

term management of the Elwha Dam in
Washington State, and the issuance of emergency-efficiency standards for appliances. I

providing resources for new grants to support

innovative technolo' companies across the
It also provides a sizeable increase for the
National Institutes of Health, which will enable NIH to expand its critical research into
new ways to treat breast cancer, AIDS, and
other diseases. I am also pleased that the bill
provides nearly $1 billion for Ryan White
AIDS treatment grants, including funds to

help States purchase a new class of AIDS
drugs called "protease inhibitors" and other
life-extending medications. And the Congress also fully funded my request for the
Department of Housing and Urban Development's program that provides housing assistance for people with AIDS.

For law enforcement, the bill provides
$1.4 billion to ensure that my program to
put 100,000 more police on the streets of
Americas communities by the year 2000 proceeds on schedule; with this bill, we will have
provided funding for 64,000 of the 100,000
that I called for at the start of my Administration. The bill also increases funds for Justice
Department law enforcement programs, for
the FBI's crime-fighting efforts, and for new
Federal prisons. As I had urged, the bill also

extends the Brady Bill to ensure that those
who commit domestic violence cannot pur-

chase guns. Finally, I am pleased that the
Congress provided a modest increase for the
Legal Services Corporation, which ensures
that those who lack the means still have access to our legal system.
I am also pleased that the bill provides a
$1.4 billion increase in funding for anti-drug
programs. It doubles funding for Drug
Courts, increases funds for drug interdiction
efforts by the Defense, Transportation, and
Treasuiy Departments, and provides the re-

sources to expand the Drug Enforcement
Administration's domestic efforts along the
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testing that my Administration had proposed,

and reduces them in the future. I continue
to believe that my long-range plan is more
rational. It provides sufficient funds now

requiring that localities have drug-testing

while increasing them at the turn of the cen-

programs in place for their prisoners and parolees in order to qualify for State and local
prison grants. And it includes funding for the

tuly when new technologies will become

drug testing of Federal, State, and local

vided the minimum acceptable levels for certain key international affairs programs, such
as the U.S. contribution to the International

Southwest border and elsewhere. The bill
also includes strong language about drug

arrestees.
For counterterrorism, the bill funds my request for over $1.1 billion to fight terrorism
and to improve aviation security and safety.
It enables the Justice and Treasuiy Departments to better investigate and prosecute ter-

rorist acts, and it provides funds to implement the recommendations of Vice President
Core's Commission on Aviation Safety and
Security and the Federal Aviation Administration's recent 90-day safety review. These
funds will enable us to hire 300 more aviation
security personnel, deploy new explosive detection teams, and buy high-technoloi

bomb detection equipment to screen lug-

available.

I am pleased that the_Congress has pro-

Development Association and the Korean
Peninsula Ener' Development Organization and for international peacekeeping operations and arrears. I also commend the Congress for providing at least a modest increase
in funding international family planning programs and for dropping misguided Mexico

City restrictions, and for funding bilateral
economic

assistance

without

rescinding

prior-year appropriations. In addition, the
Congress has facilitated the Middle East
peace process by authorizing U.S. participation in the Middle East Development Bank.

gage. The bill also gives my Administration
the authority to study the use of taggants in
black and smokeless powder; taggant technolo' holds the promise of allowing the detection and identification of explosives mate-

Nevertheless, I must note that the overall
funding level for international affairs pro-

rial.

This bill, however, does more than fund
major portions of the Government for the

I hereby designate as an emergency requirement, as the Congress has already done,
the $122.6 million in fiscal 1996 funds and
the $230.68 million in fiscal 1997 funds for

the Defense Department for antiterrorism,
counterterrorism, and security enhancement
programs in this Act, pursuant to section
251(b)(2)(D)(I) of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, as
amended.

This bill also funds the Nation's defense
program for another year; it fully funds my
defense antiterrorism and counter-narcotics
efforts as well as the Cooperative Threat Reduction program, and at my insistence it provides a substantial amount of the funding for
my dual-use technolo' program. But it also

provides about $9 billion more than I proposed for defense, including a substantial
amount for weapons that are not even in the

grams is well below what we need to assure
that we can achieve our foreign policy objectives.

next fiscal year. It also includes landmark im-

migration reform legislation that builds on
our progress of the last 3 years. It strengthens
the rule of law by cracking down on illegal
immigration at the border, in the workplace,
and in the criminal justice system—without

punishing those living in the United States
legally.

Specifically, the bill requires the sponsors

of legal immigrants to take added responsibility for their. well-being. And it does not
include the so-called Gallegly amendment,
which I strongly opposed and which would
have allowed States to refuse to educate the
children of illegal immigrants. At my insistence the bill does not include the proposed
onerous provisions against legal immigrants,
which would have gone beyond the welfare
reform law.

Defense Department's future plans and were
not requested by the service chiefs. This bill
is part of a plan by the majority in the Con-

I am pleased that the Congress provided
7 additional months of food assistance for
needy immigrants, including benefits for

gress that adds funds for investments now

many elderly and children. This step will pro-

Oct.
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vide some help to individuals and States in
preparing for the dramatic restriction of access to benefits that legal immigrants will

stay on for years after they can retire, so
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a provision in this bill that could lead to the

buyouts will serve as an incentive for them
to leave. Buyouts are an important tool to
help Federal managers downsize their agencies as we continue to move toward a balanced budget—without relying solely on re-

Federal Government waiving the Endan-

ductions-in-force (RIFs).

gered-Species Act and the National Environmental Policy Act in order to expeditiously.
construct physical barriers and roads on the

I am disappointed that one of my priorities—a ban on physician "gag rules"—was

U.S. border. I know the Attorney General
shares my commitment to those important
environmental laws and will make eveiy effort, in consultation with environmental

similar legislation to ensure that doctors have•

face under the welfare reform bill.
I am, however, extremely concerned about

agencies, to implement the immigration law
in compliance with those environmental laws.
I am also concerned about a provision that
imposes a new "intent requirement" in unfair
immigration-related employment cases that
could place hardships on some U.S. citizens

and permanent residents. I have asked the
Attorney General to take steps, to alleviate
any potential discrimination that this provi-

not included. Several States have passed
the freedom to inform their patients of the
full range of medical treatment options, and
I am disappointed that the Congress was not
able to reach agreement on this measure.
Nevertheless, this bill is good for America.

As I have said, it moves us down the path
toward a balanced budget while protecting
our values. It provides the needed resources
to fight domestic and international terrorism.

And it cracks down on illegal immigration
while protecting legal immigrants.
I am pleased to sign it.

sion causes against U.S. citizens and author-

ized workers__particularly Hispanics and
Asian-Americans who, by their appearance or

accent, may appear to be foreign. Finally, I
will seek to correct provisions in this bill that
are inconsistent with international principles
of refugee protection, including the imposi-

tion of rigid deadlines for asylum applications.

The bill also makes important changes in
the Nation's banking laws. It assures the con-

tinued soundness of the bank and thrift deposit insurance system, and it includes significant regulatoiy relief for financial institu-

tions. At my insistence, the bill does not
erode the protection of consumers and communities.
I commend Senators Baucus and Binga-

man for raising the awareness of the issue
of the proper accounting of highway trust
fund receipts. In next year's reauthorization
of the Intermodal Surface Transportation
and Efficiency Act, my Administration will
rely on a baseline that treats all States fairly
and equitably.
The bill includes a Government-wide pro-

gram to enable agencies to offer buyouts,
through December 31, 1997, of up to
$25,000 to employees eligible for early or
regular retirement. Many of these workers

William J. Clinton
The White House,
September30, 1996.
NoTE: HR. 3610, approved September 30, was
assigned Public Law No. 104—208. This statement
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